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COIMISIÚN NA GAELTACHTA

Thainig an Ooimisiún le Chóile ar & deich a chlog, Dó hAoine, 17adh Abrán, 1925.

B hí i láthair:— An General Risteárd Ua Maolchatha, T.D. (Cathaoirleacli); Pádmig ó  Oadlila ; 
Pádraig Baxter, T.D. ; Fádraig Ó Siocfhradha (An Seabhac); Joseph Hanlv; Micheál Ó Tighearnaigh, 
T .D .; L .  C. Moriarty; An tAthair Seaghan Mac Cuinnige&in ; Séamus Ú  h-EíX'lmdha (An Kmr Mor); 
Risteárd Ó  Foghludha (Fiacra ‘Eilgeach).

PÁDRAIC O BROLCHÁIN, culled and era mined.

Chairman.—We got a statement on the latli, and there 
are a few questions that I would like to put from a 
particular point of view dealing with the satisfactory 
nature, or otherwise, of the quality or quantity of the 
teachers that you have in the primary scheme in Irish
speaking districts. I should like to know whether the 
nature of the machinery that exists from the point of 
view of the training and providing material is satis
factory. For instance, the Donegal returns show that 
you have 402 schools in Donegal. We had previous 
information from the Education Department that there 
were 100 schools in the Irish-speaking districts in 
Donegal and that of these there were 72 that were bi
lingual schools. One of the pages of the report here 
gives the number of people holding a certificate in 
bilingual teaching. The figures work down to this 
that the Donegal teachers who hold the Ard-Teastas 
amount to 0.4 per cent. Those who hold the bilingual 
certificate 27.7 per cent., and those who have a certi
ficate for teaching in Irish 14.1 per cent. That is the 
position in Donegal, where the percentage of Irish 
speakers for the whole county is, according to the 
1911 census, 35.2 per cent.; *01.1 per cent, of the
teachers are cei’tified that they can teach to 
some extent in Irish, but /55 per cent, cannot 
even teach Irish. We had some enquiries carried 
out which show that in certain of the Irish-speaking 
districts that we have tested in Donegal the population 
has increased since 1911 and the percentage of Irish 
speakers has increased there, and there you have the 
position that while 35.2 per cent, of the people in 
Donegal are Irish speakers; there are only 3.4 per 
cent, of the teachers holding the Ard-Teastas, and only 
27.7 per cen^ holding the bilingual. Now, I would 
like to know what is the value of the bilingual certi
ficate from the point of view of standing up in schools 
and conducting the whole school work in Irish?

Witness.—First of all, as regards the general question 
of the ability of the teacher and the training of the 
teacher, to conduct school work through the medium of 
Irish, there is th* initial difficulty, that under the late 
régime, for two or three generations, the training 
colleges were founded on a distinctly English basis. 
All the instruction in the various subjects of the pro
gramme in the training colleges, up to a recent period, 
was given through the medium of English, and English 
was regarded as the teaching medium1. During the 
activities of the Gaelic League, Irish came in as a 
language in the training colleges. Under our régime 
we are endeavouring, in connection with the teaching of 
Irish as a language, to train the teachers also to teach 
through the medium of Irish. In that connection, the 
difficulty still remained that in the hulk of the training 
colleges, the teachers and professors in t|ie various sub
jects, other than Irish, usually have not the qualifica
tions to teach their subject in Irish. So that a pro
fessor for such subjects as, say, mathematics, 
geography, or history, might not be, and usually is not, 
competent to train teachers to give instruction through 
the medium of Irish in these subjects. Then the 
difficulty in regard to training colleges is, we have 
institutions actually existing, and a teaching staff 
actually in operation which it is difficult to change at 
short notice.

Apart from that question of changing the training 
colleges, what is the value of the bilingual certificate?— 
Well, the bilingual certificate, as now given, requires 
a high standard of ability.

We are not so much concerned with the bilingual cer
tificate you now give. These 213 teachers in Donegal 
who now hold that certificate—hold one obtained before

1925. Can you give us any idea what the standard of 
that is. May a person who has a bilingual certificate 
be regarded as having sufficient Irish to appear as a 
fairly well-educated person, capable of carrying on the 
conversation of an ordinary person of average education 
in Irish—would his standard come near to that ?--- 
It would, generally speaking, outside mathematics. I 
should say that in, say, the teaching of history, 
geography, rural science—in any of these subjects— 
teachers holding the bilingual certificate, with the 
check that has been put on these teachers in the recent 
Irish courses, would be reasonably able to carry on, 
and teach, through the medium of Irish in the main 
subjects. Of course, there is this difficulty in 
this connection. and I want to qualify that 
statement to this extent that all our teachers have 
been trained and lived very largely in an English atmos
phere. I mean not merely an English atmosphere as re
gards the district but an English atmosphere as regards 
the things of life. So that 1 am afraid that even in the 
case of the best of our teachers they were not giving 
instruction through the medium of Irish. But as 
regards the standard, I would say that the standard 
both oral and literary is a very high standard, and is 
one that the teacher who has reached it may be regarded 
as being reasonably qualified to carry out the primary 
programme through the medium of Irish.

Does your experience show that you have a sufficient 
number of those teachers so far qualified over the 
Counties of Donegal, Galway, Clare, Mayo, Cork, Kerry 
and Waterford ?— Not a sufficient number, as the figures 
show. In connection with the figures I should say that 
the first table on page 1 refers to lay teachers. The 
table on page 4, the second last page, refers both to 
the lay teachers and to the nuns.

It does not give any change in the number of the 
schools ?—No. I think table one refers to lay schools 
and not to convent schools. I think percentages will 
work out on the whole evenly. As regards the Ard- 
Teastas, the small number of teachers holding the 
Ard-Teastas would be accounted for by the fact that 
the Ard-Teastas is only a recent institution which arose 
out of the Irish courses. That was only given during 
the past two veal's to teachers of exceptional merit. 
The standard for the Ard-Teastas as regards modern 
Irish is probably nearly as high as it would be for an 
M.A. in the University. Probably a much better oral 
knowledge is required than for an M.A. in the 
University.

Are those who hold the bilingual certificate and those 
who hold the Ard-Teastas certificate at the present 
moment the product of special colleges as distinct from 
training colleges?—Yes, the bulk of the people, of say, 
from twenty-six years of age upwards, are largely the 
result of the Gaelic League movement in the country 
and the establishment of Irish colleges from the year 
190fi onwards in the Irish speaking districts.

The fact that they are qualified is due to their own 
individual energy and ability?—Largely.

As regards the inducements to teachers to qualify at 
the present moment, is there any differentiation 
in primary schools in the wav in which there is 
differentiation in the secondary schools—schools get 25 
per cent, extra foes where all the work is done in Irish, 
while the schools' in which the work is half done in 

, - Irish get 10 per cent.?—No, there is no such arrange
ment. There is no reward, apart from the reward of a 
good report from the inspectors, and the merit that 
arises from those good reports, there is no special re
ward for teaching of Irish, and teaching through Irish, 
except in the cases of those schools that were previously 
recognised as bilingual schools. These schools had 

I special fees under the late regime. When we took
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over, there were about 244 of these schools in the 
Irish-speaking districts.

What special fees did they get?—They varied from 
-8s. to 12s. per pupil, according as the teaching was 
fair, good, very good or above.

That was in addition to the ordinary fees ?—In addi
tion to the ordinary salaries of the teachers. Under 
the late regime also, extra fees were allowed for the 
teaching of Irish outside school hours, but on the aboli
tion of Irish as an extra subject, the fees were abolished 
and the teaching of Irish became part of the ordinary 
programme of the school. I should say, also, that the 
new Dáil programme provides for a programme at least 
as extensive as the programme in the old bilingual 
schools, so that the payment of fees is not intended to 
continue for the bilingual instruction, except to the 
teachers who have vested rights in those fees. The 
reason for that is that we anticipate that in a very 
short period all the schools in Ireland will be teaching 
a programme as extensive as the old bilingual pro
gramme.

Up to the present, has the Department of Education 
reserved the right to require special qualifications for 
the national teacher appointed to schools inside an 
Irish-speaking area?— Yes, even under the old régime 
that was done. It was required that the teacher before 
being appointed to a school in a district scheduled as 
an Irish-speaking district should) have a good oral 
knowledge of the Irish. In future we propose to inter
pret that as meaning that the teacher must have bi
lingual qualifications.

Could you say at the present moment that the 
teachers in the areas marked as bilingual have really 
that qualification?—No, not all of them.

Could you say what percentage of them have not the 
qualification?—!  take it that probably 30 per cent, of 
them would not have that qualification.

You say you hope that over the whole country the 
programme that will be in actual operation would be 
equivalent to the old bilingual programme and, apart 
altogether from that, you have special Irish-speaking 
districts that you have scheduled as Irish-speaking 
districts and you probably would want a more Irish 
programme in them as soon as you could get the 
-teachers for carrying out that programme?—Well, the 
Dáil programme itself is elastic in regard to the 
language. First of all, provision was made by which, 
if a majority of the parents in any district objected to 
the teaching of Irish, Irish should be omitted from the 
programme. It was also laid down, on the other side, 
that, if the majority of the parents desired that English 
should not be taught, English should be omitted. I 
am afraid that while some advantage has been taken of 
the first proviso, no advantage has been taken of the 
second.

Deputy Tierney.—Has that provision been availed of 
to do away; with the Irish language in many schools?— 
No. The provision has been availed of in some dis
tricts round the Northern border mainly by Protestant 
schools.

Chairman.—Apart altogether from the main general 
programme of the country, the fact that nearly 30 per 
cent, of the teachers in such Irish-speaking districts 
were not fully qualified for their work, would require 
a large number of trained Irish-speaking teachers among 
those coming from your training colleges?—Under the 
present system, yes.

You were mainly dependent on the training colleges 
to turn out those people?—Yes.

Where do the people entering the training colleges 
at the present time come from?—The pupil teachers 
who were recruited from the Intermediate examina
tions represent a small number; they also come from 
monitors who were appointed as such in schools 
throughout the country and then from private students 
generally.

Would those be private students of national schools? 
—They might either come from national schools or 
secondary schools, mainly from national schools.

What percentage approximately would the private 
students be?—I will put it another way. A very high 
percentage of those would be private students, or stu
dents who were neither monitors nor pupil teachers. 
For further information I may say that we find that 
the monitorial system, as such, has failed to give a 
suitable supply of teachers. Only about 1-3 per cent, 
o f the monitors appointed succeed in passing the exami
nation and entering the training college under the

competition. Our experts tells us that the moni
torial system has also failed In continental countries 
and has been abandoned by them. The question of its 
abolition by our Department is at present under 
serious consideration, and we have under consideration 
the substitution of a different system of recruitment, 
instead of the monitorial system.

With regard to the programme of training schools, 
and the position of Irish, the 1924-25 programme, 
it would seem to me, at any rate, does not offer any 
prospect that you will get from the training colleges, 
if this programme is an index of their work, the teachers 
you will require. It says that Irish gets for the higher 
course, 300 marks. Examining the figures there, I make 
it out that Irish occupies a position which is equivalent 
to 20.2 per cent, of the total programme on the men’s 
side, and on the women’s side 18.6. If you take 
it in the case of those who do take the optional sub
jects, that is to say, the best pupils, Irish gets 16.7 per 
cent, on the men’s programme and 15.7 on the women’s 
programme. If these take the fullest possible advantage 
of Irish, and do their papers on geography, on the 
principles and practice of education, and other papers 
in the Irish language, they can only raise the value of 
Irish to 20.5 per cent, on the men’s side and 18.6 on the 
women’s; these figures would show that Irish is not 
put into the position in the training schools that it 
is going to give you, over the whole programme that 
teachers are expected to do in the training schools, an 
educated person in) the Irish language capable of stand
ing up in school with assurance and effectively carry
ing out the work of education. It puts the women 
students in a more prejudicial position, from the point 
of view of the language, than the men. There is this 
point also which has a bearing on the training colleges 
too, and it is that, in the examination for monitors who 
go up for the training colleges, monitors with Irish 
would appear not to be catered for, as apart from 
monitors who have not Irish. If you turn to page 16, 
you will see that Irish gets 300 marks out of a total 
of 2,000 for men, and 2,100 for women, and that if they 
take the fullest possible advantage out of their lan
guage, that is if they do all the subjects of their exami
nation for the scholarship in Irish, they will only get 
82 additional marks, out of a total of 2,000. It seems 
to me that those additional marks are worth very little 
to a student with a good knowledge of Irish. They 
are rather treacherous because by confining themselves 
to the treatment of those subjects in the Irish language 
they would drop more in their general answers than they 
would make up in Irish?—-With regard to that, the 
question really is the basis on which the teaching of 
the other subjects in the training colleges would be 
carried on. The present programme in Irish and Eng
lish was framed on the understanding that we would 
have students coming in, one section strong in Irish 
and another section strong in English. That was the 
reason for the higher and the lower course. The ques
tion would seem to be not so much as to the programme 
of study in the training colleges as to the power in re- * 
gard to language which the students would possess on en
tering the training colleges. Generally speaking, a 
training' college for teachers should do very little of 
the teaching of the subjects as such. In the past it 
has been found that students came in in a state which 
required that they should be trained in the subjects 
themselves as well as in the best methods of teaching 
the subjects. With a different system of recruitment, 
and with students coming into the colleges with a 
higher knowledge and a greater power in Irish and 
English, perhaps the necessity for the wide programme 
in those subjects in the colleges themselves might be 
obviated. With regard to the comparison of the marks 
in Irish and the marks on the whole, we are up against 
a difficulty. You will have to get certain teaching 
done in certain subjects. Irish is a “  failing ”  sub
ject in the examination, and they cannot pass the 
examination itself without passing in Irish. At the 
moment the percentage of marks is not very high in 
the failing subjects. It is only 30 per cent. But 
they have to get 50 per cent, at least, on the whole 
examination, and they will not get that mark unless 
they are very brilliant students in other subjects with
out getting considerably higher /marks than 30 per 
cent, in Irish.

With regard to the student coming to a training col
lege and beginning to get training in such matters as 
the principles and practice of education, elementary 
science, and rural science, etc., he goes through a
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very considerable increase in the use of language and 
the knowledge of language. Tn the training schools 
at the present time all instruction in those subjects 
would be given through the medium of English?—I 
should not say all the subjects would be, but I am 
afraid in the training colleges generally, the bulk of 
the subjects would be given in English. In a practical 
examination in teaching they are required to give 
lessons in the teaching of various subjects through the 
medium of Irish. I am afraid it is true to say that 
outside Irish the bulk of the teaching is done through 
the medium of English.

With regard to scholarships in primary schools, the 
Local Government Act of 192& makes the provision ion 
the giving of certain scholarships to enable students in 
primaiw schools to pass into secondary schools. Have 
any scholarship schemes been put into operation under 
the Act?—They have.

On looking through the programme here, I see 
that the Council of any county or county borougli may 
assist by means of exhibitions, scholarships, bursaries, 
payment of fees, or otherwise, any students passing 
from a primary to a secondary school. There is a 
general programme and in that general programme too 
the Irish language stands for 200 marks out of a total 
of 1,000 marks, that is, one-fifth without any variation 
of any kind that would throw any advantage over into 
Irish-speaking schools. It seems that the whole 
scheme is such that it would be impossible almost 
against the competition he would have to compete with 
for a purely Irish-speaking person to compete under the 
scholarship scheme and to get a scholarship. Has 
that aspect of the matter come in any way before you? 
—No.

It does appear that the present scholarship scheme 
does not offer any advantage to pupils from Irish-speak
ing districts?—In Irish-speaking districts, under the 
system that has obtained, and under our present system, 
too, English has been taught very effectively, and in 
certain schools where Irish has been taught most 
effectively, English has been taught at least as effec
tively. I  am thinking of a school in Kerry which has 
been a bilingual school for years and in Mhich I  would 
take pupils either in the Irish or English language. 
They would be equal to the pupils in any schools in 
the most English part of Ireland, so* that if a pupil lias 
done a course in a school up to the standard which 
would be expected, say from the sixth or seventh 
standard pupil, the probability is that he would be as 
good in English, probably better in English than the 
corresponding pupil in the English district would be 
in Irish.

Involving an invitation to that pupil to switch over 
to the English language in order to take advantage of 
the secondary education he can get from the English 
language and for which the scholarship is provided?— 
That raises another question, the position of our second
ary schools. An* effort is being made to Irishise them.

The scholarship scheme for the primary schools pro
vides no advantage and very likely is a disadvantage 
to the pupils of schools in the Irish-speaking districts. 
Would you agree to that as a fair statement?—No I 
think not to the student who has done the course in 
a primary school.

Has any county council or borough council taken* ad
vantage of the regulation which says that the Minister 
may approve of a requirement that all or any part of 
the examination may be answered in Irish only?— 
Advantage has been taken in at least one instance.

Father Cunningham.—-As a means of spreading Irish 
from the purely Irish-speaking districts, what do you 
say about selecting prominent pupils in those 
districts who are very good Irish speakers and giving 
them special facilities for training as Irish teachers, 
with a view to their going into tne English-speaking 
districts and thus carrying Irish with them and pro
pagating it? Are you in favour of that?—That comes 
back again to the method of recruitment of teachers, 
and in this connection I do not know how far I  can 
talk about it, but I can tell you at least what is in 
the mind of the Department of Education. As I
stated to the Chairman, in continental countries they 
are proposing to scrap the monitorial system, 
not the pupil teacher system, but the moni
torial system. We think, that instead of that 
system, a system of preparatory colleges should be 
established* and that in order that the material for 
the teachers should be Irish those preparatory col
leges should be, in the main, situated in Irish-speaking

districts. We propose, if we get sanction for the altered 
scheme, which I am afraid will cost seme more money 
than the present scheme, to establish a number of 
these preparatory colleges, that is, if we can achieve 
it, in the intensely Irish-speaking districts.

We propose that the students in those colleges should 
be students who would have a fluent knowledge of 
Irish and that the life of those colleges should be on 
an Irish basis and that all the subjects of instruction, 
apart perhaps from, say, English, or some of the con
tinental languages taught, should be taught through 
the medium of Irish. In the first place, in order to 
create the atmosphere, we, possibly,, would give special 
attention to the recruitment of students from the Irish
speaking districts. Of course, you would also have 
students from the English-speaking districts, but with 
the qualification that they would be able to take their 
place as Irish speakers in such an Irish-speaking col
lege. If this scheme goes through, thes«e students 
goin'g into a preparatory college would be something like 
the material from which we, in the past, drew our 
monitors. They would be their prepared for, say, four 
years, in such a preparatory college, and we would 
expect that all those students who did their four years’ 
course in one of these preparatory colleges would be 
able to enter straight off into the training college. 
Questions will arise as to how much of the cost will 
fall on the State for the maintenance and provision 
of teaching in these colleges and of the special facilities 
that would be given to pupils in regard to entrance 
to training colleges. Our view is, that these prepara
tory colleges should, if the scheme goes through, supply 
about half of the material that would enter the training 
colleges. The rest of the material would come from 
the pupil teachers and from private students generally. 
There is also the question as to what may be done in 
the training colleges themselves and as to the modifi
cation of the training college courses, having regard 
to the courses the students would do during their four 
years in the preparatory college. I wish to say 
that I state this with some diffidence, as the question 
is still sub judice.

Mr. Moriarty.—What is the basis, Mr. Bradley, upon 
which the Education Department depends for scheduling 
a district for education purposes? Is it bilingual, 
purely Irish-speaking, or English-speaking? Does it 
depend upon the ratio of Irish-speaking people in the 
population?—This was don© under the late régime, 
and what happened was that the Board asked the 
Inspectors to report as to the schools that should be 
scheduled as in Irish-speaking districts, and the general 
test was a district in which a fair proportion of the 
adult population could speak Irish.

The Inspectors, virtually, were the deciding opinion 
on the matter?—They were.

Deputy Baxter.—In the statement put in, Mr. Brad
ley, you told us that in the Gaeltacht particularly 
the effort made to equip teachers for the
work of teaching Irish cost the state i*45,000
in 1924. Is it the opinion of the Ministry
that the best possible result was got out of 
the expenditure of this money as far as the point of 
view of the Ministry was concerned with regard to the 
equipping of teachers for the teaching of Irish? What 
I want really to get at is, did all the teachers who went 
there make good use of their time? Were all the 
teachers who went there capable of being taught? 
Were they at an age when it. was possible to learn 
Irish, or, on the other hand, were many of them ex
pected to go there who would hardly be expected ever 
to obtain a sufficiently satisfactory knowledge of the 
language to enable them to teach it?—Well, in* th© first 
case, with regard to these courses, perhaps I should say 
that in a sense the Department was bound to set 
them up. Our present administration as regards the 
primary schools—to some extent as regards the se
condary schools—is based largely on what is known 
as the Dáil programme. The Dáil programme was 
drawn up, as you know, during the revolutionary perixi 
and was the result of a conference called mainly by 
the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation under the 
Ministry of Education under what may be called the 
revolutionary Dáil. The managers did not attend. So 
that the new programme, known as the National Pro
gramme of Primary Instruction, may be largely regarded 
as a teachers’ programme, and in order to carry out 
that programme the conference recommended as a
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provision to enable existing teachers to acquire a know
ledge of Irish, the following provisions: “ That the 
Government should take immediate steps to provide 
facilities whereby existing teachers may, at the earliest 
possible date, be fully trained and equipped for the 
carrying out of this programme, especially with regard 
to the Irish language; that the attendance at the 
classes or courses to be provided should not entail a 
curtailment of the usual holidays allowed to the teachers, 
and that the expenses of teachers should be paid by the 
central authority.”  To carry that out the question 
arose as to what teachers you should summon and 
what teachers should be omitted, and it was felt gene
rally that teachers over fifty, at any rate, and perhaps 
over forty-five years of age, could not, normally speak
ing, make very much progress in a new language. But 
we found that if wo said to these teachers, “  You need 
not go up for the course, you can stay in your schools,”  
that we would have a school closed here and there, 
and in other instances a teacher teaching for a month 
or eight weeks in a school with a number of pupils 
which he could not deal with effectively. We also 
found that, with certain exceptions, the teachers over 
forty-five years of age were anxious to go to the courses, 
in other words, that if the scheme was going 
on, they should not be out of it; they would like 
to be in touch with the work of the courses and with 
the work which would have to be done afterwards in 
the schools. Probably the courses were not of much 
use to a large number of teachers of over fifty, and 
perhaps not much use to a number of teachers even 
between forty-five and fifty, but at the beginning I  am 
afraid we were also thinking of the moral effect of 
bringing the whole body of the teachers into this big 
scheme, which really meant the revolution of Irish 
education. Certain teachers that I know of who w7ere 
of a reasonably advanced age, up to forty-five years of 
age, did make good use of the courses to such an extent 
that they have now7 about the qualification for the ordi
nary certificate, and they are doing good work in teach
ing Irish in the schools.

Do you regard the older teachers in the schools as 
a difficulty, at least, one of the difficulties, in the Eng
lish-speaking districts, in your efforts to spread the 
language?—Yes. There is a difficulty, but still it is 
the difficulty of any change of system in any country.

A difficulty that, as far as you can see, cannot be 
got over for a pretty considerable period?—Can only be 
got over gradually.

I take it that it is the policy of the Government 
everywhere in the case of making new7 appointments, 
that the teacher must be efficient as regards the teach
ing of Irish?—It is.

Now7 :n making appointments, has the Board any 
experience of teachers being appointed who are not up 
to the standard, recently?—There have been some cases 
of appointments where we have not been satisfied with 
the standard in Irish of the teachers. This arises to 
some extent from teachers who wore trained some 
years ago in Ireland, and perhaps went to teach in 
Great Britain. It arises also from some Irish teachers 
trained in Great Britain and who, under our present re
gulations, are allowed to come to teach in Irish schools. 
In these cases we are endeavouring to secure that no 
teacher shall be appointed in English-speaking dis
tricts who is not generally able to deal in a reasonable 
way with the new programme, but, I must say at the 
moment it is presenting some difficulty, having regard 
to our existing regulations.

Would you sav that the policy of the Ministry on 
this is that they do not stand any nonsense; that if a 
teacher is not what he ought to be, if he is not up to a 
certain standard in certain subjects, the Ministry do 
not recognise him as being able to carry out the work 
they want done, and that they insist on that?—Well, 
perhaps I should say that we have been generally in
sisting on that. At present, however, in the English- 
speaking districts, we cannot, owing to the conditions 
which obtained, insist on as high a standard in Irish 
as we should wish. We are at present proposing a 
regulation which will tighten things up in this regard.

Have you heard any complaints from teachers them
selves who are entitled to teach Irish and who have 
been enthusiastic for years in this work, that the pro
gramme at present is over-loaded and ta a great extent 
militates against success with regard to the teaching 
of Irish?—There is a general complaint from bodies of 
teachers that the programme is over-loaded, but I don’t 
think I can say that that complaint has been made by

teachers with a competent knowledge of Irish, enthu
siastic generally about the programme. But if the» pro
gramme is over-loaded, perhaps I should say that it is 
the programme provided mainly by the teachers 
themselves and, with some slight reservations, adopted 
by the Department.

The Chairman raised the question of scholarships. 
We have a system of scholarships in practically every 
county, I think, whereby pupils can pass from a secon
dary school and get a scholarship in the University. 
It is not general that scholarships are thrown open for 
pupils passing into the secondary schools, is it? Most 
of the counties have a system whereby pupils can get 
a scholarship in the University. Have all the counties 
that system?—Some of the counties, I  think, have not 
that system. One or two have net- put that into opera
tion.

Deputy Baxter,—How many of them have not done 
so?—I am afraid that I haven’t the figures at the 
moment, but the primary scholarships are being 
generally adopted by the counties.

My experience is all the other way. I would like 
your opinion as to what you think about it, 
at least with regard to the help it would be to the Irish 
language. Would a scholarship from a primary to a 
secondary school not be more beneficial from the point 
of view of those who may have a knowledge of Irish, 
who might be brought up in the Gaeltacht than a 
scholarship in the University, because I think we may 
accept it that no pupil will be able to pass from a 
primary school to the University; he has got to go to 
a secondary school first? Now7 the rural inhabitants, 
and particularly those in the Gaeltacht, are not. many 
of them, in a position to send their children to a secon
dary school, with the result that they are practically 
debarred from a scholarship in the University. It might 
be possible, perhaps, for many of the pupils in these 
schools to obtain a scholarship in the secondary school. 
I would like to know' what your opinion is if we are 
to have a system of scholarships, a scholarship at a 
secondary school or a scholarship at the University, 
one against the other, from the point of view7 of the 
pupil in the Gaeltacht?—That raises a big question 
of the value of University education to such a large 
number of students as now go to the University, or to 
a University, on the present basis, that is a University 
largely on a literary or a purely scientific basis. 
It also raises two questions as to whether 
the secondary school as at present constituted
should be the place to which a large number of pupils 
from country districts should be sent, or whether they 
should not be sent to some other type of school whVfi 
we have not got. Our secondary schools at present 
are largely regaided as feeders for the Universities, 
and are largely based on that idea. Now there
is just the danger that if we put the secondary school 
on the one hand against the University on the other, 
we are not really comparing different things. I think it 
is largely a question as to whether such a large number 
of our pupils should be sent to these schools, with the 
object, not of going back to their farms or their shops, 
but of going forward for a profession. That is really
the question, and it is very difficult to say whether
it would be better to give the increased education in 
the secondary schools than to send them on to the 
Universities, because sending the ordinary pupil to the 
secondary school as it is at present constituted means 
that you are thinking of that pupil going on to the 
University.

Then I may take it that your opinion is that if the 
secondary school w7ere of a different type from the 
secondary school of to-day the benefits to the children 
in the Gaeltacht might be more than w7ould lx* ob
tained from these scholarships at the University for 
those same children ?— Both sides have their own 
ends. It is important that we should get the best 
minds from the Gaeltacht to come up to the Univer
sity and go back from the University to influence the 
life of the country, and to infuse the life of the country 
with an Irish' spirit. It is important that that should 
be so, and in doing so to Gaelicise the University 
itself by sending people into it who will afterwards 
become its professors, and, by that means, also 
influence the whole life of the country. Whether, 
though, we are not sending too many to the University 
for the number of places that we have in this country, 
in the way of professions, teachers, or engineers, 
whether wc are not turning out too many of the pro
fessor type or the doctor type or the engineer type
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for the conditions that obtain in this country is the 
question. I think a good deal might be argued that 
for conditions as they exist generally in the country, 
including the Irish-speaking districts, a greater numbei 
of people with a secondary or a higher primary educa
tion might have a better effect in rural districts than by 
sending these . young people in large numbers to the 
University, perhaps sending persons who are not 
fitted for a University course and by the fact of going 
through the secondary course and the University course, 
perhaps become unfit to go back to a country district 
and take their part in the life of the country there.

Would you see any possibility through the medium 
of secondary scholarships in a secondary school of 
the type you have in mind whereby we could so 
train our future national school teachers, or at least 
give them an opportunity of passing from the primary 
to this type of secondary school where they would be 
able almost to complete their education and fit them
selves out for the work of becoming national teachers, 
especially in the case of the children of poor parents 
who to-day are hardly ever in a position even of 
getting as far as making school teachers of their 
children? Could a system of scholarships of that kind 
do that?— If this preparatory college scheme were 
to go through we should hope that the local authorities 
would assist the central authority in financing scholar
ships for poor pupils. But the question arises as to 
whether those students would not be better in a college 
moulding them for teachers and giving them the special 
knowledge in the first place—the special trend, which 
a teacher would require iri future life, giving them 
perhaps an enthusiasm for scholarship or perhaps some 
of the technique of the teachers’ profession, rather than 
putting them in a secondary school with a number of 
people, some of whom will go hack to their farms, 
some of whom will go back to be shop-keepers, and 
some of whom will go to other avocations. There is 
something to be said, I must say, on both sides, but 
on the whole our difficulty is that the present condi
tion of this country is not a normal condition, and 
the view of those who framed the Dáíl programme, and 
the view expressed by the present Minister for Educa
tion and the Government generally, is that they look 
to the continuation of the historic Irish nation based 
on Irish, and in order to bring that back through the 
teaching profession it seems to be necessary to have 
intensive centres to train our future teachers on an 
Irish basis rather than to have them scattered with 
other students.

Chairman.-—On this point there are some facts 
on which I would like to be clear. Are
the prospects of a scholarship before a pupil 
in a national school in an Irish-speaking dis
trict that lie may get a scholarship that 
will take him into a secondary school: he may get a 
scholarship as a monitor that would take him into a 
training school as a teacher?—In future? No, at the 
present moment?—He may, yes. And he may get a 
scholarship for the University?— Yes. These are the 
prospects of a scholarship that are open?—\res-

If you then go to Donegal where that coloured por
tion of the map varies from above 90 per cent, to above 
30 per cent, of Irish-speaking people in the 1911 
census, you have not in that area a single secondary 
school, and the secondary schools near it are Letterkenny 
and Baphoe. The training colleges from the point of 
view of Irish are such as we know here from this pro
gramme and the Universities from the point of view 
of Irish are such as we know them too, so that- any 
scholarship that a pupil in that area would get under
? resent circumstances would take that product of the 

risli-speaking district more and more away from Irish 
in the development of their education?— I am afraid 
that that is true of the present conditions.

An Seahhac put a question in Irish as to the giving 
of evidence in Irish.

The Chairman said :—For the purposes of our work 
here if any witness give his evidence in Irish it will 
be taken in Irish. But from our experience, from the 
desire we have to have the greatest possible accuracy 
and clearness with regard to the various things that 
come before us and because there are some people on 
the Commission who have not Irish we decided among 
ourselves that we would do our internal work in Eng
lish, but that any witness who desired to give his 
evidence in Irish could do so, or could be examined 
in Irish.

Ah Seahhac—With regard to what should
lie necessary so as to lie in alignment with 
the proposed preparatory training college scheme, 
is the Minister for Education in a position
to order or provide that the training colleges shall 
conform to a like programme when pupils from these 
preparatory training colleges go to them automatically 
or as the result of competition, or whatever may be 
arranged, at the end of four years?—The Department 
sets out the conditions under which students may be 
admitted to training colleges.

Is the Department in a position to direct in what- 
form or through what medium lectures or training shall 
be conducted? Is the Department’s function alto
gether that of examining entrants and granting 
certificates when they are leaving, and does it stop- 
there?—-No, wo inspect the work of the training col
leges also.

You complained a while ago that the training colleges 
have not marched forward to any great length in the 
last, three years in trying to provide the class of people 
yon require. The difficulty evidently is the staff and 
the necessity for practically revolutionising the staff 
in the training colleges. From what I can understand 
all that lias been done is the providing of a little more 
help to teach Irish, and hardly anything else?— Well 
at the moment the staff is the difficulty in the train
ing colleges, as of course it is in some of our schools, 
too. But it is a bigger difficulty in the training 
colleges in so much as they are the makers to some 
extent of our teachers.

But is the Ministry not in a position to require that 
a change shall be made?— I feel that- is a matter on 
which I cannot enter at the moment, because the 
Departmental Committee that has been dealing with 
the recruitment of teachers proposes to go into the 
whole question of the training colleges and what can 
be done in regard to them, and of course in dealing 
with any portion of Irish education, primary or other
wise, 1 think that the national necessity should govern 
all things, and, apart from doing injustice to vested 
rights, that wo must endeavour to see, as far as pos
sible, that, our ideal of Irish education is realised. 
Beyond that I do not know that I should like to say 
any more in regard to the training colleges at the 
moment. #

Chairman.—Does the Ministry of Education officially 
set the entrance examination for the training colleges? 
—Yes.

And does it set the leaving examination ?—It does.
And it finances the training colleges?—It does.
Is that the only touch of control that the Department 

has? Has the Department any power either to approve 
or disapprove of a teacher appointed as a member of 
a training college staff?—Oh* yes, they sanction all the 
professors appointed.

Have you any other control over it?—We have the 
control of inspection, the control of providing what 
would be taught in the training colleges, and 
the control of the way in which it should be taught. 
I take it at the moment that in dealing with the way 
in which it should be taught regard need he had to 
the machine which exists for carrying out the work.

A h Seahhac.— in view of the fact that t Do 
Ministry pays for the whole thing, that tin* 
students are practically provided by the Minis
try, have the Ministry no say in the matter 
oi the atmosphere and the enthusiasm of the college in 
producing a teacher, as you referred to a while ago, 
fit and suitable to be the preserver and to shape the 
destiny as you might say, of the historic Irish nation? 
Are they cut out from that altogether?—The atmos
phere is a thing inherited from the past. Unless in 
the case of revolutionary measures it probably could 
only be changed gradually.

What is the function of those who control the col
leges and their relation with the Ministry? Do they 
contract with the Ministry to provide teachers for 
them, or have they been placed there by the 
Education Ministry of the past, as their servants?— 
The training colleges are private institutions 
subsidised by the Department, subsidised to 
what wo regard as the full extent of the cost of 
the training and the maintenance of the teachers 
therein: subsidised also to the extent of what is called 
the free home grants, that is grants for the cost incurred
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by these private parties in the provision of buildings 
and accommodation for the students. So that generally 
speaking the State supplies all the financial support of 
the training colleges, but still these training colleges 
are regarded as private institutions, subject to the 
regulations, to the programmes prescribed for entrants 
and to the programme and course of teaching in the 
colleges.

But absolutely self-contained in regard to what you 
might call the private life, the academic life, or the 
student life?—Of course student life, apart from 
programmes, is largely the making of the people that 
gather there. We have the right to refuse recog
nition to a principal of a training college, to a vice
principal, or to any professor, on new appointment.

What I am aiming at is that, whereas we might in 
establishing preparatory training colleges now abso
lutely prepare for the internal economy, atmosphere 
and spirit of them, we cannot interfere with the pre
sent colleges that exist, except what change will come 
.by some of the staff going and new staff coming on ?— 
Except by a re-arrangement of those in charge an3 
the teaching body of those colleges as far as possible.

Would it be fair to ask, has any effort .been made 
or have the authorities been approached to Gaelicise 
the training colleges ?—I do not know how far I can 
speak to that at the moment.

On page 1 of this table certain figures have been 
given, and in one column there are forty schools in 
which Irish is not taught, and in the next column 
there is a certain number of teachers who do not 
teach Irish in all those counties. Do any of these 
teachers in the second last column teach in schools 
in the Gaeltacht or where the population is 50 per 
cent, or upwards Irish ?—Generally speaking I 
should say no. They are usually in schools undeT 
Protestant management, the parents of whose chil
dren object to the teaching of Irish—objected at the 
time in any case—or schools where the teachers were 
too old to lie am to teach Irish effectively .

As to this very big number of schools in Tircon- 
naill—they are Protestant schools I unde&tand—has 
their exemption been the result of an organised 
move amongst the Protestant teachers or managers in 
that county—I notice the figure is down to one, two 
or three in other places?—I think it is not that. I 
think that is not the reason. It is largely that in 
this county, which borders on Derry, there is a much 
higher proportion of Protestant schools than in the 
South and West. The number of Protestant schools 
in the South and West is comparatively small. 
Generally speaking they are taking up Irish, many 
of them very enthusiastically.

Has the Ministry any policy in regard to the 
future for schools like this that wilfully ask for ex
emption?—This provision was largely forced upon us 
and adopted jointly with the Dáil programme. We 
propose to have another conference at a very early 
date now on the Dáil programme, and any question 
like that can be raised then.

Do you know of anywhere in the Gaeltacht where 
the inability of the teacher to teach Irish has pre
vented an Irish system of education in the school—I 
believe there are cases of schools where there is in
ability. to teach the course which one would expect.

Is there any talk of any provision or any 
outside help in a case like that, where the teacher 
is of an age that you cannot reasonably compel 
him ?—It is very difficult to provide anything of 
that sort, and, in my opinion, it is very doubtful 
whether it is advisable. Under the late administra
tion there was such a thing as extern teachers teach
ing Irish as an extra subject. With the exception of 
some of the teachers it was not generally successful. 
Very often such teachers, while they might be very 
fluent in Irish and reasonably suitable to teach grown 
boys or girls, had not the training necessary for deal
ing with very young children. Their employment 
sometimes had the effect of disturbing the general 
tenor of the school without corresponding results. 
Further, I am afraid that if any such system were 
.adopted some of the teachers who are at present mak
ing an effort to learn Irish, and some who are making 
a fairly successful effort to teach it up to a certain 
standard, would probably drop off from that effort 
if they were relieved of the work of teaching Irish 
in the schools.

You might have a teacher of 43 or 44 years of age 
who has been in a school like that for 20 years and

who has failed to learn Irish, because he could not 
do it, or because he did not try hard enough—are 
you aware of any case of that sort?—There are in 
places which we have scheduled as Irish-speaking 
districts cases of teachers who we feel have not made 
a sufficient effort to learn Irish—cases of certain 
teachers who, under the late regime, were urged year 
after year to qualify in Irish and have not qualified 
yet.

You mentioned that there are about 30 per cent, 
of teachers not certificated yet in Irish-speaking 
counties or districts generally; do you expect that 
these will gradually come up to the standard that is 
necessary?—I am afraid they will not; they are pro
bably old teachers of 45 years or upwards.

Is it the policy of the Ministry in its relation to the 
teachers to give them the impression in these seven 
counties in the Irish-speaking districts that they are 
to consider themselves as agents for the preserva
tion of the historic Irish nation and for the exten
sion of Irish in their personal, private and social 
capacity, as well as teaching inside the school 
walls?—I am afraid we have not gone that far yet. 
The general idea is, while we have not expressed it 
in a very definite way, that they will do everything 
through their schools to produce a proper Irish at
mosphere, but we have not stated it in so many 
words.

Though under the Ministry of Education there is 
the large number of officials—there are about 12,000 
or so?—I think probably we did state that in the 
original circular which we issued in April, 1922.

Has the Ministry of Education felt in regard to 
the teachers in the Irish-speaking districts that to 
any extent they look upon themselves as the out
posts or mainstay of the language in those districts, 
or does one come in touch with evidences of enthu
siasm on their part to any great extent?—I am 
afraid that is largely a question of the personality 
of the teacher.

I believe that the Education Office issued a circu
lar one time notifying teachers that they might be 
registered in the Gaelic form of their names, which 
is revolutionary as far as the public service is coi> 
oerned. To what extent did the teachers take ad
vantage of that?—It was taken advantage of, but I 
am afraid to a comparatively small extent.

Not even by the teachers in the Irish-speaking 
districts?—Not even by them. There is a consider
able number of teachers—I could not give the 
figures—who have used the Irish form of the name. 
In that circular we said we were prepared to change 
the name , on a request that the name should be 
changed and on receipt of a declaration that they 
proposed to use that form of name in future in all 
business transactions.

That would be a very good test?—We put it 
down very definitely in the case of Banks, Insur
ance, &c. We did not want them to be juggling 
with two names.

In official correspondence with the schools in these 
Irish-speaking districts has there been any differen
tiation made as between those districts and other 
districts in sending out circulars, instructions, and 
so on?—In regard to circulars and instructions of 
that kind, no. At present our forms, as far as pos
sible, are bilingual. But as regards sending out re
ports and minutes on the school, where the teacher 
and manager both know Irish, the Inspector is in
structed to send in his report in Irish only, and the 
reports are sent out in Irish only, but where the 
manager or the teacher—the manager usually—does 
not know Irish, the report of the inspector is sent 
out bilingually.

Would it upset the economy and clerical work of 
the office if such districts were definitely set aside 
for different treatment ?—With regard to communi
cations I do not think a good case could be made 
for it. At a very early date, but not at present, I 
think you will find that English-speaking districts 
may be as well supplied with people who can read 
and write Irish as Irish-speaking districts. As re
gards reading at least, we are gradually becoming 
perhaps more Irish. We regard the bilingual ar
rangement as a temporary arrangement.

What would it be worth as an influence on the 
teachers themselves to find that they were being con
sidered purely as Irish-speaking officials in an Irish
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speaking district, with the Ministry as Headquar
ters, understanding it) to be a district in which 
Irish is to be the official language altogether—would 
it have an appreciable effect on the attitude of the 
teachers towards their work P—I can only give a per
sonal opinion. I am not in favour of it. Personally 
I would rather regard Ireland as a whole as far as 
possible.

Padraig 0 Cadhla.—Are there any schools, primary 
or secondary, in which the whole education is con
ducted through the medium of Irish ?—I believe 
there is no primary school receiving a State grant 
in which the whole education is conducted in Irish.

Then Irish-speaking children must still acquire 
English to obtain the full benefit of education as far 
as primary education is concerned ?—Not necessarily. 
It is quite possible in an Irish-speaking district, if 
the pupils generally speak Irish, for all the work of 
the school to be done through Irish if the teacher is 
competent to do it. But as far as I know English 
has not been left off any programme, and in that 
case I take it that English will be taught, probably 
through the medium of English. That would be 
where English was continued on the programme. I 
think it is continued at present in all primary 
schools receiving State aid, that the farthest point 
reached is where English is taught as a subject, and 
that subjects other than English are taught through 
Irish. I cannot say how far that is carried out. I 
believe both languages are generally used.

With regard to the bilingual schools?—That por
tion of the memorandum refers to the past and the 
intentions of the past rather than to the moment. 
The bilingual programme set up under the late ad
ministration was set up to some extent under the 
pressure of a very vigorous Gaelic League at the 
time. Those Commissioners who agreed to it, and 
who were not very strongly in favour of Irish, did 
so on the argument that it would also include the 
teaching of English.

The Education Department, as far as I can see, is 
not putting the Irish language to the full use that 
it should be put in the native-speaking districts to 
make it the teaching language in all matters of educa
tion?— Within the recommendations of the programme, 
discretion is left to the local authorities with re
gard to that, but we have accepted certain recom
mendations of the existing programme with regard 
to the teaching of history and geography through 
the medium of Irish, where the teacher is competent 
to do it, and with regard to the teaching of songs in 
the Irish language. Beyond that for the moment it 
is left to the discretion of the local authorities.

Does the educational programme provide for Irish 
traditional culture in the Irish districts through the 
medium of the inspectors—I do not know, but I 
should think, that Irish educational culture should 
be a prominent feature?—Do you mean things like 
local poetry and story?

Yes.
On the first occasion, at the end of January, 1922, 

on which, acting on behalf of the Minister of Educa
tion under the Provisional Government, I met the 
late Commissioners of National Education, I referred 
in a definite way to the importance of this aspect of 
educational culture?—I am afraid we have not yet 
progressed as far in that direction as we should wish. 
Personally, I can see the educational advantage, both 
from an Irish point of view and from the point of 
view of bringing schools into touch with the district 
in which they are situated, of having, say, the Irish 
folk-stories and the Irish poetry of the district in use 
in the school. I have advocated that in the Depart
ment and the Department generally is favourable to 
such a scheme up to a certain standard in the schools, 
but we have not yet found it possible to get anything 
definite done in  that way. Our hope was that by the 
introduction of stories, say in certain Irish districts 
like Kerry, Donegal or Galway, that the pupils would 
have in the school the stories current in the district, 
go home with the stories, and by bringing the school 
into touch with the older generation at home would 
have an educational effect on the people themselves 
and on the district generally. We have not made 
much progress I  admit. We had another hope at the 
beginning, but we have not been able to go forward 
with it. It is a question as to whether the best way 
of doing it is by publishing some of the material 
existing as regards local knowledge from an Irish

point of view in Irish districts, or, in fact, in Ireland 
generally. At one time we had hoped that we might 
get, say, if they were regarded as suitable, the 
O'Donovan letters on the Ordnance Survey published 
for use in the various districts in which they apply. 
So far we have not been able to reach that, and even 
persons well qualified to judge have some doubt as 
to whether these letters would be quite suitable for 
the purpose in view.

An Seahhac.—Is there a modified programme of 
Irish required, or a substitute for the ordinary one, 
in connection with the Kildare Street Training Col
lege ?—Yes, there was a slightly modified and easier 
programme for entrance. They have, I think, the 
ordinary programme this year. I should say, too, 
apart from the question of Irish, that the Kildare 
Street Training College finds it very difficult at the 
moment to get a sufficient number of students for the 
places in the college and for the places in the schools, 
and it is our concern to assist them as far as possible 
to overcome such difficulties.

In regard to the appointments in the Irish-speak
ing districts and in those in which for the last twelve 
or fifteen years there has been a bilingual pro
gramme in the schools, can we understand that the 
Ministry has taken precautions that the holding of 
an ordinary bilingual certificate is not sufficient 
qualification?—Practically all certificates obtained 
in recent years have been checked with regard to 
the qualifications of the teachers. A bilingual cer
tificate recently obtained will be regarded as suffi
cient for a school in the Irisli-speaking districts.

Is the record o f  the particular teacher not taken 
into account if he be an existing teacher?—Any 
teacher going to a school with an average o f  over 
fifty as principal teacher would require to have had 
five years' efficient service. In the event of the pro
posed transfer of a principal teacher from one school 
to another school as principal teacher, and if, say. 
such teacher was inefficient or anything of that sort, 
the question would arise.

Only that of efficiency? Is there no comparative 
efficiency where there are several candidates for a 
school? And if it comes to your knowledge that not 
the most efficient one has been recommended to you 
by a manager?—No; all we look for is that the 
teacher fulfils the conditions. We would not be con
cerned whether the manager appointed the best 
teacher or not.

Then it follows that the man holding what is 
known as the bilingual certificate, with his efficiency 
marks right, automatically becomes the teacher 
under new appointments?—Yes.

You are not in a position to quarrel with that?— 
No.

Chairman.—As to certificates on page 6, it says : —
"  Ni tiubhrfar an teastas d'aon mhac-léighinn ar 
éirigh leis ins an scrúdú go bhfuighfear tuairisci 
fóghanta ar a chuid nminteoireachta.”

Does that mean on the samples of teaching that he 
has done in the session or on the teaching that he 
has done in the ordinary school during the previous 
year ?—In the school itself. The inspector goes 
afterwards to the school. You pass for a bilingual 
certificate, but it is confirmed afterwards by a test in 
the school.

Does that mean a special test in the school, or does 
it mean general experience of his teaching in the 
school?—It might mean that an inspector would 
simply go in and watch him teaching and see if he is 
teaching Irish successfully.

Is that a new provision?—There was a provision 
even under the old régime about giving certificates— 
i.e., a subsequent test in actual teaching was re
quired.

P. 0  Cadhl®.—Have the teachers in the Irish-speaking 
districts been made aware through circulars or regu
lations that they are free to teach all school subjects 
through the medium of Irish?— I think the teachers 
and the managers are aware that that can be done, and 
that it is implicit in the programme.

It has been stated that in the examination of the 
schools there is much more attention paid to a know
ledge of subjects in English than there is to a know
ledge of subjects in Irish—at least to the or tent that a 
knowledge of English is expected from children in the
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Irish-speaking districts and that such a knowledge is 
regarded as the important thing?—Where a subject is 
taught through the medium of Irish the inspector, if he 
examines at all, is expected to examine through the 
medium of. Irish, and if that is not done the Depart
ment will look after it.

Then I may take it that there is no foundation for 
the complaint of some teachers in Irish-speaking dis
tricts who say that they are compelled to do as much 
in English when teaching a knowledge of a subject as 
they are in Irish?—It is difficult to follow that argu
ment, because our experience is that teachers who have 
learned Irish at a recent stage are doing practically 
all that is required by the programme and are doing 
it successfully. They are getting highly efficient ”  
on it, not only in English but in Irish.

The complaint is that the bilingual programme is 
assisting to an important extent the spreading of English 
in the Irish-speaking districts ?—I believe that under 
the bilingual programme English is generally reasonably 
well taught and that generally speaking English is used 
to a certain extent in some of the other subjects.

A certificate of competency in Irish for a teacher 
leaving a training college is merely a pass certificate ?— 
The student who passes the final examination in a 
training college has to pass in Irish, but may not get 
the ordinary certificate in Irish. The student who 
would go down in Irish would probably go down on a 
total of the other subjects.

The point I want to emphasise is, that full use is 
not made to cultivate and extend Irish as a medium 
through all the stages of education—that the teaching 
of subjects through the medium of Irish is not intensive 
enough under the present rules and regulations of the 
education authority?—I fear you can hardly say that 
you have a full Irish system of education at the moment 
in the sense that we have had a full English system of 
education in the past. At the very outset you are 
faced with very great difficulties, and you cannot, 
perhaps, get more out of a machine which was built in 
earlier days and only modified during the last two or 
three years. You cannot, I think, get that machine to 
go full blast for some time yet.

Chairman.—And that for the reason that the training 
colleges have, up to the present, given the great bulk of 
their training to the students in English, and that 30 
per cent, of the teachers in the Irish-speaking districts 
are not capable of imparting instruction in the Irish 
language?— Yes, and that all over the country the 
literature of the people, outside of the schools, is largely 
on an English basis.

An Seabhac-—More than half of the teachers in the 
■‘County Cork do not hold the Irish certificate, and in 
Kerry they only amount to more than one-third.

Chairman.—In County Cork only 18 per cent, of the 
teachers hold the bilingual certificate or a certificate 
higher than that, and only 50 per cent, hold the certi
ficate to teach Irish or a certificate higher than that.

Deputy Tierney.—As regards the holders of the bi
lingual certificate, are they supposed, for instance, to 
be able to teach mathematics through the Irish 
language ?— I am afraid the bulk of them are not able 
to do that. I am afraid that the bilingual certificate 
is largely a certificate which shows that the teacher 
knows. literary Irish reasonably well and that he has 
a fluent knowledge of Irish in regard to conversation 
generally on ordinary subjects, but when it comes to 
technicalities, such as are met with in mathematics, 
I am afraid that the bulk of the teachers holding the 
bilingual certificate would be weak in teaching that 
subject through Irish.

In the case of history, the bilingual certificate would 
be a fairly strong qualification for the teaching of it 
through Irish?—Of course. On the other hand, it has 
to be said that a good deal of the language of these 
technical subjects is made up of a small dialect, and it 
is questionable whether we can properly regard this 
dialect as English at all.

Cam you say if there is any truth in the suggestion 
that' teachers holding the bilingual certificate are being 
encouraged to teach a subject like mathematics through 
the medium of Irish without having themselves a 
sufficient knowledge of Irish: whether they are being 
encouraged to do that and are, therefore, more likely 
to do harm than good?—From my knowledge of our 
inspectors I do not think that that is true. From my 
own knowledge, and from what I have seen in the 
reports of our inspectors, I do not think they would

encourage the teachers to do a thing that they were 
evidently not fitted to do.

What is the position in regard to text books in 
primary schools. Are there any official text books in 
Irish ?—No.

Is there any question of undertaking the publication 
of official text books?—I think, with regard to text 
books, we have been considering the difficulties on 
the secondary side rather than on the primary side. 
In the past the view was that we should make an effort 
to assist the authors of such text books in the publica
tion of their works. A question may arise soon on the 
primary side—I mean apart from technical works— 
when we will have to consider whether the books the 
publishers are giving us are suitable from our point of 
view—books, not only in Irish but in English.

Chairman.— You have given a definition of a bi
lingual teacher just now. On that point I would like 
to quote you some figures. In the County of Donegal 
the percentage of Irish speakers, in the census of 
1911, was 35.2, number of teachers in Donegal holding 
the Ard-Teastas 3.4, and holding the bilingual certi
ficate 27.7. In Co. Galway, in the same census year, 
the figures were : Irish speakers, 54.1 of the population; 
teachers at present holding the Ard-Teastas in Co. 
Galway, 1.8, and teachers holding the bilingual certi 
ficate, 30.4. The percentage of Irish speakers in Co. 
Mayo in 1911 was 46.1, teachers holding the Ard- 
Teastas, 1.4; teachers holding the bilingual certificate, 
18.8. In Co. Clare, the Irish-speaking population in 
1911 was 35.2; teachers holding the Ard-Teastas, 3.2; 
and teachers holding the bilingual certificate repre
sented 23.7. In Co. Cork the figures w ere: Irish- 
speaking population, 21.4; teachers holding the Ard- 
Teastas, 3.0; bilingual certificate, 15.8. Co. Kerry: 
Irish-speaking population, 38.0; teachers holding the 
Ard-Teastas, 5.1; and the bi-lingual certificate, 34.0. 
Co. Waterford: Irish-speaking population, 28.4;
teachers holding the Ard-Teastas, 2.5; and the bilingual 
certificate, 19.6. Taking your definition of a bilingual 
teacher, I feel that we are terribly badly off from the 
point of view of a teaching staff to deal with primary 
education in our Irish-speaking districts alone, and 
that we would want a very special effort to provide us 
with additional strength for teaching and to deal with 
the Irish-speaking districts alone ?—It is pretty difficult 
under the present conditions to get the bilingual certi
ficate. I pointed out the difficulties and that our 
standard is high.

These bilingual certificates for the greater part have 
been got by literary students who have not hud rnvwh 
experience of teaching?—No. I think you will find 
that most of these bilingual certificates may be re
garded as having been got on the new basis.

On your definition of a bilingual teacher, the position 
as regards primary education in the Irish-speaking dis
tricts, with which we wish to deal thoroughly, is, 
from the point of view of the schools, serious ?—It is.

Has the question arisen at all that the number of 
schools in the Gaeltacht requires increasing?—I should 
say no.

What is the average distance that the primary school 
pupil w ould have to travel to school ?—I should say that 
generally the maximum distance would be from 2 to 2£ 
miles. The average distance would not exceed one mile.

Is there any arrangement by which teachers in any 
particular school consider the question of getting 
employment for their pupils when they leave school?—  
I am afraid not, apart from those teachers who, in the 
Irish-speaking districts, endeavour to get their best 
pupils to go in for the teaching profession.

Has a report on primary education been issued for 
the last year?—I think the last one was for 1922.

Is there anything in the nature of a report on primary 
education from 1922 to 1924 to be had ?—One is in type 
and is ready for publication. I expect it will be avail
able before the Commission has concluded its sittings. 
The material for another is ready.

I do not think we have got a copy of the ordinary 
Irish education programme. Do I understand that a 
committee is sitting on that programme?—No.

But a committee has been proposed to examine the 
question?—Yes, and we have got the sanction of the 
Ministry of Finance for it.

An Seabhac.—I  suppose we will be able to call any 
of the primary school inspectors that we. may require, 
especially those who are in personal touch with the 
Irish-speaking d istr icts -Y es ,
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Father Cunningham.—What is the standard of train
ing and of education required for the position of junior 
assistant mistress ?—The pass programme for entrance 
to the training colleges, Some time ago it was slightly 
lower than that. The programme required at present 
is the pass in the Easter scholarship examination.

Do you consider that a sufficient training for the 
work that is expected from these ladies afterwards 
in the primary schools —I think the answer of the 
Ministry would be that they would rather that all the 
teachers in primary schools should be teachers trained 
in the training colleges. The Junior Assistant Mistress 
was merely intended at the outset as a kind of help and 
was appointed at a small salary of something like £24 
a year. That salary has now been increased. They are 
getting a reasonably good salary compared to what 
was paid them in the past. The salary now is from 
about £100 to .£150 a year. They are intended to 
serve in schools that have not an average for a full 
assistant: that is, in schools with an average of under 
50—say a normal average of about 35. If we could get, 
in many cases, an amalgamation of a number of these 
schools with an average of about 35—for example, an 
amalgamation of adjoining boys’ and girls’ schools of 
about that average, we would be able, in a combined 
school as recommended by the Killanin Commission, to 
appoint fully trained teachers. Certain opposition arose 
to the amalgamation of boys’ and girls’ schools, and it 
was found very difficult to carry out their amalgamation. 
The training of Junior Assistant Mistresses, which 
would be highly desirable, would also be very expensive, 
and would mean a big increase under our Vote for 
training. They have simply come to us as an inherit
ance from the past, and, as I said earlier, we would 
rather substitute something else for them if we could: 
we would rather substitute trained teachers for them.

Would you recommend that a move be made to take 
up a certain percentage of these Junior Assistant Mis
tresses annually, and have them pass through a course 
of training which would fit them better for the work 
they have to do?—That would be highly desirable. 
We would encourage Junior Assistant Mistresses to go 
in for training, particularly those in schools where the 
average is rising. There is a difficulty, of course, to 
be met in connection with that. Under present con
ditions our output of female teachers will probably be 
just sufficient for our wants. What I mean is, that 
if we brought in Junior Assistant Mistresses for train
ing, who would go back to their schools after training 
as Junior Assistant Mistresses, we would be limiting 
the output of fully trained teachers for other positions. 
Another point to be considered is that as regards the 
material for fully trained teachers, the Junior Assistant 
Mistresses have not reached an educational standard 
that would enable them to make such good use of the 
ordinary training course as students who go for these 
■examinations and get high marks. The only way of 
doing what you have suggested would be to set up a 
separate institution for such teachers and give them a 
special course of training. x\gain of course, the question 
of expense will arise, and also the question whether 
this training might not be given by some extension of 
the preparatory colleges that we have been speaking of, 
or whether it should be put on a special basis.

I think it would be highly desirable to give these 
Junior Assistant Mistresses a certain amount of train
ing. They are appointed to schools at present without 
any particular training. You have a certain number 
of schools at present in which you cannot hope to have 
fully trained assistant teachers in the near future ?— 
That is so.

Mr. Moriarty.—I observe in the programme for 
primary education that nature study is a 
subject carried on when dealing with natural 
phenomena, and includes the study of animals 
and so forth. Have the Commissioners directed 
their attention to the importance, on the sea
board districts, of bringing before the children, 
and introducing them to, marine phenomena, and 
sea production, the use of sea-weeds and the various 
other sorts of wealth that we derive from the sea, 
and, also, scientific study in the use of weeds in 
manures?—I am afraid we have not done much in 
that direction, but the general question of nature 
«tudy in rural districts, and the relation of 
the people to the life in their own districts, are being 
attended to.

I see that is provided for here?—I am afraid we 
have not done much specifically to give special 
attention to the sea-board interest in the direction 
indicated.

With regard to the value, and importance, of the 
fisheries, and the fresh-water fisheries, more especi
ally, have questions with regard to the preservation 
of the salmon stock, and the knowledge and import
ance of not doing anything to injure the process of 
reproduction when the fish reach the higher waters, 
received the attention of the Commissioners?—No, 
we have not yet done anything. All the teacher 
would be expected to do would be in regard to ordi
nary questions of good citizenship.

Witness withdrew.

SEOIRSE MAC NIOCAILL, M.A. (Inspector ol
Secondary Schools), examined.

('hairman.—Seoirse MacNiocaill would prefer to 
give his evidence in Irish, but, realising the diffi
culty we have to face hero, he will give his evidence, 
and answer any questions that will he put to him in 
English. I have looked over the list of secondary 
schools and have come to the conclusion that, prac
tically, at no point does the resident in the Irish
speaking districts, except perhaps in Galway, get an 
opportunity of attending, as a day pupil, at a 
secondary school?—No, very few places have such 
facilities. In addition to Galway we have Dingle, 
Cahirciveen, Dungarvan, and these are the only 
places. Westport and Louisbourg have secondary 
schools, but in the real heart of the Gaelt-acht there 
is no secondary education.

And in Dingle and Cahirciveen there is no second
ary education for girls?—No.

Has the Department considered that matter, and 
have they any proposal before them with a view to 
giving secondary education facilities in any part of 
the Gaeltaeht where they do not exist ?—No, not as 
regards general secondary education. What happens 
is that other bodies establish the schools and then 
apply to the Department for recognition and grants.

In Dingle, Cahirciveen or Galway is any portion of 
the work of secondary education, except the ordi
nary teaching of Irish, conducted through Irish ?— 
As far as the inspectors’ reports go there is very little 
being done in that direction. We have a B division in 
which schools doing a certain proportion of the work 
in Irish can enter and they get an additional grant. 
Hardly any schools in the Gaeltaeht have applied to 
be placed in that B division.

So even in those places in the Gaeltaeht where there 
is an opportunity of getting secondary education 
there is no opportunity of getting secondary educa
tion through the medium of Irish ?—No. We actually 
have in the Galltaeht, at the present time, two 
schools doing the whole work through Irish and teach
ing English as a foreign language for a certain 
period every day.

What are these?—St. Louis, Monaghan, and the 
Convent of Mercy, Carriek-on-Suir. I should like to 
mention the actual experience of teaching through 
Irish, especially with regard to certain subjects. 
People imagine certain difficulties in regard to cer
tain subjects, for instance, mathematics. My ex
perience is that wherever mathematics was taught 
through Irish it was much more successfully done 
than through English. We had a case in one 
school, where the senior boys made a very bad 
hand of mathematics. They showed no interest in 
it. Then the teacher thought he would try an experi
ment, and he turned over the work into Irish, and, 
immediately, found a tremendous improvement. I 
find that in the teaching of mathematics, through 
Irish, you get at the thing itself, whereas the termi
nology is a hindrance to the teaching of mathematics 
through English. Our policy in that respect, should 
be to encourage education entirely through Irish 
ultimately. Bilingualism we only recognise as a step 
to that method of instruction, so we do not admit 
schools to class B, and, if they are admitted to class 
B, we do not intend to keep them in class B unless 
they show a reasonable prospect of doing the whole 
work in Irish. We do not recognise bilingual schools 
as a permanent institution.

If to-day some private individual proposed to start
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a secondary school at Spiddal, in Galway, and set up 
the machinery for a secondary school along the lines 
of the ordinary school, say in Wexford or in Dublin, 
with the whole machinery of instruction in English, 
has the Department of Education any power to re
fuse a grant, or to refuse recognition to a school like 
that?—Yes, they can refuse recognition of that par
ticular school, but in the case of a school already 
recognised the omission to make proper provision for 
Irish has not being made a ground for withdrawal of 
recognition.

Looking at it from the point of view that really 
there is no prospect of a native Irish speaker getting 
secondary education, as a day pupil, in his own dis
trict, how is it possible to turn out secondary 
teachers for such districts at present? What are the 
institutions that exist for turning them out?—There 
ie no institution corresponding to that of the train
ing colleges of the National Board, there is no train
ing really for secondary teachers. It very often 
happens that a man becomes a secondary teacher 
because he does not see anything else to do. There 
is no place, actually, leading to the profession at all.

Would it be right to say that they come from the 
Irish secondary schools and from the universities?— 
Yes; and of course we have a large number of the 
secondary teachers from religious Orders, from 
the Christian Brothers and Nuns.

Are there any qualifications a man must have 
before he is recognised by the Department of Educa
tion as a secondary school teacher?—Hitherto we 
have had no real means of recognising or not recog
nising such a teacher. A registration council was 
set up of late years, and teachers were registered, 
but the procedure appears to have been more or less 
formal or automatic : registration was independent 
of the inspectors’ reports upon efficiency. Previously 
,we had no means of dealing with any teacher as re
gards recognition or otherwise.

Those districts coloured on the map from red to 
violet are electoral districts which in 1911 had from 
over 90 per cent, down to over 30 per cent, of Irish 
speakers among their population. Do you see any 
prospect of secondary education through the medium 
of Irish being provided there to any great extent, 
say, within the next five years, either from the point 
of view of having secondary school teachers in the 
country capable of doing it, or having secondary 
schools actually set up?—The teachers could be 
found capable of doing it. I do not think the diffi
culty would lie there. The difficulty, I think, would 
be in finding a suitable centre for such a school, 
whether a boarding school or a day school.
- I am speaking of a day school ?—There is no big 
area of population where you could say that the 
population was so dense that you could set up a 
secondary school for that particular area. The ques
tion of the density of the population would be a 
difficulty.

Take Galway ?—I was looking at Donegal. Such a 
thing ought to be perfectly possible in Galway or in 
any part of the county Galway and Mayo also.

Watching the horizon as an inspector of secondary 
schools, do you see any such thing coming along, or 
is there anything in the outlook of the Department 
that would be driving them to get such schools in
troduced there?—I think the trouble there is much 
the same as in other Departments. There is a 
general tendency, as the official moves up in the 
service, to draw nearer to Dublin, and the inferior 
man is left in the Gaeltacht. We find that in the 
schools, also, and we find that in the Galltacht Irish 
is being fairly successfully taught, but in the Gael
tacht the same is not being done. The Christian 
Brothers in Dublin do a large amount of work 
through Irish, while in the schools in the Gaeltacht 
belonging to the same order, the position of Irish is 
far from satisfactory. We have got factors in the 
Galltacht that we have not got in the Gaeltacht; we 
have bigger schools in the Galltacht than in the Gael
tacht. That is one factor; there are others. 1 may 
mention we got actually 81 applications from schools 
to da part of their work in Irish, that is in class B. 
Several of these withdrew, and several entered under 
a misapprehension. But very few of these applica* 
tions came from the Gaeltacht. The classification

or division of. the schools in this way has a very im
portant psychological effect. There are three classes 
—A, B, C. A is the school that works through Irish; 
B, the school that works partly through Irish, and G 
is a class apart altogether, and will, I believe, con
tinue apart. There are a number of schools by no 
means content to be left in the third division, and, 
purely from the point of view of prestige and honour, 
they are doing their level l>est to work up to the 
higher classes, A and B.

As secondary education goes to-day, you would not 
be troubled to get good teachers if you had good 
teachers properly distributed over the country?—No, 
we would not.

You come down to the question of density, and you 
get back to Donegal again. The population of 
Donegal in 1911 was 168,§37, and the total number of 
Irish speakers was 59,313. The percentage of Irish 
speakers to the population was 35.2. Now we have 
had some preliminary examination carried out in 
some districts there, and we find that both the popu
lation has increased and the percentage of the Irish 
speakers in these areas has increased. That suggests 
that Donegal, as regards population and percentage 
of Irish speakers to population, has not fallen 
behind. Letterkenny urban district area had a 
population of 2,194, of which the Irish speakers 
number 423. But practically the only secondary 
schools in Donegal are Letterkenny schools for 
diocesan pupils as well as other pupils. The 
secondary school at Raphoe consists of eleven boys 
and eleven girls. So it means no secondary education 
of any kind, practically, attaches to the rural popu
lation of Donegal ?—That is so.

There is no proposal, no concrete proposal, in the 
Education Department, to-day, to bring secondary 
education more close to the rural population in 
Donegal than it is to-day P—Not as regards general 
secondary education, to my knowledge.

And there is no symptom outside the Ministry 
pointing to a development in that direction at 
present?—Not that I know of.

Mr. Hanly.— Is there any teaching of Irish other than 
written Irish in the secondary schools?—There is. At 
one time it was practically taught as a dead language; 
that is gradually disappearing.

Have you any power in influencing the atmosphere 
in secondary schools towards the development of 
vocal Irish ?—We considered the question of making 
oral examination part of the regular examination. 
This year we could not do it. We found tremendous 
trouble in the way of organising and providing a 
sufficient number of examiners for each centre, but 
the matter is under consideration. For myself, I 
do not believe it is really necessary, at present, with 
our inspectors, and with a number of subjects being 
taught through Irish. A subject cannot be taught 
through Irish unless spoken Irish is developed.

I mean developing the language, generally, through 
games and through the whole atmosphere of the 
college, because that is where we stop short?—There 
is tremendous development in the schools. If a large 
number are actually using the language in games I 
do not know that that is a true index of the life of 
the language in those schools. A few useful expres
sions in Irish taught to the Irish team might earn 
for a school a reputation to which the general work 
for the language did not entitle it.

You agree, generally, that up to the present the 
tendency has been, through programmes and exami
nations, to develop written, rather than vocal, 
Irish?—It remained in that condition for a long 
time, but that condition has been very rapidly dis
appearing, and I do not think there is any such 
tendency at present. Even if we had never an oral 
examination I do not believe there is any danger of 
the spoken language being let down.

(Translation of Examination in Irish)

jin Seabhac*—The best teachers of other subjects arc 
taken from these districts and are brought to Dublin? 
— I do not say that that is done purposely, but I do 
say that there is a general tendency to transfer the 
best teachers to Dublin.
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Why was that done?—Personally I would not care 
to say what the reason was.

Does that mean that the schools in the Gaeltaclit 
will .be worse off than the English-speaking and the 
Dublin schools?—They would be.

Have you no way of interfering with that arrange
ment?—We have control over the grant to those 
schools, and it may be that no new regulation would 
be necessary to prevent that condition.

You said a while ago that in the Gaeltacht, in the 
case of a new school that did not provide for the 
language, you could withhold recognition, but that 
in the case of an old school you had to accept and 
recognise it?—I moan that withdrawal of recognition 
from a school already recognised is very seldom re- 

. sorted to.
That is if the Ministry under these regulations 

thought that school could be put into section B or 
class B?—That the Ministry have power to classify 
schools as they think fit.

Gould the grant be withheld from such schools?—  
Yes.

Can you tell me if many intermediate schools are 
making an effort to transfer from Class B to Clgsa 
A ?—We had applications for such transfers, but it is 
to be feared that a very small number will have fulfilled 
the necessary conditions.

I see here that there are two schools in Class A ?— 
Two have applied for admission to Class A. This being 
the first year, I cannot yet say whether they are 
entitled to be in that Class.

When these classes were set up first did the managers 
of the schools understand the arrangement and did they 
take kindly to it ?—In some cases they did: but in 
other cases they were not satisfied because they were 
not able to carry out the programmes. Apart from the 
schools that may be in Class B, there are about 40 
schools that will not rest satisfied until they are in
cluded in this Class.

Would it not take about three years to enter Class A? 
—Some of the schools would be competent to do so 
immediately; others are making arrangements to 
become so competent. As regards the ordinary schools, 
the question of dealing with the existing teaching staff 
which may include several non-Irish speakers is the 
great difficulty. Convent schools are confronted with 
special difficulties: but in many cases these difficulties 
have been attacked in a courageous manner and a high 
standard of work in Irish has been accomplished. The 
progressive spirit shown has been remarkable.

Is it not the case in regard to those schools that are 
striving to get promotion that it is because of what 
they had done during the last two or three years they 
are now placed in a position to be classified in Class A 
or Class B ? Do you think that some of the boys’ 
schools could enter Class A next year?—Some of the 
residential colleges could do so ; but in the ordinary 
day schools they would not be able to become compe
tent so quickly or so easily.

Generally speaking, have the people in charge of the 
secondary schools accepted the idea of making those 
schools really Irish schools, or are they doing it more 
or less against their will?—That is a difficult question 
to answer. In practice they carry out the conditions 
laid down by the Department. They do not place any 
very serious objection in the way. Some of the schools 
are exceedingly enthusiastic over the facilities and 
encouragement given them to repair the break in our 
national development: others are indifferent: a few 
believe that our efforts are only window-dressing and 
that they will not last. It is my opinion that if the 
present regulations continue we can, in a small number 
of years, restore Gaelic culture to a predominant 
position in Ireland.

When those Classes were set up, was it the idea thal 
Class A would receive the same money as they had 
been receiving?—No, they would not be receiving the 
same grants.

Is it your opinion that schools must strive to get into 
the higher classes—Classes A and B—if the Department 
pursues the policy at present in operation, and that by 
way of competition amongst the colleges, there will 
always be an incentive to enter the higher grades?—
I am of the opinion that a very small number of the 
colleges will be satisfied to remain outside Class A and 
Class B.

Is it your opinion that the Ministry of Education 
intends to pursue the policy that is at present in opera
tion?—It is.

Is there anything being done to get secondary educa
tion for the ordinary boys and girls in the Gaelic
speaking districts or do they intend to change some 
primary schools and make them intermediate or higher 
primary schools? Is there anything being done in this 
direction?—We have no such scheme up to the present, 
but the question has been under consideration. I con
sider that the secondary schools that are in existence 
should be Irishised. That is the immediate need.

Gould not some of the primary schools be set apart 
for higher primary or secondary education?-—Yes. The 
Department could do such a thing, and the3 are actually 
considering a move on those lines. They would be in 
the nature of preparatory colleges. It has not been 

i decided yet where they would be situated, nor has any 
i plan in regard to them matured so far.

If all the intermediate schools were in Class A, is it 
your opinion that the students from them would be as 
competent as those produced by the present system 
and schools? That is, would they be fit to enter the 
Civil Service or the Universities as easily and as com
petently as under the old way?—As regards the Civil 
Service, the student who has been educated through 
the medium of Irish has a distinct advantage. It is 
now possible for an Irish speaker, knowing no English, 
to obtain the highest posts filled by competitive exami
nation. The marks assigned to Irish are high, but we 
aim at a high standard. In all examinations candidates 
who answer in Irish the questions on other subjects get 
a bonus of 10 per cent. Therefore, the secondary 
schools which give instruction through the medium of 
Irish could secure the highest positions at those exami
nations.

Then a student in Class A would have a very big 
advantage as regards competitive examinations over 
persons in the other classes ?— Undoubtedly a very big 
advantage.

Some of the students from the secondary schools 
take up the teaching profession. What class of school 
do these teachers principally come from ?—These 
teachers are principally girls from the higher classes of 
day schools. The hoys enter professions, universities 
or business clerkships. I would like to add something 
to what Mr. Bradley said on the question of pupil- 
teachers.

Chairman.—But do you have pupil-teachers in inter
mediate schools?—Yes, in the convents—several. They 
become primary teachers, however, after passing 
through the training colleges. Hitherto there has been 
no machinery available to ensure that their education 
at the secondary school was thoroughly Irish. It is 
hoped to remedy that in the future.

An Scabhac.*—Is there a danger that in ( ’lass A 
schools students admitted without a knowledge of Irish 
might disorganise the classes already formed?—The 
difficulties created are by no means as great as one 
would expect. I have known cases of large numbers of 
pupils who knew no Irish coining into an Irish-speaking 
school at the beginning of September, and I have myself 
heard the same pupils conversing quite naturally with 
one another in Irish the following January. To put an 
upper limit to the time, I would say that even the least 
intelligent of such pupils would be able to profit from 
instruction given entirely in Irish. 1 have not known 
the advent of such pupils to cause any interruption 
or disorganisation of the work of the school, and I 
believe that if the matter be properly handled there 
need never be any such disorganisation.

P. 0 Cadhla.—A great deal of this information has 
no very direct bearing on the inquiry. The system of 
education in the Gaelteacht is not such as would give 
the children a thoroughly Irish education. That is to 
say, it does not reach those rural districts, the 
secondary schools being principally in towns and cities. 
While they are getting primary education entirely in 
Irish they have no opportunity of availing of the 
secondary system of education ?—The secondary school 
has the same permission to do all the work in Irish as 
the primary school. The secondary school has the 
further incentive by reason of an extra 25 per cent, 
grant. English is not essential in the secondary 
schools, and if they think fit they can dispense with 
the teaching of English altogether.

P. O Cadhla.—I believe that it is impossible for the 
Gaelic-speaking children in purely Gaelic-speaking dis-
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tricts to even reach the secondary system of education 
in the ordinary way.

(Examination in English resumed.)
Prof. Tierney.—Would you not think that it would be 

a better thing to start more practical schools—schools 
that would be more in contact with the everyday life 
of the people—and so give them a higher and better 
education, more in line with what they have to do daily 
in the Gaelteacht, than the education now being 
imparted ? Suppose you were to start a school that 
would give a higher education in Irish than is given at 
present, and suppose there were some departure from 
the ordinary type of school existing, do you not think it 
would be much better?—I quite agree that it would be 
advisable to have the education touching on the reali
ties of the everyday life of the people. Here is the 
complete list of subjects being taught in a certain 
school in the Gaeltacht where the people live by farm
ing and fishing:—English, Irish, Latin, Mathematics, 
History and Geography. It will be seen how little 
bearing it has on the actualiities of life of 
these people. On the other hand, we have a few 
schools in which another type of education is being 
taught, and in that direction a great deal more might 
be done. I refer to education for the sons of farmers. 
They are getting instruction in practical farming. 
Some of them are running a co-operative society. 
The pupils are keeping books on finance, and they 
are learning wood-work, horse-shoeing and other 
practical matters. They know how to kill bullocks 
and pigis and do other work of that sort. They have 
cultural education side by side with agricultural educa
tion. But those are very exceptional cases. The 
ordinary school in the Gaelteacht, like the ordinary 
small school all over the country, is rather following 
the line of tradition than the consideration of what 
would be really valuable or vital to the pupils in after 
life.

How is Irish history being taught? Is there any 
improvement noticeable in the teaching of Irish history 
during the last five or six years ? Will the new edition 
of Joyce’s History of Ireland be accepted as an ordinary 
text book in the secondary schools?—I ant afraid we 
are only getting ready for a new output in the matter of 
Irish history. At the present moment we are really 
following a traditional system of teaching. I do not 
think the importance of history as a subject is fully 
recognised; but it is beginning to be recognised. We 
have to wait for the teachers to educate themselves in 
the new text books before anything can be done.

Is there much prospect of the production of good 
Irish text books ?—In that matter we are moving too 
slowly. Too much energy has been put into the pro
duction of the cheap text books. We have at least half- 
a-dozen of Irish geographies all covering the same 
ground. We are beginning to move towards something 
a little bit bigger. We have sufficient text books in 
most subjects for the ordinary primary school work. 
In the secondary school the teacher has done what she 
can in regard to text books. She has, for instance, 
bought Fainne an Lae and books on European history. 
Most of the work has been thrown on the teacher her
self. She has to read up the subject and teach it in 
Irish next day.

It seems to me that as far as the Gaelteacht is con
cerned, before you can talk very much about giving any 
kind of higher primary or secondary education, it will 
be necessary first of all to work out some means by 
which modern education can be put into Irish. Even 
the teaching of Irish that is being carried out in the 
scondary schools is not as valuable from the point of 
view of education and from the point of view of a 
modern continental language, as it should be. Suffi
cient use is not being made of Irish literature, of the 
teaching of Irish literature in a really modern way, 
and more could be done in that direction. Before we 
can talk about going ahead with Irish education, a 
great deal of attention will have to be paid to that side. 
Would you not think it advisable to start off that way?

I do not quite understand the question exactly. Does 
it mean that we must wait for the books?

I would like to say that I agree that more 
might be done in regard to the teaching of modem 
Irish literature. So long, however, as we do the general 
work of the school through English we are helping to 
impoverish the Irish language, and are rendering the 
growth of a virile Irish literature outside the Gaeltacht 
impossible.

We must take some means to see that the books are 
produced?—Of course we are up against the question 
of demand and supply. The publishers will not publish 
the books until the schools do the work, and if the 
schools wait for the publishers to move we shall never 
have the books. Some of the schools did begin years 
ago without the books, but that was putting extra work 
on the teacher. When the publishers see that the books 
would be used they will publish them. When there is 
a bigger demand for the books the whole thing will be 
solved in that way.

Chairman.— What was the amount spent on secondary 
education?—It might be about i>300,000.

When was the last annual report in regard to inter
mediate education ?—The Ministry has not published 
the report.

Are they to publish it ?—I do not think the report is 
in preparation; it has not gone very far.

An Seabhac.—We have come to the very apparent 
conclusion that there is a complete absence of higher 
education for the natives of the Irish-speaking districts, 
except in the case of those parents who have money 
enough to send their children to colleges.

Chairman.—And even there they will not get much 
i'n Irish.

An Seabhac.—No.
Chairman.—However, I suppose wre will come to con

clusions later.
The Commission adjourned at 1.45 p.m. until 3 p.m.

ART MAC AN BHÁIRD (Executive Officer, Post 
Office), examined.

A statement having been read and handed in.
Chairman.—Generally thel administration is not satis

fied that, in the Irish-speaking districts, the general 
staff of the offices has such a knowledge as would enable 
them to transact business across the counter in Irish ?— 
That applies principally to the important offices but 
not to the smaller or sub-offices throughout the Irish- 
speaking districts. I think there is no difficulty as 
regards the spoken language, as the staffs are natives 
of these districts and should be in a position to speak 
Irish. Unfortunately, I think they have got into the 
habit of making use of English for official purposes, 
and the people in the country are under the impression 
that it is necessary for them to speak English when 
they go into the Post Office. Old Age Pensioners and 
others who have Irish are not prepared to use it. In 
a confidential circular that was issued we asked that 
the attention of the staffs should be directed to the 
desirability of using Irish whenever possible.

You feei that the knowledge of the established clerical 
staff is poor from the point of; view of the language ?— 
Yes. It is poorer in the head offices adjoining the 
Gaelteacht than in some of the offices in the Galltacht.

In the established clerical service as a whole have 
you any figures to show that you have sufficient staff to 
carry on and man the offices in what you have marked 
out as the pure Gaelteacht entirely with Irish speakers 
if you desired to do it?—We have no figures, but I 
have been around the head offices, and I think we will 
have great difficulty in filling vacancies as they occur 
in the near future. That difficulty arose in the case 
of Dungarvan. You may have people in Dublin with 
the necessary Irish language qualification who would 
not be prepared to go down to Dungarvan. They have 
ties in Dublin or somewhere else, and do not want to 
be transferred even on promotion.

Has a census ever been taken of the competent Irish- 
speakers on the staff?—We have taken no census, but 
we have statements from the postmasters which will 
give some indication. These are not quite up-to-date, 
but I think the position is practically unchanged since 
last year. The statements were obtained in reply io  
a circular asking what efforts the staff were making to 
obtain a knowledge of the language. Ballina reported 
“  no steps taken ”  : Bantry reported that two indoor 
and six outdoor members attended classes and had 
made fair progress. A subsequent report from the 
Postmaster there, who was newly appointed, stated 
that all the indoor and outdoor staffs were attending 
special classes. Generally speaking the reports we 
got were unsatisfactory. The staff did not seem to 
realise that it was necessary for them to learn the 
language. The existing staff with a good knowledge of 
the language is a very small percentage of the whole. 
In fact, I think, there are probably more people in the
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Dublin offices with a knowledge of Irish than in the 
rest of the Post Office service.

So that generally speaking it would be right to say 
statistics are not available ?—That is so.

And we know that you could not staff the general 
offices in what you have marked out as Irish-speaking 
districts ?—That is so.

How is the established clerical staff of the Post Office 
recruited ?— Up to recently it was recruited mainly 
by men brought from provincial offices to the head, 
quarters office. Since the change of Government the 
whole system has altered.

How is the indoor established staff of the ordinary 
provincial Post Office, say from the Postmaster down 
to the clerical officer or telegraphist, recruited?—There 
had been no recruiting at all since the change of 
Government. No examination has been held.

Has the established Post Office staff of that type not 
been added to since the change?—Except temporarily. 
The temporary staff at present forms at least one-fourth 
of the establishment, and some of these people have been 
employed for eight or nine years. Since the European 
War practically all recruitment by examination has 
ceased.

Since 1922 no established positions have been filled 
by examination?—No.

' There must be a deficiency then on the establish
ment?—There is a deficiency on the establishment, but 
on the other hand we hold that these people who have 
been in our employment temporarily for a considerable 
number of years have a certain claim to be established. 
The intention is to hold a limited competition for them. 
That competition has been announced, also the syllabus, 
but the date of the examination has not been fixed.

How does the number of vacancies compare with the 
number of employees?—I have no figures. We have 
made economies in the Post Office which have to a 
certain extent reduced the establishment, and thus 
some people are redundant.

What is the position of the Irish language in the 
proposed examination?—It is an optional subject.

Being optional, how does it stand from the point of 
view of marks ?—I think in or about the same marks as 
for English, but I am not quite certain.

In connection with this examination, you have not 
taken into account that for purposes connected with the 
national language you are very badly off?—-We have 
really considered mainly the question of giving perma
nent employment to people who have a claim on us.

You are offering a certain number of vacancies to 
your present temporary employees ?—That is so.

Will there be additional vacancies that you will offer 
to those outside?—There is some question under con
sideration of holding examinations for Learners, but 
nothing has been yet decided a regards the syllabus 
which has to be arranged with the Civil Service Com
mission.

So, practically, for some years to come, in the case 
of appointments to inside Post Office work, the only 
way in which you would be taking people would be by 
Learners’ examinations and for a very limited number? 
—That is so, at the moment.

So that for feeding your inside staff with Irish you 
seem to be depending on the present staff learning 
Irish, or on the temporary staff you may get in learn
ing Irish?—We are waiting to see the results of the 
limited competition as to what exactly the Irish qualifi
cations of the candidates are before a decision is come 
to. The temporary people are well aware that Irish 
has been on the mat since the change of Government, 
and they had facilities for learning it if they so desired.

At the present moment there is nothing to make 
those who are coming into established positions from 
the temporary rank to continue to learn Irish or to keep 
iip their Irish, except the prospect of promotion?— 
The subsequent prospect of promotion. Cases have 
occurred where men have got promotion mainly on their 
Irish qualifications.

As regards outside staff, how are they recruited ?— 
Mainly locally. They are made up of part-time officials 
on the postmen’s side. The sub-postmasters are not 
established officers, and the emoluments they receive 
from the Post Office are small. In a small office it is 
absolutely necessary that they should have some other 
means of livelihood besides the Post Office. The office is 
run generally in conjunction with a small shop, and the 
sub-postmasters, to a great extent, depend on members 
-of their families for assistance. At some of the larger

offices they employ full-time assistants who are 
employees of the sub-postmasters and not of the Post 
Office. We are only concerned in seeing that the
assistants are suitable for employment. We have to 
approve of the individuals employed. In Irish-speak
ing districts we have laid it down that approval should 
not be given unless the assistant had the necessary Irish 
qualifications.

With the exception of the full-time assistant in a 
sub-post office, and say, established postmen on outside 
work, the Post Office in country areas does not provide 
a permanent means of livelihood?— Not for auxiliaries 
who generally work five hours daily in the Post Office. 
Deliverers may have only two or three hours’ work 
daily. The sub-postmasters have only part-time jobs.

In the selection of postmen-deliverers, is it the sub
postmaster has the selection or the head-postmaster ?— 
The head-postmaster.

With a view to getting help in the matter of making 
selections for employment, is there any connection 
between the head-postmaster and the schools in the 
area?—He generally approaches the Labour Exchange. 
In fact he is bound by the regulations to take men from 
there. Frequently the Labour Exchange cannot supply 
rnen, and the postmaster makes inquiries for suitable 
persons.

To your knowledge, is there any Exchange at t liiden 
or Round stone ?— Not to my knowledge. I do not know 
if there is one at Clifden. The postmaster would go 
to the nearest Labour Exchange and make application 
for any one on the list who was suitable. A t  presant 
the postmaster has not power to employ anyone except 
he has served in the National Army. Otherwise he has 
to report the matter.

Have you had any difficulty in purely Irish-speaking 
districts in filling the positions that are marked in the 
statement?—No cases have been referred to me, and in 
ordinary circumstances, if a difficulty had arisen they 
should have been so referred. I cannot vouch that the 
head-postmasters have com]died with the instructions.

Is there any systematic check on them ?—All the sub
offices are really under the direct control of the head- 
postmaster. He makes surveys and visits sub-offices. 
It is only occasionally that a member of the head
quarters staff visits them.

When it is stated that for all future appointments 
there must he a knowledge of Irish, does that mean 
that appointments such as supervisors or overseers or 
transfers to these areas must be confined to men who 
have a knowledge of Irish?—That was the intention, 
and in the case of one office a definite decision was 
come to that no new appointment should be made or 
officer transferred there without the necessary Irish 
qualification. That arose out of the fact that I reported 
only two of the staff of the office were capable of speak
ing Irish.

You say this is your proposal?—Yes, hut no question 
has yet arisen, as there were no vacancies. I can see 
that there may be difficulty in carrying out the scheme 
to the full. We had one case of a sub-office in an 
Irish-speaking district where the candidate had only a 
fair knowledge of Irish. The case has not vet been 
decided, but the recommendation was that the appoint
ment be given on the strict understanding that the 
lady makes herself proficient in Irish. There was no 
other candidate.

Take what you may call the commercial branch of 
the Post Office, is there any other branch in those areas 
besides the Engineering Branch?— Yes, the Accounts 
Branch and the Stores Branch. They deal with Head 
Offices.

The only separate Department of the Post Office 
beside the Commercial Branch would he the Engineer
ing Branch ?—Yes.

Do these proposals refer to appointments in the 
Engineering Department?—We have not really con
sidered the Engineering Department up to the present.

Is any part of the correspondence between post
masters and sub-postmasters carried on in Irish ?— 
Not to my knowledge.

Or between head-postmasters and headquarters? -  
Nothing beyond an Irish signature. We have given 
a general instruction, of course, to the Post Office 
staff that all communications from the public re
ceived in Irish must be replied to in Irish. That 
was given shortly after the change of Government, 
and has been carried out since; at least we have had 
no complaint from any member of the public to the
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effect that he was replied to in English when he 
wrote in Irish.

Mr. Moriariy.—Uhe basis of classification is not 
given in this list?

Chairman.—That is a confidential list.
Witness.—The list was drawn up mainly because 

we found that it was absolutely essential that we 
should give some guidance to head-postmasters as to 
the districts and offices in which Irish should be 
regarded as an essential qualification. I am respon
sible for the drawing up of the list. It was drawn 
up mainly after consultation with practically every
body whom I thought had a personal knowledge of 
the various districts. I had to rely on their words in 
many cases as I had no personal knowledge.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—It was not based on official 
figures, or census, or anything of that kind ?—No, we 
ignored the census return; in fact, I tried to get a 
copy of the last census figures and the Stationery 
Office couldn't supply me.

(Fiachra Eilgeach here made some references to 
Youghal which were not audible at reporters' table.)

Deputy Barter.—I th ink  in rep ly  to  the C hairm an , the 
w itness said that beyond the encou ragem en t that 
promotion might hold out, or rather beyond the en
couragement that becoming established officials 
might hold out, the Post Office was not doing any
thing with its present employees. It was not taking 
any steps after a certain number of years to put 
them through any proficiency examination in Irish. 
Is that so ?—That is so. Of course you must remem
ber that we are to some extent debarred on account 
of Article X. of the Treaty. The staff might probably 
regard that as an alteration in the terms of service. 
We have done everything possible except to bring 
pressure of that description on the staff—that is the 
existing staff.

Would you say that after the coming into exist
ence of the present Dáil there was a considerable 
desire and an effort made on the part of the em
ployees in the Post Office to attain a knowledge of 
Irish, which recently has not been displayed by 
them ?—Well, if you say a little prior to the Dáil— 
if you say from the time of the signing of the 
Treaty until the split—I think there has been a fall
ing off since that time.

And you take up the attitude that it isn't possible 
under the existing conditions, apart from the ques
tion of promotion, to put present employees through 
any test?—We have never considered doing so.

Can't you see the assistance it would be to the 
Irish language if the employees in many of the Post 
Offices down the country were put in the position 
that it would be essential that they should continue 
their study of the Irish language, not alone because 
they would be able to perform work in the Post 
Office, but because of the moral effect, perhaps, 
amongst the people? Have you considered the 
value that that would be, or have you considered 
that there was any obligation on the Post Office to 
try by some means to encourage its employees to do 
this, other than one point you make, that they would 
sometime become established employees, and a test 
of their right to become established employees was 
whether they had a knowledge of the Irish language or 
not?—Well, the Department really have considered 
that they have done everything, other than bringing 
in absolute compulsion, to get the members of the staff 
to acquire a knowledge of the language. The staff 
in many cases hold that either they haven't facili
ties for learning the language or that the duties on 
which they are employed do not permit them to 
attend classes outside. I know in one case that was 
the excuse that was given to me. It was in Dingle; 
the excuse was given to me that there was no class in 
Dingle which they could attend.

Fiachra Eilgeach.■—Isn’t the whole town a class, 
nearly ?

W itness.—I was informed that the summer class 
was confined to teachers, and there was no chance of 
the staff attending this class.

Deputy Baxter.—You don't believe that that was 
the truth? The Ministry is making no effort to col
lect statistics or figures as to the number of em
ployees who, during a period of a certain number of

months, were attending classes and trying to become 
efficient in the language?—As I say, we got a report 
last year from the postmasters. It was in reply to the 
circular we sent out on the 30th May, and we got 
replies from all the postmasters as to what was being 
done. These reports were given to different mem
bers of the Survey Staff, and they made personal 
inquiries of the postmasters with regard to the possi
bility of improving the position. All the postmasters 
have been personally and verbally asked to en
deavour to get the staff to attend Irish classes, or to-* 
form classes within the offices, and the Department 
is prepared to place rooms at their disposal for that 
purpose, the staff to provide the teacher and satisfy 
us that no one but members of the Post Office 
staff would have access to the premises. Such classes 
have been organised in certain offices. In the case 
of Bantry a class was in existence up to Christmas 
at any rate.

That is not very general ?—Generally very little 
has been done; we aren't satisfied with the progress 
which has been made by the existing staff.

Do you think it would do any good if your em
ployees were individually expected to supply quar
terly returns as to whether they were doing the 
course or not ?—I don't think it would have very much 
effect, because the staff have given us to understand 
that they think that they should receive additional 
remuneration for any knowledge of Irish that they 
may have. The Department is not prepared to con
sider such a demand.

In cases where non-established employees were 
giving earnest that they were trying to become pro
ficient in the language would it be the policy of the 
Ministry in the question of promotion to give them 
consideration before those who were established em
ployees and who weren't doing their part?—That is 
a question for the Civil Service Commissioners. 
They have to* get a certificate from the Civil Service 
Commissioners before they can be established. They 
can’ t be appointed to an established position until 
they have a certificate.

One of the reasons you have given as to why you 
can't take certain action with the staff is because of 
the fact that they might claim that the Treaty 
affords them certain protection. Don’t you think 
that if certain of these employees weren’t doing as 
much as they might, and were claiming certain pro- 
téction in order that they might get out of doing; 
what a Gael would think was their obvious duty, that 
those others who couldn’t claim the same protection, 
but who were prepared to do their work, who might 
be as capable of discharging the duties and at the 
same time had tried to make themselves up in their 
knowledge of Irish, ought to get an opportunity in 
preference to the others, who were satisfied to stand 
where they were, certainly as regards the Irish lan
guage ? I would like to have your opinion on that ?— 
Of course such officers on the staff—temporary people 
at present—will have an opportunity of competing 
at the examination which has just been announced. 
The syllabus has been announced, but the date of 
the examination has not yet been announced. Irish 
is an optional subject in that case, and it is for the 
Civil Service Commissioners to decide as regards the 
granting of certificates to people who enter for that; 
examination. The Post Office has nothing whatever 
to say to the giving of certificates.

Chairman.—Have the Civil Service Commissioners- 
agreed that Irish need not be a compulsory subject 
for that examination?—Presumably.

An Seahhac.— (In Irish).
As I  understand from the discussion so far, it is 

very difficult, if not impossible, for your administra-- 
tion to interfere with the established officers?—Yes,, 
that is so. We can’t bring pressure to .bear on the 
established staff.

Under Article X . of the Treaty what exactly are 
the conditions as regards promotion or advancement 
in the service that are guaranteed to State servants ? 
—I shouldn't care to go into that phase of the matter.

Do the existing staff understand that junior mem
bers of the staff ought not to be promoted over 
their heads ?—That of course is a rule of the service, 
but we have departed from it from time to time, and 
have given preference latterly to members of the* 
staff who possess a knowledge of Irish. The adver
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tisement of the Dungarvan vacancy stated that candi
dates must have a good knowledge of Irish.

In the case of Galway, Westport, Killorglin and 
Cahirciveen, etc., what exactly is the relation of those 
offices with the sub-offices in the Gaeltacht?—Head
quarters has tq rely on the head 'Post Office to super
vise the sub-offices in Gaelic-speaking districts.

How is the Secretary able to satisfy himself that 
an applicant for a sub-office appointment has a know
ledge of Irish sufficient to warrant his appointment? 
Has he to rely on the head postmaster’s report in all 
such cases?—Yes, we have to rely on such reports, 
but in some cases the postmaster’s report would be 
verified by a member of the headquarters staff. In 
most of the head offices some member of the head 
postmaster’s staff would be able to ascertain the 
qualifications of applicants for postmasterships.

Who sets the standard for head offices ?—There is no 
set standard. In case of doubt an officer from Head
quarters is sent to make investigations locally.

Is there any written test made with regard to the 
applicants?—No; just as in the case of all inquiries, 
the head postmaster’s report is accepted. There is 
no examination.

As regards these inquiries you have no set instruc
tions or outlines of a test in Irish for the informa
tion of the head postmaster in making his report on 
a sub-office appointment?—No.

Would it be possible to draft up set instructions 
or outline a set programme for the guidance of such 
postmasters?—In the case of postmasters not having 
a sufficient knowledge of Irish to make such tests, 
they, as a rule, get somebody locally, such as a 
teacher or some person knowing the applicant, to 
supply a statement with regard to the applicant’s 
qualifications in Irish.

Would it be possible for your Department to set 
some kind of examination that would test applicants 
for these sub-office appointments?—I don’ t see, per
sonally, that that would make any difference even
tually, as many people are not applying for these 
offices. On the average there are only three or four 
applicants, and even at times no applicant comes for
ward. There are many other things to be taken into 
account, such as a suitable office in a central posi
tion.

Can you tell us in the Fior-Gaeltacht what would 
be the number of officials with a knowledge of Irish 
sufficient to transact all the business of the Post 
Office in Irish. Is it not a fact that people with a 
knowledge of Irish had this knowledge more by acci
dent, or at least that they have had it apart from 
their Post Office service, and that in very rare occa
sions was the knowledge of Irish acquired with a 
view to doing Post Office business in Irish, and that 
they don’t make use of their Irish except when they 
have to do so?—Yes, that is so in many cases.

Is it not a fact that applicants for temporary em
ployment in the Post Office must first make application 
through the Labour Exchange?—Yes, that is the case.

Is preference given to ex-army applicants?—Yes.
Is not that narrowing down applicants with a know

ledge of Irish in so much as they must comply with 
those regulations?—Yes, naturally.

With regard to employees at sub-offices, is it the 
head postmaster who makes such appointments?—At 
present he has very little power of appointment without 
reference to Headquarters. If he is not able to obtain 
a candidate with a knowledge of Irish who has the 
other qualifications such as Army service, he has to 
make a report to Headquarters stating that to be the 
case.

How long is that the practice?—About three years.
In making a selection does the postmaster maRe per

sonal inquiries in the matter, or does he leave it to 
an officer under him?—The orders to head postmasters 
are that they have to satisfy themselves that the 
requirements are complied with in case of all appoint
ments made by them.

Is that instruction followed properly?—So far, we 
have had no complaints.

Would it not be better if the Post Office had a system 
of examination for all appointments of a small and 
unimportant kind ?—I do not think such a scheme could 
be worked. Most of the appointments are for positions 
such as part-time delivery postmen, where the appli
cants have only a slight education and are merely able 

* to read and write.
Would it not be well to have them examined as to

their knowledge ot Irish?—Of course the postmaster 
would see for himself and take any steps he thought 
fit to satisfy himself as to the qualifications of the 
applicants.

Does not that allow the head postmaster a rather free 
hand in making these appointments?— It would be 
difficult to regulate the matter from Headquarters.

Yes, but does it not leave a free hand with the head 
postmasters, and would it not leave room for favouri
tism, or at least for overlooking applicants with Irish 
qualifications?—In all matters bearing oil tho working 
of sub-offices the Headquarters office must rely on the 
report of the postmaster. That is the invariable rule. 
Another phase of the question is that reductions have 
oeen made in many et the rural districts in the Post 
Office staffs owing tc the curtailment of the deliveries, 
and it is a general rule that people who have lost Post 
Office employment should be re-emploved again before 
outside applicants.

Could not regulations be made in the Irish-speaking 
districts that no Post Office official would be permitted 
to speak English unless to some person who could not 
possibly transact business in Irish? Would that greatly 
upset thq Post Office?—No, I do not think it would in 
the smaller offices in the rural Irish-speaking districts.

Would it be possible to ascertain in what districts 
the work of tho Post Office could he carried on abso
lutely in Irish with the public where the staff would 
refuse to transact the business in English?—1 do not 
know that that policy would be favoured.

But you are compelling people with a knowledge of 
Irish only to transact their business with the aid of 
some third person in English?— In smaller districts 
there would be little or no difficulty, but in the larger 
offices in the towns there would be considerable 
difficulty.

Is practically all the administrative work of tlu* Post 
Office transacted in English?— Yes.

And does that apply to offices in Irish-speaking dis
tricts?— Yes, generally speaking.

If reports come in Irish from the head offices or 
sub-offices to the chief office in Dublin would they 
be accepted?—The head office would have to got some
body to translate the, reports, or possibly a report might 
be sent back for translation.

Then in that case it is a fact that the administration 
of the Post Office is entirely transacted in English?— 
Yes, that is the case, and there is very little chance 
of its being altered in the near future. We cannot 
make any greater headway than we are doing.

That is am admission that you have practically failed 
to bring Irish into use in the administration of the 
Post Office?— Yes, we have found it difficult to do so.

What is the course followed latterly with regard to 
correspondence in Irish?—As a general rule these letters 
are translated in order to save delay.

Is it a fact that letters addressed in Irish arc some
times purposely sent astray or delayed in the post?— 
I do not think that is the case to any great extent.

Could not a list of post offices or postal addresses be 
supplied in Irish to the staff?— Yes, such a list was 
made and supplied to the post office staff.

But do you not think that a member of the staff who 
could not master such information should be made to 
do so?—We have made no test with regard to this.

P. 0  Cadhla.—With reference to Irish names of post 
offices, and Irish in Post Office notices, have you any 
control over such matters?—The regulations provide 
that the names should be on the name posts in Irish 
and English with the Irish first. Instructions to this 
effect were issued over twelve months ago, and in the 
great majority of cases these changes have been made 
although the people who made them had to bear the 
expense themselves. In a few cases this was not done 
at the first request, but all sub-offices have since com
plied with the instruction.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—What steps have you taken to 
rectify misspellings and so forth ?—We have to depend 
on the people locally to see to that.

With regard to the names generally, what is the 
policy?—We take them from the Post Saenchas.

An Seabkac.—Who has tlies final decision with regard 
to these names?—It rests with the Secretary’s office 
in Dublin.

P. O Cadhla.—Who is the Minister to whom the 
engineers who look after the telephones poles through
out the country is responsible?—The Minister for Posts 
and Telegraphs.

I have known cases where Irish-speaking persons
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employed in connection with these poles and telegraph 
work generally have been removed from Irish-speaking 
districts and been replaced by non-Irish speakers. How 
is it that such changes have taken place?—These 
changes are made in the ordinary working of the 
Kng ti íee r i ng Department.

Mr. Hanly.—How arc the postmen selected?— Under 
the British they frequently imported ex-soldiers and 
people of that kind; are they imported now ?—It 
depends a lot on whether a man is an established man 
or an auxiliary and unestablished. If he is an estab
lished man it is quite possible from time to time that 
it may be necessary for us to transfer him from one 
district to another; sometimes he may go at his own 
wish, and sometimes it is a matter of compulsory 
transfer. An auxiliary postman is usually a small 
farmer, or lias other means of livelihood in the district. 
He would be recruited locally, but the other man is 
a full-time pensionable officer.

Is any preference given in the West in the selection 
of these auxiliary postmen to those who know Irish?— 
If instructions are carried out, no person without Irish 
could be appointed to these offices without our sanction.

Is it the local postmaster who makes the recommen
dation ?—The head postmaster of the district makes 
the recommendation to us, unless he has the power of 
appointing in the case of a person who has served in 
the National Army and is an Irish speaker. His power 
is limited to that. He cannot appoint anyone except 
those two qualifications are complied with. Otherwise 
he has to report to us, and then we have to consider 
the question.

Which of them is an essential qualification?—The 
ex-National Army qualification is a Government quali
fication. That is a decision of the Government inde
pendent of the Post Office altogether. The other is a 
Post Office requirement.

And that cannot be changed until the Government 
changes the regulations?—Personally I think our 
administration, if such a question arose, would ask 
the Ministry of Finance to withdraw the instruction if 
we were not able to obtain an ex-National Army candi
date with the necessary Irish qualification.

R. 0 Foghhidha.—That Army qualification does not 
apply in the case of postmasters and postmistresses?— 
We are supposed, in the case of Sub-offices, to consult 
the Labour Exchanges as to whether ex-Army candi
dates are available.

That would not apply in the case of sub-post
mistresses?— No. We are supposed to consider other 
qualifications. We have to consider the claims of the 
ex-army men first.

AVho appoints some of these assistants in sub-offices ? 
-*-WTe have no control so long as the work is done well. 
First of all the sub-postmaster informs the head office 
that he intends to employ such and such a person, 
and lie lias to fill up a form to that effect. The person 
sought to be appointed is generally a member of the 
sub-postmaster’s family, and the sanction of the head 
postmaster must bo obtained for such employment. 
It is purely a matter of form. It always existed, and 
the main intention was to see that no one was 
employed against whom there was a suspicion pre
viously of dishonesty. There is a black list, and those 
on this list are not to be employed in the Post Office. 
The head postmaster’s sanction to the appointment is 
necessary, and the head postmaster does not give 
his sanction unless the applicant has the necessary 
Irish qualifications.

It is quite possible in some offices that others than 
members of the family of the sub-postmaster, or the 
sub-postmistress become employed ?—That is true.

These people are not paid by you, but by the sub- 
postmaster ?—Yes.

An Seabhac.—That applies to the people employed 
and paid by the postmaster or the postmistress them
selves?—YTes. But the sanction to the employment of 
assistants in an Irisji-speaking district will not be given 
unless the assistant has a knowledge of Irish.

Is there any way to prevent the members of a sub- 
postmaster’s family—his wife or children—coming into 
the office and doing work without authority at all?— 
I think not, but if it comes to our knowledge that 
such a thing happens, we probably will deal severely 
witli the sub-postmaster, because anybody who is 
employed in the Post Office has to fill in a certain decla
ration of secrecy, and unless that form is filled in by 
him or her no fierson is entitled to enter a Post Office

premises—that is, in those offices, the separate portion 
where the official business is transacted.

Now a number of assistants like that would be 
altogether relieved of this rule about membership of 
the Army ?—We are not concerned with that in these 
cases.

Suppose the person was a lady?—Y7es, and that 
question of the Army does not apply except to postmen.

And telegraph messengers?— No, nor to telegraph 
messengers.

Are you not, then, relieved in that respect of these 
ex-Army qualifications, and do you not insist absolutely 
on obtaining a knowledge of Irish on the part of any
body employed as assistant in the Post Office?—We are, 
of course, with this exception, that you must remember 
that the emoluments of the Post Office are small, and a 
sub-postmaster in a small office could not afford to pay 
an outsider. Very often it must be a member of the 
family who is employed.

I am thinking of Old Age Pensioners coming into a 
country Post Office where the daughter or wife or some 
relation of the sub-postmaster is in attendance with your 
sanction, but is in the same position as those sub
postmasters who know no Irish?—Since 102# the em
ployment of a person without Irish could not have 
been authorised, but we cannot, of course, interfere— 
and we have no intention of interfering—with people 
who were employed prior to that.

Have you any way of gingering them up to qualify in 
Irish or to get a knowledge of Irish?— Well, there is 
the notice that we have issued in Irk an Phuint. We 
have beyond that to rely to some extent upon local 
pressure.

But when they put up an excuse, like in one parti
cular place, that there was no local class, then you can 
go no further, that is in a district where 80 per cent, 
of the people know Irish and yet where there is nobody 
inside the counter there with any knowledge of Irish ?—- 
In that particular case the sub-postmistress gave an 
undertaking that she would bring in an assistant with 
a knowledge of Irish to use Irish in the office; and 
she also stated that she would take steps to acquire a 
speaking knowledge of the language. Both she and 
her assistants were able to understand what was said 
to them in Irish, but they were not able to reply. 
There should be no difficulty whatsoever under these 
circumstances, in acquiring the necessary knowledge.

I did not refer to any particular place, but one’s 
experience in one place is likely to be the experience 
in other places?—Generally speaking, we do not see any 
difficulty as regards the rural portion.

Are not some of these offices a sort of distributing 
office for the other sub-offices in the district?—Some 
of them are, the larger offices, like in Caherciveen.

Is there any control from one sub-post office to a 
lesser sub-office?—In the past, an office like Caher- 
civeen would have no control whatsoever over an 
adjoining sub-office. But a scheme is at present under 
consideration by which certain of these salaried sub
post officers are being graded as postmasters in the 
future. They are to do some local work to assist the 
head office.

Suppose that in making out accounts and reports 
and returns there, the man in the small office makes 
it out in Irish and sends it in to Caherciveen where no 
one could read it, what is to happen then?—I see the 
difficulty as regards Irish correspondence and accounts 
in Irish.

What will happen now under the new arrangement is 
to send the thing back again?—Well, there will be a 
difficulty. The way the Post Office looks at it is this— 
to do the best for the Post- Office service. At the same 
time we are out to do whatever we possibly can to 
further the Irish language, not only in the Gaelteacht, 
but in the rest of the country.

RÍsteárd 0 Foghhidha.—Is it proposed to have Postal 
Orders in Irish?—I understand that at present that 
question is under consideration.

And Money Orders in Irish, English and French?— 
I have seen nothing about Money Orders.

Well, it is to be hoped that the translation of the 
new Orders will be something better than the old ones 
— “ Ordu Post Éireann ”  means nothing to anyone?—

Of course, as regards the question of Irish translation, 
it is in the Dáil offices that this is done. The translation 
staff there is responsible for what is done in the way of 
translation.
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Ristedrd 0  Foyhludha.— Well, then, it it is done in 
the Dáil it is bound to be right.

Witness.^The Secretary asked me to say that it' you 
wanted his presence at the Commission he would be 
quite pleased to come, if there is any special question 
you wanted to ask him. On this question of Irish, I 
have worked hand in hand with the Secretary. If at 
any time you wish to put the Secretary a question on 
the matter of policy as regards Irish he will be pre
pared to come here.

An Seabhav.—Do you intend to follow up this circu
lar by periodical enquiries as to the progress and study 
of the language by the members of the staff?—The 
intention when we "were preparing that circular was to 
have a general inspection of the Gaeltacht made by 
members of the Headquarters staff. That was the in
tention then. I do not see any possibility of doing that 
.at the moment.

In regard to the staffing of these head offices in the 
Gaelteacht, where established officers are, have you the 
right to move them where you like?—We have, but of 
course we would not do it except in exceptional cases.

What might these be ?—We would not consider they 
would have a grievance if compulsorily transferred. 
We have the right, but in actual practice it is not done, 
except for disciplinary reasons, or occasionally it is 
necessary as the result of a reduction in the staff.

It appears rather unfortunate that you are limited for 
the new staff to people who are of the same calibre as 
those you have already, and that you are limited in that 
way for years to come. You do not seern to hold out 
.any hope at all of recruits being taken into the service 
who would be Irish speakers, just as are corning into the 
service on the Customs and Excise through the Civil 
Service Commission?—That question of the recruit
ment of Irish officers existed at the start. And we are 
starting to see whether we can form some special 
scheme for these Irish-speaking districts or the head 

-offices adjoining the Irish-speaking districts. But, as 
I say, we are really waiting until we see the result of 
the competition, which is limited to the temporary 
employees for whom we have to provide a certain 
number of posts.

Is Irish put on as an extra subject, or as an optional 
subject?—Irish is an optional subject.

What are the other optional subjects?—English, 
mathematics and history.

These are not optional?—Oh, no! They are not all 
'Optional. Of course English is compulsory.

And mathematics to a certain extent?—Yes,
And you have Irish then an optional subject. Is 

There another optional subject which an English 
speaker who does not know Irish might take and gain 
marks with?—I am not conversant writh the syllabus, 
but I can let the Commission have a copy.

MR. THOMAS Me A RULE (Local Government Depart
ment), examined.

Mr. McArdle read the following statement of evidence :
In the Counties of Donegal, Mayo, Galway, Clare, 

Kerry, Cork and Waterford the Department of Local 
Government and Public Health is concerned with 
administration of the services maintained by the Local 
Bodies in those Counties. Those services consist chiefly 
o f :—

.(1) The Local Government services maintained by 
County Councils and County Borough Councils, 
§uch as collection of rates, maintenance of 
roads, etc

'(2) The Poor Law services maintained by Boards of 
Health and Boards of Guardians, consisting 
chiefly of the medical and general relief of the 
poor in institutions and in their own homes.

(3) Public Health services maintained by Rural and 
Urban Councils relating to sanitary matters, 
housing, prevention and treatment of infectious 
and contagious diseases, etc.

The supervision of these services by the Depart
ment is carried out mainly through the means of 
correspondence and inspection.

As regards the extent to which the Department 
:makes use of Irish in administration, it might be well

to consider the means through which the language 
might be promoted by the Department. Chief amqugst 
these would appear to be :—

(3) Insistence on the appointment of officials with a 
knowledge of Irish by the local bodies in the 
counties mentioned, or encouragement of the 

, appointment of such officials.
(2) Insistence on or encouragement of the transaction

of the business of those bodies through the 
means of Irish,

(3) Correspondence with the local bodies in Irish.
(4) Encouragement of the promotion of Irish by

other means.

A p p o i n t m e n t  o f  Incutl o f f i c ia l*  w i t h  n k n o w l e d g e  o f  
Irish.

It should be remembered that as the law stands at 
present, the selection for positions under local bodies 
is a matter, in the first instance, for the local bodies 
concerned. The function of the Minister is to sanction 
or refuse sanction to the appointment proposed to be 
made by the local body.

The Minister is often asked to hold an examination to 
ascertain the qualification of candidates for a particular 
position, and in a case where the position would be an 
important administrative one, the Minister would insist 
on an examination if he had no other means of knowing 
the qualifications of the candidates. In all such exami
nations Irish is one of the subjects.

It has not been usual to make Irish a compulsory 
subject for those examinations. It is merely optional. 
But a candidate with a knowledge of Irish has a decided 
advantage, as regards securing a higher aggregate 
number of marks, over candidates without a knowledge 
of Irish.

In communicating the result of these examinations, 
it is usual to indicate the candidates considered quali
fied, and it is for the local body to make a selection from 
the qualified candidates. An instance occurred recently 
in one of the counties of the Gaeltacht where, though 
the first candidate secured full marks in Irish, viz., 
100, and a total of 336 marks, the local body gave the 
appointment to the second candidate, who only secured 
36 marks in Irish and a total of 289 marks.

The Minister has not yet thought it feasible to make 
a knowledge of Irish compulsory for appointments in 
the counties mentioned. It is a measure that he is 
keeping in view, and he hopes that the extension of 
the knowledge of Irish amongst persons suitable for 
employment in the local services will be such as to 
enable him at an early date to make a knowledge of 
Irish compulsory, without unduly limiting the selection 
for these appointments.

It might be well, however, to hear in mind that there 
is a large number of positions in the local services for 
which technical qualifications are required, such as 
medical officers, surveyors, engineers, etc. The insist
ence on a knowledge of Irish for these positions might 
have such a limiting effect as to do away entirely with 
competition, and leave the local body with the choice 
of perhaps only one candidate. The Commission will, 
no doubt, realise the serious effect of confining or 
limiting the selection in appointments for which 
important technical qualifications and experience are 
required.

It is considered, however, that for medical appoint
ments in Irish-speaking districts a knowledge of Irish 
should be essential, and the Department would be glad 
to consider any suggestions that would secure the pro 
vision of Irish-speaking doctors for those districts. In 
the very poor districts difficulty is often experienced in 
securing doctors, even without a knowledge of Irish.

T r a n s a c t i o n  o f  b u s i n e s s  b y  l o c a l  b o d i e s  in  I r i s h .

As regards this matter, it is feared that very little 
can be done by the Department in present circum
stances. If a speaking knowledge of Irish were more 
general amongst members of local bodies and their 
officers, it might be desirable to consider means of 
encouraging these bodies to transact their business 
through the Irish language, but this matter must await 
a more extensive acquisition of the knowledge of Irish 
in those localities.
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Correspondence with local bodies in Irish.
It is the wish of the Department to conduct as much 

correspondence as possible through the Irish language. 
Some difficulties, however, present themselves which it 
will take some time to surmount. In the first place, 
most of the correspondence of the Department relates 
to questions bearing on legal or technical matters, in 
which great accuracy of expression is required.

It should be remembered that the words and expres- 
sions used in connection with legal matters in English 
have certain defined meanings, and that to conduct a 
correspondence accurately in regard to matters in which 
legal or technical questions are involved is quite a 
difficult matter even in English. The difficulty would 
be very much greater in Irish, as settled legal and 
technical expressions in Irish are not so widely known 
as in English.

Correspondence in Irish would require a number of 
officials well acquainted with local Government law and 
procedure, and having a thorough knowledge of the 
Irish language, and officials of this type are not readily 
available at present. A similar knowledge would be 
essential on the part of the executive officers of the local 
bodies.

Except in cases of great urgency, all orders of the 
Minister are issued in Irish, but they are also issued in 
English, so that the danger of misinterpretation owing 
to the use of Irish does not exist. The advertisements 
of the Department are published in the two languages.

It might be of interest to mention that the Dáil 
Department of Local Government occasionally sent 
letters in Irish to local bodies, and that os one occasion 
letters in Irish sent to the Council of one of the seven 
counties of the Gaeltacht were returned to the Depart
ment for translation.

A second difficulty in connection with correspondence 
in Irish is the pressure of business in the Department. 
The development of a matter of this kind would neces
sarily occupy a good portion of the time of the adminis
trative officials. For a considerable time past the 
pressure of work on those officials has been very acute, 
and it is feared that the business of the Department 
would not permit them sufficient leisure to deal 
satisfactorily with correspondence in Irish.

Promotion of Irish by other means.

On the suggestion of the Department a provision was 
included in the Local Government (Temporary Provi
sions) Act, 1923, empowering County Councils and 
Urban Councils to raise a rate of one penny in the 
pound for the purpose of providing instruction in the 
Irish language.

In pursuance of this provision rates are now raised 
in twenty-four counties, the exceptions being Louth 
and Tirconaill.

The Department, though it has every desire to 
encourage the official use of Irish has not been able to 
do as much in this respect as it would have wished.

The Department is prepared to consider favourably 
any suggestions put forward by the Commission for the 
promotion of the use of Irish through the means of the 
Local Government services.

Chairman.—With regard to the actual individuals 
brought into touch with Irish-speaking districts under 
the Local Government scheme, you have, those people 
elected on the county councils and those co-opted or 
elected on any smaller boards; you have a clerical staff 
working under these bodies; you have an engineering 
or road staff; you have rate collectors; doctors and the 
staffs of hospitals?—Yes.

Have you outside nurses?—Yes.
Would these comprise the main types—the individual 

units of the machinery?—Yes.
Outside public representatives, do all these classes 

have an examination, for their position ?—Examinations 
are held for most of those positions. For posts such as 
the secretaries of county councils, if the Department 
had any other means of ascertaining their educational 
attainments they would not insist on an examination.

If they had, say, university qualifications which satis
fied the Department, the Department would not in a 
case like that insist on an examination?—They would 
not in a case like that insist on an examination.

Are all these appointments to these positions subject 
to the approval of the Local Government Department ?

— Yes, practically all the appointments. The appoint
ments that are not subject to their approval are not 
very many. They are such appointments as caretakers.

Is there any class which the Local Government De
partment insist should have a knowledge of Irish?— 
No, there* is not any single class for which a knowledge 
of Irish is insisted on. In the case of those positions 
for which they hold examinations Irish would be one of 
the subjects for these examinations.

Optional ?—Optional.
So that at the present moment there is nothing to 

prevent an appointment being made under the Local' 
Government in an Irish-speaking district and the person 
appointed not having a knowledge of Irish?—Practi
cally, there is not.

And the only thing that would come between that 
happening would be the opinion of the local body who * 
might not recommend it?—Yes.

And there are no proposals before the Ministry of 
Local Government at the moment bearing on any 
position in the Irish-speaking districts at all?—Well, 
the position as regards a knowledge of Irish, on the 
part of a medical officer, has been considered by the 
Department, and the Department is satisfied that it 
cannot do very much at present. And that is so, for 
this reason, that the only means of ensuring a know
ledge of Irish on the part of medical officers would 
be to make it compulsory for those appointments. 
The result might press very harshly in some cases. 
The result might be that some of those districts would 
not be able to get a medical officer at all. We all 
know that some of them are situated in very poor dis
tricts, and it is not every doctor who would be willing 
to practice there. There is a scarcity of candidates in 
some of these cases, and if we impose any limitation 
there would be more difficulty in getting candidates.

Who fixes the salary of a dispensary doctor?—The 
local body, but the salary is subject to sanction by the 
Department.

If the Local Government Department did desire to 
put a veto on an appointment in any section of the 
country, have they power to do that at present?—They 
have always power to refuse sanction to an appoint
ment.

Without saying for what reason?—Yes.
When, without examination, the Local Government 

Department indicates the candidates considered quali
fied for the position. Does that mean that the quali
fications are accepted?—Yes, it means qualified as 
far as education. Of course there may be features, 
such as personality.

Does it mean generally that if they record a man as 
qualified that he is acceptable as well?—Yes.

Are there any figures in the Department to show how 
many of the various classes of officials in the counties 
we have under review here have a spoken knowledge 
of the language ?—*No. Of course we could obtain the 
information from the officials themselves, but we 
would have to accept their own word for it.

Has the Department come up against any particular 
difficulties arising out of not knowing the language, 
except in the case of doctors?—No, I cannot say they 
have.

Risteárd O Foghludha.—In the case of county 
surveyors, is it not a fact that Irish was a compulsory 
subject for county surveyors a few years ago, and was 
not a qualifying examination held after that in which 
the candidates received papers from a public depart
ment saying that the candidate in that respect was 
exempt from further examination ?—I have no informa
tion on that point before me at present, but I would be 
able to get it.

Is the matter merely for the Civil Service Commis
sion who holds the examination, or for the county 
council concerned, whether there was to be an exami
nation in Irish for such a post?—Well, it is not always 
the Civil Service Commission who will hold the exami
nation. Sometimes it is our Department who holds 
the examination.

A limited examination?*—An examination for a parti
cular appointment.

Does it comprise as many subjects as the Civil 
Service Commission would set—is the examination just 
as full?—I think so.

Who would settle, then, in such cases, whether there 
is to be an examination in Irish—have the county 
council a say in the matter, or can they prevent the 
inclusion of Irish?—I do not think they would prevent
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having Irish in the examination. Our Department 
would settle it.

I have been informed on a previous occasion when I 
asked that question that it was a matter for the council 
concerned, and the Civil Service Commission said the 
same thing. They have nothing to do with it but to 

'Set the examination. Who has to decide as to whether 
the candidate will have to pass an examination in 
Irish ? --It is our Department that decides what the 
subjects should be. As I say, the subject of Irish was 

-optional. It was not decided that Irish should be 
compulsory.

Deputy Baxter.—Have any appointments been sanc
tioned by your Department with the condition that 
whoever was appointed to the post would go through 
and pass a qualifying examination in Irish at a later 
period ?—I am aware of one such appointment, and the 
candidate has not yet qualified in Irish although the 
■appointment was made some years ago.

It was not part of the policy to do that ?—It has not 
been part of the general policy to do it.

Chairman.—Was it the local council imposed that 
^obligation, or was it your Department?—I cannot say 
which authority imposed the obligation.

Do you think that there would be any possibility in 
cases where appointments were being made to dispen
sary districts that your Department could suggest to 
■the Council that while giving every applicant for the 
post a fair chance, the applicant with a knowledge of 
Irish should get the preference ?—That would be quite 
possible. As a matter of fact, I am aware the practice 
has existed in some places—in Galway and in some 
other counties of the South-West for instance. In 
dispensary appointments, a provision is inserted that the 
candidate with a knowledge of Irish should get pre
ference.

Deputy Baxter.—Do you think that as part of a 
general policy it would be wise, in the interests of 
the Irish language, for the Department to pursue 
that?—I think it would.

An Seabhac.—Would that be extended to another ap
pointments under the Local Government Department, 
to the appointment, say, of secretaries to county 
boards of health and to more important positions?— 
I do not see any objection to extending it to these 
'appointments.

As an educational qualification?— Yes.
Would it not be desirable, in the case of permanent 

officials like these who will form part of the better 
class of the social life of the local community, that 
they should be cultured and Gaelic?— Yes.

I mean to suggest that there would be nothing 
objectionable in it if that were a common understand
ing : that a knowledge of Irish would be as essential 
as a knowledge of arithmetic or any other subject?— 
I do not see any objection to that in regard to a 
position such as that of a secretary. The only position 
in which there might be an objection to it would be 
ft technical position where insistence on a condition 
of that kind would rule out a largo number of candi
dates and would limit the field of selection.

And the reason that gives rise to that is that a know
ledge of Irish is not general enough among the people 
who specialise in certain professions or forms of educa
tion?— Yes.

But, granted that everybody who gets through a secon
dary school in the future shall have a competent and 
sufficient knowledge of Irish, would there be any hard
ship whatever in imposing a knowledge of Irish then 
for all such positions as we have mentioned ?—I do not 
think so. If we were satisfied that you did not unduly 
limit the field of selection for the local body in making 
the appointment there would be no objection.

You mentioned a difficulty that might arise in find
ing a medical officer for a backward far away Irish- 
speaking district. Do you not think that with the 
medical profession so crowded at present you could 
get a candidate for any vacancy that occurs?—  
At the present moment that is so, but we have no 
guarantee that that condition will continue. I have 
in mind a case that occurred about’ ten or twelve years 

: ago when one of the public bodies on the west coast 
of Galway found great difficulty in getting a medical 
officer for one of their districts. On one occasion the 
district was vacant for over a year, and they could not 
get a doctor to live there.

But now that practically all the recruits for the 
: medical profession are going through the secondary

schools in Ireland and through the Irish universities, 
it is almost certain that practically all the young men 
becoming doctors in the country and taking out their 
medical degrees here will know Irish?—It would pro
bably be a certainty, but I am not sure that it is a 
certainty at present.

From your great experience in dealing with local 
bodies do you find that the enthusiasm on the part of 
many of the public 1 boards for a knowledge of Irish 
on the part of the official# varies at great deal from one 
election to another—I could not make any statement 
on that particular point. I liav-e not come across any 
incident like that in my experience—I cannot recall 
any incident like that.

The officials who have to deal most with the Irish- 
speaking section of the people in the Irish-speaking 
districts are, I believe, rate collectors, home assistance 
officers, doctors, and possibly the nurses?—Yes.

In studying thei communications that passed through 
your hands when dealing with poor relief and medical 
relief, do you find that there is a greater dearth of Irish
speaking nurses than there is of Irish-speaking doctors? 
—\Ye have very little information as to whether the 
nurses have a knowledge of Irish or not.

Does the matter ever arise in the appointment of 
midwives in any of these districts?—No, it has not 
arisen. If tlu* local body is satisfied that the candidate 
is fit to discharge the duties attaching to the position, 
and that she holds the prescribed qualifications, then 
it does not require any other qualification from the 
candidate.

Then the use of the machinery of local government 
for maintenance of Irish in the districts in which it is 
known and for the furtherance of it, is practically an 
mused machine, so to speak : it is not driven towards 
that goal to any extent?—By our Department?

Yes, or by the public bodies?—The only means that 
could be used for driving the machine would be to 
insist on the appointment of Irish-speaking officials.

That is not exactly what is in my mind. There is 
no such thing as an instruction to any of these officials 
that they shall use the Irish they know. Are you aware 
of any instruction from any public body like* that?— 
No, I am not aware of any instruction like that.

Are you aware of any local bodies—where certain 
officials are satisfied to do the work and did do it through 
Irish altogether and did it in their relations with their 
county council office or their public health office—which 
objected to that at any time or commended it at any 
time?—No. Of course that in a matter that would not 
come under the notice of my Department.

There is a buffer between you and the actual officials 
in the form of the public body, and the only informa
tion you get is contained in the minutes which reach 
your department?—That is so.

And a lot of the incidents that arise in connection 
with their work is cut out from your knowledge?—Yes.

Haa the Ministry the power at the moment, without 
legislation, to insist on any condition in regard to a 
knowledge of Irish in the» case of appointments if they 
so desire?—I think so.

Can you direct that a man with a knowledge of 
Irish be appointed. You can do that in regard to other 
qualifications. Can you direct that iri the case of a 
knowledge of Irish?—I would not be so sure about that. 
Of course the Department have power to make regu
lations governing these appointments, but the regula
tions, I think, must apply to the country as a whole. 
I do not know whether the Department have power to 
make regulations applying to a section of the country.

Suppose as a result of the deliberations of this Com
mission that a recommendation went to the Govern
ment that certain sections of the country be marked 
out as places for special conditions of administration, 
would you then have the power?— Yes, certainly, i( we 
had the legislation we would have the power. I am 
not at all sure whether we have the power at present. 
My impression at the moment is, that in making general 
regulations the Department must make them for the 
country as a whole.

Is it not a fact that, your Department at one time 
did intend to deal in the Irish language with certain 
public bodies in the Irish-speaking districts?—I am 
not aware that it actually decided to deal in Irish with 
certain public bodies.

But as regards correspondence in Irish, was not there 
some understanding to that effect?— Yes, corre
spondence with the Department.

Then so far as the correspondence of certain local
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bodies is not carried on in Irish with your Department, 
it is not your fault— I do not moan fault ; it is not your 
responsibility altogether. The correspondence origi
nated possibly in English and you answered in English? 
— Yes. Of course we could not carry on correspon
dence with the local bodies in Irish unless we were 
certain that the officials at the other end were able to 
understand clearly what the correspondence meant.

But you have not been pushing Irish upon them to 
any extent; that is you have not been consciously 
doing it?—No, except in so far as all the orders of the 
Minister are issued in Irish and English, and a few 
orders have been issued in Irish only, in some of the 
districts in the west of Ireland. Of course it is rather 
a risky thing to do to have them only in Irish because 
there is danger of misinterpretation.

There is a great deal of correspondence which could 
be safely dealt with?—I am not so certain. The ordi
nary letters could be sent in Irish without the danger 
of being misunderstood.

Your Department is in communication with practi
cally every Local Government Body by means of 
printed forms, and you have quite a number of them. 
Are any of these in Irish ?—I am only aware of one form 
in our Department in Irish, but it is a very simple form.

There are forms1 to he filled in bv applicants for rate 
collectorships and so on. Are any of these printed m 
any way except in English?— No, except in English.

The Department would have no objection to put these 
into Irish?—No objection.

Then it comes to this : Your Department is quite open 
to deal with all the correspondence you got in an Irish 
fashion?—Yes. I| think we ’would be able to deal with 
all the Irish correspondence we get.

The officials under your control would deal with Local 
Government of all the Irish-speaking districts ?—From 
the Department as a whole. Of course we all deal with 
Irish-speaking districts more or less. The correspon
dence officials are not confined to any particular area.

But you have fiocal Government Inspectors who go 
to the Irish-speaking districts, and, sometimes, get in 
touch with the people and, the}' have sometimes, to 
make inquiries to get information. Is that the only 
direct touch that yon have with the Irish people through 
your staff?—Yes.

All the other touch you have with the people is 
through tlio local bodies?— Yes.

The officials of which look on themselves as being, 
not your official, but the officials of the local authorities? 
— Yes,

So the only way in which you have direct control, 
and direct contact with the people, would be through 
your own inspectors?—Yes, aud very few* of them ever 
come into direct touch with the people with the ex
ception of one or two of the Old Age Pension Inspectors.

These belong to you?— Yes.
These appeal inspectors are yours? No, the Medical 

Inspectors who interview the blind pensioners sub
sequent to the appeal to the Local Government Depart
ment, belong to our Department.

Are these constantly on the move?—Yes, they are 
constantly on the move but there are only two over 
the whole Saorstát.

None of them are Irish speakers?—I do not think so.

They come more in direct touch with the Irish 
speakers in their particular areas than the ordinary 
inspectors?— Well, the ordinary inspectors rarely come 
into touch with them at all. It is the local officials 
that come into touch with them.

You do not control the local Pensions Officers at all, 
I understand ?—That is the Excise Officer ? No, we* 
have no control over them.

How is it that you have the Blind Pensions Officers? 
—Well, you see, the Local Government Board was con
stituted a Court of Appeal to decide disputes about 
pensions which had been decided upon by the Pen
sions Officers; that is how it, arose.

It is in questions of dispute that you deal?— Yes.
Mr. Hanly.—When you talk about Local Government 

Department examinations you mean purely written 
examinations?—The practice is not uniform, sometimes 
it is purely written, sometimes oral examinations, if 
we have suitable inspectors to hold them.

But as a rule the examinations are written exami
nations?—I would say that the majority are written 
examinations.

Mr, Moriarty.—With regard to medical officerships- 
vacant I presume these are rather due to the lack of 
emolument than to the difficulty of getting suitable 
Irish-speaking doctors?— Yes,

I am aware of one district myself, one of the poorer 
Irish-speaking districts, that could not get a doctor for a. 
long time, largely because the local authority were only 
able to offer a very small remuneration, and the private 
practice there Avas nil, and the district Avas very wild.

HisteArd 0 Foyhlitdha.—I take it we shall hear from- 
Mr. McArdle as to the question of Irish in the exami
nations?—You mean for county surveyors

Yes. And Avhether there be any other optional sub
jects in the case of those examinations for .county 
surveyors which might be a sort of make-weight for 
other candidates as against those who knew Irisli. I 
mean whether Irish is the only optional subject?—Not 
in examinations I have been acquainted with.

Are there a number of optional subjects?—Any 
subject possibly might be an optional subject.

As far as I understand, in the examinations carried 
out for years past, Irish Avas made a compulsory sub
ject?—That at as for assistant surveyors.

An Scab hoc.—In regard to surveyors was not the 
University degree a qualification ?-—It Avas a qualifica
tion for some candidates but they must have had some 
practice.

But how does the question of examination come in 
except it be a competitive one?—I think there is an 
examination. A University degree is not the sole quali
fication.

Mr, Moriarty.—Under the old regime the examination 
for county surveyors and assistant surveyors was held 
under the Civil Service Commissioners.

Chairman.—You want a statement as to what are the 
qualifications no\A* for county surveyors.

An Scabhac.—Is there not a register or list from 
Avliich appointments only can be made?—-Yes.

RisteArd 0 Foyhluyha.—That is probably the list 5 
had in mind.

Commission Adjourned.
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MK. ROBERT O’CONNOR (Technical Instruction 
Branch, Department of Education), called und 
examined.

Chairman.— Would you please read the statement 
which you have prepared for us'.’—The memorandum 
which I Lave handed in is as follows :—
Memorandum as to the promotion of the study of the 

Irish language under the Department's Programme 
for Technical Schools and Classes, with special re
ference to the Gaeltacht.

1. Schemes of Technical Instruction have been in 
operation in the Gaeltacht, as elsewhere throughout 
Ireland, since a period soon after the establishment 
of the Department of Agriculture and Technical In
struction in the year 1900. These schemes are 
administered by local committees appointed, under 
section 14 of the Agriculture and Technical Instruction 
(Ireland) Act, 1899, by the local rating authorities 
(County or Urban District Councils) and consisting 
partly of members of the appointing body and partly 
of other persons interested in education.

2. The funds from which Technical Instruction
Schemes are financed are provided mainly from the 
following sources :— (a) Local rates (see paragraph 3 
below); (b) Students’ fees and other small local con
tributions; (c) Grants to local Technical Instruction 
Committees, mainly representing the contribution made 
by the former Department of Agriculture and Techni
cal Instruction under section 16 (1) (c) (ii) of the Act 
of 1899 from its Endowment Fund for Technical In
struction; (d) Attendance Grants paid by the Depart
ment under the conditions of their Programme for 
Technical schools and Classes (copy annexed); (e)
Cost of living bonus on the Civil Service scale to whole
time teachers employed by Technical Instruction Com
mittees, and (f) Temporary additional remuneration at 
the rate at present of 33% per cent, to part-time 
teachers similarly employed.

The grants referred to at (c), (d), (e), and (f) are 
State grants made from funds provided by the Dáil.

• 3. The rates which may be raised by local authorities 
in the Saorstát for the purposes of Technical Instruc
tion, including instruction in Irish, are as follows :—

Id. in the £ under the Technical Instruction Acts, 
1889 and 1891.

Id. in the £  under the Agriculture and Technical 
Instruction (Ireland) Act, 1899.

(The proceeds of these rates are applicable to the pur
poses of Technical Instruction generally, including
instruction in Irish.)
Id. in the £  under the Local Government (Tempo

rary Provisions) Act, 1923.
(The proceeds of this rate may be applied only to the

provision of instruction in Irish.)
Funds raised under the Acts of 1899 and 1923 may 

only be applied in accordance with the provisions of a 
scheme approved by the Department.

4. For many years past the Irish language has formed 
a subject of instruction under local schemes, and par
ticularly in the Gaeltacht. The, teaching of Irish (as 
of other languages) as a subject of general culture, as 
well as for business purposes, is recognised by regula
tion 21 of the programme, and attendance grants are 
paid on the subject at rates varying from 2d. per hour 
for classes under section II (b) (regulation 34) to Is. 3d. 
when the. subject is taught in the fourth and subse
quent years as part of a specialised course under 
group (B) (regulation 22.)

5. A return showing as regards each county in the

Gaeltacht the amount of local rates applied to the 
teaching of Irish under schemes of Technical Instruc
tion; the number of teachers employed; the number 
of centres of instruction and of students in respect 
oi whom grants were paid, and the amount of grants 
paid is annexed.

6. In addition to classes conducted under schemes 
administered by local committees, a numben of colleges 
of Irish under independent management also conduct 
classes for teachers of Irish in the Gaeltacht under 
section III. of the Department’s programme. A state
ment giving the number of colleges or branches which 
conducted classes, the number of pupils in attendance, 
and the amount of grants earned during the Session 
1923/24 is attached. The grant paid, in respect of 
teachers’ classes is at the rate of 9d. per hour.

7. A copy of an explanatory memorandum issued by 
the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruc
tion in December, 1923, relative to Irish classes under 
County Schemes of Technical Instruction, is also 
annexed.

8. All classes conducted under the Technical School 
programme are subject to inspection by officers of the 
Department.

9. The Minister for Education has recently appointed 
a special Departmental Committee to consider the ques
tion of the Irish classes at present conducted in rural 
districts under Technical Instruction schemes and of 
any other Irish classes conducted in these districts with 
a view to making such classes as effective as possible 
for the purpose of the teaching of the Irish language, 
and also to consider how these classes may be organised 
so as to form centres of Gaelic eulture.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

(Technical Instruction Branch.)
Return of certain particulars in respect of Colleges of Irish 

which conducted classes under the Department’s Programme 
in the Counties of the Gaeltacht during the Session 1923/24.

County.

Number 
of Colleges, 
or Branches 
of Colleges, 

of Irish.

Number 
of Teacher- 
Students in 
respect of 

whom Grants 
were paid.

Amount
of

Grants.

Clare i 18
£ s. d. 
37 6 3

Cork 5 142 318 3 0
Donegal 1 29 02 7 3
Galway 3 81 171 2 3
Kerry — — —

Mayo 1 17 34 7 9
Waterford 4 160 421 10 11

Totals ... 15 447 £1,045 3 5

Chairman.—What we want from you generally, Mr. 
O’Connor, is, first, information as to the working of 
your Department in so far as it affects the Irish-speak
ing districts. In the second place, we want to get some 
idea as to the extent, if any, to which the Department 
would serve a purely Irish-speaking population. When 
you speak of “  local committees,”  do I understand 
that these are county’ committees or urban committees? 
—There are both county committees and urban com
mittees.

Are there committees for smaller areas operating 
anywhere? The smaller areas in the counties join up

(392). Wt.641. 12. 3. 125. 6/25. Falconer G9
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AN ROINN OIDEACHAIS. 

Braixsk an Cheard-Oideachais.

Return iliving certain particulars as regards the procision of instruction in Irish under local Schemes of 
Technical Instruction in the Counties of the Gaeltaht in respect of the Sessions 1923-24 and 1924-25.

Co u n t y .
Special 

Irish Rate.

Clare 

Cork

Donegal .. 

Galway

K erry

Mayo

W a t e r f o r d

£1,302
(Id.)

£4,32(1
(Id.)

S Urban 
Districts 

£253 
(Id.)

£1,800
(Id.)

£587
(id.)

£1,300
(Id.)

£1,086
(Id.)

Dungarvan
Urban

District
£30

(Id.)

Totals £10,678

Session 1924-1925. Session 1923-1924.

Number of
Number of Students in

Number of Teachers emploved. ( -entres of respect of Amount of Grants-Paid.
Instruction. whom Grants

were laid.

< Organisers Whole-time Part-time Itinerant Teachers Itinerant Teachers Itinerant Teachers
Teachers. Teachers. Classes. Classes. Classes. Classes. Classes. Classes.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
- 4 2 11 10 165 83 56 2 1 236 19 8

i 2(1 6 <)0 31 1,513 442 834 11 7 992 10 8

6 1 8 11 12 6

i — 17 23 6 541 73 344 19 4 243 5 3

— — 20 14 (Í 437 74 274 3 2 178 0 8

i o 13 32 16 950 199 440 1 9 718 4 11

4. 15 32 9 710 56 418 0 1 170 19 3

3 30 79 172 79 4,316 935 £2,367 18 0 £2,551 12 11

with the County Council and form what we call a 
“  Joint Committee.”  The Joint Committee is composed 
of members of the County Council and Urban District 
Councils in agreed proportions. When that is done, 
it becomes a County Joint Committee of Technical In
struction. In Mayo, for instance, there is such a 
committee. The three urban districts of Mayo com
bine with the County Council and form a County Joint 
Committee of Technical Instruction. A county in 
which there are no urban districts would have a 
County Committee of Agriculture and Technical In
struction. A committee corresponding to that would 
be the committee in County Roscommon, which has no 
urban district in its area.

That committee would handle funds or grants and 
carry out schemes for the Education Department, on 
the technical side, and for the Agricultural Department, 
on the agricultural side?—Yes. The County Committee 
of Agriculture and Technical Instruction would look 
after both those matters. That is a relic of the time 
when we were one Department—the Department of 
Agriculture and Technical Instruction.

In the case of Galway, would you have a purely 
Urban Committee of Technical Instruction?—Yes. 
Galway city has a separate scheme. Where urban dis
tricts have fairly substantial populations, they have 
separate schemes of Technical Instruction; Tralee has 
such a separate scheme.

You would not have a committee dealing with Tech
nical Instruction for a rural district area?—Roscommon, 
for instance, deals with rural districts altogether.

But there would not be any special committee deal
ing with a sub-portion, of Roscommon ?—No.

Could you let us know the amount of money spent on 
Technical Education under your Department in the 
Counties of Roscommon, Mayo, Galway, Clare, Kerry, 
Cork, and Waterford ?—I have handed in a return show
ing the value of the special Irish rate.

I am speaking of the money spent generally on Tech
nical Education of any kind. Take Galway, for 
instance, there would be a local rate struck in County 
Galway and there would be grants from the Department 
of Education. Have you any idea as tq what the total 
amount would be?—I can get those returns for you. 
I have not got the figures with me at the moment.

I would like if you would get for us the amount 
spent on Technical Education generally in the seven 
counties with which we are dealirig. Are there any 
trades or industries in the counties we have under 
consideration to whch Technical Education is specially 
directed?—Technical Education, apart from Irish in 
the western counties, consists mostly of instruction 
in woodwork, commercial subjects and domestic 
economy subjects. That is true of most rural schemes 
of technical education.

What subjects does the term ‘ ‘ commercial subjects ” 
comprise?—The whole course—shorthand, typewriting, 
book-keeping, business methods, commercial arithmetic 
and office organisation.

Are any of those subjects taught through the medium 
of Irish?—Not to my knowledge.

Do you know of any district in which, any subject 
is taught through the medium of Irish?—No, I do not.

It would then be practically correct to say that none 
of the money spent in any of those counties is spent 
in bringing technical instruction to the native, non- 
English-speaking person?— I must explain. Most of 
these appointments of domestic economy instructresses 
and woodwork teachers are pre-Treaty appointments.

I only want information as to the fact?—As a fact, 
no instruction is given in thése subjects through the 
medium of Irish, to my knowledge. At the same time, 
I would like to explain, that the staff engaged to teach 
these subjects have been there for a long number of 
years and could be affected by recent develop
ments. I understand the County Cork Committee
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have laid it down recently, in the case of a domestic 
economy instructress, that, in addition to the ordinary 
technical qualifications required by the Department of 
Education, they would put the girl through an Irish- 
sj>e&king test. The girl who qualifies best in that test 
will get the post.

Have you any idea as to what kind of test this is 
going to be?—I understand it is to ibe set by the com
mittee themselves.

Do you know if it is going to be a test to ascertain 
whether she could teach domestic economy subjects 
through the medium of Irish or not?—I have no infor
mation on the point. I presume it is to see if she 
is an Irish speaker in practice.

Rixteard 0 Foghlugha.—AYho will the examiner be?
Chairman.—He has no idea. Additional grants are 

expended under the Department of Education on col
leges of Irish?— Yes.

Do you know whether, in any of these colleges, 
instruction in technical subjects is given through the 
medium of Irish?—That would not come under our de
partment, because we are only concerned with Irish 
colleges in so far as instruction in Irish is provided.

Is it a fact that whatever  grants you make to colleges 
of Irish are made because of their giving instruction 
in the Irish language as a subject?—Yes.

Do you know whether that instruction in the Irish 
language as a subject is intended or is, inj fact, such as 
to enable teachers to teach technical subjects through 
the medium of Irish?— I could not say. The Irish 
colleges, so far as they come under us, are mostly 
attended by National School Teachers and, to » smaller 
extent, by Secondary School Teachers.

Has even the possibility of there being a native, 
non-English speaking population, requiring technical 
education, in the country, been conceived by the De
partment in its plans for imparting technical instruc
tion?—The employees of these committees are not 
employees of the Department of Education. They are 
employees of the local committees, who advertise the 
posts and, if necessary, send the qualifications on to us 
to see if they fulfil our technical requirements. It is 
really a matter for the local committees to provide 
teachers of technical subjects with a knowledge of Irish 
in the Irish-speaking districts. We are only, concerned 
with the technical qualifications of the persons appointed. 
They advertise, say, for a teacher of woodwork and we 
see that the teacher of woodwork has the necessary tech
nical qualifications. If they are going to send that 
teacher to an Irish-speaking district, it is for the com
mittee to specify that he must have a knowledge of 
Irish or teach the subject through the medium of Irish.

You are representing the Branch of the Department 
of Education which deals specially with technical 
instruction?—Yes. *

Would it not be portion of your work to see that if 
there were Irish-speaking populations requiring techni
cal instruction, they should get the advantage of 
technical instruction?—We do not select the local 
centres. It is the county committee who selects the 
local centres in which the teachers give instruction. 
You would have, say, a course in woodwork for three 
months in a certain district and then the teacher 
would go to another part of the county for three months. 
It is the county committee that selects those centres. 
It has never been brought to our notice by any com
mittee that they wanted a teacher exclusively for an 
Irish-speaking district. I  do not think it has ever even 
been mentioned. We take it that the local committee 
have cognisance of the requirements of their area and 
it is left to them to arrange the local centres.

The Ministry of Education outlines the policy with 
regard to technical education in the country?—'Yes.

They practically provide the machinery for giving 
that education?—To a certain extent. We train domes
tic economy instructress in our own school.

And you give grants for the training of them?— Yes.
If it were necessary to give technical education re

lating to the fishing industry on to the repair of motors 
or engines in the western counties, would you have any 
difficulty in organising a staff—an English-speaking 
staff—-to deal with it. If there were a departure from 
the present conditions, in which technical education 
in these counties is confined to commercial subjects, 
woodwork and domestic economy, and if you required 
an extension of the range of technical instruction to 
the fishing industry and to the general care of engines 
and motors, would there be any difficulty?— In answer

to that I might say that the Department of Fisheries 
would be responsible, in the first instance, for investi
gating that aspect of the question. In Galway 
townt hey have a workshop and an instructor em
ployed. Do not take it that instruction in rural dis
tricts is necessarily confined to commercial subjects,, 
woodwork and domestic economy. Instruction may 
also be given in any subjects required by. the circum
stances of the locality. If there was, say, a leather-work 
industry in the smaller towns in the south, and if there 
was a demand for instruction in connection with that 
subject, it would be given. It is for the local com
mittees to initiate a scheme, and the Department to 
approve of it, and see that the qualifications of the 
instructor are satisfactory. Commercial subjects, wood
work and domestic economy were the three main 
planks in the programme of rural technical instruction 
in the past.

Is the initiative as to the scope of technical training 
left entirely in local hands?—The proposal comes, in 
the- first instance, from the local authority.

The initiative is left to them?—Yes.
In page 2, paragraph 4, of the statement which you 

have read, you say “  for many years past the Irish 
language has formed a subject of instruction under 
local schemes, and particularly in the Gaeltacht.”  In 
what respect is the Irish language taught in the Gael
tacht in technical schools?—Do you mean in the past?

Yes?—It was the Gaelteacht counties mostly which 
introduced Irish' as far back as 1914, as a subject of 
instruction into their technical schemes. Very con
siderable sums were allocated from ordinary funds for 
the teaching of Irish. These funds were spent mostly 
on classes for training of National School Teachers 
in Irish, and also, to some extent, on classes 
for the general public. Since the. County Councils got 
permission to levy the extra penny rate for Irish, most 
of the counties have struck the extra rate, though some 
of them have struck only a halfpenny rate.

Rixteard 0 Foghlugha .—And more of them have struck 
a twopenny rate for Irish?—None of them has a two
penny rate this year. There was a twopenny rate in 
some counties last year. Irish, as a subject of technical 
instruction, really goes back in the Gaeltacht counties 
to the year 1914. It has now become pretty general 
in all county schemes of technical instruction, on 
account of the produce of this extra rate and' the funds 
being provided by the Department.

Chairman.—Is it not misleading to talk of Irish as 
a subject of technical instruction? Is it not rather a 
subject on the technical school programme?—Yes, like 
French, for instance.

When you say that it was introduced as a subject 
principally for National School Teachers, do you know 
whether it was so introduced to enable National School 
Teachers to teach school subjects through the medium 
of Irish or whether the aim was simply to teach them 
Irish?—I think it was to give National School Teachers 
facilities for getting qualified.

In Irish?—Yes.
As a language and not as a medium for instruction?' 

—-That really was not a matter for our Department. 
That did not really concern the Technical Instruction 
Department. It was for the office of National Educa
tion to follow it up.

How many instructors would be working, say, under 
the Galway Committee?—I have a return of the Irish 
instructors here.

How many general instructors would there be?— 
There would be about twelve others.

Could you say how they would be allocated 
to particular subjects?-—There are teachers of domestic 
economy, woodwork, hygiene and sick nursing, and 
there is also a teacher of commercial subjects. The 
branch of domestic economy would include about hall' 
a dozen teachers.

How would the other six be divided?—There would 
be three woodwork teachers, I  think, and a commercial 
teacher. I mentioned twelve as an outside figure.

Mr. Moriarty.— Your schemes do not lead up towards 
the development of industry. The county schemes 
are not concerned with commercial development or the 
exploitation of the knowledge the pupils acquire in the 
classes. There is no commercial activity connected 
with these classes at all?—It is up to the local com
mittee to submit to the Department a programme of 
technical instruction suitable to the needs of the locality. 
If they find that technical education would aid any
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little industry in the district, it is for them to provide 
that instruction.

That is provided the industry has already a ioothold 
and has been established by outside capital. The 
committee docs not engage in industry of any sort?— 
No.

Do committees in the Gaeltacht take up what I  may 
describe as the female industries, such as lace-making? 
— Yes. Mayo, for example.

Does Galway or Kerry do anything in that way?—  
No.

You had no communication in connection with the 
establishment of navigation classes for instruction of 
people dwelling on the western sea-board2—No.

Deputy Hogan-—'Under the Local Government (Tem
porary Provisions) Act, 1923, there is power given for 
the striking of a rate by county councils for Irish classes. 
How are these classes organised? Do the teachers go 
round to the schools?—In some of the counties they 
have organisers specially appointed. They organise 
the classes. Applications are generally sent in to the 
county secretary from centres requiring classes in 
Irish. Tlie organiser goes out and if he finds that the 
classes stand a chance of success and that the neces
sary accommodation is available, he arranges classes 
in three convenient areas, so that one teacher will have 
six classes per week— that is, two evenings a week for 
each centre. Where you have an isolated centre, with
out any chance of running classes in adjoining districts, 
you generally have to fall back on the local national 
teacher to undertake the teaching ii he is competent to 
teach Irish.

That applies to those who are whole-time teachers of 
Irish?— I am speaking of part-time teachers. The 
Department insists that a whole-time teacher should 
undertake at least twenty teaching hours per week.

Has your Department any opinion as\ to the value of 
the instruction given in making Irish speakers?—You 
are asking a question now which, I  think, is outside 
my sphere. A lot of the questions that have arisen 
here are the subject o f investigation by a Departmental 
Committee at the present time. They are inquiring as 
to whether the classes might be properly co-ordinated 
with the national schools, whether definite programmes 
for all schools should be prescribed, whether the quali
fications of the teachers might be increased and other 
questions, with a view to making the classes as effective 
as possible. I have been led to believe that about ten 
per cent, of those attending) Irish classes become fluent 
speakers. Then there are quite a considerable number 
who get hold of phrases, which they use in ordinary 
conversation, and so encourage people to speak the lan
guage. In particular classes of course the success 
would, to a great extent, depend upon the teacher, and 
there is. a question, too, whether the students are 
really fitted to take advantage of the instruction. 
Students who leave a national school when in fourth 
or fifth standard would probably find it very difficult 
to follow the instruction.

But there would be some kind of average result?— 
That is a question that one of our indoor staff could 
hardly answer.

Deputy Baxter.— With regard to your own particular 
branch, how are your executive officers qualified to 
deal with matters of administration in the Irish lan
guage? What position are they in to formulate a 
scheme for a district that would be partly Irish-speak
ing or wholly Irish-speaking?—We would not1 formulate 
or. initiate a scheme for local committees. Our busi
ness really is to examine the scheme when submitted.

What position are your executive officers in to deal, 
say, with correspondence in Irish?—We have com
petent men.

On your executive staff?— Yes.
Are letters replied to in Irish?—No. We correspond 

with Committees of Technical Instruction only through 
county secretaries and, generally they do not 
write us in Irish. The county secretary may get com
munications in Irish from the organiser but in sending 
them on to us he usually sends his covering letter in 
English. The county secretary writes in English and 
we reply in English.

Is the position that if the local body did not initiate 
a scheme that would take into account the furtherance 
of the Irish language, your headquarters would not 
do so. Is it a matter entirely for the local people 
whether a scheme like that is. established or not?—It 
is. Wé had no communication of any kind with regard

to the striking of this special rate. The County Coun
cil struck the rate and we found that the financial, 
demands in respect of our Technical Instruction Scheme 
were about three times what they would be in the ordi
nary way.

You left it all to themselves?— Yes.
You did not circularise them suggesting that it 

should be done?—No-
The fact that the councils raised this rate entailed 

a heavier demand on your exchequer?—Yes.
Would that be in any way responsible for the fact that 

you did not encourage them to strike it?—That is not 
for us. That is a matter for the Department of Finance 
to approve of. The Irish rate has cost the Department 
of Finance about £37,000 in contingent commitments. 
They agreed to pay attendance grants in respect of 
the classes and to refund the bonus, and so on.

You were not concerned with the attitude, of Finance. 
You were concerned with what really came within your 
sphere—the furtherance of technical education. It is 
not customary for you to recommend the further teach
ing of Irish in rural districts?'—No. You must remem
ber that, while Irish was a subject of technical 
instruction in the Gaeltacht counties away back to 
1914, the produce of the Irish rate, which came into 
the funds of County Joint Committees in 1923, put 
an enormous tax on the indoor and outdoor staffs of 
our Department, because it created immediately about 
l,20o new clashes for instruction.

You got a lot more work to do?— Yes. Probably the 
county schemes of technical instruction are two-thirds 
Irish at the moment. They have become predomi
nantly Irish, for the simple reason that the local rate 
given to finance these schemes is much more than the 
old rate.

('hairmail.—And this at a time when there is not 
a single instructor, to your knowledge, giving technical 
education to Irish speakers in Irish?—I do not know 
of any.

Deputy Baxter.—With regard to the raising of this 
rate of a penny in the £ , it is taken up, if the rate
payers so decide, without any encouragement from the 
Department of Technical Instruction. This money 
comes into the hands of a committee, composed, per
haps. partly of urban and partly of rural members. 
Let us take a county where £1,100 would be raised by 
this penny in the £' for the teaching of Irish. Is there 
any possibility that, in the administration of that fund, 
in conjunction with the administration of the technical 
funds generally, £800 of it would be spent on the 
teaching of Irish by part-time teachers and the other 
£300 would drop in to the technical side proper?—We 
could not permit it. Under the terms of the Local 
Government (Temporary Provisions) Act, we insist that 
the produce of thq rate for the teaching of Irish be 
spent on the teaching of Irish and we refuse to allow 
a penny of that money to be allocated for any other 
purpose.

It is customary, I think, for the part-time teachers 
to cease work from, say, July until September?—I 
think you mean by part-time teachers, whole-time 
teachers employed on a more or less sessional basis?

Deputy Baxter.—Yes?—We do not call them part- 
time teachers. We. call part-time teachers those who 
are paid so much per hour.

In any county where those teachers are employed, 
£800, say, will pay their salaries for nine months. 
They drop out then for two or three months, and a 
certain sum comes to the Technical Instruction Com
mittee. Do you take definite steps to see that that 
money will not be appropriated and spent on any other 
branch of technical education?—The application of the 
money is dealt with when we are sending out the 
financial provisions of the schemes at the beginning of 
the Session. If the produce of the county rate is 
£l,l!'0 , we put down that as expenditure under the- 
various headings—teaching of Irish, administration of 
the scheme, etc. We are dealing, of course, with esti
mates. We are not dealing with actual expenditure. 
It would be the business of the Department of Local 
Government, when auditing the accounts, to see that 
the money was spent in accordance with statutory 
requirements.

You leave it to the auditor to see that the money 
is properly spent?—W e do not audit the accounts. The 
audit of the accounts is d matter for the Local Govern
ment people. We never audit our own accounts, in 
that sense.
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Could you contemplate a position where a number of 
those on the committee would he sympathetic to domes
tic economy or some other technical subject and where 
they would desire that their scheme should be advanced 
by utilising the balance over from the Irish rate. In 
that event, your Department would not interfere but 
would leave it to the auditor to come along and sur
charge them?—If we were aware that the money used 
represented savings from the Irish rate, we would cer
tainly object.

With regard to appointments under the Technical 
Instruction Branch generally, there is no qualification 
delnanded with regard to speaking or teaching Irish 
in these counties?—For subjects other than Irish, no. 
I may say that we have quite a number of commercial 
teachers with a B. Comm, degree who have Irish 
amongst other subjects and who are competent to teach 
Irish as well as other subjects.

You do not make it one of the necessary qualifica
tions?— The tendency is when committees want a com. 
mercial and Irish teacher, to try and get a commercial 
teacher who is qualified to teach Irish.

That is done by the committees. I am asking as re
gards your own Department?—We do not initiate 
schemes.

You mentioned sick nursing. Do any committees 
take this- up in areas like Connemara?— Yes. It
operates, I think, exclusively in that area.

Before giving sanction to an appointment made by 
the committee, would you think it necessary that 
the instructress in that case should be competent to 
givd instruction through the medium of Irish?—I could 
not answer that question. The instructress is there for 
about ten years.

Your regulations in connection with appointments 
under county committees are such that if the com
mittees do not make Irish compulsory, you do not 
intervene?—The committee in the case you mentioned 
would probably advertise for a teacher of sick nursing 
for Connemara. They would state that she must hold 
certain qualifications—the technical qualifications re
quired by the Department. Except the committee 
specified that they wanted an Irish speaker for an Irish- 
speaking district, we would not interfere with their dis
cretion in the matter.

Chairman.—On what grounds can the Ministry of 
Education refuse to approve of the appointment of 
a teacher made by a local committee?—On the 
grounds that the teacher does not hold the required 
qualifications. In the case of a domestic economy in
structor, she must have the Kilmacud Diploma, or a 
diploma from one of the recognised cross-Channel 
training schools.

Deputy Baxter.—Have you recognised the fact that 
it would be impossible for a teacher of sick nursing 
to go down to Connemara and teach there without 
knowing Irish?—I have seen attendance registers 
from those districts, and have not seen the names 
marked in Irish.

Would that have to do with the inability of the. 
instructor who forwarded the returns, or would it be 
that your Department found it more convenient to 
receive them marked in English?—We are receiving 
them for Irish classes marked both ways at present. 
It is a matter for the local committee which has, of 
course, a superior knowledge of local circumstances. 
They could insist that a domestic economy instruc
tress should know Irish.

As far as your executive officers are concerned, if 
the local committee do not make a demand you show 
no desire that these appointments should be made 
•or that a rate should be levied ?—It is not for me to 
show any desire, but to carry out the policy of my 
authority. I do not think I should be asked ques
tions on a matter of policy.

Chairman.—We are after matters of fact. As far 
as I can understand, you could give an affirmative 
answer as to the fact to the question by Deputy 
Baxter?—These things are left to the local com
mittee, and it has always been our policy that local 
circumstances should be taken into consideration. 
The county committees administering local schemes 
are supposed to have better knowledge of local cir
cumstances than people at headquarters.

Suppose instructresses are appointed, say, to 
Spiddal, or a similar district ?—Instructresses are not 
appointed to any particular district. A county in
structress would never fill up her time if she were 

. allocated to one district, They are generally sent to

two or three districts. If attendance is poor, it does 
not pay a committee to keep a class in a district.

Deputy Baxter.—Suppose an instructress is ap
pointed to do part-time work in Spiddal, and is sent 
on to other parts of the county, you say that if there 
is not a proper demand for instruction she is not 
going to be sent back there again?—Yes, very probably.

Take Spiddal, where the returns show that 90 per 
cent, of the people are Irish-speaking. A high per
centage of those do not understand English, and no 
information could be imparted to them through the 
medium of English. Does it not follow that if your 
instructress went in there to teach through the 
medium of English, there would not ,be a proper de
mand for her teaching. If she was capable of teach
ing through the medium of Irish, it could not be said 
that it was to the failure of the teacher to impart her 
knowledge, through the language the people under
stood that was at fault. When you say there may 
not be a proper demand for the sort of teaching she 
is prepared to impart, it may follow that it is 
because you make no demand for qualifications in 
Irish. If she is appointed without those qualifica
tions, she is incapable of imparting knowledge, and 
the people in that district may be left without the 
technical instruction they want?—Would you not 
think that a county instructress would report that to 
the secretary of the committee who, in turn, would 
inform the committee that she was not able to impart 
the knowledge because the students did not under
stand her.

Would not that mean that the county instructresses 
would fail to do the work for which they were ap
pointed ?—The instructress takes two or three centres 
concurrently; for example, Spiddal and two adjoin
ing districts.

.■la Xeabhac.—Has the Department made no differ
entiation in regard to the Gaeltacht and what is not 
the Gaeltacht, in regard to the qualifications of 
teachers?—The qualifications of teachers are uniform 
throughout the country.

Where are the domestic economy instructresses 
recruited from principally?—We have our own train
ing] college, where Irish is now a compulsory subject of 
instruction, I understand.

What is the reason that made the Department pro
vide that Irish should be learnt in Kilmacud ?—The 
same reason as applies in the case of national schools.

Was it not in view of the possibility of these girls 
requiring Irish in certain parts of the country ?—Say, 
12 or 15 girls are turned out each year from the 
training college; they watch the advertisements in 
the local papers. If any county wants a person quali
fied in Irish, those girls know that they will require 
to know Irish.

Has the Department recognised that the Gaeltacht 
is the most distant part of the country and out of 
the stream and current of modern life?—YTes.

Have they made no special effort to bring those 
places into line with other places ?—We are carrying 
on under a pre-Treaty programme, in which Irish 
is a subject of instruction. The future policy is the 
subject of investigation. Up to the present, we have 
been in a transition stage. An inquiry is now being 
made into the existing regulations.

You know, from your experience of technical in
struction, that there is a disinclination on the part 
technical instructors to work in those backward dis
tricts at all. They prefer to go. into the more ad
vanced parts of the country ?—The centres are 
selected by the local committee, whose business it is 
to see that the county as a whole is generally catered 
for. Of course, there is a human tendency on the 
part of an instructor to get into the town to teach.

Mostly on the part of instructresses. Your 
Department has no particular programme for the 
Gaeltacht more than for any other part of the 
country, and no provision has been made to provide 
instruction through the medium of Irish in the Gael
tacht. At the technical colleges which you control is 
any provision made whereby students can be taught 
to teach their crafts through Irish, or are they taught 
Irish as a subject like French?—I cannot deal with 
that.

Have you been at any time in a purely Irish-speak
ing district ?—No.

You have no personal acquaintance with the con
ditions ?—No.
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Admittedly half or two-thirds of the work of the 
county Technical Instruction committees is in connec
tion with the teaching of Irish ?— Yes-

Has the Department made any particular provision 
for dealing with that and giving, training so that the 
teaching might be improved?— That is one of the 
things being considered at the present time.

They have not done anything so far?—Not to any 
great extent.

In regard to domestic economy teaching all over 
the country how do you supervise it?—By inspectresses 
and inspectors.

Have you got qualified inspectors for the great bulk of 
work done in Irish which is more than half of the whole? 
— We have an expert inspector on the staff and we 
have the loan of two National Education officers.

Have you no inspectors to supervise the great bulk 
of the work?—That is .being considered.

The work is being let go on haphazard ?—At present 
it is being considered- how the inspection might be 
adequately undertaken in futme sessions.

For the last three years you have had no adequate 
inspection ?—We have not had men available for 
the work.

How many had you?—We had two on the staff. 
One of them got a permanent inspectorship in the 
National Education Office. That left us with one, 
and we had the loan of two from February to May 
last from the National Education Office.

Has the great increase in Irish work taken the De
partment unawares?—It has devolved on us at a time 
when we had un indoor and outdoor staff below normal 
strength.

With regard to the teachers of Irish in those coun
ties we are speaking of, is anything done towards the 
qualifying of those men?—No. The qualifications are 
recognised ones.

They come to you with their qualifications?—Yes, 
from the Irish colleges and universities. We have 
no direct schools of our own.

What status have they. Are they on the same 
status as teachers of the other subjects?—They are 
temporary appointments.

Have the wood-work teachers and domestic 
economy instructresses who are whole-time people 
permanency in their appointments which Irish 
teachers have not ?—Most of those people were in the 
employment of committees prior to the Local Govern
ment Act of 1919. That gives them security which 
Irish teachers have not.

Irish teachers may be dismissed without compen
sation ?—If they hold their appointments under the 
Temporary Provisions Act, 1923.

Are there not teachers of Irish who held appoint
ments previous to that, and who are on the same 
footing as domestic economy instructresses and wood
workers ?—There are two or three who were whole
time teachers of Irish under the ordinary schemes 
prior to 1919.

Gaelic teachers have no tenure at all. Are ordi
nary technical instructors on a pensionable basis 
with the local body?—All existing permanent appoint
ments now are.

Chair nut n.—How many years’ service should a 
person have prior to 1919 to come under that Act?— 
They are all entitled to compensation.

An Xeabhar.—A Gaelic teacher has no right to com
pensation or pension at the present ?—I do not think 
so. They are regarded as temporary whole-time ap
pointments. I  do not know whether the Local 
Government Act of 1925 has any provision concern
ing them.

Does that con du ce to the getting and retaining of 
good men?—The appointments have to be made tem
porarily under the Act. The Act was the Local 
Government (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1923, which 
is Te-enacted at the present time.

Has no county committee which provides funds 
the right of appointing a whole-time Gaelic teacher 
who, like a technical teacher, shall be pensionable at 
the end of twenty or thirty years?—I do not know 
that they have. The local committee is getting these 
temporary funds from the county council.

Pensioned servants of technical committees are 
transferred to the county council's pensions list; not 
to the local committee's list?—Yes.

The committee never had the responsibility for pro
viding pensions for any of their servants. I  do not 
think that was changed lately. All the Irish teachers

you have at present are on a temporary basis, and 
do not know what will happen next year about their 
appointments ?—Yes, necessarily, because the rate is 
struck each year under a temporary enactment.

In  the Gaeltacht there are certain problems such : 
as backwardness and so on, and the Department has 
no authority to insist that technical instruction shall 
be given in those places, and through the medium 
of- Irish?—You are asking that question on the supposi
tion that the post-Treaty organisation of the Department 
has been completely overhauled. We are carrying on 
our pre-Treaty programme.

That is a fairly general and full answer, and there 
is no need to ask anym ore?—We have not over
hauled our system.

In Kilmacud you think that, as a result of this 
compulsory teaching of Irish, candidates for posi
tions under local committees will be able to instruct, 
in, say, cookery through the medium of Irish?—I 
think so. There are one or two schools on the- 
secondary side at present teaching cookery through 
the medium of Irish.

Chairman.—Where are those?—There is one in 
Monaghan and one in Dublin.

An Seabhac.—Has the Department, as far as you 
are aware, had any particular concern in the Gael-- 
tacht question at all even in the last two or three 
years?—The problem we had was that we had never 
so much work in our lives as we had for the last two - 
-years, and could not keep up with the work.

It was not Gaeltacht work?—It is largely in the 
Gaeltacht counties where there were 13,275 students in 
all subjects of education in the year 1923-24, of which 
6073 were taking Irish.

Is it, in general, a fact that the attendance at the- 
meetings of local technical committees usually con
sists of members who live near the place where the 
technical meetings are held ?—The county council ap
points the committee and they co-opt members also.

In regard to general attendance, is it not a fact in 
Kerry, say, that the people who attend the technical 
committees belong to Tralee, Listowel and Kil- 
larney?—Yes, I daresay.

Would it not follow from that that more attention, 
is paid to the instruction in those areas to the detri
ment of farther out parts ?—It may be so. But the 
tendency, I think, would be for a man who is living 
in an isolated part of the country and who is a mem
ber of the committee, to attend if he thinks his dis
trict is neglected.

I understand that, but I am wondering whether 
you would agree with me that if technical committees. 
were appointed for smaller areas it would be a better 
plan, and technical instruction might be spread more 
evenly. You admit there is more technical instruc- - 
tion given in the town of Tralee than in the rural 
districts in Kerry?—Tralee has its own scheme of 
technical instruction, and is not concerned with the- 
expenditure of a penny outside Tralee.

Take the cases of Killarney and Listowel?—Those 
are so small that if they wanted technical schemes 
the Department would not allow them the money. 
They would have to pay separate teachers.

Where are your manual teachers trained?—The 
Department have trained them to a certain extent in 
the past. They have held long oourses of instruct 
tion.

Was there any instruction given in Irish?—None.
Have they gone through any course of training ?— 

There is the School of Art—one of the Department’s 
central institutions.

You say the department is working on a pre-Treaty 
basis?—The programme has not been changed, under 
which Irish was admitted as a subject- o f instruction. 
It was already there since the Irish colleges came in 
under the Department in 1908 and 19091. The question 
is the subject of investigation by a departmental com
mittee.

Padmit/ 0  Cadhla.—Have you had any applica
tions from those Irish-speaking districts for the pro
vision of instructors who could teach through the 
medium of Irish ?—If the Irish districts wanted 
Irish-speaking instructors, they should correspond 
with the local secretary. If the communication was 
sent tot us we would send it on to the secretary for his 
committee’s observations-.

The argument was that you had not instructors- 
competent to give instruction through the medium 
of Irish in any subject?—It has never been brought:
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. to. our notice by the local secretaries that there was 
ever a difficulty of that kind! ,
■ With regard to correspondence, the fact is that all. 
your correspondence! is done in English, even when1 
you get letters entirely in Irish?—Yes. We do not 
.generally get letters in. Irish from the secretaries who 
are our correspondents.

Dr- WaHsh.— Why do the pre-Treaty arrangements 
still hold with regard to the Department, considering 
the time that has elapsed since then?—We are only, 
under the Department of Education since 1st July! 
last- The revision of educational programmes cannot 
be done in a hurry. The matter is at present the 
subject of an investigation.

Has your investigation committee met?—Yes.
Has it met several times?—Y es; it is mainly con

cerned with the question of Irish.
Your Department has not been asked to train 

teachers to give instruction in Irish?— No, not through 
the medium of Irish.

In Kilmacud you say you are introducing Irish. Is 
the Department doing the same thing with regard to 
the other training institutions ?—We do not possess 
them.

What about the College of Science ?—I do not know 
whether that is ours or not.

I do not think it is. You are making no effort in 
the College of Science?—The College of Science was 
ours, but I do not know how we stand now. Let us 
say that a commercial teacher is applying for some 
position. She holds the B. Comm, degree of some 
university. That is a sufficient qualification in our

• eyes for the teaching of commercial subjects. An 
applicant might also hold the diploma of the London 

: School of Economics.
Steps have been taken to see that Intermediate 

. teachers and National teachers will be able to teach 
through the medium of Irish. What steps has your 
Department taken to see that your instructors get 
the same advantage?—Last year a committee went 
into that matter and organised special courses in 
Irish for their instructors. Our teachers are not in 
the same position as National teachers. We are not 
direct employers of the local staff. The local com
mittee is responsible, but we enquire into the quali
fications of the officers.

Your Department has the sanctioning of all those 
; appointments. A legal point on which there is a con- 
: siderable difference of opinion is whether you are or 
are not their employers. You sanction their appoint
ment?—Yes, but when it comes to a pension the local 
people have got to find it.
. You cannot get rid of the responsibility ,by saying 

that it is the local people who employ them. When 
you find an educational department assuming re
sponsibility with regard to National and Interme
diate education and neglecting it only in the case of 
technical people, it surprises us. We would like to 
know whether there is any change of heart?—It is 
easy to control the appointment of National teachers, 
because the National Board has control of the 
colleges.

That is the complaint—that they have not. You 
could gain the same advantages for your teachers if 
you liked. As you say, some committee did that, 
but the thing is unsatisfactory from a great many 
points of view?—The only training institution we 
own at the present day is Kilmacud Domestic 
Economy School.

An Seabhac.—With regard to the point of responsi
bility or authority, the Department may have to send 
teachers to a course; has it not been customary with 
you to bring those teachers here?—Yes.

What authority have you to order them to come ?— 
It is a pure selection process. If it were found that 
teachers could improve their teaching qualifications 
by a summer course, they were called up for three 
weeks to attend a summer course. Those have been 
abandoned for the last year.

Chairman.—Were they required to attend?—It was 
an honour for those teachers to be invited. The 
teacher who promises to attend and does not is ex
cluded from all subsequent courses unless he gives 
a good reason. There were five times more applica
tions than admissions to the courses.

There is no compulsion on him?—If the teacher’s
• qualifications were only temporarily recognised, and 

if he was invited to a summer course which he did

not attend, further sanction to teach might .be re
fused.

Dr. Walsh.—Does it not strike you as an extraordi
nary thing that the Department should spend money 
in training another section of teachers and have no 
concern for their own employees?

Chairman.—I do not think it is fair to ask that. 
We want Mr. O’Connor to help us to bring out the 
facts?—I think that classes for National teachers are 
bound to die out. Our programme was in the past 
the only Way in which National teachers could get 
facilities for learning Irish.

Dr. Walsh.—The National Board was not amenable, 
and the Intermediate Board was not, and you went 
in on that ground.

Deputy Professor Tierney.—What is the organisa
tion of your branch, and how does it stand in rela
tion to other branches of education. Is it co-ordi
nated?—It is hardly co-ordinated yet.

There are three branches, primary, intermediate 
and technical ?—That is the way we exist at the 
moment.

Is it possible to get any idea of the results of 
technical education work in country districts or to 
arrive at any means by which you can judge whether 
instruction in wood-work has given any real results 
and is really a valuable instruction ?—I could not 
tell you that.

You are in the position that you cannot lay down 
any programme of instruction for technical schools ?— 
We do lay down programmes and suggest syllabuses. 

You do not provide teachers?—No.
Chairman.—You have given us one copy of the pro

gramme for technical schools and classes. Is it pos
sible to have more copies ?•—They are out of print for 
the last year or so.

Chairman.—I will circulate this copy.
Deputy Professor Tierney.—Your Department can 

if it likes reorganise technical instruction in counties 
like Galway and Mayo ?—We can.

Who is responsible for laying down the subjects— 
for instance, wood-work ?—Wood-work and domestic 
economy were the main planks in rural schemes since 
the Department was established.

An -Seabhac.—Have the Department under their 
consideration, at all, the teaching of cultural sub
jects other than Irish?—French is being taught, for 
example, in the larger urban schools.

Do they teach music and singing?—Singing is a 
subject to which the Department has had to give 
consideration. It is felt that the learning of Irish 
alone is dry, and that you can maintain the interest 
of pupils by teaching Irish songs. I understand 
singing cannot be paid for as a grant-earning subject, 
but the teacher can be paid for teaching singing, and 
the Department will refund the amount of bonus paid 
him.

Professor Tierney.—Your idea has been that the 
teaching of Irish as a subject is not part of your 
work. You want to teach Irish as a technical sub
ject?—Irish is a literary subject introduced into 
technical schools, like French.

An ,Seabhac.—You have not gone to the extent of 
teaching history or anything like that?—History was 
taught in one or two schools.

Professor Tierney.—It has been changing from a 
technical Department into a Department for the 
teaching of the Irish language and the teaching of 
French, etc. That is a peculiar thing. Would it be 
possible for the Department to consider, in the case 
of a district like Connemara or Mayo, whether a big 
number of trades—though there was not a demand 
for them in those areas—might be taught with the 
object of giving people there the means of finding 
employment outside the areas?—That is a matter for 
the local committee, but if a committee in the West 
of Ireland were about to incur heavy expenditure in 
this way in a particular locality and asked for special 
funds to carry out the proposal, we would have to say, 
“  We have not those funds.”

Those county committees are in a different posi
tion ?—Yes.

Would it not be a good thing if your Department 
was more centralised and had more power over the 
supply of teachers and that sort of thing?—That is 
hardly for me to say.

Fiacra Eilgeach.—You mentioned, in answer to 
Deputy Baxter, that your Department had nothing 
to do with the initiation of schemes. Have the
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Department anything to say to a county council when 
it strikes out altogether the rate that has been operat
ing for years with regard to the teaching of' Irish. 
Louth, for instance, set a bad example recently?—Do 
you mean for Irish ?

Yes; every county in the twenty-six has struck a 
rate of one kind or another for the teaching of Irish, 
and Louth discontinued theirs?—Louth never struck 
a special rate for the teaching of Irish. Louth, I 
understand, at the present time, has struck out the 
rate for the ordinary technical instruction scheme.

Professor Tierney.—Can a county abolish a county 
technical scheme?—Yes, and the Department’s 
grants are withheld.

You say you insist that the rate raised for 
the teaching of Irish shall not be applied to the 
teaching of any other subject. Is it possible to cir
cumvent that in any way?—I do not think so.

Can you say whether in Carlow anything like that 
has been done in the last twelve months?

Mr. O'Hcgarty.—In county Carlow there is no 
special rate for Irish levied.

What about last year?—
Mr. O'Hcgarty.—There was none last year. It was 

levied for general purposes. It made provision for 
Irish among other things.

Mr. O’Connor.—I believe there are four county 
councils who have not struck a rate for Irish, includ
ing county Donegal.

Fiachra Eilgeach— In the case of a teacher for, say, 
sick nursing, if the local authority put in an adver
tisement, with the condition that the candidate 
should know Irish, and then stultify themselves by 
appointing a non-Irish speaker, has your Department 
anything to say as to whether the terms of adver
tisement are being carried out or not?—We approve 
of the appointment if it is in accordance with the 
terms of the advertisement. In the case you men
tion, if the advertisement came to our notice we 
would point out that some of the candidates did not 
conform to the terms of the advertisement.

An Seabhac.—Have you a right to object to an 
appointment because they do not observe the Irish 
condition ?—I do not know.

Fiachra Eilgeach.— Has it ever been done?— No.
.In Scubhac.—The Local Government claim as their 

absolute right to insist on the terms of the advertise
ment.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—Are you aware of any move on 
the part of any of the universities to provide degrees 
for teachers who would be able to teach subjects 
through the medium of Irish ? I refer now to the 
question of teachers, who are to obtain their B. 
Comm, degree through Irish and English, being able 
to teach in Irish as well as English?—No, I have not 
heard of that.

There is such a move. There are three such 
moves r—One county is carrying out an experiment 
this year of teaching rural science, English and 
mathematics and Irish as a kind, of course. That 
is in Monaghan.

Chairman.—Are the county Monaghan instructors 
running that scheme ?—County Monaghan Technical 
Instruction Committee in connection with their Irish 
course. County Monaghan struck a penny rate to pro
vide funds for Irish under the Act of 1899. If they 
struck a rate under the Act of 1923, they would not 
be at liberty to spend it on rural science, English and 
mathematics. They had a penny rate for the teaching 
of Irish. It was struck under* the Act of 1899.

In how many centres was instruction given ?—In 
twelve or fifteen.

Would it be difficult for you to provide figures with 
regard to the seven counties showing the number of 
instructors under the county committees or the urban 
committees qualified in Irish as a language subject 
and those qualified to teach through Irish ?—We have 
not the information in the office.

Would you have any difficulty in getting the par
ticulars from the county secretaries?—We could cir
cularise them. In some of those counties, the ordi
nary instructors are a very long time working. Their 
appointments date back to 1911 or 1912.

There ought to be no difficulty in finding out 
whether they know Irish as a language and whether 
they are competent to teach through Irish.

An Seabhac.—I think the county secretaries also 
ought to be included.

Chairman.—Would you let us have also a copy of

the syllabus for Irish recently introduced in Kil- 
macud. On the commercial side of your technical in
struction programme has it appeared to the Depart
ment that there is under the present conditions a 
pretty big need for typists who are trained to type 
in Irish and shorthand writers who are trained to 
write Irish shorthand? Have you ever heard of 
Government Departments or commercial offices re
quiring typists who can type in Irish and take Irish 
shorthand ?—When we were under the Department of 
Agriculture and Technical Instruction we replied in 
Irish to secretaries of Irish colleges when they wrote 
to us in Irish, and we had on our staff typists cap
able of typing in Irish.

-In Seabhac.—Has the Department recognised the 
necessity of having a lot of those people available for 
public offices ? Has the Technical Department ever 
given that consideration?

Chairman.—What consideration induced the De
partment originally to teach typing and shorthand ?— 
They are the common office subjects.

There was a general need for them ?—Yes.
Have you felt any general necesssity under present 

conditions for typists who can type and take short
hand in Irish ?—It has not been brought before us in 
any way. It is possible it exists. I know one in
structor who teaches Irish and who is also the 
teacher o f  shorthand and typewriting.

You do not know of any place where typing and 
shorthand are being taught in relation to Irish?—I 
do not.

The Clerk of the Dáil has never written to ask your 
advice as to where he might possibly get reporters 
competent to take down Irish speeches in the Dáil or 
typists able to type Irish ?—Not to my knowledge.

Fiachra Eilgeach.<—There is no person in Ireland 
who can write Irish straight off in shorthand. I have 
been at the job for thirty years, and I cannot do it. 
All I can do is to translate it into English and put it 
back afterwards into Irish.

Chairman.—Do you know of the necessity?
Fiachra Eilgeach.—The demand would be very 

small. Adaptations of shorthand systems are impos
sibilities. You cannot have two sets of brains. 
Pitman's system has been adapted to the Welsh lan
guage, but when Lloyd George makes a speech in 
Welsh in Carnarvon the Welsh reporters translate it 
into English and then put it back into Welsh. That 
is what happens, and what has always been done. 
That is what everyone does with Irish, as far as I 
know. You cannot have a separate brain to carry an 
adaptation of a system for a special purpose.

Chairman.—We are not talking of a double capa
city.

An Seabhac.— Do you know of any prominent tech
nical school in a place where the population of Irish 
speakers is over 80 per cent. ?—No. Technical schools 
are established in populous centres.

What I am concerned with is a commercial school 
or a school in which commercial subjects are taught 
all the year round, as, for instance, in some of the 
towns like Killamey and Listowel. If a committee 
decided to set up a school like that in an Irish
speaking district would any special assistance be 
available from the Department?—In connection with 
funds ?

In the giving of funds to provide salaries?—No, our 
funds are absolutely standarised and stabilised in that 
respect, but, of course a school established in a district 
like that would earn grants that would afterwards 
come into the committee’s funds. Where a whole- 
time Irish teacher is employed the Department would 
refund the cost of living bonus to the committee.

Would assistance be available if some other Depart
ment set up a school? Would there be co-operation 
on the part of the Department of Technical Instruction. 
I believe that is common in some of the technical 
schools that some of the secondary school subjects are 
taught?—They were frequently, but we are all now 
under the one Department.

Padraig .0 Cadhla.—They get no benefit whatever in 
return, as English-speaking districts do? They have no 
benefit coming back to their children to help them for 
their future livelihood because no instruction has been 
given in Irish?

Chairman.—I think Mr. O’Connor has fairly well 
covered the position now.

Dr- Walsh.—What provision do they intend to make 
to ensure that teachers will in the future be able to 
teach through the medium of Irish? That is, what
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facilities will there be to allow county committees and 
urban committees to- get these technical teachers taught 
Irish so that at some future date they may be able to 
teach in Irish if necessary? It would not do for the De
partment to say “ they are employees of the county com
mittee. and we have nothing to do with it ."  I think 
we ought to bring it before them in the shape of a 
qut^tion, which is the only way we can.

Chairman.—We have our report.
Dr. Walsh.— Oh, yes, but that, would be later on. 

That may be too late.
Chairman.—Mr. O'Connor practically has nothing to 

say on that point. If there are any matters like that 
that the Commissioners would like to have drawn im- 1 
mediately to the attention of any Department I would 
undertake to have it done, apart altogether from any 
examination of witnesses.

Witness.— You have asked a question regarding the 
total extent of technical schemes. We will compile 
the information, but do you intend to include separate 
urban schemes in the Gaeltacht counties, like Galway 
and Tralee?

Chairman.—I would like to have the total amount of 
rates struck locally and the total amount of money 
granted. If the total amount raised locally in a place 
like Cork is made up of amounts raised by the County 
Council, and amounts raised by the municipal council, 
or whatever is there in its place, by the Cobh Urban 
Council, these could be put separately, but we want the 
total raised inside the limits of Cork county.

Witness.— You want also the Department's contri
butions ?

Chairman— With the Department’s contributions, so 
that we will have complete particulars as to the amount 
of money spent on technical education as a whole 
inside these counties.

fVitness.—With regard to the Department’s contri
butions you will understand that only one grant is 
fixed, that is what we call the normal grant, and it is 
a fixed sum. The attendance grants vary according 
to the activities of the committee and the success of 
their classes. The cost of living bonuses will vary 
according to the salaries and the number of whole-time 
teachers employed.

Chairman.— Then we are faced with the question as 
to whether we should take estimated figures or actual 
figures.

Witness.—We can give you estimated figures very 
readily. I  do not know that actual figures will really 
help you very much more.

Chairman.—I think the estimated figures will do. 
You could state in a note where you feel that the 
estimated figures do not bear »  very close relation to 
the actual figures.

Witness-— Will we take the current year? Our year 
goes from the 1st August to the 31st -July following. 
We could give you the current year’s estimates, from 
the 1st August, 1924, to the 31st July, 1925.

Chairman.— Yes. Thank you, Mr. O’Connor. I think 
that Mr. O’Connor has covered the ground sufficiently 
and that we do not want Mr. O’Hegarty.

AIR. F. J. MEYRJCK (Secretary, Depaitment of Agri
culture), cramined.

Chairman.—What we are anxious to get, Mr. Mey- 
rick, is, in the first place, general information with 
regard to the working of your Department in the 
Western Counties so that we will have, a picture of 
what the machinery of administration there is, and in 
the second place, the extent, if any, to which your 
Department in matters of education caters for the 
Irish-speaking population there. This is just an ex
planation of the lines of attack, so to speak.

Witness.— You have my statement. Do you wish to 
ask some questions arising out of that?

Chairman.— I think that everybody has read the 
statement.

Wattless.—Well I  can run over that. I should say, 
at the outset that while on general questions of admin
istration I can satisfy you fairly well, I  am sorry that 
I am not able to give you full information with regard 
to certain matters. I had meant to nominate one of 
our senior inspectors, Mr. Edward Gallagher, a native 
Irish speaker, who knew the whole west particularly 
who was a Donegal man, and who had some knowledge 
of Kerry, to give evidence on behalf o f  the Department,

but unfortunately he was ill when your invitation was 
received and he has since died. He knew all the facts 
and he could have been questioned in detail. 
He was a great loss to us and his death has handi
capped us very much and will, I am afraid, continue 
to do so.

In that statement we point out that we have 
two plans, two principles of administration, all 
through our work. One is that we do a great deal 
through the County Committees of Agriculture, and the 
other is that we do a great deal from headquarters, 
what does not lend itself definitely to be done through 
the county committees. What is done through the 
County Committees of Agriculture is generally for 
the counties as a whole. The scheme is universal for 
each county, whether it includes an Irish-speaking dis
trict or not. But on all the Western seaboard, what 
are known as the Congested Districts from Lough Foyle 
round to Cape Clear, all along the West coast in
cluding la’ itrim and Roscommon, we have special 
schemes. These are not county schemes; the money wa- 
voted for the Congested Districts as a whole. These 
schemes are administered directly and the instructors 
there are the men who would come most intimately in 
contact with the smaller and poorer class of farmers. 
The general principle of administration through the 
county committees is very much the same as what Mr. 
O'Connor told you. I do not think I need go over that. 
The county committees have really what you might 
call Home Rule, and the Department just sees that 
the rules of the general schemes are observed, but the 
committees themselves are responsible and they have 
very considerable liberty in details, provided that the 
points on which they want to make special regulations 
do not clash with the general lines of the schemes. 
Wo have itinerant instructors in agriculture in every 
county, at least one, and in some cases more than 
one, an instructor in horticulture, who usually also 
does bee-keeping, and an instructor in poultry-keeping 
and butter-making. Then in some cases there may be 
instructors in bacon curing and in other subjects for 
which there is no regular scheme. The agricultural 
instructor has a high-class training in agriculture, he 
must have a sound practical knowledge: he must be 
a good farmer. As a rule he is secured through 
scholarships given in the College of Science or he 
comes up through the University, after two years at 
the University, and passes an examination in practical 
agriculture. Then he does two years specialised work 
in agricultural science. The result is that he should 
be a man who is familiar with all the ordinary routine 
of a farm, and he knows how to apply the science 
that he has learned to that routine. The horticultural 
instructors are men who have done ai good deal of 
work in gardens, say for four or five years. They go 
through the Horticultural School at the Albert College, 
Glasnevin, and they get a year or two years’ course 
according to their needs. They are, therefore, able to 
deal with a subject from the point of view of the 
practical man. They would not be expected to teach 
the technical side of gardening but the practical side 
In addition, they have scientific knowledge of pests 
and manures, and so on, that the ordinary gardener 
does not know much about. They are also
instructed in bee-keeping, but in some cases
bee-keeping instructors are separate. The instruc- 
torships in poultry-keeping and butter-making are usually 
now held by the same person invariably a woman, and 
these are trained in the Munster Institute in Cork. 
They are all, of course, daughters of farmers and they 
get a course in the Munster Institute for about a 
year and a half or two years, according to their abilities, 
and then they are passed out to the different counties. 
Of course the Department does not appoint any of 
these people: the Department only provides for their 
training. When there is a vacancy the county com
mittees advertise, and the Department secs that 
the person appointed has the necessary qualifications. 
That covers pretty well, I think, the officials that arc 
appointed by the county committees. Of course the 
county committee also has a secretary. The Depart
ment hold a qualifying examination and the committee 
can select from the people qualified whichever candi
date they prefer. The other class of men that the 
Department employs directly for the Congested Dis
tricts, that is for the districts we are most intimately 
concerned with here, are called agricultural overseers 
and assistant overseers. These are rather different 
from the agricultural instructor, who is employed
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by a county committee. He is a college'man; he 
is intended to be a teacher, to give lectures, to 
conduct classes, and to conduct experiments in agri
culture, and he is a first-class expert. The assistant 
overseers are concerned solely with the practical 
farmer. They are not intended to lecture, or to conduct 
experiments or to hold classes, but they are “  the 
guides, philosophers, and friends”  of the small 
farmers. Each of them has a little district with a com
paratively small radius, of about ten or fifteen miles, 
and tlie idea of the Department is that he should 
know every farmer in the district and that if they 
are in any difficulty they should call him in. They ask 
him for advice. He lias to get things done and shows 
them how; to do things, He looks after their live stock 
and advises them generally in any agricultural prob
lems that may arise. He impresses on them the 
necessity for spraying potatoes and taking any precau
tions of that sort that may be necessary.

There are, besides the directly educational schemes, 
other schemes that are useful for development pur
poses that the County Committees administer, that is, 
the subsidies for agricultural shows and schemes of 
prizes for cottages and small farms. These help to 
elevate the people.

Apart from the County Schemes and the Congested 
Districts' Schemes there are general schemes which 
are run from the Department’s headquarters and apply 
to the whole country, such as registration of dairy 
cattle, registration of stallions, and the promotion of 
the Irish Draught Horse, for which there must be a 
common standard for the whole country. They are 
run from headquarters and we have a special staff 
employed by ourselves to look after these schemes 
in all counties. That is roughly the organi
sation. Then we have a certain number of educational 
centres. I have mentioned already the College of 
Science. YVe have always looked on the agricultural 
faculty of the College of Science as peculiar to the 
Department of Agriculture, but that has now passed 
away from us.

Chairman.— Is any remnant of it left;'—Well, we 
are offering scholarships still. We do not know 
how it will ultimately settle down. It is in a transition 
stage. Then there is the Albert Agricultural College 
at Glasnevin. One of its objects is to provide a pre
liminary course for students who wash to go to the 
College of Science and become agricultural experts. 
Another is to cater for men who want to become 
stewards and to qualify for situations, of that kind, 
and1 then for pretty substantial farmers who want 
to run their own farms on better lines. At the
College of Science when the student goes in for 
the specialised agricultural courses, he is tested 
on his knowledge of practical farming, and if 
he passes that he does not receive from the college 
any further practical instruction; he has just to 
keep his knowledge up. He gets his technical 
knowledge on top of it. At the Albert Agricultural 
College he is subjected to a practical test on coming 
in. It is not a very severe one. He spends 
about half his time at outdoor work and the other half 
at indoor work. At the schools at Athenry and Clona- 
kiltv we have courses where the outdoor work is the 
first thing and indoor work is secondary; indoor work 
is only done in the evenings, on wet days and at more 
or loss odd times. Then there are a couple of private 
colleges, Mountbellcw College, County Galway, and 
Copeswood College, Pallaskenry, County Limerick, 
where they pursue a somewhat similar course in agri
culture. These are under private management but are 
assisted by grants; the others are manaiged by the 
Department directly. For people outside the colleges 
there are agricultural classes. These are held by 
agricultural instructors throughout each county. They 
are held, as a rule, on two days a week in two centres 
during the winter months. The usual course is about 
sixteen weeks and the centres are changed every year, 
so that they gradually work round the whole county. 
In addition there are itinerant lectures given by the 
instructors on particular subjects. That is for the 
men. For the women we have the Munster Institute 
at Cork which provides two classes of training. It 
'•nables the ordinary girl to learn to do well the work 
that falls to her on the farm at home or to qualify for 
employment in a creamery or in a farm dairy. Also 
if the girls are suitable subjects they are kept at the 
Institute sufficiently long to enable them to qualify 
as instructors in poultry-keeping and butter-making.

Then there are what we call schools of Rural Domestic 
Economy under private management, but assisted by 
grants from the Department. The managers must 
employ teachers recognised by the Department. 
These give somewhat similar instruction in poultry, 
lceepng, butter-making, and domestic economy 
subjects of a somewhat less advanced stan
dard than- in the technical schools. They are suit
able for people who are to be employed on 
farms, or for farmers’ wives. That is in general what 
we do. I should say perhaps, that since the 
change of Government there has been a Commission 
on A|griculture appointed by the Government and it 
has said in general terms that the system that the 
Department was pursuing was, on the whole, sound. 
It indicated that the work should develop on these 
lines, and recommended certain special legislation 
that we have been busy on ever since. The Minister 
for Lands and Agriculture is in charge now of 
the Department of Agriculture and the Land 
Commission. He lias carried through tlie Oireachtas 
a special Land Act which we hope will settle the 
land question, and which will lead, in any event, 
to a considerable re-settlement of people from 
the Gaeltaeht on land better than their present 
holdings and thus put them in a better way of living. 
Of course my Department does not deal with re-settle
ment ; the Land Commission deals with that. Our 
work will come in as soon as the people are re-settled 
and when they want instruction. It was out of the 
re-settlement that followed the Land Acts of 1903 and 
1909 that this large number of instructors whom we 
call agricultural overseers and assistant overseers 
were appointed, mainly to enable the new holders to 
make the most out of their holding.

.-In Seabhuv.—Arc the new egg inspectors to be 
under the Department?—Yes.

In how far will they come in touch with the ordinary 
people?—The egg inspectors will come very little in 
touch with the people. They will only be in touch 
with the dealers. The instructor in poultry
keeping will be the person who will impress on the- 
people that they must send eggs to the market in a 
proper way.

C h a i r m a n . —You say in your statement that the work 
of the Department involves agricultural production and 
agricultural education. Can I take it that any agri
cultural production that is done under the Department 
is a portion of the agricultural education?—Well we 
always have an educational object in anything we do. 
But our livestock schemes may be regarded as more 
directly productive than educative. You see we actually 
provide means for the introduction of a good bull into 
a poor district. Of course he is an object lesson in 
himself, and his progeny are object lessons, but the 
main thing is that he does increase the value of the 
animals in his district. The same thing applies to 
stallions, boars and rams. We experiment with varie
ties of potatoes, which are more directly related to 
production than to education pure and simple.

Fiachra Eilr/rat-h.—Also the question of seeds?—Yes, 
the testing of seeds and so on.

Chairman.—In the matter of dealing with questions 
sucli as subsidising premium animals, prizes, experi
mental and demonstration crops, who is the person 
who is the medium for dealing with those matters? 
Do they come under the county committee?—For pre
mium animals the county secretary is our correspondent. 
The application for premiums are passed through him 
and his committee award the premiums to selected 
applicants.

The county secretary himself does not come into 
direct touch with the people?—He does to a slight 
extent. He goes round at times, in connection with 
the horse scheme, when he travels along with the 
judges. Of course the agricultural instructor is the 
main person. In some of these schemes there is a 
good deal of intermingling of headquarters’ action and 
local action. For instance in connection with the horse 
breeding scheme we send around judges and veterinary 
surgeons to the local shows. These men are employed 
by headquarters and the local secretary is also present 
at the shows.

"Who is the local medium for dealing with loans for 
agricultural purposes that are administered directly?— 
In the poorer districts, the Congested Districts, 
generally the assistant overseer is the man who advises 
the people. He says to a man “  you want a plough
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and you will get a loan from the Department to buy 
it ."  Of course a strong farmer would make an appli
cation direct-
’ Practically all these overseers and these instructors 

are the products of your colleges?—Yes, practically all. 
Some of the assistant overseers were selected solely 
for their knowledge of practical farming. They had 
not actually been throiigh the colleges or through any 
of the courses at the start.

I would like to know the situation from thei point of 
view of Irish speakers. In connection with the colleges 
and schools there is the question of securing entry and 
then there is the question of profiting by instruction 
after entry. If you take a school in a district such as 
County Donegal, a good class national school, where 
you would have very bright children and apparently 
very good instruction, English taught as a subject, and 
taught well, but the whole medium of instruction being 
through Irish the children coming there as Irish-speak
ing children from Irish-speaking homes in a village 
where there was only one English-speaking household, 
would the product of that school have any chance of get
ting into either the College of Science or the Albert 
College, Clonakilty, Athenry, or girls, schools, any of 
those domestic economy schools?—The boys, I
think, would get into many of the schools if they 
were good at other subjects. You see, for the College 
of Science scholarship they can take either Irish or 
English. They can elect to do the whole answering in 
Irish if they wish, so that if they were able to answer 
efficiently in Irish they would be entitled to get a 
scholarship. The main thing is practical agriculture, 
and if they are good farmers there is nothing in the 
syllabus of examination to handicap them in any way- 
on account of there being Irish speakers. In the case 
of the other schools the examiners are always on the 
look out for the person who will profit by the agricul
tural instruction that is given. For instance in such 
s case if a student were to get ‘ ‘ nought ’ ’ in mathe
matics and were otherwise all right we let him in be
cause we know we have a good subject.

If we take the College of Science, the person is to 
take Irish or English, and then there is Greek or Latin 
or some other modern language?— One of these groups.

If he takes Irish he must take some other language. 
If he takes English hej is supposed to be up to the 
standard of having read something in Shakespeare, Alil- 
ton, Shirley, Wordsworth, Scott and Shelley—some
thing like that standard- l ie  may take it that the 
ordinary national school pupil cannot do that, and we 
may take it then that the College of Science is really 
entered by persons who have got some secondary 
education?—The College of Science is entered 
largely in this way. The subject you want to get. 
is the secondary school man who is a good practical 
farmer. But most of the men we will get and have 
got are not secondary school men. In some schools, I 
think, we have not more than ten per cent, of se
condary school men— at least we have very few. The 
students have suffered of course to some extent from 
that because in the earlier years of the College of 
Science some good men broke down because the study 
was very severe for a primary school man. You have 
a boy in a county like Donegal who attends lectures, 
or the winter classes of an agricultural instructor. The 
agricultural instructor tells him that there 
is a school at Athenry or Dublin to which he can| go if 
he wants further training. The farmers in these 
centres, of course, are very small and very poor, and 
in the Congested Districts we do not get many who 
can afford even the £& fee. But we do get some very 
small farmers and even labourers’ sons. If they go to 
Athenry they get a practical- knowledge of how to 
handle implements, horses and so on. Then they can 
come up to the Albert College and at the Albert Col
lege they do a course which is substantial in itself, 
and as well is a preparation for the College of Science, 
and they are helped in the preparation for that exami
nation. They can study jn the Albert College the! books 
mentioned on the syllabus for the College of Science. 
In addition, the County Committees of Agriculture 
provide scholarships tenable at the local 
agricultural station and at the Albert College, 
so that a local boy has a chance of getting in free. 
We, of course, do not like to take our agricultural stu
dents too young. They are better if they are a little 
older • than seventeen—eighteen for a scholarship and 
seventeen for the Albert College.

A person who is not an English speaker could not 
get a scholarship in the College of Science?—If he knew 
no English at all I  do not think he could very well. 
It he came up we would be glad to see him but he 
could not do his work through the country districts.

We will get at that afterwards. But the papers are 
not set in Irish for the College of Science scholarship 
examination ?— No.

And as a matter fact, in actual practice and con
sidering the type of competition there is for these 
scholarships a person would want rather a good know
ledge of English to get a scholarship?—He would at 
present, because of course the teaching all the way 
up will be given through English.

Then as far as profiting by instruction in a college 
is concerned he could not do that without a knowledge 
ot English and without a pretty good knowledge of it? 
—No.

And the same would perhaps apply to the Albert 
College, both as regards entrance and instruction?— 
It applies all round.

As far as a person coming from these districts having 
a thorough experience of farm work, is there any reason 
why a boy from the western portion of Donegal or 
from the greater portion of Galway should not have 
as good a knowledge of general farming as a boy from 
any other part of the country?—Well, of course, in the 
small holdings which they generally come from there 
is no horse labour at all and they are very badly equipped 
with implements. Sometimes they are very primitive. 
There would be only two or three acres of bad land 
in some of the outi-r portions of these districts, and 
really they would have no practical knowledge of good 

j farming or feeding animals.
So that they may he prejudiced irom that point of 

view?—Yes, but that raises the whole economic 
question.

Then as regnids the three schools at Athenry. (Tuna- 
kilty. and Ballyliaise, they are required to satisfy the 
college authority as to their fitness from1 an educational 
point of view to take advantage of the courses to have 
the fifth standard of the national school. As between 
the filth standard national school boy from, say, Cavan 
and one from western Donegal or Galway, would the 
person brought up as an Irish speaker be at a disad
vantage compared with the person brought up as an 
English speaker in getting entrance to one of these 
colleges?—Well, if he were not bilingual, of course he 
would, but the standard for this is really very low. Our 
object is to get a boy who would at least lie able to 
make small calculations and who would not be a drag 
on the class. Of course these classes are pretty small 
and the masters give a good deal of attention to a 
backward hoy. Wo take in a lad who is promising as 
a farmer even if his knowledge of arithmetic is very 
bad. The demand for admission to these schools is 
not very great.

Could you take many more in these! schools than you 
have?— Oh, we could. In Ballyhaisc at present we 
have no students at all.

But fitness from the educational point of view to 
take advantage of the course would involve a reason
ably good knowledge of English?—Well, we ask them 
to write a little essay and it is a very simple thing, and 
make a few calculations in the first four rules of 
arithmetic.

Is instruction in any technical subject in these col
leges given through the medium of Irish?—No.

All the technical instruction is given in English?— 
Y'es.

With regard to the girls in the Munster Institute, 
Cork, is all the instruction in technical subjects given 
through English?— Yes.

And a reasonable knowledge of English would be 
regarded as necessary to qualify for entrance?—They 
would not be ablei to follow the courses otherwise.

And it is the same way with the rural domestic 
economy schools?—Yes. In connection with the ruial 
domestic, economy schools, I might mention, that in 
connection with some scholarships at Clifden for 5 
scholarships there were 12 candidates, who were told 
that they might write their composition in Irish or Eng
lish. Only 2 attempted it in Irish and only 1 of th.-m 
would write anything at all. So that practically, you 
see, there are no candidates in Irish. That is of course 
one of the difficulties. We started by issuing publi
cations in Irish but it was found that Irish speakers 
could not read them; the Irish speakers had not been 
taught to read.
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.-In Srahlutc.—Is there any encouragement for Irish- 
speaking girls who are fairly educated from the Gael- 
taclit coming to the Cork school and going from that 
to be instructors in poultry-keeping and butter-making? 
— \\ ell, you see the fees at the Munster Institute are 
really small and there is nothing to prevent them 
except the language handicap.

Chairman.—Except the handicap that they must have 
English.

lí'itiiess.—They may be a little backward in English 
<>n account of being native speakers, but ordinarily 
they have not found that a very great handicap, be
cause instructors in those districts say that even 
people  who know Irish when they come to look for 
instruction always ask for it in English, and when the 
instructor talks to persons in Irish they always turn 
to English.

Dr. Walsh.— Perhaps they do not understand the 
instructors?—Some of the instructors are native 
speakers.

Chairman.—Then you have the winter classes under 
the county committees. Do you know of any case in 
which instruction in these classes is given through the 
medium of Irish'?— No, there has not been any to my 
knowledge.

In the case of appointments of instructors in agri
culture, horticulture, poultry-keeping and bee-keeping, 
or appointments as agricultural overseers or assistant 
overseers, is Irish a necessary qualification?—No, I do 
not think it has been prescribed. It may have been 
prescribed from time to time but it is not generally 
prescribed and I cannot recall any instance in which it 
has been prescribed.

Would it be difficult to get from the various counties 
the number of instructors who are qualified in the 
courses in Irish?—I did get some in anticipation of 
that question, but of course it is not easy to say who 
is qualified. I would not be sure. It would have to 
be tested. But I got some particulars as to how many 
people are reputed to be good speakers, fair speakers, 
to have a slight knowledge of Irish, and none at all.

.In Srabhar.— Do you know the particular districts 
for each ?— That is a thing which the late Mr. Gallagher 
would have been able to give information about, 
because he knew these men personally. I have never 
had occasion to hear any of them give instruction, so 
tli at I could not speak from personal knowledge of 
them, but I believe that several are able to give it, 
at 1 east they say themselves that they have sufficient 
Irish, in a case where the former actually- knows no 
English and where there is no interpreter to manage 
to do their business. That does not arise very often 
because they say that in every;, farm they visit the man 
who goes to the market knows English.

The tendency, then, is not to use Irish at all? 
—Well, I think that in districts like Spiddal, which is, 
I think, the most Irish speaking of the lot, and in 
Ought-erard and Clifden area the assistant overseers 
use Irish to a fair extent. In the Dingle, district down 
about Ballyferriter there is some use for Irish. The man 
down there, for instance, tells me that there are only 
about twelve farmers in that area who do not know 
English, and these arc old men.

T suppose they treat the Irish instructor like they 
treat the pensions officer; they take it for granted that 
he knows nothing of Irish?—1 think the man in Dingle 
is a Carlow man who does not know any Irish, but 
them is a man in Cahorciveen who knows sonic Irish.

Chairman__Did you say you had some figures?—I
have. These figures include all County Leitrim, Sligo 
and Roscommon.

Chairman. — Suppose you take County Galway. How 
many instructors are there in County Galway?— We 
have thirteen agricultural overseers, two agricultural 
instructors—twenty people altogether under our own 
scheme and under the county committee. I could get 
these figures for you. Some of the replies have only 
come in recently. I could not very readily give you 
tlie figures for each' of the twenty. Perhaps I  could 
extract it from these reports, but it would take too 
long.

Chairman.— I think we will probably be asking you 
with regard to some of these counties for a list of the 
different instructors, the number that is qualified in 
Irish, as a language, and the number that can teach 
their subjects through the medium of Irish.

-Ill S r a h h a - C .—I would like to qualify that by also 
asking for a return of those who are in the habit of 
doing it in Irish in the way of public lectures.

Witness.— You see, these men who work most of the 
Irish-speaking districts do not lecture; their business 
is not to lecture or to teach classes. They d.eal with 
individuals. The man in Clifden knows some Irish, 
but he says the people are more inclined to speak 
English, and when he speaks Irish to them they drop 
into English at the first opportunity. Of course, 
somebody who knows him would want to find out if 
that is necessary.

Dr. Walsh.—What is his name?—O’Sullivan. He 
is a Kerry man.

Witness.—In his district he says there are no 
farmers who are dependent on Irish only, but in 
other districts there are people with whom he has 
to deal in Irish.

Chairman.—As far as systematic instruction in 
winter agricultural classes or in itinerant lectures 
goes Irish is not used as a medium of instruction?— 
No. Of course winter classes are arranged by the 
local committee, and as a general rule the committees,
I think, do not find suitable centres out in these 
Irish-speaking districts. Classes are not, as a rule, 
held out there because there is no accommodation 
for the classes. On account of the want of sufficient 
accommodation they are confined to a limited num
ber of centres.

In the matter of technical leaflets, are any of the 
leaflets that are issued on technical matters printed 
in Irish?—We did issue one set of schemes in Irish 
in the early days, but there was very little demand 
for it, and during the food campaign a few years ago 
we issued another, but there was very little demand 
for it either. In connection with that we have issued 
notices and have got them translated by the Official 
Translators, and I was told that in Donegal people 
were saying that they did not understand them-very 
well. I do not want to make any reflection on the 
Translators, but it illustrates the difficulties we have.

We have here a list of 99 of the Department’* 
leaflets. Are none of these printed in Irish?—No.

So that, any technical instruction that is to be got 
from the Department's leaflets is got through the 
English language?—Yes. Of course, a difficulty in
that case is the lack of technical terms in Irish. In 
a number of these leaflets you have great difficulty 
in finding Irish terms that would be understood 
throughout the country.

Finch m EiUjeach.—You surely would admit that 
“  bee-keeping ” and “  black scab ’ ’ can be just as 
well described in Irish as in English?—Yes, if the 
people have got a phrase for “  black scab ”  and 
knew the disease. In nearly all districts I  am glad to 
say “  black scab ”  is not known. It has gone into 
Donegal, of course.

And for the testing of farm seeds. Do you not 
think that that could be as easily dealt with in Irish 
us in English?—Yes, but you will find in most of 
these leaflets that there are a few' technical phrases 
that I do not think anybody would be able to tell 
us Irish phrases for that would be understood from 
Malin Head to Cape Clear. You will have people 
who are able to understand the English terms for 
these thin as very easily.

I see one thing given in English which I do not 
know' very well, but I know the Irish for it. The 
word “  charlock ” —“  pressaugh bhuidhe.”  “  Char
lock ”  is not known to one person in a thousand in 
Ireland.

Witness.—You must remember that these leaflets 
were produced for all Ireland.

Pailmiii O Cadhla.—In every county 1 go into 
“  pressaugh bhuidhe ”  is known.

ÍVitness.—Personally, I never heard “  charlock ” 
until I went to the Department. Take another case. 
For instance, some people are familiar with 
“  furze,”  but they do not know that in some parts 
of the country it is known as “  whins ”  and in other 
parts as “  gorse.”

Chairman.—In the matter of posters you say that 
all the Department’s posters, except such as are 
very urgently required, are printed in Irish and 
English?—Yes.

Are posters issued very frequently ? Say, for in
stance, to-day in Co. Galway how many different 
subjects are being dealt with in posters on the 
walls?—Well, we usually have about four posters dis
played.

Fiachra. Eilgeiirh.—Stock posters?—No, seasonal, 
more or less stock. Take the foot and mouth disease,
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for instance; we issue a large poster about that. The 
way we work is that we have notice .boards on the 
police barracks throughout the country, and we also 
send posters to railway stations and Post Offices. At 
the present moment; there is a poster out about fluke 
disease in sheep. There would probably be three or 
four posters. As a rule we have a notice board of a 
certain size, and if the posters are seasonal we would 
replace them as the seasons went round; if they were 
emergency posters we would cover up everything 
else with the emergency poster. I have posters here 
(posters produced).

An Scabhac-—There is a very evident effort made 
to include all the dialects to> satisfy all.

Witness.—'You must not be too hard on the Depart
ment, because the other Departments took away all the 
Irish speakers we had at the start, including our Irish 
typists.

Mr. Moriurty.—You allude to the Congested Dis
tricts schemes. As well as I remember, I think that 
a sum of about £19,000 was provided under the Land 
Act of 1909 that went originally to the Congested 
Districts Board and passed over automatically to the 
Department for those schemes. That, I think, was 
in continuation of schemes that had been originally 
introduced by the Congested Districts Board for the 
poorer districts in the West of Ireland ?—The Con
gested Districts Board got a small sum, and it was 
increased when the Congested Districts Board’s in
struction schemes were passed over to the Depart
ment.

That included experimental and demonstration 
plots ?—We draw, for office purposes, a distinction 
between demonstration and experimental plots. The 
experimental plot is for research and the demonstra
tion plot is to show the people something already 
ascertained. We do not ask people in the congested 
districts to do experimental work, .because, as a rule, 
the land is not suitable.

You have these demonstration plots through the 
poorer areas5—Yes, that is one of the main features 
of the system.

Would it be more or less true to say that much of 
the work done in the Irish-speaking districts was 
the real start of a good many of the schemes that the 
Department have been working?—I was not in the 
Department when it started, but roughly speaking 
that is so. The Congested Districts Board had, for 
instance, horse improvement schemes, and the De
partment have followed on somewhat the same lines. 
Some of the officials we have at present were origi
nally officials of the Congested Districts Board.

How far do you think have the interests of the 
agricultural holders in the Gaeltacht benefited or 
suffered by the fact that they did not have a special 
Department dealing with their agricultural interests 
and looking after them, but under the Act of 1903 the 
Congested Districts Board was precluded from carry
ing out agricultural work? Has the Gaeltacht land 
cultivation gone forward or gone back, do you think, 
as a result of any change in legislation ?—Well, I 
would not be prepared to say that the Congested 
Districts Board would not have done the work as well 
as the Department, but the fact is that since the 
money was increased and additional instruction was 
provided, the thing has gone forward. The yield of 
potatoes over all the West has practically doubled in 
the last twenty years.

The point I was trying to get at is this, that m 
these poorer districts—I do not know whether this is 
your experience—they have not had the advantage 
of being sufficiently vocal, very often, to get advan
tage of the remedial schemes that are applied to 
larger areas of administration, and that consequently 
that has tended to make permanent their backward 
condition. Is that your experience?—I do not think 
that that applies to the Congested Districts now, 
because you see we have a staff of 52 or 54 men 
over the congested districts. Each of these men has 
a comparatively small district to look after, and it 
is possible for him really to know every small holder 
in that district. He is provided with funds to enable 
him to put down a very large number of demonstrar 
tion plots, and we change these from year to year, 
so that everyone can be pretty thoroughly in touch 
with the schemes if they want to be. Some of them 
are extremely retiring, and they will not get into 
touch; the instructor has to go after them. But, 
generally speaking, they are very anxious to get the

benefit of the schemes, and they know all about 
them. Of course, their stock has been, greatly im
proved, too.

Take Athenry. Do many of the Connemara peasant 
boys come into Athenry for instruction? Taking 
them from what we will call congested holdings?— 
A fair number. The fees are fixed in proportion 
to the valuation—under £20 valuation, £20 to £40, 
£40 to £100, and over £100. I have not been looking 
at the figures recently, but they were, when I saw 
them last, pretty well distributed in the different cate
gories. I could not tell you just now really what 
counties they were drawn from, but you can have 
that if you wish.

Except that you might have formed a general 
opinion in your mind ?—I have an impression that 
the very small holder does not come forward, because 
even a £3 fee is a consideration, and that is the diffi
culty.

So that in those counties in general, at all events, 
while they do very excellent work, they only appeal 
to and tend to get a fairly well-to-do farmer ?—Yes.

There is no training for girls in Mayo, Galway 
and Donegal comparable with the Munster Insti
tute 5—Well, the Munster Institute is the only one 
of its kind in the whole country, except one that the 
northern people have in the County Tyrone. But there 
are rural domestic economy schools for the congested 
districts at Portumna, Clifden, Swinford and Clare- 
morris. We have also one in the County Cavan and 
one in County Wexford.

I think I saw in the estimates that you have a 
fairly ample provision for loans for agricultural im
plements, £17,000 or £19,000?—We have.

Have you any difficulty in getting these funds? 
They are voted every year by the Dáil, and there is 
no trouble about it, I take i t 5—I do not know about 
this year which is the first? in which the Dáil are asked 
to vote the money. We were provided with an. endow
ment, of which the Department had complete control, 
subject to the approval of the Agricultural Board. 
Now the Finance Department has taken over all our 
resources, and we are dependent on the Dáil.

Do you or the local committees decide whether a 
particular loan is a proper one to make?—We decide 
that at headquarters on the securities offered.

Has any change been made in your procedure by 
virtue of the abolition of the Endowment Fund?— 
Oh, no, we are proceeding on the same lines.

What is the rate of interest?—I think it is 5 per 
cent. now.

Mr. Hognn.—It is said that your schemes have 
special reference to the peculiar type of farming that 
is found in the Gaeltacht ?—Yes, these schemes are 
administered for the small farmer in the congested 
districts. Of course the congested districts include 
all the Gaeltacht except Waterford. That is the only 
county on the list here that does not come under that 
special congested districts system.

That system had special reference to the peculiar 
type of farming in the Gaeltacht, special reference to 
the conditions?—Well, I would not say to the Gael
tacht exclusively, because wherever the congested 
districts occur, in Leitrim or Roscommon, where 
there is no Irish at all, the same scheme applies as 
in the Irish-speaking districts.

The Irish-speaking districts run along on the sea
board. Has the Department taken into account any 
help for the farmers in such things as the utilisation 
of seaweed for manure, and that sort of thing?—Yes, 
we have had experiments with seaweed as a supple
ment to farmyard manure, and by itself.

An Seabhac.—Has it not got beyond the experi
mental stage?—Oh, yes, they can give figures of 
how much should be used, so many tons of seaweed 
and so many tons of farmyard manure.

Are the farmers along the seaboard very well 
acquainted with the utilisation of seaweed and with 
regard to the marketing of it?—It was found 
that seaweed could not be marketed as manure; 
it would not pay if you had to cart it any distance 
inland. There were investigations made about kelp- 
burning, but, of course, that depends on the iodine 
market,

It is more or less in the hands of a ring ?—Yes, the 
price is controlled. As a matter of fact J believe that 
they can produce iodine otherwise much cheaper 
than from kelp. Mr. Moriarty knows a great deal 
more about that than I  do.
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I think you told the Chairman that it would be 
safe to assume that none of your officials could 
go into an Irish-speaking district and lecture or teach 
entirely in Irish in connection with any farming sub
ject?—I did not say that exactly. What I said was 
that the men who were appointed specially for the 
congested districts are not required to lecture or to 
teach classes. They are not trained for that pur
pose. They are intended to give individual instruc
tion. Some of them have a certain knowledge of 
Irish, and I believe that if they had been trained 
as teachers or lecturers they would be able to use it.

Is there a demand for them ?—Well, you could not 
say that there is. Winter agricultural classes, 
are fairly difficult things to organise. You might have 
a ,boy here and there who would probably go to a 
•class in a congested district, but it would be pretty 
hard to organise a class because, of course, the boys 
■are being utilised very much on the holdings.

My question is whether the willingness o f the De
partment to supply lecturers in Irish would tend to 
•create a demand, or whether the fact that they are 
•sending people who cannot speak Irish would tend 
to check the demand ?—You see, a great many of the 
Irish speakers are on very small holdings, and they 
are better dealt with by individual advice as to the 
particular thing they want to do at the moment, the 
buying of seed, the manure they will use, and how 
they will deal with particular things. You have to 
apply the teaching to the particular holding con
cerned, which may be partly rock and partly bog, 
and not normal land at all. In most cases I think 
the men would be able to give such teaching in Irish. 
I  could not say off-hand, but in most of them, for 
instance, in Connemara, the four men in the area 
round Spiddal and Clifden all say that when they 
meet a man who cannot get on without Irish, they 
give instruction in Irish. I think the Dingle man is 
the man who says he does not know sufficient to deal 
with them. But the other men in the Irish-speaking 
districts either say that they have never met a person 
who could not take instruction in English, or that 
they are able to get along with what Irish they have.

Has any suggestion ever been made to that par
ticular Dingle man you refer to that he might try to 
qualify himself to give instruction to people in 
Irish?—I have visited the district, and I do not know 
him. I  could not tell you that. I  will give you what 
he says actually himself.

Fiuchra Eilgeach.—Would it not .be possible to 
shift him and put in another man instead? 
That is not so easy, because the men are selected 
for their suitability to the district, for their 
general personality. If a man is in a district and 
has settled down, you could not easily shift him 
because you might not be able to find a house for 
him.

An Seabhac.—If an official of your own, a head
quarters inspector, were in an Irish-speaking dis
trict such as you have been referring to, where they 
say they can get on by giving instruction in English, 
and were to give instruction in Irish, do you think 
that there would be any objection to that on the part 
o f those instructed ? If a man went down and made 
up his mind in Connemara, or this place that is 
painted red on the map, or the yellow places, which 
are all seventy per cent, or eighty per cent. Irish
speaking, and was of such strength of character that 
he decided he would instruct and speak to the people 
in Irish, do you think the instruction would be any 

’ the worse for that?—Well, I think that the assistant 
overseers, where they give instruction and individual 
advice in a conversational tone, ought to be able to 

do it just as effectively in Irish as they would in 
English. Of course, a man who lectured to a class in 
Irish would want to have been lectured to himself 
in Irish, would want to have been prepared for his 
business.

But is the lecture in a country place like that a 
lecture in the sense that you have in your mind, in 
the college sense, or is it more of a conversational 
chat and the answering of questions?—It is, hut at 
the same time there is an attempt to expound prin
ciples; it is a systematic discourse of some kind, as 

& rule. You see, when a man goes round and gives 
advice on a farm, he is dealing with a concrete 
thing, and it is purely conversational, but when he 
goes to teach a class there is a certain amount of 
system and reference to principles.

You said a while ago that in these congested dis
tricts there is scarcely any lecturing at all as such, 
owing to the nature of the holdings?—The officers 
who are employed specially for the congested dis
tricts are not called on* to lecture. The congested 
districts are catered for by the county committee 
schemes, and the county committees might arrange 
lectures at certain centres.

But, as far as the Department is concerned, in any 
conscious action on their part, do they concern them
selves at all with the question of Irish, or the Use of 
Irish, or the existence of Irish, in any particular 
district? Do they do so officially or consciously, 
beyond these things you have been telling us of, the 
issuing of these notices?—To that extent, and of 
course this is a point that I believe the inspector I 
referred to, who is dead, dealt with, that in selecting, 
judging and recommending them, he did take into 
consideration whether they knew Irish or not, but 
I cannot say positively. I do not know. I find that 
the men in Western Connemara have a knowledge of 
Irish.

In the last three years, has any instruction gone to 
the officials in these particular areas encouraging 
them to a greater use of Irish ?—No.

In regard to the use of Irish, has there been any 
conscious change consequent upon the change of 
Government?—Except the issuing of these notices, 
and I think before the change of Government we 
replied in Irish to letters in Irish. We were better 
equipped with an Irish staff then than we are now.

Chairman.—And issued notices in Irish, perhaps, 
too?—We issued a few during the tillage time, but as 
I say, the feeling was that a lot of Irish speakers could 
not read Irish.

.1/! Seabhac.—At that time they could not, but they 
might possibly, now. You have a list of the present 
headquarters’ staff who are scattered all over Ireland 
who are good Irish speakers, those who are fair, and 
those who have no Irish at all?—I have some returns.

Would it be possible for you to man that coloured 
section of the map with Irish speakers if that were 
the policy, out of your present stan?—Not at present. 
You see, the staff that we have in that district at 
present are practically for that district; we have not 
that sort of officer outside that district. The money 
that Mr. Moriarty referred to was provided specially for 
these congested Districts, and these officers who are 
mostly in touch with the people were appointed specially 
for these districts.

They were not appointed under the Department for 
these districts, but under the Congested Districts 
Board ?—The system started with the Congested Dis
tricts Board and then it was transferred to the De
partment.

The terms of their appointment have not been 
changed; they still belong to these districts and you 
cannot move them anywhere else?—The money out of 
which they, are paid is applicable only to these districts 
and we could not move them outside of them.

Have you any other parts of the country outside 
these congested districts where the officials are good 
Irish speakers ?—I could not say without detailed 
enquiry.

Are these officers moved or transferred very often?— 
No, as seldom as possible because, of course, it costs 
money.

The man you referred to a while ago has been in 
that particular station for the last twelve or fifteen 
years?—As a general principle if a man is 
good the longer he is in a district the better. When a 
man goes into a district, the people at first 
view him with ai certain amount of suspicion, and it 
takes a. good while to get to know himv It is not so 
easy for a man to establish himself in one of these dis
tricts as it would be elsewhere. He has to become 
more of a friend to the people in these districts and 
these men endeavour to do that.

Halve these men been appointed from the beginning 
to these outlying districts?—.Yes.

Do you know if there is anywhere else in the public 
service an arrangement like that for these particular 
districts and for no others?—Of course the Congested 
Districts Board fund when it was in existence was 
only applicable to the congested counties—the í 19,000.

Does that hold as a water-tight arrangement alto
gether at present with all officials? Does no official 
deal with a part congested district and a part non- 
oongested district?—Oh, yes, quite a number of them.
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There are certain schemes which I  mentioned, for 
instance the cow testing scheme and the Irish draught 
horse scheme, which are common to the whole 
country.
' So far you have made no special provision, or no 

special arrangement, whereby Irish-speaking officials 
shall deal with matters in the Irish-speaking districts 
through Irish?—No, we have not.

, In sending a man anywhere at all you never consider 
whether he has Irish or not ?—That is what I cannot 
possibly answer because of the way in which I  am 
handicapped by the death of this inspector who was in 
charge.
■ Supposing there was a man in a district who was 

not interested in the Gaelic point of view, is 
there a possibility of moving him to a less Gaelic 
speaking district in the congested districts? Could 
you move a man from Connemara to Leitrim?—Oh, 
yes, we can move him anywhere inside that area.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—What constitutes the area?— 
Donegal, Sligo, Leitrim, Roscommon, Mayo, Galway, 
part of Clare, Kerry, and part of Cork.

You could move him from one part of Kerry to 
another?— Yes.

An Seabhac.— You could move a man from West 
Galway to East or South-East Galway?—Of course 
although all these counties are congested counties we 
do not employ these men where there are not small 
groups of uneconomic holders. Galway, for instance, 
is not quite covered by these special men.

Have you any man in North Kerry?—There is no 
man in North Kerry.

Chairman.—Is there not a special Ordnance Survey 
map prepared showing the spots that are particularly 
congested?— I have seen such a map, but whether it 
was an Ordnance Survey map or not, I am not quite 
sure.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—I think it was shown in Lady 
Aberdeen's.

An. Seabhac■—My reason for asking the questions is 
this, that you possibly have sent a certain number of 
inspectors or overseers to these places and that among 
them there is only a very small percentage of Irish 
speakers?—Well, the majority of them claim to have 
at least some Irish; there are very few who admit 
they have none. A certain number would be fair 
speakers.

What I  am worrying about is this, that without 
pensioning some of the men you cannot deal with 
the more intensely Irish-speaking places. Evidently 
there is no means whereby a general scheme would 
overlap into that area at all?—Well, of course, the men 
have to be selected for these districts on their person
ality and their capacity for doing the work. For some 
districts the men are better suited, technically, than 
for others. It is possible that if we made out a schedule 
testing them all in Irish we might be able to arrange 
them to provide that the men with the most Irish would 
get the most Irish-speaking districts. We want a 
sufficient knowledge on the part of, I  should say, about 
ten of them at least. There are 42 of them in the 
counties that you are concerned with; six of them 
have a good knowledge, four of them a fair knowledge, 
and 31 or 321 of them some knowledge. We can take 
the six as the available.

You have to complete the staff then?—Of course it 
would be just possible that the men who are actually 
there are the most effective men for bringing the 
people along economically land the best instructors. 
The man at Clifden was specially selected for that 
district.

You have a complete staff for those districts. At 
present there are no vacancies?—There are a couple 
of vacancies.

Do you intend to fill them soon?—We intended to 
fill them but the Finance Ministry refused to give us 
any money.

Would it be possible to have delineated to us the 
areas in which each officer works?—Yes, in a very 
rough way (document produced). I can get you a 
copy made of that plan.

That would give us the area in which each man 
works?—'Yes. The man who covers the district knows, 
roughly speaking, every small holder in it. There is 
ai particular Irish-speaking district there and there are 
four of them in it.

I  think to carry out the full Gaelic problem you 
would want practically 20 men to do all that work in

Irish. Is there a possibility of achieving that in the 
next few years? Are these men encouraged to ad
vance their knowledge of Irish at all?—As a matter of 
fact they are so occupied that they have no oppor
tunities. That is one of the problems. We would 
like to let them off to attend a college, but they are 
everything to these people. For instance, take) ai thing 
like this distress last winter; these are the men who- 
distributed the seed, and that is all in addition to 
their ordinary work, and they are very busy.

But does not that very intimacy, that constant in
timacy, with people who are Irish speakers give 
them the greatest assistance they could get to learn 
Irish in these particular places?—It does.

How is it that some of them have been able to 
survive for 15 years without learning a word of it?— 
Because they say that at every holding they go to 
there is always somebody who takes instruction in 
English, that the man who goes to the market speaks 
in English.

This has occurred—I have seen it—where English
men, coastguards, went to live in the same area and! 
were in ten years as good Irish speakers as the natives- 
Their children learned the habit of speaking Irish 
among themselves, and some of the other public offi
cials in the place for a longer period did not learn a 
word at all. Some of the officials seemed to shut them
selves up in a shell of anglicisation which cannot be 
penetrated at all. What I  would like to know is : has 
the Department suggested or recommended or advised 
these people to enter into the lives of the people in 
the district in which they are living and get a know
ledge of Irish that would be sufficient to enable them 
to fall into the ordinary life of the place as Irish 
speakers like the rest of the people?—I  cannot say 
that anything official of that sort was ever sent to 
them. Of course the inspectors are supposed to see 
that they do everything to carry out their work. They 
meet all the small holders and in that way one would 
naturally expect that they would pick up a good deal 
of Irish.

Of course it has been possible for English-speaking 
officials in these districts for the last 300 years to do 
their work effectively although they did not know the 
language of the people. They did not accommodate 
themselves to the people but the people as a whole 
had to accommodate themselves to the particular 
officials?—Well, the men say that the people are 
rather anxious to speak English to them, and when 
they try to speak to them in Irish the people turn 
round to English as soon as they catn. Others say that 
the people know that the children require English 
for the purpose of emigrating, and they feel that they 
want to talk all the English they can.

You have not lived much in that particular part 
of the country, I suppose?—I have not lived in it but 
I have done some cycle touring there.

In regard to the officials’ attitude towards the lan
guage in these districts you would not be in a position 
to have first-hand information?—No. I  could not say 
that any man acted in a way that suggested he was 
prejudiced against the Irish language.

I would not like to go the distance of saying that 
they were prejudiced against Irish, but that they were 
absolutely neglectful of it?—I  think, generally, that 
although there has been no positive instruction issued 
to them they have all a pretty fair idea that they are 
expected to be sympathetic towards Irish.

Would you imagine that any particular promise of 
promotion, or something like that, would change them 
into activists ?—Well, the men were selected on their 
abilities. Personally I would be adverse to putting 
a premium on anything but their efficiency as 
developers of agriculture. If a lack of Irish pre
vented them doing that it would be another matter.

If it is State Policy to maintain Irish and en
courage the spread of it could not that be done through 
the official State machinery without effecting the 
efficiency of the State machinery—rather increasing 
its efficiency?—It could, of course, at some cost. For 
instance we could take these men off their work for 
a period and let them go to an Irish college, as no 
doubt some of them would be very glad to do. But 
that would cost something. If you made a recommen
dation to that effect we would be prepared at once 
to provide a certain number of substitutes for men 
who would take that course.

Padraig 0  Cadhla■— The fact seems to be that none 
of the benefits o f these schemes a/re carried to these
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people except through the medium of English?—I 
would not say that. Quite a number of these instruc
tors do use Irish when there is a necessity for it. 
That is, when they cannot convey their information in 
English they use Irish in several districts.

But those instructors are not helped in any way, by 
any of the money that you expend, to enable them to 
give information in Irish. None of the colleges under 
your control help them to equip themselves to be able 
to give the necessary instruction to these people in 
Irish?—Oh, yes, in the schools under our control there 
aire Irish classes for the students. The six men that 
we were speaking of were practically all appointed 
before these classes were instituted. For instance, 
these men in the congested districts are usually men 
who have passed through an agricultural station. Men 
have an opportunity of learning some Irish when they 
are at the agricultural station, but the men who were 
already appointed had not that opportunity. Some of 
these men are actually native speakers. Three or four 
of them are.

And the rest have neglected it?—Others have ac
quired a certain amount of Irish.

But of course not sufficient to deal with these 
people in such a way that they would benefit by their 
instruction ?—The people do benefit by their instruc
tion. They would not be able to impart instruc
tion in Irish as they could in English. The situation 
as represented to me is this, that they practically 
never meet a person who is not able to take advan
tage of instruction,' in English, that it is only in a very 
■odd cape that a man or a woman is not able to 
understand English sufficiently well to take the infor
mation in English. It is just possible that if all the 
instructors were quite competent, native speakers of 
Irish, and had been trained to give instruction in Irish 
they would be more effective, but I would not say that 
the people do not benefit by the instruction now.

I am afraid that is not so, from my knowledge of 
it ?—I would be very glad if you could tell me of any 
specific districts where there are people looking for 
information. These men go round; they say to a 
man : “ I  want you to take up a demonstration plot.”  
They get these plots taken up and they are 
scattered all over the district. I would like to know 
some case where a man could not get a plot or could 
not get a bull because he had no knowledge of Irish.

Padraig O Cadhla.—None of the instructors in bee
keeping, butter-making, and poultry-keeping are 
conveying their instructions to the people in Irish.

An Seabhac.—I know one who is.
Padraig 0  Cadhla.—That is only one case. I have 

attended lectures of that kind, and I never heard 
anyone lecturing in Irish.

Chairman..—I think Mr. Meyriek has made it clear 
that none of the systematic instruction is given in 
anything but in English.

Witness.—You see, the difficulty is that we are, 
1 andicapped in connection with primary education. 
If all Irish-speaking people came up for train
ing we would be all right, but the people 
presenting themselves for training are not Irish 
speakers; they do not know any Irish at all, and, of 
course, we have to take people on technical know
ledge.

Dr. Walsh.—Supposing you were to take up these 
forty people from the congested districts for three 
months, do you think the congested districts would 
be very much worse for it ?—They would. Our 
system would be very much upset.

Your system, probably, would be upset, but would 
the unfortunate people in these districts be much 
upset ?—Well, the people are continually calling these 
men in. They get a certain amount of holidays in 
the year, and they are really busy. We are anxious 
to have them always in the district, because these 
are the districts that are liable to emergencies, to 
crises, and we rely on these particular men to deal 
with them.

That is, a kind of watching brief?—Yes, but they 
are helping all the time. A lot of the people they are 
dealing with are almost on the verge of starvation.

They are not giving them any direct help in that 
direction; they are only advising them?—Yes, but 
that is just the thing. They advise them at the right 
time; but, take a case of neglecting the spraying of 
potatoes—that might be serious. Then they are 
always on the look out for potato disease. That is 
very important.

You see one side of the question, 'but those of us

who live in the country see every side. I remember 
many years ago spending the potato-spraying season 
of the year with a potato-spraying inspector in an 
hotel in Connemara. We had a very had attendance, 
and I do not think the inspector did very much 
spraying of potatoes.

Witness.—I wonder how much of that was Dr. 
Walsh’s fault.

Dr. Walsh.—I am only telling you that while you 
think these people may be very busy going around 
and telling the people what to do, they may not be 
doing it?—I took one opportunity of going down to 
see most of them in Athenry. I  questioned them about 
the details of their districts and I am amazed at the 
answers they gave me, which could hardly have been 
concocted. They really know the life of their dis
trict.

They are a long time there, and they would natur
ally get the information, no doubt. It seems to me 
that we can make no change in these forty men.

An Seabhac.— Except as they die.
Padraig O Cadhla.—Except as they die. Not 

being able to change them round, do you not think 
that in view of their necessity the Department 
might take steps to get them instructed—the thirty- 
one who do not know Irish? The excuse that you 
cannot possibly take them away from their districts 
for the necessary period will not work with any of ns 
who know the circumstances of the country?—It is 
wholly a question of the development of the congested 
districts agriculturally. I  am not speaking of Irish, 
because from our point of view the language must be 
regarded as secondary. We are looking after the 
keeping of the people alive. This question of our 
agricultural policy is one that we are coming to the 
point of reviewing. We have been going through a 
course of reorganisation, like every other Depart
ment, but we have not got to the completed stage 
yet, and the loss of these senior men has upset us 
very much in that direction. My personal view is 
that when the next Estimates arrive we will pro
bably be putting up a claim for more men of that 
kind. If we were getting more men there would be 
a possibility, of course, of getting men qualified in 
Irish and putting them into these districts if they 
were the best men. You know there is a paternal 
element in their work, and you must have an eye to 
the man who will really make himself a friend of 
the people We are trying to get men who will 
really look after and take a fatherly interest in the 
flock—an agricultural parish priest.

Dr. Walsh.—You are probably well intentioned in 
trying to do that, but you should look at it from 
the other point of view, the point of view of the man 
who has a couple of half-acres of rocky soil, who 
probably knows better by experience how to knock 
a living out of these stones than your instructor 
does. You have no cases where your instructors 
have been instructed in the working of such bad 
land as exists, say, all about Aughrim. You take a 
man out of Athenry, where the finest land probably 
in Galway is, and you send him back to Connemara 
to tell the people how to live on entirely different 
soil and under entirely different conditions. Con
nemara is very poor, and there is a lot of waste bog 
and rocks in it. The people themselves know much 
better how to deal with it than you would, although 
your intentions are very good ?

Witness.—Take the fact of the introduction by our 
men of improved varieties of seeds, the extent to 
which they have introduced improved varieties of 
oats and potatoes is responsible for an immense in
crease in production, and similarly in the direction 
of looking after the stock.

Dr. Walsh,.—Are you still carrying out the activi
ties of the College of Science as to seed testing, soil 
testing, and so on ?—That happens to be located physi
cally in the College of Science. We carry on that. 
Of course the chemical portion is separated from us 
now; the Chief State Chemist has1 taken over that. He 
will do the testing of manures, and anything like 
that.

You do not think it is necessary that you should 
have any place to train people in home work in these 
poor districts ?—Well, agriculturally I do not think 
so, because the remedy, I believe, is to give them 
economical agricultural holdings. But if we found 
that the people could not be moved out of these dis
tricts, that the man with three or four acres of bad
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land would lie a permanent institution, then there 
would be a need, not for agriculture as much as for 
seme general system of teaching the people, firstly, 
how to make the most of the little land they have, 
and then how to live by other industries, fishing and 
rural industries, and that is a separate problem.

Fiachra Eilijench.—Do all the pupils of the colleges 
and schools manage to secure places in Ireland?—TJp 
to the present nearly all. Of course I have to make 
a distinction there. It is really only a limited num
ber of students who enter the colleges and turn out 
with diplomas of some sort. All the people who 
enter as ordinary students do not get as far as a 
diploma. The people who get diplomas have practi
cally all received employment in Ireland up to the 
present. That, of coui-se, was due to the fact that 
the Department’s work was developing. When we 
started we had no Irish-trained expert at all; then, 
as the counties developed, they appointed instruc
tors. Now we are in a more or less stable condition, 
and it is possible that the number of people qualified 
will exceed the demand.

Chairman.—Do many of your students simply go 
back to their farms who get qualified for teaching ?— 
Comparatively few go back, because there has been 
employment in the Government or in the local ser
vices for them.

Would they be any large percentage of the 
students ?—Of the agricultural students of the 
College of Science they would be a very high per
centage until recent years, because the students theie 
nearly all came in as holders of scholarships with 
the idea of becoming officials, and when they quali
fied there was actual employment for them. But in 
late years the county councils provided a number of 
scholarships, and I think there is a tendency to in
crease the supply beyond what will meet the demand.

Would they get places in English counties?—I do 
not know—now.

Fiachra Eii(/each.—None of them will get work in 
the Six Counties? Is attendance compulsory at the 
Irish classes at the colleges?—It is optional- All attend 
at the boys’ schools, but at the girls’ schools they do 
not attend so well.

Chairman.—Are you leaving that copy? It is very 
rough.

Do you say you could amplify it ?—I could mark 
the districts better, and give some explanatory 
notes of what these dots are.

Perhaps you would do that for us. There is another 
point. You were suggesting that the new Land 
Act might mean the transferring of some people 
from Irish-speaking districts to rather better land ?— 
Yes. Of course the intention of the Act is to provide 
additional land, and that may be done by trans
ferring one large holder in the neighbourhoood and 
splitting up his farm, or by transferring smaller 
people.

I think you are suggesting that people so trans
ferred might require certain instruction ?—They 
would. Where ranches were broken up in Ros
common, and places like that-, we "had an instructor 
there because these people did not understand the 
handling of good land, and they wanted an in
structor.

In connection with the transfer of people from 
Irish-speaking districts do you, or did you at any 
time, contemplate that that instruction would lie pro
vided for them in their new circumstances through 
the medium of Irish ?—We have not thought of that, 
because the Land Commission has only just begun 
to acquire these estates. It is not a practical ques
tion yet.

Neither in that case nor in any Irish-speaking dis
trict has your Department yet faced the possibility 
that instruction in agricultural subjects might re
quire to be given through the Irish language ?—No, ■ 
we are not at that stage yet. I do not think we 
would really be able to meet a demand of that kind 
until the students who come up for the preliminary 
examination are well equipped in Irish.

That is the material from which you make your 
instructors?—Yes. After three or four years in the 
primary school, when they come up then the teach
ing of the course that they require would be through 
Irish, and we will have boys that we can train to 
teach in Irish.
' An Seahhac.—Could you not hurry that by in

sistence of a knowledge of Irish on the part, of new

entrants for next year ?—I doubt if you would get 
them.

Into the schools at Cork, or at Athenry, or Clona- 
kilty?—You see, at Cork we would not be able to try 
a rule like that for a couple of years, because now 
we have a waiting list. If a girl puts down her 
name now she will not get in for a year and a half. 
All that are on this list already have been promised 
admission in their turn.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—But at Ballyhaise, where you 
have no students-'—At Ballyhaise that would .be 
worth consideration. We have a master there who 
has a good knowledge of Irish.

The Commission adjourned at 2.5 p m. until 10 
o ’d o  -k Wednesday morning, May tifh.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND 
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

Far information of Secretaries of Statutory Com
mittees of Technical Instruction.

IRISH CLASSES UNDER COUNTY SCHEMES OF 
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM.
Under Section 16 of the Luca! Government (Tem

porary Provisions) Act 1923, an additional rate of one 
penny in the pound has been struck in most counties 
for the purpose of instruction in the Irish language, 
and large numbers of Irish classes have been organ
ised under County Schemes of Technical Instruction. 
The rapid extension of these classes has been 
attended by some confusion and uncertainty as to 
the procedure of committees, the appointment and 
duties of teachers, organisation of class centres, and 
the general regulations of the Department under 
which grants are earned. It is hoped that the fol
lowing notes on these and other points, some of 
which have already formed the subject of corre
spondence between the Department and certain com
mittees, will be of assistance in the future organisa
tion of the schemes.

(1) The County Committee of Agriculture and 
Technical Instruction (or the County Joint Com
mittee of Technical Instruction, as the case may be) 
remains the statutory authority for administering 
the proceeds of the special rate, as well as of all other 
rates collected under the Technical Instruction Act 
of 1889, and the Agriculture and Technical Instruc
tion (Ireland) Act of 1899, and none of its powers or 
responsibilities can be delegated to any other com
mittee or group of individuals. Sub-committees, 
however, may he formed to deal with the Irish lan
guage portion of the scheme, and these, where 
already in existence, have proved very effective in 
securing sound organisation and regular working of 
the classes. All proceedings, however, of a sub
committee in order to become valid must be ratified 
by the Technical Instruction Committee, which is 
the responsible body, and all communications with 
the Department, relative to Irish classes, must be 
made through the Technical Committee's Principal 
Executive Officer. On the latter will devolve the re
sponsibility of guiding the sub-committee in any ad
ministrative arrangements proposed for adoption, 
and much will depend on his close co-operation with 
the sub-committee.

(21 The appointment of teachers is one of the most 
important duties which the committee is required to 
fulfil, and it must be clearly understood that, no ap
pointment can be sanctioned unless the candidate 
possesses qualifications (oral and literary) that 
satisfy the Department as to his or her knowledge of 
the language. The possession of a university degree 
in Celtic studies or an advanced teaching certificate 
of one of the recognised colleges of Irish, will m 
general be required for the provisional recognition 
of a teacher (under Appendix A. of the Department's 
Programme for Technical Schools and Classes), and 
such a teacher must conduct classes to the satisfac
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tion of the Department’s inspectors .before this re
cognition can be confirmed. The following colleges 
are at present recognised by the Department for the 
award of such certificates :—

Belfast College of Irish, Belfast Gaelic College, 
Carbery College of Irish, Connacht College of Irish, 
Dingle College of Irish, Dublin College of Modern 
Irish, Galway, Patrick Pearse College of Irish, 
Leinster College of Irish, Munster College of Irish, 
O’Curry College of Irish, Omeath, St. Brigid’s Col
lege of Irish, Ring College of Irish, St. Croghane’s 
College of Irish, St. Declan’s College of Irish, Ulster 
College of Irish (Cloghaneely).

Where certificates of the above standard are not 
held, the Department may in exceptional circum
stances award temporary recognition to the holder of 
a recent Bilingual Certificate of the National Board, 
but such temporary recognition would be subject to 
improvement of the teacher’s qualifications within 
one year of date of appointment. The Department 
would also be prepared to consider specially the case 
of any candidate-teacher who is a native speaker of 
Irish and who can submit evidence of a satisfactory 
literary knowledge of the language.

(3) The Department may determine that any whole
time teacher, irrespective of the nature of his quali
fications. be required to attend an approved summer 
course in Irish before his re-appointment can be 
approved for a succeeding session.

(4) All appointments should be advertised. If full 
particulars, accompanied .by documentary evidence, 
of the qualifications and suitability of candidates be 
submitted to the Department before the appoint
ments are proceeded with, a list, of the candidates 
whom the Department are prepared to recognise will 
be sent to the Committee.

15) The teachers appointed may be either whole-time 
or part-time employees. Whole-time teachers are em
ployed at a definite salary for the session; part-time 
at a fixed rate per teaching hour. The employment 
of the former is usually for the period of the 
academic year, whereas, that of the. latter may be for 
any required period not exceeding a year. It is not 
to be assumed that a whole-time teacher has a right 
to continued employment by the committee in a 
succeeding session. He may be re-appointed from 
year to year at the annual meeting for the forma
tion and adoption of the scheme, but such re
appointment is not to be regarded as a purely formal 
matter, and it should not be ratified unless the com
mittee is satisfied as to t-lie character and efficiency 
of tire instruction given. For this purpose, the 
reports of an organiser or of the principal executive 
officer of the scheme, or any special reports from the 
Department as to the conduct of the classes should 
be taken into consideration.

(6) Before, making any arrangements for the ap- 
pointment of teachers, the rates of remuneration 
which it is proposed to pay must be sanctioned by 
the Department. In determining the rates for whole
time teachers any special qualifications may be taken 
into account. A commencing salary of £120 per 
annum has been commonly adopted. Higher amounts 
not exceeding £160 have been approved in respect of 
teachers of exceptional qualifications and experience. 
It will be necessary in all cases to adopt a basic 
salary for the county and to consider exceptional 
cases separately. In addition, the Department will 
for the present pay a cost of living bonus appro
priate to this salary in accordance with the scale laid 
down for the salaries of civil servants. For part- 
time teachers a basic rate per teaching hour should 
be adopted, and on this the Department will, until 
further notice, pay temporary additional remunera
tion amounting to 30 per cent, of the rate fixed. 
Proposals have been advanced by certain committees 
for such revision of basic salaries or rates of part- 
time remuneration as will, in the event' of reductions 
in the cost of living bonus or of temporary additional 
remuneration keep the total remuneration at a fixed 
sum. The Department cannot sanction this arrange
ment as a privilege for any particular class of 
teacher. Basic salaries or rates, when arranged and 
approved, must, therefore, remain fixed for the ses
sion, and they will carry such bonus or additional 
remuneration as may from time to time be sanc
tioned by the Ministry of Finance.

(7) Locomotion and subsistence expenses may be 
allowed to teachers in accordance with rates sanc

tioned by the Department, but in an economically- 
arranged scheme subsistence allowances should not 
be necessary. On no account should teachers be 
appointed on salaries or rates that are inclusive of 
travelling expenses or allowances.

(8) In view of the employment of so many new 
teachers, many of whom have no previous experience 
of official requirements as to the control of classes 
earning grants from public funds, and do not appre
ciate the necessity for exact compliance with such 
requirements, it is essential that the principal ex
ecutive officer of the committee should impress the 
importance of these matters on the teachers em
ployed. This could be done by the issue of circulars 
containing the necessary information, or by calling 
a special meeting of teachers at which the regula
tions could ,be clearly explained. With a view to 
keeping an efficient, check on the internal organisa
tion of a scheme, all teachers should be required to 
furnish a monthly report of their work to the prin
cipal executive officer. Such reports should contain 
precise information as to class attendances, and, if' 
suitably drafted, would serve as a check in connec
tion with teachers’ claims for remuneration and 
travelling expenses.

(9) The Irish classes that should be organised fall 
naturally into three groups, viz. :—(i) afternoon 
classes for young people; (ii) evening classes for 
adults; (iii) teachers’ classes.

The classes are not intended to apply to children 
under fourteen years of age, but such children, who 
have been placed in the sixth standard of a National 
school, or who have received an equivalent educa
tion, may be admitted to classes provided that there 
is accommodation available. Under no circum
stances may scholars on the roll of a primary school 
attend classes under the county scheme which meet 
during school hours. (See paragraph 1 of the general 
conditions attached to county schemes of Technical 
instruction.)

(10) Classes may not be specifically formed for 
National school pupils, though a limited number 
may be permitted to attend within the maximum 
number of students (40) allowable in a class. No 
grants can, however, be allowed in respect of the 
attendance of National school pupils.

(11) As a general rule, whole-time county instruc
tors will be in a position to conduct special classes 
for teachers. Such classes in the past have .been 
frequently organised on a three-hour basis, but it is 
considered that a continuous lesson of three hours is 
unsound educationally. Teachers’ classes should be 
arranged in the future on the basis of two lessons 
per week of not more than two hours’ duration each, 
or, alternatively, of three hours’ instruction on one 
day per week with a definite break of at least half- 
an-hour.

(12) Whole-time teachers should be required to' 
give nt least 20 hours’ instruction per week, and 
classes should be maintained throughout the year 
except for such a reasonable period for holidays as 
may be granted to the teacher. In no case will a 
total of less than 800 hours' teaching during any 
year be regarded as sufficient to warrant the con
tinuance of whole-time employment. It is desirable 
that each group of students should receive at least 
three hours' instruction per iced; in tiro or more 
lessons mi separate days of the week. Periods of one 
or one-and-a-half hours are the most suitable for 
language lessons, but it may not he possible to pro
vide them in a county scheme, and at the same time 
properly to economise teachers’ time. Bi-weekly 
classes at each of three different centres are usually 
found the most effective arrangement. On no 
account, eren where there is only one class meeting 
per ireel;, should longer periods than tiro hours be 
'arranged.

(13) Care should he taken to have proposal forms 
for new classes despatched to the Department in 
proper time. Cases frequently occur in which the 
preliminary proposals are not received until the 
time-tables are ready to accompany them—i.e., after 
the classes have started. In such cases grants can 
only be paid in respect of attendances made subse
quent to the receipt of the official registers, which are 
applied for on the proposal form.

(14) It is important that any changes made in the 
time-tables of classes should be notified immediately 
to the Department (by wire if necessary). The De-
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•partment may exercise their right to impose a fine 
when, through failure to notify a change, a fruitless 
visit, involving unnecessary expenditure of public 
funds, is made by an inspector.

(15) No effort should be spared to maintain a good 
average attendance at the classes until the close of 
the session. Occasional visits by local members of 
the county committee will indicate to students the 
interest taken in the work ,by representative people 
in the district. Where classes have to be abandoned, 
provision should be made in the case of a whole
time teacher to utilise his services at another centre, 
or, if it is too late in the session for the organisation 
of new centres, special work, such as the preparation 
of classes for county scholarships, Feiseanna, should 
be arranged.

(16) Where the scheme provides for the award of 
scholarships, the Department should he supplied 
with full particulars of the examination held and of 
the standard required. The Department's approval 
must also be obtained of the awards, as well as of I

the schools or colleges at which the scholarships arc 
tenable. Pupils on the roll of a National school, who 
are over 14 years of age may compete for scholar
ships, but may not hold them while their names re
main on the roll.

(17) A moderate fee should he charged to students. 
Fees should be collected by the teacher and remitted 
as soon as possible after enrolment to the principal 
executive officer of the committee.

(18) The general conditions attached to county 
schemes of technical instruction apply to classes in 
Irish in the same way as to all other classes con
ducted under such schemes. Attention is particu
larly requested to the requirements in paragraph (10) 
of the general conditions, that the previous written 
approval of the Department must be obtained for any 
purpose not covered by the proposals under the head 
of Finance.
U pper M errion Street, D ublin ,

Dtrembe r, 1923.
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Blií i láthair:— An Generál Risteárd Ua Maolchatha (Cathaoirleach); Pádraig Baxter, T .D .; 
Pádraig C Hogáin, T.D. (An Clár); L. C. Moriarty ; Pádraig Ó Sioefhradha- (An Seabhac); Risteárd 
Ó Foghludlia (Fiachra Eilgeach); Pádraig Ó Cadhla.

MU. DAVID STACK (Inspector of Customs and
Excise, Revenue Commissioners’ Department), called
and examined.
Chairman.— Will you please read the statement for 

us?
Witness-—This statement was sent in by the Estab

lishment Division of the Customs and Excise Division.
REVENUE COMMISSIONERS.

Customs and Excise Business.—The work under this 
head performed in the counties mentioned consists of 
Old Age Pension investigation duties and general Excise 
duties (cautionary survey of traders, miscellaneous 
licensing business and probate business) performed by 
the officers of General Excise Stations, together with 
the Customs duties performed by Customs Officers (or, 
in the case of the smaller ports and creeks, by the 
officers of the General Stations in which the work arises) 
at the ports and at the Border Stations included in the 
areas.

The areas of the Counties Donegal, Mayo, Galway, 
Clare, Kerry, Cork and Waterford comprise the follow
ing General Excise and Stations, grouped under 
Districts as indicated. Each District is in charge of a 
Surveyor:—

CO. D O N E G A L :—Stranorlar District. — General
Stations:—Glenties, Stranorlar, Donegal, Killybegs, 
Ballyshannon, St. Johnston (Customs), Lifford 
(Customs), Castlefin (Customs).

Letterkenny District.—General Stations :—Dunfan- 
aghy, Dungloe, Letterkenny, Milford, Buncrana, 
Moville, Nuff (Customs), Moville (Customs), Bridge 
End (Customs), Tooban junction (Customs).

CO. M A Y O :—Ballina District.—General Stations:— 
Belmullet, Crossmolina, Enniscrone, Foxford, Swinford, 
BalHna, Ballina (Customs).

Westport District.—General Stations:—Achill Sound, 
Ballinrobe, Castlebar, Westport 1, Westport 2, Bally- 
haunis, Claremorris, Kiltimagh, Ballaghaderreen (Sligo 
Dist.).

CO. G A L W A Y :—Galway District.—General Sta
tions :— Clifden, Oughterard, Spiddal, Athenry, Tuam 1, 
Tuam 2, Galway 2, Galway 1 (Customs), Portumna 
(Birr Dist.), Gort (Ennis Dist.), Ballinasloe, Glena- 
maddy, Mountbellew (Athlone Dist.).

CO. C L A R E :— Ennis District.—General Stations :— 
Ennis 1, Ennis 2, Ennistymon, Kilrush, Miltown- 
malbay, Seariff.

CO. K E R R Y :—Killarney District.—General Sta
tions :— Cahirciveen, Kenmare, Killarney 1, Killarney 2, 
Killorglin, Castleisland.

Tralee District.—General Stations:—Dingle, Listowel 
1, Listowel 2, Tralee 1, Tralee Customs (at Fenit), 
Tralee 2.

CO. CO RK :—Bandon District.—General Stations :— 
Bandon 1, Bandon 2, Kinsale, Clonakilty, Bantry, 
Castletownbere, Dunmanway, Skibbereen, Sehull.

Cork 1 District.—General Stations:—Cork 1, Cork 5, 
Macroom, Fermoy, Mallow, Mitchelstown, Cork A and 
B (Pensions only).

Cork 2 District.—General Stations :—Cork 4, Cork 12 
(Customs).

Cork 3 District.—General Stations:—Cork 3, Cork 9, 
Midleton 1, Midleton 2, Youghal, Cork 2, Cork 7, 10 and 
11; Millstreet, Newmarket (Killarney Dist.).

CO. W A TE R FO R D :— Waterford 1 District —General 
Stations:—Waterford 1 and 3, Carrick-on-Suir (part of), 
Dungarvan.

Waterford 2 District.— General Stations :—Waterford 
(Customs), Waterford 2.

(393). Wt.641. 12. 3. 123. 6/25 F alcone® G9

A knowledge of Irish on the part of officers and 
surveyors in areas which come within the definition 
of Irish-speaking or partly Irish-speaking is called for 
mainly in connection with Old Age Pension work. 
Under present conditions it is not likely that officers 
will find much scope for the use of Irish in connection 
with Customs work. Largely owing to the system which 
prevailed in the British service in regard to the filling 
of stations, and which transferred officers probably 
regard as a valuable condition of employment carried 
over by them to the Free State service, it is a matter 
of difficulty to arrange for the filling on a general scale 
of Irish-speaking stations by Irish-speaking officers. 
The system referred to, which is of very old standing, 
is that by which officers, while theoretically liable to 
transfer to any station in accordance with the exigencies 
of the public service, have been accorded the right to 
petition for transfer at their own expense to selected 
stations, the allocation of vacant stations being made to 
petitioners according to their seniority. Furthermore, 
an officer once appointed as fixed officer to a station is 
transferred therefrom against his will only in very 
exceptional circumstances. Surveyors enjoy similar 
privileges in regard to appointment to districts.

The practice of leaving officers for long periods in the 
same stations has, however, worked out satisfactorily in 
the matter of the use of Irish in official, business where 
the station is in an Irish-speaking area, and the officer, 
through long residence, has been able to educate or 
perfect himself in the speaking of Irish. On the other 
hand, many Irish-speaking officers are at present fixed 
in Dublin, and these—some of them very senior men 
who have established homes in the city and never expect 
to leave it—would certainly regard it as a great grie
vance to be transferred compulsorily to Ljsh-speaking 
stations, and might make such transfer a* ground for 
application for retirement under Article 10 of the 
Treaty.

It is to be understood that the difficulty mentioned 
above applies to fixed officers of stations. In addition 
to these, there are a large.number of unattached officers 
whose services are utilised in relieving the fixed officers, 
when the latter are on sick or annual leave, in assisting 
where there is pressure ,of work, or in officiating in 
stations which for some reason have been left without 
a fixed officer. Out ófc a total personnel of 468 in the 
officer grade at, present,1181 are unattached officers and 
of these 137 are new entrants recruited by examinations 
field by the Free State Civil Service Commission. Irish 
was a compulsory subject at- these examinations, and 
there is, therefbre, good reason to believe that the great 
majority of the unattached officers, who officiate from 
time to .time in Irish-speaking stations, sometimes for 
prolonged periods, are reasonably qualified to transact 
official business in Irish.

Income Tax Business.—The Income Tax work in the 
seven counties mentioned falls to be dealt with by the 
inspectors in charge of the tax districts centered in 
Letterkenny, Sligo, Galway, Limerick, Tralee, Cork (3 
districts) and Waterford. The Commissioners are of 
opinion that little practical effort can be made under 
present conditions to promote the use of Irish in the 
administration of income tax. They have no definite 
informafciin as to the extent to which members of the 
s t a f f t h e  tax districts mentioned are Irish speakers, 
but' it is unlikely that those who can speak the language 
are often called upon to discuss income tax problems in 
Irish with members of the public. The actual collection 
of income tax is in the hands of local collectors, natives 
of the areas in which they carry out collection. While 
having no exact information on the point, the Commis
sioners believe that many of the collectors In Irish- 
speaking areas have some knowledge of Irish.

/
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Chairman.— Generally what the Commissioners are 
anxious to get is some general idea with regard to the 
working of the administrative machinery in some of the 
western counties in the first place, and in the second 
place to get some idea as to the extent to which that 
machinery is serving or could serve the purely Irish
speaking population. If we take the County Galway, 
where you have fourteen stations apart from the district 
division, do I understand that there is a clerical staff 
there as well as the officers and surveyor ?—There is a 
clerical staff. Of course I am confining myself to the 
question of old age pensions primarily, as all these 
people cvho would be over seventy years of age would 
be Irish speakers, and officers come pretty directly into 
contact with tlie-w.

I want to find out what officers there are. There are 
fourteen stations; at each of these is there an officer ?— 
Yes.

Is there any other personnel ?—No, except in Galway. 
So that it is correct to say that in an area like Galway 

your personnel consists of officered stations and a 
surveyor at Galway with a small clerical staff?—Yes.

There are also collectors?—There is one collector in 
Galway.

Only one collector for Galway ?—There is only one 
collector from Donegal to the Shannon.

How many collectors are there in Ireland ?—I am 
speaking of the Customs and Excise.

I am speaking of income tax. I am taking Galway 
now, and I want to get a picture of the whole staff. 
How many collectors of income tax would there be 
there?—You mean local collectors.

Yes ?—I am sorry I cannot possibly say that.
.1», Seabhac.—I believe there is a large number of 

local collectors.
Chairman.— I am speaking of those collectors who 

are not quite State officers, but who are officers from 
the point of view of dealing with the income tax of the 
people of the county?—I am not in a position to give 
you any information about that.

Are there any other persons m the Co. Galway for 
dealing with the people through the Customs and 
Excise, old age pensions or income tax ?—There are 
the local pensions committee.

Chairman.—I mean officers
D e p u t y  B a r t e r .—There is the clerk of the old age 

pensions committee.
lElDif.ss.—He is a local man.
Deputy Barter.—He is a paid official.
.1« Seabhac■— Where does their salary come from?— 

That would be paid on their number of claims. 
Chairman.— Who would pay them?—The State.
From what department ?—From the Revenue depart

ment.
Do vou know how many such clerks of committees 

there would be in such a county as Galway?—There 
would be a number.

Fiaehra. Eilyeneh.—Tlc re is only one in the whole Co.
( 'lare.

Witness.—There would probably be one for every 
poor law district.

Fiaehra. Filyearh■—There are about fifteen or twenty 
in Cork.

Chairman__You have in the whole of the service 468
officers ?—Y’es.

Is there an official record kept as to those officers who 
are capable of transacting their work in the Irish 
language ? and those who have a school knowledge of 
the language?—No, there is no record kept. There is 
no official definite knowledge whatsoever.

Is anything done depart mentally to see that all 
officers dealing with districts like Galway, Spiddal, 
Oughterard and Connemara are capable of dealing 
with their work in the Irish language if necessary ?— 
Not so far as I know.

The statement you read says that the unattached 
officers who have come in through recent examinations 
may be believed to be reasonably qualified to transact 
official business in Irish. Is there any ground for that 
statement beyond the standard of the paper set at the 
examination ?— No.

These men who have come in through that examina
tion and passed that compulsory Irish paper, is there 
any thing departmentally that would make these people 
keep up their Irish ?—No. Y’ou mean is there any pecu
niary incentive?

Is there any inducement held out to them ?— No.

Is there any official suggestion made to them that 
they ought to keep up their Irish ?—No.

Deputy Baxter— The pensions officers might be taken 
as having the most to do with the people who would 
be speakers of Irish?—Yes, that is quite so.

Can you give the Commissioners any knowledge what
ever as to whether their officers who try to speak in 
Irish, or try, let us say, to make it difficult for the pen
sioners who speak in Irish and Irish only, would the 
Commissioners have any policy generally with regard to 
the ability of these men to deal with such cases like 
that?—I would say they have really no definite know
ledge on the point as to whether these officers are Irish
speaking or not. Many officers have been in these 
areas for a number of years, but the Commissioners 
have no official knowledge of their ability to speak Irish. 
There is no inquiry directed as to whether the work 
is performed in Irish or not.

Would there be any possibility that Irish-speaking 
pensioners would be any worse off when making claims 
before a non-Irish-speaking officer than if the officer 
could --peak Irish?—What is generally done in that case 
is, they would get a person to translate; I  have met 

such Irish speakers myself.
It would be possible that people would have to make 

their claims through the medium of a translator?— 
Yes, Irish would be their language, and the officer 
would get someone to translate.

Suppose an inspector has to deal with an appeal by 
an Irish-speaking claimant from the sub-committee, 
what is the procedure ?—The officer would have to go 
to that person and question him about his age, means, 
etc.

Would these questions be put through the medium 
of Irish ?—Where the pensions officer would not have 
Irish he would get some person to translate for him.

Fiaehra F i l y c a c h . —Could he possibly be fooled?— 
The pensions officer?

Yes?—Of course.
An Seabhac■—And rice versa?—Of course.
D e p u t y  B a r t e r .— Suppose a pensions officer lodges an 

appeal against a decision of the sub-committee and the 
Appeal Board find it necessary to send down an in
spector who would possibly not be capable of under
standing Irish.

TT’ifnf**.—He would be sent by the Local Govern- 
ment Department. The Revenue Commissioners have 
nothing to do with that matter.

To your knowledge, have there been cases where the 
inspector would not be capable of transacting the 
business through Irish and the claimant tvould not, be 
able to answer in English?— I cannot answer that. 
We have no knowledge of these cases. We only get the 
decision from the Local Government Board. They are 
perfectly independent of the Revenue Department; 
they are a distinct department altogether.

-In Seabhac.—In regard to the personnel of the staff 
in the Gaeltaeht you state there is no official record as 
to their ability to transact their business in Irish?— 
That is so.

Is there no wav of getting an approximate idea of 
what percentage of the staff knows Irish in these places? 
—There is this way. If an official enquiry is sent out 
to surveyors they might be able to say exactly what 
number of these people have Irish and have Irish to 
that degree that they would be able to transact business 
in Irish.

As far as the Department is concerned there is no 
such record there?—No.

As far as the Department is concerned there is no 
such thing in Ireland as an Irish-speaking population? 
—The present system we have inherited from the other 
side and------

Chairman..—I think that is a matter for ns to 
deduce. Mr. Stack can only state what the facts are.

Witness.—I have been sent here only to answer 
questions in relation to the work performed by these 
officers.

,4m Seabhac.—It do,-s not appear that Mr. Stack has 
been given the information. I should like to know 
who are Irish speakers in these stations and who are 
not.

Chairman.—We have not yet asked for information 
as detailed as that.

An Seabhac■— You have been stationed in Irish
speaking stations?—I have.

You think a knowledge of Irish from a purely busi
ness point of view would be a consideration towards
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or a surety of the better performance of the work 
of the old ace pensions officers?—The officers would 
naturally be able to perform their work more efficiently 
by having a knowledge of Irish.

When an old age pensioner comes to an officer who 
does not know Irish does the officer send him to find 
a translator ?—In any case a person who could trans
late Irish into English would have to be procured.

A third party is brought in who becomes aware of 
the circumstances of the claimant ?— Yes.

Have you got the official forms in connection with 
the old age pension claims?—Yes, here they are. 
(Hands in forms.)

They have got “  Saorstát Éireaun ”  and a few other 
Irish words outside and all English inside. If a 
claimant sends all the answers to these questions in 
Irish to an officer who does not know Irish what 
happens? Are you aware of any cases where that 
happened?—There were -a few cases. Dingle is the 
only place where they filled up in Irish.

You had to deal with them yourself there?—Yes.
You told us a while ago that there was no encourage

ment or any instruction for the extension and the use 
of the Irish language in your Department?—I said 
there was no pecuniary incentive.

Outside pecuniary incentive, is there any suggestion 
or policy ? Have you ever received as an official doing 
work any suggestion from the Ministry that you might 
extend the use of Irish and encourage it ?—Yo.

The Chairman was speaking of the new staff that is 
being recruited and he asked you a question which I 
want to elaborate: whether they were encouraged 
in the use of Irish or the continuation of their study 
to become more efficient in it and you said that so 
far as you knew they were not. Do you know is any 
use being made of their knowledge of Irish ?—I am not 
aware that there is. I cannot say, of course, how the 
collector in Galway would employ an Irish-speaking 
junior, whether he would employ him in Connemara 
or Spiddal or other Irish-speaking areas.

Are you aware that in any one of these districts 
there has been an officer who was in the habit of using 
Irish constantly in his old age pension work?—Yes.

Has that man's work been any worse because of that 
habit?— Xo. I  would say it was performed more
efficiently.

It is reasonable enough to expect that. If a man 
was in Connemara and went around amongst the old 
age pensioners and used Irish in every instance, filling 
in the particulars in these forms and sent in the 
whole lot, is the Department in a position to deal with 
work done like that in the higher offices?—That 
officer's work would be supervised by the surveyors, 
and it so happens that the surveyors in these districts 
are practical Irish speakers.

It is very funny that all the senior officers are all 
qualified and capable Irish speakers and the junior 
officers are not ?—That would be only a small portion 
of the seniors.

Are you aware that in the Gaelteacht and in that 
part of the country bordering on the Gaelteacht there 
are officers who know no Irish at all dealing with old 
age pensions?—I have no official knowledge, but it so 
happens I have personal knowledge. I cannot speak 
from personal knowledge as I am here officially.

Would it be possible for that to happen?— Yes.
What- is your position in the service ?—An Inspector.
Who would be in a position to give us definite infor

mation as to the authority within the service that 
changes people about ?—The Revenue Department have 
power to remove an officer from one place to another 
without any cause assigned.

What particular grade of officer in the service ?— Any 
office)-, but that power has never been exercised. 
Appointments are invariably made in order of seniority.

Chairman.—Surely the general suitability for an 
appointment would be considered as well as seniority? 
—That is so, but they need not assign any cause. 
While that power is held it is never exercised except for 
misconduct or neglect of work.

.In Scnhhae-— If a station in the Gaeltacht was a 
desirable station from the officer point of view, and if 
the officer in the place did not know any Irish and did 
not want to know it, he could not be removed without, 
to a certain extent, interfering with his rights?—They 
would have to pay his travelling expenses and certain 
subsistence allowance and the cost of removal in a case 
of a married man would be fully £100.

Are the places in the Gaelteacht generally looked 
upon as desirable places ?—Xo.

Do the officers all want to move out of them?—-No. 
If the Hoard remove a man they would have to pay 
his expenses, and that would be over £100. If an 
official in the Gaeltacht wanted to go to Dublin he 
would apply in the ordinary way. If he was a senior 
applicant he would get it in the ordinary way, but he 
would have to pay his own expenses, and that would 
be about £100 also.

You have been in the British service?—I have.
Are you aware of any question coming up in that 

service dealing with this matter of native speaker- 
lieing sent to native-speaking districts and consider» ■ 
tion given to it. I am aware of it. 1

What used  to he the rule there ?—In certain Welsh- 
speaking places only Welsh-speaking officers wen* 
appointed.

Was that »  conscious policy?—The local people 
raised an objection against a non-Welsh-speaking officer 
being sent there.

Fmi'hm Eihn’iieh.—We ought to lie the same here.
.la iSeahliac.—Were these objections always listened 

to sympathetically?—On the whole I think so. You 
can only judge by results. I have no official knowledge 
of it.

As far as your experience of the service goes, practi
cally always Welsh-speaking officers were appointed to 

! Welsh-speaking districts?—Yes, that is to places in 
Wales where Welsh would be the general language.

The people being recruited at present to the Customs- 
and Excise this year—how long will it take in the 
ordinary course before these juniors become senior 
enough to he in charge of a station in the Gaeltacht?— 
In the ordinary way, six or seven years. In some cases 
it would take longer.

Before the Gaeltacht could benefit it would be six 
or seven years before these newly recruited people 
would be sent down as customs officers and old age 
pension officers ?—They cannot be sent down unless 
the present officers were moved from the stations.

Is the service being conducted in such a way at 
present that it is possible that the knowledge of Irish 
which new recruits had coming in may disappear' 
altogether ?—Decidedly.

From the way the work is laid out, is there any 
automatic official procedure that will ensure that the 
knowledge of Irish these people have will increase 
rather than decrease?— Xo.

There is no provision made?—Xo.
Irish is simply a qualifying subject for the job, and 

it does not count afterwards?—Yes.
The work is not officially done through Irish. Have 

you any acquaintance with income tax work?—Xo.
Are you aware whether there is an official or un

official suggestion that Irish should not be encouraged 
in that work ?—No, but my experience of the old age 
pensioners in various Irish-speaking districts is that 
you have to compel them to use Irish; that is. where 
they can speak Irish and English.

When a person goes to the income tax people and 
fills in bis forms in Irish and insists that his name 
shall be in Irish, and they purposely send his name 
back in the way he doe- not want it, is that due 
to tile personality of the official or to the official, 
attitude ?—I would say it is more due to the person
ality of the person concerned. I have no knowledge 
of it. It may he that very few inspectors of taxes know 
Irish.

Would you think it possible that an inspector of taxes 
would order his junior officer that he must not answer 
letters in Irish?—That possibly may arise. An 
inspector may not know Irish and he may want to 
read the letters before they go out.

Could lie not trust his own staff?—A man very 
frequently does not like to put his name to a letter 
unless he is certain about what it contains. I  have 
neither official nor private knowledge of such a case.

Have you any suggestions to make as to how we might 
get the list of those stations in the State and------?

I'hainnan-—We can ask for it. That is quite another 
portion of our work. Any information we require w. 
can ask for it. WTe are only on general information at 
the moment.

P. 0  Cadlila.—It seems clear there is no personal 
encouragement of the use of Irish in the Irish-speaking 
districts. Is there no punishment for those who are 
active in opposition to the use of Irish? That question
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arises because we know officials have been actively 
opposed to Irish. Have there been complaints made 
to that effect?—H there is a complaint made it is 
investigated.

Suppose an Irish-speaking old age pensioner who 
does not know English is practically insulted by an 
officer because he dared to use Irish, what would 
happen ?—If an officer in the conduct of his business 
insults anyone there is a punishment' for the offence.

Are you aware of any complaints that have been 
made ?—No. Any person making an inquiry or trans
acting business must be dealt with civilly; of course 
pensions officers in the Gaeltacht know that the class 
of people they come into contact with are those who 
have had Irish from the cradle.

Are you aware that officers transferred from the 
Gaelteacht are replaced by persons who have no know
ledge of Irish ?— I am not aware of any case of a 
pensions officer having been transferred from the 
Gaeltacht to an English-speaking place on the 
ground of his use of Irish. The Revenue Commis
sioners would have to undertake the cost of trans
ferring him, and that would be over flOO. I have 
never heard of such a case. There is a difference 
between the temporary and fixed officers.

Chairman.—I think the question, was really this— 
and probably you have no official information about 
it—has, in recent times in an Irish-speaking district, 
an Irish-speaking officer been taken away and replaced 
by a non-Irish-speaking officer?— I am not aware of 
that.

Fiachni Eilgeach.—Since the change of Government 
here, has there been any encouragement to members 
of the staff who know Irish and are capable of trans
acting business in it when necessary ?—I am not aware 
of any.

There is no more?—Of course the Board may look 
on the fact, and probably do, that the service has 
certain conditions, and those conditions are continued 
in the Free State. If an officer was transferred, and 
if he was to be penalised because he did not know Irish, 
he might say that he had rights under article 10 of the 
Treaty.

.In Seabhac.—What exactly is penalising. Is penal
ising, in your mind, being transferred out of a place 
against his will to a less desirable place, or is it being 
reduced or having his salary cut ?—I will put it this 
way. If the Board take Irish as a factor and allot a 
certain number of marks to an officer who is promoted 
on that account, the non-Irish-speaking officers who 
have those rights under article 10 of the Treaty might 
say: “  Inasmuch as this Irish-speaking officer is pro
moted owing to the additional marks allotted to his 
knowledge of Irish, and as this factor did not count 
under the British, we will have to look for our ten 
years extra under the Treaty.”

Chairman.—What are the subjects for the exami
nation ?—The subjects in departmental examinations ?

Yes ?—In connection with the work: It is mainly a 
written examination for the surveyors, and after that it 
is a <|uestion of selection for inspectorships.

Was it contemplated in the progress of things that 
no new aspect of any subject would be opened up that 
would require an extension of the subjects in these 
examinations ?—I cannot answer that. If you change 
the character of that examination beyond what it was 
before the transfer, it would be more a question for a 
lawyer to answer as to whether these people would 
have any rights in consequence.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—Apart from any article of the 
Treaty, can the board appoint a man to any position on 
the score of ability?—Yes.

Would a man because of his knowing Irish be a 
more important factor if he were dealing with an Irish
speaking district?—I should say so.

Is it possible that good Irish speakers with long 
service, and so on, have been rather penalised or 
handicapped or have suffered on account of their 
activities in regard to the language ?—Are you dealing 
now with the conditions that existed under the British 
Government ?

Yes?—Undoubtedly, but I have no definite know
ledge on the point.

Has not the service suffered rather than improved 
by the retirement of old native Irish speakers and the 
recruiting of juniors; we find people like Cu TJIad, 
Conan Maol and Bert Fhear going out?—Yes, they 
have retired, but it so happens that owing to the new

customs duties that there is a scarcity of officers; some 
of them have come back—neither Cu Uladh nor Conan 
Maol has come back.

Do you know whether, in the British service, if 
speakers of Gaelic are placed in the Gaelic-speaking 
districts of Scotland?—I have no personal knowledge 
on the matter, though I have been in Scotland.

Is it a fact that Excise officers placed in remote 
places in Scotland are actually paid extra money to go 
to such places and remain there ?—Paid extra money ?

Yes?—There is no extra payment. There is no 
monetary payment at all. Sometimes men are sent 
there in the ordinary way. Sometimes people like to 
go there in the ordinary way.

.In Seabhac.—What is the reason that the Gaeltacht 
stations are looked upon by people of the service as 
undesirable. The man with a family would like 
to get good schools to educate his children. It is 
a regrettable fact that in a good part of the Gaeltacht 
you have no secondary schools that would enable such 
a man to get these facilities. He is anxious to get to 
a town to provide for his family.

Are there any conditions that give some people 
seniority as a result of performing their duties well?— 
No.

Is there ever a circular sent round for volunteers for 
any particular stations?—Yes, for particular districts. 
Seniors might take them or juniors might take them. 
That applies to Scotland and other places.

In the service in Ireland has it been the habit to 
circularise when a vacancy' occurs in Connemara or 
Donegal?—Yes. That has been the custom on the
other side, and so far as I know it is the custom here. 
A list of the vacancies are circulated.

If an official is appointed has he got to go?—Yes.
Has he the right to refuse ?—No.
There is one other question I would like to ask. 

Officers who are Irish speakers; would they resent 
being confined altogether to the Gaeltacht?—I think 
so, for some of the reasons I have given.

That would be got over if there were a sufficient 
supply of junior officers coming along to fill these places 
as men left them. I am speaking of men who know 
Irish and are quite willing to use their knowledge?— 
I have no definite knowledge as to the people in the 
Service who know Irish.

Chairman.—What are the main channels of
correspondence in the service dealing with Customs, 
Excise and Income Tax? What are the pivotal 
branches in Dublin and the points they correspond with 
the country? What we would like to have is a dia
grammatic idea of the line which correspondence takes? 
—Correspondence for the most part originates locally. 
Certain questions want to be dealt with from the Gael
tacht—there may be a question about an old age 
pension. The local officer will send them to his 
surveyor, who will send them to the Castle.

To what branch?—To the Revenue Commissioners. 
They will give the necessary decision, and that will be 
transmitted to the surveyor, who will transmit it to 
the local officer. The same thing applies in connection 
with Customs. There may be a question whether an 
article is dutiable and to what extent it is dutiable. 
The officer will transmit it to the surveyor, and he will 
transmit it to Dublin Castle and they will send back 
their decision.

An Seabhac.—Is there any possibility of doing that 
in Irish ? It is possible to do it in the Education 
Department ?—That is the only Department that 
conducts its business principally in Irish.

If a surveyor in Galway gets a letter from one of his 
juniors in Irish and he transmits it in Irish, would it 
be accepted in Irish in Dublin?— Yes.

There is no /objection to getting it ?—No.
The answer is sent back in English ?—Yes.
So they get Irish out of it somehow?—If the man 

who gets it knows Irish he usually replies in Irish.
Chairman.—Thank you, Mr. Stack

COLONEL P. O’CONNOR (Headquarters Staff, 
National Army), examined.

Chairman.—Will you please read the statement 
sent in by the Department of Defence ? Some of the 
members of the Commission have not got copies.

Witness (reading)—
1. Irish under the Department of Defence.—Owing 

to the many pressing problems arising out of Army
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re-organisation and the extent to which responsible 
officers were consequently otherwise engaged, it was 
not possible to devote to the question of the Irish 
language all the attention the National Language is 
entitled to.

2. The Irish-speaking Battalion. — The technical 
difficulties encountered proved more formidable than 
was at first anticipated, and in the initial stages of its 
formation on the Curragh, it was found impossible to 
carry on the work completely in Irish. It was there
upon transferred to Dublin and placed for a time under 
the direct supervision of Training and Operations 
Branch, who undertook responsibility for its training 
and organisation. The principle that the language of 
the Battalion should be Irish and Irish only was then 
rigidly insisted on. This meant that, not only were 
Irish equivalents to be provided for the ordinary drill 
and various activities of the Battalion, but for many 
things in the everyday life of the members composing 
it.

3. Officers specially detailed for Language Work.—
In order to cope in some way with those difficulties, an 
officer was detached from his ordinary duties and was 
specially detailed to make translations of matter 
urgently required in order to enable the work of the 
Battalion to be proceeded with on the principle for 
which it was originally formed. The services of five 
other Irish-speaking officers were availed of from time 
to time to assist in the selection of suitable terms.

4. Translations of Terms and Manuals.—These terms 
embraced infantry drill, musketry and part of physical 
training. A translation of our Infantry Manual was 
completed so that the Irish detail for such drill is now 
available. In addition, it is proposed to complete the 
translation of Musketry and Physical Training Manuals 
and the military forms used in courts-martial, courts of 
inquiry, etc. In the Manuals of Infantry Drill and 
Musketry, now in the printer's hands, all words of 
command are inserted in Irish and in English. Typed 
copies of Infantry Drill were circulated, and the Irish 
words of command have, to some extent, been taught 
to the instructional officers at the School of Instruction 
at the Curragh.

5. The military secretary to the Chief of Staff con
ducts all the official correspondence of his department 
in Irish.

6. Forms of officers’ commissions were issued in Irish 
and English.

7. Facilities are afforded to members of the Forces 
for the study of the language whenever requests for 
such are made.

8. Irish-speaking Battalion intended for Gaeltaeht.
—In the counties referred to by the Commission 
nothing has been done officially. It is intended to 
transfer the Irish-speaking battalion to Galway or some 
centre in the Gaelteacht shortly.

PEADAR MacMATHGHAMHNA,
Lieut.-General, 

Chief-of-Staff.

Chainimn.—How many battalions are there in the 
army at present?—Twenty-seven.

What is the strength of No. 1 Battalion—the Irish
speaking battalion—officers and men ?—Officers,
N.C.O.’s and men, one hundred and ninety-six.

Is that the normal strength ?—It is not. The normal 
strength would be roughly five hundred.

How many officers and men are included among 
the one hundred and ninety-six ?—Nine.

Is the battalion fully officered from the officer point 
of view ?—No, sir.

How many officers would a fully recruited battalion 
have ?—It would have twenty.

What has been done to get officers and men for the 
No. 1 Battalion?—There are sufficient officers at 
present. With regard to more men, we have started 
a special recruiting campaign, but the recruits some
how seem to stray. We don’t seem to get them. 
They are coming in very slowly. One of the officers 
of the Irish-speaking battalion has been made a 
recruiting officer to recruit locally. Previously all 
recruits had to be sent to the Curragh, but the new 
headquarters of the Irish-speaking battalion will be 
Galway, and the recruits can then be taken in there 
and equipped locally.

How long has the No. 1 Battalion been organised ?—
It was organised in October or November last year— 
1924. It was in being from July, but the work could 
not be carried on in Irish, and the battalion made no 
headway on the Curragh, and it was removed to 
Dublin. It was impossible on account of the amount 
of English used and the environment.

Although the battalion has been organised since 
October you have only got 196 men including 9 
officers?—Exactly, and a number of these are trans
fers from other battalions.

Fiachra EUgeach.—You are open to take men ?— 
We are open to take up to three hundred (300) men 
at the moment.

Where will the recruiting officer operate ?—He will 
operate throughout Galway.

Chairman.—If you had been able to fill No. 1 
Battalion, was it the intention to organise an ad
ditional battalion of Irish speakers ?—I understand it 
was.

With regard to the men you have got, what is the 
period of service ?—It is the same as for all infantry— 
two years.

What have you found the educational standard in 
the No. 1 Battalion to be ?—The educational standard 
is very low.

Has any provision been made to provide them with 
additional facilities except by the battalion them
selves?—The battalion commandant on his own has 
started educational classes, giving two hours a day 
to educational subjects with teachers drawn from his 
N.C.O’s. Since the educational scheme proposed by 
the Adjutant-General was turned down on financial 
grounds nothing has been done to educate the men.

That is, the Ministry does not recognise that edu
cational facilities are necessary for these men ?—A 
scheme has been suggested, and has been turned 
down on financial grounds.

Is anything done to secure employment for the 
members of the No. 1 Battalion when they leave the 
army after their two years' service ? No.

What is the official view as to what the Irish-speak
ing battalion is intended to do for the Irish lan
guage ?—It is intended to fulfil a number of things. 
In the first place, it is thought that the existence of 
a battalion that does all its work in Irish, even its 
correspondence in Irish, will help to get all other 
units in the army eventually working in Irish. It 
will also raise the standard of Irish in the Gaeltaeht 
when you have a battalion of officers N.C.O’s., and 
men all speaking Irish there.

It still leaves you in the position that a man may 
be taken from the Gaeltaeht and, having spent two 
years in the army, he may leave the army with no 
additional educational facilities being provided for 
him, nor any arrangements made to secure employ
ment in their own country?—That is so.

With regard to general examinations in the army, 
have examinations for officers been conducted 
throughout the army as a whole?—Yes.

Has Irish been a subject in that examination ?— 
No, it was purely confined to military and educa
tional subjects.

What subjects would come under educational sub
jects?—What I mean to say is that ordinary subjects 
like Mathematics and ordinary English would be 
taken into account in the general knowledge and 
composition of their papers on military subjects.

Did the officers in the Irish-speaking battalions go 
through this examination ?—A number of them did.

Did they get the papers in English or Irish ?—In 
English.

Did they give answers in Irish ?—No, in English. 
That was before the Irish-speaking battalion was 
started.

Is there any proposal to include Irish in the ex
aminations ?—It was proposed to make a pass in Irish 
compulsory.

An Seabhac.—Is the officers’ examination run 
from the Ministry for Defence ?—It is conducted by 
the Chief of Staff's Department.

The Civil Service Commission have nothing to do 
with it?—No.

Chairman.—When it is said in paragraph 5
that the Military Secretary of the Chief of Staff con
ducts all the correspondence of his Department in 
Irish, does it mean that he does not make use o f Eng
lish ?—Yes.
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What units in the army do his normal duties bring 
linn into correspondence with?—The officers com
manding commands and the officers commanding 
corps.

Has any difficulty arisen as a result of conducting 
correspondence like that in Irish ?—It is accepted 
all round now.

An Senbh'ir.—You mean to say that the corre
spondence dealing with such serious matters as that 
man deals with is conducted in Irish, and no diffi
culty has arisen —No. There was some objection at 
first. As a matter of fact they would be surprised 
if they got that correspondence in English now.

I was wondering if there was some mistake, and 
that it referred only to the Irish-speaking battalion?— 
For practically twelve months that correspondence 
has been going on.

It is the most extraordinary thing in the whole 
public service in this country.

Deputy Hogan.— How was the IrisE---peaking battalion 
organised in the first instance; where were they 
drawn from?—They were drawn by transfer from 
other battalions A notice was published saying that 
the battalion would be established, and men were 
asked to apply for transfers to this battalion. It first 
started with a number of transfers. When recruiting 
started the Irish-speaking recruits were attached 
to it.

You took out of every other battalion all the Irish 
speakers in them?—All of them who were willing to 
transfer to the Irish-speaking battalion. A number 
of them are not willing to transfer, and some of them 
have hidden the fact that they know Irish.

I was wondering if there were only 196 Irish 
speakers in the army?—There are enough Trish 
speakers in the army to form another battalion and a 
half.

That would be about seven hundred?—Exactly.
Is there any inducement to these men who have 

hidden the knowledge they have of Irish to come 
in?—None whatever. Except that they might like 
to be in a battalion that used the language. There is 
no other inducement.

What is the test in Irish that a man must pass to 
get into the Irish-speaking battalion?—It is a con
versation test. The officer who accepts recruits for 
the battalion converses with them in Irish.

You believe there are two battalions hidden in the 
army who can speak Irish ?—There are about one and 
a half battalions who have sufficient Irish. They are 
native speakers.

Do you think that if there was an inducement 
offered they would transfer?—1 believe they would. 
There is another difficulty that any man, who has 
been in the army since the army started, is a fairly 
good soldier, and his commanding officer does not 
like to lose. him.

Chairman.— Then the men themselves would
not like to leave the units they have grown up in ?— 
In some cases it would be esprit de eorps. and they 
would not like to leave. In other cases, where men 
would like to transfer, their commanding officers 
might say it would be hard to replace them.

Du you think that three, or four Irish speakers in 
a battalion who generally use Irish would prefer to 
transfer to the Irish-speaking battalion ?—Three or 
four will not use Irish amongst themselves.

Fiarhrtt Edgenrh.—Not consistently?—Not at all. 
They use English, whereas if they go into the Irish
speaking battalion they use all Irish.

Deputy Barter.—With reference to this item No. ii. 
On an average how many communications in Irish 
would go from this officer in a day ?—That would be 
a difficult question to answer. He would have any
thing up to fifty between his inter-Departmental cor
respondence and that going out to commands.

How many commands are there?—There are four 
commands and the services, and there is correspond
ence from one department to another and with the 
Ministry of Defence.

There are the commands, the services, the inter
departments, and the Ministry of Defence. Would 
the commands be the lowest down that his communi
cations would go?—Yes.

He would not have communication with the 
brigades or battalions?—No.

And the services ?—They come directly under 
general headquarters.

What would the services include ?—Artillery, 
armoured cars, air force, signals, medical and engi
neers.

Tell us what arrangements are made in these 
different branches of the service to deal with com
munications sent to them in Irish. Is the staff of 
the army such that the men in charge who receive 
communications from the military secretary are 
capable of dealing with these communications, or 
have they to call in somebody who is capable of deal
ing with them ?—I cannot really answer that. Some 
of them are able to deal with them themselves, and 
some of them are not. We generally get back replies 
in English.

Indicating that the officer cannot deal with corre
spondence in Irish?—Yes.

There are 27 battalions?—Yes.
I think you have said that what would compose a 

further battalion of Irish speakers are mixed through 
the other battalions. What is the percentage of those 
who have joined the Irish-speaking battalion to the 
officers ?—There are not very many Irish-speaking 
officers, but there is a number still through the other 
battalions who are very good Irish speakers.

Would there be a battalion where three or four of 
the officers would be Irish-speaking?—You would not 
get four in any battalion. You might get two.

Even when the officers who have a knowledge of 
Irish in different battalions come together do they 
use Irish-'—No; if an Irish-speaking officer meets 
another Irish-speaking officer, No.

Would there be any members of the Fainne?— 
There is no indication of the Fainne.

Is there any effort made to organise the Irish 
speakers amongst the officers ?—There was, but it 
failed.

Would it be possible to get amongst the officers a 
number of men who would volunteer themselves?— 
It would.

Do you think if a body like that were organised 
within the army it would have a very good influence 
on either the officers and men of a battalion?—I 
don’t think so. The fact of the matter is, the officers 
who speak Irish are to a certain extent looked upon 
with suspicion, with the result that if Irish is spoken 
amongst the officers they don’t like it at all.

Chairman.—Is there a feeling against the lan
guage on the part of any officers in the army?—There 
is to a certain extent.

And that feeling is bom of what?—It might be two 
things, jealousy or laziness.

Is there a general recognition amongst tire officers 
of the national army that Irish is the national lan
guage ?—The great majority of the officers are not 
hostile; they are not unsympathetic. There are 
numbers of others—a number of senior officers—who 
are, and, of course, that counts for a lot.

Generally there are numbers of the army officers 
who are not capable of taking pride in the fact that 
there is a national language?—There are.

D e p u t y  B a r t e r . —In high commands?—Yes, say senior 
officers from commandant upwards.

I think you said in connection with the Irish
speaking battalion that the standard of education 
was low. On what were they judged; was it on a 
test in English ?—No, a test in Irish. When the com
manding officer decided to give the men a little edu
cational training he had to grade them into three 
different classes. (1) Those who could read and write 
well, (2| those who could read and write a little, and 
(til those who could neither read nor write. The 
third class were in the great majority, and the first 
class was very small.

D e p u t y  H o g a n ■—Was it read and. write Irish?—We 
did not try them in English.

C h a i r m a n .—Was there any percentage who 
could not speak E n g lish —We had very few who 
could not speak English, and they were amongst 
those who could read and write.

Fiachm Eihjeuch.—In other words, they attended 
a national school somewhere?—Yes.

Deputy Baxter.—Is there permanent provision made 
for the Irish-speaking battalion in the army ?—It- is 
not specially mentioned in the army re-organisation. 
The only thing we have is the G.R.O. and the 
establishment of the .battalion.

Will the maintenance of this Irish-speaking 
battalion depend on recruiting being up. to the stan
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dard ?—I cannot answer that. It will probably de
pend on that.

How is recruiting for the army generally at the 
moment ?—It is going on very well.

Are you getting as many recruits as you require ?— 
Yes.

Are the same facilities afforded in the Gaeltacht 
as in the towns and cities ?—I don’t think so. There 
are no Irish-speaking recruiting officers except the 
one attached to the battalion. We have only two 
recruiting sergeants, one is working in Connaught 
and one in Munster.

What is the difficulty to establishing not one but 
two or three 1 rish-speaking battalions ?—None what
ever except the staffs. We could not officer three.

You would be able to officer two?—Yes. If recruit
ing was started in the Gaeltacht there would he no 
difficulty in getting the necessary officers.

In a few months’ time, with facilities being 
afforded in the Gaeltacht, you could have two Irish
speaking battalions up to strength ?—Yes.

Would it cost any more ?—We would have to let 
one of the English-speaking battalions down.

There would he no difficulty about that? X<>; as a 
matter of fact the battalion they are relieving in 
Galway is only up to officer and N.C.O, strength.

At what rate is recruiting going on ? What I want 1 
to get at is at what period would you be able to 
dispense with the services of one English-speaking 
battalion or absorb it in other battalions?—If you 
had Irish-speaking recruits there would bp no diffi
culty in dispensing with one English-speaking bat
talion.

You would have enough recruits in the Gaeltacht 
to form another Irish-speaking battalion if they were 
recruited ?—Yes.

An Seabhac.—If there are Irish speakers amongst 
the recruits coming in are they automatically trans
ferred to the Irish-speaking battalion ?—They are 
supposed to be, but it often happens they are not.

Why ?—They may conceal the fact that they have 
Irish, or it is overlooked at the Curragh.

Chairman.—Or they don’t hear about the Irish
speaking battalion?—Yes.

An Seabhac.—All recruits are passed through the 
Curragh ?—Yes.

And there are specific instructions to find Irish 
speakers ?—Yes.

Is it intended that the Irish-speaking battalion will 
be kept in the Gaeltacht in future?—It is the inten
tion to put them in Galway. They have got as far 
as Athlone, and they expect to move to Galway soon.

Will Galway be left completely to them?—There 
might be an English-speaking battalion in the same 
barracks.

If the battalion was up to full strength that would 
not be so?—No, of course not. The barracks is too 
small.

What other barracks or outposts are there in the 
Gaeltacht besides Galway? There is one in Water- 
ville ?—Yes.

Is there one in Dingle?—I could not say. 1 could 
■find out.

Are there any in Tirconaill ?—There are very few. 
We have drawn in a lot of them in Donegal.

Do you think that if the Irish-speaking .battalion 
was sent out to these places on a vigorous and active 
recruiting campaign that they would get more Irish 
speakers?—Yes; I  think so.

Is there anything like an officers’ military training 
school in the army ?—Yes.

Is there any provision made for teaching Irish in 
that?—No, the course is confined to military sub
jects.

Is there a cadet examination for entrance ?—No; 
the officers are detailed to go through the course; the 
general body of officers are picked and sent down.

How are officers recruited ?—They are not recruited 
at all.

It has been going the other way, you have been 
cutting down their numbers?—Exactly.

Is there any provision for the recruitment of 
officers ?—itat that I know of.

At the Curragh Military School there is no pro
vision for teaching Irish ot anything like that ?—No.

It is a military machine?—That is all.
Do you think that is sufficient, or would it be 

necessary to try and get the seeds of a national spirit

—the Gaelic spirit—into the place?—It would be ab
solutely necessary.

What is the length of the course ?—The course is 
only two months.

You cannot do much in that time?—You cannot do 
very much.

P. 0 Cadhla —it may bo necessary to call some 
responsible officer in connection with the whole 
matter. Colonel O’Connor seems to be attached to 
the Irish-speaking battalion ?—No.

Chainunn.—Colonel O’Connor will, I think, answer 
any question you put to him with regard to the army 
as a whole.

P. 0 Cadhlw.—With regard to tl.e Irish-speaking 
battalion, the whole social life of that is conducted 
in Irish?—Yes.

They are drawn from various parts of the Gael
tacht?— Yes.

Did you notice any difficulty amongst them to un
derstand one another?—None whatever.

As far as I can see it could be used as a Gaelic 
college. If you get English-speaking recruits into 
it they could be made Irish speakers within three 
months.

.-lit Snihhac.—Is the use of Irish on a disciplinary 
basis ?—Yes.

What happens if they talk English like we are 
now?—Once inside barracks the men are supposed to 
speak nothing hut Irish.

You have no difficulty in carrying that out —No, 
because they have greater facility of expression in 
Irish than in English.

Chairman.—When you say Irish speaking is 
on a disciplinary basis do you suggest that- Irish is 
spoken in a spirit of obedience to discipline ?—It is 
on a disciplinary basis, but it has not been found 
necessary so far to “  crime ”  any man on that 
account.

An Srahhac.—Has the men’s knowledge of Irish 
improved ?—Yes

Do you think the battalion will be able to assimi
late a certain small proportion of those who don't 
know Irish very well -—.We got several cases of men 
who did not know a whole lot of Irish, but who were 
enthusiasts, and who, on account of their lack of 
Irish, were ordered to he transferred. Before the 
orders came through they had sufficient Irish to re
main in the battalion. When the battalion get to 
Galway it will probably he filled in a short time. The 
recruiting officer attached to thp battalion won’t 
spare himself trying to get material for it.

P„ 0 Cadhla.— Are your social functions really 
Irish'? Is the dancing and music Irish '-'—Yes.

Have you any knowledge that when outside 
barracks the men carry out the rule and speak 
Irish?—Yes. they speak all Irish outside the 
barracks.

Ait tfenUhac.—I met them in the trams several 
times, and they caused considerable surprise amongst 
the passengers by talking in Irish.

F inch ill Eilaenrh.—Have you any idea as to any 
forms of inducements which would result in strength
ening the battalion from other units?—There are no 
inducements at the moment. It would be possible to 
have certain inducements. If they were taught 
some things that would be useful to them afterwards 
when they go into civil life. That might induce 
some. Extra pay, if it were only 3d. per day, would 
induce others.

Are the members very proud of their knowledge of 
Irish?—They are, but at first they were not. When 
first they came to Dublin they had the idea that the 
less Irish they spoke the better. Now they have 
a different idea. They speak all Irish.

In the matter of correspondence does the military 
secretary to the chief of staff deal with the Minister 
for Defence?—Yes.

Is any inconvenience caused by the fact that the 
Minister does not know Irish ?—There are several 
on the Minister’s staff who know' Irish. As a matter 
of fact, the communications are coming back from 
the Mnistry in Irish now.
. Chairman■—I think I  understood you to say 
that as far as the military college was concerned in
struction there was given in a cold, technical way 
calculated to turn out a military machine ?—That is
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the school of instruction. The military college has 
not yet been established.

Are we to understand that the officers of the army 
as a body regard themselves as a cold, technical, 
military machine, without any enlivening feeling 
that they are a national army?—The majority of 
them are nationally sound. They think nationally, 
and don’t consider themselves purely a machine.

There is no danger that as a military machine the 
Irish army will be weakened by losing the conscious
ness that it is the national army of the Irish 
nation ?—There is always that danger.

There is that danger in your opinion ?—In my 
opinion there is that danger; when you get men to 
concentrate purely on the technical side of their busi
ness they tend to .become more of a machine than 
anything else.

An Scabhar.—The course at the college appears to 
be so short, and as it is for technical things only, the 
national spirit has to be provided from some other 
sources ?—There would have to be something even 
besides the college. You cannot cater for all the 
officers of the college. It would take a number of 
years to put all the officers through the military 
college, especially if it is a long course.

Chairman.—The witness dealing with primary 
education—one of the chief executive officers' of the 
Ministry for Education—said in the course of his 
evidence. “  The Government looked to the continua
tion of the historic Irish nation based on the Irish

language.”  Do you think that on the defence side 
there is danger that the army may forget that it is 
an institution dealing with the historic Irish 
nation?—There is that danger.

Apart altogether from the fact of the historic Irish 
nation which the Government are supposed to bear 
in mind ?—There is that danger at all times. I might 
say that the spirit of nationality is for the moment 
not being cultivated to any great extent. That will 
be remedied by the new text-books and manuals 
which are coming out, and in which the things of the 
past will be brought in front of the recruit coming 
in, and he will get some sort of link with the past to 
.bring him along. At the moment there is absolutely 
none. There is no trying to increase the morale of 
the men by educating them. They simply carry out 
the ordinary military exercises. I  forgot to mention 
that the Adjutant-General’s scheme for the education 
of the army included fifty per cent. Irish education 
for all ranks of the army, also facilities for officers 
to have their leave extended so as to spend a fort
night in a Gaelic college.

Chairman.—■'What would be the cost of the edu
cational scheme submitted by the Adjutant-General 
have amounted to?—Roughly, £5,000.

Chairman.—Thank \ou, colonel.

The Commission adjourned to 10 a.m., Thursday. 
7th May, 1925.
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MR. J. T. DRENNAN, M.A., B.L. (Secretary, Irish 
Land Commission), called and examined.

Chuirnaui.—We have had the statement of the 
Commissioners, and we are anxious to have, in the 
first place, some general information with regard to 
the working of the Land Commission, and in the 
second place to see to what extent in the carrying 
out of the work of the Land Commission it is either 
realised there is an Irish-speaking population or 
whether it is not realised up to the present, and what 
steps can be taken to realise that now, and to see 
that in the work of the Irish Land Commission every
thing that is possible will be done to help, in so far 
as the Land Commission can help, to so arrange 
things for that population that it will have every 
promise to keep and develop as an Irish-speaking 
population. You have given us here some figures 
with regard to untenanted land in the seven counties 
that has been acquired or will ,be acquired under the 
1923 Act ?—Yes.

Actually 6,000 acres have already been acquired. 
Has any of that been distributed?—Yes, it has.

Approximately how much?—I should say about 
half of it.

That is about 3,000 acres?—Yes.
Would that have been distributed to landless men 

or to persons who were tenants and who had 
uneconomic holdings ?•—The policy of the Commis
sioners is to provide as far as possible for the en
largement of the holdings of the small tenants, and 
then they take into consideration the applications 
of landless men, which means the creation of new 
holdings. In the first instance they enlarge small 
holdings.

Would any of that, approximately 3,000 acres, be 
used in the making of new holdings for landless 
men ?—Yes.

You could not say how much?—No, but I could get 
the information.

Is it the idea to distribute the land as soon as pos
sible after it has been acquired ?—The practice in the 
Land Commission is, if possible, to distribute the 
land the day they take over possession. Sometimes 
that is practicable. We make the agreement to buy, 
but we defer taking over possession until we have 
completed the scheme, and the taking over possession 
and giving the land to the new holders are done at 
the same time.

You are practically prepared to distribute the
14,000 odd acres in respect of which the price has 
been agreed on, plus the 3,000 odd that remain of the 
acquired lands, and perhaps some of the 48,000 acres 
which have been gazetted ?—That would apply to the 
first two columns set out.

You are prepared to distribute these ?—We are 
preparing schemes with a view to distributing these.

Would you summarise the class of persons to whom 
you are preparing to distribute these lands ?—They 
are described in the new Land Act, and they are 
first of all the tenants or proprietors of uneconomic 
holdings; secondly, those who have surrendered their 
holdings with a view to getting holdings elsewhere. 
Then there are former tenants who have been evicted 
by their landlords; herds and labourers who would 
be disemployed by the purchase of the land; trustees 
for the purpose of turbary or pasturage, and such 
other persons to whom, if we have a residue, the 
Land Commission consider that an advance to pur
chase might be made.

As far as the seven counties now under considera
tion are concerned the second class, that is those 
who have surrendered holdings in order to get larger 
ones, is a person who surrenders a holding for dis
tribution, say in Donegal, likely to be considered 
for a new and better holding in the Co. Donegal?— 
He gets land elsewhere.

Who is the final authority for allotting land to 
people?—The Commissioners.

Are they bound by any policy of any kind dictated, 
say, from the Executive Council or the Dáil?—The 
Act of Parliament vests the discretion and respon
sibility in them.

If it were necessary, if, as a matter of policy, the 
Executive Council considered it desirable that this 
acquired land would not be distributed to unmarried 
tenants, would it be necessary to pass an Act of Par
liament ?—I don't think so, because that is a view 
that would appeal to the Commissioners themselves. 
We generally have regard to the assistance a man 
may have to help him to work his holding, and if he 
is a married man with a family he is what we would 
call a strong man to work a holding.

If it did not appeal to the Commissioners of the 
Land Commission would it be necessary to get 
statutory powers to impose a policy like that on 
them ?— The Commissioners act under the control of 
the Minister for Lands and Agriculture. He is the 
Minister who is in charge not only of the Land Com
mission, but of the other departments that make up 
the Department of Lands and Agriculture.

Would he, in virtue of the authority that he has at 
present—the statutory authority—have power to order 
that none but married persons shall be given this 
acquired land ?—I would not like to answer that ques
tion. That is a question of the interpretation of the 
law. I would say any views or wishes expressed by 
the Minister would receive most favourable con
sideration, and always have done, by the Commis
sioners.

Take that coloured portion of the map there. It indi
cates the area where the percentage of Irish speakers 
amongst the population, according to the census 
of 1911, runs from over 90 per cent, to 30 per cent. 
If the Minister orders in respect of any marked-out 
portion of that map that where there is a particular 
percentage of the population who are Irish speakers, 
that none but Irish-speaking families would be put 
on acquired land, or would have their present hold
ings increased, from your experience of the working 
of the Land Commission do you know of any statu
tory objections to that, or any practical objections to 
putting such an order into operation ?—The first 
people to get the land are people who are in the dis
trict, and if they are Irish-speaking they get the land 
provided they come within these classes I have men
tioned. We are trying to bring the land to the 
people, and sometimes we utilise that policy of ex
change. If a person surrenders a large farm, then 
we have his land available for distribution to the 
people who require land to enlarge their holdings.

And he goes further east ?—He goes to a place 
where we are in a position to provide him with land, 
having provided for the wants and circumstances or 
the others there.

Under the policy of increasing the national well
being materially, men have been taken from districts 
and brought east in order to give additional agricul
tural facilities to the population in the west?—Yes.

Has anything like that been done compulsorily ?— 
I cannot say. We can resume a holding. Perhaps I 
should mention here, as I indicated in my minute, 
it is only recently the Land Commission as such 
have had to deal with extreme congested portions. 
They were under the Congested Districts Board, and 
where they thought it desirable they had the power 
to resume holdings. The Land Commission now has 
that power.

Would the Land Commission have power to take 
over a tenant farm of, say, 200 acres in Co. Galway 
for the purposes of sub-division, and to offer the 
tenant a farm elsewhere ?—Yes.

What would he the least acreage you would acquire
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in that way?—Acreage is sometimes a very bad test 
of the value of a holding. It depends on the 
character of the soil. As a rule, they only acquire 
comparatively large holdings, because if you try to 
remove the small man you don’t get very much land. 
If we provide a man with land elsewhere we gener
ally take the stronger man, as he is better able to 
fight the battle.

Will there be much untenanted land available for 
distribution in the border counties—that is, Sligo, 
Roscommon, Westmeath, and so on?—Sligo is not a 
county with very much untenanted land. In Ros
common and Westmeath there are territories of un
tenanted land, and the Commissioners are in the pro
cess of acquiring land there. Of course, the Congested 
Districts Board acquired a considerable area in Ros
common.

What about East Galway?—Already considerable 
tracts have been acquired there, but we are acquir
ing more.

Do you consider there need not necessarily be any 
serious difficulty in carrying out a policy like that if' 
the Minister adopted a policy like that ?—As I have 
said, our policy has hitherto been to provide people 
with the enlargements they require. If it is an Irish
speaking district, then Irish-speaking people get the 
land.

We have to take into consideration that we are 
faced with the fact that here is a district in which 
SO to 90 per cent, of the people are Irish-speaking 
and the remainder are English-speaking. The in
fluence of English language may be inclined to 
spread itself further in that district and sap the 
virility and bring about the decay of the Irish lan
guage there, and if the Minister, just as it is neces
sary to have economic holdings as a scheme of 
national well-being in a certain area, were to decide 
as a policy of national well-being that the Irish lan
guage were to be protected, and should not be 
allowed to be further eaten into in certain districts, 
and it was decided that as far as there was a basis 
of permanent industry in that district those Irish 
speakers and Irish speakers alone would be placed 
in possession of that permanent industry by Govern
ment action?—I am sure the Commissioners would 
carry out any directions they received, and would be 
desirous of carrying them out. Whether they could 
carry them out without exception is another matter. 
We have to have regard to the fact that we are 
making advances of public money. To enable people 
to pay the annuities on such advances we must see, 
in our own interest and in the interest of the State, 
that these holdings are economic and will be able to 
pay us.

It is not a question with me as to whether the Com
missioners would carry out the policy; as a result of 
your experience do you see any difficulties in carry
ing it out?—There might Vie a number of non-Irish 
speaking people who might have holdings that were 
uneconomic, and that the Land Commission, in its 
own interests and the interest of the State, would 
consider it necessary to make them economic in order 
to get annuities out of them.

There would be the possibility even in eases like 
that to transfer them to another district ?—Yes, but 
the difficulty is to get the smaller men to move.

On what conditions have the Land Commission to 
satisfy themselves with regard to a tenant to whom 
they propose to give a holding —We have to Vie satis
fied he is competent and fit to work a holding, and 
that he comes within one or other of the classes of 
persons mentioned in the Act.

With regard to a person who has an uneconomic 
holding and wants it increased?—We have to satisfy 
ourselves it is an uneconomic holding, and unless we 
have reason to believe that he would not- work the 
additional land we give it to him in our own in
terests.

Deputy Hoi/ati.—I think there is a provision in the 
Land Act of 1923 that where there is not sufficient 
land in a district to go round amongst the un
economic holders and landless men the Land Com
mission may provide land elsewhere for the surplus. 
Has that principle been tried so far?—Oh, yes, the 
Land Commission have taken up lands from tenants, 
and provided them with lands elsewhere.

They have removed people from one county to 
another?—They have, but the class of persons they 
moved were invariably the strong farmers who had

comparatively large holdings near the holdings that 
required enlargement.

You said small uneconomic holders did not like to 
leave their friends and relatives. Can you see a 
position where it would be necessary if there would 
not be sufficient land in the same county or neigh
bouring county for a body of tenants in an Irish- 
speaking district to be transferred to another 
county ?—I could conceive such a position. It would 
be very desirable, but, as I have said, the difficulty 
is to get the small men to move.

That is individually. Suppose you transfer them 
collectively—suppose you take twenty or thirty 
tenants from an Irish-speaking district, and increase 
the amount of land there by taking that section 
away, and transfer them to the Midlands, can you 
conceive a position of that kind so that they would 
not be parted from their friends ?—I can conceive 
such a policy, but I can see the difficulties at the 
same time. You have to consider the people near 
the lands that would be about to be given away.

Are there no counties east- of the Shannon where 
there would be sufficient lands to distribute amongst 
these colonies without necessarily antagonising any 
large percentage of the population in these areas?— 
It is very hard to answer that question. We have 
not completed our inquiries with regard to the un
tenanted land that could be acquired.

What I am getting at is that in order to save the 
(iaeltacht it might be quite possible to invade the 
Pale?—I am sure my Commissioners would be pre
pared to consider the practicability of that.

Deputy Barter.—Your Commissioners have not 
completed the schedule of all the lands they propose 
to take over ?—No.

As far as your memory serves you, would there be 
many tracts of two or three or four thousand acres 
to be taken over in any part of the country, say, 
Meath or Westmeath ?—There are large tracts which 
the Commissioners are endeavouring and will en
deavour to acquire, but is always open to the objec
tion that it is a home farm.

But a home farm would not be three or four thou
sand acres?—No.

Would there be two or three thousand acres?—Yes.
M ould it be possible to get two or three of these 

big tracts fairly convenient to each other—within five 
miles?—I am afraid I cannot answer that.

Cluiinnan■—Would they be free of direct
claimants for the land?—We generally find there are 
some former tenants or their representatives who 
apply for divisions.

Deputy Barter.—They would be perhaps landless 
men ?—Yes.

When dividing a .big tract of land in Westmeath 
or any other midland county amongst landless men, 
what do you consider as an economic holding for 
them ? Do you regard twenty to twenty-five acres as 
an economic holding ?—In the Midlands you would 
want to give them about thirty acres.

If you take a tract of 5,000 acres, that would be the 
very highest, and take the average number of land
less men, you would have room for at least 160 or 
perhaps 200, depending on the quality of the land, 
you regard certain difficulties as likely to arise if 
there was an effort made to transfer bodies of tenants 
from the Gaeltacht to territory like that, and that 
because of the fact there are' other tenants in the 
same locality or adjacent localities with claims, does 
the hostility of the natives weigh to a certain extent 
with your Commissioners ?—If there are people who 
would be entitled and qualified to get land we must 
consider them.

You consider them merely on their merits as to 
their right to get land?—Certainly, but we realise 
that if we bring people there they will be the objects 
of hostility.

Suppose you bring 200 families, don’t you think 
the hostility of the others would have to be fairly 
well organised?—I should, say they would make a 
good defence.

Do you think that means a solution for that 
problem ?—It might be possible in certain districts. I 
am afraid my knowledge of this land is not exten
sive. I don’t belong to the outdoor staff. I can con
ceive that there would be places where it would be 
possible to consider transferring a colony such as you 
suggest.

I think that where you would get a tract of 5,000
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acres there would be other tracts of a fairly con
siderable size in adjacent areas. Would it be a solu
tion to put those who would be entitled to the land 
in the county on one estate and to transfer the 
colony from the Gaeltacht to the biggest estate? 
Would that be a practical proposition to put up?—In 
dividing any area of untenanted land tney have to 
have regard to uneconomic holders in the neighbour
hood, and they would naturally like to get land near 
their friends. Our experience has .been that it is 
very much easier to provide for the people in the 
district than to try and bring any number of people 
to fresh lands.

You mean the problem is simpler for your Com
missioners because there is less trouble. You are 
able to satisfy the people with less land?—We can 
enlarge the existing holdings on which they have 
their houses and make them economic.

At less expense? A man may be satisfied with 
five acres if it is convenient to his own fields, and 
if the land were further off it would take ten acres 
to satisfy him?—-The Commissioners, when distribut
ing land, have regard to the area that will be re
quired to make a holding economic, and they make 
it economic as far as it is practicable for them to 
do so.

Professor Tierney.—How are your officials organ
ised, is it in counties ?—The Land Commission has 
taken over or has had transferred to it the work of 
the Congested Districts Board. It worked in dis
tricts, and that for the most part has been continued. 
The Land Commission practice was to. send an in
spector to each property according as it was neces
sary to do so, and the Land Commission had no 
fixed inspectors in any particular districts. The 
Congested Districts Board bought poor and im
poverished estates which required rearrangement, 
and they had to have an inspector to look after them 
for some time improving the holdings before they 
could be vested in the tenants, whereas the Land 
Commission did not take over estates until they had 
the arrangements completed for dividing the un
tenanted land.

The Congested Districts Board had a resident in
spector, and the Land Commission propose to copy 
the Congested Districts Board to a certain extent ?— 
They have retained the system with some modifica
tions.

And will for some time ?—Yes.
They will have one official resident in a certain 

locality who will know all that locality, and that 
would be chiefly in the Gaeltacht districts?— Yes.

In a county like Galway, would that apply only 
to the western part of Galway or to the whole 
county?—We have them set out in districts with a 
senior officer in charge.

Deputy Hogan.—To resume my attack on the colony 
system, I don’t know whether the questions I am 
going to ask are very difficult or not. Can you say 
how the amount of land for distribution in the Gael
tacht compares with the amount of land for dis
tribution in other parts of the country?—I cannot. 
The Congested Districts Board bought consider
able areas over a number of years, and our inquiries 
under the new Act have not advanced to such an 
extent that we are in a position to say what un- 
tenanted land we may be able to acquire under the 
Act.

The other question, how the number of applicants 
for land and for increased holdings in the Gaeltacht 
compares with the number of claimants in other dis
tricts in Ireland, is equally difficult to answer ?—I 
don’t think you could fix any proportion.

You think the Land Commissioners would not be 
unfavourable to such a system as Mr. Baxter and I 
have endeavoured to put before you as to the transfer 
of a number of families from Irish-speaking districts 
to non-Irish-speaking districts if the land were 
there?—They would .be prepared to consider that 
very favourably. They would have regard to the 
difficulties, but they would not approach it with any 
desire to turn it down.

Regarding your inspectors, have the Commis
sioners, in investigating claims and the possession of 
estates in the Irish-speaking districts, Irish-speaking 
inspectors for these areas?—The officer in charge of 
Connemara is an Irish speaker.

And the other districts?—There are inspectors 
there who speak Irish.

Your inspectors are quite qualified to interrogate 
the applicants ?—We have a number of inspectors 
who speak Irish.

An Seabhac.—Practically all that district we are 
concerned with at the moment has been transferred 
to you only recently ?—Yes.

And the staff that were concerned in the distribu
tion of land and valuation, and all that, they were 
transferred to you at that time?—They were. I 
should, perhaps, explain that the Congested Districts 
Board’s activities as regards rural industries and 
fisheries have been assigned to the Ministry for 
Fisheries, but the land branch of the work has been 
transferred to the Land Commission.

The land officers had nothing to do with the other 
industries you have mentioned?—The staff that came 
to us were entirely on the land.

Hr. Moriarty.—The inspectors were utilised in 
various ways. They were qualified engineers, and 
did a lot of engineering work. Some of the engi
neers were instructors in the building of houses.

An Seabhac.—What class of officers have you in 
Galway and Kerry and other places ?—We have men 
who survey the land, then we have inspectors whose 
duty it is to estimate the price, and when the lana- 
are purchased, to divide the lands and apportion th*. 
price.

Have you any staff of engineers or anything that 
might be considered as an engineering section ? The 
Congested Districts Board used to have, and they did 
a lot of drainage, etc.v—We call them surveyors. 
They are men who have the engineering qualifica
tions.

And do they employ men in the capacity of over
seers?—We have gangers. a

These are mostly local men?—Yes.
In regard to the ability of these men as Irish 

speakers, have you an official record or list in the 
office which can tell you who are Irish speakers?— 
No.

Had any record been taken or kept it would, of 
course, have come from the Congested Districts 
Board; as far as you are aware, there is no such?— 
I am not aware of it.

In interchanging officers from one district to 
another is any consideration given to the question of 
their knowledge of Irish—that is, those officers 
concerned with the measurement and striping of 
land?—When those men go down to a district they 
are furnished with maps. The landlords furnish the 
Land Commission with these maps, and these officers 
walk the boundaries to see whether they are properly 
marked.

In striping land and walking land and de
lineating boundaries, don't these inspectors come 
into personal touch with every tenant in the dis
trict?—In a great number of cases the prices and 
annuities under the new Act are automatically fixed, 
and if the holders are subject to judicial rents 
the prices are automatically fixed, and the Land 
Commission have to satisfy themselves not as to 
price but as to the boundaries of the holdings, so 
that when the holdings are being vested in the 
tenants they will be properly described in the maps.

In doing that under the Congested Districts Board 
scheme there was a considerable interchange of lands 
and fields and byways which brought your inspector 
into intimate personal touch with practically every 
man who held land in these districts?—It certainly 
brought him into touch with a great number. There 
were certain holdings that went through automati
cally. The principle of the new Act is that it should 
be a kind of automatic transfer, save as to those 
cases which the Land Commission will have to re
arrange or improve, and in these cases the inspectors 
would be brought into close touch with the occupiers.

What we wanted to get was an idea of the ability of 
the staff to conduct their work in Irish and not to be, 
as some of them have been, active anglicising agents in 
these districts, which are purely Irish-speaking. They 
have been so under the old arrangements under the old 
Congested Districts Board in some places I  have per
sonal knowledge of. Has any new policy been initiated 
in regard to dealing with the people in these places?— 
No. The Land Commission, so far as the districts which 
were being worked by the Congested Districts Board 
are concerned, are following on the same procedure as 
under the Congested Districts Board to a certain
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extent. In a great number of cases the work is 
rapidly drawing to a close. The Board had a num
ber of these estates in hand for a considerable time. 
It is only now we are getting to appreciate the 
amount o f work that has still to be done in these 
districts.

These inspectors have defined districts in these 
counties?—The men who are stationed locally have 
defined districts.

Have you any way of finding out which men in each 
station are capable of conducting their business in Irish ? 
— I don’t know at the present moment who are the 
people who do that. To my own knowledge Mr. 
Gallagher, in Connemara, is an Irish speaker.

Is he still there ?—He is.
Has there been any change in these officials lately?— 

There have been certain changes. We have changed 
men from one district to another.

In cases of changing has it entered into your con
sideration to send down an Irish-speaking official if one 
was removed out of an Irish-speaking district ?—If we 
were sending a man to an Irish-speaking district we 
would send down an inspector who we were aware had 
a knowledge of Irish. In some cases we have removed 
men from districts which were partly Irish-speaking 
because the work has been drawing to a close. If there 
were any further work to be done there we would 
probably send that man hack again.

Has that occurred recently ?—There have been a 
number of changes in the staff.

From the central office here in Dublin quite a lot of 
correspondence occurs with tenants in these particular 
areas ?—Yes.

Are^you áware that any effort at all was made to have 
any of that Gaelicised or any policy to virtually Gaelicise 
things like rent demands or notices?—No.

None of that is done ?— No.
All the correspondence goes in English all the time ?— 

Yes, we receive it in English.
R. 0 Foghludha.—If you received any letters in 

Irish how is the reply sent ?—I think we reply in 
English. \Ye have not had many. We have no 
settled practice.

Have you got a man on the staff to deal with corre
spondence directly in Irish ?—Yes.

An Seabhnr.—There is no conscious policy in the 
Land Commission in regard to the maintenance of 
Irish in these districts, not to speak at all of its 
extension ?—-No.

You are concerned purely and solely with the land and 
you don’t allow any other consideration into it?—Our 
primary duty is to vest the land in the tenants as 
soon as possible, and we concentrate ourselves on that.

Let us take any Irish-speaking place or one of these 
three-quarter Irish-speaking places where every grown 
person would know it, would it be possible for your 
present staff to arrange that all the work in connection 
with the land be done through Irish?—I would like 
to consider that. There are a lot of matters involved. 
Vesting the lands in the tenants is a very technical 
thing.

Chairman.—Is the want of English on the part 
of a prospective tenant a disqualification to carrying 
out that process?—No, his main qualification is that 
he has a holding so miserable that it should be made 
economic.

An Heabhac.—If a man in Dunquin, west of Dingle, 
is named Tadhg Breathnach, and that he was an in
dividual that knew no English and his father before 
him knew no English, and that man becomes a 
tenant of yours and comes on your books, what name 
does he get ?—The name with which he signs his pur
chase agreement.

But suppose he cannot sign his name. By a most 
extraordinary freak names have got into the books in 
forms in which the individuals never heard themselves ? 
—I don’t know whether there are cases which occurred 
under the Congested Districts Board. We have taken 
over their books. There has been an instruction to 
take the names they find in common use.

If a man is called Tomas O Murchadha he does not 
become Thomas Murphy—We have only taken over 
the books of the Congested Districts Board, and we 
assume the names are correct.

You are not aware of any names in the Irish form?— 
There are very few.

We don’t wish you to take the view that yours is a 
department that is worse than many others.

Chairman-— Our business is to bring out the 
facts in each department whether it is good or bad.

An Seabhao.—What we want to find out is whether 
the old system that held in the last sixty or eighty years 
still continues, and apparently it does. Then you 
have not in thle matter of sending round demands or 
notices or warnings used Irish either?—No.

What is your standard in regard to considering a 
farm as being economic in regard to its size or resources 
in these outlying districts?— There never has been any 
definition of what an economic holding is. One has 
to have regard to the quality of the land and how 
much will be able to support a family in reasonable 
comfort.

You know that in some districts the number of cows 
is the standard?—Yes.

You would not consider that a holding capable of 
supporting two or three cows would be economic, but 
you would consider that one capable of supporting eight 
or ten would be economic?—That is a matter we leave 
to the expert Agricultural Staff to deal with. I, as a 
headquarter’s man, could not deal with it.

The new tenant cannot let or lease or sell over a 
certain period under the new Act ?—Where new farms 
are provided, we have to be satisfied that they won’t 
be sold or assigned.

Is there any limit to the amount of land a man may 
buy in these congested districts and hold himself?—I 
am afraid I cannot answer that at the moment. 
There are limitations to the amount of advances that 
can .be made to tenants.

Is it possible for a man to buy six or seven farms 
and hold them all and live only on one ?—I think there 
is some provision in the Act of 1909.—I am sorry I have 
not got it here.

Is there not some condition with regard to residence 
on a farm?—The man need not necessarily reside on 
a farm.

May a man who is given to the grazing system, who 
has ranches down here and lives in Castlebar or in 
Cahirciveen, is he allowed to buy a large farm locally 
and not reside on it in the middle of a congested 
district ? What is to prevent going back to the ranch 
system in congested districts again?—The Land Com
mission have power to resume certain holdings if they 
think it necessary.

Had that reference to land under the Congested Dis
tricts Board system?—It refers to any land coming 
under the new Act.

And it does not refer to the old classes ?—No. There 
is provision which enables the Land Commission to 
acquire a vested holding under the new Act, but you 
have to provide him with an alternative holding of 
equal value.

Is the desirability of that plain to the Land 
Commission of getting these places ?—There are a 
good number of cases where certain rich men have 
been able to buy out big stretches of land in 
the congested districts, and who are the legal 
tenants of them?—The Land Commission have taken 
up land from a number of these people and have pro
vided them with land elsewhere. That is a matter of 
negotiation.

What is the limitation as to demesne lands under the 
new Act?—There is no limitation as to demesne land.

May they be as big as they were?—A demesne is a 
demesne. It is a question as to the extent of the 
demesne.

Is it left to the Land Commission to decide in a case 
where, say, 2,000 acres have been surrendered, whether 
they will cut down that part belonging to a big house 
to 100 acres, and tenant the remainder?—That is what 
we generally do. They leave as much as they consider 
the amenities of the tenant of the house would require. 
There are a lot of other things such as water.

In setting up new tenants on land acquired in that 
fashion, what assistance does the Land Commission give 
them in regard to building and stock?— In the case of 
new tenants, if the land has not a house on it they 
erect a house provided, of course, the man has not 
got a house. If necessary they provide him with 
stock.

That capital expense is added to the loan spread over 
sixty-eight years?—A portion of it.

You don’t put the whole of it on him?— We only 
put an annuity on him that we think the land is capable 
of bearing.
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And the Land Commission bears the rest of the ex
pense ?— Yes.

P. 0 ('udhla.—With regard to the headquarters 
staff, are you aware that any discouragement has been 
given to the use of Irish?— None.

In the matter of signing names or anything of that 
kind ?— None.

U. 0 Fiuihhidha.— Since1 the finances of the Con
gested Districts’ Board have been transferred to the 
Land Commission, has there been any acceleration of 
the work generally?—There has been an acceleration 
of the re-sale of the lands.

So much so that in some districts the work is draw
ing to a close?—The lands are being rapidly vested.

At the present rate how long will it take to finish 
the job of vesting the Congested District Board’s lands? 
—I should hope we should do it in the next .two or 
three years.

You have offices in these local areas. Where are 
they?—In Castlebar, Westport, Galway and Tralee.

Is there any in Cork ?—I don't think we have a local 
office in Cork.

Anywhere else?— Yes, in Donegal town.
An Seabhac.— You have offices in smaller places?— 

There were smaller offices, but we have taken up the 
documents and records to headquarters.

Have you offices in Dingle and Castlebar?—I cannot 
say as to Dingle, but we have an office in Castlebar. 
We have closed a number of small offices. The 
Land Commission always kept its records at the head 
office. The Congested Districts Board, mainly due to 
the class of districts they had to deal with, dealt with 
them locally, and where the work is closing up we take 
up the estate maps and records to headquarters.

Is the staff being reduced in these places?—No, the 
officers go down to deal with certain districts. There 
has, as a matter of fact, been an increase in the staff.

What would the staff be in a place like Tralee ?— 
It varies from week to week.

Generally speaking, then?—I cannot really answer 
that question. I know our superintendent surveyor 
was down there on a visit on Saturday, and he told me 
he met Mr. McLean and one or two surveyors, 
and that he had seen two or three of the new men. I 
don't think we have any definite number there. It 
depends on the necessities of the work.

H. 0 Faghludha.—Does Mr. McLean know Irish?— 
I don’t know.

Isn’t he a Scotchman ?—I could not say. I think 
he comes from Mayo.

Isn’t it a fact that the majority of these men there 
don’t know a single word of Irish, and yet they are 
sent to Irish-speaking districts ?— I am not aware of 
that.

Mr. Moriarty.—What amount is provided for im
provement works in the congested districts ?—There is 
£200,000 provided in the Land Commission estimate 
this year for improvement works and other matters.

Is that to be assigned to the districts and lands in 
the congested districts?— No, it is for the entire area 
of the Saorstát.

It is given out according to the requirements of the 
various inspectors as they send up reports?—Y’es.

Chairman.—Does that include the provision of stock? 
—Yes.

Mr. Moriarty.—You cannot say the amount allotted 
for the improvement of holdings included in that 
£200,000?—I cannot. It includes not only the amount 
of money spent on drainage and buildings and the 
purchase of stock, but it includes certain interest that 
we have to pay to the Board of Works foi moneys 
borrowed by the Congested Districts Board. You 
will remember that, Mr. Moriarty.

It is allotted by the inspectors themselves ?—That is 
slightly varied now. What happens is . that the 
inspector recommends that a certain sum of money is 
to be spent on an estate. He is asked to furnish par
ticulars in detail, and the Commissioners consider 
how much will be given to build houses and how 
much for drainage and roads.

Is it possible without elaborate detail to say how 
much would be spent on the poorer estates of the 
western districts this year?—It would not. It is a 
very detailed question.

How far is the policy of the Congested Districts Board 
relating to the improvement of estates followed by

the Land Commission ?—Their system was slightly 
different.

Does not the Land Commission in some cases vote a 
sum of money for improvement works on an estate 
allotted amongst the tenants, allow the tenants to draw 
the money, and in some cases they don’t improve the 
land ?—I don’t think that is quite right. The Estates 
Commissioners worked side by side with the Congested 
Districts Board. They are dissolved now and the Land 
Commission in the improvement of an estate allot a 
certain amount of money for improvements which are 
carried out under the supervision of one of its officers. 
The fences are made by the tenants who get the lands.
I am not aware of any case where money was given and 
the improvements not carried out.

The money is not paid until you have a certificate 
from the inspector that the improvements were carried 
out?—Not until then.

The Land Acts of 1903 and 1909 contemplated a 
shortage in regard to a certain amount of land on the 
re-sale to tenants in the congested districts?—Yes.

There is a limit to the loss to be incurred. Are you 
supposed to get £1 for £1 ?—We don’t get £1 for £1.

For instance, that £200.900 voted at present never 
comes back again?—A considerable portion of it is 
not recovered.

That would be the measure of the contribution of 
the State towards the expenses of re-settling the con
gested areas of the west?—Some of it is repayable.

Has the Land Commission ever admitted any scheme 
of land reclamation or a policy regarding the reclama
tion of bogs ?—The Commissioners were considering the 
practicability of carrying out some scheme of reclama
tion. It has not reached the stage that we can put 

1 it into operation.
j There is nothing in the £200,000 for reclamation?— 

No.
Is it your opinion in general, having regard to your 

experience of the work of the Congested Districts 
Board, since the Act of 1923 transferred that a large 
Government department such as you are dealing with 
could give the necessary amount of attention and 
special consideration to the problems arising in the very 
poorest congested districts—take for instance the 
poorest districts in Galway, the Oughterard and Clifden 
Unions—is the Land Commission sufficiently equipped 
with machinery to give these districts the very special 
attention they need for improvement from the point of 
view of the land settlement?—I hope so.

You have in your organisation more or less incorpo
rated a department for the congested districts in the 
sense that you have special officials and a special line 
of treatment for these districts?—When the Congested 
Districts Board was dissolved and the staff came to us, 
the congested districts work was made work in con
junction with what we call the Estate* Branch of the 
Land Commission. We have, however, recently re
organised that, and there will ibe a special sub
branch for dealing with the work of the Congested 
Districts Board.

What you are setting up is a miniature Congested 
Districts Board without touching anything else?—Yes.

Do you think it is due to the backwardness of the 
people, and the want of push that you have got to deal 
out special tuoatmento?—I think it was donq more 
for carrying on the work—a considerable amount of 
good work was done by the Congested Districts 
Board—and we want to complete it.

Taking the Congested Districts Board as a whole, I 
notice from their reports of 1920-21 and 1921-22 that 
£200,000 was spent on improvement works and that a 
good deal of that was never recovered. In the dispen
sation of that £ 200,000 that is going to be spent this 
year, not only for improvement but for other pur
poses, do you think, therefore, that the Congested 
Districts’ Estates will he disimproved by the abo
lition of the Congested Districts Board and the 
setting up of the Act of 1923?—I don’ t think so. We 
have just carried out a considerable amount of relief 
works, and large sums have been spent on improve
ments out of a special vote for relief works. A con
siderable amount of improvements have been carried 
out in these districts.

Having regard to the special economic circumstances 
existing last year, that expenditure won’t be normal 
expenditure when the conditions improve ?—The estates 
have had the advantage of the improvement works and
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a lot of works the Board would have carried out we 
have been enabled to carry out in addition to the 
ordinary work, and to that extent the districts bene
fited. ,

('hnirmun. With regard to the division of the 
land available in the congested districts into economic 
holdings, what percentage of that problem had the 
Congested Districts Board dealt with before the pro
blem was transferred to the Land Commission?

Mr. Moriarty.—-I should say they had not dealt 
with half of it as regards re-settlement of holdings. 
They had acquired over 75 per cent, of the land to be 
acquired, but they had not disposed of it. T h ey  had 
not disposed of anything like half of it at the time 
they were put out of existence. They had a lot of 
land on hands, including some very troublesome estates.

An Seabhac-— If certain stretches of land became 
available in the Irish-speaking districts, would the 
Land Commission be prepared in making new' tenants 
or transferring tenants from the more congested parts 
near by to consider moving families from the point of 
view of their being good Irish speakers if that was re
quested of them?—I think they would.

Would the Land Commission require instructions 
from the Minister before taking that question of Irish 
into consideration at all ?—I would prefer not to answer 
that. I really don’t know.

There is so much to do by the Land Commission 
with the Caeltacht that one could never get finished. 
They hold the economic life of everyone there in 
their hands. T think we can only get the thing 
fairly generally covered.

Chairman— - There is one rather general point; 
perhaps you could help us. Mr. Drennan. We have to 
consider the existence of the Irish-speaking population, 
and in looking into the matter it may strike us to find 
out, as far as possible, the extent to which that popula
tion is provided with a permanent basis of livelihood. 
It is quite possible to conceive that a good education 
may be regarded as a permanent basis of'livelihood for 
a person, and we have found out from some of the 
evidence that has been given to us up to the present 
that the Irish-speaking population get very little advan
tage from the State funds provided for secondary and 
technical education whether as regards agriculture or 
a unversity education. The conclusion we would have 
to come to, if we were coming to a conclusion, as far 
as a good education could be regarded as a permanent 
basis of livelihood is that a very grave injustice was 
done to the Irish-speaking population. The land could 
be regarded as another thing that would be a perman
ent .basis of livelihood for a person. When you come to 
consider a county like Donegal and compare it with 
Sligo you find that Sligo has an area of one-third of 
Donegal. It has a valuation of presumably two-thirds 
that of Donegal, a population of presumably one-half, 
and the number of houses is one-half that of the number 
in Donegal. Take any particular county and you have 
a particular area supporting a particular population. 
In the workings of the Land Commission, have any 
calculations been made as to the valuation of the land 
of Donegal from the point of view of it being a 
permanent basis of industry for a certain number of 
people ?—Are you able to say that the land in Donegal 
could support twice the number of people there at 
present?— No. I arn afraid not. It is extraordinary 
what the people can produce out of the land in Donegal. 
They are a very hard-working race.

Would it be any portion of the business of the Land 
Commission to realise the implication of the fact that 
the county Meath on its land was supporting one-tenth 
of the population that the same area in Donegal was 
supporting?—I think, to some extent, yes. As lands 
are being acquired in Meath and Westmeath, 
portion of it is being utilised to provide holdings for 
migrants so as to make available lands in districts where 
the\ are not otherwise available.

Has the number of people that Meath has capacity for 
supporting been computed ?—I think we would want 
to know how much land it was possible to acquire.

If you thought it was desirable to make that coloured 
area there (referring to map) a purely Irish-speaking 
area you would not be in a position to say what per
centage of power for livelihood on the land was in that 
coloured area compared with the rest of the country ?— 
Mo. T don’t think the Land Commission could. It 
might be the function of the Department of Agriculture.

I don’t think it would be within the function of the 
Land Commission.

If the Minister for Agriculture desired to work out 
that question, would he have any proper machinery for 
doing it, considering the experience of the different 
branches of his department, other than the Land Com
mission ?—I cannot say. I think the Department of 
Agriculture is more concerned with the productivity of 
the soil. We are mainly concerned with the purchase 
and transfer of the land.

Are you practically in a position to say that the 
information would not be available at present?—No.

But it might be very difficult to obtain it ?—It would.
.It Seabhac.—When you took over the Congested 

Districts Board authority over that area you took 
over at the same time, from the point of view of the 
problems in that area, all the tradition and policy 
that had been in vogue and working?—Yes, to a very 
great extent. We hope that with powers extending 
outside the nine counties we may be able to relieve 
some of the congestion.

With the transfer to you, as the common land 
authority over the whole of the Saorstát, does it 
not open ways for the relief of congestion which were 
outside the scope of the Congested Districts Board ?— 
To that extent we have the advantage compared 
with the Board.

Would the Land Commission think it desirable for 
the relief of congestion to move people to the mid
lands if they were satisfied to go ?—In a number of 
cases it will be the only way to relieve congestion.

As the matter is at present you have no power to 
move people compulsorily?—We have no power to 
compel people to take lands elsewhere.

You have for taking back the holdings they have 
got?—Yes, subject to certain limitations.

Does that apply to the land taken over by the Con
gested District Board during the last twenty years ?— 
The greater proportion of the lands taken over by the 
Congested Districts Board have been vested in the 
purchasers who have signed purchase agreements.

You cannot interfere with that?—No, but under 
the Act of 1923 there is power to acquire, compul
sorily, lands which have been vested, but we have 
to provide them with an equivalent holding else
where.

Those lands which have come to the Land Com
mission under the 1923 Act, it applies to all of 
them ?—Yes.

You mentioned a while ago that letters coming in 
Irish to your offices would possibly be answered in 
English?—I think so.

Has any effort been made at all in re-organising 
the staff to get enough staff to provide the ability to 
do otherwise?—The staff we are working with is the 
staff we had ourselves and that we took over from 
the Congested Districts Board. There have been a 
certain number of temporary hands, mainly men of 
the national anny who have been taken on in con
nection with the heavy collection of work.

Do you still retain the Congested Districts Board 
staff, as it was, complete or is it simply your own 
staff, of the Estates Commissioners and that of the 
Congested Districts Board all mixed up?—In certain 
branches, take the accounts branch, for instance» 
they work as a whole. In the work of collection we 
must keep them, to a great extent, separate in deal
ing with separate districts and in dealing with 
different classes. The Board kept on tenants as 
tenants, and there is a collection in the nature of 
rent.

Is there any suggestion to the staff that they 
should qualify themselves in Irish ?—The staff have 
formed classes, and we provide them with accommo
dation, heating and light.

Outside that there is no other encouragement, no 
other driving force?—No.

How are additions made to the staff ?—Any ad
ditions to the staff are supplied by the Civil Service 
Commissioners.

Deputy Honan.—You just said that demesne lands 
would not be divided. We are restricted in our 
powers of compulsory acquirement as regards 
demesne lands for purposes of division.

It does happen that demesne lands change hands. 
A man either sells his demesne or breaks it up into 
different holdings; what is the position of that 
demesne land ?—It would be very hard to maintain
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that it was demesne land in that case, and it comes 
under the category of untenanted land which the 
Commissioners could acquire.

If it were bought by one purchaser it would still 
be demesne land ?—That is a question he would have 
to fight out before the Commissioners in Court.

The Commission has not given any decision as to 
what its exact policy would be for distribution?— 
The Commissioners have instituted proceedings for 
the purchase of certain lands such as you describe. 
It would not be a case where the Commissioners 
would have to make the case but the owner would 
have to do so.

An Seabhac.—Would it ibe possible for a man who 
owned a big house and 2,000 acres to sell all that to
a purchaser?—It would. But the fact that he does 
that does not deprive us of our right to take over the 
lands. If it is sold we follow up the purchaser.

Deputy Hogan.—Then the landlord gets cash and 
the purchaser gets land bonds?—Yes, the fact that a 
man sells land does not deprive us of the right to 
acquire it if we want it.

MR. L. C. MORIARTY (Secretary to the Minister 
for Fisheries^ examined.

Chairman.—Principally on the language side,
I  wonder could you give us some general information 
with regard to the olficials who are attached to the 
Irish-speaking districts, and what their functions 
are to the extent to which instructions are given in 
official matters, and the extent to which advice of a 
technical nature is given for the benefit of the people 
engaged in the fishery business, and the extent to 
which Irish comes into these matters ?—Referring to 
the officials, we have five superintendents and eleven 
local fishery officers. That is where we get contact 
with the public through the medium of these officials. 
The five fishery superintendents administer over a 
large area. \Ye have a superintendent who covers 
Donegal and portion of Sligo, I should say, up to the 
mouth of Sligo Harbour. We have an inspector who 
does the remaining portion of Sligo westward and the 
coast of Mayo. We have another who covers the dis
trict from the Killeries down to the mouth of the 
Shannon. Another is responsible for the coast of 
Kerry and Cork from the opening of the Shannon up 
to Youghal. And the other man takes it from 
Youghal to the termination of our line at Louth. 
As regards superintendents, their function is to 
carry out schemes of improvements, so far as the 
Department gives instructions for the development 
of fisheries. They come into contact with the fishing 
public and the fishermen, and they report on the 
condition of the industry and various matters of in
terest with regard to sea fisheries. They in turn rely 
upon the local officers for more local incidents; these 
are appointed in various districts according to the 
importance of the fishing industry in these districts. 
In Donegal we have three local officers at Downings, 
Kincashla and Killybegs. They are not supposed 
to travel, that is why they are located to a certain 
limited range, to certain fishing ports, and they let 
us know what is going on. In Sligo and Mayo there 
are no local officers. In Galway and Clare there are 
four at Roundstone, Lettermore, Arran Islands and 
Claggan. In Cork and Kerry there are four at Dingle, 
Killorglin, Baltimore, and Kinsale. In Waterford 
and the eastern districts there is only one local 
officer at Arklow. As regards the qualifications of these 
men to carry on their business through the medium 
of Irish, the superintendent in Donegal is an Irish 
speaker. He got very high marks at the Civil Ser
vice examination, which was a conversational test. 
The superintendent for Sligo' and Mayo, I am very 
doubtful if he knows any Irish. I rather think he 
does not. He is a man we took over from the Con
gested Districts Board. He is a native of Galway, 
but I am afraid he does not know Irish. The Galway 
and Clare superintendent is a fluent native speaker. 
For the two districts where you have the most in
tensive Irish speaking we have two fluent Irish 
speakers. The superintendent for Kerry and Cork, 
who is a native of Clare, understands Irish, and is 
able to conduct a limited conversation. I doubt if 
he would be capable of making himself clear on 
technical matters. In Waterford, which has only a 

slight contact with the Gaeltaeht, the superinten
dent has only a slight knowledge of Irish. Coming

down to the local officers, who come more into con
tact with the people, I may say most of these are 
appointed from the locality, and consequently they 
are Irish speakers where Irish is universally spoken. 
In Downings and Kincashla the officers are Irish 
speakers. The man at Killybegs understands Irish, 
and can conduct a simple conversation. The 
Claggan, Lettermore and Arran men are all Irish 
speakers. The Roundstone man does not speak 
Irish. As to the Dingle man, we did not advert to 
the fact that he was an Irish speaker as he is a 
native, and I presume an Irish speaker. The Killor
glin man is an Irish speaker. The Baltimore man 
has a slight knowledge of Irish, and the Kinsale man 
has no knowledge of Irish. That is our outdoor staff. 
As regards our indoor staff, we have two correspond
ence clerks who are capable of conducting corre
spondence in Irish, and the rule of our Department 
is that when a letter comes in in Irish it is replied 
to in Irish. With regard to public notices circulated 
to fishing stations we always circulate these notices 
in Irish and in English in the Gaeltaeht. On the 
east coast they are circulated in English only. As 
regards our public notices, unless these were circu
lated specially in the Irish-speaking districts, we 
don’t publish them bi-lingually. We do follow the 
rule in sending notices to the Gaeltaeht and in pub
lishing notices in the local press there to publish 
them in Irish. As regards our industrial staff, we 
run the several industries handed over from the Con
gested Districts Board. There are nine centres of 
industry in t'ounty Donegal, all in the Gaeltaeht 
area; there is one in Sligo, and there are twelve in 
Mayo, all in Irish-speaking districts. There are 
twelve in Galway, all practically confined to the 
Gaeltaeht, and there are two in Cork and one in 
Kerry. That makes a total of thirty-seven centres of 
these rural industries for the employment of female 
labour. These industries are under the control of our 
own management staff. Our teachers—they are really 
manageresses—market the products. We supply 
them with the raw material. We also give assist- 

1 ance at nine centres not under our commercial con
trol. They are generally run ,by convents and other 
institutions in the Gaeltaeht districts.

As regards Irish speaking among the industrial staff 
I have not got reliable information as to their 
ability, but practically all ladies running these in
dustries are recruited from Irish-speaking districts, 
and if they don’t use Irish in their ordinary busi
ness it is not because they don’t understand it.

Chairman.—Where have they been trained?— 
They have been all trained in our industries. They 
graduated as pupils in our schools, and we pick out 
a bright, intelligent, and smart business-like girl, 
and put her in as an assistant in another district. 
If she makes good we appoint her to one of these 
posts. We find it is best to get the girls who are 
accustomed to living in these remote districts. On 
the assumption that every girl belong to an Irish
speaking district, our girls are all Irish-speaking. 
But in practically no instance is the work of the 
class conducted in Irish. In strong Irish-speaking 
districts it is all practically done in English.

There is one other activity, an inheritance from 
the Congested Districts Board also. The Congested 
Districts Board felt that when improving an estate 
in a very poor district such as Connemara, Achill, 
or North Mayo, it was not enough to build a house. 
They had to go into their homes and show the people 
how to use the things that were given to them. The 
Board decided that they would appoint ladies to go 
into the home and show the woman of the house how 
to utilise the various things she had not been accus
tomed to under the old arrangement. All that work 
had to be done in Irish. The Board felt it would be 
useless to send persons into the homes of these 
people unless they could speak Irish and get into 
the atmosphere of the place. There are three ladies 
engaged on this work, one in Connemara around 
Carraroe, another in Achill, and the third in North
west Mayo. They carry on their work entirely in 
Irish in the Irish-speaking districts. That gives an 
outline of the activities of the Department as it 
affects the Gaeltaeht.

Chairman.—Is any technical instruction given 
bearing on the fishing industry?—Practically none 
at the present time as such. The Congested Districts 
Board did take over Scotch and Arklow instructors
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to show the fishermen how to handle the large 
lugger, but the necessity for that does not arise now. 
With regard to the men in the western districts, 
some of them have more up-to-date boats than the 
men on the east coast, and they are well equipped 
as regards actual fishing operations. We do give 
instruction in the manipulation and driving of motor 
boats. That instruction is not given in Irish. The 
engineer is an Englishman who settled in Ireland, 
and he is not capable of speaking Irish. At Donegal 
instruction is given in the building and repairing of 
boats, but the instructor is not an Irish speaker. In 
Galway we do the same, but the foreman is not an 
Irish speaker.

These are the only centres at which we give in
struction directly ourselves.

Are these the only aspects of the fishing industry in 
respect of which technical instruction of any kind is 
issued to the people engaged in the industry ?—At pre
sent yes. I may say we do occasionally give instruction 
in remote districts in the art of fish-curing, but we 
have no settled programme. We don't want to send 
an instructor to teach the people how to cure fish, 
because you can always get an expert staff of curers 
when the. fish strike. When you come to deal with 
Clare Island and other such places you never know 
where herrings may strike. When they do, an in
structor is sent to a local man who is willing to buy 
salt and barrels and employ men to cure. In these 
cases we send an instructor to teach the local boys 
how to cure the herrings and to ensure that the catch 
of herrings in that spot will not ,be lost. That is the 
only other instruction we do give, and it is not given 
in a systematic way.

Is any technical instruction given with the view to 
showing the habits of the fish off the coast?—It is a 
matter which we are discussing with the Education 
Department as to the introduction into the text-book 
readers in the schools some such'matter to draw the 
minds of the children resident on the sea-board to 
tile importance of fishing, and, therefore, to direct 
their minds to the life, habits and history of fish in 
general. We have got no further than the stage of 
considering that scheme.

X<> technical literature is issued on the matter at 
all?—We don't issue technical literature. We issue 
scientific research repnrts and the results of observa
tions at sea. They are published in the Department of 
Agriculture journals, and they appeal to the literatse 
rather than to the fishermen.

What proposals in the matter of technical instruc
tion with regard to fishing are under formulation to 
any extent at all?—We have no definite broad 
scheme for technical instruction. It is very hard to 
draw the line between instruction and development 
when dealing with a practical art like fishing. We 
proposed to do one or two tilings which may 
be regarded as instruction. One is purely in
struction. We are endeavouring to get sanc
tion for it, and that is instruction in navi
gation to fishermen. We sometimes ask fisher
men why, for instance, they don’t travel from 
Dingle to Howth. and they tell us, ‘ ‘ We don’t like 
to face that long journey. We don't know the coast 
well enough.”  We feel that if these fishermen were 
taught how to handle the chart and read the pilot 
guide, and take bearings for their position, that that 
would induce them to go around the coast and take 
advantage of the presence of shoals in remote dis
tricts, and keep fishing for a longer period. Take 
the case of districts like Clare, where they have not 
been accustomed to motor boats, and where they 
only have the curvagh. We have sent a motor boat 
down, but it would not be fair to ask any man to 
incur thi- risk of purchasing it. We have chartered 
it to some of the fishermen at a weekly rate, and we 
have our own inspector on the spot to instruct these 
men as to what they should do. We appoint the 
skipper, who is a trained fisherman. He takes all 
the earnings, makes the distribution, and pays the 
crew. We also have a motor driver on board. That 
is only instructing these people to fish in a more 
improved style. It is really giving technical instruc
tion in the art of fishing.

As far as the fishing industry generally is con
cerned, like the agricultural industry, it may be 
regarded as a permanent basis of livelihood for a 
certain portion of the population?—It is part of the 
basis. From Cobh to Moville is, íot the greatei part,

very thickly inhabited along the coast by people on 
poor land. They are not fishermen, but fishermen- 
farmers. They could not live on their holdings if 
they had not the advantages to be derived from the 
sea. In that sense the fishing industry is one of the 
bases of livelihood on the west coast of Ireland. It 
is the basis of industry at Howth and Arklow and 
on the east coast.

Is there any doubt but that the fishing industry 
off our coast could be regarded as providing the per
manent basis of livelihood for a certain definite sec
tion of our people?—There should be no doubt about 
it at all.

Has it been estimated what percentage of the popu
lation lives on the fishing industry at present ?—It is 
very hard to say. If you mean total dependence on 
fishing you don’t find it in any part outside of four 
places. In Arklow there is a total population de
pending on fishing of about 250. In Howth perhaps
100. In Dingle you have pretty close on another 100, 
and in the Claddagh you have at least 200, so that you 
have in the present embryonic stage of the industry 
about 750 to 1,000 people entirely dependent on 
the fishing industry. On the other hand, something 
like 25,000 are engaged in partial fishing. That is a 
veiy rough figure. You cannot be dogmatical. The 
wide range of difference you have between people 
totally depending and partially depending on the in
dustry is due to the fact that it is followed on a 
wide portion of the coast by people who have other 

voca tion s to follow when there is no fishing.
Is it the official Departmental view that

that state of affairs will continue ?—It is hoped 
it won’t continue, and it is the aim of the De
partment to try and prevent it from continuing. 
That the existing industrial possibilities of fishing 
on our coast are exploited to such a small extent ,by 
our people is regretted by the Department as a 
lamentable thing. Undoubtedly the fishing industry 
on our coast is open to difficulties that have to be 
encountered. On the west coast, where the bulk of 
the fishing is done, you have very bad seas. You are 
exposed to the Atlantic. You have no breakwater to 
stop the force of waves that originate on the coast of 
the United States and hurl themselves on our coast 
here. Naturally you must have big boats to with
stand that. If you want to keep the men constantly 
at sea you must have bigger boats, and to get them 
you must have money. At present there is no 
attempt being made to capitalise the industry except 
through the medium of the State. The Congested 
Districts Board and the Department of Agriculture 
have made advances from time to time for sup
plying big boats of between £3,000 and £4,000. 
But you get some idea of the possibilities when 
you consider countries like Scotland and Eng
land, where enormous capital sums are 
invested in the fishing industry—practically
£100,000,000—in steam trawlers and drifters. The 
failure to capitalise our industry is largely respon
sible for the condition in which we find it to-day. 
The men going out in small luggers cannot withstand 
the waves, and it necessarily follows that landings 
of fish will he spasmodic. If you have only a spas
modic supply, where the demand is constant, your 
demand falls off, and people will go to other markets. 
That is the brief reason why we find the extraordi
nary fact of towns in Ireland importing fish from 
England. Limerick gets four or five tons of fish a 
week from Grimsby and Hull. Yet there is plenty of 
fish at its door that could supply its wants. Those 
are the difficulties that are inseparable from market
ing a commodity like fish. Fish includes a big variety 
from choice sole down to rough pollock, and when 
you are talking of fish you are talking of a very com
plex commodity. You are talking of a thing, the 
supply of which cannot be regulated. The problem 
of Irish fisheries, so far as our Department visualises 
it, cannot be solved satisfactorily until there is some 
attempt made by Irish citizens to put capital into the 
business and to direct their attention towards the 
importance of exploiting the sea, and to realise that 
money can be made out of it. It is a speculative 
business, but they are making it pay in England and 
Scotland.

Chairman.—Is the tendency at present for the 
number of people permanently engaged in the busi
ness to diminish or increase ?—To diminish, owing to. 
the economic conditions.
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To what extent are the people engaged in the 
industry in the Irish-speaking districts?—Do you 
mean totally engaged ?

Totally or partially?—They are all Irish speakers, 
hnd when they are on board their boats they talk 
nothing else. There are very few exceptions. A man 
may go into a district and marry and settle down, 
and may take up the fishing business. With excep
tions like that, they are all Irish speakers.

Deputy Hogan.—It has been stated that the want 
of finance does hamper you seriously in the de
velopment of fisheries ?—That was stated by the 
Minister the other day. We feel that the fishing in
dustry in general, and more especially in the Gael- 
tacht areas, has not had that special attention that 
it ought to have. The returns of money expended show 
conclusively that the expenditure on fisheries by the 
Congested Districts Board in 1920-21 and 1921-22 and 
by the Ministry of Fisheries in 1923-24 and 1924-25 
does not compare at all favourably. But fishery ex
perts say that the good you do is not always com
puted by the amount of money spent.

Anyway, the fishing industry has not developed in 
1923-24 more than in the previous years?— In 192:.! 
we tom bed absolutely rock bottom. The fishing in
dustry could not .be any worse. In 1924 there was an 
up-lift. This year there is a greater up-lift. I  think 
we have rounded the worst turn, and while the in
dustry is not developed as it should be, still we are 
improving. The curve is now slowly rising.

There are a number of people in Clare who would 
continue as fishermen, and whose entire occupation 
is mainly fishing, but who are not able to continue, 
and have to remain unemployed or take up any casual 
employment there is?—As regards Clare, I know that 
in Quilty there are a considerable number of men 
who have very little land, and practically have no 
means of subsistence except the sea. The difficulties 
of catering for those people are great, because there 
you have a coastline on which it is almost impos
sible to create the shelter they require for their 
boats. That is the difficulty we are up against in 
Clare. As regards the population, at Quilty specially, 
you have hard-working people who go out in their 
inadequate boats at great risk to do their fishing. I 
have in mind several other villages from Loop Head 
to Carrigaholt. At Liscannor the Congested Dis
tricts Board put in a large boat to try it. It was a 
lugger about 30 feet long, .but it wras wrecked in the 
harbour. The Congested Districts Board also put up 
a breakwater between Quilty and Carrigaholt. It 
consisted of ferro-concrete blocks cemented into the 
natural rock with bars. A storm arose just as the 
work was about completed, and its intensity was 
so great that it tore the solid rock, blocks of con
crete and all, and smashed them. The labour of 
three months was wrecked in one night. It shows 
the difficulty of trying to set up any shelter for these 
people who follow fish, and they cannot follow fish 
without shelter

That was in the shannon neighbourhood, was it?— 
No, in Quilty. She was sent there for the autumn 
mackerel fishing. The skipper was given full in
structions, and they carried on very well for a time. 
They were continually warned not to anchor their 
nets; not that I  .blame them, they have got to do it. 
But here was a boat that could outride the waves, 
and they need not have anchored their nets. They 
anchored the nets, and when they went out next day 
they were gone. It is very hard to get them into 
modern methods of fishing on these coasts, specially 
where you are faced with all the natural disadvan
tages you have on the Clare coast.

The day of the curragh fishing is gone ?—It is all 
right for the small farmer who wants to get good, 
healthy food for his family. But as regards the 
fishing industry you never could develop it with 
curraghs and yawls. It is a question of demand and 
supply, and you must have constant supply to meet 
the demand. You cannot have a constant supply 
unless you have boats capable of withstanding the 
weather.

Clare is out of the rural industries ?—We had an 
industry in Kilkee, but for want of support we had 
to take the manageress away. We sent her to 
Galway. We don’t intend to leave Kilkee without 
an industry. We believe the girls there will realise

they have lost something, and when we send her 
back they will be able to appreciate her more.

.-In Seabhar.,—Is it a fact that the greater propor
tion of the fishing industry is concerned with 
mackerel and herring?—The volume of fish of these 
two varieties is greater than other varieties of what 
we call commercial fish.

It is in connection with mackerel and herring that 
the practical fishermen are concerned?—Yes.

The regular fishermen have more to do with trawl
ing, but should there be a mackerel or herring 
season they can have these fish?—Yes.

Has there been an increase in the number of 
mechanically-propelled boats in the fishing for 
mackerel and herring ?—There may be, but they are 
chiefly in motor not steam.

Are there any steam boats used in connection with 
mackerel ?—No.

On herring?—There are three in Donegal and a 
couple in the south. I should say that perhaps there 
are seven Irish-owned steam drifters in the Saorstát.

Do any of these engage in the trawling industry ?— 
Not so far as we know. We would not allow them. 
They are not adapted for trawling.

What might be their size?—75 feet over all. Some 
of them are smaller, about 70 feet, but the average 
size is 75 feet.

You want bigger boats?—Yes, about 125 to 140 feet.
And the tonnage?—I could hardly say. The draft 

of the present ones is about 10 to 12 feet, and the 
tonnage about 50 tons. Some of the trawlers would 
only come to 27 tons.

From Irish ports how many steam trawlers proper 
are there?—There are 14 steam trawlers as far as our 
Department is at present aware of owned or char
tered by residents of the Saorstát.

What port do they come from mostly?—Dublin at 
present runs eleven and Donegal runs three.

Are they engaged all the year round?—They are 
engaged in trawling all the year round, because it 
will give them a living all the year round.

From your knowledge, can the owners of those 
guarantee a fairly reliable supply of fish to any pur
chaser who makes a contract with them ?—Yes, fairly 
reliable.

Just as reliable as Lowestoft or Yarmouth?—They 
might not be able to give the supply of soles that 
would be wanted. They may be reasonably expected 
to land 10 to 15 tons of fish a week.

For each boat?—A’ es, on a good ground.
Where are the crews that work from Donegal re

cruited from ?—They are recruited from the residents 
of the districts who had gone to Fleetwood and 
worked there. Donegal is the only Irish-speaking 
county in touch with steam-trawling ?—That is so.

What number of men are employed on a steam 
trawler ?—Nine.

Twice as many as on a wind-jamming lugger5—The 
Donegal boats take about six men.

On the west of the coast where no trawling is done 
all wind-jammers are used?—There is a certain 
amount of motor trawling done too. It is not all 
done by steam trawlers. We don’t prohibit it except 
in certain areas. The Department’s policy is not to 
restrict trawling except the reasonable restrictions 
that a motor engine will impose.

Don’t you put a restriction as to the weight of the 
vessel ?—We have never yet considered whether we 
should stop motor trawling generally, and apply the 
same rules as we apply to stpam trawling. The motor 
trawlers belong to local men, whereas the steam 
trawlers are principally foreigners.

Have you heard of any cases where the motor 
trawler is objected to by the other local men who 
have boats ?—In various districts there is a danger 
of hostility between the motor trawler owners and 
the others.

That would disappear if they all had motor 
engines?—Yes, I think so.

Your idea is that the absence of mechanically- 
driven boats is the key-note of the failure of the per
manent fishing industry?—That is my summing up 
of the situation.

Has the Fisheries Department got any plan, if they 
had money enough, to provide these ?—Except the 
ordinary plan of the loan they have no others. We 
have a system of chartering at present working in a 
small way. We adopt it in the case of motor boats,
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to enable them to be utilised when they cannot be 
taken on loan.

If ten steam trawlers were substituted in Dingle 
for 20 or 25 sailing trawlers, and that there was a 
consequent increase of 500 per cent, in the amount of 
fish, would there be found in Ireland a market for 
that fish ?—I would not confine myself to Dingle, 
but, with proper organisation and proper road transit 
facilities, there would be no difficulty in getting a 
market for it.

What are the difficulties in the way at the moment 
outside finance?—You must first have a fairly large 
works, a dock, a slip, or a dry dock where these 
boats can be drawn up from time to time for repairs, 
unless you wish to send them away. You must have 
a railway close by or a motor service of lorries to 
taka the fish to the railway.

And a certain amount of training for crews?— 
starting de novo you would have great difficulty.

Until such arrangements are made you cannot find a 
permanent industry for fish ?—I don’t think you can. 
You cannot get a permanent industry out of herrings 
and mackerel, and it is doubtful if in future our 
spring mackerel is going to be any good. The 
Cornish fishermen are getting enough for the Eng
lish, and the Americans want it cured. They prefer 
the autumn mackerel as it is much better for 
curing. I doubt if spring mackerel is going 
to be of any use to us as an export. The 
herring is a universal food, and you can always 
dispose of it, but the difficulty about the herring is 
that it comes at irregular intervals. You are never 
sure of a supply, and you are driven back on trawl
ing. If trawlers can come around our coasts from 
Fleetwood, and take two days to come and two days 
to go back, I don’t see why it should not be a paying 
proposition for Irishmen.

From the information at the disposal of the 
Ministry for Fisheries do they consider that there 
are fishing grounds that would stand constant trawl
ing from a fleet of our own ?—I think so. You never 
know, of course, how long a fishing ground will last. 
But the Dogger Bank has withstood the strain for 
over one hundred years, and an intensive strain for 
thirty years, and I don’t think there is any reason 
to fear that our banks will be exhausted very rapidly. 
We are the nearest to them, and we get nothing out 
of them.

Do you think there is any future for inshore fish
ing?—I do. If you develop your trawling fishing 
you develop your inshore fishing.

P- 0 Cadhla..—With respect to the Waterford area,
i.e., Ring distirct, some 10 or 15 years ago a pier was 
built there at a cost of £25,000. Mr. Gill, of the Depart
ment, decided to give that to them because they were 
brave men, and he had great hopes of the fishermen, 
and he thought he would like to do something for 
them. The Gaelic College is there for some time, 
and we have always interested ourselves in the de
velopment and livelihood of the people. We formed 
a co-operative society, and secured a motor boat for 
the fishermen, but I don’t think there is a local officer 
of any kind for fishing on or for the industrial busi
ness in that district ?—We have no local officer there. 
The nearest officer to Hclvick is Arklow or Kinsale. 
The Department have been looking into the case of 
Ballinagowl and Helvick, and we are trying to get 
control of some money that will enable us to do 
something for the Ballinagowl fishermen who need a 
considerable amount of assistance from the State. 
We would send down chartered motor boats, and get 
these men to fish from Helvick. We are hoping it 
would blossom out into a good herring fishery, and 
we had arranged that a eurer would go down. At the 
moment the international herring market is at a low 
ebb, and we fear that will interfere with the pros
pects of opening up Helvick. We have the idea of 
sending the motor boat to Ballinagowl and teaching 
the younger men how to use it.

Chairman.— Who will teach them?—We may get a 
Donegal man.

With Irish?—Yes, with Irish. I  have such a man 
in my mind, and he is a good native speaker.

P. 0 Cadhla.-—A great effort has heen made io 
organise business locally. We have written to the 
Department for an instructor to help in organising 
rural industries. They have never been able to send 
an Irish-speaking instructor, and we preferred to 
leave- the people as they were without anglicising 
them. Perhaps we are in a better position now?— 
If an application is sent up I  am certain we. will do 
everything we can to send an Irish instructor down, 
and we won’t send anyone but an Irish instructor.

The Commission adjourned to Tuesday, May 19th, 
1925.
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EINRI 0  FRIGHIL (Secretary, Department of Jus
tice), called and examined-

Chairman-—We have also here Deputy Commissioner 
Eamonn Coogac ot the Garda Siochana.

Witness.—He may be able to give more detail 
than I  can, and I thought it well to have him here.

Chairman.—I take it that each of the Commissioners 
has read the statement sent in by Mr. Friel. Very well, 
there is no necessity for Mr. Friel to read his state
ment again. I don’t know, Mr. Friel, if you have any 
further general remarks to make before starting oft, 
or whether we won’t find suitable points as we go 
along, and you can interpose general remarks as we 
come to them?—The only point I would like to stress,
ir. addition to the general statement, would be the 
precise difficulties we have in dealing with the present 
position. I would like to have an opportunity of say
ing somethng on that

Perhaps I could lead you on to that?—Very well.
You speak on page two of your general statement 

of the practical difficulties you have to encounter. Can 
you say from your point of view what are the practi
cal difficulties that bring about the apparent position 
we have, as far as, say, the product of the Irish-speak
ing districts are concerned. Your figures show that 
you have 2 officers and 195 men who may be regarded 
as the product of the Irish-speaking districts at pre
sent in the Garda Siochana?— Yes.

You suggest they are not exhaustive figures, but 
generally they are the figures you have given us?— 
The practical difficulties are these :—In dealing with 
the rank and file and, alter all, in the future the pro
motion will be made from  the rank and file—we did 
introduce a cadet system to get a certain kind cf officer, 
but at the moment promotion is on a rank and file 
basis—we lay down certain physical requirements, a 
man/ must have a certain age limit, 19 to 27, a certain 
height limit, he must be at least 5 ft. 9 inches. He 
must have a certain chest measurement, and he must 
be sound in limb and body. We give preference to 
men who were in the National Army or in the old 
volunteers. A man must be able to read and write 
English, and do simple calculations in arithmetic. By 
the time you limit yourself to that you have a com
paratively small choice. If you say he must be Irish 
speaking, you limit yourself to a very small choice. 
When you put an age limit, sound health, and a rea
sonable primary education into force, you have so far 
limited yourself that you can hardly get enough suit
able persons at all. If you put an additional limitation 
that a man must be a native speaker, you would not 
get enough men because then you could only get men 
from the Irish-speaking districts. We have had men 
from the Gaeltacht who could not read or write any 
language. They were no use to us. They must be able 
to read and write. We have gone a long way to meet 
these men and help them. We have spent public 
money holding primary classes, and wer-» it not 
that the educational system is such as it is, we should 
not have men coming to us who were not able to read 
and write. We find the educational standard low, 
and particularly low in the Irish-speaking districts. 
I would say these are the main difficulties. We 
actually put out a special poster in the Irish-speaking 
districts at< one time, saying, we would give preference 
to Irish1 speakers. The response was poor. It was 
not our fault. The men who came were not big 
enough, or stout enough, or in good health, or they 
could not read or write. If a man should not know 
English and could make some attempt at reading and 
writing, we would not put him out because he had no
(430). Wt.641. 12. 3. 125. 7/25. F alconer G9

English. We want men for the Irish-speaking 
districts. Coupled with these difficulties we have had 
special difficulties. We have been so busy bringing 
about condition» of good order that, naturally, this 
question was a secondary consideration, but we have 
always had it in our mind and we have always done 
our best for it. As a matter of fact we were glad to 
have any medium to carry on our main work of restor
ing order.

The position seems to be somewhat like this, that 
somewhat about one-tenth of the population in Ireland 
are the product of Irish-speaking districts and get 
their educational facilities there. The number of such 
people who have officers’ positions in the Garda Siochana 
are 0.5 per cent, and those with rank and file positions 
are less than 0.4 per cent. Can we say the product 
of the Irish-speaking districts are less sound physically 
than the product of the English-speaking districts»?— 
No.

Their disabilitv would not come on the physical side? 
—No.

Would they come in on the National Army and old 
Volunteer side?—Well, on the whole, I think, yes. I 
would say the proportion of native speakers in the 
National Army was pretty low, the reason being that 
the Irregular forces held a considerable portion of the 
western seaboard. And while the native speaker 
might not be an irregular or a supporter of theirs he 
was overawed by them.

Was that a matter referred to as a present factor?— 
Undoubtedly, just as I would regard as a factor that 
a good many people were irregular and we did not 
want them in our police force. The time will come 
when they will get sense, but at the moment we would 
not take a man who had been blowing up our barracks 
the day before. It is a present factor, and it has 
affected the Irish-speaking districts. In the early days 
the Government Forces held the eastern part of the 
country and the Irregular Forces held the western sea- 
boartt and all the Irish-speaking districts, and almost 
every one went irregular or remained neutral.

On the educational side how many were turned down? 
—I would ask the Deputy Commissioner to give details 
of that.

Deputy Commissioner t'oogan.—I should say first 
as regards that poster that we asked early in 1925 for 
500 recruits from the Irish-speaking districts. In direct 
response to that we got nobody. A few people did apply 
from Ring, but we did not get anybody from any other 
part of Ireland. We were in the height of the irregu'ar 
campaign, and people from West Galway or Mayo could 
not come even if they wished.

What date was that?—I think it was circulated in 
February. 1923.

Has any separate appeal been made to the Irish
speaking districts since?—No, not since, but we have 
encouraged recruiting through our officers from these 
districts.

On the point I raised about education, what percen
tage of applicants have been turned down from these 
districts on educational grounds?—I cannot give an 
exact percentage. I  have figures showing the numbers 
from the various counties in the Gaeltacht. I can 
give you figures of the number of men specially accepted 
for Irish, and any man accepted on that ground wa» 
weak in English subjects. First we included Irish as 
a subject, and examined orally in Irish. As a rule 
the native speaker is able to secure full marks/ in Irish, 
and is, to some extent, able to make up for deficiencies 
in other subjects.

Even though allowances were made you have only 
195 native speakers in the rank and file?—'Yes.

In Kerry there were 502 applicants, 108 were
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.accepted, 57 Rad a knowledge of Irish, 52 had1 no Irish, 
and 14 were specially accepted for their knowledge of 
Irish.

In Galway, 94 were accepted, 53. had Irish, 41 had 
no Irish, and 11 were accepted specially for their know
ledge of Irish.

In Donegal, they had 269 applicants; 38 were ac
cepted, 21 of whom had knowledge of Irish, 17 had no 
Irish.

In Waterford, of 83 applicants, 17 were accepted; 9 
knew Irish, 4 were specially accepted.

In West Cork they had 143 applicants; 42 were ac
cepted, 15 of whom had Irish; 7 were specially accepted.

That is as far as I can give you an idea of the per
centage.

Have any men been accepted who have not been able 
tc read or write English?—Yes.

How many?—I could not tell you. I know of one 
case recently of a man from the Blasket Islands.

P. <) Cudhhi.—Could he write Irish?—Yes.
Chairman.—Generally, Mr. Friel, if the educational 

standard in the west was good, would your main diffi
culty be got over, and would a fair share of the recruit
ment be given to the west?

Mr. Friel.—I think it would.
You don’t contemplate at the present moment that 

you could take persons into the Civic Guard who have 
not a reasonable knowledge of English?—It is very 
difficult for us. We have the question of the distribu
tion of the Force and where you have to distribute 
men over something like 850 stations, it becomes im
possible for us to arrange that Irish speakers are sent to 
Iri-h-speaking districts and not to English-speaking dis
tricts. There are other considerations also. You may 
have your be--t officer in the Force a native speaker, i 
reared in an Irish-speaking district, and having got a 
good education. We cannot afford to waste him in a 
western district. We would want him for the more com
plex police problems. Fife is simpler in Gaeltacht, 
aud it requires an officer with less skill to poi'ce 
it. A good deal of the crime there is crude 
crime. whereas in and around Dublin, for 
instance, you have to cope with a more complex situa
tion, and you want good officers there. If you had a 
good Irish-speaking officer you might have to put him 
in charge of an area in Dublin, and that shows you 
the difficulty.

Have you found it necessary to do anything in a 
general way to raise the educational standard?—Yes, 
for the first two years we felt justified that we should 
be allowed to employ teachers to educate some of those 
we had taken on. We recognised that the conditions 
of the country were not favourable to the education 
of our young men in latter years, men were taken 
away from schools, and the disturbed condition of the 
country cut right across their educational progress, and 
so the Minister for Finance gave us money to pay 
primary teachers. We have four primai’y teachers, and 
they have been doing nothing but teaching men things 
they should have learned at school. As time goes on 
we will have to do away with that. We are paying 4J 
millions on education in the Saorstát, and we cannot 
justify teaching men in the Depot things that should 
have been got out of that 4J millions.

To what extent, is court work, from the point of view 
of the language, dependent on the Gardai? What per
centage of court work would the Gardai cuter into?— 
That is rather a difficult question. I am afraid I could 
not answer it off hand. That is bound up with another 
question, with the professions. When the police come 
to the court they very frequently get professional assist
ance, and as people summoned by the police usually 
get a solicitor, the police conduct their prosecution 
in English, and the defence is in English too.

In Tralee Court area the report says that the people 
are anxious to conduct their court business in Irish, 
but that Solicitors and Gardai don’t know or speak the 
language.

Mr. Coognn.—The district officer in Tralee has the 
fainne.

Chairman.—I am speaking of the report sent in 
answer to Mr. Friel’s questionnaire.

Mr. Friel.— It is simply a conflict of view. The 
local district court clerk is not satisfied with it.

Was that brought to your notice before you got the 
answers to these questions?—No.

Has it been brought to your notice at any time that 
the transaction of business in court, in Irish, was pre

judiced by the Gardai not knowing Irish either in Gal
way, Donegal or Kerry?—As far as the courts are con
cerned my answer would be definitely, no We never 
got any kind of a general complaint from the Gaeltacht.

On the matter of distribution, if the Gardai are 
important from the point of view of the courts, do 
,;ou, in the distribution ot men who know Irish, takc 
into consideration the Irishness or otherwise of any 
particular district or the comparative degree to which 
Irish is spoken?—Yes, the Commissioner of the Garda 
Siochana has definitely insisted on doing that and "<s 
doing it of his own volition. He took it as a matter 
of course that it was part of his duty. I have often 
discussed things with him, and there is a perfect under
standing between us, and I am prepared to say that is 
our idea.

That schedule is just an analysis of some of the 
figures given. If you take Dingle there now. In 
Dingle rural district area in 1911 there were 12,344 
native speakers representing 69.3 per cent, of the popu
lation. The tendency with regard to the Irish-speaking 
population was steady from 1901. It had increased as 
far as percentage goes by 1.5. At the present} moment 
you have six native speakers and |six good 
speakers, and by. good speakers I mean persons who 
have the fainne and all that. Now have a look at 
Glenties, Dunfanaghy and Milford. You have in these 
three rural areas one of our principal Irish-speaking 
areas and one in which our investigations have shown 
the population is increasing in some districts and the 
percentage of Irish speakers in the population is increas
ing. In two of these areas the court work is to a pretty 
large extent carried on in Irish, but it would appear 
to be served1 rather poorly from the point of view of the 
Gardai especially around Milford that can speak Irish 
a$ compared with less strong districts. Have you had 
any representation from that area?—I don’t remember 
now. We have a special section of the headquarters 
staff dealing with that question during the last six 
months. "We recognise that the last three years have 
been especially busy. We have had a hard job training 
recruits, and the- main job was to get them on to 
police duties. We did not give a primary place to 
the Irish language, but we had not forgotten it, and 
we have been overhauling the whole country. I am 
sorry the case of Milford has not been met.

Mr. Coogan.—We have a number of Irish speakers 
in Donegal, but we have not been able to transfer them 
to these particular areas probably because they have 
been out since 1922 and have a perfect knowledge of the 
areas where they are stationed and especially the areas 
where illicit distillation is rife. From tne police point 
of view we don’t want to transfer these men to purely 
Irish-speaking districts because we Lave no one to take 
their places- Donegal was the first county occupied by 
the Gardai in 1922, and we have not yet been able 
to make arrangements to take these men back.

Mr. Friel.—A thing we should write down against 
the Gaeltacht is that it is the poteen district also. 
We have men who have shown great skill in detecting 
poteen-making and who have no Irish. We regard it 
in the interests of the Gaeltacht itself. If we don't 
suppress illicit distillation, they will all kill themselves. 
The stuff they make is absolute poison, and practically 
all the committals to asylums and the demoralisation of 
the youth can be traced to it. It is unfortunate that 
it should flourish in the Gaeltacht more widely than 
in any other place. We hád one chief superintendent 
who was very successful in limiting the traffic in 
Donegal, and we sent him to Galway because it was 
very bad there. I don’t believe that officer has much 
Irish, and people may say “  why, have you an English- 
speaking officer in that division? ”  Our answer is 
that he is the best man we have for suppressing poteen. 
That just illustrates some of the difficulties we have. 
They may seem minor difficulties, but, from a police 
point of view, they are very important. We have, as 
I have already stated, been for the last six months 
overhauling that question, and we are now making a 
more useful distribution of the material we have. I 
cannot, in face of what the Chairman has said, say 
that our arrangements are perfect, but we have been 
working at it.

In watching the general situation, and given such a 
situation as you have down the whole middle of Done
gal, at Milford, Rathmullen, Letterkenny, Stranorlar, 
Killybegs, and so, all these districts are shown as being 
Irish-speaking districts, and in all of them the court
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clerk is able to do the work in Irish, but no cases are 
being carried on in Irish' in the courts, will you be able 
to review the situation to see what is wrong in these 
areas, and why it does not appear that some of the 
court work is done in Irish; when it comes to you 
officially do you propose that it wilT*be a matter for 
consideration and see what is the reason of it and see 
if any injustice is done?—From a purely departmental 
point of view I  would not regard it as part of my duty. 
We get no complaints, and departmentally I  would 
not interfere. My job is to give the people what they 
want. I  would not ask a clerk why he did not use 
Irish.

On the solicitor side whose responsibility is it to see 
what the solicitor should know in order to be qualified? 
—That is the key note of the whole situation. You will 
never have Irish much used in the courts unless solici
tors and barristers are competent to carry on íd Irish. 
We may appoint Irish-speaking justices and judged and 
clerks, but if professional men are not able to use Irish 
you will not have Irish in the courts because people 
will rely on professional men to conduct their cases. 
We are not responsible for professional qualifications at 
the moment, nor could we be reasonably asked to 
take it on- Solicitors and barristers belong to what is 
known as " the professions.”  I don’t pretend to analyse 
what ”  profession ”  is meant to be. The Incorporated 
Law Society are responsible for solicitors. They have 
certain powers, and all it means for one to be a solicitor 
is that he will get audience in certain courts, and 
may do certain work and charge for it. He can recover 
his fees for services rendered by action. His educa
tional programme is laid down by the Incorporated 
Law Society, and when he passes their examination he 
is a solicitor, and the chief justice has a kind of veto. 
A barrister belongs to the legal profession also, and that 
profession is ruled by the Benchers. They are a sort of 
continuing body, and if a vacancy occurs it is filled 
by co-option. They have an educational committee' that 
determines what qualifications, educational and legal, 
a man shall have before he becomes ai barrister. When 
he has passed their prescribed examination he is called 
to the Bar. A barrister really means a person who 
ha® right of audience in the courts. A litigant can 
always appear personally in court, but he can only be 
represented by a solicitor or a barrister, and in the High 
Courts by a barrister who must bp instructed by a soli
citor. It may not be the soundest system, but it has 
years of experience behind it. A solicitor briefs a 
barrister and pays him a certain fee according to custom, 
or according to his standing at the Bar, and the solicitor 
can charge that fee as part of his costs, and he can 
recover it from liis client. A barrister cannot r e c o v e r  
his fee from a client.

It. 0  Foi/hludha.—He gets his mone\ before hand? 
—Not necessarily. Solicitors in general can be trusted. 
I am trying to explain what the position is. A barris
ter is a person with certain professional qualifications 
controlled by benchers, and the chief justice accepts 
their verdict of a man’s fitness) to be called to the Bar. 
A barrister is a man who has right of audience in the 
courts, and a solicitor a man who has a right of audience 
in certain courts. A solicitor can also do
other work such as drawing up wills, etc.
If you or I drew up a last will and
testament, and charged for it, we could not recover 
the fee, but if a solicitor does it lie can recover it. 
Solicitors and barristers belong to the learned profes
sions and that raises the whole question of the pro
fessions. They are not governed directly by the 
Executive Council, and ft would be regarded as a 
retrograde step if that should be so. If you are going 
to control barristers and solicitors you will have to 
control engineers and doctors, and it would be very 
difficult to make a case for that. The public would 
not have it, the reform must come from within. If they 
are to play the part that is suggested in the national 
life they will have to rise to the occasion and reform 
their educational qualifications. In tlve Irish-speaking 
districts there are very few solicitors who can speak 
Irish. I  would have thought that with the changed 
conditions any young Irish-speaking solicitor would go 
down to the Gaeltacht and say to the people “  I can 
speak Irish and do your work in Irish. Let me have 
your business.”  We find that substantially very few 
are competent to carry on in Irish, and! as long as that 
is so it is futile for us to carry on the work in Irish 
in the courts. We searched the profession for Irish

speaking justices who had other necessary qualifications,, 
and we suceeded with some difficulty in getting jus
tices for the western sea-board, and we also managed 
to get clerks reasonably competent to carry on their 
work in Irish. Very little business is done in the 
courts in Irish, primarily because practitioners do not 
know the language.

Chairman.— As far as we can see the Irish-speaking 
districts must wait to get Irish-speaking solicitors and 
barristers until the governing bodies of the profession 
make up their minds that they will be prepared to 
give them persons so qualified?—Either that or that 
any man coming into the profession would have Irish 
as a matter of course, if the general educational pro
gramme waŝ  such that people entering the learned pro
fessions would have Irish just as well as English.

Dcirutn Baxter.—Suppose you were faced with the 
problem of taking the census would you be able to do 
it? Would you have a sufficient number of Gardai to 
do this work in Irish in the Gaeltacht‘.’ --I  think we 
would be put to the pin of our collar. We might just 
manage it. It would be very costly because it would 
mean shifting men about and transferring all the men 
who speak Irish. It would be a costly proceeding 
and I think we could just provide enough men lor that 
limited purpose; of course we could provide a good 
number of men with a limited knowledge of Irish who 
would be able to ask people questions as to what were 
their names, their age"-, whether they ware native 
speakers and so on.

Has the possibility of this taking place occurred to 
you?— We have been so very busy restoring order that
we have not vet reached that stage. We may when wo 
have our force trained. We have too much to do as it
is.

If it were decided to-morrow that this would be part 
of your work, arei you in a position to get on with that 
work satisfactorily?—Well, with some hesitation,. I 
would undertake to do it.

The point I want to get at is the effect1 of the Gardai 
going through the Gaeltacht doing this work. Wlmt 
do you think the effect of the Gardai going into an 
Irish-speaking district and taking the census in Eng
lish would be as against going in and taking it in Irish? 
—From the point of view of preservation of the lan
guage it would have a very prejudicial effect. The 
native speaker has not reached the stage that he has- 
the same respect for his own language as we who have 
studied and learned it.

The idea of doing this work in their own language 
would have a very good effect?— Yes.

In that way the Gardai would be brought more into 
touch with the people of the Gaeltacht than by any 
other work they do, which is done in a different spirit, 
than, for instance, their efforts to put down illicit dis
tillation?—They have other duties than that to perform, 
such as issuing fire arm licences and getting passports. 
The Gardai do a tremendous amount of miscellaneous 
work. It would not require a census to be taken to 
make people feel that the Gardai do other work besides 
putting people in prison. The Gardai do all kinds of 
work.

]'. 0 Cadhla■— T h ey  still m a k e  th e  a g r icu ltu ra l
returns?-—Yes.

Dc/intji Baxter.—Have the Gardai stationed in the 
Gaeltacht definite instructions that the language they 
use, where they can, shall be Irish?—They have been 
brought up in that spirit. It is the whole spirit 
of tl.eir training. The local officers have specific in
structions that it is a matter of discipline. They are 
also brought up in that spirit in the Depot. It. is 
insisted that Irish is to be given a fair chance, and as 
a matter of discipline, local officers are enjoined to see 
that it is done.

In recruiting would your policy, personally, be more 
favourable towards recruiting from the Gaeltacht if. 
the type of applicant was up to the same standard all 
round.

What is most against him, would you say his edu
cational standard is lower?—I would, that is my point.

Fr. Cunningham— Would it be true to say they had 
not educational facilities in these districts?—That may 
be the explanation. I am only saying that the men 
from the Gaeltacht come out with a lower educational 
standard. I  don’t know what the cause is. It may 
be that the individual does not get as good an educa-
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tioni as in other parts or he does not avail of the facili
ties afforded him.

Deputy Baxter.—Tell us who is responsible for trans
lating Garda Siochana to Civic Guard?—It is a long 
story and it happened before I came into the public 
service in spring, 1922. I  am speaking historically and 
subject to correction. In the spring of 1922 the Pro
visional Government recognised that a police force had 
to be established. The R. I. C- had not yet been dis
banded. We could not take them over, and they had 
been provided for in the Treaty. A committee was 
set up to consider the- matter. That committee made 
certain recommendations for the establishment of a 
national police force, and somebody selected the name 
Civic Guard. Civic Guard was the first name given the 
national police forces, and they were known as the 
Civic Guard right up to 1923 when we gave them a 
statutory basis by introducing into the Dáil a Bill 
called the Civic Guard Bill. A deputy from the labour 
benches moved an amendment to the Bill to change 
Civic Guard into Garda Siochana. We ourselves had 
translated Civic Guard into Garda Siochana, and it was 
regarded as the best Irsh equivalent for Civic Guard. 
The statutory title is Garda Siochana, and Civic Guard 
should not be used by anybody, but, unfortunately, it 
got a good start.

p. Ó Cadhla.— Unfortunately the Irish language has 
suffered from that policy all along.

Deputy Baxter.— With regard to our legal system are 
we to take it our lawyers come through our primary 
and secondary schools and University?—Yes

It is a problem of education really to get them 
equipped with a knowledge of Irish?—I think so.

Very few of our lawyers to-day come out without 
having passed through a secondary school?—Very few.

It is entirely a problem of education?— Yes.
If the schools’ programme gave Irish its proper 

place it would not be possible for any of these to get 
through school without being equipped with a know
ledge of Irish?— That is so, and when a man came to 
the professional examination he would have Irish as a 
matter of course, and the governing body would not be 
concerned with it.

Would you say that if the benchers were favourably 
disposed to giving Irish its proper place that that 
would be a further incentive to would-be barristers?— 
Undoubtedly-

Similarly with the Incorporated Law Society with 
regard to solicitors?— Y es ,  unquestionably.

Have you any experience of what the spirit would be 
in these bodies, is there any number oi men sufficiently 
sympathetic with the ideals of the Irish nation to 
take action?—I would not answer that question. I 
don’t think I could answer for professional bodies. 
Being an official and coming into daily contact with 
members of the profession I cannot express an opinion. 
If I w ere an ordinary citizen I would.

.1« Srabhac.—Are you afraid?— I would not be afraid. 
I cannot tell you who are the benchers and who are 
the Incorporated Law Society.

Deputy Baxter.—There arc many men in both profes
sions whom one would say are very sympathetic to 
the Irish nation?—I think the profession is democratic. 
All the members of the. profession are the product of 
the country, and as such are representative of the 
country.

It seems an impossibility to get these governing 
bodies to conform?—No, it should not be. These are 
matters of growth. The professions are the growth 
of the people. There are no class barriers and anyone 
can go into them. They grow out of the people and in 
time what the people will be the professions will be.

Would you hold that the professions should give the 
people a lead in this matt «a- if we are to have a dis
tinctive culture?—If we can claim a very definite 
culture of our own, which is materially different from 
the culture of other countries and characteristic of our
selves, I would think the learned professions would 
promote that culture. I think the learned professions 
have great privileges in any country and they owe 
something to the country in which they flourish to see 
that the national culture does not lose anything. In 
other countries that is so. Doctors, lawyers and other 
professional men add to their countries’ culture and 
very often they are the main exponents of their coun
tries’ culture.

There is no reason why they should not do the same

in this country?—No, but as I  said it is a matter of 
growth.

Mr. Hanly.—Are these teachers in the Depot com-, 
petent to teach Irish?—Yes.

You said the entrance examinations were oral, are they 
all oral?—They are not all oral.

Is there an oral examination included in every 
instance?— Yes.

Mr. Coogan.—We have also the ”  P "  examination 
and Irish is an essential subject, and the oral exami
nation in an essential part.

Mr. Friel.—These are held by the Civil Service Com
missioners, and whatever their policy would be would 
also be our policy.

Mr. Hanly.—In sending men to the Gaeltacht is 
there any concession of any kind to these men because 
of their knowledge of Irish?—No. there are inducements 
in the fact that Irish' is an integral part of promotion. 
If a man wants promotion he knows he must study 
Irish.

Have you heard the rumour that at the present time 
men both in the Army and the Garda and other public 
services who are liable to be ■-ent to the Gaeltacht be
cause they have Irish are hiding their knowledge of 
Irish because of the danger of being sent there, due to 
the fact that they do not like the conditions?—There is 
no doubt it exists, but it exists to a lesser extent in the 
police force than anywhere else. The police is a new 
force and we are getting men in from day to day, and 
we are looking for men with Irish. They are glad to 
get in, and there is not the same tendency to hide their 
knowledge ot Irish, as for instance, in the case of the 
old customs and excise officers. They are young men 
and don't appreciate the difference between life in 
Dublin and in the Gaeltacht.

Do you think it would be desirable to offer any in
ducement to the men going to the Gaeltacht—financial 
or otherwise?— \Ye always resist that kind of thing. 
We don't like to make any special exceptions or to 
give monetary rewards. They are bad for the service.

If you send a man down chasing poteen makers you 
surely offer some special attraction to him in the way 
of promotion?—There is a monetary consideration, but 
not a very considerable one, from the revenue com
missioners. As a matter of fact, up to recently the sup
pression of this traffic was primarily a revenue matter. 
They did not suppress it as a social evil, but because it 
was a dutiable matter. For a long time the ordinary 
police did not bother, and you had a special police deal
ing with it. We have regarded it from the social stand
point, and we have made it a crime. The Revenue 
Commissioners are still interested in seeing that illicit 
distillation does not flourish. They are prepared 
always to give rewards, and they hand us over money 
on a certain fixed scale. We hand it over to the 
police.

The principle of reward is actually established, and 
it would be only a case of expansion ?—We could give 
some kind of reward for meritorious service and con
strue meritorious service where a fellow has done good 
work for Irish in the Gaeltacht.

Do you think that would be desirable ?—It would 
not- be undesirable.

And fit it in with other regulations ?—There would 
be no trouble.

I think you said the height limit for recruits was 5 
feet 9 ins. ?—Yes.

In the| old R.I.C. it was only 5 feet 8 ins. ?—No, it
was 5 feet 9 ins.

Are any concessions given in that respect 1\ e 
did a little of that, but we find that the bigger the 
policeman the better. There is more respect for the big 
policeman especially when suppressing scenes of dis
order at fairs and such places. For ordinary police duty 
and the policing of this city we think it better to have 
a decent standard of policeman. People are more im
pressed when they see a big strapping policeman 
regulating traffic say at the corner of Grafton Street, 
and they obey him more readily than they would a 
small, undersized policeman.

Has the question been considered of making Dish 
a compulsory subject any time in the future, lor 
instance, five years hence in order to encourage 
people to learn Irish?—Irish is a compulsory subject 
for promotions. It is an essential part fw  that.

Vocal Irish?—Yes.
Has it been considered at all to make Irish a com
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pulsory subject for entrance?—No, we do not iegard 
that as our job at all. We will do that when t very- 
one in the Dáil speaks Irish and does all his business 
there in Irish. When the country can produce Irish
speaking deputies we will produce Irish-speaking 
police.

You said it would be considered a retrograde step 
to interfere with the governing bodies of the pro
fessions at the present time,?—Yes.

I am just putting it to you that they are in a retro
grade position at the present time if they don’t include 
Irish in their examinations ?—I would like to know, 
Mr. Chairman, if I should answer that question.

Chairman.—I don’t think Mr. Friel is called upon 
to answer a question like that.

Witness.—The Incorporated Law Society could be 
asked to give evidence.

.In. Heabhac -  You refer to Article 4 of the Treaty 
as establishing Irish as the official language?—Eng
lish has also an official standing.

It is asserted that English is to be equally recog
nised as the official language. Does it ever arise that 
there is a conflict between the two in law? Might 
'anybody insist on either one of them being used on 
any particular occasion?—I certainly think if a per
son insists on using Irish he is entitled to persist. 
That was always the case even in the old days, and 
the county councils had power to appoint and pay 
court interpreters, and it has happened that people 
either could not or would, not give evidence in court 
only in Irish. Even then it was recognised that 
people could not be compelled to speak in a language 
they did not understand. If people want to speak 
Irish we cannot question their right if they insist. 
We should see they have facilities.

And the opposite holds good in the same way ?—I 
think it does. That is the situation.

Does it ever arise that where a legal document is 
prepared in Irish that the court or the judge may 
insist that it shall be in English ?—I don’t think that 
the court would insist.

Has anybody the power to insist that a- given docu
ment shall be in English?—I don’t think so. Of 
course that is a legal question, but if I might anti
cipate a decision on the matter I would be inclined 
to think that the Supreme Court would hold that 
people are entitled to have documents in Irish. If 
I want to draw up a document in Irish no one can 
compel me to draw it up in English.

Some of them have tried?—It. is a matter of com
mon sense to give and take in the present conditions. 
It is really a matter for compromise.

The general policy or the general desire is now that 
in all appointments and administration there should 
be ability on the part of all officers to deal with 
matters in either language?—Yes.

Now in regard to your administration, is that more 
English than it is Irish?—Yes.

In dealing with the interests of the general life of 
the community outside, is it more generally done in 
English?—Yes. The real reason is that the bulk of 
the people understand English better. I may say that 
the people in key positions in my department are 
capable of dealing with matters in both languages.

In reference to the administration of these six or 
seven counties coloured on the map, is the docu
mentary and clerical work of the Garda Siochana 
there preponderatingly in English ?—I would be dis
posed to admit it is, because most of the people don’t 
know Irish.

In your policy for the administration of these six 
or seven counties, is there a definite view for the 
gradual Gaelicising of the service in these places?— 
I would not put it that way because, as I said before, 
it is not our job departmentally. I have tried to make 
it plain in my memorandum that we recognise that 
the bulk of the inhabitants in certain districts are 
Irish speakers, and since Irish is the national 
language we cannot complain of that. It is our job 
to see that they have facilities to carry on their busi
ness in Irish if they want to. From that point of view 
we are trying to get more and more suitable men for 
work in the Gaeltacht.

In what you have done for the handling of Irish in 
these districts, is it more with a view to greater 
efficiency in your department or with the definite in

tention of encouraging Irish ?—Up to the present, and 
without prejudice to the future, our main effort has 
been towards efficiency, but we have an undefined 
sentimental attitude in) the matter.

I would like the second consideration to form part 
of the first ?—At the moment, certainly if we had done 
that we would not have the Garda Siochana to-day.

Chairman.—When you say that you have a sentimen
tal attitude in the matter, are we to understand that 
you as an official have no definite direction from the 
Government to see that steps are taken that your depart
ment is bilingual?—We have no definite instructions, 
but it is generally understood. There has never been 
any clearly defined instruction except that notices in 
the Iris CHfiuiuil must be bilingual. On one occasion 
somebody put in a general notice in English only and 
the Executive Council made an order that that was 
wrong. It has always been insisted that article 4 of 
the Treaty was there, and I always took it for granted 
that it was my headline. For example, we had a 
vacancy recently for a district court clerk. An open 
competitive examination was not deemed suitable, ana 
we adopted a selection board. The selection board 
set an examination and said that there were three 
suitable men, and that the Minister for Justice ought 
to make the final choice. No. 1 was the best all 
round; No. 2 was a good second; No. 3 was not far 
behind and in addition was a good Irish speaker. 
The Minister automatically appointed No. 3. In 
another case in the Co. Kildare we actually gave a 
fellow with Irish preference although there were no 
people in the district speaking Irish. In the Gael- 
lacht the man with Irish automatically gets prefe
rence! over equally good men with no Irish. That is 

»the atmosphere. The district justices were delibe
rately picked out for their Irish. All appointments 
in the western sea-board were filled with justices se
lected because they had Irish.

.4» ,S'eahhar.—So the Ministry has recognised that 
there is su ch  a thing as the Gaeltacht—a certain sec
tion of the country where the population speaks Irish ? 
—Certainly.

In dealing with that place you have said that what 
provision you have made was for the greater efficiency 
of your department to work in the place?—Yes.

Are we to understand from you definitely that it is 
not yet of any interest to your department to preserve 
or spread Irish in that area through the prestige or 
authority of the Ministry for Justice?—I would not 
admit any such thing.

What then is your attitude?—I will explain our 
attitude. Efficiency comes first; there is no question 
about that, but we had the sentimental idea in the 
background.

Arising out of that, has any instruction been given 
to the officers working under your Ministry in that 
area to use the prestige of their position in that area 
towards the advancement of Irish?—I would say we 
did no such thing. I don’t regard my department as 
a department for the preservation or advancement of 
the Irish language.

You are quite satisfied to admit that the work of 
your department in Irish-speaking districts will have 
a great influence for thel use of English or Irish ?—I 
admit that.

Your Ministry would not be anxious that your 
department and its influence should be used to further 
the national language and preserve it?—Of course 
that is a question of Government policy, and I cannot 
speak authoritatively on that question at all.

You are not conscious of any Government policy in 
regard to it ?—I wonder am I competent to talk about 
Government policy.

Chairman.—1 think the question has been more or 
less generally answered.

Mr. Friel-—I cannot make it any clearer. We have 
article 4 of the Treaty and we regard it as a legal 
point. It is our official headline. I  have shown posi
tive proof of what we have done in this matter. We 
have actually sent a circuit judge to Mayo and Galway 
because he had Irish. There was a very definite sen
timental idea in that.

Is there anything like a definite policy outside the 
question of efficiency and the maintenance of law and 
order? Is the Irish language itself and its preserva
tion a matter for the consideration of your Ministry ?
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—That is the case, as I  said before, as regards the 
Gaeltacht; as regards efficiency outside the Gael- 
tacht we have perfect efficiency without Irish, but 
still we make men learn Irish. What more proof 
can we give.

P. ú Cadhla.—Put the ijucstion this way. The dis
couragement of Irish in the old days made them 
believe that the less they used Irish the better chance 
they had of succeeding in the courts or elsewhere. 
Don’t, you think that the present Government should 
take steps to impress on these people that they wish 
them to use Irish on all occasions?—We do that as far 
as we can. These people are -still of the opinion that the 
law is opposed to them. They fear the law, and they 
think they prejudice their case in court if they use 
Irish?—I have known a case where a man used Irish 
in the hope of prejudicing the court, and when he 
failed he used English.

The people have the idea1 still stuck in their heads 
that it prejudices their case to use Irish, and you have 
admitted that few lawyers can speak Irish?— It is all 
a question of growth. We know in the back of our 
minds that this is primarily an educational matter. 
If pressed we sue prepared to admit that the conver
sion of the «hole adult population into Irish speakers 
is an impossibility. We have no delusions about it 
either from private experience or official experience. It 
is a question of the education of the youth, and we 
are doing our best to encourage it.

Do you admit that all the channels leading up to the 
highest positions in your department are open to 
people who speak entirely in Irish '1—Without any 
English ?

I don’t believe you can staff any headquarters with 
Irish speakers who do not know English.

For these people to get recognised as barristers or 
district justices I admit it will take some time ?—I 
don’t follow your line of thought. Far from being a 
disadvantage it is a definite advantage for persons 
to have a good knowledge of Irish, but they must have 
English as well.

You believed that children who never spoke English 
and have got an all-Irish education and the whole of 
the intermediate education that these channels are 
open to them to proceed in that way?—There are 
limitations certainly to a person educated purely in 
Irish. He has not the same chance as a person speak
ing English.

An Seabhac.—In regard to the official attitude of 
your department in dealing with the ordinary people 
with whom you come into touch in the Gaeltacht, 
what is the rule with regard to summons forms and 
such things. Is there any rule ?—There is a rule that 
all new forms are always produced bilingually, so that 
you have a supply of these forms in Irish. At the 
present moment we are awaiting the new rules of 
court, and it was decided that it was better not to 
translate the old forms because some of them were 
very archaic. We will have entirely new forms under 
these rules.

What about the ordinary simple district court 
forms ?—When we disbanded the petty sessions clerks 
we had a difficult job in getting the machinery going 
again. The question of legal forms was not a question 
for the Government then. The Stationery Office and 
others printed them, and the old petty sessions clerks 
used to buy these and were given an allowance for 
the purpose. We believe that from a strict business 
standpoint we must revert to that. It is not our 
business to give these forms free. The time might 
come when the question of forms would not be under 
our control at all.

For the past two years the ones issued from you 
have been in English?—Yes.

Are you aware that during the Anglo-Irish war the 
forms were in-, Irish altogether ?—I am not personally 
aware of that. It is a matter of time as soon as the 
new rules are ready to have all the rules in Irish and 
English. We have some forms already in Irish and 
English. These are not bilingual in the sense that 
both Irish and English appear on the same form. 
They are all in Irish or all in English. There is a 
common form, the form of recognisance when a fellow 
has to give bail, which we have changed under the 
Criminal Justice Administration Act and produced 
a new form of recognisance in Irish only. There is an

English version for people who want English. I don’t 
pretend we have done a great deal but we are doing 
our best.

Under the new regulations will it be possible in any 
particular area to have all these forms in Irish alto
gether if it is decided that shall be done?—The 
district justice and district court clerk would under
stand them but we can see the difficulty with the 
professional man. How is he going to understand 
them if he has no Irish? We have no difficulty in 
sending out instructions to the clerks in Irish.

In dealing with the Irish-speaking clerks in the 
Gaeltacht that is done in English presumably?—At 
the moment, yes.

Is it possible in the future that you can change 
that and deal with them and the district justices in 
Irish?—It is quite feasible but there is one reserva
tion, that we are going to have a hard time to get 
accustomed to legal terms. It is not easy to get over 
that difficulty. When you consider how hard it is to 
understand Acts of Parliament in English you can 
imagine how difficult it will be to understand them 
in Irish.

R. 0 Fotjhudha-— Would it not bo a blessing to 
get away from the English “  jargon ”  used in the 
administration of the law ?—Technical “ jargon”  is 
essential in the administration of the law. Technical 
terms grow inevitably, and any person must ap
preciate that technical “  jargon ”  is as inevitable as 
the rising sun.

No instruction has gone to officials in the Irish
speaking districts that they shall try to get people 
to do as much of the court work in Irish as possible ?— 
No.

Would there be any difficulty in getting that sent 
or would any difficulty arise as a result of sending 
that ?—I don’t think so, but I would not think it any 
part of my official duty unless I was told to do it.
I would not even ask a district court clerk to influence 
anyone to use Irish. We are simply passive; we do 
what the people wish us to do for them.

It would not upset your department if that were 
done ?—No.

With regard to these forms again. Is this the class 
of type (referring to form) you are going to send out? 
— .Mr. Chairman, do you think I should answer that?

Chairman.—You have no answer to it.
Witness.—I say it does not concern me.
An Seabhac.—In some districts you have arranged 

for Irish-speaking district justices and Irish-speaking 
clerks of district courts, and in those districts you 
have appointed state solicitors who do not know a 
word of Irish?—I don’t appoint state solicitors—the 
Attorney-General appointed them.

There is a double-barrelled administration in law?— 
It would take me a good many hours to. give you a 
definition of the position of the Attorney-General.

It means that you have not appointed state soli
citors ?—No.

Have you appointed the clerks of the peace?—I 
cannot answer that off-hand. It is a moot question. 
WTe have inherited the existing clerks of the crown 
and peace, and until we have our individual court 
officer system established under the new rules this 
question won’t arise very much. It is probable that 
my minister would not appoint these clerks, and it 
is quite possible the Eixeeutive Council as a whole 
will do it.

Then if you have not the appointment of state soli
citors, is there any possibility of co-operation to the 
effect that you and the other authority shall have 
the same aim ?—There is, of course, because we are 
both subject to the Executive Council, and the 
Attorney-General primarily is there to advise the 
Executive Council and to represent the State gene
rally and the Executive Council in legal proceedings. 
On matters that are grounded on general policy apart 
from the law, the Executive Council can direct the 
lines on which our department can be influenced.

You would not expect any difficulties in getting that 
other authority to co-operate with you in providing 
Irish-speaking officals for the Gaeltacht?—I  would not 
expect any difficulty whatever. The Attorney-General 
sent an Irish-speaking barrister to conduct a prose
cution in Galway. The Gaelic League wrote a letter
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to me about it. We would not have any primary 
responsibility for state solicitors.

You make other appointments in these districts— 
peace commissioners?—Yes.

Do you appoint commissioners for oaths ?—The chief 
justice in open court undell the Courts of Justice Act 
does.

In regard to peace commissioners, have you had 
the question of appointing men who knew Irish 
brought to your attention, and has the Ministry pro
vided Irish-speaking peace commissioners recently ?— 
Yes. We have had the question before us. WTe have 
always done our best. We have got recommendations 
very often from the Irish-speaking districts and from 
responsible people who are known to have strong per
sonal interests in the spoken language and 
we have always taken the recommendations. A mem
ber of this Commission asked us to appoint two Irish 
speakers in Waterford. Getting peace commissioners 
is a rather difficult task. A man must have certain 
qualities. He must have a certain amount of educa
tional standing. It is regrettable, but it is a fact that 
education is low in Irish-speaking districts.

On the question of peace commissioners, is it a 
fact that in the little towns in the Irish-speaking 
districts like Donegal and Dungarvan the residents 
of these towns are much more alive to these honours 
than substantial fanners who might be equally good 
educationally and might be Irish speakers?—With 
one stroke of the pen we abolished justices of the 
peace and we had to appoint commissioners. We 
appointed 2,000, and we have no doubt made several 
mistakes, but- we are constantly reviewing the situa
tion. They are essential; we cannot get on without 
them, and whenever we get people sufficiently qualified 
to carry out the duties of the position we are 
delighted, and when it is proved to us they are quali
fied we appoint them.

If it were decided that in the future your admin
istration in the Gaeltacht should be Gaelic altogether 
except when it would have to be English owing to 
the ignorance of Irish on the part of someone, could 
your department deal efficiently with it ?—I think it 
would put a very heavy strain on us in the present 
■circumstances.

Could it be done in five years ?—We would go a long 
way on the road. If any sensible body of men put 
it down as reasonable I  would be slow to refuse to 
carry the thing out. I don’t see sufficient barriers to 
frighten me off altogether.

Let us take Dingle. If the district court clerk there 
got instructions from you that litigants’ names were to 
be in the Gaelic form unless they objected to it, could 
not that be done?—Certainly provided there was a 
good list of Irish names available.

In, most districts it is more than likely that a man 
is known by his Irish name, and he is not known by 
his English name ?—If a fellow gives his name in the 
ordinary form I have no doubt the clerk writes it 
down.

That could not happen in Cahirciveen?—Why? 
Because the clerk does not know Irish at all?— 
He is an old petty sessions clerk, and this is one 

of the biggest districts ’ —Whilst we disbanded a great 
many petty sessions clerks, we took some back 
because the local people had' no animus against them. 
It is a question of money and if you like fair play to 

the man himself, because otherwise we would have to 
give him a pension.

With regard to the Garda Siochana, let us take 
Kerry. You have a list of officers in that county ?— 
Yes.

An officer in that list is written down as an Irish 
speaker and the only officer in all Kerry who is so. 
He is stationed in Tralee, and that is the least Irish
speaking part of the county, yet you have non-Irish- 
speaking officers in Oahoreiveen, Dingle and Kenmare, 
all three Irish-speaking centres?

Mr. Coogan■—'That is a difficulty we are up 
against. Our previous officer in Dingie got into some 
difficulties, and we could not fill his place right off 
the reel with an Irish speaker.

But since then you have had two who did not know 
Irish, and the net result is that in Kerry you have no 
-officer at all stationed in Irish-speaking stations who 
knows Irish?

Mr. Coogan.—As far as our reports go there is no 
necessity to have an officer who can use Irish, because 
there is not any Irish used in the court in Dingle. 
When the people who come to court want to use Irish 
it is spoken, otherwise it is not used.

In the ordinary carrying out of their duty by the 
Garda Siochanna in any Irish-speaking district they 
have to come into touch with the people intimately? 

Mr. Friel.—Yes.
You have an Irish-speaking officer in Tralee and 

there is no Irish-speaking district within fifteen miles 
of Tralee, so his being there does not count from an 
Irish-speaking point of view?

Mr. Coogan.—Our officers are graded first, second 
and third class, and the districts are graded first, 
second and third class. One of the rules of the service 
is that no man can serve in his native county or in 
an adjoining county, and that makes it singularly 
difficult to place officers.

An extraordinary thing is happening owing to that. 
Irish-speaking districts because they are Irish-speak
ing and better conducted than other places are getting 
third class officers.

Mr. Coogan.—It ia not because a man is a third- 
class officer that he is any worse. A man starts on 
the third-class grade and goes by stages to first-class.

Are we to understand that all the Irish-speaking 
officers are first-class ?

Mr. Coogan-—A good many of them are.
Mr. Freil.—The most of them are Fainne men, and 

a man with a Fainne is a man who, as a rule, has a 
secondary education. Most of these men have learned 
Irish by study and they are well educated and 
they must he well educated to carry a first-class 
district.

I am thinking of the effect on the public if in 
Dingle you have the rank and file Irish speakers, and 
an officer comes along with greater authority and 
apparently more important who is not an Irish 
speaker, are you not satisfied to admit that that would 
be a set-back in the minds of the people in regard to 
Irish?—Quite so, but underlying all that is the 
simple geographic difficulty. The fact is that the 
western sea-board is barren and no country can 
.possibly afford to throw away money on that 
place. You don’t send your first class officers there 
when you have more complex problems to deal with in 
places like Bray.

Is it not h fact in these districts in which 
there are stations manned by Irish-speaking gardai, 
and where there is an officer who knows no Irish, 
that it has a rather depressing effect on the enthu
siasm of the rank and file who know Irish ?—Possibly.

Mr. Coogan.—I think both the officers in Dingle 
and Cahirciveen have a knowledge of Irish. They 
passed the Cadet Examination, which had Irish as 
a compulsory subject, and they have at least a fair 
literate knowledge of Irish.

Mr. Friel.—By the time we consider every service 
problem and bring in Irish as well we have a big 
problem before us.

If it were decided that the services of Irish-speak
ing officers should be had in districts which are 75 
per cent, and over Irish-speaking, would the Garda 
Siochana be able to provide officers as it is consti
tuted at the moment?

Mr. Coogan-—Yes, but it would mean putting first- 
class officers in third-class districts,

Is the service able to provide in the ordinary way 
sufficient third-class officers to manage these districts?— 
At present it would be very difficult to get proper 
material. As a matter of fact, at the moment it has 
been a matter of some anxiety to get suitable men 
at all, and by the time we get suitable men and give 
them Irish as well, we are pretty well on our beam 
ends, if you will excuse the remark.

Is there recruiting to- the Garda at present?—It is 
suspended. It will be closed for the next couple of 
months.

What are the future conditions with regard to
Irish?

Mr. Coogan-.—Irish will be included in the en
trance examination for those coming from native 
districts to enable them to pass the entrance exami
nation.

Mr. Friel.—As time goes on we will be more con
cerned about Irish. At the moment the job is to get
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inon any way who would be good policemen, and Irish 
is only a secondary consideration.

Is it a fact that at the headquarters in Dubin 
during training the men are encouraged in the 
matter of Irish?

Mr. Cnoijuv.—We give them two hours’ Irish 
every day.

Is it your desire that they should know Irish?— 
Yes. Irish is an essential subject for promotion in 
the Garda.

Do you think the men recognise the gravity of 
that, and that they recognise and appreciate your 
anxiety and your enthusiasm, and that they try to 
translate it into learning the language.

Mr. Friel.—They must do it. A man must pass 
a literary qualification for promotion. He must pass 
a standard educational examination.

What is the standard in Irish for promotion ?—The 
Civil Service Commissioners set the papers in con
sultation with us.

Does not a good deal depend on the standard ?— 
You have to start off with a comparatively low stan
dard. We have a police force of 6,000, and, with 
Irish as an essential subject for promotion, and 
having regard to the condition of the country and 
its most recent history, we must go slowly and we 
must set a general standard.

In this examination you hold for promotion is a 
good knowledge of Irish of any particular advan
tage to a man over one who has only a fair know
ledge ?-r-He has a very definite advantage, and, per
sonally, when the marks were put before me for ap
proval I hesitated whether Irish was not given too 
great a show having regard to our primary job.

H i. ( ’oinjiin.—Fifty per cent, of the men who got 
promotion got it on Irish.

The standaid you set being low, a man with a 
fair knowledge of Irish could get 100 per cent., while 
a man who could do Keating could only get 100 per 
cent, too ?

Mr. Friel.—That- is so.
Mr. Cuiiiitoi.—If you put a premium on a small 

percentage of good Irish speakers you are going to 
have trouble in the Gardai.

A man coming from Dublin knows English better 
than a man coming from Ballyferriter. The latter 
knows Irish 100 per cent, and English 40 per cent., 
and the man from Dublin knows English 100 per 
cent, and Irish 33i peT cent. Yet the 331 per cent, 
man sits down to an examination and gets 100 per 
cent, in Irish and the man from Ballyferriter also 
gets 100 per Cent., whereas lie can only get 40 per cent, 
in English.

Mr. Friel —We cannot alter that.
If you have not the same standard of difficulty in 

Irish as you have in English you are doing the man 
who talks, Irish well a harm?—When it comes to 
subjeets ljke geography and mathematics we have 
no objection if the Civil Service Commissioners put 
them in Irish and English and let who pleases 
answer in Irish.

Mr. ('aoijnn.—It is optional to candidates to write 
the English essay in Irish.

I have had complaints from mep who know Irish 
very well, and who only get the same 100 per cent, 
or 90 per cent, as people who have not half their 
knowledge ?

Mr. V ii(ii.iiin.—The literary examination only
qualifies them for promotion. It does not affect 
promotion proper. The professional qualifications 
are the ones that we look after. Provided a man is 
qualified in the literary subjects he is qualified to 
compete in the professional examination.

Mr. Friel-—The examination from our point of 
view is a simple examination. It is simply a guar
antee that a man is able to read and write reason
ably well, and is able to make simple calculations 
in arithmetic. The standard is low, and is only a 
sort of qualifying examination to guarantee that a 
man has sufficient qualifications to make an officer. 
The Teal qualification is the professional examina
tion.

Has any instruction been sent to the Gardai in 
the Gaeltacht as regards the use of Irish in their 
social relations with the people ?

Mr. Coupon.—In every case the officers have been 
so instiueted.

It has not gone direct to the men?—It has gone to 
them through the officers. Some of the Guards com

plain that the people prefer to use English in place, 
of Irish.

Mr. Friel.—If you send a Kerry Irish speaker to 
Donegal, the native speaker is annoyed when he ia 
addressed by the Kerry man, and will not talk to 
him in Irish.

The same will hold good with regard to English ?— 
It is very often a question of idiom. Very often the- 
words used in Donegal would not be used in Kerry* 
and -Bice i'cr.so.

V. 0 CiiiUiUi.—It is simply a case of having got an- 
education in Irish at all. Any native speaker who 
is able to read Irish at all will be able to read the 
Irish of every district.

An î i'a hhoc.—An instruction has gone out to this- 
effect that they should use Irish in their general 
association with the people of these districts. That 
has gone to the men through their officers?—Yes.

About the question of the procedure in the Dis
trict Courts. The professional lawyers are outside- 
your control altogether ?—They are.

There are a few points you referred to. There isi 
some sort of a veto by the Chief Justice in regard 
to tlie appointment of solicitors ?—I think the idea 
is that a solicitor is an officer of the Court and the 
Chief Justice is the man who calls him in. It is a 
formality.

Has that veto ever been exercised?—No, I don’t, 
think so. The Chief Justice naturally accepts the 
recommendation of the Incorporated Law Society.

And they set an educational standard examina
tion and all the other things?—They do, and the 
same is the case with barristers.

Is there any statutory authority at all given, to the 
Incorporated Law Society?—There is the Solicitors 
Act, 1898. They have a certain status undoubtedly 
under law.

Have you any census of the number of lawyers- 
in the country who know Irish?—No. But there are 
not very many of them.

On the other hand, what would you think of the 
suggestion for legislation that in certain districts; 
the work of the Courts shall be done in Irish, 
altogether except where the litigant is ignorant of 
Irish?—There is no official view on that. My per
sonal view is that I would be slow to recommend it.
I don't think the idea of compulsion is the way to 
tackle a job like that. It must be an idea of natural 
growth.

One great difficulty would lie whether you would get 
a Circuit Judge You may laugh at the law and legal 
' jargon.'’ hut it takes n, very long practice to 
enable one to sit in a Court and give justice. You 
yourself admit that there are only thirteen Irish', 
speakers amongst the legal profession.

.4« Srnbhac.—Those are solicitors?—No man re
gards a solicitor as a proper man to make a Circuit 
Jud go. A barrister is the proper man. and you 
would not Lave enough Circuit Judges for the western 
seaboard, and you cannot create them.

But if these were available?—By the time you 
have enough skilled lawyers to make Circuit Judges 
for the whole western seaboard that problem will 
not arise at all. It will be settled.

Could not there he an increase of the jurisdiction 
of the District Courts to cover it?—No. It is only 
a year ago since we moved from the time 
when you could only sue for £2 in the Petty Ses
sions Court. Now you can sue for sums up to £25. 
We have abolished a couple of thousand honorary- 
magistrates and appointed thirty-three paid magis
trates to do the work they did, and it was a very big 
step.

V. (') Cadida.—The Gardai have got instructions to 
speak Irish in the Trish-speaking districts. Is there 
any cognisance taken as to whether they do or not?

ilr. Cnogan.—There is no disciplinary punish
ment.

If there is a complaint that Gardai don’t use Irish 
what action is taken?

Mr. Friel.—It is immediately brought to the notice 
of the officer, and the men are exhorted to use Irish.

With regard to the interpretation of Article 4 o f 
the Constitution and this sentence in parenthesis, 
in the statement from your department I 
suppose we are only to tolerate English while we 
must, and that the ultimate idea is to substitute 
Irish. That is the aim of the Constitution?—!  only
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quoted the Article partially. It is very hard to know 
what is the policy of the Constitution. I would not 
say it had laid that down. I believe it points defi
nitely to bilingualism.

It would be important to know if that interpretation 
is to be allowed to stand. As far as I can understand 
it, if we want to use Irish in the Courts and have 
solicitors competent to use this legal “  jargon "  they 
use, it will be necessary to have that converted into 
Irish?—Some of that legal “  jargon "  is the outcome 
of experience and process extending over 700 years. 
That is the time it takes to create a code of law.

We seem to have all our phraseology got fiom  the 
way it has been adopted in English, and that Irish 
has to submit to it?—Well, English has to submit 
to Latin and Norman French, and there is very 
little of our whole culture that is not really Roman. 
The Roman Empire spread all over Europe, and no 
one suggests that there is anything wrong in France 
and Germany because their culture has been handed 
down from the Romans. This is a process of slow 
growth. There are practical difficulties, and it 
cannot be better illustrated than by the fact that 
many members of this Commission know Irish and 
we are using English.

Irish in these districts must be allowed a natural 
growth, and you admit the fact that when 
candidates for positions come they won't be able 
to stand your test if their education has been all 
in Irish ?—In looking over the whole thing you find 
there are other big difficulties. There are political 
and economic difficulties. Before you start on 
cultural development you must feed and clothe 
people. We have so many economic problems to 
solve that our whole energies are diverted in seeing 
that people are able to live. That is the day-to-day 
problem in the Gaeltacht. Our point of view up 
here is largely cultural. We cannot pretend it is 
anything else

Dr. Walsh.—The only thing I  want to refer to is 
that the whole trend of your evidence is that as 
Irish spreads the official side will follow—the Courts, 
the Garda Siachana, and so on—but we know that 
in the meantime Irish will die. It is a desperate 
thing this saving of Irish at the present time. We 
can hardly afford to wait. If we have to wait for a 
generation before professional men are converted 
into Irish speakers Irish will be gone. We are up 
against that. There are set examinations for pro
fessional men, and why cannot Irish be made an 
essential part of these examinations?—If public 
opinion in this country believes it is a sound prin
ciple for the State to intervene in the qualifications 
for the professional services well and good. I doubt 
if public opinion would look with favour upon more 
intervention from the State. There is already a lot 
of talk about centralisation and about too much 
:State intervention.

Dr. Walsh.—The intervention of the Government 
in disbanding rural councils and county councils is 
a very different kind of intervention from interven
tion in governing the activities of its own officials 
and those of professional people who get concessions 
from them to practise their professions.

Chairman.—What we are having now is an argu
ment between a commissioner and an official as to 
whether—

Dr. Walsh.—We always come up against the 
official. Will we ever have a chance of coming up 
against the people who regulate these things?

Chairman.—What we are dealing with in our first 
run is to get at facts. When we get the facts we get 
the ground on which to form our first opinion and 
to help our examination of general witnesses. If we 

/get up against a question as to suggested interfer
ence with the curriculum for solicitors or barristers 
we may possibly have to ask some of the Benchers 
or members of the Incorporated Law Society to 
come and give evidence, and stand a cross-examina
tion in the same way as outside people who press on 
us that we ought to interfere with these people.

Dr. Walsh.—I quite see I am exceeding my 
functions.

Chairman.—It is not so much exceeding your 
functions, as whether this cross-examination is of 
any value.

Dr. Walsh.—As regards the fact of his Department 
he has given the facts very fully.

Eistedrd 0 Foghlud.hu.—You say that poteen is 
manufactured generally in the Irish-speaking districts. 
On the principle of the poacher turned game-keeper, 
have you ever attempted to recruit Gardai from 
poteen manufacturers ?—We would be very slow to 
take them into the force.

As regards the statement that applicants from the 
Gaeltacht are not up to the standard, have you con
sidered tlie large proportion of the police forces in 
American and English cities that are Irish speakers, 
and how that comes about?—I question whether 
there is any proportion. You may find Irish speakers 
in a foreign police force, but one wonders what the 
proportion is.

Is it a fact that in Kilkieman and Rossmuck, 
where you have the District Justice, the clerk, the 
lay witnesses and solicitors knowing Irish, the cases 
in Court have to be heard in English because the 
Garda are tlie only persons who do not know Irish ?— 
I have heard that that has happened, and I am pre
pared to believe that is so.

Mr. Coogan.—The men in Rossmuck conduct their 
Court business in Irish. The sergeant in Oughterard 
and the officer in Clifden are competent Irish 
speakers.

Suppose the Gardai do not know Irish, could not 
an interpreter be provided for them and let the busi
ness be conducted in Irish?—You could not expect 
us to do that. We have to admit that in given, cases 
we have not done the right thing.

Mr. Coogan.—Our policy is to gradually introduce 
Irish speakers to the Irish-speaking stations. We 
are doing that as quickly as we can.

An. Seahhar.—If anybody should be put to a dis
advantage it should be the English speaker who is 
ignorant of Irish.

Mr. Friel.—If there is a professional man there 
you cannot do it. After all the professional man is 
the intervener between the public and the State, and 
is more or less independent.

.la tieahhac.—Would you not agree in the case of, 
let us say, Dingle, where the justice and the clerk 
and all the litigants know Irish, that the solicitor 
for the defence or the State solicitor should he put 
in the undignified position of Laving things trans
lated to them?

Chairman.—That is a matter of opinion, and the 
witness has stated his attitude towards it.

Ilistriird 0 h'liijlilinlliir.—In the case 1 have men
tioned would it not be better that interpreter* from 
Irish to English should be provided iu eases where all 
but one or two persons cannot speak Irish?—It is sur
prising the very small number of Irish speakers in 
the Gaeltacht who do not know a little English. The 
pure Irish .speaker is a bit of a myth.

In the matter of the rules of Court, have the Minis
ter for Justice and the Chief Justice anything to do with 
that?—In the District Court rules the Chief Justice. Las 
nothing to say. In the High Court rules he has a very 
big say. He is on the committee. There is a difference 
between the District Court and the Circuit Court too. 
In the case of the High Court there must be con
currence. The Minister cannot make rules without 
the concurrence of the Judges. There has to be a 
certain give and take, but in the case of the District 
Court Rules, the Minister is the rule-making autho
rity, and these rules will be laid before the 
Oireachtas.

They will be applied for all time ?—They can be 
altered.

What is the likelihood of Irish getting fairplay in 
these things?—I cannot say until I see them. They 
are being drafted by practical lawyers who are prac
tising in the courts.

Are there any people on that committee who take 
any particular interest in the matter of Irish in the 
courts?—There are. I think there are at least two
such people on that committee.

Out of how many?—About six or seven. We 
actually have a solicitor with a knowledge of Irish. 
The Incorporated Law Society had to chose at least 
two people with a knowledge of Irish, and they did it.

Can you say if the persons chosen have made 
acquaintance with the Brehon Laws?—This com
mittee is not dealing with the substantive law at all. 
There is just one other thing as a matter of interest.
I think you might like to hear the form of oath in use
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in the Gaeltacht. The oath is always given in Irish 
and taken in Irish. It reads as follows :—

“  Tugaim an leabhar i láthair Dé go ndeánfaidh 
mé an fhirinne iomlán na firinne agus gan aon nidh 
ach an fhirinne. Mar is maith liom m’anam do 
shabháil,”

An Seabhac.—I  believe it is a common practice in 
the Gardai to ask for a transfer from one district to 
another or to exchange with other Gardai. Are the 
forms required for that purpose provided with your 
sanction?—Yes.

If it happens that one in an Irish-speaking district 
wishes to leave, is there in that form any inquiry 
that the man who wishes to go to the Irish-speaking 
district has a knowledge of Irish ?—No.

If a Garda in the Gaeltacht wishes to exchange 
with another man, is it possible that the other man 
may be an English speaker?—It is not.

Mr. Coogan.—At the present moment Mr. Cullen 
who is in charge of this matter has certain instruc
tions to see that certain stations are manned with 
Irish speakers. When it becomes necessary to trans
fer a man he will replace him by an Irish speaker.

There is an automatic safeguard for these transfers 
then?—Yes.

Have you found amongst the Garda officers a ten
dency to get away from the Gaeltacht and come to 
nearer parts?—Yes.

Is it very marked?—It is not very marked, but no 
man likes to go to JBelmullet if he gets a chance of 
Bray.

Is there any encouragement that might be given to 
encounter that?—We have had several suggestions 
made, but nothing effective has been done up to the 
present.

Chairman.—Thank you, gentlemen.
The Commission adjourned.
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Evidence o f
DE. BARTLEY O’BEIRXE, M .D., D.P.H. (Tuberculosis Officer, Co. Galway).
M ICH EÁL R U AD H  0  CATHÁIX (President, Bilingual Teachers' Association).

The following statement of evidence, submitted by 
Dr. O'Beirne, had been circulated to the Com
missioners :—

Extent of Irish-speaking Areas.
1. As a county official my knowledge of conditions 

in all parts of the County Galway is fairly complete. 
I cannot speak for conditions in other counties.

Irish-speaking Areas.
2. In my opinion the whole area west of Lough 

Corrib should be classed as Irish-speaking. Irish is 
the language the majority of the people in those dis
tricts use in their daily life, and it is the only lan
guage in which they can safely express their views. 
With the exception of Menlough, the areas between 
Galway to Headford, Gort, Tuam, Kin vara and Abbey, 
should be classified as bilingual. Irish speakers are 
to be met with in all parts of the county, but in those 
areas referred to English is the language used.

Ad mi n istra ti on.
3. The Irish language is seldom used by officials of 

local bodies, aDd still less by the officials of the cen
tral administration. Of the higher staff of the county 
council only five are capable of conversing in Irish. 
Their work is not done through the medium of Irish. 
Re central administration : the county court judge and 
the district justice, are Irish speakers. Very few 
solicitors practising in the county are fit to converse 
in Irish, and I know of only one barrister.

4. The remedy is to make Irish compulsory for posi
tions in the hands of the Government and local bodies. 
Ip my opinion this would do more to preserve the 
language and to have it as a spoken language than the 
Gaelic League can ever hope to accomplish.

Education.
5. The national schools are doing great work for 

the language. Not only are the children learning the 
language, but they take pride in their knowledge' of 
it. Within the past few years the spirit of the 
national school is completely changed for the better. 
I attribute this to the fact that teachers now realise 
that the authorities are serious about the teaching 
of the language.

Economic Conditions.
6. The first thing necessary in South Connemara 

is to save the lives of the people- Year alter year 
they have their usual death toll from typhoid and 
typhus fevers. This is especially so of Lettermullen 
and Lettermore. Impure water is the cause of those 
outbreaks. Responsible ministers and their officials 
have visited these places again and again, yet nothing 
practical has been done to remedy this defect. I 
would respectfully suggest that pure wholesome water 
be supplied to those people from the valleys in the 
neighbouring mountains. It could be piped in the 
different districts- The scheme may be costly, but it 
would save the lives of many Irish speakers yearly, 
and give much needed employment.

7. This area is overcrowded. The housing is 
bad, and the people are very poor. Migration is the 
one solution. The young men should be given farms, 
say about twenty acres each, in the eastern portion 
of the county, or in other districts where land is 
available. They should form little villages. The lan
guage in those villages would be Irish, as the young 
men would naturally marry girls from near their 
original homes. The effect of such Irish-speakinig
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colonies would, in time, be bound to spread the lan
guage in the surrounding districts.

8. There are practically no industries in the Irish
speaking districts. Lace schools seemed successful 
and were appreciated by the people. The fishing 
industry is the only one the westerns chiefly depend 
on for their living. It has been a failure for years, 
Their boats and gear are out of date. The boats are 
not large enough nor fast- enough to compete with the 
British trawlers. Besides, the*- have no curing station 
u r quick means of placing their fish on the markets. 
It is nothing unusual for them to have to dump their 
fish.

General.
9. In Irish-speaking districts all officials and em

ployees of the Government and the public bodies 
should have a conversational knowledge of Irish. This 
knowledge should be taken into account in case of 
transfer or promotion. In partly lrisli-speaking dis
tricts the bilingual system must continue for the 
present, at any rate.

(Signed) BARTLEY O'BEIRNE., D.P.H.,
Tuberculosis Officer. Co- Gahcny.

9th May. 19-25.
* * • * * * -  

DR. BARTLEY O'BEIRNE, M.D., D.P.H., examined.
Chairman.—Tá socair againu dul ar aghaidh leis 

an obair seo chomh mear agus is féidir linn, agus dá 
I bhri sin is é an Bcarla a bheidh againn mara bhfuil 

einní ’na choinnibh sin. Tuigimid gur obair ana- 
thábhachtach an obair seo atá ar siubhal againn, agus 
nách mór duinn gach ni do thuisgint chomh soiléir 
agus is féidir i dtreó go bhféadfaimíd an tairbbe is mó 
is féidir a bhaint as an obair don tir agus don teangain. 
If you have no objection, we will take the evidence in 
English.

Witness.—I have no objection.
Chairman.—The statement we have had from you 

is one that perhaps you would like to supplement by a 
more general statement?

Witness.— Or perhaps you would put questions to me.
Chairman■—Th'e statement is a very simple one 

and short, and I thought you might have some supple
mentary matter that yon would like to put forward.

Witness.— As regards the Irish-speaking districts, with 
the exception of Aran, and Spiddal and Knock, 
they are very little use to the language. Take 
for instance Lettermore and along the sea 
coast, and from Spiddal along the coast as far 
as Knock and Gorumna, they are all Irish speakers. 
They speak nothing bnt Irish in their daily lives, but 
the district is only a jumping-off ground for America. 
They all go away when they reach manhood, so that 
they are useless so far as the language is concerned. 
Then, again, there is a tendency I am afraid among 
the Irish speakers themselves—those uneducated people 
who cannot read and write the language—not to take 
any interest in it. I believe myself if the people of 
that district were taught to read and write the language 
they would be a great acquisition, because they would 
help learners and take an interest in the language 
themselves. An Irish speaker who is not able to read 
and write Irish, has very little respect for the lan
guage , and he is very little good to anybody who wants 
to learn the language. My remedy for that would be 
to supply them with books, and the books should be 
distributed by a traveller who will go amongst them, 
because if the books are only sold in1 the shops they will 
never know anything about them. And the books must
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be interesting—Raftery's poems, other poetry, Irish 
history, and books of that kind. If you take the people 
as a whole they are very little use to the language. 
Around Spiddal it is difierent, because people come 
there to study, and the people who can read and write 
the language in that district are more educated. As 
regards administration, Mr. Chairman, it is a very 
difficult question. Here, again, we find the same diffi
culty, the difficulty of no reading matter, no text books 
in literature. Two things are necessary. First of all, 
the officials, whether central or local, should have a 
conversational knowledge of Irish, and, secondly, all 
officials should have the means of acquiring knowledge 
from text books in their own particular subject. One 
without the other is no use. The position now is that 
no matter how enthusiastic a doctor or a Government 
official is, and no matter how anxious he is to use 
Irish in his profession, he is held up simply because 
he has not books of reference, and he has not the time 
himself to write a book. In my own opinion, attention 
should be concentrated on the law courts, because they 
have a most anglicising effect on the Gaeltacht, and 
if they were Irish they would have just the opposite 
effect. I respectfully suggest that in future all students 
intending to enter the law courts should be compelled 
to have an entrance examination in Irish. At present 
with solicitors who have no knowledge of Irish it is 
very difficult to know what to do. I would be in favour 
of giving them three or four years in which to acquire 
a knowledge of Irish. Until then we could have inter
preters, as we had in the old courts, to change Irish 
into Engli-h. As regards education, I have stated in 
my report that the national schools were doing splendid 
work. They are. But while they have done good in 
teaching the pupils to read Irish, if you engage the pupils 
in conversation in Irish, you find it is different. I think 
the great weakness in the national schools at present 
is that there is too little conversation and too much 
hook work. Another peculiarity about the schools is 
this : in the primary schools you have splendid books 
where thev are least wanted, and in the secondary 
schools you have not; and if you were to start an Irish 
University to-morrow you would be in the unhappy 
position of having no library for the professors and no 
books for the students. That is the situation a1- I see 
it. There is a very useful measure that could be taken 
to improve the conversational use of Irish in the 
schools. There is no question that there are very 
bright pupils in the national schools all over the 
Gaeltacht. My suggestion would be that the Inspectors, 
along with the school teachers, should select the 
mn't brilliant of these children each year and have 
them sent to be trained as teachers. In four or five 
years you would have trained teachers who would have 
the real bias and a real knowledge of the language, 
which thpy could convey to their pupils. In addition, 
that would save an amount of expense that is being 
incurred each year in having teachers attending sum
mer courses. As regards the health of the people, in 
Connemara, Lettermore, and along that area, every 
year there is an outbreak of fever, of typhus and 
typhoid. In my opinion that is solely due to impure 
water. They have no water supply there worth talking 
about. The Congested Districts Board got up two 
tanks to remedy that, but the tanks are very often out 
of order and are quite insufficient to meet the needs 
of the place. I have seen the place. It is rather incon
venient, but there are two lakes, and from one the 
water could be brought by gravitation alone, and from 
the other it could be pumped. I discussed the matter 
with one of the Congested Districts Board’s men, and 
he said it was quite practicable. Of course lives upon 
lives are lost there every year. The next thing I would 
draw attention to is migration. So long as the popula
tion is allowed to stay in Lettermore and Lettermullen 
you will have nothing but misery and poverty. Their 
economic means are practically nothing; they just live 
from hand to mouth. I suggest that , you remove a 
number of families to other portions of the county, say 
Fast Galway, where land is available. I have reason 
to believe that farmers in Fast Galway would be willing 
to give up the lands they have for places, in Meath— 
places that would be equal-to.their own farms. I would 
migrate them in 100 families, taking their own teachers 
and-priests with them, and I would have the villages 
close together. For the first few years the Government 
should give them all the help they could in line of 
supplying them with farm tools and equipment. They

are only accustomed to the spade; they know nothing 
of plough or harrow, and the East Galway land would 
be new to them. They should - also have Irish instruc
tors. I would place them close to the railway line, 
my idea being that people- from Dublin, students and 
others, would often come down there; That yvould 
encourage them and create» an interest in the language. 
The reason why I  am so keen on this is that in the 
year 1850, after the Famine, 150,000 people left Ireland. 
They were practically all Irish speakers, but there is 
not an Irish-speaking district in America to-day, 
although there are German-speaking districts and Polish
speaking districts.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—And Scottish,
11 itncss.—Yes, but when the Irish speakers went 

away they dropped the language. In North Connemara 
I would reverse the process; I would remove the rioh 
and leave the poor. The holdings there are better, and 
I think you would find people holding big mountain 
farms would be rather anxious to get farms in exchange 
for them in East Galway or in Meath. As regards 
industries, of course in South Connemara they live 
solely by bringing turf to Clare and to other portions 
of Galway—to East Galway. Around Carna and in 
Aran and other places the chief means of living are 
fishing and kelp. For the past three or four years 
fishing has been a complete failure. I suggest that the 
Government supply them with faster boats and -better 
gear, in fact modern methods. And that would scarcely 
meet the situation unless they got means of transport 
and of curing the fish when they catch them. It is a 
remarkable fact that while fish is landed in Galway 
every day there is less fish to be found in the town 
of Galway than in other parts of the country far away. 
It is not that the people don’t like fish or that fish 
is not a good food; it is Amply that they cannot get it. 
I suggest, if you are going to develop the fishing in
dustry, you should get little shops set up in towns 
around the country, and provide them with ice, and 
have a curing station in a central place where the fish 
could be cured if it was not sold. Undoubtedly it the 
fish could be landed and sold in these districts it would 
be better than having it sent away. It would be better 
for the people; it would be better food and cheaper 
food, and it would help the local fishermen. There was 
some lace-making in Carna and Lettermore and a few 
places round there. In my opinion knitting would be 
more valuable to them, because in the lace market 
what is fashionable to-day is not fashionable to-morrow, 
and at times they get very little out of it. If they 
were trained to make stockings and jerseys and jumpers 
for home wear, and to supply the people around them, 
it would benefit the workers and the wearers and the 
whole district. It would tend to improve home condi
tions, because they would be anxious to keep the 
materials clean. Take the question of the Shannon 
scheme. Their advertising and organising costs will 
be .£75,000 per annum. If we are interested in the 
Gaeltacht, we should pay a traveller to develop the 
fishing industry, go to the outlying districts that lack 
development and see that they are organised. Mr. 
Chairman, that is the substance of what I  have written 
in the report. If you would like to ask me any ques
tions—

The Chairman.—You are an official of the County 
Council?—Yes, I am Tuberculosis Officer.

How long have you been in that position?—Since 
1912.

And your work takes you to every part of the county? 
—Yes, every boreen all over the county.

It brings you into close contact with the people?— 
Their daily lives. I know practically most of the people 
in each district. I am in touch with them every day.

In what type of work?— Medical work—consumption.
Does that involve inspection of their houses or any

thing like that?—No. I am called to their houses by 
the medical officer.

Professional medical attendance?—Yes. I  go there 
to see them.

You refer to Headford, Gort, Tuam and Kinvara in 
your report?—Yes. ’

Do I understand that the whole area in between Gal
way and Headford, Tuáin'and the town of Gort, that 
tte whole of that area is bilingual ?—Yes, they know 
Irish, but what they use in iheir daily1, life in English, 

the great majority of them.
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Irish speakers were met in all parts of the county?— 
Yes.

About what age ?—Practically all the older people,^
About what ?—I suppose 40 or 45. Of course the 

children are all learning it also.
Can you summarise briefly the thingsi that are mili

tating against the use of Irish by the people in these 
areas on the fringe of the Irish-speaking districts?—
W ell, I would say that this would give you an idea of 
how the language could be helped. When the present 
Galway County Council started to use the language 
every official who knew no Irish got his book and started 
to learn Irish. It was even introduced into our sports, 
and on the Golf Links we used Irish, and they were 
picking up words from us. Then the split came and 
the officials dropped Irish. You must start with the 
County Councils and with the Government.

Do the County Council use Irish at all now ?—No. 
There is no use unless a County Council use 
Irish itself. It would do a lot if even some of them 
spoke Irish. It would create an atmosphere if you had 
even one inside the County Council who would.use the 
language. They don’t use it, but they spend a certain 
amount of money in the teaching of Irish in technical 
classes throughout the county.

Do you believe that the teaching of Irish in technical 
classes throughout the county is more or less a waste 
of money ?—I don’t mean to convey that at all. The 
more education we get the better, no matter how we 
get it.

Would the teaching of Irish in technical classes help 
to keep Irish alive in a county where the County Coun
cil had no respect for the language and did not speak 
it themselves ?—I think it would. I do not mean to 
say that the County Council have no interest in the 
language. They have an interest in it, but they find 
it difficult to carry on their work in Irish. A lot of 
them don’t understand it.

One of the causes pressing back the language is that 
.public bodies are not using it?—Not using it officially. 

The language is not recognised officially. I mean that 
the language that is used in official business is English.

It is not recognised officially in their regular work ?— 
No.

Is it recognised by the legal fraternity ?—No.
By the medical fraternity?—No. 'H
By the clergy?—Theyygive it the most support. In I 

fact it would be in a much worse state only for the | 
Church in_ Galway. mmj

Do you think the population of the Gorumna-Letter- 
mullen area are less intelligent and less capable of 
receiving instruction than the people of other areas 
around them?—No, they' are all the same. There is 
an Irish college in Spiddal, and that has had a great 
influence on the people, for the students come round 
and talk to them.

Would you say that the area of Irish is lessening in 
the Tuam-Gort-Kinvara area?—No. I should say it is 
much the same. If anything, I should say it is in
creasing.

That would apply with equal force to the areas bor
dering immediatelv on the Irish-speaking districts ?— 
Yes.

Is there in the purely Irish-speaking districts a 
literary tradition? do the people who cannot read and 
write Irish know old poems and stories?—Yes. For 
instance, Raftery’s poems and tradition local to the 
place.

Is that being handed down to the present children ?— 
It is, but I ’m afraid it is dying out.

In the matter of the courts, you say they are the 
most anglicising influence?—Yes.

It has been suggested to us that it is doubtful if the 
people desire to use Irish in the courts?—I would not 
agree with that. In the Loughrea-Tuam area I agree 
that it may probably be so. but not in Uaclitarflrd or 
Aran. In Aran anyhow, the only safe way in which 
they can express themselves is in Irish. I would say 
the "Mine of Uachtarárd; the majority of them are only 
able to give their evidence in Irish.

Well, what do yon think are the causes bringing 
about the impression that they do not desire to use 
Irish in the courts?—As a matter of fact from what I 
know of the courts they are anxious to speak it. Hid 
solicitor as a rule is an English speaker, but since it 
got around that there is an Irish-speaking Justice it

has been remarked that the people are most anxious to 
use the language.

You could not see anything to suggest that they are 
not anxious to use Irish?—I say it is a prejudiced 
opinion. I believe the contrary.

Well, on the education side you feel that there is too 
much reading and too little conversation?—Yes.

Do you think this is a defect in the schools of the 
Irish-speaking districts, or a defect in the national 
schools generally ?—I think it is general.

Do you feel that if a change were made in the 
national schools in the Irish-speaking districts it would 
bring the children more into touch with the literature 
of the people and enable them to take a greater interest 
in the literary traditions of the locality ?—Yes. It
would give them an interest in it.

Do you feel that it is the want of the development 
of conversation in Irish that is preventing the schools 
from bringing the children into contact with the literary 
tradition?—Yes, of course it is. There is no question 
that if they are not able to converse in Irish they will 
not be able to learn these traditions. When children 
go on holidays to the country, if they are able to talk 
Irish at all, the old people get talking to them in Irish.

When you speak of the free grant of books, do I 
understand yon to mean the free gift of books in those 
areas?—Yes. And what is more, I would say that the 
writers should get back half the printing costs of their 
books. Some people would write books only for the 
cost of printing, and if they got help towards publication 
costs it would encourage them.

Have you a clear idea as to the type of books you 
want in the Irish-speaking districts—I take it they 
are not primary school books ?—No, interesting books 
—Raftery’s poems, stories, anything like that; even 
Loeal Government Board regulations for the elections 
for the local boards—anything like that which would 
interest them. Then you could distribute little papers 
like the Dublin Penny .Journal containing articles in 
Irish.

You think books should be available of the literary 
standard required for the secondary schools?—Yes.

And of the general knowledge standard of a good post 
primary education?—Yes. I would like to see educa
tional books rather interesting.

I take it that a good post-primary education ought 
to be interesting ?—Yes.

In respect of Galway, over what area should free books 
be given ?—I should say the islands of Aran; from 
Knock and Spiddal along the whole sea coast; around 
Carna and Kilkerrin, into Maam Cross; from Carna and 
Roundstone around again to Maam Cross—that whole 
district, that is, the whole west side of Connemara.

West of what line ?—West of the railway line.
Do you go in as far as Galway?—No, I stop at Maam 

Cross—the Maam Cross—Kilkerrin Road—it is a road 
line there.

Do you think the teaching material is qualified to 
work the changed programme in the national schools ?— 
Yes, I think so, Mr. Chairman. Of course there are 
some old teachers who have learned Irish from books 
and who find it difficult to pronounce it properly and 
use it in conversation. That is the great drawback. 
They have what is known as book Irish.

Do you feel that the teachers in the Irish-speaking 
districts should be drawn from Irish-speaking stock ?— 
Yes, it would be preferable to take the bright children 
of the national schools in the Gaeltacht, teach them, 
and let them become teachers afterwards. They would 
have the bias and natural conversation.

By bias you mean natural conversation and correct 
usage as distinct from phonetic bias?—Yes, the lan
guage as it is spoken by the people.

On the economic side, it has been suggested to us 
that whereas in 1923 a special appeal was made for 
recruits for the Civic Guards and for the Irish battalion 
of the army, there was hardly any response, that the 
Irish-speaking battalion of the army is below full 
strength, and that the young men in Lettermore. Kil
kerrin, and the South Connemara area generally did 
not seem prepared to enter the Civic Guard or the 
Army ?—I think they would be only too glad if they 
got the chance.

If it were known in South Connemara that five or 
six hundred Irish speakers would be accepted in the 
army, would you be able to-get them?—I assume so. 
I  have heard nothing to the contrary in' going round 
amongst them.
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‘ As regards girls, it can be easily established, I think, 
that there is a demand for young Irish-speaking girls 
capable of looking after children and teaching them 
conversation in Irish here in, Dublin and in other Eng
lish-speaking portions of the country. Would girls in 

'the Connemara area be prepared to get trained to be
come children’s nurses?— I think so.

Either from the point of view of looking after chil
dren as nurses, or in nursing and teaching first lessons 
in Irish?—I think they would be only delighted. It 
u as only last week that one of them came to me to 
get her sister a position like that.

Is there any machinery in Connemara for training 
girls to prepare them in that way?—No. And they 
suffer from a great drawback in the long distances they 
have to travel and the cost of lodgings if they have to 
stay overnight waiting for an appointment if they don't 
get a place immediately. There is no organisation for 
getting them employment. They don’t care in the 
Registry Office so long as they get the girl’s half-crown.

These girls would have had a primary education?— 
Yes. They are very quick, very intelligent girls.

Have you had any experience in training girls for 
what I will call small children’s nurses?—No, I have 
not.

Have you any idea of how long it would take to train 
»  girl in that way ?— Do you mean nurses or domestics ?

For looking alter young children in a private house ? 
■—I don’t think it would take very long at all. It is 
natural for some girls to nurse children; others never 
take kindly to them; you would have to make a selec
tion.

What type of machinery would you want for selec
tion?—I would ask the girl would she like the work. 
Most girls like to become children’s nurses. The others 
make good domestics.

Y’ou think nothing would be necessary but to have a 
suitable selection board ?— Y'es.
1 Would it be possible to get such a board set up in 
Connemara?—I don’t know, but I think it would be.

Would it be possible to organise the dispensary dis
tricts in the county to examine girls like that and 
assist them by giving them certificates ?— I think there 
would be no difficulty so far as the doctors are con
cerned.

So far as the doctors are concerned ?—I think they 
would help.

Y’ou have girls in the area who would be glad of an 
opening like that ?—I think so. They are only waiting 
for their time to go to America.

Do many of them' return from America?— Y’es.
How many on the average would come back ?—I 

could not tell. They get married, anyhow, when they 
come back with money.

What would be the average number of years they 
would be away?—About l ‘I or 13 years; sometimes 
more. A lot of them come back with disease—con
sumption.

Don’t, you think it would be interesting to see how 
much money girls of that type bring back after spending 
years in America; probably after H or 10 years as 
children’s nurses here they might have sáved as much 
money?—Yes, I suppose so.

Are there many houses in the South Connemara area 
that would be suitable if you could send children down 
there for a few months to have them looked after and 
brought up in Irish traditions ?—No. In South Con
nemara there are practically no houses at all suitable. 
All the houses are very bad. I suppose the only decent 
houses are the priest's, the teacher’s, the doctor’s, and 
a few cottages. The Congested Districts Board built a 
good number of houses in Lettermullen and Oarraroe ; 
but it is a very congested area and the houses are 
very bad.

Don’t you feel that great value could be got from 
iris if they could go to their homes and take the chil- 
ren with them in the summer?—Yes; but I would 

not send my children in there in the present condition 
of the water supply and fever, and I would not recom
mend anyone else to do so. In North Connemara it 
is different; you have good houses there.

Generally, however, you feel that the people must, 
be on.the land in that area, and must get a good educa
tion?—Yes.

And anything else would be subsidiary to that?— 
Yes. I  mean that they are not able to exist on the 
land thebe.' The land is useless in South ’Connemara— 
practically waste.

About how many people leave Lettermullen area 
yearly?—I could not say exactly. Anyhow, 39,000 
a year are leaving Ireland.'

In this area the mortality of the people is abnormally 
high? Yes. The children die in great numbers. •

When you suggest migration of groups of a hundred 
families, to what age are you referring—to young people 
or to the older people ?—I "would prefer the young 
people, young boys who would probably get married to 
young girls from the same place.

Would it not leave the old people without help if 
the young people were taken away?—It might, of 
course. That is a matter that would have to be con
sidered. They would have to be selected.

Deputy Baxter.-—Doctor, you made the point about 
sufficient books not being available; do you mean for 
the purposes of the Irish language generally?—Yes, 
books of reference, literature, and other works. I don’t 
see why we should not translate them here, as they do 
in other countries. If we are going to speak Dish, we 
will want books of reference. We have absolutely no 
books at all to refer to.

How would you suggest that steps would be taken 
to get that done ?—I would suggest that the Govern, 
ment employ two or three, or whatever number was 
necessary, good Irish speakers and scholars such as 
Professor 0 Miiille, University College, Galway, to 
translate them. Or Dr. Mac Enri.

Your method to secure that literature would be that 
half the cost of the printing should be returned?—In 
the case of an individual himself writing the book that 
would be so. I  think the Government should pay the 
full cost of printing other books—educational books.-

You spoke of distributing these books free; have you 
considered «hat would be the annual charge ?—I have 
not, but I don't think it would be a lot. You have the 
Carnegie Libraries, through which they could be dis
tributed.

Y’ou suggest taking the best children in the Gaeltacht 
and making teachers of them?—Yes.

Do you suggest an examination from the primary’ 
school, or would you leave the selection to the teacher? 
—I would like selection by the teacher, because as a 
rule he knows the bright boy or girl and has plenty 
opportunities of judging them. Of course the Cigire, 
or Inspector, going round the schools would have simi
lar opportunities. Anyone acquainted with the schools 
could see the bright children.

To whom would you leave the selection ?—To the 
school teacher and the Inspector of schools.

Do you not think that would be a very delicate task 
for the teacher?— It may, perhaps, but it should be 
the basis at least.

Having regard to general policy and the attitude of 
the public do you think it would be feasible to get the 
teacher to allow the child to be chosen bv a selection 
board ?— Y'es: perhaps the teacher may not like to make 
the selection himself.

It has been suggested here by previous witnesses that 
the standard of education in the Gaeltacht in any lan
guage is very low ; do you suggest it is lower than in 
other parts of the country?—I think so.

To what do you attribute that fact ?—I don’t know, 
unless that they may not go to school. When they are 
very young they are put to work to get something as 
a means of subsistence.

The children have to get work to live ?—Yes.
In reference to economic conditions—housing, water, 

overcrowding—they are very bad, and you suggest in- 
ferentially that Government action should be taken to 
improve these conditions?—Yes.

Have you any knowledge of housing conditions in 
other parts of the country—in Dublin, for instance?—
I have not.

Would you be able to make any comparison?—There 
is no comparison.

Take the slums of Dublin?—Yes, they are better 
houses than we have in Galway.

Twenty thousand families living in slums in Dublin I 
Put that against the slums of the Irish-speaking dis
tricts, which would you sav are the worse conditions? 
—They have this advantage in the country that they 
have fresh air. The people in the country are not. 
always in the houses; that is what saves them. It is 
not unusual to find a kitchen—only a kitchen—and all 
the children sleeping in it. In one case a man with 
nine children-—with consumption himself—-was sleep-
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ing on the floor. One bed for nine children and himself 
—a bed of straw. In Letterfrack a man was stretched 
beside the fire dying of consumption, four beautiful 
children sitting a little distance away in the kitchen, 
and behind the door the wife confined,—by the fire a 
man dying, four children near him, the wife confined, 
and nothing to eat!

Are there any statistics available from the point of 
view of public health—fever, tuberculosis, and all that 
—or is it common knowledge that they are worse off 
than in the slums in Dublin ?—Oh certainly.

To what do you attribute that?—To poverty.
Where disease has broken out, would it be caused 

through careless methods in the keeping of the homes ? 
—It would, of course. You mean dirt?

Yes?—And bad water supply
What has been done or is being done by way of giv

ing technical education of any sort in those districts ?— 
I think there is a lot being done.

By the Department of Education or the Ministry of 
Agriculture ?—By the Congested' Districts Department. 
I think there are no instructresses at all now.

What are the conditions of cattle ? Are the cows 
good?—Very bad.

What supplies milk ?—They get it from the neigh
bours generally. All the houses have not cows.

Do you think enough is being done by the Ministry 
of Agriculture by supplying instructresses to educate 
the people in improved methods ?— In East Galway I 
know they have a hygiene instructress.

In East Galway?— Yes. I  cannot say about other 
places.

Your work brings you more in touch there?— Nu.
Other witnesses have suggested that in areas like 

that an instructress might be sent to a district and 
would find there was no demand for her services there ? 
—If a teacher were not able to give her lessons in 
Irish she might as well not go there. There is some 
kind of a feeling that once you start in English they 
get suspicious, but the minute you speak in Irish they 
are quite at home with you. Speaking as a medical 
man, I get right into their heart when I speak Irish.

You would apply that in this case ?—I am sure they 
are quite happy and quite at home when you talk to 
them in Irish.

Would the nurses give lessons in hygiene in parts of 
the county?—There is one district nurse. Of course 
they give no lectures. They merely attend the sick 
poor. There is one lady for the county. I don’t know 
what kind of lectures she gives.

Does she operate in the west?— Yes, she was ap
pointed for the whole county.

Would she be capable of giving instruction in Irish? 
-—I could not say. But anybody who is incapable of 
giving instruction in Irish would have no use in going 
to Connemara.

With regard to the question of migration, it has been 
found that if the Department or Ministry of Lands 
and Agriculture decided that under the distribution of 
the ranches a number of people from the congested dis
tricts were to be taken very considerable difficulty 
would be encountered in persuading them to leave ?— 
Yes.

That is one of the things you would be up against; 
it would be almost a question of compulsion ?—It would 
be compulsion.

Do you recognise the difficulties these people would 
have to labour under in the difference in soil and the 
difficulties they would meet with every day in their 
work ?—I do. That is why I say they should be helped 
by the Government for the first couple of years.

Do you think there should be a selection ?—Yes, be
fore they leave.

Do you think you would be able to get a number of 
people to leave after making a selection ?—I am sure 
you would get plenty to go.

Have these things -been thought o f?—There is a 
natural anxiety amongst them to stay in the old home 
—a great attachment for the old home.

Taking the district of Lettermullen and Lettermore, 
would you not find it difficult to get a hundred families 
to go?—I don’t think so; there are thousands in that 
district—something like 8,000.

Chairman.—Ip Iiettermullen Dispensary District 
’there are 7,858 • people.

Witness.—I think the young , men would go. It 
would be a great opportunity for them.

As far as the soil itself goes, no instruction, or no 
additional instruction, could enable the people to get 
anything more out of it?—No, the soil is very poor.

Have you any experience of afforestation; do you 
think anything could be done?—I have not person1 
ally, but I have discussed it with others. In Conne
mara along the coast it would be a failure. That is 
the view of men who know something about plant
ing, for the reason that it is exposed to the south
west winds, and in addition the foundation is cut 
very low. There is' one place in Kilkerrin where I 
think you could grow acres of trees.

Fiuchra Eilgeaih.—They were there one time.
Witness.—Yes, I have heard that. The Congested 

Districts Board tried in Connemara, and it was a 
failure.

Chairman-—There was an experiment at Carna?— 
Yes, and it was a failure.

Deputy Baxter.—Simply because of the soil?—Yes.
Chairman..—Spme people suggested it was not. 

drained?—It is also hard to grow trees near the 
coast, only a special kind of tree.

Deputy Baxter.— About fishing. Do you sec possibili
ties in this of the people making a living if the in
dustry were properly organised, and if they were 
properly trained and equipped?—Yes, but there is 
another question there. The question arises, “  Is. 
there as much fish in the sea as there was some 
years ago with the modern methods of fishing now 
employed ? ”

Fiachra Etlgeach.—“  There’s as good fish in the 
sea as ever was caught.”

TTifness.—Yes; but are the same numbers? I am 
only just raising the question. In the American 
prairies buffaloes multiplied at a great rate. Men 
went out for sport to shoot them. Then the American 
Government brought out machine guns and did away 
with them. They thought they would have as many 
in a short time, but they have practically none at 
all. The same thought occurred to me with regard 
to the sea, that with all those boats and modern 
methods of getting fish there is not as much fish 
now as there was in former times. These English 
fellows know every portion of the sea where they are 
likely to be got, and they follow them.

Deputy Baxter.—Are not those foreign trawlers fishing 
in our waters?—Well, so they say. You could see 
six or seven of them there any day now.

What would be the disposition of the people on the 
coast themselves; is their disposition to go to sea?— 
Yes, it is their whole outlook.

Would there be very much difficulty in carrying 
that through with organisation?—I don’t think so; 
It is their outlook.

If you were questioned as to the disposition of the 
people generally towards work, would you say they 
are industrious?—Yes. My goodness, only for work 
they would not be able to live. There is not a spade 
of soil that is not tilled. There is not a shovelful of 
clay that is not used.

About kelp-making. Is that dying?—Yes, it is 
practically dead for the last couple of years, but I 
have heard there are possibilities of reviving it this 
year; that there is an inquiry for it. In fact they 
killed it themselves by putting stones and clay into 
it so as to make up the weight.

Is there much of that spirit?—Very much—or there 
was anyhow.

An Seabhac.—The whole question of Connemara 
and the Gaeltacht area can be put. in one question. I 
suppose your experience is that the soil in that par
ticular area that you are speaking of now has not 
resources enough to maintain -a proportion in any
thing like the population that it has?—Yes, that is 
exactly it, and when they reach a certain age they 
clear off.

You don’t think there is any possibility that the 
condition of the soil there could be improved to 
maintain, or provide for, that population?—No, not 
in South Connemara.

Do you think that the maintenance of the people 
in Connemara is dependent largely on the savings of 
their friends and families in America?—Yes.

And is that an economic condition that should be 
allowed to continue?—No.

Would taking away a certain section of the popu
lation from that place tend to make it more 
economically sufficient for the remainder?—I think 
so. That is my idea.
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Would It not require a great number to be taken 
out of it?—Yes.

Possibly more than could be provided for?—I sup
pose it works out like that. At present they have 
not got six acres of this bad land on an average.

Have you any idea of the average valuation of the 
holdings in Connemara ?—I have not, but I could get 
it. I know it is below the economic holding valua
tion of £7.

Do a number of the people of Connemara migrate 
to England and Scotland ?—Yes.

What effect has that on them linguistically ?—They 
lose interest in the language altogether.

And bring back English ?—No, broken English. 
And a certain kind of culture that is not Irish ?— 

Y’ es. No improvement on what they had.
On the question of moving some of them in 

colonies, you said to Mr. Baxter that they would 
require more or less a certain amount of paternal 
care under the new conditions?—Y’ es, for a few years.

The class of farming they do now would have no 
relation to what they would have to do in the new 
conditions— No. It is all spade work now. They 
would want ploughs in the new place.

You spoke a while ago of the desirability of 
moving the young people; but- the land is not owned 
bv the young people, and it would be no relief to the 
Irish-speaking districts if you did not leave some 
land behind to divide among those who were left ?— 
That is true.

What number of families do you think would make 
a social life of their own strong enough to resist 
anglicisation ?—A hundred families, I think.

Not less than that ?—I would be oh the safe side. 
Y’ ou would require it to be big enough to allow 

inter-marriage and all that ?—I suppose in time to 
come they would find wives in the colony. My idea 
is that you would have a number of colonies.

Where would you provide the land ?—I understand 
you would get farmers in East Galway to take land 
in Meath and give up their own.

Do you suggest that they be moved into East 
Galway in preference to Meath?—Y’ es. because they 
would be more content. They would be nearer the 
old home. They would prefer East Galway to Meath. 
Meath would be out of their world as far as their 
lives are concerned.

Y’ ou could not remedy it by taking a good many 
people from Connemara?—No.

They simply feel their loss all the time?—They 
have reason to.

With regard to technical instruction, you state you 
are not aware of any instructresses going about Con
nemara at present ?—I am not sure that there are 
■not, but I am not aware of any.

There was a question as to whether classes would 
not fall through. Do you think it would be better 
if, instead of going round organising classes, in
structresses in domestic economy, hygiene, and so 
on, went into the people’s houses?—Y’es. Both could 
be done. It is all a question of organisation.

In regard to the language itself. Have the people 
got any conscious attitude towards Irish ?^-No. I 
think not.

They just speak Irish as a h a ln t ? —That's right, 
is there any sort of determination to strive to 

make themselves capable in Irish ?—People who are 
able to read and write Irish speak Irish intention
ally as propagandists.

They would have respect for it ?—A more intelligent 
interest in the language. People who are not able 
to read and write Irish don’t care a thrnneen. It is 
the language they use. There is no other. There is 
nothing conscious about their use of  it. They look on 
it more or less as the badge of slaves.

Do they look on it as a badge of anything at all?— 
Y’ es. They feel even still that to speak English is a 
sign of Galántacht.

Is there am influence on the language from the con
nection with America?—No. I would not say that 
America had much effect.

Has the outlook of going to America no influence 
on the parents in regard to the language they speak 
to the children that are growing up?—Y’ es. Of 
course they naturally expect the children to be 
taught English.

I want to know what the position is there ?—As a 
rule, the parents are very badly able to speak English

They have no conscious attitude?—In my opinion, 
they have not.

In Connemara, then, the Irish-speaking population 
speak Irish because it is the only language ?—The 
only language théy can safely express themselves in..

In the schools of that district education has been 
given in the last ten years in what we know as 
the bilingual system?—Yes.

Has this .been done generally all through that dis
trict from Lough Corrib and Galway to the 
Atlantic?—I could not say, but I think it has been.

Has that system of education in Irish been in 
touch with the traditional lore and culture in the 
district ?—No.

Is it practically an artificial language ?—Yes, it is 
artificial. It is book Irish. It is not what you could 
call conversational Irish or lore Irish.

It has not grown with its roots in the traditional 
lore of the place ?—No.

Is there a good deal of that culture left ?—I think 
so.

Filiocht and folk-lore?—Yes. In the small village 
of Tawin twelve or thirteen years ago I collected 
seven or eight unpublished stories.

These things would not be found in the schools ?— 
I don’t think so.

No definite reference to them?— No.
You spoke of re-publishirig Raftery’s poems which 

are most universally known, and you also said they 
are not transmitted orally to the younger genera* 
tion ?—Yes.

Would your idea be that a book tradition should 
replace the parental transmission of this traditional 
lore to the children?—I believe that if they had 
books they would be helped by the old people 
■because of the connection between the Irish in the 
books and their own Irish. I saw that where an old 
man could quote Raftery’s poems and the whole 
village studied them.

Is it not a universal fact now that folk-lore, as far as 
children get it, is as much a book product as it 
is oral tradition—that is, in English or German or 
French ?—In English it is book knowledge they get.

All that was transmitted orally in the past ?—Y’ es.
Y’our idea would be to combine both now?—Yes.
Do you remember a special appeal for recruits for 

the Garda Siuehana in the Gaeltaeht?— No.
D id  you see a poster at any time in the summer 

or spring of 1923 asking for 500 Irish-speaking 
recru its?—I could be there, but I did not see it. I 
did not see the posters if they were put up.

This was a rather unusual one?—I did not notice 
it.

Something funny happened to that poster.
Finchm A lot of funny things happened

then.
.In Senhhac—As regards government, district 

government and central government.- can we take it 
that you yourself would Ire typical of the public 
officials of the Gaeltaeht 'J—No. I would he the ex
ception to the rule (laughter). I am Irish-speaking, 
and I talk Irish in iny daily work, hut generally 
they are not.

Do you think that every official dealing with Con
nemara might he expected to know Irish ?—Yes.

And the public service would he none the worse 
for it?—It would be the better for it.

W it h  regard to officials dealing with that part of 
C o u n ty  Galway—West Galway, East Galway, and 
South  Galway—officials of the Government, medical 
officers, engineers, pensions officers, Land Commis
sion officials in touch with the people every day, 
have you met any official in Connemara who was 
doing his work in Irish, or in regard to whom you 
/card he did his work in Irish ?—No. I know one
official who has Irish, and I expect he does speak 
Irish. That is Mr. Gallagher of the Land Commis
sion in Clifden, also the agricultural instructor.

Have you heard complaints in regard to old age 
pensioners?—-Yes.

How are the dispensary doctors in regard to 
Irish ?—One of them knows the language in Letter- 
more and speaks Irish. He is a native of the place. 
Tlie big majority of the doctors in Connemara have no 
Irish.

Is it necessary for a doctor in Connemara to know 
Irish?—I think it is essential.

For the reason that he will have to deal with
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people who don’t know English at all sufficiently well 
to explain what is the matter with them?—Yes. II 
you want to diagnose a case, in two or three sen
tences they will tell you all if you have Irish. It 
would take them twenty minutes or half-an-hour to 
do the same thing in English.

Do you think that in Connemara Irish is weaken
ing or growing stronger ?—Well, I would say it is 
growing stronger.

For what reason’ —Simply because in the people’s 
ininds it is going to come into its own.

Do you think that an economic reason?—Yes, not 
for love of the language.

That would indicate a certain attitude of mind ?— 
Yes. I would call it lack of enthusiasm.

Have you any idea what would benefit the lan
guage down there? Is the language as good down 
there, as far as spoken Irish is concerned, as it could 
be made?

If you made Irish compulsory for positions—Local 
Government positions and positions under the Govern
ment, I  would say that that would give a considerable 
filip to the language there.

You would require that to be done generally so as 
to give the young people of this district an advantage 
from their knowledge of Irish? No. I would do it so 
that the administration would be better generally.

Is there any particular advantage to the people in 
the districts—monetary or otherwisé? No. I can’t 
see how they would gain because they would not be 
educated enough.

Provided the necessary education—post primary edu
cation was given in suitable schools' where they 
might be chosen out of the Irish-speaking population— 
the children in the Gaeltacht would be competent to 
enter into competition with the children of other parts 
of the country for public positions, for public appoint
ments under the Government and under the local 
authorities?— Yes. But there is this disadvantage,
they have to work younger.

Wouldn't there be a -•ufficient proportion of them 
who would be able to remain at school?—Yes, and they 
are quite as intelligent as people in other parts of the 
country.

As far as your acquaintance with that part of Con. 
nemara goes, are the teachers of the district recruited 
from the natives of that area and to what extent?—I 
would not say there were many .recruited from the 
area. Why?—I don’t know. Is it that the people are 
too poor to leave their children sufficiently long at 
school to make teachers of them?—Yes, it is poverty 
more than anything else.

Do the teachers come from other portions of Galway 
or from outside Galway altogether?— From outside Gal
way, many from Cork and Kerry. In Tawin. my own 
native parish, it is a Kerry man who is in it.

Your explanation is that the poverty is so great that 
very few people are able to maintain their children 
long enough at school to enable them to become national 
teachers?— Yes, that is exactly my idea.

Does the same thing hold with regard to the Garda 
Siochana?— Yes, I think so. The same reason applies.

Would a compulsory education law and raising the 
school-going age to 15 remedy that to any extent?— 
I suppose it would. It would be a hardship at the 
same time. Would it be feasible? Unless the econo
mic conditions were improved, I doubt if it would be 
practicable. Those of them that attend school go to 
the fifth or sixth standard. They leave school and are 
away for two or three years.

What effect does that two or three years’ absence 
have on education as a rule?—It is forgotten practically.

What is the reason that it becomes forgotten, is 
there no intellectual life at all?—No.

No interest in anything that might be called litera
ture?—No, not in that area. They go to work and 
forget all about school.

That is due to their economic condition?—.Yes.
There is no room for it?—.They just try to make a 

living.
The whole thing is a vicious circle then?— Yes, in 

my opinion.
What about the knitting industry or other subsidiary 

industries in Connemara? How about the sheep? Is 
there no wool?— Very little. There ia in North Conne
mara a considerable lot of wool, but in South Conne
mara there is not.

What happens to that wool?—It is sold and sent 
away.

Would it be possible to use it up locally?— Yes, if 
you got knitting machines.

Is the particular kind of wool they raise in North 
Connemara suitable for knitting machines at all?— 
Some of it is. In North Connemara they have special 
sheep—black sheep. In Arran and South Connemara 
they make practically all their own clotUes from their 
own wool.

Is that going on still to any extent?—It is.
Where do they get their wool?—They raise it them

selves.
Are there any local we avers'.’—A tew.
Where do they get the flannel; is the wool sent 

into Galway?—1 could not tell you. There was one 
started in Leenane. They used to make everything 
there. They used to make tweed and sell it

Are there not scattered round about the country dis
tricts any old weavers who made flannel for common 
use?—There are a few. It is dying out. They have to 
bring the wool into Galway.

Do they carry on spinning at home?—In portions of 
the district they do, but it is dying out.

They get the spinning and all done outside?— -Mostly.
Do they produce anything themselves?—Very little. 

There must be more organisation before they can do 
those things.

An Fear Mur.—You consider it would be a hard
ship to apply compulsory attendance for the children 
in these Irish-speaking districts ?— Y’es. What I mean 
is this. I  would prefer to improve the economic condi
tions of the people first. If you do that you need not 
put the other into force.

I have experience of Irish-speaking districts, and I 
consider the parents in these districts seem to be very 
careless about the attendance of their children at 
school, perhaps because they did not get very much 
education themselves?—That does not apply to Galway. 
They have a great respect for education there.

At what age would these children commence to work 
in these districts, and what sort of work can they do?— 
They go down the strand and pull carrigeen m oss and 
kelp.

You attribute the fact of the standard of education 
being so low to poverty?—Yes.
. An Seabhac.— You are referring to your own particu
lar districts?— Y’es.

Ah Fear Mor.—What prospects have the rising gene
ration in these Irish-speaking districts as regards mak
ing a living?—America is what they look forward to.

How do they get file money for tln ir passages?—One 
; may be able to get the money and go away, and then 

he makes some money and sends it home for the pas
sage of another, and so on.

You imagine it would be\ easy to get them to remove 
a few miles inland ?—I think so-—in colonies.

You refer to those who read and write Irish as being 
propagandists doing good work. Have you any idea 
of the percentage of the people in an Irish-speaking 
district who would be able to do that?—I don’t suppose 
you would get more than four per cent.

Was it at the national schools they learned that ?-— 
No, at the Gaelic League.

There is another point in connection with the teach
ing of the language in the schools. That is mainly 
hook work?—Yes.

Have you any idea as to h<>w that could be remedied 
—is it by burning the books?— Not exactly, but they 
should be taken for conversation three hours out of six. 
That is the only way to teach it properly.

There is a very important thing in connection with 
the whole language question centering round that. A 
child commences going to school at the age of six. What 
can they learn from the technical point of view between 
the ages of six and eight—can they do much?—Yes- 
You would be surprised.

A child commences going to a national school at six. 
Would you consider from the medical point of view it 
would be a disadvantage to begin learning to read im
mediately ?—No.

Their brains would be sufficiently developed ?—They 
have developed a great deal. Higher authorities hold 
that the one thing a child can learn at that age would 
be oral language. As far as Irish is concerned, I am 
in favour of the oral teaching, and the same applies to 

 ̂ English. I  don’t see any objection to people teaching 
Irish and English to a child of six.
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In connection with the fishing industry, are you in
timately acquainted with the industry in the West ?—I 
ám not.

Do you know the position ?—For instance, I  go to 
Aran tor a week at a time ánd I  am in touch with them 
all the time.

What help have these fishermen got from the Govern
ment Departments?— I don’t think they got anything 
recently.

Do you think that Government help is essential ?— 
It is absolutely essential.

Y’ou speak about the distribution of the fish in the 
immediate neighbourhood; there would be a possibility 
of selling the fish there ?—Yes.

In your experience going amongst the people do you 
think fish would be a popular food if it were got fresh 
and at a reasonable price ?—Yes. We eat it on Friday, 
and I believe we would eat it every day if we could 
get it. On Aran they eat it every day.

If you had a central distributing store in the districts 
down there where a supply of fish could be had most 
days of the week you think it would be availed of?— 
Yes, some central place to get the fish sent to and 
then distributed to outlying districts. What is wrong 
now is that it cannot be got at all. It is gone to Eng
land before you have a chance of getting it.

In order to secure a steady supply you would want 
to have more fishing districts than one; that is, your 
distributing station should be supplied by more than 
one ?—Yes. My idea is to keep the fish at home.

You believe there would be a market for it?—Yes. 
You suggest that in future examinations for the legal 

profession Irish should be a compulsory subject?— Yes, 
for students starting.

And Irish should be compulsory for the medical pro
fession ?-—Yes, and I would not let them drop it after 
they had passed the first examination. I  would make 
them pass in Irish in the qualifying examination after
wards.

I suppose it follows that in all the administrative 
work of these districts that all the officials should have 
a knowledge of Irish?—Yes.

In connection with testing their knowledge you sug
gest it should be done by a central body or local ex
amining body ?—You could get plenty of people locally 
to do it.

Do you think it would be always wise to leave an 
examination of that type to local people?—I don’t 
know. There is prejudice sometimes.

It would be better to have a central examining body 
like the Civil Service Commissioners?— Yes.

P. 0 Cadhla.—You are very intimately acquainted 
with the Irish-speaking people in that district ?—Yes.

Do you think they have got any more confident in 
the use of Irish than heretofore?—Yes, they believe 
the present Government is going to encourage the lan
guage now. That is the general feeling.

Do they feel confident enough to go into the courts 
and put their cases before the courts in Irish ?—In the 
Irish-speaking districts it is the only language they can 
speak and they plead their cases in Irish.

Suppose they want to have a solicitor to defend them 
or plead their case ?—That is the difficulty.

So they are forced to speak English then?—Yes. 
The judge and the litigants know Irish, but the solici
tors are unable to conduct the cases in Irish

Do you believe the Irish Government should take 
steps to change that atmosphere completely and pro
mote one entirely in favour of Irish ?—Yes.

With regard to the natural growth of Irish, you are 
acquainted with Irish-speaking children of school age, 
and you know that there are children who don’t 
know English until they go to school, are there fairly 
large populations of these school children in these dis
tricts ?-—Yes.

When they go to school they are put out of sympathy 
with Irish when they are accosted in English ?—Yes.

Do you think it causes an objection to school work 
when the teacher does not speak to them in their own 
language?—There is a lot in that. In the Central 
Hospital in Galway there were three children, before I 
came up, who were not able to speak a word of Eng
lish, but one of the nurses was able to speak Irish and 
she was able to talk to them.

You believe flic greatest asset the nation has are the 
Irish'-speakin g children ?—Yes.

And that they should get all their education through 
the medium of the language they can use easily?—Yes.

The full course of primary education should be done 
through the medium-of Irish?—I would do it in Eng
lish also.

How far should they be equipped with English- 
Well, take the question of the Garda Siochana. They 
would want English in the Garda Siochana. I  don’t see 
why they should not be allowed the same) opportunities 
for intellectual development as (We ourselves have. 
There is an idea abroad amongst some people that they 
should be left in total ignorance of English which I  
consider very wrong.

If these children get the facilities and help for using 
English the tendency would be towards English; would 
not that be a danger to Irish ?—There is preference 
given to English as a rule.

Of course. I will go from that. Do you think that 
teachers who know the Irish dialect well would be best 
for the children?—Yes.

Do you think thatl would have its effect on the full 
national) growth of Irish?—It would help it very much. 
A man coming down from Dublin to the West would 
have a good lot of book Irish. The old people believe 
it is not the same Irish. That is because people learn
ing from books never come into touch with the native 
speakers.

You believe the full growth of Irish should be de
veloped as it exists down there?—Yes,

And publications should be founded on the language 
they speak. Do you think English books should be 
translated into Irish?—Yes. The whole world over
anything worth translating is translated into every 
language.

What I mean is that the Irish in these translations 
is not what the native speaker uses. Do you think he 
would have much difficulty in understanding them?— 
No. You can express yourself very scientifically in 
Irish. Take astronomy, which is rather hard. You 
may meet an ordinary countryman who can tell you the 
names of the different stars in Irish.

I am afraid we don’t understand each other. In the 
translation there is too much of the go of the original 
in it, and it is out of sympathy with the natural ex
pression?—I see what you mean, but if you get men 
like Professor O Máille, of Galway, who learned the 
language from the people, to do these translations he 
would put them into the Irish they know.

Chairman.—Is the Irish in Connemara a less flexible 
or a Jess vigorous medium of expression than the Eng
lish in Galway ?—The Irish is more expressive. For 
instance, I could give you a nastier blow in Irish than 
in English, it is the more expressive language.

P. 0 Cadhla.—You recognise that the point is very 
serious with regard to the amount of English spoken to 
children in these schools. Do you feel it would have 
a detrimental effect on Irish ?—Not if you give them the 
same facilities for both languages in the schools. The 
language in these districts will always be Irish.

And after a certain number of years the language 
of the whole country will be Irish?—I think you would 
be denying them their natural rights if you don’t teach 
them English. They would have far better prospects in 
life.

Chairman.— As a  matter of educational standard we 
should not say to any class in the country. “  You shall 
not have a knowledge of a second language ” ?—Yes. 1 
think you have had that before you in the question ol 
the Garda Siochana.

Mr. Moriarty.—In dealing with the attempts by th< 
Government to set up or effect improvements in th< 
poorer districts in the West you are aware of the activi 
ties of the Congested Districts Board?—Yes.

How far has West Galway, or, say, South Connemari 
fared in these schemes of improvement in the jnoore 
districts in the West as compared with East Galway ?— 
Far more attention has been concentrated on Wes 
Galway. It was the most deserving district.

More money has been spent on houses—Yes, am 
making roads, etc.

You consider the money spent there was in all oase 
well spent?—Yes.

You th in k  th e re  is  c o n s id e r a b le  r o o m  fo r  th e  extiD 
s io n  o f  such p r o ce s s e s  in  th e  future ?— Yes.

Considering the question of the improvement of thes 
districts, how far would it be opened up by good roads
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—What is necessary is more roads. Them are people 
in some districts that I cannot get at by road.
. What roads would you suggest should he made ? For 
instance, a road from Spiddal and westward towards 
Roundstone ?— I would not like to go into that. It is 
more or less an engineering question.

Considering there are large groups of population con- 
centrated along the seaboard, is there any need for a 
trunk road right around by the seaboard ?—The main 
roads are all right. What you want is small roads into 
.the villages and bogs.

My idea is to open up, these districts. Do you think 
it is desirable for people outside the Gaeltacht to get 
into the Gaeltacht?—There is a movement to get a 
trunk road right along the coast. As a matter of fact, 
the Galway County Council have taken it up.

Referring to the water and the effect it has, were 
there not efforts made to improve the water supply in 
South Connemara?—Yes, the Congested Districts 
Board erected two tanks.

How far were they successful ? Did they alleviate 
the difficulty?—To a certain degree, but they did not 
cure it.

The County Council and Rural District Council at
tempted to sink wells?—They did, but they were not 
successful.

Through geological causes?—Yes.
You would have a very long way to carry the water 

■from the nearest lake by piping?—Not in some 
places. In Lettermullen and Gorumna there are two 
‘lakes very easily got at. One of them could be used 
by gravitation. It is near Knock.

From reading your notes your idea I thought 
was to pipe the water from the mountains, which would 
be an enormous cost. Your idea is a local supply?— 
There is one lake in Gorumna—Lough-na-gown it is 
called—about 12 acres. There is another convenient 
to Ballinakill.

Dealing with the question of migration, are you aware 
of any attempts made by the Congested Districts Board 
to migrate -residents from South Connemara to East 
■Galway?—Yes, they made an attempt in East Galway 
on the French estate and it was successful. They 
migrated them from the places around and also from 
Newbridge, Ballina-loe.

They did not attempt to take them out of the poorer 
districts of South Connemara in considerable numbers 
to farm in Ea>t Galway?—I cannot say.

As regards the turf industry, it is largely carried on 
in South Connemara ?— Yes.

Do you think it is decaying ?—There are reports that 
the supplies will run short in 10 or 12 years’ time. I 
am told there is a lot up the mountains, but they 
■cannot get at it.

You believe roads there would be desirable?—Yes.
Is any attempt being made to reclaim land?—No.
Do you consider it is possible to utilise the land 

from which turf has been removed and give it to the 
people in South Connemara and let them turn it into 
farms?—I don’t think it would be possible. It is 
very marshy. If it was properly drained, and proper 
assistance given by the Government, it might be im
proved.

With regard to fishing, the Aran fisheries have been 
in a bad way for some time past?—Yes.

They don’t do any steam trawling on the Aran 
Islands ?— No.

They have motor trawlers ?—They are taken from 
them if they are not able/ to pay.

Therefore unless the British trawlers break the law 
they do not compete with the motor trawlers ?—That 
is right.

There is really no competition so long as they rely 
on their motors ?—No.

Are you aware of a curing station near Cashia?— 
The Congested Districts Board had one there.

Was any curing ever done there?—I think not.
There is a curing station and no curing being done ? 

—I asked an engineer of the Land Commission and he 
said there was nothing done. It was put up in the 
wrong area. It did not suit Roundstone or Kilkerrin.

As regards the dumping of fish, do you frequently 
heaT of fish having to be dumped?—Around Round
stone they say they often have to dump fish.

You propose to establish inland markets. Have 
you considered the difficulty that arises when you 
•try to get a highly perishable commodity to a

scattered population ?—We have an ice factory in 
Galway.

Ice does not always last. Fish has to be iced a.gain 
in Dublin before it gets to London. It is not so 
much the difficulty of icing as the difficulties of 
transit. You are aware that transit facilities are 
less than pre-war while railway freights are much 
higher?—Yes.

Have you considered how far it is feasible to 
develop inland markets for the bulk of fish caught 
in this country, herring and mackerel, haying re
gard to the scattered population and high freights?— 
You could do it by motor car.

Has the distribution of fish by motor been tried 
in Galway?—I don’t think so.

Have you ever heard of a man named Hannon?— 
I know him.

Did you hear that since the war he tried it and 
lost money on it?—I did not. He may have lost it on 
boats.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—You speak of the girls of the 
Irish-speaking districts being willing to take up 
domestic service?—Yes.

Chairman.—I was speaking of a type of specialised 
domestic service.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—Dr. Henry told us about two 
girls who came to his house but would not stay 
because he wanted them to speak Irish, and he had 
to get an English speaker in the town of Galway.

lVifn.es*.—You will always get that. You get girls 
who think that to speak Irish is the badge of 
slavery.

That is changing?—It is.
An Fear Mór.—With regard to the chairman’s 

question about providing children’s nurses, would it 
be possible to have a short course, given by some 
medical man or capable official in order that these 
girls might be qualified, so that people could place 
dependence on them ?—It would be a great thing if 
it could be done.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—We had some other witnesses 
who told us the Connemara district did not seem to 
get full value out of the establishment of the Con
gested Districts Board ?—I say that South Conne
mara got the most of what was going.

At what age generally do the poor children leave 
school in the Connemara district?—About twelve or 
thirteen.

What do they do then until they go to America?— 
They work around the house and they pull Carrigeen 
moss on the strand or anything in the line of earning 
a few shillings.

Do you find any serious attempt to find occupa
tions on the border of the Gaeltacht, or are their 
minds set on America from the age of twelve?—That 
is the outlook they have.

And nothing has been done for them ?—No, they 
are left there.

The teachers you get from the outside counties 
have no Irish until they come there?—You do get a 
few of them. I met some who were good Irish 
speakers.

YTou say Irish should be a qualifying subject for 
the higher examinations for doctors and solicitors?— 
I don’t think any doctors should be allowed into the 
Gaeltacht without Irish. In Galway no- doctor should 
be appointed without a knowledge of Irish, and the 
same with nurses.

I heard that your county council has made it com
pulsory for the new secretary to be able to do all the 
business in Irish if necessary ?—Yes.

An Seabhac.—Will he be appointed by the county 
council or by a selection board?—The procedure is 
that the local bodies get the applications and they 
are sent to a selection board in Dublin. I think that 
is the rule at present.

An Seabiiw.—From your evidence it appears that 
the economic conditions of Connemara is the root 
cause of any difficulties that are there in connection 
with the language?—Yes.

As Connemara is at present, do you think that 
special relief measures will be an annual neces
sity ?—Yes, as it is at present.

That is the prospect if Connemara is left in the 
position in which we find it.

Bad weather will cause the necessity for special 
relief ?—Yes.
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Chairman.—There is one question, doctor, I would 
like to ask you?—Have you given any consideration 
at all to what part the City of Galway is going to 
play in the re-Irishing of the western area ?—I think 
Galway city is doing more than any other city. I 
attribute that to the presence of the university, col
lege. The majority of the young professors there are 
Irish speakers, and not only that but they are en
thusiastic organisers as well. You have Professor
0  Maille, Professor Dillon, and Liam O’Brien. All 
these are not only Irish speakers, but are very en
thusiastic about Irish. All that atmosphere has 
fallen on the town and has a very good effect. We 
meet in the street and talk Irish, and on the links 
we talk Irish.

Generally, you feel Galway will play its part as 
far as willingness is concerned?—Yes.

Have you given any thought as to what particular 
part it could play ?—In the educational line gener
ally.

And the social line?—Yes.
The Irish-speaking battalion of the army has been 

sent down there. Do you think that in the surround
ings of Galway city these officers and men will be 
weaned away from the pure Irish language position 
they are in at present?—No. I was outside Galway 
post office, and I heard two soldiers talking in Irish, 
and a remark in English was passed by a man who 
said, “  It is all Irish now.”  These soldiers go into 
the shops and ask for things in Irish, and they walk 
out if they are answered in English. There is just 
one point I would like to mention. The Commission
ers have been considering the most satisfactory 
method of getting figures that would indicate the lie 
of the Irish-speaking population to-day. They 
worked very systematically at the figures available 
in the census returns from 1871 to 1911. They de
cided at the last meeting to get aarried out a partial 
census over certain electoral divisions throughout 
the country. They left me to work out a scheme, but
1 cannot satisfy myself that the Commissioners would 
be in a satisfactory position to get them. I have been 
fortunate enough through the sympathy and kind
ness of the Department of Justice and the Depart
ment of Agriculture to arrange that when they are 
taking the agricultural statistics at the same to take 
a census with regard to Irish speakers and non-Irish 
speakers over these areas. It begins immediately 
after the 1st of June, and it is expected to be 
finished by the 31st July.

The list of areas in which the enumeration of Irish 
statistics will be required is :—

Count y. .!> ea.
Donegal
Mayo
Galway
Kerry
Cork
Waterford

Whole of county, 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do.

Sligo Dromore R. D., Tobercurry R. D.,
Bovlc No. 2 R. D., and in the Sligo
R. D. the following D. E. D’s. : —

Roscommon
Clare

Limerick
Tipperary

Carrickbanaghcr,
Liseonny,
Ballynakill,
Drumcolumb,
Ballymote,
Drumfin,
Ri verst own,
Bricklieve,
Lakeview.

Castlerea R. D.
Bally vaughan R. D., Ennistymon

R. D., Kilrush R. D., Corrofin R. D., 
Ennis R. D., Killadysert R. D., 
Tulla R. D.

Glin R. D., Newcastle R. D.
Clogheen R. D.

That is undoubtedly throwing a large amount of 
work on the Civic Guard in these areas, but the Com
missioners realise, and the Government realise, that 
we can only devise true remedies through the con
sideration of true facts, and that we can only apply 
remedies from the facts as far as possible. No effort

is being spared on their part to get at the facts, and 
we want to get the sympathetic help of everybody 
throughout these areas to get the agricultural sta
tistics readily and expeditiously given to the Civic 
Guard and the particulars also of the Irish speakers. 
It has been agreed in the case of our statistics that 
large towns need not be enumerated, like Ennis, 
Fermoy, Mallow, and we will look for our statistics 
by the 31st August.

Tl’itn-ess.—I have some idea of the way these were 
taken in the past. A policeman met one man in a 
village and took down the whole thing. If that 
happens they will be of no use.

Chairman.—You have different machinery now, 
and it is for different purposes.

.1». Seabha-c.—Will any other agency he used? 
Will they require assistance from the teachers?

Chairman.—Letters are being addressed to differ
ent people in the country asking their assistance.

Thank you, Dr. O’Beirne.

MICHEÁL Rl'ADH 0  CATHAIN (President, Bilin
gual Teachers' Association).

The fallmrin(i statement of ccidcnce, submitted by 
Micheál Buad-h 0 Cntháiu, had been circulated 
to the Conunisxwnei s : —

1. In dealing with Clare us a unit, the Irish-speak
ing areas may be limited to the western sea-board, 
from Black Head to Loop Head. Irish is well known 
by those over fifty years ot age, and is spoken in 
Dunlin and neighbourhood, the Hag's Head area, 
and Liscaimor district, in Quilty and towards Doon- 
beg, at Cor,bally and in the Loop Head peninsula. It 
is seldom spoken except by the old people, and is 
decaying rapidly ; being very rarely used as the sole 
medium of communication, children do not speak 
Irish in the homes, but there is a noticeable im
provement in this respect through the activity in the 
schools.

2. The English spoken is incorrect, being mainly 
acquired through what was taught, to the children 
and attempted translation of their own Irish con
structions. This is a serious impediment to the 
teaching and cultivation of the Irish language, and 
practically neutralises the efforts made to improve 
the status of English when dealing with that lan
guage.

■- In the estimation of Irish-speaking area6 and 
number of speakers in each area, it should lie borne 

jin mind that the census returns are unreliable, being 
|c<nnpiled by those who, if not hostile to the lan
guage, were unsympathetic and disinterested. Such 

.statistics were generally supplied by one individual,
1 in a particular neighbourhood, who generally sup
plied information suitable to his own sentiment, re- 

V.gardless of accuracy.
^ 4 .  There are many districts in the interior of the 
county where Irish is well known by the old people.
I have met old people while travelling to Ennis who 
can speak Irish very fluently. Though Irish is not 
very generally used in the home it must be remem
bered that the children easily acquire a knowledge 
of Irish and become fluent speakers where the 
teachers arc capable, enthusiastic, and genuinely in- 
teiestcd in the cultivation and use of Irish as a 
medium of communication. I believe, with favour
able conditions, a sound programme, vigorous com
pulsion and reasonable opportunities, the growing 
generation will save the language.

Ail mi nist cation.
5 Heretofore Irish was ignored by local represen

tatives, not being a factor which determined their 
success at the election, it was conscientiously dis
carded at their deliberations, notwithstanding it was 
the language that was best known .by some. In the 
appointment of officials the language was never con
sidered, and I have never known where an Irish 
speaker, or a Candidate from a poor district, 
succeeded in obtaining an appointment under any 
local council; £ s. d. seemed to be a more powerful 
and persuasive factor than the Irish language in de
termining suitable candidates.

6. At present only four members of the county 
council know Irish, and, consequently, its use is rare 
except in their ordinary conversation. Three members
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of the clerical staff know Irtish. Twenty .officials under 
the county council are absolutely ignorant of Irish. 
Since the present county council began to function 
I am informed that two officials, two doctors and 
three nurses were appointed with a knowledge of 
Irish. No provision exists for insisting on a know
ledge of the language as far as old officials are con
cerned, but those seeking new appointments must 
have a knowledge of it or acquire same within sir 
mvnthn.

7, The comity is divided into five districts, with an 
Irish teacher for each district. A sum of £1,360 is 
raised annually for this purpose at the rate of Id. in 
the £ on the valuation. Two of these are presently 
working in West Clare. This seems to me to be a 
very small allowance for West Clare, considering 
that it is the most Irish-speaking part. There is an 
advisory committee in existence which is supposed 
to look after the language interests, make recommen
dations, and arrange work for teachers in various 
centres.

8. The main defects in present administration are :—
(1) That the main issue seems to he a struggle for 
political supremacy; (2) That Irish is totally ignored 
in the determination of appointments; (H) That pros
pects (corrupt and disgraceful) prompt individuals 
to become members of local legislative bodies; (4) 
That no restrictions imposing Irish as a necessary 
qualification have yet been established by the 
Ministry.

Benirilins.
9. The remedies that I would suggest are :—ft) 

That all appointments under the county council he 
made by examination, Irish being a compulsory sub
ject (oral and writteni: <2| That half the number of 
questions in each subject be in Irish after this year 
for county scholarships; (.4) That the appointment of 
professional men, such as, doctors, veterinary sur
geons, lawyers, engineers, where degrees and quali
fications are required, be made bv the responsible 
Minister (Irish «till being largely the qualification 
which determines the appointment where the other 
requirements are forthcoming). This has a very 
beneficial effect as it will help to infuse a spirit of 
work, energy and enthusiasm into the prospective 
candidates in each sphere, and help to focus atten
tion on study resulting in higher qualifications. Its 
influence will extend from the primary school to the 
university, and will be still more beneficial in keep
ing out of public life those who are base enough to 
seek representation for purely corrupt and selfish 
ends; (4) That a committee from the Irish-speaking 
areas, consisting of those in close touch with actual 
requirements, and genuinely interested in the ad
vancement of the language, he appointed to transact 
certain specified business as determined by the 
Ministry. The people are so sick of misrepresenta
tion and corrupt representation that, I venture to 
say, 50 per cent, would much prefer to have a paid 
official notwithstanding the supposed interest in re
presentative legislation. I have heard several of the 
more intelligent of the community express this view. 
There is a real necessity to adopt every precaution.

Eiluratidii.
10, Education, generally speaking, is in a very 

backward condition, and very limited in its applica
tion. The present programme has been responsible 
for some little activity in the schools, and there has 
been a noticeable progress, but the home influence, 
apathy of parents, irregularity, indifference and pre
vailing ignorance, are factors which largely neutralise 
the efforts made' in the schools. The main de
fects of the system in its relationship to the Gael- 
tacht for which I speak are :—(1) There is no ade
quate provision made to continue, the work begun;
(2) there is no possibility of recruiting teachers from 
the Gaeltacht as conditions render same impossible;
(3) sufficient opportunities are not afforded the poor 
children from these Irish-speaking areas; (4) there 
is no provision made for books; (5) unsuitability of 
national programme; (6) want of provision of school 
libraries; (7) want of continuation schools; (81 no 
provision for pupil teachers; (9) no restrictions re
garding the exploitation of child labour; (10) unsuit

able hooks. There are other factors which indi
rectly relate to the system in being, and which are 
also injurious.

11. The continuation of the work begun in the pri
mary school should he continued in a higher type 
of school (.central or otherwise), which should be 
established and so situated as to embrace a large 
number of school areas. Such schools would be the 
nursery schools for the professions. They would 
make for the possibility of recruiting from the Gael- 
tacht material for the teaching profession in the 
area in question. Tins type would be a decided ad
vantage. as such a teacher would be better able to 
appreciate his environment, and its propei educa
tional interpretation, and have greater sympathy 
towards the social, economic, and industrial ad
vancement of the inhabitants. The introduction of 
a teacher with a limited or moderate amount of Irish 
serves no useful purpose, stimulates no effort, but, 
on the contrary, serves to establish a kind of dialect 

i which is ridiculed by the native speaker. This ideal 
1 of procuring local material tor the Gaeltacht is a 

most potent element in the thorough development 
and propagation of the language. Annual examina
tions for pupil teachers in the Gaeltacht, of junior 
grade standard, and with questions wholly in Irish, 
would be effective in procuring material in the 
schools for probationary service of two years' dura
tion, and would foster spirit and determination on 
the part, of the parents towards the more extensive 
use of the language. Pupil teachers should ,be fairly 

1 well paid, and the monitorial .system should be en- 
I tirely discontinued.
I 12. I ’nder present conditions it is utterly impos

sible tor pupils from Irish-speaking districts to 
obtain any public positions except to a very limited 
degree. Banks, railways, public offices and profes
sions of all kinds, are closed to them, or beyond their 
reach, hence the apathy and indifference which 
prevails.

13. Books for Irish-speaking districts seem to be 
limited. Adequate provision has been made for the 
learner and the teacher in the non-Irisli-spi aking 
areas. Books with a large number of questions 
attached to each lesson have been published for 
their convenience. A graduated series of Headers, 
consisting of lessons with a bias towards environ
ment, dealing with fishing, fanning, historical and 
geographical subjects, and helping at the same time 
to develop national character, would be an acqui
sition to the Gaeltacht. These would serve to link 
up home life with the school, and be a souue of 
enlightenment and form the basis for logical de
velopment in matters purely educational. Such 
books and requisites as are necessary should he sup
plied gratis 1o the teachers, thus relieving them of a 
considerable burden borne without complaint fm a 
number of years. 1 have known teachers who have 
spent more than their bilingual fees supplying Irish 
books, and other school requisites, to their pupils. 
The free supply of books and the establishment of 
school libraries seem to be two urgent necessities tor 
the advancement of Irish.

14. The establishment, location, constitution, and 
function of higher schools are matters which I will 
not touch. I would say, liowovei, that the after 
training of teachers should be carefully guarded and 
continued with a view to such a regulated sequence' 
on logical lines that the primary object has not. been 
sacrificed or neglected.

l ’ n i i j i  n i n  m i ' .

15. I regard a special programme for the Irisli- 
.--penking areas an immediate necessity. The present 
national programme is indefinite, and leaves too 
wide a field for interpretation, and evidently not 
calculated to embrace the schools and the areas in 
question. A programme with sound effective regu
lations and conditions, requiring proper training, 
qualifications and ability to work same, would be a 
decided advantage and a great encouragement. The 
rule of the late board, requiring a knowledge of the 
language in these districts, was an absolute farce, 
and, I regret to say. grossly abused by various ele
ments including the Gaelic colleges. Years ago I 
made an earnest appeal to the colleges to adopt a 
uniform standard for each certificate, but to no avail
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The trailing and proper qualifications of teachers 
for the Irish-speaking districts have -been grossly 
neglected up to the present.

Inspection—Irish Areas.
1G. Tile areas so scheduled and determined should 

be specially considered from every standpoint. The 
inspectors whose knowledge of Irish would so qualify 
them should be appointed to such districts. They 
should of necessity arrange conferences with teachers, 
discuss matters of educational importance, explain 
details and requirements of programme in every par
ticular, and so help in its advancement and success
ful working. The knowledge of local conditions, 
social, economic, industrial and topographical, etc-., 
is an essential to sound, effective work on the part 
of the inspector. The continual transference of in
spectors should be avoided, as it tends to alienate 
his sympathies, limit his local knowledge, and de
stroy his interests in local development. Sympathy, 
co-operation, inteiest, and exact knowledge of local 
conditions and circumstances, are indispensable for 
an exact estimation of work done and for its direc
tion, scope and limitations.

E.rumination*.
IV. Under present circumstances, the candidates 

from Irish-speaking districts are labouring under 
terrible disadvantages. Assuming that Irish is their 
h o m e  and native language, they have to compete 
with others in five, and very often seven, different sub
jects and answer them in a foreign language. Ques
tions in geography, history and kindred subjects are. 
generally speaking, based on modern text-books 
written in English, and cannot be effectively dealt 
with in Irish, unless such books are read, translated 
and annotated .by teacher and candidates. I do not 
believe that the addition of a small percentage of 
marks f o r  answering through the medium of Irish is 
a genuine solution of the difficulty. Half the ques
tions should of necessity be answered in Irish, this 
being the only condition which places the candidate 
from the Gaeltaeht in a position of equality; or a 
proportionate reservation of vacancies for those who 
answer solely tlnongh the medium of Irish, would 
serve equally well.

Social and Economic.
lb. The Irish-speaking districts in Clare were once 

very thickly populated, until the inhabitants became 
the victims of ruthless landlordism. There were 
twelve to fourteen houses where there is now only 
one; and the inhabitants were forced to burn the 
land in order to rendei it more productive for the 
growth of potatoes and other crops which were re
quired for the large population. To help towards the 
extermination of the Gael, rents were increased, 
valuations doubled, and other oppressive measures 
were adopted. Large numbers were forced to emi
grate in discarded ships provided bv the landlords, 
under the guise of pretended benevolence. The re
sult of such oppression has jrartially survived, for, 
comparatively speaking, these areas are more highly 
valued and rents are more exorbitant than in the 
more fertile areas. These factors must be borne in 
mind in any effort made to improve our local con
ditions. Those who live beside the sea are largely 
dependent on support from their friends in America. 
The vast majority of the growing generation emi
grate at an early age or are seut as servants to 
neighbouring towns or to rich fanners. Thus is the 
exploitation of child labour encouraged.

If). In former times large numbers were employed 
in the fishing industry. There were thirty or forty 
little lioats in each village, arid many of the small 
farmering element were also occasionally engaged in 
this industry, while now there are only a few boats 
in each district. The spirit and willingness to work 
have decayed, and fishing is confined to a few in each 
centre. This has been due to ignorance, want of 
capital, indifference to equipment and progress; also 
to want of attention, no commercial capacity, 
foreign trawling, and other internal circumstances 
which helped to divert attention towards other pur
suits. There are still possibilities for a thorough de
velopment of the industry which must be brought

about by effective organisation, pressure, popular 
sympathy and enlightenment. Education on the 
lilies indicated Will be a necessity for such develops 
ment.

Kelp.
20. This was a flourishing industry some years ago,

but has almost completely died out in recent years. 
Kings were formed, fraudulent methods for testing 
were adopted, and prices varied from £1 to £8 per 
ton for kelp of the same quality. Kelp fetched up tó 
£12 per ton during war time, and the raw material 
realised £120 per ton. The industry now is in a very 
backward condition, and kelp is in the hands 
of some poor fishermen for the past few 
years. In pre-war days, as the result of
the ventilation of grievances and investigations,
I got into touch with several companies in England, 
ana a representative came to see me from there. He 
made a careful survey of the Clare Coast and, after close 
examination, estimated a low* of £1,000,000 per annum 
in sea-weed alone. He suggested the establishment 
of stations for drying the sea-weed, with a central sta
tion for the extraction of iodine in the crude state, 
which could be taken by 'himself in barrels for refine
ment. The by-products and artificial manures
obtained would be sufficient to fertilize the land along 
the western coast. He intended to develop this, but 
the great war intervened, and the project dropped. A 
somewhat similar factory has been established in the 
Orkney or Shetland Isles. Independent inquiries should 
be made by the authorities as to similar possibilities, 
in Ireland.

21. I am strongly of opinion that research work 
should be established in connection with our Univer
sities whereby we may be able to more fully appre
ciate what can be accomplished in each direction where 
scientific knowledge is required. Education in this 
as in other spheres of development is very essential. 
There has been no such thing as technical education 
in these centres. This education evidently has been 
devised for the classes not for the masses. The trans
ference? of the inhabitants to other areas would prove 
an absolute failure here in Clare.

22. We had large oy ster beds in flourishing condition 
along the Shannon area which have now died out. 
Winkles, carrigean, and such like products are to be 
had and only require a market. I  had a communication 
from Italy some time ago asking for the quantity of 
carrigean obtainable. This is negligible but. it a central 
station for distribution and exportation were established, 
it would help to advance a local industry. Local 
and cottage industries such as making of toys should 
be established in the Gaeltaeht and should be pro
tected.

2-í. I regret fr> say that oun internal differences, local 
prejudices, sentiments, and ideals were largely respon
sible for the gross negligence of our industries. We 
had great opportunities after the great war to build 
them up and to capture the markets and so establish 
ourselves before our more enlightened competitors had 
fully recovered from the shock.

General.
24. In my opinion there should he no differentiation 

in any measures which you propose to adopt between 
Irish and partially Irish-speaking districts. Teachers 
with a fluent knowledge of Irish, enthusiastic and in
terested in its development could work any programme 
under suitable conditions as to attendance, regularity, 
requisites and inspection. It must be borne in mind 
that the bilingual teachers of Ireland have, under trying 
circumstances and difficulties, made great efforts (not 
without tremendous sacrifices) to sustain the spirit and 
the energy necessary to advance the language in their 
schools. The position of these teachers should be 
seriously considered : their salaries, emoluments, staff
ing and improvement of their schools are matters for 
urgent consideration. It must be remembered that 
in connection with the larger type of schools where 
conditions (both hygienic and financial) are con
siderably more attractive, there is a tendency on the 
part of the hilingual^teachers to migrate, wlienever 
possible, to them. This serves to make teachers in the 
isolated districts discontented. I would suggest the 
abolition of averages, capitation and bilingual fees, and 
the "establishment of a graduated scale of salaries for 
teachers who would work the proposed special pro-
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gramme. This is not a merely selfish idea, but- has 
recemmendatwiis' which will'serve to arouse interest 
in the language and stimulate greater effort towards 
its cultivation, and thus help to extend the Gaeltacht 

..gradually. The introduction of the programme as re- 

.commended hy the inspector would bring with it the 

.higher emoluments and at the same time help in the 

.direction mentioned. .1 believe that the Department of 
Education sh’oulu not allow any inspector into such 
schools who is not thoroughly qualified in Irish.

25. There are three subjects of great importancee 
which are neglected, viz. : cookery, needlework and 
.religious knowledge, and if the inspectors who knew 
these subjects were sent to examine them in each dis
trict it would be another great encouragement. 
The organisers for the two former, and for Kindergar
ten, knew very little Irish, and their presence in 
schools, where Irish is mainly used, serves no useful 
purpose. The examination or inspection of the loner 
standards in oral/ Irish is very important. Irish should 
be spoken—not taught.

26. Much could be done by the discontinuation of 
the present system of keeping school accounts. I do 
not knotv that it' prevails in any other country, and 
if discontinued would be an economic salvation in the 
school , and in the office.

27. In order that real effective progress could be 
made. I  believe tbát the various Ministers concerned 
should co-operate in the adoption of your recomtnen- 
dations. There are several young men in the West of 
IrSand who could, if properly dispersed and utilized, 
be made the medium of conveying a knowledge of Irish 
to the Guards. One in each barrack would be a 
benefit, and a source of encouragement in the area

’Where such material was procured. AH departments 
•should be consulted and strenuous efforts should be 
made to secure thorough co-operation in this great work. 
The Education Department seems to be the only one 
in real activity at present, but there must be a little 
■help given from the others as well.

28. I regret very much that I had not more time at 
my disposal to submit a more concise and methodical 
.report. I trust, however, that these notes may be of 
some benefit, and hope that your recommendations 
and findings may ultimately result in establishing our 
native language on a .sound and enduring basis.

(Signed)

1 Hth Mny. 1820. 
*

MICHEÁL RUADH O CATHAIN, 
CorbaUy, I'hirr.

* * * *

MICHEÁL RUADH 0  CATHAIN, examine,}.
■ ■ Chairman.—You mention certain districts here in 
■your memorandum. Are therer any of them in which 
:Irish is the home language of the people?—I don’t 
think so. While the old people are well able to con
verse in Irish', they generally speak broken English.

What district is that ?—All the old fishermen speak 
Irish freely and'have the old stories, place names, 
historical references and all that, but they use broken 
English too in all the sea-coast districts.

Amongst themselves ?—No. Speaking to the child
ren. ,

Where they Speak Irish among themselves have 
they a good literary tradition ?—They have. They can 
deal tnore effectively with their own interests in Irish 
than in English, and have bv rote poems, etc.

Apart from the complete home use of the language, 
is therS any district in which the children speak the 
language well?—Yes, in Kilbaha and Kilballyowen, 
Doolin, and my own district where the children are 
interested they can speak fairly well.

Take that sympathetic connection between the 
parents and children; is that kept up through the 
medium of English or Irish?—Not much through the 
medium of Irish, because the parents are under 
the impression that the ■ children will have 
to go to America and that they will have to 
earn their living not through their own language but 
through English, and Irish will be practically t>f little 
use to them.

In the case of mothers talking to young children 
who are beginning to speak, that consideration hardly 
develops as early as that?—It is the motherly in
stinct to establish a connection with the child that is

there ?—I have no experience where that prevails 
and where Irish is exclusively used.

To a large extent English is the connection ?—It is. 
In fact there is only one resident in my district totally 
ignorant of English. There are a great many who 
speak English, and I would prefer them to speak 
Irish.

You say the children speak Irish fluently where ilie 
teachers are enthusiastic; have you personal ex
perience of that ?—Yes, they can. I had a boy up 
for examination foe the county council scholarship, 
and he answered all the questions in Irish—a fact 
due to my own endeavours.

Did he get a scholarship?—He did.
Was he the oniy boy that answered through the 

medium of Irish?—Yes. You see there are no proper 
arrangements made for the examination of the county 
as a whole, and a bov with a fluent knowledge of Irish 
may only get the same credit as a boy with a much 
less knowledge. As regards the written examination, 
some of the questions did not lend themselves to be 
dealt with veiy effectively in Irish. Then again, one 
examiner may set the questions and another ex
aminer may examine the papers.

Were these scholarships for the university or secon
dary schools?—Secondary schools.

How many are there in Clare ?—About twelve this 
year, and twenty last year. This boy I refer to did 
not speak much Irish in his youth. He was about 
thirteen years of age when lie started to learn Irish 
properly.

Did he get any marks for English, or did he lose all 
these marks ?—1 don’t think he did lose them all. 
He got a fairly good percentage in English.

Did he take English as a subject?—He did, but he 
answered all the other papers in Irish.

When you speak of vigorous and compulsory 
methods to save the language, what are we to under
stand from that ?—I mean compulsory school attend
ance for children up to fifteen years of age.

Is that the only compulsory matter you would re
commend ?—If there were continuation schools we 
could have compulsion from 15 to 18 for specified 
periods each year.

When you speak of continuation schools, what do you 
suggest people should learn at these schools ?—Well, 
for instance, Irish, Irish history, literature, civics, 
farming, etc., the local literature of the place, if any, 
and as far as girls are concerned they should be 
required to take courses in domestic science, cookery, 
house-work and subjects of that kind.

What have you in mind when you say it will save 
the language?—I don’t see any other means of saving 
it except by compulsory attendance. I don’t believe 
that children who leave school from the fifth or sixth 
class will save the language and have sufficient 
knowledge and anxiety in them to continue their 
studies in after life.

That is what you have in mind when speaking of 
saving the language as the home language of the 
country?—Yes, eventually when linked up with the 
other conditions I have enumerated.

.lit Senithnr.—The better educated the rising genera
tion, the greater the security for the Irish lan
guage?—Yes.

In administration you refer to the county council 
and say that neither do the people of Clare look for 
qualifications as Irish speakers among the people they 
put Up nor does the county council as a whole pay 
any attention to it except to provide for its teaching 
in five centres ?—That is my experience.

Is there no patriotism in the people of Clare that 
makes them realise that the language is a national 
asset?—Not up to the present. But, of course, I may 
say they have Set aside five districts, appointed 
five teachers, and struck a rate of Id. in the £. In 
selecting candidates for election there was no con. 
sideration at all as regards Irish. I think it would 
ibe utterly impossible to get members elected exclu
sively on that ticket alone.

ft. would be unreasonable to get them elected as 
Irish speakers alone, but would it not be possible to 
get good representatives with a knowledge of Irish ?— 
It would, but it might not be possible to get the 
electorate to support them.
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They have definitely made a change with regard to 
the staff?—Yes, but not a genuine one to secure a 
knowledge of Irish.

For instance, will the county council require the 
county surveyor and the men who work undeT him to 
have a conversational knowledge of Irish before 
them?—I doubt it. I would prefer to see the clerks 
appointed by examination, but I  have never seen a 
man from the Irish-speaking district appointed up to 
the present. It will be some time before we are at 
that stage. I don’t see why the clerks to the council 
and others should not be appointed by an examina
tion held by some standard examining body and have 
Irish amongst the subjects, both oral and written.

Are there any appointments under the Clare county 
council now made as a result of an examination by 
the Civil irervice Commissioners?—I think there is a 
supposed qualifying examination of some kind for 
some appointments Canon Kennedy made an at
tempt to get somebody with a knowledge of Irish to 
fill some recent vacancies, but failed.

Education is generally backward in the Irish-speak
ing districts?—-Generally, in comparison with other 
countries.

And with regard to other counties?—I cannot speak 
for other counties. Education and interest in educa
tion is rather backward as far as my experience goes 
in Clare.

The people are not interested in education ?—No. 
but 1 remember when boys went during winter to 
school until they were up to twenty-three years of 
age. I remember boys wlm got certificates for navi
gation and trigonometry, physiography and mathe
matics. etc., from South Kensington Department of 
Science and Arts. That spirit has disappeared. 
If you insist on these qualifying examinations 
it would be an inducement to boys to continue 
their studies and an inducement to parents to 
send their children to school. A great many have 
gone into the Civil Service from Clare. You will find 
men from Clare in every department. At that time 
they walked five and six miles to school, and they 
studied very carefully to get into the Civil Service. 
Conditions have changed since then.

You speak of the unsuitability of the National 
School programme?—That programme was never in
tended for Irish-speaking districts as stated in pre
face to programme.

Have you any dear idea as to the points on which 
that programme is unsuitable at the moment?—The 
first idea that suggested itself to me was when at the 
course for teachers we had a professor whose function 
was to interpret this programme and how it could be 
effectively dealt with in the schools, and she main
tained that composition should not he taught in the 
junior standards. As a matter of fact it is possible to 
take written composition in the second standard. 
Take my o-wn school, it would be quite possible to 
teach “  Sheanacus ’ ’ in second class, and get ele
mentary composition written.

Clinirmati.— What is the age for second class?—I 
have children from between four and five in infants' 
class and .between seven and eight in second class 
and I teach them things that would not be possible 
until the fifth standard in other schools.

That you know of?—Yes.
Roughly In what district or direction ?—In all 

directions; of course the programmes largely depend 
on the teachers themselves and the interpretation 
they put on the programme, and this would not Im
possible where the teacli.-is are not fluent.

The teaclo r looks upon the programme from his
o-vn capacity to deal with it, and when you say that 
a matter you teach would not be possible in other 
schools, do you mean it is due to the limitation of 
the children or the teachers ?—That is a question I 
would not like to deal with. It would he possible if 
teachers were recruited from Irish-speaking districts 
and knew Irish thoroughly.

An Xeabhar.—You speak of the want of suitable 
books ?—Yes.

And the feasibility of providing these books?—Yes.
Over what area do you think these hooks should be 

provided either for teachers or for the children?—In 
Kilbaha, Carrigaholt, Doolin, Quilty, Liscannor, and 
my own area.

That is Corballyf—Yes.
You would supply these books to the children?— 

Yes.. Free, and establish school libraries.
Between what ages would the children want these 

books?—School-going age from three to fifteen yeaTS. 
In dealing with the programme there is a double 
responsibility- There could be in the second class 
a book called ”  Seanaehas.”  Pupils in my fifth class 
could read historical readers and geographical readers 
in Irish. I have to supply these boeiks—1 have done 
that for years—whereas in outside districts the one 
ordinary reader is sufficient. Heretofore you had to 
supply books in English as well?—That was a double 
set of books, and the parents being poor that turned 
them against the Irish language. They grumbled 
about it and the idea of spending a lot of money on 
books. In making investigations some time ago, I 
found that teachers have to supply the pool children 
witli clothes as well as books in certain areas.

.In Fear Alor.—I can quite bear out your statement 
| as regards the poverty in these districts, and that 

clothes have to be supplied as well as books. You 
are teaching in a bilingual school?—Yes. I have 
taught for years when there were difficulties with 
regard to the bilingual programme. I worked in 
England for a number of years. I was in Waterford 
and Spiddal, and I travelled around to all the Irish 
colleges at my own expense and got fairly well 
acquainted1 with the language. I taught Irish as an 
extra, hut I could not see the utility of teaching it 
as an extra. There was a girl in the school, 
and she knew very little Irish. The average went 
up to fifty and she made an effort to qualify 
herself in Irish, but failed. An assistant was 
eventually appointed, .but she had not much 
Irish. She does not use the language as a native 
speaker would, with the result that the oral pro
gramme in the junior standards has been neglected, 
and that places me in a rather peculiar predicament. 
During all my experience I have never had an inspec
tor who could deal effectively with Irish. I have one 
report and I asked the inspector, when he dealt with 
the school and the examination, “ did you examine 
on the same standard of difficulty as in an un
bilingual school ? ”  He said “  yes,”  and yet the man 
knew no Irish. I asked him what his opinion of the 
standard of intelligence was and he said it ranked 
equally with the schools outside, and that bilingual
ism was an impediment tn higher efficiency.

Chuirmau.—What year would that be?—In 1915 or 
thereabouts.

That is rather a while ago?—Well, it shows you the 
difficulties I had to work under.

.In Fear ih>r.—At present the bilingual programme 
is an official programme ?—Yes, but my late manager 
was against it, and he withdrew the programme when 
I was here at the university and when I went back I 
had to work as well as I could on bilingual lines, and 
the juniors were neglected since.

It is a bilingual school but not registered as such?— 
It is bilingual as far as 1 am concerned.

What age are the children when they come to you 
first ?—Very young.

They come from four years of age ?—Yes.
How long do you take to make fairly fluent speakers 

of these kiddies?—If the whole work were done in 
Irish they would have a fairly good knowledge of' 
Irish in two years—all oral work of school being 
Irish.

And have full instruction in Irish?—Yes. But I
don’t believe any sane man would show a child of 
four years of age a literary alphabet.

What sort of teaching have you for a child of that 
age?—Purely conversation based on pictures, etc.

You think that if Irish were spoken wholly, and 
everything were taught in Irish that in two years 
these children would be fluent?—Yes, íot that age,, 
and they would derive more benefit from the teach
ing in the upper standards.

If they came to school at five would they have lost 
much by not getting in on reading until seven 
—devoting the whole first two years to oral 
work?—I don’t think they would. You could1 intro
duce reading at "seven.' Mv experience is that it is a 
great mistake tó introduce reading at once. We lose-
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a lot of time trying to teach reading when we should 
be doing oral work; and especially language work. ■

Chairman.—I would like to get your opinion on the 
standard of stuff provided, as reading for the first 
year’s reading and for the second year’s reading also ?
—With regard to reading material, I  believe myself, 
in dealing with the Gaeltacht, that you should have 
a special set of books with self-contained lessons.

Is the reading provided too simple or too difficult?
—The first readers are not so bad; it is when you go 
to the upper standards that you find you have too 
many story books. I believe they should be taught 
certain ideas with regard to farming and fishing, and 
fix their minds upon the development of the country, 
and that these ideas should be embodied in the higher 
standard books, and we should standardise same

You have not found that the first readers provided 
are necessarily inadequate in expression and use of 
the language ?—There is no great grievance in that, 
but they could be much more difficult in every stan- j 
dard in the Gaeltacht than in outside districts. They | 
are written more for the learning element than for , 
the Gaeltacht.

An Fear Mór.—You are chairman of the Bilingual | 
Primary Teachers’ Association '-'—Yes. !

Wliat exactly have they in their minds with regard ; 
to the whole scheme? Is it their idea that they are ! 
in duty hound' to give the pupils in their charge an , 
efficient knowledge of Irtish and English ?—I think j 
that was the original idea.

Hn you think bilingualism is the right policy for this 
country?—Undoubtedly, for any country. The child 
with two languages is more intelligent than a child 
with one.

Do you believe that every lesson taught in the 
schools should he taught in the two languages?—I 
would teach English as an extra subject, if the con
ditions and prospects were changed.

Should as much time be devoted to the teaching of 
English and subjects through the medium of English 
as to the teaching of Irish and subjects through the 
medium of Irish?—I would not introduce the teaching 
of English except as English. I would, as far as the 
teacher was capable, have all subjects taught through 
Irish and Irish alone in the Irish-speaking districts 
when provisions are made for its extension in all de
partments.

Is it right to describe that as bilingualism? That 
is, you would teach English as a subject, but you 
would utilise Irish altogether in the work of the school 
and teach all subjects through the medium of Irish, 
except English. Do you think that is the idea the 
bilingual teachers have before them and that the 
inspectors would be satisfied with it?—I don't think 
they would. The idea of the teacher is to please the 
inspector, and he goes on whatever lines the inspector 
suggests. There is nothing definite as regards bi
lingualism and its limitations.

What is your experience of inspectors as to their 
attitude to the programme?—When Mr. Coleman 
examined my class he said it would rank favourably 
with the bilingual schools, but others in capable care
fully avoided all reference to programme.

Have you had any complaints from other bilin
gual teachers that they found inspectors hostile or 
otherwise towards Irish?—I never discussed that with 
them.

Do you believe the teachers; in bilingual'schools have 
grievances against inspectors at the present time? 
—I cannot tell you, but they are lessening I pre
sume.

As chairman of the organisation, have you any plans? 
—We only have an annual meeting, and the last one 
was very poorly attended. I don’t think an inspector 
should be allowed to enter a bilingual school unless 
his knowledge of Irish was thorough. An inspector 
was examining » .history class in a certain school, and 
he commenced by putting four or five questions 
in English. There was no reply and the teacher 
intervened and reminded him fhat the instruc
tion was given ip Irish, and lye said, in a rather 
•signifioent fashion, “  my mistake.”  The same thing 
occurred in the geography, class., This was the only 
complaint I heard recently.,

Have you heard pf pthér epniplaints of that kind,?—
•I have;not beard of many complaints of that kind. 
The inspector is very cautious now and when he gtjés 
into a bilingual school he is very careful. It is very

necessary, for an inspector going into a bilingual 
school or an Irish-speaking school to have a thorough 
knowledge of the language and show an example to 
the children.

Chairman.— You seem to be under the impression 
that the Gaelic colleges have issued certificates to 
teachers who were not qualified to teach?— Un
doubtedly, they issued certificates to teachers who had 
not a sufficient knowledge of the language, and lienee 
the present reaction.

You recommend conferences between inspectors and 
teachers to discuss matters of educational importance? 
—Yes, strongly.

Have any such conferences been held up to the pre
sent r—They have. We had conferences, but they 
generally dealt with a particular subject selected. 
My idea in suggesting conferences is. that it you in
sist on a special programme for the Gaeltacht with 
special conditions and otherwise, that for the inter
pretation of that programme we want conferences 
with the inspectors to find out what would be their 
actual requirements in each subject, and so help to 
arouse public interest in matters educational.

It .would be a conference bearing specially on the 
special programme for Irish-speaking districts?—Yes.

With regard to examinations you say half the ques
tions should be answered in Irish, what examination 
does that íefer to - Any public examination. 
Take a boy from an Irish-speaking district 
coming up for a scholarship. He is accustomed 
to dealing with all the s u b je c t s  through the medium 
of Irish, and lie has to answer the questions in Eng
lish. Regardinir tile fact that English is foreign to him. 
iv he has to ileal with seven or eight subjects he is placed 
at a great disadvantage. Then take an English-speak
ing pupil. lie has only to do Irish as an extra, and 
there is a possibility of that boy securing the same 
number of marks in the written, and probably 
in the oral examination, as the boy from the Irish
speaking district. I would rather reserve a eertain 
number of places for Irish-speaking boys or plac-c them 
on an equality- with the others by making it necessary 
that half the number of questions be announced in 
Irish and answered solely through that medium.

Have you any other examinations in mind?—-Yes. 
the County Council and Civil Service examinations, in 
fact all examinations.

You consider some of the more Irish-speaking dis
tricts in West Clare poor in the matter of productivity 
and more highly valued than some of the others?—I 
cannot supply you with statistics. It must be remem
bered that the majority of the people were transferred 
into Clare and across the Shannon in olden times. It 
is quite within the memory of our grandfathers that 
there were twenty and thirty people living in districts 
where you would have only three and four now. Of 
course the majority of them fished at that time. Even 
the farming element five and six miles inland fished. 
Then the landlords came along and sent them else
where', and raised their valuations and increased their 
rents to help in their extermination.

But that happened elsewhere too. How do the 
people get a livelihood?—The people on the sea coast 
derive it principally irom the fishing and kelp indus
tries.

Where do they dispose of their fish?—There were 
two local dealers who bought it up, but for the past two 
or three years they did not get as much fish as would 
supply the needs of the neighbourhood. The type of 
boat we have in Clare, the Curragh, cannot go to sea 
only rarely. T h e r e  is a market for fish at the present 
time. A Norwegian bought fish in Cleggan in the 
western district in Galway at !»s a cwt., and the 
profit he made must be very great. There is a differ
ence of £2 or £n a barrel between the quotations 
for Norwegian fish and Irish fish in the American 
market now. Fish should have fetched at least £1 
per cwt.

Mr. Baxter.—You feel ill the matter of education 
that the question of compulsory attendance at school 
is absolutely essential?— Yes.

How would compulsory attendance suit the economic 
conditions? You hoard evidence here that it would, be a 
great hardship that the children should bekeptat school' 
oyer'twelve or thirteen years of Age. How would- that 
fit in With the Conditions in Cl&re?—I am assuming 
the economic conditions are more favourable than at 
present, that the fishing industry and the kelp’ indus
try would be in a more prosperous condition. Would
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you go in for compulsory attendance at once?—I 
would, and I would leave it to the discretion of the 
courts to deal with the violation of the rules in force. 
There could be conditions put into a compulsory 
clause by which you could overlook certain cases. 
There is gross negligence at present. I  have seen 
boys standing at comers who would be better inside 
a school, especially in the winter.

You would not wait for better economic conditions? 
—No, but would make holiday arrangements to suit 
local economic conditions.

An Seabhac.— Has English been more effectively 
taught as a result of the bilingual system introduced 
about T.’12?— Take a district like mine where English 
is not fairly well spoken in the home, you have a. very 
broken kind of English used. Take a typical example : 
a native passing along the road, will stop and say 
“  you have very wet yard school.”  He means “  you 
have a very wet school yard.”  liilingualism certainly 
gives a purer sound and power to discern such.

Has the fact that English became more systemati
cally taught improved the English used or extended 
it?—I don’t know about its extension, but it has 
tended to improve it undoubtedly.

Generally speaking do you believe that the best 
teachers of Irish would be those recruited from the 
Irish-speaking homes?—It is absolutely essential to 
recruit teachers from the Gaeltacht for, at least, that 
area, and if possible outside areas.

You maintain that the natural knowledge of Irish, 
and the ability to use it, easily and naturally, 
gives the child from the Gaeltacht a great advantage 
over one who-has to learn it when he reaches twelve or 
thirteen or fifteen years of age?—Mv idea and my 
experience is—and 1 have taught in various parts 
of the country—my opinion is that the child from the 
Irish-speaking districts is more intelligent than the 
child from the English-speaking districts. In my dis
trict you naturally think a child would not be in
tellectual, and yet the inspectors are surprised to find 
a very high standard of intelligence.

That is not what I have in mind. They have 
natural intelligence, I agree with that. What I want 
to -get at is whether is it desirable to make a special 
effort to get native Irish speakers made teachers, be
cause of their natural knowledge of Irish and the 
benefit it gives them to have grown up with all the tra
ditional lore and culture, and the natural idiomatic- 
use of Irish?— Undoubtedly that would be my im
pression. It is an urgent necessity.

Do you think that persons reared as English speakers 
and not in touch with the Gaeltacht, but learning 
Irish afterwards at training colleges and so forth, 
would make as good Irish teachers as those reared 
in the Gaeltacht?-—No, it would be unnatural to expect 
it.

And in the ordinary course could never be so?—Any
one who learns Irish through compulsion is not very 
enthusiastic and could not be as good as the native 
speaker.

Not exactly through compulsion, but through 
choice. Take a young person who learns Irish in 
Dublin and becomes a teacher, without coming' quite 
so closely in touch with what is Gaelic as one who 
has been reared in it and who is trained to develop 
the use of that knowledge that came naturally, to him? 
—It would be impossible for him to become as efficient 
or as capable as the native speaker.

Do you recommend that a special effort should be 
made to recruit teachers from the Gaeltacht ?— 
Certainly, an immediate effort should be made.

In bilingual schools is it the rule that the same 
detail in the subjects shall be given to the students 
in both languages?—In my experience, yes.

Does that mean that teachers in bilingual schools 
have double work?—Yes. I have known bilingual 
teachers to travel twenty miles to attend classes to 
avail of the opportunity of equipping themselves for 
their work, and they suffered considerably in health 
as a result of it.

Under the present reyime, does the knowledge of a 
particular subject in one language satisfy the inspec
tors. For instance, in mathematics, or has a pupil to 
be proficient in Irish and English ?—I have no ex
perience of that kind My experience would be where 
an inspector found the teacher was his superior with 
regard to Irish he did very little. As a matter of fact 
I have frightened inspectors out of the school because 
they did not know what I was talking about.

You have not come across a case where they in- i 
sisted on a knowledge in both languages?—No. In 
former times everything was asked in English in my 
school by the inspector.

W q are dealing with the conditions of the last two 
or three years. Do the parents take an intelligent 
interest in the instruction in the Irish language given . 
in your school to your pupils ?—Though not in accord
ance with the programme and the present educational 
ideas, rightly or wrongly I give the children home 
work to do, and I find that where the parents are • 
fluent speakers that a good deal of the language in 
the compositions is the parents’ .

Do they assist them?—They do.
And at no time try to put difficulties in the way ?— 

No.
Are the parents proud of the fact that the children 

read and write the language. Well, the fact' of a boy 
getting a scholarship last year there aroused great 
interest in the locality.

Do you think it would have a good effect on the 
parents themselves if they were aware of the fact 
that because of their knowledge of Irish their child
ren would be able to get particular positions in the 
local and public services ?—Of course it would be - 
most effective, and that is exactly what we want.

The fact- of recruiting a certain number of the 
teachers of the country from amongst Irish-speaking 
children would tend to create that impression ?—It 
would, because the fact of getting a position, 
because of the person’s knowledge of Irish has a tre
mendous effect locally.

You were speaking of a rather nice point with 
regard to the inclusion of Irish as a subject for exami
nation. You said that in certain instances it happens 
that the knowledge of Irish is such that it is of no 
advantage at all to the native Irish speaker ?—Yes

What should be done to change that?
—I have suggested the idea to Canon Kennedy. I 
believe one inspector should be brought to some com
mon centre like Ennis and the mentality of the boys 
should be so tested so that the boy with superior intel
ligence would be afforded every opportunity, and the 
written examinations have half, at least in Irish say for 
local scholarships.

Do you think that the standards set in Irish are 
such as would give a native Irish speaker scope to 
display his ability and place him on a higher level 
than those who do not know Irish so well?—There 
are five centres and five different inspectors, and the 
standards are not the same. A fluent Irish speaker 
was sent to my district and his standard was much 
higher than the other places, I learned from Canon 
Kennedy.

The native speaker who knows Irish gets say 80 per 
cent, of the total marks, and another person who does 
not know as much Irish also gets nearly 80 per cent. 
That is no advantage to the native speaker?—That is 
my point, and be has the advantage over the native 
speaker in English subjects.

An Fear Mór.—About compulsory education and 
the attendance of children under the age of ten, do 
they attend regularly up to the age of ten?—As far 
as my school is concerned I have no complaints to 
make in that respect, but there is general dissatisfac
tion as to attendance from 5 to 10 years.

Have you any experience of other schools ?—Take 
Donegal, some of the children leave school there before 
they are fourteen and go as servants to farmers. I 
hold they should be taught domestic service in Done
gal and such subjects as cookery, etc., before being 
allowed to leave. This is exploitation.

In many Irish-speaking districts even at the age of 
ten they are not kept regularly at school ?—Quite so.

Even the economic position in that district would 
not affect that situation very much ?—No.

in  Henbhac.—How far is your district from Kilkee? 
—About 2$ miles.

How far has Kilkee affected the Irish language ques
tion in the area?—Kilkee is an anglicising influence, 
but not many of the visitors there find their way 
into my district, as there is a very big hill between; 
it is a sort of natural barrier. However, there is a 
considerable number of fishermen in Kilkee who speak 
Irish.

Has trade and commerce any anglicising effect, 
generally?—Yes. - i ■ .
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And tells on the rural districts round about ?— 
Undoubtedly.

How are the shops as regards the assistants behind 
the counters ? Do they speak Irish ?—They are re
cruited from the farming element, and I don’t know 
if any of them know Irish.

Is any of the business in the shops done in Irish ?— 
No.

P. 0  Cadhla.—Do any of the children in the County 
Clare speak Irish in their homes?—I don’t think they 
generally do, but I know families who speak both Irish 
and English.

The district you are in is typical of the Irish-speak
ing portions of Clare?—Yes.

You have been teaching Irish for a number of 
years, can you «ay how far it has affected the spoken 
Irish in the district during the past twelve or fifteen 
years?—I could not sav. but where the children know 
Irish very well, their fathers and mothers, who are 
interested in the Feis. speak Irish for a month or two 
before the Feis.

Owing to our own internal differences there was an 
impediment to any kind of progress, and it is only now 
the people are settling down. I know people who 
would not learn Irish because of political differences 
of opinion. Is the teaching in the schools effective to 
the extent that it is producing Irish speakers? Take 
your district where the parents talk English to the 
children?—Not to such an extent. I would not talk 
much English to them, and if there were any prospects 
for them it would soon be restored there.

You meet them straight and speak Irish to them?—■ 
Yes.

You say that by teaching these children through the 
medium of Irish you expect them to be fluent speakers 
after two years?— Yes, for their respective ages

There are local difficulties?—Yes, but if all the 
public officials spoke Irish, it would have a great 
effect.

That would create a good atmosphere for the habit 
of speaking Irish in that district and the districts 
round about?—That is true, and is the. only way by 
which it can be extended.

Therefore that Irish district would be expanding on 
account of more Irish being spoken?—Yes, eventually.

Working on that upwards, and with the point of 
view of making everybody Irish-speaking in the future, 
what demand will there be after a certain number of 
years for English?—There will be no necessity for 
English as a medium of communication as far as 
our district is concerned, but if you have a population 
that migrates you will have to teach English. _ If we 
were able to maintain our surplus population in Ire
land there would be no necessity for that.

Chairman.—Is education carried on in the country 
in the spirit of consciousness that a certain amount 
of them will have to migrate, and is the educational 
scheme of the country based on that?— I don’t know, 
if it is, but what are you to do with our surplus popu
lation? I would like to teach the children French and 
German, if possible, as is done in other countries, and 
educate them thoroughly.

An Scabhac.—Do you know teachers in any part of 
the country who have in the minds of the people 
around about become so associated with the language 
and the extension of it that the people naturally talk 
nothing else to them but Irish ?—Certainly, nobody ad
dresses me in English in my district.

That is because they have come to understand that 
you have devoted yourself enthusiastically to the ex
tension of Irish?— i’es.

There are numbers of people in the Irish-speaking 
and semi-Irish-speaking districts standing in their 
social capacity as upholders of the Gaelic civilization 
and Gaelic literature and the use of Irish?—I  don’t
think they are very numerous, but I can' only speak 
for a small area. People who are interested can do an 
amount of good work.

Are there teachers who become so imbued with the 
spirit o f the Gaelic movement that they have been 
looked upon as personifying that and no one ever talks 
to them in English? You say that holds with regard 
to yourself, are there any others?-—There might be a 
few enthusiasts, but I don’t think it applies all round.

Would that be your ideal teacher?—Yes, if lie wants 
to develop the language and see a general spirit of 
earnestness to provide for the Irish speaker

Mr. Moriarty.— You attribute the bad condition of 
the fishing industry largely to the failure of the spirit 
of willingness to work; you find' that young men are 
not going in for the calling of fishing?— Yes. At the 
time of the Great War there was very little fishing done. 
They were getting barrels of petrol washed up along 
the coast and people got a living that way.

There was no necessity to fish, you have to meet that 
difficulty now.

When the economic spur has come on again don’t 
you think they wou'd return to the fishing, or have 
they lost the art?—They tried, but they have neither 
tile equipment nor the boats.

You are aware that the coast of Clare is naturally 
very bad for fishery development owing to lack of 
harbours and so forth?— Yes.

Y'ou suggest organising; have the fishermen realised 
the possibilities of organising?—Yes, as far as my dis
trict is concerned.

What does it lead to in their minds ?—Exclusively 
to the development of fishing. There was an inspector 
down there from the Fishery Department some time 
ago. I suggest that it should be linked up with educa
tion. I am glad to see they are starting a school for 
navigation in Dublin and that we will be able to train 
Irish skippers, and that instead of emigrating they will 
take to the sea, and through organisation teach them 
habits of thrift, industry and sobriety.

Do you think from your acquaintance with the resi
dents along the seaboard that the people would be will
ing to go into these steam trawlers and into ports away 
from their homes?— Y’es. As a matter of fact, there 
was a communication received some time ago from 
Hull inquiring for men. I could have got) a crew, but' 
we decided it would be better not to send them away, 
in the expectation of our own industry being developed.

As regards the curing of mackerel, there was a sta
tion at Quilty?—Yes.

They were local eurers ?—Y’es.
Are the fishermen willing to carry on?—Yes, if they 

had the boats, equipment, and suitable weather condi
tions.

Now as regards kelp, you know that some of it did 
not stand analysis?—That is so; but I  know of three 
cases where £1 10s., £6 and £7, respectively, were 
offered for three different samples from the same load 
or lump. The men who were offered the £6' and 
£7 accepted, and the other man was taking his home 
when he met another man coming in with his kelp, 
and the other man took back the two loads and got £7 
a ton for them. You see fraud begets fraud. When 
fraud takes place in the matter of testing, adulteration 
will take place in the matter of burning.

I am surprised to hear of so low a price as £1 10s. ?— 
Yes, £1 10s. was offered. One of the fishermen made 
£300 during the war, but they were getting paid at the 
raite of £120 then for the raw material.

The C. D. B. carried out experiments in the burning 
of kelp to retain the iodine and other valuable pro
perties and built kilns for them. Have they used them 
or gone back to the old methods?—That was a result 
of investigations we made when it was alleged that 
Swedish kelp was better and fetching bigger prices, but 
the buyers preferred the old methods of burning.

Are the fishermen organising any concerted action to 
bear upon the Government1 the necessity of carrying on 
the industry? Unfortunately the fishermen were too 
ignorant for anything. They were slaves, as far as I 
could see. In both selling the fish and marketing their 
goods they were absolute slaves. I suggested years ago 
that they should be organised and get together and 
bring pressure to bear upon the Government. It is 
only through organisation pressure can be brought to 
bear, and I believe they are more alive to their interests 
now and realize the necessity of organisation,

There was no idea of organising to prevent themselves 
being exploited by local buyers of kelp and fish by 
forming co-operative societies?—I suggested that to 
them, and that when properly organised there would 
be a possibility of doing that.

You say the transfer of the inhabitants to other areas 
will prove an absolute failure in Clare. Why should 
that happen in Clare ?—I think it would be much better 
to develop the local industries. If they are transferred 
to other areas they have no experience in farming. I f
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we are to develop the fisheries We should look for 
fishermen rather than send them inland.

You also refer to the oyster fishing—that has died 
out?— It died out years ago. One of the oyster beds 
there was known as the “  gold diggings.”  There is a 
gentleman from your department there who is very 
much interested in the oyster fishing, and he is going 
to make investigations regarding it.

You also allude to winkles; do the fishermen find it 
a profitable industry ? They are not consumed here but 
in England.

Does the industry pay these people after paying enor
mously high freights ?—It did not pay up to the pre
sent. We have made representations to the G. S. & W. 
Bailways and the West Clare Kailway, and we have got 
concessions with regard to fish freights.

You are aware that the C. D. B. established a local 
lace making industry in Kilkee. What happened that? 
—It is not in a place like Kilkee you should establish 
that. It is in Corbally you should start it

You would get a sufficient number to start there?— 
Yes.

The reason it was a failure in Kilkee was that there 
was a counter attraction in the town ?—Yes. There are 
also two weavers in the district. I have some samples 
of their work here. (Witness handed in samples.) That 
is an industry that could be developed. You can see 
that they make very good material.

An Seabhac.—With local wool?—Yes.
Chairman.—Thank you very much.
The Commission adjourned to 10 a.m. Thursday, 4th 

■June, 1925.
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The following statement of evidence submitted by 
Domhnall l.'a Corcra had been circulated to the Com
missioners :—

Xa Liomatúisti Gaolachv.
1. I.iomatúisti' Glmolach—ceanntar ’na labhraun 11a 

leanbhaí Gaoluinn agus iad ag súgra leó féin. N( 
bhéadh so fíor i dtaobh ceanntair mura ndéanfai an 
chuid is mó den ghnó a’ Ghaoluinn ann.

Liomatáiste Bhreaeh-Ghaoloch—ceanntar 'na labhar- 
faidh na daoine Gaoluinn leat má labharann tú Gaoluinn 
leó.

liiarachdn.
2. Siad na daoine thios is mó a chabhruigheann ie 

teangain íé an dtuaith—Sagairt, Múinteóirí, Lueht 
Oifig an Phuist, Gárdai Siothchána, Foiridhithe, Suir- 
bhéir, Bailitheóirí sratha, I»oc-htiiirf, Dligbtbeóirá. Mar 
dhream ionnta féin táid seo ag cabhni leis an mBéarla 
fós in gach ceanntar Gaolarh atá ar m'eolus-sa. Ni 
fhágann san nú go bhfuil gárdaí agus sagairt agus 
múinteóirí annso is ansúd ag oibriú go tréan ar son na 
teangan. Tá an iomad cainnte á dhéanamh i dtaobh 
na ngárdaí. Is mó go mór an diobháil a dheineann 
sagart gan Gaoluinn nó dochtúir gan Gaoluinn nil mar 
a dheineann gárda gan Gaoluinn.

Oideaehas.
3. Si seo an eheist is mó maidir le Gaolachas. Tá 

dhá bhun-thuairim i n-aigne muinntir na Gaoltachta—
(a) Ball iargcúlta an Ghaoltacht, (b I Xach féidir 
maireaehtain i nAmeriea gan I»'-aria.

Cliun (a) do leigbas nil againn ach aire te leith do 
thabhairt don Ghaoltacht maidir le b-oideas.

Bun-Oideas.
4. Siad an dá loeht is mó at.i ar an mbun-oideas 

againne ná—
(1) N;i fuil an múintcóir náisiúnta oilte a dhóthain

in gach aon tsaghas slighe.
(2) Go bhfuil an iomad fé dhó le déanamh aige.

Nach féidir na lochta san do leigheas sa Ghaoltacht
sar a cuirfear chun iad do leigheas i n-áiteanna eile ? 
An féidir breis múinteóirí do sholáthar don Ghaoltacht 
agus na múinteáirí is fearr do chnr ag obair innte 
diaidh ar ndiaidh?

Nac.h féidir árd-scoileanna do chur ar bun innte? 
Cuspóir na scol san (1) Cultúr Gaolach do shaothrii
(2) Adhbhar múinteóirí—múinteóirí de gach saghas— 
do sholáthar don náisiún uile.

Ccdrd-Oideas.
5. Ceárd scoil do chur ag obair ingach ceanntar 

Gaolach. A cuspóir sin— Déantúsaí tiglie do bhunú agus 
do threóirú.

Ealadhan-Oideas.
f>. Tá dluth-bhaint aige seo le déanti'isaí tlghe.

Oidem-Cnradóireachta.
7. Teastuigheann so go géar ó'n nGaoItacht. I 

nUibhlaoghaire, cuir i gcás, nf dioltar aonrud a fhásann 
sa talamh. Agus fós is féidir dul i Lorry go Corcaigh 
ó Bhaile-Mhúirne i dhá n-uair a chlog.
Nóta,—Na múinteóirí a bheadh ag múineadh sa eheárd-

scoil níor mhór dóibh comhnuidhe sa cheanntar agns
gan a bheith ortha freasdail ar cheanntar mór.
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Oideax-Creidimh.
8. Deintear a’ Ghaoluinn i n-áiteann é seo. I n-ait- 

eanna eile ni deintear é sin. Ni maith le sagart post 
a bheith aige sa Ghaoltacht agus mura bhfuil an 
Ghaoluinn aige cheana ni dheineann sé aonní chun é 
féin do chur i n-oiriúint don cheanntar. Is fada leis 
go dul as.
Nóta.—Ni beag so i dtaobh oidis ach ni fheicim go- 

bhfuil aon t-seift eile aim chun na droch-thuairmc sin
(a) thuas do chur ar neamh-nith. Ní mór meón na 
ndaoine do shaothrú ar dtúis sar n-éireóchaidh le 
déantúsai tighe san Gaoltacht.
9. Maidir leis an dtuairim eile—Nach féidir maireach- 

tain i nAmeriea gan Béarla—Nil cur sios ar an méid 
diobhála a dheineann sin. Is mithid feuchaint chuige. 
Deirtear go ndeigh 20,000 Eireannach thar lear 
anuiridh. Imtheóchaidh b ’fhéidir 30,000 i mbliana. 
Beidh ar a luighead 15,000 ag dul uainn i n-aghaidh na 
bliana go ceann abhfad. An féidir misinéirí Gaolachais 
de dhéanamh diobh so. Nil ach aon tslighe ann chun 
é sin do dhéanamh—cultúr Gaolach do bheith ag gach 
duine óg a théidheann uainn—agus a fhios san aige. 
Nil sé ró-dhéanach, fós chun bunús Gaolach do chur 
le h-impireacht na nEireannach. Croidhe sgéil na 
Gaoltachta é seo.

Cúrsai Maircachtana.
10. Muintir Uibhlaoghaire agus muintir Bhaile- 

mhac-óda. Nilid bocht, ach mar sin féin ní mór dá lán 
aca dul go America. Sa Gheimhreadh bionn a lán 
aimsire le sparáil ag muintir na geeanntar san. Samh- 
luightear dhom gur féidir déantúsaí tighe do chur ar 
siubhal ’na leithéid sin d ’áit. Go dtí le déanaí bhi 
coillte go tiugh i nUibhlaoghaire. An féidír iad do 
chur ag fás airis agus déantúsai tighe a bhéadh ag 
brath ar an adhmad do bhunú—cuir i gcás, trosgán 
tighe agus trosgán eaglaise, mion-earrai adhmaid i 
gcóir na trippers—-boscai deasa agus mar sin de?

Obair eile is féidir do dhéanamh cois teine—Obair 
leathair—sparáin, leabhair phócaí, srl.

Obair práis i gcóir eaglaisf. Obair lása agus 
cniotála.

Ci'irHal Maircachtana ar leanamhaint— Tujheas.
11. Tcidhcann cailínl ó ’n nGaoItacht- ar aimsear insua 

bailtc móra agus sa chathaireacha ach is amiamli a 
bhfonn a gceárd go cruinn aca. Obair don cheárd- 
sgoil i seo.

Cnrmlóireachta.
12. An seéim curadóireachta atá i bhfeidhm isna 

ceanntair seo bhl si ann nuair na raibh aon ghléas 
iompair aca ach an capall. Nach féidir an fheirmeóir- 
eacht do chur i n-oiriúint don tsaol atá ann i láthair 
na h-uaire?

(Signed), DOMHNALL UA CORCRA. 
9ad/i JScaltaine, 1925.

* * * * *

DOMHNALL UA CORCRA, examined.
1. Chairman.—A  Dhomhnaill, we have got your 

statement. There may be some matters that you 
would like to supplement it with, such as these:—  
What areas there are' in Cork in which you could 
say that there are homogeneous Irish-speaking popu
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lations; what areas there are there that you could 
say of them that they are partly Irish-speaking and 
could have genuine homogeneous Irish-speaking 
populations within a certain number of years; what 
is the present basis of livelihood for those populations 
■there; what do we hope from them, from their pro
duct in the future with regard to intellectual develop
ment and economic development; and then what 
would be necessary educationally to help them along 
those lines in primary education and higher educa
tion ? From your statement I could see that our 
minds and yours are running along those particular 
lines, and there may be something that you would 
supplement or substitute before we get down to any 
detailed questions.

Witness.—It is a long story. I have not actually 
anything in mind to give. There are many parts of 
County Cork in which I have not been. I would not 
be able to answer things like those.

2. Chuinnan.—Well, shall we take the paragraphs 
of your statement?—I think so.

3. Do you know any district in Cork where you say 
a homogeneous Irish-speaking population exists?— 
You would have them, I should say, along Coolea 
and other places in the west around that district, 
taking that as the centre, and you have part of Bally- 
maeoda. I don’t know of any other places. There 
may be other places.

4. In those districts do you think that Irish is the 
home language?—Yes, I should say so. In certain 
houses, yes; in others it is not.

5. And would the population anywhere lie great?— 
No, I could not say that. Ballymacoda is a small dis
trict, especially the Irish corneT of it—the Knocka- 
doon corner.

6. Would the partially Irish-speaking districts he 
much more extensive ?—Oh, yes. You have a large 
district leading from this point, you might say.

7 Have you any doubt that if proper educational 
means were adopted Irish could be so spread in these 
districts and so kept and so developed that a large 
population would become homogeneous Irish-speak
ing ?—Oh» I have no doubt about that.

8. Would you want more education or economic 
means ?—I think even educational means alone would 
do so. I  don't think there is any fear of the Irish- 
speaking districts breaking up suddenly. I think 
myself that even with what has been done Irish has 
been saved to some extent.

9. You think Irish is not declining in places there ? 
—I think it is declining, but it would have declined 
much faster if it were not for what has been done.

10. In Cork it appears to have declined—the number 
of Irish speakers from 1901 to 1911 in these areas?—I 
sbouldt not think so. As compared with 1901, they 
tell me that the children round Coolea and such 
places speak more Irish than they used, and I think i 
it is a fact. Also I think it is a fact round Ballin. 
geary. Some people say Ballingeary has been de
stroyed, by the College there. We have heard that 
said, but I don’t think it is true. I cannot say much 
has been done in  Ballymacoda, because as far as I 
know the schools there have always been very un
satisfactory as far as Irish is concerned. There were 
always more or less good schools around the Coolea 
district, everything tending to preserve and save 
Irish. In Coolea, in comparison with Ballymacoda,
I would say that it had good schools as regards 
Irish. On the other hand, Ballymacoda always had 
good priests—parish priests, and fairly good priests 
in the Ballyvourney side. They have had a great 
influence in1 both places.

11. In the matter of administration, you speak of 
the influence of certain officials. Are the officials and 
the professional classes to any great extent using 
Irish at present?—Very little, I think. Take Bally
macoda now. It is a wretched district as regards Irish 
officials. There are five Civic Guards there, and not 
one of them has any Irish. The postal officials have 
no Irish there. The Relieving Officer has no Irish. 
The deputy surveyor has no Irish. Things are not as 
bad as that at all in the Coolea district. They could 
be much better, but they are nothing like as wretched 
as that.

12. You say of the Kilmacdonogh district that that 
was perhaps the most intensely Irish-speaking area in 
Cork, according to the Census of 1911?—Yes. It is 
known as a very Irish-speaking area. That is my

own experience. There are other things also. There 
are six teachers in that district. Two of them have 
fairly good Irish,: very poorly as regards the rest. 
In the most) Irish corner of the district there are two 
teachers who have only a word or two of Irish.

13. No Irish?—That was so always, as far as I know. 
There was one teacher, who happily died a. short, 
time ago. He was a model Irishman but he taught 
no Irish. The schools have always been very bad 
there. There were a couple of good priests who did 
a, lot against the influence} of the schools.

14. The Civic Guard return that we have got shows 
that in one small station called Kindoon Point there 
is one Irish speaker among the Guards there?—At 
the beginning, about two years ago, there wrere three 
Irish speakers among the Civic Guards, but at pre
pent there is no one.

15. Generally, then, with regard to officials and the 
professional classes, the position is not satisfactory?— 
It is wretched.

16. Do you think public opinion—public pressure— 
would] be sufficient to bring about any change ?—Oh, 
it would do a lot.

17. In the light of the whole facts and in the light 
of tbc understanding ot what is the national language 
going to mean for our people ?—It would make a great 
difference, but making the facts known would not be 
enough.

18. Have you any idea as to how pressure could be 
applied to help public opinion ?—I suppose you could 
write a bookion it. I mean education might do it.

19. Would not some other type of pressure be re
quired besides that?—Yes, but I have no great faith . 
in mechanical remedies. I  have no great faith in 
the pressure of compulsion.

2o If public opinion is to be effective in the matter 
it has to be an enthusiastic public opinion ? -Yes, it 
has to give some measure of consent to what I may 
call mechanical means. I am afraid mechanical 
means would not work.

21. Have you any suggestions as to how public 
opinion might be enthused on the point?—I think 
public opinion is coming round all right, and will 
come round all right.

22. If the educational side was adequate, and proper 
facilities provided, that will help it?—Yes. I anr 
rather inclined to believe that you must begin at the 
top. You must have any amount of Irish in the 
University or else the work in the primary schools 
will go for nothing. If the people see that the lawyers, 
doctors, priests and people, and that type are not 
talking Irish they will say, ‘ ‘ What is the use of teach
ing it?”  In other words, if it is still in the minds of 
the people that educated people can get on without 
it.

23. It has been represented to us, as far as Galway 
was concerned, that the most potent influence is the 
courts. Have you any experience of the courts in 
Cork?—No, I have not.

24. It has been suggested that in places in Cork 
there is no tendency for the people for using Irish in 
connection with court work?—-Only very little. I 
think the magistrate in Cork knows Irish, and I 
have noticed one or two cases in which Irish has 
been used lately.

25. Only in one or two cases?—That is what 1 
heard. Of course I have never taken much interest 
in it.

26. Can you suggest any reason why people don't 
use Irish in court ?—Of course many of them would 
have Irish, but many of them who would have it 
might not be able to use it fluently enough in litiga
tion. Then there is the opinion that it might be 
getting people up against them—the officials and all 
that. Certainly I think that is one considerable in
fluence. One of the terrible things they see is that 
educated people with no Irish get on better than if 
they do have Irish.

27. On the educational side you seem to suggest a 
special programme for primary schools in the Gael- 
tacht and the establishment of what I might call post
primary education of a general and technical kind ?— 
Yes. My idea with regard to education—you are re
ferring to the Gaeltacht—is that of the “  most 
favoured nation ”  kind; you should give it advan
tages not given elsewhere. Up to the present, as far 
as I know, education all round, without speaking of 
Irish education in particular, has been neglected in
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the Gaeltacht. Nobody likes to .be sent there—no 
technical teacher, no priest, no doctor—if he can 
avoid it. AH these people avoid it. Then you see an 
advertisement in the papers about a course of train
ing for manual instructors under the Department, 
and also a course of training for art teachers. As far 
as I know it is not necessary that those candidates 
should have any Irish; certainly there is nothing in 
the advertisement about it.

28. And as far as you know there is at present no 
person in the Irish-speaking districts who does this 
work in Irish ?—That it is true I have no doubt, but 
what I am coining to is this : There is a fairly large 
number of technical teachers in Co. Cork, commercial 
teachers and agricultural teachers, and I don’t know 
how many—I should say only two or three—would be 
able to do anything ini Irish in their own line. If 
we; are going to do anything in the way of technical 
education in, the Gaeltacht, you must have your 
teachers able to do it in Irish. Certainly now is the 
time fo  begin, and if you are to have a course of 
training for such men they should be Irish speakers 
from the start.

29. It is a matter of some importance that we know 
what the people generally think of the work done in 
the primary schools in the Gaeltacht, higher schools 
and in the line of technical education. If we take 
technical education íot the moment, we have not been 
able to find out with any certainty to how many stu
dents technical education is given, or whether it is 
brought to. the poor in the Gaeltacht. Is it your 
opinion that not much of it is brought to the Gael
tacht in any language?—Yes, that is, right.

30. And one of the number of matters you mention 
is woodwork. That is the only thing in the technical 
instruction line that appears to be brought near 
them. Have you got any opinion as to what the re
sults of instruction in woodwork have been?—You 
mean in the Gaeltacht?

31. Yes, in the Gaeltacht. We are anxious to know 
what type of programme should be pursued in the 
primary schools, in the higher schools and in the 
technical schools and their influence in this matter 
of economic development?—I am not a technical ex
pert, but I don’t think you will ever achieve anything 
by having technical teachers working as they are 
now—a night here and a night there. You should take 
a centre such as Coolea or Ballingeary, build a little 
technical institute there, put your technical teacher 
there, let him reside there, and make him frame a 
scheme of education in relation to such industries 
as might- be developed in the place. Of course tech
nical. people, like others, have two ways of looking at 
education—its theoretical and its practical value. I 
.think myself it should be of educational value, and 
at the same time prepare them for practical work in 
that particular district. They are beginning to find 
that- out in other matters as well as in technical edu
cation. In music the child was got to practise scales 
without any music at the beginning. They found out 
later that while the child was practising the scales 
he was( making no use of his ears ; that while he had 
been training his hands he had been dulling his ear; 
and now- when they begin music they train the child 
to play and read from the start, listening to every 
note they play. I think they wdll find out in all sorts 
of education that- you cannot separate the mere prac
tical technique or exercises from what is being done 
in,the mind1 and soul of the child. Now that would 
apply to technical education too. We have a very 
good art man in Cork, Mr. Higgins. He tries in all 
his technical classes to get some work done, and he 
is able to get better work done in the very backward 
districts than he does in the towns, so that I think 
to be on the right road from the start, technical study 
and work should go hand in hand towards the de
veloping of home industries, and the educational 
programme should be planned out to prepare them 
for that.

32. Any technical education you have is theoretical 
as distinct from going for some definite object?—In 
all degrees of education a great many of the teachers 
are trained upon that idea.

33. You would yourself suggest for the Gaeltacht in 
Munster that a small technical school in Coolea 
should set out to teach the people?—Well, we 
separate technical education, I suppose, from agri
cultural education.

34. We want to consider primary education and 
higher primary or cultural education, and we want 
to consider technical education in considering a 
people like the population of Coolea. The question 
that I think arises in considering technical edu 
cation is “  What type of technical instruction 
do the people of Coolea want in order that they can 
make the best material use of their surroundings 
for their economic betterment ”  ?—Well, it is a 
very large thing. I don’t know that I could answer. 
I don’t know very much about agriculture. Of 
course, my general point on agriculture would be, 
although I know very little about it-----

•So. I don't want you to consider the matter of deal
ing with agriculture. I don’t want you to strain the 
matter, but there is another side, and perhaps you 
would deal with that other side?—There is a great 
deal of spare time in these places in the winter 
months when the young men and young women have 
very little to do. During the winter they have very 
long evenings. I  really don’t know what they do 
between 4 o’clock and 11 in these places. I suppose 
they play cards. They may really have some work, 
but I think they have a fair amount of spare time in 
the country places in the winter, and I think if they 
don’t use up their time to the best advantage it 
simply arises from the fact that there is no tradition 
there, and that they have not seen it done. Cer
tainly the provision of good light is one of the first 
essentials, because anybody who has been in these 
places will have found it hard to read, and you will 
always find bad lamps except in a few places. You 
will find it hard to write or to do anything. That 
would be one of the first things, and afterwards try 
to create a tradition of home work, of cottage indus
tries, such as wood work and metal work. I was 
thinking in connection with that that the Church in 
Ireland has a bad habit of buying readymade things 
of all sorts—brass work, altars, stations of the cross, 
vestments, embroidery, all sorts of things. Well, the 
further we keep from factories the better. If it is 
done by mass production it will always be wrong. I 
see no reason why the great bulk of that work could 
not be done in cottages, and, from the same point of 
view, I think it is a fact that this man, Mr. Higgins, in 
Cork, found he could get better work done in places 
like Coolea and Gortroe than in towns like Mallow 
and Fermoy. In the rural districts they take a great 
interest in the actual tbit of work they are doing, 
while the young man in the town is always compar
ing it with something he has seen in the shop. He 
is like the gardener who tries to grow flowers as good 
as the pictures he sees in the catalogue. A practical 
art teacher in Coolea could create a tradition. The 
-Church is an immense purchasing power in Ireland 
and all over the world. They are always looking for 
all sorts like brass work, which could be done in the 
cottages.

36. You think all that would tend to make the house 
much more like homes and tend to create a better 
social atmosphere in these places?—I must say, per
sonally, I have nothing to say about social atmo
sphere in the Gaeltacht. I think it is far higher 
than the social atmosphere in the cities. I see people 
suggest you should set up clubs in these places. Per
sonally, I am rather against that suggestion, because 
I don’t think clubs improve the social atmosphere 
in any place. One of the things I would like to see

; survive is the influence of the home life on the young 
men and young women. After all, if they are not 
in their own homes they are in other homes, and 
there are always women knocking about, mothers 
and sisters, and I think that accounts for the greater 
refinement I find in all these places.

37. You do find great refinement in these places 
among the young men ?—I do. If it were possible to 
have the same atmosphere in the clubs I would wel
come them, but I wonder is it possible. In the techni
cal schools and everywhere like that you should do the 
best you could to reproduce the same atmosphere. 
It is extraordinary that in the Gaeltacht the only 
place where you will find the sexes separated from 
each other is in the Church, never in the house, 
never in the home. It is the effect, I think, that 
mothers and sisters have on the young men that is 
the root of that refinement. I don’t cotton on to the 
people from the cities trying to civilise the Gaeltacht 
by starting clubs.
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38. Fiachra Eilgeach.—You say that a certain 

teacher working in the Gaeltacht can get better work 
done there than he could get in the towns. Can you 
understand a statement made here by another wit
ness who said the standard of education in the Gael
tacht was extremely low, and that they could not get 
men for the Civic Guards because they did not know 
Irish and English?—Of course it depends on what 
you mean by education. If you ask a man from the 
Gaeltacht to perform certain operations which he 
has never seen done he could not do it. I would 
agree with Mr. Higgins that you could teach the 
young fellows in the Gaeltacht anything. But ask 
them to do certain things that they* have never seen 
before is not testing education.

39. The children and the old people have the intel
lect ?—I have no doubt at all about it. I have never 
sta n children anywhere like those in the Gaeltacht.

40. .4« Seobhac.—In regard to the Irish-speaking 
part of the population in West Cork and Ballymacoda, 
have you found that the people themselves have any
thing like a definite attitude towards the language?— 
Yes.

41. Chairman.— You must not lay all the blame on 
the teachers?—That is all I  am going to say. I don’t 
know all the Gaeltacht, of course. There may be 
parts I don’t know, but certainly in any place in 
which an Irish college has been working, or in any 
district that has come under the influence of an Irish 
college, the attitude of disrespect towards Irish has 
been banished as far as I know. But in other places 
where there has been no Irish college at work you 
may find it still. I would not Say but that there 
may be people in the Gaeltacht, especially very old 
people, who have the idea still that it might be pos
sible for children to grow up without knowing Eng. 
lish, and have the idea that that would be a very 
bad thing.

42. For what reason do you think that, in your 
opinion, it would be different ?—Well, I suppose they 
never got any other education when they were 
young.

43. The understanding given to them is that it is 
bad for the future prospects of the children?—Cer
tainly, that is their idea.

44. It is based on what?—It is based on the idea 
that these children will have to go to America when 
they get older, and that they have to know English in 
America. They have the old idea that all educated 
people speak English.

45. Do you think if it became part of the policy of 
the Government and of local government and of public 
life in Ireland that a child would be quite fitted, 
quite competent, and quite capable of securing a 
livelihood in Ireland without knowing English, 
would the idea of America still overshadow the in
terest in acquiring English?—Well, I should say 
both things would continue to act for a while. It 
would depend upon the probability of the people still 
going to America from those places.

46. From your experience of the people of the Gael
tacht, have they still got the idea that the nation as 
a whole is not in earnest as regards the rehabilita- 
tion of Irish?—No. I don’t know that they have got 
that idea. They have in places, not in others.

47. Have you any idea why they have not got that 
impression ?—No. One thing is, it takes an immense 
amount of propaganda to get into the Gaeltacht. 
You might be in the Gaeltacht a month and never 
see a daily paper. I am certain the majority of the 
houses in the Gaeltacht never see a daily paper. 
They see no weekly papers, with very few exceptions.

48. Fiachra Eilgeach..—Is it any disadvantage to 
certain papers5—No, .but with regard to propaganda 
I was showing what little effect they have.

49. .1«. Seabhac.—What effect on Irish has the ad
ministration, State administration and local adminis
tration? The officers working under these govern
ments, what effect would they have on the Gaeltacht 
if their work was done in Irish or if these servants 
were to encourage Irish and put backbone into the 
people to speak Irish ?—I think they would have a 
great influence.

50. Do you think it would be sufficient against all 
the other influences ?—I don’t think it would be suffi
cient. I think the America problem would be there 
all the time.

51. Are there any other influences against Irish

besides this work of administration and the 
American idea?—I don’t really know.

52. Is not aer an tSaioghail generally?— Yes.
53. The priests, the doctors, the Church in a great 

many cases, and other influences of the life outside, 
are not all these pressing towards the exclusion of 
the Gaeltacht?—These are all still there, and they 
should go hand in hand if the Government try to 
make the administration Irish. The priests and 
doctors have more influence than the Civic Guards, 
and they are more necessary.

54. In your experience of Co. Cork are there any 
local Officials or any State officials who are so asso
ciated in the public mind with consideration for the 
welfare of the Irish language that the people would 
naturally speak Irish to them—a man, I would say, 
like Dr. Lynch in Ballyvourney ?—Very few. Dr. 
Lynch had immense influence. The influence of one 
Dr. Lynch or a few Dr. Lynches in the Gaeltacht 
would be immense.

55. You don’t think there is growing up among the 
younger men, the young doctors, young priests, 
teachers, surveyors, and other public officials like 
pensions officers, all these that are now working in 
the Gaeltacht dealing with the people’s affairs, are 
you aware that that kind of man is growing up?— 
No. I don’t find him at present, but I think he will 
come again. I would look for him in about three or 
four years’ time, but at present I don’t find him.

56. You will agree that a man like that would exert 
immense influence ?—Oh, yes.

57. Socially and linguistically ?—Certainly.
58. You think that kind of official would be the 

ideal sort?—YTes, certainly, for the Gaeltacht.
59 And the State and local bodies should try to 

supply them?—Yes. That would especially apply, I 
think, to the teachers. There is another thing. Each 
teacher has about twice too much to do at present. 
Each teacher in Ireland is supposed to teach forty- 
four pupils. In modern education you will find 
that the maximum class is supposed to be from 
twenty to thirty. That is the kind of class 1 
would like to see, having a room to itself, but 
the teachers in Ireland, many of them, 'have 
classes of sixty and seventy in crowded rooms. My 
abjection to the large classes is that the education 
cannot be done, and it destroys the teacher. It turns 
him into a drill sergeant, the very sort of man who 
should have nothing to do with education. There is 
a great want of higher education among the primary 
teachers. M hen I wrote that, I had in mind oiie of 
those districts in West Cork, a valley filled with the 
Irish tradition, where the teacher had been working, 
I suppose, for twenty years, and he knew very little 
Irish. I remember at a certain Commission how his 
school was picked out and put up as a model school, 
but that man did more to wipe out genuine education 
in that valley than everybody else. He was a 
thoroughly good fellow, and he was doing his .best to 
teach according to his own lights.

60. Chairman.—If he had had a better education 
he would have taken more interest in the lives of the 
people ?—He could not have helped doing so.

61. .4n Seabhac.—We were discussing this thing yes
terday with another witness on the question of pri
mary education in the Gaeltacht. Is there any 
teaching of the traditional lore and culture, or is it 
more or less neglected?—I speak of some years ago— 
five or ten years ago. It certainly was not in the 
teaching then. I believe it is something better now, 
but still not at all what it should be.

62. Do you think the present official programme 
which is being worked in the national schools in the 
Gaeltacht is suitable to the particular circumstances 
of the Gaeltacht in view of the traditional culture or 
remnants of it ?—I am not acquainted with the 
present programme, but if there is one programme 
for all Ireland I don’t see how it can be suitable. If 
a teacher teaches forty-four boys, it does not matter 
what programme you have. So long as you wipe 
out the personality of the teacher and turn him into 
a drill sergeant the programme is never taught.

63. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Forty-four pupils are sup
posed to be taught, and you say perhaps sixty or 
seventy. Would you be surprised to know that in the 
model schools in Dublin the number is still higher 
than sixty or seventy for one teacher?—I can quite 
imagine it, but not in a model school. I have had
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■Jo do. it myself.in. my .own school; l a  the lower | 
classes in . the elementary. Schools under the 
-Christian Brothers you will find teachers .teaching 
sixty, seventy and eighty pupils?—Of course it is 
absurd. - ■

64. An Seabhac.—Do»you think that teachers who 
• will be in charge of schools in the Gaeltacht should 
get special training for the Gaeltacht ?—If • you had 
“training schools in the Gaeltacht or higher primary 
schools they should take account of the traditions of 

.the Gaeltacht and should build on them.
65. And you would recruit the teachers from those

schools?—I would. -
66. As far as you are aware does the teacher give 

any consideration at all, any calculated recognition to 
the traditional folk-lore and cultural tradition in the 
Gaeltacht when the teachers were not fitted or 
trained to be sent to such places ?—I would put it 
stronger than that. There was no recognition of any 
literary tradition in Irish as far as I have been able 
to discover.

67. The provision ot higher education—post-primary 
education—in the Gaeltacht, is that an absolute 
necessity?—I think so. If you want to get technical 
teachers able to do their work in Irish, art teachers, 
university teachers, you should begin in the Gael- 
taeht. If you want literature—that is, original work— 
you must begin there. I don't believe that anybody 
who has learned Irish can produce literature in 
Irish.

68. You think a person who has learned Irish in 
Dublin or Athlone or Wexford, and who has 
not got into actual touch with the Gaeltacht 
and the traditions of the Gaeltacht, could 
become a teacher as suitable for Irish education 
as one who is in touch with that tradition 
and been steeped in it?—I hardly think so. Cer
tainly, I  don’t think such a man should be sent to 
the Gaeltacht. I don’t think you can level up Wex
ford, Dublin, or these places to the level of the Gael
tacht for a long time.

69. Do you think it would .be necessary that the tra
ditions of the Gaeltacht should be extended over the 
part of the country which has ceased to be Irish
speaking ?—Certainly. Of course if you take a young 
man from Wexford at fourteen years of age and send 
him to one of those schools in the Gaeltacht—higher 
primary schools—and keep him there three years he 
would bring away the Gaeltacht spirit with him. But 
he should have a good knowledge of Irish going there.

70. You mention here the question of re-afforestation. 
There is also a statement from the too other witnesses. 
In what parts of County Cork Mould re-afforestation be 
most effective?— Well, generally wherever forests have 
been. The whole of the West Cork hills have been 
stripped of trees. West Cork only?—West Cork I 
know best.

71. How long do you think it would be before indus
tries would grow out of actual planting ?—I think first 
of all it would effect in one or two ways the climate 
almost right from the “tart, if there were large planta
tions. That, to my mind, is an immense matter be
cause as far as I know in Ireland generally, even a 
few degrees increase in the general atmosphere would 
make all the difference in the world. If you could 
raise the temperature a couple of degrees it would be 
an immense thing even if no other industries came. 
With regard to industries, I  suggest it would depend 
on the sort of industries you would like to have,. Where 
forests are planted I think generally the industries 
usually thought of are something in mass production 
as in Norway and other places where they make boxes 
by the million. You could not do that in Cork, you 
would wipe out your forests quickly, you should only 
develop such wood industries as would not wipe out 
the forests, you should turn out rather a precious 
article than a “  small return ”  article, an article that 
when finished will be altogether out of proportion to 
the value of the wood in it. You could turn out 
church furniture, confession boxes; pulpits, pedestals 
for convents and wooden altars. The value of these 
articles would be out of all proportion to the value 
of the stuff used in the making of them. That would 
mean developing a new industry.

72. That would require sound technical teaching in 
woodwork?—Yes, and it would require sound art 
teaching also.

73. You have also here a suggestion with regard to 
tillage. Do you think that that should form a dis
tinct part of the education of children in the Gaeltacht? 
What age? Say any particular age you like? Of 
course I  do, but I  am against all vocational training 
in the beginning. I  don’t understand agriculture very 
well, of course. I  am told it would be very difficult 
to. develop agriculture in the Irish-speaking districts 
beyond what it is there already, because of the risky 
climate and the poorness of the soil. I  should like, 
if it was possible at all, that more variety should be 
introduced into these places.

74. You have seen reference of course to what has 
been described as a rural .bias in education in the 
country districts in Ireland. What do you under
stand by that? I would like to see it done. 1 
wonder how much can be done in education gene
rally. I am thinking of people I met from England 
who studied nature study. You took these people up 
to West Cork and you expected them to admire the 
scenery, but they did not. They were simply looking 
for some little flower and picking up things here and 
there.

75. Do you think education in rural areas tends 
more towards giving the people a city inclination 
than to keeping them on the land ?—I should say it 
does tend that way.

76. Do you think it should definitely tend the other 
way ?—I don’t see why it should not.

77. We were speaking of the remnants of culture 
there, traditional lore. Does that exist to a very 
great extent, more in some districts or less in others ? 
Oh, I think it does. Folk-lore and literary tradition 
generally will begin to be studied properly when they 
are properly wiped out.

78. What do you think is the educational value of 
these things ?—Immense.

i 79. You think they are as necessary in the local school 
as any other subject?—I do for this reason, that right 
from the start they effect the soul and the imagination 
of the child. I think the world generally has got be
yond the idea that education was not that. That idea 
which prevailed for the past fifty years—the 19th cen
tury—has been quite the opposite of the education of 
the soul and the imagination. It was all mind educa
tion on the narrowest reading of what the mind was. 
I think they have got beyond that. It is going back 
to the humanities, to folk lore; tradition and ideas.

80. In Ireland, so far as the ordinary education of 
the people generally is concerned, we have sulhcient 
material of that sort to educate the souls of our 
people in traditional lore and all those things'.1—If 
we didn’t it would be a miracle.

81. An Fear Mór.—You consider that the Gaeltacht 
is such a big problem that it should have a special 
Minister of Education?

82. Chairman.—No, that is a wrong translation. What 
the statement sent in says is :—"  Aire fé' leith do 
tliabhairt don Ghaoltacht maidir le h-oideas.”

83. An Fear Mór.—In connection with the Garda 
Siochana, some witnesses here said that the educa
tion. of applicants corning from the Gaeltacht was 
so inferior that they could not be accepted ?—That 
may have been true in the past, that they did not 
take to the schools, and perhaps it is a very good 
thing that they did not. In future, if the schools 
Mere made attractive for the children the general level 
of education would gradually be raised. It may be 
necessary to have compulsory attendance all over 
Ireland.

84. Would it be a good thing ?—I suppose you will 
have compulsory attendance all over Ireland.

85. Do you think it would be a hardship in any par
ticular districts, especially in poor districts?—I don’t 
actually know any very poor districts, but I don’t 
see why it should be a hardship. There is one thing 
that might be done. I cannot fathom why it should 
be necessary to keep a child of seven years of age 
the same number of hours in school as a child of 
fourteen or fifteen. For a child of seven or eight 
two* hours would be quite enough. Let them off at 
12 o’clock and your teacher would only have half the 
number to teach, and he could do it properly, some
thing like that.

86. You think when it is a question of teaching two 
languages in the school you require much more time 
and fewer students to do the work thoroughly?—I 
think you require a less number of pupils.

! 87. Do you think the bilingual programme is a
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proper programme for the Gaeltacht; do you believe 
it would be sufficient to save the language ?—I  don’t 
think so. I  think we should make up our minds not 
to have a bilingual country, ,but to have an all-Irish 
country. I  don’t know about teaching the English 
language itself to children of Irish-speaking stock. 
If we are to have officials in these places, Govern
ment officials, police and teachers, they should cer
tainly be able to use up those children afterwards. I  
.think they will learn English in spite of you, unless 
you make faster progress than you have been making.

íw. Would you consider it advisable, especially 
amongst the younger groups in the primary schools, 
that English should be taught at all ?—I don’t say it 
should. The great difficulty I see in the matter is, I 
should not like to get the old people right up against 
it. There is a danger, great or small, of creating a 
small rebellion. I suppose you should go slow. If 
th ese people saw that the people of influence were 
doing their work in it—the doctors, priests, arid so 
on—I suppose it would fade away—this spirit of re
sistance.

89. Some witnesses lay great stress on the import
ance of English for emigrating to America—they re
quire English foT America. You seem to think that 
we. should concentrate on having our emigrants edu
cated in Irish so that they would cling to it and be 
missionaries in America?—Propaganda is necessary, 
and should h e  kept up. When people say what can 
they do without English in America, I ask what do 
the Germans and the French and the Polish and 
Norwegians do without English. I think it is abso
lutely necessary that the Irish tradition all over the 
world h e  raised. It is low. You can tell that by the 
number of Irish books or books about Ireland pur
chased by the Irish in America. They practically 
read nothing. I remember Professor Stockley telling 
me a long number of years ago that it was not the 
Irish in America who bought the books about Ire
land. The Irish in America practically bought no 
books about Ireland.

90 Chairman.—They neither buy books about 
Ireland nor books in the Irish language.

91. Jl'itii f 's .—They ought to buy books in the 
Irish language; they don't buy even books about 
Ireland. I saw in a letter from a very high 
ecclesiastic in America the other day that the 
Irish in America had no influence on the mind 
of America or on the character of its people. 
That shows how much we have been able to achieve 
by sending out all our emigrants with English 
education. When the French left Canada in 1755 
they left 65,000 speakers of French behind. At 
present there are 3,000,000 speakers of French in 
Canada, and they have practically no emigration 
from France. Not alone that, but they are squeezing 
out the English in certain places. If the Irish had 
done the same thing they could almost rule America 
now.

!)2. Chairman.—Your contention is that the French 
foundation upon which the present French population 
of 3,000,000 is based was a smaller foundation than 
the number of Irish speakers who left Ireland at the 
time of the famine ?—We sent almost that number in 
one year.

Chairman.—Wo ,-ent more than that in the .year 
of the famine.

'•'■1. Hi'fnrs*.—We niton sent 40.01» in one year. The 
early emigrants were practically all Irish speakers.

9.)- . I» Fear Mór.—Is it your contention that if 
these emigrants were Irish speakers and established 
colonies like those established by the French, not 
alone would they have been better materially them
selves, but that Ireland would have gained im
mensely ?—Oh, yes, immeasurably. It is overwhelm
ing to think about it. Of course the problem now is 
different. When you send a young man out now he 
is caught up in the twenty millions of Irish. A native 
speaker must be cultured in Irish or he won’ t have 
any influence. He must have personality, but it is 
not too late.

W. In order to secure that culture, you suggest 
higher primary schools in the Gaeltacht?—Not alone 
in the Gaeltacht but all over» I think this country 
is choked with primary education. It would be far 
better, arid it woulcl cost less money if there were 
less primary education and more higher education.

97. In these higher primary schools would there be

any difficulty in getting sufficient students to justify 
the expenditure ?—I don’t  think so. Why not send 
students from other places in for scholarships? We 
•in Cork give 30 scholarships. -The winners come 
from all parts of the country. They all speak Irish 
well. # -

98. Chairm an .—How many secondary scholarships 
are given to the primary schools by the Cork County 
Council?—I cannot tell you that. I  am speaking of 
scholarships in the technical Irish classes,

99. An Fearr M&r.—You believe all our education is 
suffering as a result of the present position of Irish 
in the universities?—I think the universities should 
do very much more for Irish. They should recognise 
that Irish has been neglected by the universities in 
the past. It has not got at all the amount of monéjr 
due to it in the past from Government sources. It 
requires more money at the present time than any 
other faculty. It is in a critical phase at the present 
time.

100. Is it true that in Cork you turned out many
M.A.s in Celtic Study who had to take up medicine 
afterwards ?—I believe so.

101. Are the universities doing sufficient for the 
language in turning out M.A.s in Celtic Studies?—I 
don’t mean philologists. I  mean by M.A.s in Celtic 
Studies men with a cultural knowledge of Irish. 
What our universities are not doing is that our 
doctors and engineers have not got Irish. I don’t 
believe in turning out philologists, because half-a- 
dozen of them will be enough.

102. We have had evidence here that very little is 
being done in the schools for the spoken language, 
and you made a nice point in connection with the 
teaching of music when you said that while the 
fingers of the musician were being trained the soul 
and ear were being neglected. Would you agree with 
the suggestion that something of the same thing exists 
with regard to Irish, that “  Is ”  and “  Tá ”  are in 
much the same position as the fingers are with the 
musician, and that the spoken language was ne
glected ?—1 think there should not be much language 
teaching of Irish—that is, that other subjects should 
be taught through Irish. Our Irish teachers in Cork 
find that the case. Some of them may be a bit old- 
fashioned and inclined to stress grammar and all 
that, but others who begin from the start to teach 
other subjects in Irish have turned out more Irish 
speakers.

103. Chairm<tn.~-Would you allow the youngsters to 
say “  Ni bhi ” ?—They would never say that if they 
never heard it. They say such things in English. If 
they never heard a wrong thing it would be difficult 
for them to compose a wrong thing.

104. An Fear Mai.—Their minds would be as accu
rate in reproducing what they hear as the disc of a 
gramophone?—Almost. They very seldom compose 
wrong sentences. After all, the children in a well 
educated family, where there is culture, speak good 
English or Irish almost right from the start.

105. Padraig 6 Cadhla.—Do you think the Irish- 
speaking people realise that under the new order of 
things they can go into the courts and fully plead 
their cases in Irish?—The native speaker who would 
do that would have to possess sufficient personality 
and to be tuned up to it.

106 You feel that it is up to the Government of tha 
country to change the atmosphere so much as to ,make 
these people feel that Irish is welcome—in fact, that 
it is desired beyond measure—in order to gain their 
confidence?—It is up to the people rather than to the 
Government.

107. The explanation has been made that the Gov
ernment departments use Irish in their coíre8t>ónd- 
ence when the letters sent to them are in Irish. You 
don’t feel that is the proper attitude ?—No. That 
confirms all the bad instincts already in, the people.

108. I would like if we could follow the Irish-speak
ing child up along. When that child goes to school 
first and is welcomed in a language he does not 
know he is naturally discouraged. Do you think that 
should be allowed?—Certainly not.

109. These children are entitled to the full benefits 
of education, and you think there should be advanced 
primary schools for1 them ?—I would like to see these 
advanced primary schools all over Ireland.

110. Have you thought out how the growth of the 
language could be continued in that fashion into the 
Universities?—You would have difficulty, of course,
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the same difficulties as you have in the training col
leges. Professors dealing with native speakers pre
paring for the professions could help this natural 
growth, and, of course, text books for these profes
sions would have to be prepared in Irish.

111. That would destroy its purity ?— You will have 
to do it to some extent.

112. It must be done in a careful manner?—It has to 
be done I suppose.

113. It would be better if you could do away with 
text books and have all the information given in the 
old fashion to a great extent ?—There is a distinction 
between pure technical education and education. 
Education could practically do without text books. 
Technical education could come after, and you could 
have as many text books as you like. When the 
mind is formed text books: won’t do it any harm.

114. With regard to the full growth of literature, and 
the production of books, do you recognise that the 
Gaeltacht is destined to produce the true literature 
of the language ?—What I said a while ago holds good. 
1 could write an essay in Irish, but I could not write 
fiction in Irish. To write fiction you must know the 
language, not as the grammar knows it, but as the 
living person knows it. If I could go and live for 
five years in the Gaeltacht I might be able to do 
something, but to depend on book knowledge it could 
not1 be done.

115. The foundation of the full growth of Irish is to 
be found in the Gaeltacht. We must spread the lan
guage from the Gaeltacht into other parts. With 
regard to the influence of the language on the hearts 
and minds of the people generally, do you agree it 
will have an important effect?—In answer to that 1 
would) say that it would have paid America to have 
chosen a language of its own 200 years ago, and to 
have taken as a basis the Indian dialects rather than 
to have taken on, the English language. That is the 
difficulty that the American people have in creating 
a  literature of their own.

116. Do you recognise that the Irish language has 
its own characteristics and has the power to work that 
effect as it is now spoken by the people?—Of course 
1 do.

117. Dr. Walsh.—Of those who speak Irish there 
are two classes—those who learned Irish in school 
and those who learned it in the Gaeltacht. Which of 
these two classes will be best from the point of view 
of saving Irish ?—Both of them are important. I 
should say the propaganda of the whole movement is 
spread from the cities. I  think Dublin and Cork did 
the most as regards the Irish revival generally, and 
they will continue to do so. I don't think it is right 
to consider the Gaeltacht as a problem in itself to be 
solved. The movements in the cities and in the news
papers outside the Gaeltacht have their influence in 
the Gaeltacht. I remember in 1915 when I was in 
Kerry the people used to say when the Irish revival 
was catching on, “  We think nothing about Irish 
here, but when our children go to America they write 
home for Irish books.”  That had some effect. Any 
amount of propaganda can be done outside the Gael
tacht, and will be dcine, although the people that 
really matter, are native speakers who grow up in the 
Gaeltacht.

118. Supposing the Irish speakers with the traditions 
died and nobody lived who spoke the language, and 
that it only remained in the schools ?—It would pay 
the nation to cotton on. to that language. There is 
nothing wonderful1 about a language. You can make 
a language.

119. You said that a person who has acquired the 
Irish language will never have a complete command 
of it, that he will miss the very fine illusive matters 
and expressions?—Yes.

120. Therefore the people who are most important to 
us are the people who have Irish from the beginning. 
The point I want to cotne at is the importance of the 
people who have Irish from the beginning ?—What I 
am doing is this. I have both ideas in my mind, 
and they do not clash. When I say people like myself 
cannot create literature in Irish, I have a certain 
critical standard in mind, established by reading old 
Irish literature, and I compare what I could do in 
Irish with these, and I say I could do nothing. I 
could write essays and things of that sort.

121. Take the example of Joseph Conrad; he was not 
a native English speaker and he wrote in English ?—

He lived amongst English people since he was seven
teen years of age, and he had practically become a 
native speaker.

122. You said that the greatest danger in the Irish
speaking districts are the doctors, engineers, lawyers, 
priests, and all these people who' show bad example 
by speaking English. If these are to be replaced they 
must bej replaced by children from the) schools in the 
Irish-speaking districts. Thus it is a question of 
primary importance—how are you to convert the chil
dren in the higher standards of the national school 
into engineers, Government officials, doctors and all 
the rest? At present is it impossible?—It is impos
sible if you take the conditions as they are. But 
the conditions of the outside people will be changed 
also. In any branch of study you cun do a certain 
amount in Irish. You can teach mo’re in Irish now 
than ten years ago.

123. What I  am coming at is this. Take an Irish
speaking child up to the sixth standard in the national 
school, how can he get any further? There is no Irish- 
speaking secondary school and how can he get on?— 
You are talking of an Irish-speaking boy who has 
arrived at that stage at present. I say he cannot 
arrive at that stage without a change taking place 
outside all round.

124. I am taking into consideration that such changes 
are made in national schools within the next five or 
six years’ time, and it will be possible to get boys?— 
Won’t similar changes have taken place in secondary 
schools and in universities. How do you think that 
will be possible?—The Irish-speaking districts are poor 
in secondary education, and university education costs 
a lot of money and they would still be out of reach of 
practically the whole of the native speaking) population. 
Have you any idea as to how that awkward situation 
will be solved in the future—it is far easier to make 
primary schools than secondary schools?—I don’t know. 
In the city of Cork the secondary schools turned out 
a greater number of speakers of Irish than the 
national schools, which did not do so well. There is 
an immense raising of the level as regards the 
pupils coming to the university in Cork, and many 
of these conic from the secondary schools. I think 
Irish is doing well in the secondary schools at the 
present time.

120. Suppose a student came from a native school to a 
secondary school, having been educated in all subjects 
in Irish,'could they take him and carry him on in Irish 
right through the secondary school? It is quite true 
that some secondary schools are teaching in Irish, and 
in three or four years they will speak Irish very well. 
What I want to get at is the capacity of the secon
dary schools for dealing with Irish speakers?—They 
cannot do that at present. Some of them could do 
it in certain subjects. In the North Monastery in Cork 
they could do it in three subjects.

126. The point is this then, that you know of your own 
experience that the native speaking boy can only be 
taught three subjects in Irish. That would be a dis
advantage?—It would, of course, that school is right 
at that stage at the present moment- In a few' years 
a certain number of other subjects could be added to 
them.

127. Can you suggest, any way in which the process 
might lie hastened? —Tin1 process will he to get teachers 
from these higher schools in the Gaeltacht.

128. Your solution of the difficulty is the establishment 
of higher national schools in the Gaeltacht?—Yes, and 
draw your teachers from them. The rest of the nation 
might object and say that it was not fair to draw all 
your teachers from the Irish-speaking teachers. There 
is no reason why you should not have the scholarship 
boys drawn into these schools.

129. What I want to get at is this, that the fact of the 
matter is that the ideal Irish speaker educated up to 
the nines has no place in this country and the pur
pose is to make a place for him. It is a big thing 
involving a whole lot of factors?—Yes.

130. You were trained as a teacher yourself?— Yes.
131. Did you go through the two years?—Fortu

nately, no.
132. Don’t you think they are very mechanical?—I 

think it farcical.
133. Do you think that farcical training at the public 

expense is absolute waste?—Of course, there are great 
difficulties.

134. Chairman.—Do yon think it is still going on?—I 
have an idea it is.
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135. F i a c l u a  Eiltjeaeh■—How many years is it since 
you were trained?— 18 years.

lel'. I think you will find it very little changed?—The 
difficulty in. the training colleges I found was that the 
lowest standard pupil was about fit to commence train
ing when the two years were up. It was cramming all 
the time for examinations. \\ here I was the president 
used to conic to us and say, " For God’s sake, 
gentlemen, pass the examination.”  The teacher of 
literature would turn over the pages of the book 
and say, for instance, ”  there is no examination point 
on pages 56 to 59, turn to page 60.”  Of course I was 
older than the others and I had done a fair amount of 
writing at the time. One young man I knew used to 
read penny dreadfuls during his spare time and then 
read '' King Lear ”  for the examination.

Bi7. Dr. Walsh.— You think that in the Gaeltacht, 
when those higher national schools are established, you 
will be able within three years to provide teachers or 
proper material for these colleges?— 1 think the training 
of a teacher should be as elaborate as the training of a 
doctor. There is no comparison between the two. 
All teachers should have a university education. Mv 
idea of the average Irish teacher is that Lis technical 
education as a teacher altogether overwhelms his cul
tural education.

133 Is not that so in all education, technical or other
wise. without education any teaching is very little 
use'? -It is not alone very little use, it is a terrible 
evil. *

139. .Id Sc.abhac-—Dr. Breathnacb was referring to 
secondary schools where an Irish-speaking student pre
senting him self  then '  without any F.nglish would be at 
a disadvantage. AVa had a witness here who said that 
under the new Intermediate Educational Scheme there 
is provision made for schools which shall be qualified 
to provide for students to continue all their studies 
in Irish. There are only two such schools in that class 
at present.

140. C h a i r m a n .— And neither of these had been finally 
accepted as qualified. They are both girF’ schools and 
in the Gaeltacht.

141. .In Sc.abhac.—There are. two questions which it 
might be well to get answers about. First the exact value 
to the nation <4 the preservation of the Gaeltacht

142. Chairman.—I think it has been pretty well sug
gested by Donat this morning.

143. .4h Scabach.— The suggestions have been spread 
over 30 or 40 questions.

144. Witness.—Without the Gaeltacht you might have 
the language and you might have a literature in the lan
guage, but you would not have the living tradition.

145. .-In S c a h h a c . — You also had another question put 
to you and you answered that thougdi the Irish speaking 
tradition was dead it would be worth while for the 
nation that Irish, even broken from the old tradition, 
should be revived and spread again all over Ireland. 
Between these two questions there is a great matter of 
importance— the exact value of the [(reservation of the 
unbroken tradition?—I still believe it would pay the 
nation to have a language of its own. even if you have 
to start and make a language- The value of the Gael
tacht is immeasurable. You have the soul ready-made. 
If you start to make a language you would have to 
create the soul in it.

The following stafrmrnt, submitted by Professor Tadhy 
Ó Donnchadha (Tóriim and F.irmonn G  Donnchadha, 
had been circulated to the Conrm.issioncrs :—

Ohh'nrhas.

1. Gach aon bhunsgoil ins na ceanntaraibh Gaedheal- 
acha do bheith bin eliaedhealach. ’sc sin, gach adhbhar 
léighinn do mhúine as Gaedhilg, agus ag an am céadna 
ó ’s ins an tuaith agus cois fairrge atá na ceanntair sin. 
na hadhbhar lcighinn a d ’oirfeadh do’n lucht Aitribh, 
mar atá, feirmeóireacht, gairneóireacht, cuireadóireacht, 
agus gach saghas iasgaigh, do bheith mar chiiram 
bunaidh ortha. Chuige sin, ba mhaith an rud 
“  Gáirdíní Sgoile ”  do bheith le hais gach tighe sgoile 
chun drill i santhar is i saotharú do mhiisgailt ins an 
aos 6g agus chun gur b ’úsaide ’na dhiadh sin teacht 
ar shaothani lubhghort ins an dhthaigh.

2. Ardbhunsgoil nó Meánsgnil do bheith i gcomhgar 
gach cúpla paróiste mil's féidir d ’fhonn cothruim do 
thabhairt dos na sgoláiribh is eagnai ins na bnnsgoi- 
leannaibh chun teacht ar nllmhú i gcóir MfiinWnreachta 
agus Cléireachais ins an Státsheirbhfs, agus i gcóir na

hOllsgoile dá mb'é sin ba rogha led. Oideachas teenidhe 
do thabhairt ionnta leis, teicniocht a dh’oirfeadh nl 
hamháin do’n tuaith ach do’n bhaile mhór leis. Gach 
eólas a bhainfeadh le hEleehtreachas, cuir i gcás, 
gacli adhbhar léighinn ins na hArdbhunsgoileannaibh 
sin do mhúine a Gaedhilg amháin, agus chun gur 
fusaide sin do dhéanamh, an Rialtas do ghlaeai ’na 
cúram ortha féin.

(a) Leabhair Ghaedhilge ar na hadhbharaibh léighinn 
a mhuintear ins na sgoileannaibh sin do sholáthar 
agus do chur i gelo agus d ’fhoillsiú.

(b) Sgoláireachtal do bhunú i gcóir sgoláirl go 
mbeadli ortha fanúint ó bhaile chun freasdail a 
dhéanamh ar na sgoileannaibh sin. A cheadú do 
sgoláiribh ón mBreacghaedhealtacht agus 6’n 
nGalldacht na sgoileanna san do fhreasdal ar 
choinghiollachaibh áirithe.

Cársai Maircachtamr.
3. Fir óga (nuaphósta, má’s féidir) a raghaeh thar 

súile do choimeád sa bhaile le hiasgchtaf dhóibh fá 
urraithe chun feirmí do cheannach i náitibh eile ná 
beadh rófhada ó na ndúthaighibh féin (má’s féidir ó 
ar choinghíoll leanúint do’n Ghaedhilg agus a gclann 
do thógaint le Gaedhilg.

Tionnsyull.
4. Athchoilltiú na Gaedhealtachta—an talamh idir 

riasg agus sliabh nár bhfiú náid do’n chuireadóireacht. 
An áit a mbíonn an tadhmad is fuirist tlonnsgail a chur 
ar bun ann.

Páipear Xuachta agus Litriochta.
5. Tá dianghádh leis sin--

(1) Chun adhbhair léightheóireaehta do’n Ghaedh-
ealtacht.

(2) Chun an phobail do dhlúthcheangal le chéile
agus chun sprid náisiúntachta is saothair do
mhúsgailt ionnta.

13) Chun a gceart do ohosaint dóibh.
(4) Chun cúrsaí teicnidhe do sgaipeach ina measg:

eólas ar, thráchtáil agus ar mhargaíocht agus
ar chomhoirbríocht, srl.

(5) Chnn iad do choimeád au coúrant le cúrsaibh
an tsaoghail.

Páipéar seachtanúil. Ceann do’n Mhumhain, ceann 
do Chohnachtaibh, agus ceann do Chúige Uladh, má’s 
féidir sin. Ní bheidh rath ar aon rud ’san Ghadheal- 
tacht gi> mhcidh páipéir de’n tsóixl san ‘uea.

6. Beadh muinntir na Gaedhealtachta i gcoinnibh aon 
bhuanteórann idir iad féin agus ar chuid eile d’Éirinn. 
Biodh an teóra aim a ganfhios acht ná tugtar pulnn 
chun soluis f.

I Signed i ‘ ‘ TúRNA."
EAMONN 0  DONNCHADHA.

1 Hadh lUaltainr. 1925-
? .  (I: *

PROFESSOR TADHG O’DONOGHUE (Tórna). 
examined.

1. Chairman—There are some matters arising out of 
your statement. There is the educational matter which1, 
in itself, is very important, both from the point of 
view of the language and its continuance from the 
Gaedilgeóiri point of view, and on the economic side 
because a good education must be regarded as a basis of 
livelihood, of course. You deal with the necessity for 
higher primary schools and better technical education 
and you raise some point with regard to books and the 
equipment. Have you any particular ideas in your 
mind as to the things that are necessary to make 
better our primary education and post primary educa
tion and tn supply teachers with the equipment, or, if 
you l i k e ,  the finances that would be necessary?—I 
would be very strong on some kind of continuation 
school or some means by which students or children 
in the national schools, when they leave the sixth 
standard, could be carried on a little further. I had 
in mind schools which would prepare them for the 
lower civil service or technical schools and probably 
for matriculation or the university if they had it in 
mind to go there. In these schools they would be 
taught literature and the traditions for the carrying on 
of the life of the Irish-speaking districts themselves, 
that is mostly a question of farming and fishing, I 
should say. I  know very little about fishing, because
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1 have not been very much on the sea. I know some* 
thing about farming and things like that. Besides these 
things in these continuation schools, I would have 
technical schools teaching trades like wood-work. 1 
think you have got all my ideas from Mr. Corkery 
already. I  would suggest a little acquaintance with 
English' or some other language, but all the work to 
be done in Irish. I would also have taught the 
element» of science, ehemistry, electricity and a know
ledge of physics. There are a few things I would like 
to stress, namely, the continuance of the. old traditions 
and the old stories of the people, which are the surest 
foundation for building up a literature in the modern 
language, and some lessons in civics. Besides that 
something should be done to have schools of that kind 
for girls. I f we want the Irish to flow in a natural 
way, from its present position to the English speaking 
parts of the country, it will be absolutely necessary 
that the little girls of the country be taught Irish. All 
the men in the country could not save the language, 
but a good proportion of the women would save it in a 
very short time. With regard to that, there should be 
special schools for girls to learn house-keeping and 
cooking and things of that kind. They might be 
taught these as well a* Irish and other subjects.

2. Chairman.— Where in the County Cork would you 
suggest that education along these lines should be 
carried on?—In some Irish-speaking district like Coolea, 
for instance

si. Do you Know the County Cork sufficiently to mark 
out districts where, education along these lines should 
be taken up?—I think Coolea, Knoekadoon and Ballin- 
geary would be proper places. I know Cape Clear is a 
very good place.

4. Dr. Walsh.—What about Glengariff?— You have a 
more homogeneous population in Coolea than in any 
other place, with the possible exception of Cape 
Clear.

5. Would you undertake to consider that point aud to 
mark a map for us from what you know yourself to 
indicate in what areas, from your point of view, you 
consider these schools should be placed?—I would 
undertake to study the question as far as possible and 
get the information.

ft. In connection with that type of education, have you 
considered at all the difficulties from the point of view 
iof books, because it was put up to us by witnesses 
from the West that while there were plenty of books 
for primary education there was a great scarcity of 
books in respect to the higher types of education and 
as far as text books were concerned there were none 
at all?—Books would be plentiful if there, was any 
clianco of publication. The cost of the printing of 
books is tremendous, and nobody but a millionaire 
could afford books at his own expense. With a little 
help a beginning might be made in the publication of 
such necessary books as might be selected.

7. What kind of assistance would be necessary?— 
Some kind of monetary assistance for the writer and 
help in the cost of printing and publication.

•S. Do you know anything of the reason for the high 
cost of printing?—Wages and materials, I suppose.

9. Would it be possible at all to develop in the Irish
speaking district itself a printing school?—I think it 
would be quite feasible with the present necessity 
for a supply of books of a high class for Irish edu
cation. They could turn out books and pamphlets, 
but, as for printing a newspaper, or even a monthly 
journal, I hardly think1 they could do that. There is 
too much work in connection with it. The establish
ment of a small printing premises could be easily 
done.

10. You think it is possible you would get ai group to 
take up that matter enthusiastically?—It would re
quire a( lot of technical information.

11. On the newspaper side do you think there is any 
prospect of even a weekly newspaper1 in Irish being 
started for Munster, Connaught or Ulster? Would 
there be a sufficient newspaper reading population in 
these districts?—If a paper were started it would 
take about three years to work up a circulation. It 
would depend on the editor and manager. With a- 
good editor and manager, and correspondents in every 
district throughout the Gaeltacht in particular, and 
in other places as far as possible throughout the 
country who would make a speciality of news from 
these) Irish-speaking districts and1 the country as a 
whole, the project could be made a success. They 
would also have to give the ordinary news of the

week in Irish, as well as having literary articles, 
storied for children, and all the usual features of a 
weekly newspaper, with the possible exception of 
facing and betting.

12. Do you think that, the spirit of nationality is alive 
in our Insh-speaking population?—I don't think so 
by any means. The Gaeltacht and the Galldacht 
don’t hit it off very well. The Galldacht looks down 
on the native speakers, and they in turn look down 
on tile people from the Galldacht when they come 
into the Irish-speaking districts. We are inclined to 
look down on each other., A paper of this kind would 
do a great deal to get more backbone into the people 
of the Gaeltacht. It would give them the habit of 
reading and picking up information from newspapers, 
thus keeping au con rant with the news of the world. 
In that way it would become a regular feature. I 
have not the least doubt that in Munster, at any 
rate, a paper of that kind would pay.

lft. And that the spirit of nationality would awaken 
in them?—It. would do a great amount of good in 
that way.

14. An Seabhac.—The people in the Gaeltacht have 
not got a conceit of themselves because of their know
ledge of Irish?—I am afraid not.

15. They have to a small extent in regard to the use 
of Irish "when public officials and strangers use it 
with them?—As a matter of fact, I think it is more 
or less the reverse.

16. They are more or less apologetic?—They are not 
inclined that way yet.

17. They have not yet come to realise that they are 
the masters of the situation, and that it is the people 
who do not know Irish who should be at the dis
advantage ?—I don’t know whether the ordinary 
grown-up individual in the Irish-speaking district 
has got rid of the old tradition that the law is not 
on his side now so to speak.

IS. The tradition of being the under-dog is not for
gotten?—No.

19. YVhat measures do you think would be necessary 
on the part of the authorities in this country to con
vince him that he is no longer the under-dog ?—I 
have not given much thought to that subject.

2Q. Are not certain measures suggesting themselves to 
you at the present moment ?—Well, for instance, 
officials and public officers of all kinds in the Irish
speaking districts should be all speakers of Irish.

21. To do that do you tliink there should be a definite 
State policy?—I would agree with Donal 0  Corcra 
that such officials should get more than the ordinary 
official pay or some honorarium. It might not be a 
direct monetary advantage now, but something 
added for pension purposes later on, or something 
like that.

22. Anyhow, your experience is that the people there 
have not come to realise yet the importance or the 
value, nationally or even personally, of their posses
sion of the Irish language and their facility in it ?— 
One. would get that impression from them.

2ft. They have not realised it?—They have not. You 
will get people there to say still, "  What benefit will 
it be ? ”

24. I)n you think that the people in the (iiieltacht 
believe that the central authority is in earnest about 
this matter of the preservation and the restoration of 
the native language?—I am afraid a great many of 
them don’t. Of course' the better class amongst tbern 
does really know something, and is quite well aware 
of the fact that the country has made up its mind to 
bring back Irish, but they don't, sufficiently realise 
their own importance in connection with the matter, 
and a great deal of propaganda would be necessary 
to make them; do what is necessary for the preservation 
of the language.

25. Has that propaganda been absent for the last six 
or seven years in the Gaeltacht?—Y'es

26. What they see is a number of people coming 
around to learn Irish to qualify themselves for the 
Civil Service or something like that?—Y’ es, that is 
the idea.

27. Besides administration are there any other very- 
big influences being exploited for the Anglicisation of 
these districts where a little Irish is left, such as 
trade and commerce, the Church, literature and the 
Press?—There is a good deal of that. One does not' 
like to mention the Church, but I am afraid it has 
something to do with it.
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2S. Do you find from your experience, or from infor
mation you have, in certain districts in Cork which 
are half Irish-speaking that Church services in so 
far as anything hut Latin is used are conducted in 
Irish or partly in Irish?—I don’t know, because 
latterly I have not been there.

20. What influence has the Press in Cork County?— 
The Press has very little influence as far as Irish is 
concerned.

20. H a s  it influence in the other direction?—It has 
very big influence.

21. I suppose you know a certain number of the pri
mary teachers in County Cork?—Yes.

22. On an average, what is their personal attitude 
towards Irish?—The great majority of them, simply 
because a rule was made, followed the rule, and I 
am afraid that down in the bottom of their hearts 
they wish the rule and the people who made the 
rule were in Hong Hong.

:fif. Is there any percentage who are euthuxiasts?— 
Yes, a very large percentage.

24. That would be amongst the vounger section?— 
Yes.

25. Where did they get that enthusiasm?—Probably 
in the old Gaelic League or in the schools and training 
colleges.

•'Hi. Would you say they got the language in the train
ing colleges as a result of the official attitude towards 
Irish in the training colleges?—No.

27. The eountrv part of the Gaeltackt of the County 
Cork is not a poor place as compared with Conne
mara?—I would not say that it is as poor, but it is 
not very rich.

28. In these particular ureas what is your experience 
of the attitude towards the language on the part of 
the better off people and of the less better off 
people?—I have not a very wide experience of that 
matter, but I should say that in Cork we have got 
very few Dr. Lynches.

2 '.1. Very many of the people are farmers, and follow 
practically the same habits. One man may have four 
cows and another fourteen or twenty cows. Can 
you say is there any distinction in the Gaelicism of 
two such men ?—I would not say that the fact of a 
man having a little worldly prosperity would make 
him any less Gaelic or Irish, though certainly the 
more a man has the less inclined he is to be Gaelic.

40. That is the general tendency?— Yes.
41. What is the reason of that?—That may have 

changed in latter years.
42. What is the likely cause oi that? Is it the greater 

facility for getting education for his family or social 
intercourse?—It is more social intercourse than any
thing else.

42. And tlie sense of respectability of the more non- 
Irish there?— Yes.

44. Is that operating still?—I should say it is. It is 
more or less a universal tendency.

45. From the language point of view, what influences
l ave the little towns in Cork on the Gaeltacht that is 
near them?—They aTe an anglicising influence. |

40. In Cork county are there small towns in which the 
country people transact their business in Irish in 
the shops ?—I should say there are few. In places 
like Baltimore they do, and there is a little done in 
Macroom. There is also a little in Youghal by the 
people from WateTford.

47. Have the shops in these places attempted to pro
vide assistants in these towns who can deal with Irish 
speakers ?—No, but I should say from a business point 
of view I imagine they would. I  have no experience 
of it.

48. Are the people engaged in commercial pursuits in 
West Cork, the merchant class, interested in the 
spread of Irish ? Isi the same proportion of that class 
of people enthusiastic regarding the language as the 
proportion of the farming class?—It is very hard to 
tell. I really don’t know. I should say there is much 
o f a muchness. You meet people in Cork who would 
give you a subscription for the Gaelic League and 
the advance of the movement, but it is another thing 
when you come to them and say “  Give this Gaelic 
speaker a position”

49. In the University in Cork what influence is it hav
ing Gaelic-wise on the public?—We try to do as much 
as we can.

50. Is the University as a whole trying to do it?—No.
51. Only certain sections of it?—Certain sections do as

much as they can within the meaning of the act. ' The 
National University, as a whole is a purely anglicis
ing institution. That is because the people at . the 
head of affairs are not imbued with the Irish Gaelic 
spirit. They have been brought up that way and will 
remain that way to the end.

52. Among the people who are advanced intellectually 
and educationally, so far as being in charge of the 
University education of the country, surely there must 
bal a conscious policy in regard to culture and civi
lisation ?—They could help considerably in that way, 
but from actual experience we find they either can- 
hot do it or won’t do it.

52. Do you think it is the difficulties of the language 
that are holding them back from taking oS their coats' 
to tackle the transformation of this country back into 
a Gaelic country?—I don’t know that the question 
has been put to them as directly as that. Within the 
statute of the University they could do a certain 
amount.

54. Do 1 gather from you that they have a definite 
intention, consciously or sub-eonsciously, that the 
higher education of this country shall lie coloured 
Gaelic-wise as distinct from not being Gaelic or 
Irish?—It all depends on; how you look at it. I re
gard culture and everything else as culture won by 
the individual in his own native language. There are 
practically no means within the University for doing 
that.

55. Should not the University be a sort of cover under 
which that language should be fostered, with all the 
things that lead in that direction ?—It is not there, 
for the very reason that the language of the Univer
sity is not Irish. I don’t know whether that is con
scious or otherwise on the part of those who are in 
charge.

56. One would like to know?—It is more than I can 
tell you.

57. Chairman.—Is there a University education given 
in the National University, or is it rather a profes
sional education! or a higher secondary ?—It is mostly 
of a professional character.

5n. I,i Scabhac.—Do they ever supplement that spe
cialisation through a policy of general culture that might 
be the guiding principle of the University?— You mean 
Irish culture?

59. Yes?—'They don t get it at all-
60. Do you think that is really responsible for the diffi

culty iri getting men like Dir. Breathnaeh and Ur. 
Lynch for the medical profession ?—It is, of course.

61. And engineers?—And engineers and secretaries of 
County Councils and in every case where they require 
educated men.

62. Once they begin to specialise in the University 
they get away ironi the other altogether?—Yes.

62. And the ordinary human tendency would he to 
avoid every study thiey would not be compelled to 
do ?—Yes.

64. P. 0 Cadhla.— With regard to the Irish folk-lore 
and tradition which still exists in the Irish-speaking

I districts, you believe it is a very important matter?— 
I do.

65. And the nntive-speaking persons are very fully 
equipped with regard to language facility and they 
should be mad? the foundation of the future teachers ? 
Yes.

66. The language is strong and flexible and suited to 
all the national interests for which it could be used ?— 
Yes. It is the language 1' have always used since I 
went to Cork.

67. You are most familiar with the University side of 
the question, and any questions I ask will be put on 
the University side. What exactly have you done in 
Cork towards giving the students a Gaelic atmos
phere?—A good deal. The authorities make a know
ledge of Irish essential for students of all faculties: 
a working knowledge of it, which means a kind of 
oral examination and a written essay for all students. 
Those who have scholarships have to attend lectures 
and have to pass an examination whether it is one 
pf the examinations for the faculty or otherwise.

68. Is the oral examination carried out by Irish pro
fessors ?—Yes.

69. Do you insist on a fairly high standard?—A pro
gressive standard from the first year.

70. Is it your experience that the scholars who go 
through these examinations year after year leave with 
a fair amount of the language or the Irish spirit ?—
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..You can hardly judge from the working of that yet.
It is only a year since we stalled it. The examination 
this year was very successful. W e examined orally 
well over 200 students, that is including our own stu- 

.dents as well as scholars. ..
71. What do you find in your college the greatest diffi

cu lty  towards Gaelicising the college?—The greatest 
-difficulty is getting Irish taught.

72. Why is that?—Because you cannot get people to 
-do it.

73. It is not fair to blame the authorities then?—It is 
not| altogether lair.

74.. Take the Medical School in Cork. Can you Gaeli- 
cise that school, for example?—You can if you get 
. demonstrators, and helpers with a knowledge of Irish 
who could deliver some of their lectures in Irish.

75. Do you think such class of persons can be got?—
I  don't think so.

76. The professors and demonstrators are not to be 
got. Even if these were to be got the students would not 
.understand them. Therefore the University, with the 
.best will in the world, is up against it, and part of 
our duty is to help them to overcome that difficulty ?— 
Yes, and provide native speakers.

77. That is one of the problems we will have to deal 
with. Can you in Cork undertake the training of 
national and secondary teachers ?—Probably we 
.could, but it would) take extra buildings and staff.

7N. Do you think, if you had the money for the staff 
.and buildings, you could at once get the professors 
nf education competent to teach the scholars?—We 
could.

79. You could get the stafi?—I expect we could.
■SO. You are confident that in Cork you could deal with 

that question if the money was available for the 
buildings ?—Yes.

Ml. That is very important. With regard to Gaelicis
ing a profession like the medical profession, and the 
turning out of doctors who could go back to the 
native districts and speak Irish, you would need what 
you cannot get at present, a staff of teachers.for the 
Medical School who could teach through Irish. 
Isn't that a big problem ?—It is a big problem.

H2. The provision of a stafi in any college to teach in 
any language is a problem. What do you think of 
the possibility of providing these special staffs in ten 
years’ time, provided everything goes well?—It might 
be begun in about ten years’ time.

83. In the meantime it would be unw ise to press it?— 
No; at any time a man may spring up who would be 
able to do the work in Irish, though lie may not be 
an Irish speaker.

N4. I am speaking of the specialised Masses. Take the 
.third year medical course, and that one of the men 
could do a certain amount of his own work in 
Irish?—The principal difficulty would be the vested 
interest, and the only chance would be to get- a 
helper; who could do both.

85. Suppose a man did teach in Irish and the students 
d id  not know| Irish, would not the students be at a 
disadvantage then ?—You have to face that difficulty 
all the time.

Mb. Hard as it would be to get intern examiners, it 
would be very difficult to get extern examiners, so 
the difficulties of the University are very great?— 
That is so.

87. .Id Srabhac.—In regard to the matter Dr. Breath- 
nach is referring to, is it necessary that a doctor 
should have been taught his business in Irish to 
qualify him to deal with his patients in the Irish
speaking districts?—If he is a native speaker, no.

88. I am speaking of the professional man who, in 
dealing with the public in tile Irish-speaking districts, 
would use Irish, does it not naturally iollow that that 
particular professional man would be taught his busi
ness in Irish?—No.

89. All that would be required is that hr should be 
required to learn Irish ?—There is a rule for that in

■Cork at present.
90. For all the services?— Yes.
91. A man might go to Berlin and learn his business 

there and carry out his business in Coolea in Irish ?— 
Yes, if he knew Irish.

92. And his knowledge of Irish might be a. condition of 
■his qualifying for entering the University ?—He re
quires it at matriculation.

93. Outside the question of lectures given in Irish it is 
necessary to provide that the man. turned out should

he an Irish speaker ?—Yes. I am only speaking of 
Cork now.

94. The difficulty of providing professors who can 
teacli a particular profession in Irish to the students is 
not necessarily connected with the fact that they might 
or might not produce afterwards an official who could 
deal with the people in Irish?—-You want to dis
tinguish between the teaching through Irish and the 
teaching of Irish itself ?

95. I mean this that the getting of an Irish-speaking 
medical officer for a dispensary district in Galway or 
Kerry need not necessarily depend on the ability of the 
professor of medicine in the University to speak Irish? 
—No.

90. It can be provided that- such students shall be out
side the question of the ability of the professor alto
gether—I mean the learning of his profession in any 
language at all .-

97. Fiachra Eitycach.—In the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries the studies ul the Irish priests in the 
low countries were* carried on mostly in French.

98. Dr. WnElt.— What is the standard of Irish in the 
University matriculation ?—I think it is very low. I 
examined fourteen students this year all of whom passed 
the University matriculation in Irish. I asked how 
many could understand Irish when 1 spoke, and one 
man out of the fourteen put up his hand. I give that 
point in answer to An Seabac-h’s point.

. * • * • * * x *
FAMONN 0 1H >N<)( .1 HU F , r.nmnned.

1. C h a i r m a n . —I would like to go into the work that 
would be before us if wé wanted to recommend the 
changes necessary in primary schools and to make 
provision for better post-primary education in the 
country, and I would like to know what you consider 
is wrong with the present type of programme for the 
national schools and what it should be in one of these 
purely Irish-speaking schools, say, in ( ’oolea‘.’--D o 
you mean the programme in the Gaeltacht or the 
Gallclaeht, or all together?

2. The programme you would like to see in the Gael
tacht?—I have not very much fault to find with the 
programme. Donal O Corcra explained that much de
pended on the personality of the teacher and his 
ability to adapt that programme . to his surround
ings and the circumstances of his school. I grant 
you it is a bit overcrowded—it is a bit too idealistic 
inasmuch as the “faffs in the primary schools taken 
as a whole are not sufficiently trained along the 
lines indicated in the policy underlying that primary 
programme. To my mind the only possible way to 
make that programme operative would be to draw irom 
the Gaeltacht material from which you could teed a great 
deal of the teaching staffs of the county, primary, 
secondary, and university, as well as technical 
teachers, art teachers, agricultural instructors, and 
teaching staffs of all kinds. My experience goes to show, 
despite some of the evidence that 1 read that was given 
here, that the standard of the schools in the Gaeltacht. is 
very low. Comparatively speaking, our experience shows 
the reverse. You have in the Gaeltacht of the Free 
Btate sonic of the best brains of this country, and if 
given fair educational facilities they would more 
than hold their own. I do not refer to the Irish lan
guage alone. I refer to the eurrieulum of primary 
and seeondary education. You see men from the 
Gaeltacht in the Civil Service and in other walks of 
life—11 o si i who won scholarships into the secondary 
schools and universities. They were slow at 
first, but they got on extraordinarily well afterwards, 
although they left their primary schools with no 
greater advantages than any other pupils. That goes 
to show that although the standard of education may be 
low in the Gaeltacht there are solid reasons for saying 
that there is intellect there, which is the most important 
factor we have to consider, and which we shall have 
to develop. The question of the Gaeltacht is mainly 
an educational one. Of course there is the economic 
side, and I have come up against that as chairman 
of the Cork County Committee of Agriculture and 
as a member o f  the C o u n t y  Technical Instruction, but 
of tile three aspects the educational aspect is the one we 
have to consider mainly. The policy with regard to 
Irish is a policy of neglect as compared with English. 
English has got a big economic value here. It has also, 
as you know, a big social advantage. The best thing 
to do would be to tackle the educational problem of the 
Gaeltacht and to give it all the advantages possible.
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With regard to the type ot schools you would have in the 
Gaeltaeht, I think the curriculum should be as extensive 
as possible, and should be taught entirely through Irish. 
English might be part of that curriculum-, but should 
bo taught as a subject only, the same as you would 
teach French or German to students who go on to 
the professions. They may require certain modern 
languages, and it would be important that the pupils 
would be carried on from the fifth or sixth standard 
in the primary school to the university, and specialise 
afterwards in any profession they wish to adopt. That 
school should lie a residential school, and whether 
you should have it in the Gaeltaclit or the Galldacht 
is a debatable question. If in the Gaeltaeht it would 
have its difficulties, but it might have economic advan
tages if it were in a- central place. I should not care 
to make any recommendation on that point. The point 
I want to stress is the curriculum of such schools. It 
should be taught entirely through Irish and should be 
as extensive as possible, and should include all sub
jects taught in the ordinary primary school, including 
the subjects tor the matriculation programme. These 
schools would naturally employ pretty large staffs, and 
they should be competent staffs to include the best type 
of teachers produced in the Free State, and they should 
be under State control. With regard to the economic 
side ot the Gaeltaclit, as far as my experience goes from 
the agricultural point of view you can do very little 
because of the circumstances of the soil and the 
country. Donal O Corcra has covered practically the 
whole ground in this respect- in his evidence-. (hie 
point perhaps he did not lay sufficient importance 
on is that the Ministry of Education, which has charge 
of technical education, might show a better example 
to the country in the type of students and candidates 
the\ select for their courses. I refer to the technical 
courses in manual instruction. I tliink that at least 
they might have a certain proportion of candidates from 
the Gneltaeht to attend these courses. This is a verv 
impnrtaut matter, and in view of the fact that this Com
mission has been set up. the best test of sincerity 
that could be shown by flu- Government departments 
Mould he to draw from tile Gneltaeht a certain 
number ot young men and women as prospective 
teachers, because they arc the type we are looking to 
in the future. We have a large number of instruc
tors and instructresses in the County Cork, but we 
have only two men competent to do their work in 
Irish. If we were serious in our efforts to save the 
language we could do a great many tilings in this way.
I think the Ministry of Education is doing its duty by 
tb, Iri-li language much better than the other Minis
tries. Rut du-re is mi reason why they should not endea
vour to - t a f f  tlie different teaching bodies with men and 
women competent to do their work in Irish as well as 
in English. As regards the afforestation of the Gael- 
t.acht, I tliink that if this was carried out on a large 
.scale it would make little paradises of these places, and 
in  thirty or fo r ty  ye a rs  it would transform the whole out
look of the Gaeltaeht- -climatic as well as social—and 
such work might form the basis tor starting industries 
suitable to the different Gaeltaebta- An important ad
vantage of afforestation would lie that it would absorb a 
great deal of the surplus population, and would help to 
put a -top to emigration. Our experience of afforesta
tion in the County Cork amounted to tb.OOO or £7,(Hlfl 
being spent under a county council scheme which was 
very successful up to a certain point, but we 
found that it was too big a scheme for any local autho
rity to  undertake, and that it should be entirely under 
national auspices. After thirty or forty years the 
initial outlay in that work would he returned, and the 
population would be kept at home, and the possibilities 
tor industrial effort would be greater than w-e can 
estimate at the moment. The immediate advantage 
would lie to stop emigration. The educational ques
tion is a very complicated one. Donal O Corcra has 
explained how difficult it is for the people in the Irish
speaking districts to develop on anything like a- solid, 
permanent basis, literary or otherwise. Our only hope 
is the youth of the Gaeltaeht. I believe it would be 
possible, by conserving the best intellect in the Gael- 
tacht, to develop it to feed practically all the educational 
in stitutions in the land. The potentialities of the Gael
taeht for the purpose of stabilising and regularising our 
education in the country are very great. The secondary 
schools and their connection with the National Univer
sity have a very important hearing on the latter. That 
University, unfortunately, so far lias not set the fashion 
of Irish as it might have done, because the culture found

there at the present tiihe is not the culture we regard 
ns correct. 'I he National University has done little for 
the Irish language-- The National University sprafag 
from the Queen’s Colleges and the Elizabethan atmos
phere and culture. One would naturally conclude that 
there would be a continuity of that atmosphere and 
culture in the present National University. It is very 
hard to break away from a tradition of that type which 
has a certain influence on the National Fniversity even 
yet. I say this without in any sense disparaging the 
efforts that are being made to Gaelieise the National 
University.

J- Chairman-— With regard to the post-primary edu
cation, you say the schools should he residential, and 
that they should be under State control. Does that 
mean you would take the best students from the 
primary schools in the Gaeltaeht for these residen
tial colleges and have them trained through a special 
programme which would be all in Irish?—I think it 
would be desirable. A certain small annual fee 
would lie required. The awarding of scholarships in this 
National Fniversity depends on the position of the 
parents. The Fork County Council is empowered to 
increase their scholarships in certain cases from £20 
to £50. An arrangement of that kind could be made 
in those schools tor pupils who would be admitted on 
scholarships.

4. You don't anticipate that the ordinary students 
coming to these schools will he able to pay the 
normal college fees?—In some cases they may not be 
able tn pay. There are many instances of poor boys 
who are very intelligent, and it might be to the public 
benefit to assist them. We have experience in the 
National University of students of that kind who sub
sequently reached high positions in the Civil Service.

f». What do you mean by State control?—I suppose 
these colleges would be controlled by the Minister 
for Education.

I>. It would be a type of secondary school, and prac
tically all the secondary education of the country is a 
matter of private management with State grants at 
present ?—Yes.

7. Do you think that these schools should be schools 
with private management ?—Everything would de
pend on where the school would be situated. To my 
mind it ought to be under some clerical auspices. 
That does, not imply that interference with the ordinary 
secular curriculum of the schools.

N. When we are considering the basis of livelihood of 
Irish-speaking populations there is one important 
thing we have to consider, and that is their position on 
tlie land. It would determine whether you are going to 
have a homogeneous population or not in any particular 
district. It is probably questionable if you have any 
large homogeneous population in any place in Cork. 
Do you know any land vested in the hand Commis
sion or likely to conn- into the hands of the hand 
Commission in anything like a partly Irish-speaking 
area ?—Do you mean large demesne lands ?

11. Under the 1H‘2:{ Act do you know whether there is 
any land to 1»- distributed in Cork?—Not that I 
know of.

Ill- On the afforestation side, has the Cork County 
Council carried out- a considerable quantity of affores
tation ?—Yes.

11. Has that been successful?—Partly. The trees did 
not seem1 to thrive, with the result that w-e had to buy 
some land in the suburbs of Cork to be used as a nur
sery . At the moment we are waiting for these to grow 
up and to plant them again.

12. What age did you plant the trees?—From two to 
five years.

Id. Have you any plants of your own nursery grow
ing?— Not yet. They are now in their third year.

14. Have then- been any investigations to see what 
part of the County Cork provides the best prospects of 
success?—The matter was referred from the county 
council to the Committee of Agriculture, and we were 
guided by the advice of the instructors, and we handed 
over the trees to people on whom we could rely to plant 
them according to instructions.

15- Fine Era Eilf/cnch.—AY as it mostly native grown 
trees?—Y’es.

16. Chairmmi.—Are you going to plant any planta
tions with what you have in your nursery?—No definite 
scheme has yet been formulated.

17. How soon will you he transplanting these?—It is 
not decided yet.

1h. What type of trees have you?—Fir, beech, syca
more, and ash.
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19. Are they grown from Irish seed?—Yes
20. If we wanted to make a recommendation in regard 

to eertam areas being re-afforested in Irish-speaking dis
tricts, might it be attempted on a fairly large scale, and 
who would be likely to give us advice as to the best site 
to develop industry?'—I should say the Cork County 
Committee of Agriculture. You have expert instructors. 
One is a Kerry man who is acting in the West of Cork 
and the other man—a man named Hoctor, who is 
operating in the Mallow district. These men would be 
prepared to give their advice, and we would bp pleased 
to facilitate you in any way.

21. Fiachra Eilgeach.—It was mentioned by a witness 
that subjects like arithmetic were declining a great 
deal in the primary schools in the last twenty years 
compared with what they were, and that logarithms, 
mensuration, and the theory of equations were not 
being taught to the boys of sixteen and twenty, as 
they used to be.

22. Dei you find that sort of thing prevailing in Cork? 
— You are referring to secondary schools? No, primary 
schools V—The methods of teaching mathematics have 
changed and they are much more successful and satis
factory than they used to be.

23. Now, iii those higher schools, how many would 
you put into County Cork?— I would put one tor every 
diocese.

24. That would be three in Cork?—One in West Cork, 
one or two in Kerry, and one in the Ballymaeoda 
country.

25. As regards afforestation that is under the control 
of the Department of Lauds and Agriculture?—Yes.

20. Your suggestion would mean a separate Ministry- 
tor the work ?—Not necessarily.

27. .In Si'oIiIku-.—In regard to the question of highe 
primary education, would you make it more general 
and bring it more to the homes of the children. That 
is, to make it possible for day pupils to live at home?— 
I think it would be very advisable to have day schools 
as far as possible, but from the financial point of view, 
it would be better to have them residential.

28. We had a discussion here as to the advisability of 
transforming some national schools in the Gaeltacht 
into continuation or higher primary schools, do you 
think that would be the shortest cut and might it be 
a more direct and immediate advantage to the 
children?—Where you have a good primary school and 
a good teacher that type would form the nucleus of a 
secondary school.

29. Let us take a fairly homogenous district, for in
stance, take west of Dingle. That is about ten by twelve 
miles. How many would you have there?—Well, / can
not say what your school distance would be In some 
places it is up to six or seven miles, but I think you 
could have one in an area of that size.

3 0 . t ’hainuan.—You are getting on  a p a c e . Y o u  said 
you would have onlv one for the Countv Cork a while 
ago.

31. .In Senhh'ir.—I would have more for Cork. Do 
you think it is desirable to have the same programme 
for girls as boys?— Not to the same extent. I should 
not have as much mathematics, at the same time I 
should include mathematics for girls.

32. For what reason? To make them more logical?— 
Not necessarily.

33. In the present day programme there is an effort 
made to extend mathematics to girls and the teachers of 
girls are objecting?

34. Fiachra F.ilgrach.—Girls are amongst the best 

mathematicians in our schools.
35. n'itncxK.— Mathematics arc necessary for girls in 

life apart from their mental advantages as a study.
36. ,4it Seabhac.—Taking all these things suggested 

by you and the others, do you think that these would 
suffice as a barrier against other things that are angli
cising us?—You mean a sufficient antidote?

37. Or would they influence these other things?—I 
think they would. The Gaeltacht would have to move 
on. It is very hard to visualise the effect of this. The 
influence of the Gaeltacht on the Galldacht will be 
very important. There is a distinctive civilization in 
the Gaeltacht» ami there is an influence there that 
would enrich a continent if properly developed. That 

civilization is there and it could sweep across the 
Galltacbt and across Europe again. It went there 
before and could do so again.

38. The great want is that determination on the 
part of Irish speakers and the back-bone sufficient to 
stick it out?— Yes, and the proper education for

the younger generation. The present adult population 
will continue in the slavish mind they have. With the 
type of education we suggest yon will develop back
bone and self-reliance in the younger generation in the 
Gaeltacht that will kill out that slavish mind. As 
I explained in the beginning, 1 am quite confident 
there is sufficient high-class intellect in the Gaeltacht 
which, if properly trained, would lead the nation in the 
re-establishing of its distinctve culture. The great need 
is a feeling oi self-confidence and courage.

39. .in Fear Már,—Do you think oui present national 
schools, as presently working in the Gaeltacht, are 
sufficiently developed from an educational point oi view 
to provide good material from the schools you antici
pate establish?—I don’t.

4(1. If you don’t, how do you suggest to remedy them? 
—The weakness lies in the staffs of the primary schools 
in the Gaeltacht and the quasi-Gaeltacht. To remedy 
that you must have a complete transformation of the 
training colleges.

41. Have you any suggestion to make as to how we 
ran get over the present difficulties of improving the-pri
mary schools so that they would be able to feed the 
higher primary schools?—I have not qualified my 
statement. I believe the day will come when you won’t

I have a more Irish body ul people in this country than
I the primary teachers.

42. There is a great deal of apathy on the part of the 
primary teachers. There have been very good and 
exceptional men among the primary teachers. As a 
result tu three consecutive courses in Irish their stan
dard of knowledge of Irish lias been raised so much that 
yon could not conceive the improvement.

43. We have experience of this in this way. Between
I so and 100 of them are reading for (lu ir degrees in the 

Cork college, and we have one batch of about 4s just 
finishing up this year. Comparatively speaking, they 
arc very much better at Irish and much more Irish in 
spirit than the ordinary university student. If ihe 
training of these teachers were linked up with the uni
versity it would have a very chastening influence on the 
National University as a whole.

44. Whitt percentage of these 18 were limn schools m 
the Gaeltacht?—There was none of them. They wore 
men who went through the King's scholarship exami
nations and spent two years in the training colleges.

| They took Irish as au ordinary subject and came along 
and did a three years’ summer course. They hate 
attended our lectures, and these men are competent 
to do all their work in Irish.

45. Have any of these found their way into the Gael- 
tacht ?—I think so.

16. C h a i r m a n -—Compared with the finished teacher 
prepared in a purely Irish-speaking school, tliev arc 
not half so valuable'-1—No.

47. .Iti Fear Mar.—With re fen nee to the afforestation 
question in the County Cork, comparatively speaking 
it has not been a success?

4 7 a . Chairman.— T h a t  is  e x p l a i n e d .
48. An Fear Mór.— What percentage of the trees 

would have actually grown?—You could not call this tree 
plantation a wood or a forest by any means.

49. Fiachra Kihjcach.— Were you the first people to 
do it?—I don’t know. I cannot say if there was a simi
lar scheme anywhere else.

50. .to Sruhhar.— There is one in W iek low .
51. Ill Fear Mrir.—The plantation was not beside the 

sea '—No. it was not.
52. An Si'ahhac-—Has the County Council nr the 

Forestry Section of it bought out tliat stretch of land 
to lie pianted, or has it given the trees to farmer.»?— 
They deputed that work to the County Committee of 
Agriculture, and we discussed the thing with our in
structors. They chose a number of people like school 
managers and progressive farmers, and they dis
tributed the trees among them.

53. There has been nothing like a stretch of country 
taken ?—No.

54. Tliat is what must be done?—Yes.
55. P. 0 Cadhla.—Regarding the education of the 

Irish-speaking child, we- have districts where the- adult 
population speak Irish well and the children are not 
speaking; it. Have you any idea as to) how the school 
programme should be arranged so as to get these into 
communication with the adult population to use 
Irish?—I think it would be quite sound educationally 
to teach the children entirely through Irish.

56. Would it be any sacrifice of time or education to
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spend a few years helping that on? Would it benefit 
the children?—Yes.

57. Is there not the difficulty that they would be taken 
away; at an early age from the national schools ?—In 
that connection we should consider the fact that 
for practically three generations, after the Cromwellian 
wars, there was no education, and now when an attempt 
is being made to reform the system of education into 
one that will bring in its train the whole tradition of 
the old civilisation and learning, ignorant and illogical 
objections are being raised against it. I don't think we 
should consider seriously any such objections. When 
we have a Government of our own professing Irish as 
the national language. I don’t think we should discuss 
this question at all.

f»S. J only want to confirm the impression that this is 
no sacrifice of time but will create the habit of speak
ing Irish again. In schools like the school at Ring 
they have got into that habit, but we have not that 
facility so much in the national schools of the country 
where the children spend only three or four hours in 
the day. If you don’t spend a great deal of the day 
speaking Irish you won’t get into1 the habit very 
quickly?—I should not worry over that. The bring
ing back of a language like Irish, with all the obstacles 
against it, will be a slow work. As I explained a while 
ago. it is mainly a question of gradual evolution along 
correct educational lines, and will probably take two or 
three generations to have an adult population sufficiently 
conversant with Irish to talk it naturally amongst them
selves. In the country you will meet children every 
day who are able to carry on a conversation in Irish. 
There is a great improvement in the speaking of Irish.

59 hr. Tt ahth-— Y o u  h a v e  g iv e n  v e r y  fu l l  a n d  v a lu 
ab le  e v i d e n c e .  Y o u  arc  d issa t is f ie d  w i th  w h a t  t h e  R a 
t i o n a l  I ’ niM  i s i t v  l ias  d o n e  a n d  is  d o i n g  f o r  I r i s h ?  -Y e s .

110. What in your opinion should if have done, and 
what ought it do n< >w ?—I hold that the body responsible 
for administering higher education in this country arc 
not doing their duty.

61. You know the conditions r,t the University?—I do.
02. I want you to tell me what definite, practical mea

sures should  it have taken?—Twelve years ago it could 
do very little, but the progress that Irish has made and 
the extent to which education has been introduced into 
the Irish language should be sufficient to warrant the 
authorities of the National University in so readjusting 
their staffs as to make it possible to have a beginning 
made by now to create a real National University.

Oh. What could they do?— Every faculty is fed by- 
students from the- secondary schools who have passed 
in I r i s h ,  and th e s e  have sufficient Irish to follow without 
an effort any ordinary lecturer in every subject through 
Trish. AYc never speak a word oi English to our 
students. The students coming in never complain.

fid. You teach Irish?— I am a lecturer in Irish. If a 
man lias got sufficient command of that language to 
express himself, there is no reason why he should not 
lecture in it. Considering modern circumstances and 
its own obligations, the National University should set 
that example, and each professor should have a demon
strator who could lecture in Irish.

65. Can they bo got?—When are you going to get 
them if you don’t commence to gi t them now?

<>•>. Here you have the Senate of the National Univer
sity and three colleges in Dublin, Cork and Galway. 
Each gets a certa;n amount of money per annum. 
That money is fairly well eaten up?—They are all in 
debt.

67. And you say, "Get demonstrators.”  Where is the

money! to come from ? I want to see what, ideas you 
have to; piut forward as a guide to) us and to see how
this difficulty is to be got over?—At the present 
moment the Cork college is adjusting itself. A new 
degree has been provided and approved by the 
Senate for the granting of a degree in the lan
guage to a man doing Arts, Science or Commerce. 
Arts would include history and modern languages. 
This is to meet the requirements of students coming 
in from the secondary schools and as a logical con
tinuity to the type of training they are getting.

68. Chairman.— Is it provided that these should do 
their work entirely in Irish?—Yes. A man comes 
along to the university- and having been lectured in the 
majority of his subjects through the medium of Irish, 
he gets his B. Com. He has to attend all the lec
tures of the present professor in English. The new 
arrangement would provide a demonstrator and an 
assistant in Irish.

69. Dr. Walsh.-—The point is that you are dissatisfied 
with what the National University are doing?—I am 
satisfied that one constituent college is making an 
effort to solve the difficulty. The Senate of the 
National University can do very little. It cannot 
make any college do anything that that college does 
not want to do. When you say I am dissatisfied 
with the National University that means I am 
dissatisfied with what the college authorities are 
doing. The Senate can do nothing except to raise 
the standard.

70. Chairman.—Could it not create an atmosphere?—
Dr. TT u Ish.—It could not create the atmosphere.

The Senate has no control over the funds of any of 
the colleges. I make this explanation because it will 
go on the minutes and to the public. If the National 
University is not doing what it should do it is the 
colleges that are not doing what they should do. 
They are the only people who can do anything, and 
I am glad to hear they are doing good work.

71. Witne-*.—When I speak of the National Univer
sity I mean it as one constituent whole, and I say the 
National University is not toeing the line.

72. AYhat should it do?—It ought to take cognisance 
of the new era in Ireland.

75. Has it made any representation to the Govern
ment to find the necessary staff to readjust itself?—Y’ou 
lay blame on the National University because no- 
representation has been made to the Government for 
that particular purpose. In that case I say the 
Senate is failing in its purpose.

74. Dt. Walsh.—It is not part of the Senate’s duty. 
The colleges get the money and they make the pay
ments. It is a question for the colleges.

75. .In Seabhac-—The arrangement of the colleges is 
defective to a certain extent, or it is such as would, 
cause a lot of people to complain. Dr. Walsh said 
an application made for the money to meet certain 
needs would have to be in addition to the present 
arrangements and establishments?—As far as our 
college is concerned ?—Yes.

76. In the university you are up against the same 
difficulty as in the training colleges, where there are pro- 
lessors wTho have vested interests and could not be 
touched ?—YTes

77. Chainmin.— Has the Senate power to make re
commendations and point out desirable lines of policy 
to the constituent colleges?—It has.'

Chairman.—Thank you, professor.
The Commission adiowrned to Tuesday, 16th June, 

1925.
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D’éisteadh—

AN DOCHTtJIR SEAGHÁN P. MAC E IN R l')
CORMAC BREATHNACH Coiste Gnótlm, Connradh na (íaedhilge.
PRÚINSEAS 0  FATH AIGH  J

Bhí án Raiteas seo< leanas ó Coiste Gnútha, Connmdh :
nn Gaedhilge, i lámhaibh na gCoimisinéirí.

Nu Liomatáistí Guelacha.
1. Aon áit 'na bhfuil Gaedhilg ag 50% des na daoine 

nó os a chionn sin mar ghnáth-theangain is ceart i 
aireamh mar cheanntar Gaelach. Tuigeann i bhfad níos 
mó na 50% an Gaedhilg sna h-aiteanna sin.

2. Aon áit ’na bhfuil Gaedhilg ag idir 20% agus 50 
des na daoine mar ghnáth-theangain is ceart i áireamh 
mar cheanntar Breac-Ghaelach. Tuigeann móran eile 
an Gaedhilg ins na h-aiteanna san.

8. Aon ghléas a cheapfar i gcóir leas na ndaoine sa 
Ghaeltacht bheadh sé oiriúnach do lucht na Breac- 
Gaeltachta freisin agus vice versa.

4. Ni féidir teora deamhin a dhéanamh idir an 
Ghaeltacht agus an Bhreac-Gaeltacht.

Ria rachdn.
5. Fé mar atá an scéal fé láthair sé an Béarla teanga 

oifigiúil na tire ins na ceanntair gurab í an Gaedhilg 
gnáth-theanga na ndaoine agus sa chuid eile den tír. 
Táid Oifigigh Rialtas féin agus Oifigigh Cóluchta 
Áiteamhla ciontach sa nidh seo. Isé tá uainne ná an 
Gaedhilg a ehur i n-ait an Béarla ar fuaid na tire go léir.

Dualgas an Rialtais.
6. Deir Airtiogal a 4 de Bhunreacht Shaorstat 

Éireann :—
'* Si an Ghaedhilg teanga Náisiúnta Saorstát Eireann 

ach có-aithneofar an Béarla mar theanga Oifigiúil. 
Ni coiscfídh aoinnidh san Airtiogal so ar an 
Oireachtas fórálacha speisialta do dhéanamh do 
cheanntar nó do liomatáistí ná fuil ach teanga 
amhain i ngnáth-úsaid ionnta. ”

Fágann san go bhfuil mar dhualgas ar an Rialtas agus 
ar gacli Roinn Riaracháin de:—

(a) Gach éinnidh do dhéanamh do chuirfeadh as don
Ghaedhilg;

(b) A bhfuil ’na geumas a dhéanamh chuu a chur
in áirithe go mbuanófar an Ghaedhilg ins na 
h-aiteanna ina labhartar Í, agus

(c) A gcomhachta d ’úsaid ehun an Ghaedhilg do
leathanú ar fud na coda eile den tir i dtreo go 
bhfíorófaí ina iomhin an chéad chuid d ’Airtiogal 
a 4.

Xn Ranna Rialtais.
7. Tá Oifigigh le gach Roinn den Rialtas, ach amháin 

an Roinn Gnóthaí Coigcriche, ag obair sa Gaeltacht. 
Seo áireamh ar na h-oifigigh san:—

(a) Oifigigh an Roinn Airgid.—Lucht Múl is Custum
do bhailiú agus Oifigigh Pinsean Sean-Aoise.

(b) Oifigigh an Roinn Dli agus Cirt.—Na Gárdaí
Síothehána, na Breithimh Dúithche, na 
Breithimh Cuarda, Oifig na gCúirteanna, Cléi- 
righ na Síothchána, na hAtúrnaethe Stáit agus 
na Fó-Siarraim. Isé Aire na Roinne seo a 
cheapann na Feadhmannaigh Siothchana agus 
isé an priomh-Breitheamh a cheapann na 
Coimisinéiri mionn.

(c) Oifig an Roinn Oideachais.—Cigiri na mBunscol
agus na Meadhon-Scol agus Sgoileanna an 
Ceárd-Oideachais. Ní foláir an Roinn seo 
bheith sasta le múinteoirí na sgol san uile.
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(d) Oifigigh an Roinn Tionscal agus Tráclitála.— 
Cigiri.

(e| Oifigigh an Roinn Cosanta.—Lucht Airm.
(f) Oifigigh an Roinn Rialtais Áitiúla agus Sláinte

Puibli.—Iniúchórai agus Cigiri. Ní foláir an 
Roinn a bheith sásta leis na hOifigigh a 
thoghann na Buird Puibli, mar tá Rúnaithe 
agus Cléirigh, Dochtúirí, Shóidliagh, Suir- 
bhéirí, Innealthóirí, Bailitheoirí Rátaí agus 
Cíosa, Corónéirí, lucht Fóirithine, lucht freas- 
tail i dTeaghlaigh agus Osbidéil Conntae agus 
in Oisbidéil Mheabhar-Ghalar.

(g) Oifigigh an Roinn Tailte agus Talinhuíochta.—
Cigiri, lleastóirí agus Múinteoirí.

(h) Oifigigh an Roinn Puist agus Telegráfa.—Máiství
Puist, Innealthóirí, Cigiri, Fir Puist agus 
Teachtairi.

(i) An Roinn Iascaigh.—Cigiri.
C a d  i s  < r a d h .

8. Ní mór na h-Oifighigh seo go léir a bheith i ndan 
a gcuid gnótha a dhéanamh as Gaedhilg, agus fós ba 
cheart dóibh a chur ’na luighe ar na daoine gur sa 
teangain san is mian leis an Rialtas go ndéanfai an gnó. 
Pé Cigiri a raghaidh ag fiosrvi na n-oifigeach san 
ní foláir é bheith ar a geumas a gcuid gnótha a 
dheanamh as Gaedhilg. Ni ceart éinne ná féadiaidh an 
scéal so do chó-líonadh do cheapadh chun aon Oifige 
Rialtais ná Aitiúla ná ehun aon phuist ná gabhann 
tuarasdal leis. Ni ceart aon tsaighdiúirí a bheith sa 
Gaeltacht ach na daoine gurab i an Gaedhilg a ngnáth- 
theanga.

9. Ba cheart gur as Gaedhilg a dóanfaí gnó na mBórd 
Puibli, gur i nGaedhilg a sgriobhfai na miontuairisci, 
agus gur i nGaedhilg go mbeadh gach litir agus
griihinn a chuirfeadh lucht an Roinn Rialtais Áitiúla 

agus Sliiinte Puibli agus lucht. gach Buird chun a ehéile.
10. Ni mór daoine do bheith i ngach -Roinn den 

Rialtas a fhéadfaidh deighleáil le gnó na Gaeltachta 
trid an nGaedhilg i dtred gur i nGaedhilg amháin a 
déanfar an có-fhreagart as go léir.

11. Na fógraí go léir a foillseóchthar sa Ghaeltacht, 
pé’ca fógraí Rialtais nó fógraí Bórd Puibli iad, ni 
mór iad a bheith i nGaedhilg agus i nGaedhilg amháin.

12. Na Seirbhisigh Stáit gan Gaedhilg atá sa Ghael
tacht ba cheart iad d ’aistriú as agus na Seirbhisigh le 
Gaedhilg do chur ina ionad. Bá chóir bónas a thabhairt 
dóibh seo a cuirfear chun na Gaeltachta nó breis 
seirbhise d ’airimh dóibh.

13. Sc tuairim an Choiste Gm>tha gur cheart do’n 
Árd-Chomhairle sgrúdú do dhéanamh ar sheirbhis na 
Dli sa Gaeltacht agus athshocrú a dhéanamh ann, má’s 
gádh san, ionnas gur as Gaedhilg a déanfaí obair na 
seirbhise sin ar fad.

14. Maidir le hOifig an Chlávthóra Ghenerálta, is 
minic a deintear gearan go ndiúltuithear d ’ainmneacha 
i nGaedhilg do chliin'i. Is mór an tarcuisne do Gaedhil 
é sin.

15. Ba mhór an chabhair é i nGaedhalú na tire oead 
do réir Dli a bheith ag Muinntir na h-Fireann glacadh 
le h-ainmneacha agus sloinnte Gaelacha—na h-ainm- 
neacha agus na sloinnte is ceart agus is dual d ’Eire- 
annaidh a úsáid. Is mithid deire a chur leis an mbréag- 
i-iocht a cuireadh ar ainmneacha áite i n-Eirinn agus 
ainmneacha na n-áiteanna do leitriú i geeart.

16. Chun gur fearr a éireóchaidh leis an Rialtas úsúid
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ua Gaedhilge do phréamhú sua Ranna Rialtais ba 
mhaith an rud é úghárás do bhumi a bheadh freagar- 
thach don Ard-Chomhairle maidir leis na Ranna san do 
chóliona a ndualgaisi don Ghaedhilg.

17. Di'i mhéid Gaedhilgeoiri a gheobhaidh beartanna i 
ngach pairt den tir ’seadh is mó a thiochfaidh meas ar 
an nGaedhilg agus tá ar chunias an Rialtais ana-chon- 
gnainh do thabhairt sa ni seo.

Oideaehas.
18. Sé is gádh maidir ié hOideachas, nA Oideaehas 

Gaelach do bheith ar fail ag gach Éireannach, agus é 
d ’oiliúnt i slighe a ehuirfidh ar a chumas gairm bheatha 
do bheith aige i nEirinn.

19. Ni mór an tOideachas do stiúra ar chuma ’na 
bhfásfaidh cliugainn aos léighinn ’na mbeidh ortha 
daoine a fhéadfaidh na h-adhbhair léighinn is aoirde do 
theagasc t i id an nGaedhilg.

20. Ni foláir Árd-Sgoil nó dhó do bhunú ins gach 
Paróiste dos na leanbhai a bheidh tar éis dul trid an 
séamhadh rang ’sna Bunsgoileanna, agus gldas iompair 
do shoMthar i n-aisce do na leanbhai san. Ba cheart 
Coláistí Ullmhuighthe do chur ar bun sa Gaeltacht 
d ’fhonn oililint do thabhairt do mhachaibh léighinn a 
bheadh ar aigne dul fé sgrúdú an Matriculation san 
OJlscoil nó fé snrúdú sgoJAireachta na gCoJAisti Múin- 
teoireachta.

21. Ní rnór an Ghaedhilg a bheith ina phriomh-theau- 
gain i ngach sgnidú Puibli. (Táthar ag luighe an 
iomarca ar an mBéarlá fé láthair.\

22. Ba cheart oiread is is féidir don múinteoireacht 
ins na Coláistí Múinteoireachta agus san Ollscoil do 
dhéanamh trid an nGaedhilg i dtreo go leanfai do

'  dheagh-obair na gColáistí Ullmhuighthe.
( 'úi.saí Man enchtana.

Ait Tttlnrnh.
20. Nuair a bheidh talamh le roinnt in aon cheanntar 

ba cheart an tosach a thabhairt dos na Gaedhilgeoiri a 
bheidh ’na dhith sail á it: agus ni foláir a chur mar 
ehúram ar Coimisiún na Talamhan scéim a chur le 
chéile ehun coilmeachta Gaedhilgeoiri d ’aistriú go dti 
na tailtí bána i lár na h-Eireann, agus féachaint chuige 
go ndéanfar an t-aistriii san i sli is go leanfaidh na 
ceanntair nua ina gceanntair fior-Gaelacha.

Obair < 'ois Baile.
24. D'fheadfai obair do sholáthar do mhuinntir na 

Gaeltaclita ag cur erann, ag déanamh bóithre, ag 
déanamh céibheanna, agus ar scéimeanna dréineála. Ba 
cheart cóir agus oililint do chur ar na h-iascairi chun 
go n-éireochadh leo an tairbhe is mó do bhaint da 
ngairm bheatha.

25. Ba mhór an chabhair do Mhuinntir na Gaeltachta 
déantúsaí teinteáin do bheith ar siubhal aca mar ató, 
déantúsai olna, d.'antúsaí lín, déantúsaí adhmaíd agus 
déantúsai leathair. Nior mhiste múineadh dhóibh 
cionnas an Ceilp d ullmhú i gcóir an mhargaidh.

I'eist Leathun.
26. Tá an eheist seo na maireachtana chomh leathan 

nach féidir lán-tagairt a dhéanamh di i ráiteas den t-sr’.rt 
seo. Tá lán-eolas na thaobh le fághail i dtuarasgabháil 
an “  Dudley Commission.”

Aoibhnetis.
27. Molaimíd cabhair airgid fé leitb chun liallaí ag.is 

leabharlanna, agus a ghabhann l e o ,  do chur ar bun Jo 
mhuinntir na Gaeltachta i dtreo go ndéanfaí saoghal na 
ndaoine do chur i soilbhire agus i ngile.

Geneni Ua.
28. Iarraimid ar an gCoimisiún a mhola do lueht na 

hEaglaise a bhfuil ar a gcumas do dhéanarnh chun an 
Gaedhilg do bhuanú. Iarraimid orra fós a mholadh do 
lucht na mBannc agus do lucht na inBothar Iarainn can 
ach oifigigh agus seirbhisigh le Gaedhilg do bheith ag 
obair aca sa Gaeltacht.

Fia liaise.
29. Ni aontuighimid leis an bhfiadhnaise a thug Einri 

0  Frighil uaidh ar son an Roinn Dli agus Cirt maidir 
le daille lueht na Gaeltachta, agus iarraimid ar an 
gCoimisiún glaca le fiadhnaise o oifigeach ó Roinn an 
Oideachais chun an fhiadhnaise sin do bhréagnú.

* * * * *
Bhi an Baiteas seo leanas o’ n■ Dr. Seaghan P. 

MficEinri i 14inhaildi na gCoimisinéiri.
1. Na ceanntair go léir i n-a bhfuil lion Aithrid de 

Ghaedhilgeoiri abair 20 do réir an chomh-airimh

dheiridh, a chur le chóile agus mór-cheanntar ar leith 
a dhéanamh dhiobh. Aire nó Fó-Aire ar leith a bheith 
ag stiúrad, cúrsaí an mhór-cheanntair sin. Eolas maith 
ar an nGaedhilg a bheith ag gach oifigeach puiblidhe a 
bhéas ag obair sa Mór-Cheanntar san fá'n Riaghaltas 
nó fá na bórdaibh puiblidhe. A gcuid oibre, sgriobhadh 
tuairisgi, srl., a dhéanamh as Gaedhilg. ' Mar gheall ar 
uaigneas agus ar bhochtanas na n-áiteanna san nGael- 
tacht ba chóir bónús ar leith a thabhairt d ’oifigeach- 
aibh puiblidhe ag obair annsan.

Sgoltaehu.
2. Gach rud aeht Béarla a mhúineadh thrid an 

nGaedhilg san nGaedhealtacht. Na Gaedhilgeoiri is 
fearr a chur ag obair annsan agus bónus ar leith aca. 
Iarracht speisialta a dhéanamh ar na bailte móra sa 
nGaedhealtacht agus ar a h-imeall a Ghaedhealú. A 
fhad is tú na bailte móra Gallda beidh muinntir na 
tuaithe in n-a dtimcheall ag tréigint na Gaedhilge.

Cnii'fianno.
5. Gaedhilg amháin a bheith oifigeamhail i ngach 

ciiirt sa bhfior-Ghaedhealtacht. An Béarlóir a chur 
san Ait a raibh an Ghaedhilgeoir fá ’n tsean-réim .i. a 
chuid fiadhnaise do thionntodh go Gaedhilg agus gan 
leigint do lucht dlighe ceisteanna a chur i mBéarla. 
Gan acht Coisteoiri a bhfuil Gaedhilg aca bheith ag 
fromhadh Gaedhilgeoiri. Ins an mBreac-Ghaedheal- 
taeht an oiread d ’obair na Cúirte ’s is ieidir a dhéanamh 
as Gaedhilg. Gan ach saighdiúirí a bhfuil Gaedhilg aca 
a bheith san nGaedhealtacht.

4. Na láthannta a bhi ann le meath na Gaedhilge. 
An Béarla a bheith i n-uachtar ins na sgoltacha. 
Gaedhilgeoiri gan bheith i n-an Gaedhilg a léigheadh 
ná a sgriobhadh agus gan Adhbhar léightheoireachta a 
bheith aca dá mbeidis i n-an a dhéanta. Gach duine a 
raibh foghluim air agus culaidh mhaith air a bheith ag 
béarlóireacht, mar atá, sagairt, dochtúiri, lucht dlighe, 
oidi sgoile, oifigigh riaghaltais agus a leithidi.

.4» Inurce agus litreaclia ó’ n OiU'an iir.
5. A dheacraclit is bhi se a gcuid gnótha a dhéanamh 

ins na bailte móra dá mbeidis gan Béarla. An nós a 
ghlac na tuismightheóirí a bheith ag béarlóireacht le 
n-a gclann sa mbaile.

.4» leigh eas ar na neithe sin.
6. An Ollsgoil, na meadhon-sgoltacha agus na bun- 

sgoltacha san nGaeltacht a Ghaedhealughadh ó bhun go 
bárr agus féachaint chuige nach gcaillfidh an t-é fuair 
oideaehas Gaedhealach tada i seirbhis na tire mar gheall 
air sin acht go mbeidh eaoi chomh maith aige le dul 
ar aghaidh sa saoghal is tá ag an mBéarlóir.

Na bailte móra a Ghaedhealughadh sa gcaoi is go 
dtiubhradh siad sampla mhaith do mhuinntir na tuaithe.

7. Badh chóir do’n Riaghaltas an sgilling sa tseach- 
t-mhain a baineadh de na sean-daoine a thabhairt ar ais 
d ’aon tsean-duine ar bhféidir leis a chrughughadh gur 
mhiíin sé Gaedhilg do pháisti an tighe sul chuaidh siad 
chun sgoile. Dhéanfadh san leas mór ins na ceann
tair Bhreac-Ghaedhealacha i n-a bhfuil Gaedhilg ag 
sean-daoine gan i a bheith ag daoinibh meadhon-aosta.. 
Bhrisfeadh sé an sean-nós.

8. Gaedhilg a bheith d ’oibliogáid le haghaidh gach 
uile phosta.

An eheis-t F.icimunn nice ach.
9. Ni mór seifte eicint a cheapadh le obair sheasta 

a sholáthar san nGaeltencht.
10. Feidhm a bhaint as na portacha mar ghnithear 

san nGearmáin.
Stocai agus éadaigh olna a dhéanamh mar ghnithear 

i nAlbain. Crainn sailighe a chur ag fás. Ciseáin a 
dhéanamh agus rudai eile is féidir a dhéanamh gan 
monarcha mhór agus a mbeadh diol ortha. Ni mór 
fcachaint go maith chun margaidh d'fhághail dóibh-

lasgaireacht.
11. Is é an donas nach bhfuil na h-iasgairi cleach- 

tuighthe acht ar churrachaibh agus ar bháid bheaga agus 
ar bheith ag iasgaireacht cois chladaigh. Silim go 
mbadh mhaith an rud aimseir a chur ar dhream iasgairi 
ó Bhreatain na Frainnce le teacht agus iasgaireacht ar 
an bhfairrge mhóir a mhúnad do’n aos óg san nGaedheal
tacht. Annsin ni bheadh faitchios ortha an fhairrge 
mhór a thabhairt ortha fefn mar tá anois. Céibéanna 
dhéanamh le haghaidh na mbád. Ni dhéanfad na 
Breatonaigh úd BeArla a chur ar aghaidh i measg na
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ndaoine d ’fhéadfaidís Gaedhilg d ’fhoghluim gan stromh 
agus dá bpósfadh cuid aca eailini san nGaedlieal- 
tacht agus cur fútha annsan bhearfaidis togha sompla i 
dtaobh iasgaireacht do na daoinibh. Níor mhór 
margaidh leis na héisg a dhiol a sholathair agus eosg 
a chur ar eachtrannaigh 6 theacht ag iasgaireacht 
timcheall na hÉireann. Ba chóir sgoil speisialta a chur 
ar bun le maraidheacht, seoladh le compás, déanamh 
cangach, a mhúnadh do’n aos óg. Badh cheart cuid 
mhaith de’n Aireamh i scoltacha cois cladaigh a bheith 
ag baint le h-iasgaireacht agus maraidheacht.

12. Má tá imirce le baint as Gaedhilgeoiri ó ’n 
nGaedhealtacht go dtí fearann bán san nGalldacht ni 
mór gan iad a scaipeadh i measg Béarlóirí no caillfidh 
siad an Ghaedhilg. Ba bhreagh an rud é dá bhféad- 
faidhe na Béarlóirí a mhealladh as paróiste nó 
dhó i ngach cúige an talamh ar fad a bheith ag 
lánamhna Gaedhealacha sagart, dochtúir, siopadóir agus 
oidl sgoile Gaedhealacha a bheith aca agus an talamh 
a thabhairt dóibh ar choingheall go gcoinneocáidh siad 
an Ghaedhilge beo. Fir a bheith ann le talamhaidh- 
eacht a mhúnadh dóibh.

13. Silim go mbadh mhaith an rud é oileán nó dhó 
a ngach cúige a choinneál mar “  Gaelic reservation,”  
abair na blasgaodai. Oilean Arann agus oileán Thor- 
aigh ; gach rud a bheith Gaedhealach aca; gan leigint 
do Bhearlóirí cur futha ionnta agus cúpla iarracht ar 
chumas an riaghaltais a dhéanamh leis na daoine annsin 
a chur ar bhealach a leasa ar choingheall go gcoin- 
neocháidh siad an Ghaedhilg beo bfodhgamhail annsin. 
Togha oideachais a thabhairt dóibh agus cuidiughadh 
leis na daoinibh óga is cliste bheith i n-a múinteóirí, srl.

14. Ní mór Coláistí a chur ar bun gan mhoill i 
nGaedhealtacht gach cúige Ghaedhealaigh le Gaedhil
geoiri óga d 'oileamhaint le bheith i n-a n-oidi sgoil.

15. Badh chóir na sgoltacha déantúis san nGaedheal
tacht a Ghaedhealughadh. Na eailini aimsir a thioc- 
fadh asta, d ’fhéadfaidís Gaedhilg a labhairt le páistí san 
áit nach féidir Gaedhilgeoiri ó dhúthchas d ’fhághail. 
Is deacair iad d ’fhághail fá láthair óir tá siad go léir ag 
brath ar dhul go dtí an t-Oileán úr.

16. Ni mór na milliúin crann a chur san nGaedheal
tacht ní amháin le slacht agus rath a chur ar an tir 
acht le obair a thabhairt agus le ádhbhar teineadh agus 
déantuisí a sholathar iar mbeith idighthe do na portaigh 
fá cheann 50 bliadhain no mar sin. Badh choir na 
daoine a bhrostughadh chun tuilleadh éanlaithe, cearca, 
srl., a bheith aca agus cuidiughadh leob le margadh 
d ’fhágháil le iad a dhiol. Go mór mór bheadh lachain 
agus géabha an-fheileamhnach i measg na bportach. 
Cínéáil mhaithe uibheach a thabhairt dóibh le goradh. 
Féachaint le feidhm nuadh a bhaint as Ceilp.

17. Tá figheadóirí fós i gConnamara. D ’fhéadfaidhe 
an déantús sin a shabháil acht uirlisi nios fearr a bheith 
aca agus teasgasg a thabhairt do’n aos óg agus a 
mhúnadh dhóibh feidhm a bhaint as dealbha (designs) 
nuadha. An sgéal céadna i dTir Chonaill.

18. Tá, gach eolais fa’n geeist eieionomacach le fághail 
sa tuairisg a chur an Dudley Commission amach.

(Sighnithe), SEAGHAN P. MAC ÉINRI.
(Uachtairin, Cnnnradh na Oaedhihje.)

Badh Meitheamh, 1925.
* * * * *

AN DR. SEAGHAN P. MAC EINRI, examined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)

1. Chairman.—Which would you prefer to speak in 
Irish or in English?—I would prefer to speak Irish, 
but if I must speak English I am prepared to do so.

2. It is a matter of convenience. We are satisfied to 
take evidence in Irish as well as in English ?—I will 
do anything you wish.

3. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Everybody heie to-day under
stands Irish at any rate.

4. Chairman.—You are here on.behalf of the Gaelic
I.eague ?—Yes.

5. You are named for Galway College also ?—I am 
here for the Gaelic League to-day, but if you like I can 
speak for the college also, but there are others coming 
to speak for the college.

6. Will there be more to be put before us by Galway 
College. The college is not mentioned here ?—I under
stand there is another Commission to go into the ques
tion of education, and for that reason it was not 
intended to put evidence on that question before this 
Commission.

7. You don’t speak for Galway College except in so 
far as it relates to the Gaeltacht?—Exactly.

8. Have you any more to put before us?—There is 
nothing else, unless there are questions.

9. According to your own statement you think it 
would be a good thing to have a Minister or an Assist
ant Minister in charge of the Gaeltacht?—I think 
something like that will be required. Without some
body in charge of the Gaeltacht specially, it will be 
hard to get fair play for Irish from the whole Ministry

10. What kind of work would such a Minister have to 
do ?—There are many things even in relation to Irish 
that the Ministry don’t understand. If there was one 
person in charge of the Gaeltacht he would be able to 
make suggestions and give advice to the Executive 
Council. That is what I had in mind.

11. How would you define the questions for which he 
would be responsible?—All things relating to the 
Gaeltacht—doctors, the courts and questions of that 
kind. Things which are not the same in the Gael
tacht and the Galltacht.

12. The education question?—Yes. Education, the 
schools, local government, and all things like that.

13. Fiachra Eilgeach.—He would be in touch with 
all the Ministries ?—Yes. That is what I thought my
self. He would be like the Treasury Remembrancer 
which the British had; he was in touch with all de
partments.

14. Chairman.—You say that public officials in the 
Gaeltacht, Government officials and others should 
know Irish ?—I think they should.

15. There are a great many of them at present who 
have no Irish?—The majority of them.

16. Have you any plan to remedy that?—It is not 
right to allow anybody into the public service without 
Irish. When a position becomes vacant in the Gael
tacht it should be filled by the appointment of an Irish 
speaker, and as these places are far away from the 
cities and big towns a special bonus should be given 
to officials there. The British Government gives a 
special bonus to officials serving in Africa and other 
places.

17. Have you any opinion as to how many years it 
would take to fill vacant places in that way ?—It 
could be done gradually. It might take ten years or 
so. It is possible to do a great deal even at present.

18. You would give a special bonus to people working 
in the Gaeltacht?—I think it would be right to do 
something like that. Nobody likes to be working in a 
remote place.

19. According to what we hear there are people in the 
public service some of whom conceal their knowledge 
Of Irish for fear they would be sent there. Would 
you say that every part of the Gaeltacht is remote?— 
I would, almost every part of it.

20. According as Irish is spread throughout the 
country, as we hepe it will be, would you have the 
same rule about bonus?—No. I w.mld only apply it 
where the district was remote from towns or back
ward.

21. If you were to draw a line on the map there would 
be certain places beyond the line that could not be 
called backward and other places that could ?— 
Exactly. There are places in Galway that are not 
backward, and there are places in Connemara that 
are.

22. You mention the schools. In the case which the 
Gaelic League put before us they mentioned educa
tion in its entirety. Have you anything special to 
say about the schools in the Gaeltacht ?—As I under
stand it, there is too much English at present in the 
Schools of the Gaeltacht. Some of the teachers say 
the inspectors expect as much English as ever in the 
Ffor-Ghaeltacht. If that is true, I don’t think it is 
right. English ought to be taught as a subject as 
Irish was before. Everything else should be taught 
through Irish. The bonus should apply to the 
teachers also. They don’t want to go to backward 
places, but as little as anybody else. If they are good 
teachers they try to get schools in other places, and 
there ought to be some inducement to good teachers 
to stay in the Gaeltacht.

23. About the machinery of education, there is a 
need in the Gaeltacht, as we see it at present, for some
thing higher than the primary schools?—Yes, it is 
necessary to provide higher education than is given 
in the primary schools. Then there is the question of 
the university.
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24. On the question of primary schools ?—There 
ought to be an ard-sgoil in every parish, a school 
which would be higher than a national school and not 
as high as an intermediate school. Students could be 
sent from the primary school to the ard-sgoil, from 
the ard-sgoil to the intermediate school, and from the 
intermediate school to the university.

25. Do you think it necessary that students from 
the Gaeltacht should go through three schools before 
going to the university ?—There are people who would 
be able to go through the intermediate schools and 
there are people who would not be able to1 do so.

26. Could you give us an explanation of why they 
cannot avail themselves of education ?—The reason 
why boys and girls from the Gaeltacht cannot get the 
education necessary for them to advance in the world 
is that their people cannot afford to pay for it. At 
present we have not enough people from the Gael
tacht with sufficient education to become teachers.
It would be necessary to provide scholarships to 
enable clever boys and girls to go from the primary 
school to the ard-sgoil, from the ard-sgoil to the inter
mediate school, and from the intermediate school to 
the university.

27. Would the ard-sgoil be a day school?—I suppose , 
it would be a day school. Perhaps it would he ne
cessary to bring in other students. That would de
pend upon the number of schools there would he.

28. Say Connemara, south of the railway line be
tween Galway and Clifden, where would you have 
these schools?—They would have to he away from 
the railway line, as the district through which it runs 
is sparsely inhabited.

29. How far from the railway line?—Ten or fifteen 
miles at least, and it would lie necessary to provide 
means of transport if the schools were far apart.

30. In what places would you have these schools ?— 
In, say, Spiddal, Carraroe, Rosmr.c, Oughterard, 
Carna, Clocli-na-Ron and Clifden.

31. If you were to establish these schools it would be 
necessary to put up an intermediate school also?— 
Yes, perhaps that would be an improvement.

32. Do you think it is necessary to have lower 
schools than the intermediate schools and higher 
schools than the primary schools in the semi-Irish- 
speaking districts ?—It might lie well to do so.

33. In education in Ireland it is the practice for 
special people, priests or laity, to establish such 
schools; the Government only gives them fees?—That 
is a, question. I think it would l>e bettei if the Go
vernment did it, like tlie national schools.

34. It is not the Government that establishes the 
national schools?—No, but it provides two-thirds of 
the cost.

35. You say a special effort should lie made to save 
tlie semi-Irish-speaking districts?—That is very ne
cessary. The Breac-Ghaeltaeht has an anglicising in- 
fluence on the Fior-Ghaeltaeht, but it should not be 
hard to Gaelicise it. When the Irish-speaking people 
go into a town like Clifden they cannot do their 
business without knowing English. If the towns were | 
Irish the country would be Irish.

36. Have you any opinion as to how the tow ns could 
be improved?—To begin with, I thir.k a special effort 
ought to be made in the schools in the towns.

37. What are the towns that are affecting Irish 
most?—Galway, Oughterard, Roundstone and Clif
den. They are all very un-Irish except Galway city. 
There is not a town, big or small, in Ireland more un- 
Irish than Clifden. Roundstone and Oughterard are 
also very “  gallda.”  They are anglicised by English 
fishermen. I have met people who were born there 
fifty years ago and who don’t know a word of Irish 
and the country all round is very Gaelic.

38. You say you would make a special effort to 
Gaelicise the schools there?—Yes.

39. Is it possible to do anything else ?—I don't know 
that there is anything else that the Government could 
do except Gaelicise the schools and the public ser
vices.

40. Wliat are the influences that are telling most 
against Irish in the Breac-Ghaeltaeht (the semi-Irish- 
speaking districts)?—In all of them the courts; in 
most, of them the tourists and other people going 
round speaking English, the foreign fishermen paying 
money to the people for things they want- There are 
special reasons in special cases. In one place the 
"  soupers ”  who established a “ bird’s nest ”  there

eighty years ago. That made the place very English. 
When the railway line was made many tourists went 
round speaking English. All these things together 
helped to drive out Irish.

41. About the old people, you say the Is. a week 
taken from the old age pensioners ought to be given 
back to those who speak Irish?—I think there is 
nothing that would make a greater improvement 
than the restoration of the shilling a week to 
those who teach Irish to the children of the 
family. They think that Irish is a language 
for adults and this would show them that 
they ought to speak it to the children. They them
selves don’t see the need for speaking Irish to the 
children. That is one of the things that is killing 
the language. If the Government publicly announced 
that they were going to give back the shilling to any 
pensioner who could prove that he taught Irish to 
the children before they went to school, I am certain 
there is nothing that would do more to advance Irish 
in the Breac-Ghaeltaeht than that and it would pre
vent Irish from declining in the Fior-Ghaeltacht.

42. How would you determine whether the old 
people were speaking Irish to the children ?—When 
the children came to school the first day, I would find 
out whether they spoke Irish, and I would not give 
the money if they did not.

43. If the children living in the houses of old age 
pensioners spoke Irish when they first came to school 
you would restore the shilling?—Yes, because that is 
proof that they were speaking Irish to the chudren. 
You would not want any better proof than that, I 
suppose, if the old people were Irish speakers.

44. You say that a knowledge of Irish should be ne
cessary for every position in Ireland ?—I think so. 
Wliat we want specially is to find a livelihood and a 
means of material advancement in Ireland itself for 
Irish speakers.

45. Do you think it is right to expect that the land 
could maintain the number of people there at pre
sent s—It could not maintain them. The land is very 
\poor. It is not right to call it land at all.

46. Is it possible to improve it ?—I don’t think it- is. 
Something might be done by roads and drainage, and 
that would also give work to the people.

47 Don’t you think it is possible to do anything to 
improve agriculture in these districts ?—I don’t think 
it is possible in most of them.

48. If theTe were not so many people there it would 
be possible for each to have more land in his hold
ing, say three, four or five times ?—I should say three 
times, at least.

49 Some people have been saying that there has beer 
a change there, that they are' going in for beef now 
instead of dairy cattle?—! don’t think there is any 
difference there. Sheep is what they mostly keep. 
There are not many cattle in the Gaeltacht of Conne
mara; in most places perhaps only a cow.

50. Have the people of Galway tried tree-planting; 
have many trees been planted ?—The Congested Dis
tricts Board planted some trees, but not many.

51. Has the county council in Galway done any work 
like that done by the county council in Cork?—No, 
they have not done much. The country is very hare 
there.

52. Some of the young people at any rate will be going 
to America every year, and there are many people in 
other parts of Ireland who would like to spread the 
language throughout the country. Have you any 
idea as to how boys and giris from Connemara could 
be scattered among these people?—It is very hard to 
do that, because girls from the Gaeltacht want to 
speak English so as to know it when they go to 
America.

53. Is there a technical school in Galway?—There is.
54. Is it possible to get education there to train them 

for work at home?—It is possible to get education 
there, but not in Irish. The Principal has Irish, but 
the instruction is in English.

55. If a change were made are there many people in 
Galway who would send their children there to 
improve their education ?—I think there would be a 
good many.

56. You think they require more education in Irish?— 
Yes. A knowledge of trades is badly needed. There 
is not a mason who can speak Irish in Galway. 
When Canon MacAlinney wan doing some building 
ten miles beyond Spiddal he could not get any Irish
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speaking mason, and he had to get a person to act as 
an interpreter for the mason when dealing with the 
Irish-speaking labourers.

57. There are complaints that suitable education is not 
being given in the Gaeltacht?—Perhaps it is not.

58. On the question of means of livelihood, you refer 
in the statement of the Gaelic League to roads, tree
planting, drainage schemes! Are these things worth 
considering unless they effect a permanent improve
ment in the life of the people?—They would be. 
Trees take 100 years growing, but there would be the 
work of transport and planting and looking after 
and thinning them. The roads are necessary. It is 
not possible to get into some of the bogs at present be
cause there are no roads.

59. What about fishing?—1 don’t think fishing will 
have any chance until the poaching by foreign trawlers 
is stopped. At present there is only one protection boat, 
and that may be in Cork or Kerry when the foreigners 
are fishing off Connemara. There is scarcely any fish 
to be got nefar the shore as a result of these foreign 
boats. The Irish fishermen must get big boats and go 
into the high seas. They have nothing at present 
but the sort of eurrach they had a hundred years ago. 
I think it would be a good thing if some of the young 
people were sent to Brittany and trained, so that they 
would have courage to go into the high seas, say a 
hundred miles out, or Bretons might be employed to 
teach them.

60. Do you think the people of Connemara would be 
willing to go out in big boats and become fishermen in 
the high seas?—It would be necessary to get the 
young people. The old people might not go, but it 
might be possible to get crews of young people and 
teach them.

61. Chairman (speaking in English).—Mr. Moriarty, 
you may want to ask the witness a question later on. 
Dr. Mae Einri advocates bigger boats' which will 
enable fishermen to go out a couple of hundred miles 
and not to be simply hanging about the coasts He 
also suggests that persons ought to bei brought from 
Brittany who could give these young fishermen a 
course in deep sea fishing because if we want to make 
fishermen we must depend on the younger generation.

(Addressing Father Cunningham in Irish.)—Father 
Cunningham, have you any questions to ask.

62. Father Cunningham.—You say there arc not 
sufficient protection boats ?—I do. There is only one 
—the boat formerly called the “ Helga. ”

63. How many would be necessary ?—Six at least to 
protect all the coast fishing.

64. If there was one big boat, and each district had 
a smaller boat, would that do?—Yes, perhaps it 
would—motor boats with the military helping.

65. Fiachra Eilgearh.—Boats with guns?—A motor 
boat with a gun and five or six soldiers for 
each district, and one big boat. That might 
do. But it is necessary to do something quickly, 
because the foreign boats are destroying the 
fishing. On the general economic question there is a 
lot of information Id be got in the report of the 
Dudley Commission. There were people from every 
district in the Gaeltacht who gave evidence at that 
Commission.

66. .In. Seahhar.—I suppose you have personal 
knowledge of’ the Gaeltacht of Galway?—I believe I 
have.

67. And the Irish speakers?—Yes.
6? And of their mind ?—Yes.
69. Do they understand the question of the lan

guage ?—They have not much understanding of it.
70. Do they know that an effort is being made to 

save Irish?—Oh, they do.
71. Their understanding does not go very far ?— 

They understand that an effort is being made to save 
the language, but they have little spirit themselves.

72. Is it so still?—It is, but they are beginning to 
look at things differently now They are not ashamed 
to speak Irish now. Twenty years ago they would 
be ashamed to be heard speaking Irish.

73. There are people who speak English, to the 
children?—That is in the Breac-Ghaeltacht, but there is 
an improvement. I was going along the road in Galway 
the other day and I heard two women speaking in 
English about a child. “  I  tell you he has no teeth ”  
said one. The other turned to the child and said, 
“  osgail do bhéal,”  then turned to the other woman 
and said in English, “ didn’t I tell you he had?”

Ten years ago, it would have been the opposite. The 
adults would have used Irish when speaking to each 
other and English .to1 the child.

74. Is that very general?— No, but it is growing since 
the schools began to teach Irish properly. I  think 
there is an improvement.

75. In most of the Breac-Ghaeltacht is that going on? 
—I cannot speak except for the district of Galway, but 
I think there is an improvement. People come to me 
now and then from semi-Irish-speaking places and their 
children; have Irish. That was not so ten years ago.

76. Do they speak English intentionally?—From 
bad habit. It came at first because they saw every 
person who wore a good coac spoke English—the 
priests, teachers, officials of law and government, 
everybody who had a good coat spoke English. Dis
respect for Irish came from that. They thought that 
if they were to make any progress in life they 
should also know English. They think so at present.

77. What act of the Government would cause a change 
of mind on the part of people who have the bad 
habit of speaking English?—First, the teaching of 
Irish properly in the schools. In the second place, to 
give the shilling a week to old people who speak 
Irish to the children, and, thirdly, show that Irish is 
necessary to secure positions in the public service.

78. If the people understood that we were really in 
earnest about Irish they would help?—Yes.

79. Did the people understand that the Gaelic League 
was in earnest all alotag?—They didn’t, because they 
saw every person of importance going about speaking 
English.

80. Officials of the Government?— Yes, and others— 
lawyers, medical officers, priests and business people.

81. Because all these things have been going on in the 
Gaeltacht, is it your opinion that the people of the 
Gaeltacht understand that we are not in earnest in 
the rest of the country?—It is.

82. Do they understand how important they are 
themselves ?—I don’t think so.

83. Do you think that if everybody from the 
Government and from the education departments 
spoke Irish when amongst them it would put back
bone into them ?—I do.

84. Is there a want of backbone among them at 
present ?—I think so.

85. In Connemara they speak Irish and nothing 
else?—Yes, in most of it.

86. They don’t speak it because it is Irish?—No.
87. In the Breac-Ghaeltacht it is ttie same?—Yes.
88. Why do they speak English to the young people?—■ 

Habit.. The habit rose long ago w:hen Irish was 
suppressed and when the people saw that they could 
not go ahead without English; Daniel O’Connell, the 
priests and other important people spoke English and 
set the fashion, and the bad habit is still going on.

89. Do you think it is in the power of the Government 
to break that bad habit ?—They could do a lot to break 
it.

90. With the power there is behind English, do you 
think it is possible for the Government or the Gaelic 
League to strengthen the people on the side of Irish ? 
—I think so, by degrees.

91. Arc you certain?.—I think so. Fifteen years ago 
in Connemara they did not want to be heard speaking 
Irish.

91a. Why?—Shame.
92. Is that shame gone?—It is.
03. But they are not prepared to be aggressive in 

using Irish?— Yes, that’s it, but there is no shame.
94. What branches of the Government in the Gael- 

tacbt do the most harm?—The pensions officers who 
use English. In Spiddal there are many pensioners 
who don’t know a word of English, and in Western 
Galway there are also many of them who don’t. |

95. How do the pensions officers do their work with 
the old Irish speakers in Connemara?—I don’t know', 
because they have no Irish.

96. Have you heard any reports as to how they <h 
it?—I suppose they get some person to act as translator 
for them.

97. It is necessary for them to get an interpreter?—I 
suppose so. I don’t see any other way in which they 
can do it.

98. What effect would it have on the minds of the 
people if the officials spoke Irish?—They would see 
that Irish is alive, and that it would not be necessary 
for themselves to speak English.
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99. Do many of the people from these districts go into 
the public service?-—A few.

100. Into the police, I suppose?— Yes.
101. Do many of them go into education?—Some of 

them.
102. Not as many as would supply teachers for the 

schools ?—No.
103. Where do the teachers come from?—From 

Munster, many of them.
104. Would there be sufficient if they got proper 

training?—I think) we could get more than we do.
105- What is the greatest difficulty now?—The 

children arc very poor and they don’t go to school' every 
day. Sometimes only one or two days a week.

106. Why don't they go to school?—They are poor, 
and the schools arc far from each other. They have to 
work also.

107. Do they stay at home from  school earlier in 
Connemara than in other places?—I don't know. I sup
pose they are the same as in other places of the same 
kind.

105. Have tlie people in these places any respect for 
education ?—I think so ; I don’t think they are worse 
than people in other places.

109. If they had the teaching and the opportunity of 
keeping at school, do you think they have the intellect 
to get places in the Government or public services ?— 
I think the children of the Gaeltacht are very clever, 
if they got the opportunity. The inspectors all say so.

110. Mould a scheme of preparatory training schools 
be of assistance?— Yes.

111. Would that induce tin people to send their 
children, to school?— I think it would do gieat good.

11 2. You were speaking to tile chairman about some
body who would act as an observer of government and 
other services in the Gaeltacht?- Yes.

113. What power would you give to that person0—He 
would advise the Executive Council if he saw any
thing working against the language*. 1 wrote to the 
Technical Education Department about Spiddal Col
lege in Irish, and I got an answer m English.

11-1 Was that since we began to sit here?— Yes.
115. Is it to the Executive Council that he would Ir

responsible?—I think so.
116. It would be very difficult to define the boundary 

Ih tween his autho'ity“and the authority of any other 
minister?—I don't know that it would.

117. it tin- Executive Council were satisfied to create 
such a department, what special subjects would you 
like to have referred to it?—Eveiytliing ielating to 
Irish should be given to it so that Irish would receive 
special attention.

11H. The improvement of the position, of the language 
alone is what you are concerned with?—No. I think 
everything should go to this special department, the 
condition of the people as well as the language. Very 
often the people in Dublin don't understand the ques
tion of the Gaeltacht or the question of Gaelic.

119. You say public servants don’t, want to go to 
remote places, and you recommend a bonus to induce 
them to go?— Yes.

1'20. A money bonus?— Yes, or an addition to the 
service of so many years. For instance, one year’s ser
vice in the Gaeltacht could count as two.

121. Is there, any custom of that kind in the public 
service anywhere?— 1 believe there is.

122. You were speaking about the public service in 
Africa ?—I believe those who serve in Africa get a 
special bonus for working in these places. Every 
person going into the Indian Civil Service has to 
learn the language. They have first to pass an exami
nation, then they go to Oxford for two years to learn 
Hindustani or other Indian languages, and they have 
to pass an examination in the language before they 
take up duty. In South Africa two languages were 
■compulsory until recently. When the Treaty was 
made between the two countries it was agreed that 
English and the Taal should be known by public ser
vants. It was decided recently that the Taal only 
should be compulsory.

123. What about public servants who don’t know the 
Taal ?—They inust learn it.

124. Or go out?—Yes. I saw that on the newspapers 
recently.

The witness read the fnllniriny statement in Emj- 
lixh

“  According to the South African Constitution both 
English and Dutch are official languages of the Union.

“  All Bills, Acts and Notices of general importance

or interest issued by the Government of the Union 
are required to be in both languages.

“  As regards the civil service, they have the follow
ing provision in their Public Safety Act, passed in 
1912 : —

“ ‘An officer entering the Public Service after the 
commencement of this Act who is appointed to a 
clerical post in the Administrative and Clerical Divi
sion and who has not passed in both official languages 
at any of the entrance examinations prescribed under 
section 4 shall not be promoted to any higher grade 
than that to which he has attained in five years from 
the date of his first appointment to such post, unless 
and until he pass such an examination in both official 
languages as may be prescribed; the standard of the 
last mentioned examination shall be equal to the 
standard of the first mentioned examination .

“ ‘ Provided that if such officer has passed in either 
pt the official languages at any of such entrance ex
aminations he shall be exempted from further exami
nation therein :

“  ‘ Provided further that if the Commission be satis
fied that the officer has during the said period of five 
years been stationed in places where he had no 
facilities for acquiring a knowledge of the language 
in respect of which he has not passed a prescribed 
examination the Commission may grant him such 
extension of the said period as it may deem reason
able.

“ ‘ (2) In recommending any officer for a particular 
post in which the knowledge of either or both of the 
official languages is necessary the Commission shall be 
satisfied that the officer possesses the language quali
fications necessary for tlie efficient discharge of the 
duties of the post.’

“ Section 52 of the South African Defence Act of 
1912 provides as follows : —

“ All officers and non-commissioned officers of the 
Defence Force shall be instructed in giving and re
ceiving executive words of command in each of the 
official languages of the Union and all citizens shall 
be trained and instructed in the official language 
which is best understood by them.

" ‘ Whenever it is not practicable in any unit to 
carry out the instruction and training entirely in one 
of the official languages then provision shall as far as 
possible be made for the instruction and training of 
the minority of members of that unit in the language 
best understood by them.’ ”

125. An Seahhar.—That is not done in Ireland?— 
No.

126. Chairman-—It is the law. According to the 
law the officer shall be trained to give orders in Irish 
and English.

127. n'itn.ess.—Is it enforced?
127a . Chairman,.— It is the law, but I don’t know 

whether it is enforced.
128. An Seabhac'.—What is the nature of the change 

in Africa?—I read in the newspaper the other day 
that only the Taal is now required.

129. Chairman.—Do you know what standard is re
quired for that language ?—I suppose it must be high 
enough to enable them to do' their work in it.

130. An Seabhac.—Have you any knowledge in the 
Gal lic League of what is being done in other places in 
Europe where there is such a question ?—Well, I  think 
every country which is independent uses its own 
language alone.

131. What- are the places?—Poland, Latvia, 
Esthonia, Czeclio-Slovakia, Hungary, Jugo-Slavia— 
all these.

132. In Alsace-Lorraine, do you know if any laws 
have been madei about the French language?—Since 
the time of the war ?

133. Yes, in education and public work?—I under
stand they don’t allow a word to be taught now but 
French.

133a. Do you know what happened in South Africa 
to teachers who did not know the two languages ?—I 
think they got notice to quit.

134. They gave them the road ?—I think so,
135. That would not be done in Ireland ?—No, but I 

think it was done in South Africa.
136. As regards the Breac-Ghaeltacht. if an official 

came from the Fior-Ghaeltacht and did not know 
much English, would he be able to do his business ?— 
Yes,, he would be able to do it better than if he had 
no Irish.
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137. Irish is general there, but if there were English 
speakers who knew no Irish he would have no diffi
culty in getting an interpreter?—No.

138. What place would you say is the most difficult 
in that respect?—Clifden.

139. There are so many people there who do not 
Know Irish that it would be difficult for him to do 
his work without knowing English?—There are.

140! What about Galway city?—The old and many 
young people in Galway speak Irish.

141. If a pensions officer without any English 
dropped from the sky, he would be able to do his 
work there?—Yes, a pensions officer certainly. Every 
person seeking the pension knows Irish.

142. If he requires it he can get information from 
other people ?—I suppose so.

143. You suggest that the shilling should be restored 
to, pensioners who have children in their homes who 
speak Irish?—Yes.

144. Would you be satisfied with a shilling?—I sup
pose it would not be possible to get more. The more 
the better.

145. Would that apply to all Ireland, or to the Gaei- 
tacht or the Breac-Ghaeltacht?—To all Ireland, 
because it would not be any good in any place except 
the Breac-Ghaeltacht and the Galitacht, in places 
where English is spoken. The old people in the Fior- 
Ghaeltacht cannot speak anything else but Irish. If 
there was an old Irish speaker in Meath who spoke 
Irish to children I would give him the shilling.

146. You think that would cause a great improve
ment?—I do. I don’t know anything that would do 
more to improve the position of Irish.

147. What would be the benefit in the household?— 
That they would speak Irish.

148. The old Irish speakers and the children?—Yes. 
The people between them might not know Irish. This 
£2 12s. a year may seem a small sum, but these old 
people think it a lot.

149. Is there any link between the teaching in the 
primary schools in the Gaeltaeht and the old songs 
and stories and music and traditional lore that has 
come down from generation to generation ?—1 don’t 
think there is as much as there ought to be.

150. Do the teachers understand that ?—1 don’t 
think many of them do.

151. W hy?—I don’t know.
152. Is it because the teachers themselves got no in

struction in it?—I suppose so.
153. Would it be worth making an effort to get it 

taught?—It would certainly.
154. I suppose there are traces of it in Connemara 

still ?—Yes.
155. Is it being transmitted ?—No, or very little of it. 

I think it would be a great thing if these old stories 
could be brought into the schools.

156. Would it not be et good thing to so direct the 
work of the schools that the young people would seek 
for them?—That could be done, but I think it would 
be a good thing to bring them into the schools also.

157. Do you think it would be necessary to bring 
special instructors into the schools?—I think so.

158. Is there much of this work done in the Gaelic 
colleges now?—I don’t know that there is.

159. Does the education department do anything in 
that way?—I don’t know.

160. What islands do you say should be kept as a 
Gaelic reservation?—The Blaskets, Aran and Tory. I 
think it would be necessary to have certain areas 
preserved.

161. How far would you go to protect these places 
from English speakers ?—Strong measures must be 
taken.

162. The people in these places might not be satis
fied to help unless they got land or some other com
pensation ?—The whole matter should be explained to 
them, and they should get some special inducement.

163. What special inducement ?—I don’t know. That 
would be for the Government to decide.

164. Don’t you think that that inducement would 
have to go this far - that Ireland would have to prove 
to them that their children would get a means cf 
living in Ireland?—Yes.

165. Even if they knew no English?—Yes. They 
would have to get proof that their children would get 
a livelihood in Ireland.

,166.. Do you think it would be right to confine the 
reservation to two or three little islands? Don’t you

think it would be better to have larger areas?—Well, 
it would be better.

167. In the Blaskets there are only a few house
holds ?—It would .be better to have larger areas.

168. What number of people living together would 
be big enough in itself to keep Irish safe and their 
own lives natural?—A couple of hundred.

169. Would that number do ?—It would be better to 
have more than one reservation.

170. How many people all round?—I don’t know. I 
suppose a couple of thousand. There are three Aran 
Islands, and only one is all Gaelic—Inismaan. Inis- 
more is all Gaelic except Kilronan, the little town 
where people buy the fish. Inismaan could be made 
a reservation.

171. Connemara Gaeltaeht is the greatest Gaeltac-ht 
m extent and numbers ?—I think it is.

172. And a special effort should be made to preserve 
i t —I think so.

173. Y’ ou said the land was not sufficient in the 
place to maintain the people?—I don’t think it is 
sufficient.

174. They must leave it ?—Yes, unless there is some 
livelihood provided for them.

175. Is there material there which would provide 
work for them in the making of articles which they 
could sell to the world outside ?—There is a good 
deal of wool there

170. What do they do with this wool?—There are 
weavers in Connemara still.

177. They spin and weave it in the hoine?—Yes.
178. Is there any mill there in whieli they could 

get cloth made for themselves?—I don’t think there 
is now. There was a small mill—O’Maille’s near 
Maam, but I don't know if it is there still.

179. I understand from your statement that there 
is a great district in Connemara in which Irish is 
spoken without conscious determination ?—They 
speak it as a Spaniard speaks Spanish.

180. These people are very poor; there is not 
enough land to maintain them ?—YVs.

181. Where do the people go to?—To America.
!82 They don't come back?—Yes, a good many of 

them come back. Many of the women come back. 
They gather a couple of hundred pounds, come .back 
and marry. But not many of the men come back.

183. The influence of America is too great?—It is a 
great power. There is no influence as powerful as 
America.

184. How does that influence act on Irish ?—Well, 
first of all, they hope to go to America, and they 
want to know English. Then money is coming hack 
from America in letters written in English, and they 
write letters to America in English.

185. Do the people write from America in Irish?— 
A few, those who went out recently.

186. Is that custom beginning?—I think it is. 
People who went to America fifty years ago did not 
know how to read or write Irish. A girl who went 
out would know her mother could not read Irish, so 
she would write home in English.

187 The power of America?—Yes. These people
know that their children will be going to America.

188. For ten or fifteen years do they think of 
America, and speak English to their children because 
of that ?—Y’ es.

189. Do you think they do that of their own under
standing ?—Yes.

190. America is in the minds of all the fathers and 
mothers of the children?—Yes. From the day they 
are born they are thinking of America.

191. And they act accordingly?—Yes, but m Conne
mara the people not having English cannot speak it.

192., Which of them succeeds best, those from the 
Breac-Ghaeltacht who speak bad English or those 
who speak Irish only ?—I think the Gaelic speakers. 
I know people who went to America twenty years 
'•ago, and who came back and did not know any Eng
lish.

193. Women who came back came home with £209? 
—Yes, they come back and get married.

194. And when their children are growing up what 
do; they speak to them ?—They speak Irish except an 
odd person who thinks herself too grand to speak 
Irish.

195. Is there any difference between these women 
and the women who never left home?—I don’t  think 
there is much. Some of them are better—they have 
a .better spirit.
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1%. The influence of the better education they got 
in America?—I suppose they get a better spirit in 
America.

197. How are the people’s names registered?—Most 
of them are in English. I  had a fight myself to get a 
child of mine registered in Irish. The Registrar re
fused to register the name in Irish.

198. Fiachra Ei-ltjeach.—When?—Four years ago. It 
was two years without being registered. Then the 
Provisional Government came in and the name was 
accepted in Irish. There was another child in 
Galway in the same way.

199. An Scabhac.—Do you think there is any of 
that now ?—Oh, there is.

200. On the other side of the question, do you know 
has any effort been made by the registrars of births 
and marriages to have the names registered in Irish ? 
—In Spiddal Canon MacAlinney has been doing that 
for years, but he had a great fight with the Registrar- 
General. In other places, where the priests and 
doctors are not very Gaelic, the names are put in 
English.

201. You don’t know if the sub-registrars have any 
authorityp—No. Outside Spiddal 1 am almost cer
tain it is in English altogether.

202. Do you think it would be possible to get a 
great change in that ?—I think so.

203. Would it be hard?—I don't think so. It would 
not.

204. How would the people take it?—They would 
not object.

205. Are there people in the Gaeltacht who have 
never heard the names under which they are regis
tered ?—I think so. There are people named 
0  Droighneáin, and they are registered as Thornton. 
They use their Irish names amongst themselves.

206. Are the school registers in Irish?—I think so. 
Yes. in Galway.

207. Have they the habit in Galway of using the 
name in English even when speaking Irish?—Not 
often. When they are speaking Irish they use the 
Irish name.

208. Would the people like to speak Irish in the 
Courts in Connemara ?—They would, because they 
would be able to explain their case better in Irish, 
but they were afraid to use Irish when the R.M.s were 
there. They were afraid they would not get fair play 
if they spoke Irish, but now they would be glad to 
use Irish.

209. Do they use it?—They do, as far as the lawyers 
will allow them.

210. What about the lawyers in Connemara?—In 
County Galway I don’t think there are more than two 
solicitors who know Irish, two in Galway, and perhaps 
there is one in Tuam.

211. If the people have Irish, and the justice, the 
clerk and the Garda, English must be used on account 
of the English-speaking lawyers?—In one case in 
which the district justice and one solicitor knew Irish, 
and the parties were ready to give their evidence in 
Irish, a solicitor who did not know Irish said he 
could not understand the questions and answers, and 
the questions were put in English and translated be
cause of this lawyer.

212. Was that done in Galway ?—It was, in Spiddal.
213. How many places are there in which the work 

of the Courts could' be carried on in Irish as far as it 
relates to the people?—In most places in West 
Galway—Spiddal, Carna, Kilkerrin, Oughterard, and 
any place between Galway and Clifden.

214. And there are only two solicitors in Galway 
who know Irish?—Yes, and only one barrister.

215. Is one of them the State solicitor ?—When he 
was appointed he did not know Irish, but he is learn
ing it.

216. Is he a young man ?—Yes, about thirty, and he 
is learning Irish.

217. Do you know of any public officials who have 
the reputation that they like Irish so much that the 

people don’ t think of speaking English to them at 
all?—I don’t think there are many with that repu
tation.

218. Are there any teachers to whom the people 
speak Irish in that way ?—There are.

219. Are there any other officials?—I don’t think 
there are.

220. Are many of the teachers like that?—Most of 
the teachers know Irish, and those who know it speak

it to the Irish speakers, but I ’m afraid they don’t 
speak Irish to one another.

221. What about the doctors ?—The County Council 
of Galway have made a rule that nobody will be 
elected1 in future unless he is able to do his work in 
Irish., If there is one candidate who knows Irish and 
others who do not, the candidate who knows Irish 
will be elected.

222. Was this rule made by Coiste na Slainte?— 
Yes.

223. Has any doctor been elected according to this 
rule?—Oh, yes.

221. For the Fior-Ghaeltacht ?—Yes, for Spiddal. 
225 Do you know what use he makes of it ?—He 

uses Irish.
226. Do you think a doctor would have great power 

for good if he went among the people doing his work 
in Irish only?—He would. I don’t think there is any 
official in Connemara who uses Irish except Seán 
Mac Giolla an Atha.

227. An Fear Mijr.—Do you think proper education 
in Connemara would do much to bring Irish back 
again ?—I think it would do great good, but more is 
needed.

228. You said there was too much English in the 
schools?—The teachers say so. They say the inspec
tors expect too much English still. I don’t know if 
they are right about the inspectors.

229. That is in the bilingual schools ?—Yes.
230. According to’ your opinion it is not right?—I 

don’t know. That is what the teachers say.
231. If it is true, it is not right?—If it is true, it is 

not right. I think it is not right to teach English 
except as a subject.

232. Do you think the old bilingual programme 
■would do at all?—No. It would do more to advance 
English than to advance Irish. It was better than 
the other system which it replaced, but it is not good 
enough now.

233. In the case of a child in Connemara who knows 
no English is it not an injustice to put it into a school 
where the programme is not suitable?—I think it is 
if there is too much English.

234. And if the instruction, is not to be in Irish?— 
Oh, the rules allow instruction in Irish, but I think 
they should go further, and that everything should be 
taught through Irish.

235. Are there some schools in Connemara in which 
the teachers don’t know Irish at all ?—A few years ago 
there were a good many schools in which the teachers 
did not knowr Irish, but they are learning it now.

236. Do you think it would be right to change such 
teachers to another district?—If it were possible, it 
would be a good thing.

237. Do you think it would be possible?—That is a 
question for the Ministry of Education. I don’t 
think they have the power to do it.

238. You say some children have to go five miles to 
school?—Yes. I  know a case in which a child has 
to go three and a half miles to school in East Galway, 
that is seven miles a day. It is worse in Connemara.

239. Do you think it would be right to have more 
schools?—I think so.

240. Are there sufficient children for that?—There 
are not. I think there should be a special average for 
such districts.

241. You think there should be an árd-sgoil in every 
parish. Would it be necessary to establish schools 
for the training of teachers ?—Yes.

242. Would that be better than technical education ?
■—I think there ought to be both.

243. When the children are going toi school or com
ing home from school do they speak Irish or English ?• 
—Irish.

244. In the Gaeltacht?—Yes.
245. Are there any schools in the Breac-Ghaeltacht 

which have made Irish speakers of the pupils?— 
There are many children in Galway who are looking 
for the Fáinne. They were taught Irish in school.

246. It is not the same thing children having the 
Fáinne and children using Irish among themselves? 
—I don’t know about that. In Tawin there is a 
teacher who does not speak anything to his own 
children but Irish. Some middle-aged people there 
have no Irish and their children speak Irish. The 
teacher did that.

247. As it is being done at present it would save the
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language in .Connemara?—Oh, it would, because 
Irish is living there.

248. Are you satisfied with the working of the 
scheme of education in Connemara -—I am not. I 
think there should he less use of English. I think 
every subject should be taught through Irish, and 
that English should be taught as a subject like 
French or any other language.

249. The lawyers, priests and officials speak Eng
lish?—Yes.. ,

.250. W hy? Is it .because they don’t know Irish?— 
Some of them know Irish, but they don't speak it.

251. Does their education explain it?—Yes. They 
got their education in English, and they do their 
work in  English. The County Council of Galway are 
about to appoint a secretary, and they have adver
tised that the person appointed must be able to do 
his work in Irish.

252. Are the schools doing anything to train Irish 
speakers for the public services ?—No.

253. Do you think it would be a good thing to 
establish a school to give special instruction?—It 
would help them to stay at home and not go to 
America.

254. Are the schools doing anything to keep these 
children at home?—I don’t think so.

255. Do you know much about fishing ?—I have not 
much knowledge of it.

256. Is there anything the Government could do for 
the fishing?—I think they could give .boats to the 
fishermen. They say the fish are not there now 
because of the trawlers.

257. Do you think the fishermen have got as much 
help as they ought to get ?—I think they ought to get 
more help. They ought to have big boats to go into 
the deep sea, and they should get instruction in the 
curing and marketing of the fish. There is no use in 
catching fish unless a market can be got for them. 
You can hardly get fish in Galway. You have to get 
it from Dublin.

258. What is responsible for that?—They send it 
altogether to Dublin, and if fish is wanted for a big 
dinner in Galway it has to be got from Dublin.

259. If every town got its proper share would not 
that be better?—Organisation is necessary for that.

260. I should like your opinion on this question. 
There are two doctors to he appointed for a Gaelic
speaking district. One has Irish and the other has 
not. The testimonials of the Gaelic speaker are 
fair, and those of the English speaker are excel
lent ?—If it is in the County Galway the English 
speaker would be set aside.

261. Even if he had the better testimonials?—Y’ es. 
They don’t pay much attention to testimonials, 
whether they are in Irish or English.

262. Padraig 0  Cadhla.—Have you any scheme in 
Galway for bringing the Irish speakers into touch 
with one another?—We have.

263. What about the old Irish speakers?—They 
come in every week and tell stories. We have meet
ings, and two or three old speakers come in and tell 
stories in Irish to those who are learning.

264. Do you think the Gaelic League should do that 
wherever it could ?—Yes.

265. Because it would help to keep these old stories 
alive?—-They are dying very fast.
, 266. I suppose the time will come when nobody will 

speak English here?—I hope so.
267. There are many children in the Gaeltacht 

whose language is Irish?—Yes.
268. What amount of English would it be right to 

teach them ?— I would give them some English, 
because they may have to go abroad. If they go into 
the towns they must know some English.

269. In the primary schools do. you think it is right 
to have any English at all ?—I think the school work 
and orders should he in Irish.

270. What industries could be established to pro
vide work for these children at home?—When indus
tries are established it is English speakers who are 
in charge of them. In the lace schools they are all 
English speakers, and they do more harm than any
thing else.

271. Chairman.—If other industries are established 
they would be a bad example?—Yes. There was an 
English girl from Birmingham making lace near 
Spiddal, but the Black and Tans burned the place, 
and it .is closed down.

272. Padraig 0  Cadhla.—What you have said about

South Africa, do you think that would be the right 
thing for us to do?—Do you mean what was done 
twelve years ago or now?

273. What you gave us from their regulations?—I 
think that would do for some time, but we should 
look forward to the time when we shall have Irish 
only.

274. We have more to fear from English than the 
South Africans?—Yes, because of the better spirit 
there.

275. Have you any scheme for colonies of Gaelic 
speakers?—The Gavin League is not of one opinion 
on this subject. It is my opinion that there should 
be a thousand people in these colonies, and that all 
the services of the place should be in Irish. The 
piiests, teachers, pensions officers and others should 
do their work in Irish.

276. Do you think it would be necessary to have 
special protection for them?—Yes. 1 think it would be 
a good thing if some of the English speakers could be 
sent east and Irish speakers put in their place. At 
present the Land Commission is putting people from 
Galway into Roscommon, here and there. They will 
lose their Irish.

277. If there are 2u boys going into Galway Univer
sity, and if they have been taught everything in the 
primary and secondary school in Irish, don't >u‘ 
think they should be allowed to continue their

1 studies in the university in Irish ?—It cannot be done 
at present.

278. Why not begin?—We are endeavouring to do it 
if the Government is generous enough. If we get the

•money we are ready to do it in Galway.
27b. Y’ ou have the machinery for lectures in engi

neering, medicine, law and other subjects in Irish J— 
l No. The machinery is not there at present. The 

Galway Queen’s College was very foreign. When 
University College was established it took over many 
of those connected with the old college. A professor 
of Education is to be elected now, and be must be 
able to do his work in Irish. What we are trying to 
do at present is this. In the case of a chair, where 
the professor does not know Irish, we are trying to 
get an assistant who knows Irish and who could help 
the professor to teach students who speak Irish. It 
is necessary to have money for that.

280. You have no fear but that it is possible':'—It 
is not possible at present without money.

281. Are the students trained to understand univer
sity lectures in Irish?—When the schools have been 
working for a few years, and the children doing work 
in the intermediate schools in Irish, they should lie 
able to understand university lectures in Irish when 
they come to the university.

282. Are professors with the necessary knowledge of 
Irish available?—It would not be possible to till all 
the chairs with Irish speakers at present.

283 But it would tie possible to begin at once?— 
Oh, yes. We have a young man in Galway who 
learned Irish and who is able to give lectures in Irish 
in physics and chemistry. But books must be got if 
we are to have education in Irish. No individual 
could publish these books without losing money. The 
Government must help.

284. Do you; think it is a good practice to translate 
these books from English?—It is necessary to do that 
at present. If there is a man who is very clever, and 
who knows both the subject and Irish thoroughly, he 
may be able to make his own lectures and produce an 
original work, but if you have not such a man you 
must get the translation. That is what is done in 
other countries.

285. Would it not be better to have a natural de
velopment of Irish itself than these translations ?— 
Yes, but we have no alternative at present.

286. Don’t you think we have too many books at 
present ?—Perhaps, but there are not too many books 
on the subjects taught in the university—chemistry, 
engineering, law and other things. What Galway 
College thought was that if the Government was 
satisfied to publish them the assistant professors 
might try to write the books.

287. Don’t you think there are too many books in 
use in the primary schools, and would it not be better 
if the teacher did more himself and relied less on the 
books ?—It is necessary to know a good deal to do 
that.

288. D»t. Walsh.—Certain people are not satisfied
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that the university is sufficiently Irish?—I am not 
satisfied.

289. Why is not the university more Irish ?—In the 
first place, the National University was founded on the 
Queen’s Colleges, and many of the old staff are still 
there. Then the colleges are competing with colleges 
outside the Free State. That is lowering the stan
dard. Dublin College is afraid students will go to 
Trinity or Belfast, and Belfast is afraid students will 
go to Glasgow or Edinburgh. That competition is 
keeping Gaelic down and keeping the university 
down.

290. You think the standard in every subject is 
lower since the Royal University was ended?—Yes.

291. The university consists of a Senate and three 
colleges ?—Yes.

292. There is certain power of revision, but it is 
possible for every college to do what it likes?—Yes.

293. Is it possible for the Senate to stop you if it 
likes ?—Yes.

294. Does it do that if you make arrangements for 
an Irish programme ?—I don't think they would do it.

295. There is one thing that is within the power of
the Senate, and that is the matriculation. Are you 
satisfied with the state of Irish in the matriculation 
arrangements ?—I am not. The papers are right 
enough. I was an examiner myself last year. But 
the marking is not right. There is the principle of 
compensation by which surplus marks in one subject 
can be transferred to another subject in which the 
student failed. It is possible to pass in Irish on 25 
per cent, of the marks. ,

295. That is not much ?—It is something. I know a 
person who went through and didn’t know anything.

297. <Miairmun.—Do many students go into the uni
versity like that ?—A good many. They go in through 
the intermediate, and I don't know that they have 
much Irish. I had a young man last year who came 
for examination, but he got only 20 per cent.; but he 
passed in the senior grade of the intermediate, and 
he had to be allowed in. We found that so many 
students had failed in the intermediate that the de
partment was afraid there would be an outcry, and 
they allowed a great many through who had not got 
the marks.

298. I>r. W'ihh .—Could anything be done to see that 
students on entering the university knew Irish?—In 
Galway we were endeavouring to end the principle 
of compensation or to make it necessary to get 40 per. 
cent., at least.

299. Why were the Senate afraid to stop it?—They 
were afraid that the managers of schools would raise 
an outcry. That refers to other matters as well as 
Irish.

300. Have you noticed anything lately that is worse 
in its effect on Irish ?— I have.

301. What is it?—Students going into the university 
without matriculating at all. People who fail in 
Irish are being allowed into a certain college on con
dition that they will go through an examination in 
Irish in a certain time. That is not Galway College

302. Would it not be right to stop that ?—Certainly.
303 The Senate has no power except in the matricu

lation examination ?—Except that and the extern 
examiners.

304- It is the colleges that are responsible for the 
university not being more Irish—the Senate made 
Irish compulsory for matriculation?—Yes.

305. It is not necessary for any other examination ? 
—No.

306. Why isn’t there more Irish in Galway College ? 
—You mean among the students ?

307. Yes ?—Because they don’t have it coming in.
308. Why don’t the college put more Irish in the 

programme? Why don't they make Irish compul
sory in the first arts ?—-I don’t know.

309. Why didn’t they make Irish compulsory before 
the students get their degree?—That was before us, 
but it has not been adopted yet.

3U\ Galway College is not Irish ?—It is not as Irish 
as it ought to be.

311 The atmosphere is not Irish?—It is not very 
Irish.

312. Have many of the students Irish?—Oh, yes, a 
good many.

313. Do they speak Irish to one another ?—Some of 
them do, but most of them don't know much Irish 
coming in.

314. If you were ready to give lectures in Irish, 
how many of the students would understand them?— 
About one in four.

315. If a professor could give lectures in Irish would 
it be necessary for him to give lectures in English 
also ?—If there were a lecturer giving lectures in 
Irish I don’t think it would he right to make him 
give lectures in English also.

316. Then it would be necessary to have a lecturer in 
Irish and a lecturer in English ?—Perhaps it would 
ibe so until the students all know Irish. It would not 
be possible to do the work altogether in Irish for 
ten or fifteen years.

317. If you had to draw up a programme for an Irish 
college now what would you do ?—I could do nothing 
now but get good assistants who would know Irish, 
and when new professors were ibeing chosen they 
should have Irish. Then, according as the college 
staff was becoming more Irish, the use of Irish could 
be increased, especially if the intermediate schools 
were working properly and sending Irish-speaking 
students to the university.

318. From what you know of the university students 
coming up, is there any intermediate school that is 
giving an Irish education to the children ?—There are 
some of them teaching things through Irish, but there 
is no school in Connacht in Class A.

319. Those in Class B, what do you think of their 
pupils’ knowledge of Irish ?—I have not got any of 
them yet. The scheme only began last year.

320. It would only be a loss of money to appoint 
Irish-speaking assistants to the professors if the 
students did not know Irish ?—I suppose the assistants 
would not lie available for a couple of years, and by 
that time the students should know Irish.

321. In the areas where there is no English' at 
present, could not clever boys get a proper education 
in Irish, as good as is to be got by boys in the Gall- 
taeht in English ?—There is a want of .books in cer
tain subjects, and also it is not possible for them to 
go to an intermediate school. They are not able to 
go beyond the primary school.

322. .Suppose in a primary school the teacher did not 
know Irish a couple of years ago, but learned Irish 
and got a certificate from Spiddal College, would the 
children have fair play ?—He would be able to do 
his work fairly well.

323. In Connacht are there not many of them?— 
There are some.

324. Don't you know there are many people going to 
the colleges and getting certificates who will not 
know Irish after all?—I would not say so. They 
would not get the certificate from us.

325. Would you say that any person who got a certi
ficate from Spiddal College is suitable to put into a 
school in the Gaeltaclit?—I think he could do the 
work.

326. Teach other subjects through Irish?—Yes, 
when he would be some years in the place.

327. What about the children who would be there all 
the time?—There is no escaping from that.

328. In the county scholarship examination it was 
altogether in Irish to give an advantage to the Irish 
speakers, but students from outside the Gaeltaeht get 
the scholarships? In Galway City they are at school 
every day and they work at night till ten o ’clock. In 
the county they have to travel five miles or six to 
school and only come to school now and then.

329. Every person in Connemara is not so far from 
the schools ?—Some of them got' scholarships.

330. Is it not true that the teachers in Galway are 
willing to do more work than the teachers in the 
country?—I don’t know. It is easier because the boys 
are near them in Galway.

331. Could anything be done to ensure that Irish
speaking scholars would come to the university ?—I 
don’t know that anything could be done except to 
allow a certain number of scholarships íot each dis
trict.

332. That would not do if the scholars are hot up 
to the standard?—Perhaps more would come.

333. The Irish speakers are not getting the same 
education as the English speakers, that is clear ?'■— 
Yes.

334. I suppose if a teacher came from a county com- 
mitteé and gave lectures on cookery and housework ' 
the people of Lettermullen would hot have faivplay? 
Not if the lectures were in English.
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335. These people are getting no results for the 
money they pay?—Not at present.

336. An Fear Mór.—There are a great many students 
from Ring who got scholarships. They got higher 
marks in Irish and they were successful in the matri
culation also. As long as there was a secondary 
school at Ring these scholarships were won every year. 
When the school failed the scholarships failed, other 
parts of the Decies were as good as Ring then.

337. Dr. Walsh.—Irish would not be sufficient to get 
them into an intermediate school?— No. They would 
have to know English?— Yes.

338. The people, although they are poor, are paying 
rates and getting no advantage.?—No.

339. You know there is fever there always, and that 
it is the one place in Europe in which there is 
typhus?— Yes.

340. What is the reason?—Poverty, bad water.
341. Do the poor get any instruction about health? 

—No.
342. You say there are five or six miles between 

some schools in Connemara ?—Yes.
343. And the schools are poor?—If all the children 

\i ent to school there would not be sufficient' accommo
dation for them the schools are so small.

344.. If they were to come to school every day it 
would not bel for the good of their health ?—No.

345. That must be remedied?—Yes.
346. Whatever about Irish or English is it neces

sary to establish more schools?—Y’ es.
347. And better schools?—Y’ es.
348. It is said that the people prefer instruction in 

English?—That is not true at all. They understand a 
little, perhaps, but they don’t understand it properly. 
There was a priest in Connemara who read the Pope’ s 
letter in English and when the people were going home 
after Mass they were asking each other what the 
priest was talking about. “  He waE talking about 
more money for the old people,”  said one of them.

349. Somebody said that boys from the Gaeltacht 
could not be taken into the Garda Siochana because 
they were connected with the making of poteen?—I 
don’t jthink that is true. Poteen-making was never- 
stopped properly until the I., R. A. stopped it. They 
were Irish speakers and they stopped it, that' was 
more than the R- I. C. or the Garda Siochana could 
do.

350. Is poteen-making going on still?—It is flourish
ing. ‘

351'. You say a great many young men are going to 
America for work. Would they not be suitable for the 
Garda Siochana?—I  think so.

352. Why are they not in the Garda?—I don’t un
derstand why. There was one young man who had 
been! a district teacher, and when he applied he was 
told' he was not tall enough. He was told he was one- 
eighth of an inch too short. He was sent home, and 
later, when his height was right, he was told there 
was no more recruiting for the Garda.

353. I t  is said that they know only Irish ? I under
stand from priests in Connemara that when they 
wrote about Irish speakers being taken for the Garda 
Siochana they got no answer.

354. Is it not true that Connemara is nearer to New 
York than Dublin ?—Yes, much nearer in the people’s 
estimation.

355. They have more hope of work in America?—It 
is not that so much, but when they go to America they 
are amongst their own people, their own relatives.

356. And the people of Dublin are strangers to 
them ?—When they get to New York or Boston they 
will know hundreds of people.

357. It is possible to stop emigration ?—I don’t see 
how it can be done.

358. If you got the young men and young women 
posts in Ireland they would have hope in Ireland and 
would stay here instead of going to America?—I sup
pose it would be so, if they haa posts.

359. The question is how are the posts to be got ?— 
If they had friends in Dublin they would send for 
them as their friends in America do. It is in New 
York the-friends are now and it is in America that 
work is to be got. If they came to Dublin they would

- know nobody.
360. You have seen the voters’ and jurors’ lists?— 

Yes.
361. Is it not hard for the people in the Irish-speak- 

' ing districts to understand them ?—They don’t under

stand them. They are put up, in Connemara in Eng
lish.

362. Who compiles these lists ?—The rate collectors.
363. An Seabhao.—The Clerk of the Peace and the 

rate collectors under the authority of the county 
councils.

364. Dr. Walsh.—These people pay rates. Is it not 
time to stop that?—It is. Another thing, people com
ing into hospital from Connemara give their names in 
Irish, but the names are entered in English. I  objected 
to that, but nothing was done.

365. The doctor is responsible ?—Some of the doctors 
know Irish also—native speakers but write the names 
in English.

366. The house surgeon or the house physician fills 
up the cards?—No.

367. Who then?—The matron.
368. Has the matron Irish?—No. The names in the 

books are given in English.
369. Are you satisfied that the examination in Irish 

of doctors for appointments in Galway will ensure 
that they know Irish ?—As far as it goes I think it 
will be right.

370. Mr. Moriarty.—You suggest bringing in Brittany 
fishermen to instruct the Irish fishermen in the Gael
tacht?—Yes.

371. Would you prefer to see Irish-speaking fisher
men instructing them?—Yes, if they are to be had.

372. Are you aware that the Aran fishermen are con
sidered good fishermen?—I don’t think they could go 
very far out to sea. I  don’t think they go more than 
a few miles out to sea. I was thinking of them going 
out a few hundred miles.

373. In steam trawlers?—Yes.
374. Do you think you will get the Connemara men 

to go out?— I think the young men would go out.
375. Are you aware of any experiments being tried 

during the last few years?—-No.
376. Fiachra Kilgeach.— You made reference to the 

harm that was done by doctors who do not speak Irish? 
— Yes.

377. You also have great harm caused by priests who 
do not speak Irish?—Yes.

37H. There are many examples in Connacht ?—Y’es.
379. Although the bishop is on the side of Irish?— 

Yes.
380. About the return of the shilling to old age pen

sioners who speak Irish to the children, I suppose you 
remember the Ard Fheis of the Gaelic League rejected 
a proposal of that kind as a bribe to speak Irish?— I 
suppose so, but this suggestion is not from the Gaelic 
League; it came from myself.

381. Would it not be possible to get it in another way, 
to give the shilling back to the poor in the Gaeltacht? 
Wouldn’t they want the shilling in any case?—I sug
gest the test for them.

382. Do you think there is fair play for teachers from 
the Gaeltacht in the training colleges?—No.

383. Do they get teachers from the Gaeltacht to go 
into the training colleges?—They get a few.

384. Are the teachers in Connemara from Connacht 
or Munster?—A good many of them are from Munster.

385. Would it not be possible to get the Irish speakers 
from Connemara trained ?—If the ard-sgoil and train
ing college were established, you would have Irish
speaking teachers. There would be a great change if 
these schools were- to be established in places like 
Spiddal, Rosmuck, and Cama.

386. You would get sufficient teachers for Coune- 
marai altogether?—I think so.

387. Y’ou referred to the planting of trees in the 
county and told us your own county council did not do 
anything in the matter on the lines of what was done 
in Cork?—The county council has not got the money. 
Dr. Dillon can tell you all about that.

388. No money is necessary for sally trees, and if 
you cut the osiers it is not necessary to replant the 
trees because they come up again?— Yes.

389. Why don’t the county council plant them, they 
grow best in wet places?—I suppose that should be 
done.

390. Are there any basket makers there?—I don’t 
think so. There may be an odd one.

391. If a basket-making school were started in Con
nemara it might help to keep Irish-speaking boys from 
going to America. There are agricultural schools in 
Mount Bellew and Athenry: why could not they do 
something with sally trees?—These places are not in 
the Gaeltacht, they are in the Breac-Ghaeltacht.
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<®2. 1 see a recommendation that something be done 
to promote trade in eggs?— Yes.

393. Did you ever hear that in the Gaeltacht there is 
little respect for a person who goes in for such work? 
— No-

394. When they see a person selling eggs, they say 
•'he’s broken, lie has only lions” ?—I never heard 
that.

395. It is very general in the Irish-speaking districts.
395a. They have little respect for small things there.

You said a good many women come back from America 
with a couple of hundred pounds?— Yes.

396. What happens to the couple of hundred pounds? 
—I don’t know. I suppose they put it in a stocking.

397. Fiach m tUhjcaeh.—If they bought a man in 
Munster they would have a farm,. But what would 
they do with it in Connacht?—I don’t know.

39S. Arc you satisfied that there is an improvement 
in connection with the Gardai?—There is an improve
ment, but it is necessary that there should be 
a greater improvement- I heard a few days ago of a 
station west of Spiddal where all the Guards except 
one knoiv Ivish, and because of that one they have to 
speak English. In another station all are English 
speakers except one. Why should not these two be 
exchanged and one station made Irish-speaking?

399. Yuu sa\ it is not possible to buy fish in Galway? 
—It is often difficult.

400. Any time 1 was in Galway 1 saw lots of salmon 
in the river?— Yes, under the Bridge.

401. Do you think that fish is sent to Dublin and 
brought I>ack again?— Y’cs. If there is a big dinner 
in Galway they have to get the fish from Dublin. The 
fishing belongs to an Englishman. I understand it is 
difficult to get fish in Grimsby.

402. That was not so, when 1 lived in Hull. There 
was plenty of fish to be got in Grimsby? I understand 
it was like .Kent where strawberries are grown. You 
could not get strawberries tneie because they are all 
sent- to London.

4(13. \bout the university standards, you said t;he 
National University was watching Trinity lest students 
should go there?-—Yes-

404. And Belfast was watching Glasgow and Edin
burgh?—That is true.

44)5. Wliat are the colleges of the university that have 
a high standard or a low standard, or are they all the 
same?— When the old Royal University was there, any 
person going to be a doctor had to pass his first arts 
examination. Then when the National University and 
the Queen's University were established, Belfast was 
afraid of Edinburgh and dropped the first arts and 
Dublin College did the same thing.

406. Chairman.— You say all education in the Galel-
taeht should be Gaelieised from top to bottom, and that 
it should be seen to that a person who received such 
education should have opportunities and material 
advancement as good as those which the Eng
lish speaker has. That is not really a question of edu
cation only?— No. Industries should be established.

407. Everything should be taught through the 
medium of Irish- What are the subjects that it would 
be possible to teach in the Uni versitythrough Irish? 
(You are not speaking of Galway College now?

408. No, say Dublin or Cork colleges?—That would 
depend on many things at this moment. I  could  not 
say.

409. It is said in this statement that, as far as pos
sible, subjects should be taught through Irish in the 
Universities. What are the subjects of instruction that 
it would be possible to teach?—I suppose- mathematics, 
chemistry, physics, commerce, and geography.

410. Would history and philosophy be in English?— 
In Dublin I suppose they would have to be in English 
and Irish. I don’t think it will be possible to Gaelicise 
Dublin College for a long time. It would be possible 
to Gaelicise Galway College within ten years. In 
Dublin College it would take much longer.
The Cninmixsion adjourned at 1.40 p.m. till 4 o ’clock.

!»:

CORMAC BREATHNAC’H, examined.

1. Chairman.—I would like you to make a state
ment on this section about education. I would like to 
understand more exactly the Gaelic League view on 
Irish in education and the machinery of education 
in the Gaeltacht?—Well, we recommend two kinds

of schools. I think these two kinds of schools are 
necessary. Perhaps ard-sgoil is not a good name. L 
don’t think it is a good name. As I understand it, 
it would be different from the primary school and 
from the intermediate. It would be a school such as 
they have in other countries, especially in Scotland; 
to which children of fourteen years of age are sent 
to prepare for some trade or profession. When a boy 
reaches this age his parents are asked what they 
intend him to be—a doctor or priest, trader or 
farmer, or whatever they have in mind to make him. 
He is then sent to this school. There ought to be 
one in every parish for children leaving the sixth 
or seventh standard in the primary school. At 
present then- is nothing like that in the Gaeltacht. 
and between the years fourteen to seventeen or 
eighteen, while they are waiting to go to America, 
the boys have nothing to do. That part of their time 
is spent in idleness, except when there is some little 
work to be done on the farm. They should be com
pelled to attend these schools during that period, if 
we are to make decent citizens of them. By the 
second kind we mean a college or kind of interme
diate school, a residential school. I don’t think it is 
right to say that nobody should go into these higher 
primary schools but boys and girls intended for 

; teaching. That is not the intention of the Gaelic 
League, nor is it, I understand, the intention of 
Pádraig 0 Brolcháin. It is from these schools and 
colleges that your future teachers, priests, doctors, 
and people of that kind will come. If they are con
fined to children preparing to become teachers, then 
they will not do wliat we expect them to do. Some
thing should he done with regard to the training 
colleges. It is not possible to teach the subjects in 
the training colleges at present because the students 
don’t know Irish at entrance. But if these schools 
are established and do their work properly the stu
dents on entering the training colleges and the 
university will know Irish, but they will be taught 
through English unless a great change is made in 

i these institutions, and a wrong will be done to the 
children. There is a great deal to be done as far as 
the training colleges and the university are con
cerned. Dr. Mae Einri said there are schools in the 
Gaeltacht ten miles from each other. That is true. 
He also said there should be more schools in the 
Gaeltacht. I don’t  agree. That raises two questions. 
It is not possible to give a proper education in small, 
one-teacher schools. He has to teach six or seven 
classes. No one person could do all that effectively.
I think education would be five times as good in a 
two-teacher school as in a one-teacher school. I 
should like to see a teacher for every class, but I 
suppose that is not possible There is no. use in 
building a little school in every glen. I think that 
explains why the scholarships in County Galway 
don’t go to the Gaeltacht. You have big schools in 
Galway City and little schools in the Gaeltacht, and 

I the education in the big schools is better than in the 
I little schools. That is why the scholars succeed in 

the city and don’t in the county.
2. Chairman.—In how many parishes would it be 

necessary to have an Ard sgoil?—In every parish in 
which there is not an intermediate school.

3. How many would be required altogether?— 
Thousands, I suppose. We have primary schools as 
good as any in the world. Perhaps that is not much 
to boast about. But at any rate people who have 
been overseas say that. General education is as good 
here as it is in the primary schools in any country. 
But primary education is not sufficient. There must 
be something higher. No country confines itself to 
education of one kind. There are technical schools> 
trade schools, a great many kinds of schools. In 
the Gaeltacht we have nothing but the primary 
school.

4. Chairman.—Do you think the teaching in these
schools should be as high as in an intermediate 
school—say, a Christian Brothers’ school?—A
different kind of education altogether. In the inter
mediate schools it is all cultural education—Latin 
and other subjects. I would prefer a kind of voca
tional school in which agriculture, navigation, and 
other things would be taught that would prepare 
boys and girls for the life before them. The inter
mediate schools must teach things required by 
priests and doctors, and so on. The division must
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be made sooner. It must be done as it is done in 
Scotland. The parent has to say whether it is in
tended that the child shall be a priest or doctor, 
or go for a trade or farming, or something else, and 
according to the answer the child is sent to the 
school that suits him.

5. Chairman.—Up to the University?.—Yes.
6. How far apart should '.he ard-sgoil be from each 

■other ?—A good many schools at present are ten miles 
from each other.

7. Have you any opinion as to how far apart they 
should ibe?—I should say one for every parish.

8. How many primary schools are there in a parish ? 
—In Tipperary there are only one or two in some 
parishes, but it is different in different places.

Fiachra Eilgeach.—Sometimes as many as eight.
Witness.—In Kerry in the parish where I was bom 

there are eight schools.
9. Chairman.—Perhaps the provision of these new 

schools would double the cost of primary educa
tion ?—It would not do that. There are a great many 
primary schools where, hy the addition of a special 
room for special work—a “  higher top ”  as it is 
called in England—the ard-sgoil could be provided. 
It is not necessary to have a completely new organi
sation for every school.

10. I suppose there are few primary schools in 
which you could do the work?—You could do it by 
adding a new room or by building a new house.

11. Who would pay the teacher’s salary?—The 
State, I suppose, for the present at all events, until 
our people have as much appreciation of education 
as the people have in Scotland. Then they may bo 
prepared to pay for it themselves.

12. Would the management be the same as in the 
primary schools?—I would not like that, but that 
would have to be considered.

13. Would you leave the people of the Gaeltacht 
without any intermediate education, because there is 
no intermediate school at present in which all the 
work is done in Irish?—I would not. We recommend 
a preparatory training college which would meet 
that.

14. Who would establish these colleges ?—In the 
Gaeltacht, it is clear that nobody could build them 
but the Government.

15. Who would manage them?—The Government. 
It is not possible to have these schools under any 
■other management.

16. What kind of education would be given in these 
schools ? Would it be free education or would it be 
necessary to pay for it?—I think it would be neces
sary to look into the circumstances of the parents. 
If the parents had means, they should pay; if they 
had not they should be helped. It is not right to 
withhold higher education from anybody because of 
want of means.

17. From Galway to Carraroe how many fathers 
and mothers could pay for intermediate education for 
their children?—Very few, but it would be possible 
to have rates for these schools.

18. You think it would he necessary to have special 
scholarships for these preparatory schools?—I don’t 
like the idea of scholarship examinations. If you 
gave ten scholarships perhaps the children of the 
richest people in the parish would get the whole ten.

19. Perhaps bursaries would be a better word ?— 
Yes, exactly.

20. Have you considered how many bursaries would 
be required, and what would be the cost?—I have 
not, .but the whole education scheme must be co-ordi
nated. Technical education is now in the hands of 
the Ministry of Education, but there is little con
nection between it and the other branches.

21. What about Irish in- the university; have you 
:anything to say about that?—I agree with what Dr.
Mac Einri said in the morning. It is only make- 
believe. I know people who passed the matricu'a- 
tion examination and who did not know as much 
Irish as a child in the first standard in a national 
school.

22. Do you agree with Dr. Mac Einri when he says 
that it is not possible to make an Irish-speaking uni
versity for twenty years?

Dr. Mac Einri.—That was not what I  said. I said 
it would ibe possible to make a beginning, but that 
it would not be possible to have a Gaelic university 

;for ten years.

Witness.—It will be twenty years at least before 
we have that. It is not possible at present for three 
reasons. First, the students are not able to under
stand the lectures, secondly, the professors are not 
able to teach in Irish, and thirdly, there are no 
books. If you established a committee in the morn
ing to provide books, perhaps you would find that 
the person who knew the subject did not know Irish, 
and that the person who knew Irish did not know 
the subject. There is a great need for books in 
higher learning both in the intermediate schools and 
in the universities, and until these books are pro
vided I would not deny English to any student in 
quest of knowledge which he can get in English 
books.

23. Have you anything to say about technical 
schools ?—I don’t know much about them, but I don’t 
hear much praise of those established in the Gael
tacht. I am told these technical schools are more 
Cnllda in the Gaeltacht than in the Galltacht. In 
the schools in Tipperary and Roscommon and other 
counties you have a good spirit in favour of the 
language, but not in the Gaeltacht. I don’t think 
there is a single technical school in the Gaeltacht 
affiliated to the Gaelic League, and there are many 
in the Galltacht affiliated.

24. According to the information we. have, the people 
of the Gaeltacht get no technical education either as 
Gaelic speakers or otherwise. Do you think it is 
necessary ?—It is necessary, and it is possible to give 
them all they require in Irish.

25. What Irish-speaking district do you know best? 
—Ibh-háthach.

26. What kind of trade do you think ought to he 
taught in a technical school there?—-There is fishing 
at Ballinskellig, and it would be necessary to give in
struction in navigation. Then joinery, weaving, 
spinning and other things. There are scarcely any 
of these things now, and they used to be at every 
cross road.

27 You think it necessary to give free education in 
the ard-sgoil ?— Yes.

28 Some of the people should get free education in 
the preparatory school?—Yes.

29. And perhaps in the technical school?—Yes.
30. In case these schools are established, some 

people say that books should be given to the pupils 
free ?—If the pupils were very poor I would give 
them books free. I read somewhere that in some 
places they give a maintenance allowance, and that 
the parents are paid for keeping the children at 
school.

31. Where is that done?—I don’t remember at the 
moment, but I could find out.

32. Do you know any primary school in the Gael
tacht of which it could be said that you are satisfied 
with the education given in it, and that there is fair 
play for Irish in the school ?—I do. There are three 
schools in my own native parish, and I would be 
well satisfied if every school in the Gaeltacht was as 
good.

33. If Ireland were Gaelic again, would you be 
satisfied with them?—No, I would not.

34. Are those the three schools you know best?— 
They are.

35. What are the faults you would find with them ? 
—They had to work the bilingual programme under 
which every subject had to be taught through Eng
lish as well as through Irish. That was a fault; that 
is being improved since the new programme came 
into operation, but the new programme is not long 
in operation. The teachers are now getting experi
ence of teaching subjects through Irish alone, 
because they have permission to do so which is 
denied them under the old programme.

36. An Seabhac.—In the portion of the Gaeltacht 
that you know best, is the position of Irish strength
ening or weakening?—Strengthening.

37. The position of Irish?—Yes. It is strengthen
ing.

38. How long would you say that is so ?—I should 
say about ten or fifteen years or so. Most of the 
people of my own age speak English, but the 
younger people know Irish. Those of twenty years 
of age know more Irish than those of twenty-five.

39. Have you any opinion as to the cause of that ?— 
I suppose it is due to the better spirit of nationality. 

These younger people were going to school or just
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leaving school during the war period, and the 
national movement gripped them.

40. Is that general in that parish ?—No. There are 
parts of it in which the position of Irish is bad 
enough—places like Curran (Waterville). Dr. 
Mac Einri said Clifden is the most anglicised town 
in Ireland. I think Waterville is.

41. There are young people in that district who 
speak Irish with a definite understanding of the 
meaning of speaking Irish?—I think so.

42. They have got a kind of back-bone about Irish ? 
—Yes, I would say so.

4:;. Is that more general among the men or the 
women ' —Among the boys.

44. Which language do the women speak most?— 
English.

45. Would you say these bilingual schools encour
aged the use of Irish outside the school?—Oh, they 
did. They enabled the child to describe things in 
Irish because subjects were taught through Irish. I 
have often felt the want of having been educated 
through English myself. These children were taught 
subjects through Irish, and where they are taught 
through Irish they are almost certain to use the lan
guage afterwards.

46. Had the old people that habit in that place of 
speaking English to the children?—Yes.

47. Is there any change in that yet?—No.
48. Do you think the people have a better under

standing of the value of the language than before?— 
Yes.

49. Will they break off that bad habit of speaking 
English to the children ?—I hope so.

50. What would open their minds and get them to 
use Irish universally ?—Good example from those in 
authority.

51. Who are they ?—'Priests, doctors, and officials of 
the Government and county council.

52. And what has that example been for the last 
twenty years?—They don't give any good example, 
but the national spirit was stronger behind the lan
guage some years ago than it is now. That is why 
the younger people speak more Irish. It is not due 
to any good example from those in authority.

53. What other forces were anglicising the Gael
tacht ?—Thei people were going to foreign countries, 
to America, and they thought they would have to 
know English. Most of the young people are waiting 
for the time when they must go.

54. D o  many from that district go into the public 
service in Ireland?—Yes.

55. Because of the education that was to be got 
there?—I would say so.

56. If the education was increased the numbers en
tering the . public service would increase?—Very 
much. It is not possible for the teachers in the pri
mary schools now to prepare pupils for the training 
colleges.

57. The people of .that district, themselves under
stand the position, and you believe it would be easy 
to bring them willingly to the side of the language?
:—That is nty opinion.

58. It would not be necessary to show that we were 
in earnest about the language here; you think it is 
respected by them?—I think most of the people have 
great respect for the language.

59. Do you think it is in the power of the Govern
ment to provide what is wanted as a stimulus to 
them to lie active on the side of the language?—The 
Government could do their part to stimulate them.

60. In this district in which 80 per cent, of the 
people can speak Irish, if a public official knowing 
Irish went down there would he be able to do his 
work in Irish alone?—He could, but he would not be 
able to do it in YYaterville.

61. Would the pensions officer be able to do liis 
work, in Irish?;—Yes, well.

62. .The officials of the Land Commission?—Yes. 
The rate collectors?—Yes.

64. The doctors ?-VYes, any officials.
65. In your knowledge of this district, is there any 

official there doing it? - No.
. 66. No person?—There was a pensions officer named 
Coleman who did most of his work in Irish. He did 
not know Irish well, hut he did his best.

67. Have you heard of any official there who used 
Ji'ish to such an extent in his work that the people 
thought he preferred them to speak Irish to him ?— 
Yes.

68. Where does the pensions official reside?—In; 
Caherciveen.

69. Is it from Caherciveen that public officials do: 
their work?—Yes.

70. Outside Caherciveen could the work of public 
officials be done in Irish?—Yes.

71. You say that after reflection ?—There may be 
two or three other places.

72. About education in the Gaeltacht, do you think 
there ought to be any special education for 
adults and people after leaving school in the old 
culture, music, literature, and| all those things that the 
old people have and that are not being transmitted 
to the younger people?—I am strongly for it. I  think 
that kind of education should be available.

73. Do you think it is possible in the form of litera
ture and printing to give that culture to the young 
people?—I think so.

74. From the way in which these things are dying 
out in the Irish-speaking districts, do you think it is 
necessary that some public instruction should be given 
by the education authorities to help to keep that cul
ture alive?—It is very necessary. Very often names 
of places occur in poems and stories and the people 
don’t know the meaning of them. There are people 
here and there who understand the meaning of the 
place names, but many of the old people don’t under
stand them. It is very necessary that a knowledge of 
the meaning of the place names should be got by the 
people. I  mar there are many names that are not 
understood at present.

75. There is also music and old stories?—There are 
a great many things.

76. Would it be to the advantage of education in 
the schools to have these things?—Yes.

77. Is that your firm opinion?—Yes, I  am strongly 
convinced of it.

78. Would you say that the people of that district 
are poor people?—They are not poor. The land is 
poor, but there is plenty of it. They have no want 
of food. They are not moneyed people, but they are 
not poor—they are about as poor as I am.

79. They are not a people whose spirit has been 
broken by poverty ?—No.

80. Help would be given to the Government to 
strengthen the Gaeltacht and spread it, if it was under
stood that it was necessary?—I think so. The people 
like the language and if they understood that. the 
Government were in earnest about it they would then. 
It doesn’t matter about politics.

81. Chairman.—Is it a question of hunger or a ques
tion of education ?—It is fashion, a great deal of it. 
The returned yanks have done a great deal of harm. 
They come back with a kind of English nobody ever 
heard.

82. An. Heabhac.—Don’t you think it is because of 
their lack of education that they come back with that 
opinion?—I  have no doubt of it.

83. If they had had education, they would have 
been different ?—Undoubtedly, one could understand 
refinement and culture, but that is not culture.

84. As far as your knowledge goes, has any portion 
of these people who have gone away indicated in 
letters home that they have a bettex spirit because 
of the knowledge they have got in America?—An odd 
person. I don’t know myself more than three.

85. Is it a habit yet to write home in Irish ?—No. I 
have not seen one letter from America in Irish.

86. An Fear Mór.—You gave an account of your 
own parish and the work of the schools there. Do 
you know any other Irish-speaking district and the 
work that is being done there ?—I don’t, particu
larly.

87. From what you know of the work of the schools 
in the Gaeltacht, do you think that work will be suffi
cient to save the language?—I don’t understand that 
question, because you cannot save Irish in the Gael
tacht unless you use it in the rest of the country. 
You cannot put a hedge round the Gaeltacht and say 
to the people “  you have got to live here.”  If the 
people don’t see Irish being spread throughout the 
country they will drop it. If education is to be 
of any value at all it will take stock of the Irish life 
of these Irish-speaking districts. But that is not 
sufficient. It is not sufficient if a boy in the Gael
tacht learns everything through Irish ano the busi
ness of the country is done in English.

88. Chairman.—It is not an Irish nation we would 
have?
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Witness—No. It is not a Gaelic nation we would 
have.

89. An Fear Mór.—Is as much being done in the 
schools to keep Irish alive as it would ,be right and 
possible to do?—In some schools excellent work is 
being done, in others only middling work, and in 
others lower still.

90. Other witnesses have told us that the reason 
why education is backward in the Irish-speaking dis
tricts is that the children do not go to school regu
larly. Is that your opinion ?—It is a good explanation 
if it is true. I suppose it is true. I believe it is true of 
Tirchonaill. A child who has to go to school at twelve 
years of age will be backward in education. There is 
again the question of the long distances. Children 
living in the glens a long way from the schools cannot 
go to school in bad weather.

91. Is it your opinion that the fathers and mothers 
in the Gaeltacht are less careful about education for 
their children than those in other districts ?—The very 
opposite to that. As far as my information goes they 
are more particular in the Gaeltacht than in the Gall- 
tacht. I was born in the Gaeltacht, and teach in the 
Galltacht, and in my experience the parents in the 
Galltacht care very little about education. If they 
are to be doctors or priests they get university educa
tion. They don’t care about the rest. It is not so 
in the Gaeltacht. Most of the children are prepared 
for emigration and they know that nobody can do 
anything over-seas without a knowledge of English. 
There is a greater respect for education in the Gael
tacht than in the Galltacht.

92. Do you think it is a hardship on the poor to 
keep children at school until they are fourteen years? 
—I don’t think so.

93. Do you think there is need for such a law ?—I 
think there is a great need for it.

94. That is not the same experience of the Gael
tacht and of the fathers and mothers of the Gaeltacht 
as I have had. Fathers and mothers don’t send their 
children to school—and perhaps it is as well. Even in 
the Gaeltacht I don’t think many natural speakers of 
Irish come from the schools ?—I agree with that.

95. Is there any means of counteracting that?— 
There is only one means, that is teachers who know 
Irish naturally. It would take some years to do that 
because there are people there at present who are not 
natural speakers. It is difficult to get them out of 
the way.

96. Even in places where the teachers know Irish 
they are not succeeding—the children coming from 
school speak English?—It is easy to understand that. 
It is a bad habit. Teachers who get all their edu
cation in English cannot easily change.

97. Don’t you think the programme is partly respon
sible; is there not too much book-work?—I am sur
prised to hear you condemn books. I would say there 
is that fault in the programme, but it is very hard to 
get teachers who are able to teach Irish without the 
help of a book. There are people who can do that, 
but they are relatively few.

98. Do you think it is a fault of education in general 
that there are too many books, that there is too much 
dependence on books instead of conversation?— Yes, 
that is so. It is a habit and it will take a long time 
to set it aside.

99. Isn’t it time to begin ?—It is not the programme 
that is at fault so much as the kind of books.

100. If you had an ard-sgoii in every parish, would 
you .be able to get the teachers at present?—In the 
Gaeltacht you would. I don’t think you would in 
the Galltacht.

101., Chairman.—Why?
102. Witness.—Because in the Galltacht there are 

only two or three schools in a parish. I don’t know 
any parish in the Gaeltacht in which there are not six 
or seven.

103. —An Fear Mar.—Do you think the standard in 
the schools in the Galltacht is high enough to send 
pupils to the) ard-sgoil from them ?—I would say that 
any child that has.passed the sixth or seventh stan
dard would he good' enough to go to the ard-sgoil.

104. The tradesmen that were in the country long 
ago, they have gone into the towns, it is hard to get 
them in the country now ?—Very hard. I don’t know 
if it is possible to get one to mend boots. You would 
have to go into Caherciveen.

105. I suppose they are not able to get work ?—Yes, 
the people began to buy foreign boots. After the war I

they were able to buy them for 10s. 2d. and 7s. 6d. 
They were fashionable and the people took them.

106. What is the best way to set about getting books 
for the intermediate schools and the university ?—Per
haps it would be better if they came by degrees.

107. Which would you prefer, a book which an en
gineer or a doctor translated from English, or a book 
put together by a teacher who had used Irish in 
teaching the subject ?—I would prefer the Gaelic 
book, but I don’t think it is right to leave the making 
of such books to one person.

108. Don’t you think the actual use of the language 
in teaching the subject would give an advantage to 
the teacher in making such a book? How could one 
teacher have all the knowledge required for such a 
.work? He would understand the language required 
from having taught the subject ?—I don’t think there 
is any man living who could write such a book out of 
his own work. He would have to get his information 
from books.

109. Would you have a word for word translation 
then ?—Oh, 1 don’t agree with a word for word trans
lation, but they must go to the books in English, 
French, or German to get the knowledge.

110. Padraig 0 Cndhla.—Is there any amount of Irish 
in books which if you put it before Irish speakers they 
would find it hard to understand?— Yes, as I under
stand, any person who likes has permission to write a 
book and it is put on the programme for the schools. 
I am not satisfied with that. In my opinion it would 
be a good thing for Irish and a good thing for educa
tion if many of the books were burned. It would be 
well if the Commission were to examine this ques
tion. Persons should be selected to write books on 
history and other subjects. Money must be spent on 
them, and until it is spent we won’t have the books. 
I know nobody who could publish such books.

111. Would it not be well to have a natural growth 
from the Gaeltacht?—It would.

112. That is if you started about education pro
perly ?—I have great hopes in these higher schools in 
the Gaeltacht. I believe that it is from these schools 
that the scholars of the future will come for our 
schools and universities.

113. Have you any knowledge of any place in Kerry 
where the children came to school speaking English 
and leave it speaking Irish?—There might be a few in 
which they left speaking Irish and English.

114. Children who had English only on entering?— 
Yes.

115. And who on leaving spoke Irish ?—Irish and 
English.

116. Is it necessary to have such education as will 
secure that all the children on leaving school shall 
be able to speak Irish ?—It is not general yet at any 
rate. If it were, I suppose we would not be here.

117. I would like to know how far you would go with 
English in the primary schools—what subjects would 
be taught—reading, grammar, and everything else?— 
It would not matter about other things, but reading 
must be well done in the Gaeltacht for the present. 
Boys in the Gaeltacht should be able to read English 
books to get the knowledge they require, if that know
ledge cannot be got in Irish books. Grammar and 
composition should be taught and a lot of reading. 
To get the knowledge he wants from books he must 
depend on English at present.

118. Won’t that give them an experience of English 
and cause them to use English in other ways also ?— 
There is that danger, and it will be there until books 
are provided in Irish. I hope this Commission will 
make a recommendation about that.

119. Would it not do to teach them English when 
they go to the high school?—That would be a little 
too late.

120. Children are sent to the Intermediate schools at 
12 or 13, and they begin to learn German and French. 
Don’t you think that would be soon enough to begin 
£o teach English to Irish-speaking children?—1 think 
it would be better to begin a little earlier than that- 
They should begin before they go to the ard-sgoil.

121. After ten years do you think it would be pos
sible toi have every school conducted in Irish, with 
English as a subject of instruction?—Yes.

122. Concerning Government work in the Gaeltacht, 
it was said here that the people of the Gaeltacht did 
not want Irish and that the Government could only 
do what the people wanted ? Do you think that! is
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correct ?—No. The Government is out to do its duty. 
It can set the fashion either for or against Irish.

123. Dr. Walsh.—You would not be satisfied with 
excluding English ?—I would not.

124. Why ?—At present it would not improve educa
tion. Everybody increases his knowledge by read
ing, and there is no knowledge worth talking about 
in Irish books at present.

125 Why should you deny that education to the 
boy in the Gaeltaeht ? You would not be denying him 
education. There are plenty, of books that would do 
until he leaves the primary school ?—I don’t agree at 
all. I would not deny the boys in the Gaeltaeht any 
source of knowledge.

126. .4« Siahhae.—Suppose the fathers and mothers 
don’t want it?—I would not oppose the fathers and 
mothers.

127. Would it be right to give the parents permis
sion to oppose any subject in the school?—Well, that 
is a question.

128. Would you give them permission to say that 
their children should not be taught Irish ?—Well, 
that is a right belonging to the parent.

129. Because he is the father of the child?—Yes. As 
regards education it is his natural right to deny any 
pubject to his children.

130. You say the Government should compel parents 
to send their children to school?—Yes.

131. And you would give permission to the parent 
to say, “  You shall not teach my child certain sub
jects ”  ?—It is a natural right. I don’t say it could 
always be conceded.

132. Chairman.—According to the law we would not 
give him permission to keep his children from 
school ?

ll ’ itnesji.—We would not.
133. Ait Seabhac.—We can put one thing against the 

other. What is the opinion of the Gaelic League in 
the matter?—The Gaelic League thinks everybody 
should know Irish, that nobody should be allowed to 
escape it.

134. Dr. Walsh.—If English is taught in the pri
mary schools and again in the ard-sgoil, what is the 
need of publishing Irish books at all? They will be 
able to read English?—There must be a transition 
period. According as our knowledge and learning in
creases we can ignore English.

135. Would it not be better to kill English altogether 
in the Gaeltaeht?—I have answered that question 
three or four times. I think it will be necessary to 
keep English until knowledge is to be got in Irish. 
Get the books in Irish, and then banish English as 
soon as you like.

136. Finch ra Eilgrarh.—You said about the high 
schools that it would not do to have them in every 
parish; I suppose there would not ,be sufficient pupils 
to maintain them?—No.

L37. You said it would be hard to do good work in 
a one-teacher school?—Very hard.

138. In spite of the fact that so much good work was 
done in the old schools and that many of them were 
one-teacher schools?—Yes, but they had only two or 
three subjects to teach. They began with reading, 
and nothing else was done until the pupils were 
taught to read well. Then they took writing. In the 
old schools reading and writing were the principal 
subjects. Now fifteen subjects have to be taught.

139. Chairman.—Is it usual in any schools for the 
teachers to consider the means of livelihood that the 
children will have after leaving school?—Some of 
them do', but I fear there is less of that now than 
there used to be.

140. In Dublin is there any co-operation between the 
business people or the Government and the teachers 
to help the boys to get employment ?—There is a body 
representing labour employers and the managers, but 
T 'don’t know that it is doing much good

141. Do you think there is need for a body of that 
kind ?—I think there is great need for it. Teachers 
should look into the matter. I had a case of a boy in 
my own school. He wanted to be a priest, money 
had to be got, and he had been wasting his time be
cause he was not put on the right road at the start. 
He is only one : there are hundreds of them. There 
are many boys at the street corners because they are 
not put on the right road in time.

142. You have a head office in Dublin ?—Yes.

143. Have you any knowledge of the working of 
that office, about letters, etc ?—I have not.

144. It appears that one of the greatest difficulties 
in connection with Government work in Irish is 
office work—typewriting letters and such things?— 
That is right. It is done in Irish in the Education 
Office.

145. Have you any knowledge of what is done in 
the office of the Gaelic League?—I suppose it is in 
Irish. I presume the secretary writes in Irish.

146. You think it is a question worth looking into ? 
—Yes.

* * $ * $ 
PRÓINSEAS 0 FATHAIGH, Ard Rúnai, Connradh 

na Gaedhilge, examined.
1. Chairman.—About Father Mac Alinny, we were 

told he would be here ?—He sent us a telegram on 
Saturday stating he could not attend.

2. Chairman..—There is a letter in the Press with his 
pame and others signed to it, which states :—“ It íb 
our considered opinion that Coimisiún na Gaeltachta 
now sitting at leisure on ‘ the language and economic 
problems in the Gaeltaeht ’ is the last word in costly 
inefficiency and do-nothingness, so characteristic of 
most such bodies, and that these damning facts reveal 
themselves in the very letter of Mr, Cosgrave insti
tuting this Commission, in the composition of the 
Commission itself, in that body’s own procedure 
towards their terms of reference, and the gross igno
rance and misrepresentation of palpable facts already 
displayed on the part of the officials supplying evi
dence, and of Commissioners ‘ listening in ’ to such 
irrelevancy,”  and so on.

Is there any explanation from Father Mac Alinny? 
-—No, except the telegram which he sent on Saturday.
I got it on Sunday.

3. About office work in Irish, I would like to know 
how it is done in the Gaelic League?—Typewriting and 
everything is done in Irish. 1 should say that ten 
letters are sent in Irish by us for one in English. No 
letter is sent in English when it can be avoided. Let
ters come to us from America, England, Germany and 
other places from people who don’t know Irish and 
who write asking for information. It is necessary to 
answer some of them in English. But it is in Irish 
that the letters are usually written.

4. Is there dictation to a shorthand writer ?—I have 
to. write my own letters in the rough. I never knew 
anybody but one who could take down an Irish letter 
fiom dictation and transcribe it—that was a person 
who worked in the Dáil Department of Education 
under me.

5. I suppose there are few offices in which the head 
of a firm would have to write letters himself now ?—I 
suppose so.

6. Don’t you think that is a great difficulty ?—I do.
7. Have you looked into the matter at all?—I have, 

long ago. I was able to get one Irish shorthand typist 
for Aireacht an Oideachais four years ago.

8. Chairman.—I got over the difficulty by getting a 
dictaphone, but it would not be possible to have a 
dictaphone in every office in Ireland.

9. IT'ifness.—As regards the teaching of English, it 
would be a good thing to teach the children to read 
English. Reading is what they want, and it would not 
be necessary to spend much time in teaching it. 
Many people advise now that in teaching French read
ing is sufficient and not to bother about the speech, 
as so few of the pupils will ever speak French, while 
many might read it.

10. Fiachra Eilgeach.—There are very few who can 
read English properly in the schools.

11. Witness.—I am only giving my own opinion. I 
don’t know whether the Gaelic League would think 
that sufficient. The Gaelic League wants all Irish— 
from the bottom up and from the top down. An 
academy or committee of specialists should be estab
lished to provide books. As regards the things that 
are working against the language, the lawyers are 
doing a great deal of harm in the Gaeltaeht. I know 
there are difficulties in the matter, but in my opinion 
an Act should be passed compelling them to begin 
this year or next year and have Irish in the first 
examination fot solicitors and barristers. Apparently 
it is not possible to do that without an Act of Parlia
ment. Somebody has said that the intellect of the
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children is not as good in the Gaeltacht as in the 
Galltacht. A few years ago I met a Scotsman who 
had had many years’ experience in TJ S. A. and in 
Canada, and then took charge of an industry in Gal
way. He said that ibe cleverest boys he had met were 
in  the West of Ireland. These boys, with no previous 
technical training, picked up in six months what it 
generally took boys in other lands a year to learn.

12. Chairman.—I think it was said here before 
also P—I heard the opposite.

13. Chairman.—That was what was said here at 
first, but the ether thing was also said.

14. Fr. Cunningham.—Do you know Co. Galway 
well? It was said that the district between Galway 
and Claregalway was not an Irish-speaking district?—

Witness.—I spoke only Irish there, and everyone, 
old and young, understood me; they all have Irish. 
It would be a great injustice to call that a Breac- 
Ghaeltacht.

15. Chairman~—You spoke about teaching children 
to read English. Do you think it right to teach a lan
guage by reading only?—I don’t know. I can read 
French as well as I can read English, but I can’ t 
■speak it well.

16. Perhaps if some of the time was spent in teach
ing the speaking of French it would have helped you 
to learn to read it better?—Perhaps so.

17. An Seabhac.—There is a lot of talk in the news
papers about Irish, people saying that the pace is too 
fast and too much is being done in the schools. Is it 
too fast or too slow ?—Is it my own opinion or the 
Gaelic League opinion you want ?

18. The Gaelic League opinion?—It is the opinion 
of the Gaelic League that they are not going fast 
enough, I myself don’t think it is right to ask 
teachers who; don’t know Irish well to teach subjects 
through the medium of Irish.

19. Or to teach Irish ?—He should give an hour or 
two to Irish but not to the teaching of subjects through 
Irish. It is my own opinion, but not the opinion of 
the Gaelic League, that it will do harm to education 
and to Irish to teach many things through Irish until 
we are better equipped for it.

20. .In Fear M6r.—Is there any fault to be found 
with the inspectors ?—People write to me complaining

about the inspectors, but when I ask them if they 
are prepared to give their names to' have the case 
investigated they refuse to do so, although I tell them 
they have nothing to fear in disclosing the names.

21. An Seabhac.—Do you think an inspector in test
ing a school should award a special mark for a school 
in which most of the work is done in Irish as com
pared with a school in which the teaching is in Eng
lish and Irish is taught as a subject?—Yes, it would 
be right.

22. At present it is possible for two such schools to 
be equal?—It is.

23. That is a cause of complaint ?—It is.
24. Do you think English is such an advantage to 

the people of Ireland that they want it?—That is a 
difficult question.

25. Chairman.—If the people of Ireland were told 
that they would not be allowed speak Irish?—There 
would be a racket.

26. .l/i Fear Min-.—If there were people here trying 
to kill Irish altogether and people trying to save it, 
which would succeed?—Possibly English, if the Press 
and other forces all supported it.

27. If it were left to the people themselves?—If 
there was nobody from outside interfering, Irish 
would succeed.

28. Perhaps the best thing the Government could do 
would be to issue an order against Irish; perhaps that 
would help Irish ?—Perhaps so.

29. .4« Seabhac.—The people do want Irish; there is 
a public opinion in favour of it?—There is. It is a 
great misunderstanding to think that they are not in 
favour of Irish.

30. About those people who are talking about Irish 
and saying the Government is trying to force Irish 
down their throats, do you think that is true ?—I 
don’t think it is true. They usually don't put their 
names to the letters.

32. Oh, yes. The names aie in the paper to-day. 
One of them says he has been learning Irish for twenty 
years?—If there is a teacher who has been learning 
Irish for twenty years, and doesn’t know Irish now, 
he ought not to be teaching in an Irish school.

I’hairman.—Go raibh maith agat a Phroinnsis.
The Commission adjourned until 10 a.m. to-morrow.
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AN S E A N A D O IR  EA M O N N  M AC G IO L L A  IA SA C H T A  
SEN ATO R  P. W . K E N N Y  )
P E A D A R  0  hA N N R A C H Á IN  ( (County Councils’ General Council).
A L A S T A IR  M AC G A B A  Í
FIO N ÁN  M AC C O L U IM  )

The following statement submitted by the General 
Council of County Councils had been circulated to the 
Commissioners.

Administration—State.
1. See accompanying memorandum regarding the 

utilization of State services in the Gaeltacht for the 
propagation of Gaelic culture.

In order to save the Gaeltacht as such, it will be 
necessary not alone to secure that the administration 
by public officials shall be through the medium of Irish 
and in favour of Irish and Irish culture in such dis
tricts, but also, that as far as may be possible, the 
whole administrative machine of the Saorstát shall 
function in Irish, such as by using Irish forms of place 
names and personal names in correspondence, and 
generally throwing the weight and prestige of official 
positions on the side of Irish-Ireland.

Local Public Bodies*
2. The ignoring of a knowledge of Irish as a necessary 

qualification in the making of appointments by local 
bodies has in the past done immense damage to the 
prestige of the language. Local influences at such 
elections militate against the translation into practical 
effect of lip service to the language contained in reso
lutions in favour of Irish. To obviate this, committees 
or boards of selection are recommended, whose duty 
would be to see (ir.tetr alia) that all candidates, to be 
eligible, possess the requisite knowledge of Irish to 
carry out the duties of their prospective office in the 
language.

Appointment of Resident Gaelic Commissioners.

3. It is suggested that, in each of the provinces of 
Ulster, Connaught and Munster, a resident com
missioner should be appointed whose area should cover 
the Gaeltacht and semi-Gaeltacht districts in the pro
vince, and whose duty it should be to see that the 
regulations to be made regarding the knowledge of the 
Irish language required of persons appointed to public 
positions in these districts, and the functioning of 
officials in the language, are carried out.

4. The departmental difficulties in the way of giving 
effect to this suggestion are recognised but, it is con
sidered of great importance.

Oglaigh na k-Eireann and Gdrda Siothchana.

5. Special inducements should bp offered to Irish 
speakers to enlist in the Gaelic Battalion and the 
Gárdai.

Education.

6. The main defect of the system of education in 
the Gaeltacht is that it is confined to books and literary 
attainments and fails to train the children in useful 
processes or in developing initiative.
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Recommendations.
7. Establishment of practical technical schools deal

ing with agriculture, fishing, weaving, horticulture, 
processes of working in wood, metals, cement, etc.

8. In the Gaeltacht districts the county rate for 
Irish should be utilized for the technical and cultural 
training of Gaelic speakers.

9. Establishment of continuation schools on the lines 
of the Danish Folk schools.

10. Selection of suitable native-speaking boys and 
girls for training for the teaching profession.

Social and Cultural.
11. Instruction and amusement should be combined. 

School houses and village halls could be utilized in 
the evenings as social centres for the production of 
Irish plays and training in music, singing, Irish dances, 
etc. Gramophones with Irish records could be use
fully set up in the schools and village halls.

Economic Conditions—Migration.

12. In order to minimise the danger of the migrants 
from the Gaeltacht under a re-settlement scheme be
coming anglicised, it is recommended that the colonies 
to be transplanted should be as large and cohesive as 
possible, and that they should be re-settled as near to. 
the Gaeltacht districts as practicable.

Fishing.
18. The importance of the development of the fishing 

industry in relation to the preservation of the Gael
tacht cannot be exaggerated.

Establishment of Industries.

14. The Shannon Development Scheme affords 
opportunities not hitherto available for industrial de
velopment in the Gaeltacht. Facilities should be given 
through the Trades Loans Act or otherwise to en
courage the establishment of suitable industries.

General.

15. Before definitely deciding as to whether discri
mination should be used between the Gaeltacht and 
semi-Gaeltacht districts it would be necessary to know 
what provisions are to be made for the Gaeltacht. Very 
stringent measures must be taken regarding the use of 
English by officials in the real Gaeltacht. As similar 
measures may not be found practical, if strictly carried 
out in districts only partially Irish-speaking, and might 
have a reactionary effect, it will probably be found 
necessary to differentiate between the two classes o f 
areas.

MEMORANDUM re Public Services.

Old Age Pensions.

16. The local customs and excise officer should be 
an Irish speaker, and be instructed to transact his 
business in Irish only. The appeal officer should also’
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be of the same kind. Forms and papers could also be 
in Irish.

Gérda Siochána.
17. All members of the force should be Irish speakers 

with a specific order that their work was to be con
ducted in Irish altogether in the Gaeltacht and semi- 
Gaeltaeht. Correspondence with such stations from 
their superior officers should be in Irish. They should 
use people’s Irish names when in court and law papers, 
unless somebody makes specific objection. Particularly 
should the officers in charge of the Gárda see that the 
use of Irish in this manner is put on a disciplinary 
basis.

Law Courts.
18. (a) In the Gaeltacht or semi-Gaeltaclit, the dis

trict justice, the State solicitor, and the court clerk 
must be Irish speakers and scholars, and none other 
should hold or should be continued in office. Their 
authority in the court should be used relentlessly to 
keep Irish in the position of predominance. The in
terpreter should be required only for the convenience 
of those who know only English. Frankly, this is 
revolutionary and will put solicitors and outsiders in 
an undignified position. In all Kerry there is only one 
solicitor who can speak Irish, and it is nearly time 
that their anglicising influence was checked.

(b) Peace Commissioners in the Irish-speaking dis
tricts should he Irish speakers and with literary ability 
enough in them to take down depositions, etc-, in Irish. 
In the Dingle Peninsula there are four or five Com
missioners. None of them knows Irish, oral or 
written,.

(c) Compulscries and court notices issued in those 
districts should be in Irish—there is no need to have 
them in English at all.

(d) Th© county court sessions should be on the same 
programme. Clerks of the Peace in Donegal, Galway 
and Kerry should be Irish scholars.

Education.
19. There is not much to press for at present by way 

of improvement on the existing plan of work of the 
primary education authorities. The only necessity is 
to be assured that the programme for the proper train
ing of teachers already partly trained to teach Irish 
will be continued with vigour. There are- some cases, 
indeed, where at great wrong is being done to Irish by 
the fact that the teacher is not now and never will be 
able to teach Irish. The education ministry will have 
either to dismiss or transfer such teachers. (Cooma- 
kishte N. S., Caherdaniel, Co. Kerry, is a case in point.)

Public Board and Local Government Officials.
20. Rate collectors, relief officers, clerks, secretaries, 

registrars, medical officers, nurses. The Local Govern
ment department has a veto on all appointments and, 
in the calse of the Gaeltacht, could exercise it against 
any candidate but one suited to the linguistic needs 
of the districts. In th© Irish-speaking: districts par
ticularly, an effort should be made to bring into official 
use the Irish form of place names. In great stretches 
o f the country, even outside the Gaeltacht, they are 
pronounced in the original Irish form even by English 
speakers. Irish names that have been supplanted by 
names like Newton, Castletown, Burnham, Hillville, 
etc., should be again put into the county council books 
.and be made the official form.

Ministry of Agriculture.
21. Instructors and veterinary inspectors under the 

above who operate in the Gaeltacht are often agents of 
alnglicisation. They could be made the very opposite 
—and lose nothing in effectiveness—by lecturing and 
instructing in Irish.

Post.
22. The Postmaster-General might be asked, and it is 

almost certain would agree, that the appointment of 
all sub-postmasters and mistresses in the Irish-speak
ing districts should be given to persons only who know 
Irish well—oral and written. Ditto, postmen, clerks, 
mail-car drivers, etc.

Voters and Jurors’ Lists.
23. People should be encouraged to have their proper 

Irish names registered on those lists. It is surely a 
matter for mirth to find a man from the Blasket Island 
registered as Thomas Crohan. The man never heal'd 
that name.

Fisheries.
24. There will be, presumably, some people sent to 

organise fisheries in the Gaeltacht. The Minister 
should have the necessity for providing Iriah-speaking 
organisers brought to his notice in time, lest he should 
be making appointments in the future.

Army.
25. If garrisons are to be maintained for any length 

of time in places like Dingle, the question of Irish 
speakers should not be forgotten Particularly officers, 
if they were “  determined ”  Trish speakers, would 
have a considerable social influence.

Land Commission.
2b. Officials on the same plane of importance as law 

officers and clerks of courts, they wield a great power 
and are greatly respected or feared. They are the men 
with the power; and the language such men speak in 
the exercise of their authority is the one that gets the 
allegiance of the public. Hitherto it has been English. 
Irish is quite as effective for dividing a bog or fixing 
a boundary. Also, a receivable order in Irish for a 
half-year Land Commission rent would startle an Irish 
speaker as much as one in English.

* * * * *

The following statement, submitted by Eamonn 
Mac Giolla lasachta, had been circulated to the Com. 
misssioners :—

Deitheneas.
1. An Coimisiún so a bheith ceapuighthe ag Ard- 

Chomhairle an Rialtais, tá súil agam gur comhartha é 
sin go dtuigeann lucht stiúrtha na tire an dualgas atá 
ortha an Ghaedhealtacht do shabháilt, agus fós gur 
ceist báis nó beatha í seo agus ná fuil bliadhan ná leath 
bhliadhain féin le cailleamhaint má táid i ndáriribh 
timpeall ar an sgéal.
,Ví mói' dosna h-aireachtai a bheith ag obair as lámh 

a chéile.
2. Is cuma ceist na Gaedhilge d ’aithbheóchaint san 

Galldacht seachas 1 do coiméad beo san Gaeltacht. 
Tuigeann Air! airighthe an rud so is dócha ach nl misde 
dhom a rádh ná beidh aon éifeacht ceart san obair 
maran gcuireann na h-aireachtaí le chéile, maran 
mbionn siad ag obair as lámh a chéile d ’réir aon sgéim 
leathan, láidir, aigeanta amháin, nó in aon fhocal 
amháin maran mbionn dlúthbhaint ceart eatorra maidir 
le ceist na Gaedhilge. Tá an Rialtas ag caitheamh 
mórán airgid ar an nGaedhilg fé láthair ach san an 
céadna tá an Rialtas, i bhfochair leis an Eaglais agus 
le muintir na h-Eireann féin, ag marbhú na Gaedhilge 
6 lá go lá ar a ndithcheall. Seadh, dá mhéid atá dhá 
dhéanamh ag an Rialtas ar a son cuirtear ar neamhnidh 
é toisg gan aon sgéim éifeachtúil a bheith i bhfeidhm a 
bhaineann le gach aon Roinn den Rialtas, sé sin, le rádh 
toisg gan aon policy deimhinightheach a bheith ar aigne 
ag an Ard Chomhairle.

3. Is heag an mhaith atá dhá dhéanamh, cuir i 
gcás, in áit san Gaeltacht ’na bhfuil na Gárdaf Sloth- 
chána ábalta ar an nGaedhilg do labhairt leis na daoine 
má tá Béarlóirl dhá gcur amach ón sgoil agesna múin- 
teóiri, gnó na bpinsiún dhá phlé a' Béarla, Béarla d& 
stealladh ag fear a phuist agus é ag gabhailt mór- 
thimpeall ó tigh go tigh leis na leitreacha agus mar sin 
de, gan trácht ar faoisdín dhá éisteacht ag an Sagart 
i mBéarla, agus Béarla le cloisint ón altóir. Fágamls 
an taobh san den sgéal ar leath-taoibh, per domhan é, 
dá thabhaehtaighte é.

Gaedhilgeóirí amháin fé ’n  Bialtas san Gaedhealtacht.
4. Ba cheart, d ’réir mo thuairim, Riaghal do-bhriste 

do chur i bhfeidhm go mbéadh an Ghaedhilg ag gach 
aon sheirbhíseach stáit a bhlonn ag obair de gnáth san 
Gaedhealtacht. Is ionan san a’s a rádh go gcuirfidhe 
a lán daoine as a gcuid post. Nil aon mhaitheas a 
bheith ag ceilt rudai orrain féin. Chun an ruda seo 
do dhéanamh do bhéadh airgead ag teastáil. Nl 
bhfuighfidhe iad go léir d ’aistriú go dti áiteanna eile 
leathismuigh den Ghaedhealtacht agus cáithfidhe cuid 
aca do chur ar phinsiún bheag nó mhór d ’reir an duine. 
Maran bhfuil an Rialtas sásta airgead do sholáthar chun 
obair sábháilt na Gaedhilge do dhéanamh i gceart nil 
in bhúr gcuid oibre ach caitheamh aimsire gan éifeacht.

5. Ná séirbhlsigh stáit is mó a mbionn cimilt acu
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leis na daoine, siad Bin is tabhachtaighe go mbeadh an 
Ghaedhilg acu; ’sd sin le rádh; na Gdrdai síothchána, 
maighistir an puist (agus a lucht conganta chomh 
maith) iearaibh an phuist, fear na bpinsiún, an Iustis, 
cléireaeh na cdirte, an dochtúir, fear sraithe do bhaíliú 
(ach tá siad san fé ’n gComhairle Conntae, dár ndoigh) 
agus go mór mhór an máighistir agus an mhdighistreds 
sgoile agus aon duine a bhaineann le iasgaracht.

6. Is digin do gach aon aire gan a bheith bog in aon 
saghas slighe. Má cheapann an bainisteóir sgoile, 
cuirim i gods ná bionn aige aoh roinnt Gaedhilge, caith- 
fidh Aireaoht Oideaehais diúltú don cheapadh nd beidh 
deire leis an obair ar fad go luath. Tá an rud cdadna le 
rádh maidir le gaoh aon phost a liontar ag an Rialtas 
nó a bhfuil an focal a liontar ag an Rialtas mar gheall 
air.

7. Rud eile n( dhéinfidh an rud malluighthe úd “  a 
knowledge of Irish ”  an gnó. Do deineadh an- 
dhiobhdil cheana toisg gan a bheith deimhnightheach 
ar cad is “  knowledge of Irish ”  ann.

Naimhde san Séirbhís Stáit.
8. Tá sprid ceart Gaedhealach ag teastáil sa Rialtas, 

ní h-amhdin san Árd-Chomhairle, ach tríd síos ó bun 
go bárr. Tá a fhios ag gach aoinne a bhfuil baint aige 
leis an gceist seo, agus a chuireann suim innti go 
ndéantar feall ar an Gaedhilg uaireannta gá naimhde 
d'aimhdheoin an Aire. Is beag aireacht nd fuil oifigighe 
innti a bhfuil roinnt comhachta acu agus gráin ceart 
acu ar an nGáedhilg.

9. Td a fhios ag an gCoimisiún, go léir, gan amhras, 
conus mar a bhi an sgéal san Gárda Síothchána ar dtúis 
agus conus a chuirtí Gárdai gan Ghaedhilg go dti an 
Ghaedhealtacht agus a fhágtai Gaedhilgeóirí i gceann- 
tracha ná raibh aon phráidhinn le na leithdidi. Creidim 
go bhfuil feabhas ar an sgéal san anois. Dála an sgéil, 
níor mhór do lucht stiúrtha an ghdrda cuimhneamh 
gurb i an Gaedhealtacht an chuid is iargcúlta den tir 
agus dá bhrigh sin go dtiocfaidh déistean ar na Gárdaí 
a bhfuil an Ghaedhilg acu—toisg gurb éigean dóibh 
fuireach a bhfad ósna bailtí móra i gcomhnuidhe— 
maran dteasbántar dóibh tré breis pá nd i slighe digin 
dá shaghas gurb ar mhaithe leó féin an Gaedhilg a 
bheith acu.

10. Ba cheart iarracht a dhéanamh Gaedhilgeóirí do 
mhealladh isteach san airm, le haghaidh an battallion 
fé leith úd, sa tslighe cdadna is doigh liom. Deirtear 
go hhfuil a lán daoine san airm, leis, ná fuil an Gaedh
ilg uatha in ao’ chor.

11. Is docha go bhfuil eolas agaibh ar chúis an fhir 
big úd, O Lionáin, agus conus a d ’aistrigheadh on 
nDaingean é—toisge a bheith ro-Ghaedhealach d ’réir 
deallraimh. Fior-adhb iseadh heart den t-saghas sin. 
Ba cheart go mbeadh árd-mholadh tuillte ag aon feadh- 
mannach stdit a dhéineann bsdid den Ghaedhilg i 
gcdrsai a ghnótha san Gaedhealtacht— is eagal liom, 
dmh, nd bionn ach a mhalairt. Béidir gur neamh- 
shuim is cionntach nios mó ná gráin ceart ar an 
Gaedhilg, ach sé an rud céadna é i ndeire na sgribe.

An Sprid ceart ■ Sampla Mhichil Vi Choileáin.
12. Tuiteann rudai mar sin amach ar aon chuma. 

’Dé chúis? Toisg ná cuirtear na luighe ar séirbhísigh 
stdit de gach aon saghas go bhfuil an Rialtas go léir ar 
aon aigne go bhfuiltear chun dian iarracht do dhéanamh 
chun na Gaeltachta do shdbhdil agus nd beidh meas 
madra acu ar aon duine nd fuil ar an aigne céadna. 
’Sé an rud atd ag teastdil ach an sprid a bhi ag 
Micheál <5 Coiledin agus d ’na Aire Airgid nuair a 
cuireadh sé ceist ar ’ceann gach aon oifig fé na aireacht 
.i. “ Cad atd déanta agat it ,”  oifige an tseachtain seo 
a ghaibh tharrainn chun cdrsai na Gaedhilge do chur 
chun cinn.
Béarla dhá labhairt ag GaedhilgeáirÍ san Gaedheal

tacht : ’De chúis.1
13. Cé. go bhfuil an Ghaedhilg ag fdghailt bdis, go 

tiugh, san Gaeltacht mar is e<Sl do chdch, ni bheadh 
aon iongantas orm md td an oireadh daoine sna ceann- 
tracha san, nó i gcuid acu, atd in iuil an Ghaedhilg do 
labhairt as do bhi, deich mblianta 6 shoin. Ach isé 
an Béarla a labhartar ag a ldn acu, go mór mhór ages 
na daone dga. Is minic a airighmid an t-aos óg ag 
imirt agus Béarla ar siubhal acu, cé nd fuil duine ortha 
bdidir nach taitheach leis an Ghaedhealg do labhair 
leis na sean-daoine sa mbaile.

14. Ach na h-aitreacha agus na mdtracha, teidheannn 
siad sin as a slighe chun Béarla briste do labhairt le

na gclann. Agus nd tdgtar ortha é. Cidheann siad 
nd fuil aon mheas ar an Ghaedhilg agus is doigh leo nd 
fuil in Alt IV ach Rdimóis agus baothchainnt (md td 
a fhios acu go bhfuil an bhunreacht ann in ao’ chor “De” 
chúis a labharfidis an Ghaedhealg lena gclann nuair na 
fuil aon tsuim dhd cur innti agesna daoine is mó le 
rddh sa pharóisde, agus md td fdin ni chothihugheann 
briathra na brdithre, ddr ndóigh agus is ar Sasana 
Nuadh a chaithfidh an clann céadna a n-aghaidh do 
thabhairt luath no mall.

15. Do labhairfeadh na tuismightheoiri an Ghaedhilg 
leis na leanbhai dd bhfeicidis go raibh aon mhaitheas 
san Gaedhilg agus do labhairfeadh na pdisti an 
Ghaedhilg lena chdile dd mha rudé gurb i an Ghaedh
ealg a d ’aireoidis sa mbaile agus san sgoil. Ni mór, dd 
bhrigh sin, ar an gcéad dul sios na daoine do choimedd 
san “  Ghaedhealtacht ”  agus fós teasbdint dóibh go 
bhfuil Gaerhilgeóiri ag teastdil le h-aghaidh post maithe 
fén Rialtas in Eirinn agus nach “  teanga na mbocht ”  
i feasta.

16. Ni misde liom a rddh nach ag cdineadh an Rial- 
tais ar fad atdim, mar is maith atd a fhios agam go 
bhfuil obair so-mholta déanta acu ’na ldn slighte, ach 
dheineas iarracht cheana romhann annseo cur ’na luighe 
ar an gCoimisidn nach neart go cur le chdile maidir 
leis an Rialtas agus leis an gceist seo chomh maith le 
gach aon rud eile.

Uireasbhaidh oibre (agus a leigheas?).
17. Sin i an adhb, nil mórdn oibre le fdghailt ag 

muintir na Gaedhealtachta. Nil aon mhuinghin agam 
as tionnsgdil a chuirfidhe ar bun ’d ’aon gnó chun obair 
do sholdthar dhóibh (leathsmuigh de rud beag suarach 
ar nds cniotdil stocai sa mbaile). Caithfidh gach aon 
tionnsgail seasmah ar a mbonnaibh féin nó teipfidh air 
luath nó mall. Obair do sholdthar do Ghaedhilgeoiri, 
sin 1 an cheist. Da mbeadh slighe maireachtana ag an 
mdid daoine féin atd ’na gcomhnuidhe san Ghaedheal
tacht fé ldthair ni bheadh an sgéal chomh dona a’s atd.

18. Gheobhfaidhe a rddh nd fuil ach dhd thionnsgail 
dhuthehasach san Ghateltacht .i. Iasgaracht agus feir- 
meóireacht. Nil aon eolas cruinn agam ar iasgaracht 
ach tuigim d tuarasgabhdil Coimisiún na cdad Ddla nd 
fdadfaidhe an sgdal do leigheas i gceart fé bhun timpeall 
milliún pdnt. Maidir le feirmeoireacht td dlighte 
nuadh ceapuighthe le ddidheanaighe agus bdidir go 
gcuirfidh siad feabhas ar an sgéal, ach is eagal liom 
gur beag i an difridheacht a bheidh le feicscint san 
Gaeltacht dd mbdrr, go ceann tamaill pe’r domhain e, 
agus ar aon chuma nil ach an oiread san acral leathis- 
muig limistdir na Gaedhealtachta agus ni bhfuighfidbe- 
é mhéadú. Ach gheobhfaidhe daoine d ’aistriú go dtf 
ceanntracha eile i bhfochair a chéile agus coilineachtai 
Gaedhilge do phlannddil fé ’n Land Commission.

19. Agus ós rud é gurb ag tagairt do feirmeoireacht 
atdim is doigh liom gur mhaith an rud d dd bhfuigh- 
fidhe feirmeoir mór—a mbeadh roinnt fearaibh oibre ag 
teastdil uaidh ar an bhfeirm—do mhealladh isteach san 
Gaedhealtacht nó go dti an dit ba ghiorra don bhfior- 
ghaedhealtacht a mbeadh feirm cuibheasach maith le 
fdghdilt ann, sd sin le rddh feirmeoir a chuirfeadh suim 
san Gaedhilg, gan amhras. Fdacaidh ar an difeacht 
agus ar an sampla a bheadh ann dd mba rud d gur le 
Gaedhilg a dhdanfaidhe an obair ar fad in dit an duine 
ba thabhachtaighe sa pharoisde (ni airighim an sagart).

20. Is amhlaidh a bhionn a mhalairt de sgdal ann 
anois i gcomhnuidhe. Is ionann feirmeoir ldidir agus 
aigne neamh-Ghaedhealach de ghndth. Ach td an 
saghas eile ann, mar sin fdin. Piaras Macanna, cuirim 
i gcds (go nddanaidh Dia trdcaire ar a anam), agus ni 
fheadar nd go bhfuil diteanna dd leithdad san Gaedheal
tacht fdin leis (e.g., i Spidddal). Anois an t-am mar 
go bhfuil na Sasanaigh trdis teicheadh le deidhean- 
naighe agus td a gcuid talmhan agus a gcuid tighte (na 
ceannaibh ndr ddghadh) diomhaoin. Ni fheadar an fid 
mórdn an plean sin, dmhthach, agus nilim ach ag 
tarraingt anuas d.

21. Molaim don Choimisiun cuimhneamh ar an obair 
mhaith a gheobhfaidhe dhdanamh tríd stdr cumann 
comh-oibre. Td sampla maith sa Rinn. Creidim go 
bhfuil i dTir Chonaill leis. Slighe chun na Ghaedheal- 
tachta do choimead Gaedhealach iseadh d sin, nd chun 
na Ghaedhilge do choimead dhd labhairt agesna daoine 
pd sgdal d.

22. Leathismuigh desna oibreacha coitchianta a 
bhfuilim trdis a bheith ag trdcht ortha, tuiteann amach 
uaireannta go bhfuigheann na daoine obair ar feadh 
bliadhna nd cdpla bliadhan a thugann an-congnamh
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dóibh. Nior gádli do bhuacaillí óga na Rinne, ouir i 
gcás, imtheacht thar sáile an fhaid as do bhi an piorra 
ag Oeann Helbhic dhá thógaint. Do bhuail Rialtas 
Shean-Shasana buille ar son na Gaedhilge (i ngan ihios 
dóibh féin gan dabht) nuair a chuireadar an obair sin 
ar bun. Ní mholfainn d ’ár Rialtas féin piorrai do 
thógaint anso agus annsúd, dár ndóigh, d ’fhonn obair 
do sholathar do Ghaedhilgeóirí ach tá slighthe eile 
seachas é sin.

23. Cuirtear an oiread san crainn gach aon bhliadhan. 
SDá Forestry Stations i gCo. Cille Mantáin, i gCo. 
Laoighise, i gCo. Tiobrad Arainn agus i gCondaethe 
nach iad, tugann gach aon cheann aou obair do roinnt 
iearaibh ar feadh an gheimhridh agus cuid den tsamh- 
radh leis. Dhéarfainn gur ceart Forestry Station nó 
dó do chur ar bun san Ghaeltacht. Ni oirfead an 
Iarthar ro-mbaith dá leithéid ach tá áiteanna san 
Gaedhealtacht i gCiíige Mumhain a d ’oirfeadh, agus 
maidir leis sin má túthar e bun sgéim mór foraoi- 
seachta do cheapadh don tír seo beidh caoi ag an 
Rialtas cuimhneamh ar an Gaedhealtacht sa tslighe sin. 
Ní gádh dom a rádh nár mhór Gaedhilgeoir a bheith i 
mbun na hoibre, bíodh sí buan nó sealadach.

Aireacht nó lioinn fé leith.
24. Tá aon rud amhain eile gur mhaith liom a rádh. 

Má’s féidir é in aon saghas slighe ba bhreagh an rud 
é  dá mbeadh Aire fé leith le haghaidh na Gaedhilge, nó 
le haghaidh na Gaedhealtachta. Saghas “  Extern 
Minister ”  a bheadh ann. Tá a fhios agam go maith 
go mbeadh grain ceart agesna h-Airi eile ar Aire nó 
stiúrthóir na Gaedhilge—aon duine aeu ná béadh fíor- 
dhílis i dtaobh na Gaedhilge mar go mbéadh seisean i 
gcomhnuidhe ag tabhairt fútha agus ad’ iarraidh a 
«heart do bhaint amach uatha. Tá an iomarca ráidhte 
agam cheana agus nil slighe agam cur sios go cruinn ar 
cade an obair a bheadh le déanamh aige, ach d ’fhéad- 
fadh sé chuige, cuir igcás, go ndéanfaidhe rud de thuar- 
asgabháil an Chomisiún so. Tá' fhios agam narbh fhuiris 
an rud do shocrú sa tslighe ná beadh sé i gcomhnuidhe 
ag cur isteach ar obair na n-aireachtai eile.

25. Is fib cuimhneamh ar an gceist seo, pé sgéal é, 
agus dá mba rud é ná fuighfidhe glachadh leis mar 
phlean, béidir go bhféadfaidhe Coimisinéirí do cheapadh 
le haghaidh gach aon chúige mar atá curtha in iúl dlbh 
i bfinnédheacht coiste Ard-Chomhairle na gConndae. 
Deirfidh me anois an rud céadna a dubhraigheas i 
dtosach mo ehuid cainnte .i. nárbh mór dluth-bhaint 
a bheith idir na hAireachtai go léir i dtaobh ceist na 
Gaedhilge san Gaedhealtacht, agus is fearr a 
thabhairfeadh Aire na Gaedhilge chun críoch é ná aon 
rud eile, is doigh liom, a gheobhfaidhe ceapadh chuige 
sin.

(Sighnithe),
EAMONN MAC GIOLLA IASAOHTA.

1laheen, Tuamijiiiney. Co. nn Clilair. 
-Oa,lh Bealtaine, 1925.

* * * * *
AN SEANADOIR EAMON MAC GIOLLA IASACHTA. 

examined.
1. Chairman.—We have gone carefully through your 

statement, Senator, and there are a few questions 1 
would like to ask generally on it. What particular 
Irish-speaking districts have you experience of?—I 
cannot say that I have intimate personal knowledge 
■of any particular one, but for a considerable number 
■of years I have been visiting Ring on and off.

2. I  was struck by your remark that there is not a 
year—nor even half a year—to be lost if there is any
thing to be done in this matter, and I  was wondering 
what you had in view ?—It is common knowledge that 
Irish speakers are vanishing with great rapidity. I 
.saw that in Ring, and, apart from that, the Irish 
speakers, even those who are remaining, are ceasing 
to speak Irish.

3. Does that remark apply to any particular dis
tricts ?—It refers to them all and especially to the only 
district I know well.

4. You refer to the fact that the Government, the 
Church, and the people themselves are killing the 
language, can you briefly say what the Government, 
the Church, and the people themselves are leaving 
undone at the> moment what they might be doing ?— 
Let us begin with the1 Government. They held a gar
den party a  couple of days ago, and, as far as I  could

say, there was nothing but Sasanachas there. There 
was not even an Irish piper there.

5. As regards the garden party, were the invitations 
issued in Irish?—No. I got one, and I did not accept 
it.

6. They were not ?—No, but they should be. If you 
look at the top of the State you will see very little 
bias for general Irish colour about their method of 
procedure. You asked me a very general question 
on which I could keep speaking for hours.

7. Take the State, you say there is very little show 
of Irish at the top. We had evidence from the Gaelic 
League yesterday that every letter in Irish had to 
be written by hand by the secretary before it could 
be typed, which shows that there was a certain un
preparedness in the machinery for carrying on the 
ordinary public business ?—That is the question of 
shorthand ?

8. Yes?—That is true, but it can be overcome. I 
often dictate letters in Irish slowly to my clerk and 
they appear in my words afterwards, which shows 
that it is not taken down in English and 
translated afterwards into Irish. I don’t see why it 
should be impossible. But that does not alter the 
general attitude of the people who rule us towards 
the Irish language.

9. Then as regards the Church ?—That is a somewhat 
delicate question. At the same time I suppose it is 
common knowledge that the Church on the whole— 
perhaps, I had better take Ring as it is the only 
place I know. Have you had evidence about the 
Church in Ring?

10. No, not in particular. What are the things the 
Church is leaving undone that it might do at present ? 
—It is not going out of its way to send Irish-speak
ing priests to Irish-speaking districts, and when they 
are sent they don’t go out of their way to encourage 
the Irish language. For instance, the old people in 
Ring have to make their confessions in English.

11. What are the people leaving undone that 
they might do ?—The Irish-speaking parents are 
speaking English to their children, and I don’t 
blame them altogether for doing so, because 
they believe the Irish language is no good. 
That is why I believe from the top down it 
ought to, be demonstrated by a vigorous policy of 
the Government and the Church that Irish is our lan
guage. There is no doubt whatever about it you have 
children who can speak Irish quite well and their 
parents speak English only to these children. The 
children always speak Irish when playing. I sneaked 
about with my ears open on several occasions to hear 
what language they were playing in and I found it 
was English, and they could all answer me in Irish.

12. Then people who have Irish are not speaking it? 
—Yes.

13. Are there any things the people who have not 
Irish might do which they are not doing?—They might 
give up looking upon Irish as a barbarous language 
and in priding themselves in not knowing it. It is 
not quite as bad as it was. The language of the bog 
is Irish, and the language of the large farmer and 
Government official is English; that is the attitude. I 
know one large farmer in Ring, and although he and 
his family know Irish well, I don’t think I am libel
ling him when I say that for the most part the lan
guage of his establishment, even with the men work
ing in the place, is English. That is the way the 
people themselves are deliberately killing the lan
guage.

14. You feel amotig the people who have not Irish 
that there is an opinion that the Irish speaker is only 
an ignorant person in the country at present?—Cer
tainly ; people don’t believe that Irish is any good at 
all. Down in Dingle not so long ago there was a 
pensions officer and he believed that Article 4 of the 
Constitution was a real thing, and he proceeded to do 
all his work in Irish first to the amazement of the 
people, and later on to their delight. In any case, 
after he had been doing this for a time he began to 
send in his reports to his superior officers in Irish, 
who, after the manner of so many of the intermediate 
officials of the Government, did not like it, and he 
was moved, away and an English speaker put in his 
place. That is the way the Government is doing 
active harm to the Gaeltacht. There may be men in 
the Government—the Executive Council even may be 
actuated' by the best motives, but they allowed them
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selves to be thwarted by officials who are a half-way 
link between the rank and file and themselves. For 
example, in the Garda Siochana we know that while 
General Eoin O’Duffy did all he possibly could to 
send Gaidai who had Irish to the Gaeltaclit, in prac
tice a number of these were sent to English-speaking 
districts and rite versa. It was discovered that the 
general order he gave was at least misinterpreted by 

.some person below him who was not particularly fond 
of the Irish language. That is only my opinion.

15. If deliberate eases such as the Dingle case oc
curred, don’t you think that representations of some 
kind should he made in the matter?—There always 
are.

16. And no heed is taker, of them?—I would not say 
that, but things would I»1 much worse but for repre
sentations.

17. On the general question of Irish and officials in 
the Gaeltacht I would like to he clear as to your own 
and the General Council’s opinion?—1 am straying 
far from the General Council’s opinion.

18. Is it your opinion that in the Gaeltacht or Breac- 
Ghaeltacht there should be no official their of the local 
authorities or the central administration who should 
not be able to do his work in Irish?—Certainly, in the 
Gaeltacht. I don’t know how far the Breac-Ghael- 
tacht is supposed to extend.

19. Do you know any districts where Irish is stili 
spoken and where you have not a homogeneous popu
lation ?—There is one quite near where 1 live myself.

20. Do you think that the officials operating in these 
districts should be required to know Irish ?—Certainly 
as far as the future ones are concerned. All the exist
ing officials in the Breac-Ghaeltacht should be sacked 
if they don’t know the language in a given time. As , 
far; as the Gaeltacht is concerned they should he 
sacked or exchanged if they don’t know Irish.

21. What percentage of Irish speakers should there 
be among the population before you would require that 
a non-Irish speaking official would be removed ? In 
other words, what percentage ought to constitute the 
Gaeltacht ? There on that map you have districts in 
which you have .'in to 100 per cent, of the population 
Irish speaking. We are dealing with administration 
as distinct from education. There may be places in 
which yon would require the whole work of education 
done in Irish. There are other places where you 
might not think it reasonable that the officials coming 
into contact with the people should have a knowledge 
of Irish. You might have one border line cutting off 
areas where th > whole educational machinery should 
be through the medium of Irish, and you might have 
another border line where, as far as the officials and 

.administrative machinery were concerned, the ad
ministrative machinery should be entirely capable of 
carrying on its wc rk in Irish ?—Without having given 
the matter very careful consideration, I would 
imagine that anything over 50 per cent. Irish speakers 
in a district would require compulsory regulations in 
that respect to bal put in force. That is a real 50 pei 
cent, and not 50 per cent, on the 1911 census.

22. Do1 you think that if you have a district where 
you have 40 per cent, of the people knowing Irish that 
officials should be appointed who knew English only ? 
—I said before that no official for the Gaeltacht or 
Breac-Ghaeltacht should be appointed who did not 
know Irish. It would he a considerable step forward 
if we could get only Irish speakers appointed through 
the Gaeltacht.

23. With what percentage of Irish speakers amongst 
the population would you refuse to appoint Irish
speaking officials?—If I answer that it would he an 
answer on the spur of the moment, and I might not 
agree with it later on.

24. We can only derive benefit from considered 
opinions and I would not press you to answer the 
question. Do I understand that you would require for 
50 per cent. Irish-speaking districts officials who would 
know Irish ?—While I am perfectly certain in my 
opinion about the fact that in some areas such drastic 
action should be taken, I am not perfectly sure. For 
instance, if you take Ring, which according to that 
map has 85 per cent.

25. Chairman.—That is according to the 1911 census. 
W e are getting a 1925 map.

Witness.—Ring would be a district where you should 
have all Irish-speaking officials. I don’t know what 
-percentage you have in Doolin, Co. Clare. That is

another place where Irish ought to he made compul
sory for officials. It would be more than 50 per cent., 
and the existing officials ought to know Irish. 1 am 
not prepared to give an absolutely considered opinion 
on| the percentage question. It would he foolish to 
do so without consideration.

20. On the question in paragraph á ol your summary, 
have you any idea as to how a standard might be 
arrived at in testing people for their Irish? Is a stan
dard desirable ?—It is not so much about an exact ex
amination or number of marks a person should get. 
Sometimes when a person says “  Dia is muire duit,” 
people think they have a knowledge of Irish. In order 
to make a knowledge of Irish real a person should 
pass a written and an oral test. The person who is 
going to work in the Gaeltacht must know Irish very 
well, because in the f i r s t  place if he lias bad Irish 
he won’t be understood by the people. They will 
speak English to him. For instance, in Baile ua 
ngall, which is a pretty good Irish-speaking distriet, 
the people would not understand him.

27. If it w ere possible to regulate certificates such as 
tile Board of Education certificates in England, which 
would be issued by the Educational Department here 
by annual examination, do you think a certificate 
from a general examination like that of a set stan
dard would serve your purpose?—I don’t know any
thing about the paiticular examination you speak ot.

28. The Board of Education in England sets an ex
amination in every subject you can think of?—But 
here we are only thinking of a knowledge of Irish, and 
we assume they aie qualified for their work.

29. 1 am speaking of Irish as a kind of hall mark ? 
—1 would prepare a memorandum about that if you 
like.

30. I just wanted to know if a certificate given under 
the Ministry of Education would fill what you have in 
mind ?—I think so.

31. On the question of employment in the Gaeltacht, 
you say that farming and fishing are the main per
manent industries, but you don’t think that the re
sults of recent legislation bearing on agriculture will 
show themselves very quickly in any improvement on 
the agricultural side in the Irish-speaking districts?— 
The people in these districts have only small patches 
of bad land, and if you improve the prices of butter 
and various things by legislation it won’t improve the 
position of these people very seriously. If a man 
has two sons, for instance, he cannot give them both 
a living. That is why I say that not very much ex 
tension can lie looked for from the agricultural side 
so far as the present conditions in the Gaeltacht are 
concerned.

32. Is the land in the Gaeltacht of a poor quality, 
and are the people living in particularly strained cir
cumstances?—I would say the majority are. You 
would get few large fanners in these districts.

33. Von have to a certain extent been interested in in
dustry in a more or less Irish-speaking district?--Not 
more or less in an Irish-speaking district It is ten 
miles from the Breac-Gliacltacht. What I tried to do 
with indifferent success was to import people from the 
Irish-speaking districts in order to create a new Irish- 
speaking district. 1 failed, and instead of having 
sixty men working for me I have only fifteen. And 
the consequence is that anything winch goes back 
economically cannot possibly support any such 
scheme as I have in mind. If you bring people from 
one place to another, and they know the reason they 
are brought is because they speak Irish, there is a 
certain tendency on their part to believe that their 
■main object in life is to speak Irish and not to pro
duce wealth, and that being so it rather adds to the 
difficulties of the position.

34. Have you seen the figures quoted by the Minis
ter for Agriculture as to the amount of land available 
to deal with the number of landless men'-1—I gut a 
kind of shock, but I have recovered from it. It tin- 
land available was given in any reasonable extent to 
Irish-speaking people it would certainly accommo
date a great many of them. In other words, if pre
ference was given to congests from the Gaeltacht of 
the right type, his figures would not matter so much.

35. Would you be satisfied if the Irish-speaking dis
tricts got their proportion based on the population 
strength?—I won’t be satisfied until the whole of 
Ireland is Irish-speaking.

36. As far as land is concerned ?—No, if the Govern-
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m e n t  a r e  g o i n g  t o  m a k e  i t  p a r t  o f  t h e i r  g e n e r a l  
p o l i c y  t h a t  I r i s h  i s  t o  he p r e s e r v e d ,  t h e y  o u g h t  t o  
g i v e  s p e c i a l  t r e a t m e n t  t o  t h e  G a e l t a e h t  a n d  t h e  i n 
h a b i t a n t s  o f  t h e  G a e l t a e h t .  T h e y  s h o u l d  h e  c o m p e n 
s a t e d  f o r  t h e  e c o n o m i c  h a r d s h i p s  o f  t h e  p a s t  b y  
d e l i b e r a t e l y  f a v o u r i n g  t h e m  t o  s o m e  e x t e n t  n o w .

37. W i t h  t h e  e x c e p t i o n  o f  p l a c i n g  a d d i t i o n a l  l a n d  
at  t h e i r  d i s p o s a l ,  y o u  h a v e  n o  s u g g e s t i o n s  t o  o f f e r  as  
t o  h o w  b e t t e r  u s e  m a y  h e  m a d e  f r o m  t h e  a g r i c u l t u r a l  
p o i n t  o f  v i e w  o f  t h e  l a n d  a t  p r e s e n t  in  t h e  I r i s h -  
s p e a k i n g  d i s t r i c t s  o r  h o w  t h e  f i s h i n g  i n d u s t r y  m a y  b e  
m a d e  t o  s u p p o r t  t h e  I r i s h - s p e a k i n g  p o p u l a t i o n ? — A s  
r e g a r d s  t h e  f i s h i n g  i n d u s t r y ,  a  C o m m i s s i o n  s a t  in  
1920 that ,  w e n t  t o  t h e  q u e s t i o n  v e r y  c a r e f u l l y  m i d  d e 
c i d e d  y o u  c o u l d  d o  n o t h i n g  f o r  f i s h i n g  p i e c e m e a l ,  a n d  
t h a t  t h e  w h o l e  t h i n g  w o u l d  h a v e  to  b e  d e a l t  w i t h  
a l t o g e t h e r .  I s o l a t e d  e f f o r t s  m a y  h e l p  t h e  f i s h i n g  
l o c a l l y  b u t  i t  w o u l d  n o t  h e l p  v e r y  m u c h .  I f  p a r t  of  
t h e  G o v e r n m e n t  p o l i c y  is  t o  g i v e  s p e c i a l  t r e a t m e n t  to  
t h e  G a e l t a e h t ,  I  d a r e s a y  t h e y  m i g h t  h e l p  t h e m  to  
s o m e  e x t e n t .  I t  is  g e n e r a l l y  r e c o g n i s e d  t h e  f i s h in g  
as it s t a n d s  at t h e  m o m e n t  is a l m o s t  i n c a p a b l e  o f  
b e i n g  p u t  o n  a p r o p e r  b a s i s  w i t h o u t  a l a r g e  s u m  o f  
m o n e y .

.38 C a n  v o n  s a y  i f  t h e  r e p o r t  s t a t e d  t h a t  t h e  m o n e y  
o u g h t  t o  lie p u t  i n t o  t h e  b u s i n e s s  h v  t h e  G o v e r n 
m e n t ? — 1 d o n ’ t  k n o w .  C o l o n e l  M o o r e  w a s  o n  t h e  C o m 
m i s s i o n ,  a n d  h e  c o u l d  a n s w e r  t h a t .  R e g a r d i n g  t h e  
l a n d .  I  s u p p o s e  t h e  g e n e r a l  a g r i c u l t u r a l  l e g i s l a t i o n  
w i l l  h e l l > s t o c k  a n d  p r o d u c e ,  h u t  I  h a v e  s u g g e s t e d  
f u r t h e r  o n  it  m i g h t  bo  p o s s i b l e  t o  se leet  one. o r  t w o  
p l a c e s  in  t h e  G a e l t a e h t  f o r  f o r e s t r y  s t a t i o n s .  T h e  
G o v e r n m e n t  a r c  at p r e s e n t  a d o p t i n g  a  f a i r l y  f o r w a r d ,  
a c t i v e  p o l i c y  i n  r e g a r d  to  a f f o r e s t a t i o n ,  a n d  in  p l a c e s  
w h e r e  t h e y  d o  p l a n t i n g  t h e y  g i v e  a  c o n s i d e r a b l e  
a m o u n t  o f  e m p l o y m e n t .  I f  t h e r e  c o u l d  he o n e  o r  t w o  
s u c h  p l a c e s  set  u p  it w o u l d  h e  a h e l p  in  t h e  r ig h t  
d i r e c t i o n .  1 k n o w  i t  d o e s  n o t  m e a n  a n y t h i n g  l i k e  
t h e  S h a n n o n  S c h e m e  It, o n l y  m e a n s  a d o z e n  m e n  
h e r e  o r  t h e r e

39. H a v e  you a n y  e x p e r i e n c e  in  a f f o r e s t a t i o n  
m a t t e r s ' - '— 1 h a v e .

4(1. D o  y o u  f e e l  t h a t  m o n e y  p u t  i n t o  a f f o r e s t a t i o n  
w i l l  c o m e  o u t  o f  i t  l a t e r  o n  r— Y e s .  I  d o .

41. H a v e  y o u  c o n s i d e r e d  at a l l  h o w  a d d i t i o n a l  i n 
d u s t r y  m i g h t  h e  p r o v i d e d  in  t h e  G a e l t a e h t ? — I d o n ’ t 
s e e  h o w  it c o u l d .  1 d o n ’t b e l i e v e  i n d u s t r i e s  s h o u l d  
h e  [nit  d o w n  s i m p l y  t o  s ta r t  i n d u s t r i e s .  A n  i n d u s t r y  j 
m u s t  he  s u f f i c i e n t l y  c l o s e  t o  r a w  m a t e r i a l s  a n d  p r o x -  i 
i n i i t v  to  m a r k e t s — t h a t  is o n  a  l a r g e  s c a le — to  he  a  I 
s u c c e s s .  A s  r e g a r d s  k n i t t i n g ,  I  t h i n k  t h a t  i n d u s t r y  
s u c c e e d e d  f a i r l y  w e l l  i n  D o n e g a l .

42 Y o u  s u g g e s t  b ig  f a r m e r s  o u g h t  t o  he  i n d u c e d  t o  
s e t t l e  in  t h e  G a e l t a e h t .  A r e  y o u  a w a r e  that- a  p o l i c y  
i n  t h e  o p p o s i t e  d i r e c t i o n  is  b e i n g  a d o p t e d  u n d e r  t h e  
L a n d  Act ?— I w o u l d  m u c h  p r e f e r  t o  s e e  t h e  l a r g e  
f a r m s  d i v i d e d  u p  a n d  g i v e n  to  t h e  s m a l l  m e n .  I f  
there is  a  l a r g e  f a r m  w i t h  a  l a r g e  h o u s e  it  s e e m s  to  
c a l l  f o r  a  d i v i s i o n .  E v e r y  f a r m  o v e r  300 a c r e s  s h o u l d  
h e  d i v i d e d  u p  e x c e p t  v e r y  e x c e p t i o n a l  o n e s .

43. Y o u  s p e a k  a b o u t  i ' o - o p e r a t i v e  s t o r e s ,  h a v e  y o u  
a n y  e x p e r i e n c e  ot  t h e s e ?  O n e  p o i n t  s t r ik e s  m e  p a t -  j 
t i e u l a r l y ,  a n d  t h a t  is  a m o n g  t h e  f a r m i n g  c o m m u n i t y
a c e r t a i n  a m o u n t  o f  c r e d i t  is n e c e s s a r y ,  a n d  c o - o p e i -  
a t i v e  s t o r e s  a r e  h a r d l y  in  a p o s i t i o n  to  g i v e  as m u c h  
c i  edit, as  f a r m e r s  w o u l d  get  f r o m  t h e  s h o p k e e p e r s ?  
C o - o p e r a t i v e  s t o r e s  h a v e  n o t  b e e n  a great, s u c c e s s  in  
m a n y  p l a c e s ,  b u t  -m e  e s t a b l i s h e d  i n  R i n g  h a s  b e e n  
g e t t i n g  a l o n g  v e r y  w e l l ,  b u t  t h e  s a m e  s t o r e  h a s  a d i s 
t i n c t l y  ( l e - a n g h e i s i n g  i n f l u e n c e .  .- Ip /opo.s  of w h a t  you 
w e n -  s a y i n g  a  w h i l e  a g o ,  a c u r i o u s  fa c t  is  t h a t  Iri.-li 
i s  s p o k e n  a ll  d a y  i n  t h a t  s t o r e ,  a n d  I  o b s e r v e d  th a t  
t w o  p e r s o n s  w h o .  h a v i n g  s p o k e n  I r i s h  a l t o g e t h e r  i n 
s i d e ,  s p o k e  E n g l i s h  w h e n  t h e y  c a m e  o u t s i d e  i n  t h e  
e v e n i n g .

44. l)i'i>uty Ha i ter.— I n  a n s w e r  t o  t h e  C h a i r m a n  y o u  
g a v e  u s  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  i n  p l a c e s  w h e r e  60 o r  70 
p e r  c e n t ,  o f  t h e  p e o p l e  w o u l d  b e  I r i s h - s p e a k i n g  y o u  
w o u l d  d i s p e n s e  w i t h  a l l  l o c a l  o f f i c e r s  o f  l o c a l  b o d i e s  
w h o  d i d  n o t  s p e a k  I r i s h .  D o  I  u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  is 
w h a t  y o u  m e a n  ?— I  m e a n  t h a t  t o  a p p l y  t o  p e o p l e  w h o  
a r e  w o r k i n g  a l t o g e t h e r  in  t h e  G a e l t a e h t  a n d  w h o  d o  
n o t  k n o w  I r i s h ;  f o r  i n s t a n c e ,  p o s t m e n ,  s c h o o l  
t e a c h e r s ,  e t c .

45. I  u n d e r s t o o d  y o u  t o  s a y  l o c a l  o f f i c e r s ? — I  w a s  
s p e a k i n g  o f  a l l  p u b l i c  o f f i c ia ls .

46. O f f i ce r s  o f  l o c a l  b o d i e s  i n c l u d e d  ?— Y e s ,  e v e r y  
s o r t  o f  o f f i c ia l  o f  e v e r y  d e s c r i p t i o n  u n d e r  b o t h  t h e  
G o v e r n m e n t  a n d  l o c a l  a u t h o r i t y .

47. You mean that to apply to existing officials?—I  
do, certainly. That is why 1 don’t like having to answer 
questions about percentages because there are fairly 
far-reaching consequences involved. It might mean 
sacking people by the hundred or by the thousand, 
and that would be at ridiculous thing to do. In very 
largely Irish-speaking places they could be sacked or 
pensioned or transferred.

48. Do you think it is a feasible thing to do what you 
suggest? Take teachers, officers of public authorities, 
rate collectors, medical officers, and all the others em
ployed by the local authorities, such as men on the 
roads and all these. You would dispense with these 
because they were unable to work in Irish, although 
some of them are officials of long standing. You would 
pension them off or transfer them. Do you think it is 
a practical suggestion ?—Yes.

49. Do you think it would meet with approval in the 
areas where these conditions exist? Suppose all the 
Government and local officials are changed and there 
is a clergyman left who is unable to do his work in 
Irish, your efforts in one direction would be in vain?' 
- A deputation in that ease could go to the Bishop 
and say, '* Here is a district and the Government 
has changed its officials and put in Irish-speaking, 
ones. The county council has done the same, ancL 
yours is the only body that has not done its bit.”  I 
would not be a bit afraid to go on a deputation like- 
that.

50. What do you think would he the attitude of the 
latepayers if the county councils of Clare, Galway, 
and Kerry were to pension off or transfer all their non- 
Irisli-spcaking officials?—In the first place the total 
number of people to whom this would apply is not 
very large. But in any case this is a matter on which 
a very considerable sum of public money has to be- 
spent, and if the Government are not prepared to 
spend money in saving the Gaeltaeht, you might 
as well not bother about the language at all.

51. AYe are not going to disagree about the necessity 
for doing this. It is the way to do it? -You can do 
anything with cash.

52 \Ve have to face the difficulty of getting cash and 
getting the people to spend money. Do you think a 
countv councillor going for election at the present 
time would obtain! the votes of the people in such an 
area if lie made a declaration that lie was going to 
pension off a number of the officials in that area and 
replace them with others?—The process by which 
people get votes is varied. It would not be tile busi
ness of any individual councillor to take up that ques
tion at all. IT is a question for the Government to 
take up and say. this must he the rule. It should 
pass new legislation, and say “  this is going to be 
the case in future.” It would then he the law that 
all officials in the Gaeltaeht shall be Irish-speaking.

53 Then the Government would override the autho
rity of the county council and compel them to do 
that •'- -That would be nothing new.

54. What is your idea of afforestation?—I have 
been connected with woods and nurseries since I was 
nineteen, hut my experience does not go so far as 
planting forests on a large scale or anything like- 
that. I have about twenty years’ experience of 
planting.

55. What are the possibilities of planting along the 
sea?—They are very poor indeed in Connemara.

56. Are there any possibilities whatever?—There' 
are plenty of places in the Gaeltaeht where affores
tation could he carried out.

57. Presently ?—Yes.
58. And give considerable employment?—It would 

only be a question of dozens of men here and there.
59. With regard to the reclamation of land, what is 

your view about that ?—I don’t say anything about 
that.

60. Have you any suggestion to make about the 
possibility of a vast area being reclaimed ?—Once the 
poor land in Ireland could have been reclaimed 
economically, but it would not he worth it now.

61. What about the bogland on the western sea
board ?—1 am not very well acquainted with the west.

02. There are vast areas of bogland where the bog 
has been cut off, is there any possibility of that being 
brought under cultivation ?—1 have not thought that 
out very much.

63. Mr. Hurdii.—You suggest that a separate min
istry should be set ,up to deal with the question of
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Irish; would you include under that all phases of 
Irish development? For instance, at present there 
are being conducted a great number of Irish classes 
under technical committees, would you include that 
kind of work under such a ministry?—I only throw 
out that suggestion. Its functions, I suggest, would 
be something like that of the treasury remembrancer 
under the old regime here, but a separate ministry 
might be found to he almost unworkable. There 
would be so much clash.

64. Don’t you think that a clash is necessary at the 
moment?—The only question is which would be the 
most effective. If you have merely a link between 
two ministries! of the Government, it might end in a 
certain amount of bad feeling. If you have a high 
official whose duty it is to constantly bring under the 
notice of the people responsible, the way in which 
they are not fulfilling their obligations. Such a 
person might be very useful.

65. Chairman.—Do you think he should he attached 
to the educational side?- I do. The treasury remem
brancer was a person who had a general roving 
commission to look into the affairs of every depart
ment. The exact way in which it could be effected 
in the present Government might require somebody 
better acquainted with Government departments than 
I am to devise. If he were attached to the Executive

•Council it might do.
66. Mr. Manly.—Do you mean that he would he a 

paid official or a representative of the people such as 
a minister?—I think it would be better if he were an 
official, and he should be a person with a bias 
towards Irish, but there are other people who could 
go into this question better than I  could.

67. You refer here to the fact that there was no 
united policy up to the present on th is  question, and 
it is a very big question. I am only trying to see in 
what way you would meet it, whether that question 

•of different officials from different parts of the country 
would attain that unity of p o l i c y  and direction, that 
you are looking for in the same w a y  as the ministry 
yon suggest would ?—I don’t think sev er a l  officials 
without .being co-ordinated under one head would do. 
You want to have as, few officials as you can. If you 
had a man with a, small, staff and give him a roving 
commission he would make things hum, but I am at 
a loss to see how he would fit into the Government 
machinery. You would need a very specialised know
ledge to see how he could be worked in.

68. Do you believe in transplanting colonies in 
different parts of the country?—Yes, if they are suffi
ciently large.

69. How many families would constitute a colony? 
—I would say about twenty.

70. Would you not think that small?—Perhaps it is, 
hut the bigger the better.

71. Do you think twenty families would perpetuate 
Irish in a district and they would not be absorbed ?— 
That figure would be my minimum.

72. Do you think it is a desirable policy ?—I do.
73. In what way do you think girls and hoys from 

the Gaeltacht might be utilised by families who do 
not know Irish to teach Irish to their children?—It is 
very hard to make any use of them, most of them 
want to learn English themselves. One of the things 
the director of Irish, or whatever you like to call him, 
might do would be to have a sort of employment 
register in which he might keep thá names of people 
who would like to staj  ̂ in their own country, and on 
the other hand the names of people who wanted 
nursery maids, farm boys, etc.

74. Would it be desirable to organise such a 
scheme ?—Yes.

75. Do you believe there is too much stress laid on 
written Irish at examinations ?—Do you mean for 
positions ?

For public examinations generally, do you think 
written Irish at examinations?—Do you mean for 
towards the saving of the language ?—In being able to 
speak it in the Gaeltacht is 100 per cent, more impor
tant than being able to write it.

76. An Heabhacs.—You have here a paragraph 
headed “  the true spirit.”  That is what you would 
like—that such influence from the top would have 
great effect?—Yes.

77. Do you think that it is desirable that queries 
like that should come from the top very often ?—Yes.

So long as the people received them they knew that 
the Government were in earnest.

78. Besides that you made the suggestion a while 
ago that example might come from the top, and you 
referred to a certain social function held recently?— 
I don't want to give that social function any particular 
importance. It vans only because it happened so 
recently.

79. It is your feeling that these things at the head 
are giving a wrong lead because they are nut 1 rankly 
Irish or they show no tendency towards that at all ? 
—That is so.

8l). You fear that imprersion will permeate through 
all the social life of the country and colour it in like 
manlier?—It is not my fear that it will. It is my 
conviction that it has already done so or is doing so.

81. In regard to the administrative machine gener
ally, one gatings from your answers to the Chairman 
that that could he used to a very great extent for the 
maintenance of Irish in the districts in which Irish 
is now known, and for the spread of Irish in dis
tricts which have become half anglicised, if that were 
worked as a definite policy towards that end?—That 
is what 1 endeavoured h> get at.

82. Do you think that it is the duty of the State to 
lax out a policy to that end*?—I do.

83. Do you suggest it should be done?—Yes, and 
with speed.

84. Do you think it- is possible for the State to do 
that considering the extent of the services?—They 
should try, and if they don’t succeed we might as 
well stay as we are.

85. Is it reasonable to expect the State to do it?— 
It is.

sfi. You w ere -[leaking a while ago ot the particular 
percentage of Irish speakers that would warrant a dis
trict being given special treatment like that. Do you 
think it is desirable in certain areas in the country 
that the public service should be carried out altogether 
in Irish and under a disciplinary rule moic or less?-- 
1 do, but I am not prepared to answer an\ questions 
about percentages.

87. There are certain areas where the percentage is 
steady ?— Yes

88. And the State should have an administrative 
policy as regards the use of Irish in the public ser
vice ?—Yes.

89 Can you instance any place where that might 
he done'j—The parish of Ring, hut that is a small 
place, and it is probably only the fourth part of the 
area to he administered by an officer.

90. There are certain officials who could do their 
work in Irish, and others wlm might find it difficult 
because of the different class of people they have to 
deal with. Medical officers deal with people of all 
ages, and the pensions officers deal only, with people 
over 65 years of age?—If any line is to be drawn 
that would be a good instance. If you don’t act 
drastically you will get nothing done.

91. And in an area where the big number knew 
Irish and a few knew English only, would you con
tinue the majority in the undignified position of 
having to get a translator in court, for instance, or 
would you put the English speaker in the position 
of being the ignoramus?—I would put tile English 
speaker in the undignified position and I would do, it 
at once.

92. Do you recommend that the State in sending 
officials down to these yellow and brown portions of 
the map should instruct them that they should use 
the prestige of their position for the furtherance of 
Irish and the rehabilitation of it?—Yes.

93. Do you mean that the State and Ministers should 
have a set policy and that their officials should be used 
as agents for the preservation and propagation of Irish 
as well as doing their business as well?—I don t. knorv 
if I suggested that, but I think it is desirable.

94. Would it be to see that this is done you suggest- 
this separate ministry?—That would be one idea.

95. And they should have a continual watch on the 
administrative machine down there?—Yes.

96. .1» Fear M6r.—You seem to attribute a great 
deal of importance to getting the true spirit in the 
Irish-speaking districts as necessary for the language?— 
I did not say that. It is important to get the Irish- 
speaking districts to realise that Irish was not a mere 
ornament, but that it is worth something. You 
should get that spirit into the officials that they, by
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their example, would allow the people that the lan
g u a g e  was worth something.

97. You rememher the time of the truce when every 
one in the country took up their little primers to 
learn Irish. Do you think that period had a good 
eitect on the Gaeltacht?—If it continued it would.

98. Is that the spirit you would like to see back 
again?—That was not the " spioruid." They thought 
they would have to learn it.

99. Do you think the Government could make them 
take up their primers in the same way again?—In a 
general way they could, but any official who takes it 
up should learn the language properly.

100. In connection with the work of your office you 
gave us a very interesting piece of information. You 
told us your typist is able to take down in shorthand 
letters dictated 1>\ you in Irish without any apparent 
trouble?--What 1 said was that sometimes I give her 
letters in Irish, hut I have to dictate them very slowly, 
and generally they are fairly short. I am satisfied 
she does not take them down in English and translate 
them hack, because her Irish is not sufficiently 
good to do that. I assume she has some method of 
taking them down in Irish.

101. Do you tiiink that if the Government made an 
announcement that it required girls who would be 
able to take down in shorthand statements made in 
Irish and that they would make the appointments in 
twelve months' time, that they would be able to fill 
tics.- appointments?— 1 cannot write two words in 
shorthand and. therein! e. the shorthand experts wouk. 
jump on me if I said anything about that.

102. tn connection with the examination suggested 
by the Chairman, do you think it is desirable that 
when local bodies are making appointments in which a. 
knowledge of Irish is necessaiy, that a beard of exami
ners, such as the Civil Service Commissioners, should 
issue certificates to these competent to fill such 
positions?— It seems a good idea.

1U3. There may lie an oral examination, but as far 
as the literary portion of it is concerned, would it lie 
a good idea to have such a body?—Yes.

KM. And not to have candidates waiting until such 
an appointment is annoum-ei]—It seems to me a 
very good suggestion.

In.'i In connection with the officials in the Gacl- 
taclit would you give them and their staffs time to 
qualify in Irish?.—You could, but you know it would 
not be worth while.

106. If you had a central body to conduct examina
tions do you think these people would make a serious 
effort to qualify ?—They never had any reason to 
believe the authorities would consider that, and so far 
they don't believe the Government will do it. Per
sonally, I think that all the Englisu-speaking officials 
that you cannot transfer will have to he pensioned 
and that is the reason I say it will cost money.

1U7. It is marvellous what ran be done in the way 
of acquiring the language if they are in earnest ?— 
That is why T would like to make their pensions as 
small as possible.

Ins. You seem to believe the attitude of the people 
towards the language is altogether depending on the 
example they get from the Government?—The Govern
ment, the Church, and the Garden Party people.

lii'.i. Do you think that garden party could easily 
have taken place in Buckingham Palace ?•—I was 
never at the Viceregal Lodge or at Buckingham 
Palace, and I don’t know anything about the thing.

110. JJr. tl'uW,.—You laid stress on one very im
portant point as regards the efforts in the Gaeltacht 
itself and the efforts outside the Gaeltacht. Dublin 
is the capital of the country and it has a great effect 
even in the Gaeltacht, and the extent to which it 
enters into this matter will affect the attitude of the 
people in the Gaeltacht —̂I think so.

111. You complain that it has not got prominence 
in Dublin up to the present?—I don’t remember 
making that complaint.

112. You mentioned the garden party. That is only 
an example. How does Irish affect the Irish life in 
Dublin?—I cannot say to what extent. I know that 
very often you get invitations printed in Irish and 
English, but usually your name is written in English.

113. These sooiarfiinctions are a kind of picture of 
what is going on ?—I don’t want to see Irish speakers 
taking to tall hats.

114. Y ou think there ought to .be different methods 
if we are to save Irish?—Yes

115. Fiarhin EHr/each.—In your opinion what dis

tance inland will trees grow, they won't grow near 
the sea?—Not on the west coast where you have big 
Atlantic gales blowing, but you see trees down to the 
sea shore in some places along the south and east 
coasts.

116. There arc extensive tracts in East Clare suit
able for planting. Has the county council done any
thing to plant that district ?—They adopted a scheme 
of making a contract with nursery men whereby 
farmers could purchase trees at certain prices. But 
only three County Councils have done anything, 
seriously.

117. You made reference to the garden party?—I 
have not much more to say about the garden party.

11». Can you say if the invitations to the reception 
were issued by the President and to the garden party 
by the Governor-General in Irish?—No, and I may 
say that I refused them both in Irish.

* * * * *  
SENATOR P. W. KENNY, rjnmincd.

1. Chuii man.—You are chairman of the General 
Council of County Councils?—Yes.

2. You ate coming as head of the councils’ delega
tion ?—Yes.

MV got. a general statement from the General 
Council itself, and perhaps there are some general 
remarks you may have t,o make in regard to that?— 
The principal evidence I can give won’t be very use
ful in detail, but it will be on the general attitude of 
those whom I represent here.

in)- The County Councils’ General Council, as 
you know, is composed of men of various po
litical views—some of them are Irish speakers, 
some students of Irish, some members of the 
Gaelin League, and others know no Irish what
soever, But taken as a whole, they are unanimous in 
appreciation of what the1 Gaelic League has done for 
the country for the past twenty-five years. Its influence' 
for gnud on the general life of the country was con
siderable, and they attribute to it, and give it credit 
for having infused a spirit into the people that re
sulted eventually in the attaining of such freedom 
as we now enjoy. I do not think they lay so much 
stress on the language movement as what it connotes, 
hut tln-v me very concerned with the perpetuation oi 
that .'inrit for the other achievements that yet re
main to be accomplished. They consider that the 
same spirit is essential to us to-day to derive the full 
benefit oi our iieedom.

(b). Freedom in itself was not the goal of 
ilie League but to attain such a position as to 
lie able to accomplish their ultimate purpose— 
that being to develop the national life of the country 
to its full and to make it as far as possible a self- 
( i.ntained country, to enable us to grow and me 
everything necessary to our lives in our own country, 
and in that way to give employment to our people 
who arc taken away by emigration, and to develop 
our own ideals ami our own characteristics, and to 
eventually become a nation in 11 it* very fullest sense 
of the term. So far as the work of the League is con- 

; icnicd they laid down the essentials at the outset, 
j The driving force of the League was a fixed pur

pose. the spirit of the League was to achieve that 
purpose and to instil a spirit of loyal co-operation 
amongst, its members. All its qualities are very 
essential to us to-day to achieve the goal that lies 
before us—equally essential at least to us as they 
were in achieving the very happy result we have 
achieved in securing a measure of freedom.

(r). I am not concerned with the sentimental or 
visionary idea, but we should not lay aside 
that weapon which has achieved so much. IVe 
are not likely to lay it aside when there re
mains so much more to be accomplished and 
for which it is admirably suited. \Ye heard a lot 
from enthusiasts of the language as a language move
ment, but their enthusiasm ceases with the import
ance of these things that the language connotes. 
From what, we know about the League they always 
look forward to the time when, by their voluntary 
effort, a position would be attained, and that the 
Government, with all its facilities and opportunities, 
would then take up the work and relieve them at least 
of their voluntary effort and give a further impetus 
and use it for the purpose of developing the country 
to the fullest» extent possible. So far as I can under
stand, those who have been ir the forefront of that
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movement, and who have spent themselves at very 
great cost to themselves, were actuated by the spirit 
-of the Gael, and they looked forward to the time 
when they wouldl achieve their goal. They see 
the work of those* years and all the enthusiasm 
fade out, and it is only a matter of mathematical 
calculation in the present decay as to the time when 
there will be nothing left of the work they have 
■done.

id). If that is inevitable, and that our ideals and 
•our language and our traditions will be submerged 
in a wave of commercialism and we will .be absorbed 
in the commonwealth of nations, losing our dis
tinctive traits and characteristics, then you might as 
well, cut the language out and get on to something 
•else. But that is not the conception of the General 
Council, of the country and its future. Commer- 
•cialism to them is not the end-all and be-all of 
national life. They are satisfied from the indications 
they see around in the nation that unless some very 
•determined effort íb made, and which can only be 
made by the Government, then that will be the in
evitable result. When we have approached certain 
Ministers and interviewed them they were satis
factory enough in their answers to ns, but the tan
gible results of these interviews have been nil. This 
is the position that is put up to us :—“  Give us 
proof—some positive proof-—or indication that the 
people desire this thing and then we will act.”  The 
proof is that this movement and the determination 
o f the people has been such that they put the 
Government in the position they are in to-day. This 
particular movement is at the base of o u t  whole 
achievement of our whole freedom, and we say to 
the Government: “  It is for you to continue that 
policy and to carry on the work we have been doing 
for all these years. We want some gesture on the 
part of the Government which the Government can 
only give in order to save the situation. If the 
Government is not prepared to do that, we say ■ 
"  Very well, we are powerless without the aid of the 
Government at this critical juncture, and if the 
Government do not give us aid, then let the lan
guage go.”

(/>). As to what can be done administratively 
within the past three years many things could have 
been done .by the Government which would show 
that the Government had at heart this object, 
through the action of the Government. That has 
not been borne in on the minds of the members of 
the council. Take an isolated instance outside the 
Government purview entirely. Here in Dublin the 
borough surveyor, Mr. M. J. Buckley, be it said to 
his very great credit, he was not a native speaker, 
but by his* enthusiasm he galvanised his whole 
department and laid it down that all the members 
of his staff must learn Irish, with the result that this 
has become a little Irish-speaking department. In 
his own little way Mr. Buck ley was the Government, 
and this analogy gives you an idea of what, could he 
done on a large scale -by a Government such as ours. 
If the Government said “  This thing shall be done, 
it must be done,”  then the officials would fall into 
line. Let them put the right head man in a large 
department and all the subordinates will fall into 
line immediately. There may be little local ob
stacles to overcome, but time and opportunity will 
overcome these.

if). As far as the spirit of the people can be 
fostered and induced to concentrate on this move
ment, if we stress the language as the only 
means to an end, I  think the language spirit could 
be induced through a study of the language. There 
are some who have the spirit, and in studying 
the language and in studying the history of the 
country they will spread that spirit and let it be 
known that our country stands for the old ideals. 
Those who have not got that spirit would be aroused 
by making a study of Irish and a knowledge of the 
language compulsory. I think that will foster the 
spirit, because it is the spirit of the Gael we want 
to foster. That is the spirit of the Gael that is going 
to make a success of any undertaking and any com
mercial enterprise they have in view. That was the 
spirit of the pioneers of America, when they were 
fighting for their independence, and that is the sort 
of thing that is going to make for our success here.

(g). Self-reliance and self-determination to make 
our country self-contained, and to use everything Irish 
where possible, whether grown or manufactured in

o u t  country, is what we want at the present time. 
That is the point of view of the General Council of 
County Councils so far as I can express their views. 
Any questions the members would like to put to me 
I  will endeavour to answer them as best I can. I  
have no knowledge of the Gaeltacht, or any work of 
the Gaeltacht, except for an occasional visit to Ring, 
but any questions touching what I have said I will 
endeavour to answer.

4. In his letter to us the President, on the 4th 
March, spoke of the Irish language as the central 
and most distinctive feature of the tradition that 
is Irish nationality, and on behalf of the Executive 
Council speaks of it as being so recognised. You 
speak of the attitude of the General Council, as 
far as I understand, as regarding it as a means to 
an end?—To the practical end of our realisation that 
our people are a distinctive nation, and that it is 
through the distinct spirit of nationality, of linking 
ourselves up with the past, that while the language 
is the starting off point it is the appreciation of 
national things that come from the study of the lan
guage that can give us the determination to overcome 
our difficulties.

5. When you speak of the General Council being 
disappointed and disillusioned by the action on the 
part of the Government in one thing or another dur
ing the last three years, are we to understand it is 
the view of the General Council that the Government 
does not attach to the language the great significance 
and importance which would appear to be attached to 
it in the letter written by the President in March 
last?—That is so. Those who were in the forefront, 
some of whom are members of this Government, 
always stressed the importance of arriving at a posi
tion when they could do all these things that we are 
asking them now to do. Primarily they put the 
language in the forefront as the hall-mark of our 
nationality. But I do say now that from our experi
ence of their administration they have not used the 
means at thert disposal to attain the thing they had 
then in view.

For instance, appointments have been made in a 
most casual way—a vacancy occurs in a department, 
and the heads of those departments have a big say 
in the filling of these vacancies, and it is a common 
thing for an official who is more or less hostile to 
this movement to recommend one of his own parti
cular type for these vacancies.

b. I take ii that the General Council realises that the 
individual members of the Government were sur
rounded by extraordinary difficulties and weTe person
ally subject to very great strain during the last three 
years ?—They make every allowance for that.

7. Do you still feel that even with the very strenuous 
duties and the strain of thé last three years—because 
certainly the strain on individual people was very 
great, and it is on these people that the country de
pends for the movement forward that you speak of— 
do you still feel that the amount of work done in 
putting the national language in its proper place is 
unreasonably small?—I think administratively they 
could have done considerably more than they have 
done.

8. You are prepared to admit that the Government 
in setting up this inquiry is facing the question 
seriously ?—We know what Commissioners are. I am 
not going to answer that until I  have experience 
of the results of this particular Commission,

9. P. Ó Gadhla.—Do you not think it is time there 
should be a very clear idea of what article 4 of the 
Constitution means—there seem to be different inter
pretations of that article?—In the Senate the use of 
the language is greater than in the Dáil.

10. The article says that English shall also be the 
official language. That being so we can see sometime 
in the future when Irish will be the language, both 
official and general all over the country. English will 
fall into its own place here as a commercial language 
—that is, English will be used then just as French is 
now used in dealing commercially with France?—Yes.

11. In the Irish-speaking districts we have Irish
speaking children, and they should be the petted chil
dren of the nation, more so than the English-speaking 
children. At present, do you feel that the Govern
ment energies are devoted to their prospects more 
than to the prospects of the English-speaking 
children ?—I think they should be devoted more to 
the Irish-speaking children, for this reason that the
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Irish speakers in the Gaeltacht are all that is left, and 
if they are not fostered we can visualise a time when 
there will be no more pure Irish speakers, and that 
area which was once a valuable asset to the language 
will have been wiped out. We want all the propa
ganda that the State is capable of to make the utmost 
use of the Gaeltacht. Unless you concentrate on the 
Gaeltacht to-day and foster it, a time will come wnen 
there will be no more pure Irish native speakers.

12. Dr. ]Ynhh.—You are chairman of the General 
Council of County Councils ?—Y es.

13. And that is a representative body?—Outside the 
Dáil it is the most representative body in Ireland.

14. Its functions are deliberative—it has no statu
tory functions?—No.

15. If any body in Ireland could be taken as voicing 
the sentiments of the people the General Council cf 
County Councils would be that body?—Yes.

16. Therefore you represent the sentiments of the 
whole country as regards this Irish language question.

17. There is a point we have not stressed at all—if 
the Irish language is to be preserved it will cost 
money, and supposing' as a result of our deliberations 
we arrive at a decision that it will cost some millions 
to preserve the language, would your General Council 
of County Councils support us in advocating that that 
money be provided ?—They have got to ask themselves 
is it worth it.

18. How far do you think they will be inclined to go 
—will your General Council say it will cost money, 
but it is worth it ?—I) cannot say.

19. They have not considered it that way ?—No, any 
proposition they have put up to the Government has 
been turned down although the Government has 
power to give effect to them.

20. Air. Mori arty.—Has the body you represent 
issued any instructions to the various councils from 
which the body is composed, that in the Gaeltacht ap
pointments made by the county councils should be 
given to Irish speakers of the Gaeltacht. Have they, 
in other! words, taken any action which you condemn 
the Government for not having taken themselves? 
—All appointments are subject to veto by the Local 
Government, we have no statutory power at all. We 
are simply an advisory body.

So far as the Gaeltacht itself is concerned I am not 
in a position to speak for it. In the county councils 
Irish is an essential condition in any appointment.

21. We have had evidence here that in the Gaeltacht 
appointments were made by local bodies, of people 
who were not able to speak Irish for the discharge 
of their duties in these districts. That is the reason 
I asked you that question, because there are diffi
culties in getting suitable men ?—There is that 
difficulty. For instance, the county council is a 
public health authority, and you will find that in 
vacancies for position of doctors, some candidates will 
have Irish and others will not, and so fai as their 
diplomas are concerned they are equal, but then 
when the county council is considering these appoint
ments they have to take into consideration the per
sonalities of these men from the public health point 
of view, and it may be that for the sake of the public 
health they appoint a man who has not a good 
knowledge of Irish though he may have a leaning 
towards the fostering of the language. In that way 
appointments are sometimes made which may be 
regarded unfavourable from the Irish language point 
of view'.

22. An Seahhac.—Would the General Council of Con
stituent Councils be prepared to co-operate with or 
assist the Local Government Department making 
knowledge of Irish an essential qualification in any 
particular part of the country for all appointments ?— 
I think so.

23. They would agree to make that a fixed rule 
which would be unquestionable?—I think so. I think 
it goes without saying, and in the case of medical 
appointments in the Gaeltacht that the candidates 
should have a knowledge of Irish.

24. The local bodies would not be inclined to ques
tion, that regulation if it were laid down in the Gael
tacht?—No, in the public interest they would not, 
because they would appreciate that no official could 
properly carry out his duties without a knowledge of 
I he language.,

25. You mention medical officers as the one possible 
serious appointment that might requirte great care.

In view of the fact that education is being Gaelicised 
in the secondary schools right up to the top and at 
least nominally in the University, do you think that 
that difficulty in regard to medical officers would dis
appear from the scene ?—I think it will.

26. An Fear 31 or.—In your experience I am sure you 
have had an opportunity of seeing how these local 
examinations Work out where Irish is made compul
sory. Would you think it would be a practical way 
out of the situation if we had a central body who 
would issue certificates to candidates having qualifica
tions. in Irish enabling them to fill positions such as 
that of a doctor, would that relieve the local bodies of 
dealing with the question ?—It would be a very good 
way; perhaps I should go further and say that those 
who have not such certificates should, in their own. 
interest, take out that certificate.

27. Would you approve of a regulation by county 
councils that only candidates holding such certificates 
would be qualified to hold positions under their 
authority ?—I would give them a time limit.

28. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Apart from the shortcomings 
of the Government themselves do you not think that 
our own representatives are to blame for not speaking 
Irish in the Dáil and Senate?—They do. Possibly 
some of them are rather nervous about it, but you 
do occasionally hear it. We have Irish speakers in 
the Senate—of course nobody understands them but 
themselves, and they do not help the discussions 
unless they are translated into English, but they 
may have their value from the point of view of draw
ing attention to that particular question, but they 
don’t affect a division very seriously unless they 
translate what they have said into English.

29. How is it that some councils have not struck any 
rate for Irish?—That is rather a matter for the per
sonnel of the council.

30. The county council of Louth have done away 
with the rate for Irish, and the county council for 
Donegal have no technical instruction whatever in 
Irish—what do you think of that ?—That is a question 
for the local members.

31. Although they are members of the general coun
cil?—Yes.

32. Chairman.—There is just one point I wish to 
question you on. The statement of the general council 
says :—“  In order to save the Gaeltacht as such, it 
will be necessary not alone to secure that the adminis
tration by public officials shall be through the medium 
of Irish and in favour of Irish and Irish culture in 
such districts, but also that, as for as possible, the 
whole administrative machine of the Saorstát shall 
function in Irish.”  Senator McLysaght said that all 
English-speaking officials in the Gaeltacht should be 
pensioned off or removed. The statement of the 
general council does not suggest it would he neces
sary in any place to remove officials from Irish
speaking districts or that it would be necessary to 
pension them off. Had they any such intention in 
their minds ?—I don’t think it; would be necessary at 
all. Officials who are in the Gaeltacht must get a 
knowledge of Irish unless they steel theii hearts 
against it. I think it would only be necessary to put 
your right man in No. 1 position and all the rest 
would soon fall into line. I would not discharge them 
at all. I sent two boys to King and in six months 
they came home Irish speakers. What greater 
facility had they than these men for acquiring the 
language ?—If they don’t acquire it under these cir
cumstances they should be not only sacked, but they 
should be sacked without a pension after a given 
time.

33. Fr. Cunningham).—I know doctors who are 
twenty or thirty years in the Gaeltacht and they don’t 
know the language.

TT'ifness.—I would sack them, too.
Chairman.—Thank you, Senator Kenny.

* * * * *

The fallowing statement submitted by Alastair 
Mac Caba, had been circulated to the Commissioners :—

I- I take it the Gaeltacht Commission is considering, 
the problems of the Irish-speaking districts from the 
point of view of the preservation of the national lan
guage and its restoration to general use amongst the 
people of the country as a whole- To secure this it is. 
to my mind necessary :
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(a) To keep on existence axeas where the language 
is used practically exclusively in the everyday 
life of the community.

(b) To have that community living in such cir
cumstances that it will come into direct touch 
with modern developments in the social, 
economic, and scientific sense.

2. I  think most people axe agreed on the necessity 
for (a) as a language used by a few enthusiasts, or 
even a great many occasionally cannot be regarded 
otherwise than as a dead language; (b) is particularly 
important for the reason that no language can remain 
alive nowadays which does not adapt itself to modern 
requirements in the shape of a wide and ever extend
ing vocabulary, and facility of expression can develop 
only where tjhere is an native-speaking, community 
representative of every class and activity to assimilate 
or construct terms and phrases applicable to the 
different callings its members are associated with. 
This is the way every modem national language has 
been built up, and it is the natural and right way 
because it is the successful way.

3. The questions then suggest themselves, whether 
with this end in view it is wise concentrating altogether 
on the Gaeltacht as it is at present localized, and 
whether it Mould not be better to treat conditions 
in the present Irish-speaking districts as a purely 
economic problem and see how far its solution could 
be fitted in with a scheme that would provide us with 
a community or communities of the type referred to 
above?

4. The economic problem of the Gaeltacht can be 
solved only in two ways :—

(1) . By creating or developing existing industries
in the areas generally known as the Irish
speaking districts.

(2) . By migration.
Were it possible to solve the problem by the first 

method it would be the ideal one, as industrial develop
ment would mean the infiltration of modern ideas in 
industry, commerce, and the social amenities generally 
—creating different standards, if not a higher standard, 
of living and thereby enriching our native vocabulary. 
This, however, is possible within any reasonable period 
of time as the most that can be done for the people of 
these inhospitable districts apart from fishery develop
ment, is to initiate them into the secrets of eking out 
an existence on cottage industries and such like occu
pations just as precarious as those they are already 
engaged in- Sea fisheries offer the only field in which 
a wide development is possible, but these have to grow 
up naturally and only to the call of big financial in
fluences in the shape of stale subsidies or private 
enterprise. The prospects of such devfelopment are 
so remote at present that it is not unlikely the Gael-, 
tacht, if dependent on it for its existence, will be non 
est by the time it arrives. Of course there is room 
for development in a small way on the lines pursued 
by the late Congested Districts Board and the present 
Ministry of Fisheries, but these methods can at most 
only slightly lessen the precariousness of existence in 
the maritime districts and, therefore, can never do 
more than touch on the fringe of the problem- 
Fishery and cottage industry development can how
ever go on pari passu with No. 2, aind’ be a very helpful 
auxiliary method of bringing economic relief, but No,. 2 
is the only solution that has big possibilities for the 
language and the economic salvation of those who use 
it in their daily lives.

5. The objections to the migration solution will come 
from three main directions : the Government will say 
that there are insuperable difficulties in the way of 
such a movement because of (1) scarcity of land; (2) 
lack of agricultural education and experience on the 
part of such migrants, and (3) lack of finance. The 
natives themselves will probably be averse to moving 
into new spheres of life and activity; arid a number 
of sentimental people and language enthusiasts will be 
opposed to the idea of taking the language and its 
speakers out of the atmosphere of primitiveness in 
which they at present exist—especially when it means 
introducing anything in the nature of innovation into 
their methods of life and speech.

0. As regards the Government’s probable case against 
it there should be no difficulty in disposing of it if 
Gaels as a body took up the idea and pressed it at 
ofiee and vigorously. There are tracts of land in the 
Leinster counties where self contained Irish-speaking 
communities could be established without looking for 
any additional legislative powers. All the powers

necessary are conferred on the Land Commission by 
the lO'iil Act. Furthermore, houses and other accommo
dation can be provided by existing British statutes.

7. The experience and education argument could be 
got over by selecting intelligent young men in the 
different families and giving them a year’s practical 
instruction, in their own localities, if possible, before 
migrating them.

8. The financial difficulty of providing schools, sani- 
tation and capital to stock the farms, etc., should not 
be insuperable; and in any case enthusiasm for the 
project would probably develop to such an extent im
mediately it was initiated that the Irish race as a 
whole, and bodies connected with social welfare in 
particular, would enter into the spirit of the enterprise 
and help voluntarily to make it a fitting memorial to 
national effort in the field of native culture and 
economics.

9. As regards objections by the residents to migrate, 
there would be such possibly to individual migration, 
but where it is applied to a whole village or district 
or a number of relations there is not much likelihood 
of any serious difficulty in getting them to move.

10. There is something in the argument that a com
munity planted near anglicised centres such as Dublin 
or the large eastern towns, would be contaminated by- 
tourists and visitors who had no other interest in seeing 
it than gratifying their curiosity. This, however, 
could be got over by having the settlement far enough 
tram, the city to put it beyond the reach of the holiday 
crowd. In any case, were it even to become bilingual, 
the advantages of having such a centre of native cul
ture and inspiration within the reach of the genuine 
student would be ample compensation for such a 
development.

11. Briefly, the ideal organisation to aim at in such a 
settlement would be :—the migrants to be settled in 
reasonably-sized villages with their own schools, 
churches, co-operative stores, creameries, and shops, 
if possible, where only Irish-speaking clergymen, 
teachere, shopmen, managers, etc., would be employed. 
Voluntary help could, vithout doubt, be secured for 
the building of places of entertainment, such as pic
ture-houses, theatres, and recreation halls, in which 
Irish alone would be used.

12. There would also be the opportunity for estab
lishing high schools and technical schools, etc., to 
which the Department of Education would have to 
lend its assistance. It should be possible also, if the 
settlement were on a railway line, to have an Irish
speaking staff, the idea finally being to bring native 
speakers into contact with every modern development 
so that our vocabulary might be brought abreast of 
the times by the people who are best fitted for the 
work—namely, those who are accustomed to think and 
express themselves in the idiomatic way from their 
cradles.

(Signed), ALASTAIU MAC CABA. 

load It Meithcamh, 1925.

*  +  * *  *  *

ALASTAIR MAC CABA, v.iiimiitnl.
1. Chairman.—Is there anything general you want 

to add to your statement?—I don’t think so.
2. You seem to suggest that it would be well to treat 

the Gaeltacht problem as a purely economic one?— 
Yes.

3. That is that economic prosperity has helped to 
quicken the rate at which Irish decayed in. the Irish
speaking districts up to now ?—I would not say that 
it was exactly economic prosperity, of course it is 
a fact that the anglicised portions of Ireland happen 
to be the more prosperous parts of the country.

4. The economic development in a particular part of 
the' country influenced and helped the influx of Eng
lish into it. What safeguards do you think ought to 
be applied in any economic developments that would 
take place in the Gaeltacht to see that in future 
English did not creep in on top of economic develop
ment?—I would say the reasons why the angli
cised portions of Ireland happened to coincide with 
the more progressive parts were that progressive 
development went on under alien rule in these parts, 
and these parts came more into touch with alien 
rule than the more isolated parts. This economic 
development of the Gaeltacht or any part of it could 
be done if the Government took proper measures to
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prevent it becoming anglicised and had people with 
Irish in charge of the areas concerned.

5. It  is important if you are going to have economic 
development that we should know of any concrete 
suggestions you have and what steps might be taken ?
—I think a Commissioner in charge of the Gaeltacht 
and its general economic welfare should be appointed 
by the Government and that he should be made re
sponsible for the development and the preservation 
of the language at the same time. I am comparing the 
Gaeltacht nsure or less with tin.- native settlements 
in South Africa. I would suggest, something on these 
lines where a man could concentrate on that district 
with the help of a small and efficient staff

6. You say you would make him responsible for 
any development?—Yes. Suppose you had develop
ment of mineral resources, as Colonel Moore 
suggests, and suppose English capitalists and 
an outside management acquired an interest and 
began to develop some of the mineral resources and, 
as it might happen, the persons responsible were all 
English speakers it would again increase the prestige 
of the English language among the people who were 
having their areas developed and what safeguards would 
the Commissioner apply in that case ?—Would it be 
left! to him to apply safeguards he thought fit?—Yes.
I think it would be a question for him. I think it 
could be very easily arranged if an English company 
came in, that preference would be given to native 
speakers even at the risk of their becoming bilingual.

7. On the matter of migration you seem to suggest 
the migration of people in colonies. About how many 
such families could be accommodated in that way ?— 
I would be in favour of a community large enough to 
be self-contained. I  would say no less than fiit\ 
families.

8. How many acres would you give each family ?— 
The usual Congested Districts Board’s allotment. I 
would make them economic and' bring them under 
the terms that apply to any congested migrants.

9. How many acres ?—It is hard to speak in acres. 
You cannot express economic farms in acres.

10. I take it we are speaking of migrations to eastern 
districts? —Even in these there ate variations in the 
quality of the land. I would say about twenty acres.

11. Would that be Irish acres?—Yes.
12. So that each settlement would be approximately

1,000 acres?—I don’t mean that all should have land. 
I mean that land should be the big interest. If it 
were self-contained there could be other occupations. 
For instance, if there was a railway station there it 
could be staffed with all Irish speakers.

13. How many would you put on the land?—I would 
say about thirty or forty farmers would do, and the 
remainder would be employed on supply services or 
meeting their wants in the nature of shops or in
dustries. I suppose about a quarter of the commu
nity would be engaged in other industries besides 
agriculture. I  was judging that by the size of farms 
of 800 or 1,000 acres that I happen to know of.

14. How many such settlements could reasonably be 
set up?—I would say three or four anyhow. Then you 
could have outlying settlements that could re-inforce 
the; strength of the Gaeltacht spirit in them if you had 
the land available.

15. Do you think that would be met in the extreme 
East or on the borders of the West ?—The most feas
ible thing would be to go where you could get land. 
You don’t get farms of 700 to 900 acres on the con
fines of the Gaeltacht or west of the Shannon. 
Possibly you would get them in Roscommon, and 
you would find them in such counties as Meath, 
Westmeath, and Kildare probably. If you wanted 
a big settlement you would have to come into these 
counties. I don’t think it would matter very much 
whether they were on the confines of the Gaeltacht 
or in the Midlands. One advantage in having them 
towards the east would be to give facilities to people 
who were really sincere in their belief in the lan
guage, and they could avail of these colonies to learn 
the spoken language properly.

16. You made no estimate of the cost of such a settle
ment ?—I think if the question of migration is to be 
faced, as it must be faced, that the cost of a Gaelic 
settlement would cost any more than a form of 
settlement of congests. Take a settlement of 
migrants in any part of Ireland; the Congested Dis
tricts Board would have to buy the land, do all the

engineering, build all the houses, and, if necessary, 
provide them with the conveniences for living. If 
they provide the same for people from the Gaeltacht 
I don’t think it is showing any partiality towards 
these Irish-speaking districts. The co-operative 
people could organise co-operative enterprises, and 
they would help. I don’t see why there should be 
any objection to handling an Irish colony. On the 
other hand, there are a lot of welfare societies, and 
they could help to make the community self-con
tained, especially as far as providing facilities for 
enjoyment and pleasure, such as a theatre and 
other amenities that might be useful in helping the 
language and keeping abreast of the times.

17. When you consider forty families you would put 
them in an area not populated up to the present?— 
More or less, and you will probably have to fit them 
out with houses and outhouses, and provide them 
with stock.

18. Can you give in round figures the cost of such 
migration ?—Any official of the Congested Districts 
Board could answer that. They have done the same 
with hundreds of families already.

19. Have you any experience of the success or other
wise of a regular colony so migrated?—I cannot 
recollect, but I think in Central Europe that has 
been done in hundreds of cases in Czecho-Slovakia. 
For the purpose of propagating their language they 
brought a colony within twenty or thirty miles of 
Praga by voluntary effort and made it the centre for 
the propagation of the language in the country.

20. What you contemplate in this particular line 
it would mean provision for one hundred and twenty 
or one hundred and sixty families, and that would 
leave the main Irish-speaking population with 
the same economic problems as they are faced with 
at present. Have you any idea as to how they 
could be dealt with ?—I think there should be more 
educational training given through the medium of 
Irish, such as the establishment of agricultural 
schools and schools dealing with fisheries and pro
bably cottage industries. I  believe education has 
been neglected in these districts. Educational train
ing would give a great Slip to fisheries. That is the 
main reason why it has not been a success.

21. With instruction in agricultural matters, people 
on the land in western areas could make a better 
living than they are making at present?—I 
believe they could, with a few side-lines in the 
nature of home industries. Apart from that, they 
would be better fitted for migration, as I believe 

you will have to move more than a few hundred 
families. It would give them a status that they don’t 
generally enjoy already when they migrate to other 
'parts of the country or of the world, in fact.

22. Father Cunningham.—What if they refuse to 
migrate?—I know there is a decided objection to 
individual migration, and the reason for that is leav
ing friends and relations behind, but I think it could 
be got over by migrating a whole village or a large 
number of families, so that they would keep each 
other company.

23. There is even the sentimental reason of leaving 
their dead and the place where they were born?—Of 
course, I know there are objections like that.

24. .In Fear M&r.—Had the Congested Districts 
Board much trouble in getting them to consent?—No. 
You will get a number of people who are trying to 

migrate and others have objections to going, but if 
they see no other way of getting land and a comfort
able holding they would get over their objections in 
the matter.

25. Mr. Hanly.—If you take a village wholesale in 
that way would you get as good material for start
ing a colony of that kind as if you selected young 
men between twenty and thirty-five years?—My idea 
would be to move families with these young men in 
each family so they would be able to assimilate any 
education and instruction that would be given to 
them.

26. The primary object of this migration would be to 
cultivate the language, and these young men would 
have a .better chance of grasping this as the main 
reason why they were being colonised than the older 
people, who, owing to the associations of the lan
guage in the past, are inclined to regard it as a 
badge of ignorance and disgrace?— You mean to say 
that these young people would be more likely to drop 
the language?
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27. No; but to develop it when they would realise 
that was the primary object in giving them land?— 
That hast struck me as one of the things that would 
raise the statas of the language in the eyes of the 
people themselves.

28. Do you think if agricultural schools were set up 
they would be likely to use them?—I believe they 
would if you had people competent to impart the in
struction in Irish.

29. What are your objections tot having a Ministry 
to look after them?—You must consider the psycho
logy of the people, who have a strong objection to any 
increase in Ministries.

30. Don’t you think the preservation of the language 
would be as important as fisheries and foreign 
affairs?—Yes, my ideas would be to go on the lines 
of least resistance.

31. Do you realise that there might be trouble if 
such a Commissioner were appointed ?—If he were not 
a particularly strong man he might get side-tracked 
by those astute Government Departments we have ?— 
I think it would be the reverse of that. He would 
be subjected to criticism, and he would come under 
the eyes of people interested in the language.

32. An tieabhac.-—Do you think that for the sake of 
the language the Government should make a special 
effort towards keeping in Ireland those who speak 
the language naturally?—Certainly.

33. Do you realise that to do that you will have to 
give such people preference?—Decidedly.

34. You think it is justifiable under the circum
stances that such people do get preference?—Yes.

35. And get the good things that might be going ?— 
Yes.

36. In connection with the division of land and the 
settlement of untenanted land in the country you 
know that the present arrangement is that if a farm 
is given in the Midlands to anybody from the con
gested districts the condition is that he shall leave 
his own farm at the discretion of the Land Com
mission to do what they like with it?—Yes, unless we 
revolutionise the machinery for carrying out these 
migrations.

37. I suppose the migrating of people from the con
gested districts is to make room for those that re
main?—Yes.

38. And part of the good would be lost if a member 
of a family came to the new farm and left his 
brother behind on the old one ?—There are two forms 
in which the Land Act applies to land settlement. 
The people in the congested districts are first to be 
catered for, and these people in migrating have to 
hand over their farms. I think they can also pro
vide for landless men.

39. Which does not leave any land on the hands of 
the Land Commission to provide locally?—Yes.

40. Would it be pioper to make it a condition of their 
tenancy that the continuation of the use of the lan
guage .by them shall be included in the conditions 
on which they get the land?—I think it would be 
advisable with any young man that some kind of a 
provision or proviso should be entered in their 
papers.

41. Being primarily migrated because of their know
ledge of Irish, the continuance of the use of Irish 
should be included as a condition in the lease?—Of 
course, I don’t know whether it would be possible 
under present conditions. I  am afraid you will have 
an objection to putting a proviso of that kind into 
the title or lease.

42. You don’t think it would be valued for much? 
Would it be better to trust to active propaganda?— 
Trust to the people to keep it alive.

43. Do you think that provision should be made for 
agricultural training for such migrants?—Yes. I 
think they should get some little instruction in con
tinuation schools and night schools.

44. How would you get over the difficulty of that, 
because such instruction is provided .by county 
councils?—I believe you could by getting at the 
county councils in which these areas are situate. 
They would be likely to help.

45. Would there be a welcome for such colonies from 
the people in Leinster and elsewhere?—It all de
pends on whether there are landless or uneconomic 
people in the vicinity.

46. Are you aware of the conditions in regard to the 
sale and conditions in the agreement with the tenants

under the Land Commission?—I don’t know, except 
that they cannot sell for a number of years.

47. Is it possible they might let itl and make it part 
of a grazing ranch again ?—They might, but they 
would have to be governed by economic conditions. 
If they were properly educated into tillage and the 
conditions of tillage, and were adjacent to some 
place where they could get a market for agricultural 
produce there would be very little danger of the 
place turning into a ranch again.

48. Do you think that under the colonies’ system 
you would put a colony near the capital?—Well, far 
enough from the capital to keep the half holiday 
crowd away and near enough to be availed of by 
students sincerely interested in the language.

49. And the city would be open to them for the sale 
of produce ?—I would suggest a direct railway line 
from Dublin.

50. You think such a colony should be able to stand 
on its own legs?—Yes.

51. Would you require thirty or forty families ?— 
Yes, thirty or foHy families.

52. Would thirty or forty families be sufficient for 
the social life and what you call the supply services ?— 
Well, the average family in Ireland is five, and in 
the Gaeltacht it is higher.

53. Would you think it could be left as low as fifty 
families? Several people have suggested here that 
one hundred to one hundred and fifty families should 
form a colony, and that the bigger the better ?—Yes, 
but it would all depend on the amount of land avail
able.

54. Do you think that the State would be justified in 
making special provision for a colony like that ?— 
Certainly, if they are genuine in their belief of the 
future of the language they should do it.

55. That would be in the matter of educational train
ing ?—Yes.

56. An Fear Mor.—Y’ou refer to the economic
problem as capable of being solved in two
ways. By creating industries in the Irish-
speaking districts. Have you anything in your 
mind as to any particular industries being estab
lished in any particular Gaeltacht?—The big one is 
the fishing industry, of course. Other ones I happen 
to know in Donegal are home-spuns, and I think there 
is an increasing market for them if properly exploited. 
Then there are such things as knitting jumpers and 
costumes and things like that.

57. Do you think that if these factories were estab
lished and the youth were trained in these industries 
the industries would have a chance of succeeding ?—I 
believe they would. I know one factory in Donegal, 
Paddy Gallagher’s factory, where two-thirds of the 
workers are Irish speakers, and they turn out ex
cellent things It is one of the most successful indus
tries of its kind.

58. Fr. Cunningham.—Is it long since you were 
there ?—About eighteen months.

59. Did you hear it was shut down altogether now? 
—I was speaking to him yesterday evening and he 
never said anything about it.

60. An Fear 31 or.—Do you think it reasonable that 
the Government should give assistance to these fac
tories by guaranteeing certain orders, for instance, the 
Army would require socks and other woollen goods? 
—I think they should go that distance. What the 
Government could do would be through their agents 
and their propaganda generally, to teach the people 
how to get their wares sold. The Government could 
get their agents to propagate the sale of these articles 
and send more information about foreign markets and 
the needs of foreign markets, and the Ministry here 
could show how they might cater for these markets.

61. Do you think, under the circumstances, a little 
industry started in the Gaeltacht would be able to 
compete against mass production ?—I would. There 
are lots of knitted goods on sale in Dublin that come 
from Scotland and the Shetland Islands where they 
are made mostly in these small factories.

62. Have you got experience of the fishing industry ? 
—-Not very much. I  came in contact with the fisher
men in the course of some harbour work, and my 
impression was that you would never have any pro
gress until there was some kind of training given on 
the possibilities of fishing, and how local fishermen 
could make better use of the wealth that is at their 
door. It is mostly a matter of education.
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63. Do you know the Saorstát has only one boat pro
tecting all the east coast ?—Yes, I am aware of that.

64. Have you any idea what sea fishing is worth 
annually?—I think it is £300,000.

65. Do you believe it is bad business to have only 
one boat to protect that industry ?—It is suicidal. I 
have seen foreign trawlers myself taking away the fish 
off the Sligo coast. It is a common sight for people to 
see trawlers around there.

66. Do you think that if fishermen were properly 
equipped that figure could be multiplied by ten?— It 
would take a long time to reach £3,000,000. It could 
be doubled or trebled anyhow, if there was more 
intensive training.

67. P. 0 Cadhla.—Have you gone into the language 
question itself, its literature and its capabilities?—I 
know a smattering of it.

68. You a let not a native speaker?—No.
' 69. You have certain objections to dialects?—I be

lieve some people have objections to other people’s 
dialects.

70. With regard to these colonies around Dublin 
would you be inclined to make a colony of one section 
of Irish speakers or would you throw them all to
gether?—I had the idea that these would get some 
standard form of Irish.

71. Dr. Walsh.—You and other witnesses have sug
gested a Commissioner to see that the work is properly 
done in the Gaeltacht. Don’t you think the success of 
that would depend on the Commissioner; he would be 
a kind of superman?—You have to take your chance 
with that. Commissioners have already been ap
pointed, and you find they have turned out all right.

72. They were appointed simply because other people 
got off the line. A man appointed in this position 
would have a big problem to deal with. There is a 
tendency for Commissioners to be stereotyped. Can 
you not suggest a better way than that?—I don’t 
believe I could. I don’t see any other way except 
to make some particular man responsible for it.

73. Supposing after this Commission has reported, 
and the Government decides to put its recommendations 
into force, and supposing the Government perpetuated 
this Commission for five or ten years to see that the 
recommendations were carried out, would that be a 
good thing ?—I think if you had a voluntary Board 
like the old Board of Agriculture as an advisory com
mittee, that you would have very satisfactory work 
done.

74. They would keep them up to it?—Yes. My ob
jection to the ministry would be the opposition you 
would create.

Chairman,.—Thank you, Mr. McCabe.
* * * * *

Bin an Háiteas seo ( ’anas á Peadur 0 hAnnrachám
i In nihaibh n/i gCui inisi n inri : —

<’airhre.
Xa Liomntaisti Gaelarhn.

1. Breac-Ghaeltacht an dúthaigh seo. Nil aon chuid 
de ann ar ar chóir fior Ghaeltacht do thabhairt air 
anois, ach amháin cuid d ’Oileán Cléire agus ni mhaith 
ar fad thuillean san féin an teideal.

2. On Aireamh deireanach a deineadh chifidh an 
Coimisiún féin lion lucht labhartha Gaedhilge sa 
cheanntar, ach nil an t-Aireamh san féin ró-chruinn 
déarfainn. Tá cuid Chairbre leis na fuil ach ana 
lag mar Bhreac-Ghaeltacht. An dúthaig ón Sciobairín 
siar go Corn Ui Xéid agus cois faraige timpal go 
Dubhros agus go Cuan Beanntrai nil puinn Gaedhilge in 
ach’ chor ann.

Oilénn Cléire.
3. Paróisde na Bátha (ó Dhún na Séad aniar).

,, Oatharach (siar 6 Thuaidh ón Scio-
bairín).

,, An Sciobairín.
,, Droma Liag.
,, An Ghleanna (Baile Caisleáin).
,, Midrais.
,, Cill ’ic Abia (an léim).
,, Ruis (Ros ó gCairbre).
,, Dún Maon Mhuighe.
,, Droighnaig (idir Droma Liag agus an

léim).
4. Breac-Ghaeltacht an méid sin sa chuma so go 

bhfuil daoine ann is fearr thuigean Gaedhilge ná

Béarla agus tá cuid mhaith daoine ann gan breis 
Gaedhilge ag a bhfuil meon Gaelach acu agus. ar a 
bhfuil éagcóir déanta le fada toisg ná raibh ach droch- 
mheas ortha de bhárr an meon Gaelach san do bheith 
acu.

5. Ni có-bhreac-Ghaeltaeht atá ins na paróisdibh seo 
luaite agam. Is Gaedhealai cuid acu ná a chéile. Ach 
ní Galldacht aon chuid de ach amháin na sráid bhailti 
atá sa cheanntar, b ’fhéidir.

Biarúchán.
6. Ole go leór atá an scéal chomh fada as bainean 

rialú na ndaoine le ceist na Gaedhilge. Tá rcánnt 
Gaedhilge, roinnt réasúnta, ag oifigeach na bpinsiún sa 
Sciobairín ach ní duine é chun an mheirg do bhaint dí 
ro-mhinic. Nil aon fhocal ar éigin ag Cléireach na 
Cúirte, ná ag an Giústis Ceanntair do réir mo thuairime. 
Ni docha go dhféadfaidís duine do leabhrú as Gaedhilge.

(a) Coimisiim na Talmhan.—Bhí lucht taisdíl uatha
san sa cheanntar le déidheanai, ni raibh aon 
Ghaedhilge acu.

(b) In Oifig an Phuist.—Tá beagan i bhfoth-oifig, ach
ni heól dom oiread as aon oifig amháin na 
bhféadfaí aon ghnó a dhéanamh gan cabhair 
an Bhéarla ach amháin san Léim ’na bhfuil 
congantóir Gaedhealach.

(e) An Gárda Sn/thana.—An ceann atá ortha sa 
Sciobairín tá Gaedhilge bhreagh aige agus 
dheinean sé a ghnó as Gaedhilge aon tráth 
bhíon gadh leis. Tá foth-ghárda Gaelach go 
leor ach tá an cuid eile acu agus is deacair 
Gaedhilge tharach asta.

(d) Dochtúirí.—Nil ceann Gaedhealach san áit.
(e) Oifigig• na Comhairle Conndae■■—-Ni labhraid focal

Gaedhilge, cuir i gcás, suirbhéirí na mbóthar 
agus daoine ag obair acu a thuighfeadh 
Gaedhilge go breagh, ná ni labhraid lucht 
srathana a bhailid i.

Lochtana a bhainean leis an scéal.
7. Dár ndoigh, aon duine acu so luaite ná labhran 

ach Béarla agus ná deinean gnó sa cheanntar ach a’ 
Béarla amháin cad t i ann ach taca den Bhéarla agns 
é mar droch shampla don dream óg mar duine ag a 
bhfuil tuarasdal agus sligh-bheatha agus é dall ar 
Gaedhilge.

(a) Ni ceart d ’aon Roinn don Rialtas aon duine do
chur do cheanntar mar é seo i mbun a ghnótha 
gan eolas oireamhnach ar Ghaedhilge aige, 
agus mens aigle uirthi.

(b) Ni ceart don Rialtas ghlacadh le haon duine
mar sheirbhíseach stáit i geeanntar den tsórd 
so gan Gaedhilge aige agus Gaedhilge mhaith 
bhrioghmhar leis agus mens aige uirthe.

(c) Ba cheart don Rialtas iaraidh ar gach seir-
bhiseach atá sa cheanntar so acu, muna 
bhfuil id ana aosta ar fad, tabhairt fé Gaedhilge 
d ’fhoghluim muna bhfuil si cheana acu.

N. Be linn dlighthe nuadha a cheapa don Dáil ba chóir 
dóibh ainmneaeha Gaedhealacha agus teidil Ghaedheal- 
acha do chur san Acht. Tá iomad Béarla á chraobh- 

scaoile sa Ghaeltacht ag an Rialtas le cúpla bliain le na 
cuid dlighthe íéin. Mar chomartha ar cad do feadfai a 
dhéanamh féach conus mar tá an focal “  Dáil ”  i 
mbéalaibh cáich agus na h-ainmneacha “  District 
Justice,”  “  Circuit Court,”  ‘ ‘Assistance Officer,”  etc., 
i mbéalaibh lucht Gaedhilge sa Ghaeltacht. Comhartha 
Galldachta ar ár Rialtais a leithéid sin de dhiobháil 
bheith déanta cheana acu i ngan fhios dóibh féin 
b ’fhéidir.

Oideachas.
9. Nil triad cheart fós ar cúrsaí oideachais an lae 

indiú toisg ná fuil an dream so a fuair oideachas 
Gaedhealach 6 thosach íé mar a fuair cuid acu le trf 
bliana anuas sásta go leor chun sompla a thabhairt 
dhúinn. Ach tá easnamh éigin ann fós. A dheacair- 
eacht atá sé na daoine óga do chur ag labhairt Gaedh
ilge le chéile dtaobh amuigh den scoil trioblóid an scéil. 
Nil an meas ceart nádúrtha acu uirthe fós. Nf gheibid 
sampláí ró-mhaitha ós na daoinibh fásta—-6 lucht an 
airgid ó sagartaibh, b ’fhéidir, uaireanta, ó chigiribh 
uaireanta agus mar sin de.

10. Ach tá rudaí éigin eile a dhéanamh na dioghbhila 
leis. Dá bhfóadtaí cur i gcéill go fuaimeantamhail aon 
uair amháin i nEirinn gur b ’iad lucht labhartha na 
Gaedhilge na daoine gur fuirisde dhóibh slighthe maithe 
beatha do bhaint amach sa tir do chuirfeadh sé a lán 
daoine á labhairt.

11. Dá dtugtaí níos mó eolais i dtaobh na sean-
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G haedh eal agus i dtaobh a ngniom h agus i dtaobh  
tréithe agus cúltúr na nG aedh eal dos na daoinibh óga 
ar sgoil ná m ar deintear m héadóch sé a m uingin  asta  
la in . N il alán oidi ábalta ar ó dhéanam h m ar
nil an t-eolas acu íéin  agus ni bhion uain rhuige acu
b ’fhéidir toisg a, dhéine a bhionn cigiri ar lorg a
njhalairt d ’eolas nuair a thagaid. Ach dúiseóch a
leithéid  ifr-sprid  G haedhealach.

12. Ba nvhaith an rud dii dtaghadb léigheachtaí 
tirnpal ó seoil go scoil agus úghdarás acu ón E oin n  sin—  
an oideachais, agus léigheachtana a thabbairt agus peic- 
tiúirí a theasbaint agus dlúth -bhain t acu le saogbal na 
nG aedh eal n G aelacb . T ar éis tam aill chreidfeadh óig- 
G h aed b il go m beidís chom h m aith  le cách agus bheadh  
iontaoibh acu asta féin .

13 . B u  cheart go m beadh níos inó scoláireachtaí le 
íághail ag L u cb t na G aedhilge ná ag aon dhream  eile 
ar feadli roinnt blianta— scolaireachtai go m ór m ór a 
ehabbróchadh leá chun slighthe deasa beatha do bbaiut 
am ach sa bhaile. B a  cheart an bóthar do bheith chó 
réidh roim h fear labhartha na Gaedhilge agus a bhionn  
s« roim h aon llh éarló ir. N i tugtar read d ’éan duine i 
nÉ irinn anois é féin  d ’u llam hú chun bheith na oide 
scoile gan B éarla aige agus tugtai cead do gach duine  
tam all a leithéid a dhéanam h gan focal Gaedhilge acu 
E agcóir dam anta b ’eadh an tseana sh ligh , éagcóir dona 
go leor is eadh an rud íé  m ar atii. N i teidir le G aedbil 
G aedhealacha iontaoibh cheart bheith asta féin  an ihaid  
a bheadh an scéal am hlaidh. T á leigheas na diobhála 
san i ldm haibh an B ia lta is .

14 . B ain ean  an cheist chéadna le beavtana eile chó 
m aith  agus a bhainean si le gno na n -oid í. Miá’s m ian  
le G aedheal a chlann a thógaint gan B éarla ba choir go 
dtuigfí dó mi fu il sé a déanam h eagcóra ortha. Caitli- 
fear béarnacha leathana a bhrise trí phríbhléidí lucht 
B h éarla  sa tir seo sul a m beidh sé de m hisneach ag 
puinn  G aedheal a gclann a thógaint gan B éarla .

I ’ /Í/-.MN M < n r e a r h t u n a .

15. N i bhfacfad leis seo m ar cheist toisg a bhinil 
ráite again i dtaobh na geearfc eile. N il aon bhuan 
obair ar siubhal sa tir seo againne ach a saothrú na 
ta lm h an  agus iasgaireacht.

<t€ nernlta.
16. B h eadh an diliriocht so idir an Ghaeltacht. agus 

an B h reac-G h aeltaeh t, do rcir m ar ats'iid anois, go 
m beadh an G haedhilge m ar theangain teinteáin sa 
G haeltacht agus i ar eolas ag na P áisdíbh, agus mi beadh  
si coitchianta ach im easg na ndaoine bhíásta sa bhreao- 
G haeltacht agus d;i bhrig sin ní dócha gurb é an saghas 
oideachais chéadna a bheadh sa dhá áit agus bheadh 
baint ag an oideachas le teanga do chiinéad 'na  
beathaidh.

17. R ud e ile , bheadh sc riachtamu-h príbhléidí ie leith  
do thabhairt do m hnintir na tior-G haeltachta as ucht 
an sccul a bheith m ar atá acu seachas m ar do gheobhadh  
lucht na B reac-G h aeltach ta , agus tá fathana eile fós 
chun an deifrlocht do dhéanam li, cnir i gcds, ba cheart 
gan aon Bhéarla bheith á labhairt i m bun gnótha ag 
seii'bisigh an stáit sa G haeltacht agus ni bheadh san 
am hlaidh ar fad sa B h reac-G haeltach t.

i s .  Sin a bhfuil am  aigne breaca fé hithair siiid as go 
bhfuil i bhfad nios m o go bhféadfainn a nidli rnar gheall 
ar na rudai so luaite again.

19. Is  doeha go bhiuighidh sibh bhur ndóithín daoine 
chun fiainise a thabhairt. N i m aith  liom -sa  bheith as 
bade ró m hinie anois, ach m d bhionn aon m haith le 
déanamh agam  raghad m a 's  gddh.

(Sighnithe), P K A D A R  Ú h A N N" R  A  C H A I N .

Dan Aoihhinn. An Sciohaicin.
12od/i Beultaine, 1925.

Bhi mi Btiitenx nihlininjhthe sea ú Pi’adur 0 hAnn- 
irichiiin i It'nnhaihh nil g( 'o'imisivt'ii-'t : —

An Stá.t.
1 . Td go leor seirbhiseach ag an Stát fé thuarasdal sa 

G haeltacht anois ag leathanú an B h éarla agus réim  an 
B h éa rla . L agú  m ór é sin ar an nG aedh ilge, agus a 
leigheas san i liimhaibh an R ialtais ach fdachaint 
chuige.

(a) Oifigiyh an Phinse.
(a) Td an Ghaedhilge ag lucht an Phinse fháil, fiú

am hdin sa B hreac-G haeltacht. Cad chuige 
Béavla labhairt leo. Oifigeach ar m h'aithne  
agus roinnt G aedhilg aige agus an Béarla a 
labhairt de ghnd aige im easg Gaedheal.

(b) A n  seéul céadna ag lucht Coim ishin na T alm han.
N i bhionn de ghnd ehainnt aeu ach an Béarla  
agus iad ad iaraig bheith ie inheas ag lucht an 
Bhéarla.

(c) Na C úirteana.— Tdid clió G allda againn anso
agus bhiodar riam h. Ni bhionn focal G aedh
ilge a labhairt ionta.

(d) Iascaireacht.— Beagainin beag Gaedhilge ag
('igire ón Roinn sin agus an chuid is m o da 
glum a dhrauam h le daoine ag a bhfuil an 
Gaedhilge go blasda. Luighdú ar a m ras san  
ar Ghaedhilge a leitlicid sin de ghnó.

(e) L íosta / lucht guthaidheaehta agus lucht coisdi.—
llein teai’ an donus ar fad de dhiobhail don  
G haedhilge nuair craobhscaoiltear liosdai m ar 
sin agus gan ortha ach bréag-ainm neacha  
dhaoine go m inic. Td an t ’ o ’ caite am ach ar 
fad as a ldn sloinnti fior-G aelacha agus <-rot 
G allda nach é curtha ortha agus gan aon athrú 
tagaithe ó d'irnthig na G aill.

(f) R ialtas A iteam h ail.— D o  fcadfai feidhm  m hór do
bhaint as so chun ait ainm neacha do G haelú  
aris agus chun m eas ar G haedhilg do m héadú. 
N i chuim hnion duine as fiche duine diobh so atd 
ag obair feu Piialtas san ar focal Gaedhilge do 
labhairt le li-éínne.

(gl Garda Siochdna.— Ha cheart slighte cheapa
chun tuille Gaedheal <i aolach do m healla  
isteach. G an  cead acu B carla labhairt sa  
G haeltacht.

Oideachas.
2 . B a  cheart níos m ó a dhcanam h ins na Coldistibh  

Trainala chun eolas ceart ar rudai a bhainean le cultúr 
G aelach do thabhairt dos na h-oidihh ann.

(a) Ceol fior-G haelach .— Ni h e a bhionn ar eolas acu
a teacht- a bhaile mi m eas air ach an oiread ag 
a ldn acu.

(b) Rinnei G haelacha.— Ná heidís chó m aith le
“  drill ”  do leanbhai scoile i gcúrsaí aicilidh- 
eaclita ach a m bionn aon m húinteoir rinnei 
Gaelacha ins na (lo lá istib h ? T á  gd le h-athrú  
m ór ins na Coldisdihh.

C'hjiii
8 . Bíonn m úinteóirí ag geardn go dtugan Cigiri 

airithe agus Gaedhilge acu droch-sham pla go m inic ins 
na scoileannaibh m ar as B earla is m ó a iabhraid agus 
td cuid acu nd labhran focal G aedhilge i dtaobh aon 
riula na bainean Ie teagasg na Gaedhilge. Béarla an 
teanga oifigiiiil at:i acu san , rud suarach an teanga eile. 
Nil féadfai san do leigheas gan puinn trioblóide.

4. Td im iintebiri scoile agus an lucht eéadna ortha 
Ms sin nd Iabhraid an Ghaedhilge sa seoil ach aruhdin 
nuair a bhionn siad a m úine. Fágan gnó m ar sin  
m achail m hór ar an obair. Sa bhreac-G haeltacht fill 
am háin ba cheart Gaedhilge labhairt le linn gnd 
ghnótha. B a  cheart nios mb a dhéanam h chun ain m 
neacha na n b a ilt i  i geeanntar gach scoile do m húine dos 
na leanbhaibh agus aon stair a bhainean leo do m húine  
dhóibh agus m iniú a dhcanam h ar bhrigh gach ainm  
diobh. Deintear cuid de seo eheana ach is ro-bheag 
é agus is ró-leanih deintear go m inic c. Bionn na 
ieanbhai dali go leor m ar gheall ar a leithéid.

5. B a  cheart liosda des na h-ainm neaeha san do 
bheith in gach seoil agus ainm neacha toibreacha, 
leasana, rathana, caisleain aibhnte, sruthain, gleannta, 
enuie agus m ar sin , sa cheanntar do bheith a m bailiú , 
agus an cnosacht do chim éad sa seoil, agus órdd ag an 
gCigire a raghadh ar chuaird ann tuairisg an liosda sail 
do chur agus m eas do bheith ar oide duthrachtach do 
rdir a shaothair sa ghnó san. Bheadh in enfeacht leis 
sin gnó do leir-scail an cheanntair ar ball agus na  
h-ainm neacha breacaithe ann.

6 . I  ndiadh a chéile sa chum a san d ’eireóch linn  
rudai atá nach m ór caillte againn do shlanú aris agus 
saidhbhreas m ór do bhailiú don, lucht leighinn a lean- 
faig sinn.

7 . M headóch an gnó san speis na leanbh sa teangain  
agus chuirfead se na daoine fásta ag m achtnam h agus 
ag cainnt. Thiocgadh m eas ar rudai Gaelacha i 
ndiaidh a chéile.
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8. Tá gadh le scoileanaibh tráthnóna nó is d ’oiche. 
Leictiúrl, drámaí, ceól, amhrain. Rudai chun an aigne 
agus an croi d ’árdú agus chun athas do mhéadú.

9. Roinnt nniinteóirí Gaedhilge do theagasg i gcúrsaf 
a bhainean feirmeoireacht, etc., chun go bhféadfaidís 
cuid den aimsir do chaith ag tabhairt eolais mar gheall 
ai rudai a bhainean go dluth le saoghal na ndaoine a 
thiocfadh a foghluim Gaedhilge uatha fe ’n dtnath.

10. Níos mó na "  cothrum na feinne ”  do thabhairt 
do dhaoinibh óga sa Ghaeltacht iad féin d ’ullmhú i 
gcóir múinteoireaeht.

11. Gun cead ag einne dul Gteach ins na C’olaistibh 
Traineala go dti go mbeadh < iaedhilge ar a ndeis acn.

Itiohi.—Coimixinéhi mi. (In r I tariita.
12. Gan daoine airithe in uglularás chun fcachaint 

chuige go leanfar go dilis do pc dligh a eheapfar ag 
buanú na Gaeltachta beitear ag brise na dligh sin agus 
ag seachaiut na trioblóide a bhainean leis na eoingeal- 
laeha a hheidh ortha. Xíor mhór daoine oireamhnacha 
do bheith ag an Rialtas chun na hoibre sin do dhéanamh 
agus chun tuille laisiieUe a bhailiii o am go h-am i 
dtaobli na Gaeltachta.

-In. Euglais.
1:5. Xi féidir le h-éinne a chaith aon tamall fada sa 

Ghaeltacht gan tabhairt fc ndeara gur diobhail mhór 
don teangaiu sagairt gan Ghaedhilge do bheith a 
freasdal ar Ghaedhalaibh gan Bearla. Bln, i bhfios 
dom-sa, cuid mhór diobhála i dcanamh sa chuma san 
i gOiaraidhe agus i gcuid de Chorcaigh le fiche blian 
anuu-. Xi h-aon mhaitli dliuinn ar siiile do dlnina air 
rn:i tii se ar siubhal tos. T.i fhios again go bhfuil an 
sgeiil naclr mór amhlaigh i n-Oilean t’leire de lathair. 
Xi h-air an sagairt atá an lucht. b ’fhéidir, aeh t:i lucht 
in ait éigin.

14. Guis achrainn b'-eadh an cheist sen idir cuid 
againn agus ea-boig airithe go minic aeh b’fheidir toisg 
go bhfuil athraeh saoghail anois ann nuair atá ár Rialtas 
thin againn agus ciiram sabhalta na Gaedhilge togt.ha 
ortha féin, ar chuma, acu, go bhféafai an droch-sceal 
so do leigheas.

In . An fhiad a hheidh sagairt ag Béarlóireaeht sa 
G haeltacht beig cnuinih m heathlaithe na teangan a 
h-ide go Hugh.

(Signed) PEADAR 0 hAXXRACHAIN.
Dun Aoibhiun, .l/i Si inhiiit in.

12adh M eithenm h,  1925.

PEADAR O h A N N R A C H AIX, iniwnnil.
i  English i /'iulenmi of  r  ni hi I iintmii in fi ish ).

1. Clininiiaii.— W o u ld  y o u  prefer to g ive  you r ev i
dence in  Ir ish  or E n g lis h ? — I stood out against speak
in g  E n g lish  to th e  foreign er, an d I  w ould  prefer to 
speak  Ir ish  to G aels . I f  th ere  is an y b o d y  here to p u t  
q u estio n s to  m e an d he does not u n d erstan d  M u n ster  
Ir ish  we w ill be a b le  to get round it in  som e other  
w a y .

2. T h a t w ill be d on e. B efore  an y questions are p u t  
p erh a p s y o u  w ould  tell us w h at ought to be done and  
is  not b e in g  done in regard to ed u cation , g o v ern m en t, 
an d  the life  of the p e o p le  in  th e  G aeltaeh t ?— It  is a 
lo n g  tim e  s in c e  I  le ft th e  G ae lta eh t of K e r r y ,  C ork , 
an d  C lare.

T here are  p la ces in Kerry an d  C lare th a t w ould  
req u ire  to be treated  d ifferen tly  from  C airb re . Y o u r  
rem ed y  is for C airb re . C o n d ition s arc not the sam e in  

.(Kerry an d C a irb re ?  As to the G a elta eh t, I believe 
that h a rm  h a s  b een  done and is b e in g  done to the 
Gaeltaeht th a t it is in the power of the G o v ern m en t to 
stop. Things are not being done in  the way in which 
they should be done. I refer to the Government. I 
will come to education presently. There is no use 
in my repeating what, was said y esterd ay . Public 
servants don’t understand that they should respect 
and honour the Irish language. They don’t under
stand it, and they are not doing it . Even of those 
who do know Irish, there is nobody doing it as far 
as I know except those who love Irish for its own 

•sake.
(//). I am fully satisfied that if the Government 

have the will to save the language they have the 
power to do it. With all the difficulties of the past 
three years it was perhaps hard to do it, but if they 
endeavoured now to carry out what the President 
mentioned in his letter to this Commission great 
good could come from it. That applies to every

part of the country as well as to the Gaeltaeht» 
because it is not in the Gaeltaeht only that 
the people see that the minds of officials are 
not very Gaelic.

(6). Good example by those in authority will 
give courage to the people who believe it is 
in our power to save Irish and that it is right 
to save it. It will give courage to the people and 
you will get help from them that you do not get 
now, because they have not got that courage. Pen
sions officers, income tax officers, officers of the 
courts, justices, commissioners of the peace, only an 
odd onel of them knows Irish, and they were ap
pointed by this Irish Government. It would be 
necessary to do something wonderful to change the 
mind of the Gael from the way in which it 
íegurded Irish.

((). The rising of 1916 changed the mind of 
the people in political affairs. Another rising is 
wanted in the proceedings of the Government, some
thing unusual and striking to show that a change 
towards Irish is coming. There are pensions' officers 
witli a little Irish, but they don’t speak Irish unless 
they find a person who cannot speak English. If an 
old age pensioner has any sort of English, they speak 
English to him. What effect will that have on the 
mind of the poor pensioners ?—It is hard to change 
their minds, but the pensions officers should be 

! given to understand that the Government mean to 
I establish a Gaelic nation. Then it would be possible 

to get tbe Irish speakers to help, but it will not be 
possible as long as it is necessary to have a stream 
of English and a stream of foreign influence in 
making opeiative whatever laws you enact in 
Dublin.

(il). There are a good many other things be
s i d e s  the pensions officers. There are the 
courts. I was in a court in Skibbeiven recently, 
and I was in the court there when the English 
were here, and I did not. see any difference. I am 
not condemning the Government for anything they 
have done or anything they have not done, but the 
public understand that there is only a slight change 
from what there was under the English. The same 
thing applies in Local Government. The county 
councils could do a great deal, but when an appoint
ment is being made it is not the person who knows 
Irish best who is selected but the person with the 
biggest pull, with the greatest number of relatives.

(U). If we are to do anything, now is the time to 
begin. I don't know when we shall have as good a 
Government again. It is necessary to take advan
tage of that fact, and do something immediately to 
raise the value of Irish and show that Irish is a 
sign of respectability. The want of respect for Irish 
would change altogether if it was shown that Irish 
would open many doors and gates to advancement, 
and that it was not a hindrance but a help. Until 
that is done the English will be on top and the 
Gaels will be striving after English aud foreign re
spectability. When the Gaelic League failed to do 
that I don’t think it is in the power of any organi
sation to do it, except a Government. Perhaps if 

I the people themselves had the stamina they might 
I do it. But I don’t think it is possible at pre

sent unless the Government actively assists in 
doing it. It certainly is not possible if the Go
vernment is against it.

(/) As regards education, I had some connec
tion with bilingual education when it was first 
established. 1 was going round as an organi
ser of the Gaelic League, and we thought we 
had won a great thing. But it was not long till 
we saw that the bilingual programme would not save 
Irish in the Gaeltaeht. I don’t believe that the 
education that is in progress now will do the busi
ness. First of all many teachers in the Gaeltaeht are 
not suitable to give instruction through Irish to 
the children. It is not instruction out of books alone 
that the children want, but instruction such as a 
learned person would give to children out of his 
own store of knowledge. A teacher who has only 
Irish learned1 from books cannot do that. He knows 
nothing of the sort of knowledge that I get in the 
roads in conversation with old Irish speakers. Few 
teachers go about like that trying to learn from the 
old people. The Gaelic teachers did it. There is 
something wrong in the instruction in the Gaeltaeht, 
and the/effects are seen in the people.
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(</)• Too little attention is paid to the history of the 
district or the great people who lived in the district. 
The Education Department may be responsible for that 
because the teacher may think that the inspector may 
not want it because it is not in some text book. The 
teachers will have to understand what is wanted, 
and it is for those in authority to direct them pro
perly. This is a Gaelic nation, and every child born 
here should be given to understand in school that 
he is a Gael and should be as proud of his country as 
a Spaniard is of Spain or a Frenchman is of France. 
Those in charge of education should put such a 
policy before the teachers, and it should be seen to 
that no inspectors should he allowed into a district 
unless they understand that policy not only on 
paper but in their own lives. I don't think we realise 
what we owe to these who have kept Irish alive in that 
part of Ireland which is not conquered yet, I don t 
recognise any part of Ireland as unconquered except 
the Gaeltacht.

(h). A little about the Church. I don't know much 
about the Bishops, but I knew one of them, the late 
Bishop O’Dea, and I would give him as an example 
to the others. What he did, I think it would be 
possible for others to do. A young priest told me 
that that bishop did not leave a parish in which 
Irish sermons were necessary that lie did not send an 
Irish-speaking priest to. Our diocese in Cairbre is 
very small. We have not got enough priests for all 
the parishes, and we get priests on loan. No priest 
wants to be sent to Clear Island—perhaps you 
would not like to be sent there or to parts of Connacht 
yourselves—the old priests don’t like to he sent into 
the island, and young priests from another diocese, 
who do not know Irish, are sfent to the Irish-speaking 
people of Clean Island. The prayers and sermons an 
in English. It is not the priest’s fault; the people to 
.blame are the bishops. Great hann has b e e n  done. 
The people have great respect tor the Church, and 
what must they think when they hear the priest 
speaking nothing but English? They must think Eng
lish is the right thing. If the bishops were here l 
would tell them that. The priests used English in 
certain districts long bet'ort there was any ne
cessity for it, and if there is a necessity for Irish 
it ought to he used even if the people were not 
looking for it. Any priest or doctor speaking Eng
lish in an Irish-speaking district is a bad example.

4. i.'huirHum.—Are there districts m Cork and 
Kerry where Irish only ought to be used in the bilin
gual schools ?—There are places in Kerry, Corea 
Dhuibhne is one of them. Perhaps it would be 
necessary to have English as a subject of instruction.

5. English as a subject and Irish as a medium V— 
Yes, there are many teachers who think that their duty 
is done if Irish is taught, and taught properly, and 
everything else taught through English. Geography, 
arithmetic and other things shoidd be taught 
through the medium of Irish where Irish is the ordi
nary language of the pupils. I am not talking of 
banishing English, but of teaching it as a subject. 
In Coica Dhuibhne a teacher wanted to give instruc
tion through Irish and the inspector would not 
permit him. Wc have gone ahead since then. It is 
an intellectual and national injustice to teach Irish- 
speaking children through English.

•>. ('.'nuld you give us a list of the schools in Cork and 
in Kerry in which Irish could be used as a medium, 
and English as a subject of instruction?—I could, 
but I would have to travel the districts again.

7. But there are such places there?—Yes. there an 
such places in Kerry. I am doubtful about Cork, 
Oílean Cléire perhaps. I  remember being in the 
school in Coolea, near Ballyvourney, and the teacher 
gave lessons of every kind in Irish, and the children 
understood and spoke the language.

8. If a new programme on these lines were intro
duced, do you think the teachers would be able to 
work it?—I don’t think some of them would lie able 
to do it. They were put in their positions without 
this language being any part of the work of the pro
gramme they were to teach. During my own time 
one of them was appointed who was a “  thorn in the 
flesh ”  of the Gaeltacht. It was not possible to get at 
him. A relative of Daniel O'Connell was his man
ager—a man who lived there for twenty years with
out knowing Irish. Some priests and doctors would 
not allow Irish into their ears. I think it is a sin

against education to put such people to educate our 
children. It is an injustice to the children, because 
they will never understand the mind of the children.
I don’t think there are many like him in the Gael
tacht.

9. Do you think that higher primary schools are 
wanted, in the Gaeltacht ?—Yes, 1 think so. When I 
was in those districts I noticed that the children 
vveie cleverer than the boys and girls of the Gall- 
taclit. It was a great pity not to assist them. That 
would give courage to the old people, by showing 
them that no injustice would be done to the chil
dren because they spoke Irish, hut that they would 
he assured of right and justice. I think there should 
be some means of teaching them without putting 
them in amongst English speakers.

in. You know the Gaeltacht of Galway and Tounna- 
keady ?—I was in Tourmakeady twice, and when I 
came back I was almost killed when I said there 
was a place that was more Gaelic than Ballingeary.
I was also in Donegal, Burtonport.

11. Y'ou understood their Irish?—I was there seven 
days before I understood them well.

12. Fiachm. Eilgcach.—Did they understand you?— 
They did, and I undeistood ranns of theirs which 
some people who knew Ulster Irish did not under
stand.

Id. Oliiiirmiin.—If there are teachers in. these dis
tricts who cannot do their work properly through 
Irish you would banish them ?—1 don’t say that. I 
spoke of o n e  man who ought to b e  banished. But 
there are others who can read and write Irish. There 
are many people who are not doing their work pro
perly now. hut who would do it properly if they un
derstood that it had to ,be done. I would not banish 
them. There are some of them rather old, and 1 
would give them a pension.

14. There are districts in which you would not 
allow teachers who do not know Irish ?—Y'es.

15. There are d istricts  in  w h ich  you w ould not allow  
p u b lic  officials w ithout Ir ish  ?— Y’ es.

16. Are both districts the same?—They aTe the same. 
I would go further. Fai into the Breac-Ghaeltacht 
teachers, pensions officers, and certain people who 
have most connection with the people should know 
Irish.

17. An Srubhur —The Gaeltacht in Munster is wliat 
you know best?—Yes.

J.s Especially Cork and Kerry ?—Y’es.
19. A’ on referred to a certain school in which the 

teacher was “  a thorn in the flesh.”  Do you re
member a school in the same district where the 
opposite occurred, and the teacher was banished?— 
The old teacher was banished.

20. Yes, the teacher was banished because she was 
doing the work in Irish?—Oh, yes, I  remember.

21. Wliat is your opinion of the kind of education 
that was given in that school and its effect on the 
minds of the children?—The effect of the work of that 
teacher was to elevate the winds of the children. 
Anybody who went to the school could see that. 
When I went there the first night not only did the 
young people come to hear about the language, but 
the old people came with their children. That was 
proof of the esteem they had for the language. They 
would stay as long as I liked, listening to recitations, 
songs and story telling.

22. Wliat. connection was there between the kind of 
education being given to the children there and the 
old traditions of the place, and what effect had that 
on the minds of the children in comparison with 
other schools?—I thought from the children that 
they were glad to be alive, and glad to come to 
school. They saw a treasure in the Irish language. 
There was respect for it in their homes, and the old 
people were delighted to give them bits of history or 
other local knowledge. They learned songs from the 
old people. They were a credit to the place. I 
could not say it was the same with the others who 
had learned through English.

23. Would you say they were the makings of clever 
writers ?—They wrote compositions and diaries, and 
they esteemed learning, literature, history, and all 
such things.

24. She had awakened that sort of spirit in the 
pupils?—Obviously she had.

25. What happened to the teacher in that Gaelic 
school ?—She was dismissed.
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26. What about the teacher from Meath ?—He is 
fixed there.

27. Uo you think there are many teachers like that, 
and what would you do with them ?—I understand 
those in charge of education don’t want to take the 
trouble on themselves. 1 don’t blame them for what 
they have done in the schools. I understand they 
don’t want to banish anybody as the people who 
were there before them did. Their predecessors had 
more courage to enforce their will; they were more 
tyrannical.

28. What happened to the Gaelic teacher, would 
that be right treatment V—1 would not agree to do an 
injustice to anybody, because that would be an in
justice, I  think it would be right to give him a pension 
if he could not get another school outside that district.

29. Do you think education like that is necessary in 
-the Gaeltacht ?—Education like that in Sgoil 
Vóluish ?

30. Yes. education that would open the minds of 
the children?—Yes, that is what I said a while ago.
I would say that it ought to be done in any part of 
Ireland. I would say that to send these English- 
speaking people into the Gaeltacht is a sin against 
Irish nationality, a sin against the best thing we 
have, it  is not unusual to make laws protecting 
things. I see there is a law against a certain kind 
of stock, against shorthorns. There is a law not to 
Allow them into Kerry, the object, of which is to pro
tect the Kerry breed of cows. If the Government 
think it necessary to protect the Kerry cows, I think 
it is more necessary to protect Irish in Kerry against I 
the foreigners, whether longhorns or shorthorns.

31 From what you have said, it is to be understood | 
that Hi,'l-c is need Jur a national movement in Ireland j 
still?— 1 don’t come to Dublin often, but some 
time, a couple of years, ago I read about a gathering 
in Dublin—about St. Patrick’s Day, 1922—and it 
pleased me. I pictured what Ireland would be soon— 
Irish dances, Irish music, the Irish language—the 
foreigners will value them. I have not seen much of 
that since. We want a gesture, a sample of what 
could be done. The people in charge of the Govern- ! 
ment of the country and other people have it in their 
power to do a great deal more to give courage to 
people like me, and better and wiser than me.

32. What influence would such exhibitions have on 
the Gaeltacht and on the people who speak Irish?— 
Influence for good, and if we had any sort of Press 
that would give them reports of such happenings it 
would give them courage. They would see that the 
day was coming that we had hoped for.

33. Is there a danger now that there are a creat 
many people in the country who think they are doing 
their duty if they have some connection with some 
political party?—It was so always. John Mitchell 
said the same thing about Daniel O’Connell. Repub
licans say the same thing. Cumann na nGaedheal 
people think it enough to be members of the 
Cumann. Teachers, think their work is done if they 
get a diploma of education.

34. Clniinnan,—Or if they are connected with their 
organisation.

35. Do you think it is necessary to have special in
struction on nationality?—It is necessary.

36. To show to the mass of the people that they have 
to do something ?—That Ireland is an Irish nation, 
and that it will he necessary for them to help in pre
serving it.

37. Do the people of the Gaeltacht understand vet, 
or are they taught that it is they who have the 
truest part of Ireland?—They don’t. How could 
they see it?

38. Do you think it is possible to get that spirit 
into them?—I would say so.

.‘!9. What would do it best?—The language, as I 
said before, and good example, right teaching, and 
acts according to the teaching.

40. .4» Fear Mar.—The old people are dying in the 
Gaeltacht, and there is nobody to take their place. 
Do you think there is a literature amongst them that 
we should try to get?—Yes, I found that out when 
I was writing down things from them. It is a great 
pity not to have this literature preserved. I  am 
sorry I did not write more of it down myself.

41. Sixty years ago the British Government sent 
John O'Donovan to collect the place-names. Don’t 
you think it' would be right for our Government to do

something like that for this old literature ?—1 don’t 
think John O’Donovan finished his work.

42. But don’t you think that something like that 
should be done for our old literature?—I think it 
would be possible to save a great amount of it. It 
should be done at once because the old people who 
have this traditional learning are dying. There are 
twenty fields that could be worked in connection 
with the saving of Irish, and this is one of them. 
If it is not done within ten years, it will be too late; 
the literature will be gone. It could be done without 
a great deal of expense.

43. Have you seen the dictaphone ?—I have not, but 
if you give me one, and tell me how to use it, I’ll 
do my best to get records of the songs and stories 
from the old Irish speakers.

44. You would not like to do an injustice to the 
teachers. Don’t you think it is an injustice to the 
children not to teach them properly?—I do.

45. Did anything happen recently that would in
dicate thei mind of some of the people in your dis
trict towards the language?—Yes, I had to write to 
the income tax man. He sent letters to me in the 
foreign form of my name. I took no notice. 1 opened 
the second one and saw that law was being threatened.
1 replied in Irish, telling him I did not recog
nise the foreign form of my name. At last I wrote 
him, telling him certain things and saying I would 
report the matter to this Commission. This thing 
had been going on for two years. I then got a 
letter addressed in Irish, but the story inside was in 
English. I am not going! to write in English.

I have, a couple <>t children, and they are not regis
tered because I failed to get justice from the regis
trars. When I could get no justice, from the registrars 
at home I wrote to the registrar in Dublin, and got an 
answer in English. They told me the local regis
trar would deal with the matter. When I went 
into the local office I was given a form in 
English in which to write the name in Irish. I was 
told I could write it in Irish. I told them I was 
living in Ireland, and that they should give me the 
same facilities as a Frenchman would get in France.
I left the matter there. An injustice has been done 
1o me. If I want a certificate of birth for my child 
I cannot get it.

46. .4» Seahhar.—According to the law your child is 
not in the world at all?—No. I am not satisfied that 
I am a foreigner. I am not satisfied that that is the 
way to treat a Gael in his own country. The Gaels 
don’t get fair play. If there is only one man in 
Ireland who wants to live the life of a Gael, he 
should get justice.

(The Commission adjourned for lunch. tYhen it 
re s t)  m ed)—

47. I ’ l iultir 0 hAiui Cichain said : —Before you take 
any other evidence I would like to say a little more.

Chairman —Very well.
Witness.—I was listening to a witness giving evi

dence here to-day, and to questions about the diffi
culty of getting persons who can write shorthand in 
Irish, and of the necessity for speaking English. You 
would think that this Commission would endeavour 
to remedy that, and that the Government would set 
a good example to others. But it is not so. Instead 
of getting better, matters will be getting worse. 
There is an advertisement in the paper here that 
there are sixty places to he filled in the service of 
the State for shorthand writers and typists. For 
some of them shorthand is compulsory, and for others 
shorthand and typing, but there is no necessity for 
a knowledge of Irish.

48. In. Seahhar (reading in English).—"Open com
petitive examination for posts as shorthand-typists 
and typists in the Civil Service.— An open competitive 
examination for thirty established posts as shorthand- 
typists and 30 like posts as typists in the Civil Service, 
will be held in Dublin and Cork on Tuesday, 28th July, 
1925. Limits of age—18-28 on 1st July, 1925. Subjects 
of examination—Shorthand, typing, Gaedhilg, Eng
lish, arithmetic, history and geography. Note— 
Shorthand is compulsory for candidate shorthand- 
typists, and typing for candidate typists. Latest date 
for entry—Tuesday, 30th instant. Regulations and 
syllabus from AN RUNAIDHE, 33 Faithche 
Stiophain, Baile Atha Cliath.”

49. IT'ifneirf.—Two things are necessary for this ex
amination. It is possible to take Irish to get extra
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marks, but there is nothing about Irish being com
pulsory. When a thing like that happens while this 
Commission is inquiring into the position of Irish, 
how is it possible to believe that certain people are 

• in earnest ? Why would we not have doubts when a 
thing like that occurs while this Commission is 

. sitting ?
50. Chairman.—What you want to show is that there 

are people coming into the public service to-day who 
.are not required to know Irish; that it is not neces
sary for them to have Irish?

Witness.—Exactly, and increasing the existing diffi
culties. We were talking about banishing people who 
did not know Iri3h. Where will the money be got if 
the difficulties are increased in this way ? From these 
acts one would think that it is not an independent 
Ireland certain people want, but a half-foreign Ire
land.

Talking about the Gaeltacht and the migra
tion of people, I know there are Gaels who 
hold a little land, and who would prefer to get 
a bit of land in Ireland than to emigrate. What
ever land is to be divided they should get some 
o f it, if they are willing to take it and work it. Mr. 
MacLysaght had said that there was more emigra
tion from the Gaeltacht than from other parts of the 
country. That is because these districts are poorer 
and the houses are bad. Emigration from the Gael
tacht ought to be stopped, and everything possible 

.should be dime to stop it-by  giving the people land 
by scholarships and providing a livelihood for them 
at home. Although some of them may lose Irish by 
being employed outside the Gaeltacht, they won’t be 
lost to the country. I  believe if there was proper 
education suitable to the Gaeltacht, and if there was 
a right spirit the people would try to take advantage 
of their opportunities, and that, instead of running 
after shonéenism, the English speakers would be run
ning after and trying to learn Irish.

* * * * *
Bin an Baiteus seo leanas ó Fionan Mar f 'ohim i 

Idmluubh mi  ijl’oimisinrvi.

-GEARR-THUA1RISG AR NA PUINNTIBH GUR 
MIAN LIO.M TRACHT ORTHA.

1. larthar Deasumhan ó Cionn tSáile go Dún Claaoin— 
—mír dúithche go bhfuil a bheag nó a mhór de Ghael- 
uinn ag furmhór mhuintir na tuaithe ann (ach amháin 
sa réigiún de taobh thiar de’n Sciobairin) Tarraic line ó 
Chionn t-Sáile go Sráid a Mhuilinn agus as san go 
Tráighlí agus line eile ón Sciobairin go Beanntraighe— 
sin limistéar mór dúthchaighe n-ar cheart iarracht 
fóghanta a dhéanamh chun an teanga do chosaint agus 
do bhuanú ann, d ’fhonn é bheith n-ár gcumas í leathanú 
as san ar fuaid na tire. Bias láidir Gaedhlach ar chaint 
na ndaoine i mBéarla féin annso agus mórán de'n cheol 
duthchasach' agus den seanaimsireacht beo fós n-a 
measg i ngach phairt de—sé sin ag muintir na tuaithe.

2. Furmhór mhuintir na mbailti móra imithe Gallda 
ann ach amháin sa Daingean béidir. Sa tsráid sin 
féin tá dream dubh Gallda neaduithe a mharbhóghaidh 
an Ghaeluinn i nDuibhneachaibh maran íéidir a 
gcomhacht do bhriseadh nó iad a ruagairt as.

3. Na tri ranna tire i nDeoiseas Chiarraighe go 
dtugtar ortha Corea Dhuibhne, Ibh Ráthach, Béara 
agus Iar Mhúsgraighe agus ceanntar Beanntraighe 
agus Oileán Cléire na dúithchí is tábhachtaí i 
gcúrsai na Gaeluinne san limistéar airithe so. 
Thar gach réigún eile mholfainn an freasdal agus 
an chosaint is feárr atá i gcumas an Rialtais do 
thabhairt don Ghaeluinn i geeanntar an Daingin 6 
Abhannascáil anoir gan leithsgéal ar bith do ghlacadh. 
Bheith chomh dian is dá mba gur cogadh a bhi i geeist. 
Amhail a deineann an Magyar, an Gearmánach, an 
Pólach, agus gach aieme eile atá dariribh i dtaobh a 
naisiúntachta féin do chosaint. D ’oirfeadh dos na 
daoinibh san réigiún ■ so nfos mó cnámh droma do 
chruthú ionnta. Maitheas a dhéanfadh sé dhóibh 
iarracht daingean láidir chun an Ghaoluinn do thárrtháil 
agus i chur ar siubhal n-a measg.

4. Droch-shoerú do’n Ghaeltacht an roinneadh i 
gconndaethe atá déanta d ’Eirinn. Ceart do’n Rialtas 
an éagcóir sin do leigheas i slighe is go bhfaghadh 
muintir na Gaeltachta a sgar féin d ’ollmhaitheas na 
tire seo feasda.

5. Reach taire n6 fear inid 6n Rialtas do chur i 
bhfeidhil gach limistear mór Gaeltachta d ’fhonn aithne 
pearsanta do bheith aige ar na daoinibh ann agus eólas

ar an meón ar leithilig atá ag baint leo agus tuisgint n-a 
ngábhataraibh. Seasámh mar Treasury Remembrancer 
thabhairt dó i slighe ’s go mbeadh cead cur isteach aige 
ar gnóthai gach Aireachta agus gach bráinnse de ghnó 
na tire go n-oirfeadh san dóibh. Dualgasai eile do 
bheith aige i n-éagmuis seo go bhfuil baint acu le h-oifigi 
Stáit.

6. Lástmuigh do imirce na ndaoine óg go Meirica 
srl. an rud is mó atá ag cur na Gaedhluinne chun 
deiridh ins na ceanntracha Gaedhlacha ná an droch- 
shompla gheibheann na Gaedhilgeoiri ós na haiemf seo 
leanas a bhionn ag siar bhéarlóireacht eatorra féin agus 
le daoinibh go mbíonn deighleáil acu leo piacu bhionn 
Gaoluinn acu féin nó ná bionn (ach amháin an duine 
fánach acu).

(1) Teachtairi agus lucht feadhma an Rialtais.
(2) An Chléir.
(3) Na h-Oidi Scoile.
(4) Na Gárdai Síochána.
(5) Lucht Oifig an Phuist.
(6) Lucht Dlighe agus Ciiirteana.
(7) Dochtúiri.
(8) An t-Arm.
(9) Lucht na mbórd Puibli agus a bhfuirinn 

oifigeach.
(10) Ceannuitheoiri.
(11) Lucht siopaithe.
(12) Lucht na mbóthar iarainn.

7. Dhá ni a dheineann an dhíobháil don teangain:—
(1) nuar a bhionn airgead le tuilleamh nó cabhair

ar bith d ’iarraidh gur i mbéarla a chaithfidh 
na Gaedhilgeoiri lucht a riartha do chasamh agus (2) 
ná feiceann siad nó ná cloisid siad nó nach eól dóibh 
aon dhream a’ cheapaid uasal nó galánta a cleachta na 
Gaeluinne-eatorra féin.

8. Nithe eile gur tri Sacs Bhearla oibritear raise- 
anna, eluichí peile, báire agus cluichi eile gur i 
mBéarla a bhionn na h-amhráin, na peic-thiiri, na 
ceolta agus gach saghas caitheamh aimsire ar siúbhal. 
Nithe eile fós: gach saghas fógraí idir Eaglais agus 
Stáit, ainmneacha áiteanna agus a sloinnte fein 
(Misters agus Esquires agus Misses agus Mistresses). 
Ni eile Meueaai agus na daoine a thangann abhaile ó 
Mhéiriocá.

9. Molto.—Cúrsaí Oideaehais. órduithe agus obair 
na sgoileanna a dhéanamh tri Ghaedhilg amháin agus 
na leanbhai do stiúradh c h u n  Í labhairt eatorra féin. 
Deagh-shompla ós na hoidibh féin an rud is tábhach- 
taighe chuige seo. Ni mór an mheanmna Ghaedhlacb 
náisiúntaeh do chruthú ins na h-oidibh an fhaid a 
bhionn siad ins na Coláistibh Múinteóireachta Sid é 
lagphuinnte na Gaedhluinne i gcúrsaí Oideaehais rud 
do thuig Art 0 Griobhtha go maith. In inead é seo a 
dhéanamh Léighean agus Cúltur Gallda a chuirtgar i 
bhfeidhm ortha ins na Cóláistí seo. Nil slighe ceart 
ar bun chun na leanbhai do chur ag labhairt na 
Gaoluinne i bhfurmhór na sgoileanna. Adhbhar 
léighinn a dhéintear den nGaeluinn, in inead a bhuanú 
mar theanga náisiúnta do bheith mar bhun leis an 
teagasg. (A wrong lead has been given to the people 
generally.)

Scoláireachtaí.
10. D ’fhonn na 'leanbhai is cliste do chur i gcri 

is do choimeád in Eirinn. An chuid is feárr acu 
a ghléasadh chun dul le múineadh mar slighe bheatha 
agus feirmeóireacht agus ccirdeanna éagsamhla ar nós 
gluaisteáin do thomáint, telegrafi, srl., do mhúine do 
n-a thuille acu. Teagasg a thabhairt dóibh sa bhaile i 
mbrainnsibh mar leanas :—

Cuireadóireacht.
Cócaireacht agus glanachar tighe.
Oibriú máisiní agus mótori.
Iascaireacht.
Figheadóireacht, srl.

11. Tease Cultúraoh. Múinteóir taisdil i ngach 
ceanntar a mhiiinfidh dánta agus sgéalta, amhráin agus 
ceol, cleachta liith, drámai agus rinnee Gaelach. 
Páipéar le haghaidh gach limiotáiste (ar nós “  an 
Lochrann,”  “  an Stoc,”  “  an Scuab.” ).

12. Nithe eile:—Cumann na Fháinne, Féiseanna agus 
Aerideachta, leabharlanna. (Nior mhisde aire speisialta 
thabhairt don saghas léightheoireachta a bhionn le fáil 
ag an aos 6g. Ins na bailtibh móra agus sa Bhreac 
Ghaeltacht leabháir Béarla de shaghas Davis, Mitchel,
“  The Hidden Ireland,”  do chur i lámhaibh na ndao 
ine óga).

FIONAN MAC COLUIM.
Adelphi Hotel, Port Ldirge.

12adh Meitheamh, 1925.
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FIONAN MAC COLUIM, examined.
(English rendering of examination in Irish).

1. Chairman.—Do you wish to speak in Irish or Eng
lish?—In Irish, please.

2. You say that the people ought to be given to under
stand that in the saving of Irish a war is in question. 
Do you think it is a war?—I think it is a continuation 
o f the war between the Gael and the Gall; a war 
for the soul of the nation. And the hardest part of 
the war has to be fought yet. We know how other 
nations fight for their languages. Before the great war 
began the English newspapers were discussing the 
tyranny of the Germans and the Magyars about their 
languages. The officials in the post offices, the rail
ways, and everywhere alse spoke the language of the 
ruling race. The people might speak their own lan
guage among themselves, but the Magyars insisted on 
their language being used in the post offices and rail
ways. It was as bitter as a war in many ways. The 
foreigner did the same here, and English was used by 
the officials while the people used Irish.

3. Is it your opinion that if Irish dies, England will 
have the victory?—It is my strong opinion that if the 
languagd dies the nation cannot five as an Irish nation.

4. The nation will die? The nation will be dead.
5. You say the present divisions of the country don’t 

give justice to the Irish-speaking people? The poor 
people of Kerry, Clare, Galway and the other Irish
speaking districts have to bear more than their share 
of the rates and taxes as compared with those of rich 
counties like Tipperary and Meath. The burden falls 
heavily on them and they do not get their fair share 
of the expenditure of public money. They are cut 
away from the centres of power. They have no associa
tions with the Government or the people in charge of 
the Government of the country. They have no contact 
with the cities or big towns, and they don’t look to 
Ireland for a livelihood. They look for a livelihood 
beyond the seas. They are cut off by the present 
county divisions. If the divisions were made in a 
different way these places would not be as hard hit as 
they are.

ti. Do you think it would be possible to divide the 
counties in a better way, in a way that would not put 
such a charge on these districts?—I don’t think it 
would be possible now. But the case I make is that the 
Gaels don't get their share of the wealth of the State 
in proportion to their contributions to^it, although they 
are very poor. In education, the public services, and in 
many other ways they are denied their just share. I 
am not thinking of redivision, but of the injury that is 
being done and the means of correcting it.

7. Is it possible to correct it?—It is, by the adoption 
of special means to get them their share of the posi
tions in the public service. If they were to get one- 
eighth of the places in the Garda Sioehana, places in 
the post office and in the training colleges for teachers. 
That is one way in which it could be corrected, per
haps, one-tenth would be the right proportion, but I 
think they ought to get more than that because of 
the long time they have been denied justice. I should 
say one-eighth of everything that is to be got.

8. You mention that the emigration of the young 
people to America is the thing that is doing most to 
kill Irish?— Yes, there is hardly any Gaeltacht left in 
some places. I know districts from which all the young 
people have gone, leaving only the old Irish speakers 
and the children. The young people have to emigrate. 
There is no livelihood at home for them.

9. Bad example is given by certain people by using 
English in the Gaeltacht, have you anything to say on 
that? In their dealings with one another and the 
public, the post office officials, civic guards, and other 
officials use English generally. The teachers teach 
Irish as a subject of instruction, but they do very little 
to train the children to speak Irish to each other. 
It is habit more than anything else that determines 
which language they use when speaking to one another. 
The teaching of history and geography through Irish 
encourages the children to use the language naturally. 
Although some of the Garda know Irish they don’t 
speak it. The post offices are bad. The courts could 
not be worse than they are. The doctors—in parts of 
Kerry—we never hear a word of Irish from them. There 
are some men in the place where I lived, Water- 
ville, and I never heard one of them speaking Irish. 
The public boards’ officials,'merchants, shopkeepers, the 
railway officials—they all use English. The Govern

ment could not interfere with them, but they could give 
a good example. In my opinion, if the officials of the 
Government gave a good example, many of the others 
would follow it. Instead of that they give a bad ex
ample. In addition, many of the people are half- 
foreign—people who have settled there. If there was 
any way in which the Government could show that 
they were in earnest about Irish it would do a lot of 
good—an order or direction to the officials which would 
show them that the Ministry or those above them would 
like them to be on the side of Irish and that their ad
vancement in the State service would be promoted and 
not retarded by such encouragement to the language.
If a notice of that kind were sent out from Dublin to 
the officials there is no doubt that it would do great 
good. I don’t know that anything of the kind has been 
done.

10. If the work of the schools is to be done in Irish, 
which it would be easier to Gaelicise. We must think 
the first part of your statement, “  from Kinsale to 
Millstreet and from that to Tralee, and from Skibbereen 
to Bantry” ?—It is my opinion that it is necessary to 
have a wide area and not to take little, remote places.
I suppose there are some places that would require 
special treatment. I mention the parishes around 
Corea Dhuibhne specially because that is the only dis
trict in which there is a big town that is fairly Irish. 
It is cut off from the rest of the country. It would 
be easy to Gaelicise Dingle, because of the way in 
which it is situated, there is no district in Ireland 
which it would be easier to Gaelicise. We must think 
of the towns, because the people of the country follow 
what they see in the town. Dingle is not so foreign 
that it could not be Gaelicised. There is scarcely a 
house in Dingle in which there is not an Irish speaker. 
There are people who know Irish as well as English. 
There are only two schools, the Christian Brothers’ and 
the Convent. I  don’t think there is any town in Ire
land which it would be easier for the State to Gaelicise, 
if they tried it properly. English speakers have come 
into Dingle, moneyed people connected with the banks 
and with business and professions. They don’t want 
anything but foreignism. I don’t think they recognise 
the damage they are doing to native culture: it is a 
tradition amongst them. If those representing the 
Government were in earnest, I  suppose it would he pos
sible to come to some arrangement with the banks to 
have Irish-speaking officials there and the shopkeepers to. 
have Irish-speaking clerks. I  advise attention to that 
particular district beyond all others because it is the 
most important Irish-speaking district in Munster, and 
the Gaels of Munster would lose heart if Irish were 
allowed to die there.

11. When you say the school work and orders should 
be in Irish only, does that apply to a small district or to 
the district from Kinsale to Tralee ?—The whole dis
trict.

12. Y’ou would advise that for schools in Clonakilty, 
Macroom, Dunmanway, and so on?—Yes, the school 
orders.

13. The school orders and the school work?—Not all. 
English should be taught as a subject.

14. Do you think it would be possible in Kinsale, Mill- 
street, Macroom and Bantry to do the work through 
Irish ?—I think it would be possible to do the work 
in Irish in that entire district, but in the towns you 
would have to make provision for the English-speaking 
elements. The children in the towns must be Irishised 
again.

15. About technical education, have you anything 
more to say about that than you have in your statement? 
—There is great need for technical education in the Irish
speaking districts. The people of these districts must 
be more clever to be able to make a livelihood than 
the people in places where the land is good. The land 
is very poor in the Irish-speaking districts, and tech
nical education is badly wanted which would help the 
people to get a livelihood. The girls should be taught 
cookery and the boys trained in processes connected 
with agriculture and the use of machinery, how to, deal 
with motor cars, and everything like that.

16. Ft. Cunningham.—Do many of them go to Eng
land and Scotland?—No, not from Kerry; more go 
from Achill and other parts of Connacht

17. Is it doing any harm to the speaking of Irish?—I 
suppose they are together when they are away and it 
does not do so much harm to them. The harm is less 
than if they were gone away from Ireland altogether and' 
only the old people and children left, as in Kerry.
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18. An Seabhac-—I  suppose during the years you 
spent in the Irish-speaking districts of Munster you 
found the people still had1 Irish characteristics ?—Yes.

19. Do you think any use is being made of these old 
traditions in the school' programme, or do the teachers 
receive any instruction in the training colleges which 
would make them understand that there is such a thing 
as this traditional culture and that it ought to be pre
served ?—From listening to the children singing at the 
Feisianna I fear no proper direction is given to the 
teachers, because the songs selected have no Irish cha
racter. The songs that please them best in the schools 
are translations from English and with foreign music.

20. Do you notice generally in the schools of the fior- 
Ghaeltacht any effort being made to get a grip of that 
traditional lore that the old people have and teach it 
to  the young ?—There is very little being done; only 
>in an odd place.

21. Do the teachers themselves get any instruction 
about it?—I don’t think they get it except whatever 
they have got at the Summer courses for the past 
couple of years.

22. You don’t think they get any training during their 
studies in the training colleges?—I don’t think they 
get any special instruction. I  don’t think it has been 
put into operation anywhere up to the present. If such 
a thing were to be done, the right place to begin is in 
the training colleges.

23. Do you think there is such a thing at all as cul
tural education at present?—There is very little. Such 
culture lives among the people, and it would be jiossible 
to get the young people to acquire it—poetry, stories, 
songs—they become writers of poetry, dialogues and 
stories. I fear that is not understood among the educa
tion people in Dublin. The tradition of literature is pre
served among the old people, but the young people 
do not get much opportunity to acquire it. They 
must memorise the words in some text-book. It does 
not matter what you are able to d.o in Irish; it is not 
that which is required, but what is allowed by the 
programme.

24. Is it the position of education in the Gaeltacht 
that there is little connection between what is being 
done in the schools and the old Gaelic culture of the 
country ?—I think so, because they have not had time 
yet to examine that aspect of education. Those in 
charge of education ought to make a special effort to 
•get( Irish life madd part of the training of the teachers, 
but they have done nothing particular in that way yet.

25. Apart from these difficulties, as the matter stands
at present, learning in the schools has not its roots in 
the traditional learning about the school?—No, and that 
is the greatest fault I find with the schools. There 
ought to be a change in that. <

26. Is there any preparation being made at present 
for such a change?—This is a matter that depends on 
the training colleges, and I  don’t know the colleges 
from the inside, but as far as I hear or have noticed 
the teachers get no training of that kind in the colleges.

27. That is your opinion, and you know many of the 
teachers who have come out of these colleges ?—Yes.

28. About the old peoplei who have this characteristic 
Irish learning, do you think they would be encouraged 
•and strengthened if they saw special attention being 
paid to it?—If they saw scholars and the education 
authorities paying attention to it, it would do great 
good. It would increase their respect for it. At present 
it is only rarely that anybody looks for knowledge of 
these old things. It would brighten the hearts of the old 
people to see teachers and children and the education 
authorities seeking this old learning and culture. It is 
a legacy which they have got, and it would give them 
new life if an interest was taken in it.

29. Do the people in the country think there is as 
much being done for Irish as they expected would be 
done by an Irish Government?— Most of the people in 
the country districts don’t compare things in that way.
I don’t think they have any opinions about it. They 
see the matter is as it always was.

30. Are they sorry that the matter is as bad as it 
was?— Many people come to me and ask with sorrow 
and disappointment why the right thing is not being 
done for Irish. They say “  Irish is going, and the 
people in Dublin know it is going. You seldom bear 
Irish spoken now. The people are adopting foreign cus
toms and foreign dances.’ Many people come to me 
•and speak like that.

31. Do you understand from them that they regret

it?—Oh, some of them are heartbroken, but they are 
helpless.

32. Is that feeling common amongst them?—It is 
more among the middle-aged than the young people, 
because the young people don’t understand the loss.

33. Is it your opinion that in the fior-Ghaeltacht they 
would like that Irish should succeed and that it should 
have an honourable! place in the country ?—There is no 
doubt that they would.

34. It is your opinion that the Gaedhilgeoiri of Mun
ster expected that Irish would be given its right place 
in the business of the country?—They had hopes of 
that.

85. And if they don’t get it what will they think?-- 
They will be discouraged.

36. Would their courage be greater if Irish were as it 
ought to be?—Oh, certainly.

37. About the people themselves in the fior-Ghael
tacht in Corea Dhuibhne and Ibhráitheach, I suppose 
there is not sufficient to maintain them?—No, not half.

38. They must go?—Yes.
39. Where is there hope set?—They stay at home for 

a couple of years half idle with nothing definite before 
them, and then they go to America. I don’t think they 
should have to go to America, because they are clever, 
strong people, quick at learning, and they should be 
given the opportunity of earning a livelihood at home. 
They could become motor drivers, gardeners, and 
things like that. But they have no such openings 
at present. They don’t like being servant boys at home. 
They do a little of that while they are waiting for the 
time to go to America.

40. Do these people in their own minds, and with 
their knowledge of the rest of Ireland, do they think 
New York or Dublin the nearei ?—New York is nearer 
to them, because they have relatives and schoolmates 
in New York who write to them,. Dublin is much farther 
away to these people than New York or Springfield, 
Mass., or a great many other places like these. 
Montana is even neaerr Cork to many Berehaven 
people.

41. Would you say that one result of the want of con
nection between Dublin and the Gaeltacht is that it is 
borne in on the minds of the people of the Gaeltacht 
that there is no connection whatever between them 
and the Government of the country?—They are like 
children in some ways. They don’t understand it. 
They don’t realise that they have any great connection 
with Government. They look on the Government as a 
special thing apart from themselves.

42. Do they understand that they now have the same 
rights as others to share in the work of the Government 
of the country?—I don’t think they do. Only an odd 
person is able to make these comparisons. They see 
the posts going to people with money and influence. 
I know girls who could be trained as typists and given 
work in Dublin, but they are not educated in these 
things, and they stay on at home until it is too late 
to do anything but emigrate. They are good raw 
material for citizenship of other countries who should 
be kept at home because they are the true native stock 
of this country..

43. Are they clamorous enough about their rights?— 
They are not clamorous. They understand that an in
justice is being done them in their having to go over the 
seas for a livelihood. They understand that something 
should be got at home but they don’t know how, and 
they put the blame on the Government.

44. Could they not do something themselves to assert 
their rights and see that justice was done to them?— 
As I  have said before, they are children in many re
spects. They think the Government ought’ to do some
thing for them in the way of providing education and 
work, but they don’t get beyond that. They don’t 
understand it, and they think it is their destiny to go 
over sea.

45. Do you think the Government must go there, ex
plain the question of the Gaeltacht to them, and ask 
them to help in the work ?—I think something like that 
must be done. It ought to be done because what hap
pened in the past is responsible for the present condi
tion of these people. They are the old Irish nation, 
and if we are in earnest about Irish nationality we should 
see that their children are not forced to emigrate. It 
breaks the hearts of the teachers and of people who 
have tried to do something for the children of the Gael
tacht.

46. Are there clever children to be got to whom it 
would be worth while to give every facility and en

couragement to train for the public service?—There is
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scarcely a school in which you would not get one, and 
in many of them you would get ten. Anybody can 
recognise the clever children.

47. Have they any special characteristic, besides 
Irish, that would give them an advantage over the 
people of the Galltacht?—Yes, they are not snobbish. 
They are natural. They are not destroyed by 
“  foreignism,-”  They are progressive. That is what 
brings them over the seas. They like to see the world. 
They are not like operatives in Lancashire and other 
places. They want to advance themselves.

48. The people from these districts who have Irish 
naturally, have they the intellect, the earnestness, and 
the cleverness to make good teachers?—They have, but 
they would want to see more of the world to fit them 
for work as teachers. If they were taken when young 
and scholarships given to them so that they could come 
to Dublin and sit side by side with people from other 
places it would do them good. If they were taken at 
14 years of age and shown the reality of things, and 
that everything in the world was not in Ireland, it 
would open their minds and get rid of the narrow way 
of looking at things.

49. Do you think their Gaelicism would be so strong 
that they could take advantage of such a scheme with
out harm to the Gaeltacht: that the training would 
strengthen their minds and make them firmer 
and more militant Gaels as teachers and other public 
servants ?—Yes, it would be possible to direct the 
training to that end.

50. There is material there that is worth a great deal 
to the nation, and material as good intellectually and 
otherwise as in other areas?—Yes, and its loss is im
measurable. It is worth millions of pounds. That is 
the material we have to build upon in the effort we 
are making to save the Gaelic nation.

51. ,1h Fear Mot.—Do you think the Government 
ought to save everything in the Gaeltacht, and what is 
the best way to set about it?— There are many, ways of 
setting about it. It would be a good thing if those in 
charge of the schools got together and tried to get 
anything they could from the old people through the 
children. A great deal could be done in that way to 
save the old traditional learning. The things could be 
kept in a book where they could be read by the chil
dren. The old people who have the traditional learning 
are dying rapidly. There are certain districts which 
were Gaelic twenty years ago and in which scarcely 
anybody now speaks Irish. It would be well to use 
the phonograph or dictaphone to collect these things 
before it is too late. There are names of plants and 
other objects and terms of different kinds. It is better 
to save them now when we have them than to try and

provide them in the future. It will not be in our 
power to make them twenty years hence.

52. Would you leave the records in the schools, or 
would you ask them to send copies to Dublin? I sup
pose a number of persons would be wanted for the work 
with a person in Dublin directing it. It could not be 
done without a staff.

53. Fiachra, Eileagh.—About the Sar-fhear, have you 
any fear that there would be such differences about his 
work. It would take a courageous man fco do it, but 
when some of us began there were many more against 
us, and it did not weaken our courage very much.

54. Why don't the boys and girls from the Gaeltacht 
go to work in the other places where workers are wanted? 
—They know that they will get better pay over the 
seas than the farmers at home are prepared to give- 
them. Boys and girls who have gone to work in Lime
rick and Tipperary compare notes as to the kind of 
masters and mistresses they have! They think that if 
they go to America, even if they have to work hard, 
they will be independent anyway.

55. Although they read notices in the Cork Examiner 
from farmers wanting labourers. Is it not surprising 
that they don't try that work instead of going to 
America or England?—They don’t write answers to 
advertisements.

56. Numbers who go to Oregon take up farming 
there?—People from Cork go and take farms in Dublin 
and Meath. They go to Oregon and buy farms there. 
A great many have gone from North Cork to Oregon.

57. You think it is possible to have a fior-Ghaeltacht 
revival in a couple of years?—Yes, if things were done 
to give the people courage and show them that Irish 
was a sign of respectability instead of a sign of poverty. 
Instead of their imitating the towns the towns would 
then be imitating them. They should get plenty of; 
music, songs, plays and Irish dances. What is wanted 
is some of the Gaelic spirit that was there a few years 
ago. The split did great damage to the spirit of the 
people, but I think the spirit will come again as 
everything comes round in Ireland.

58. Would the Irish-Ireland movement succeed again 
without any political movement ?—If the Government 
were behind it in the country.

59. That’s politics. There are people who would not 
help the Government?—I don’t know about that. 
There is a great change in the minds of the people 
recently, though there are places in Kerry still where- 
it is hard to bring them together.

The Commission adjourned until 10 a.m. Wednes
day, 2ith June.
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FIADHNAIS I DTAOBH NA GHAELTA CHTA 
AGUS NA GAEDHILGE.

Tá fiim fiadhnaisí a thabhairt ar dhá rud :
I. Bail a chur ar an nGaedhilgeoir

(a) ina bhaile féin .i. sa nGaeltacht,
(b) sa tir ; agus

II. An Ghaedhilg maidir le n-a hionad agus le n-a 
múnadh :

(a) Sa mbaile.
(b) Sa sgoil.
(e) San Iolsgoil.

I.
1. Leigeann an dá rud chéile- Má cuirtear bail ar an 

nGaedhilgeoir cuirfear bail ar an nGaedhilg le linn 
ama.

2. TJii cnshhaidh eoluis agus tionchoisg.
Tá an Gaedhilgeoir íá láthair ar uireasbhaidh eoluis 

agus tionchoisg. Nil aon mhaith dhó ina chuid Gaedh- 
ilge le slighe a fhághail dó ina thír féin. Caithfe sé 
imtheacht as Eirinn le bbeith ina sglábhaidhe ag obair 
do mhuintir Mheiriceá agus muintir Shasana.

Mar shompla air sin déanfa ms ar ball tagairt do chds 
Sheamuis Mhic Con Iomaire.

3. Fágann sin go bbfuil na Gaeltachta ag intheaeht 
mar bheadh cubhar na h-aibhne. Caithfear ime a chur 
leis an sruth nó is gearr a mhairfeas an cion-tsruth.

Faobhar.
4. Caithfear faobhar a chur ar an nGaedhilgeoir. 

Caithfear gearradh a chur ann. Caithfear tógáil oireamh- 
nacha thabhairt do. Caithfear a thionchosg agus ceird 
a mhilnadh dhó—ceird a thiubhras slighe dhó. Caith
fear a bheith dhá ghéaradh agus dhá shíor-ghéaradh nó 
gurb é an fear is géire ghrinne sa tír. Ni bhreath- 
naighim ar an geostas. Mura bhfuilimid fá réir leis an 
gcostas a dhéanamh tá sé chómh maith dhúinn éirghe 
as.

Slighe fá láthair.
5. Tá orainn féachaint ar an méid is féidir a dhéanamb i 

fá laithair le tionnsgáil agus déantas maitheasa a chur | 
ar bun sa nGaeltacht.

Tá na neithe seo ann:
lasgai reach t.

6. Hiarradh orm, sa mbliadhain 1919, cunntas a chur 
isteach ag an tsean-Dáil ar iasgaireacht Chonamara 
agus na Gaillimhe. Chuaidh mé go dtí na daoine is mó 
eolus sa gConndae fá’n gceist agus chuir mé faisnéis 
i dtoll a chéile mar gheall uirri. Is féidir an t-eolas 
sin a chur ar fághail fós. Chuir mé cunntas isteach 
ar an méid ' ád a bhi le iasgaireacht i gConamara agus 
i nGaillimh agus an méid daoine bhí á ’ pleidh leo agus 
an fonn a bhi orra bheith leis an gceist. ti—■

7. Bhi trácht sa gcunn ,s ar mhargattdh éisg a nEirinn 
agus sa gcoigrigh—an chaoi a mb’fhearr le "iasg. a 
fuaradh, a shailleadh agus a bpacáil; css^d^^hom 
daoine a thug eolus cruinn dom ar na rudai sih.'

Bhi sé le tuisgint dá ndéantaí an iasgaireacht a 
shaothrii i gceart go mb’fhéidir go leor leasa a bhaint 
aisti—i bbfad nios mó ná ceaptar.

9. Níor mhór limistéar mór tire a chur le chéile agus 
a oibriii i n-eindigh le go mb’féidir slighe ’un traenach

agus ’un margaidh a bheith ceaptha amach, bairilli, 
bád leice oighre srl.

.in (/has agus an tioncosg eeait.
10. Is gach uile chuid de sin, caithfear an t-eolus 

agus an tionchosg ceart a thabhairt don Ghaedhilgeoir 
le go mbeadh sé ina mháighistir ar an geeird, le linn 
ama.

Go dti sin ni bheidh sa nGaedhilgeoir aeh sglábhaidhe 
a’ i'reastal ar lucht eolais

Aistriii no hniice.
11. llaidir leis na Gaedhilgeóirí a aistriú as an áit a 

bhfuil siad go dti áit eile, tá go leor le rádh fá ’n gceist. 
DÁ mbeadh an saoghal mar ba cheart is iad na Gaedhil- 
geoirí badh chóir a bheith i seilbh na dtalta maithe, 
Is dócha go dtiocfa sin le linn ama. Ach sin i an 
cheist. Cé’n chaoi ar bhféidir a dhéanamh fá láthair?

12. Si an chaingean is mó atá le réidhteach againno 
cé’n chaoi ar bhféidir a dhéanamh le sochar a dhéanamh 
don Ghaedhilg?

NÍ bheinn ar son a dhéanta ar chaoi go mbeadh an 
Gha$ltacht bánaighthe leis an iomarca daoine a 
thabhairt aisti i n-eindidh. B ’fhéidir go ndéanfadh sin 
deireadh a chur leis an nGaeltacht.

13. Tá go leor daoine ag imtheacht go Meiriceá agus 
ais an nGaeltacht mar tá ráidhte thuas. Má táthar le 
aon duine a aistriú sin iad bu chóir a aistriii.

D ’fhéadfaidhe cosg a chur leis an imirce go Meiriceá 
agus Sasana as an bhfior-Ghaeltacht. Ba cheart a 
dhéanamh go luath agus saothrú a fhághail dóibh sa tir 
istigh. Mar is eól do cháeh tá go leor costais a’ baint 
leis an sgéal, is cuma másé.

(a) An Ghaeltacht a chur as a chéile chomh maith 
agus is féidir, nó

(b) Sgata Gaedhilgeóirí a aistriii suas fán tir a dean- 
far. Dá gcuirti Gaedhilgeoir! as droch-thalamh 
ar thalamh mhaith níor mhór go leor tioncuir a 
thabhairt doibh le na oibriú, capaill, céachtaí,. 
beithidhigh, srl.

14. Níor mhór, ina theannta sin, lucht múinte a chur 
chucu a mhúinfeadh iad leis an talamh a shaothrii. Nior 
mhór aireachas a choinneál le faitchios go gcaillfeadh 
siad an Ghaedhilg. Beidh athrii sgéil faoi sin go luath: 
athrii chun feabhals. M:i cuirtear cúrsa! ceirde nó 
tionchoisg le haghaidh Gaedhilgeoiri ar bun, ní mór a 
chur fá deara dhóibh a bhfreastal agus a bhfreastal i 
gceart.

Nuair a thuigfeas Gaedhil na hEireann an sgéal mar 
thuigeas na Breathnaigh agus Gaedhil na h-Alban beidh 
athrii sgéil ann.

Mianaigh.
1-i. Ba cheart tiir agus soláthar speisialta a dhéanamb 

a.feáchaiut a bhfuil mianaig nó ádhbar foghainteach 
fá’n taúamh sa nGaeltacht nó i n-aice lei. Tá a leitheidi 
ann, dearbhtha ach is ceist an fiii a n-oibriii ?

Muilti olla.
16. Tá go leor leor olla is na condaethe a bhfuil an 

Ghaeltacht ionnta. Tá na céadtha- mile caorach i 
gCondae na Gaillimhe. D ’fhéadfaidhe muilti olla a 
chur suas ionnta a d ’íocfadh asta féin. Tá buntáiste f:i 
láthair ann ó tá an cháin anaclach curtha suas.

An Ghaedhilg i fein.
17. Miinadh agus tionchosg a thabhairt do Ghaedhil-

geóirí le iad a chur i riocht Miinadh a thabhairt thar tir 
amach. Féach thios, 29. Maidir leis an miinadh.
is ceart leas a bhaint as chuile dhuine a fheadas
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congnamh a thabhairt uaidh. D ’orduigh cinnire 
congnamh.

Múnadh na Gaedhilge.
18. Maidir le múnadh na Gaedhilge tá oireadh tráohta 

air is nach misde labhairt air.
Si mo thuairim léin nach bhfuil aon mhiinadh ann 

a bhfuil tairbhe ann maidir leis an nGaedhilg a 
choinneál beo ach an múnadh a déantar sa mbaile. Sin 
i an tuairim atá agam le tamall maith.

19. Maidir leis an teanga a choimhéad beo mar ghnáth 
theanga nil sgola isle ná árda i ndon a dhéanta.

Sé’n fáth a n-abraim é sin mar tá an iomarca 
muinghine ag muintir na tire as múinteóracht na sgoile, 
agus mar bhi an sgéal, agus mar tá, bheadh an 
muinghin sin ann go dtige de dheiridh na teangan.

“  Bhfuil aon Ghaedhilg ag an malrach sin?
“  0 nil. Nior thosaigh sé 'dul chun sgoile i'ós." Sin 

é ’n chaoi bhfuil an Ghaeltacht dá laghdú ina bin 
aiteacha den fir.

.1« nu'id is féulii.
20. C'huir me ceist ar chuid mhaith múinteóiri: An 

féidir Gaedhilgeoiri a dhéanamh de na páistí i 
n-imtheaclit na seacht mbliadhan a chaitheas siad ar 
sgoil.

Dubhairt cuid acu go bhféadfaidhe, tuilleadh nach 
bhféadfaidhe.

Thrid is thrid bhi tuairim go mb’féidir a dhéanamh 
i ii-áit a bhfuil Gaedhilg ag aithreacha is miiithreacha 
na bpáisdí. Ach i n-áit nach raibh nárbh féidir. Sin 
freisin mo thuairim féin air.

21. Na h-aithreacha. Nil na haithreacha ná na maith- 
reacha á tabhairt, mórán conganta fá láthair. B ’fhéidir 
go bhféadfaidhe córus éigin a chur ar bun le foghaint 
a bhaint astu. Ar aon chaoi, ba cheart foghaint a 
bhaint as seandaoine, sa mbreac-Ghaeltacht agus sa 
nGalldacht le Gaedhilg a mhúnadh. l'uonn triúr sean- 
Ghaelgeóirí gan aon léigheann de rath i gColáiste na 
Gaillimhe againn á munadh is na cúrsaí samhraidh. 
Sílim-se gur éirigh go maith leo agus gur chuir na 
mic-leighinn suim mhór ionntu.

A 'o  Sgola.
22. Mar tú an sgéal fá láthair tú an iomarca neithe 

dá múnadh is na sgola le go mb’fhéidir aon rud a 
dhéanamh i gceart, go háithrithe Gaedhilg a mhúnadh.

Sa nGaeltacht nior cheart go mbeadh ar aon sgoil 
sgrúdú a sheasamh i mBéarla. Ni thig leis na múin- 
teóirí an dá thráigh a freastal. Sa nGaeltacht fá láthair 
táthar a’ múnadh suilbhire an Bhéarla.

('aithíear laghdú ar na hádhbhair léighinn má’s linn 
an Ghaedhilge »  láidrii'i. Oireann sé sin do sgola 
náisiúnta agus sgola meadhonacha. Caithfear rud 
éigin a thabhairt suas ar shon na Gaedhilge.

.1;/ Cliii llu-th eangach.
23. Maidir leis an gclár dú-theangthach sa nGaeltacht, 

nfl ann ach modh maith le Béarla a mhúnadh. Is ar an 
ádhbhar sin ghlae na sean-Choimisinéirí leis. Níor 
Mieart a bheith sa nGaeltacht ach clár aonteangthach. 
An Ghaedhilg a bheith air i n-áit an Bhéarla.

24. Dú ndéantaí Coláistí nó sgola Gaedhealacha sa 
nGaeltacht do Ghaedhilgeóírí maithe le bun-oideachas 
maith agus roinn mheadhon-oideaehais a thabhairt 
dóibh, d ’fhéadfaidhe annsin eoltts ceirde na múinteóir- 
eachta a thabhairt dóibh i gColáiste speisialta. Déanfa 
mé tuilleamh tráchta air sin a labhairt ar an Iolsgoil 
agus Coláiste na Gaillimhe.

Sa sgoil Ghaedhealaigh sin nior cheart ach fior- 
Ghaedhilgeoiri a leigean isteach. An mhuintir a bheadh 
oireamhnach, intleachtach díobhsin d ’fhéadfaidhe muin- 
teóiri a dhéanamh dhiobh. Gan aon mhúinteoir bun- 
sgoile a bheith sa nGaeltacht ach duine acu sin. lad 
a sgapadh amach do réir a chéile ar fud na tire.

25. D ’fhéadfaidhe múinteoir eile seachas miiinteoiri 
na mbun-sgoil a chur ag obair is na sgola Gaedhealacha 
sin.

Nior cheart múinteoir ar bith a chur ag obair ach fior 
Ghaedhilgeoir maith. Tá a lán droch-Ghaedhilge ag 
imtheacht. Nil idir-dhealú ceart idir dháriri agus cur 
i geéill.

Na Meadhov-Sgola.
26. Maidir leis na meadhon-sgola ní bhionn, nó nil fós 

go  leor iior-Ghaedhilgeoiri a’ dul isteach ionnta. N6 |

go mbi, ni fhéadfa siad mórán a dhéanamh ach'roinn 
ar son téarmaigheaehta, nó daoine a ullmhti i gcomhair 
na stát-sheirbhíse, le bheith 1 i ndon litreaeha a 
fhreagairt i nGaedhilg agus mar sin. Dá mbeadh 
tuilleamh fior-Ghaedhilgeoiri a madhmadh isteach 
ionnta as sgola Gaedhealacha cuirfidbe feabhas ar an 
sgéal sin. Tá sgoláireachta dhá dtabhairt is na 
condaethe le dul as bun-sgola go meadhon sgola.

27. I gCo. na Gaillimhe, bionn ar na sgoHiri gach 
ádhbhar sa sgrúdú a fhreagairt i nGaedhilg. ’Na 
dhiaidh sin, siad lucht na mbailte mór nach bhfuil aon 
Ghaedhilg rathamhail acu is mó atá dhá bhfaghail.

Le sgola Gaedhealacha ai chur ar bun is na ceanntair 
Gaedhealacha agus congnamh mór múinteóir a chur 
ag obair ionnta, d ’fhéadfaidhe an sgéal sin a leigheas.

.lii, Iolsgoil.
28. San Iolsgoil, maidir leis an teagasg, siad na 

hollamhain an Iolsgoil. Maidir leis an teangaidh nó leis 
an nGaedhealachas nó a mhalairt siad na mic-léighinn 
an chuid is mó de.

Mar til ráidhte thuas, nil mórán fíor-Ghaedhilgeoirí 
a tigheacht isteach don Iolsgoil. Na sgoláireachta atá 
orduighthe ag na comhairli Conndae nf thiubhra siad 
isteach iad. M;i's mian na fior-Ghaedhilgeoiri a 
thabhairt isteach go dti an Iolsgoil (no sa meadhon- 
sgoil) caithfear córus éigin eile a cheapadh. Ní rnór 
fior-Ghaedhilgeóirí agus foghluim le bail a chur ar an 
éigse agus ar an teangaidh.

Daoine atá a ’ breathnú ar an oideachas mar tá sé fá 
láthair tá siad a’ eeapadh go mbeidh gach uile sgoil 
acu Gaedhealach gan mórán achair. Ach mi bhionn 
na ceanntair Ghaedhealacha dhá n-idiú mar tá siad, 
ni bheidh fuil Ghaedhealach na spreacadh Gaedhealach 
a ríth thríotha. Sé’n chaoi a mbeidh siad a dul un 
donac.hta. Nuair a bhéas ollamh a caint le n-a rang 
caithfe sé é féin a chur i dtuisgint dóibh. Fágann sin 
nach mór, leis an Iolsgoil a Ghaedhealú go hiomlán, 
ollamhain agus mic léighinn a bheith innti a bhfuil 
Gaedhilg mhaith acu.

Ar bhealach eile, da mbeadh an t-ollamh a labhairt 
Gaedhilge bheadh na mic léighinn ag iarraidh i a 
thuisgint. Leigeann an dá rud dá chéile.

Ach ni chuirfeadh sin na mic léighinn a labhairt na 
Gaedhilge.

( Viinfeóiri Garilh ilge.
30. Leis an sgéal a dheifriú atámaid i gCoIiiste na 

Gaillimhe thar éis cúrsai a chur an bun :
(a) Do Ghaedhilgeóirí atá i ndon Gaedhilge a 

sgriobh le go mbeidh siad i gcruth Gaedhilge a 
mhúnadh thar tir amach.

Ala thagann uimhir mhór acu sin isteach déanfa 
siad a lán leis an gColáiste é féin a Ghaedhealú. 
Cuirfe sé feabhas ar an teangaidh i féin.

(b) Ba cheart go mbeadh Coláiste Tionchoisg le 
haghaidh múinteóiri a gColáiste na Gaillimhe. 
Agus ar an adhbhar seo.

31. Is ceanntar Gaedhealach an baile mór.
Is ceanntar Gaedhealach an tir thart thimcheall air. 

Fá láthair, nil aon chead ón Riaghaltas ag miiin
teoiri na mbun-sgol an triomhadh bliadhain a 
a thabhairt a’ foghluim i gColáist-e na Gaillimhe. Le 
Gaedheahi an Choláiste a dheifriú til cuid de na 
h-ollamhna (taobh muigh den Ghaedhilg) fá réir fá 
cheann sgaithte a gcuid léigheachta a’ thabhairt 
nGaedhilg.

Féadfa mé tuilleamh eile fiadhnaisi a thabhairt i 
dtaobh na hlolsgoile agus i dtaobh na leabhra 
eoluis a bheadh riachtanach le gach rud a mhiinadh 
i nGaedhilg. Mar tá an sgéal fá láthair, ni féidir a 
lán neithe a mhiinadh i nGaedhilg san Iolsgoil ceal 
leabhra Gaedhilge a bheith ag na mic leighinn le 
léigheadh.

Létn-Hgóil na gCnnamhahi.
32. Tii a lán áiteacha nach bhfuil Gaedhilg ach ag na 

sean-daoine. Nuair a gheobhas siad siúd bás ni 
bheidh aon Ghaedhilg rathamhail nó snasta ina 
háit. Ba cheart sórt iomehaise nó léarsgáil chan- 
amhna a chur ar bun le go mbeidh sé ar fághail i 
sgribhinn cé ’n saghas canamhna a bhi dhá labhairt i 
gceanntar áithrithe, cé’n chruth a bhi ar an nGhae- 
dhilg. Chuideochadh a leithéid sin le n-a lán pointi 
a shocrú ar ball i dtaobh na teangan, i dtaobh an 
t-seanchais. Maidir le taobh na foghluma (na
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sgoláireachta) den teangaidh tiocfá liom a lán poinnti 
a mhiniú má bhionn sin a teastáil.

33. Badh eheart go mbeadh baint freisin ag an gCoi- 
misii'm seo le sean-eolus sinnsir i nGaedhilg a chur 
ar fághail agus ar phaipéar. i

(Sighnithe), TOMAS 0  MAILLE,
OUamh.

badh Meitheamh, 1925.

*  *  sic *  *

AN T OLLAMH TOMAS O MAILLE, ejeamhu-d.
1. Chairman— Is there anything general you wish to 

add to your statement?—I should prefer you to ques
tion me as to details. .My main point, of course, is that 
provision should be made for keeping the people of the 
Gaeltacht at home.

2. In what way?— By giving them a livelihood at 
home in Ireland.

3. There is one aspect we might touch upon, that is 
the home of the Gael. What is it that he wants 
changed in his own home in order to enable him to 
live any kind of an intellectual life ?—It devolves into 
two questions, providing him with a proper liveli
hood and a proper education, and thus make him an 
important Irish citizen. There is the question of pro
viding industries for the Gaeltacht, and also training 
Irish speakers so that they can get employment in 
any part of Ireland. The percentage of Irish speakers 
leaving Ireland is bigger than that of the rest of the 
population. For years the Irish speakers have been 
going very rapidly to America, so that the Gaeltacht 
has gone back very rapidly during the past thirty 
years, and the last ten years of tKesfe thirty years 
were the worst. That being the case, it is only a ques
tion of time until the Gaeltacht itself is wiped out 
and we won’t have any genuine Irish at all. That is 
my way of looking at it. Then there is the question 
of what industries you might provide. I suggest that 
various things might be investigated. Take the fish
ing industry. If the Government are going to organ
ise the fishing industry, they should organise it on a 
national basis, and if you train men for that industry 
you must have some industry to give them employment. 
At present Irish speakers are going away because 
they are not trained to do anything useful at home. 
They go to America and they handle the pick and 
shovel and they acquire a certain knowledge and 
training, and after a while they progress.

At present there are very few- of them who have 
become teachers, because they leave school too early. 
As to the fate of young Irish speakers, I can give you 
a case in point. I know a man from Connemara, a 
native speaker, who went) to Ring and got a certifi
cate. He got good all round marks, and he has 

- written a lot of Irish of a kind that has never been 
written before. In his articles he uses a lot of Irish 
words with reference to sea, plant and animal life never 
before in print. He has also made large collections of 
these words. Now, this man applied for a job and was, 
he told me, selected by the Kilkenny Co. Committee, 
but the Department would not have him. I made in
quiries at the Education Department, and they told me 
that they did not disqualify him, but that the County 
Committee apparently did not think he was the best 
man. He was just a native speaker who tried to 
teach Irish as best he could, but he could not teach 
it as well as the people who learned it out of books. He 
could speak it most fluently, of course, and he could 
read and write, though he spells a few words wrong.

4. In Irish?—Yes. That is the case of a native 
speaker who could not get a livelihood as a 
teacher in Ireland. There are hundreds of these 
people in the country, and if they could get any train
ing they would be of some use to the country.

5. From your point of view, the situation comes 
to this. You have to consider what trades or 
industries should be specially provided in the matter 
of giving training and giving facilities for the de
velopment of them in the Gaeltacht. You have to 
consider what trades; or professions the present out
going population must be able to fill in the Eng
lish-speaking part of the country, and be useful citi
zens. You have to base your whole educational sys
tem on that point of view?—Yes.

6. On the industrial side you mention the fishing and 
woollen industries?—Yes.

7. Are there any other industries in the Galway area? 
—I have no particular knowledge of other industries. 
Of course there are things that would give large 
employment, such as tree-planting. There is a lot 
of land on the edges of the bogs available for plant
ing. I know one farmer who told me he would give 4il 
acres for tree planting to the Government. If tree 
planting was started in the Gaeltacht quite a good deal 
of employment would be given which would give an 
abundant return both in beautifying the country and 
providing valuable timber. Then you could investigate 
whether mining was worth anything or not. I think 
it is worth investigating, and if there was anything im
portant discovered it would be a great asset. You have 
the wool in any case, which is a very big industry, 
and I don’t see why it should not be organised.

3. What woollen mills have you in the country at pre
sent?—In the West you have the Galway Woollen Mills 
and a good deal of cottage weaving enterprises, but 
they are small and not organised in any important scale- 
Sonic industry like that might keep the people at home 
instead of having them going to America.

9. Is there any spinning industry at all in Galway?— 
There is a small industry, but it is only for the needs 
of the local people.

10. Do the Galway Woollen Mills’ import their wool, 
because the local wool is not of the best kind for spin
ning?—Yes, that is partly the case, I dare say, but the 
local wool would be good enough in some branches of 
the trade.

11. Is there any home woollen industry?—There are 
weavers here and there. They are in Galway town 
and in all the country districts. They make friezes, 
but they do not do very much. Details could be easily 
collected.

12. On the fishery side, you speak of the report you 
made to the 1919 Commission. Is that available in 
print?—It would be incorporated in the 1919 Com
mission; Report with a lot of other reports. In any 
case the conditions have changed since then.

13. In what general respects?—Conditions were more 
favourable then, particularly as to markets and prices. 
I think that if the industry were organised on a na
tional scale, or even on a,provincial scale, it would he 
better. I can, if you wish, supply you with the names 
of people who know a lot more about the subject than 
I do. They have studied the question for a long num
ber of years and they have a detailed knowledge of what 
is being done at present.

We would be very glad to have a list of people 
! who could give us that information, and also 

of people who could tell us about the woollen in
dustry.

The general feeling seemed to be then that 
the fishermen on the western coast were fond of 
fishing and liked it. The question of marketing is the 
chief difficulty. I can give you names of people who 
can supply you with very accurate details so that you 
could see how far it could be made a paying proposition.

14. Could you say at what age the young fellows who 
go in for fishing begin to fish ?—When they leave 
school.

15. What ago would that be?—About 15 years. I sup
pose.

16. Is there any particular aspect of the report of the 
previous Commission you want to draw attention to? 
—I don’t want to go into detail just now.

17. N ow, on the education side, let us take primary 
education ?—Before I go into that there is another 
point, and that is the migration question. It is a 
big and difficult question. If you want to transfer a 
large number of people from the Gaeltacht into good 
land, it] would be necessary to put a very large num
ber together. It might possibly be a good thing for 
those who were changed, but then you would have to 
consider whether you might be doubling the Gael- 
taeht or breaking it up, or whether these people hav
ing been changed might not start to speak English. 
One of the most difficult things you have to contend 
with is the lack of appreciation of the Irish speakers of 
Irish. They don’t realise that Irish i? any use to 
them. Of course it is not of any commercial use to 
them just now, but my idea is that the people who emi
grate from the Gaeltacht could he planted in another 
part of the country, and ir. that way you could in
crease the Gaeltacht,

18. You admit there is an annual overflow of popula
tion from the Gaeltacht?—Yes.

19. Is that tending to decrease the normal population
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of the Gaeltacht?—I think they are going very
rapidly for the past two years.

20. Do you think that the normal surplus or overflow 
from what are the Irish-speaking districts if it goes 
oil for five or ten years is going to deplete the nor
mal population of these areas?—It would rather- re
duce it. I fancy it would decrease it a good deal.

21. Have you not even a rough idea of the percentage 
o f Irish land power that is in our Irish-speaking 
population ?—Of course they are collected on the land, 
but the land is not land in the proper sense. It has 
no value for cultivation purposes.

22. Would it be your opinion that the Irish-speaking 
population to-day, numerically speaking, have not 
their fair percentage of land under them ?—They have 
not their proper percentage of good land.

23. Do you consider it would be reasonable to take 
that into consideration when dividing up land at pre
sent?—The people in the Gaeltacht have been losing at 
every turn. The people who became anglicised some 
time ago were able to profit in some way by their inter
course with the rest of the country and by the general 
trend of things then, and it is only fair that in the next 
turn of the wheel the Irish-speaking people should get 
more than what they actually own at present.

24. Do I understand from you that where any people 
would tend at present to remain in the Gaeltacht you 
would not disturb them but that where people might 
tend to migrate, that those who remain should have 
the extra land divided amongst them?—Yes, some of 
them should stay at home. The Irish speakers of the 
Gaeltacht are the only souice of teaching the lan
guage afe a home language to the rest of the country, 
and if you don't keep them in Ireland the language is 
gone.

2.i. Some people have suggested that colonies might 
come close to Dublin, and others say they should be 
kept near the borders of the Irish-speaking districts ? 
•—it would be a good thing to have them fairly close 
together. In either event there would be a lot of ex
pense, especially on the land. You would have to pro
vide instructors.

2ti. We are speaking of land that would be divided up 
and given to persons in any case J—I certainly think 
there should be some experiments made. They would 
probably be a great success.

27. You consider it would be necessary to provide in
structors to teach them how to make the best of the 
new conditions?—Yes.

2.s. And they should be Irish speaker®?—They ought 
to  have some Irish, and they would be able to pick 
up a better knowledge from the people.

20. On the general question of education, have you 
anything to say with regard to primary education?—I 
think I have already mentioned that the only educa
tion of any value as regards maintaining Irish as the 
home language is what is taught in the home. You can
not perpetuate Irish as a home language except through 
the home. You cannot do it through the schools: you 
would be only allowing the language to die quietly out. 
I met a number of teachers lately and asked them what 
could be done in the schools. Some said they could 
make the children Irish speakers and some said they 
•could not. I  don’t think that Irish as the school 
language would ever be sufficient.

.'!(). Was their view carried over a length of time that 
where children taught such as that might have Irish- 
speaking homes of their own?— Except the parents 
knew Irish or the children came very young they 
could not be made Irish speakers.

-31. Do you consider that the schools in English-speak
ing districts could not contribute towards making good 
Irish speakers and could not be looked upon as a 

•contributing factor to making Irish the language 
throughout the country?—These children are entiitled 
to be taught Irish. Some of them are good Irish 
speakers, and in after life may be able to establish 
Irish-speaking homes themselves. But the teachers 
have to teach Irish and English and a lot of other things, 
and they don’t have time to teach them all effectually- 
A nursery governess would be a more effective teacher of 
Irish from the years two to seven than a fully-trained 
teacher from the ages seven to fourteen. In that 
way Irish-speaking girls going to America could be 
utilised for the purpose. An effort could be made 
to train these girls and get employment for them at 
home. They would help to teach the Irish language 
in a more effective way.

32. What type of training would girls of that kind

require before they leave the Gaeltacht?—They should 
be taught nursery work, cookery and domestic economy, 
and the importance of hygiene and cleanliness, and when 
they would get employment in Dublin or other places 
they could propagate the language by teaching or speak
ing it to the children.

33. It only bears indirectly on our problem, but- it has 
a definite bearing in this way, where the schools in 
the English-speaking districts are contributing towards 
restoring the language and saving the whole country? 
—The schools lately are very efficient, but their work 
requires to be supplemented by having Irish spoken 
and taught in the homes.

34. Would you be prepared to say that \ ou could not 
hope to spread th-e Gaeltacht very much without the 
work in the schools in the English-speaking districts 
meeting you as you came from the Gaeltacht?—It 
would naturally be a considerable help, but except in 
so far as Irish can be made a home language by the 
help of good speakers from the Irish-speaking districts 
the results will be disappointing.

37. What bears very directly on our problem is what is 
wrong? And if anything is wrong what ought to be 
the position of any primary school where you have 80 
per cent, of the children Irish-speaking, or where you 
have 40 per cent, of the children Irish-speaking? 
There are districts where 80 per cent of the children 
are Irish-speaking. There are districts where 40 per 
cent, of the children are Irish-speaking coming to 
school from Irish-speaking homes. Are you satisfied 
from the point of view of continuing Irish as the home 
language with the type of education given in primary 
schools in these, two classes of districts?— Yes. .Mv ex
perience of primary schools, in Irish-speaking districts, 
is that they are generally quite efficient. Before the 
change of Government, a lot depended on individuals. 
If the teacher or inspector was strongly in favour of the 
language, it would be well taught, or if the manager was 
strongly in favour of it. In some eases Irish was very 
badly taught, even in Irish-speaking districts. In some 
districts the. parents themselves were opposed to it.

3<i. What I want to know is this : In these districts, 
in so far as you have experience of them, are you 
satisfied that the teachers who are available and the 
books that are in use are such as to get the greatest 
possible amount of value out of the time spent by 
children at these schools in order to give them a' 
thorough primary education, with Irish as the lan
guage of that education?—It is not easy to give a gene
ral answer without investigating the conditions in a 
large number of schools. My belief is there had been 
too many subjects on the programme. It would be 
better tu concentrate on a small programme, with Irish 
taking the place of English. In times gone by it was 
a common thing that a number of teachers taught in 
Irish and the inspector came along and examined the 
children in English. Or the teachers taught the 
catechism in Irish, and diocesan examiner came along 
and examined in English, and reported unfavourably. 
The teacher did not know where he was going to be 
hit-

37. You have not sufficient experience of the teachers 
to say what are their difficulties, whether they are 
through their knowledge of the language or 
through their training?—There is no doubt at all they 
have improved greatly, but in some cases there is a 
lot of room for improvement. I met one or two 
cases in purely Irish-speaking districts where children 
learned poems in incorrect Irish they acquired from the 
teacher, whereas their own Irish was quite good.

3H. What about books?—The question of price comes 
in when you try to get good books.

39- As far as the make-up of the books is concerned 
have you heard any criticism of them compared with 
the English or French books?—People say they are bad, 
but I would not be inclined to take that seriously, as 
everything takes time to develop.

40. I am speaking of the type and the make-up of the 
readers used in the schools?—I have not heard any 
criticism. There are some people who say the children 
are learning nothing but Irish and won’t even know 
that.

41. As regards primary education, have you anything 
to say with regard to the fundamental language of the 
schools in areas in which you have a large percentage of 
Irish speakers?—Of course the number of places where 
the language is really Irish has decreased very consider
ably within the last ten or fifteen years.

42. As a matter of theory, given that there are dis
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tricts where you have 90 per cent. Irish-speaking 
school districts and 80 per cent, and 71) per cent, and 
so on?—I should say the tendency is very strong for 
English to be the language in use by the pupils.

48. What ought it to be?—If you can induce them to 
speak Irish at home they would take it into the 
schools. Unless Irish is the home language English 
is the language used amongst themselves by the pupils 
of the schools.

44. Do you know of any districts where the funda
mental language of the schools should be Irish, others 
where it should be English, and others where you would 
have a difficulty about saying it?— I don’t quite under
stand. You mean in teaching?

45. Yes?—Of course you would calculate in that case. 
My idea is that where the majority of the parents 
know Irish the language should be Irish. If the 
majority o f the parents were in favour of having Irish 
I should certainly say that Irish ought to be the lan
guage.

46. l)o I understand that as far as the teaching of the 
language was concerned you would leave it to the 
parents. I did not put it that way- If the parents 
wanted Irish in particular districts I would give it to 
them. If they objected to it in Irish-speaking dis
tricts I would not allow their objection. In that case 
I should put it that they were not qualified to give an 
opinion.

47. As regards secondary education, the fact is that 
you have not got secondary education for Irish-speaking 
districts?— Not at present. One point about that is 
that you have not got enough Irish-speaking pupils 
in the intermediate schools, because the type of people 
who send their children to secondary schools do not 
know Irish well enough to make it their usual language.

48. Are you speaking of day or residential schools?— 
Residential. In order to have more Irish they would 
require to have more Irish-speaking pupils. That 
would be the most effective way of making them Irish.

49. Have you any suggestions to make as to how that 
should happen?—I suggest scholarships. There are 
some of them in existence, but they are not having 
much effect because these require mathematics and 
other subjects not taught in an advanced form in the 
primary schools in the Gaeltacht. The pupils stay at 
home before they get a proper knowledge, and the chil
dren who get the scholarships have no genuine know
ledge of Irish at all.

50. W h a t would you say is the length of the Irish- 
speaking district stretching west from Galway?— It  
goes from Galway town to Roundstone.

51. You have a district stretching for sixty or seventy 
miles?—Yes.

52. As far as secondary education is concerned is your 
suggestion that secondary education should be pro
vided for these districts by means of scholarships 
available in Galway?—Yes. A t present there are pos
sibly only three out of that area attending a  secondary  
school.

53. Is secondary education of that particular type 
available for a limited number of people going to 
materially affect the educational position of people in 
that area?—My whole point is to increase the educa
tion of these people so as to put them on a level 
with the rest of the country. I f  you had continuation 
schools established in the district it would go a long way. 
Nearly every one who knows the country districts, 
apart from the question of Irish, is in favour of 
continuation schools. Most Irish-speaking parents 
have not the means to send their children to secondary 
schools. If these schools were established with efficient 
teachers some of their energy could be devoted to 
training scholars for the University. There should 
be no effort spared to keep these people at home. 
Every Irish-speaking boy or girl who leaves Ireland 
is a real loss to the language movement.

04. If post-primary education of a general or technical 
nature is to be given to the Irish speaker in his own 
home have you thought over what kind of machinery 
would be necessary for that?—The schools would pos
sibly want to be larger and you would want a bigger 
staff- You might Have a foundation school in the 
Gaeltacht to provide teachers for the training col
leges, and they could then be sent to all parts of the 
country. You should have a nursery for teachers in 
the Gaeltacht.

5 4 a .—I am anxious to know if you have got down to 
what types of schools that would bring that type of edu
cation into Irish-speaking districts. Do I understand

you would require separate educational establishments 
to act as nurseries for teachers?—Exactly.

55. And the only people you would allow into these 
establishments would be prospective teachers?— Yes.

56. The staffs would want to know Irish well; do you 
think these staffs would be available?— Yes, I think 
you could easily get enough teachers to teach Irish 
well. I think you must have these schools in any 
case. You could have continuation schools over and 
above these.

57. You speak of the University College, Galway?— 
My idea would be that a number of these would come to 
Galway College and you would have a large number 
of teachers studying there. At present I understand 
teachers are not allowed to go to Galway for their 
third year. That could toe changed without any big 
difficulty.

58. What do teachers do in their third year?—Cer
tain teachers do a third year of their training at the 
University, but at present they must go to Dublin. 
I don't see why they are compelled to do that, be
cause in Galway they could get Irish both inside and 
outside the University.

59. I would like to hear anything you have to say on 
the matter of text books?—The only general point I 
have to make is that there are a large number of 
people teaching Irish in secondary schools and the 
Universities, and part of their time I think would be 
usefully employed in writing books. Teachers in 
secondary schools work hard in teaching boys who 
never get verv far. If these teachers knew Irish 
very well, and devoted themselves to writing books 
or, if you like to call them text books of their sub
jects in Irish they might eventually hit something 
original. It could not then be said that Irish educa
tion was missing its mark. There is a> certain outcry 
that general education is being neglected, but I don’t 
believe that.

60. You think that not only secondary teachers but 
University men, could write these books well?—Yes.

61. Would you contemplate the editing of these 
books by any central body attached directly or in
directly to the education authority ?—I would con
template the publication of the books by a central 
body. The question of editing would be ticklish. 
Suppose a man makes up a lot of new terms, and the 
authorities don't agree with them, where are you?—
I would not be too keen on the question of editing. 
It would cause a lot of trouble and friction.

62. Y’ ou also touch on the question of scholarships 
generally?—There is one little point I would like to 
mention. We have instituted courses in Galway, as 
a result of which Irish speakers may attend the Uni
versity if they can read and write Irish and have only 
an elementary education.

63. You say here with regard to the culture of the 
language, “  The Commission should be in a position 
to make available all the ancient lore of Ireland in 
Irish?"—Did I say that?

64. Yes?—That is the translation. Then the trans
lation is not correct. My point simply was that in 
many Irish-speaking districts there is a lot of good 
traditional Irish lore that is being lost. For instance, 
in East Mayo and Sligo', where the language is only 
spoken by the old people, it would be worth while 
collecting their lore and stories. It would be well to 
have a survey of the dialects.

65. Our work is to create such a position from the 
point of view of policy that people will •think it is 
the right thing to do and would be encouraged to 
do' it ?—I don’t want to embark on the question of 
policy, but it would be well to have it (the survey of 
dialects) done.

66. Mr. Manly.—You agree. Professor, I think, that 
one of the most vital factors contributing towards the 
Killing of the language is that parents1 won’t speak it 
to their children?—Yes, there is no doubt about it.

67. Have you any means to suggest by which you 
could alter that atmosphere in the Irish-speaking dis
tricts?—Well, if you look back on the past you will find 
that the Gaelic League devoted a lot of their attention 
to the English-speaking districts. They never took the 
genuine Irish speakers into their confidence. The Irish 
speakers should have been taught to read and write Irish. 
When I started in the Gaelic League I had classes 
every Sunday among the Irish speakers, and they were 
very successful. If that were done for them it would 
give them an interest in the language and would
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produce more effective teachers at practically no cost.

68. Would you agree it was largely an economic 
question in the past—It meant bread and butter for 
them to speak English ?—They believed so.

69. Was it not a fact?—The people said “  we have 
to send our children to America, and they must know 
English,”  and the Gaelic League was not able to 
answer that. And the question is will the present 
Commission be able to answer it and, meet the objec
tion.

70. If there was land being divided, the man who 
spoke English had a better chance of getting in touch 
with the Inspector, and so on. Was not that so?— 
The Irish people are very realistic and as human as 
anyone else. You might encourage them to speak 
Irish by propaganda and by eco'nomic inducements. 
In the Highlands of Scotland it is very different. 
The language there is surviving the change towards 
an improved condition of the Gaelic-speakers. When 
I was there I remember having a long conversation 
in Gaelic with an old man who' seemed in rather poor 
circumstances. H e was accompanied by a young 
man who spoke Gaelic equally well. The latter was 
his son and turned out to be a medical student at the 
Glasgow University. You don’t get enough of that 
in Ireland. We have not taken that point of view here 
yet. It is partly pyschological and partly economic.

71. Have you considered the question of migration 
seriously? You mention it here, but you don’t ap
pear to be in favour of changing them to other parts 
of the country. There are big areas of land inside the 
Gaeltacht itself that might possibly be available. 
Would it be better to transplant the people from the 
poor lands to the good lands ?—The amount of land 
available in the Gaeltacht is not very much. No 
matter where you put them you will have to provide 
new schools and also to educate them. Under the old 
Congested Districts Board it was not part of their 
policy to get the good lands occupied. Now it seems 
to be part of the policy to let the good lands remain 
as they were. That could he changed a great deal. 
I  would not bet against it, but I  would be inclined to 
do1 it very carefully.

72. You refer to the use of the native speakers by hav
ing them employed where they could teach Irish to 
the children. I havei some experience of that, and 
our great/ difficulty has been to get in touch with the 
people. Have youj any kind of machinery in mind 
by which people requiring such Irish speakers could 
get in; touch with them ?—You could establish an ex
change. A t  present in the Irish-speaking districts 
thej^ think it is no trouble to go to) America but it is 
a  big enterprise to go to  Dublin. There might be 
bounties given to induce girls to go. My idea is to 

divert every one of them from going to America into 
the heart of the country in some way. The teaching 
of Irish to children from two to seven in the homes 
would make them much better Irish-speakers than 
anything that can be done in the schools.

73. You would lay a good foundation in that way in 
getting more educated people in the country brought 
up as native speakers ?—Yes.

74. With regard to examinations, are you satisfied at 
the present time that the trend of examinations is in 
the right direction? Is enough attention given to 
spoken Irish as compared with written Irish ?—I have 
very little faith in examinations at all. I know they 
are extremely necessary. I  agree there is not, but 
it is a quéstion of detail in carrying out the exami
nations.

75. If the language is to be preserved as a living 
language, that must be attended to?—It. must.

If you take the students at the Galway University
76. I am thinking of providing & teacher in Agricul

ture—what percentage roughly of the students would be 
native speakers and at the same time farmers’ sons? 
—There would not be more than five or ten per cent, 
who would be both, but then any that are native 
speakers are farmers’ sons.

77. Would it be a wise thing to institute a special 
scheme of scholarships or some other means by which 
those selected from that class of student could be 
trained in agriculture and subjects of that kind?— 
I certainly think it would from those who know Irish.
_ 78-. Would you have them first go through the Univer

sity and1 then give them a specialised education after
wards?—We have a scheme in Galway, but it has not 
yet met with Government approval.

79. Regarding continuation schools, would you use the 
primary school teachers or would you have special 
teachers?—You could have an additional staff for 
teaching subjects like mathematics.

80. Would you mainly depend on primary teachers?— 
I would. The education of the primary teacher is 
increasing very rapidly.

81. Referring to the writing of books, would you have 
the ordinary text books for schools, or would you 
think they might be better done by one individual 
than by a number? I  am thinking particularly of 
such books as readers in Irish, books on Geography 
and books of that kind ?—At present I  think it would 
be better to leave them to the individual. The reason 
I raise the question of text books is that any teacher 
either in the intermediate or university who wishes to 
teach any subject through the medium of Irish, is at a 
big disadvantage if he has no book in Irish on that 
subject.

82. Is there sufficient propaganda given to the teach
ing of Irish?— No.

83. You think there could be more?—Yes.
84- There is just one question I think you did not deal 

with at all. In dealing with the language, would you 
have the whole) work controlled by a Ministry or a 
single official, or would you have it controlled in some 
other way?—I have not thought the matter out suffi
ciently. It might possibly be best to have an individual 
directly responsible, but he should be provided with a 
departmental staff.

85. Of course I  would assume any such individual 
would have a staff, but whether he should be a Minis
ter or a head of a department in a Ministry or a 
department apart from the Ministry is the question? 
—I have not considered the question sufficiently to 
give a decided answer, on that point.

86. An Seabhac.—What do you think the Government 
could do to convince the people in the Gaeltacht that 
they are in earnest about the revival of Irish and the 
preservation of it?— My only answer to that is, provide 
a livelihood for them in their own country. They are 
a very realistic people. You know that.

87. Do they believe that the Government and the 
people up in this part of the country are in earnest? 
—They have not taken it seriously yet. It has not 
caught on properly yet.

88. That is they have not applied that philosophy to 
themselves ?—Apparently not.

89. You said awhile ago that the language is going 
rapidly in spite of what is being done?—Yes.

90. And the chief weakening is a6 between the parent 
and child. Is that change altogether due to a policy 
on their part to speak English to the children?—In 
some places it is ; in other places it is merely drift.

91. Has it come to this that they speak to the babies 
in English?—Yes. I  have noticed it continually. You 
will meet an Irish-speaking fatheT and mother with 
a child: who does not know a word of Irish and they 
will tell you the child is too young to learn Irish.

92. That is general?—Yes, it is one of the real diffi
culties. We might change it by propaganda, but the 
real way is by showing them they can really benefit' 
by having Irish.

93. You think material benefits will change them?— 
-Yes, if they see that the boys and girls will have a 
chance in future with Irish, that would change them.

94. You will have to have more than propaganda to 
change them then?—Propaganda might be of some use 
while you are awaiting developments.

95. In regard to another thing, their psychology, which 
do the Irish-speaking people in Connemara think is 
the nearer to them—Chicago or Dublin ?—Chicago.

96. : Chairman.—Is the reason for that that the call 
from Chicago is the stronger?—Well, their passages are 
sent to them from Chicago.

97. Do you think that the principal reason the people 
in Chicago bring them over is that when they reach 
Chicago they find it is a much lonelier place than 
they thought it was ?—I have come to that conclusion. 
We had a maid who was a good Irish speaker and she 
got an invitation to America from her aunt, and I 
strongly suspect that it was not altogether through love 
of the girl that the invitation was sent.

98. It is important that our people here would realise 
that it is loneliness on1 the part of their friends and 
relatives that is pulling them outside ?—There is no 
doubt about that. They pull them out when they them
selves get lonely.
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99. An Seabhac.—Do you think that if any Irish- 
speaking population were situated here they would try 
to do the same thing?— Yes. Any boy or girl from the 
Gaeltacht coming up here would get more enlighten
ment and get more on the track ofi things and would 
tend to pull their friends here internally rather than 
externally.

100. In regard to privilege and power, do the people of 
the Gaeltacht look upon themselves as being in their 
natural right, or do they think they have not their 
place in the life of the country?—They don’t look upon 
themselves as being part of anything.

101. What is the reason of that?—I don’t think they 
are well enough educated to realise their position.

102. In regard to Irish and the use of it and their 
assertion of it?—Yes.

103. If there be official causes for Irish not being 
used,, is there any possibility of their rising up against 
that and demanding them to be removed?—No, not so 
far at least.

104. What is the reason?—I think they like learning 
English, to show off their knowledge of English.

105. That is arising from want of confidence in their 
own cause to be served in Irish ?—They have no tra
dition in that respect. They did not feel some time ago 
that they could assert any right.

106. And they look on themselves as people to be used 
by anyone who comes along, except they get the 
better of some individual ?—That is probably one of 
the reasons why they acquire English.

107. Amongst the people in these intensely homo
geneous populations I suppose there is a great deal left 
in the way of song and music, poetry and literary tradi
tion?—There is quite an unexpected amount. A 
friend of mine who was interested in bird life col
lected an enormous amount of detail about bird life 
from them that he could never get from English 
speakers.

108. During the last twelve or thirteen years has any 
use been made in the schools of that fund of local 
knowledge and intellectual life in the country?—No, 
very little.

109. Are the teachers capable of realising the import
ance of that owing to their training?—A large number 
of the older school would not.

110. Do you think the importance of that is being 
pointed out to them during their training course?— 
Those attending our classes for teachers at University 
College, Galway, have that strongly impressed on them.

111. Do you think that education, and principally pri
mary education, should be linked up with that old 
literary tradition?—My idea is that the pupils should 
be taught the best Irish handed down both by literary 
and oral tradition as far as possible.

1121. Have you any experience of the method of the 
teaching of history in the schools which is expected to 
begin with local tradition?—Hitherto very little was 
done in connection with local tradition. They learned 
the general history of Ireland.

113. What influenced them?—The training colleges. 
They did not attach any importance to it.

114. They did not consider the child in the equip- 
ing of the teacher?—No, but I remember meeting a 
teacher in West Mayo who was very strong on local 
history.

115. That was due to the individual rather than the 
system?—He was a survival of an earlier order.

116. You mention a school where native-speaking girls 
have been found speaking bad Irish they learned from 
some teachers?—Yes.

117. Is that very general?—'There is a good deal of it, 
and the children think that their own Irish is wrong.

118. Do you think the teachers are so ill-advised as to 
insist on their version as being right?—Such teachers 
don’t realise the mistake themselves.

119. Do you think the pupils have far better Irish than 
the teachers?—Yes, as a rule in the Irish-speaking dis
tricts.

120. Even starting level?—I know one district, apart 
from the teachers altogether, where the young boys 
speak better Irish than the old people.

121. Chairman.—Is that the result of the school 
work?—Yes.

122. An Seabhac-—The Chairman was speaking of con
tinuation schools in the Gaeltacht. What should they 
be intended to produce if they were established?—  
They would give the pupils an education they would 
never get otherwise, and they might possibly work their 
way to the University or they might acquire some trade.

123. Would they be used to get them into the Civil

Service?—They would possibly get some of them into 
the Civil Service. I think it is a very mportant thing. 
The people everywhere seem keen on it.

124. Do you think the people of Connemara have got 
in the public service the number of posts that numeri
cally they should have?—The Irish speakers have not.

125. Do you think they have not got their ju«t pro
portion?—Certainly not.

126. If things were arranged so that they did get 
them and a little more, would that be a convincing argu
ment for the people that the Government was serious 
about the welfare of Irish?—I believe it would.

127. You saw something in the Press about the pro
posed new system for recruiting teachers—that is 
setting up preparatory training schools and scrapping 
the monitorial system?—Yes.

128. Also that these children would be taken chiefly 
from the Gaeltacht?—Yes.

129. Would it have any material effect in Connemara
if tw enty children were taken and put into these schools 
to be made teachers?—It would have an enormous 
effect.

130. And children could be found for that?—Yes, if 
the primary schools were strengthened up a bit. At 
present you have the difficulty that a lot of children 
leave school too early and the teachers may not have 
time to bring them up to a fair standard.

131. Is the school attendance very bad in these wild, 
wind-swept, rainy places in Connemara?—It used to 
be very bad.

132. Will the proposed Compulsory Attendance Bill 
make any difference?—It will.

133. The question was raised that it would be a 
hardship ?—It would be a hardship at the start, but 
it would be worth it. In the old days the schools 
were pretty empty when tin: sheep were wean
ing, when the hay or turf was being saved, and when 
the potatoes were being planted or dug.

134. The final result would be to improve the con
dition of the people themselves?—'Yes. they would 
not require the children to work.

135. I gathered from you that the connection be
tween Connemara and the rest of Ireland, scarcely 
exists ?—Not that, but from the point of view of em
ployment and labour there is very little connection.

136. Do you think it would be beneficial to Conne
mara itself if a connection was made with other 
parts of the country?—I certainly think it would.

137. To what extent is their outlook coloured with 
America. It was very largely coloured with America. 
It may have changed in latter years.

137a. H a v e  yo u  an y  in fo rm a tio n  as to  the fa te  of 
C o n n em ara  people in A m e r ic a ?— N oth in g except som e  
in d iv id u a l cases. O n e  gen erally  hears the favou rab le  
reports

138. D o  th ey  all liv e  together in  the sa m e  streets in  
A m e r ic a ? — T here used to be a street in  B oston  w here  
Ir ish  w as h a b itu a lly  spoken . I  d o n ’ t know  if it is 
still there.

139. As a result of being educated to a certain extent 
in Irish during the past twelve or fourteen years, have 
any of these who went to America acquired the habit 
of writing home in Irish?—I never met a single case 
of it. There may be cases of that kind, but I never 
came across them.

140. I would be interested to know if they wrote in 
Irish, and dropped the old habit of writing in Eng
lish, or getting somebody to do it for them ?—The 
parents themselves would not be able to read Irish.

141. Would not the younger members of the family 
be able to read it?—Yes,

142. Mr. Moriarty-—In connection with your observa
tions on the fishing industry, have you any particular 
place in your mind, as a result of the inquiries of 1919, 
where a start might be made to develop or intensify 
the fishing industry?—As regards the Gaeltacht there 
are two places, Cama and Galway itself. There is a 
big area of Gaeltacht where there is no fishing. A 
start might be made at Carna, where they were very 
keen on it about five years ago.

143. You would not contemplate anything on the 
Aran Islands ?—I think they also would be suitable.

144. Do you see any difficulty in connection with a 
place like Carna and other districts extending from 
Cama, eastwards to Galway, and in developing the 
industry there owing to lack of facilities for trans
port?—Yes, you would want to have the whole area 
organised in one section. You would require to do 
it on a very big scale—on a national scale.
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145. It would take a very big outlay of money, apart 

from boats and nets, to equip that district with proper 
transit?—Yes. You would require a fast boat to 
collect the fish.

146. You are aware of the difficulty of approaching 
the water at Carna and other places ?—The question 
of piers would arise.

147. It is very largely a question of money ?—Yes. 
You could not re-start now a system that is already 
out of date.

148. With such places as the Aran Islands and Inis- 
boihn, where the community are driven to the sea to 
obtain a livelihood, there are certain difficulties of 
communication. Have you any suggestion to make 
as to how that could be improved ?—If you had a 
fairly rapid boat it would do.

149. The Aran Islands are the only places affected at 
present. They have a bi-weekly service, and the diffi
culty they find is that it is not sufficiently rapid to 
handle their fish, have you any alternative to suggest? 
—My idea would be to have a rapid boat.

16C|. You speak of the co-operative movement?— 
There were some co-operative efforts. But anything 
big would have to be organised by the Government.

151. You mean co-operative societies as they were 
in the past?—Yes.

152. You think of Government development rather 
than individual capitalists developing them?—You 
have not enough capitalists on the sea-board to invest 
money in them.

153. How far are other bodies co-operating towards 
developing the Gaeltacht possibilities, or have they 
always regarded it as a matter for the Government? 
—I know people in Galway who are very anxious to 
develop it.

154. Their efforts have been largely with regard to 
turf development?—Yes, peat is one of the things 
mentioned.

155. As regards the reclamation of land, would it be 
possible to do anything with the bogs at Iio«muek 
and Carraroe?—They make a good deal of money on 
the turf, but I think the edges of the bog might be 
planted. It would offer immediate employment, and 
it would improve the country. The question oi the 
utilization of bogs, is not a question I feel equal to 
dealing with.

156. An Afabhac.—Have some of the bogs been 
planted ?—A little.

157. Mr. Mmiarty.—Could not more than that he 
done. Are you aware of any efforts in the past to 
emigrate small colonies in the Galway district ?—The 
people who migrated were generally people with large 
holdings, and their holdings were given to the smaller 
people.

158. Is it your experience that the poorer the land, and 
the more wretched the soil, the more intensive is their 
love for the place, and the greater the difficulty of 
getting them away?—I don’t think that is the diffi
culty. The old people would not like to change, but 
the young people will go any place whatever.

159. You are confronted with the difficulty of remov
ing the younger generation if you are going to estab
lish a colony outside the Gaeltacht ?—Yes.

160. To provide a means of livelihood for Irish 
speakers in their own country you would migrate 
them, and the migration would be largely composed 
of young people?—Yes.

161. —You would not have the head of the house 
give up his home?—It would be perhaps more diffi
cult to get them to agree to it than the youngeT 
generation.

162. Chair mini.—You were touching on the national
istic tendency of the Irish-speaking population, is it 
not very important to realise what help in saving the 
language we would get from the Irish-speaking popu- 
liation?—Up to the present the uneducated portion 
have not' contributed very much, but as I explained 
they were not taken into the confidence of the 
language workers. Tho Gaelic League workers made 
a mistake in not taking these people fully into their 
confidence. They utilised these people without 
giving them anything definite in return

163. When yoii say they are nationalistic, on what 
point do you base that ?—They are as willing to take 
part in any national movement as any part of Ireland.

164. Regarding yourself, you are Professor of Irish 
in Galway University ?—Yes.

165. How long have you been there ?—About four
teen years.

166. Your whole life has been associated with Con
nemara?—I have never lost touch with it

Thank you, very much, Professor.
4= * * * * »

The following statement submitted by Professor
Liam 0  Briam (T’ nireisity College, Galway) had 
been circulated to the Commissioners :—

I. The College in Galway.
1. This college could undoubtedly be made to play 

a very important part in the re-Gaelicisation of 
Connaught, just as it had a lot to do with the Angli- 
cisation of the province.

2. It is situated in an almost solid Gaelic sixty 
miles long, which, in the natural course of things, 
would probably be the last reserve of the language.

3. The present efforts towards extending the use of 
Irish in official life and various other directions and 
towards the development of the language itself are 
too scattered and haphazard. They require a centre, 
a college where the work of translating, preparing 
texts, etc., etc., could be co-ordinated, and where an 
official language, so to speak, could be developed 
and practised. The Irish translation staff of the Dáil 
are too isolated and unaided. An institute grouping 
a number of students and workers, aided by a Celtic 
studies faculty beside them, with lectures in these 
various subjects, etc., would train and accustom 
students to the use of Irish in intellectual work. 
Such an institute is an immediate necessity.

4. I propose that a start be made in University 
College, Galway, towards realising this ideal. Lec
turers of academic standing should be appointed in 
as many subjects as suitable candidates can be found 
to fill the positions. The number of students for 
such courses would be small at first, but would in
crease rapidly, and the State should foster the in
crease.

5. The college has already examined this question 
in all its bearings, and has drafted the heads of a 
scheme which can be laid before and explained to 
the Commission.

Even if the other university colleges are as will
ing and as well able to do this work as Galway, it 
would still he necessary to have such a centre for 
Connaught. And there is a special case for having 
such a group of specialists living together in the 
Gaeltacht.

II. The Gaedhealtacht..
6. I have not many facts to give to the Commis

sion. I cannot give the percentage of Irish speakers 
in any particular area in Ireland. I am not specially 
interested in cases of delinquencies on the part of 
officials of various departments. Such cases are 
bound to be frequent all through the Gaedhealtacht 
until such times as we have officials trained to do 
their business in Irish—which brings us back to Part
(I) of this statement. There aTe, however, two 
classes of officials in the Gaedhealtacht that I am 
interested in, and which deserve, I  think, special 
attention from the Commission.

(a) The Clergy.
7. In the area west of Galway and immediately to the 

east of it, the priests on the whole are . good, as re
gards the use of the language—probably better than 
anywhere else. But some of them, like many school 
teachers, neutralise the good they do in using Irish 
officially, so to speak—on the altar or in the school— 
by the bad example they set on all other occasions. 
The town of Galway is very bad as regards the use 
of Irish by the clergy. Irish sermons are heard on 
Patrick’s Day only, except in the case of the 
Jesuits, who have Irish devotions once a month, 
and who help the language by every means 
in their power. I  don’t know of any priest in 
Galway who makes a point of using Irish with the 
native-speaking population here. Some of the very 
young curates, who must have been taught Irish at 
school and in Maynooth, are among the worst in this 
respect. It would not be too* much to expect at least 
one Irish sermon every Sunday .between all the 
churches in Galway. I have been trying to make 
inquiries lately as regards County Mayo, and, from 
all the information I could gather, the state of affairs 
is much worse there. Hardly any Irish seems to be 
used on the altar in County Mayo now. I think the 
remedy for this state of affairs is to be sought, to a 
great extent, in Maynooth. The university courses
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| m Irish there are modelled on those of the University 
(College, Dublin, apparently, and seem to have no 
(application to the future avocations of the Maynooth 
(students (vid. their programmes which I will lay 
before the Commission).

8. Instead of this state of affairs (a) Irish religious 
literature should figure prominently on their courses;
(b) preaching in Irish should be an essential part of 
the examination; ( 2) a knowledge of the spoken 
dialect of their dioceses should be obligatory on the 
students of dioceses which contain Irish-speak
ing districts. I  suggest to the Commission to put 
these three points to the hierarchy, together with 
such figures as they may have obtained in the course 
of their inquiries as to the number and frequency of 
Irish sermons in the Gaedhealtacht.

(6) The District Courts.
9. I  acted in the arbitration courts for land dis

putes which functioned in Galway and Connemara 
in 1918-19. Afterwards I was a “  district judge"  
under the pre-truce Dáil, and acted as one of two 
district justices here and in Connemara for about 
four or five months after the Treaty. At present I 
am a peace commissioner. It is my opinion that a 
really forward move in the Gaedhealtacht—I  mean 
a recovery of lost ground, a .bringing back of the 
language into business and public life—can be best 
inaugurated through these courts, and I wish to say 
that Mr. Justice Mac Giolla an Atha is doing it. 
Through most of the country west of Galway and 
largely in the town itself, most or nearly all of the 
court work could be done in Irish, were it not for 
the solicitors. I have held courts in the most Irish 
area in Ireland—Leitir Mór Island—and have spent 
a whole day translating examinations and cross- 
examinations from English into Irish and back 
again, and sometimes translating between solicitors 
and their own clients, apart from acting as judge. 
As a handful of solicitors should not be allowed to 
strangle the national language I suggest the follow
ing which I consider very strong measures bound to 
arouse the strongest opposition from the solicitors 
concerned, and also, alas, from a goodly proportion 
of the community :—

(1) That the fior-Ghaeltaeht court areas should be 
defined by statute.

(2) That in these areas Irish be the sole official 
language.

This would mean that (1) a witness of course, in 
the interests of justice, would have to ,be allowed 
to give evidence in whatever language he knew; (2) 
that all examinations or questions and all written 
statements be made in Irish, interpreters being used 
where necessary (I mean where a witness knew only 
English that it would not be permissible to question 
him directly in English, no more than to address the 
bench in English); (3) I would give a number of 
years’ notice of this change—three or four.

10. I  don’t think, for the present, that any such 
measures are feasible as regards the work of the 
higher courts (question of law books, etc.)v

III. Economic.
11. I am not an economist or a business man, and 

have no intention of offering what are called “  prac
tical ’suggestions.”

12. However (1) I am against transplanting people 
out of the Gaeltacht into the Galltacht. I believe 
their language would have no chance. (2) An ob
vious source of employment and livelihood is staring 
the semi-starving people of cois-fhairge in the face—  
I mean the sea. I know that everything is all wrong 
with the fishing industry at present. If everything 
were made all right, most of the people there could 
live. How to make it all right is not for me to say. 
I know nothing about it. (3) The almost deserted 
mountainous region of central and north Connemara 
would seem to me a most suitable area for a national 
re-afforestation experiment. If such were done, it 
would (a) make Connemara one of the loveliest 
regions in Europe, (b) improve the climate, (c) give 
permanent employment to the excess population of 
the Gaedhealtacht, (d) help the sheep industry. I  
make this suggestion tentatively, but I think it would 
be worth the Commission’s while to obtain expert 
evidence on the subject.

13. I  am on surer ground with my fourth economic 
suggestion. It is to kill two birds with one stone by

the much more extensive employment of the nativea 
of the Gaedhealtacht as Irish teachers. Let the State 
adopt as a big general principle—teachers of Irish to 
be as far as possible native speakers—then to pro
vide (a) intermediate or continuation schools here 
and there in the Gaedhealtacht, (6) a training 
college for native speakers only in Galway or in. 
Dublin, ( 2) even now, native Irish teachers to teach 
the Irish in the hundreds of schools where at present 
teachers are trying to teach what they don’t know,, 
and finally

Teaching of Irish,
(d) in the large Breac-Gaedhealtacht areas, the asso
ciation of the teaching in the schools with the lan
guage still alive in the district; where the parents 
have ceased to speak Irish in the homes bring them into 
the schools and pay them. In general, give the 
children constant, regular, daily and abundant 
opportunities of hearing the Irish which their parents 
and grandparents know, let the people be utilised in 
every possible way, and be given an interest in the 
large sums of money now going for Irish and going 
entirely to teachers and cigiri, instead of, to some 
extent, to the people, and the results can certainly 
not be worse, and, I am convinced, will be far better 
than the sad “  results ”  or non-results of the teach
ing of Irish for twenty years back, in the schools of 
the Breac-Ghaedhealtacht.

(Signed), LIAM 0  BKIAIN,
17th June, 192.3. Ollamh.

* if. *  *  * *

AN  T  O L L A M H  L I A M  0  B R I A I N , examined.
1. Chairman.—You are a Professor in Galway 

College, ?—Yes.
2. For how long?—Eight years.
3. What Irish-speaking districts have you experience 

of ?—Galway and Mayo, and I had a few excursions 
into Munster. I  would like to say that as I  had an 
idea that you were sending for us to dijeuss about 
the college, I .brought about a dozen copies of the 
scheme which the college has put forward to the- 
Government in connection with an all-Irish univer
sity, and I will go into that scheme if you like. 
(Hands in copies of scheme.) Apart from the college, 
there are other things on which you might question 
me, such as court work, teaching, and the influence 
of the Church. I don’t touch economic development, 
because I am not an economist.

4. Perhaps you would first deal with the heads of the 
proposed scheme for Galway College?—It was put to 
us by the Government as to whether the college 
could not make a start towards doing university 
teaching in Irish and working towards the ideal of 
being a Gaelic university—that is, of using Gaelic as 
its basic language. We were all very willing to do 
everything in our power, and we saw from the way 
things were going in the secondary education world 
that we would have to take steps towards that in any 
case. In the second place we considered the college 
has a big advantage and claim to be used in that 
direction. Having considered the thing in all its 
details, the results were rather small and meagre. 
That is because, considering it from the actual work
ing of the college, we found there was no use under
taking more than we could perform.

(a) The college is a constituent college. There was never 
any condition of Irish being necessary for any appoint
ment. The whole staff does not know'Irish. Incidentally 
there are six or seven who know Irish more or less, 
but most of these would not be good enough to do 
anything in regard to the language. They are mostly 
men who aid Irish in the secondary schools. Only a 
small percentage of the students coming in are 
native speakers. Then you have the students of arts 
who do the language as a subject. These are mostly 
girls, and the bulk of the students have compulsory 
Irish for matriculation, but that is not much use. As 
regards the staff,- someone suggested why should 
not the staff learn Irish. Well, the majority are 
middle-aged men and engaged in their avocations, 
and it is a general proposition that a university pro
fessor who cannot teach through Irish now would 
never be able to do it. It would be necessary to get 
an Irish-speaking staff, and the way we propose to 
do it is to provide money for a supplementary staff 
as they come forward. We would advertise for pro-
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, fessors in certain subjects of university standing 
and able to teach through Irish. We would 
not take them without testing them, but according 
as they would appear we would ask the Government 
to appoint them. It would probably take years 
before we would have even a partial Irish-speaking 
staff.

(6) We would have to consider the question of 
lecturers, too, and the question of compelling the 
students to attend them. We have come to the con
clusion that we could not make it compulsory. We 
could not afford it. But if students would under
stand that in Galway they would be taught through 
Irish, while in Dublin and Cork they would be 
taught through English, it would effect the desired 
result. We could not make double courses—that is, have 
lectures in the same subjects both in Irish and English. 
The obstacle to that—the physical obstacle—is that they 
could not fit it in in the twenty-four hours. We are re
duced to the third position, that this Irish-speaking staff 
would not have the compulsory attendance of the 
students. But later on we would have an increasing 
number of students coming in, with the development 
of the teaching of subjects through Irish in the 
secondary schools, anxious to hear their lectures 
through Irish.

(c) Secondly, with regard to Civil Service exami
nations, the Irish-speaking staff could train 
their students with these examinations in view. 
I have examined Civil Service candidates, and 
I have seen attempts to answer the questions in 
Irish. Students were doing that on their own initia
tive, and without any training towards that. 
Thirdly, this staff would be an adjunct and assist
ance to the Faculty of Education. With us it would 
be a purely Irish faculty, and we could train 
teachers to teach things through Irish. That is more 
or less the scheme we put forward, and we do not 
see any other way towards creating a Gaelic univer
sity in the country. None of the existing university 
colleges can do anything outside Irish without en
gaging a new staff. The existing staff do not know 
Irish, and you can do nothing unless you gather 
together from all over the country men who would be 
specialised in various subjects and put them into new 
institutions. We suggest advertising in all subjects 
for men of university standing both in their subject 
and in Irish. It might happen that these men might 
have no class for some time, but there are in many 
universities men who have no classes, and they oould 
form a body of specialists in the language which 
would have enormous advantages all round for the 
language, and also in the production of text-books.

(rl) Up to the present the production of text-books in 
Irish has been done in a haphazard manner. We
have had a scattered number of text-books produced 
by individual Gaelic Leaguers. I  think the needs of 
the future ;tre going to increase enormously. It
will demand the production of a great many 
text-books, and if there is going to be an ex
tension of the language in the universities the
demand for text-books will be very great. At 
present if you teach a man in Irish he has got to go 
to the library and read up his subject in English. 
Several questions arise at the moment. Is the pro
duction of text-books going to go on as it has been 
going on? Will the whole matter be considered? 
What text-books do we want? Who will pay for their 
production ? You will want a staff of men to give up 
their whole time to this work. Take the Irish staff 
of the Dáil, for instance. They are too isolated, and 
they are turning out work at an enormous rate. I 
think half of that staff should be studying,, because 
the question of terminology is a serious one. People 
are making new terms every day like wild-fire, and 
there is nobody to check them.

5. What full-time professors have you in Galway 
University?—There are about twenty or twenty-three 
altogether.

(i. Iu respect of what subjects would you propose to 
get at once assistants in Irish?— Mostly in arts subjects 
or subjects that have a connection with school work.

7. What would these be?—History and geography and 
commercial subjects generally. Mathematics, classical 
and modern languages, and I suppose psychology , che
mistry and perhaps philosophy. We could start with 
subjects such as these. We would not, for example, 
begin yet to look for a professor who could teach 
electrical engineering in Irish.

8. Are these proposals put up with a definite decision 
in the minds of the college authorities that the Galway 
University College ought in time be a completely Irish- 
speaking institution?—Yes, in time, with the develop
ment of the use of Irish in the schools in order that 
we may keep pace with the promotion of Irish in the 
schools. If after another three years we find all the 
students speaking Irish and having been taught through 
Irish in the schools we should try and continue that 
in the University.

9. If you cannot get an assistant with Irish for history, 
and in five years’ time you require a full professor for 
history, would you appoint a man without Irish?— 
No, in fact it is the college policy at the present time 
from now on to appoint nobody without Irish as far as 
possible.

10. Even though the time has not arrived when the 
whole work of the college can be done in Irish?—Yes.

11. Y’ou mentioned that in some universities there 
are professors who would not have a class to work at 
their subjects. Is there any provision that would 
require a professor who had no class to continue 
working at his subject ?—There is no compulsion like 
that. There is only a pious hope at the time of his 
appointment.

12. If you are going to appoint assistants with Irish in 
any of these subjects, is it intended that it would be 
specified on the part of the college authorities that 
these assistants would do such work as the authorities 
would require in the matter of providing text-books? 
—No, they would only be required to do such work 
as the authorities prescribed as regards teaching. The 
suggestion was made as to whether they could be 
required to produce text-books, but it was rejected by 
us on academic grounds. No university compels a 
man to write a book.

13. Is there anything like a tradition amongst the 
professors in Irish to turn out works on their sub
jects ?—Yes.

14. And would the possibility of a man being 
appointed and doing nothing operate in this matter? 
—It is a danger that will have to be provided against. 
Perhaps the appointment of assistants and professors 
and calling them such might not be the best thing to 
do. There is no university regulation against that, 
but it would be a very big question to get over that 
difficulty.

15. This scheme is still under discussion with the 
Ministry of Education?—Yes. We have sent it to 
them.

16. The scheme as proposed is to provide university 
education for the Gael when primary and secondary 
education is brought to such a pitch that he can avail 
of it?—Yes.

17. Also in the matter of books of educational value 
there is a great want, and it can best be supplied by 
men coming together who have an interest in these 
subjects ?—Y es.

18. In the matter of Irish religious literature 
would not that literature be the most rapidly made 
available in Irish ?—I think it would be a very good 
thing.

19. .Li Heabhac.-—Is it meant by you to be applicable 
generally?—No, it is about Maynooth. My idea about 
Maynooth is this. There are any amount of young 
priests throughout the Gaeltacht and breac-Gafeltacht 
who must have been taught Irish in Maynooth and in 
school, but they show no signs of it. There are many 
in the Town of Galway and in the Gaeltacht and West 
Galway, who are very good, but a lot of the 
young priests do nothing. They don’t preach in Irish 
and they don’t seem to be able to say the “  Hail 
Mary ”  in Irish. I think that could be largely remedied. 
In Maynooth the courses in Irish are a replica of the 
courses in University College, Dublin. They should 
be prepared to work in Irish in the Irish-speaking 
districts. The Gaeltacht students should have 
different treatment from students from dioceses in 
Leinster. They should be taught to preach in Irish, 
and made preach in Irish.

20. What percentage of the priests in the Tuam and 
Galway dioceses come from Maynooth?—-Practically 
all of them I think, but Galway is much better than 
Tuam.

21. Over what percentage of the area of the com
bined Tuam-Galway dioceses is Irish spoken as the lan
guage?—About 50 per cent, of it is Irish-speaking, that 
is good and bad. Practically all the Tuam diocese is a
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breac-Gaeltacht area where the older people know Irish. 
The Galway diocese is situated in the Gaeltacht except 
a few parishes in the Comity Clare.

22. Is your complaint about all the young priests 
•coming from Maynooth ?—Not about all of them.

23. What percentage?—Many of them. It is hard 
to say a percentage.

24. And in Irish-speaking districts?—Yes. The 
clergy, except those who are enthusiasts, follow the 
people. That is generally their attitude. Where the 
people speak English they speak English, and if the 
people use half and half the clergy will use half and 
half. The clergy follow instead of leading the way. 
In the Town of Galway they don’t use Irish at all. 
There is a sermon in Irish on St. Patrick’s Day and 
nothing else for the whole year except the Jesuits 
and they do their best. That is typical of where the 
people are half and half English speaking.

25. You were going to suggest some cnange in the 
Maynooth programme ? I think the remedy for this 
state of affairs is to be sought, to a great extent in 
Maynooth. The university courses in Irish there are 
modelled on those of University College, Dublin, 
apparently, and seem to have no application to the 
future avocations of the Maynooth students. Instead 
of this state of affairs (a) Irish religious literature 
should figure prominently on their courses; (b) 
preaching in Irish should be an essential part of the 
examination; (c) a knowledge of the spoken dialect 
of their dioceses which contain Irish-speaking dis
tricts. I suggest to the Commission to put these 
three points to the hierarchy, together with such 
figures as they may have sol obtained in the course of 
their inquiries as to the number and frequency of 
Irish sermons in the Gaedhealtacht.

26. Their programme covers only the B.A. year ?— 
Yes.

27. Do they have any further study in Irish after 
the B.A. year ?—Not so far as I am aware,.

28. They leami it as an ordinary subject without any 
regard to the fact that they may have to work amongst 
an Irish-speaking population?—That is it, and we see 
the effects of it very much in the Gaeltacht.

29. You mention the Garda Siochana and the fior-Gael- 
tacht?— Yes. I have had some curious experiences 
as regards court work. We started the Republican 
Band Courts in Galway in 1918 when the land dis
putes arose, and the local Sinn Fein clubs had to stop 
the people from murdering each other. I  acted on a 
good many of these, and I was a district court judge 
under the Dáil. I spent most of my time until the 
Treaty in prison, and after that I acted as district 
judge not only for the Town of Galway, but also for a 
large areas out as far as Lettermore as a court of appeal 
from the parish courts. Since then I have been ap
pointed a peace commissioner. From that ex
perience, I can see what can be done through the 
courts for the language. There are great possibilities 
in the courts for really going ahead and bringing the 
language back into official life. I don’t know that 
there are many of the departments in which you 
could introduce the language so that it would touch 
the people so closely and so well. The great diffi
culty is the legal profession, the solicitors. They 
have a strangle-hold on the language. There are 
half-a-dozen of them in Galway and in Clifden, and 
they are doing more to kill the language than any
body else. Nobody has ever made any concrete 
suggestions about officially using Irish in the courts, 
so' I am making some myself. I suggest that certain 
areas be officially defined as Irish-speaking court 
areas. In these courts Irish should be the official 
language. That would mean that a witness could not 
be examined or cross-examined directly in English, 
and that solicitors could not address the court 
directly in English and that interpreters would have 
to be employed.

30. It has been put to us that in the Carna-CIifden 
area the people have a tendency to use English in the 
courts?—I  don’t think that is true in the Galway area. 
They have an idea that it is to their advantage to use 
Irish. If the plaintiff starts in Irish in the court the 
defendant will also use Irish.

31. Mr. Hanly.—You referred to the provision of tech
nical terms in technical subjects. Last week I was 
examining students in the training college and I came 
across a student who began a paper in Irish and then 
turned into English. I  asked him why,, and the reason 
he gave was that he had not the terms. Have you

any concrete suggestion in which the university could 
help in that?—That student was evidently not taught 
that subject through Irish. The same thing occurs in 
Civil Service examinations. For instance, when I am 
examining in -t rench I put down a passage in Irish to 
be translated into French and also a passage in French 
to be translated into Irish, and the result is very inte
resting. I  am University lecturer in this subject which 
brings me to deal with this matter. It is only 
by being taught through Irish that a technical lan
guage will be built up. You cannot, for instance, turn 
a department of the Civil Service into doing its work 
in Irish without having them prepared.

32. Is it your idea that you can develop a terminology 
better by teaching subjects through Irish than by set
ting up some kind of an academy for it?—Everything 
would help. If you had the professors teaching in 
Galway through Irish and an academy here it would 
be much better. It is a very big thing, and all the 
efforts of everyone in the language movement would 
help.

33. Do you think the time is ripe for the establish
ment of such an academy?— Yes. It would not be 
easy work, still it could be done.

34- Would not the work be difficult in the case of Irish, 
which is a few hundred years behind in technical terms? 
—It would. I think there should be an academy, if 
you can get the experts to work together. By organi
sation you can advance the language greatly. One 
question at present is spelling. You have the Govern
ment people going off at a tangent on spelling, and if 
an effort was made to bring these people together it 
would be a good thing.

35. The people engaged  on that w ork should be men 
and women w ho w ou ld  possess the technical knowledge 
of the things they were dealing with?—That is the diffi
culty of the whole thing. You want technical terms 
for the different subjects. For instance, if we adver
tise for a professor of botany, and a candidate 
presents himself, we w ill request him to write a treatise 
in Irish. That will be translated and handed to 
another professor or professors in botany, and they 
will see whether the man is of University standing or 
not. If he is to teach that he will have to have his 
technical terminology.

36. Chairman.—Do you mean that this Irish-speaking 
authority or academy should hold a watching brief 
or have control on behalf of the language?—From the 
State point of view we have a Ministry of Education, 
andj it will be their concern or the concern of a special 
department of that Ministry for the language. I was 
also thinking of a vocational council such as is pro
vided for in the Constitution. As regards education 
generally, and Irish language education in particular, 
the Ministry could get a very good vocational council. 
I would maintain independent organisations like 
the Gaelic League. In Belgium, about thirty years 
ago, the State adopted the whole policy of the Flemish 
language. There was a. diminution of enthusiasm after 
that, and it has only recently begun to revive enthu
siastically. It did not matter there very much because 
Flemish was very widely spoken. The taking over of 
the whole language by the State without any popular 
organisation would be too serious a danger for us to 
allow.

37. Mr. Hanly.—Would you not think a Ministry 
would have a greater influence and power than a branch 
of any particular department interested?—Do you mean 
a Ministry for the Gaeltacht or for Irish education? 
I mean a Ministry for Irish generally. My point is 
that if you have a separate branch of a particular de
partment, the Ministry for education might resent 
interference from that branch. If you had a separate 
Ministry on the same standing would it not be better? 
—I think I would agree with you. The only danger 
would be putting Irish on one side.

38. Would not »  separate Ministry be able to guard
against that?—Yes. The business of that Ministry
would be to put Irish into the other Ministries.

39. Chairman.—Don’t you think that a separate Min
istry is much more easily attacked than a definite official 
person carrying out the policy of the Government?— 
That would be a good thing.

40. Its position might easily be much weaker than that 
of an official person carrying out the Government 
policy?—These are questions of higher politics. At 
the present time I am fairly satisfied you have officials 
who can counter what the Government policy is as 
regards the language.
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41. Have you evidence of tbem?—It' is perfectly clear 
the Government are in favour of the language, but 
there are officials who, through ignorance or malice, 
are upsetting that policy and are against it. For 
instance, I  know a postmistress who has got 
instructions to sign her name in English as 
well as Irish although she had previously got 
instructions to use Irish as much as possible. That 
most obviously is not the policy of the Minister for 
Posts and Telegraphs. She pointed this out and finally 
she got a letter stating that if she wanted to continue 
using Irish she must register her name in Irish. She 
applied to the head postmaster for the necessary form 
and he replied there was no such form, so there the 
matter stands. All this happens after every revolu
tionary government. It happened in France this time 
a century ago, and now it is happening here. The 
heads are all right, but the officials are not.

42- Mr. Hanly.—Would a branch of a department be 
able to tackle a question like that?—I don’t think so.

48. An Seabkac.—-There is a possibility of conducting 
the business of the courts in the Gaeltacht in Irish, 
but for the lawyers. Are there any solicitors in Gal
way who do know Irish?—There is one solicitor who 
is doing his best, Mr. Louis O’Dea.

44. Outside that the profession is ignorant of it?— 
Yes, as far as any practical demonstration of it goes. In 
fact you have hardly stated it strongly enough.

45. Do you think that without damage to the law or to 
the people or to justice, the work of the courts in all 
that area in Connemara could be done through Irish? 
—I think so.

46. And the only difficulty is the non-possumus atti
tude of the solicitors of the county?—Whatever it is, it 
is the barrier. But there might be officials who could 
not write Irish.

47. Do you think that the Government would be in a 
position to legislate that Irish should be the official 
language in these areas, and that no one should be 
allowed to address the court in English?—There 
.would be fierce opposition to that from these solici
tors.

48. And any other interests?—A good deal of the 
people themselves here and there.

49. You think justice and the law could be as effi
ciently administered through Irish at the moment?—It 
is being done. In many courts all the cases are done 
in Irish.

50. Only when a solicitor comes into it?—Yes, the 
people have a tremendous leaning towards solicitors. 
Although there is talk of these people dying of star
vation and all that, they are able to bring their neigh
bours to court and engage solicitors.

51. Considering all the circumstances of the case, and 
supposing the establishment of granting a definite 
Gaelic policy on the part of the administration, do you 
think that a solicitor should be required to have his 
address translated into Irish and that he should be 
placed in the inferior position?— Yes, the thing may look 
absurd, but we have got to do things that may look 
absurd' to change' the status of the language.

52. You would put the English speaker into the undig
nified position that the Irish speaker was in hereto
fore?—Yes.

53. And do what would appear to be unnecessary to 
achieve that?—Yes; it is being done elsewhere. It is 
being done in Alsace-Lorraine. They are going much 
stronger on the Continent than we are. French 
teachers ignorant of German were rounded up all over 
France and sent to teach French to children who knew 
nothing but German.

54. Chairman.—But you had 400 schools in Alsace- 
Lorraine entirely French-speaking?—Had you? Not 
in Alsace, the most of them were in Lorraine?—Well, 
at present their efforts are concentrated on introduc
ing French into all the schools.

55. An Sealbhac.— They take stronger methods than 
sending teachers to summer courses ?—Much stronger. 
In South Tyrol, which is intensely German, the 
Italians are Italianising it with a rough hand. 
Italian is the language of the schools.

56. How is it with regard to public services?—-Italian 
is the official language. The names of places have all 
been changed and people don’t know the names of 
their villages now. They are fined, too, for using the 
German name.

57. Things could not happen like what happened to 
the postmistress in Galway?—No, the official respon
sible would walk the plank. Eastern Hnni- iry, which

has been annexed by, Roumania, is now being Kou- 
manianised violently by the Roumanians.

58. Compared with them we are very easy-going?— 
We are. I don’t think the people in the Gaeltacht 
think the Government are in earnest about. Irish at 
all, and they won’t until they see all the officials 
using Irish.

59. What -experience have you had of the other ser
vices besides the law in Connemara in connection with 
the language?—The position in the Guards is very bad.

60. What about the Land Commission?—I know some 
of the officials are good Irish speakers.

61. And the Old Age Pensions administration ?—I 
heard various complaints about that. They do the 
least damage, but still it is a bad influence.

62. What about the Local Government officials?—  
Some of them are good but the most -of them are not.

63. Which of these would have the most serious in
fluence?—The rate collector.

64. And the dispensary medical officer?—Yes.
65. Are there any men in the medical service who 

have become so associated with the language movement 
that the people look upon them as the personi
fication of that movement?—Not that I know of.
I would like to say something about education 
and teaching in the breac-Gaeltacht. It is what I. 
consider of most importance and the main thing I have 
to say. There are several areas where the children 
speak nothing but Irish but there is a much bigger 
larea where the children don’t know Irish and where 
contact has been broken with regard to the speaking 
of Irish. These areas have become anglicised and 
the teaching of Irish in the schools has not stopped 
it. Generally speaking, in these breac-Gáeltacht 
schools -the children passing through the schools 
learned some Irish, but when they left school it was for
gotten. I know one parish where only two young men 
know Irish and they know it because they never went to 
school. That is the biggest failure of our movement.. 
We have not prevented the decay, and we have not 
brought back the speaking of Irish. The fault is be
tween the parent and the child, and the teachers 
cannot do it where the parents do! not help. The 
people must be made to teach Irish to their children. 
We have failed with propaganda. W e must recognise 
that failure and tackle it some other way. Where 
there is any Irish remaining at all contact must be 
restored between the school children and the people 
who have Irish. It is from them the children must 
be made learn Irish and not from the teacher. 
Children only require sufficient opportunities to hear- 
a language to learn it, that is children up to five 
or six years. In the Breac-Gaeltacht the Education 
Department should direct all these tendencies- 
towards that. I think that would restore the speaking 
of Irish in the homes. The parents will tell you that 
they cannot help the" children with the new Irish they 
leam in the schools. But if the children hear it from 
the real speakers of the district they can go home 
and speak to the parents. That is the one method we 
have left. It is of enormous importance that the 
growing generation in every area should be able to 
read and write the language. They will be the 
foundation of the Gaeltacht of the future.

66. Do you think there should be a corresponding- 
movement in the Galltacht which shall have its echo 
down there and convince the people that it is doing 
something?— Undoubtedly the Galltacht leads the 
country, and has always done so. You want more 
than shouting-example. It is bad example that has 
done more to kill the language than anything else.

67. Should State concern in the Irish language be 
confined' to the Gaeltacht?—No; as far as possible 
every branch should be dealt with.

68. Is there a very pronounced difference between the 
school Irish and the home Irish?—Yes.

69. To the detriment o f ' the teaching ?—I will say 
nothing against the teachers. There is wonderful work 
being done by the teachers, which, if it was being done- 
in French, you would say it was great. There is won
derful work in the national schools as regards language 
teaching, but it is not going far towards making Irish 
the home language.

70. What will be necessary outside the teacher’s effort 
and the school effort to achieve that ?—By giving the 
people a material interest in it.

71. A certain amount of propaganda?— Yes, and if 
they got more of the money that is going to Irish now. 
I would1 bring the people into the.schools to talk to-
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the children. Another thing would be to give back 
the Is. to Old Age Pensioners on condition that they 
taught the children of the family Irish. If that was 
done the problem would be all right.

72. Chairman.—Would it be any difficulty for inspec
tors to find out if the children of the house were 
speaking Irish in addition to the other things they 
have to find out about the pensioners?—No. I don’t 
think so. I  think it would be a just proposition, 
although there would be complaints about it from Eng
lish-speaking pensioners, but they would be paid for 
teaching Irish. It need not have' anything to do with 
the pension. It would simply be extra money for teach
ing the children Irish.

73. A m. Seabhac.—Would you lower the age?—Yes, 
there are various little points like that to be con
sidered.

74. You mention principally the Church in the 
Gaeltacht and that it is not leading in the matter ? 
—In many places. In others it is leading tremen
dously.

76. You mentioned in the programme for studies in 
Irish in Maynooth. That might be the programme 
in the Belfast College or in Trinity here for that 
matter ?—Yes.

76. Do you think that should be a deckled religious 
bent in the study of Irish in the College of May
nooth ?—At present they do the Arts course first arid 
then they go on to Theology. Part of their training 
should be to preach in Irish.

77. So that they would become masters by practice 
in Irish?—Yes. Of course in Maynooth you would 
have the different dialects.

78. Chairmna-.—Is it right to call them dialects?— 
It is.

79. .4« Seabhac.—Do you think the same enthu
siasm exists in Maynooth as did ten or fifteen 
years ago ?—I don’t think it does, as far as I can 
gather.

80. Do you know any diocesan rule anywhere that 
the young priests shall be Irish speakers and com
petent to preach in Irish ?—There is such a rule in 
Galway-

81. Should that be extended and adhered to?—It 
should be adhered to.

82. Is there no instruction that that ability should 
be utilised ?—That is what is wanted, but I don’t 
think you can ask the bishops to force that too much.

83. Do you think there are some parts of the Gael
tacht and the breac-Gaeltaeht where religious in
struction is given sometimes in English to people 
who would understand it very much better in Irish ?— 
Undoubtedly.

84. Do you know any place where there is a per
centage of English speakers who don’t get instruction 
in English of a like nature ?—There might be or may 
have been.

85. I  am speaking of a certain percentage of the 
population not knowing Irish and not getting in
struction by sermons through English. Does that 
hold to any extent ?—No. I  have heard of a direc
tion in a certain diocese that a priest was not to 
speak Irish unless he was certain everyone under
stood Irish.

S6. You have not heard an. instruction that the 
opposite was to hold?— No.

The following statement submitted by Dr. Dillon 
(Professor, University College, Galway) had been 
circulated to the Commissioners :—

GEARR-THUA1RISC AE FHLANNAISE AR AN
(BHFEAIMINN) AGUE AN GC’EILP 0 TO-MAS 
0 DIOLUN.

1. Qualifications.—Professor of Chemistry. U. C. G. 
since 1920. Have taken interest in the industry and 
made some study of it from time to time since 
coming to Galway.

Reasons for giving evidence on seaweed to this 
Commission—

2. Seaweed was for many years an important raw 
material of industry in the Gaeltacht, and no in
quiry into the economic conditions existing there 
would be complete without taking seaweed into 
account, and inquiring first to what extent the de
cline of the industry has led to the bad economic 
conditions existing in certain parts of the Gaeltacht, 
and, secondly, what prospect there is of building up

a new and flourishing industry on the basis of sea
weed.

'3. History of Kelp.—Burning seaweed to obtain the 
ash known as kelp, an industry of varying fortunes, 
round the west coast of Ireland, in the Highlands 
of Scotland, and on the coast of Normandy, for some 
hundreds of years, Ireland’s reputation for kelp in 
eighteenth century. Object of kelp burning in those 
days—a source of alkali. In competition with 
barilla. Duty on barilla. Prices of kelp from 1780 
to 1*22 very good. Estimate of amount of kelp made. 
Young’s statement (1788). Irish soap trade at end oi 
the eighteenth century considerable. Two and a half 
tons of kelp containing 5 per cent, alkali required to 
make one ton of soap. Imports of soap into Ireland 
in 1919—9,000 tons. Probable output of Irish fac
tories not less than 3,000 tons. Total Irish consump
tion, 12,000 tons. Population of Ireland at end of 
eighteenth century, about four and a half millions 
(Lecky); something same as now. If we assume that 
total Irish manufacture at end of eighteenth century 
equalled one-third of present consumption (i.e., 4,000 
tons) this would require 10,000 tons of kelp—average 
value £100,000. Probable annual value of kelp, 
£ 200,000.

4. Leblanc process for making soda from salt dis
covered 1794. Gradual displacement of kelp as a 
source of alkali.

5. Discovery of iodine, 1812 (Courtois). Potash de
veloped aloDg with iodine from seaweed. Varieties 
of seaweed required for this purpose different from 
that suitable for alkali. Old methods of burning also 
unsuitable; but these have not been changed.

6. Competitors of kelp as a. source of iodine and 
potash.

(1) . Chili nitrate residues as a source of iodine. 
First appeared 1874. Can now supply iodine market 
tenfold. Output restricted by manufacturers. Four- 
fifths of world’s iodine now supplied from Chili; one- 
fifth from kelp. Japanese iodine industry from sea
weed developed since 1885.

(2) . Streassfurt salt deposits as a source of potash. 
Their history since 1857. Development of use of 
potash in agriculture. German Potash Syndicate 
advertising campaign for use of potash. Enormous 
increase in use of potash by farmers, especially in 
Germany.

7. In spite of competition, kelp industry struggles on. 
Revival during the great war, when German potash 
supplies were cut off. Failure at the end of the war. 
Present boom in kelp. Not permanent.

H. Is there any possib ility  of utilising the enormous 
quantities of seaweed round our west coast as a raw 
material for industry?

9. Present crude conditions of kelp industry. De
pendence on Scottish buyer. (Primitive and laborious 
methods of harvesting. Antiquated methods of burn
ing, with unnecessary or harmful labour. Method by 
which kelp changes hands calculated to lead to dis
honesty on the part of buyer and seller.

10. Probability that by means of scientific and techno
logical research a flourishing industry could be based 
on seaweed. Need for such research in view of the 
economic problems of the Gaeltacht.

11. Seaw eed as a national economic asset for the de
velopment of a home source of potash for fertilisers. 
Importance of such a supply recognised by other 
countries. Work in America and Japan.

12. P re lim in a ry  considerations on  the p ossib ility  o f 
successful development of seaweed. Hendrick’s ex
periments—loss of potash in present methods of 
burning. Utilisation of the organic matter. Processes 
of Stanford. American processes.

(Signed) TOMAS 0 DIO LUX.
22nil June, l!l2.i. OlUtmh.

A X  T  O L L A M H  T O M A S  0  D I O L U N ,  examined.
I. (a) Chairman.— We hf-vc had your statement, Pro

fessor. Is there anything you would like to add to 
it?—I only sent you a very short statement. I had 
not time to write it out fully. I have something 
further to say. My object was to try and help
you on that part of your inquiry which deals with 
the economic side of life in the Gaeltacht. 1 think 
you cannot possibly consider that without having
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some information about the question of seaweed, which 
has been of very great importance along the west 
coast. I have taken some interest in it myself since 
I  went to Galway, which is the centre of the kelp
burning area. I have not made a very exhaustive 
study of it, ,but I have taken an interest in it and I 
have made some experiments on it. Burning 
seaweed to obtain the ash known as kelp has been 
an industry of varying fortunes around our west 
coast, in the Highlands of Scotland, and in Nor
mandy for some hundreds of years. In the first half 
of the eighteenth century Ireland had a reputation 
as a kelp-making country, and Irishmen were 
brought to Scotland to teach kelp-burning (Scott, 
“  Report on Home Industry in the Highlands and 
Islands," Edinburgh, 1114, Cat. 7.564, page 9; Siger- 
son, “  Last Independent Parliament of Ireland,”  page 
189). The object of kelp-burning in those days was to 
obtain soda for soap and glass manufacture. For 
these purposes the varieties of fucus were most suit
able. They contained mostly soda and comparatively 
little potash. Kelp was a poor source of alkali. The 
best samples I analysed at the time contained 5 per 
cent, and the worst s  per cent, of alkali. It was in 
competition with barilla, which contained ten times 
as much alkali, but there was a duty on barilla, 
which, though not prohibitive, was sufficient to allow 
kelp to hold its own. Prices were good then for kelp. 
From 17.su to 1790 it was £0 «• ton; from 1790 to lsi)0 
it was £9 to £10 a ton; from 1806 to 1810 it was £16 
to £20 a ton. From 1800 to 1822 the average was 
£10 10s. per ton. The output must have beeu con
siderable in the Highlands.

(b) According to Scott (l«c. cit. pp. 25 and 26), the 
maximum total output was 12,000 tons. The average 
cost of production was £2 7s. 6d., which represents 
£28,750 paid to labour, andthe remainder of the price, 
representing royalty or profit, went to the owners of 
kelp shores. Young in his "  Tour of Ireland,”  written 
in 17so, before the boom, says that about 3,000 tons 
were annually exported from Galway. \Ye can obtain a 
rough idea of the extent and value of the industry 
during the boom from a consideration of the Irish soap 
industry at that time. At the end of the eighteenth 
century, Ireland had a large export trade in soap to 
North America and the West Indies, and had in fact 
cut out the British from this market (Sigerson; loc. 
cit. p. 43). In round numbers the population of Ire
land at that time was four and a half millions (Leeky, 
”  History of Ireland in the Eighteenth Century,”  Vol. 
V., p. 8Ó). or about the same as at present. In 1919 
the imports of soap into Ireland amounted to 9,000 
tons. The total output of all the Irish factories at 
the same time could not have been less than 3,000 
tons. This would give a total consumption in Ire. 
land in 1919 of 12,000 tons of soap. Let us assume 
that the total soap output for export and home con
sumption at the end of the eighteenth century, 
when the population was about the same as now 
and when we had a large foreign market, was equal 
to one-third of the estimated consumption in 1919, 
that is about 4,000 tons- Now it is easy to calculate 
that about two-and-a-half tons of kelp, containing 5 
per cent, of alkali, would be required to make one 
ton of soap. Therefore, according to our estimate, 
the soap industry would have consumed 10,000 tons 
of kelp of value from £100,000 tc £200,000. Taking 
into account the fact that kelp was also in demand for 
glass-making and for ot her purposes for which alkali 
was required the total value of the kelp industry can 
hardly have been less than £200,000 per annum. Con
sidering the relative value of money then and now, 
it is clear that kelp at the end of the eighteenth cen
tury must have beeu a most important economic 
factor in the life of the country. In any attempt to 
trace the origin of the slum population along the Con
nemara coast, it is worth while considering to what 
extent there may be a derelict residue of a population 
created there by the kelp industry. Kelp was not 
only valuable for itself, but was also the origin of 
the flourishing soap industry which drove the British 
out of the market, and also of the glass industry.

(c) The discovery in 1794 of the Leblanc process for 
making sodium carbonate out of common salt 
sounded the death-knell of kelp as a source of alkali. 
Kelp at £20 per ton meant, at the best, crude soda 
at £400 per ton. Leblanc soda, pure, is now bought 
at £8 per ton. The Leblanc process did not take on 
at once. In 1821 James Muspratt, of Dublin, opened

the First English alkali works at Liverpool- ' He was 
obliged to give away his “  black ash ”  to Liverpool 
soap makers to convince them that it was better than 
kelp. Writing in 1860, Dr. Sheridan Muspratt says: 
“  not more than thirty years had elapsed since crown 
and sheet glass was manufactured from crude alkali 
obtained from kelp, the preparation of which for this 
purpose employed a large population on the northern 
shores of Scotland and the western shores of Ireland, 
and the abandonment of the material when the 
duty was taken off barilla plunged whole districts 
into idleness and misery.”  The. glass works at Dron- 
theim, in Norway, used kelp forty years ago accord
ing to Thorpe. (Diet, of Applied Chem. Art Iodine).

id) By 1H40 the kelp industry would have died 
out or the material would have returned to 
its original position as a local fertiliser, had 
not a new use for it been found. In 1812 
Courtois, of Paris, discovered the hitherto un
known element iodine in kelp. The investigations 
of physicians showed that it had valuable thera>- 
peutic properties. A demand arose for it, and by 
1840 it had become an object of chemical manufac
ture. The rise of the organic chemical industry 
created a further demand. The percentage of iodine 
in seaweed was not great, and to supply the demand 
considerable amounts of kelp were required. Again, 
potash had been since 1730 an important product of 
kelp, and indeed it was for the potash it contained 
that Courtois used it. These products revived the- 
manufacture of kelp, and although prices never 
reached the boom level, they were sufficient 
to keep the industry flourishing until other 
competitors arose. At the same time the 
change in the purpose for which kelp was 
required brought about a revolution in the 
manufacture of it. Fucus fFeamann dubh) contains 
comparatively small amounts of iodine and potash. 
Laminariae (Feamainn déarg, corrlach, etc), contain 
much more iodine, and it happens that these also- 
contain more potash. Unlike fucus, which grows on 
the rocks around the shore, laminariae grow in deep 
water, and are either collected when a storm throws 
them up on the shore or by men who cut the weed 
with special appliances. When iodine and potash 
became the objects in kelp-making fucus (Feamann 
dubh) became useless, and the laminaria varieties- 
were harvested. The revolution, unfortunately, 
stopped at this point. It should have gone on and 
included the methods of burning. The old methods 
of burning which were designed to produce a maxi
mum of alkali involved loss of iodine and potash. 
Nevertheless, the industry of making iodine and 
potash from kelp flourished in the middle of the 
nineteenth century. It was mainly concentrated in. 
Glasgow, but there were also works in Donegal and 
Galway.

(e) Kelp w as not, however, fated to hold the field 
unchallenged as a source of iodine and potash. Com
petitors arose in both. The competitor for iodine 
was the residue from the purification of Chili nitrate. 
The nitrate deposits of Chili contain up to 0.027 per 
cent, and occasionally 0.17 per cent, of iodine. The 
production of nitrates is so great—it amounts to two 
and a half million tons per annum—that the small 
percentage of iodine could supply the world con
sumption of iodine ten times over. The estimated 
combined power of production of iodine of the Chili 
factories is 5,000 tons, and the estimated world con
sumption of iodine is 500 tons. Iodine first came from 
Chili in 1874, and it continued to come in increasing 
quantities until the market was fully supplied. The 
manufacturers have combined to restrict the output. 
Chili supplies about four-fifths of the world demand, 
and one-fifth is left to kelp. It is curious that in 
spite of these adverse circumstances Japan has de
veloped iodine from seaweed, and in 1902 began to- 
export it. The exports in 1902 were 35 cwt.; in 1904, 
612 cwt.; in 1906, 196 cwt.; and in 1907, 305 cwt. 
There was a fall in price in 1906, which accounts for 
the sudden drop in exports in that year. It is easy to 
see that iodine is a gamble, and it is not a product on 
which a sound industry could at present be based.

(f) The revival of seaweed as a source of potash 
was the deposit of salts at Streassfurt, in Alsace. 
The history of the development of these de
posits form an interesting chapter in the history of 
the chemical industry in the nineteenth century. 
The beds lie several hundred feet under a layer of
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slate clays and limestone in thin veins. Their exist
ence was suspected from the occurrence of brine 
springs in the neighbourhood, and in 1839 borings 
were made in the hope of obtaining rock salt. In 
1843 salt was reached at about 760 feet, but, to the 
disgust of the promoters, the common salt was 
seriously contaminated with potassium and magne
sium salts. Further borings showed that the beds 
were very extensive. In 1851 the sinking of a shaft 
to mine for rock salt was begun. In order to get at 
the pure rock salt it was necessary to clear away 
the potassium and magnesium salts on top. These 
were called “ Abraumsalze,”  or refuse salt, and were 
thrown aside. Meantime, however, agricultural 
science had begun to develop. Liebig, professor of 
chemistry at Giessen, had shown that plants required 
potassium, and that potassium was taken by them 
from the soil, and that it should be returned if the 
fertility of the soil was to be maintained. These facts 
directed attention to the “  Abraumsalze,”  and they 
were found to be a valuable source of potassium and 
magnesium salts. The first works for the extraction 
of potassium and megnesium salts were erected by 
Frank in 1861. After the war of 1870 the famous 
German Potash Syndicate was formed, and a great 
advertising campaign by the syndicate, assisted by 
the agricultural authorities, began, and the neces
sity for potash fertilisers was impressed on the 
farmers. The results were very striking. There was 
an enormous increase in the use of potash at first in 
Germany and later to a relatively smaller extent 

. abroad. The output of crude salts in 1861 was 2,293 
metric tons. In 1900 it was 3,037,035 metric tons. The 
following table shows the output, the total amounts 
used at home and exported, and the relative per
centages used in agriculture and in industry

Year
Total
Sales
Tons

Domestic
Tons

Foreign
Tons

Agricul
tural0//0

Indus
trial
%

1910 807,091 460,618 340.473 88.0 11.7

1913 1,221,406 664,711 556,695 90.4 9.6

1916 972,373 797,548 174,825 94.1 5.9

1917 1,101,709 958,625 146.084 95.7 4.3

The exports were mainly to the United States.
(g) From these figures one might have expected that 

the kelp industry would have died out completely, yet 
it struggled on in spite of low7 prices, and a little seems 
to have been made every year. When the great war 
broke out and the German potash was cut off, kelp 
assumed something like its old importance. Large 
quantities were made and sold at good prices, some 
tor export and some to be worked up for potash 
in Galway. When the war came to an end, and when 
the potash from the mid-European deposits began to 
come in freely again, the industry collapsed as suddenly 
as it had growm. This year again there is something of 
a boom in kelp, and I have heard that £10 has been 

■ offered in some places. Wbat the cause of this rise in 
value of the commodity is, I  have not heard. Possibly 
it may be connected with the fact that a syndicate to 
control the price of potassium carbonate has been 
formed. There is certainly no reason to believe that it 
is permanent.

2. (a) In view of all these facts, is there any possibility 
of reviving the kelp industry or of making use of the 
enormous quantities of seaweed around our west coasts ? 
Tt* answer this question it is first necessary to examine 
the methods by which the kelp industry has been 
hitherto carried on. These conditions are extremely 
crude. They are characterised by a complete absence 
of that organisation which is essential for a modern 
chemical industry. The first step in the manufacture 
is the appearance of an agent in the district who makes 
it known that he will pay a certain price, say £5. £7, 
or .£10 per ton. About the end of April, when the dry 
season is beginning, a certain number of people (vary
ing with the price expected for kelp), begin to take 
an interest in seaweed. I  need not enter into details 
as to the process of manufacture. An account by an 
expert will be found in An Stoo for the months, June 
and July, 1923. It will suffice to say that the suitable 
•varieties of seaweed are collected on the shore as they

are thrown up by the tide or are cut with a special 
apparatus by men who go out in boats for the purpose. 
The burning begins in August. A rough furnace of 
loose stones is built on the beach, a fire is lit, and 
the dry seaweed is thrown in gradually and burned. 
The heat developed is sufficient to fuse the ash, and 
when all the weed has been consumed the molten mass 
is stirred with iron rakes on long poles. When it has 
solidified and cooled it is broken into large blocks and 
carted to the nearest harbour where the agent has a 
store. Here the agent chips a few pieces from the 
blocks and takes them into the store and tests them for 
iodine. He then comes out and informs the kelp-maker 
whether, as a result of his analysis, he is prepared to 
bu\ the load at all, and if so, at what price. The 
helper has no alternative to accepting the price offered, 
and the kelp is shipped to Glasgow to be worked up 
for iodine and potash.

(6) Now this system has many obvious disadvantages. 
In the first place, the price paid is the price which a 
Scotch firm thinks will be sufficient to give it a supply 
of kelp, presumably to fill up its purchases from the 
home market in the Highlands of Scotland In the 
second place the method of harvesting the seaweed is 
most primitive and laborious. In the third place, the 
method of burning is antiquated and is such as to 
bring about a loss of soluble potash. The raking of the 
fused ash is a relic of the time when kelp was made 
for alkali. The raking mixed it with carbon from the 
charred seaweed which reduced the sulphates to sul
phides, and if calcareous sand or limestone were mixed 
up with it, this converted the sodium sulphide into 
sodium carbonari' which was the article required- It has 
been shown by Hendrick (J. S. C. I. (1916), vol. 35, 
572), that fusion of the ash with sand reduces the per 
cent, of soluble potash and also of iodine—the two 
valuable constitutents of kelp at present. Finally, the 
basis upon which the kelp changes hands is entirely 
wrong, and is calculated to encourage dishonesty on 
the part of both the purchaser and the vendor. Since 
the buyer tests the kelp and the seller must accept 
whatever price he alleges to be indicated, by his analy
sis, it is clear that a dishonest buyer might, at the 
beginning of the season, declare his intention of pay
ing, say £10 a, ton for the best quality of kelp, and 
actually at the end obtain it for an average price of £4 
or £i> per ton. Hut there is not even any necessity to 
assume dishonesty on the part of the buyer to bring 
about this result. The method of taking the sample 
would be sufficient. The process of obtaining an 
average sample of a large mass of solid material is 
very elaborate. The chipping off of a few pieces from 
the kelp block is quite incorrect- But whether it is 
due to dishonesty on the part of the buyers, or imper
fect sampling, the results were certainly unsatisfactory 
for the helpers. They tried the experiment of dividing 
the product of a single furnace into two and selling 
each part separately. On several occasions one was 
bought at the full price and the other only at a. fraction 
of that amount. Naturally this led to adulteration on 
the part of the kelpers, and the kelp industry in Conne
mara was ruined.

(c) Now, when we consider that the kelp 
industry carried on in this primitive fashion 
is able to survive at all, and is even some
times capable of a boom, it seems clear that 
if it were placed on a proper modern basis it might be
come a flourishing industry and provide employment for 
an Irish-speaking population in a district where seaweed 
is probably the only raw material available for indus
try. But there is another aspect of .the kelp industry 
which should arouse the interest of those who do not 
care about the Irish language and who are not concerned 
with the problem of congestion, and that is the necessity 
for opening up, if at all possible, a home source of 
potash for agriculture. I have already referred to the 
enormous increase in the use of potash as a fertiliser 
which has taken place since the middle of 19th century. 
The consumption of potash in Germany has all along 
been greater than the total exports to all the rest of 
the world. The German consumption per unit area 
of land has also been much greater than that of any 
other country. Statistics for 1912 show that in that 
year German lands received 1,400 kilograms per square 
kilometre, English lands 183.9 kilos, French lands 96 
kilos, and American lands 128.9 kilos. It is remark
able that the yield of wheat, oats, barley and potatoes 
per acre in Germany, are nearly twice the yield in 
France. The yield of sugar beet in Germany in 1914 
was 31.78 tons (metric) per hectare, and in France
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the yield was 28.08 tons (metric) per hectare. 
The importance of potash in agriculture has been so 
far recognised that it has been suggested that if the 
State were to distribute potash gratis to farmers the 
increased yield in taxes arising from the increased pro
duction in agriculture would show a handsome profit 
on the cost of the fertiliser distributed.

(d) Since it is or should be the policy of governments 
to encourage the use of potash it is natural that although 
the Alsatian and German deposits are sufficient to supply 
the needs of the world for many years, nations should 
look for a supply within their own borders. Such a 
supply would not only reduce imports, but also its 
existence in the country would tend to increase the 
utilisation of potash by farmers. Hence, for many 
years the American Government has studied the 
possibilities of obtaining local supplies of potash, and 
although America possesses salt lakes from which 
potash is obtained, it was to seaweed that the investi
gators looked as their main source. Extensive re
searches have been carried out, and during the war 
large quantities of potash were provided from sea
weed. About 1885 the Japanese began to leam the 
European methods of dealing with seaweed, and before 
the war Japan was exporting potash to Great Britain, 
Australia, italy, Germany, and other places (Scott. 
loc. sit., p. 125).

(c) The utilisation of seaweed as a raw material for 
industry would contribute to the solution of three 
problems which arc of interest to the people of this 
country. First, the relief of the poverty along the west 
coast; secondly, the preservation of an Irish-speaking 
population; and thirdly, the provision of a home source 
of supply of potash, and, since the method of utili
sation is not at the moment so obvious as to attract 
the investment of capital in the enterprise, the 
problem seems to be a typical case for scientific and 
technological research on a large scale to be under
taken by the Government. From what has been 
already done such research work seems to me to offer 
reasonable prospects of success if carried out with 
sufficient perseverance and on a sufficiently large 
scale. Recent’ experiments by Hendrick show that 
the percentage of potash and iodine in kelp is much 
less than could be obtained if the preparation of the 
ash were carried out properly. Moreover, in the 
kelp-making process the organic part of the seaweed 
is completely lost. Since the well-known processes 
of Stanford for the utilisation of organic matter were 
first introduced, about 1862, there has been a cer
tain amount of experimental work on this matter, 
chiefly in America. It seems to be now held in that 
country that if a method of harvesting the raw mate
rial economically can be worked out, the manufac
ture of potash, iodine and organic products from sea
weed can be made an economic proposition.

(/) In suggesting that scientific and technological re
search on seaweed should be undertaken in order to im
prove the economic condition of the Connaught 
Gaeltacht I  know that I am putting forward a pro
posal that will appear startling to many people. The 
idea is not sufficiently ancient British to commend 
itself. Like the girl in “  John Bull’s Other Island,”  
we are always singing the English music-hall song of 
the year before last, and the idea of systematically 
applying scientific research to industrial develop
ment is not yet out of date in England. England, 
having immense mineral wealth, did not require such 
li,cans of development, and so the idea did not reach 
her until the war came. It is, however, old enough 
on the Continent.

(</) People don’t Understand what the State could do 
if it applied itself to scientific research. A modern 
State has not discharged its duty when it has provided 
an army to prevent invasion. We must regard our
selves as carrying on a perpetual war with nature to 
support our population. For that war we require an 
industrial army, and as one of the principal parts of 
an army is its intelligence department, so should a 
research department be one of the principal parts of 
an industrial army. Unless you attack this question 
by systematic research you will make no headway. 
With regard to the cost, it won’t do to spend a few 
hundred pounds. It will be expensive, but it will 
be worth it. There is a well-known case of a single 
firm in Germany which took up a process of making 
sulphuric acid. That process was most unpromising. 
The chemical reaction on which it was based had 
been known for forty or fifty years before; but all 
attempts to apply it to industry had failed. This

firm in Germany wanted to get sulphuric acid by this 
method, and they spent £1,000,000 on researches with 
this object. They finally succeeded, and they got 
their money back in two years. That is only one 
case of where scientific research, properly applied,, 
paid in the end. You won’t of course be able to get 
results to come out exactly at the end of the finan
cial year. I think research is well worth trying in 
the case of sea-weed. If you spend a lot of money 
on technological experiments on a large scale you 
will be able at the same time to give employment. 
That is all I have to say.

3. Chairman.—I think you have given us a very 
interesting and elaborate statement with suggestive- 
possibilities in it.

4. Mr. Hanhi.—At the present time, as you have 
said, the method of securing iodine is very crude?—  
Yes.

5. Is it a fact that there is a considerable proportion 
of the iodine lost in the process of burning it on the- 
coast ?—It is a curious thing that recent experiments 
made by Hendrick in 1916 show that in the actual 
burning there is not as much iodine volatilised as 
would seem to be the ease. Stanford held there was 
a considerable loss, but Hendrick holds that there 
is not. There is iodine and potash lost through the 
mixing with sand. Hendrick burned the stuff himself, 
and found a considerably greater quantity of potash 
and iodine than is usually found in kelp. He found 
the percentage of potash was in the maximum case 
35 per cent., and in the minimum case 20 per cent., 
with an average of 29 per cent. The average of 15 
samples was 29.28 per cent, of potash. The quantity 
in kelp is only about 12 per cent, average. The stuffs 
get mixed with sand and forms silicate of potash..

6. At the present time it contains about 12J per cent, 
of potash. Would the Gaeltacht produce be able to- 
compete with manufactured potash ?—It looks very 
like it. According to Hendrick the average is 29 per 
cent, if properly worked.

7. In parts of Galway don’t they dry the seaweed?
- Wes.

8. Is that extending in any way?—I don’t know.
i), Your idea is that there might, be some way in

which the crude seaweed could be treated so as to 
retain practically all the potash as K20  and the 
nitrogen of the organic matter?—My idea is that you 
should try the various methods that have been sug
gested. One method is by distillation, in which you 
recover the nitrogen.

10. You are satisfied there is room for research?—I 
am quite satisfied it is an ideal ease for carrying out 
research. The very fact that it is obvious makes it 
very necessary. In America they have been working 
at it.

11. Would you be in favour if putting it under pro
tection by putting a duty on imported potash or 
would you be in favour of suc-h a scheme as is pro
posed in connection with sugar beet?—As you had 
worked out a proper method you could consider 
these things. ’Take for instance what the Americans 
did. They set up a plant and when it worked pro
perly they sold it to a private corporation. That is 
a question of Government policy, whether they carry 
on the thing themselves or sell it to somebody else. 
My point is that in a thing like seaweed you are not 
in the same position as in the sugar industry, where 
you can get men to come in and do it. If you can 
establish such an industry it will help to relieve the 
problem in the West and supply the country with 
potash. The origin of the American industry was 
due to one of the mines at Straessfurt becoming 
flooded.

12. Do you know if anything in the way of an up- 
to-date method has been tried in the Gaeltacht?— 
How do you mean?

13. Such as burning the kelp in small furnaces by 
the people themselves?—I don’t know. That was 
done in Scotland, I think. Stanford invented a kind 
of portable furnace, and the product was brought to a 
central place.

14. Your main point is research work?—Yes.
Mr. Moriarty.—What particular body should carry

out these researches—the University College or the 
College of Science?—I think at the present stage it 
would have to be handed over to some place like- 
that. The Galway laboratories would probably be 
the best place to do it..
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15. Fiachra Fihjeach.—You say the probable annual 
value of kelp one hundred and twenty years ago was 
about £200,000 ?—Yes.

16. Don’t you think it would be a cheap experiment 
if success were claimed in getting potash?—It would 
be very cheap, if you could succeed in getting 
£200,000 a year, by spending twice that amount in 
experiments.

17. Have you any idea what type of laboratories 
would be required?— You would require the ordinary 
organic chemical laboratory and you would also re
quire technical laboratories. You would have to 
find the type of weed best suited for the work, and 
go about it in a systematic way.

18. Chairman.—One thing that arises out of this is 
peat. Have you given any thought to that ? It has 
been mentioned to me recently that there is a process 
called the Bergeuse ( ?) process in connection with 
coal ?

19. IT’ ifiiess.—Do you mean pulverised coal?
Where they take gas, petrol and heavy oils from

.coal, it has been suggested that it might be possible 
to do something with peat, that it would yield a kind 
of petrol?—You can get gas from turf. You have 
always these processes. I met a man with one about 
two years ago, but when cross-examined about it he 
sheered off.

20. Roughly, do you think there is any possibility in

the future where we would ,be able to reduce our im
port of petrol by making use of our peat bogs?— 
What has often occurred to me is that some of the 
systems suggested by industrial commissions should 
be tried in Connemara where they would give em
ployment and help Irish as well as possibly solving 
the turf question. The turf question also includes 
the question of dealing with the land afterwards, and 
making agricultural land out of it. Some people tell 
me the bogs in Connemara are very shallow. The 
turf question generally, and around the West of Ire
land particularly, should be considered more from 
the point of view of providing domestic fuel. Turf 
is getting further away from the towns, and the 
further it goes the more coal is coming in. Our 
consumptions of turf and coal are at present about 
equal as far as the calorific value is concerned. If 
you could get a method of transporting the turf 
simply so that it can be used as a domestic fuel you 
would be doing better than if you attempted to set a
20,000 Kilowatt station worked by turf.

21. We are told that the charges for turf around 
Aran are outrageous?—Around Aran they will tell 
you that.

Chairman.—Thank you, Professor.

The Commission adjourned to Thursday, 25 th 
J u n e ,  1925.
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D '  é is t  ea d h —

SEAMUS 0  MURCHADHA 
TADHG Ó MUIXEAOHÁIN

Baiteas ó tiéamus 0 Murchadha aijus Eamonn 
0 Tuathail tar crann Cumann na Mradhon Miíin- 
teóiri.

lira mh-Rádh.
1. Do réir mar atá an sgéal fá láthair tá muinntir na 

Gaedhealtachta beo ar a bhfaghann siad (o) de thairbhe 
toradh an talaimh, (b> as an iasgaireacht agus (e) as 
déantúsaí beaga airithe. In go leor áiteaeha nil dóigh 
theacht i dtír aca ach a bhfaghann siad as an talamh, 
ach ó thárla nach mblonn talamh maith sa Ghaedheal
tacht ní féidir leo oiread a bhaint as an talamh is » 
bheathóchadh iad féin mar ba chóir. MA leanann an 
sgéal mar sin ni bheidh cuid mhaith de na daoine óga 
sAsta fanacht ann agus beidh siad ag sior-imtheacht go 
h-Aiteaeha eile nnair gheibhid an chaoi. Go dti go 
mbeidh eompórd réasúnta ag na daoine ni chuirfidh siad 
spéis sa Ghaedhilg agus raehaidh an Ghaedhilg i n-éag 
do réir a chéile. Is é an rud is mó atá de dhith i lAthair 
na huaire feabhas a chur ar shaoghal na ndaoine. Nil 
aon eolas ar leith a'gainn ar ohúrsaí iasgaireachta, agus 
mar sin ni mian linn aon nidh a mholadh don Choimi- 
siún in a taoibh, ach ba mhaith linn a rádh go sileamuid 
gur féidir feabhas a chur ar staid na h-iasgaireachta fá 
lAthair. Is féidir le muintir na dtíortha eile atá i 
dtuaisceart na h-Eorpa tairbhe a bhaint as an iasgaire
acht. Cad chuige mar sin nach féiJir le muintir ria 
Gaedhealtachta tairbhe éigin a bhaint aisti? Más rud 
é nach bhfuil eolas maith ag na daoine ar an gcaoi is 
ieiirr le h-iasgaireaeht a dhéanamh ba cheart sgoil 
iasgaireachta a chur ar bun i ngach ceantar Gaedheal- 
ach le h-eolas na eéirde a thabhairt dóibh.

Vraiitúsai Adhnmid.
2. Ceannuighthear roinnt troscáin sa Ghaedhealtacht 

chuile bhliain. 0  áiteacha taobh amuigh a thigeas an 
chuid is mó de. Dá mbeadh monarchAin beaga sa 
Ghaedhealtacht do féadfai an troscán seo a dhéanamh 
ni h-amháin le h-aghaidh na Gaedhealtachta ach le 
h-aghaidh muintir na h-Eireann go léir. Do féadfaí 
rudáí eile a chur dá ndéanamh sa Ghaedhealtacht m.s. 
bréagáin, éadach, srl.

Bureau do chur ar bun le h-eulus a thabhairt do dhaoine 
ar mhaith leo laethe saoire a chaíthcamh sa Gluicl- 
tacht-

3. As seo amaeh beidh nios mó daoine ag triall ehun na 
Gaeltachta leis an nGaedhilg fhoghluim. Fá láthair 
téigheann furmhór na ndaoine seo go dti Aiteaeha a 
bhfuil Coláistí Gaedhilge. Múinteóirí sgoile a 
bhfurmhór seo nó daoine a dteastuigheann teagasg 
Gaedhilge uabhtha. Ach tá roinnt mhaith daoine ann 
anois a bhfuil an Ghaedhilg go, réasúnta maith acu. 
Ba mhaith leo siúd a laethe saoire a chaitheamh chois 
na fairrge sa Ghaedhealtacht—i n-Ait a mbeadh 
Gaedhilg agus sgith nó slAinte le fAghail i dteannta a 
chéile. Ní fios dúinn go bhfuil aon ghléas ann fA lAthair 
le heolas a thabhairt da dhaoine i dtaobh Aiteaeha 
feileamhnacha, lóistin, srl. a bhéadh le fAghAil sa 
Ghaedhealtacht. Silimid go mba mhaith an rud Bureau 
fiosrachAin a chur ar bun i mBaile Atha Cliath in a 
mbeadh an t-eolas seo le fAghail. DA ndéanfaí an 
t-eolas seo d ’fhuagradh is cinnte go gcaithfeadh nios 
mó daoine a laethe saoire sa Ghaedhealtacht. An 
t-airgead a caithfi sa Ghaedhealtacht mar sin rachadh 
sé i socar do na daoine.

Sgoltuchn ceantar do chur ar bun sa Ghaedhealtacht.
4. De bhrigh nach mbionn mórAn de mhaoin an 

tsaoghail ag muintir na Gaedhealtachta ni féidir leo a

j  Cumann na Meadhon Múinteóirí.

gclann a chur i gcrith chomh maith agus is féidir le 
daoine i n-Aiteaeha eile i nEirinn. Kud eile, dA 
mbeadh an chaoi féin acu le h-Ard-oideachas a thabhairt 
da gclainn bhéadh ortha an t-aos Ag a chur go dti 
sgoltacha atá taobh amuigh de’n Ghaedhealtacht. Ni 
fhoghnann an chuid is mó de na sgoltacha seo do 
mhuintir na Gaedhealtachta. DhA locht atA ortha. 
(1) an costas, (2) an Béarla a bheith mar ghnAth- 
theanga in a bhfurmhór. Chun oidheachas feileamh- 
nach a thabhairt d ’aos <5g na Gaedhealtachta 
mholfaimis sgoltacha ceantar a chur ar bun sa 
Ghaedhealtacht in a dteagasgfai Gaedhilg (Litridheacht, 
ceapadóireacht, srl.), Béarla—agus na h-Adhbhair seo 
leanas (tré Ghaedhilg)—St Air, Geograiphe, Matema- 
tice, luath-sgriobhnóireacht, clo-sgríobhnóireacht, cunn- 
taisigheacht, ceol agus amhranuigheacht. Is iad na 
cuspóirí a bhéadh ag na sgoltacha seo (a) Ard-oideachas 
geinearAlta a thabhairt do mhuintir na Gaedhealtachta 
na dteangaidh féin, (6) eolas a thabhairt dóibh ar chaoi 
go bhféadfaidls postal fhAghail mar chléirigh sa StAt- 
Sheirbhfs, ins na bancanna, i n-oifigi na mboithre 
íarainn, i n-oifigi traehtAla agus ins na GArdaí SiochAna. 
As na sgoltacha seo freisin a bheobhfal adhbhair 
múinteóirí le h-aghaidh na mbun-sgoil agus na 
meadhon-sgoil.

lijoltacha (Ard-Sgultacha a chur ar bun sa Ghaed
healtacht le h-aghaidh■ adhbhar múinteóiri sgoile.
5. Ba cheart Ard-sgoil a chur ar bun in gach 

Gaedhealtaeht le haghaidh daoine óga ar mhian leo 
bheith ’na múinteóirí sgoile. Ionnta a d ’fhoghluime- 
óchthal na h-adhbhair léighinn is riachtanach le 
haghaidh sgrúduchAin sgolAireachta na CAsga (Boinn 
Oideachais).

Ollsgoil Ghaedhcalach do dhcunamh d’OIhgoil no 
Gaillimhe.

6. Os rud é gurab 1 an Ghaedhilg an teanga a labhras 
muintir na Gaedhealtachta ba cheart go mbéadh Ait 
amhAin ar a laighead 1 nEirinn in a bhféadfaidís Aird- 
leighinn (1. Leigheann Ollsgoile) d ’fhAghAil ’na dtean
gaidh féin agus ó thArla gurab é ColAiste na Gaillimhe 
(An ColAiste Ollsgoile) ar t-aon CholAiste amhAin atA 
ar theorainn na Gaedhealtachta ba cheart an ColAiste 
sin a Ghaedheahi agus gach Adhbhar léighinn (taobh 
amuigh de theangthacha iasachta) a mhúineadh tré 
Ghaedhilg ann. DA mbéadh an sgéal amhlaidh 
d ’fhéadfadh Gaedhilgeóirí dul ann ehun Aird-léighinn 
fhAghail ’na dteangaidh féin.

7. Mholfaimuis freisin go gcuirfl colAiste traenAla ar 
bun i nGaillimh le haghaidh múinteóírí sgoile. Ba 
cheart A chomh-eheangail leis an gColAiste Ollsgoile. 
Mar sin bhéadh caoi ag múinteóirí óga ar chúrsaí Aird- 
léighinn d ’fhreastail. Do réir an phlain atA leagtha 
amach againn thuas d ’fhéadfadh buachaill dul ar 
aghaidh ón mbun-sgoil go gti an Ollsgoil agus an 
teagasg go léir dA fhAghAil aige i nGaedhilg 6 thus go 
deireadh.

(Signithe), SEAMUS 0  MUEOHADHA.
ÉAMONN 0  TUATHAIL.

2-iadh Mcitheamli, 1925. Baile At ho Cliath.

SEAMUS 0  MURCHADHA, ej-amined.
(English rendering of e.ramination in Irish),

1. Chairman (speaking in Irish)—Would you prefer 
to give your evidence in Irish or English?—In Irish, I 
suppose.

2. Very well. We did not get your paper until yester
day, and it has not been circulated yet. Perhaps you
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would read it to us? This statement was agreed to at 
a meeting we had last Saturday. In the first place 
we think that industries ought to be established 
for the people of the Gaeltacht. Unless the 
children have proper food it is not possible to 
have good results from the schools and colleges. 
At present the people of the Gaeltacht live on 
what they obtain (1) from the land; (2) from 
fishing; and (3) from certain minor industries. 
In many places they have nothing except what they 
get from the land, but as the land in the Gaeltacht 
is not good they are not able to maintain them
selves properly with what they can get out of it. If 
the matter remains in this way the young people will 
not be content to stay there, and they will be con
tinually going to other places when they get the chance.

(a) Until the people have reasonable comfort they will 
not esteem Irish, and the language will die out gradually. 
The greatest need of the moment is an improvement 
in the fife of the people. We have no special know
ledge of fishing, for that reason we don’t wish to make 
any recommendation to the Commission concerning it, 
but we wish to say that we think it is possible to 
improve the fishing industry. People in other countries 
in Northern Europe are able to derive profit from 
fishing. Why should not the people of the Gaeltacht 
be able to do so? If the people of the Gaeltacht don’t 
know the best methods, a fishery school should be 
established in each district in the Gaeltacht in which 
they would be taught the trade.

(b) Some furniture is bought in the Gael
tacht every year. Most of that comes from 
outside the Gaeltacht. If little factories were 
established there it would be possible to make the 
furniture not only for the Gaeltacht but for the people 
of all Ireland, and it would be possible to get other 
things made also, such as toys, clothing, etc. The 
stockings made there could be bougEt by the Govern
ment for the Army and the Garda Siochana. The 
women would be able to make the stockings in their 
home and bring them to the factory, and the factory 
people could sell them to the Army. The fishing and 
these things would help the people to live. The fish
ing certainly requires to be looked after. I  know' one 
place in which there ought to be good fishing and there 
is not a single boat there at present. It is our opinion 
that something ought to be done to establish the fish
ing industry in a place like that.

(c) We. recommend that a bureau be established
to supply information to people who wish to 
spend their holidays in the Gaeltacht. From 
this forward more people will be going to the 
Gaeltacht to learn Irish. At present most of
these people go to places where there are Gaelic 
colleges. Most of these people are teachers or persons 
who want instruction in Irish. But there are a good 
many people now' who know Irish fairly well and who 
would like to spend their holidays beside the sea, in 
the Gaeltacht, where they would get Irish and rest and 
health altogether. We are not aware of any machinery 
at present by which such people could obtain informa
tion as to the most suitable places, lodgings, etc., in 
the Gaeltacht. We consider that it would be a good 
thing to establish an inquiry bureau in Dublin where 
such information could be obtained. If such informa
tion were advertised it is certain that many more 
people would spend their holidays in the Gaeltacht. 
The money that would be spent in the Gaeltacht in 
that way would be of advantage to the people. There 
are also many parents in Dublin who would like to send 
their children to the Gaeltacht if they knew' where to 
send them to.

(d) With regard to education we think it would 
be a good thing to establish district schools in 
every part of the Gaeltacht. As the people of the 
Gaeltacht have not much of this world's goods, they 
cannot advance their children as well as people in 
other parts of Ireland can. Even if they had the 
means of giving higher education to their children, they 
would have to send them to places outside the Gael
tacht. Most of these schools are unsuitable to the 
people of the Gaeltacht. They have two faults : (11 the 
cost, and (2) in most of them the instruction is riven 
in English. To provide suitable education for the 
youth of the Gaeltacht, we would recommend that 
schools be established in the Gaeltacht in which the 
following would be taught—Irish (literature, composi
tion, etc.), English, and the following subjects (through 
Irish)—History, geography, mathematics, ■ short-hand,

typewriting, book-keeping, music and singing. The 
objects of these schools would be (a) to give higher 
education generally to the people of the Gaeltacht, and 
(b) to prepare them for positions as clerks in the Civil 
Service, the banks, the railways, commercial offices, 
and the Civic Guards.

(e) From these schools also candidates would be 
got for training as teachers for primary and 
secondary schools. High schools should be estab
lished in every Gaeltacht for young people who wish 
to be trained as teachers. These schools would pre
pare them for the course of instruction required for 
the Easter Scholarships examination. There is a great 
need for schools like Skerry’s or McGuire’s, where 
clever boys and girls from the Gaeltacht could be 
trained for work in Government and other offices. 
These boys and girls are as clever as boys and girls 
in Dublin, but they have not the opportunities of 
receiving education. They cannot get positions in 
Dublin because they are not trained lor the examina
tions, and they go to America. There should be some 
system of scholarships for them.

i f )  It is our opinion that University College, 
Galway, should be Gaelicised from top to bottom, 
and that a college for the training of teachers 
should be established in connection with it, so 
that the Gaeltacht could provide teachers for the 
whole country. As Irish is the language spoken by the 
people of the Gaeltacht there ought to be one place at 

: least in Ireland in which they could get University edu
cation, and as University College, Galway, is the only 
college that is on the border of the Gaeltacht, that col
lege ought to be Gaelicised, and every subject except 
foreign language taught through Irish in it. If that 
were done Irish-speakers could get higher education in 
their own language. We also recommend that a train
ing college for teachers be established in Galway, and 
that it be affiliated to the University College, In that 
way young teachers would have the opportunity of 
attending the courses in higher learning. According 
to the plan we have outlined, a boy could go from the 
primary school to the University and receive all his 
instruction in Irish from beginning to end.

S. Chuuman.—There is a union of Intermediate 
teachers?—Yes, and the reason why we discussed this 
question is that we wished to see those schools estab
lished to provide Intermediate teachers in the future 
who know Irish. There are many Intermediate teachers 
at present w'ho don’t know' Irish.

4. Are you an official delegation ?—Yes.
5. How long is the association established?—Many 

years.
6. About how many years ?—About fifteen.
7. What are the objects of the association?—It is a 

body like the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation, 
meetings are held every month, and matters relating 
to teachers discussed. It has a deputation going to the 
Government now.

8. How many members are there in the associa
tion ?—Five hundred.

9. About home or cottage industries, you think the
Government should do something to establish such 
industries, and buy stockings for the Army and the 
Garda Siochana?—Yes. The Government could take
some and they could sell some of them in other places. 
There w'ere industries like that in Cama and Spiddal, 
and they used to sell stockings and shirts to people 
in Dublin.

10. How many shirts and stockings would be wanted 
for the Army and Garda Siochana every year?—I 
don’t know exactly.

11. If people from Tipperary or such other place 
came to the Government and said “  we can make 
shirts for sixpence each lower than the price at which 
it is possible to get them from Galway" ?—I don’t see 
why that should occur. The Government have plenty 
of money and they should do something for these dis
tricts. I  don’t see why Tipperary should be able to 
make these things cheaper than Galway. Even if it 
could we must do something for the people in the 
Gaeltacht if we want to save the language.

12. Do you know any other place where the Govern, 
ment did commercial work like that, because it would 
be commercial work ?—It would be commercial work. 
I’ don’t know of any other place in which it has been 
done, but it would be a good thing to establish such 
factories—it would, help the. people.

13. What would’ happen in other districts if the Go
vernment, undertook this work in the Gaeltacht?—I
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don’t know. The other districts have other resources. 
The Gaeltacht has been neglected. It doesn’t matter 
what would happen. It would be a good thing to help 
the people of the Gaeltacht, and if it is possible to do 
anything in that way, it does not matter what will 
become of them afterwards.

14. Do| you think it is possible to help them in that 
way?—I do.

15. Have you any opinion as to the amount of 
money that would bei required ?—It is not possible to 
say exactly, but a great deal could be done with small 
sums. A good deal could be done with £20. They 
don’t think much of £20 in Dublin, but it would do 
a great deal in the Gaeltacht.

16. Do you know what is being done in Foxford?— 
Yes. They make woollens there. They are doing 
splendidly.

17. Fim luii Eilyeuch.—Do you know what is the 
cause ?—No.

18. I thought you didn’t?—Perhaps if we knew who 
was directing the wotIc we should know. The people 
require! to be shown how to do things. That is ex
actly what we want. When the people have not been 
trained to do anything for themselves, the Government 
should do something for them.

19. Chairman.—In how many places do you think 
these industries should be established ’—About one 
factory for each Gaeltacht.

20. How many altogether?—One in Donegal, one in 
Mayo, one in Galway, one in Kerry, and one in Cork.

21. Five altogether. You think the Government 
ought to establish these five factories?—That is our 
opinion. I am not tied to five as the number, but the 
Government should establish such factories, three, 
four, or five of them. It would do great good.

22. Have you any knowledge of industries of this 
kind ?—I have not, but there were industries in Carna 
and Spiddal, and the girls were very well satisfied 
with the work. This went on for five or six years. 
Then the war came and interfered with the work, and 
the girls had to go to America. If the work were there

■ the girls would be satisfied to do it, and they were 
satisfied with the money they got for it.

23. How did the war interfere with it ?—Our war 
here in Ireland is what I refer to—the biggest war as 
far as we are concerned.

24. About the wood industries, do you think it is the 
Government that should establish them?—I think the 
Government would have to do it if it is done at all. 
There has been talk about these things for years and 
nothing has been done. It is our opinion that it should 
help the Gaeltacht, and that the Government should do 
it. If the Government don’t do it, it will never be 
done.

25. How many of these industries would be wanted ? 
—About the same number. The same factories could 
be used for the two kinds of industries. The materials 
could be given out to the people to be made up, and the 
factory could sell the finished articles.

26. Home industries altogether ?—Yes. I don’t 
think it would be right to establish factories like what 
they have in Manchester.

27. About the inquiry bureau, don’t you think that 
that would be more suitable work for the Gaelic 
League than for the Government ?—Yes, perhaps so.

28. If the Government established it, people might 
complain that their names were not on the list ?—That 
is true, but will the Gaelic League do it ? I remember 
that this subject was discussed long ago at the Gaelic 
League Ard Fheis until four o ’clock in the mornirig, 
but nothing was done.

29. Do you think any official under the Government 
could make up such a list ?—I think so. Of course if 
you could get the. Gaelic League to do it, that would 
be all right. It doesn’t matter who does it, so long 
as it is done.

30. Have you any idea as to how many per thou
sand get Intermediate education in this country?— 
Very few, one in a thousand, perhaps, and less in the 
Gaeltacht.

31.. In the country as a whole, is there any record of 
what happens to people who get Intermediate educa
tion?—Some of them go into the University, others go 
into offices, banks, and railways. Many of the 
boys in Ballinasloe get positions in the banks; they get 
directly from their college training.

32. There is no official analysis ?—I don’t think so.
33. Do you think Intermediate education in its pre

sent form is suitable for the Gaeltacht ?—I don't think 
so. It would be better to have schools established

there which would train boys and girls for public ex
aminations, so that they could get positions which
•would enable them to live. Three things were con
sidered by us—First, schools in every district in which 
boys and girls could be trained for certain examinations. 
Then clever boys and girls who had a taste for teach
ing could be sent to the training schools to he trained 
anil then sent to Galway college. That should be a 
real Gaelic college where the education would be in 
Irish altogether, and English would be taught exactly 
like French or any other foreign language.

34. You think district schools should be established 
in the Gaeltacht ten miles from each other?—Yes.

35. Have you any idea as to how many of these 
schools would be required ?—No.

36. How many teachers would be required to do the 
work?—I don’t know.

37. You don’t know how many students would ,be 
going to these schools?—There would be plenty of 
students.

38. How many would be going to one of these 
schools ?—Well, I don’t see why there should not be 
over fifty, and as many as one hundred in some. 
Take the district between Spiddal and Knock. In 
Spiddal there are five nuns in the girls’ school, and 
two other teachers. In the boys school there are 
four teachers. In Knock there are three teachers in 
the boys’ school and three in the girls’ . I don’t see 
why fifty or more boys and girls over fourteen years 
should not be going to such a school in that district. 
There might be far more, perhaps a hundred.

39. Do you think it would be right to establish new 
schools altogether independent of the National schools? 
—Yes. The National schools ought to be allowed to 
go ahead as they are, and new schools established 
with no connection with the National schools.

40. Have you any programme made out for such 
schools ?—No.

41. We would like to understand the kind of work 
that would be done in these schools ? When we dis
cussed the matter we had before our minds the exa
minations that the hoys and girls would have to pass 
in order to get employment, and the programme 
would have to be arranged to suit these examina
tions.

42. Do you think there would be examinations for 
every student going into these schools?—I think so. 
There arc many attending the schools in Dublin in 
preparation for examinations, and I don’t see why 
there should not be an opportunity for the boys and 
girls of the Gaeltacht to enter for these examina
tions.

43. But you did not go into the work of the schools 
exactly to see what programme would he suitable. 
Assuming that these schools ought to be established, 
what we want to know is what is their purpose, and 
what programme should be laid down so as to provide 
proper preparation for the students?—As I understand 
it, it would be according to the public examinations 
before the hoys and girls— schools like McGuire's or 
Skerry’s. Another part of their work would be the 
training of boys and girls for the preparatory training 
colleges.

44. That is the kind of education you would have, 
not higher education leading to the University ? That 
is the thing that would help them most at present. 
They could go to the University after a time.

45. The objective of these schools would be prepara
tion for students to go in for examinations to get a 
livelihood ?—Yes.

46. Is that objective before Intermediate education 
at present?—Oh, no, we thought that if these schools 
were established in the Gaeltacht, boys and girls who 
now have to go to America could get positions in 
Ireland. Let other people go to America if they like. 
At present not one in fifty of the Intermediate teachers 
could do the work of Intermediate schools in Irish. 
It will be so for ever unless something like this is 
done, unless boys and girls from the Gaeltacht are 
properly trained and educated. They have not the 
money to go to the colleges at present, and they must 
go to America as they have done up to the present.

47. Where are the Intermediate teachers at present 
got ?—From the University. They go from the Inter
mediate schools to the University and get a degree, 
then they get positions in the Intermediate schools.

48. What percentage of the members of the Secon
dary. Teachers’ Association could do the work though 
Irish ?—It is not possible to say. . •
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49. Could you say how many of them spoke Irish as 
their first language?—I could, not say. There are 
several of them in recent years since the Free State 
was established.

50. How long would you be looking for teachers for 
the higher schools; are they to he got?—I think so. 
If the schools were established, I think you would 
get the teachers.

51. Although there are not many Intermediate 
teachers who are Irish speakers?—Yes.

52. Where are they ?—Some of them would be got 
from the University. I think they will be better in 
the future. They will know more Irish than the 
people who are there at present.

53. Do you think it would be possible to staff such 
schools at present, you have students whose first lan
guage was English and who learned Irish, do you think 
it would be possible for a teacher of that kind to go into 
a high school in the Gaeltacht and do his work there 
properly?—I think so, if he knew enough Irish.

54. Have you any knowledge of any country in 
which such a thing has been done?—No.

.la Seabhac■—If the schools were established in the 
Gaeltacht, do you consider that they should be estab
lished by the Government?—Yes.

55. You know there is no Intermediate school con
ducted by the Government at present ?—I know that, 
but it is not schools of that type that we want estab
lished. We suggest a certain type of school, and we 
don't think such schools will be established unless 
they are established ,by the Government

56. You suggest commercial schools rather than 
cultural schools ?—Yes.

57. Is it right to be satisfied with that kind of edu
cation for the Gaeltacht always?—Xo, but at present 
it is wanted to save the boys and girls from going to 
America.

.Is. That is the reason why you recommend this 
kind of school?—Yes.

59. To remedy that? Yes.
60. Otherwise you would prefer to give a higher 

education that would have some connection with the 
cultural and national life?—Yes, certainly. The people
of the Gaeltacht should have the same educational 
facilities as the people of the Galltacht.

61. Do you think any people would be got to estab
lish such schools, if they thought fees or the pay
ment of the teachers would be provided by the 
Government ?—I do.

62. That they would be got?—Yes.
63. And that it would not be necessary for the 

Government to do it themselves?—Xo, but it would 
be necessary for the Government to pay. The Con
nacht College Committee were prepared to establish 
two schools like the Ring College, one in Spiddal for 
boys, and another in Tourmakeady for girls.

64. They would be established by the Connacht 
College Committee?—Yes.

65. Have you any idea as to the amount of money 
that would be required to establish and maintain 
these schools, or in what way the money should come 
from the Government?—I think it would be better to 
give the money in fees, according to the amount of 
work done in the schools, but it would be necessary 
to give some money to establish the schools.

66. For houses?—Yes, because the people would not 
have sufficient money to provide efficient equipment.

67. Do you think that would be better than to have
the schools directly under the Government worked 
and controlled ,by them?—Yes. The Government
would have the right of inspection, and to see that 
the programme was carried out.

OS. As to the kind of students coming to the schools, 
how would you be satisfied that they knew Irish?—I 
think the inspectors going into the National schools 
would be able to do that work.

69. Nomination by the inspectors?—Yes.
70. Would not there be a danger of too many stu

dents coming from a place like Tipperary ?—If they 
came from Tipperary they would not have Irish.

71. You would not be against it if they had?—I 
think it would be a good thing.

72. How many schools would there be from Galway 
to Roundstone ?—I suppose three would do.

73. They would be mixed schools?—Yes.
74. Chairman.—Is this to be free education?—Oh, 

yes, entirely free.
75. An Seabhac.—What are the things that ought to 

be taught to persons going for the public service—

What branches of the public service would they go 
for ?—The lower branches.

76. Clerks, yes. For a couple of years more I don’t 
think it would be possible for the boys and girls of the 
Gaeltacht to get the education necessary for the higher 
posts. The boys who would be going to the Galway 
University would be able to get the higher posts. There 
would be many boys who would be well satisfied with 
the lower posts.

77. Do you think it is education in itself they want 
to get work in the public service ?•—The foundation of 
the whole matter is that the boys and girls are going 
to America and England, and this is a great loss to the 
country as regards Irish. Posts should be got for them. 
That is the first thing in education, properly speaking.

78. There were people before us who said they were 
convinced that the greatest intellect is amongst the 
children of the Gaeltacht. Is that your opinion?— 
Yes.

79. You say that it is for the lowest positions in the 
public service that the students from the Gaeltacht 
should go?— Oh, no, but those from these particular 
schools. I don’t know that it would be possible to 
prepare them for a couple of years or more for the 
higher posts.

80. You say that boys and girls who would have 
been suitable for admission to these schools have been 
emigrating for years, and that that emigration could 
be stopped if they got posts in Ireland ?—Yes, some of 
them could get these posts by public examination, 
others could go to the preparatory training schools, 
the training colleges, and the University, others would 
be able to go for the higher posts in the Government 
service.

81. You think if they had these schools they would 
get into the public service and the banks?—I think 
iso. I don’t see why they should not.

82. You would like to see the girls trained as typists ? 
—Certainly. I consider that would be a good thing 
for them. It is hardly possible that posts would be 
got for all the people unless some of them were trained 
for that class of work.

83. Do you think if there was good education given 
in these higher schools there would be people in them 
clever enough to get scholarships in the National Uni
versity?—I think so.

84. Therei would be a chance of going into the Uni
versity for boys and girls of the Fior-Ghaeltacht ?— 
A good many of them would go.

85. At what age would you bring boys and girls to 
these schools ?—Thirteen or fourteen years, after they 
had finished with the National school, after they had 
passed seventh standard in the National school.

86. Would you have any check on the boys or girls 
entering?—I don’t think so

87. You would have the check of a certain standard 
of Irish ?—Oh, certainly.

88. You would exclude people who did not know 
Irish at all ?—Certainly. The boys and girls would 
have to know Irish well before being admitted.

89. They would not spend much time on cultural 
education?—I would not say that. They could pay 
attention to that as well as the other subjects.

90. Are there teachers who would be suitable to do 
that work in the same spirit. There would be no 
English?—There are some.

91. Do you think they would go down there and 
leave a college in an English-speaking district?— 
There are some of them who would do it.

92. For the sake of Irish?—YTes. They would have 
more permanent posts than they would have in the 
Intermediate schools, but apart from that many of 
them would do it for the sake of Irish.

93. You understand that in the public service the 
Gaeltacht. is a place where the people don’t like to be 
sent to?—lTes.

94. The draw is always east?—Yes.
95. How would you counteract that ?—If you want 

to get the best people it would be necessary to do 
something like what is done in the Indian Civil Ser
vice, give them increased pay or some other compen
sation.

96. For1 a school of fifty, how many teachers would 
you want?—Two or three, at least.

97. A teacher of mathematics, a teacher of type
writing, a teacher of English, and able to do all these 
things in Irish?—Yes. Perhaps the same teacher 
could do mathematics and English.

98. Would it be hard to get people who would have 
all these advantages ?—It is hard to say.
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99. Do you know people among the Intermediate 
teachers who have these things ?—'There are some. I 
don’t know how- many.

100. People who could teach two or three subjects?
—Yes, there are some, but I cannot say how many.

101. You have not thought that there should be any 
■connection with these schools and training in cookery 
•and nursing, and the care and education of children ?
—That is a different thing. It would be well to do 
•that also, but not in these schools.

102. But if there were a teacher capable of giving 
instruction in domestic economy?—Yes, it would be 
possible then.

103. A kind of training college for housework, and 
the teaching of children to speak Irish?—Yes, it 
would be a good thing.

104. Would you have anything in the form of train
ing as a preparation for young people to teach Irish?
—Oh, yes, that would be there also. Boys and girls 
who would be attending these schools could be sent into 
the preparatory colleges, and they could then go to 
the University and become trained to teach Irish 
throughout the country.

105. Fiacinu Eilgeach.—In your opinion how many 
young teachers are wanted every year ?—In the Inter- j 
mediate schools ?

106. No, in the National schools?—I don’t know ex
actly.

107. What number goes into the training colleges ? 
—Five hundred altogether, I think.

108. If you had an ard-sgoil in every parish how 
many new teachers would you have in each school?— 
There would not be work for them in the schools. 
They would be wanted for the preparatory schools, 
and there would be only one preparatory school in 
each province.

109. And you think these schools would be suitable 
as a means of getting work for the students ?—Yes.

110. How many of the students would get a liveli
hood as teachers if 500 is enough for the whole 
country ?—It would not be possible to say. In the 
Intermediate schools boys don’t know what they may 
go for.

111. You admit the number from such schools who 
would become teachers would be almost negligible ?—
I would not.

112. If there are only 500 altogether?—Yes.
113. For the twenty-six counties of the Free State? 

—There are only three or four counties in which the 
training schools would be.

114. Three or four counties, but they are big counties 
—Donegal, Mayo and Galway ?—We were discussing 
the Gaeltaeht, and if you take Donegal there is only 
half of it Irish. It is the same in Mayo, Kerry ana 
Cork.

115. You would have students taught typewriting 
and shorthand?—Yes.

116. Have you any idea of how many students who 
spend £50 or £100 in learning shorthand and type
writing get positions?—From these districts.

117. From any districts?—I could not say.
118. Would you say that not ten out of every 100 

get posts?—I don’t know.
119. Of the girls who come to Dublin from Kerry 

and Galway and other places, and pay their expenses 
here for a year or a year and a half, do you know that 
not one in ten of them gets a post?—I don’t know.

120. What would you say about girls in the Gael- 
tacht, where would you get positions for them?— 
There are many people in the country who get posts 
every year, and I don’t see why they should not be 
got by girls from the Gaeltaeht.

121. What about the girl who spends £100 on pre
paring herself in Dublin ?—There are people who get 
positions in Dublin, and I don’t see why the boys and 
girls from the Gaeltaeht should not get positions. 
They are going to America, and that is one way to 
stop them.

122. You say that the Foxford industry has been a 
great success?—Yes.

123. Do you know that woollen mills would succeed 
in any county in Ireland if they had one thing that 
they have in Foxford—a good manager ?—Yes.

124. Mother Bernard, who came from Kerry. Do 
you know that it was she who made it a success ?—I 
don’t know, but it is a good thing.

125. She had the intellect, and she put her heart 
and soul into the management. If she were in charge 
of an industry in any county in Ireland it would be a 
success?—I suppose so.

126. Chairman.—How long are you teaching in In
termediate schools?—Nine years.

127. Teaching Irish during all that time?—Yes, 
Irish all the time, but not Irish altogether.

128. Where are you teaching now?—In Belvedere 
College.

T29. Do you think that the teaching of Irish has 
made any progress in the Intermediate schools in 
Dublin, that there is any growth in the speaking of 
Irish in them ?—Oh, yes, there is a great improve
ment.

130. How many of them got the Fáinne?—Some of 
them did, but I cannot say what number.

131. How many of those who were in your classes 
for the past three years went in for law?—For law 
here in Dublin?

132. Yes, as a profession ?—I don’t think more than 
two or three.

13.'!. Had they Irish ?—They had some.
134. Do you think they will be able to do their work 

in Irish ?—Clever boys who had a desire to use Irish 
could improve their knowledge, but they had not suffi
cient knowledge of the language at that time to do 
their business in Irish.

TADHG O MUINEACHAIN, examined.

(Examination in English.)
1. f 'hninniim.—Is there anything you would like to 

add to your statement?
2. ITTfne.s-.'s.—I don't want to take up the time of the 

Commission by going over the same ground. I want 
to say from my experience of the Gaeltaeht what the 
position of the language is in recent years. For 
twelve years I taught in an intermediate school next 
to the Gaeltaeht. I had children from the Gaeltaeht 
attending. I will take one family which is typical of 
the position in the Gaeltaeht. They were fluent 
speakers who came from the Gaeltaeht. I had occa
sion to go back ten years ago, and I found the 
youngest brother of these same boys not having a 
word of Irish. That family is typical of the whole 
state of the. Gaeltaeht, and the language is dying fast 
in the Gaeltaeht. As regards the schools Séamus
0  Murchadha was speaking of, I think there is a mis
take made about native Irish speakers. Fully 60 per 
cent, of the members of the Secondary Teachers’ 
Association are capable of teaching in the ordinary 
secondary schools in the Gaeltaeht, and they can 
always acquire a further knowledge of the language. 
As regards the system of education generally, I think 
the accepted opinion of the majority of educational
ists is that education has taken a wrong trend alto
gether in this country. The ordinary boy is not 
catered for, and in the last examinations set by the 
Intermediate Board only the exceptional boy was 
catered for. The children of the country are not 
catered for at all, because they cannot possibly an
swer some of the papers set. In these schools, espe
cially in the Gaeltaeht, I certainly would not have 
mare subjects than English and Irish as a com
mencement at the present time. That is the opinion 
of the Secondary Teachers’ Association, and the 
higher education should be more or less of a tech
nical nature. It would be difficult, I am sure, to get 
the very best qualified teachers to go to the1 Gaeltaeht. 
You will get a certain percentage, but it will be small, 
owing to1 the conditions in the Gaeltaeht. In connec
tion with the Garda Siochana, the main idea I un
derstood was that in a few years the Gaeltaeht should 
be able to supply for the Gaeltaeht all the men who 
could fill positions in the Garda Siochana. If men 
could be procured who were not native Irish 
speakers they would be qualified for the present 
time. In the college to which I am attached at the 
moment there are four men who would be perfectly 
qualified to teach mathematics through the medium 
/of Irish. Some of them are perfectly qualified who 
are not teaching Irish at all.

If the link between the primary and secondary 
schools and the University is broken at all,
1 think there will never be a success at all. 
It is absolutely necessary to make Galway University 
an all-Irish University and have it thoroughly Irish. 
Otherwise the link will be broken, and the whole 
Gaeltaeht will suffer. As regards this scheme in the 
Gaeltaeht, Séamas O Murchadha was saying that for 
a radiusi of about ten miles possibly some one of the 
national schools could be made a higher school at the 
present time, and in the course of a few years the 
Gaeltaeht would be able to supply itself with
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teachers. At the present time I am convinced that 
the language is dying and the rate has been increas
ing lor the past ten years. It is a question of- educa
tion and economics. Education has been given the 
wrong trend and it has a hearing om economics. It 
will take years to> settle that. Take a family of six 
or seven in the Gaeltacht. These must emigrate be
cause there is no livelihood here for them and they 
find themselves at a disadvantage.

3. How long have you been teaching in secondary 
schools ?—About fifteen years.

4. And you are representing the Secondary Teachers’ 
Association ?—Yes.

5. With regard to this wrong trend in education, 
when did that begin ?—It began really with the intro
duction of the Intermediate system in Ireland.

6. Has anything been done to cure that position ?— 
An attempt had been made by the new Government 
on which we all based our hopes, but it has developed 
into the same system as before.

7. When was that attempt made?—It was made with 
the establishment of the present Ministry of Educa
tion.

8. When was this scheme introduced?—I cannot 
give you the date.

9. You are speaking for the secondary schools?— 
Yes.

10. Was it not definitely introduced last year ?— 
Some time last year.

11. That scheme raised certain hopes in you?—Yes.
12. What has dimmed these hopes ?—If it is 

one thing more than another it is the examinations 
set recently by the Intermediate Board. The papers | 
given were such that the ordinary boy could not 
answer the questions.

13. Were this year's papers the first set under the 
new scheme?—Yes.

14. The only thing you see wrong with the scheme 
is the definite attempt to create a bad trend?—With 
the introduction of this new scheme some of us 
thought it would gradually evolve into a much better 
thing. When it was on trial we did not expect very 
much, but as time went on we discovered it was just 
as bad as ever, and the ordinary boys of the country 
are not catered for. To my experience boys have been 
crammed with French, Algebra and things that the 
majority cannot make any possible use of. In the 
establishment of the new schools in the Gaeltacht it 
would be a useful thing to keep a separate part of the 
establishment for a sound system of education. I  
found that tlie boys who came from the Gaeltacht 
had a higher standard of intelligence than the boys 
of the Galltacht.

15. That is your experience?—Yes.
16. Where have you come up against that experi

ence?—When I taught near the Gaeltacht and other 
places.

17. Where did you teach near the Gaeltacht?—In 
Caherciveen.

18. You think facilities for education higher than 
the ordinary primary course should be available in 
the Irish-speaking districts '—I think it is absolutely 
necessary.

19. Have you thought over what the programme for 
such higher education should be ?—I have not given 
any definite thought to the matter. I think that 
should be left to experts.

20. If a secondary teacher of fifteen years’ standing 
won’t think himself something of an expert, who is 
going to do the thinking in the matter ?—Of course, 
speaking generally on the matter, I consider, as I 
have said, English and Irish would be sufficient in 
languages. Along with that the education should be 
of a technical trend. There are several local indus
tries and a technical training could go hand in hand 
with these.

21. As far as we can find out up to the present, 
technical education was never forced ion the people.
If the local people did not want it, then they did not 
get it. If they did want it the local people had to say 
they wanted instruction in that particular trade or 
profession; otherwise they did not get technical edu
cation, and it was not suggested to them that they 
ought to look for it. Things have not, so far as we 
can see, materially changed recently, and as far as. 
the members of this. Commission are concerned they 
will be. dependant on people in these local areas to 
point out that education of a technical kind in these .

areas should be along particular lines. Do we under
stand that the Secondary Teachers’ Association have 
no systematic suggestions to make or proposals to put 
up?—I think in the day schools you must combine 
technical education in the bill. At the present time 
you have technical schools, and much of the technical 
education is done at night classes, which are not at
tended.

22. Do you know any place in the Gaeltacht where 
there are technical classes of any kind?—I don’t 
know of any place in the Gaeltacht.

23. We have simply got to the idea that schools for 
education higher than primary education should be 
established, but we are unable to get a programme for 
them ?—I would not be prepared td suggest a pro
gramme.

24. You say 60 per cent, of the members of your 
Association would he qualified to teach in these 
schools. That would work out at about 300 secondary 
teachers qualified to give instruction through Irish in 
schools higher than primary schools in the Irish
speaking districts. How many of these would be 
native speakers originally?—I would say about 8 or 9. 
per cent, of the total.

25. Have you any knowledge of the countries in- 
wliich bilingual education has been in operation, 
such as Belgium, South Africa, Canada or Wales?— 
Yo, I have no actual experience of it. I understand 
it has .been done in one or two countries where the 
language was almost dead.

26. Suppose, without having previously gone into it, 
a person who alleged he had experience of bilingual 
education said “  You cannot have primary education 
carried out in the home language of the child by a 
teacher whose firát language was not that home lan
guage,”  would you be inclined to think that was a 
reasonable of- an unreasonable statement?—I think it 
unreasonable.

27. You think it unreasonable?—Yes, I think it is. 
possible, because I have seen subjects successfully 
taught through the medium of Irish by teachers who 
were not native speakers.

28. Don't you think there might be a difference 
between teaching a subject and conducting the work 
of a class?—That perhaps would be another point. 
Let us take 'Pearse. for instance; he succeeded fairly 
well in teaching Irish.

29. I don’t know if his school was all Irish-speaking 
or not?—He conducted his school through the 
medium of Irish.

30. You are satisfied at any rate that it is an over 
statement of the position?—Yes, the living language 
must change being a living language. It cannot re
main at the old standard. Even in Dublin there is a 
pure accent of its own; that is really because it is a 
living language. Our aim is to make it a living lan
guage.

31. Deputy B asin -.—You find fault with the secon
dary schools’ programme as it is presently. Is that 
because you think the programme is over-loaded with 
too many subjects ?—Yes, and more than that; the 
ground required to be covered is too much.

32. That is there are too many subjects?—There is 
too much required for each subject.

33. For the time.—Yes.
34. After two or three years’ work will the new pro

gramme become easier?—Naturally, from experience 
they will be able to get into it. To my mind the 
change is very small from the older scheme.

35. You said when the programme appeared it 
seemed quite good?—In theory on paper there seemed 
to be great chances for education, but in the working 
out of it it did not do that;.and the majority of edu
cationalists are disappointed with it.

36. Is it not difficult to reconcile your two state
ments, that the programme appeared quite workable 
and that when it was carried into effect it was not 
satisfactory ?—Not' in the least contradictory. You 
take a certain subject which has to be worked out 
and you set an examination p a p e T . The old game 
was to find out what the boys did not know, and that 
is being followed.

37. An Xeabhac.—The examination paper has not 
been set in the same spirit as the programme set 
out?—That is so.

38. Deputy Baxter.—It has expected too much from 
the teachers and the pupils ?—Yes. You have to cover 
so much ground for these examinations that it is not 
really education .in the end:' ■
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39. Is there any difference of opinion amongst the 
secondary teachers as to the effects of this pro
gramme ?—I think there is, as regards the programme 
being too difficult in these examinations.

40. At the start you say it was considered educa
tionally sound. Do you mean from the point of view 
of the country and its needs?—It raised hopes that 
there would be a change from the old system and that 
after some years it would gradually develop into a 
very useful programme.

41. It would not seem on paper that the programme 
was like the old one?-—Before the examination papers 
appeared it seemed as if it was not, but the examina
tion papers washed away these hopes. The pro
gramme will have the same effect of turning people 
towards the professions. Only the very clever boy 
could answer the questions. The ordinary boy is ne
glected, and naturally the schools and papers will 
cater for the exceptional boy.

42. Chairman.—Are we to understand that this is 
the position, that a person who would be entitled to an 
Intermediate or Leaving Certificate on their work are 
possibly not likely to get it as a result of the examina
tions ?—That is so if the standard is not lowered very 
much. I think only a very small percentage will act 
Leaving Certificates this year.

43. Deputy Barter.—You say only the very clever 
boyj can possibly pass these examinations; does that 
mean a boy clever at some subjects? Take a boy com. 
ing up from the Gaeltacht, has he a chance under this 
programme to make himself up in subjects that he 
would have a natural understanding about ?—The boy 
from the Gaeltacht is peculiarly handicapped because 
he has1 so many subjects to get through. Perhaps he 
has not done anything in French or algebra. He has 
to rush up one subject while other boys, having had 
better opportunities, would have been three years 
studying that subject. H e has £«ffiaps to do a three- 
years' course in one year. It is u ^ fca t handicap.

44. Then the failure lies not so much in the second 
ary school work as in the primary school work?—1 
think the primary system has failed during recent 
years. That is my experience in getting boys from 
the primary schools. They have not had the same 
standard as formerly.

45. What percentage of the boys coming to the ordi
nary secondary school come in merely to do a pass 
and then go| back again to the country, and what per
centage come in to pursue their studies and go on for 
the professions ?—I would1 say there would be! four or 
five in fifty that succeed finally, that is, going on foi 
the professions. Many of them have tried, but the 
vast majority go back and don’t derive any direct 
benefit from it.

46. I want to know the number coming into any 
secondary school with the intention of doing a course 
and going back?—If you are talking about giving 
some sort of technical training in secondary schools to 
pupils, you have to contemplate how many of them 
have coime in really for that sort of training, or how 
many intend to go on for the professions. I would 
say that more than 50 per cent, come in with the idea 
of going for the professions. Very frequently they 
come when they are too old.

47. For pupils like that do you say the present 
programme is unsuitable?—I do. It is unsuitable not 
only for, people like that but for the majority of the 
students, say, living in Dublin. I think only about 
20 per cent, of those who sat for these examinations 
will get through..

48. Would that be quite enough to pass for the pro
fessions?—All the schools can supply a fair share.

49. Mr. Manly.—What are you teaching ?—Mathe
matics and Irish.

50. Have you any association with science at all ? 
You know that agricultural science and rural science 
are on the present list?—Yes.

51. They have not been taken up to any extent in 
the schools or colleges; can you say why that is so?— 
The colleges! cannot appreciate it. They have got the 
bad habit of looking purely to the professions. There 
must be real initiative shown by the Ministry or tha 
Gaelic League or by this Commissicta.

52. The programme in agricultural science is there 
and it is not being availed of. In what way would 
you be inclined to introduce that syllabus into the 
majority of these colleges ?—I would be inclined to 
make it compulsory.

53. Would you also make that syllabus more at

tractive—would you make it easier in substance and 
shorter ?—I would make it more attractive. The 
people have to be educated up to it.

54., Would you be in favour of making that part of 
the syllabus compulsory?—Yes, it is necessary to give 
a proper training for agriculture for a country like 
ours.

55. Would that be catering sufficiently for the sec
tion of Intermediate students going back ■ to the 
country ?—I think it would be catering sufficiently in 
these schools and that technical education would 
afterwards be appreciated. I don’t see why the bril
liant people in agriculture should not be catered for 
as well as the brilliant people in the professions.

56. In colleges like Castleknock are such students 
catered for at all?—Not in agriculture; in science, of 
course, they are.

57. You talk about post-primary education in the 
Gaeltacht. What form exactly do you think that 
should take—I mean as to the status ? Should there be 
Secondary Colleges, as we understand them, or should 
there be a sort of continuation schools ?—I would 
prefer continuation schools. At the present time it 
would be very hard to immediately staff such schools.

58. What kind of teachers would you utilise for 
these schools—secondary or primary teachers?—It 
would be necessary for the very few advanced students 
to use secondary teachers. The primary teachers 
could do the lower grade secondary work. It would be 
impossible to get a full- staff of secondary teachers.

59. Would you conduct these classes in the primary 
schools?—I would take one school for a radius of ten 
miles and use it as a sort of higher school.

60. Would it be a primary school or a secondary 
school ?—I would establish it as a secondary school if 
you could get a sufficient number.

61. Do you think you would get sufficient people in 
the Gaeltacht to attend suc-h schools ?—I think you 
would because my experience is that they walk long 
distances to their schools, and I think if such schools 
were established, and they saw the facilities afforded, 
they would1 attend well.

62. The continuation schools in the primary schools 
you would have conducted by primary teachers?— 
That would he the best thing to do. I would intro
duce it gradually.

63. At the present time secondary schools are practi
cally speaking private concerns?—Yes.

64. Would you have such schools private concerns or 
have them run by the State?—I would expect them to 
be run by the State. It would be very hard to control 
private concerns.

65. It would be difficult to establish schools for 
pioneer work?—I think so, without subsidies.

66. You were talking about the Intermediate ex
aminations a moment ago. T take it jou  are satisfied 
that as a basis the present programme is fairly satis
factory but that the spirit of the examination is 
v ion g?—We have not got out of the rut of the old 
spirit.

67. Is there anything wrong, particularly speaking, 
except the spirit of the examinations?—I think that 
for an agricultural country like Ireland there is 
something missing.

68. Regarding this technical bias, would that take 
any form other than, say, agricultural science?—Of 
course the subsidiary industries connected with agri
culture could be included.

69. You mean that this education should be more 
practical and manual ?—Not so much manual.

70. Your idea is that the whole trend of secondary 
education is rather abstract?—Yes, and not in asso
ciation with the facts of Irish life at all.

71. Is it the definite opinion of the secondary 
teachers1 as a body that the present programme needs 
to be borne in that direction?—Yes, without neglect
ing culture.

72. You spoke of a family where the younger chil
dren did not speak Irish. Had you anything in mind 
as to what the cause of that was ? Was it due to what 
the children got when they went to school ?—It was 
due tol the fact that they were living on the outposts 
of anglicisation.

73. An Seabhac.—The programme you referred to 
a short time ago is the one that came as a result 
of the Dáil Commission on Secondary Education in 
1921 ?—It was the old Dáil programme.

74. What did it give to the teachers and colleges 
that the old one did not give in the way of freedom ?—
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It allowed, in the spirit any way, the liberty of the 
teacher and the pupil in every subject.

75'. It provided for a certain efficiency at the same 
time ?—It did, of course.

76. Was the spirit of the whole thing to leave the 
Intermediate education free to the particular college 
authorities and to the parents of the children ?—That 
seemed tol be the trend of the programme.

77. But I understood from you that your feeling of 
the examinations was that they tended to the old 
system, that required cramming ?—Yes.
'  78. Is it possible, for the Education Ministry in set
ting these examinations to ensure that efficiency shall 
be reached in all the colleges without giving the im
pression that they are trying to find out who were the 
exceedingly clever children and not worrying about 
the ordinary children?— I think it is, and that that was 
the spirit in which the programme was drawn up.

79. Was it a bias or was it; an effort to see that cer
tain children had got to the extreme end of the pro
gramme, and thereby proving at the same time that 
the majority of the children should have failed to 
reach the ordinary commonplace level?—The result 
of that is apparent. In order to get a Leaving Certi
ficate they have to cover a course which would require 
cramming work.

80. Do you think the result of the papers that have 
been set would be the failure df resonably good boys 
and girls?—Yes.

81. Chairman..—Do you feel that the result of the ex
amination set this year will be such as will warp the 
minds of the teachers ?—I feel they will do an injustice 
to students of ordinary intelligence who have sat for 
Leaving Certificates. Only very clever students will 
pass.

82. The result will be that you will have found very 
clever boys?—Yes.

83. .1» Srubhur.—Do you think that the very clever 
boys might be let paddle their oKvn canoe and that 
the ordinary boy of average intelligence should be 
considered ?—That is the thing to be considered. 
There is no1 fear for the. clever students.

84. Is that feeling general among secondary 
teachers ?—Yes.

85. Do you think this programme will tend towards 
bringing out the very clever boys and mo're or less 
neglecting the ordinary, humdrum people ?—Well, the 
humdrum people will be leaving too, and the teacher 
will try to procure as many Leaving Certificates as 
possible. The whole trend of the programme should 
be. to educate the ordinary boy. Instead of that he is 
being wronged.

86. You think the ordinary hoy under a continuance 
of this system of examination will be rather more 
liable to failure than if the brilliant boy was not 
looked for ?—A boy cannot get a sound education un
der it.

87. You speak of the general trend of education being 
applied' to the ordinary affairs of life ; for instance, 
there is no trend towards agriculture?—Yes. I think 
I said the initiative must be made more or less by 
the Government or the Gaelic League. It must be 
made more or less compulsory''also. We have been 
having the wrong trend of education fo'r years.

88. is that due to those administering education or 
to those engaged in education -—I think it was solely 
the fault of the system of education by the Inter
mediate Board.

89. Are not the people themselves equally guilty? 
Do the people look upon education as being at all ap
plicable to, say, the cultivation of mangolds and tur
nips or to the breeding of cattle?—Education is really 
neglected in the country.

90. Do you think it is the duty of the Ministry of

Education to change the minds of the people on this 
point ?—Yes. Technical education is not appreciated 
by the people, but I don’t think they are to blame.

91. As a result of this system of education a solici
tor is looked upon as much more of a social light 
than the farmer ?—That has been the net result of the- 
whole system of education.

92. You agree that it is entirely wrong?—Yes.
93. Don’t you think it will take an educational 

revolution to change that?—It will take a shorter 
time than one would think.

94. You will agree that socially the professions, 
so called, have a greater influence in this country 
than ordinary folks?—Quite so, although there is no 
comparison between them.

95. And what has been the fashion with the pro
fessions was the aim of the whole community ?—That 
has been the case.

96. Then it follows that the professions being 
altogether in the hands of anglicised people, the- 
trend of the people will be towards anglicisation ?— 
It will be if there is not some sort of a revolution.

97. And the professions being in the hands of these 
people the Gaeltacht idea is not getting a hold at all 
in the professions ?—Quite so.

98. And it is necessary they should be Gaelicised or 
that Gaels should have provisions made for them to 
get into the professions to level them up ?—That 
would be a good thing.

99. Would that be your idea, to put up schools in 
the Gaeltacht where the professions would be the 
aim ?—I don’t speak of the professions being the only 
aim.

100. The Gaeltacht does not supply the nation with 
its quota of people to the professions?—I am aware 
of that.

101. Would your idea be that the purpose of these 
would be to make opportunities for the Gael to get 
into these professions and act as a lever towards 
Gaelicising the country ?—Not only to the professions 
but along every branch of education, agricultural 
science, and so on

102 Do I understand you? You are not inclined to 
the opinion that education should lean towards the 
professions?—It should not.

103. It should be run equally towards any station 
in life ?—Yes, they should be taught things that will 
help them in after life.

104. You are aware that the Universities are practi
cally altogether schools for the professions?—Yes.

105. And a man who goes through the University 
and gets his degree and then goes back to the farm is 
looked upon as a failure ?—Quite so.

106. dir. Hand!/.—Are you satisfied at the present 
time that the system of education is satisfactory by 
which the majority of the students who go to secondary 
schools are taught practically nothing about nature 
or things rural until they come into you? Would it 
not be sounder if the foundation in that direction 
were laid in the primary school ?—Any system of edu
cation should1 be graded from the primary to the 
University

107. Have the secondary teachers as a body expressed 
any view in that direction, that the whole trend of 
education should be more practical, and that they 
v ould like to see students coming into the secondary 
schools with some ground work in that direction?— 
They have not expressed that view as a body, but in
dividually that is the view.

( 'hairman.—Thank you very much.

Thr Commission adjourned vntil Wednesday, 1st 
July.
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Preliminary.
1, The information regarding the extent of Irish- 

speaking areas was obtained principally during the 
period from August, 1914, until March, 1921, in con
nection with Crann Eithne and Religious Examination 
work. On more than 140 occasions Gaelic speakers 
were addressed and in many cases individually inter
viewed at public meeting on Sundays after Mass; on 
week evenings in the schools, public halls, and other 
gathering places throughout the diocese. In about 1,300 
visits to schools the Gaelic conversational capacity of 
the children was tested. Impressions regarding other 
matters mentioned were gathered during seven years

' parochial and Gaelic League work in an English-speak- 
' ing 'parish outside the diocese and ten years spent in 
three Irish-speaking curacies in the diocese of Raphoe.

Extent of Irish.speaking Areas.
2. Two parishes are given in the order of the Catho- 

bic Directory list. Dispensary districts and Electoral 
divisions in census returns frequently take in town- 
lands from two Catholic parishes. Where figures are 
given after the name of a school they represent the 
number of pupils on rolls in that school when visited. 
My figures took account specially of persons who then 
could or soon would be able to take an intelligent part 
in a Crann Eithne conversation.

(а) Con wall and Lech.—'English-speaking; Treankeei 
(81 pupils) School—district had 31 families in which 
the parents spoke Irish. The remaining 66 families of 
the parish in which there was native Irish were scattered 
over the other nine school districts. About 60 school 
children had Irish from their homes.

(б ) All Saints, Raymoychey (St. Johnstown), etc.— 
English-speaking. Seventeen families in which one or 
both parents had come from one of the seacoast parishes 
had Irish spoken in them. Fifteen school children hud 
home Irish.

(<;) Ardara Parish.—Partly Irish-speaking : (a)
Largynaseragh (44), (b) Braekey (81), (c) Leckconnell 
(51); Meentinadea (75), Meenavalley (64) school 
districts had the majority of parents Irish speakers. 
Rut the majority of the pupils, except in I.argyna- 
seragh, was English-speaking. The clergy and teachers 
were nearly all Irish speakers and actively anxious for 
the promotion of the language. The town and non
native settlers’ influence appeared to dominate home 
practice. With well over 2,000 Gaelic speakers in the 
different sections of the parish, only 192 out of 843 
school children appeared to have home Irish.

(d) Aughnish (Ramelton).—English-speaking. A
few families had Irish, as in parish (b), but did not 

'speak it to the children.
'(e) Clondarkey (Dunfanaghy and Creeslough).—  

Partly Irish-speaking, (a) Drumarow (132), (b) Kil- 
darragh (87), Kilmacloo (56), Murroe (67), had a big 
majority of Irish-speaking parents. The majority of 
pupils in (a) Drumarow had Irish from their homes. 
Scarcely one-fourth of the pupils in (b) (c) (d) had 
home Irish. Scarcely any native-speaking children in 
the other schools. Total Irish speakers in the parish— 
about 1,200.

(/) Clondavaddog (Fanad). Fanavolly congregation 
Irish-speaking; Massmount congregation English- 
speaking. (a) Cashel (134), (6) Ballylar (96), (c)
Ballymichael (85), (d) Doaghbeg (34), had 90 per cent.

of the pupils and about 95 per cent, of the parents 
Gaelic-speaking, (e) Ballyhorin (83) had scarcely one- 
third of the pupils Irish speakers, although a small 
majority of the parents were Irish speakers. The other 
three Catholic school districts are in “  planted ”  area» 
where English prevails. Irish speakers in the parish— 
about 2,200.

(g) Drumholme (Ballintra). — English-speaking, 
except that the old people in about half-a-dozen 
families in the Laghey and Lagheybarr school districts 
could speak Irish.

(h) Gartan and Termon. — Partly Dish-speaking. 
Irish-speaking parents were about 90 per cent, in the 
(,i) Curren (155), a majority in the (b) Stranmore (71). 
and (c) Churchill (74), and less than one-half in the
(d) Lossot (56) school district. Less than one half 
of the Curren and Stramore pupils and hardly any of 
the Churchill pupils had home Irish. Managers and 
teachers had great difficulty in keeping up Irish teach
ing in the schools. Total Irish speakers—1,500.

(i) Olencolumbkill.—Six of the nine school districts 
were substantially Irish-speaking—parents and children. 
Something over half the children in Carrick (57), 
Malinmore (45), Malinbeg (31) schools had not Irish 
spoken to them at home, although nearly all the 
parents could speak Irish. The Musgrave Hotel and 
R.I.O. Barracks in Carrick, the Coastguards and other 
English-speaking families in Malinmore and the Light- 
keepers in Malinbeg had an important influence on the 
language spoken. Total Irish speakers—about 2,500.

(;) Givcedore.—Over 95 per cent, of the population 
Irish-speaking. Total Irish speakers—about 5,300.

(k) Inniskeel. (Glenties)— Edininfagh and Fintown 
congregations Irish-speaking. Glenties congregation 
partly Irish-speaking. Although the Glenties congrega
tion had Irish-speaking priests and teachers who, for 
the past twenty-five years, have been earnestly urging 
the practice of Irish as the home language, it was found 
that all round scarcely one-fourth of the children had 
Irish spoken to them at home, whereas the other con
gregations, removed from the town influence, have pre
served their Irish. There are over 4,000 Gaelic 
speakers in the parish.

(/I I n v e r .—Mostly English-speaking. \bout 140' 
families had Irish speakers, mostly in the Meenacahan, 
Letterfad, Lettermore and Ardbane districts. Less than 
100 school children in the whole parish had Irish 
spoken to them at home.

(m) Kilbd/rron (Ballythan non). —  English-speaking. 
There were about four Irish-speaking families in the 
parish. A good deal was being done to secure a know
ledge of the language for the non-native speakers.

(m ) Kilcar.—The parents were practically all Irish 
speakers. The school children Irish speakers in Crove 
(21), nearly all in Straleel (41), less than half in Derry- 
laghen (65), Muckross (41), and Shalvey (95), with 
scarcely one-tenth Irish speakers in Keenaghan (153), 
the town school. This was in spite of the fact that the- 
teachers were fluent native speakers constantly endea
vouring to get the language spoken and that the Parish 
Priest constantly used Irish in his dealings with the 
people in sermons and conversation for the past twenty 
years. Against this the economic conditions necessi
tate emigration on a large scale, and English is thus 
looked on as an essential for the young people. Total 
Irish speakers—1,800.

(o) Killymard.—English-speaking. There are a few
Irish-speaking families in the mountain districts. Their 
children being nearer to schools in the neighbouring 
parish do not come to the schools in this parish.

(499). Wt.641. 12. 3. 3. 125. 9/25. G.9
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(ju) Kilteevogue (Glenfin).— Majority Irish speakers. 
Practically all the parents and children in the Letter- 
brick (70), Ardlaghan (42) and Boltifree (44) school 
districts were Irish speakers. In Cuineen (58) nearly 
all the parents and two-thirds of the children; in 
Ballykerrigan (55) two-thirds of the parents and one- 
half of the children; in Brockagh (50) one-half the 
parents and children; in Lettershambo (64) two-thirds 
■of the parents and two-fifths of the children. In the 
districts bordering Stranorlar parish very little Irish was 
spoken. Total Irish speakers—1,700.

(q) Killybeys and Killaghtee.—English-speaking. In 
the Croagli (124) school district a good deal of Irish 
was spoken. Very little use seemed to be made of Irish 
by the remainder of the 180 families in which there were 
Irish speakers. About 800 Irish speakers in the parish.

(r) Rillygairoav and Tullyfcrn.—Glenvar congrega
tion fully Irish-speaking. Very little Irish spoken else
where in the parish in spite of the persistent efforts of 
Irish-speaking priests and teachers to get the parents to 
speak Irish to their children. About 1,000 Irish
speakers in the parish.

(«) Kilmacrcnan. — English-speaking. About 109 
families have native Irish speakers in them, but the 
intermingling with the foreign element is so common 
through the parish that very little use is made of Irish. 
Gaelic League classes supported by the clergy and 
“teachers had very little final effect.

(t) Lctternmcaward and Upper Rosses. — Majority 
Irish speakers. The parents in ten of the thirteen 
school districts were nearly all Irish speakers and Irish
speaking parents were a majority in the other three— 
Hooey, Dungloe and Meenagowan. Amongst M7H 
children questioned, $35 had no Irish spoken to-them at 
home. Total Irish speakers in the parish—over 4,000.

(u) Mcragh-—The Rosguil peninsula portion of the 
parish is totally Irish-speaking except for a few families 
in the Downings neighbourhood. In the other portions 
of the parish most of the parents are Irish speakers, but 
Jess than one-third of the children have Irish spoken to 
them at home. Total Irish speakers—about 2,800.

(r) Raphoc,—English-speaking. The parents in
about 26 families can speak Irish but make very little 
use of it.

( irI Stranorlar.— English-speaking. The parents in
about 60 families may be classed as the 26 in Raphoe 
parish.

(x) TaicnawiUy Parish (Donegal).— Mostly English- 
speaking. The older people in about 80 families are 
Irish speakers. Except in a portion of the (’ ineil 
Conaill school district very few of the children have 
Irish spoken to them at home, although repeated efforts 
have been made to remedy matters.

(y) Tcmpleeronr Lower (Lower Rosses). — Over HU 
per cent. Irish-speaking. In thirteen of the nineteen 
school districts nearly all the children had home Irish, 
giving 1,400 Irish-speaking pupils. There were about 
400 pupils whose parents were Irish speakers, but who 
got no home Irish. Total Irish speakers—about 7,000.

(2) Tullaghobcglcy and Raymeenterdoney Parish 
(Cloghanecly).— About 95 per cent. Irish-speaking. In 
the Catholic schools 93 children from a total of 1,0C3 
had not home Irish. Total Gaelic speakers in the 
parish—about 5,500.

Administration— Central.
3. The only supplementary point that occurs 

to me in this matter is that the admitted
shortage of Irish-speaking Gárdai could, to a
great extent, be remedied by winter evening classes 
for a number of suitable Gaelic speakers in the migra
tory labour areas, whose school career was cut short by 
economic conditions. Ten or twelve centres in Tir- 
conaill should procure a large and desirable contingent. 
The county is so extensive that native-speaking Tir- 
conaill Guards might be easily placed far enough from 
home and family influence, and yet where their Gaelic 
would be effective. If the Guards’ Gaelic is too 
different in dialect from the local language, the 
tendency for themselves and the people is to use 
English. Exceptions in various ways were common in 
the old regime. Could not a little latitude be allowed 
in the matter of longitude for good Gaelic speakers? 
Quite recently an applicant with good literary Gaelic
speaking and conduct qualifications told me he was 
rejected because he was half-an-inch less than the 
official length.

.4. Othcry in u, position to influence, etc.— The clergy. 
—Having had unusual, long-continued and many-sided 
means of observing the mental attitude and language

practice of some thousands of families, I  am now con
vinced that frequent public statements regarding the 
special influence of the clergy for or against Gaelic 
have been made without a really serious study of the 
circumstances. In my diocesan summary I have hinted 
at a few' of the more patent cases under observation as 
samples. Taking in the whole diocese I feel certain 
that not more than 3 per cent, of language practice, 
Irish or English, is due to priestly influence. The plain 
fact is that the people look on this as a mere temporal 
matter to be judged by visible results. The priests’ 
advice or practice is considered here in much the same 
light as would be his recommendation of a certain 
variety of seed oats or potatoes, which many of the 
farmers thought unsuitable for their particular soil. 
Without meaning any disrespect or wishing to be 
unfriendly, most of his flock would preferably plant the 
hitherto productive English or Scotch seed rather than 
the doubtful, although clerically recommended, Gaelic 
variety.

5. For the priests themselves, of course, it is a matter 
of conscience, apart from National or anti-National pn- 
judices, to use the language best suited for the instruc
tion of their people. As in the case of his predecessor, 
the present Bishop of Raphoe, both by precept and 
example, urges the use of Irish whenever feasible. 
Fully 90 per cent, of the Raphoe Diocesan clergy are 
either native speakers or have acquired a fair conver
sational knowledge of the language.

The Teachers.
6. Regarding Irish outside school hours, the 

teachers’ influence might be put on the same 
basis as that of the clergy. Inside school hours their 
attitude controls the situation to a great extent. Of the 
443 teachers whom I had to deal with in my Crann 
Eithne work, I found that 376 were producing good 
language results. But much of this was labour in vain 
(except from a mental training point of view), in the 
many cases in which the parents did not actively assist 
by home encouragement of the language.

Education— Present Syxtem.
7. A number of parents who speak Irish to 

their children have complained that the pre
sent programme deals unfairly with them and rather 
favours those who have neglected or despised Irish. 
In the old bilingual programme rudimentary English 
was taught even in the infants’ division: now no 
English is allowed by the programme up to First 
Standard. Then the Irish-speaking children have to be
gin at school what the English speakers have been accus-

i tomed to at home. As the average school-life in the 
! Gaeltacht is short, and English is essential for a liveli

hood later on, it should, if possible, get more attention 
in the Gaeltacht than elsewhere. This instead of 
injuring would aid the language cause, for the Irish 
speakers W'ould then see that they got sympathetic 
attention. They would be much more inclined to retain 
the native language in this way than if forced to learn 
it when they believe they would be better employed at 
a different subject.

H. The July closing is a matter for grumbling against 
managers, teachers and Government. Country people 
say the small children can attend better in July, etc., 
than in winter, and that the bigger children are not yet 
wanted for the harvest. It should be possible to 
arrange matters so as to remove this common source of 
dissatisfaction.

Economic Conditions.
9. Other witnesses treat of this so fully that I may

only be allowed to remark that something substantial 
must be done to bring into the individual homes the 
conviction that Irish-speaking in future will be both 
honourable and profitable. Along with the fostering of 
industries, scholarships for Gaelic speakers, and 
technical teaching, someone has suggested a partial 
pension for those over 60 whose families were Irish 
speakers. . . .

General
10. Thousands of West Tfrconaill seaboard Gaelic 

speakers go annually to East Donegal, Derry, Tyrone 
and Scotch farms for temporary employment. Iij will 
be difficult for many years yet to have any industry 
that will locally absorb the bulk of the migrants. . $>nt 
even as they are, they should be supplied, through the 
schools, with simple dialogues, etc., in Irish, and 
English, which will give them the reasons for retaining 
their own language wherever they go. Very many pre-
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jndices have to be removed before a nationally ideal 
programme can have goodwill to assist it.

11. The essential thing now is to secure and retain 
tlie Gaeltacht. homes as future sources of spreading the 
language. My past experience, in many ways, does not 
make me hopeful that Irish can be revived in any
way except as a gradual progressive growth from a 
vigorous, economic- and expanding Gaeltacht. Young 
people coming into the Gaelic-speaking districts quickly 
learn the language. Grown-up people, however hard
working and intelligent, only in very rare instances get 
a fluent conversational hold of it. Young people whose 
parents do not speak Irish very rarely use the language 
outside school hours, even though quite well able to 
speak it.

12. Propaganda of an educative, but not an aggres
sive, kind will be very much wanted for some years to 
come. The living speech of each province should first 
be fostered and strengthened in the homes. General 
use can only be very gradually reached. A family 
pension or bonus scheme, even of a limited nature, 
would bring the financial advantages of the language 
more home to those best qualified to preserve it than 
would any prospects of public employment for the 
educated. The struggle for existence in the cottage 
homes of the Gaeltacht leaves little room for mere 
patriotic, sentiment. My own surprise is that so many 
thousands have clung to the language in spite of the 
manifest advantages and inducements so long working 
against it.

(I give in an Appendix a few samples of conditions.)
APPENDIX A.

Extracts from 1911 census of this county

V Total
F Co. Area Total Total val.
' Electoral in Fami- Popu- Houses Remarks

Divisions Acres lies lation Lands,
etc.

r This E.D.Dun-
£ fanaghy con

tains over 300
Annagry ... 4794 2269 11433 3832 , good sized 

holdings as 
well as land-

Dunfanaghy 79363 1989 9470 7328 lord demesnes 
and 3 towns.

Dungloe ... 78777 1757 7517 3842 Dungloe town
val. in this.

6015 28423 £15002

Sample
Townlands
in above 
Divisions

£ s.
Bunawack 374 7 38 6 10

Crobeyboyle 1617 20 110 10 C

Derryna- 351 23 117 18 0
mansher

Glasserchoo 560 63 322 42 7

Loughagber 1514 15 87 11 13

Rinnaforest 556 82 430 58 11

In the above we have to exclude the very substantial 
items referred to in the “  remarks ”  column. It is also 
to be observed that the valuation all over includes many 
thousands of comfortable, neatly-kept habitations, 
which are the product of hard earned saving from 
emigrant and migratory labour, with partial assistance 
from the Congested Districts Board. In this way one 
can judge how little value the land in itself is for the 
support of about 28,000 Gaelic-speaking inhabitants of 
the three electoral divisions. Figures in the other 
Irish-speaking areas generally are so interspersed with 
“  plantation territory ”  valuation that little can be 
learned from them of use for economic measures.

APPENDIX B,
1. In the 90 per cent. Gaelic-speaking congregation 

of 688 families in which' I was then Curate I signed, in

May, 1912, .127 Insurance exemption forms for male 
migratory labourers—ages 15-68 (as per copy of names, 
etc., on hands). Nearly 100 more could not get exemp
tion, as they were seven or eight months annually em
ployed in Scotland. Fully two hundred others (male and 
female) of school age and older were occupied in farm 
work or domestic service in English-speaking districts 
of East Donegal, Derry, Tyrone, etc. One teacher told 
me he re-admitted on rolls in his school for the winter 
seventy pupils who had left in spring for the above 
purposes.

2. During the periods of agricultural prosperity gene
rally and sea-fishing success at home less than one per 
cent, of the population of that district emigrated to 
America and other countries. During slack periods 
emigration was extensive and (without having figures)
1 am told is even recently more marked.

3. The migrants frequently went in Gaelic-speaking 
groups and used their own language whenever possible, 
but were naturally anxious to be able to speak English 
to employers and strangers generally. Compulsory 
education measures and laudable language propaganda- 
require essential elasticity in view of facts of which 
samples are given in the foregoing appendices. Love of 
the language must often remain latent where self- 
preservation and social advancement must be looked to..

(Signed), SEAN MAC AN TSAOIR (Sagart),
Fatlcai rauli, Thehoiuiill.

Ittndh Meitheamh, 1925.
ffe

AN TATHAIR SEAN MAC AN TSAOIR, examined.
1. Chairman.—Perhaps you would tell us first the cir

cumstances in which you have been in touch with the 
Gaeltacht in Donegal and elsewhere?—I was not in 
touch with the Gaeltacht elsewhere. I was in touch 
with the Galltacht when the Feár Mór and myself 
were doing our little part. I am glad to1' see he has 
survived. He certainly was doing good work then. 
We did our best then when circumstances were 
against us. WThen I came back to the diocese I was- 
made secretary to the Feis for Tirconnail. Our idea 
was to bring all the people into the Feis. We had 
High Mass before the Feis began, and as the Gaelic 
League was non-sectarian we had to hold the Feis 
without any approval from the Gaelic League. I was 
not for that, because there was a kind1 of coolness 
between some olf us and the Gaelic League, and on 
account of my association with the Gaelic League be
fore I was sorry for it. It did not change my feelings 
or enthusiasm for working for the language. We held 
the Feis, and I was afterwards changed and sent to- 
the Rosses. I was secretary of the Feis in 1914, and 
on the day the Feis was held Archbishop O’Donnell, 
who was then my Bishop, announced that he was 
going to banish me from the Rosses—he was going to- 
send me over the diocese to try to propagate the 
speaking ot the language in the homes. He felt that 
all the movements that had been tried up to- that time 
were not really getting at the source of the leakage, 
which was the continual practice of speaking English 
to the children in the homes. I started the work very 
soon afterwards, and the Bishop’s idea was that I 
should, as far as possible, get into touch with every 
Irish-speaking family in the diocese in some way and 
advise them to speak Irish for at least one hour every 
day. The reason why he did not expect them to speak 
Irish all the time was because these people have to 
migrate to English-speaking districts in Ireland and 
to Scotland. Anyone who has travelled through the 
migratory districts knows that the population is so 
numerous and the land—if you could call it land—is 
so poor that it is a physical impossibility for them 
to make a living by it. They must migrate to Eng
lish-speaking places, and for that reason English will 
have an interest for them for some time. I  started then 
and held about one hundred and forty public meet
ings after Mass on Sundays at the churches and in 
public halls. In the backward places we got the 
people to come to the schools at night. They came 
very enthusiastically and attended the meetings in 
very large numbers. In one case the crowd was so big 
that the floor of the school went down. All over th*- 
diocese I was welcomed by priests and people. The 
priests did everything they could for me and to help- 
the movement. They presided at my meetings and 
they encouraged the people in every way they could 
to' take up the movement. At some of the meetings 
'the people said there was no need for my coming to-
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tell them to speak Irish every day. One man said to 
m e : “  The men are speaking Irish for 24 hours every 

•day and the women speak Irish for 25 hours every 
day, and there is no need for you to come here."

I attended these public meetings at night 
and visited the schools during the day. His 
Grace the Primate, who, as I said, was then 
my Bishop, was very anxious about it, and he 
had to get constant reports as to how the language 
was going on. We cannot say that it was what you 
call a great success, and that was simply because 
.circumstances were totally against us. The economic- 
necessities of the people are very urgent. I have 
mentioned in my appendix several. instances of this. 
In one of these places, Rinnaforest, there are 82 
families of 430i persons living in houses which they 
have built with money earned in Scotland. They have 
comfortable, well-kept, clean houses, and yet the 
valuation of the entire to-Wnland is only £58 11s It 
is impossible to expect people to live there and to 
remain there. What the people told me was that they 
must have English. Some people say to that “  if you 
give these people English in the schools that is 
against the Irish cause.” I have found from my ex
perience that it is not. I have found, as I have 
stated in Appendix B, that where 527 migrants went 
to Scotland at least 520 of them came back in the 
winter. When in Scotland they would have to speak 
English, but when they returned home neither to me 
nor to anybody else would they speak a word of Eng
lish until they w'ent back to Scotland again. As 
far as they could they frequently went in Irish-speak
ing groups and used their own language amongst 
themselves; but they say they must know English, be
cause it adds to their self-respect and is necessary 
for temporal success to be able to talk to English- 
speaking people in Scotland in their language. 
However, after I wras engaged for a few months or
ganising- I told them that if they would under
take not to speak English at all at home that the 
children would get good English at school and they 
would get good' Irish at home. What happened in 
several places was that they tried to speak bad Eng. 
lish at home, and the result was they had absolutely 
no proper language at all. 1 had not a word of 
English until 1 went to school, and I never 
heard one word of Irish during my time at 
school. I had English from 10 o'clock to 3 o'clock 
in the school. Then the English Department was 
closed up and it was all Irish at home. The people 
in my native parish have kept up the Irish language 
to the present day, but they always insist on having 

"the children learn English at school. In the northern 
paTt of my native parish we were all Irish speakers, 
and the young people learned English at school. In 
the upper part there was a large mixture of Protes
tants and Presbyterians, and they had no Irish, and 
they had a hybrid sort of Scotch-English. In fact, we 
were able to speak much better English than they 
were. When we met, the young people used to 
laugh at us because we spoke Irish, and we used 
to laugh at the kind of English they spoke. As 
far as our county is concerned it is really neces
sary that the children must have a fair amount of 
English taught to them. Another point is that owing 
to the migration the school life of the children is very 
short. The number of children who reach the 4th 
standard is not very high at all. They have to go 
away to work. As the present school programme 
stands, the children who spend two years in the in
fants’ standard hear no English at all, and the people 
in these places say that the children whose parents 
.talk English te them are in a much better position 
Starting the 1st standard than the children to whom 
Irish was spoken all1 the time at hotae. If English is 
to be taught at all, these children, they say, should 
get the rudiments of English in the same way as they 
got it under the bilingual programme. I know they 
are anxious about that. With regard to the speaking 
of Irish at present, I may say that in the parish I 
am stationed in, Irish is spoken by everybody, 
except in one small section of it. My experience 
is that where there was a police barracks the 
neighbourhood around became anglicised. That 
is why it is important that the new police force 
Should be as Irish as possible. I  made a suggestion 
.in regard to the Garda Siochana. It is said there are 
not sufficient Irish speakers available, and probably 
they arc net educated. The fact is that we have a i

large number of intelligent young men fit for the 
Garda. These young men had to leave school very 
early in life and if they had continuation schools I 
believe you could get a number of young men who are 
real good speakers of Irish and whose outlook would 
be Irish, for the Garda, and you would be able to 
staff all the Gaelic-speaking parts of the country with 
Irish-speaking Garda. In the notes I sent in 1 men
tioned that I thought it would be preferable if these 
men could he kept in their own county, hut since 
then I have been told by a gentleman who met- a 
Donegal Guard in Kerry that this Guard after a week 
or so was able to go on conversing with the natives 
there, and that the priest of the place, Fr. Lynch, 
was well able to talk to this man, although the 
dialects are said to differ so much. So that, more or 
less, knocks the bottom out of my suggestion, and 
therefore I blot that out and I  say they can be sent 
anywhere. At the same time it would be a greater 
help if some of them could be kept in their owg 
county. Our county is so big that they could be sta
tioned far away from their own homes and at the 
same timei be a great help to the Gaeltacht.

A lot has been said about the clergy and Gaelic. 
Some people think they have ruined it, and some 
think they have helped thei language. I found when 
going around that the people listened to what I 
had to say ini regard to the language and were very 
respectful, and if there ware any things said that ap
pealed to them they cheered. They got into conver
sation with me afterwards and they told me the ne
cessities of their cases. Though they loved the lan
guage and the life there they simply had to go away 
to earn money, and in that way the clergy could not 
do very much in the circumstances. The position as I 
find it is that the clergy in the diocese are quite cap- 

; able and desirous of giving every help in the- tan- 
guage pause as far as it is consistent with the econo- 

f  mic interests of the people. In regard to the econo
mic conditions, of course, that is really a matter of 
trying to help the people at home. Some old people 
who heard I was corning here to give evidence came 
to me on Sunday last and told me about the silver 
mines in the parish—the Keeldrum mines. Mr. A. 
O’Doherty told me that in 1905 he met a man aged 
eighty years, who had been in the mines as a hoy, 
and said the reason wh,v they stopped was that 
the ore had to be taken iri creels for five miles, Mr. 
Charles McKadden, Falcarragh, got a sample ana
lysed by Mr. Daly, Tacoma Refining Company, 
Washington, which contained 60 per cent, lead, 7} 
per cent, silver, and a small percentage of gold. It 
is also well known that the sand at Muckish is most 
valuable for glass.

2. Chairman.—I understand that it would be a sin 
to use the Muckish quartz for making bottles, 
because it can be used to make the finest optical 
glass?—Now with regard to administration. I 
may say, first of all, that at the Pensions Com
mittee meetings I have come in for a, great deal 
of abuse from the old people. We have no records 
going hack more than about fifty years, and the old 
people have no means of making their age known. 
Up to the present the pensions officer was not an 
Irish speaker, and' although he is doing his best, the 
old people had an idea that they could not tell their 
story properly to him. They came to us at the com
mittee meeting, and they cotaplained that it was very 
hard for them to try and explain themselves. At the 
Pensions Committee all the business is carried ou in 
Irish, and if the pensions officer attends, the parish 
priest or myself translate it' for him into English. It 
should not be necessary to have that done for public 
officials. It should he possible to' have officials who 
would be able to speak the language of the people, 
and the people would then feel that they were being 
fairly treated ini that way. In regard to a matter of 
that kind it would not do to have a drastic upset of 
things, but it is very important that those vvhrf were 
appointed to Irish-speaking districts should have a 
knowledge of the language, or make up their minds, 
if they have not, to get a good oral knowledge of it.
I would not> expect them to write all their documents 
in Irish. It is very important for a pensions officer 
who deals with old people who know no English or 
very little of it. And what is most important is that 
it would give ohr people the impression that Irish 
was a respectable language and a paying language
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They would see respectable people talking it and 
know that it was worth talking.

3. Now with regard to these people who must mi
grate or emigrate, cannot something be done in the 
way of establishing an Employment Bureau either 
in Scotland or America to secure as far as possible 
that groups of Irish speakers should go together and 
get work? The surplus who would have to go would 
be able to keep up their Irish, and they would write 
home and say to the people, “  Speak Irish. Irish has 
been useful to me. I have got a good position, 
whereas So-and-so, who despised Irish, has not got 
a good position.”  A lot of harm from the language 
point of view has been done by the letters written 
home by those who go away. They write to the 
people at home to speak English, and not mind Irish, 
because it was very important for those who were 
going away to speak English. Now in regard to the 
pensions, I don't think the shilling should have been 
taken off the Irish speakers and those whose families 
are Irish speakers. I would go further and say in re
gard to the Irish speakers whose families are all 
Irish-speaking that there should be no question of 
means with them. They have kept to Irish when 
most well-to-do people abandoned it, and they 
deserve well of the country. It would simply 
be a bonus for them, and it would show the 
others that there is respectability attached to it. It 
would not cost very much. The idea is to1 get it known 
in every townland that Irish is worth speaking. If 
young people go into these places they very quickly 
learn the language. I have met children who were 
•only about nine months in Fanad or the Rosses and 
they were able to answer the Catechism in Irish and 
give out the Bible stories in Irish.

3a. Children of what age ?—In Ballylar I met a 
child of 11 years of age. In Meevagh a girl I met 
was about 7 .years, and in Rauifast I met four chil
dren from 6 to 12 years of age.

4. Is there anything else you want to add ?—I have 
come in a big hurry and I was not quite prepared, 
but I am ready to answer any questions. I cannot 
promise that my conrtibution will be a very valuable 
one.

I  think your contribution up to the present has been 
very valuable and interesting. You have experience 
of the areas in  which the home language was entirely 
Irish and areas in  which it was Irish and English. 
Can you say in either one or both of these areas 
whether the" people who spoke Irish did so because 
it was the language they had most easily or because 
they had a definite pride in it and realised it was 
their language—the national language?—Both things 
occur. Now in regard to it being easy, I re
member lecturing in a school in Gweedore on 
the importance of keeping up the Irish lan
guage, and I made a good deal of use of the 
patriotic motive, that it was the national language, 
and so on. I  asked one of the senior boys afterwards 
why he spoke Irish, and he told me plainly because 
it was the easiest spoken. Regarding the national 
view-point, I met a man at Letterkenny yesterday 
who was going to the Scotch harvest, and I asked 
him about the language in his place. He told me 
they were speaking it because it was their own lan
guage, the country's language.

5. Is Crann Eitlrne an organisation for promoting the. 
language?—Yes.

Doe3 it still continue?—The work of it continues, 
but in this way. It does not continue in the way we 
had it going before the country got excited about 
polities. When the great political excitement came 
the propaganda was carried oh in English. It was 
a time, of great stress and mental trial and the young 
people's minds seemed to be centred on getting rid 
of the English domination, and you could not get 
them to settle down to anything like academic things 
nt all. Branches were formed and' the work went on, 
and is still going on, although I cannot say that there 
are many branches of Crann Eithne at the present 
time.

6. There is nobody doing the organising work you 
did for a number of years, going from parish to 
parish ?—I only did that for one year. After that I 
took up the two positions of diocesan inspector and 
Crann Eithne organiser. Always in the schools I tried 
to get as much in for the Irish language as possible 
in the Catechism and other ways. I am quite certain 
my successor, who is now one of your Commissioners,

is doing the same thing, and doing it better. I was 
always glad when I came to a school where the Cate
chism was in Irish, because I found it much easier to 
examine in Irish, and I was much happier amongst 
the children.

7. Do you think there is still in an organised way 
amongst the people the kind of feeling for the lan
guage that Crann Eithne endeavoured to develop 
amongst them ?—I think there is that feeling amongst 
them, but it is latent on account of the necessities of 
their position. It is very important to understand 
how the people are circumstanced there. Take from 
where I live to Dungloe. You have in that area 
about 20,000 people who are well able to speak Irish 
They do speak it and speak it to the children, and 
the children have got Irish and they speak it amongst 
themselves. There is no doubt all along that coast 
they sneak it. In Ranifast I never heard a single 
word of English spoken, except the English readim' 
lessons in the bilingual school, and there are 82 
families in it. When the schoolmaster’s boy went to 
Lifford hospital the great difficulty was to understand 
him. He was three years of age, and the mother had 
to stay with him, as the nurses then in Lifford did 
not know Irish.

8. You feel the principal thing that tends to bring 
English into these homes is the fact that the young 
people lor the most part will have to leave to earn 
their living in, English-speaking areas?—Yes.

9. That is the principal thing?—Yes.
9. \. You consider that if the English language is suffi

ciently taught in the schools to enable them to bear 
themselves with dignity among English-speaking 
people that that is not going to re act prejudicially on 
the home language?—I  am certain it is not from my 
experience. Provided they get the means of liveli
hood sind they are given the feeling that it is done 
to help them.

10. If Irish is made a respectable and a paying lan
guage, they will be really anxious to speak it?—That 
is my experience of the parishes I am most inti
mately acquainted with.

11. There will be a transition period before you dan 
get industries set up?—Yes.

12. And in that period English must be taught in 
the schools?—If it is not done, it will do harm. 
'Parents will speak bad English to their children 
because they find it is necessary.

13. You speak in appendix “  B ”  of compulsory 
education measures requiring elasticity, would that 
require compulsory attendance ?—That is what I 
mean, if you feel that elasticity could be allowed in 
every department.

14. Do you think compulsory attendance cannot be 
rigidly applied in Donegal?—In the migratory portions 
it would press very heavily on these poor people.

15. From what age do they migrate?—From nine 
and ten years of age, or I should say from eleven to 
twelve years. A number of them are employed as 
herds from eleven years of age.

16. That is employed locally as herds?—8ome of 
them may have to leave.

17. Do you think it would ,be a serious hardship fo 
the people if the children were compelled to go to 
school until they were fourteen years of age?—In 
some of the congested areas it is a very real struggle.

18. Would these be very extensive?—The principal 
migratory parts would include four parishes, the two 
Rosses, Gweedore and Cloughaneely. Migration is 
not so extensive in other parts. There is a good dear 
in Rosgull, but. if the fishing prospered migration 
would almost cease there.

19. It opens a. very serious problem in an area in
which there is migration that the primary education of 
children cannot be guaranteed after they are ten years 
of age?—It is very serious, certainly, and we feel it. 
I felt it myself and advised the people to keep the 
children at school. 1

20. At what age would these children begin to go to 
school?—They don’t go to school until they are five, 
or six years of age.

21. That brings us up against the question of what 
language, English or Irish, these children are going tv 
speak in anything like an educated way. You may find 
the theory in educational circles where they have 
had actual experience of bilingualism, that properly 
applied, it develops a really educated population, that 
can use either one language or the other. Probably 
some of these will argue that when a child goes toi
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school at five or six, their language should be one, and 
that the second language should be introduced alter 
three years of school life, and that then about two 
years afterwards they have a better grip of the second 
language. Working on these lines then they would 
be able to introduce the two languages satisfactorily? 
— That is quite intelligible. My point is that, pending 
the possibility of an economic Gaeltacht, as we call it, 
what many of them are getting now is not educa
tion, it is simply a bare knowledge of the language 
which is necessary to make them fit to go out and work.

22. They are practically being taught to speak?— That 
is what it comes to. If they were left at school and 
given anything like a chance of learning, I  would back 
them against the children of any part of the country.

23. That is entirely hopeful. But suppose it were 
fixed upon that in these particular years from five to 
eight, the language of the school should be the home 
language, and if the second language was introduced at 
eight years of age, it could be shown to them that this 
introduction of the second language was much sounder 
than if it was introduced with the home language at 
the beginning. Do you think there would be serious 
objection on the part of the people against delaying 
the introduction of the second language?—I believe 
that a great deal of very sympathetic propaganda would 
be necessary in order to get out of the minds of the 
people at the present time the idea that they were 
being neglected in that matter, and that their children 
are being neglected.

They see the stem realities of life. Hie idea is there 
and it has been impressed on me by the parents that 
the native-speaking infants are doing nothing at all 
at school. The idea is to try in some way to get the 
people to realise that they are wrong. I  can understand 
that from an educational point of view what is being 
done is right, but I am only giving yrou my experience 
of what the ideas are in the minds of the people and the 
difficulties in which they are.

24. Are the people in these areas interested in educa
tion as such apart from being able to handle two lan
guages'?—I believe they are. From my own experience 
as.a boy the older people wore exceedingly' interested

;. in. education and in all that concerns getting on. In 
regard to the writing of the Irish language my mother 

j used to read Dr. Gallagher in the ordinary script, and 
; my uncle read the old catechism in Roman characters.
I I  don’t like Irish written in this tray with the “  h ’s ”  
i and that kind of thing. It is far more natural the 
; other way.

25. You mentioned continuation schools, perhaps you 
could give us an idea as to where these continuation 
schools would be, and what type of people would come 
to them, and what type of instruction would be given 
in them?—That would require some more thought.

26. I want to know roughly what is in your mind as to 
what types of people would go to these schools, and 
what type of instruction should be given to them?— 
I  only thought of the matter in regard to the Garda 
Siochana. As regards men who would go to ordinary 
positions like working on the railways, only a simple 
knowledge would be required.

27. Would you be prepared to consider the matter 
later on and send us a memorandum on the matter?— 
I will do what I can.

2ft. What time of the year would these continuation 
classes run? What type of people would go to them, 
and what type of instruction would be given?—Winter 
time would be the best.

29. You will let us have a memorandum on the sub
ject?— Yes.

30. You speak of technical teaching and scholarships 
for Gaelic teachers, could you amplify that in any way. 
For instance, what percentage of your primary educa
tion children would be in the position of leaving school 
at the technical age?-—I would not be able to tell you 
a percentage without further consideration.

31. Perhaps if you told us what you had in mind with 
regard to the scholarships?—It would mean that 
Gaelic speakers would get help in regard to secondary 
education, and in regard to being trained as teachers.

32. Up to the present, as far as technical education is 
concerned, I  take it that the Irish-speaking population 
have not got any technical education worth speaking 
about?— No.

33. Have you any idea as to the lines technical edu
cation would take?—I would prefer you to get some
body more expert to deal with that.

34. On the economic side can you give us roughly the 
ways you might anticipate the economic development

in Donegal?—The fisheries could be developed a great 
deal. If the home market was developed it would 
help the fishermen. In Tory Island the fish caught 
there were sent to Germany. About .£1,400 worth of 
herrings were sent to Hamburg from Tory for the past 
month.

35. Then you have fish?—Yes, and the Silvermines 
and the sand for glass-making.

36. In regard to the Silvermines, I came across a note 
here in this geological survey. It says “  It ’s history 
suggests further possibilities in a district which is 
now more accessible.”  That is your point?—Yes, it 
is more accessible now. The failure in the past would 
be due to the inaccessibility of the place. Transport 
facilities have changed now.

37. Is there anything else in that line?—They were 
doing something in regard to granite.

38. It is Burtonport?—Granite is being worked in my 
native place, Fanad.

39. Is it successful?—For a time it has been. It is a 
Gaelic-speaking area. With regard to the home indus
tries, you want some central agency that would see to 
the marketing. There are complaints too, that the 
raw material is often held up in the customs, and there 
is difficulty in getting it across the border. It would 
be well to have an agency to market such products as we 
saw at the Feis in Glencolumbcille. It was a woman 
from Glencolumbcille that won a £50 prize in London 
recently.

40. Had you any foreign agents to see these things?— 
I could not say. I had sixty miles to travel to the 
Feis, and a good deal of it was over when I got there.

41. Are there any other things?—I don’t know 
whether anything could be done with the peat- There 
are fine bogs there, but it is a subject I  cannot touch 
upon.

42. On the agricultural side?—As fer as the congested 
areas are concerned, I  happened to meet the agricul
tural inspector yesterday, and I said to him “  can you

2 ist anything in the way of improving the fanning 
ods in these specially Gaelic-speaking districts? ”  

and he said “  the only improvement I can suggest is 
to leave the land alone for a few years.”  They practi
cally make all that land themselves. The people who 
spend the summer in Scotland do a great deal of work 
on the land in winter. The time to visit these mi
gratory districts and see the work being done is 
January and February.

423. Fr- Cunningham.—Should there be ahard and fast 
line of demarcation drawn between the Gaeltacht and 
the leath-Gaeltacht, or should there be plenty of room 
for expansion?—I would give room for expansion. There 
is a vast amount of latent Gaelic spirit and energy 
in Donegal, and what is wanted is that the people 
should get the idea that the language is respectable, 
and that it pays. You have numbers of families in 
which Irish has been neglected. I  have found parents 
speaking the Irish language even when the children 
did not speak it. Although some districts and parishes 
would be a good deal anglicised at the same time, the 
Irish was not dead. It could be easily revived with 
a little Gaelic spirit, not with poteen.

44. Fiachra Eilgcach.—You have some of that too?— 
That is another point that has been mentioned, and 
also that English-speaking Gardai were sent to Irish
speaking districts to deal with poteen. With the ex
ception of one small section of one Irish-speaking dis- 
trict no trouble has occurred in regard to poteen in 
Donegal C-ounty, except in places where they lost the 
Irish long ago.

45. F t. Cunningham.—You mentioned that public ad
ministrative officials with a good knowledge of Irish 
should be brought into Irish-speaking districts?—I  think 
so, if it were possible, but I would not have drastic- 
dealing with the officials. In regard to future appoint
ments, however, they should, wherever possible, have 
a conversational knowledge of Irish.

46. Who is to see that they would have a conversa
tional knowledge of Irish?—I don’t know, unless some 
board would be set up that would deal with that, or some 
committee of Irish speakers. It should not be much 
to ask in a case like that, there should be a board 
whose duty it would be to examine candidates for public 
offices in the Gaeltacht. Let Irish-speaking officials be 
sent to Irish-speaking places, and let the people feel 
that here is a public official—a gentleman who speaks 
Irish.

47. In regard to this Crann Eithne movement with 
which you were associated, the underlying idea seemed
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to be that the battle for Irish was won or lost at the 
fireside?—'Yes.

48. That has been driven very firmly into your mind 
during these years you were associated with it?—Yes.
I  found that wherever the parents did not speak Irish 
at home, the tendency of the children was to speak 
English.

49. It would seem that the idea has been taken up and 
adopted by the Ministry for Education?—I see they 
have an Irish hour every day in the school. That is 
a practice which was adopted and propagated very 
strongly at the beginning everywhere possible by Crann 
Eithne.

50. In your dealings with the teachers and their work 
in the schools, did you find that the teachers in the 
diocese of Raphoe were qualified to teach Irish, and did 
actually teach it successfully'.’—I was looking over some 
old note books and I found that about 376 teachers out 
of the 443 of whom I had experience directly in the 
Crann Eithne organisations were doing good work for 
the spoken language. I would not say that at the* time 
they would be able to teach all subjects through Irish, 
but they were able to give a good conversational know
ledge of the language to the children.

51. Professor Tierney.—Were any of them native 
speakers?—A large number of them are native speakers. 
Others of them came and lived in the Gaelic-speaking 
parts and became almost native speakers.

52. Fr. Cunningham.—You mentioned that in certain 
districts a great number of the school children go to 
service in the summer months?— Yes.

53. That district runs from The Rosses to Horn 
Head, along the seaboard back to the mountains?— 
Yes.

54. Do you think that if a measure of compulsory 
school attendance were introduced and became law it 
would bo a great hardship?—It would be a hardship.to 
impose it without elasticity. It should be understood 
that in the administration of it there would be a certain 
latitude allowed in these places.

55. That is as long as the present economic state con
tinues?—Yes, but if you say they are altogether free, 
people who could keep their children at school would 
not send them at all.

56. Chairman.—If they are away only during the 
summer months you would not allow any latitude 
during the winter months?—Not one hour. I  would 
make them go to school in the winter months.

57. Can we get an idea as to the number of summer 
months in w hich compulsory attendance would not be 
insisted on?—'The hiring period lasts about six months. 
It ends about the first week in November.

58. Fr. Cunningham.—These children are seriously 
handicapped if they lose six months’ education?—They 
are.

Would you be in favour of extending compulsory 
education for these children until they reached the age 
of sixteen?—I did not think over that. But then that 
might absorb a number of those whom I  had in mind 
for continuation classes. Of course such a. regulation 
would have to be strictly enforced, and when they grow 
big it would require an army instead of the Guards 
to get them to go, but the idea is a good one.

59. You mentioned that there was need for better 
equipment and better schools?— Y’es, I  am manager of 
a school in which there! are 150 children, and the gable 
is in danger, and the matter is now pending before 
the board.

60. You seemed to infer that there was a lot of latent 
wealth in the country if it was discovered and de. 
veloped?—There is supposed to be. My paiish priest. 
Father MacDwyer, suggested a survey as to the 
minerals.

61. The idea of development would be to help Irish 
speakers in the Irish-speaking districts who would 
otherwise have to leave these districts?—That is the 
idea.

62. In regard to land, you mentioned that there 
could be no further development. These remarks re
fer to a particular district?—Yes.

63. They don’t refer to the whole county?—No I am 
not in a position to speak of it. I  only mentioned a 
conversation I had yesterday with the Agricultural 
Inspector with regard to the intensive Gaelic parts 
where there is congestion and' where these people are 
doing as much as they can possibly do1.

64. Would you favour an all-round measure of com
pulsory tillage?— I think that might apply to other 
parts of the country, wherever those competent to '

judge would consider that good results could be ob
tained.

65. Chairman.—Would that be compulsory tillage in 
the Co. Donegal alone?—Not by any means. I think 
the idea would be to have compulsory tillage where- 
ever practicable throughout the country, in order to 
keep some of the workers from going to Scotland and 
America.

66. Would you be in favour of planting Irish-speak
ing colonies in districts at present essentially English- 
speaking in order to propagate the language?—It 
would be all right if you could1 get the people to go. 
You wo'uld not get them to go in large numbers, I am 
afraid, unless under very good conditions.

67. Would you get many of the Donegal peasantry to 
live in a sufficiently large colony that would be self- 
supporting?—There are so many that go to’ America 
from the various townlands that you would like to 
keep them at home, but I am not sure about the 
colony. Of course if they were bettering themselves 
they would go  ̂ I think.

68. Deputy Baxter,—In your statement you say :
“ The July closing of the schools is a matter 
for grumbling against managers, teachers, and 
Government. Country people say the small chil
dren can attend better in July and August than 
in the winter, and that the bigger children 
are not yet wanted for the harvest. It should be 
possible to arrange matters so as to remove 
this common source of dissatisfaction.”  Reply
ing to Father Cunningham, you said if it were a ques
tion of compulsory attendance it would be very unfair 
to enforce such a law rigidly, but you suggested you 
would enforce it rigidly in winter?—I would like to.

69. Do you think you could manage to consolidate ■ 
the parents about the period when Irish classes should 
be held and at the same time have the schools open at 
a period' that will enable all the children to be com
pelled to give attendance at school?—There is a 
middle period between the July and November months. 
September and October are the months in which the 
bigger children are engaged at the harvest and potato 
gathering The attendances are much greater in July. 
The Gaelic classes might be held late in August and 
on into September.

70. Your suggestion is that the period should be 
altered?—It should be advanced. I am only speaking 
of the Gaelic-speaking areas now.

71. With regard to compulsory attendance, you re
cognise that if compulsory attendance is rigidly 
enforced throughout the greater part of the country, 
and not in the Gaeltacht, the children attending 
school in the Galltacht will have advantages over the 
children in the Gaeltacht?—They will, surely.

72. On the other hand you suggest making up for 
that by continuing the age of leaving school from 
fourteen years to sixteen?—In some cases. It would 
depend on the children and the development of their 
knowledge.

73. Fr. Cunningham.—That refers only to a small 
area in Donegal?—Yes, and to children who are taken 
away for hire.

74. Deputy Ba rter.—That would apply to other 
areas, such as Connemara?—I don’t know. If chil
dren reach a certain standard at fourteen there is no 
reason why they should be kept at school compul
sorily. It is to make up for the deficiency which the 
economic conditions cause.

75. Suppose we were going to pass an Act to-morrow 
that if a child has not) given an attendance up to the 
jfige of fourteen that will equip him with education 
he will be compelled to continue up to sixteen?—He 
will be compelled in the winter time, because wa take 
it for granted that the* child has been hired.

76. Who would be the judges of this standard ?—In 
some places the 4th standard is taken as the leaving 
time. I  don’t know whether there is such a thing as 
a sort of Leaving Certificate for the national schools 
in the same way as the intermediate schools.

77. Would you make it a question of standard?— 
Yes.

77a. Is the teacher responsible for the advancement 
of pupils from one standard to another?—Of course- 
he is.

78. In doing that he is deciding whether a child will 
have to continue at school for a longer period?— Yes..

79. Do you think that administering the law woulcil 
make difficulties for the teacher ?—I suppose it would 
unless he could throw it back on the inspector. It
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would mean an individual examination for th-e in
spector. 1 suppose it would make difficulties for the 
teacher.

80. We had evidence here previously that the num
ber of Irish speakers in Donegal had increased in a 
number of parishes. Would you say the Crann Eithne 
had anything to do with that?—You put a question 
to me which appeals to my personal vanity. Of course 
Í  have been flattered in regard to' this matter from 
time toi time. One priest told nre that a few months 
after my visit to his parish more Irish was spoken in 
that parish than for the previous seven years. I have 
no doubt it did a great deal of good for Irish in the 
homes for the time, but the economic necessities are 
pressing oh it all the time.

81. You stated in reply to the Chairman that Irish 
speakers find a difficulty in reading Irish written in 
Irish characters. You indicated that years ago a 
number of your own people did. Did all the neigh
bours around read Irish ?—It was not in Irish charac
ters. It was in ordinary Roman characters.

82. An Seobhoc.— What percentage of the people 
would have been able to read Irish at all ?—The Irish 
speakers who were able to read English.

8.J. Was that due to the publication of Dr. Gal
lagher’s sermons?-—I think it was. Some of the old 
people I met knew Dr. Gallagher’s sermons word for 
\\ ord. The Diocesan Catechism was written in Roman 
characters. What happened was that the priests 
through the diocese had certain men and women ap
pointed, and they taught the people to prepare for 
Confirmation with this Catechism.

84. I'hairmim.—It was done in the school?—It was 
done in English in the schools at that time. It was not 
■done in Irish in the schools until twenty-five years 
ago.

85. la Xenbhae.—The knowledge of Irish came a 
great deal through religious instruction?—Y'es, of 
reading Irish.

86. And the acquaintance with reading came 
through the publication of Dr. Gallagher’s sermons ? 
— Yes. of reading Irish.

87. Deputy liiu ter .—In Appendix “ B ”  you say ■
“  During the periods of agricultural prosperity gene
rally and sea fishing success at home less than one per 
cent, of the population emigrated to America and 
ether countries ”  ?—I only refer to one particular con
gregation there.

88. What do you mean by “ the peiiods of agricul
tural prosperity ”  ? Was that what they would call a 
good season in Scotland and in Donegal ?—In East 
Donegal, Derry, and Scotland, to which the people 
went, Last season was a good season for our 
men, because there was a lot of rain, and our men 
had to use hoo'ks and scythes. Our people made a 
fine thing out of the raini in Scotland last year.

89. Y'ou don’t allude to what we call a plentiful har
vest at home?—The harvest at home would not keep 
them for two months in some parts of the congested 
areas.

90. Would it be fair to question you on compulsory 
tillage ?—It rvould not. I have not much experience 
of that matter.

91. Mr. Hanly.— Yon talk about continuation schools. 
Do you think they would come into these schools in 
sufficient numbers to warrant their establishment, 
that is fellows; of 16, 18 and 24 years of age?—In my 
particular district there has been a good number of 
people asking for that particular thing.

92. Was it tried in recent years ?—It was tried when 
I was a curate in Annagry.

93. What did you teach in these particular schools ? 
—Reading, writing, arithmetic and a little history.

94. Would there be a demand for a more advanced 
type of class ?—I have not thought of that.

95. Have you considered the possibilities of kelp 
burning ?—I am glad you spoke about that. When I 
was a boy in Fanad I  helped to gather the, material 
for the kelp. One year one firm paid £7,000 to the 
Gaelic-speaking people of Fanad for kelp. If that 
could be developed it would be a source of labour for 
some thousands of Gaelic speakers along the coast.

96. Is it treated in practically the same way now as 
when you were a boy?—Yes.

97. Under these conditions they have very little 
chance of competing with the more up-to-date 
methods in Scotland ?—I don’t know, but would it not 
be possible for our men to go over there and learn 
these things ? We have very intelligent young men 
around the coast.

98. I suppose in the country you are acquainted 
with there is a great tendency not to speak Irish to the 
children. Have you thought of any way in which 
you could discourage that?—I used to tell the parents 
that the children would get English enough at the 
schools and not to be speaking bad'. English to them 
at home.

99. You are strongly in favour of giving some kind 
of a pension to Irish-speaking families ?—I don’t know 
what the Finance Minister would say to it.

100. Would you be in favour of it?—Y’ es, something 
that would bring home to them that Irish was worth 
something. People say “  What is the good of it?"  In 
one place a) candid friend told me it was a crime for 
me to be telling the people to speak Irish when it was 
English alone than was worth having.

101. Is it your opinion that there is as much con
sideration given to Irish as to English?—There used 
not to be, but I think that may change.

102. .17i Xedbhac.—The outstanding fact of your evi
dence is that the resources of the land and sea in the 
Gaeltaeht are not sufficient to maintain the popula
tion ?—I am afraid that is a fact.

103. Y’ ou .are positive it is a fact?—I am positive 
there is not sufficient at present, and development 
must take some years.

104. Do you think it should be the State policy to 
keepi that population there all the time if it is found 
that any other agricultural possibilities are available ? 
—If they could find another place in the country for 
them economically desirable I don’t see why they 
should be assisted to stay there.

105. Do you think the population should be allowed 
to remain there on the prospect of their earnings in 
Scotland? Do you think that should be consciously 
promoted by the State ?—If the State could make pro
visions so as to make the noimal life of these people 
as happy as it' is now it should not be. Take the 
ordinary people there in normal times. They spend 
six months in Scotland. They are very careful, and 
they earn good money, and if there is a little home 
industry by the women they are able to get on. They 
like that kind of a life, and it would be a great wrench 
for them to be taken away from it unless a much 
better prospect could be clearly pointed out.
, 106. Has that sort of life made a sort of indepen
dence in them—the ability to strike out and make 
their own way ?—If they were willing to move to some 
other part of Ireland on to the land that would be a 
fair guarantee of success?—I believe they would make 
it a success. They almost create land at home.

107. What experience have those who migrate to 
Scotland of the more up-to-date methods of tillage ?— 
Except that they are keen observers, they would not 
have any training. They could tell you how such 
and such cro'ps were raised, but they could not tell 
you the reason for it.

108. Do they get experience of the handling of ma
chinery ?—Certainly they do.

109. In that respect they would not be handicapped 
•if they had farms of their own?—I don’t think they 
would, Very little training would make them quite 
expert.

110. As a result of the migration of these people, do 
you think that there is a tendency to weaken the Irish 
in the homes?—Take Cloughaneely, the Rosses, and 
Gweedore, my experience in these places was that 
when they came back they were finished with English 
at the railway station until they went away again.

111. Does that hold for all the migratory districts 
where Irish is less known ?—I cannot be sure of that.
It is quite likely that in other parts where Irish is not 
so strong that this is a further means of wiping out 
Irish.

112. Do you think that the closing of the English- 
speaking part of the year is very strongly due to the 
strength of Irish in these districts?—Y'es.

113. If Irish weakened in these parts the same rule 
would hold?—No.

114. It is a question of time until these places are 
less Gaelic ?—What time will it come ?

114a .In Fear N o r - —It must come if you consider the 
rest of the country. It is only a question of time.

115. Art Xeabhac.—I am interested in the migration 
of these people. These people are practically depen
dent on what they earn in Scotland and on what their 
friends send back from America?—Yes, except the 
fishing or the home industries are good. In a number
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-of these places there is no such thing as a farm in the 
.ordinary sense.

H6. Doj you think this economic arrangement will 
hold in its connection with Scotland ? Is there no pos
sibility that the thing might suddenly collapse alto
gether and the population would have to clear off to 
-America or go to the workhouse?—Of course any
thing is possible. Take the normal circumstances. 
Some of these people have been going to the same 
farm for the last forty years, and as long as farm con
ditions continue as they are a large number of these 
people will have the same way of living as they have 
now.

117. Do you think that that economic arrangement 
should continue, or should there be an effort made to 
provide something else?—That is very difficult to 
answer. You would have to go amongst the people 
and ask themselves.

118. Do you think the people themselves are the 
best judges ? Can they see very much beyond two or 
three years?—Naturally, they cannot, but farming 
conditions are a fairly constant factor.

119. You mentioned a while ago that the children 
are sent to service for part of the year at eleven years 
of age?—Yes.

120. What is the general standard of education of 
the ordinary young people of that area?—You might 
say they are able in a kind of a way to read and 
write. That is the normal, but you will get a small 
percentage who remain at school and they are very 
bright. There are scholarships at St. Eunan’s College, 
Letterkenny, for sixth standard national school boys.

121. Do Irish-speaking boys get these?—Yes, they 
get a good percentage of them, and a special 
scholarship for the boy who gets highest marks in a 
special Irish paper if he is normal in the other 
things.

122. Do a lot of people lapse back into a sort of 
illiteracy as a result of very small education?—They 
are able to read papers and write letters.

123. That is about as much as you will get any
where ?—Yes, that is all.

124. In these schools which were bilingual for twelve 
or thirteen years have the pupils who are now 29 and 
26 years maintained that literary knowledge of 
Irish?—They don’t keep up their interest in reading 
Irish for the simple reason that they have not got 
newspapers in Irish. In country places a news
paper is their literature. In regard to the question 
of patriotism and nationality, very many don’t con
sider it their duty to continue speaking Irish.

125. Is it like this, that while they might think it 
their duty to be a member of some political organi
sation to show their nationalism, the fact that they 
know Irish they consider no qualification ?—They 
don’t think that merely knowing Irish makes any 
one a patriotic Irishman. At the same time they 
would do anything for the country. They would die 
for it without having an idea that Irish was an 
essential thing for patriotism.

126. The political propagandists have left Irish 
out ?—Political propaganda was dumped on us in 
English, and sometimes I had to speak very hard 
about it.

127. Outside political propagandists what has been 
.thgeffect of the administrative machine in that part? 
S,-j-We all know the effect the English Government 
^machinery had was to turn the people’s minds from 
Hxhe language.
I 128. In regard to the present administration, has 
'there been any improvement from the point of view 
of the language?—Yes, in my immediate neighbour
hood the Clerk of the Court and the District Justice, 
Mr. Louis Walsh, are Irish speakers, and the bulk of 
the court work is done in Irish. When a lawyer 
turns up who does not know Irish there is a diffi
culty.

129. Is that difficulty as much present in Donegal 
as an anglicising agent as it is in Connemara, where 
there is only one Irish-speaking solicitor?—The per
centage Of Irish speakers amongst the lawyers is 
smaU.

130. Is it possible in your district that the District 
Justice, the clerk and the litigants might all know 
Irish and that the solicitor engaged by one of the 
litigants might not know Irish, and that the whole 
case would have to be done in English?—I saw that 
done.

131. Because Of the solicitor ?—Yes.
132. Has that difficulty arisen with the Garda

Siochana?—To some extent, but the sergeant is an 
Irish speaker, and whenever he has a case he can 
conduct it in Irish.

133. But for the whole country ?—I am afraid there 
would be a very limited number of those who could 
conduct cases in Irish.

134. How is it in connection with the other depart
ments of State service—the old age pensions section, 
for instance?—As far as the old age pensions section 
is concerned, our committee is Gaelic speaking, ,but 
the pensions officer has no Irish at all. The superin
tendent at Letterkenny has no Irish either. W e sent 
in affidavits in Irish and the old pqople thought that 
because they were in Irish they did not get any 
pensions.

135. Mr. Haidy.—Is that since the change of 
Government ?—Yes.

136. An Heabhac.—In these districts could public 
officials carry out their duties without having to 
resort to English and do it efficiently and satisfac
torily ?—I think they could.

137. Chairman.—Has the interpreter, as such, en
tirely disappeared from Donegal?—I think so.

138. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Do they require a special 
interpreter on occasions then ?—Either the clerk of 
the court or the justice are Irish speakers, and an 
interpreter is not required. The two justices who 
work the whole county, Mr. Walsh and Mr. O’Han- 
rahan, are good Irish speakers.

139. An hrnhhar.—If an official went down to any 
part of that red coloured portion of the map where the 
percentage is above 90, and if he did not know any 
English, could he do his work as an old age pensions 
officer?—I don’t see why he should not be able to do 
his work. There would be only a very small proportion 
of the people who would not know Irish.

140. How is the Local Government machine in regard 
to the use of it, medical officers, rate collectors, etc? 
—The medical officer in my district is not a native of 
the county, but he understands Irish, and his family 
are all Irish speakers.

141. What percentage of the doctors would know 
Irish and use it in diagnosing their cases?—I would not 
know that. The doctor in the next parish knows 
Irish, and in Gweedore Dr. Carr knows Irish. Dr. 
McDevitt and Dr. Byrne, and nearly all recently ap
pointed, know Irish.

142. Have you any idea of the relative percentage 
nf Donegal people who become teachers in Donegal?— 
Some are from other counties.

143. Even from Kerry ?—One of our best men is 
from Kerry.

144. Is the reason you have not been able to staff
your schools with Donegal teachers that the children 
do not attend school long enough to be able to 
become candidate teachers?—Yes. That was the
case in the past.

145. Do you think Donegal could produce teachers? 
—Yes; if they had opportunities they could overflow 
the country. Even at present many of our parishes 
are fully staffed with native teachers.

146. Can you suggest any arrangement whereby 
that state of things could be established and suffi
cient teachers made for Donegal?—The idea was to 
have preparatory schools for teachers, and to take 
Irish-speaking pupils of the sixth and seventh stan
dard and prepare them in that way.

147. How would they be chosen?—That would be 
difficult. If you have a surplus of candidates I sup
pose tile inspectors would do it.

148. You heard of the proposal to discontinue the 
monotorial system and set up preparatory schools 
instead. Would that serve the purpose you have in 
mind?—I  have a liking for a monotorial system, because 
the children in our districts remain at home in the 
Irish-speaking atmosphere while they are getting mono- 
toria-1 training.

149. Is it possible that the preparatory college could 
be as Irish-speaking?—That is the grand ideal.

150. In regard to the teaching of Irish you made a 
suggestion that if the parents would cease speaking 
English to the children at home you guaranteed that 
their knowledge of English in school would be im
proved, do you think that would be working against 
the language finally in the district?—Not if the home 
is secure. That is my experience.

151. Will you be providing that the home will be 
secure in twenty-five years?—If these people grow up 
with the idea that Irish is the dominant language they 
will keep it, naturally.
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152. Your idea is that English be made a commercial 
qualification and that Irish be made the home lan
guage and the official language?— Yes.

153. Do you think that in the circumstances Irish can 
be entrenched so firmly that it can hold against all 
influences?—If it cannot hold in these circumstances, 
what is to make it hold.

154. That is what we are here to find out. Do you 
think they will be satisfied to experiment with the 
Ministry of Education’s plan for four or five years 
and give it a trial?—They cannot see any tangible 
result from the Ministry’s plan at present.

155. Have you in Donegal a school to show the suc
cess of the Ministry’s plan, that is where Irish was 
taught for the first two years and English was taught 
afterwards, and where Irish has benefited?—I have 
not been round the schools since 1921, and I could not 
say.

156. Do the people down there think the rest of Ire
land, the Government, the church, and the professions 
are in earnest about the maintenance of Irish?—Some 
of them will tell you “  these people are advising us to 
speak Irish and they won’t speak it themselves.”

157. If you make it a paying language they will 
speak it without any trouble?.—Yes.

158. An Fear Mór.—Have any of the Garda Siochana 
been recruited from your district?— Yes, some of them.

159. How many?—Not a large number, perhaps 
half-a-dozen-

160. And from the Irish-speaking districts of Done- , 
gal?—I cannot tell you that, but I think a number of 
them have.

161. Do you know of any from tfle Irish-speaking 
districts who were rejected?—There was a boy who 
reached seventh or eighth standard at school, and who 
was rejected because he was half-an-inch under the 
height. I understand that in the past sons of B.I.C. 
men were allowed in under the standard. Why should 
a man who is short in the legs and long in the head 
not get in ?

162. When did he present himself?—About nine 
months ago.

163. Fiachra •Eilgcach.—Is he likely to grow?—He 
is young enough for growth,

±64. They have refused men for one-eighth of an 
inch. They want big men to give a good impression?— 
Yes, but our young Irish speakers would more than 
make up for slight physical contraction by mental ex
pansion.

165. An Fear Mór.—In connection with religious 
instruction, has most of it been conducted through the 
medium of Irish?—Wherever the children are able to 
make an intelligent use of the Catechism, Irish is 
used.

106. Must they speak it at home in order to qualify, 
in that sense?—A good deal depends on the particular 
school. If the big majority of the children in the 
school are Irish speakers they will get the Cate
chism in Irish. Often I  had to examine in both 
languages.

167. In the parish of Raphoe what would be the 
language in which religious instruction would be given? 
—It would be given in English altogether, except the 
prayers. They would have to have them in Irish. It 
was felt it would not be desirable to teach the Cate
chism in Irish to children who did not understand Irish.

168. Are there many parishes in Donegal in which 
instruction is given entirely in Irish?—A large number..

169. Are they decreasing or increasing?—There is 
not much change. The Irish-speaking districts are sort 
of centralised.

170. Have you any Irish-speaking districts in which 
religious instruction is given altogether through the 
medium of English?—I don’t think there is.

170a. I s the instruction continued in the churches in 
Irish in these Irish-speaking districts?—Church Cate
chism "classes generally follow the local school rule as 
to language.

171. Deputy Hogan.—The Donegal people are 
anxious to have something in their bodies like the 
people of other parts of the Gaeltacht?—Yes.

172. Would you agree in the case of migrants that it 
is the fact that they are migrants that gives an 
economic value to English?— Yes, of course

173. If you give them economic independence English 
would cease to nave an economic value for them?— 
Yes.

174. If you could secure the dual purpose of making 
economically independents the migrants and those who 
remain at home you would abolish the idea of English

altogether?—That for us is, as yet, a far-off ideal; and 
while English retains its present position it cannot be 
neglected. Much of its literature is appreciated by 
educated people who have native languages of their 
own throughout Europe.

175. Would it be possible to arrange that the land íd 
the congested districts could be so re-divided that eco
nomic independence could be given to those'who 
remain, and that the migrants could be given some 
land1 outside to give them economic independence ?— 
That is a big question considering the number of them 
who! are along the coast.

176. In Appendix “ A ”  you suggest that there is not. 
much land for division ?—There is not. There are big 
tracts of mountain, bogs and lakes.

177. Mr. Hanly.—Are you referring to the whole of 
it?—I am referring to the whole of it. In the Lagan 
district you could not interfere with the land.

178. You said it would be a wrench if they were asked 
to adopt a different mode of life?—Yes.

179. Is it not a greater wrench to have to go away 
for a few months every year?—-Some who go away are 
more attached to their homes than people who stay at 
home. You cannot have economic farming in the 
county itself for a large number of the people referred 
to.

180. Mr. Mu-riarty.—How far do you think the back
ward conditions are due to the fact that they 
migrate from it?—There is no such thing as backward
ness of the land in migratory districts. The kind of 
land they have is used to the best advantage, and in 
fact it is over-laboured.

181. So there is no possibility of improving the land 
there so that the population could be profitably em
ployed on their farms ?—Nothing more than they do. 
They wait until they have the potatoes and com. 
planted and; the| women do the rest.

182. They do a little reclamation, I  suppose?—Every 
inch that can be reclaimed. I have seen three or four 
new' families started in the mountains in one year. 
They build houses, and you see plots of cabbage, 
potatoes and corn soon afterwards.

183. Could that be extensively changed?—There is 
room for expansion.

184. That is retarded to a great extent by the migra
tion of the male population ?—I don’ t think so. It is a 
question of how they would hold the land. It is only 
cut-away bog, and according as it is cut away the 
people simply get hold of it and make little farms 
out of it.

185. How far are the people in these districts de
pendent on American remittances?—They are not so- 
dependent as in other parts.

186. You are aware that Arran Mór depends on 
American remittances?—It does in recent years. Be
fore that it was a question of fishing and migration,

187. What would you say to a proposition of opening 
up these districts by good roads and railway facilities 
to improve the economic position of the people there ? 
—Not unless you have industries. There is a railway 
there and it is going to be closed because there is 
nothing to be done with it. Where, the railway be
gins to be used is outside the Gaeltacht.

188. Are you intimate with the fishing area in 
Donegal?—I have a sort of nodding acquaintance 
with it.

189. Take Downing’s Bay, the fishing has been bad 
(there for a considerable number of years owing to- 
causes the fishermen were not responsible for. Can 
you say why they are not now throwing themselves, 
into their boats and going after the herrings so keenly 
looked for in Germany ?—Those herrings were caught 
in the immediate neighbourhood of Tory Island, and 
it was with the ring nets they got them.

190. The Scotchmen were over in Buncrana fishing 
for herrings and the Donegal men were not so keen 
about it. What is the reason of that supineness? Is 
'the easy living they got during the war responsible 
for the feeling that they should live easily?—The 
Scotchmen had the advantage of bigger boats, with, 
good gear, and could safely go out when and where 
our men could not. Around Innishbofin and Tory Isfand 
the people were really starving for the past three or 
four years until suddenly two months ago the herring 
came along and there was no neglect in getting at 
them.

191. As regards the cottage industries, you suggested, 
a central depót for selling products. Would you be in 
favour of extending the co-operative principle -to- 
marketing the products, o:r would you be in favour
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of centralising the marketing through a Dublin 
agency ?—The Dublin agency would he the least cum
bersome, and1 you could have a smaller number of 
men whose experience would be more extensive. They 
Could go further afield and get a larger survey of 
things. When 1 was in Carrick men were sending 
their homespuns to Germany and Switzerland.

192. The more centralised the organisation the 
wider the market?—Yes.

193. Apart from the troubles in the country, was 
.there any other reason why the homesput industry 
should have collapsed so utterly?—There was this 
reason, that the people did not make it up to the stan
dard they should have made it.

194. Looking at the Gaeltacht area generally, and 
your own area in particular, how have the poorer dis
tricts along the west coast fared in recent years with 
Tegard to the special attention the Government has 
paid to it for remedying the conditions ?—The idea of 
the people is that the old C. D. B. paid far more atten
tion to them than the present Government is paying 
to them.

195. How far would you say the C. D. B. help went 
to weaken their nature ?—As far as our people are con
cerned it did not weaken them. As regards housing, 
the people build1 their own houses. It was the manly 
people who; took advantage of the C. D. B. schemes.

196. Did these do a great deal of good ?—They 
added very much to the comfort of the people of 
Donegal.

197. Chairman.—Did the C. D. B. do more to help 
housing than the present Government has done or is 
doing under the present housing Acts?—Only in
quiries have been made by the officials of the present 
Government, but it is expected that they will do a 
good deal in that way.

198. Mr. Mori arty.—Would you say that some special 
department- is necessary to look after the economic 
welfare of the Gaeltacht?—Yes, there is something 
special required that would instil the idea into the 
people that they were really favoured by the Govern
ment.

199. Fiachra Eilgeach.—You have plenty of granite 
in the county ?—An abundance.

200. No granite has been brought from Aberdeen 
to build churches ?—Not that I am aware of.

201. Nor marble from Italy?—I expect there would 
be. The Cathedral in Letterkenny is built of Mount 
Charles stone, and churches generally in Raphoe 
diocese have had all possible Irish material put into 
them.

202. You have also something like fuller's earth ?— 
I never heard of it in the districts I resided in.

203. In the case of people sending fish to Hamburg, 
are the people sharp enough to know whether the 
fish is intended for Germany or Russia?—It does not 
matter to them provided the price is good.

204. Is it a fact that the demand for herrings from 
Ireland is dependent on the success of the potato 
crop in Russia?—I don’t know.

205. With regard to the migration of the Donegal 
people to Scotland, do girls still go ?—A limited num
ber go for the potato picking.

206. There must have been a change for the better 
in regard to the scandalous housing conditions that 
prevailed ?—I think so.

207. Do the men complain of the housing con
ditions ?—They used to, but I have not heard of any 
complaints recently.

208. Do they go to England?—No, to Scotland only, 
but they might extend into the North of England.

209. At what age do the girls go?—The girls don’t 
go from the parish I am stationed in. It seems to 
be confined to a limited circle now

Chairman.—Thank you very much, Father, for your 
very interesting evidence.

I; $  *1- 'f»

Bhi an Rditeas seo leands ó An t-Athair Daithi Ua 
Conchubhair (Coloiste Bhreandin Xaomtha, Cill Airne), 
i Idmhaibh na.gCoimisinciri :—

Acar na Gaeltachta■
1. Lesmuig de pharóisde Bail 'an Fhéirtéirigh agus 

fo Bhaile tuath i bparóisde Chathair Domhnall (Cúm an 
t-sleamhacáin, Rinn Iarach, Ráth) agus cúpla áit i 
bparóisde na Dromaide is Baile na Sceilge, (An Cuma- 
rach, Barra na hEfnne, Bólus) (timcheall 70 tig ar 
fad) is beag má td aon Ghaeltacht i gCiarraidhe> má

tuigtear leis an nGaeltacht aon áit ná labhartar ann 
acht an Ghaoluinn mar gnaith theanga na h-áite. Acht 
má tharraingtear line ó Ghleann-Garbh go Neidin agus 
suas tré Cill Orglain agus as san ó thuaidh díreach tré 
Sliabh Mis chun na fairge, d ’fhéadfá a rádh go labhar
tar an Ghaoluinn—a bheag no a mhór—ar an dtaobli 
thiar de’n line sin.

2. Tuigeann na sean daoine go léir i agus na daoine 
meadhon aósda (ós cionn 50 bl.) leis agus fé ’n dtuaith 
faghann na paisdi cabhair sa bhaile le n-a gceactaibh 
Gaoluinne. Nil aon amhras acht go bhfuil an teanga, 
mar gnáith theanga, ag fágail báis go tiugh. Thógfadh 
sé móran trioblóide, agus i sin go luath, chun, na 
Gaoluinne do chur go bed brioghmhar ann airis. Gidh 
go dtuigtear ann i ni cuirtear i bhfeidm i ro-mhinic. 
Mar sin is fiú cúram fé leith do thabhairt do’n cheann- 
tar go Idir.

.Y a  Feadhmanna'ujh.
3. Laistig de’n line—Gleann Garbh go Sliabh Mis— 

is annamh a chuirtoar an Ghaoluinn i bhfeidm ag luch 
na gComhairle bPoblaidhe ná ag aon bhailiughadh 
poiblidhe, acht uaireanta chun bladhmainn. Ni thuig- 
eann móran oifigeach ná feadhmanach an teanga. 
Chuireas féin litir chun muintire na cánac i dTráighli 
leath bhliadhain ó shoin. Tá sé gan) fhreagra ids. 
Bhi si scriobhtha as Gaoluinn. Sin é an chdis is docha. 
Ni chuireann na feadhmannaigh i gcoinnibh na tean- 
gann, ni chuidigheann siad go mdr léi acht comh beag. 
Td an seeal ceadna ag an gcléir—ag a bhfurmhdr aea 
go háirighthe.

4. Chraobhsgaoil an t-easbog riaghail blianta d shoin 
ndr mhdr do gach sagart dg fear-fa bheith ábalta ar 
sheanamdinti do thabhairt as Gaoluinn, agus go gcaith- 
feadh gach mdintedir an teasteas dd-theangthach a 
thaisbáint chun puist d ’fhághail ’sa bhfairce. Is 
deacair uaireanta bheith seasamhach leis an riaghail 
san. Nil aon bhaint agam leis na “  Gáirdaibb 
Síothehána ”  acht cloisim go bhfuil siad ag glacadh leis 
an nGaoluinn go ddrachtach gidh nd fuil mdran Gael- 
gediri in a measg. Nilim acht ag tagairt do’n tuairim 
eoitcianta. Is fearr atá fios na ceiste seo ag daoinibh 
eile. Acht deirim ndr eheart aon “  Gárda ”  nd aon 
ghiústís, nd stidrthdir eile, ndr Gaelgedir, do thabhairt 
laistig de’n line theorthanach. Nil sprid nd ionntaoibh 
ag aoinne beagnach anois- Teastuigheann griosughadh 
uatha.

Economics.
5. Ni maith liom aon nidh a rddh mar gheall ai an 

rud so. Ceist iseadh i go mbainfeadh a rdidhteach 
codladh na hoidhche de dhaoinibh go bhfuil nios md 
taithighe aca uirthe nd mar atd agam-sa.

6. Is ldir, amhtach, go bhfuil an Ghaeltacht is an 
bhreac Gaeltacht cois fairge, agus gur feirmeoiri is 
iasgairi is md na daoine a chomhnuigheann ionnta. Is 
beag md td aon—tslighe beatha eile aca seachas an 
fhdirmedireacht is an iasgaireacht agus ni fheadar an 
ionmholta an rud (• ann dcwntds du chur ar bun ionnta, 
is a iargeultaighe is ataid ó mhargadhaibh. Talamh 
fiadhan is md atd ionnta, idir sldibhte is mhdinte is 
mhonga. D ’fhdadfaidhe mordn maitheasa a dhéanamh 
ldireach leis na hditeanna so do thaoscadh is do 
shaothrughadh agus coillte do chur. D ’fhéadfaidhe 
leis, b ’fhéidir, an fheirmeoracht is an iasgaireacht agus 
gac Céard a theidheann les do dhdanamh nios treise le 
gach saghas buntdiste do thabhairt do’n dream a 
mhaireann ortha.

7. Fé ldthair is digin rud a dhdanamh a ohuirfidh 
cosg leis an imirce as an nGaeltacht. (Deintear 
statistics na himirce i gcomhair na rdithe seo caiththe 
d ’iniúcadh. Chuirfeadh siad scannradh ar aoinne) - 
Is fid mactnamh é gur ’san Gaeltacht atd na hditeanna 
is deise in Eirinn agus taobh amuigh des na cathar- 
achaibh gur ciiclia is md a thagann ua teastalaidhthe. 
Mar san, teastuigheann ’san Gaeltacht bdithre nios 
fearr ar fad, tighthe dsda nios fearr agus cdir nios 
deise is nios slachtmbaire.

8. Rud eile, bionn fonn ar theastalaidhthibh fdirinf 
do thabhairt leo abhaile. Dioltar mordn diobh annso, 
I gCill Airne leo, agus tugtar annso d tiorthaibh eile na 
fdirini sin ar chostas mhdr. Cad ina thaobh nach ndein- 
tear iad siud ’sa Gaeltacht agus iad do choisaint le cain 
from ? Deintear rudai sin i dtir na hEilbhdise.

9. Muna gcuiridh obair mar sin cosg leis an imirce 
ni fearr obair a dhdanfai—comh fada is atd an t-slighe 
ann—nd na Gaelgeoiri do thogaint ina dtaintibh go dti 
talamh fairsing na meadhon tire agus aoraidheacht a 
dhdanamh ortha annsan fd mar a dhdanfai ortha ’sa
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Gaeltacht chun na Gaoluinne do choiméad beó is i do 
leathadh.

Oideachas.
10. De réir mar a chloisim agus mar a chim tá 

feabhas ag teacht ar an na bunscoilibh i dtaobh na 
Gaoluinne le cúpla bliadbain annuas. Muintear rud 
beag stáire is tlacht-eolas as Gaoluinn anois ionnta. Is 
féidir an feabbas san d ’fheicsint ar na buachaillibb a 
tháinig isteacb cughainn, i gCill Aime, i mbliadbna, 
chun na scoile idirmheadhonaighe. Tuigeann siad caint 
simplidhe maith a ndóthain; is íéidir leó sgealta beaga 
d ’innsint is do thuigsint agus comhradh simplidhe do 
cboimeád ar siubhal.

11. Deireann sagart liom, go bhfuil fhios aige, go 
múintear an Ghaoluinn go sár mhaith i mbreis is leath
des na sgoileannaibh laistig de’n line roimh ráidhte agus 
go caoidheasach maith ins na- sgoileannaibh eile.

12. Má tá aon locht ann easbadh leabhar is mó fé 
ndeara é agus ná fuil múinteóirl éigin comh oilte 'san 
dteangain is ba cheart iad a bheith, Má chuirtear 
chuige ni deacair an sgéal so do leigheas i gcionn 
tamaillln le leabhair oireamhnacha is paipéiri nuaidh- 
eachta ionmholta do scaipeadh go saor imeasg na 
ndaoine agus gléas a cheapadh chun Gaelgeóirí d ’fhoir- 
biughadh mar oidi sgoile.

13. Ni baoghal go mbeidh aon cbeataighe ar Gael- 
geóir óg ar fhághaint na Gaeltachta dó má thugann 
muintir an riaghaltais—is cuma cé an dream polataidh- 
eachta atá i gceannas—cothrom na féinne do theanga 
dhuthchais an Ghaelgeóra, agus má chuireann muintir 
an leighinn is na comhacht meas uirthe. Propaganda a 
dhéanfaidh an obair sin.

14. A mhalairt de sgéal seachas ceataigbe a bheidh 
ag an nGaelgeoir má fheuctar chun a oideachais ar 
feadh a óige agus slighe bheatha bheith i ndán dó in a 
dhiadh san. Agus anois chun tosnuighthe agus mar 
deimhniughadh ar dheaghthoil muintire na comhachta 
is an ghradaim nach furuiste folmhais in oifig an phuist, 
ins na banncaibh, in oifigibh an bhothair iarrainn agus 
in oifigibh na cánae, etc., do lionadh le daoinibh as an 
nGaeltacht. Ni mór an leigheann a theastuigheann 
chun na bpost siiid.

15. D 'fhéadfaidhe leis na cailini bochta sa Ghaeltacht 
d'oileamhaint i dtreó go dtogfadh siad cúram leanbhal 
muinntire an ghradaim is an tsaidhbhris ’sa Ghalltacht 
agus an Ghaoluinn do scaipeadh mar sin.

16. Bud eile i gcionn cúpla bliadhain ni cheart aon 
phost fé ’n rialtas, nd eéim Iolsgoile, do thabhairt d ’aon 
duine 6g gan Ghaoluinn agus i go liomhtha aige leis. 
Geist an oideachais is bun le réidhteach ceiste na Gael
tachta ar fad. Is é an ehei-t is luaithe réidhteach, is 
saoire réfdhteach, agus is tairbhthighe réidhteach. Is 
tré oideachas sa Ghaeltacht agus tré oideachas na 
nGaelgeoiri a thogfair an teanga airis agus a leathfair 
tré’n tir airis i. Caithfear mar sin bheith flaitheamhal 
leis an nGaeltacht ar feadh tamaill agus de réir mar a 
bheidh an toradh ag borradh—Gaelgeoírí óga oilte— 
scaiptear ar fuaid na tire iad chun cabhruighthe leis an 
dteangain, ins na sgoiltibh, ins na oifigibh agus ins na 
cúirtibh.

17. Ba cheart, mar sin, sár oidi do thabhairt isteach 
’san Gaeltacht- muna bhfuil siad ann eh-eana, is cuma 
cad é an costas, má’s éigin féin sgaraimhaint leis na 
daoinibh atá ann, ar thuarasdal iomlán (full pay 
pension).

18. Is ceart leis leanbhaidhe a mhealladh ar gach 
saghas ohuma, go mór mhór leanbhaidhe go bhfuil an 
mheabhair cinn aca—biadh is éadach do thabhairt do 
leanbhaibh bochta agus airgead féin a dhioladh leo acht 
teacht chun sgoile, duaiseanna do thabhairt dóibh de 
réir mar a éirigheann leo, agus mar bhárr air sin 
oideacas saor idirmheadhonach do thabhairt dóibh i

,> sgoileanaibh (Grád A nó Grád B). Má’s fiú é an teanga 
11 do shaothrughadh peacadh marbhthach is ead an 

spriúnlathacht.
19. Ba mhaith an rud é leis cumainn go mheadh 

spéis aca i n-obair na teangan do chur ar bun ’san 
Gaeltacht. Theastoehadh innte leis timthiri, agus iad go 
fiuirseach—daoine go mbeadh seasamh is fonn oibre 
ortha agus a chuirfidh muinin ins na daoinibh. Ni 
dheineann an duine ná tagann ann acht go hannamh 
morán maitheasa. Nil ann acht leath sgéal. D ’fhéad- 
fadh na timthiri sin “  aontaighthe ”  agus feiseanna 
bheith ann agus daoine a thabhairt isteach innti ar 
thurus ó gach áird de’n tir na laethanna san, chun na 
b.-oibre a mholadh agus aithris a dhéanamh uirthe.

20. Is beag eolas atá agam ar obair a deintear i 
mbuidheanaibh fé Chéard Oideachais i dtaobh na Gaol
uinne de réir deallraimh ni fill é an tairgead a cailltear 
leo. Nilim ag cur milleáin ar aoinne. Tá morán

buidhean mar sin i gCiarraidhe, acht . . . ni fheadair.
21. Ag trácht ar na meadhon sgoileannaibh, ba cheart

gan glacadh le haon sgoil feasda na beidh an gléás 
ceadna innti chun an Ghaoluinn do mhuineadh agus 
atá chun an Béarla a mhuineadh—an Ghaoluinn a mhúi- 
neadh as Gaoluinn ar fad agus cuid des na h-adhbha- 
raibh eile do mhúineadh tré Ghaoluinn. Nac é sin 
an ceart. Tá an t-éileamh san de réir hun reachta na 
tire—biodh si ina Saorstát nó ina Poblacht—ná biodh 
aon lúb-ar-lár ar an rún so. Aon sgoil ná glacfaidh leis, 
uirthi féin a bhiodh. Ná tugtar aon airgead a 
bhailightear fé ’n mbun reacht di. Ni cheart nios mó 
trócaire do thabhairt dos na meadhon-mhúinteóiribh ná 
dos na bun-mhúinteóiribh agus a luighead a rádh. Is 
aca is lugh atá an Ieathsgéal. I  ngach meadhon sgoil, 
beaghnach, muintear Laidin, Stáir, is tslacht-eolas is 
an Ghaoluinn féin. D ’fhéad-f aidhe iad siúd do
mhuineadh as Gaoluinn. Mhúineas féin Ceimseata is 
stáir is tslacht eolas as Gaoluinn ar feadh bliadhna.

22. Ni aontuighim ar fad leis an duine uasal nuair
a dubhairt sé nár dheacra na matematice do mhfiineadh 
as Gaoluinn ná as Bearla. B ’fhéidir go bhfuil an ceart 
aige chomh fada agus a theigheann an buachaill go 
bhfuil an mheabhair chinn aige. A mhalairt ar fad atá 
ffor nuair atá buachailli gan mheabhair i gceist agus 
gán Gaoluinn leis. Agus cuige sin tabharfad iarracht 
fé Chomhairle. Is cruaidh an obair i ar an múinteór fé 
láthair aon adhbhar do mhuineadh as Gaoluinn. 
D'aontochainn nios fearr leis an duine uasal san dá 
mbeadh leabhair comhmaith againn as Gaoluinn is 
atá i mBéarla—nó leabhair maith féin. Is deacair moránj 
eolais do thabhairt do bhuidhean mhóir buachailli gan I 
leabharaibh oireamhnacha agus choiméad ar coitnh 
chéim le buachaillibh na leabhar (Béarla). Mar sin ni | 
leor 10% sa bhreis ins na mareannaibh ná ins an : 
airgead fé láthair. ...——'

23. Taréis cúrsa íomláin do thabhairt i meadhon 
sgoil (Grád A nó Grád B) bheadh ana chuid Gaoluinne 
ag buachaill. Labharfadh sé go blasda beacht líomtha 
i- Tá deic sgoil idir mheadhonacha. i bhfairche Cirra- 
idhe, sé cinn i gcomhair ná mbuachaillí is ceithre 
cinn i gcomhair na gcailiní. D ’fhéadfadh siad siúd 
morán a dhéanamh ar son na Gaoluinne dá gcabhruightí 
leo. Múintear an Ghaoluinn ionnta go léir agus ’na 
theannta san, annson againne, muintear Algebar as 
Gaoluinn, Stáir is tlact-eolas is an Teagasg Criostaidhe 
as Gaoluinn do gach duine. Na mic leighinn a bheidh 
ag teacht isteach ionnta ni bheidh siad ar chothrom leis 
an nGaoluinn toisg is a mi-chothromaighe is a labhartar 
i ’san gceanntair. Chun cothrom na féinne do thabh
airt do gach duine caithfir iad a roinnt i mbuideannaibh 
beaga—na mic leighinn maithe do thabhairt leo féin 
agus na mic leighinn measartha bheith leo féin. Beidh 
gádh le n-a tuilleadh oidi chuige sin. Cé chaillfidh 
leo?

24. Mar crioch ar an sgéal teastuigheann cuid mhaith 
airgid agus misneach is sprid gan staonadh chun an 
Gaoluinn do chur chun cinn. Ma’s fin aon nidh í isfiú 
mórán i. Creidim-se gur fid Eire i. Cailltear Eire léi 
mar sin, nó in ainm Dé eirightear as an magadh.

(Signithe), DAITHI UA CONCHUBHAIR
(Sagart).

Mi nn Bealtaine 2, 1925.

AN T A T H A I R  D A I T H I  UA CONCHUBHAIR. 
examined.

1- Chairman.—You sent in your statement rather in a 
hurry, and I owe you an apology for not writing as 
you asked. Are there any additions or comments you 
have to make regarding it?—When a thing is done 
in a hurry like that there is rather a danger of some
thing untoward being found in it. Perhaps I should 
have given it more consideration than I did.

2. Can you tell us how long is your experience of the 
Gaeltacht and educational matters in the Gaeltacht?—
I was born in the breac-Gaeltacht, but I had no Irish 
growing up in the national school, except perhaps a few 
ordinary words, until I went to a secondary school 
and to Maynooth where I did Irish for first arts. 
After that I went on to philosophy and did no 
more Irish for examination. During these periods 
I kept in touch with the leath-Gaeltacht and the 
Gaeltacht, and I spent most of my holidays there. 
After my ordination I was attached to the seminary, 
and during that time I taught most of the subjects 
in the curriculum of the school, and in recent years,
I  have been teaching history and geography, Greek 
and Irish. A few years ago when, the Dáil cup. 
was' put forward we made an effort to compete
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for it, but owing to certain circumstances we were 
not able to carry it. That year I had charge of senior 
mathematics and junior geometry. I  taught to some 
extent though Irish, and I devoted a fair amount of 
time to teaching history and geography through Irjsh. 
We found at the end of the year that it did not pay 
to teach these subjects through Irish. The pupils could 
not learn the subject through Irish and prepare for 
the Intermediate examinations as then set, and we gave 
it up until this year. We teach Irish in all the classes 
and, in addition, portion of the Christian Doctrine class 
is conducted through Irish.

In the preparatory grade I teach history and geo
graphy through Irish and another teaches algebra 
through the medium of Irish. That is a summary 
of the position of Irish in the seminary.

3. How many years’ experience have you?—Seven 
,\ears in a secondary school.

4. Are there any additional points you want to make 
with regard to the matters in your statement?—I just 
want to say that the Irish programme for secondary

. schools is very suitable, and gives an opportunity to 
most boys to acquire a fairly good knowledge of Irish. 
Any student who goes through the full course will have 
a fairly good literary knowledge of Irish, and as we are 
supposed to teach Irish through the medium of Irish, 
he will have a fairly good knowledge of the 6poken lan
guage. You know there are inducements held out to 
teach subjects through the medium of Irish, and 10 
per cent, extra in grants and marks will be allowed to 
schools who teach their subjects through the medium 
of Irish. I don’t think that will induce many schools 
to take up the teaching of subjects, through the medium 
of Irish because, in the first place, you have not any 
suitable text book for the teaching, of any subject 
through the medium of Irish, and the standard 
involved is so great that it would not make for 
success in the subject in the examination to teach 
it through Irish. That inducement will fail in its

■ object. You won’t get many schools to enter 
class A or B solely because they will be allowed 
10 per cent, extra marks and grants. The alternative 
suggestion I would make would be that the 
subjects should not be taught wholly in Irish oecause 
of the lack of technical terms and literature. In 
our Christian Doctrine examination we have a few

• questions in Irish and a few in English. That should 
be adopted in other subjects. Another suggestion 
would be that the board should specify a few subjects 
to be taught through Irish, and make it compulsory 

-on secondary schools to do so; and a third suggestion 
is that the schools should be allowed to select what 
subjects they wish to teach through Irish, and that a 
certain extra percentage of marks should be allowed 
for the subjects taught through Irish. The last- 
mentioned suggestion would, I  think, be the most 
feasible, though not the best, because you will have 
a certain number of men who will be able to teach 
subjects through Irish. I don’t think it matters very 
much what subjects you teach.

3. Are you speaking of secondary schools ?—Ye^. If 
we can teach Irish, every secondary school could do 
it as well. We have no native speakers. We have four 
boys from the Gaeltaeht. but they are not native 
speakers. They are bilingual. In my memorandum I 
say that no secondary schools should be approved unless 
they had opportunities for teaching Irish. I  think that 
would be possible at least in ail the seminaries in Ire
land. All the young priests leaving Maynooth during 
the past ten years have a good knowledge of Irish 
They may not have a technical knowledge of 
Irish for a particular subject, but they have suf
ficient knowledge of the language to acquire a 
technical vocabulary for a particular subject. The 
educational authorities are to be blamed for 
not producing books dealing with that. I made 
reference to a statement which a certain educational 
authority made, that it was easier to teach any subject 
through Irish than English. I cannot agree with him. 
It may hold good for boys who are more or less native 
speakers, but not for the average boy.

6. These suggestions of yours deal generally with the 
secondary schools throughout the country?—Yes.

7. It has been made pretty clear to us that education 
of a higher nature than ordinary primary education 
must be provided for the ordinary Irish-speaking po
pulations, but we have not got down to the details

■ of what these facilities should be. As you have _ in 
Killarney only four boys with anything like a native 
speaking knowledge of Irish, it would point to the fact

that in Kerry, as in other places, there are no secondary 
educational facilities provided for the Gael at all?—A 
few years ago the Bishop of Kerry offered scholarships 
in the seminary for the Gaeltaeht. The limitations 
depended on the number who would be competing, and 
the financial condition of the seminary for the year. 
That year about half-a-dozen competed. Examinations 
have been held every year since, but we have not suc
ceeded in getting Irish speakers to compete. Last year 
some of the boys who succeeded were not born in the 
Gaeltaeht qr leath-Gaeltacht,

8. W]j»t is the examination ?—It is a special entrance 
examination set by the seminary staff.

9. What, is the standard?—In the first year we set 
the papers in Irish and next year we set them in English, 
with the option of answering in Irish. In the Gaeltaeht 
you have the Christian Brothers’ School in Caherci- 
veen; 30 u have two schools in Tralee, one directed by 
the secular priests under episcopal authority and the 
other by the Christian Brothers. There is a school in 
Listowel run on the same lines as our seminary. There, 
are two girls’ schools in Tralee, one in Killarney and 
one in Jiillstreet. Altogether there are ten secondary 
schools in the diocese.

10. As far as the Irish-speaking districts are concerned 
and the continuation and extension of the language as 
a result of education, education given in these secondary 
schools in Kerry is not through the medium of Irish, 
and from what yon say it won’t be done under the 
present scheme?—I don’t think the 10 per cent, extra 
in marks or grants will be sufficient to induce schools 
to teach subjects in Irish. It would be more effective 
to insist on specified subjects being taught through 
Irish to some extent.

11. So we are still left to look for suggestions as to 
how higher education of a more or less secondary type 
should be provided for our Irish-speaking populations 
in Kerry?—It is very hard to run a secondary school 
for the intermediate examinations and also for the 
purpose of supplying the wants of the Gaeltaeht; you 
must establish new schools or give certain privileges to 
the secondary schools already established—that would 
be, to give them certain money to enlarge the staffs. 
You must increase the staffs. The needs of the Gael- 
tacht would be thus supplied more rapidly and cheaply 
than hv establishing new schools.

12. With regard to the teachers you have at present, 
are you convinced that the teacher who is not a native 
teacher, but who learns Irish, can take a native speaker 
and impart instruction to him in secondary educational 
subjects ?—I think so. Probably better because he 
knows his subject both ways. Ho may not be fluent, 
but he will be better at tenchimj the language, at least 
until a higher standard is reached.

13. I am speaking of teaching subjects like history 
and geography through Irish ?—I think they would be 
quite able to do that.

14. Do you know many teachers who are not 
native speakers but who have acquired a vigorous 
facility for teaching subjects like history and geography 
through Irish ?—I know very few who teach history 
through Irish, even native speakers. Of course the 
publication of suitable books would facilitate that 
at present. The great trouble is the want of technical 
terms. I found that difficulty myself. I  had to take 
notes and prepare my lectures pretty carefully so that 
I  would not have waste words or use wrong words, or 
words too difficult for the Preparatory Grade.

15. Do you think there is a great need for technical 
terms ? Do you think it is possible that while we 
feel the want of technical terms, what is at the bottom 
of it is that we have not a thorough knowledge of 
Irish ? That is, that people who have a thorough 
knowledge of the language would not feel the necessity 
for technical terms ?—I can agree that they would 
make themselves understood by circumlocutions. But 
technical terms are necessary in every branch of 
science, and in them is a concentration of thought that 
you have not in circumlocutions.

16. Is it your idea that the Government should make 
a grant towards these additional teachers in order to pay 
a complete salary to them?—I think they should make 
advances to the schools to' enable them to provide these 
teachers. How that would be done is a matter of 
detail.

17. It is an important matter of detail. If you gave 
25 per cent, instead of 10 per cent, it may be possible to 
provide special teachers to do it. Would yon have any 
serious objection to a requirement in connection with 
these additional teachers that they should be persons
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whose education was acquired in a purely Irish- 
speaking school?—I  think that would be impossible at 
present.

1 8 . You would not insist on native speakers?—No.
1 9 . Are you convinced of the necessity for getting that 

type of teacher?—Any teacher with a sufficient know
ledge of Irish and a fairly decent bias would be just 
as good. We have had examples, at least in the initial 
stages.

20. The question arises whether the type of education 
in Killarney and Tralee and in soem of th girls’ schools 
is the type of instruction for the better improvement 
of their economic condition that the children in the 
Irish-speaking schools want ?—That education equips 
students principally for the professions. They get 
scarcely any technical training. The only thing would 
be chemistry. I  presume you will always require men 
for the professions with a knowledge of Irish, and most 
of these leaving the seminaries now will have a fairly 
good knowledge of Irish. The other schools don’t go 
in so much for training their boys for the professions. 
They teach mathematics, commercial subjects, English, 
history, geography and Irish. These boys are trained 
more or less for clerkships. I. think you must estab
lish technical schools in these districts.

21. You have not given any thought to that matter?— 
I think it is more or less outside my range. I made one 
suggestion about the technical training of young girls 
in the Gaeltacht. My idea was that some kind of 
school would be established for the training of these 
girls in domestic matters and as nurses to take care 
of children in well-off families in cities and towns, 
and thereby spread the language. I  am not sure 
whether there would be many families looking for these 
girls.

22. Would it be necessary to set up a special school ?
—Yes.

23. How long would it be necessary to have a girl 
there ?—That would be a question for the ladies. They 
would have to learn something about children and how 
to care them, and to improve themselves in general 
tidiness.

24. Have you come up against any desire on the part 
of people in cities to get that type of girl ?—I have been 
asked for them.

25. Did you get any of them?—I was not able to get 
the type wanted.

For my own part I tried to get a girl like that in 
Kerry or West Cork, and I  was not able to. We have 
been able to get girls from the Aran district, and the 
result is the children grow up with Irish, and there is 
a tendency to send the children down to an Irish
speaking district for some months. It gives employ
ment to the Irish girls in the city, where their education 
can be improved if necessary. It gives the children 
Irish and a link with some particular district, and it 
brings money into the district by the children going 
down there. If this could be tackled systematically, or 
if we could get suggestions from people in touch with 
the Gaeltacht as to how the difficulties could be over
come we would have done something useful.

26. An Fear Mór.—A school for domestic economy 
would be the thing. These girls have no object in the 
world except America. If you had a school of that kind 
established you would have applicants for that type of 
girl.

27. Chairman,.—In connection with the American 
aspect of it, I  have seen it figured out that a girl after 
spending as, many years in an Irish city as a girl in 
America could return with as much money as the girl 
from America.

28. You speak of free education in schools ?—That is 
to give a number of poor boys in the Gaeltacht an 
opportunity.

29. Does that mean free residential places?—Yes, or 
if they could attend a neighbouring school they could go 
to a day school.

.30. Generally from your knowledge of the Irish-speak
ing districts, if secondary education is going to be pro
vided it should be free?—I  think it should, on account 
of th© economic condition.

-31. You blame the educational authorities for not pro
viding books. Have you any suggestions to make that 
could help to bring about the production of books other 
than writing them ?—The State should pay for a certain 
output or employ men officially as it employs official 
translators for Acts of Parliament. Give us translations 
first and then give us original work.

32. The best thing would be to employ special men to 
turn out text-books on particular subjects ?— Yes.

33> Mr. Eanly .—You refer to drainage and tree 
planting. Have you any particular information on

these matters ?—No. I just made a general remark.
34. I was wondering whether your idea was State 

work or individual work?— State work. The land is 
rather wild and wet, and it is only fit for planting wood.

35. Have you given any special consideration to the 
preparation of Irish speakers as teachers?—I have not 
given it any special thought, but I have discussed it 
again and again.

36. Do you think some special system of special 
scholarships should be instituted ?—I think so. Of 
course the children born in the Gaeltacht and breac- 
Gaeltacht have a facility for the language that the 
children outside have not.

37. Is it yoilr experience that the average boy who 
goes through the present intermediate course in Irish 
would come out a fluent Irish speaker?—No, he does 
not, but he gets a good foundation, and by keeping in 
touch with it he can become a good speaker.

38. You are not satisfied with the advantage they give 
to the secondary schools teaching through the medium 
of Irish?—I don’t think 10 per cent, is enough.

39. Have yoyf any percentage in your mind or any 
other way to suggest ?—It should be increased; 25 per 
cent, would be little enough. Even then the equation 
would scarcely be identical. We have not got any 
technical vocabulary or any books that boys could 
read in class or out of class.

40. Talking about books, you suggest that the ma
terial should be prepared and paid for by the State. 
Would you not publish it by the State also ?—It would 
be cheaper, and not only books but papers on farming 
and other technical subjects.

41. Ohavftman.—Might not the result of that be that 
persons who would otherwise provide books would say 
“ the Government are providing books now and we 
won’t risk; turning out books ”  ?—The only answer to 
that is that individuals have not done it so far, and 
the duty first of all is on the State.

42. Mr. Hanly.—Do' we not feel that individuals have 
turned out quite a big lot of the second-rate stuff, 
and) that if there was a definite standard raised you 
would get better stuff?—If the State expect the pro
gramme to be carried out the State should provide the 
means.

43. Is there any possibility that the writers have 
been writing down to the learner’s position instead of 
writing up to the native speaker’s position, and that 
you may now get spontaneously a different type of 
writer for the native speaker ?—I presume you would, 
have spasmodic outbursts, but these are neither here 
nor there.

44. Is not the great disadvantage the writer is m 
(that unless he is a man of note he has to nand his 
stuff over to the publisher for practically nothing ?—I 
have not any experience of publishing.

45. In any of the secondary colleges you refer to is 
rural science taught or is there any kind of technical 
training towards making farmers?—I don’t think 
there is. It is an optional subject. I have no inside- 
knowledge of these schools.

46. Is there a big proportion of young farmers in 
your area in these schools ?—Yes, but they are not 
meant to be farmers afterwards.

47. Does history occupy the position in these schools- 
that it deserves?—It gets a good show.

48. Do you think it would have a good bearing on 
the Irish question to teach local history in the Gael
tacht?—History and geography are the most topical 
subjects to teach through Irish.

49 You suggested that the schools should be allowed 
to select their own subjects or particular subjects 
to teach through Irish?—In the Intermediate course 
you have a long list of subjects, and my suggestion 
was that the school should be allowed to select two 
or three subjects, because it may happen that the 
teachers of the subjects selected by the State would 
not be able to teach them through Irish. The first of 
the three suggestions would be the most effective and 
impartial.

50. These scholarships you refer to, is there any 
special favour given to these?—There are special 
scholarships given for Gaeltacht boys.

51. What standard of boy do you cater for?—The 
boy who passes the 6th standard.

52. Is not the grjat difficulty in the Gaeltacht at the 
present time that the boys or girls never get up to 
that ?—I  don’t think so in the Gaeltacht in Kerry.

53. What is the school leaving age in Kerry?—The 
average would be about thirteen.

54. Do you think any system of local continuation 
classes could lead up to the secondary schools in order
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to feed pupils for these scholarships. The present 
primary system is not a successful feeder, because 
you are not getting the material ?—We are getting the 
material but not through the Irish scholarships.

55. Would you suggest a local continuation scheme 
to lead up from the primary to the secondary school ? 
—They reach an age then when they are too old.

56. Could you make special provision for that?—Of 
course you could', but there is so much time lost.

57. Except they were going to farming or things 
like that ?—Yes, continuation schools would not be fit 

.for preparing for the professions, only for teaching and 
small clerkships.

58. You suggest that lack ot education is at the bot
tom of the trouble, and Fr. McAteer told us that the 
economic conditions were the cause of it ?—Education 
would be more easily managed than the economic 
conditions. You would want more money than at 
present. Along the coast from Kenmare to Dingle we 
get the best material from the Gaeltacht. They have 
the brains, and get first places in Greek and Latin 
and other subjects. My policy would be to educate 
the clever boys in the Gaeltacht and flood the pro
fessions with them. We sorely need the Gaelic 
fashion set in the professions. The existing secondary 
schools can, with some encouragement, do this.

69. Will it induce the ordinary poor farmers of the 
countryside to speak Irish to their children to have 
some of these brainy fellows going farther on ?—I 
think it will. The poor farmers cannot afford educa
tion in it.

60. They are not reaping any advantage ?—No.
61. Are there any special advantages given in May- 

nooth to Irish speakers going in?—No. There is no 
distinction made in that respect.

62. An Seabhac.—In regard to teaching history, what 
form does history get in secondary schools ?—The 
programme for the Intermediate certificate was the 
History of Ireland and the outlines of European his
tory.

63. Does that teaching of history have any intimate 
touch with the boys’ own lives, or is it a detached, 
scientific thing ?—For a boy who has only one year 
to prepare, the examination last year was such that 
you could not expect an intimate knowledge of the 
history of Ireland.

64. Then an intimate knowledge of the history of the 
place he came from?—At the- examination there was 
no question about local history. Even if it was ad
vised or recommended, no such question appeared in 
the examination.

65. In regard to the teaching of history, what is the 
cultural effect of English ox Irish on the mind of the 
child ?—Do you mean, through the medium of Irish ?

66. I am not speaking politically; I  am speaking 
culturally. What I want to know is does it put him 
closer in touch with Irishism than Englishism ?—Cul
ture is universal. The more one knows of foreign 
culture the better one appreciates one’s own.

67. Is it having the effect of making him regard his 
own culture as a wretched little thing?—I don’t 
think so1.

68. Is oúr own being given to them sufficiently well 
and in sufficient bulk to satisfy them that their own is 
something to be proud of and to develop and study?— 
You; have not so much Irish literature in the second
ary school programme as we used to go in for.

69. You agree with me that what makes for culture 
in English is more ready to the hand of the boy or girl 
than the same thing is in Irish, and it requires some 
effort to put before them these qualities which are 
good and classic?—Yes

70. Are you conscious of any particular effort on the 
part of the teachers to do that? The teacher will teach 
up to the standard and style of the examination. The 
aim of the authorities at present is towards reviving 
the spoken language.

71. What is the attitude of those who control second
ary education institutions in regard to education in 
Ireland? Do they realise their responsibilities in the 
matter, or are they driven ahead by the Ministry for 
Education ?—They are quite ready to do anything rea
sonable.

7 1 a . T o  do that of their own volition?— Yes.
72. The secondary educational authorities outside 

the Ministry aie fully aware of the necessity of an 
effort on their part to Gaelieise the professional 
classes in Ireland in the next twenty or thirty years ? 
—If they are carrying out the educational authorities’ 
programme I  think they are.

73. What about those outside the Ministry ?—I don’t 
know but they are carrying out the programme.

74. Is there anything like a central radiating centre 
for policy among the managers of secondary schools? 
—The Catholic Headmasters’ Association.

75. Are secondary schools to a certain extent ma
chines working indirectly under the Ministry of Edu
cation to produce a certain class of educated people 
and to work out the programme laid before them ?— 
The educational authorities set the papers and the 
standard of the papers and impose conditions, and to 
this extent create machines.

76. For secondary education in the Gaeltacht, do 
you think it is likely that any educational authority 
other than the Ministry would go' to the length of 
setting up a school in Ballyferriter for something 
higher than primary education and working it on the 
ordinary secondary school’s fees or grants?—No pri
vate individual would, I think.

77. Do you think the State should provide for that 
sort of thing?—Yes.

78. Is the language of the playground Irish or Eng
lish?—I think it is English.

79. Do you know any secondary school where Irish 
is the official language outside the school?—No, except 
amongst the boys themselves.

80. Do you imagine that until that stage is arrived at 
we cannot say wfe have made much progress?—No 
satisfactory progress anyway.

81. You say a boy who goes through the full Inter
mediate programme will have a fairly good knowledge 
of Irish ?—Yes.

82. Do you think he will have a sufficient knowledge 
to transact his business in Dublin, in Irish ?—What 
kind of business?

83. To interview his hotel keeper and make arrange
ments there, for instance?—Yes.

84. Do you think the education given at present is 
sufficient to induce him to use'Irish rather than. English 
on such occasions?—It depends on the individual.

85. It is only the enthusiastic who will do it?—Yes.
86. Would you consider in connection with the text 

books the great -objection to taking up the programme in 
full is that we have not sufficient books?—I don’t say 
to teach a subject, but to give Irish a good show and 
prove that it is adaptable to these subjects.

87. Would you consider it more important that the 
boys should use the language just as they use English 
now?—It would be much more conducive to the spread 
of the spoken language.

88. Is there anything in the programme to interfere 
with that?—It is rather a severe drag on a boy to keep 
up the strain at recreation.

89. My experience is that it is not much of a strain 
and that it has been got over in one month ?—It. would 
be the ideal thing. It is rather a severe strain especially 
on boys who have not had a good foundation in Irish.

90. Would not that be improving during the next few 
yeans?—There is a decided improvement in the pupils 
we are getting in.

91. The main difficulty is that we are not succeeding 
in getting pupils to speak it amongst themselves ?—Yes.

92. Would it be worth the strain and effort for the 
first term?—It would-be the ideal thing, but ideals are 
not always attained.

93. I  had experience of children having no Irish in 
October and speaking it fluently at Christmas? But 
you were not preparing them for Intermediate exami
nations.

94. Have you any experience in the diocese of Chris
tian Doctrine instruction?—I  think you will have a 
priest here next week who will give you full details 
about that-

95. Who do you speak of?—Father Courtney, the
diocesan inspector.

96. In connection with these scholarships you held 
out for Irish-speaking children, they have not been a 
success?—No.

97. Do you think if our colleges were brought closer or 
if schools were established in the midst of the Irish
speaking districts, there would be a better chance of 
getting the school-going children to qualify for 
scholarships of that type?—I  think you will find in the 
Gaeltacht that they want to get work early and to begin 
to earn.

98. That is true. We have had experience of that in 
Bing where we established a little secondary school. 
We got some of the natives to attend with the result 
that we have four or five students attending the Univer
sity now?—You will get many if you have the money 
to relieve the parents of expenses.
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99. For instance, if you have one of these in each 
Irish-speaking district and different schools feeding 
them, would it be a good thing?—It would.

100. The point is that there is a good deal of talent 
in the Gaeltacht that has not got the same channels to 
flow through as in the Galltacht?— Yes, but their idea 
is to get an immediate livelihood.

101. Fiaehra Eilgeach.—It goes without saying that 
Kerrv supplies its quota of teachers ?—Yes.

102. Are the scholarships you speak of limited to the 
boys from the diocese?—Y es.

ley. Your college is at present, in class B?—Yes.
104- Are you going into a higher class?—IVe have 

not decided that yet.
106. Chairman.— Seeing that publishers are not dis

posed to publish text books except in cases where such 
text books would be put on the programme, don’t you 
think that the State should see to the editing of such ! 
text books and the cost of publication ?—It could give 
some help.

106. .In Senibhac.—There is one thing in regard to the 
college I wish to ask. Is there any conscious effort 
towards creating a spirit of Irish patriotism in the 
boys in secondary schools? You know the famous say
ing about an English college that the battles of England 
were won on its playgrounds. Is that sort of esprit 
de eorys part of the conscious policy of secondary 
schools in Ireland?—Speaking for my own school, I 
think so.

107. You do that through what?—Through the 
classes.

1()H. And the atmosphere of the school?—Quite so.
109. You will admit from your own experience that [ 

even inside the Irish outlook there might be two distinct 
views of patriotic effort, one which might be represented 
by the Anglo-Irish outlook, and the other by the
“  Hidden Ireland ”  outlook?—Certainly.

110. Which do you think is more general in the 
secondary schools, take the big schools in Dublin?—I 
know absolutely nothing about the Dublin schools. It 
it hardly a fair question.

111. Chairman.—It is hardly our consideration
112. .1)? Seabhac.—They have a connection with our 

inquiry because outside the seminaries which are set up 
primarily for training candidates for the priesthood, 
all the candidates for the professions get their educa
tion in the big schools in Dublin. The attitude of 
the Dublin schools affects the Gaeltacht very severely.

113. II itness.—That might have been in times gone 
by.

114. Is there a change in these schools?—I think 
so.

11.'). Are you aware of any changes?—I am not 
aware, because there is no means of knowing except 
through the inspectors.

116. There is not a whole lot of inspection?—They 
u'ould be able to sum up the general tone of the schools.

117. They have no control over the tone of the 
schools ?—I cannot really answ'er these questions.

11s. Would a professional man trained in your school 
have the proper outlook as regards Irish when he went 
back to Caherciveen?— I think he would.

Chairman.—Thank \oU, Father.
* * * *

Bhi an Raitonx sen lennas ó Pádraig Aglms i lamhaiibh 
na g('<iimisinéiii :—

An Teanga.
1. Do dheineas cómhaireamh ar na daoine sa 

pharóiste seo nó sa Roinn-toghaeháin ba chórtha dom 
do rádh. Sé ba lion a muinntire san mbliadhain 1911 
na 1096. T.i 949 duine san áit chéadna anois. Tá an 
Gaedhilg ag—

44 duine fé bhun a 14 
78 ,, ,, ,, ,, 50

201 ,, os cionn 50
Sin a dtrian in a nGaedhealgeóirí mar adéarfá. Nil 

an Ghaedilg ag aoinne fé bhun 7 mbliadhna. Tá 
furmhór na geeanntar cois fairrge san gConntae ar an 
dul chéadna, nú geall leis, maidir le cúrsaí na teangan 
agus le lionmhaireacht na Gaedhilge ionta. Ni féidir 
fior-Ghaedhealtaeht do thabhairt ar aon áit leasmuigh 
de Ooillbheathach de Sráid na n-Iasgairi, agus de’n 
Chorabhaile.

2. Dá dtairrightheá line ó Cbillruis go dti Innis agus 
as san ó thuaidh le h-ais an bhóthair iarainn go tefrainn 
na Gaillimhe bheadh beirtha agat ar an mbreac- 
Ghaedhealtaeht laistiar den line sin agus an Gaedhilg 
ag dul i dtanai de réir mar bheadhfá ag druidim soir

i dtreó na teórann san. Tá na daoine fábharach go leór 
do’n nGaedhilg san geeanntar so pé ar domhan é. Tú 
andúil aca sna h-amhráin Gaedhilge go mór mhór, 
agus ins na háiteanna fé ’n dtuaith in iartar an Chláir, 
ba fhuirist na rinnei Gaedhealacha do bhumi aris. T,i 
spéis aca ionta agus meas aca ortha. Tá an donas 
imthighthe ar na bailti móra ámh, maidir le rinnei.

Tionnseal.
3. Féirmeóireacht an tionnseal bunaig so Chonndae 

agus feirmeóirí seascaire cnuisciúnta do beadh a bhfur- 
mór cé gur feirmeóirí beaga iad go léir nach mór. 0 
iéar trí mbó go féar ocht mbó is gnáth ag an duine aca. 
Cois fhairrge atá na fiermeacha is lugha acht bionn 
fó-thionnscal le h-ais na feirme sna háiteanna seo— 
iasgaireacht, ag déanamh na ceilpe, ag sabháil 
chlúimhín, srl.

4. Deíntí cuíd maith iasgaireachta san gConndae 
chomh déanach le cúig bliadna déag ó shin, acht tá 
iasgaireacht imthighthe chum deiridh annso ó shin 
anuas. An áit in a mbíodh deich naomhóga ag obair 
nil thar dhá cheann anois agus iad san féin ar bheagán 
saothar. Ní bhíonn iasg úr le fághail ag muinntir na 
h-áite seo uair sa ráithe go minic. Ní fheaca féin iasg 
úr ’á dhíol annso acht dá uair ó Nodlaig. Má theas- 
tuigheann iasg ó mhuinntir na h-áite caithtear fios do 
ekur go dtí Luimneach nú go dti áit éigin eile air. 
Is mó chúis atá leis an meath atá tar óis teacht ar an 
tionnseal agus ag so cuid díobh im thuairim-se. (1) 
Nuair do chuir muinntir Mheirceá an chdin ar 
mhaicréil iasachta 6s cionn 20 bliadhan ó shin tháinig 
drochmhisneach ar na ceannuightheóirí agus d ’eirigh 
cuid mhaith aca as an gceannach ar fad. Nuair nár 
fhan an ceannach brighmhear ar an iasg nior fhan an 
t-suim ag na h-iasgairi in a gcuid oibre. Do lean 
an leisge an neamh-shuim.

5. Do b ’anroghach leis na fir óga mar shlighe bheatha 
an iasgaireacht agus d ’iompuigh cuid mhór dfobh ar 
gairm éigin eile beatha mi d ’imthigheadar thar sáile.

6. An t-oideachas a tugadh dóibh sna sgoileanna. 
Ni raibh aon bhaint ag an oidheachas le gnáth saoghal 
na n-iasgairi. Ni raibh aigne na leanbh á beartú ar 
bhádaibh, srl.

7. .In Cogudh Mór.—Chuaidh a lán des na h-iasgairí 
óga ins “  Naval Reserve Forces ”  Shasanna. D ’imthi
gheadar nuair a bhris an cogadh mór amach agus nuair 
d ’fhill an chuid aca d ’fan beó, bhi teacht isteach beag 
aca agus ni raibh fonn mór iasgaidh ortha.

6. Ardii páidh an fhir oibre ncamh-oilte.—B’fhearr 
le cuid des na h-iasgairi £2 sa t-seachtmhain de thuil- 
leamh ar thalamh tirim ná dul i gcontabhairt fhairrge 
ar sheans.

9. Oannchúisi an éisg féin.
10. Daoire an ghléis.
11. Mi oireamhnaí na mbád agus oleas na gcuan.. 

Nil acht cúpla bád mór sa Chlár ar fad, agus nil aon 
chuan sabhálta <5 Liosceannmhuir go Ceann Léime agus 
ní mó ná cuibhseach atá so féin.

12. Tá aiste i “  nGaethe Gréine ”  leabhar a chuir 
Connradh na Gaedhilge amach ceithra bliadhna 6 shin 
—aiste ar iasgaireacht uaimse. San aiste sin, tá 
curtha sios ar cionus, im thuairim-se do eurfai deire 
leis an drochbhall atá ar cursai iasgaireachta. Cuirfead 
chugat an leabhar más gádh é, nil sé fe ’m láimh i 
bVthair na h-uaire.

.4 n Che Up.
13. Deintear cuid mhór ceilpe sa pharóiste seo agus 

ar iarchósta an Ohláir ar fad. Tá an fheamanach go 
flúirseach agus gach eóir chuige.

14. Is beag nár briseadh na ceilpinigh athrú anuraidh 
ámh. Bhi suas le fiehe duine aca sa paróiste agus 
d ’fhan an ceilp in a lámhaibh aca. Agus iad so do 
dhiol do dhioladar saor. Ni raibh acht an t-aon 
chómhluad amáin ag ceannach agus bhi ar a gcumas a 
rogha rud do dhéanamh. An fhaid a bhi Muinntir Mic 
Dhonnaehadha sa Ghaillimh ag ceannach bhi an sgéal 
ceart go leór ag fear déanta na ceilpe.

15. Ba cheart gan na fir bhochta d ’fhágaint nios 
fuide fé bhraca an Albannaigh seo. D ’fhéadfaí ceilp 
an iarthair go léir do bhailiú ar aon láthair i gcathair 
na Gallimhe nú áit éigin áiseamhail mar é, agus gach 
nidh a ’geibhthear as an geeilp do bhaint as annsan. 
D ’fhéadfai so dó dhéanamh fé ghléas chomh-oibreachais.

16. Chum so do dhéanamh nior mór eólas agus 
oilteacht. Bheadh ar an Riaghaltas san do sholáthar. 
Ba mhaith an rud leis “  scoláireacht taighidithe ”  do 
chur ar bun san Iolsgoil, d ’aon ghnó chum eólais do 
sholáthar ni h-amháin i dtaobh ceilpe acht i dtaobh 
gach saghas sliogán agus gach saghas feamhanaigh agus. 
an úsáid a bhféadfaí do bhaint asta.
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18. Ba mithid leis deire do chur leis an dtastáil 
bréige a bhionn ag na eeannuightheóirf. Dá mbeadh 
fear ó ’n riaghaltas ann le glaodhach air—fear a

•d’fhéadfadh an tastáil ceart do dhéanamh, do leighis- 
feadh san an sgéal. Is amhlaidh mar atá an sgéal, 
damnuightear ceilp indiú agus ceannuightear i 
mbaireaeli in «it eile an cheilp ehéadna ar an bpinginn 
is aoirdo.

Cluimhin Canaigc (Carrigcan Mohs).
19. Tiormuightear a lean de'n chluimliin annso.

Deineann sé biadh foláin sobhlasta. D ’fhéadfaí
feabhas do chur ar an ngnó dá gcabhruigheadh múin- 
teóirí agus dochtiiirí sa sgéal. Nil eolas go leór ag 
daoinibh na thaobb. D ’fhéadfaí an t-eolas do
sgaipeadh sna buidheanta cócaireaohta a bhionn ar 
siubhal sna sgoileanna. Ba eheart iarraidh ar doch- 
túiri é mholadh mar bhiadh. Is mó dochtúir a mholann 
■eheann é mar bhiadh do locht eitinne agus lucht galar 
■eile <’homh maith.

Pla-ini— pgheadóireacht, snimnh, datlui.
20. Tá beirt fhigheadóir sa pharóiste agus eoimeúdtai- 

ag obair iad. Deineann siad éadach breigh. T;i cúpla 
baile fearainn annso agus nil aon fcig ionta gan túirne

• olna. Bhi ranng sniomhacháin aca imbliana agus 
d ’éirigh go maith leó. Seo bun tionnscail gur bhfurist 
cur leis. D'fhéadfaí éadaí úrláir do dhéanamh go 
breágh agus deineadh cuid aca i rith an earraigh.

Dathú.
21. Deintear an datlui sa bhaile annso leis. Deintear 

an dathanna breaghta as báirnigh, as miongáin agus as 
na sliogáin go léir. Ná amháin an mhóin féin, deintear

■ dath as. Tá saghas dóibe annso agus deineann siad 
a úsáid de chum olan do dhathú. Ni gadh tracht ar 
na dathanna a gheibhtear as luibheanna.

.4 «  Mhóin,
22. Ta portach annso, deich mile ar fhaid agus cúig 

mhile ar leithead. Tá an-aoird sa phortach suas le 30 
troig in áiteanna. Baintear cuid mhaith mhóna annso. 
Curtar ar an dtraen é ar fuaid na condae ag ó thuaidh 
go Co. na Gaillimhe. Má cromtar go deó ar an mhóin

■ d'oibrhi in Birinn chum páipéir do dhéanamh de nó 
chum “  gas *' do bhaint as, ba eheart cuimhne do 
coimeád ar ‘ Mhóin Móir na Sraithe.”

Oideachas.
23. Caithfead a admháil nach bhfuil an t-suim ná 

an dúil cheadna ag an bhfear bocht san oideachas agus 
bhi suas le triocha bliadhan ó shin. Is mó cúis leis 
an neamh-shuim agus lé an ceann is tamhachtai ná an 
cuspóir oideachais a bhi ag an sean Bórd Náisiiinta. 
Na sgoláiri d ’ullmhú i gcóir clearcais a bhi fútha san 
do dhéanamh. D ’éirigh leó. Tháinig athrú san 
mblaidhain 1900. Glae an Starcach suspóir eile chuige, 
ré gur beag dá buídheachas a bhi ar an bhfear mbocht. 
B ’é'bhi uaidh sin ná aigne an sgoláire do beartú ar an 
gnáth saoghal a bhí na tímcheall. Bhí a chúis féin 

, aige leis. Bhí cleirigh ag éirighe ró fhlirseach agus
biadh saor ag teastáil 6 Shasannaigh. Níor óirigh go 
ró-mhaith leis an cuspóir d ’aimsiú. Ba dheacair dó 
san bhí aigne na dtuismidhtheóirí na ehoinne 
san nidh sin. Níorbh aon oideachas dar leó aon

■ oideachas na solathróch postanna in oifig dá gclainn. 
Do briseadh ar an gcléarcachas sna bun-sgoileanna. 
Annsan ní raibh aon oideachas dar le na daoine sna 
sgoileanna náisiúnia as san amach.

24. Ní h-aon mhaith a bheith ag trácht le muinntir 
na hBireann ar cád deineadh san Eilbhéis i gcúrsaí 
oideachais nó ar cionnus oibrighid san Danmarg nó í 
dtir fothuinn. Chum an sgéal do dhéanamh ní ba 
measa ní raibh aon local Civil Service. Ní raibh ar 
chumas chlann an fhir bocht dul thar an Sgoil 
Náisiúnta. Bhi na postanna féna comhairlibh ceann- 
tair, srl., á tabhairt trf fhábhar. Ni raibh an 
t-Influence ag an bhfear bocht agus cad é an mhaith do 
lelghean? Cad é an mhaith do sgo'aidheacht ? Sin é 
dúbhairt sé leis féin. Ni raibh roimh a chloinn acht 
óbair ramhaine agus bhi an fear oireattha comh maith 
as leis an bhfear léigheanta.

25. Coimeádadh istig na leanbhai. Cuireadh ag feir- 
meóireacht iad, nd ag piocadh ruacan, nú miongáin ar 
an dtráigh, mi ag sabhailt mhóna sa phortach.

26. B ’é a tháinig as ná nach raibh aoinne ag teacht 
ar sgoil go réigileáltha acht duinp éigin go raibh roimis 
bheith na sagart mi na dligbeadóir mi na dhochtúir. 
Timcheall 50 %de na leanbhai a bhionn ar sgoil gach 
lá anois. Ní féidir Béarla ná Gaedbilg na aon rud eile 
do mhúineadh do leanbhai nd beidh ar sgoil. Tá an

droch thaithi anois aca agus ni churfar ar sgoil iad 
gan acht daingean liidir dlighe. Ni ceart puinn lúb 
ar lár d ’fhágaint san acht.

27. Do thriallamar—na acht dá leitliéid annso in 
iarthar an Chláir nuair a bhi eiiirteanna Sinn Féin ag 
obair. D'arduigheadh an uimhir ar an Rolla de 25% 
agus an tinnreamh ó n-a 60% go dtf na 90%. Ar 
Pbóilí Sinn Fein a bhi an acht d ’oibriú.

.1» CJÚ) Xuadha.
28. Tá an clar ceart go Ivor d ’an áit sau 

nGaeltacht nii san mbreach-Ghaeltacht in a bhfuil 
an múinteóir ceart go lcor. (Adcarfainii liinh 
go mba eheart malairt cláir a bheitli ann do mhúin- 
teóirí san nGalltacht dá mba mhaith leó). De réir mar 
tuigim-se an sgóal tá a l.Vn saoirse ag an mbainisteóir 
agus ag an múinnteóir anois agus d ’fheadfaidis athrii 
do dhéanamh do réir mar d ’oirfeadh i geeanntar 
seachas a cheile, agus dá mbeadh si’ oireamhnach do 
ghlacfadh an aireacht leis.

-Y« li-Oifigigh.
29. Ta obair mhaith á dhéanamh sna sgoileanna. 

Acht ni leór san fiú amháin dá mbeadh ua leanbhai ar 
fheabhas agus na sgoileanna ar fheabhas agus na miiin- 
teóirí ar fheabhas, cbuni an Ghaedhealtacht do choi- 
méad glan. Caithfidh oifigigh poiblí, Dochtúirí, 
Sagart, agns lucht dhlighe na Gaedhealtachta a bheith 
Gaodhalach nú beidh thiar orainn. Afuna mbeid siad 
san Gaedhealach beidh na comhachtai céadna a dhein 
an Galldacht, ag Gallú na Gaedhealtachta orainn. Nil

I a fhios agam cad é an méid diobh so thuas go bhfuil 
! Gaedhilg aca mar ni raibh úghdarás agam dul a 

gceistiú acht til's agam gur beag diobh go bhfuil an 
Gaedhilg aca in iarthar an ('hliiit.

Comhihruni' uu Pcinne.
30. Tá aon cheist amháín eile orm. Comhthroin na 

Fcinne do thabhairt do muinntir na Gaedhealtachta. Is 
ole an cnuisciún bheith ag ullmhú daoine i gcóir imirce. 
Ba eheart don Riaghaltas féúchaint chuige go mbeidh 
gach ]iost san nGaedhaltaclit le fághail ag duine on 
nGaedhealtaclit acht a bheith oireamhnach ar an bpost 
do thógaint. Tá daoine san Gaedhealtacht tin nGalldacht 
agus ni thaithnigheaun an Gaedhealtacht leo. Ullmh- 
uightear Gaedhil i gcóir na Gaedhealtachta, agus eaill- 
tear airgead led tin gccim is isle go dti an chcim is 
uaisle. Tuigfidh siad muinntir na h-aite agus tuigfidh 
muinntir na h-aite iad. Ba eheart cuimhneamh ar seo— 
go bhfuil daoine san nGaedhealtaclit chonih maith agus 
táid san nGalldacht agus ni bheids oireainhnaeh d ’aon 
post pé mhúineadh gheóbhaidís. Ni h-é sin atá ar 
bun agam acht buachailli agus caillini na Gaedheal
tachta do chur chum einn do réir acmhuin a n-innt- 
leachta.

(Sighnithe), PÁDRA1G AGHAS. 
'st(t//i Mrillteunih, 1925. Dunbt'ag, ('ill < 'uni.

*  Í

PADRAIG A G H A S ,  r.raminetl
1. Chuirman.—Perhaps you would tell us lion long 

you are connected with the Gaeltacht, and how long 
you have been connected with teaching?—I was born 
in the Gaeltacht in Dingle. I went to AVaterford as an 
Irish teacher in 1905, and in 1910 I went for training. 
I taught in Jjismore Secondary School—mainly Irish. 
Then, I taught in the Gaelic League and prepared 
teachers for the certificate. After 1 was trained I 
■went to the school in Clare, in 1912, and I am in Clare 
since then. The district was a semi-Irish-speaking 
district, and I taught Irish as an extra; as well as I 
could. The school was just qualified for the bilingual 
programme when the change came on, and I have 
taught the new programme since. During these years 
in Clare I have prepared teachers in the O’Curry 
College for the various certificates.

2. You are teaching in a district that is one-third 
Irish-speaking?—Roughly, about that.

3. Would Irish be in many of the homes in that area ? 
—All the old people know Irish. They never speak 
Irish amongst themselves, and how we used to get at 
them was by giving the children questions to get 
asked at home. They seemed delighted when the 
children spoke to them in Irish and questioned them 
and got Irish for sentences out of them. Left to them
selves they would not do anything.

4. Is it a fact there is no Irish spoken in the homes 
in that area ?—There is only one home where Irish is 
the real language of the home and where it is spoken 
from morning to night.

5. When you say there are 44 children under four-
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teen years of age who are Irish speakers, are these 
children who speak the language in their own homes 
which they learned in the schools ?—Yes.

6. When you put them down as Irish speakers, do 
you mean they have a full, vigorous knowledge of the 
language?—I mean they can converse freely about 
the ordinary work and doings of every-day life.

7. Can you tell us something about the position of 
Irish in the different standards in your school from 
the time the children come in first ?—They don't 
know Irish at first'. In the infants’, if they are pro- 
peily handled, they can be got to feel and think in 
tii.-li. They get to know what you are saying when 
they reach the age of four, and when they reach the 
6th standard they can talk freely in Irish.

8. How many infants' standards have you in the 
school ?—Only one. I t is a small school.

9. Is the whole of the work for this year in your 
school done through the medium of Irish?—It is not. 
The assistant is not a fluent speaker. She has not got 
the bilingual certificate yet, and she felt nervous 
about, taking on< the work altogether in Irish.

In. Is Irish being taught at all ?—The kindergarten 
are doing Irish stories and recitations. She also 
teaches English reading and stories.

11. So far as reading is taught it is in English?—In 
Irish as well.

12. Are children of four and five years of age taught 
in their first year to read Irish and English ?—Not in 
first years. They spend three years in the first class 
until they are seven years, and during the last year 
they are taught to read and write both languages.

12a. So ch ildren  you have this year of six and seven 
years are reading English and Irish of equal diffi
culty ?—They are.

13. How many infants would you have?—About 
thirty.

13a. What standard comes after that?—First and 
second are combined.

14. W hat is the position there’?—Arithmetic- is taught 
through Irish. Story telling, recitations, and kinder
garten are mainly done in Irish.. Some of the work 
is gone through in English. Drill is altogether in 
Irish.

15. What is done in English ?—Reading, oral com
position and writing.

16. Up to what age are children in that standard?-— 
They spend two years in the group if they are good. 
You might almost say three years.

17. The next standards ?—Third and fourth. I teach 
them myself, and also fifth and sixth, I teach his
tory and geography through Irish. If I find a par
ticularly hard lesson I may have to go through it in 
English also Then there is arithmetic, Irish stories 
and recitations, and English composition reading and 
writing.

1*. From the third to the sixth standard everything 
is taught through Irish except English reading and 
writing, and any other difficult lessons are taught in 
English also?—Yes. In the senior group, fifth, sixth 
and seventh. I teach mathematics. I went through 
geometry first in English and then in Irish, and I 
found they understood it far more clearly in Irish 
than in English

19. The ordinary language then of the school in be
tween is that Irish or English?—Irish.

20 When the children talk amongst themselves in 
class, if they do so, is it Irish or English?—I may 
say it is mainly English.

21. In spite of the fact that most, of the work in the 
schools is done in Irish ?—All the orders about copies, 
(pens and pencils are in Irish. It is very hard for 
them to concentrate their minds on matters like that. 
As a matter of fact it is our duty to keep them silent, 
but when they want to ask a question of the teacher 
they, must ask it in Irish.

22. You say there is no tendency as a result of the 
school work to get the language re-spoken in the 
homes ?—I am afraid there is not.

23. To what do you attribute the fact that there is 
no tendency in that direction?—Habit mainly.

24. Do you think if it became valuable to talk Irish 
that would be overcome?—I daresay it could. It is 
not easy to help them out of that habit.

25. If you had an assistant with you who was a 
thorough native speaker and trained teacher, do you 
feel you, would- do better work in the school ?—I must 
say the assistant is a first rate teacher. Although 
she did teach English in the infants’ it was not alto

gether her fault.- She had a diploma to get, and she 
found the inspector examining in English.

26. An Seabhac.—She would not get the diploma if 
she did not please him ?—It is a big thing for a 
teacher. It is a matter of bread and butter fer the 
teacher.

27. Chairman.—Do you think as far as schools go 
in a district like yours that your school is as Irish in 
spirit and as Irish in ability to do work through 
Irish as you can get in any area like that ?—I do.

28. It is not sufficient to recreate the tendency of 
the people to talk Irish?—You must look back and 
ask yourself what made the Irish people English- 
speaking. First of all you had the elections. At the 
elections the man who was able to speak English was 
elected. In the law courts and from the pulpits Eng
lish was spoken, and you must get at the people 
through these various sources again. All these forces 
working together anglicised the people in spite of 
themselves. You must get the same forces at work 
to Irishise them.

29. Have you considered at all the question as to 
what additional facilities beyond primary education 
should be provided in an area such as yours ?—Con
tinuation schools would be a benefit if properly 
worked. You must have compulsion first of all, and 
you must specialise and have them more or less- 
linked with the technical schools if possible. The 
,bent of the pupils at these schools will be clearly 
shown, and they should be allowed to work in their 
own direction.

30. Would the present national schools as buildings 
be available for continuation schools5—I daresay 
they would.

31. What teaching staffs and what programmes 
would be required in continuation schools such as you 
have in mind ?—I would have the language first. Then 
I would have subjects like clerical work, typewriting, 
book-keeping, and probably shorthand. For the other 
'various trades I  would have practical geometry and 
drawing. Technical teachers could be got in these 
schools. In the fishing areas you could' have lessons 
in net-making, navigation, map-reading, and draw
ing.

32. You seem to be combining a technical school 
and commercial school?—Yes, a combination of both.

33. Would these be night schools?—Yes, night
schools.

34. What teaching staffs would be required?—I 
think it would not ,be fair to ask the national teacher
to take up again.

35. Have you any suggestion to make as to what 
staffs might be provided?—You could have separate 
staffs who could be trained as national teachers, that 
is national teachers with a technical training.

36. You would have a fresh staff?—Yes.
37. Would you have a continuation school in every 

district where there is a primary school ?—I don’t 
think that would be necessary, because in spite of 
compulsion you would have a great many exemptions 
and you would scarcely have as many attendances.

The evening schools do a lot of mischief. There was 
a compulsory act being enforced in Clare and when 
parents w ere brought before the court they said their 
children were attending evening schools and they were 
allowed off.

38. Do I understand that these continuation 
schools would be night schools ?—In the evening. In 
the farming areas you would get a number of young 
farmers when they had finished their work.

39. Should education in these schools be free?—You 
could put a nominal charge. It improves matters when 
there is a charge.

40. What ages would the pupils be ?—From sixteen 
to eighteen.

41. In an area like Dun-beg would it be your inten
tion that all the work would be done through the 
medium of Irish ?—That is impossible at present.

42. If you had teachers capable of giving instruction 
would children having gone through the National school 
be able to follow the teacher?—Yes. For the last two 
years that would be alright.

43. Special facilities of that kind would have the fur
ther purpose o f giving facilities to the Gaeltacht people 
to extend the Gaeltacht, and you would probably not 
contemplate giving this instruction in English in an 
area in which the population would benefit by having 
it given in Irish?—If you limit the age to sixteen 
years you could easily carry on the work in Iiiah.
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44. What would you say then yourself with regard 
io the language of these schools?—I would give a 
time limit for the teaching to be in Irish.

45. You would be prepared to start them in Eng
lish ?—I don’t think you could carry on the work 
solely in Irish from the start.

46. In the matter of technical education, would you 
go beyond what you have suggested?—I think farm
ing is the most important.

47. Is there any instruction in agriculture of a 
technical nature given in these areas at present ? 
How long is it since the instructor 1ms been in Dun- 
beg ?—He has not been there for a couple of years. It 
is a big area and the instructors come around in turn.

48. Have the population benefited by the instruc
tion ?—I think they benefit most by the lectures in 
agriculture. Only the shopkeepers attend when busi
ness methods, etc., are taught.
' 49. Will putting into force of the Compulsory School 
Attendance Act mean that you will require an additional 
teacher or teachers in the school?—In some two-teacher 
schools they have an average almost high enough to 
entitle them to another assistant.

50. Your average is about 50 per cent.?—Yes.
51. ' If there is compulsory attendance won't the aver

age be almost doubled?— It would go up about 90 per 
cent.

52. Would that entitle you to a second teacher ?— 
No.

53. ,1/7. Hanly.— Speaking of continuation schools, 
do you mean they should be run in conjunction with 
technical schools?—What I mean is that the programme 
should be more or less of a technical nature.

54. Would you have an entirely new staff or would 
you run them in conjunction with the present 
classes?—It is not a matter you would like to speak 
about.

55. You suggest that special staffs should be insti
tuted for these classes?—I think so.

,56. Is it your experience that the young men from 
sixteen to twenty-four will come in during the spring 
and the harvest?—No, I think compulsion would be 
necessary.

57. Would there be an outcry ?—Not for children 
from fourteen to seventeen. The work is mostly over 
about seven o’clock.

58. If you were not able to ensure constant- employ
ment to your teachers would it Vie wise to set up a 
separate staff?—I  think you should ensure that to 
them. If you were only able to conduct the school for 
six months it would be hardly fair to them.

59. You would have difficulty in getting young fel
lows to come into the schools?—You would.

60. A’ our general experience is that the country is 
pioducing fair average Irish-speakers in the schools 
after fifth or sixth standard?—Yes, but the difficulty 
is to get it spoken at home.

61. Do you teach rural science?—There is no plot 
with the school.

62. Do you think it could be done without a plot?— 
The. work could hardly be done.

63. If you got the students to bring samples and speci
mens, could not instruction be given?—Yes, good in
struction could be given, but the practical work is the 
best.

64. Do a number of the parents object to that kind of 
thing?—I have no experience of that. We used to do 
a little of that and they did not object.

65. You approve of the whole thing?—Yes, in a farm
ing area especially.

66. Prof. Tierney— Is it your opinion that if you can 
teach the children from the age of four purely in Irish 
you would have fluent Irish-speakers?— You would not, 
but at about eight years of age they begin to fall 
naturally into Irish.

67. You can teach subjects through Irish without very 
much difficulty?— Yes.

68. That would hold in the Ieath-Gaeltacht area?— 
Yes.

69. Do you ever come across the difficulty of reading 
in Irish?—I  don’t, because for myself it is only lately 
I  started reading in Roman characters and I  don’t 
like it.

70. An Seabhae.—Your school is in from the sea alto
gether?—No, it is on the shore.

71. Have you made any effort io associate your teach
ing in any way with what comes into their lives in con
nection with the sea?—Before the new programme 
came in I based my kindergarten mostly on the sea.
I had objects from the sea brought in for the purpose.

Higher up I started the history and geography with 
the parish, then the barony, and then the county.

72. In regard to that particular method of teaching 
history and geography, are there suitable books avail
able. Suppose you went to Tipperary could you start 
the same thing there?—1 don’t know about Tipperary, 
but there is a good history of Clare.

73. Won’t you have to know history and stories and 
sayings that concern local places?—That is for the 
history of the parish.

74. Do you think that an effort should be made to pre
serve these traditions, or will they be safe in oral trans
mission?— I think they would be well worth preserving.

75. Do you think there should be established in the 
schools something like a record of local material col
lected bv the pupils and the teacher?—It would be 
a good idea and the amount connected -with any parish 
is small.

70. There is a variation between it and the next 
parish?— Yes.

77. In connection with the sea, you were bom near it 
yourself and you have had experience of it since, has 
it entered very much into the consideration of those 
training you to become a teacher to direct attention 
to the sea and the things connected with it?—The aim 
of the old National Board was to turn them into clerks 
or something like that, and there was no connection 
between the teaching in the school and the home-life 
of the children. The late Mr. Starkie tried to link 
up both, but people did not know what he meant. The 
teachers were recommended to get pupils interested in 
the life of the locality.

78. Had any effort been made in the training of the 
teachers to that end?—No.

79. !)<> you think that training is necessary?—The 
teacher must more or less train himself in that.

80. You will admit that teachers in general reflect the 
training they have got as teachers?—That may be, but 
any teacher with a bit of initiative can get outside that.

81. I quite agree, but you will be satisfied to admit at 
the same time that certain lines should be laid out 
for them in their training, and their attention called 
to certain things to stimulate originality?—Certainly.

82. That has not been done in connection with the 
sea?—I don’t think the sea was ever mentioned.

83. Dot you think that enough stress has been laid on 
that; in getting interested in the life around about 
them?—It has been stressed, but it was left more or 
less to the teacher himself, and if the teacher did not 
feel inclined he could not be compelled to do it.

84. Can \ou say if the. teaching in national schools 
tends towards producing boys and girls who will be satis
fied to live at home, to develop the land, and improve the 
land and their condition at home; is that the aim of 
primary education ?— It is hard to say. It looks as if 
the aim at present were the nationalising, of education.

85. That is, more politically than culturally?—I 
I would not say politically.

86. Has it a cultural national bent?— Yes.
87. Is it sufficiently associated with their ordinary 

lives?—In trying to irishise the schools we have lost- 
sight of the human side.

88. Do you think that should be the aim—to raise 
people who shall be fitted to go away and provide for 
themselves?— It would be right to fit those who remain
for the soil: at the same time it is right to fit a man 
to face the world.

89. Where?—In the continuation school
90. That is for the world outside his own parish?—Not 

necessarily outside Ireland.
91. Those boys whom you have trained to become 

fairly efficient Irish speakers, have any of them de
veloped at all towards continuing that outside and 
growing up Irish-speaking young men and women?— 
There are only two in my district at present going 
around among the old people collecting their stories 
and songs.

92. They have got touched with the Gaelic enthu
siasm?—I think so.

93. Do the people take it well, what you are doing 
for the children in Irish ?—They do.

94. And are pleased with it?—Yes.
95. But they have no concern in helping you ?—No. 
95a. Could they be enthused to help you?—I don’t

know.
96. By anything the Government might do?—Spoon

feeding is very dangerous.
97. Is there no hope at all? Is their psychology 

such that anything outside will have no influence on 
their doing anything for Irish?—It is very hard to
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get them to do anything. If you try to encourage 
them by financial means they look on it as a bribe.

98. Do you think the old people over 50 and 60 
years will not help in any effort that is being made 
to make Irish the spoken language?—It will be very 
hard to get them to speak Irish amongst themselves.

99. Is there more hope in getting the young people 
to do so?—If it pays they will do so. They might 
look upon that as a bribe too.

100. I don’t suggest that the Government should go 
down and hand money to them?—It was suggested 
that prizes be given for the best Irish-speaking 
families.

101. Do you think it would do good if promising 
boys and girls were snapped up and put into posi
tions. and that the mere fact of speaking Irish could 
do that?—Yes.

102. In regard to public administration, could State 
administration be used to bring them round to the habit 
of speaking Irish—that is, public officials and all that? 
— I suppose it would.

103. All the old age pensioners and the people 
likely to be qualified for the next ten years speak 
Irish ?—Yes.

104. If an official went down there and spoke Irish, 
would that loosen their tongues ?—It would.

105. And if the same thing happened with the Land 
Commission officials, would that influence or help to 
destroy anglicisation ?—Yes. The influence would be 
felt there in a short time if you had the officials 
talking Irish. They would take very good care then 
to pass Irish on to their children. They would see 
to it that- the children would know Irish.

106. Do you think that English-speaking habit has 
got to be part of their psychology?—Yes.

107. That they are doing it unconsciously?—Yes, 
hut they like Irish all the time.

108. Is it your experience that the people do like 
Irish, but this blessed habit has got hold of them?— 
That is the idea.

109. An Fear Mtir.—In connection with the higher 
schools the providing of a special staff would be a 
rather expensive thing. Do you think that it might 
be more practical to have a special room in connec
tion with each school and a special teacher appointed 
to see to the higher grades of education ?—It certainly 
would, but then you must have a distinct programme 
for them. If you tried to teach a programme of that 
kind in conjunction with the ordinary programme it 
would not do.

110. Would it not be a rather difficult thing to get 
grown-up people to attend even with compulsion? 
Would you be more likely to get students for a day 
school than for a night school ?—It would not be easy 
to' get them1 for a) day school, except those who could 
afford it, and these are fairly well provided for in the 
secondary schools.

111. The secondary schools do not touch the Irish
speaking districts at all?—The boys would be in
clined to attend if they were close to a secondary 
school. My experience is they would do that, but 
they would not go five miles.

112. What happens to your pupils. Do they mi
grate?—Yes; only one stays at home.

113. To North America?—Yes.
114. Did any apply to get into the Garda Siochana? 

—Yes, some of them did.
115. Were any rejected?— Ves.
116. You don’t approve of giving prizes for speaking 

Irish ?—No.
116a. An Fear Mór.—We had a scheme whereby we 

gave a prize of £!i to every child of seven years who 
could speak Irish fluently. The children were able to 
speak Irish all right, but they acquired the knowledge 
in school.

117. Chairman.—There is one point I would like to- 
ask you about, that is the weaving industry. You say 
there are two weavers in the district who turn out 
iwoik of a very fine quality. Do they spin their own 
wool ?—It is spun in the locality. The women spin 
the wool for the weavers.

118. Do they spin their own wool?—Yes, if they 
have it.

119. Fiailna Eihjeach.—Where is the carding done? 
—In Ennistymon.

120. Chairman.—You say they make “  fine cloth.” 
^Vhat do youjmean by that ?

121. Fitu hra Eilgeaeh.—He means “  good,”  the ordi
nary Irish meaning of the word “  fine.”

122. Deputy Baxter.— There are only two weavers?—  
Yes.

123. Are they old?—One of them is sixty.
124. Chairman.—Is all the stuff used locally?—Yes..
125. Is there an opening for the weaving industry 

as a home industry?—I  think so.
126. An Seabhac.—Is the weaving there confined to 

the amount that persons send in and order?—Yes.
127. Chairman.—Is there a tendency for that to de

crease or increase ?—They are kept busy all the time.
128. Fr. Cunningham.—Do they make blankets?— 

They do and material for overcoats.
129. Do they finish it—I mean before it is sent to 

the tailor ?—They send it to the tailor from the loom, 
except in the case of blankets. They send the 
blanketing away.

130. An Seabhac.—Do they make any decent stuff? 
—Yes.

131. Fr. Cunningham.—And colour it?—Yes.
132. That is where technical education would Come

I in ?—They are fairly successful in colouring from sea 
' shells.

133. Do they colour from the stuff on the rocks?— 
Yes.

134. Do they dye from the heather ?—Yes, and front- 
herbs.

135. An Seabhac.—Have you any idea who makes 
the design ?— The weavers themselves. They have 
only three or four patterns.

136. Fiaehra■ Eilgeaeh.—Is there any quilting done 
in the_ district ?—Yes, there used to be, but it is prac
tically dead now. In fact, I think the last woman 
who did quilting is dead.

137. Chairman.—When you say carpets were made 
there last spring, what type of people made them ?— 
Young girls.

138. Was it for their own homes ?—They made them 
at the class.

139. Did they dispose of these. carpets by sale?—I 
don’t think so.

140. Fr. Cunningham.—Is there an opening in that 
line?—There is, certainly, even more so than in 
homespuns.

141. Mr. Hanly.—Is kelp burning on the increase or 
decrease?—On the decrease.

142. What is that due to ?—Chiefly to want of com
petition in the market.

143. Fr. Cunningham.—Might it be a case where 
the Government might step in and regulate prices?— 
They cannot control the Scotch buyers.

144. Prof. Tierney.—I suppose four is a fairly young 
age for a child to go to school ?—It depends on 
whether the school is near.

145. It would not be a practical thing to get chil
dren to go to school at an early age all round?— 
About five is the average age.

Chairmait.—Thank you, Padraig.

The Commission adjourned to Thursday, 2nd July. 
1925.
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COIMISIÚN NA GAELTACHTA.

Tháinig an Coúnisiún le chéile ag 6 Sráid Fhearchar, Ath Oliath, ar a deich a chlog. Diardoin
2adh Iúl, 1925. *

Bhí i láthair:— An Generál Bisteárd Ua Maolchatha (Cathaoirleach); Pádraig Baxter, T .D .; 
Pádraig Ó Siocfhradha (An Seabhac); Bisteárd Ó Foghludha (Fiachra Eilgeach); L. C. Moriarty, 
Joseph Hanly; An t-Athair Seaghan MacCunnigeain; Séamus 6  hEochadha (An Fear Mór).

D ’éisteadh—
PÁDBAIG MAC SEÁIN (Caiseal, Glenn Columcille, Tirchonaill).
SEAMUS ó SEABCAIGH (25 Colenso Parade, Stranmillis, Belfast).

lihi an Raiteas seo lea'nas ó Pádraig Mac Satin i 
lamhaibh na gCoimisinviri :—

I. Na Lionvataisti Gaedhealacha.
Ceanntar Gaedhealach an pharóiste seo mar tcidhfear 

6 na h-uimhreacha seo a leanas.
(a) An uimhir daoine ins an cheanntar (Paróiste) ? 

labhras Gaedhlic—2530.
(b) An uimhir nac labhrann ach Saos-Béarla—349. 
Ins an dara h-uimhir seo tá áirmhighthe (1) Protas-

dúin, (2) Gárdaí Síothchána, (3) Fir Soluis agus a 
gclann, agus (4) Coimhightheacha eile.

Tá cunntas ar leith agam ar gach ceanntar scoile 
ins an pharóiste ach ní shílim go bhfuil sé riachtanach 
mion-chunntais mar sin a chur ós comhair an 
Choimisiúin ach má iarrtar é tá sé ar fághail.
II. Riaraehin.

Seo mar atá an chúis.

(A) Oifigi Rialtais.— Oifig an Phuist.

An uimhir fó- 
oifigi ins an 
cheanntar

Aii uimnir 
fó-phost 

mhaighstiri
(1) a labhras 

Gaedhlic
(2) a labhras 

agus a 
Bcriobhas 1

An uimhir 
congantoiri 

atál n-innibb 
Gae ic a 

sgriobhadh

An uimhir 
fear litre ach
(1) a labhras 

Gaelic
(2) agus a 

leigheas i

7 (1) 6 4 nó 5 (1) 7

(2) Nil aon (2) 3
duine

Sé mo bharamhail gnr fíor-bheagan má tá duine ar bith 
dá bhfuil luaidhte agam annseo, atá i n-innibh an obair 
go léir a dhéanamh i nGaedhlic.

Ba chóir nach mbeadh congantoir ar bith i bpost- 
oifig ins an Ghaedhealtacht nach mbeadh ábalta an 
obair a dhéanamh fríd Ghaelic. Ba chóir fosta go 
mbainfidhe úsaid is tomhas fad na h-Eireann nuair 
atáthar a leagan cánach ar telegramaí.

(B) Cúirt agus Dligheadh.
Ní shaoilim go bhfuil Gaedhlic ag cléireach na 

Cúirte ins an pharóiste seo. Ní labhrann sé nó ní 
sgrfobhann sé Gaedhlic daréir m ’eolais-sa. Taobh 
amuigh de sin sllim go bhfuil eolas ar an teangaidh 
ag gach duine eile dá mbaineann le gnóithe na eúirte 
ach amhain na Gárdaí Síothchána. Ní thig liomsa a 
rádh ciacu atá eolas ar an teangaidh ag an Feadhmannaí 
a thig chun an cheanntair seo, ach seo mar tá an chúis 
i dtaobh na nGárdal iad féin.

1nArus na nGárdaí, An Charraic.

An uimhir 
fear

An uimhir a labh
ras Gaedhlic

An uimhir atá gan eolas 
ar bith is fiú a 
áireamh ar an tean
gaidh

Cuigear go
íéir

Nil aonduine Nil eolas ag aonduine 
aca oirthi

i nArus na nGárdai, i nGleann Columcil'e

Cúigear go 
léir

Fear amhain i n-a 
chainnteoir 

maith agus f onn 
air a labhairt go 
gnáthach. Beirt 
a bhfuil beagán 
beag eolais aca 
oirthi

Duine amhain gan aon 
eolas uirthi agus fear 
amhain eile a silim 
nach bhfuil morán ar 
bith eolais aige uirthi

(C) Oifigi P e n s i ú n  S e a u - A o i s e .

Má tá eolas ag Oifigeach an Phensiún atá ins an 
cheanntar

(1) fé láthair ar (lhaedhiie ni shilim go mbaineann sé 
feidhm aisti. Nior cheart i gceanntar mar seo 
go mbeadh oifigeach dá chineal ag dul imeasg an 
t-sean bhunaidh gan é bheith i n-a_ chainnteóir 
mhaith. Cuinnteóirí atá a dhith.

Tig Feadhmannach Pensiún (L. G. B. Supervisor) 
thart

(2) ins an cheanntar i n-amannai le tuairisgbheal a
thabhairt fá dhaoiní atá ag éileamh an phensiún 
agus sé ma bharamliail nach cainnteoir Gaedhlige 
eisean ach oiread.

(3) Nil eolas ar bith ar an Ghaelic ag Cléireach Coiste 
Phensiún an cheanntair seo.

(D) Rohm na h-Iasgaireachta. 
Oibrigheann dhá oifigeach faoi’n roinn seo sa cheann

tar ó am go h-am, fear aca a bhfuil eolas ar an 
Ghaedhlic aige agus nach dtig ach go h-annamh, fear 
eile gan aon eolas ar an teangaidh aige agus bheir 
seisean cuairt go minic ar an áit.

(E) R o i n n  na T a l m h u i d h c a c h t a .

Oifigeach amháin—Nil aon eolas ar an teangaidh 
aige.

(F) Oifigi O tnnhluchtai A itea m h la .
(1) Doctúir—Tá Gaedhlic aige.
(2) Oifigeach Chonganta na mBocht—Tá Gaedhlic

aige.
(3) Bean-chabhartha—Tá Gaedhlic aici.

(G) Scoltacha agus Múinteóirl Scoile.
9 Scoltacha Caitliceacha.
1 Scoil Protastúnach.
1 Scoil Erasmus Smith.

Teagasgtar Gaedhlic ins na scoltacha caitliceacha go 
léir. Tá furmhór na bProtasdún i leith na Gaedhilge. 
Ní mhúintear Gaedhlic i scoil Erasmus Smith ar 
chor ar bith. Theasgasgtaoi Gaedhlic mar ádhbhar sa 
bhreis ins na scoltacha eile. 0 1922 teagasgtar daréiv 
an chláir úir oiread de na gnáth adhbhair agus is féidir 
frid Ghaedhlic.

Múinteóiri.

Tá 8 bpnomh oide a mil teastas dhá theangthach acu 
„  3 congantoiri ,, ,, ,, „  „
,, 1 ,, ,, ,, coithcheann aige
,, 5 J. A. M. ,, ,, dhá theangthach acu
,, IPri mh oide ,, ,, Ard Teastas aige
,, 1 Congantoir ,, „  „  ,, ,,

Sin anois cunntas ar ehúis an Riaracháin comh maith. 
agus is féidir liom.

Na Lochtannai atd sa chúis. ■
1. Oifigi a bheith ag obair faoi’n riaghaltas ins am

cheanntar seo agus gan eolas ar bith ar an 
Ghaedhlic aca.

2. Na h-oifigi atd ag obair annseo agus a bhfuil eolas
aca ar Ghaedhlic nil siad a baint feidhm aisti 
mar ghnáth theangaidh.

3. Nil ceart ar leith, ná buntáiste ar bith ar leith dá
thabhairt do lucht' na Gaedhlice, cuir i gcás 
gárdaí siothchána, thar an muintir nach bhfuil 
aca ach Béarla.

(478). Wt.641. 12. 3. 3. 125. 9/25. F alconer. G9.
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■Joia 2, 1925. PÁDRAIG MAC SEAIN, examined.
Leigheas ar na Lochtannai sin-

{a) Ceart ar leith a thabhairt do gach cineal oifigeach 
dá bhfuil ag obair ins an Ghaedhealtacht agus 
a bhfuil eolas maith aca ar Ghaedhlic agus a 
labhras Gaedhlic mar ghnáth-theangaidh. Is 
iomda dóigh arbh fhéidir seo a dhéanamh. 
Cuir i gcás—breis phdighe, breis laethe saoire, 
marcanna seirbhise srl.

<b) Ni eóir árus smachtamhla (Disciplinary Station) 
do ghárdaí a dhéanamh de áruis ar bith ’san 
Ghaedhealtacht. Ni maith le fear ar bith é  
bheith le rádh go bhfuil sé i n-áitmar sin, agus 
muna bhfuil rud inteacht le fir a mhealladh 
ann, ni maith le fear a bheith i n-áit chúlréas- 
gamhail. Td an chúis dona go leor mas go 
h-druis smachtamhla a chaithfeas an Gaedhil- 
geoir dul.

<c) Na cuirtear oifigeach ar bith (is cuma goidé rud 
é) isteach chrm na Gaedhealtaehta gan a chur 
faoi sgrúdú ar dtús i nGaedhlic—go h-afrid i 
labljairt na Gaedhlice agus muna n-eirighidh 
leis ins an sgrúdú sin ní cóir an posta a 
thabhairt dó.

id) An scrúdú eeadna a chur ar an mhúintir atá i
n-a n-oifigi ins an Ghaedhealtacht fa ldthair, 
agus muna n-eirighidh leobhtha, cead a
n-athiughadii

ie) I dtaoibh na nGárdái Siothchdna muna féidir
gach fear de gach fuireann áruis ins an 
Ghaedhealtacht a bheith i n-a chainnteoir 
Gaedhlice ba chóir furmhór na ngdrdai ins na 
h-aruis sin a bheith na gcainnteóir Gaedhilge.

</) Na gárdaí nach bhfuil Gaedhlic aca agus a 
chaithfeas leath-bhliadhain ins an Ghaedheal
tacht, ba chóir a gcur faoi sgrúdu i nGaedhlic 
ag, cionn na leithbhliana agus muna bhfuil siad 
a foghluim na teangan cead marcanna seirbhise 
a bhaint díobhtha na pionús nó islughadh 
dirighthe a dhéanamh ortha.

1;/) Ba ehóir a chur d ’fhiachaibh ar oifigigh an 
rialtais feidhm a bhaint go laetheamhail agus 
go gndthach as an teangaidh. Sé sin le rddh 
nach leor cainnteóirí Gaedhlice a chur ’na 
Gaedhealtaehta, eaithfir cur i n-iúl diobhtha go 
bhfuil sé d ’fhiachaibh ortha feidhm a bhaint 
as an teangaidh.

(h) Ni eóir eongantoir gan Gaedhlic a bheith i 
n-aon phost oifig san Ghaedhealtacht.

Sin anois eomhairli i dtaobh leighis na lochtann. Td 
fhios ag gach duine gur mór a chuidigh oifigigh an 
tsean ama, an Ghaedhlic a mharbhadh, agus td an chúis 
dona go leor mas iad oifigigh ar Rialtais féin a ehuirfeas 
críoch léithe agus a ehuirfeas faoi fhód i. Caithfear 
teisbeaint do lucht na Gaedhealtaehta atá ag déanamh 
neamh-shuim innti, gur seoid luachmhar i, agus ni 
dhéanfaidh “  Caidé mar td tú ”  nó “  Sldn leat ”  srl. 
sin ; ni dhéanfaidh, caithfear a bheith darlribh. III.

III. Oideachas.
(a) Td an Ghaedhlic dd congbhail beo de bharr chúrsaí 

'oideachais an lae indiu, ach md td féin ni sldn a beo. 
Sé chialluighim le sin nd go bhfuil pdisti a fdghail eolais 

•■oirthi ins na scoltacha, ach daréir agus mar td na 
bliadhanta dd gcathamh td an teangaidh a dul as usaid 
níos mó agus níos mó sa bhaile aca, agus mar sin de 
is goirid a bhios eolas na scoile a dul le fdnaidh. Goide 
is ciall do’n ehúis a bheith mar sin ? Td, nil dadaidh 
tdbhtachtach le gnothughadh ag furmhór na mbocht 
(ddréir a mbreathnuighthe) ar oideachas. Nil uatha 
ach a gclann fhdghail faoi Idmh Easbuic, agus oiread 
eolais fhdghail ar Ieightheóireaeht agus ar sgriobh- 
neoireacht agus go mbeidh siad i n-innibh litir a 
léigheadh agus a sgriobhadh. Tcidhthear do’n mhór 
chuid aca mar sin de, ins an Gaedhealtacht, nach bhfuil 
ann ach am amugha a bheith a teagasg Gaedhlice do 
gclann, mar nach ngnothuigheann siad dadaidh oirthi 
agus gur comhartha boictineachta agus ainbhfeasa i.

Leigheas ar an ghalar seo
(b) Muna gcoinnighthear beo an teangaidh ins an 

Ghaedhealtacht (td si a fdghail bhdis ann) gheobhaidh 
si bds de ar n-aindeoin. Caithfear cuidiughadh le lucht 
na Gaedhealtaehta mar td leagtha amach agamsa faoi 
chúrsai maireachtanna nó ar dhoigh éigin mar sin. Ni 
dhéanfaidh na scoltacha an obair go léir nó go 
bhfeicidh na daoini iad féin gur chóir daobhtha mar 
mhaithe leobhtha fdin suim a chur innti aris.

(c) Seo eomhairli a bhéarfainn-sa uaim ins an 
•ehúis:—

1. Ba cheart Tinnreamh Foiréignighthe a chur ar bun. 
Ni bheidh brigh i gcúrsaí ar bith oideachais go ndéantar 
sin. 2. Ba choir ceart ar leith a thabhairt do phdisti a 
thioefadh ’na scoile de’n chead dul amach agus gan 
eolas ar Bhéarla na Sacsan aca. Cuir i gcas da dtugtaoi 
leabharthai gan dadaidh diobhtha nó duais dirighthe. 
3. Bd chóir Ard-Scoileanna a chur ar bun ins an Gaedh
ealtacht (agus ni i geionn chúig mbliadhan nó i geionn 
dhd bhliadhain ach chomh luath agus is féidir a dhéa- 
namh, ba chóir sin a dhéanamh), agus pdisti inntleach- 
tacha géarchúiseacha a mbeidh eolas maith ar Ghaedhlic 
aca a tóghadh as na bun scoltacha agus a n-ullmhughadh 
saor ins na hArd Scoltacha agus mar sin de, bealach a 
thabhairt diobhtha beatha mheasardha a shaothrughadh.

IV- Cúsai Maireachtana.
D ’fheadfaidhe na neithe seo a leanas a aireamh mar 

bhuan obair sa cheantar seo:—
(a) Déanamh bdinin.
(b) Iasgaireacht.
(c) Cniteal.
(d) Sprigedl no Bróidneoireacht.
(e) Feirmeóireacht.
Be cuidiughadh le daoini i dtaobh (a) thuas caith

fear :—
1. Margadh fhdghail do’n bhdinin.
2. Bannaí ó ’n riaghaltas a chur leis an éadach, sé

sin stampa a chur air ag innse nach cdl le claidhe 
atd ann.

Le cuidiughadh faoi (b) caithfear:—
1. An iasgaireacht a chosnughadh 6 choimhigh-

theacha.
2. Bddai agus gléasarthaí iasgaireachta a thabhairt

do na h-iasgairi.
3. Margadh fhdghail do’n iasg.
4. Bairilli agus salann a choingbheal fd ldimh sa

dóigh agus go dtioefaidh iasg a shailleadh agus 
a shdbhail nuair a thioefas sd chun na bdighe.

Le cuidiughadh faoi (c) agus (d). ni bheadh le 
déanamh ach an t-adhbhar fhdghail do na mnd agus 
na giorrsachai agus riarughadh a dhéanamh le 
h-aghaidhe iad luach a saothar fhdghail as a gcuid oibre, 
agus gan “  an meadhon fhear ”  a bheith a fdghil na 
buntaiste.

Feirmeoireacht.
1. Nil suim ceart ag furmhór mhuintir an cheanntair

seo ins na gabhaltais bheaga atd aca.
2. Ni dhéantar athrughadh barr mar is cóir.
3. Td an talamh amhain dd oibriughadh gan sgriste

le céad bliadhain in diteacha.
4. Ni thugtar aire cheart do leas.
5. Ni dhcantar claidhtheacha nó diogthacha.
6. Ni thógtar ach préataí, coirce, agus féar.
7. Nil aon eolas nó suim ag an choitcheanntacht i

ngarradóireacht.
8. De bhdrr na neithe seo nil moran aca i n-innibh

oiread agus bó amhdin a choingbhedl.
Nil an cinedl ba a choinnightear comh 

buntaisteach agus a d ’fhéadfaidhe iad a bheith.

Leigheas ar seo uiiig.
1. Duaiseanna a thabhairt do’n mhuintir a chuirfeadh

suim cheart ann a gcuid talaimh. B ’fhearr sin 
a dhéanamh nó a bheith a déanamh bacach de 
mhóran aca le “  Relief ”  nó “  Doles.”  

D ’fheadfaidhe scéim a dhéanamh amach mar 
seo a chuideochadh go mór leis na daoini.

2. Ba chóir scáim oideachais inteacht a chur ar bun:
(a) do bhuachailli i gcúrsaí féirmeóireachta;
(b) do chailiní i gcúrsal cócaireachta agus oileamhna 

agus coingbheal toighe.
Dd ndedntaoi seo chuirfeadh na buachailli seo ar 

t-eolas a gheobhadh siad i bhfeidhm nuair a thioefadh 
ionnta agus d ’fhéadfadh na cailini obair d ’fhdghail ag 
Gaedhealú na tire i n-dit agus mar atd an chúis anois 
—iad ag imtheacht mar chaoirigh dul ar fdn. Nil 
uchtach aca dul ag obair anois i dtoighthe móra na 
hEireann mar nach bhfuil eolas aca ar bhanachthas 
toighe.

V. Qeneralta.
Ni shaoilim gur cheart diofriocht ar bith a dhéanamh 

ins an phoinnte seo ach amhdin i gcúrsai Oideachais.

(Sighnithe) PADRAIG MAC SEAIN,
OaisecH, Gleann Columcille.

9adh Bealtaine, 1925.
* * * * *
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1. Chairmen.—You sent in a pretty full statement, but 
there may be additional points you want to cover with 
regard to it. Perhaps first you would tell us in what 
way you have collected your experience of the Irish
speaking districts and how long you have been actually 
at the work of teaching?— My evidence is about the 
parish of Gleneolumcille. I was bom in that parish. 
I  was teaching for four years in Malinbeg and four in 
Cashel.

2. Where are you teaching now?-—In Cashel.
3. You have been teaching for four years in Malinbeg? 

—I have, and four years in Cashel. I have here the 
numbers of the Irish-speaking and English-speaking 
people in the different districts.

Irish- English- 
speaking. speaking. 

139 80
110 hi one.
152 89
107 30
623 135
260 —
200 G
312 —

Carrick
Slieveleague
Mallinmore
Mallinbeg
Cashel
Meenacross
Eougherakirk
Meenaneery

The totals are 2,530 Irish speakers and 349 English 
speakers.

3a. Are there any further general remarks you 
want to make on the matter ?—I don't think so.

4. We are anxious to get a fairly close picture of what 
is the effect of the home language, spoken as a home 
language, and the work of the primary schools in 
areas such as these you have mentioned, and' perhaps 
you would run through the position of Irish in educa
tion generally in the different standards in your school 
from the infants up- Take the infants first. What 
is the extent to which Irish is used in their education? 
— A very remarkable thing this year in the infants is 
that out of fifteen new-comers only three w oe Irish 
speakers. The others had some knowledge of Irish 
which they had heard spoken at home.

5. What would be the average age'‘—About five or
six years.

6. Was that a smaller percentage than previous 
years ?—It was.

7. Was it much smaller?—I don’t think there was 
any other year since I  came to the school in which so 
many infants came to school for the first time, and 
that would explain the lower percentage.

8. What exactly are these children going to do for 
the next two years?—According to the present school 
programme these children are supposed to be taught 
altogether through Irish. There is a difficulty in that, 
because when they go into the first standard they, are 
supposed to learn English as well.

9. What do they do for the first two years?—The 
teacher does all her work in the Irish language with 
these children.

10. What kind of lessons do they get?—Conversa
tional lessons, object lessons, writing and drawing. 
There would not be reading until towards the end of the 
year, and it would be on the blackboard; and then 
also the learning of numbers up to nine and ten. All 
the teaching is done through the medium of Irish.

11. In the reading and writing they do, is it the 
writing and reading of Irish?—No, they learn to write 
English letters as well.

12. Do they write English words?—I don't think so. 
In the first class they start writing English words.

13. In the writing they do as infants, is it the writing 
of Irish letters ?—Yes.

14. The children go to school at five and six years of 
age, and having spent two years at school do they have 
a good child’s knowledge of Irish at the end of that? 
The majority of the children have, even those coming 
from English-speaking homes. The latter, however, 
cannot converse as freely as children from Irish
speaking homes.

15. Would any of these children coming without Irish 
to the schools come from homes in which there was 
Irish spoken?—Certainly. There are very few homes 
in the district in which they could not speak Irish to 
their children, and it is not being done at present.

16. Do you find that even though the preliminary 
work is done through Irish that it has not had the effect 
of getting the people at home to speak Irish to the 
children ?— Yes, as a general rule that has been my 
experience.

17. When they come to the first standard what 
happens ?—The teacher uses the Irish language as far as 
possible. Say in reading English a difficult word comes 
into the lesson, my instruction is to explain that 
through Irish and not through English as used to be 
done. That is done all up through thq school. For
merly it was different. A difficult Irish word was 
translated into English and the explanation given in 
English. Of course arithmetic is done in Irish in that 
standard- All the pupils are learning through Irish as 
much of the work as can possibly be done in Irish. 
Of course it is not as yet possible to adhere too rigidly 
to Irish, and English has sometimes to be used.

18. In  su ch  tilings as arith m etic ?— In  the little 
problems that the children have to do, it is sometimes 
necessary that a little English has to b e  put in.

19. In mathematics?— Yes, but it is a different 
matter in the senior standards.

20. I  would like to get a clear picture of the work thc- 
children do in the second standard?—They do leading 
in Irish and English, writing in Irish and English. 
They get conversational lessons also—at least first- 
class do—and object lessons which are all through the 
medium of Irish. All the instructions to the children 
are in Irish, I  mean school orders and other things 
throughout the whole school.

21. In the first standard English is used for the teach
ing of English?— No, Irish is used as much as possible 
for the teaching of English, writing, and arithmetic. 
As much as possible is done through the medium of 
Irish. Even in English reading the difficulties are 
attempted to be explained through the medium of Irish.

22. When they come to the second standard, as far as 
reading, writing and conversation go, are they as well 
able to deal with English as with Irish in reading, 
writing and conversation ?—The two are about on an 
equal standard.

23. Whether the children come in Irish-speaking or 
English-speaking?—The English-speaking children are 
not as good at Irish as the Irish-speaking children, but 
the Irish-speaking children have as good a knowledge 
of English as the English-speaking children. They 
pick up English better than the English-speaking 
children pick up Irish.

24. The child from the Irish-speaking home would 
also hear English spoken outside?— Yes, but children 
who come to school without Irish don’t seem to be 
able to pick up Irish as quickly as the other children 
can pick up English.

25. To what do you attribute that?—I have noticed 
that the children at play are much more fond of using 
English than Irish. I made attempts to get them to 
use Irish, but they won’t do it.

26. When you come to the third and fourth standards 
what subjects do you deal with?—They have reading, 
writing, and arithmetic which are done in much the 
same way as in the second. They have also an intro
duction to geography and history, and these are done 
altogether through Irish.

27. After the fourth standard in the school what is 
the position generally?—Even in the fourth standard 
they begin to learn mathematics, algebra, and geo
metry. That is done in Irish, at least I have tried my 
best to do it. I find children who are native Irish- 
speakers can easily follow the explanations that are 
necessary in the teaching of mathematics, and the 
other children who come to school without Irish don’t 
follow so well. If it happens that children from Eng
lish-speaking homes come to these classes one cannot 
go on teaching through Irish. I got four children, 
from the Protestant schools within the last few years, 
and also a few from light-house keepers’ families, and 
they formed the bulk of the class, and I  had to suit 
mv teaching to them. In that way one cannot always 
do all the work through Irish unless you sacrifice every
thing to driving in a knowledge of the language.

28. The children in their sixth standard at the present 
moment, are they children taken through their national 
school life entirely through the medium of Irish?—Not 
entirely, because the school was bilingual, and. tliey 
were taught English.

29. You speak of the school district of Cashel as 
having 623 Irish-speakers, and 135 English-speakers, 
and yet the language spoken around the school, judging 
from the play-hour, tends to be English?—The tendency 
during late years has been towards English;

30. Is it a fact, from the point of view of the use of' 
Irish in the school, that the change over to the Irish' 
side has not been very material during the last year in- 
the case of the Cashei school?—It is not very material.
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but the work that the school is doing is much better 
for the language than under bilingual conditions.

31. Do you think that the change has not been suffi
ciently long introduced to show any effect that it may 
ultimately have on the general use of the language out
side the ordinary school business?—I don’t think it has 
had a proper chance yet.

02. Have you any reason for thinking that the effect 
will be to change the language of the play-ground from 
English to Irish?—There will be very little change 
until the people see the advantage of using the lan
guage iu the homes. If it is not used in the homes, 
the language will die. The work in the schools does 
not seem to be natural if the homes don't co-operate.

33. It has been suggested by other witnesses that the 
fact that Irish is the first language taught to the 
children when they first go to school may Have the 
efiei t of making people speak English in the homes 
because they would not get it in the schools?—That 
would not be the case in my district. I don’t think 
they speak English because the children are getting 
too much Irish in the school.

34. When you speak of a district like Mallinmore 
where there are 152 Irish-speaking and su English-speak
ing people, it does not seem to reflect anything like 
that position- In regard to the Irish language the 
school seems to be almost entirely an English-speak
ing school. With Irish taught pretty well as a 
language do you think in many of the districts there 
with big Irish-speaking populations as compared with 
English the position in the schools is somewhat like 
that?—In the Mallinmore school district the tendency 
is more in that district to use the English language, 
because of the number of Protestants settled there, 
and also to the influence of the coast guards, who were 
stationed there under the old regime.

3D. Was it due to the school?—I don’t think so. It 
is due to the big colony of Protestants settled there 
and the influence of the coast guards and other Govern
ment officials.

36. Your point seems to be that the work in the 
schools is not going to make the homes Irish-speaking, 
that something else is wanted?— Yes, if the people 
don’t see that there is some advantage to be gained by 
getting a knowledge of Irish they will not continue to 
speak it in the Rimes.

37. In these additional things that are wanted, is 
there anything additional wanted in the line of educa
tion?—Under the heading of “  education ”  I have 
answ « red that.

38. As far as primary education is concerned you 
suggest more rigid compulsory attendance, with special 
privileges ?— Y es.

It was suggested to us it was unfair in certain dis
tricts to appiy compulsory attendance too rigidly after 
say ten years of age, because the economic position 
requires the people to send their children to service, 
to work of some kind, at any rate, during the 
summer months. W"uld that consideration apply to 
the school area you know ?—Some of the children are 
sent to service, but the big majority of them attend 
school to fourteen years of age.

311. Do you think special privileges offered to children 
who became Irish-speakers would induce them to make 
Irish the home language?—I  think it would.

40. You suggest giving school books free?— Y'es.
41. Have you in mind that they should get school 

books free over the whole course of their primary edu
cation?—I should say from third standard upwards 
where the books arc dear. It is very difficult for some 
parents to supply their children with books, especially 
in the case of Irish books, which are abnormally dear.

42. What would be the annual cost to parents for 
books in the primary sehool?—The children in the sixth 
standard have to get an Irish reader, anything up to 
2s. 6d. In some cases there are four children from the 
one family. That would mean two books. As a 
matter of fact the teacher has to pay for them. The 
people are not able to buy the books. It is easier pay 
the rent than buy books for the children. They require 
2s. 6d. for their reader, and they are supposed to have 
two Irish readers, an ordinary reader and a school 
reader. They are also required to have two English 
readers, that would be another 4s. An arithmetic 
book costs 8d., an Irish geography Is., a> history— 
the only history we can put into their hands is Father 
Carr’s history—which, I think, is about 3s. 6d. Then 
you have mathematical books which cost on an aver
age—an algebra Is. and geometry Is. It would be 

much better if the children got one book on mathe
matics which would cover three or four years, instead

of getting separate books every year. Then they have 
to get copy books, pens and pencils. In any case the 
cost is too high for the children in my district. They 
cannot possibly purchase the books.

43. Do I understand that you feel that some better 
standardisation in the matter of books should be tried? 
— What I refer particularly to is that Irish books are 
entirely too dear. Are they dearer than English?— 
They are.

44. Are the Irish readers of as good a literary stan
dard, are they as useful for educational purposes as the 
English readers?—I don’t think so. There is a great 
need for a better class of books as readers for the 
children,.

4D. I take it their school books from the third to the 
sixth standard means their school books for their whole 
primary school career?— Yes.

46. You speak of high schools, have you anything in 
mind with regard to the type of instruction and other 
things necessary for these schools?—The instruction 
should be through the medium of Irish, and the only 
children who could follow the teacher would be the 
children with a good spoken knowledge of the language. 
The children chosen for these schools should be intelli
gent, on the knowledge of the language alone I would 
not take them in.

47. Have you visualised where there would be set up 
such high schools as these, or the number that would 
be set up?—I have not thought out the matter of num
bers. I think my native district T'eelin would be 
suitable for the establishment of such a school. As 
regards the teachers and the staff you would want 
highly efficient teachers who should possess a good 
knowledge of the language, spoken and literary.

48. W ould it be necessary to make provision for a 
new school and school staff? How many pupils would it 
be necessary to make accommodation for, and what area 
of the county would you draw on for the selection 
of pupils? Would it be a residential school? All these 
points have to be considered?—As regards the build
ing there would have to be a new building of some 
kind, because the Teelin school is only capable of 
accommodating the children of the district. There is 
an old coast guard station there which, if repaired, 
could be used for the purpose. In Garrick there is an 
old hotel. It would be more central.

49. W7hen you speak o f the Garrick hotel you really 
speak of the s ite ?—Y’ es.

Ft-. Cunningham.—The walls of it are sound enough.
50. C h a i r m a n . —Should the schools be residential?—I 

think so-
51. Y’ou would put such a school in a small village 

where there would be a good deal of Irish spoken? 
Where is this site?—It is near the parochial house, 
and although that village is not Irish-speaking, there 
are several people who can speak Irish, and the district 
round about is an Irish-speaking district.

52. How many pupils would you provide for, and 
would it be residential?—It would be residential, but 
I cannot say how many pupils there ought to be.

53. Take your own school, liow many children have 
you in that school?—There are one hundred and forty 
on the rolls.

54. How many of these would be girls?—seventy.
5 5 . How many of these would be provided with facili

ties to go to a high school?—At present it would be 
this way—all the intelligent children that remain at 
school after they are thirteen years of age. These 
would be in senior standard, and the number would 
be about fifteen.

56. What programme would be worked in a high 
school such as you suggest?—I have not thought that 
matter out. i f  I  had sufficient time, I would. I 
think programmes are giving plenty of trouble at the 
present time.

57. In speaking of the programme I want to get some 
idea of the type o f instruction that should be given in 
these high schools and the object of the instruction? 
—With regard to that matter I would take it the prin
cipal object would be in future to get teachers for the 
national schools from the Gaeltacht. And the pro
gramme should be to make these schools preparatory 
schools for the training colleges. Unless the teachers 
are taken from the Gaeltacht it is doubtful if the Irish 
that will be taught can be called Irish ait all. The only 
Irish is the spoken language as we know it.

Chairman.—I have to apologise for being called away 
for some time.

The chairman left the chair, which, was taken by 
An Seabhac. ‘
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•58. Deputy■ Baxter.—1 would like to know whether 
you are satisfied with the programme in the schools as 
it is presently, whether you are able to teach through 
the medium of Irish and at the same time not ne
glect the general education of the pupils in other 
subjects?—Well, with regard to that matter, I think 
that as thé present programme was introduced only 
in 1922, and as really for the first year the teachers 
were only experimenting with it, it would take a few 
years more before children would reap the full benefit 
from the instruction if taught altogether through the 
medium of Irish-

59. Is yours a district where the tendency on the 
part of the people is to try and have their children ac
quire a knowledge of English as against Irish ?—I do 
not think there is very much of that feeling in the 
district, although certainly the people are in favour 
of the children acquiring as much English as would 
enable them to write a letter. T his seems to be 
more or less a special aim  for children, who in the  
great m ajority of cases, w ill be forced to em igrate  
when they grow np.

6 0 . This criticism of the programme that we have 
heard, that it is preventing their education in 
subjects other than Irish, is there justification for 
it? You are a teacher who can be said to be com
petent to give an opinion. What do you think of the 
general criticism ?—What class of school do you 
mean ?
: I mean the primary schools of the country gene

rally ?—1 could hardly speak fo'r schools in non-Irish- 
speakirig districts because I know it is very difficult, 
for two reasons, to teach most of the subjects through 
the medium of Irish. First, the general run of 
teachers are not yet qualified to do the work in Irish, 
and, secondly, the children have not such a know
ledge of the language as to be able to follow the teachers 
even were they qualified. It is a high standard; it 
requires a good knowledge of the language to be able 
to do all the woTk in a school through the medium 
Of Irish.

61. Do you think that too much is being expected of 
the teachers ?—I don’t exactly know what is being 
expected of anybody, because I know very little about 
any school except my own.

62. Do you say you are not able to state what the 
effects of the new programme are?—I say that. Yes.

63. You don’t know whether the education of chil
dren is better or worse than before the new pro
gramme was introduced? Would the fourth standard 
child to-day be as good as a fourth standard child of 
three years ago ?—At least in my own school 1 do not 
think there is any falling back in standard, but then 
I do not know what is the case in other schools. I 
know children are as good in my school now as they 
were three years ago.

64. Do you mean now in arithmetic, geography and 
composition that children in the fourth standard to
day in your school are as good as the children in that 
standard were three years ago ?—Yes, certainly. I 
have no hesitation in saying that.

65. Is their knowledge of English as good as three 
years ago ?—Just the same.

66. Is their knowledge of Irish better ?—Their 
knowledge of Irish is better.

67. If that is the true position, would you not say 
that the effect of the new programme is improved 
education of children—would that be representing it 
correctly?—Of course I know that when children 
acquire knowledge in two languages it may he said 
to ,be improving their education. They are able to 
express themselves in two languages and able to 
understand things in two languages; I  know in any 
case, as far as this is concerned, there is an im
provement in that respect.

68. There is no worsening in other subjects?—I do 
not think there is anything like that in my school.

69. In the matter of continuation schools and high 
schools, would your sole object in the establishment 
of these schools in the Gaeltacht be to prepare the 
children in a sort of preparatory course for becoming 
teachers later on?—Yes, certainly, that would be the 
main object.

70. Do you think then that you would have a very 
high percentage of primary school-going children attend
ing courses like that ? Do you think in the first place 
you would have openings? Do you think there are 
going to be such openings in the teaching profession 
in this country in the very near future as to warrant 
the opening of schools like that for that purpose

only?—Of course, my idea of it is that you cannot 
elsewhere get such good material from the point of 
view of teaching the language afterwards, as you can 
get from Irish-speaking districts, and if Irish gets a 
sufficiently strong place in the entrance examination 
—if there be such a thing for such schools—especially 
the speaking of the language, which I consider at 
all times the most important for examination pur
poses, then most of the children will be recruited 
from Irisli-speaking districts.

71. But do you think there are going to be sufficient 
.openings in the future for so many teachers?—A 
good deal depends on the number of schools that 
would be established. I do» not say there should be 
so very many of them.

72. Yours is only a plea for a particular school for 
a particular place—it is not a plea for continuation 
schools for the Gaeltacht generally ?—There may be 
a good deal of difference between what I consider 
such a school and what you would.

73. What I was trying to get at was really if you are 
advocating the establishment of continuation schools 
for thc.'i Gaeltacht and that you had in mind that the 
thing to be aimed at was to prepare pupils coining 
to them, for the teaching profession, when the leach
ing profession can hardly open up to these sufficient 
opportunities. The numbers attending these schools 
would be greater far than the opportunities for places 
later, and that if yo>u are- going to train children for 
something else, some higher education, some technical 
training in other subjects would be necessary. The 
continuation school would not serve that purpose?— 
I have in my report suggested a remedy for the diffi
culties. As far as we are concerned, the jiroper 
scheme would be to1 establish courses for boys and 
girls, such as farming, cooking and housekeeping.

74. You did not contemplate that these courses 
would be run in these higher schools ?—No, I did not.

75. Something separate and apart ?—Yes.
76. You did not think it would be essential to give 

the boys you were training for teachers any bias in 
that direction or any groundwork in these subjects ?— 
It might have been right to do it but I did not con
sider that. Something should be done in that respect 
for the boys and girls of the Gaeltacht. But the matter 
of whether you could establish special schools for 
that and go on with that special instruction in pre
paratory schools would not be a matter for me to 
decide. I know the thing should be done.

77. An I'yrabhac.—Suppose provision was made in 
some other manner for the recoupment of teachers 
Outside these schools, what would you wish these 
continuation schools to be used for? You have seen 
the scheme, I expect, where the Minister for Educa
tion proposes to establish colleges for the training of 
young teachers ?—I have not seen that scheme.

78. Supposing that scheme is set up and teachers re
cruited for that from the Gaeltacht, or what practi
cally means the Gaeltacht, would there still be need 

in your mind for continuation and education higher 
than primary ?—If compulsory attendance comes in, 
and if the children are kept at school until 14 or 15 
years, as I mentioned before, in these districts there 
would still be some necessity for further education 
afterwards.

79. To what end? For boys, to train them in local 
education ?—Yes, and for girls also. As it is at pre
sent girls are a good deal handicapped for want of 
knowledge of several things that would be useful 1o 
them—girls in the Gaeltacht—in regard to cooking 
and housekeeping and all that.

80. Mr. Hanlu-— You appear to have the general im
pression that the influence of the school on the whole 
is primarily insufficient to maintain or to develop the 
speaking of Irish in the homes?—Not as things are at 
present; its influence is not sufficient.

81. You think it is mainly an economic question?— 
Yes.

Have you any suggestion that would tend strongly 
to counter the present change to English ?—1 have 
made one in my report.

82. The people in the homes at the present time are 
catering practically all the time for the people that 
jleave and not for those who remain on the land?— 
Yes.

83. If you take one hundred that leave the district, 
what do the bulk of those go to—do the bulk of them
emigrate?—The bulk of them emigrate, certainly. I 
know that in the district which I represent one hun-
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dred and forty-seven have gone to America within 
the past year.

84. What proportion have gone to any other avoca
tion inside the country?—It would be, I think, ;» 
matter of. a few. The only difficulty is to get a pas
sage to America.

85. Suppose there were some technical or high 
schools such as you suggest in which education would 
be given free and that admission to those schools 
would he conditional on the young people being Irish 
speakers, it would prepare them for positions in other 
parts of the country, such as girls being prepared for 
housekeepers and governesses, or for teachers of Irish 
in other parts of the country, would that be a strong 
incentive to encourage them to speak Irish in the 
homes?—Yes, asi long as you show them the advan
tage of having the language it will he an incentive 
to the people.

8t; Do you think in connection with books that if 
the Minister for Education took up the publication of 
books in Irish, as compared with leaving the work 
in the hands of private publishers, and sold them at
a ch eap  ra te , it. w ou ld  m eet the case'-' A ll these books  
yo u  refer to could  be got for 6d . Or 8it. or Is. tw enty- 
five years a g o ?— O f course th e  m ain  th in g  w ould he  
to  su p p ly  the books free or very  ch eap ly  in an y ease.

87. .In F e n r  M<'n\—I was suiprised to see that all 
English is used by the pupils :'—Yes, about 90 per 
cent, of the children use English.

88. Is the whole staff of your school able to speak 
Irish ?—The whole staff are native speakers.

89. Do they ever play with the children?—They do, 
and they encourage them in every way to speak Irish. 
In fact, the first start off I made was to appoint two 
days in the week when the language of the playground 
should he exclusively Irish, and in these days I found 
that the children were very backward entirely at their 
play. Of course a good deal in that respect depends 
on what you might call the leaders in the school. If 
they are English speakers they can lead the others. 
Then are a few Protestants and some lightkeepers’ 
children in my school who speak all English, and the 
children look up to those and follow them a good 
deal.

‘.in. Would these children have attended the lower I 
standards in the school or would they come along at 
the age of 13?—The boys I have in mind have come, 
at the aces about 12 to 14. That happens periodically, 
because the lighthouse keepers are transferred 
periodically.

91. The influence of Irish in the schools is not able 
to “ Irishise ”  these?—It could not because of the 
period they spend there.

92 On an average how long do the children remain 
in your school'^—On an average the boys stay 
until the age of 12 or 13. I may say some of these 
come only during the winter months. They don’t j 
stay all the year round, and for that matter I have 
boys of 15 and 16 who come in for a couple of months 
in the winter time, but on an average 12 or 13 would 
lie the age. The girls stay a little longer.

9:;. D<. von find that any of these wung people find 
their way into Government positions here in Dublin 
or in nny of the local offices for the past couple of 
years ?—I don't know of any from my particular dis. 
trict that have got into any Government offices.

94. What is the cause of that—that they don’t get n 
fair proportion of appointments? Is it that they are 
simply not qualified to take up positions such as 
typists, etc.?—They are not at all qualified for that 
from the ordinary primary schools.

95. If the schools in the Gaeltaclit provided that 
kind of education they would be well attended if there 
was a good likelihood of students getting fair and 
decent positions?—I think so. I have in mind a girl I 
taught a few years ago, and she tried the scholarship 
examination and then went off to America and got a 
position as typist in) Chicago. I  do not think there 
would be the same rush for the States if the people 
could stay! at home) and earn a decent living.

96. Mr. Hanly.—Was she a native speaker ?—Yes.
97. An Fear Mór.—How far is the nearest secondary 

sc hool from your school ?—I could not say how far.
98. .4)! Seabhoc.—About fifty miles at least.
99. Do you think it is fair to the Gaeltaclit that 

secondary education is so far removed from the pupils 
in the Gaeltacht who would be anxious to avail of 
it?—I do not think it is fair, and I claim strongly 
that that is the reason the people are turning so 
much! to English that they have very little benefit to

reap from the use of the Irish language. In fact 
they regard it as a Badge of backwardness, slavery, 
and poverty. The people are anxious to get out of 
the rut, and they fail to see why they should keep on 
speaking Irish when there is nothing to be gained by
it. It is not fair treatment to have higher education 
so far removed from the, people of the Gaeltacht.

100. Are any of the young men in your district in 
the Garda Siochana?—There are about four from the 
parish, I  think.

101., Are those the only four that presented "them
selves for enlistment ?—I think three others did.

102. Is it not strange there should not be a large 
• number from a district such as yours that has so many

emigrants?—Taking the whole parish I  can remember 
six that applied and have got through. Of course 
there would be others who tried the entrance exami
nation that I do not know of.

103. Have you any idea as to why they were re
jected?—One was rejected because—at least, it was 
claimed—he had weak eyesight, and the other on the 
height qualification. Of course I cannot say really 
what it was.

104. Do you know of any being rejected on account 
of su knowledge of English being essential ?—I do not 
think so. Of course I am not sure what the cause of 
rejection was, but it was said that it was weak eye
sight in one case and in the other case that it was the 
height regulation. I  do not know what it was. I 
have not heard that any were rejected for want of a 
knowledge of English.

105. The bulk of the young people is mainly turned 
towards America more than Dublin?—Yes, if they can 
get a passage and passports, etc.

106. What do ithose who remain! at home work at?—* 
The boys on the farms during the farming period, but 
ithey do nothing, during the winter except take home 
a little turf, feed cows, etc. They have nothing else 
to do.

107. We had some reference here to: the fishing in
dustry. Do they fish much in the district?—There is 
a section of the district where they make the main 
part of their livelihood,by fishing, but the fishing has 
been dying out for the past four or five years.

108. You don’t know it intimately?—I do. There are 
thirteen or fourteen rowing boats in the district, 
and throe large luggers. There were at one time about, 
thirty-two or up to forty rowing boats, and thirteen 
of the larger boats.

109. Do; you know if the industry is receiving much 
help from our fishing department in Dublin?—Re
cently ?

Since our Government came into office?—I do not 
know of any thing that has been done in that respect.

110: Do you know if they have been looking for any 
help and not getting it ?—They certainly have been 
looking for help and have not so far got it, but there 
ifi a promise of one large motor boat being sent on 
trial for six weeks.

110a. Would that be a chartered boat?—I think so.
111. The local people would supply the crew?—Yes.
112. Mr. Morinrty.—As regards instruction and edu- 

tion is anything done in your school nr district towards 
directing the minda of the pupils to the value of the 
sea as a means of livelihood under the head of nature 
study. Do you take cognisance of the fact that pupils 
who live on the seaboard should naturally get some 
instruction in regard to marine matters?—Nature study 
is off the programme. It is an optional subject since 
the new programme came into force. It is not taught 
at all in my school, nor I think in any school in the 
district.

113. There is nothing in the system of primary edu
cation at present to direct the minds of the pupils 
living on the seaboard district as to the value of the 
sea and the use to be made of it?—For the past couple 
of years there is practically nothing at all to be 
earned from the sea, and it would be a great waste of 
words to speak about it.

114. Do you think it would be a wise thing for 
primary education authorities to recognise the value 
of giving instruction to boys in maritime districts 
under the heads of fisheries—classes of fishing, 
methods of fishing in the districts, etc., and introduce 
it into their ordinary reading as part of their usual 
course of instruction ?—I was about to make that re
mark. It would be all right to incorporate lessons 
including that instruction in books on such things as 
that.

115. That is not being done at present, and it would 
he desirable?—I think it would be.
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115a Have you any acquaintance with conditions of 
•fishing for the past fifteen or twenty years?—I have, 
certainly,

116. And you know how twenty-five years ago there 
was a very large cod and ling fishing there—can you 
explain why the fishermen have not followed it up ?— 
Because the cod and ling fishing has been destroyed 
by foreign trawlers.

117. It is the depredations qf trawlers has done this ? 
—Yes, and up to the 28th June last there were about 
thirty of these foreign trawlers on the fishing bank.

118. All these luggers that were used, and working 
twenty-five years ago or fifteen years ago, are now put 
up on the beach and let go to rot because foreign 
trawlers came in ?—The fishermen claim that that is 
what has destroyed the fishing.

119. Why did they give up the herring fishing of 
past years—was it the remoteness of fishing or the 
failure of buyers ?—No, the failure of buyers.

The herring came in along by the coast this year, 
and they caught any amount of them in the bay.

190. Were therei any buyers there from Killy begs or 
Downings Bay ?—When the Teelin fishermen went to 
Killybegs the buyers were not there to take them.

121. Was there a man came across called Andrew 
Gallagher from Dooagh ?—Yes, when he arrived the 
weather had changed, and the fish were gone.

122. Of course you recognise the peculiarities of the 
fishing industry—that it is a phase of herring fishing 
always that the fish dodge in and out again, and if 
you' are not ready to seize the opportunity, you lose 
it?—Yes.

123. The Teelin fishermenj had a motor boat there a 
few years ago—can you say why they did not keep it 
on ?—I think the chief difficulty they had with that 
particular boat was that the drivers left them.

‘ 124. And they did not apply for a course of instruc
tion to the Government to train a new driver ?—They 
had one of these drivers sent on to Dublin, but I think 
he did not stick to the ship. Of course the fishing at 
that time was beginning to fail and there would be 
a few reasons why they let the boat go.

125. Did the fishermen, when they saw that the fish
ing was not profitable, take up the carrying of goods 
from Sligo across ?—Oh, no, the carrying of goods 
from Sligo across has, in fact, ceased since 1915 or so. 
There is! none of it done now. In 1915 it was knocked 
out and it never recovered since.

126. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Is it your experience that 
text books given free to children are of as much benefit 
as those they have to pay for?—I do not think I would 
give them entirely free, because they would not take 
proper care of them. I think in these districts people 
in the past few years have got too much for nothing, 
and it does not tend to make them independent, and 
if some small price were put on the books in order to 
let them see that they are not getting them entirely 
free^ it would be better.

127. As regards the dearness of Ir ish books your evi
dence is in favour of the State defraying the cost of 
writing and printing of text books. I will put it this 
way—if a book like Father Carr’s history, which is 
sold to children in your school for 3s., represents some
thing like Is. to the man who sells it—don’t you think 
it a great shame?—I think so, yes. I think it is an 
awful shame to have the like of that done.

.4» ,sVnhhur.—It does not represent that to Father- 
Car r, I assure you.

128. Fiachra EUt/each.—Those of us who went to 
national schools in our youth remember the lessons 
on the whale and rts species—is there anything like 
that in the school books at the present time?—I do 
not think so.

129. You said one; of the principal objects of a local 
high school was to provide for future teachers—how 
many such candidates might be expected in such a 
place as Carrick, if you had such a school—in view of 
the number of teachers required, would it be anything 
considerable or sufficient to warrant any number of 
schools in Irish-speaking districts?— My difficulty with 
that is what district that school would be supposed to 
cater for, and to what extent.

130. It has been suggested there should be one for 
every two parishes ?—That would mean one school for 
Glencolumcille and Kilcar. There would be only a 
small number of candidates in both parishes com
bined.

131. Fr. Cunningham.—You say here on page three 
that officials stationed in this district have a knowledge

of Irish, but do not make any use of it in their 
ordinary work—I wonder why ?—I cannot account for 
it. I know there are some, but not alone in that par
ticular district

132. Is it your opinion that these officials should use 
Irish in their work if they really mean to be efficient? 
— Yes, certainly.

133. .4a Fear Afci/‘ .--Do you think it should lie the 
duty of the Government to issue instructions that 
these officials should carry out their duties through the 
medium of the language?—I think that not alone 
should they send Irish speakers to Irish districts, but 
more or less compel them to use the language, because 
the influence they have on the people afterwards when 
they see officials and others speaking, the language, is 
a great help to make them keep up the use of the lan
guage themselves.

134. Fr. Cunningham.—Who is to see this is to be 
done?—I could not tell you.

135. You have no suggestion to make on that?—X 
have not thought of that matter.

l.'jti, I am glad that the matter of school books was 
brought up, but would you be in favour of fret meals 
to school children ?—There is a good deal of difficulty 
in connection with that. 1 know in my district the chil
dren have to travel two( or three nnles to school, and, 
certainly a meal would be welcome in the middle of 
the day, but. of course, it would not necessarily apply 
to all the children, and then there would be the diffi- 
(•ulty as to whom you would extend it. At this par
ticular time of the year, from April on till the end of 
June, a school meal would be very welcome to most 
of the children.

137. I am not talking of/a full meal, but of a lunch 
—I am not speaking of tea and cocoa and those things, 
but a little lunch of, say, bread and- butter, or marga
rine, Cr jam?—Certainly that would be a very good 
idea for these backward districts, and it would not 
interfere very much with the working of the school. 
But the making of cocoa takes away from the time 
after play-hour when I would suggest the lunch should 
be given.

IMS Have you thought out the sou ice from which 
this free meal should come—who should pay for it— 
would it be a Government grant or should it come 
from rates ? What I am drawing at. is this—if it comes 
as a free meal from the Government it may be looked 
upon as a sort of dole, while if it comes from the rates 
the parents would- realise that they were paying for it, 
and the objectionable feature of it would be re
moved?—I think it should come from the county 
council.

139. Whether it comes from the Government or the 
rates it is the parents pay for it ?—Yes.

140. W ith  regard to these higher schools that you 
spoke of, would you be in favour of having courses in 
these- schools to qualify children not only for the 
teaching profession, but. also for appointments in the 
Civil Service, and in banks, and in positions of that 
kind?—I certainly would be in favour of such courses.

141. I know that a great many people leave Donegal 
and go to Deny and elsewhere to get trained as 
typists and clerks, and all that, and it means a lot of 
money taken out of the country and expended else
where?

As far as you know there is no school in Donegal 
where a promising boy is prepared for those positions? 
—Not as far as I know.

142. There are some technical schools there, hut 
they don’t cater for the whole district?—No. they do 
not.

143. You were speaking about fishing and the great 
quantity of valuable fish that is being lost—in the olden 
times there were supplies of barrels and salt which 
were left in the various districts, stored up there— 
has that been continued?—No, it has not. In fact,, 
speaking for Teelin district the barrels left there were 
taken away some years ago. There would be some 
chance for curing the herring caught this year, but 
there was neither salt nor barrels available. The 
herrings were brought to Killybegs and had to be 
brought back, thrown overboard, and the men who 
had rowed over eighteen miles had nothing for their 
trouble.

144. It would have been useful if there were sup
plies there stored up for an occasion of that kind ?— 
Yes.

H ave' you considered that there should be better 
transport facilities for the carrying of fish and other
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products of the Gaeltacht?—There should be, of course. 
If the'fish are delayed in transit there is danger of a 
great loss-

145. Not alone in transport, hut special terms
should be given?—Oh, yes, special rail terms should 
certainly .be given.

146. Does your memory carry you back to the time 
when that district you speak for got all provisions, 
meal and flour, etc., front Sligo?—Yes, certainly. In 
those days there were hookers and smacks trading 
between Sligo, Teelin, Kilcur, and Killybegs and up 
the coast, in nty own time. 1 remember it.

147. Do you know what it cost to take them— 
what was the freight on a ton of provisions from Sligo 
to Teelin?.—At one time it was 3s. 6d., and during 
the war 5s.

148. It was 3s. 6d. in pre-war days?—Yes, and 5s. 
before the trail., was discontinued?— Yes.

149. They took food to the very doors of the people 
in the district you represent?—Yes.

150. It meant that the money was spent in what is 
now the Free State?—Yes.

151. What is the condition at present in that re
gard ?—The condition is that all provisions come 
from ports not in the Free State, viz. :—-Derry nr Bel
fast.

152. What is the rate per ton on provisions from 
Derry to Killybegs?—1 am not sure.

I will tell you. It is 15s. per ton for 5 ton lots. It 
is 22s. 4d. for a one ton lot, and by the time it is 
carted at Teelin, treight for it costs .12 12s 4d. per 
ton. That is a very serious state of affairs?—Yes.

153. Have you any suggestion to make in that re
spect ?—The only remedy seems to be to open up 
trading with 8ligo again.

154. Should the Government subsidise trading of 
that kind?—Yes, I think so. It would mean a good 
deal to the people.

155. And for the Free State also?—Yes.
156. Y’ ott mention here the industries of making 

flannel. Can you tell us anything about that? In 
your own time how many looms were engaged in the 
parish of Gleneolmcille in weaving?—About 115.

157. Working on the making of flannel ?—Yes, even 
in Teelin at present there are fifteen hand looms.

15*. And some of these were kept working twenty- 
four hours a day?—Yes, certainly, and sometimes on 
Sunday.

159. That meant that there were at least 150 people 
engaged in weaving alone?—Yes.

160 It meant also that there were hundreds of 
others engaged in that industry—spinning and card
ing wool and so on -—Yes. and looking after the 
sheep.

161. Now that industry has failed to a large extent?
—Yes.

162. It is practically non-existent at the present 
time ?—Yes.

163. There were various causes leading up to that, 
and we had la tter lmt touch on those, but could you 
suggest any remedy, anything that might ameliorate 
this at the present time ?—1 would suggest that the 
Government- should try in some way to get a market 
for file flannel.

164. But would you have the quality of the flannel 
controlled?—I would, certainly, otherwise the in
dustry will die down shortly again, and I suggest that 
a Government stamp should bo put on the superior 
article as is done in other industries-

165. And that there should be depots here and there 
for examining?—Yes..

166. We had in the olden time one in Ardara and 
one in Carrick ?—Yes.

167. It would mean employment for the poor people 
of the district?—It would, certainly be a means of 
livelihood for many of those. I  would also suggest 
that a bonus of a Id. or 2d. a yard should be given to 
those turning out the superior article.

168. It would have a good effect ?—Yes, and some
thing for the weaver too, because a good deal of the 
Quality depends on the weaving, and that considera
tion should weigh too.

169. As marketed in the past that flannel was 
marketed in the unfinished state, was it not?—Yes.

170. Well, would you advocate that that flannel 
should be finished in the district in which it is made 
and put on the market there in the finished state?— 
Certainly, I  would.

171. So as to give still further employment in that 
district?—Y'es. and to get as much as possible out of 
the industry.

172. And that the Government or Department that 
would see after the quality in the rough state should 
also step in and assist and establish a finishing plant? 
—Yes, certainly, I had that in mind at the time.

173. And there would be ample work for a large 
finishing plant in the district ?—Yes, certainly,

174. Would you advocate the setting up of a spin
ning factory to spin the wool?—No. That should be 
done at the fireside. It would take away from the 
employment if the spinning were done by machinery.

175. It) should be both' home-spun and hand woven? 
—Yes, certainly.

176. That had something to do of course with the 
failure of the industry ?—It-’ had something to do with 
it, yes,.

177. They went for quantity and not quality ?—Yes.
178. And that was encouraged by the buyers?—Yes, 

during the war period the inferior article was priced 
as high as the superior.

179. Those engaged in the industry were not entirely 
to blame?—No, they were not. During the war there 
was a demand for it, and they bought it up as long as 
it was cloth, and practically no' distinction was made 
between the inferior and the superior article,

180. The dyes were procured locally.—Yes, from 
heather and weed of the rocks.

181. It was left to their own mixing—to their own 
choice?—Yes.

182.. That is a matter in which education could step 
in and give a help?—Yes. A good deal of it was only 
a matter of experiment to see what such and such a 
mixture would be like.

183. It was all a matter of experiment with them, 
they were not aided in any way ?—No, absolutely not.

184. If lessons on this and kindred matters were put 
into the school books it would be a great help?—It 
would, certainly ; but there is nothing like that at 
present, at least I never saw it.

185. A good deal of latitude should be allowed to 
teachers and managers in the various districts to 
select the books and set programmes that they con
sider are more suited to the district?—Yes.

186. .4« Fear ilnr.—Would you not consider there 
would be a danger to the language in allowing ar
rangement of programmes?—I do not see why.

Ft. Cunningham.—As a matter of fact they are 
allowed that latitude at the present time.

187.. Have you much to say about knitting and em
broidery— how many were engaged in embroidery in 
the parish you represent ?—681 girls and women were 
employed about five years ago.

188. How many at the present day?—There is prac
tically nobody employed constantly at it. There are 
some few employed at knitting, but that is not a regu
lar thing.

189. Five years ago it was a regidar source of em
ployment?—16 was. and even two years ago. But the 
sourcei of supply has gone down and they are practi
cally idle now. When there ^were six hundred and 
eighty-one working they would earn about 2s. 6d. each 
per day at embroidery, and that has died out com
pletely.

190. I suppose there were political reasons for that? 
—YTesj

191. The embroidery came from the six counties 
mostly ?—Yes.

191a. There are some parcels coming still, but not 
to the same extent as hitherto?—YTes, but not to the 
same extent.

192. Is there any complaint regarding the regulation 
of these parcels coming over—have the factors ex
perienced any difficulty in getting these parcels over? 
—I think they have great difficulty in getting them 
over. They have to sign a number of forms, and I 
think it is a great nuisance entirely to have to do 
such a thing.

193. You favour the speedy clearance at the Customs 
barriers of parcels of that kind?— Certainly, yes.

194. For the sake of the industry it should be seen 
to that the raw material and the finished article are 
cleared through the customs very quickly?—Yes.

195. With regard to farming, nave you any sugges
tion to make that might be of help?—I have a few 
suggestions down on page five of the English transla
tion of my statement.

196. You live in a district that is cut off a good 
deal, a sort of hinterland—you grow some oats in that 
district?—Yes4

197. When it comes to the time for the oats to ce 
ground into meal as food for the people, have the 
people any difficulty at all to contend with—how far
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have they to go to the cornmill.?—They have to go 
about ten or twelve miles, some of them may have to 
go sixteen miles.

198. If there was a cornmill in the district it would 
be a great advantage to the people of the district as a 
source of food supply for them?— Yes.

199. At the present time they really cannot get their 
oats ground—it is almost impossible?—They rather sell 
it than go to the trouble of getting it ground.

200. If there was a corn mill in the district it would 
be a stimulus to the people to sow more oats, and the 
food supply of the district would be increased?—Yes.

201. On whom would the onus of starting the corn- 
mill rest ?—I do not think there is much likelihood of 
it being started.

Mr. Moriarty.—W e have a cornmill of our own at 
Glenties and we are renting it to a man who pays £20 
a year, but he says he cannot pay because he is not 
getting any work to do.

Ft. Cunningham.—That is for She last couple of 
years—these were abnormal seasons. Before that he 
was certainly getting an amount of work to do—at high 
pressure some years back.

Witness.—Some of the people have to bring their 
own turf to the kiln and it means spending a week 
or more to get the corn ground.

202. Mr. Moriarty.—So the establishment of corn- 
mills through the country would not be desirable?— 
The people sell their corn becausV they can buy it 
ground cheaper

203. Then it is not an economic proposition for a 
man to grind his own coin ?—No.

204. But would they not grow more corn if they had 
a mill?—Perhaps they would.

205. Fr. Cunningham.—Returning to fishing, have 
you any other suggestions to make?—I suggest that 
the fishing should be protected from the foreigner. I 
have been talking to the fishermen and they make 
that a very strong point—that it is the foreigner has 
destroyed the fishing beds and that something should 
be done to keep them out.

206. There is no u s e  in the fishermen of the district 
going out with a trail of long lines to fish for cod oi
ling b e c a u s e  the foreign trawlers come there day and 
night after the local fishermen have set their lines 
and they drag up the lines and gear?—Yes.

207 And leave them without lines and gear?—Yes, 
and destroy the beds and the young spawn—the im
mature fish.

208. These fish would not he touched by the local 
fishermen—they would he allowed to grow?—Yes.

209. Something should be done to protect the fishing 
for the local fishermen?—Yes. I certainly think that 
the fishermen make that a very strong point. These 
trawlers come right into the strand in Malin Beg at 
nighti and come along up by Carrigan and Bunglass. 
There is no three-mile limit observed there.

210. Mr. Manly.—Are these British boats?—They 
are practically all British boats—Scotch or English.

211. Fr. Cunningham.—You would have a better 
system of coast watching ?—More coast, watching, yes; 
and I suggest that to protect the fishing beds properly 
a line should he drawn from Rathlin O’Birne to Killaln 
Bay-

212. Do you think the class of boats these fishermen 
have are really suited for the work they do?—I do not 
think the boats arc suitable at all, because they 
have at present in Teelin only three of these luggers 
and two of them are not seaworthy. I think the age 
of sail and oars is gone. For instance, at present the 
/men have to row up to twenty miles in the evening 
and back in the morning, getting no sleep practically, 
Dn a warm, sultry day, and they cannot stand that 
I would advocate power boats.

213. A  32-foot keel boat, I suppose, would be more 
suitable?—From 30 to 40.

214. You have a safe anchorage for those boats ?—I 
think the anchorage is| safe enough.

215. Of course those boats would not be hauled up in 
the evening like yawls are hauled up?—No.

216. You have a safe anchorage at any rate in Teelin 
for those boats?—Yes.

217. And you consider that a boat of that type would 
be more serviceable than the present ones ?—I cer
tainly do, because they could do all classes of fishing 
with them—line fishing, herring fishing, salmon fish
ing, and even lobster fishing.

218. Would you suggest that these boats he acquired 
on the loan system?—I would suggest that only the 
actual cost should be paid back.

219. Mr. Moriarty.—No interest?—No.
An Scuhliiie.—A fisherman is supposed to pay back 

for his boat in two or three years, and the farmers 
get sixty.

Fr. Cunningham,.—It is a very hard life and you 
should be helping in some way.

220. An Fear Mór,—Are they all native speakers?— 
They are the best of Irish speakers. It is a delight to 
listen to them. They speak nothing but the best of 
Irish. If you want to hear Irish worthy of the name 
you should go tdj the fishermen.

221. You think they are an asset to the country and 
should be preserved ?—I certainly do, and they are de
serving of the most liberal terms from the Govern
ment.

222. You would not consider it liberal from the Go
vernment point of view to loan money at 51 per cent. ? 
—I would not., I would almost lend them the price of 
a boat myself at that.

223. Fr. Cunningham.—The same applies to the 
price of the gear also?—Yes.

224. On the loan system ?—Yes.
225. ,-b; Srnbhw.—I would like to get you back to 

your own particular parish on the question of the lan
guage and to some suggestions you have made lie.ro for 
remedying and counteracting the influences that tend 
to Anglicise. In the beginning you gave us the im
pression that children had come to your school this 
year not knowing Irish—infants?—They may have 
some knowledge of Irish, as children have a know
ledge of a language while they may not he able to 
make very much use of it.

226. They are not Irish speakers?—No.
227. How long has that been so?—I cannot speak for 

that district for more than four years, but I know it 
has been so for four years.

228. You have not been discussing the matter with 
any previous teacher ?—I have, and I know that the 
difficulty was such that it was seriously considered at 
one time whether the school should be carried on as

| a bilingual school.
229. D e s p i t e  the fact, that there was a big proportion 

| of Irish speakers?—Yes,, there was a difficulty, but of
course it was got over. There may have been more 
reasons than one for that.

230. Have the people in your district got the habit 
they have in other Irish-speaking districts of thinking 
only of speaking English to the little babies?—I would 
not say that they are altogether so bad as that. They 
do speak some Irish to them from time to time. In 
fact, parents speak Irish when they-don’t want the 
children to understand.

231. When dealing with a little two-year-old child, 
is the tendency to speak English a determination on 
their part or is it just their h a b it—1 think it is 
habit. My idea is that it is not their determination to 
give them a knowledge of English, but it is just, their 
habit.

232 Have you examined down into the source cf 
that habit at all ?—I have thought what should be the
reasons that it should be the ease.

233. What do you think they are?— What I consider 
as the reason is imitatin'- the daoine ruura, as they are 
called, the people consider that it is a sign of in
feriority to talk Irish.

234. Do you think that is present in their minds 
when dealing with their own children ?—1 think it is.

235. But outside of that there is nothing but the 
habit of doing it?--It is certainly a, habit of doing it 
they are getting into.

236. That could be broken by a determination to 
break it themselves by watching themselves and fully 
realising the necessity for doing the other?—They will 
break off it if they see the necessity for doing the 
other,

237. In the. parish round about what do the people 
from 15 up to 25 speak usually ?—The big majority of 
them speak Irish.

238. While playing, dancing, and all that kind of 
thing?—Yes, it is very remarkable that at wakes and 
gatherings and other places you will hear the Irish 
language. Even school-children growing up find that 
although they had a-very poor knowledge of Irish at 
the start, event under bilingual conditions, they were 
quite fluent in the senior standard and, mixing with 
the older people, they used' the language more.

239. Does the 349 non-Irish-speakers include any 
proportion of fully-grown people and those up to 60 
and 70?—It does include a good few—Protestants in 
the district.
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240. Whose families are English-speaking alto
gether?—Yes.

241. Who haVe always been English-speaking ?—I 
think so.

242. So you have in that parish certain persons over 
21 who do not know Irish at all ?—I think so. I think 
you ma$ consider the number I have given.

243 They are just in the proportion of 349 to 2,530? 
—Yes.

244. Right through all the stages of the years?—Yes.
245. Would therd be a bigger percentage in younger 

years ?—I think the bigger percentage would be in 
younger years.

‘240. In dealing with that district administratively, 
what is the language that has been in use and is being 
used, at present?—I am afraid' I have to say the Eng
lish language.

247. That is for both administrations—local and cen
tral government?—Yes. I think so.

248. What officials have you performing duties in 
the district?— We have post office officials there.

249. Is there any official post office there directly 
under the Postmaster-General or only a sub-office? —
A sun-office.

250. And run by the local people?—Yes.
251. The officials are moved about from one office to 

another?—There is at least one of them in which the 
assistant is a stranger.

252. Is he moved at th» discretion of the Postmaster- 
General or the sub-postmaster?—The sub-postmaster.

253. You have given all the figures in regard to 
these- - Yes.

254. If. let, us say, an Old Age Pension Officer went 
down to Glencohncille would he find it very difficult, 
or would he find it difficult at all, to carry on his work 
throiigh Irish only—that is in dealing with the 
people ?—I think he would have no difficulty in carry
ing on his work.

255. If he went down with that determination do 
■you think ha could do his work quite well and quite 
as satisfactorily to the people?— I think he could do 
his work more thoroughly-

255 How does that hold, let us say. in regard to the 
Land Commission Inspectors—if they went down in 
connection with land could they do their business in 
Irish ?—I think in most cases they could.

257 If a\ man went down who was ignorant of Eng- ' 
lish could the people in the place do their business 
with him?—They could, certainly.

255. And do it quite; as well as if he did know Eng
lish ?—Yes.

259. D oes that hold in regard to all the public spt 
vices down there?—Yes, I think so.

250. Post office and the rest?-—Yes.
251. Have the people there any conscious attitude at 

all towards Irish—what is it?—Is it sympathetic or 
anti-pathetic? Do they realise they have to do more 
for it—if only for their own good?—I consider they 
are yet sympathetic and have a love for the language, 
but that mistakeu ideas are creeping in.

252. In regard to the value of other things?—Yes, 
and it is the influence of officials that is going a 
great way to turn the people towards English.

25.:. What do you think would be the effect on the 
minds of the people if i( became apparent to them— 
convincingly apparent to them—that Irish was estab
lished as the official language, the national language, 
and the one to he, used in every-day affairs?—I think 
then that the people in my district would turn to the 
daily use, of the language again.

264. Is the Government pushful in the use of the lan
guage in regard to it with officials?—I do not think so.
I think they leave officials to themselves more dr less 
in that respect. They do not insist on the use of the 
language by officials.

265. The people just try to accommodate themselves 
to outsiders when they come?—Yes.

265. They simply accommodate themselves to 
strangers?—Yes.

267. Do you think it would be very difficult to 
■awaken' in them a sort of fighting spirit and put 
Strangers in their place?—I think it would be fairly 
difficult to do that; it would take some time and some 
instruction.

268. The reason for that being that they feel that the 
strangers have always their welfare at their discretion 
to a certain extent ? With most of them I should 
think that is the reason.

269. They feel that it would possibly jeopardise their 
own chances if they fell out with the stranger?—I 
think so.

270. You suggest that certain officials should not be 
allowed in and that certain others should be moved 
put. Have you any idea as to how these would be 
substituted?—I think that the arrangement in con
nection with Guards could be improved, that Irish
speaking Guards be sent to Irish-speaking districts. 
I understand that some Guards having the Fáinne 
are down in the Midlands, and certainly the arrange
ment does not seem to be that they want to put Irish
speaking Guards into Irish-speaking districts.

271. Can you conceive any objection on the part of a 
Garda to go to these districts at all?—I do believe 
there would be objection because they are backward 
districts. The district I speak of is sixteen miles 
from the railway station, and that is a drawback.

272. Would you insist that because a Garda knew 
Irish that he should have to serve in a backward dis
trict all his time ?—Not all his time, but I would insist 
that Irish-speaking Garda should be sent to Irish
speaking districts.

273. To what extent would that district provide suit
able people for running the services as Irish-speaking 
services. Suppose the Government had to go out to
morrow and find such officials, to what extent could 
they find them in Glencolmcille or districts like it ?— 
Do you mean for"the Garda alone?

274. Well, the different services ?—Of course at pre
sent they could not find them for services that would 
require a high standard of education, but for the 
Garda there are plenty of young men who would be 
sufficiently educated, at least whd have such a know
ledge of the Irish language that, they could carry on 
their business. Their general education would not be 
of a very high standard, but they are intelligent 
young men, and general education should not be in
sisted on so much.

275. You will realise that a Garda has to have a 
pretty reliable mind, must be intelligent and ot a cer
tain education so that he may interpret the law for 
himself and know whit to do under certain circum
stances ?—Yes.

276. I),, you think you would find in your own 
parish a certain number of men suitable to take in 
right away?—I do not think there would be a very 
large number who would get in immediately; they 
would want, some touching up.

277. What would they require after recruiting?— 
The people I would have in mind would not want very 
much. They are able to read and write and have an 
ordinary standard of education. They would, of 
course, need to be brushed up.

278 Do you think that the provision of continuation 
schools in parishes would help them to qualify for 
things like that and brush them up again?—I am 
sure it would, and even when the evening schools 
were formerly held these people crowded into them 
without having anything particular in view.

279. Fiachru Eilgeoih.—As they used to come into 
the Gaelic League branches?— Yes.

280. An Seiihlinr.—As for the other services, do you 
think there could he found suitable people in your 
own particular parish for clerkships or administrative 
posts in the Civil Service ? Are they suitable as they 
are now?—Not exactly as they are now.

281. And what is the reason for that?—-They have 
not studied anything since they left school to improve 
their education.

282. Have they sufficient educational facilities in 
the district to qualify them?—They have not; they 
have nothing but the national school. I  know some af 
them who spent some time there and had very little 
to do since.

283. Do you think that if they had any facility for 
education that they would be sure to secure their pro
portion of public appointments ?—I am certain they 
would

284. Are they ,like the rest of the seaboard, a most 
intelligent part of the community?—I think they are.

An fteabhac.—That is the general impression that is 
aboilt, whether it, is a fact or not.

Fiachta Eilgeach.—It is very hard on the people of 
East Kerry.

285. An Fteahhar.—Do you think that if they had the 
requisite facilities they would hold their own at least? 
—I certainly think they would.

286. To what extent is the hiring of young children
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known in youT parish ? That is the taking away of 
them for four or six months in summer and hiring 
them for harvests, etc. ?—That is not a widespread 
thing in my^sehool district.

287. Not so much as in other parts of Donegal?—No.
288. So the children are not prevented from going to 

school except for work done in their own farm ?-- 
No they are not, except in that respect.

289. What is  the economic position, in regard to the 
general body of people in that place?—Their holdings 
are small; they are not large enough to enable them 
lf.o make a decent living out of them.

290. What are the average farms there—in cows I 
mean, not acres ?—They are practically all one-cow 
farms or less than that.

291. In the Gaeltacht are there any public officials 
—Local Government officials or Government officials— 
•whom the people look up to as a kind of mainstay 
and upholders of the Gaelic League idea?—I do not 
think so.

292. Not even a few teachers ?—There may be a few 
teachers.

293. Are there officials there to whom the people will 
come and talk Irish only to them?—Do you include 
teachers in,that?

294. Teachers and police and doctors and old age 
pension officers and the whole lot?—-I think that ex
cept the teachers you may consider there are not. 
They come to the teachers and the priests.

295. Are there priests who are associated in the 
public view with Gaelic culture?— Yes; there are 
three priests in th? parish and they are very much in 
favour of the language.

296. And the people realise that and in speaking to 
them and they to the people, outside functions of 
church altogether, is Irish used?— Yes. I do not 
know any other officials, except doctors and nurses.

297. Of course you realise that native speakers are 
not always language enthusiasts?—I do, but I think 
that idea has died out.

298. You think a great deal of influence may be 
brought to bear through public administration 
towards maintaining Irish ?—I certainly do. I think 
these, public officials of all classes will have a great 
influence on keeping the language alive.

299. In regard'to them what change would you sug
gest in the present arrangement and that would be in 
the capacity of the Government to do? If there are 
Local Government officials there can you move them? 
—I don’t know what can be done with them.

300. Do you think there are any teachers there to 
whom that should happen?—I do not think so. They 
are well enough qualified.

301. Fri Cunningham.—Have you a list of the 
teachers that are qualified?—Yes. I have given the 
numbers and qualifications! in my report.

302. Do you think is there anything in extensive 
propaganda that might change that habit of speaking 
English to the little ones at home—any arrangement 
that might he entered into with the parents?—I do 
not know of anything except getting parents to see 
that children have something to gain by using the 
Irish language

3113. Hut if the Government say "  We guarantee 
that your children will be educated by us and will be 
fitted for any walk in life,”  do you think that would 
break the habit?—I think that really it would not be 
difficult at all to get people to use the Irish language. 
If the thing were taken in time and let them see that 
it is an honourable thing and a useful thing to have 
the Irish language, and use it, it will/ not be hard to 
get the people back.

304. Do you not think it will be sufficient to go to 
them and say “  You are the preservers of what is left 
of Irish nationality and you must keep it ”  ?—I do not 
think that would do.

305. You do not think it is fair?—No; I do not.
306. Has the question of migrating people from 

Glencolmcillc into some other part of the country over 
been discussed around there among the people, that 

you would be able to form an opinion of what they 
would think of it?—I think in connection with that 
matter that in the whole district there are about fif
teen or twenty families that would be prepared to 
Temove.

307. What class of family would they be—I mean 
would they be the people who would stick their elbows 
out and make good in a new place ?—Yes. I think so.

I  would not be favourable to asking anybody to mi
grate who would not be pushful in that respect,

308. Would they be people who would at the same 
time be assertive in regard to the use o f Irish there ? 
—I am sure they would if the thing was made clear to 
them, because all those people I know are using the 
language themselves.

309. Would the moving of twenty families give very 
much relief from congestion for the little land they 
leave behind them ?—No, it would not.

310 From what source do they get enough money to 
live?—They should be said to exist, because they 
lived for the past few years cn very little, as there 
was no earning of any kind, and the poor people were 
in great distress. The Government doles may have 
helped them.

311. In normal times where did they make the 
money—you cannot do it off a one-cow farm?—The

I (farms helped and then they got something from the 
industries—flannel, embroidery, knitting, etc., and if 
those were working as before they could make a rea
sonable living.

312. Do you think it is a safe thing for the people to 
remain in a congested place and trust to luck to make 
a living ?—I think you would not get many more than 
I have mentioned that would be prepared to leave.

313. Do they understand the gravity of it, or do they 
Jet the future look after itself?—That would be the 
idea—that something may turn up.

314. Does that breed a good type of citizen—do you 
(think the best type of citizen is found among those 
who eternally struggle for the bare necessities of life 
and leave no room for the better and higher instincts? 
In your opinion should the State leave it like that if 
the State could provide something else ?—Certainly 
not; they should provide some arrangement to make 
these people happier than they are.

315. By establishing industries among them which 
shall be permanent and which will result in permanent 
living on the land ?—I think the question of taking 
therrr out will not do very much good. The helping 
of the industries will make these people more inde
pendent and give| them a chance of earning a liveli
hood.

310. But supposing it is found on investigation that 
these industries have no lasting or permanence, do 
you think the State should foster things which will 
live for five or ten or twenty years, and then have to 
do the whole thing all over again?—No, but the 
market for flannel, embroidery, and knitting has failed.

317. What is the reason?—The reason is that the 
article turned out became inferior, and there were 
reasons other than that.

318. Do you think these causes are in the capacity 
of the State to remedy and to remove?—I think they 
are. If the State gave a guarantee with the superior 
article. If a Government stamp was put on the 
superior article and let the people know it was worth 
buying, I think the market would be got up again 
for it.

319. Do you think that kind of stuff will always be re
quired, provided it is good, and that it is woTth while 
building that industry again?—I think so.

320. .1» Fear Mór.—When these industries wore 
working how much would a girl worker earn at. embroi
dery?—On mi average 2/ISd. a duj, and when they were 
three or four workers in a house it meant a great deal 
to those families. They do housework in the locality 
along with that. For knitting I  found out from several 
parties that they got an average wage of 3s. 8d. per 
day. and they are experts at all classes of fancy 
knitting.

321. —An Huehhar.—Is the feeling there that they 
do not get all the money that is made on those articles 
they turn out?—There is something in that certainly. 
They do not get all the benefits that could be got.

322. I am not sure of the price in Dublin, but I 
think it would take about 17s. 6d. worth of silk for a 
pullover and the girl worker gets about 7s. 6d- for 
knitting that article.

323. Ft. Cunningham.—They were getting 10s.?— 
Yes, and it has gone down to 7s.. 6d.

324. An Scahhur.—Do you think that in Dublin here, 
or possibly some other place there should be established 
a central sales depot for the work for these people?— 
I think so.

325. Do you think that would ensure more money
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going to the district where the things were made ?— 
Yes.

326. And possibly less money out of the pockets of 
the purchasers?—Yes.

327. How many people would be concerned in getting 
work done by the people there?—I  think about two.

328. That is all that are in competition?-—Neither 
of the two are able to supply very much at present.

329. These men take the orders and farm out the 
work?—They happen to be two ladies that are in 
charge. * * * ’* - ' <

The following statement, submitted by Si'iiinus 
Ó Hetircnigh, 25 Vnlcnso Parade, Stnin millis, Belfast, 
had been circulated to the Commissioners :—

An Ghaedhealtacht.— Roinnt na Gbaedhaltachta.
1. Dhá roinnt a dhéanamh den Ghaedhealtacht.
1. Fior-Ghaedhealtacht a thabhairt ar cheantar a 

bhfuil thar 75 sa chéad ábalta ar an Ghaedhilg 
a labhairt ann.

3. An Ghaedhaltacht a thabhairt ar cheantar a
a bhfuil ó 25 go dti 49 sa chéad ábalta ar an 
Ghaedhilg a labhairt ann.

An Breac-Ghaedhealtiicht.
4. An Bhreac-Ghaedhaltacht a thabhairt ar cheantar

a bhfuil 6 25 go dti 49 sa chéad ábalta ar an 
Ghaedhilg a labhairt ann.

5. Is deacair a rádh cé acu is fiú baisteadh ar bith
a dhéanamh ar cheantar a bhfuil faoi 25 sa chéad 
ábalta ar an Ghaedhilg a labhairt ann.

Obair so Ghaedhealtacht.— Iasgaireacht.
6. An Iasgaireacht an obair is tairbhighe sa Ghaedh-

altaeht ar a bhfuil eolas agam-sa. Thiocfadh 
leis an Riaghaltas cuidiú leis na h-iasgairibh ar 
bhealach go dtioefadh leis na h-iasgairibh cuídiú 
leo féin. Bádaí agus gléasraí iasgaireachta a 
íhághail dóibh agus tamall aimsire a thabairt 
dóibh le hioc ar an bádaibh agus ar an gléasvaibh 
iasgaireachta sin. Ni ceart do Riaghaltas da- 
daidh a thabairt mar dhéirc mura bhfuil 
riachtanas mór leis. I dtaoibh sgoltach le hagh- 
aidh iasgaireachta, ’si an sgoil is fearr an ias
gaireacht féin.

7. D’fhéadfadh an Riaghalta sgoltacha a chur ar bun
ia choinne dhéanamh eangach, barailll, srl. 
Bhéadh printisigh ar na sgoltacha seo—buachailli 
ó 16 bliana go dti 18 nd 19 de bliantaibh. Badh 
cheart eúpla uair sa lá a thabhairt ar sgoil do 
ha printisigh seo—teagasg a thabhairt dóibh in 
gach rud a bhain le n-a gceird fhéin agus gach 
eolas a thabhairt dóibh fá’n iasgaireacht; 
mar shompla, an cineál éisg atá le fághail fa chós- 
taibh na h-Eireann, goidé nithear leo, a dtairbhe 
don tir, an ciueál éisg atá le fágháil fá ehóstaibh 
thíortha eile, srl. B ’fiú an leabhar a sgríobh 
Kirschensteiner, “  Education for Citizenship ”  
a h’ igheadb sul a dtarraingeochaidhe amach chir 
ar bith oideáchais do prdintisigb mar atá molta 
agam annseo.

8. Is doigh go mbéithear ag moladh sgoltacha a chnr
ar bun sa Ghaedhaltacht d ’adhbhar oidi sgoile 
agus do aos óg atá ag dréim le postaibh i seirbhis 
an státa. Measaim gur meadhon-sgoltacha is 
tairbhighe a chur ar bun. Oideachas maith 
leathan is tairbhighe do gach tir, agus má tá 
eumhacht ar bith le bheith ag an Ghaedhal a 
bhfuil an Ghaedhilg as a óige aige i gctirsaibh 
na tire meadhon-oideachas is fearr don tir a 
thabhairt dó sa Ghaedhaltacht. Siltear gur 
ionann adhbhar oide sgoile agus printiseach a 
bhéadh ag foghluim ceirde. Ni hionann. Si 
an phrintiseacht is fearr don bhuachaill nó don 
chailín atá le bheith ag teagasg páistí amach 
annseo bun maith leathan a dtig leo tógáil air a 
fhágháil sul a dtoisighe siad a mhúineadh.

9. Ach ná bfmid ag súil le barraidheacht 6n oideachas.
An saoghal an t-oideachas is fearr. Isi an cheist i ; 
Goidé an doigh a ndéanfar saoghal na Ghaedhal- 
tachta nios fear, nios aoibhne. Goidé mar thig 
feabhas a chur uirthi ar dhoigh go rachaidh si i 
dtairbhe don Ghaedhal is d ’Eirinn Ghaedhalaigh ?

(Faoi mo láimh),
SEAMUS O SEARCAIGH,

Béal Feirste.

SEAMUS 0  SEARCAIGH, examined.
1. An Sent hue.—Have you anything to add to. the 

statement you have put in by way of general comment 
before we go into the details of the matter?—The only 
thing that suggests itself to me is the importance of the 
Irish in Donegal from the pronunciation point of view, 
and that it would be a national calamity if it were 
allowed to die. In French and in English and in other 
languages scholars have been able to trace the pro
nunciation back a thousand years.

We have not been able to do it in regard to Irish. 
We cannot go back farther than two hundred years, 
perhaps, llonegal Irish is nearer the old pronunciation 
than any other living dialect at present. Dr. Summer- 
felt of the University of Christiania said that irom the 
point ot view of the sounds of the language, Donegal 
Irish is the most important Celtic dialect of them all. 
It would be a great calamity from the point of view cf 
scholarship that Donegal Irish should be allowed to die, 
although with every generation these sounds are dying.

The younger generations even where they are native 
speakers have changed in some cases a good deal from 
the pronunciation of the parents, and it would be most 
important before the older generation dip out that a 
scientific description of Donegal Irish should be made 
available. There is another question—the question of 
its use in literature. Within- recent years Donegal has 
done a fair share in the direction of literature, and we 
can say that the principal writers of Donegal Irish at 
the present day were trained ab Cloughaneely—Seamus 
O Grianna, Fion Mac Cumhail and Kean Mac Mean- 
man.

I think their writing has done a good deal to raise 
Donegal Irish in the eyes of the public—the first step 
is to create a local pride in the language, and perhaps 
the best way to do that is to have outside scholars praise 
the local language'. You will notice I have not gone 
into details in anything I  have said. I have generalised. 
As a matter ot tact, I  could not go into details.

2- An Seiiblnic.—Can we get the details by question
ing you?—I doubt very much it you can.

3. Such of them as you may have?— Yes.
4. There is no general statement you would 

like to add to this?—I do not think there is unless it 
comes out in the discussion. It struck me that there 
should be a division between the fior-Gaeltacht and 
Gaeltacht. I am not sure about the breac-Gaeltacht.

An Srabhuc.—In the terms of reference and in the 
notice sent out the question was asked as to whether 
it was desirable to make a differentiation in regard 
to the Gaeltacht and the breac-Gaeltacht, and in regard 
to the districts in which Irish is spoken little or much. 
Perhaps a better division would be what vve call the fior- 
Ciaeltacht and the other Gaeltacht. I notice you have 
practically four here?—Yes.

6. In regard to whether there should be a division, do 
you think that different treatment given; that from 
the point of view of maintaining Irish in these areas 
which have different problems only in so far as the 
extent to which Irish is spoken?— You must start from 
the concrete local problem.

7. Would you treat the places where Irish is spoken 
by over 75 per cent, of the people differently from the 
point of view of public administration, from the dis
trict where less than 50 per cent, of them speak it?— 
It all depends on the point of view from which you look 
at it- If it is to preserve or spread the Irish, then you 
would have to treat the district in which Irish is 
spoken by 75 per cent, differently from the other 
districts.

H- Would it be different in a district where the popu
lation is still 50 per cent. Irish-speaking, remembering 
you are dealing with a 70 year old people?—It 
would be difficult to say. You see you have a double 
problem there. Probably that 50 per cent, would be 
nearly all composed of old-age pensioners, and it would 
be the younger generation who would compose the 
other 50 per cent, of English speakers—you have to 
look at it from those two points of view.

9. In dealing with that particular matter of old age 
pensions, need there be any difference in the method 
of administration as between the officer and the old 
people to whom he gives or refuses a pension?—I do 
not think so when you are dealing with old people 
because theywill aill be belong to the fior-Gaeltacht as 
regards old age pensions.

10. In regard to primary education would you have 
the same system in both places?—I think education will 
have to be recast. In the first place we shall have to2-ludK MeithcUmh, 1925.
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get new ideas as to what we mean by education, and 
perhaps the best way to approach it would be to divide 
education into two classes. Look at it in the wider 
sense. I think most people of experience will agree 
that if we were depending on the school we should know- 
very little. The education that counts is the education 
we get from experience of the world. There have been 
experiments in America and elsewhere, and the con
clusion drawn is that anything in the way of education 
that was of importance was gathered by the children 
from experience. Of course that could be remedied by 
making school life as much like home life as possible. 
There is an idea coming to the fore now- that every 
part of life should be looked upon as a life in itself, and 
that you will have a better citizen by having the child 
live out its life in its own childish way. The founda
tion of that would be to give the child as much ex
perience as possible—experience suitable to the child— 
and how is the child to get it?— By doing things. Take, 
for instance, a chair—how do we get the conception of 
a chair?—By handling it and seeing what is done with 
it, seeing the use made of it, and I suggest that the 
schools should be made as much as possible like the 
home—that is especially in the younger classes. If 
the children do things—giving them problems, not in 
the school sense, but one that requires thought. The 
child loses something and it will be suggested to him 
that he will find it here. It will start an hypothesis and 
it will have to prove it by finding it. All this would be 
done by way of play, and play of course requires a 
good deal of language, and language in the Irish
speaking districts should be Irish, but there is the 
difficulty when the teacher interferes with the spon
taneous play of the child and spoils it altogether. The 
great element in play is the spontaneity, and where the 
teacher interferes the child loses it. I suggest that 
a great force in bringing back the language among the 
rising generation will be by having a proper kind of 
school where the great element of play would help to 
educate the child. We have to make a distinction 
between things that are more or less of intrinsic value 
and things that are only of helping value such as writ
ing and reading which are more or less things that help 
towards getting knowledge, and I think we make too 
much of these things at school and spend too much time 
at them leaving out the things that are really of intrin
sic value and make for a real education. That, how ever, 
would be more a question for the conference that is 
discussing the programme of education.

11. In regard to this question o f the G aeltacht and 
educational matters that exist at the moment, should 
there be a different method in  different districts— dis
tricts now in the sense of language?— You have to 
start w ith the concrete problem. Provided the children  
and parents speak Irish  the problem of education must 
be approached through Irish, and the medium of in - 
instruction, so tar as language is a help towards in
struction, should be Irish.

12. That is irrespective of the fact that possibly 
these parents may have brought these children up not 
through Irish altogether?—I am saying that if the 
children speak Irish you must start with the instru
ment you have ready. If the instrument is Irish, the 
instruction should naturally be through the medium 
of Irish. Of course you have a different problem when 
you have children who do not speak Irish.

13. To what extent would you go in saying that 
they had or had not a knowledge of Irish—you know 
that children may have a knowledge of Irish who arc 
not speakers?—There a re  different stages of pro
ficiency in anything.

14. How do you think tin- question of percentage on 
census return should be »  guide?—I do not think they
are very reliable. The teacher w ould be the best judge  
in a matter of that kind.

15. Let us get away from the realm of education—it 
is rather a difficult one to nail down to figures. In re
gard to administration what would you suggest should 
be done in districts where the population is over 50 per 
cent.'1 Irish speaking?—I cannot speak with any autho
rity on the question of administration as I have no 
experience of that sort of thing. It would only be a 
general opinion and I do not know if it would be of 
very much value. My general opinion would be that 
if the Government are really in earnest about preser
ving the Irish language, the whole bias of the Govern
ment should be to concentrate on the Irish-speaking 
districts, and send officials there, and by precept and 
example influence the people to make use of the lan
guage.

16. Is it your considered opinion that the Government 
would be justified or bound in duty to send such officials 
with definite instructions that they shall use the pres
tige of their authority for the preservation and extension 
of Irish. I want your considered opinion on that— 
whether you think that is what a Government should 
do in a case like this?—It is rather an ethical question, 
and I am afraid we could not answer it without seeing 
exactly what we mean by it. Before I answer, we have 
no parallel to the present case. We have no parallel 
of a language that is dying being taken up by a Govern
ment and being promoted. As a rule most of these 
things were left to chance in the past. There was no 
conscious effort on the part of a Government, though 
there might have been societies—such as the French 
academy—formed under the auspices of a Government 
to promote and keep a language alive, but I do not 
think we have any concrete example of any Govern
ment taking up deliberately the question of language 
and saying—“  this language must be preserved,”  and 
in Ireland at present we are not exactly in the same 
position the French or English or German ever 
were- The Irish language is dying, and a special effort 
on the part of the whole nation is required to revive 
and foster it. A special effort probably would be 
made by any country that had any national 
consciousness to preserve its native language. Now I

I can imagine France with the French language dying 
out and the national consciousness awakening and 
France putting forth her whole effort to rescue the 
French language.

17. But is nothing like that done anywhere?—I do 
not think that anything has been done consciously in 
the past. It was more or less by chance that one lam 
guage survived and another died. If I am light in 
saying that France would do that, I would cer
tainly say Ireland—the State would do right in putting 
forth its whole effort to revive Irish-

18. What would its full effort be?—The effort 
necessary to revive and keep alive the language. As 
the years passed the experts in charge of it wou’d see 
exactly what was required.

19. In some of the language movements in Europe, 
were not the languages dying out and practically dead 
in one or two cases?—I cannot speak with any autho
rity on that, but I know at the time of the Renaissance 
Latin was the language of the cultured. All the scien
tific books were written in Latin, and ft was only after 
the Renaissance or revival that the vernacular came 
to the front. A kind of national movement came 
after the Renaissance, and from that time we have 
the great French and German literature, and to a 
certain extent the great English literature.

26. There are plenty instances of language movements 
and efforts being made for establishing a particular lan
guage or replacing a language?—The whole bias of 
English administration in Ireland since the Act of 
Union was to make Ireland English-speaking. The 
policy of the Board of Education was to teach English 
to the Irish people.

21. I)o you think that the Government should use the 
very same means to rehabilitate Irish and use them 
quite as relentlessly?—There is a difference. In the 
case of English the language wav being forced on the 
people from without, but in the case of Irish it is the 
native language that is in question, and what would 
hold in one case would not in the other. It would be 
morally wrong on the part of an outside Government 
to impose an alien language or culture on the people, 
but I do not think it would bq morally wrong on the 
part of a native Government to impose the native lan
guage or culture on the people.

22. In regard to Ulster Irish you mention some and 
other interesting things in regard to pronunciation— 
do you think it is necessary that permanent records 
would be made of speech sounds as they exist at the 
moment for the future?—I certainly think it would be 
a very desirable thing.

23. A survey altogether?— Yes, not alone of Ulster 
Irish but of all the living dialects of Irish.

24. Right round the coast?—Yes.
25. Who should take charge of that?—I should say it 

should be the business of the Universities. They have 
scholarships in their power, and if they would offer 
scholarships to men who would make a scientific record 
of the language as it exists at the present day, I  should 
say it would be of permanent value in the work of 
national reconstruction.
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26. Do you think it is necessary to do that as soon as 
possible?-—The sooner the better, because the people 
who have the older Irish are dying day by day.

27. Is it economically possible to make that survey 
as we are at the moment—-with the scholarships at our 
command and our technical education ?—I am; afraid 
at the moment you would not have sufficient scholars 
qualified to do the work.

28. And what about recruiting?—There is no diffi
culty about that if you devise a system of notation.

29. Would you not go beyond that and take actual 
vocal records on permanent material, such as steel?— 
There was a man from Vienna went around ten years 
ago and took records.

80. Have these been done just on ordinary phono
graph records or have they been done on steel?— I don’t 
think they were? My experience of gramophone re
cords are that they are very indistinct.

31. You speak here of the Gaeltacht and fishing :— 
“ The fishermen should get a reasonable time for the 
repayment of loans for boats and fishing tackle.”  Have 
you any definite idea as to what the time ought to be 
in  view of the possible life of boat tackle ?—I think 
there were some alterations made in the translation 
«if the Irish in that statement. The whole question 
is one of capital, and who is to provide the capital? 
In a case like this the Government is the proper and 
best source. The Government should have a fatherly 
interest in all the citizens, and when it is trying to de
velop industries it should pay particular attention to 
the fishing industry.

82. Do you think in connection with this fishing that 
it is an industry where capital is required and outlay 
should be and could be within the capacity or control 
of the actual workers in it^—I think it should. My 
idea is this—that the workers, the fishermen, should 
be made help themselves. I have suggested further 
down that nothing in the way of charity should be 
given. If you want free and independent citizens, 
the best way to make them free and independent is 
to get them to help themselves, to encourage them to 
work, and to show them that there is no return without 
work, and that they are morally bound to do their share.

33. You suggest that to a certain extent the State 
should provide the capital, not to; one central fishing 
authority or company, but to individuals ?—No, I 
would not suggest that. I suggest that a certain 
number form the crew of a ship, steamship, or trawler, 
and that the Government should provide the boat 
and the fishing gear, and that the whole crew should 
be made responsible for the repayment of the -expendi
ture.

34. Do you think that is a good principle when dealing 
with fishing boats and gear, which are so perishable ? 
—We) have to take risks in all kinds of things. There 
is a lot of risk.

35. Could you fix the sense of responsibility on, say, 
eight men forming the crew of a light trawler ?—I 
think you could.

36. Or would you fix it on one man who runs ten, 
and whose interest it would be to watch the boats and 
gear and see the men did the work ?—I think it would 
be better to have each man feel he was partly respon
sible for the boat and gear. He would be more likely 
to put forth more effort when he would feel a certain 
responsibility than if it was thrown on somebody else.

37. But is not the responsibility that belongs to three 
or four less light proportionately than one-third or 
one-fourth would be oh one man?—There is another 
educational principle involved there. There is a cer
tain amount of co-operation, and it would be up to 
education in the wider sense to develop that feeling 
of responsibility and make each man feel he was re
sponsible. If you' can develop that I think you have 
got over the difficulty.

38. Do you think it likely that the Ministry of 
Fisheries would think it their duty and their expense 
to give that education?—I am afraid the Ministry of 
Fisheries have enough to do.

39. Have you had any experience of boats and gear 
which have been given like that or left at another or 
on the beach ?—I' have known times when the 
Congested Districts Board used help and do their best 
to produce as much as possible from the sea.

40. I  suppose you have a general knowledge of the

Gaeltacht up in Tircotmail ?—I have a general know
ledge.

41. You know the psychology of the Irish speakers up 
there to a certain extent?—!  suppose I do;

42. Have you ever been thinking what from the out
side would be necessary to vivify their interest to 
the extent that they would become aggressive?—You 
would havd to take two divisions—the old people 
whose ideas are. already formed, and the young whose 
ideas are not formed. I am afraid you cannot do very 
much to change the older people. The younger rising 
generation, whose ideals are not yet formed, are the 
only hope.

The whole question is one of ideals, If you can 
get them to create ideals that see beauty in Irish and 
all things appertaining to Ireland, you will have no 
difficulty.

43. Would it be possible to create an enthusiasm for 
Irish as that would ensure it being kept alive at 
home and in their social intercourse and in their 
intimacies where they might have English for com
mercial matter-of-fact purposes ?—I think there would 
be no difficulty in creating enthusiasm if it was ap
proached1 in the right way.

44. Do you think the two languages could be dis
sociated?—I do not think English would interfere 
with the enthusiasm or ideal. It is all a matter of 
education. The great period for the formation of 
ideals is the adolescent period, from fourteen up, and 
if you could get childrei\ of that age to take an inte
rest in the language and local history, place 
names, and start with the immediate concrete life 
they have around them, and gradually work on to the 
country’s outstanding characters and influence their 
outlook in that way so that their whole ideal would 
be an Irish-speaking Ireland, with an Irish Govern
ment, I do not think a knowledge of English would 
interfere in any way with that.

45. We had a rather interesting point yesterday, and 
it is this— that the migrants from Donegal who go to 
Scotland have an, English-speaking atmosphere there. 
They use English with those who' employ them and 
they use it coming back on the trains, and when they 
hand in their ticket at the railway station that Eng
lish is closed from that period. They use Irish for the 
remaining six months at home. Do you think it 
would be possible to put Irish on to a compartment by 
itself? Would that be psychologically p o s s ib l e I 
think so, and I think that practically nothing else 
would be. You would have to deal with the outside 
world, and for some time we should have to use Eng
lish.

46. Could they deal with the outside world in English 
language without finally surrendering their own?— 
The whole question is one of habit and association. 
They form, the habit of using Irish in their own en
vironment, and the habit is associated with it, and 
as long as they remain there the habit if properly 
formed continues, but when dealing with an outside 
environment they have to form a new habit, which 
would not be as strong as the habit they were prac
tising every day. It might only be an occasional 
habit and naturally the stronger habit would prevail 
where they spoke Irish in their own homes.

47. Do you think the people are capable of that, or 
will they have to get a lead from those they look on as 
leaders and their social superiors ?—In, the past there 
were a number of influences at work, and those they 
looked upon as superior used English, and naturally 
that would affect them because they would feel they 
were inferior to those who used English and would try 
to be -equal to them by using English themselves. If 
those who are looked upon as their social superiors use 
Irish, naturally the people who feel they are inferior 
will follow their lead.

48. In the ordinary country life who would those 
be?— Shopkeepers, public officials, and the clergy.

49. Those are the men who usually get a secondary 
education, are they not ?—I am not sure that the 
shopkeepers do.

50. Well,,, to a certain extent, the shopkeepers' 
children will get it now?—Yes, and the priests.

51. What provision should be made in their educa
tion to ensure that they will he Gaelic social lights in
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their own places, when they go home—priests, people 
engaged in ordinary commerce, people more or less 
likely to become local doctors?— What 1 suggest as 
regards the secondary schools when candidates come to 
be trained there that the medium of instruction be 
Irish. They would certainly have a foundation, 
and a good deal would depend on chance after 
that because they would not finish their education 
there—at least doctors and priests would not, and a 
good deal would depend on the influences that would 
be at work afterwards in the colleges in Dublin and 
elsewhere.

52 . All those things affect the.life of the Gaeltacht?
They do, and the influences are from many sources.
In regard to' secondary schools and secondary edu

cation—I mean secondary in the very widest sense— 
post-primary education and the provision of it for the 
Gaeltacht, have you any particular ideas or sugges
tions to make as to making that available ?—In the 
first place I should say something about the idea that 
seems to be uppermost in the minds of mo3t people 
connected with education, and that is the idea of 
continuation schools. They seem to be somewhat dis
credited in recent years. I wonder have you read the 
hook by Whitehouse. He emphasises the fact that 
the State should establish elementary schools and make 
secondary education available for all citizens Of 
course that is an ideal of the future.

53. But what class of technical education?—He 
meant secondary education. The child was to be in the 
elementary school up to 12 years, and from 12 to 16 
in a secondary school The school age was to be raised 
to 16.

54. Are you aware that that kind of idea is in prac
tice in several European countries?—Secondary educa
tion is a class education, and the only place where 3011 
have a real democratic education is America.

55. You mean that it is free?—In the sense that the 
State provides for it.

56. Is it not so in Sweden?—I do not know in recent 
years, but I know in Germany and France it is the 
same as at home—a class education where people have 
to pay fairly expensively for it.

57. As far as you are aware, do you know that any 
secondary education is available at the doors of the 
Irish-speaking population in Donegal ?—There is none 
of the secondary education I have in view and which 
would he of service to the revival of Irish There is 
none available in that district. Of course you have a- 
very good secondary school at Letterkenny, but it is 
not free.

58. And how far from the Gaeltacht is it?— Well, you 
have the Gaeltacht practically up to Letterkenny.

59. Is  it a residential school?—It is; it is a diocesan 
college. What I mean is it would not be a help to 
the people I have in view—those who speak Irish 
from infancy. It is only for those who can afford to 
pay for it or who get scholarships.

60. It comes to this—that as far as the large Gael
tacht of Tirconnail is concerned the native Irish
speaking children have no opportunity of getting any
thing but the ordinary primary education ?—That is 
so.

61. Except those who have enough money to go 
away and get it?—There are very few of those.

62. Is it desirable to provide that class of education 
in these districts?—I have emphasised that, and I 
suggest here that the secondary school should be pro
vided. I  should say one secondary school, and that 
it should provide for the people who will probably 
become teachers and civil servants—the people who 
would rise to some position of power and influence in 
the State.

63. Would you wish they should be for those who 
wish to enter professions only, or would you seek to 
provide secondary education for the people who would 
not require it for those things but just for cultural 
purposes ?—That would be the ideal, but I am afraid 
it could not be realised at the moment.

6 4 . Your idea would be to make them residential 
schools ?—No, it would not. My idea is that the school 
should be in the centre of a purely Irish-speaking 
district and that the students attending it should be 
allowed to scatter themselves amongst the native 
speakers and perfect their knowledge. Of course there 
would arise the question of discipline.

65. Is there a suitable place down in that country 
for lodging outside students ?—I think the question of 
lodging would not be so difficult. It would be a ques
tion of proper school supervision.

66. Are you aware that the Ministry of Education 
have some scheme of their own ?—I see they have 
some scheme of preparatory colleges. The principle 
underlying it seems to be this—that the preparation of 
candidates for teaching is a kind of apprenticeship, 
and1 I say in this thesis that the best apprenticeship 
for teaching is a broad, wide, general education. Let 
me explain exactly what I mean. In the case of the 
teacher, who has to deal with the unstable mind that 
is always changing from one stage of mental de
velopment to another, the best foundation for his 
work is a broad, wide, general education that would 
enable the would-be candidate for teaching to study 
the child mind and review the results. It follow's that 
after the secondary education students should be sent 
to the University to study education instead of a 
training college.

67. I do not think the Minister for Education is 
anxious to have people in his college who would be in 
striking reach of the Univeisity, within the ages of 
14 to 18?—Your University age is 17.

68. After these preparatory school courses there are 
to be two further years of training or University or 
whatever they like to be at business, preparing ma
terial for the training colleges?—I have had experi
ence of a good many teacners at Irish colleges and 
I  have been enabled to notice the difference between 
individuals. \Ye have not very many teachers who 
had opportunities of getting a secondary education— 
we had a few—and I could not help noticing that 
those who had the advantages of a secondary educa
tion seemed much mo're educated and able to grasp 
problems better than those who had not.

69. Do you not think it would be better to give them 
all a secondary education ?—It all depends on what 
you mean by secondary education. The more ad
vanced courses df subjects usually taught in national 
schools—I do not think you could call that secondary 
education.

70. In giving secondary education facilities in the 
Fior-Gaeltacht, outside the question of providing 
teachers, should it be definitely directed towards pro
viding better officials, civil servants, and Local Go
vernment and all that?—I should say so if the idea 
is to have those who have a good knowledge of Irish 
play an important part, in the administration of the 
country.

71 What- do you calculate will be the influence on 
the whole district of providing such facilities for their 
children to find a livelihood in Ireland, and that these 
facilities are given them solely and purely because 
they are Irish speakers at the moment? Do you 
think it will influence their view' of the value of 
Irish ?—If Irish rises in value in the estimation of 
the people who speak it, naturally they will continue 
to1 make more use of it.

72. Can it have two values—one commercial and the 
other respectability, you might say—as a result of 
these things?—I do not know that in practice you 
could make a distinction, though in thought you 
might like to.

73. Would they come afterwards to look upon Irish 
as a purely commercial asset, with no roots in their 
hearts and no grádh for it beyond what they would 
have for mathematics or other subjects ?—It is our 
ordinary experience that where we begin to study a 
subject we begin to be interested in it, and in the 
same way we should get interested in the language 
and get aj grádh for it.

74. Do you think the rehabilitation of the language 
in the public estimation will react on the whole dis
trict where it is spoken ?—It will be one influence.

75. Are you acquainted at all with the officials of 
the Gaeltacht?—No, I do not know very much 
about the * officials except the teachers. I should 
feay that all the teachers that have come 
within my experience were very enthusiastic and 
really desirous of making the language the language 
of the country. The teachers that come down to us 
to Cloghaneely are really all hard-working teachers 
and as enthusiastic as possible for the promotion of 
Irish

76. Mr. Hanly.—You say these divisions are made
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in the beginning are based entirely on percentages. Is 
percentage a sound basis if we are to make divisions i 
I f  you take the breac-Gaeltacht where you have down 
to, say, 25 and 40 per cent., would not the spirit of 
the locality be really more important than a per
centage, and if you take a place outside the Gaeltacht 
altogether, and Outside what we know as the breac- 
Gaeitacht, might you not get a district where you 
would have a very small percentage of the total popu
lation speaking Irish but where you will have an in
finitely better spirit than in the breac-Gaeltacht. 
Take Dublin, for instance, would you be inclined to 
make Dublin breac-Gaeltacht from our point of view 
—even thoiugh the percentage is very small, still there 
are several hundred native Irish-speaking children 
and there are probably more enthusiastic revivalists 
in Dublin than there aTe in the whole breac-Gaeltacht 
put together ?—All this is quite true, and it did not 
occur to me before, but this question of enthusiasm 
is really an important one.

77. Mr. Mona it I/.—Have you given thought to the 
question of the position of people in the Gaeltacht of 
Tirconnail—could , you give us any indication as to 
how the Government, could set about improving their 
life generally speaking?—I am afraid we will have to 
fall back again on education. There are several stages 
of existence that we could discern. There is the mere 
animal existence and the existence of the poor people 
where it is a struggle to get as much as will keep 
body and soul together. Where it is a question of 
struggle there is not very much time for higher cul
ture or for the development of ideals. The first law 
of Nature is toi keep alive, and where necessity makes 
that law so strong that all the effort is devoted to 
keeping alive there is no leisure. In the Gaeltacht it 
is really a question of keeping life and soul together 
and there is not very much time for the cultivation of 
higher ideals, and until the Gaeltacht becomes econo
mic and independent—which is probably something 
twe shall not see—I am afraid very much cannot be 
done, but in a general way the people might be edu
cated to form higher ideals and an opportunity given 
them to engage in higher pleasures. If they do not 
get the higher: pleasures it is likely—in fact it is cer
tain—they will betake themselves to the lower plea
sures.

78. You are looking to the psychological side—the 
economic side. What I want to know is have you any 
concrete suggestion as to how the Government or a 
society could improve the economic surroundings— 
would you suggest that the Government should have 
a tariff on the tweed industry and put the people on 
economic basis ?—I  am afraid that would not be 
very much better, because they are only earning 
2s. 6d. a day, and that would not give much opportu
nity for leisure. The only possible industry that might 
improve them is the fishing industry, and that is so 
unstable and uncertain that several years may pass 
without anything being got and in another year there 
may; be plenty. I think this is the only hope.

79. You are in favour of divided ownership of the 
fishing boats In the Congested Districts Board for 
many years they ran a system of divided ownership, 
and one of the reasons they discontinued it was that 
the sense of ownership diluted down to one-sixth of 
the. boat1 and was so weak that the fishermen had no 
interest in the boat; so I  am afraid the divided inte
rest you suggest would hardly bear out in the light, of 
experience. Would you be inclined to think that a 
man who owns a boat himself would be more inclined 
to take, greater care of the bo'at and the gear and fish 
more strenuously ?—That is quite true. The whole 
question is one of selfishness. I suggest that these 
men should he educated to get rid of selfishness and 
develop some form of altruism, but I am afraid it 
would take a long time to reach that stage.

80. .la  Seabhar.—In going through the Gaeltacht in 
Tirconnail you have; along with many others found a 
gieat deal left of the traditional culture and lore and, 
you might say, literature which was not exactly in 
books ?—That is so.

81. You found also music and dances in certain 
form ?—Yes.

82. These things serve to make up the cultural life 
of the) Irish-speaking population that has weakened a 
good deal?—Yes, with every generation.

83. Do you think that there should be re-established

certain phases of that culture, let us say, music—the 
ordinary playing fiddle and the bagpipes and the 
flute? Do you think that the education in music- 
given in the national sense is at present a musical cul
ture at all ?—I am sorry. I cannot speak with any au
thority on music.

84. From the abstract point of view, do you think an 
effort should be made to retain what is left of it?— 
An effort should be made to maintain what is left of 
it, but the difficulty is no two- authorities are agreed 
as to what Irish music is.

85. Do you think it is not sufficiently important ?—I 
think it isn't. I  think it should be the aim of the 
school to make an effort to raise the musical culture 
of the rising generation.

86. But should an effort be made to provide a cul
ture? In Ireland, under the circumstances in which 
we find ourselves, if- we do not provide it ourselves it 
will come off gramophone records from the worst type 
of entertainment that come from London?—1 really 
think the traditional music would appeal more to the 
Gaelic mind than any of the new music that you get. 
in the schools now.

87. But knowing that, do you think that Gaelic 
music will be wiped out?—It will be wiped out cer
tainly if no effort be made to restore it.
*88. And do you agree that would be a national loss? 

—I think it would in that all the cultural study wouid 
be lost.

89. To go on to another phase of it—folk lore. Do- 
you think our folk lore is sufficient, if it was treated 
properly, edited', properly, dished up and served pro
perly, to fill the minds, of the country without having 
to depend on what they read in European fairy tales? 
—In recent years there has been a reaction against 
folk lore, because in the early days of the Gaelic 
League all the literature that was being published 
was folk lore, and people in the Galltacht, as we call 
the people who were being brought up on English cul
ture, could not appreciate them—they wanted some
thing in which there were new ideas, and they got 
tired and more or less disgusted with the folk lore.

90. I am thinking of folk lore as folk lore and in its 
own proper department. You know that folk lore 
stories are often the life of children from the ages of 
three and four until they are ten, and that it is all 
we are getting in this country at the moment is not 
Irish, it is anything else but Irish ?—In most of the 
folk lore stories I have seen you get parallels in Euro
pean folk lore, and, apart from the children, they 
have a certain value for scholars. I mean if you 
want to trace them to their origin—how is it you find 
the same in Donegal and Hans Anderson ? The pro
per culture for children is supposed to be the culture 
that is to be found in folk lore.

91. There is a great mass of our own in Ireland ?— 
Yes.

91a. Which has-, never been traced properly for our 
children at all, and, as you are aware, folk lore for 
English-speaking children now is a matter of tradi
tion, w hereas our folk lore has been orally transmitted. 
Do you think that should be done—an effort made 
towards it?—I think so, and it should form a very 
important item in the literary work of the school

92. Do you think that in the secondary schools or 
other schools may be set up any time in the future the 
question of music and a few other of these qualities 
which would go towards establishing a kind of culture 
at any rate should be considered?—If these schools 
are set up any time they should be an influence in 
cultivating what is left of the national culture.

93. How would you use them for that purpose?— 
Supposing you had a secondary school; you have to 
decide what subjects shall be taught there. Naturally 
the medium of instruction will be Irish. The question 
of other languages such as Latin and French and Eng
lish and perhaps German and then you could have 
nature study—science. Some students would be doing 
one and some others, and you would have music and 
mathematics. But somehow I think there is too 
much being made about mathematics. There is an 
idea that mathematics is a great trainer for the rea
soning, and as a matter of fact mathematics trains 
in mathematics. It does not give you a general idea. 
It was thought that if a man got a training in Latin
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he was capable of taking up any position, while as a 
matter of fact Latin only trains in Latin. If we were 
to grasp the meaning of a lot of the nonsense we hear 
about mathematics, that subject would be given a 
subordinate place on the pregramme. Mathematics 
are useful, and should be taught to the extent that it 
helps a man to get on in life, but more stress should 
he laid on the Humanities.

94. Mr. Moriarty.—Would you not think that mathe
matics would stimulate accuracy and clearness ?— 
Yes, they would, provided the student forms his own 
ideal of accuracy. One man will be accurate in his 
dress and another in his writing. There is no such 
thing as a general faculty of accuracy.

The Commission adjourned to Tuesday, July 1th.
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Vibh Redthach.
P a ró isti agus Sgoileana

1. Paróistc ( 1hathair Saidhbhin 
Seoil Cuain- O na (C oon u n a )

,, a r na  C ealla ibh  (K e lls )
,,  n a  F a ille  M óire  (F ilem ore) 

T ir  ó  m B a og h a ill (T iro m o y le ) 
A ch a d  T io b ra d  (A g h a tu b r id )
A n  C athair fé in  \
— dá sgo il f
Cnoiclni \
K im e g o  f

Uaeltacht nó a 
mhalairt.

b <; +
BG 7 B G  t  
B g  +
bg +  
bg 
E  
E

id ir  B g +  l  E .

N ótaí

T á  paróíste na Catharach im th igh th e nach m ór. 
T á  fíor-bheagán  breac-G haedh.

2. Cathair Domna il 
B un  'a n  F hir 
C ath a ir  D om h n a il 
F arran iarach  
L oth a r
A n  G leann  M ór

id ir  E  T b g h +  
b g h +  7 bgh 
G .
G . g +
bg  7 b g +

A n  cu id  d e 'n  pharóiste  seo  i g com h arsana ch t 
pharóiste  n a  Snaidhm e g o  tapaidh  ag m eath 
sa  G aedhilg .

3. Dromaid
C athair S abháin  
D oire  E an na 
C ill M ic C iarain 
M aistir G aoith e  
Caisleae S p uncan

( 1) (2 )

G  i  bgh  
G
G. g +
G.
(1 ) G . (2 ) bgh 1  E .

4.

5.

An Phriareacht 
B aile n a  Sgealg 
lm lea ch  D ru igheanach  
Im lea ch  M ór 
lm lea ch  P éiste  
A n  G leann 
( i l l  R ia la ig  
P o rt  M hic A o id h

G  7 g +  
bgh  7 g  +
G  7 G +  
b g +
b g h +  7 bgh  
G
bg  7 b g +

A n  ta o b h  thua idh  de n paróiste  i  gcom h angar 
n a  C atharach an  G aedh . ag  m eath  na 
im th igh th e  a r  fa d  i  m easg  n a  n -aos óg . 
A n  sgéa l céad na  sa  G leann. T á  an  G aedh . 
g o  b rlom h ar a r  an  ta ob h  theas d en  ch n oc  
ach  f lo r  bh eagán  i  gcom an gar an  C huireáin.

Dairbhre
Baile T h ia m a ig h  i 
C ófora  beag 
B aile an  R id ire

id ir  bgh 7 bgh  +  
id ir  bgh 7 bgh +  
bgh-t- 7 E .

Is  g ea rr  g o  m beidh  an G aedh. m arbh 1 nD airbre.

6 . Ghana Beithe 
L eitir
G leann B h eithe 
Curraichin 
Corrach beag 
B un Glaise I

bgh  7 g . 
b g +

bgh  +

Is jb e a g  d u ine ar ta o b h  G leanna C arthaighe fe  
bhun a  d a ca d h  blian  féadan  G aedh . a 
lab h a irt. T á  a on  chu ine am háin  ar th aob h  
G leanna beithe g o  labhartar fó s  i ach  i bheith  
ag d u l i néag g o  tapaidh  annsan féin .

7. Cill Orglan
A o n  d u ta igh  am háin  

A n  C rom án id ir  G  7 bgh
T eidheann  buachaili  ̂ eailini n a  h -á ite  so  g o  

C iarraighe T hu aidh  ag  cu r  agus ag  b a in t  an 
fh oghm hair. T á  san ag  m arbhú  a  g cn id  
G aedh.

(532). Wt.641. 12. 3. 3. 125. 9/25. Faiconer. G .9 .
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Uibh Eeathach
Paróistí agus Sgoileana Gaeltacht n6 a 

mhalairt
N tai

8. .1 n Tuatk
Aon dúthaigh amháin, fé bhun na gCrnch 

nDubh atá ag seasamh fós timcheall 
scoile an Guirti Buidhe

Duthaigh an Daingin 
Baile an Fheirthearaigh \ 

na sgoileanna go léjr /

9. Daingean Ui Chuise 
An Daingean (an baile)

fill Mhic a Domnaigh 
eeann Trágha 
na Gleannta 
Líos Póil 
an Mhionárd

idir bg i  bg -f
G.
bg
bg.
idir G -] bgh 
idir G i  bgh

Sa cuid eile den pharóiste nil focal Gaedh. á 
labhairt ag éinne fé bhun 50 bliadhain.

An paróiste ?eo go fíor G.

8a chuid den paróiste atá i n-aice bhafle an 
Fheirtearaigh tá an Gaedh. go h-áluinn. 
Timcheall an daingin féin tá si ag meath.

Tá tosnú tagaithe ar an meath amach on 
gcathair ar taobh Leasa Póil agus : na 
Mináirde.

10. Caislcnn an Qhriadhrt 
Baile Dubh 
Baile Ui Dhuinn 
An Clochán

An Maeaire 
Achadh ( 'aisle 
( 'aislean an Ghriadhre

11. Abha na Sgál (?)
Breac Chluain 
Cillineach 
Luachar 
An Camtha 
Soir ón gf'amhta i bparóiste Tráighli tá. 

dúthaigh timpeall ar sgoil Doire Mic 
Aoidh (Derryquay)

12. Caisleán na Mainge
Fadhbach \
Caisleán na Droman f

(Dúthaigh Xéidíneach)
13. -l.V SXAIDHM 

sgoileanna na dúthaighe go léir

14. Xeitlin
Graigh na Gréine 
Leitir

15. Cill Oharbháin
Cúil Nua Choill (1)
Drochad Uí Mhodhra 
Seandrom

16. Gleann FleUge 
t'noc na Bró

17. Tnath O Ninsta 
Gleann Mór 
Láithreach 
Caladh Ros
Leithead \
(‘umhar na gCoileach f  
Damh Ros

idir G i bg 

bg+ t E.

idir bgh i bgh+ 

E.

bg+

idir bg 7 bg+ 

idir bg+ i E.

idir bg 7 bg+ 
.idir bg 7 bg+

An taobh thiar G go léi an taobh thoir E. 
ian Iar idir eathora.

bg-
bg+
bg+ 7 E.

bi.

(i 7 bgh.
(i 7 1®+ E. 
G.
bg+
E.

CO. CORCAIGHE

18. Oleann Garbh 
Doire Conaire
An Gleann (Youngfleld)

19. Eadar dhá Ghóbhail 
Doire an Caim 
Tragh Fraíste 
Eadar Dhá Ghobhail

20. An Miangch
Marbh is gach ait ach 
Rinn Troisg

} ■bgh+

bg
1^+
bg+

bg

Nil an Gaedh. marbh ar fad fós sa taobh thiar 
don pharóiste sin.

Nil ach iaracht de breicine ar an bparóiste seo 
go léir.

i gcomhangar BhaileMhúime

i gcomhangar Bhaile Mhúime

Tá an Gaedh. go binn ag na daoine fásta suas 
go mór mhór i measg na ngleann.

i gcomhangar Neidineach nil Gaedh.. ag na 
h-athracha na na maithreacha féin.

i m baile an Gleanna Garbh féin nil aon Gaedh. 
á labhairt.

Ní fada ó fuair si bás annso tá si ag a lámdaoine 
criona ach is anamh a labhartar i.. ...,

Cuid des na nithe fé ndeara an Gaedhilg a bheith ag dul i n-éag. Ni le fuath don Gaedhilge ach mar mhaithe le n a 
gclann a labharann Gaedhilgeóirí Béarla le n-a gclann. , '

1. Is feárr an Béarla dar leó chun a mbeatha a bhaint amach. A lan den cheart aca.
2. An Púncánach. , . , . „  _ . . . . .  -
3. Tá an Béarla na righ i nEirinn agus geileann an Ghaedhilg do i gcomhnuidhe. Is mmic a loiteann an Bearloir

amháin duthaigh Gaedhealach rudai féadfai a dhéanamh i lóthair na huaire.
. ■ .. (Sighflithe) Tadhg O Cúmáin..

27adh Meitkeamh, 1925. Sagari. ,
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, 1. Chairman.—-We have had your statement which 
refers to the Gaeltaeht and breac-Ghaeltacht. Is 
there anything you would like to add to it now?— 
The diocese of Kerry includes, of course, a little bit 
of Cork.

2. What we are anxious to get at is what we could 
3o in the way of administration and education, and 
on the economic side, in order to retain the Gaeltaeht, 
and to see that, educationally and industrially, its 
population will be so secure that the language will 
develop and spread back to the country?—Our particu
lar object ought to be to save the Gaeltaeht and try 
to make the breac-Ghaeltacht as Gaelic as possible, 
'livery year you have an invasion going on in the Gael
taeht, especially by marriage. English-speaking women 
get married into Irish-speaking d is t r i c t s ,  and wherever 
they go, the household that was perfectly Irish-speaking 
before, becomes for ever afterwards completely English- 
speaking. The principal thing should be to try to 
spread out the Gaeltaeht as far as possible. In my 
statement I say that there are only two districts in 
Kerry that might be called Irish-speaking, that is 
west of Dingle and a bit around Dingle, and parts of 
three parishes south of t ’aherciveen. Of course, in the 
rest, of the county there) is some IrisE spoken. But for 
all practical purposes it is dead there. The children 
know no Irish at all. They never hear it, although their 
parents might be well able to speak it. I have given 
a list of the breac-Ghaeltacht areas.

(a) With reference to education there seems to be a 
good deal of brains in the Irish-speaking parts of the 
country, and I think they would be able to give teachers 
to the breac-Ghaeltacht. You ought to be able to get 
plenty of girl teachers who would teach in the breac- 
Ghaeltacht. They would speak nothing but Irish to the  
infants of the breac-Ghaeltacht, and if they hear Ir ish  
spoken all day, naturally they would pick up a conver
sational knowledge of Irish that would last their whole 
lives. At present there are teachers who have got bi
lingual certificates, but whose conversational knowledge 
of Irish is very limited. I was talking to a parish priest 
in the Gaeltaeht and he told me he would be able to give 
more than enough of these girls to the county. If all 
these preparatory schools that are spoken of are es
tablished in the Gaeltaeht there should be a condition 
made that these girls be not asked to pay anything 
or very little, because they are very poor. This priest 
said it would be well worth the money to have them 
trained free. They have the brains all right, and they 
have the Irish language.

(b) On the economic side these places are very poor, 
and when the children are old ‘enough they go to 
America.. Their eyes are on America. Their friends in 
America send them their passage, and unfortunately, all 
these people who go to America write home and tell 
their people for God's sake to speak English to the 
children as it is the dominant language. Ho you have 
America on one side and administration and education 
on the other side. Not many of them go to secondary 
schools, hut if they do they have the same difficulty as 
in the training colleges. This parish priest to whom I 
Was speaking suggested to me that it would be no nse 
teaching the girls in Ballyferriter how to make lace, but 
that it would be very useful if they were taught how to 
make fishing nets. They have to get their nets from 
Belfast. The men learn how to repair the nets and they 
Spend a lot of time at it when they could be better 
employed. He told me to make these suggestions to the 
Commission. That is to say, that industries that would 
help the people to make things for themselves would 
be more useful than trying to make anything that 
could be exported to other places. These are the 
principal suggestions I have to make. You can see 
from the map what districts are Irish-speaking and 
what districts are not Irish-speaking. I  have not 
gone into percentages at all. What I  find about the 
children is that some of them go to school without any 
Irish. Their parents don’t speak Irish to them. They 
learin Irish at the schools and after a while they learn 
«hough to be able to speak to the people in Irish. The 
bilingual schools have saved the situation in one sense, 
but in another sense they have ruined the situation by- 
giving a knowledge of English, but, I  suppose, they 
would get that anyway. If Irish-speaking girls were 
sent to the breac-Ghaeltacht as teachers of infants, 
nnd.epoke all Irish to the children, they would get a 
very good knowledge of Irish in  a short time. It 
yvould give the girls something to do and would make | 
them more Irish than they are.

(r )  TTnfrtrf.nno.e^ly '~:- 1 1 t o

learn Irish than the boys. In some districts the 
young men speak all Irish to one another and 
the girls you meet in the same plaioe speak English. 
The girls don’t make as much use of the Irish lan
guage as the boys do. I  think they feel ashamed of it.
I heard girls from the fior-Ghaeltaeht trying to pretend 
that they knew very little Irish, but the English was so 
bad that anyone would know thait they spoke some 
other language. If they could be got to teach Irish to 
the children it would be a great help.

$. When you speak of girls like that, are they the 
product of the ordinary national schools or of the 
convent schools?—Of both. There are very few con
vent schools in the Gaeltaeht. As a matter of fact 
you have no convent schools in the real Gaeltaeht. Of 
course you have Gaeltaeht girls coming into the convent 
schools, girls who know Irish very well and speak it 
at home, won’t speak it to one another outside.

4. You speak of getting native Irish-speaking teachers 
for the breac-Ghaeltacht. Are you satisfied with the 
schools in the fior-Ghaeltacht and that the teachers you 
have are good native speakers and have the necessary 
good conversational knowledge of Irish to enable them 
to get the best results?—Not in all cases. The National 
Board Inspectors would be able to show what teachers 
are not able to speak Irish properly. There are cer
tainly some people in the fior-Ghaeltacht who have 
very little knowledge of Irish.

ó. Would you be able to suggest a percentage to give 
us your impression of the position?—That is rather 
a difficult matter. The great majority of the teachers 
in the Gaeltaeht, I think about 70 or 80 per cent, 
would know Irish very well in the real Gaeltaeht itself.

6. In the breac-Ghaeltacht what percentage of the 
teachers are from original native-speaking schools?— 
It would be very hard to say that. I am afraid the 
majority of the teachers in the breac-Ghaeltacht are 
people who have learned Irish from books, and who 
probably have a good literary knowledge of the lan
guage and have not a conversational knowledge good 
enough for dealing with infants especially.

7. You fear that teachers of that type are conduct
ing bilingual instruction?—They are. I suppose they 
are doing it fairly well in giving a literary knowledge 
of the language to the children, but I am afraid they 
don’t know enough conversational Irish to deal with 
infants especially.

8. It has been suggested that in some portion of 
North America, where English and French create a 
bilingual position, the teacher whose home language 
was not French could not give satisfactory instruction 
either primary or secondary to people whose home lan
guage was French?—There is a good deal in it, but I 
don’t think it would be always true. I think you 
would be aible to teach them the ordinary subjects after 
they had grown up. You could teach them mathe
matic--, for instance..

9. You think it may be a very reasonable theory in 
tlie earlier stages where conversation plays a very large 
part?—I  should say it should. From our point of view 
the future of Irish in the breac-Ghaeltacht, I think we 
ought to have teachers who are perfectly at home in the 
Irish language and who knew all the niceties of the 
child’s conversation in Irish. If children were taught 
bv such a teacher in the beginning it would be a great 
help to them. They would never forget the Irish they 
would hear from a real native speaker. On the other 
hand they have a lot of technical terms from persons 
who don’t know Irish well, and they hear a sort of 
broken jargon of English at home and they forgot. I 
think they would grasp the language much better if 
they had a real Irish-speaking teacher.

10. You think it is more important in the lower 
standards in the schools than in the higher?—I think 
so, because that is the time they are most impression
able.

11. Do you suggest in making the schools in either 
the breac-Ghaeltacht or the Gaeltaeht more effectively 
Irish than they are, and with the minimum amount of 
dislocation, that the introduction of that type of 
teacher for the young grades in’ the school would be a 
good solution?—I think so. That is my idea.

12. WiS the introduction of the Compulsory Educa
tion Act in the near future increase the attendance at 
the schools in Kerry to such an extent as to warrant 
additional assistant teachers?—It is hard to say. In 
a district like that it is impossible to work an Act like 
that, but in the Galltacht that would be the result. 
You have widely scattered districts, and there are 
seasons of the year when they cannot come. Take
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the fishing districts. If there are big takes of fish the 
parents won’t allow them to go because it might mean 
the loss of a lot of money to them.- If the Act is 
enforced as it was enforced by the old Government it 
would be a farce. The school attendance officers were 
paid a salary that would not allow them to go around 
more than six or seven times a year. They simply 
took a list of the children and warnedi the parents 
and no more was heard about it. In certain districts 
they may have been brought to court and fined or 
threatened with fines. I  heard people say that the 
attendance was better before it than after it.

lit. Do you suggest in getting Irish-speaking teachers 
to build up the purely Irish-speaking stock that- in the 
period of training they ought not be asked to pay?— 
Yes, or pay the least possible amount.

14. These preparatory training colleges will be resi
dential and there would be books necessary, do you 
suggest they should get their keep, books, and instruc
tion free?— Well, as near as possible, because they are 
very poor in the Irish-speaking districts and they would 
be worth the money.

15. Have they a turn for teaching?—Indeed, they 
have. There is no doubt about it. They are supply
ing teachers all over the country.

16. The number of places in a preparatory college 
might necessarily be limited. Have you come up 
against the. desire on the part of people in English- 
speaking districts to get Irish-speaking nursery maids 
or governesses at all?—That would be much the same 
•as I suggested about young children being taught by 
native- Irish-speakers.

18. Have you come up against such a desire?— No, 
because, the bivac-Ghaeltacnt is the most unpatriotic 
part of tb,- country as far as the language is concerned. 
The old people have the Irish and they don't want 
their children to learn it.

19. There does seem to be a desire to get girls from 
the Gaeltaeht. Do you think there would be girls in 
the Kerry diocese who would be prepared to train 
■themselves to teach young children?—I think there 
would, if they thought there was an opening for them.

20. It would probably provide as big an immediate 
opening for girls as the preparatory training colleges? 
— A lot of these girls are going to America every year, 
and if they got any opening at all they would stay 
in the country.

21. As far as you know no systematic' attention has 
I Mien given in the Kerry diocese to provide for girls 
in that way?—No, but it would be a great idea if it 
were carried out. If the girls found they would benefit 
I  think they would prefer it to going to America. A 
lot of these have no opening before them except 
America.

22. And they don't know whether there is any open
ing for them there or not?—No.

•28. Can yon say what percentage of any school 
population leaves the school area to find work, and what 
percentage of grown up population in any parish 
ultimately leave that parish?—At least half.

24. And in Kerry what would the other half get 
employment at?- -Around the sea coast they get em
ployment at fishing and in. various other ways, and 
some go to the towns. Others take up the occupations 
their parents were at. There are certain parts where 
they go to north Kerry for farming work. In that way 
Irish has been killed in places where it was very 
vigorous a few years ago. They are even more English- 
speaking than in the County Kildare.

25. Mr. Hanly.—With reference to these girls you 
speak about going to other parts to teach young 
children, do you mean going as nurses or governesses 
or as servants?—My idea would be, to get some of 
these girls as assistants in the schools where the 
teachers would not be good enough_ with the language 
to assist them with the younger children. Of course, 
going as governesses would be just earning the idea 
a little further, and it would be very good.

26. Some o f these girls come to Dublin and say they 
are employed because they talk Irish, but it is very 
difficult to get them to teach it. Do you think if 
they were trained, and if the idea of their employment 
was brought before them, that it- would be difficult to 
get them to speak Irish?—The Irish-speaking girls 
want to pretend they know more English than Irish. 
Even when their livelihood depends on it they lapse 
into that old system they have learned.

27. That is not my experience of the western girls? 
—The fact is that the girls of the South don’t like to 
speak Irish.

28-. Have you thought about the economic improve
ment of the condition of the farmers?—Yes, and I  don’t 
know whait to suggest about them at all. I can hardly 
call them farmers in the same sense as you people 
in the centre of Ireland farmers. Their holdings in a 
great many cases are uneconomic.

29. Would it be possible to make these holdings 
economic by the introduction of secondary industries 
and marketing facilities?— I have not thought that out, 
and I cannot make any suggestion.

80. An Seabhac■■—You know the too kinds of Gael- 
tachts we have in Kerry pretty well. You were bom in 
one and you worked in the other. Do you think the 
same kind of problem -exists in these two places. Let 
us take Dromod and Dunquin?—They are two different 
kinds of district. One is mainly fishing and the other 
farming.

31. linguistically are they the same?—The language 
is much stronger in the fishing districts.

32. In dealing with them would it be necessary to 
have two different policies?—I don’t know, but I think 
that the policy that would work in one would work in 
the other.

33. Do you think it would be possible to get so much 
into the goodwill of the people in the semi-anglicised 
parts as to get them to reetity the mistake of the last 
twenty years and to realise the consideration that the 
language had a monetary or market value?—I think if 
they were made to iivl that it meant bread and butter 
for them they certainly would undertake to rectify 
the matter.

34. What is now anglicising them, take for instance 
the parish of Dromod'.'—One of the- things is the 
village of Waterville. There is a cable station there, 
and you have people in it from all parts of the world. 
Then you have the American outlook and the marriage 
question, t'uhercmvn is completely anglicised.

35. Therefore it com es to this that all the outside 
influences tend towards the anglicisation of the parish? 
— Yes.

86. There is nothing tending the other way from 
outside?—That is quite so.

37. There are also influences inside, like the marriage 
question, that tend towards the non-use of Irish?— 
That is so.

38. Do you find like some of us have found in maDy 
places that that is going on, to a degree anyhow, sub
consciously among the people?—Very likely they have 
got into the habit. Grandparents, for instance, speak 
broken English to children in Irish-speaking homes, 
and the children know neither Irish nor English.

39. What is the reason of that psychological evolu
tion?—I  am  afraid it, is the traditional system that 
has come down since the time the Irish language was 
persecuted, it is á sort of unconscious memory with 
them.

40. Du you find the habit fairly general in any Gael- 
tacht in Kerry for mothers and fathers to unconsciously 
use English to the little babe in the cradle ?—That is 
the habit all over the Gaeltaeht.

41. Do you think that it is done as a result of a 
determination on their part to do it?—I don’t think so, 
I believe it is the unconscious memory of the other 
thing.

42. Is it possible to break that by any form of pro
paganda or teaching?—Possibly it could be done. It 
would be well worth the effort. The bread and butter 
influence is the only thing that will do it.

43. Du you think it is in the power of anybody in 
Ireland to do it?—In the past you Ead ail the money 
on the side of the English language. Even still they 
think their children would benefit by knowing English 
rather than Irish. Up to the present every position 
in the land was open to a person who did not know, a 
word of Irish, but no position was open to a person 
who knew nothing but Irish. That is all changed noty, 
and probably will react on the situation, but the ques
tion is will it react in time.

44. Speaking of the Irish districts do you find that 
the people would like that the Irish language got ahead 
and was made much of?—I think they would.

45. Do they think it any part of their duty to lead 
in that direction?—I think they do not. They take the 
attitude of letting things slide.

4®. If they find the language is made a great deal of 
and taken up in earnest by the powers that be, don’t 
you think that people would be rather pleased?—I 
think they would.

47. What would be the result on Themselves?—They 
might, of course, do something, but the great majority
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would probably do nothing. The more advanced of 
them would help.

48. Do you find that there is ai realisation on the 
part of these people in the Irish-speaking districts that 
they belong at all to the order of things in Ireland, 
that they are part of the entity of the State?—I suppose 
they realise that all right.

49. Do they feel that they are in it?—I expect they 
do, but they might not realise that fully. I  don’t 
think they feel it as they ought to feel It.

50. Do you think they are agressive enough to claim 
their right to the good things?—If they thought they 
would get them I suppose they would.

51. Have they asked them?—They have not.
52. We have had it put to us that Boston is more 

the capital of the Irish-speaking districts than Dublin? 
—That might be so.

{&. As far the connection of the Irish-speaking people 
with cities is concerned, is it not more with American 
cities than with their own?—That is true. All their 
young people have gone there. They get letters from 
them and they seem to know how everybody is getting 
on. They never hear from Dublin at all, except they 
might occasionally get a copy of the “  Independent.”

54. The system of education for the past twelve or 
fourteen years was bilingual. What was the result of 
that bilingually?—It worked very well in the real Gael- 
tacht and in the outer edges of it. It has helped to 
keep the Irish language alive.

55. "What is the result of it on the scholars produced 
in their attitude to the Irish language?—I think it has 
been good, because if you had the old system continued 
you would have these brought with Irish spoken at 
home and none spoken in the schools, and all these 
places would be completely anglicised.

56. Do you think that the bilingual system extended 
the use of Irish more than the use of English?—I. think 
in certain instances it did. In some other instances it 
helped to weaken the language. In the real Gaeltacht 
it gave them a greater power of English, but it saved 
the situation on the borders.

57. What was the value of the literary knowledge 
of Irish attained by pupils as far as the preservation 
of the language and. the esteem of the pupils for the 
language was concerned ? Has it raised the status of the 
the language to any degree?—I think it has over a great 
part. They can read Irish and English. They can 
enjoy reading Irish books, a thing they could not do 
otherwise, and they feel a certain pride in that cer
tainly. Even under the old National Board the children 
were all to get a reading knowledge of Irish. Some 
of them use it afterwards and some don’ t.

58. Have you found any case where in purely Irish- 
speaking districts and the more or less Irish-speaking 
districts that the children of non-English speaking 
parents got into the habit of writing from America in 
Irish?—There may be cases, but I have not come across 
any such letters.

59. Would it be the natural thing to do?—If they 
knew their people could read Irish, very likely. Their 
people might be able to read English, although they 
could not speak any of it.

60. What influences are at work at present in the 
purely Irish-speaking districts of Kerry that are tend
ing towards anglicisation, and which, if they were 
changed, might tend otherwise?—I think we have gone 
over most of these things already.

61. Let us take administration, we have not gone 
into that?— Yes, there is the machinery of the old ago 
pensions and the courts.

62. What parts of Kerry could be dealt with from the 
administrative point of view in Irish?—All west of 
Dingle, and those places in Cahereiveen I have men
tioned. The whole of the parish of Dromod and the 
parish of Dingle. All the places marked red and 
yellow on the map.

03. Let us take the Dingle Peninsula. If it was 
ordered that all the work of the different administrative 
bodies, both local and governmental, should bo done 
in Irish everywhere west of Annascaul, even the town 
itself, would it be carried out well?— Yes. I  think so. 
It was carried out in English when they knew far less 
English than is the reverse case now.

64. In what part of South Kerry could it be done?— 
In the parish of Dromod and in most of the parish of 
Cahirciveen. and in the Cahirdaniel parish and Prior 
parish.

65. That would be three miles west of Cahirciveen 
down to Castlecove?—Yes.

66. Would that include Glencar and Glenbeigh?— 
Yes.

67. You could take in from Killorglin to the sea?— 
Yes, I expect you could.

68. Do you think that an Irish-speaking adminis
tration would be reasonably successful in all that 
part of South Kerry ?—I think it would, but you 
would want interpreters.

69. Don’t Irish speakers want interpreters now?— 
Yes.

70- And could we not put the boot on the other 
foot?— Yes.

71. You are not acquainted with the personnel of 
the administration down there?— No, I am not.

72. Have you heard any reports as to the effect of 
it?—No.

73. You are dealing with the school and you travel 
around to these?— Yes.

74. In the schools you do a lot of Christian Doctrine 
in Irish?—In the bilingual schools they have learned 
the Christian doctrine altogether in Irish. In some 
they learn the text of the Catechism in Irish and the 
explanations in English.

75. How many bilingual schools are there in Kerry? 
—About fifty, I think.

76. That are classified officially as bilingual?—Y’es. 
'77. Of course that classification is gone now?—Yes.
78. And some of these were in the areas that might 

be considered breac-Ghaeltacht ?—Yes, and Liselton, 
near Ballybunion in the Galltacht.

79. I would like to get the history of that school. 
Did you find there that the children were any worse 
off intellectually or educationally for having the school 
made bilingual?—I don’t think so. They were just 
as good as any other children. They were above the 
average, in fact. .

80. They had mastered the use of Irish, and it was 
possible for them to use it as their every day language? 
— Cuite true.

81. And that came from the efforts of one man?—He 
was a man who worked so hard that he killed himself.

82. That is a particular case in point that might be 
used as an example of what might be done as a result 
of special effort. You aire satisfied it was up to the 
standard of any school in the district?—Certainly.

83. How do you find it as regards Christian doctrine? 
—Highly satisfactory.

84. And the schools that did not do anything for 
Irish were not any better?—No.

85. Were there any other schools like it?—Yes, 
Miltown Convent, Rathea Boys’ School, Knockanure 
Boys’ School, and Lisavigeen. These places, as far 
I could see, approached very near the standard of 
Liselton.

86. How would you classify these schools from the 
point of view of efficiency?—Highly efficient.

87. The special teaching of Irish they got did not 
affect them at all for the worse?—I don't think so.

88. Besides being up to the standard in English they 
got a thorough mastery of Irish as well?—I would not 
say a thorough mastery. They certainly got a good 
grasji of it. They were all able to speak fluently in 
Irish.

89. You mentioned a while ago that the girls have 
a different outlook on tlie Irish question from the 
boys, do you find that fairly general?—I find it fairly 
general in Cahirciveen and in West Dingle also.

90. Have you any idea of the reason of that?—I 
really don't know the reason.

91. Do they know the reason themselves?—Possibly 
it is done unconsciously. It might be the same reason 
that makes the grandparents, who know little English, 
try to speak pidgin English to the grandchildren.

92. Do you think the schools have had any effect 
one wav or the other in that particular way?—Some of 
the girls have been influenced for the better.

93. As between the men and women teachers, are the 
men more thorough in their enthusiasm for Irish than 
the women?—I would not say that. They are fairly 
equally divided on the matter.

94. What material benefits to Irish-speaking children 
in the Gaeltacht would convince the people in the 
Gaeltacht that Irish should be maintained, and that 
it would be part of their duty, in the first instance, 
to speak Irish all the time at home?—If they felt that 
their position in life would be improved they would 
be satisfied.

95- Have you thought of any method by which we 
could convince them of that?—One of the things I told 
you of before would be these preparatory colleges.

96. Is there any other service that might have a
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certain section set apart for them? You cannot make 
teachers of them all?—No.

97. Do you think they are getting their propor
tionate share of the Garda Siochana appointments?— 
If they are not, it might be due largely to themselves. 
At the beginning there was propaganda by the anti
government forces that prevented them joining.

9*. Chairman.—Do you think that as a result of that 
there are less Irish speakers in the Garda .Siochana 
than there would otherwise be?—Yes.

99. An Scabhac.—I know people who were threatened 
to be shot it they joined the Garda Siochana. Do you 
think if a certain proportion of places were reserved to 
take men from Irish-speaking areas that would 
be a consideration?—It would be a great consideration, 
and these people could be used for administration in 
the Gaeltaeht.

100. Would it be better for the Gaeltaeht, generally, 
if they got the same facilities for being educated for the 
Civil Sm vice as the people of the Galltacht have?—If 
they had equal facilities they would hold their own?— 
From the point of view of brains they would hold their 
own. As far as I can see they have no facilities for 
education outside primary education.

101- Could that be improved?—There is room for 
improvement.

102. Dn you think that if they got the educational 
facilities which are available for every little town in 
the Galltacht that the Irish-speaking people would get 
their share, and possibly a little more of the public 
appointments?— I think so-

103. Would that be a firmer basis to put things on 
than by giving them advantages, because they were 
merely Irish speaking?—It would be a safer way, but 
so far they have not the opportunities that other people 
have.

Iu4. Have you thought out the question of trans
ferring sections of them to better land?—I don't think 
it would make any difference to the language, because 
the children of these people would speak only English 
after the first generation.

l(J;i. Are you convinced of that?—I have seen in
stances of men migrating from Irish-speaking districts 
to other places and losing the language. It might be 
different if a colony of 100 families were transferred.

106. If such a colony were transferred would they 
hold out in the altered circumstances in Ireland?— 
I  think they would. I f that were done there would be 
little islands of them here and there, with good effect 
on the English-speaking people. They might hold out 
for a generation or two, hut that might be sufficient.

107. As things are going at the present moment, and 
no change is made, how long will there be any Gael- 
tacht in Kerry?—At present there is no change for the 
worse in Ballyferriter. I think there is an improve
ment in recent times.

108. That is rather good news?—In Dromod parish 
I don’t think there is any change for the worse either.

109. Has Irish decreased in Dromod for the last 
three years ?—It has not decreased in volume, hut 
the vigour is not so good.

Ho. When you went as a boy to school in Dromod 
were there boys going there who were all Irish-speak
ing?—Yes.

111. Are there any coming in now?—There are.
112. Have you found in the bréac-Ghaeltacht where 

certain parents speak Irish to their children through 
a determination on their own part, that is people who 
have got an enthusiasm for the language?—I have 
met a few cases of where children were transplanted, 
and spoke Irish very well.

113. Have you nu-t any other cases?—No- In some 
Irish-speaking districts they want to throw away Irish 
as far as they can.

114. Is that deliberate?— Yes. They have written 
to the teachers saying they don’t want their children 
to be taught Irish at all. That is more noted since 
the new programme was introduced into the schools.

115. What is the cause of that?—They know Irish 
themselves and they never gáined anything through it. 
They feel that if the children knew more English thev 
would get on better.

11C. They don’t feel that they should be kept to the 
use of Irish when the rest of the country are ignorant 
of it altogether?—That is exactly what they say.

117. That is an important thing. They don’t like 
to be in the position of being the upholders of the 
little nationality that is left in this country, while the 
rest of the people are allowed to avoid their duty in the 
matter?—I expect so, but I don’t mean the real Gael-

tacht at all when I say that. It is only the breac- 
Ghaeltacht.

118. Do you find amongst the people, as I have found, 
that if they are convinced that Irish will benefit their 
children they will be the first to lead in the matter?— 
Yes.

119. Mr. Moriarty.—In connection with the fishing 
industry on the seaboard you are most particularly 
acquainted with, it is true, I  think, that you have got 
no professional fishermen following their call outside 
Dingle1?— There are around Valentia, Port Magee and 
Cahirdaniel.

120. I mean whole-time fishermen with no land? 
—You have some at Port Magee. They may have a 
little land, but when fishing is bad they are in a bad
way.

Í21. Do they follow fishing all the year round, or is 
it only seasonal?—There are certain seasons that are 
more important than others.

122. That is the spring mackerel and the autumn 
mackerel ?—Yes.

123. Do you sell that fish in a marketable way?—
I am not an expert in this matter at all. I am afraid 
they don’t get the prices they might get.

124. Even during the mackerel season?—I was talk
ing to men from Ballyferriter three weeks ago, and 
they were saying that the price of fish was gone down 
and that they don’t get enough to make it worth their 
while to go out fishing. These men said that before 
the war they could make a reasonable living.

125. In Dingle you have a population who are utterly 
and solely dependent on fishing, and they have a 
different outlook to that?—Yes.

126. There is very little evidence of that around 
Cahirciveen?—Around Port Magee there is.

127. These are men who fish in small boats?—Yes,
128. Can you explain why these men do not follow 

the fish around the coast? They see Scotchmen and 
Englishmen coming into their waters.

129. Does it not ever occur to them that they should 
do likewise and go into other waters?—I don’t know 
much about it. All the evidence I can give is heresay.

130. As regards net mending, do you think the men 
themselves should teach their daughters to do it?—The 
priest who made the suggestion to me thought there 
should be s o m e  instruction given to the girls how to 
make nets and mend them.

131. The making of nets is big process, and_ I  am 
afraid the Kerry people would not pay the price for 
hand-made netsi The girls don't mend nets in Kerry? 
—No.

132. They don’t go in much for lace-making either? 
—I don’t suppose they do.

Chairman—Thank you, Father.
* * * *

Bht an niiteas seo Inman ó’ n t lthuiv Ihinncha, 0 
Brosnachdui i lamha’ibh na gCoimisinciri :—-
I. Na Liomatdisti Gaelacha.

1. Sgriobhfad liost na dteampall paróiste agus na 
séipsal atá sna parúixtí Gaelacha nó Breac-Ghaelaeha 
i ndeóiseas Chiarraighe agús euirfead i n-itil dibh ciaou 
Gaeltaeht nó Breac-Ghaeltacht gach paróiste nó leath- 
pharóiste fé leith.
II. R i  a r a c h a n .

2. On mbliain 1920 anuas tá riaghail curtha i 
bhfeidhm sa deóiseas go gcaithfidh gach sagart óg (ag 
teacht isteach do) eólas a bheith aige ar an nGaedhilg 
agus é bheith ’na chumas seanmóintí a thabhairt uaidh 
as Gaedhilg. Maidir le húsaid na Gaedhilge tá an 
sgéal níos feárr i gCorca Dhuibhne ná mar atá sé i 
nUibh Ráthach. Rud atá ag cur i gcoinnibh úsaid na 
Gaedhilge chun seanmóintí sa bhreac-Ghaeltacht iseadh 
gan arh Béarla a bheith ag evid mhór den phobal. Ni 
deirim ná go ndéanfadh seanmóin dhá-theangthach nó 
seanmóin Gaedhilge gach re Domhnach an gnó mar 
leigheas air sin. Ach ceist anaerach iseadh i uaireanta. 
Tá paróistí ann ’na bhfuil strúice mór den Gballdacht 
agus beagán nó fíor-bheagán den bhreac-Ghaeltacht.
III. Oideachas.

An Ghaeltacht-
1. Déarfainn go bhfuil feabhas ar an sgéal sa Ghael

tacht do bharr an Chlóir nua, biodh gur deacair an 
feabhas san do mheas. Is baol Horn gur mó i n-aghaidh
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an lae an Béarla a labhrann na h-aitreacha is na 
máithreacha le n'a gcloinn sa Ghaeltacht féin. Ni 
deirim ná go gcuireann an Clár Nna cosg leis sin i na 
lán slighte.

An Bhrcac-GhaeltacKt.
2. Ní bhíonn ach Béarla ag furmhór na leanbhai 

nuair a thosnuigbeann siad ag dul ar sgoil. Is
anamh eirigheann leis an múinteóir Gaedhilgeóirí 
a dhéanamh díobh san i ii-am—sé sin sar a 
mbeidh siad 9 mbliana d ’aois. Is baol liom ná
tioefaidh feabhas ar an sgéal sa Bhreac-Ghaeltaeht agus 
sa Ghalldacht muna gcuirfear múinteóir speisialta i 
mbun na leanbhai óga. Chuige sin níor bhiholáir 
eailiní fhághail ón bhfíor-Ghaeltaeht— cailiní go mbeadh 
an Ghaedhilg acu féin ón gcliabhán.- Tá an Béarla ag 
dul ar aghaidh go tiugh sa Bhreac-Ghaeltaeht agus mar 
gheall ar chleamhnaistí agus eile tá an sgéal ag dul 
i n-olcas sa Ghaeltacht féin. Caithfear ana-aire a 
thabhairt dos na sgoileanna sa Bhreac-Ghaeltacht chun 
go mbeadh na háiteanna san mar thaca don Ghael
tacht i n-ionad bheith á milleadh. Déarfainn an rud

céadna i dtaobh na mbailte móra atá i gcomhgar na 
Gaeltachta.

3. Caithfear a chur i n-iúil go soiléir do mhaintir na 
Gaeltachta gur bhfiú dhóibh an Ghaedhilg a labhairt 
de gnáth. Má ehionn siad gur mór an congnamh i 
chun slighe bheatha a bhaint amach i nEirinn do 
dhéanfaidis a geion féin dar liom. Do mholfainn mar 
sin scéimeanna don tsaghas so:—

(a) Cumann a chur ar bun ’na mbeidh gach lintighe
a labhrann an Ghaedhilg do ghnáth.

(b) isgoláiieachtai (nó Príbhléidí eile) a thabhairt do
chloinn na ndaoine atá i na leithi’id de 
chumann.

4. Ní féidir aon difriocht a dhéanamh do réir deall- 
raimh idir an Ghalltacht agus an Bhreac-Ghaeltacht 
maidir le pleananna chun an Ghaedhilg a chime id ’na 
beathaidh.

(Ach féaeh cad dubhart thúas i dtaobh seanmóintí.)

(Sigh.) DONNCHA 0 IJROSNACIIAIN. 
ileitheamh, 1925.

Paróiste. Teampaill Paróiste agus Sáípéil Ciacu Gaeltacht nó Nótaí.
Tuatha. Breac-Gh., etc.

I, (1) An Daingean. Daingean Ui Chime. Galldaeht agus Breac-Gh.
Ceann Trágha. Gaeltacht agus Breac-Gh.
Liospóil. Galldaeht agus Breac-Gh.

(2) Baile an Fhirtearaigh. Baile un Fhirtearaigh. 1 
Dún Chuinn. ? Gaeltaeht.
Sáipéal na Caraige. J

Breac-Gh.—pr.if.ti.(3) Abhainn na Sgáil. Abhainn na Sgáil-Leaca-An Campa Galldaeht.
(4) Caisleán Griaire. Caisleán Griaire. 

Clochán.
Galldaeht.
Gaeltacht i Breac-Gh. Beagan den Ghall.

leis.
II. (1) Cathair Saidhbhin. Cathair Saidhbhin. Galldaeht.

Faill Mhór. Galldaeht -\ Breac-Gh.
(2) An Phriaireacht. Baile na Sgealg. Gaeltacht -| Breac-Gh.

An Gleann.
Port Mini Aoidh.

Galldaeht. \  
Galldaeht. f Saghas Breac-Gh.

(3) Paróiste na Dromada. Spúncán (Waterville).
Maighister Gaoithe 
Cathair Domhnall.
Lóthar.
Baile an Ridire t Baile ant Sáipéil.

Galldaeht i Breac-Gh. 
Gaeltacht  ̂Breac-Gh. 
Galldaeht i  Breac-Gh. 
Gaeltacht -| Breac-Gh. 
Galldaeht. Breac-Gh.—fior

(4) Cathair Domhnall.

(5) Oileán Dairbhre. hi eagán
(6) Gleann Beithe. Gleann Beithe i  Gleann chartaigh Galldaeht. ”  „

III. (1) Neidin. Neidin ■) Teampall Nua. Galldaeht. Breac-Gh.—Bi agiin.
(2) Tuath 0 Siosta. Tuath ó Siosta (Láithreah). Galldaeht t Breac-< !li.

Damhros. Galldaeht.
(3) Paróiste na Snadhma. An tSnaidhm -] Tahilla. Galldaeht.
(4) fill Garbháin. Cill Garbháin. Galldaeht. Breac-Gh.—fior

bl.cagán
(5) An Bonán. Bonán. Galldaeht.

Gleann Garbh (Oo. C'horeaighe). Galldaeht t Breac-Gh.

IV. Eadaragóil (Co. Chorcaighe). Eadaragóil. Brcac-Ghaeltacht. (Galldaeht—an chuid
eile d’iarthar Chor-
caighe sé sin tim- 
cheall Gaiidnín ui
Bhéara.)

V. Cill Orglan. Cill Orglan. Galldaeht.
Cromán. Gaeltacht I Breac-Gh.

Paróiste na Tuatha. Lios an Phóca. Galldaeht t Breac-Gh. Nil ach fior bheagán

den Bhreac-Gh. féin
ann do réir gach 
deallraimh.

D. ó ’Brosnacháin, 
Sagart.

AN TATHAI1! 0 BROSNACTIÁIN. examined.

1. Chairman.—Have you anything to add to the 
statement you sent us, Father ?—I want to emphasise 
the fact that the real Gaeltacht in Kerry is reduced 
to very small dimensions. Of 52 parishes in the 
diocese of Kerry, which includes portion of North and 
West Cork, there is only one Irish-speaking parish, 
that is Ballyferriter. There are five other parishes in 
which there are districts that you might class as 
Gaeltacht. These are places that would correspond 
to a district in which you have a Chapel of Ease. And 
then there are a few small parishes that might be 
classed as breac-Ghaeltacht. The difficulty for priests 
in the matter of preaching in this. In a congregation

where 70 per cent, of the people know both Irish and 
English and 30 per cent, know English only, the priest 
is bound to preach in the language which the people 
know best. That is the difficulty he is up against. A 
few of the older parish priests gave bilingual sermons, 
but there is also a difficulty about that, as it means the 
people are kept a long time, and so on. It is worse 
still where you have a church district with, say, five 
school districts One of these might be clashed as 
breac-Ghaeltaelit, but the priest can do very little in 
the matter apart from any personal influence he may 
have. I should add in regard to the knowledge of 
Irish amongst the priests that not. more than 25 or 30 
per cent, of the parlsTT priests have a knowledge of 
Irish. The younger priests as a whole have Irish
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more or less, but we have not more than six or seven 
priests who are native speakers. Before I leave the 
question of administration I might refer to the Gárda 
Síochána. I think the. Garda who has a good know
ledge of Irish is sometimes inclined to conceal the 
fact, because it means he is sent to a remote district 
because he happens to know Irish. If some means 
could be devised to reward the Garda for service in 
an Irish-speaking district, so that he would not feel 
that he was sent to a remote district and was not 
gaining anything by his knowledge of Irish, it would 
help in that direction. There is no stimulus to a 
Garda who knows a little Irish to complete his know
ledge. He says to himself : “  I f I am a good speaker 
of Irish I shall probably be sent to some remote spot 
on the sea coast." i f  in the matter of seniority a year 
of service in the Gaeltacht would count more than a 
year of service in an English-speaking district it 
might help in the matter. In regard to education I 
am in substantial agreement with what Fr. Courtney 
said. Not merely are his suggestions a good solution 
but they are the only solution if we are to revive 
Irish in the bmic-Ghaeltacht. because it is dying 
rapidly there. If the children in the districts adjoin
ing the Gaeltacht do not learn to speak Irish before 
they are eight or nine years of age they will never 
secure that knowledge of it which is necessary to 
make them real speakers. For that purpose they re
quire native-speaking teachers—young girls from the 
native-speakmg districts. Care should be taken in 
selecting these. They should come from native-speak, 
ing homes. If such tochers were in charge of cliildn-ii 
from five to eight years of age they would make them 
real speakers. The parents complain at present that 
when the children reach eight years they are neither 
able to speak Irish nor English, and from that point 
of view the new programme seems to be a failure in 
the breac-Ghaeltacht. In the real Gaeltacht if the 
children come to school knowing only English at the 
age of four or five they acquire Irish in a short time, 
hut in the breac-Ghaeitacht that is impossible foi the 
children. These children must be kept busy all day 
speaking Irish. Junior assistant mistresses with very 
little training would do, but the essential point is that 
they should be native speakers. I have no doubt that 
this is the only real solution; otherwise there is no 
hope. Moreover it would be an outlet for a number 
of girls in the <hn Itacht who would be anxious to 
take up such teaching. It would not be very difficult, 
and with a little training I am sure a large number 
of girls would be anxious to take it up. Girls from 
sixteen to twenty years of age would be quite capable 
of doing such work. I think that remedy should be 
put into force as quickly as possible, or the Gaeltacht 
will not long survive. It is surrounded by anglicising 
influences on all sides. They go to town and in the 
shops they must use English. They go to the fair 
and they must use English. Then you have the news
papers, songs and gramophones all in English. I 
think that policy should be put into force in the 
towns near tin- Gaeltacht and in as large a district as 
possible. If the people of the Gaeltacht saw the 
people of the towns anti people who count crowing up 
Irish speakers, and proud of the language, it would 
bring home to them the fact that there was a ch a n g e  
in Ireland. They have seen strangers come along and 
learn the language; they feel that is only a drop in 
the ocean. In their own lives they have seen English 
.spreading, and they are laughed at in the towns when 
they speak Irish. As regards speaking Irish to the 
children 1 am substantially in agreement with Father 
Courtney. If the people feel that by speaking Irish 
their children will secure better positions in life, I 
have no doubt that they will speak Irish. If means 
could be found by which they would do that it would 
be of great influence. With tegard to the transfer of 
colonies to the Gulltacht. I don't think it would be of 
any value. Such settlements would be small, but 
•From the point of view of showing that the Govern
ment were serious and were giving preference to Irish 
speakers, it would have some influence on them. The 
case of emigration is the one argument you hear most 
frequently used. If you urge Irish speaking the reply 
is “ What good is Irish in America?" There is no 
use telling them that Germans and others yet on very 
well without English because they return to the old 
statement that they have heard that Irish is of no 
value in America. Anything that would lessen emi
gration would tend to dissipate that idea. Before I 
leave the question of education I might say that we

get very few boys from the Gaeltacht at the college. 
Those we do get come chiefly from Ballyferriter and 
the South, and their knowledge of Irish is not very 
much. That is due to the fact that sometimes their 
families are of the English-speaking type. Speaking 
generally, the boys who come under the influence of 
the programme of the last few years have a big voca
bulary of Irish and would understand a story in Irish, 
hut their grammar is very poor and sounds have been 
neglected very much. In the breac-Gaeltacht, from 
what I have seen of the children, the teachers cannot 
succeed in turning out real speakers under the present 
system.

2. For what reason do you think they fail to turn 
out Irish speakers ?—The great majority of the 
teachers arc men who merely acquired Irish, and 
in these cases, as far as I can, see, they are unable to 
jdo it. Unless you have native speakers I see very 
little hope for the teachers in the small schools turn
ing out Irish speakers at the age of eight or nine 
years. In the case ot scholarships given by county 
councils, the boy who passes a written examination 
would not pass an oral examination. An oral exami. 
nation will generally reveal whether a boy is a native 
speaker nr not. There is nothing else I would like to 
add to what Fr. Courtney has said.

3. Is there a tendency on the part of the clergy in 
the diocese who' have Irish to use it when in conver. 
sation with the people ?—Some> of them who have 
acquired Irish are the keenest in that matter, but to 
what extent they use Irish I would not be qualified 
to judge.

4. In the matter of education, have you considered 
at all what educational facilities higher than primary 
pchool ought to be provided for the Irish-speaking 
population ?—As to whether continuation schools 
in the Gaeltacht parishes would be worth while estab
lishing I really would not give a considered opinion.
I suppose it would certainly be of great benefit. The 
i xtent to which it would enable them to obtain posi
tions in the Civil Service and the like would depend 
on other factors. The question of attendance at these 
schools would be a greater difficulty than the attend
ance at ordinary schools.

5. Have you found that the boy or girl with second
ary education has an advantage in getting employ
ment when the question of Irish enters into it?—Of 
c-ours'- the boys who come to us are principally 
destined for the priesthood, and it would be a very 
difficult matter for me to estimate. In the ease of 
boys who win university scholarships the majority of 
them emigrate.

6. You have not given any consideration to the type 
of technical education that would be necessary in 
these areas?—No.

7 With regard to settlements on the land, if there 
was land available to put an Trish-speaking colony 
on it we would go to Connemara or Donegal for people 
rather than to the Gaeltacht in Kerry?—I suppose 
that is true.

8. It is suggested that a settlement from any Kerry 
area might not be advisable That simply refers to 
Kerry where the populations are not very large. It 
does not necessarily refer to migration taking place 
from Connemara or Donegal?—That is true; conges
tion is much greater in Connemara.

9. What number of scholarships from primary and 
secondary schools are given in Kerry?—I think they 
provide for about twenty, but the number varies. I 
think the examination is conducted from Dublin, and 
a great number fail because the system seems to be 
that a student must pass in every subject or in a 
great number of subjects.

10. Are the twenty scholarships given to boys more 
or less ?—Yes.

11. Where do they go?—In Tralee and Listowel 
there are day schools, and some of them come to us. 
We have only three boys now. If there is a day school 
in the vicinity of their homes they generally go to 
that day school.

12. Is any proportion of these scholarships reserved 
for native Irish speakers? Would they in any of the 
secondary schools in Kerry get secondary education 
through the medium of Irish to any considerable ex
tent ?—They would not get it through Irish alone at 
present, as far as I know. We have made a begin
ning. Therei is a difficulty about these examinations 
and the filling up of forms of which the boys and 
their parents are unaware. I  heard of a case where
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a boy filled in the university form instead of the 
primary form.

13. Don’t the teachers look after them?—I suppose 
some of them do.

14. The people don’t know the scholarships exist?— 
They don’t. They are very good value, as they 
pay for a boy’s whole pension. If they realised that 
I think there would be more going in for them.

15. Are these scholarships such that if a Ballyferri- 
ter boy got one he could afford to go into a residential 
school in Tralee ?—Yes. There is no residential school 
in Tralee, but they would be able to come to us, and 
I say more should come.

16. In that matter is any attempt made by the 
teachers or a combination of teachers to watch out for 
the future of their pupils and try to get them places ? 
—In some cases they do so, but I cannot say very 
definitely.

17. There is no systematic arrangement?—No, but 
I imagine more boys should come from the Gaeltacbt. 
It is due to the parents and possibly to the teachers.

18. When you speak of forming an association to in
clude every household where Irish is spoken gene
rally t had you any idea as to the objects of such an 
association ?—If some preference could be shown to 
those parents in the breae-Ghaeltaclit who speak Irish 
to their children at home, and if the people realised 
it was to their interest to speak Irish to their children, 
it would be all to the good

19. In view of the fact that there is a weakness in 
the teaching machinery from the point of view of 
native-speaking, do you think it is very important 
in preserving the Gaeltacht that the older people who 
have the language should be got to speak the lan
guage to the children ?—That would be important.

20. Do you feel that if they are not got to do that 
the language position is bound to recede in the num
ber of speakers that you have and in the vigour and 
the development of the language?—Yes, but as re
gards the number of speakers I would not say so. It 
there were teachers to teach infants thoroughly it 
would probably induce the older people to speak Irish. 
If the older people hear the children speak a little 
good Irish— I am speaking of the breae-Ghaeltaeht now 
—it would induce them to speak it. As regards the 
vigour of the Irish I suppose it would suffer. A lot of 
the tradition and folk lore will disappear naturally 
with the old speakers.

21. Mr. Hanly.—On the question of examinations, 
are you satisfied there is sufficient attention given to 
oral Irish? What I want to get at is this. You have 
children brought up in the breac-Ghaeltacht of non- 
Irish-speaking parents who did no Irish until they 
went to school, and you have native speakers com
peting with these under present conditions. Are 
you satisfied that the native-speaking children get 
fair treatment?—I think in any oral examination 
they do.

22. Is there sufficient oral examination given?—My 
idea would be that a certain number of the scholar
ships should be set aside for the native-speakers.

23. The way you would select Irish-speaking 
scholars would be by having oral Irish the big ele
ment ?—Yes, but if they were set aside the first essen
tial would be to discover that they were Irish 
speakers.

24. Is there sufficient stress laid on oral Irish at 
present?—I think so.

25. Would you make the examination such that the 
Irish-speaking children would have a bigger pull over 
the others ?—From the point of view of propaganda 
I would, in order to let Irish-speaking parents know 
that Irish-speaking children would have a better 
chance of getting a scholarship.

26. At thd present time is there too big an advan
tage given to the children who have practically only 
a written knowledge of Irish in these examinations ? 
—I suppose that is possible. My point is to give pre
ference to the Irish-speaking children so that their 
parents can realise it.

27. I don’t see how you can give such preference 
.except by oral Irish?—I am afraid you must draw the 
line somewhere and earmark a number of positions 
for them. Let us say you increase the number of 
marks for oral Irish and yet the total that an Irish
speaking child gets might not be sufficient. It 
may depend on the marks in English. An Irish, 
speaking child may be weak in English. I would like 
to earmark a certain number of vacancies for them.

28. I remember twenty years ago when the Depart

ment of Agriculture was started they went out very 
strongly for the men wlu> had a practical knowledge 
of farming and they gave special marks to such men 
to pull them over the others. Would it be possible to 
do the same with oral.Irish?—It would be possible.

28a. And desirable?—Yes.
29. Chairman.—Is it your point that there should 

be a definite allotment of positions to Irish-speaking 
children?—Yes. Of course a strict oral examination 
would reveal any weakness.

30. Mr. Hanly.—Better than any other way?—Yes.
31. There are a number of Irish teachers employed 

under the technical committee in Kerry?—Very few.
32. There are a number of such teachers employed 

bver the country. Would it be desirable that such 
teachers should be trained in some particular sub
ject at the present tune like agricultural or rural 
science?—That would be an excellent thing.

33. And they could teach Irish at the same time ?— 
It would be an excellent idea.

34 In answer to the Chairman, I think you said 
the chief difficulty in connection with continuation 
schools in. the Gaeltacht would be the attendance— 
don’t you think they would attend in winter time ?— 
Yes.

35. Don’t you think it would be desirable to have 
continuation schools ?—Yes, it would be a good 
thing, but what influence they would have in securing 
positions for the children I don’t know.

36. Would they not raise the standard'- Yes.
37. .In Seabhaci.—Have you considered at all that 

you might be asked questions in regard to the Church 
administration in Kerry ?—I did not think it impro
bable.

38. You have made reference to the diocesan regu
lations?—Yes, the present bishop made a rule in 1920 
that all priests before their ordination should be ex
amined in Irish and should be capable of doing their 
work as priests in Irish before being ordained. Of 
course priests go to England and Scotland and then 
return.

39. Chairman.—How long are they away?—The 
period is getting less now. It was nine to ten years. 
Now it is down to three or four.

40. .4ii Sealdifur.—These examinations would be at 
Maynooth ?—Yes.

41. Do the priests of the diocese mostly pass through 
your seminary?—Yes.

42. How are they chosen there?—It is by examina
tion at the end of the final year. Those who intend 
going for the Church are examined and selections 
made for Maynooth, Rome and Paris.

43. In making these selections is the policy that 
gave rise to this rule kept in mind?—The best in all
round ability are generally the best in Irish. So far 
no special weight has been given to Irish in that 
way.

44. Is there any provision made that a student 
would have a sufficient knowledge of Irish at the be
ginning of his Maynooth course?—All the boys we 
have sent up have a good knowledge. During the last 
few years we have not sent up any boy who Won’t 
be fit to preach and everything else

45. Does this rule require a definite policy in May
nooth in dealing with Kerry boys?—There are six or 
seven dioceses who have had that rule for some time 
back. I don’t know what provision is made in May
nooth.

46. Are you aware that any provision is made that 
Kerry boys shall be qualified in accordance with the 
rule of the bishop?—I presume they are examined in 
the ordinary way.

47 How has it worked ?—Since the rule came into 
force very few of the boys have come back.

48. How long do they spend at Maynooth ?—Seven 
years.

49. And they go to England or Scotland for three 
or four years?—Yes.

50. What influence has the three or four years 
across the Channel on the spirit of this rule?—We 
would not be able to judge that yet, because those 
who were ordained in 1921 have not been back since. 
I  don’t think Glasgow or Liverpool has any influence 
on them in that matter.

51. Has the bishop any general rule in dealing with 
these parishes ?—I don’t think he has any general 
rule. In some dioceses it has been the practice to 
send men down to the Gaeltacht to learn Irish. 1 
don’t think he has any general rule, because the 
younger priests all know Irish more or less. We have
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no examination when they return to the diocese to 
test their ability.

52. Would you say I am rich! in thinking that the 
Bishop of Kerry is anxious in regard to the welfare 
of Irish?—He is very keen on it, and he is very 
anxious that the children of the breac-Gaeltacht 
should have a knowledge of the Catechism in Irish.

53. This is a question you need not answer if you 
don’t wish to. What is your experience of the senior 
clergy from that same point of view? Are they actu
ated with the same anxiety as the bishop ?—They are 
not as keen. We have comparatively few parish 
priests who know Irish, but you know some of them 
are very keen on it.

54. In the diocese of Kerry is there any disinclina
tion on the part of the priests to take up duty in the 
outlying districts of the diocese?—There is not. The 
curate who returns from England or Scotland is pre
pared to be sent to the most remote district.

55. Are the Irish-speaking districts considered the 
most remote ?—Well, I don't think so. In West Cork, 
which is anglicised, there are very remote districts.

50. Are there in the diocese of Kerry Irish-speaking 
parishes which aie considered desirable parishes?— 
Waterville is all right, and so are some others. 
Dingle is quite good. Castlegregory has senior 
curates there also.

57. Would some of the senior curates be delighted to 
be parish priests in purely Irish-speaking districts ?—
I suppose they would prefer English-speaking 
parishes.

58. A curate may refuse a parish?—Yes.
59. Have you beard of the refusal of Irish-speaking 

parishes by senior curates ?—I have heard of the re
fusal of partly Irish-speaking parishes but not be. 
cause they were Irish-speaking.

60. You understand that you may decline to answer 
any of these questions?—Yes.

61. You are the first witness who has given evidence 
on Church matters. In regard to the clergy in Kerry 
in bulk are they proportionately more inclined 
Gaelicwise than, let us say, any other organised 
body ?—On the whole they are well disposed towards 
Irish, but I cannot compare them with other bodies.

62 Let us say teachers ?—Well, yes.
63. Are the younger members of the clergy in Kerry 

more Gaelic and more inclined towards Gaelic than 
the senior members?—I suppose I would be safe in 
saying they are. IV is a matter that is hard to deter
mine. They know more Irish and, generally speak
ing, they have more of the Irish-Ireland outlook than 
the older men. As a body they are very anxious 
to do all they can.

64. If one may be bold enough to ask, are you 
aware that there are amongst the clergy any priests 
who are actively anti-Gaelic?—I don’t think there is.
I never heard of any case.

65. Is there not some regulation in the Kerry dio
ceses in regard to the appointment of teachers and 
their knowledge of Irish ?—Since 1918 the bishop 
made a rule that no teacher should be appointed to a 
school who had not a bilingual certificate. He has 
insisted on this rule very strongly, even at the cost 
of verv considerable trouble.

66. Have cases arisen where a teacher appointed by 
a parish priest has been refused sanction by the 
bishop ?—There have been cases.

67. And his Lordship has stuck to the rules very 
strongly ?—Yes.

68. Is that generally accepted amongst the mana
gers in Kerry now?—Yes. They realise that in any 
appointment they make to a school they must select 
their teacher from those who have bilingual certi
ficates.

69. That applies to the whole diocese?—Yes, with
out exception.

70. In any effort that might be made towards the 
preservation of Irish in Kerry do you think that 
active co-operation would be had from the clergy 
and the bishop in Kerry?—Yes. I think so.

71. And they would be satisfied to fall in with the 
same spirit that actuated the Government ?—Yes. 1 
am sure they would.

72. When the Bishop of Kerry nominated you to 
come here had you a chat with him about any state
ment you would make?—No; we did not go into 
detail on the matter.

7:5. You are satisfied that in any state policy that 
would be instituted there would be active co-opera
tion from the bishop and clergy?—I am convinced I

that the bishop and priests would be most anxious 
to help in any matter of that sort. They would co
operate in any scheme suggested by you and put into 
force by the Government.

Chairman.—Thank you, Rather.
* * * * * * *

The following statement submitted by An tAthair 
Donn-clui 0 Donnchadha, had been circulated to the 
Commissioners : —

BALLINGEARY.
1. Extent of Irish-speaking area.

(a) Irish-speaking; (b) Partly Irish-speaking.
1. If by “  Irish-speaking ”  is meant that Irish and 

nothing else is spoken, in that sense Ballingeary is not 
“  Irish-speaking,”  and must be regarded only as 
“  Partly Irish-speaking.”  There is nobody in Ballin- 
geary at present who speaks Irish only. 75 per cent, 
of the people of Ballingeary speak Irish. 95 per cent, 
of the children who come to school for the first time 
cannot speak Irish. The Ballingeary area may be 
defined as the “  Chapel District,”  including the follow
ing townlands:—Eachros, Bán Garbh, Cathair na 
C'útlia, Ceapach na Mine, An Carraig, An Carraig Ban, 
Carraig na Dobhaire, an Ciim Doreha, An Ciim Ruadh, 
Na Curraiche Thiar, Doirfn na Buairce, Doire an 
Chladuigh, Doirin Donaidhe, Doirfn na gClas, Doire 
an Longaigh, Doirin na Coise, Doiremhágh Cóirnín, 
Doiremhágh Fhiaínn, Drom an Ailtigh, Gaorthadh na 
Péice, Gort an Phludaigh, Goirtín na Coille, Gort 
Luachra, Gort na Móna, An Goirtín Fliuch, Goirtín 
Eoghain, An t-Oileán Aibhneaeh Thoir, An t-Oileán 
Aibhneach Thiar, An Inse Beag, An Inse Mhór, Inse 
’dir Dhá Fhaill, Inse an Fhosaidh, An Caol-mhágh 
Beag, An ('aol-mhágh Mór, Céim Corra Bhuaile, An 
Choill Mhór, An Leaca Bán, Ladhair na Gaoithe, An 
Meall Mór, Ráth an Gliaiscidhigh, Ros an Locha, An 
Si-reathan Mór. An Túirín Dubh, Túirín Leath-Árd, 
Túirín na n-Éan. The village proper of Ballingeary 
stands on the townland of Drom an Ailthigh. An 
extension of the village stands on the adjoining town- 
land—An Choill Mhór. The two townlands are 
separated by the River An Bhun Sflean. On this river 
there was an old ford which gave the name Béal-Átha 
(An Ghaorthaidh). The hotel at Gougane Barra stands 
on the townland of Doirin na Coise. An Cúm Ruadh 
is the modern “  Valley Desmond.”  Gougán Barra is 
the name applied in particular to the Island in Loch 
Gougán Barra, and in general to the Oratory (Séipéal) 
District—all places within the valley, viz., Doirin na 
Coise. An Cúm Ruadh, B os  na Locha. Céim-an- 
Fhiaidli is applied in particular to the Pass of Keiman- 
eigh, and in general to all the places in the vicinity of 
the Pass, viz., Doirin Donaidhe, Doirin na gClas, 
Gaorthadh na Péice, An Inse Beag, An Inse Mhór.

Ad in inistration.
2. The Church at Mitllingeary is a quasi-paroehial 

church. The Parochial Church is at Inchigeela. 
Ballingeary District- is in the Barony of West 
Muskerry (na Múscraidhe Thiar), and in the West 
Riding of the County of Cork. The River Lee runs 
through the District. All townlands north of the Lee 
are in Rural District of Macroom. The townlands 
south of the Lee are in the Rural District of Dun- 
manway.

53. I was Assistant Priest in Ballingeary from 
January, 1917, to July, 1923. I succeeded An t-Athair 
SOamas 0  Ceallacháin, who was the first priest 
appointed to Ballingeary. I shall speak of the adminis
tration as I knew it.

4. State Administration.—Irish was very little used, 
Le cturers from the Department of Agriculture, Techni
cal Instructors, Constabulary Officials, Pension Officers, 
Medical ' Practitioners, Road Surveyors, Relieving 
Officers, etc., all were English speakers. There was 
one R.I.C. policeman an Irish speaker.

5. I had to visit regularly four National Schools, 
viz. : Ballingeary B ovs ’ School, Ballingeary Girls’ 
School, Iveimaneigh School (which was in the town- 
land of Inse Beag) and Turin na Lobhar School.

The latter school was in the “  Chapel District ” of 
Inchigeela, but children from the townland of Inse-dir- 
DhA Fhaill and An Caolmhágh Mór went to that school. 
It was not a bilingual school. The remaining three 
schools were bilingual. For some time, probably about 
three years, the district inspector of schools was bi
lingual. He was replaced by an English-speaking
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inspector, but the pupils were examined by a bilingual 
inspector from an adjoining district. Towards the 
close of my time in Ballingeary a bilingual inspector 
was appointed. Bilingual inspectors were sent by the 
Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction 
to inspect the college during the months of July and 
August when Coláiste na Mumhan was open.

6. All the national teachers in the bilingual schools 
taught the bilingual programme. Before the time 
when national teachers were compelled to attend the 
Irish summer courses, six classes were conducted each 
month during the months of July and August in the 
college, viz: a beginners’ class, an Irish metric and 
traditional Irish music class, * syntax class, a class 
where conversation in Irish and the sounds of Irish 
were taught, an Irish prose composition class, and a 
class for national teachers for teaching methods of teach
ing in Irish. All subjects were taught through the medium 
of Irish, except in the beginners’ class. Concerts and 
sgoruidheaehteanna were conducted in Irish in the 
evenings. The natives were induced to speak Irish 
during these two months. A better spirit was noticeable 
among the students in regard to the use of Irish before 
the time of the cumpulsory attendance of the national 
teachers.

7. As regards the influence of the college in the dis
trict, I  should say that it cut both ways, while 
Ballingeary and the natives had an Irish influence on 
the students, the students had an English influence on 
the district and the natives—the former influence, of 
course, dominant.

8. The material advantages of the college were a great 
inducement to the local people. Otherwise, I  think, it 
affected their lives only in the way a passing show does. 
The great majority of the students associated very little 
with the local people—the village people excepted. 
The college committee were drawn from outsiders, 
there were only two local representatives, the parish 
priest of Iveleary (/.■?., the combined districts of 
Inchigeela and Ballingeary), and a local national teacher.

9. Other influences were at work to anglicise the 
district. Ballingeary, Gougane Barra and Keimaneigh 
are tourist resorts. Ballingeary and Keimaneigh are on 
the Prince of Wales’ route from Cork to Killamey. The 
motor has brought them nearer to tourists. These 
tourists are English speakers for the most part.

10. Inter-marriage with outsiders had one of the 
greatest, if not the greatest, anglicising influence. An 
English-speaking mother meant an English-speaking 
family. Thirty per cent, of the marriages were unions 
with outsiders. Political movements and political up
heavals had an anglicising influence. Before I  leave the 
question of marriage, I should say that the natural 
seclusion- of the district and the poverty of its soil 
tended to exclude outsiders, and consequently there 
was a big percentage of inter-marriage among the 
natives. This inter-marriage had a dreaded tendency.

11. The rural district councillors and guardians were 
all, with one exception, Irish speakers. But, of course, 
the proceedings at Macroom and Dunmanway were 
conducted in English. Litigious people had to have 
their grievances settled at the petty sessions or quarter 
sessions held in Macroom. The proceedings of these 
courts were conducted in English. I cannot remember 
any case where an interpreter of Irish was employed.

12. During the Black and Tan regime, an arrange
ment was come to between the Sinn Féin Clubs in 
Inchigeela and Ballingeary whereby an English arbi
tration court was held in Inchigeela and an Irish court 
in Ballingeary. I happened to be the presiding magis
trate in the Ballingeary court. Irish «'as compulsory. 
The whole proceedings were conducted in Irish. It was 
successful from every point of view. In only one case 
of appeal was the decision of the court reversed at the 
district court. I should say it had a powerful Irish 
influence, for it was the first time business was done 
through the medium of Irish. An attempt was made 
to bring in the rule, one court, one parish, but repre
sentations were made and the court continued to 
flourish until civil strife started.

13. I  might mention here that while I was in Ballin
geary I started “  Scoil na Leanbhai.”  Children up to 
the age of 16 years were accepted. They were boarded 
in the different lodging-houses in the village. The fee, 
including school fee, was LI per week. It was very 
successful one year—there were thirty pupils. Adverse 
times, lack of accommodation, and want of funds to 
employ competent teachers militated against it. The 
experiment proved that children up to that age could

acquire a competent speaking knowledge of Irish in 
six months.

14. I might also mention in reference to Coláiste na 
Mumhan that class-room is meagre, accommodation is 
poor, and the sanitary arrangements are bad.

Church Administration.
15. In the parish of Iveleary there are three priests. 

The parish priest lives at Tív na Spidóige, a townland 
between Inchigeela and Ballingeary, :H miles from the 
latter place. He is manager of the schools of the parish 
and president of the college committee. The curate 
lives at Inchigeela. There is no residence for the priest 
in Ballingeary. He has two rooms in the house of 
Michael Lucey, An Choill ilhór, Ballingeary. The 
position of the priest in Ballingeary is that of assistant 
priest, a step between that of chaplain and curate. He 
also acts in the capacity of local secretary and dean of 
residence for the college. He is not entitled to receive 
a moiety of the parish dues, but has a fixed stipend. 
He receives from .£15 to £20 per annum from the 
college committee for his college duties.

16. For about two years after taking up duty in 
Ballingeary I followed the practice of my predecessor in 
regard to the use of Irish in the Church services. I  
said all the customary' prayers in Irish, and preached 
alternate Sundays in Irish and English. Afterwards I 
preached in Irish only. I can remember only one 
occasion on which I preached in English during that 
time. I found that Irish sermons were not as popular 
as the English sermons. During my time in Ballin
geary we had a retreat or mission for the people. Two 
of the Capuchin Fathers conducted the mission— 
Fathers Angelus and Patrick. Irish sermons were 
preached on alternate evenings. There was a decided 
falling off in the congregation on the evenings the Irish 
sermon was preached.

17. I  was deputed annually to examine the children 
attending the bilingual schools on the Irish religious 
programme. The programme was indefinite and was 
left more or less to the individual teacher. Children 
were not prepared for first Communion or for Confir
mation in the Irish prayers and Catechism, but the 
Irish prayers and Catechism were taught in the bilingual 
schools, and when I visited the schools I examined the 
children more frequently in the Irish programme than 
in the English. I found that the children had a better 
mental grasp of the truths of their religion because they 
were taught both the Irish and the English Catechism, 
viz. : Incolna helped them to understand what Incarna
tion meant. I should say that the knowledge of Ir ish  
helped them in secular as well as in religious subjects. 
The knowledge of the two languages was like two lights 
in the brain. Whether it was this fact or that they 
had to exercise their minds, or inherited mental alert
ness to help them in the struggle for existence, I found 
that the children in the Ballingeary area were mentally 
brighter than children I have, met in other country 
districts.

Defects and remedies o f tin- Present System.
in. Except for the bilingual schools and the college, 

the officials oi tiie central administration and officials 
of local bodies and others in a position to influence for 
or against the general use of Irish took very little 
interest in the language. There was one outstanding 
exception, viz., Toirdhealbhach MacSuibhne, T.D. He 
lived in Ballingeary for some six months and spent, 
short intervals there now and again. He spoke nothing 
but Irish in public and private, encouraged the speaking 
of Irish on every occasion, gave prizes annually to the 
school children in each school who spoke Irish most 
frequently—the best pupils were determined by the 
votes of the pupils ; he also induced the Dáil to grant 
them prizes. And his interest in Ballingeary wan not 
confined to the language, he also took a deep interest in 
the material prosperity of the people. I could not speak 
too highly of his efforts.

19. But outside influences are always creeping in. 
The central administration should see to it that only 
Irish-speaking officials are sent to such districts as 
Ballingeary. Petty sessions and quarter sessions are 
held in Macroom. Fairs are held there also, as are 
meetings of the rural district council and board of 
guardians. Meetings and fairs are also held at Dun
manway. Fairs and meetings are also held at Bantry. 
Bantry is the nearest seaside resort to Ballingeary. All 
these places must be looked to and made as Irish
speaking as possible. Millstreet, on the north side, 
would be more in touch with the Ballyvourney district.
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2(1. Ballyvourney is nine miles from Ballingeary and 
is on all fours with Ballingeary from the point of view 
of the use of the Irish language. But I think the west 
side or Coolea side of Ballyvourney parish is more 
Irish-speaking than the Ballyvourney district itself or 
the Ballingeary area. Macroom is seventeen miles from 
Ballingeary on the east side: Inchigeela is six in the 
same direction. Bantry is seventeen miles from Ballin
geary on the west side. Dunmanwav is eighteen miles 
from Ballingeary <>n the south side. Mil 1st reel is some 
thirty miles front Ballingeary on the north side. For 
social as well as economic reasons it would be impossible 
to isolate a small area like Ballingeary. The ring must 
be extended to the surrounding towns.

21. All officials in these towns and within that ring 
should be Irish speakers. All officials in these districts 
should be better remunerated for their services than in 
English-speaking districts, and the nearer to the centre 
the better the remuneration. The remuneration should 
be such as to induce the officials to seek these places 
for preferment, and to induce them to speak the Irish 
language on all occasions, while it should leave no room 
for favouritism.

22. In advocating this remedy, 1 am merely offering a 
suggest ion, and I do not wish to overestimate the impor
tance of these areas. I think the language and the 
bias must come from these areas, but a Gaelic civiliza
tion must develop from without. Further, all the old 
tradition is fast dying in Ballingeary district. There 
are not more than half a dozen Seanchaidhthe left. 
During my time in Ballingeary I collected a good deal 
of materials—Irish songs by local poets, folklore, local 
history and archieologv, etc. I should be glad to give 
every help to anybody interested in such work. I should 
add here that four motor lorries ply directly between 
Cork and Ballingeary, and are cutting out the sur
rounding towns as distributing centres.

Education.
23. The effect of the present system is that it makes 

Irish s p e a k e r s ,  but does not make Irish the home 
language. If Irish were the home language , and it the 
pupils acquired a speaking knowledge of the English 
language in the schools, they would be better Irish 
speakers and better English speakers. I should 
advocate the teaching of Irish drama and Irish 
music in the schools to a large extent; also the 
teaching of decent English poetry, viz., Shelley, and 
good English prose. The commercial value of the Irish 
language must be enhanced. Business must be done 
in Irish, viz., Irish arbitration courts, secondary 
schools, agricultural schools and technical schools 
should be established. Ballingeary would be a good 
centre to start a preparatory school for the training of 
teachers. Teaching is a favourite occupation for those 
who leave home and do not emigrate. There is an 
urgent need to establish an Irish primary school for 
outside children in Ballingeary as well as to establish 
a secondary school for the natives. This secondary 
school could have a technical department as well as a 
preparatory school.

Economic Conditions-
24. Agriculture is the permanent industry of the 

community in Ballingeary, but the land is, for the 
most part, barren and rocky and marshy and 
mountainous. From fifteen to twenty acres would be 
the average of arable land in each farm. Black-faced

mountain sheep roam over the wastes and commonages : 
the value of each sheep would be from 20s. to 25s. 
Even cottiers possess a good many sheep, say, from 
twenty to one hundred. Poverty is unknown in Ballin
geary.

25. They all have the “  proverbial "  enough and a 
little to spare. They are a hard-working, industrious, 
thrifty people. Social life is not bright except during 
the summer months.

2u. The people arc engaged in dairy-farming—about 
seven cows would be the average. The cows are winter- 
fed and stolen crops are raised. The milk is separated 
and butter made: the butter is sold in the village 
weekly market. All the buyers, with one exception, 
are local people. A good deal of attention is paid to 
poultry farming, but not on a scientific scale. Mrs. 
Ronan, Kilmore, Ballingeary, has a poultry station. 
There is need of a creamery and co-operative stores. 
The facilities for technical instruction are poor. Coláiste 
na Mumhan, which is vested in trustees appointed by 
the college committee, is an iron building not heated,

capable of being divided off inside by means of folding 
doors into three small class-halls. There is a stage, 
and there are two small dressing-rooms behind the 
stage. There is also a village hall, badly lighted and 
badly heated and ventilated; half this hall served the 
purpose of an old national school. An additioh was 
built and it served the purpose of a summer college for 
some years. It is parish property and is vested in 
ecclesiastical trustees.

27. I think if any schools such as those I have 
described above w’ere established they should be con
trolled just as the national schools are at present. 
Clerical management on the whole would be more 
impartial and well-advised, and there would be less fear 
of breaking the continuity of the work.

Possibilities of Permanent Industry.
28. The possibilities of permanent industry would not 

justify, in my opinion, the expenditure of money, nor 
do I think any portion of the present population should 
he transferred elsewhere. If money were to be spent 
on industry in this area it could be spent on subsidiary 
industries.

Subsidiary Industries.
29. Patrick Ronan, Kilmore, Ballingeary, has a flour 

mill and grinding and crushing m ill; he also has a card
ing mill. He is a butter and egg buyer and has a store. 
He has initiative and has, I fancy, a good deal of capital, 
large number of women have spinning wheels and spin 
the wool into thread. This spinning is done in their 
homes. About six years ago a class for teaching spin
ning was organised by the then parish priest under the 
auspices of the Cork Technical Instruction Committee. 
It was well attended and gave a great filip to the 
industry. The teacher on the occasion was Mrs. C. 
Cioninj inchinussig, Ballingeary. Some five or six 
women from the district gave an exhibition of spinning 
and knitting at the Cork Show' shortly afterwards. 
There are two looms worked by Benjamin O'Sullivan, 
Gurteenakilla, Ballingeary, and his son, Robert 
O’Sullivan. The cloth was tucked in Bantry at the 
Bantry Woollen Mills. Socks, shawls and a variety of 
knitted articles are made.

General.
30. Two dyes are compounded—a deep brown colour 

and a green colour. Mrs. T. Creed, Dromanallig, 
Ballingeary, can make these dyes. Excellent home
made quilts are made. Mrs. R. Walsh, Tooreénduv, 
Ballingeary, can make these. Miss Nan Sweeney, 
Ballingeary, has knitting machinery and can make socks 
and stockings and a variety of articles.

31. These industries could be improved by giving the 
natives more technical instruction, helping them to buy 
machinery, and above all by getting markets for their 
goods, viz., a central emporium to dispose of the 
articles.

32. Rough home-made baskets and skeaghs are made 
made by the men. Pat Lynch, Kilmore, Ballingeary, 
can make them.

33. In my opinion no differentiation is possible 
between wholly Irish-speaking areas and partly Irish- 
speaking areas, unless, perhaps, such wholly Irish
speaking areas are isolated islands.

(Signed), DONNCHADH 0 DONNCHADHA,
22[irf/i Bealtaine, 1925.

* * * * *

AN TATHAIR DONNCHA 0 DONNCHADHA, 
examined.

1. Chairman.—Are there any special points you 
would like to stress with regard to the state- 
ment you have sent in to us?—I think a good 
deal of this problem, probably three-fourths . oi 
it, is at bottom an economic problem. I agree with 
what An Seabhac said that the Irish-speaking people 
feel they are being driven too much to do this and 
do that. Take the conditions, and especially condi
tions in modern life. You cannot confine yourselves 
to a small area like Ballyferriter or Ring or such like 
places. You must extend the circle. Take a place 
like Ballingeary and an area that would include 
Millstreet, Macroom, Bantry, Dunmanway, and Skib- 
bereen.

(a). I have been thinking that a special Com
mission should be appointed to look after the Irish 
interests of a definite area like that. The first thing
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necessary in a district like that would be that all 
the officials should be Irish speakers, and these 
people should get special encouragement. That need 
not necessarily mean that they should receive better 
salaries for remaining there, but they should feel that 
when they leave promotion would be open to them. 
These men would introduce Irish into the business 
life of the people in these districts. The Irish-speak
ing court in Ballingeary during the Black and Tan 
time did more for Irish there than anything, else. 
The people began to feel that Irish was necessary in 
order to do their business, and that after all there 

-was something in Irish.
(6 ). In the national schools I found that 

while the school programme made the children 
Irish speakers it did not make Irish the 
home language. For instance, I could go into one of 
the bilingual schools and take up the pupils there on 
the lessons of the day and ask them to tell me all about 
it in Irish and they could do it splendidly. At the 
same time those boys or girls went home and spoke 
English the whole time at home. In Ballingeary I 
have tried to puzzle out the problem. At one time I 
thought that in the local court they should be fined 
for talking English. The local court we had during 
the Black and Tan period did more than anything 
for the speaking of Irish. If that could be carried on 
at the present time it would be a very good thing.

(<•). As regards helping the people, I found that the 
main industry was agriculture of sorts, and I suppose 
you could help them in agriculture better than any 
other way by having classes in agriculture and start
ing cow-testing associations. There were a lot of sub
sidiary industries, and I often thought the people 
could be helped without the expenditure of much 
money. For instance, there was the spinning of wool. 
The people who did that had two looms. Then there 
,was the carding of the wool, and the whole process 
of making it into cloth was gone through. The only 

thing they did not do was the tucking, and that 
was done in a mill in Bantry. They also make 
stockings, socks, shawls, jumpers and all sorts of 
things like that. If a central emporium was set up 
to which the people could send their goods to dis
pose of it would be a very great help. There was 
one girl in the village who had a knitting machine, 
and there were other girls who could do the same 
work' if they got assistance to procure knitting ma
chines. They would be able to buy these machines 
if they could dispose of the articles they made. I 
(have mentioned a lot of things like that. People 
could be helped in these subsidiary industries with
out the expenditure of much money if the articles 
they made could be disposed of.

(d) . I was often up against the difficulty
in Ballingeary. and I suppose it is the same 
:in other Irish-speaking areas, that when a
boy or girl left the national school the parents did 
not know what to do with them. In the great ma
jority of cases they would like to send them to 
secondary schools if they could afford it; and I 
always felt that in Ballingeary there was some sort 
of continuation school or secondary school needed. 
As regards what that school should be like I could 
not give you any definite opinion, but I suggest that 
a good deal could be done by means of technical edu
cation. The great need is that pupils from the 
national schools should be finished off and prepared 
for some trade or profession.

(e) . There is a good deal of talk about 
training colleges in the Gaeltacht, and if 
therefis to be only one training college for the whole 
country, and that is put in Galway or Donegal, it 
would be a serious drawback to Munster, because 
hitherto the main literary tradition has been in Mun
ster. If we are to develop the literary tradition we 
must get Irish speakers from the native-speaking dis
tricts and train them so that the future literary tra
dition will be developed through them. There is no 
reason why a training school should not be established 
in a city or town. In these training collegés the 
students do not mix with the local people. In the 
children’s school we had in .Ballingeary we managed 
to get them into houses where we secured that noth
ing biit Irish would be spoken to the children. In 
the schools the teachers spoke nothing but Irish. 
There is no reason why such a school should not be 
esablished in Cork or Dublin. There is no reason 
why it should be established in an Irish-speaking dis
trict. There is no reason why you should not secure

that teachers and others who come in contact with 
such a school should be Irish speakers, and then the 
children would not have any contact with English.
Ii don’t think there is anything else I have to add.

2. Chairman.—With regard to the area you have 
mapped out as deserving of special attention and said 
that it must be made as Irish as possible, you say all 
the officials should be Irish speakers ?—I think so. 
You must, do that to save it from contamination. It 
does not necessarily mean that they should speak 
nothing but* Irish.

3. Whom do you mean by officials?—All those 
people who have dealings with the people, like pen
sions officials, the Garda Siochana and so on.

4. The county council officials and workers ?—Yes.
5. And the central Government officials and 

workers?—Yes.
6. Do you anticipate any difficulty in making the 

change from the present circumstances to the circum
stances in which all these would be Irish speakers ?
—I think the change should be gradual. It would be 
a mistake to hurry too much. In some cases it could 
be done without any difficulty. In the case of the 
Garda Siochana it could be done easily. In the case 
of local officials you would have to pension them off, 
and there would be too much expense. It would be 
better to wait for new appointments in these cases.

7. When you say the Gaelic civilisation would de
velop from that, what have you in mind?—There is 
no culture or art in the Irish-speaking districts. I 
lived for six and half years in Ballingeary and I 
found none, I don’t blame them for it. They have 
always been Ishmaels, far away from civilisation as 
we know it, and far away from centres of culture.
I don’t think we have a Gaelic culture, and we must 
develop it. That is my idea anyway.

8. You advocate the teaching of Irish drama and 
Irish music in the schools?—Yes.

9. To what extent is anything like it being done 
in the schools in the breac-Ghaeltacht in Cork at 
present?—Not to any extent.

10. Is Irish music taught to any extent?—I don’t 
think so.

11. Do you know where it is taught?—I do, in the 
city.

12. But in the breac-Ghaeltacht ?—I am afraid I 
don’t.

13. In the city is it simply singing?—Yes, and some
times drama. The north monastery in Cork has a 
music school.

14. In the city you would have more material for 
the teaching of music than in the country?—Yes.

15. Have you any suggestion to make" as to how 
the teaching of Irish music might be tackled in Irish 
schools?—We have to wait for the teachers first. Just 
like any other subject the teachers have to be trained 
in it.

16. You have not considered what should be the 
ultimate aim?—No.

17. In the matter of drama, is anything like it being 
done in the breac-Ghaeltacht schools?—Not that I am 
aware of, but I think it is a very fruitful source for 
teaching the children Irish, because they could in that 
way pick up a lot of new phrases.

18. Have you considered at from what age you would 
introduce dramatic work of any kind?—Say from the 
fifth standard.

19. You speak of the necessity of establishing an 
Irish primary school for outside children I take it 
that would apply to any Irish-speaking district?—Yes.

20. The idea would be that persons living in purely 
English-speaking districts would have places to which 
they could send their children to get a thorough pri
mary education in Irish?—It would depend on what 
time you send the children there. If you send a child 
there who has passed eight or nine or ten years, it 
would take at least six months before they would be 
able to speak any Irish, and it is only then you can 
start teaching them other subjects through the medium 
of the language. At an earlier age they would pick 
it up sooner. There is one fault and that is that 
when the children go back home and lose the Gael
tacht surroundings and facilities for speaking Irish* 
they forget all they have learned.

21. I would like to be clear as to what purposes 
you consider such Irish primary schools would serve?
__ F or one thing they would m ake the children who
come there Irish speakers. j

22. From where?—F'rom anywhere. A child u n d e r  
ten years of age going there would be an Irish speaker
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in  three m o n th s, and over that age they w ould be
com e Irish  speakers in six m onths.

23. Children going to these schools w ould get Irish  
in the schools and w ould hope to  get as m uch irom  
the older people o u tsid e?— Y es.

24 . I f  we contem plate having such schools in the 
districts like Ballingeary and R in g , would you prefer 
to  have them  in a purely Irish-speaking p ositio n ?— Y es.

2 5 . I t  seem s to m e a valuable suggestion, and with  
certain developm ents taking place, parents will , be 
looking for first-class Irish-speaking prim ary schools to  
send their children during the school year?— Yes.

2t>. There would be a serious difficulty if you sent  
children to  an area like B allingeary where the hom e  
language was not concentrated?— 1 agree w ith you.

27. You say you w ant a secondary school there, but 
you are. not clear as to w hat the program m e should be- 
T hat brings us, down to the fact, that there is a w ant of 
clearness as to the future of the product, o f an area 
like liallingeary. I f  that could be m ore clearly defined  
w e w ould be able to m ore clearly sec what the pro
gram m e ought to be. You suggest in  the m atter of 
training teachers, that such training should be carried 
out in a college in Cork or D u b lin ?— For the M unster  
teachers Cork w ould be the centre.

28 . IK, you sec any objection to that from  the point 
u) view  that while you m ight seclude em bryo teachers 
from  outside influences you w ould have to have a teach
in g  statf and you could not seclude th em  from  the  
purely E n g lish  atm osphere. There is also this side. 
You take in  people from  an area like Ballingeary and 
bring them  to the city and train them  as teachers, and 
th en  sou scud them  hack to an area sim ilar to Ballin- 
gearyo I t  they were taken to a place like D ingle or 
Coolea where there is a hom ogenous population and 
h a d  their p re lim in a ry  tra in in g  there you could  
start your tea ch in g  p op u lation  w ith  a k n ow 
le d g e  o f th i’ econ om ic pro blem s in the areas  
,in w h ic h  th ey  w ou ld  w ork, an d your teach in g  
'm ig h t becom e m ore  p ra ctica l in its o b je c tiv e ?  
— That is not the experience of the colleges up to  the 
present. The teachers would co m e  from  E nglish-speak
in g d istricts, and there is no reason w hy they should 
not he trained in Ballingeary or R in g  or other places.

29. You think that on the ■i.-oiioinic side as m uch as 
could be done for agriculture is being done through  
the M inistry of A gricultu re?— I  did not say that. 
W h a t I  m eant was that if you expended m ore m oney  
you could do m ore, but I  think that the farm ers such 
as tliev are in B allingeary are getting ahead as rapidly 
as the farm ers in other parts of the country.

fill. Do you think that agricultural instruction should 
be brought more closely down to the people in Ballin- 
geaty?—I think it could.

filta. Is it long since there was an agricultural instruc
tor there? — It must he three or four years.

.‘f l .  T h e  o t h e r  in d u s tr y  y o u  re fe r  t o  is  th e  w o o lle n  
in d u s t r y . D u t lie v  s p in  th e ir  o w n  w o o l in  B a llin g e a ry  ? 
— Yes.

22. Ami just two looms are working there making 
cloth?- Yes.

33. Is that cloth used locally?— Yes.
fit . E n tire ly ?— N o .
-‘1.7. Are the two loom s being less worked than they  

w ere?— Y’ es.
Mil. A n d  there is no ten d en cy to return to the w ea v 

in g ? — N o. On th e  oth er hand I  th in k  th e  spin ners  
h a v e  in creased . The m a k in g  of stock in gs and socks  
has in creased , T h ey h ad  tech n ica l in stru ction  classes  
at w h ich  th ey w ere ta u g h t sp in n in g , an d a good  
many girls  learn ed  to sp in  an d carried it on.

3 7 . M r .  Hanly.— T hese agricultural classes you refer 
to . were they ever conducted through Ir is h ? — No.

3 8 . There are no instructors qualified to teach  
through Ir ish ?— -There is one.

39 . You spoke of the appointment of a special com
missioner for a particular area?—Yes.

40. Have you thought out the shape of the organi

sation lie would control ?—Supposing there were Com
missioners for such districts in the country, I 
suggest they would be under the control of a body 
of Commissioners in Dublin who would be in touch 
with the Ministry of Education.

41. Would you make that Commission responsible 
to the Ministry of Education ?—Not officially. I 
would have them in touch with the Ministry of Edu
cation.

42. You would have them sufficiently independent 
to exercise their influence on other Government de
partments as far as Irish was concerned ?—Yes. That 
isl the suggestion.

43. You suggest help in the way of machinery and, 
marketing in other industries. Do you agree that the 
marketing conditions at present are not favourable? 
—I do.

44. That even for stuff sent to Dublin these people- 
do not get anything like what is charged to the. con
sumer for it ?—That is so.

45. Have you any suggestion to make that could1 
improve those conditions --—I suggested a central em
porium.

46 Would you have it in Dublin?—There is no rea
son why you should not have one or more in the 
provinces.

47. On what basis would you establish such a centre 
or centres? Would you have them on the co-opera
tive system or run by the State, or how would you 
control them:-'—On the co-operative system,

48. Assisted educationally and otherwise, by the 
State?—Yes.

49 Chairman.—I would like to ask what is the 
general spirit of the people towards Irish in Ballin
geary and that area?—I don't, think it is any better 
or worse than ill any other Irish-speaking district. 
They just say ' What use is Irish?”

50. Is there any tendency to speak more Irish?—In 
a few families only. On ihe whole it has been worse. 
Where an old grandmother or grandfather died who 
knew nothing but Irish it meant that Irish practi
cally died in that house. The position is worse, and 
it is getting worse.

51. It has been suggested that the restoration of 
the old age pension to its former figure, or even to 
an increased figure over that in respect of old age- 
pensioners who made use of the language in speakihg- 
to flu children of the house, would have a beneficial 
effect in Irish-speaking districts?—I have often- 
thought of that, but like my suggestion about fining 
ther people for speaking English, it would be hard’ to- 
find out whether they were speaking Irish to the 
children or not.

52. But when the children would go to school they 
would know whether they were Irish speakers on the 
first day?—Yes. that would be a way of determin
ing it.

53. Do you agree that until such time as a carefully 
thought out policy is put into operation and tested 
that the greatest possible use should be made of the 
older speakers ?—I think so.

54. And that our machinery of qualified teachers is 
so poor from the point of view of pure Irish-speaking 
teachers it is most feasible, even from the educational 
side, that every use should be made of the older 
speakers?—I think so. 1 think the language you get 
in the Irish-speaking districts is the only natural 
language, and that the language acquired otherwise 
has not the proper bias.

55. Would you be prepared to say that it would be 
a tremendous thing for the language if the old 
speakers could be made take an interest in the lan
guage and continually speak it?—I think so.

Chairman.—Thank you. Father. .
The Commission adjourned at 1.30 p.m.
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The following statement, su hmitted by Vat-rich 
Gallagher, manager, Tcmplecronc Co-operative Sn. 
ciety, Dungloe, had been circulated to the Commis
sioners __

E x te n t  of leish-sgeal  tny Areas.

1. The district with which I am best acquainted— 
West Tirconaill—is mote or less bilingual. In many 
parts Irish is the home language; in others it is not ; 
the older people can speak it. but do not use it in 
their homes, while the younger genetation cannot 
speak it.

Administration.
2. Occasionally Irish is used in the law courts— 

never in any other business departments u£ the Go
vernment. If a sound knowledge of the language weie 
made an essential of these appointments, a great im
petus would be given to it; young aspirants to such 
positions would make themselves proficient in Irish, 
and native speakers and people in general would learn 
to look upon it with more respect and of course would 
speak it oftener.

Education.
J. Roughly, the school time devnh d to Irish and 

English is half and halt There is, however, a 
very g'eneral complaint ameng parents and otlieis 
(1) that English is not taught in schools from the out
set . English is only intioduccd when tile children 
teach first standard, and then the proficiency required 
seems to he as high as when it is taught from the 
beginning. (2) (Subjects are expected to be taught 
through the medium of Irish (subjects like arith
metic) to children who have not a fluent knowledge 
of the language. While such teaching may have some 
utility as a language lesson it is little more than waste 
of time for any other purpose. (3) Again, there is a 
general complaint that for children living in rural 
parts, who have only a few years to spend at school, 
a knowledge of English would be more useful in after 
life to those, many of whom have to emigrate to 
America and elsewhere.

4. I am convinced that if a reading, writing and 
conversational knowledge of Irish were merely aimed 
at for the present, and if such a knowledge were made 
(an essential for all appointments to every office and 
service, there would he a turning of the tide in favour 
of Irish. If Irish, in other words, were made a bread 
and butter language you catch hold of that large ele
ment who are at present apathetic or hostile.

Economic Conditions.
5. Knitting and homespuns are the only permanent 

home industries in this part of the county. No facili
ties are affqrded for gaining technical knowledge in 
these industries. Instructors had to be sent down 
formerly by the Congested Districts Board, and now 
hy the Ministry of Fisheries, but these instructors 
only taught how to work the machines. No facilities 
of any kind are given for the very impovtant branch 
of designing in either of these industries. II is here 
we fall behind the Scotch and English.

6. There is also the fishing .indnst.rw was

badly neglected in the past. Over twenty years ago 
the Congested Districts Board spent a considerable 
amount of money on the) purchase of a number of old 
luggers which bad then been discarded by the Seotch 
fishermen for the more up-to-date motor boat. These 
old boats proved a complete failure, and after a few 
years the fishermen had to turn again to their little 
yawls.

7. I would not say that the home industries in these 
localities would he at all times sufficient to give per
manent employment to the present jx pulation. This 
would need explanation.

8. I would certainly suggest that an opportunity 
should be given to the young men to migrate to the 
better lands.

(Signed) 

6th July, 1925.
* í

PADDY GAbbAGHER,
Dungloe.

* *- J:
PATRICK GALbAGHER, examined.

1. Chairman (speaking in Irish) -  -We have got your 
statement, and before we ask you any questions we 
should like to know whether you wish to give your 
evidence in Iiish. Any witnesses who desire, to give 
their evidence in Irish can do so. We are prepared 
to take it either in Irish or English.

2. Witness (speaking in Irish).—I think it would he 
better if the questions were put in English. Coining 
from different counties we might not understand each 
other so well if we spoke in. Irish.

3. You are manager of the Templecrone Co-opera
tive Society ?—Yes.

4. How long have you beep in that position ?— 
Seventeen years.

5. Have you had experience of the district before 
that ?—Yes, I am -< native of it.

<>. You have given us your statement. There are 
perhaps some matters that you would like to elaborate 
to us now?—I don’t know really that there are. As 
far as the teaching of the language is concerned there 
is a strong opinion among the parents that it should 
not be compulsory. I am not offering any personal 
opinion. I am only giving you the wishes of the 
people. That is the only thing I would add to the 
statement.

7. Is there anything further you wish to say with 
regard to economic conditions ?—Well, economic con
ditions at the moment are unfortunately very bad, 
and it is very hard to offer any opinion as to how they 
could be improved. The homespun industry is not in 
this area. It is in the vicinity of Ardara and Gweedore. 
But knitting ia very largely done here, and I should 
like to see for the knitting industry some kind of tech
nical school such as they have in other industrial 
areas where the people could be taught and the minds 
of the younger generation developed so that they 
would be capable of doing their own designs. Unfor
tunately at tha present time we can only copy others. 
In order to tap the best market you must have some
thing original. I think in Edinburgh they have a 
college of that kind and in Leith also. If we had
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something like that here, some school in which our 
people could be taught to bring out original designs, 
it would be a great advantage. It is a big disadvan
tage not to be able to make our own designs. Then, 
of course, there is a great slump in trade at the pre
sent time in this industry. That is the experience of 
our own co-operative factory. For the first ten years 
there was any amount of trade for woollen gloves. 
■Then there was a demand for golf hose, and the 
machines we had for new designs were working some 
lime three shifts in the day. It would be a good 
thing if some means could be devised by which people 
who required machinery of this kind for new designs 
could be financed. There should be some bank to help 
people who cannot put in new machinery out of their 
own resources. The other points deal with migration.

8. Is there anything you have to say on migration ? 
—You have seen the conditions here. The holdings 
are uneconomic, and if land is available elsewhere to 
migrate people to in colonies there is no question but 
they would go. I am convinced of that, provided it is 
done on a resonably big scale.

9. On the point of the schools now, Mr. Gallagher, 
what number of schools in the neighbourhood have 
you personal knowledge of?—Well, I know those in 
Treenad, Roshine, Dungloe, Rampart, and Letteivaugh.

10. Have you any idea of the percentage of the 
children coming to these schools for the first time 
whose home language is Irish and the percentage of 
those whose home language is English?—In Letter- 
caugh and Traighena 90 per cent, of them Mould have 
Irish as the home language, Meenacrosh 50 per cent., 
and in the other districts to 10 per cent.

11. In Dungloe?—In Dungloe, Rampart, and Roshinc 
there might be 5 per cent, of the children whose home 
language is Irish.

32. So that from your experience l.ettercaugh is prac
tically the only school to which the children come 
Irish-speaking ?—Yes.

13. And that the great majority of them—90 per 
cent, of them—come to school Irish speakers?—Yes. 
I would not be sure of the percentage, but the great 
majority do

14. It is an Irish-speaking district?—Yes.
15. Do the fathers and mothers speak Irish to the 

children?—They do, and the children have to leave 
school very early and they do not learn much English.

16. Do the fathers and mothers speak English to the 
children there?—It is the same as in other districts, 
I think.

17. You say that complaints have been made that 
in the last three years children are taught through 
the medium of Irish first in the schools?—Yes.

18. Were not these schools bilingual under the old 
system?—I could not say definitely.

19. You have considerable experience of employees 
working at your business?—Yes.

20. At what age do they usually come to you?— 
Well, a very few—about half-a-dozen children in the 
town—came at about twelve years of age, but usually 
fourteen to sixteen and older.

21. Has anything struck you as being defective in 
their general education at that time, or defective in 
the general education of those who have been at 
school for the past three or four years?—Well, we are 
all, I think, in the same boat. There are many of us 
who did not go farther than four or five books in this 
district. When parents want to put forward a hoy or 
girl for some definite position they keep them at 
school till they are fourteen years, but that is not the 
regular practice. It is only in rare cases that the 
children go to the seventh standard.

22. Do you think that they would be. better workers 
and that your business generally would be better if 
they had a higher standard of education?—No; I am 
not suggesting that. I  believe the work is being w ell 
done, and I don’t believe T would get better workers 
anywhere in the world. What I suggest is that for 
art work and designing you want a higher standard 
of education. I am not an authority on the subject, 
but I know what we want and I know what happens 
generally elsewhere. And that applies to home-spuns 
as well as to knitting. Sometimes we have very good 
business in America. But the big thing is to give 
them something original. The children are quick to 
learn if they get the opportunity.

23. Is their education generally sufficient to enable 
them to take advantage, of any technical education 
that might be given along these lines ?—N o; I would 
not say that.

24. They would require further general education to 
enable them to take advantage of the technical edu
cation ?—Yes.

25. Along what lines would that further education 
proceed?—If there were classes of this kind for the 
.training of the people a firm like ours would be 
anxious to get hold of girls of that kind. If there 
were a school of that kind here I  would inquire of the 
teachers if there were suitable material for such 
classes, and I would ask the committee to keep the 
girls at school for some years longer. But perhaps 
there should be some means to ensure that they would 
stay with us, because when they were trained they 
might take it into their heads to go to America or 
somewhere else.

26. What have, you in mind that could be done for 
those who got a few years at school to give them 
technical education—would they have to get it locally 
or would they have to be sent away to get it ?—I 
think they would have to be sent away. If it could be 
done locally it would be all tqj the better. I think for 
the present they would have to be sent away to the 
very best art schools to be trained. We have two or 
three girls that I would try to assist to get such train
ing, and they might give classes to others here when 
they were trained.

27. Are you looking to the district or local point of 
view or the general point of view ?—To the general 
and the local point of view.

28. Do you want designs to serve you here locally 
or designs to serve the whole country?—To serve the 
whole country. I feel very strongly that the bigger 
the volume of business the better. We have a certain 
number engaged in the industry. If there were ten 
firms more or twenty more engaged in it, and a much 
bigger output, the big buyers would come for supplies. 
If you want to attract the big buyer you must have a 
big volume of business. If there was a big volume of 
business I should like some body or association to be 
established here to regulate charges and other things 
in connection with the industry.

29. Have I got’ your idea now ? What, you want is 
that some association of traders or manufacturers, or 
s o m e  Government department, would see that a cer
tain number of trained designers were at the disposal 
of the industry here so that such technical instruction 
would be given to the workers as would turn their 
thoughts to education and designing ?—The Govern
ment should give all the means of education neces
sary for people who would be likely to become good 
designers. I would not confine it to any one branch 
of the industry. It would apply to hose, home-spuns 
andi other things.

.30. Suppose that private industries got four or six 
first-class designers, would that he of any use in the 
matter of training in designing ?—It would be a start.

31. And whatever instruction they might give would 
turn the workers in the industry to designing and 
that you would man your industry rather from a class 
of people who would go in for designing?—No. I 
think you must keep the school in mind. Most of the 
workers would not be thinking of designing. The 
idea is to keep girls at school who would be capable 
of going for further education. In the matter of 
general knowledge of the industry it would not be ne
cessary if you had a local school here. That is my 
way of putting it. First start out with home-spuns or 
any other industry and get a few trained to bring out 
designs and patterns that might be copied by the 
others. You would have a few trained by the time 
you started the technical school for teaching every
thing required to build up the industry. If you don’t 
build up district industries you must take the people 
nut of this district. That is the only way.

32. In the knitting industry there are certain 
■things that the werkers could get in the technical 
school that would help them to turn out better work? 
—Y es.

33. And the people you would send into that school 
are both workers in the industry at present and per
sons who may expect to be workers in the industry 
to-morrow ?—Yes.

34. For the home-spun industry you would do the 
same ?—Well, I am not an expert on home-spuns, but 
I think so. I feel that instead of working on Harris 
patterns we should have designers of our own. What 
we have been doing here in the perile jumpers is 
copying others. We want to get away from copying 
anybody else.
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•35. Speaking for the knitting industry alone that- 
you are most closely connected with, in what district 
or place do you think a technical school should be 
put?—Well, between here and Glentie». That would 
serve Arramnore, Glenties, Ardara and Gwcedore.

36. Should the instruction be by parishes or in one 
central school ?—I think one central school.

37. How many months of the year would that school 
require to be worked ?—I think it should be continu
ous except for holiday time.

38. You think it would be better to have one school 
working continuously in one centre for twelve months 
than for six months each in two centres ?—I think one 
centre would be better. I think it would be a mistake 
to have two. 1 feel very strongly that one centre 
would be right.

39. The type of work that is being turned out in the 
knitting industry is the type of work that is most 
suitable to the workers around here, because it gives 
the most promise of being a permanent industry?— 
No. I am not satisfied that that is so. We want per
manent factories for the making of underwear like 
that make in Leicester, or other big factories such as 
they are doing in Derry. Men's underwear don t go 
out of fashion like other woollen goods. From my in
formation the machinery for that class of article is 
too big an item for us to go into. We have been 
thinking about it, but we have not the wherewithal 
to do it. With the tariffs in operation in the Free 
,State there is an opening for this class of goods in 
.this parti of the country. This would be a permanent 
industry no matter what would happen.

40. Have you considered at all what would be ne
cessary generally to turn the industry over to a more 
permanent ,type of work?—When we get away from 
the question of designs it is purely a question of 
capital.

41. Capital for what?—To put in the machinery. 
And not only would you require capital to put in the 
machines but you would require capital to work the 
business. A'ou must carry large stocks.

42. Would these machines be driven by gas ?— 
Driven by power of any kind.

43. Is that type of industry established on solid 
lines in any place in Ireland at present ?—I don't 
know that it is outside Derry.

44. Finchm Eihjench.—Blackrock, Dublin?—I am 
not aware of that. They make it in Derry and I think 
in Cork, hut I am not sure of that. It is a thing we 
could start ourselves. My idea is to get machines 
that would give as much employment as possible in 
your turn over. A glove machine costs about £12, 
and five girls would be required to work three of 
them. If you had the new machines for making 
ladies’ stockings, one girl could work three of them. 
They do not absorb so much employment.

45. But you might have a very much increased out
put if you were able to get that industry established 
as a stable industry here in the Gaeltacht and in that 
way be able to employ a greater number of workers ?— 
I think it is quite possible.

46. You might be able to employ a greater number? 
—That is my opinion. Since the tariff came into force 
lots of people are saying that there will he a demand 
for these goods. There is no demand at the moment 
buff there would be.

47. Fath.ee Cunninfjhnm.—Where do you get your 
raw material ?—We get all our raw material from 
Yorkshire.

48. Would it he possible to absorb the native wool 
of this district ?—I could not give a definite opinion 
on that, but as far as my inquiries go the wool of the 
blackfaced sheep we have here is not suitable for 
spinning into yarns. It is only suitable for caTpets.
I have made several inquiries and that is the infor
mation I have always got.

49. Would you advoerte the establishment of a 
finishing mill or plant; would it be of any advantage 
in the district?—If you went into the underwear 
trade a finishing plant would be very useful and it 
might serve the whole trade.

50. Local finishing of home-spuns would he better ? 
—I think it would.

51. The market is in a veiy bad stale at present?—I
don’t think local finishing of home-spuns would be 
enough. There should be some kind of inspection, 
and nothing should he sold that is not real home
spun. Much damage was done in the past by taking 
yarns from across the water. t

52. Mr. Manly.—Is there any wool produced in the 
county that could be used with advantage in your 
industry?—Well, I could not say. There may be 
along by Raphoe, but I could not say.

53. I presume from your answer to the. Chairman 
that you would probably recommend that one large 
home industry for the whole county would be of more 
advantage than a number of small local industries?— 
I believe very strongly in several small industries, 
end the more they are scattered over the county the 
better. I feel very strongly that they should not be 
crowded into one place, but that they should be so 
distributed that the workers could always go to their 
own homes at night. I have very strong ideas about 
that.

54. But the more types of home industry you have 
the better?—No, unless there is a market for them. 
If there is a demand for gloves and junipers and hose,
I say the greater variety you have to offer the better. 
f i t  course there is a. certain amount of variety in 
woollen goods. I feel we should not encourage the 
workers to live away from their own homes. 1 know 
what certain people are when ihey are away from 
tlieir, own homes and from the care of their parents. 
The girl who comes to work from her own home is 
better than the girl who stays in lodgings.

55. Chairman.—Do you feel that if you had twelve 
small industries doing the same type of work it is 
better that1 they should be established in one centre, 
say in West Donegal, than have them scattered over 
a wide area ?—I do, and I think there should be some 
association between them which would help in mar. 
keting and in fixing prices.

56. Father i ’uniiiiiyhum.—A sort of central clearing
house?—That’s it.

56a. You are satisfied that that would meet the 
case?—Yes, that would meet the case. I  don’ t know 
how far you would go.

57. il/it. Manly.—As far as we can judge the type of 
knitting carried on in the homes throughout the 
country is of a very coarse type. Do you think it 
would be desirable to encourage a higher type of knit
ting?—Yes. The coarse knitting is no advantage at 
all to the homes. A woman knits a dozen socks and 
gets 3s. for them—threepence a pair. That is not a 
living wage. That type of coarse yarn should not be 
used in the homes at all. A woman will come into 
Dungloe for an order for a dozen socks for what she 
will get about 3s. A day is spent in coming and 
another in bringing the socks, and sixpence each time 
on a cup of tea. I don’t think she has anything out 
of the transaction at all.

58. My point is that a higher class of knitting 
should lie substituted for the present coarse kind done 
in the homes?—It is very hard to be certain of what 
goods to produce the market changes so quickly.

59. Do you think an intensive poultry industry 
would probably be more profitable to the country dis
tricts than that coarse knitting?—Far more. There 
is no doubt about that.

60. You say in your statement that the people of 
your district object to the amount of time devoted to 
Irish and would prefer to have English taught to 
their children in preparation for going abroad. Do 
you think that if a substantial number of public and 
other appointments were available for these people 
do you think they would object, to the encouragement 
of Irish ?—If a parent were in a position to put his 
child forward to get qualified for an appointment he 
certainly would not.

61. If facilities were made available for helping the 
education of the children you think that would be an 
encouragement to them?—Oh, yes.

62. If both went hand in hand do you think it would 
encourage the use of Irish in the homes?—Yes, but 
the first thing to understand is that so long as the 
people are not able to keep their childien at school 
until they are fourteen, or even less, they cannot do 
much. It is all very well to talk of facilities for a 
child to get qualified for a certain position, but there • 
are very few parents who can keep their children 
long enough at school for that.

63. Do you consider that- a good thing?—It is a ne
cessary evil.

64. Do you think it is a desirable and necessary 
evil?—Yes, it is necessary under present conditions.

65. You don’t think it is almost criminal ?—What I 
say is that the people have not the means to enable 
them to keep their children longer at school.
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66. That means that the time they spend in school 
is not sufficient to colour their lives?— Yes, but what 
■can the people do ? They cannot allow their children 
to starve.

67. An Fear M a r.— D u r in g  th e  w a r , w h en  p r ice s  
w e re  h ig h , d id  th e  h ir in g -o u t  sy stem  c o n t in u e  ?— S om e 
o f  th e m  w e n t. T h e y  w ere  e n c o u ra g e d  to  go  b y  th e  
a m o u n t  th e y  c o u ld  earn .

67. An Seabhac.— D o  y o u  th in k  th e  C o m p u ls o ry  
E d u c a t io n  A c t  w il l  b e  a  h a rd s h ip  to  th e  p e o p le  h e r e  ? 
— C e r ta in ly , a n d  u n less  it  is  c h a n g e d  I  d o n ’ t th in k  it  
w il l  w o r k  a t a ll.

69. D o  y o u  t h in k  th ere  is  t ro u b le  a h ea d  i f  it  is  
s o u g h t  to  p u t  th e  c o m p u ls o r y  e d u c a t io n  la w  in to  
e f f e c t ? — W e ll ,  I  am  ta lk in g  a b o u t  th is  y e a r  a n d  last. 
U n d e r  p re s e n t  c o n d it io n s  I  d o n  t k n o w  w h a t  w ill  h a p 
p e n .

70. W h a t  d o e s  it  m e a n  in  c a s h  to  a  fa m ily  h ere  
s e n d in g  a  l it t le  b o y  o r  g ir l  o f  te n  o r  tw e lv e  d o w n  th e  
L a g a n ? —I t  m e a n s  a b o u t  £6 or  £8 i f  i t  is  fo r  a h a lf 
y e a r  a n d  fo r  q u a r te r  t im e  a b o u t  £3 .

71. W h a t  is  th e  c u s to m  in  c o n n e c t io n  w ith  se n d in g  
c h i ld r e n  d o w n  th e  L a g a n  ? A r e  th e y  sen t a lo n e  o r  d o  
t h e y  g o  w ith  th e ir  p a r e n ts ? — S om etim es  th e  p a ren ts  
g o  w ith  th em . T h e  fa th ers  a n d  m o th e rs  g o  d o w n  to  
S tr a b a n e  to  th e  m a rk e t  a n d  h ir e  th em  ou t .

72. Does that mean that where the father is hired 
the children go also?—Oh, no. The father does not 
go for hire in this county. He only brings the 
children to the market or hiring fair.

73. Is there any supervision of these children dur
ing the hiring period except from the master?—None 
whatever.

74. What is the length of the period ?—It is either 
three- months or six months— November to May. March 
to May, May to November. August to November. 
Some children come back in May and November.

79. What do they do when they come back ?—Many 
times they go to school during the winter months after 
they come back.

76. I was in a school the other day where the aver
age attendance during the summer is 30 and during 
the winter 50. That is due to sending the children 
down the Lagan on hire. Do you consider that that 
system of child labour and all that it means should 
he continued ?—I don’t say it should be continued, but 
there must he some remedy for it. If there are no 
other means of existence it must continue

77. Did it ever occur to you that anything could 
be substituted for it in the way of intensive agriculture, 
or intensive poultry culture, or intensive industry at 
which the children might he employed at certain times 
of the .year?—Cottage industries, such as doll-making, 
if established, would, I think, be of great service. As 
regards agriculture and poultry, you cannot get the 
land tilled any better than they are doing it. As far 
as I can see they till the land very well.

78. Chairman.—Is there any waste in connection 
with spraying?— No, I don’t think there is any waste 
that way at all. We have some land and you might 
as well spray the floor here as spray potatoes grown 
in it—bogland. The instructors say you must spray, 
but there is no use in spraying in bogland. There 
might be some patches diseased, but that is a disease 
near the loot and spraying is no use for it. People 
who have sprayed several times don’t want to continue 
it in the light bogland.

79. Have the Department’s officers investigated the 
matter?—They have, and their report is “  spray, 
spray,”  but there is no use in spraying bogland.

80. .In Seabhac.— You were speaking of local wool— 
the wool of black-faced sheep—used for the making of 
carpets?— Yes.

81. The yarn used by you is all imported?—Yes.
s2. The local wool would not suit at all for the

purpose?—No.
83. Is there any spinning done within reach of the 

local market?—Not nearer than Couroy, and as far
. as I know they don’t buy it there. It is not suitable. 

They make tweeds’ there.
84. There is no effort to spin local wool for the 

carpet industry?—No.
85. Have you any idea how the carpet factory is 

doing just now?—I hear they are not working at all. 
There was one at Croly that was working three or four 
years.

86. Chairman.—What becomes of this black-faced 
sheep wool?—It is shipped to England.

87. An Seabhac.—For what is it used?—For carpets.

88. The carpets in Donegal aye hand work?—-Yes.
89. No machine work?—No.
90. Do you think the substitution of machines for 

hand work would give the industry any quality of per
manency?—I could not say. It would all depend on 
the demand.

91. Which would be the better, hand production or 
big carpet factory?—I could not say.

92. Your industry here is two-piece, more or less. 
One is a factory industry and the other to a certain 
extent is a home industry?— Yes.

93. What proportion?—The proportion of home in
dustry is about half—fifty per cent.

94. To what extent do the machines get into the 
homes?—There has always been a certain number of 
machines for knitting socks in the homes. They are 
wretchedly paid too. Making two dozen a day I don’t 
see how a worker would be able to earn more than 
12s. a> week.

95. Chairman.—What is the shop price?—I could 
not say. The wholesale dealer would probably put on 
15 or 20 per cent, and the retailer probably 33J-. I 
could not offer an opinion as to what they would be 
retailed at.

96. An Seabhac.-—You told us that you don't en
courage hand knitting in the homes?—No, not knitting 
by machines in the homes.

‘ 97. For the reason that power machinery can under
sell them?— Yes. It would not pay anybody to work 
hand machines.

98. This hand-knitting of the better class of jumpers 
and pullovers, was that practised to any extent in the 
homes?—Yes it was up to eighteen months ago until 
the foreign made machine goods cut them out. In 
America there was a big trade. In this part of the 
country there was a boom and people went in for that 
work and .some of them bought as much yarn as would 
make twenty or thirty. Then the change came. 
There was a slump in the price of jumpers. Jumpers 
bought here for 23s. I have known them to be sold for 
four guineas. As long as they were high-class the 
wholesale houses could keep up the price. Then one 
particular firm sold them at 25s. and when the traveller 
came along he said he could not pay our price. There 
should be a clearing house to see that prices are not 
cut under cost and to watch the trend of trade.

99. C h a i r m a n . —Was any effort, made to get into 
touch with the retail houses?— Y’es.

100. These small industries working here under the 
Department, did any of these industries get into touch 
with retail houses?—I would not say that- There is 
a strong feeling on that matter. I have heard that 
instructors did encourage that, but I don’t know what 
truth is in it.

101. You think they would be in a better position 
to do it if there was an association among them in this 
country?—Oh, yes. I think I am right in saying that 
some instructors did encourage selling jumpers to the 
retail trade.

102. .In Seabhac-— You think that getting at the 
wholesale houses is not injurious to the industry?— 
No.

103. Notwithstanding the higher prices?—That is my 
opinion. After the war I tried the Irish retail trade. 
People were encouraged to see what the Irish trade 
could do. I tried a retail house, you got an order for 
say a dozen jumpers. They wanted six different 
shades, and you would want six different classes of 
yam  for twelve different shops. Then some customer 
comes in and says she wants another shade and the 
jumper is sent back to you.

104. There are so many possible personal tastes?— 
Yes, and because they get them from Irishmen.

105. Have you any experience of any effort made to 
sell to Dublin houses which refused to give orders?—I 
have. I was in a house in Dublin in which I knew 
the buyer, I tried to sell .gloves there, but could not. 
He went off to Manchester and shortly afterwards I 
saw the gloves in the shop after they had been bought 
from Manchester.

106. Chairman.—Do you feel that a Central Clearing 
House could not be so easily ignored by the Dublin 
retail trade?— Yes.

107. Also that it might help to got more than 23s. 
locally for an article that sold for £4 4s.?—It might, 
but it is in a trade link we want it most.

108. You think it would improve a situation under 
which you sell an article at 23s. to people who get 
fiiom the consumer C4 4s.?—I think it would. The
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Central Clearing House would be able to fix the price, 
and say the article should be sold at so-and-so. They 
could fix the price of the- article to the wholesale 
buyer and the standard retail price.

109. An Seabhac.— You don't think the hand-knitting 
of fancy garments is a commercial proposition?—No. 
You will always have a small demand from certain 
people who want an article because it is hand-made, 
but it will always be a limited trade.

110. Were there any crochet jumpers done about 
here?— Not here. Miss Maguire has done that, but 
it is not done here. They do it about Donegal.

111. Is there any possibility for machine-made 
jumpers?—We have tried it, but I think you could get 
nothing out of it. I  may be wrong, but that is my 
opinion.

112. Your view is that the only possibility for the 
knitting industry is machinery on the same level as is 
used elsewhere?— Yes.

113. And to compete with them on tire same plain?— 
Yes. I feel that very strongly.

114. Do you think there is any wool produced in 
Ireland that could be used?—I think there is.

Down in Roscommon?—I think there is.
115. If there was a big industry here there would be 

a. possibility of spinning?— Yes, but you would have to 
get better wool.

116. Do you think a better class of sheep could be 
introduced here?— It might be possible. I have heard 
people say that before the black-faced sheep were intro
duced there was a white sheep with a yellow face, the 
wool of which was good enough for any purpose. I 
am not sure of that myself. If there was a demand for 
a certain class it is wonderful what people could do 
to meet it. They might get that class of sheep.

117. If there was a very good increase in this knitting 
industry, and something like a regular wage, it might 
be possible that it would get rid to a certain extent 
of the hiring of children down the country?—It would

118- Do you think it possibly would prevent any 
hiring of children?—Certainly.

119. It would awaken an interest in the education 
of the children and get them to make the sacrifice?— 
Oh, certainly. I have no doubt at all about that. It 
is only the compulsion of necessity that sends them 
down the Lagan.

120. To what extent is your society here in touch 
with the Irish-speaking population immediately around 
the town?

121. I think we are in touch with the entire of the 
three parishes.

122. Could you say that your factory industry repre
sents anything of that Irish-speaking life?—No-

123. Is that because the people live in the town 
or just immediately around the town?—The town and 
within three miles of the town.

124. To what extent do the workers in your factory 
speak Irish?—I never heard one of our workers speak 
Irish in the factory. They don’t speak to one another 
in Irish unless a stranger comes in.

125. So far as the factory is concerned it cannot be 
said to be a stronghold of Gaelic speaking?—Oh, no.

126. Is it an anglicising influence?—I  don’t think 
so.

127. The girls don’t come in sufficient numbers from 
the Irish-speaking districts, and they acquire the habit 
of speaking English from the others. As far as the fac
tory is concerned it really does not touch the Irish
speaking atmosphere at all.

128. Chéirman.—What percentage of the girls can 
speak Irish ?—A good few, and a great many can under
stand Irish. I  would say 50 per cent, of the girls 
could talk Irish.

129. An Sc'ibhac.—But they fall in with the atmos
phere of Clochan Liath and act like good Romans 
when they come to Rome?—Yes.

130. Have you a recollection of people coming about 
to teach some of those hand crafts, lecturing to girls 
in the country districts, and teachers from the Depart
ment of Agriculture lecturing in connection with poul
try, agriculture, and cattle breeding and that?— Yes. 
There was at one time a lady here teaching cookery, 
but she only gave instruction to people of the already 
well-up class, people like doctors’ wives and bankers’ 
wives

131. Would you consider that they did not require 
any special training in cooking?—I don’t know. I  
suppose she gave them what would be suitable to them.

132. Don’t you think there is a great deal to be done

in the matter of ordinary simple cooking?—Certainly. 
Attention should be paid to that class of people’s lives 
more than to bankers’ and doctors’ wives.

133. Have you any recollection of any of that teach, 
ing being done in Irish?—No. I am almost certain, 
it was not.

134. it is the same story with regard to the public 
officials in the Gaelic districts?—As far as I know they 
could not give instruction in Irish.

135. Iu connection with pension work, rate collec
tion, and the thousand other things that officials come 
here for and deal with the people, have you known any
body who insists on doing the work in Irish?—No.
I  a m  c e r ta in  th e re  are  n o n e  o f  th e m  w h o  use  Ir ish

136. You mentioned that in c-ase the fall in the 
migration to Scotland goes on, the only other hope is 
to move people down the country in large colonies; you 
say they would be willing to move?—I am certain of 
it.

137. Y’ou are aware that other people maintain they 
would not?—I am aware of it Whan I gave evidence 
before the Dudley Commission I consulted them and 
found they would be willing to go.

138. Having regard to the conditions generally in 
Donegal, do you think they would be able to take up 
this different type of farming iu other districts?—I 
am sure they would make good anywhere. They have 
done it in Scotland. Practically every young man of 
seventeen or eighteen years has been in Scotland, and 
they are well up in modern farming. They are handy, 
fellows, and I think they would make good anywhere.

139. To what extent does their experience go iu farm
ing education and in farming generally?—I believe it 
is good. They could not help learning modern methods 
of tilling over there.

140. Do the people to a certain extent look upon the 
little holding at home as a place to come to for a few 
months in the winter, some place in which to build 
a nest while they look to Scotland, the Lagan and 
America as the places in which to earn the money 
to keep the nest?— Yes.

141. Is that possibly the sub-conscious outlook of the 
people?—That is the idea prevalent in the minds of 
95 per cent, of the people of the Rosses.

142. And that is the occasion for the great sub
division of holdings?—No. I would not say that-

143. If the Lagan and Scotland had not been avail
able, would the holdings have been reduced to their 
present size?—I could not say.

144. Without the Lagan and Scotland how long 
would the population survive?—They could not live 
one year.

145. Is it not the money that the peoplei earn in 
Scotland and the Lagan that is maintaining the small 
holdings?—It is maintaining them, but it is not the 
reason for the division. In old times there were very 
few people in this country—an odd house here and 
there, four in Dungloe. You would have to go back 
to the time of the plantation for an explanation. Then 
again a man was not looked upon as a good father 
if he did not divide his land with his son.

146. I  suppose you are aware that in other parts 
of the country where other resources for earning are 
not available, when the sub-division of holdings was 
brought down to the limit of economic size they had 
to stop?—I don’t know.

147. And that if they divided again they went bank
rupt and had to clear out altogether?—I don't know.

148. Chairman.—Have you seen any evidence of the 
demand for labour in Scotland failing?— Yes, the last 
two or three years, and this year it has been exceed
ingly bad.

149. An Seabhac.—Have you heard that any of them 
have returned unable to get work this year?—I have.

150. —Chairman.—Do you think it is a temporary 
failure in Scotland, or is it going to be permanent?—  
I am afraid it is going to be permanent. In Scotland 
industry seems to have seen its highest point. It is 
marvellous that Irishmen can get a job at all when 
you consider the unemployment there.

151. An Seabhac.—Has there been a gradual dis- 
improvement in the labour market in Scotland for our 
people?—It is only for the last few years. It had 
been very good from the war on.

152. Are you aware whether this anti-Irish agitation 
in Scotland is having any effect?—I don’t know that 
it has. In my opinion it has had no effect at all.

153. Are the different methods oi agriculture now 
brought into operation in Scotland lessening the de
mand for manual labour?—I suppose modern machinery
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does do that, la  olden times corn was out with the hook 
when it was heavy. Now they will put it in the 
machine, even if it only cuts the top of it. It is not 
at the harvest alone that our people got work. Some 
o f them got work in the mines.

154. Have you had any experience of fishing?— 
Except that we buy fish. I  was a couple of years a 
fisherman myself.

155. Bo you think that the fishing industry here 
will have to be directed in some way like that which 
you suggest for the knitting and cottage industries?— 
There should be some control over the industry. For 
instance, if modern boats are got there should be some 
control to ensure that proper care would be taken of 
them and that they would bo used and not left lying- 
up. Possibly in the past- there was a certain amount 
of neglect by the fishermen. All the crow were 
captains. When one wanted to go out others would 
say no, and a Scotchman came and got the pick of the 
fish while all the men here wore inside. During the 
war time I got one of these boats to go with a cargo 
to Glasgow. It was one of the saddest things I over 
expci icnced. I got the cargo discharged and was 
ready to leave, but could not get the crew to come, 
everyone wanted to be boss of the show.

l.iti. H ave y ou  in your' ow n industry fou nd  anyth ing 
lik e  that s p ir it ? — N o.

157. Arc they not the same people?—It was not the 
same thing. I was boss, but in the boat all had equal 
share-. Tile captain 1 had experience of hadn't much 
power.

158. Fiiwhr,i KihjcaeU.—How did you get home?—
I had to wait a couple of days, one of them insisted 
on coming down to attend to some machinery. We 
had a great deal of trouble to get out.

159. .la Smhhuc.—Do you think that with some kind 
of supervision the fishing industry could be brought 
into regular lines where a man who is told to do a 
certain tiling has got to do it?—I think so.

Kin. There is too much left to the particular indivi
dual in the fishing industry?— Yes. I have heard
p eople  say that. Tln-re is fish showing off the coast, 
but there are no nets. As soon as fish were reported 
showing anywhere in the district a boat should go 
immediately to the vicinity, and if the fish were there 
the other boats would go out.

lf>l. Vhttirnuin.—AY ere you going to say that there 
are prospects of good fishing at present?—Yes. we are 
hopeful. There are rumours that herring have been 
seen outside Arranmore for a considerable time, but 
the local men can do nothing until the fish come in 
shore. They have not got the boats to go out after 
the fish. J tmnk a boat would be a good investment. 
There should be some means of watching the fish and 
reporting their appearance quickly. At Trienna about 
twenty-four years ago there was the finest fishing in the 
country.

lt;g. Deputy Hogan.— The chairman said something 
about selling an article for 23s., the retail price of 
which was four guineas, was that machine-made or 
what was it exactly?—A special article—.perile jumpers, 
something new on the market.

163. Does that relation of prices happen often?—I 
think it happens pretty generally. I  know of the perile 
jumpers definitely.

164. A like proportion would extend down to articles 
of loss value, all the way down to coarse knitting?— 
Not in the same proportion.

165. In proportion to the value of the article?—No. 
not in proportion to the value of the article. Probably 
they would not be making a profit of more than 12J 
or 15 per cent.

166. In some cases there is that higher margin of 
profit, can you say how the association of manufac
turers or clearing' house could regulate that?—My 
suggestion is that if a manufacturer produces an article 
at 25s. the clearing house finds the wholesale price 
and -ays that the retailer cannot charge over a certain 
price. The public does not suffer by that.

167. Don’t you think it is bad having so many people 
as that coming between the consumer and the manu
facturin'?—I thought that, but my experience is that 
it is very difficult for the manufacturer to handle the 
direct trade. It is better for him to deal with whole
sale, houses which give orders for thousands of articles 
and one order would possibly be sufficient to keep the 
factory at work for three or four months. During the 
boom in the glove trade I went t,o London a,nd got an 
order from one man for 15,000 dozen pairs. \Ye started 
work in January that year and were at it till into July

and August. If I went around the retail houses I. 
would get orders for a dozen or a half-dozen pairs, or 
less. Then when the amounts came due they would 
not pay for probably two or three months, and then 
they would take off discount.

168. You don't think going into the retail shops the 
best?—No, we even tried Dublin, but it was not a 
paying proposition.

169. You think you have sufficient talent locally 
that could be trained to do good designs?—I think 
so.

170. Have you ever thought of sending anybody 
across to centres where similar goods are produced and- 
get them to absorb what they know there ?—We have. 
W7e went a certain distance already, but it is a diffi
cult matter to get the information we require. We 
sent a girl across to have her trained in certain lines, 
but they did not show her the machines we wanted 
her to see. She did not get the information. It is a 
difficult thing to get.

171. They keep it more to themselves?—Yes. We 
keep the door open. I don’t know why.

172. You think hand-knitting and other work done 
by hand cannot compete with work done by machi
nery ?—I am almost certain of it.

173. You are up against the mass producers?— 
Yes.

174. You think you would be able to compete with 
them?—Yes, with machinery.

175. Against mass production?—Y’ es. We can sell 
against Aberdeen and Dumfries, and our girls are 
paid as well as theirs.

176. Is there any possible combination of hand
knitting and machine knitting that they could not' 
copy at the other side?—I don’t think there is.

177. They can copy your stuff?—They can copy 
anything.

178. An Fear Mar.—In connection with the tech
nical school, you suggest that it should be in the 
centre of the district?—Yes.

179. Would you suggest it should be a day school 
or an evening school ?—Well, I  think an evening 
school would be better.

180. A school in the centre of the district would 
serve a radius of 8 or 9 miles?—It would be more. 
Glenties is 10 miles and Hove Sound 12 miles.

181. Would there be any difficulty in getting stu
dents to attend such a distance?—There would, but 
anybody who is in earnest would make the effort. 
It is only people like that who would be worth 
having.

182. Do you think there would be a sufficient num
ber in earnest to make the school a success?—I think 
they would flock to it if there was a boom in in
dustry.

183. In connection with the small holdings of this 
district, do you think there is a possibility of re
claiming more land?—Yes, there is a possibility of 
reclaiming more land, but I  don’t think it is an 
economic proposition at all. I  think it is only a 
waste of time and energy. I  am sure it would cost 
£50 or £60 an acre to reclaim them.

184. Going round the country we were struck by 
the small holdings we saw?— Yes. Around Burton- 
port there is no land to be reclaimed.

185. And just immediately adjoining these holdings 
there were further hillsides that with a little capital 
could be cultivated ?—That process has been going on 
for a hundred years. A man went out on the side of' 
the mountain and built a hut and began to reclaim 
the land.

186. Do you think if the State gave a small grant 
to them for reclamation it would encourage them to- 
continue the work ?—It would certainly.

187. Would you approve of a soheme to help a man 
to enlarge his little holding ?—I would, but there are 
a lot of these small holdings that have no land avail
able for reclamation convenient to them. Around 
Burtonport there is much more land that you could 
reclaim. It is the only district where there are no 
houses.

188. Where these small little holdings are not close- 
together, there is quite a large acreage of land avail
able—land that has not been reclaimed?—The places 
I mean are thickly populated. There is a big popu
lation from Burtonport to Glenties. There is no land 
along the railway that could be reclaimed. It is too 
wet. The land that could be reclaimed here isn t 
worth it. It is hard to get at.
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189. What about afforestation on a small scale ?— 
It would be a great help. In the winter time you 
have the Atlantic gales from the west. It is very 
Rard to keep poultry in condition at all.

190. With regard to the education problem here, it 
is not a question of teaching a second language at all ?— 
I would not say that.

191. The children come to school for three or four 
years at most?—Off and on, and some four or five 
years, probably.

192. If it is the intention of the nation to teach the 
children of the nation the language of the nation, 
don’t you think it should commence from the first 
day they come to receive instruction ?—That is if you 
could keep the children at school, but if you have 
them only four or five years altogether I don’ t see 
much advantage in it.

193. In districts where the children attend regu
larly at school for a period of ten or twelve years 
would it not 'be possible to have intensive instruction 
through the medium of Irish in the elementary stan
dards?—My answer to that is that it should be vol
untary. In the Gaelic League it was all voluntary 
work, and there was a good deal of work done during 
.that time. If you go through the district and make 
it compulsory I have a feeling that unless the people 
have an interest in it for other reasons such as 
economic reasons, it will become distasteful to them. 
As far as I know anything of the people, in some 
way they don’t drink it in as quickly when they are 
forced to ii.

194. You had the Gaelic League here in Donegal?— 
Yes, we had a hall in our factory, and we did every
thing we possibly could here. I myself took an in
terest in it and started classes. I don’t say it 
failed, but we were not able to make a success of it.

195. That was a voluntary organisation?—Yes.
196. So that even that failed?—Yes, but if they 

tried to make it compulsory at that time you would 
have nobody.

197. You don’t object to compulsory arithmetic, or 
compulsory English, or compulsory Christian Doc
trine ?—I don’t, and I don’t say I object to Irish, .but 
I think you should consult the schools. You may 
try, but will it do any good to the language.

199. An Fear Mór.—You have not had very much 
time to examine results so far. It is only compulsory 
for a short time in the schools in Dungloe ?—Take the 
school at Ross—for the first two years the child is 
taught only Irish. After the next two years its 
school life is over.

200. What age would that child be ?—About five or 
six years.

201. What instruction would you suggest they 
should get through the medium of English ?—I feel 
that the only instruction they need is reading, writ
ing and arithmetic. It should be confined to that 
unless the parents are put in a position to keep their 
children at school longer. I  think it is a waste of 
time to be folding papers or doing anything else of 
that kind. Reading, writing and arithmetic—these 
.are the things that are required.

202. So far as reading, writing and arithmetic is 
concerned, it does not matter which language is 
used ?—Take the child who goes to America, and 
writes a letter home to his parents. Not 3 per cent, 
of those who leave this country and go to America 
write a letter home in Irish. You cannot get anyhody 
to write it.

203. An Seabhar.—Is not the reason that they have 
not been educated in it?—Certainly.

204. And the same reason holds in regard to other 
things. They don’t gel; it all to the same extent. Has 
the impression got out anywhere that the Ministry 
of Education does not intend that the children shall 
know' English ?—No.

205. Have you had any experience of the bilingual 
schools at which Irish is taught on the intensive 
method and where English is a subject, English has 
been greatly improved ?—I have not heard that.

206. That is the general experience?—I have not 
heard that.

207. I think you have something like that here 
where English is not taught during the first two 
years ?—What I have heard is that the children now 
leaving school are not as far advanced in English 
as they would be if they had started English imme
diately on entering school.

208. How do they know? No child has yet left who 
has come in since this programme began?—That is 
the feeling I hear expressed in the district.

209. .la  Fear Múr.—Although you are a very com
petent mail you hear criticisms of your own work?— 
Yes.

210. Would you be guided by criticisms of the work 
of your own factory?—Yes, sometimes you have to.

211. Do you think these people who express 
their opinions of our educational system are more 
.competent than the people in charge of the educa
tion of the cou n try ?-! have consulted teachers.
1 am not giving you my own personal opinion at 
all to-day on the Irish language. I am giving you 
what I have heard and what all the teachers, with 
one exception, have told me, that the children were 
not able to get on as quickly as they did when they 
were taught both languages. They are face to face 
with the difficulties, and one thing particularly they 
find very hard, the teaching of arithmetic and geo
graphy. They don’t see that this is essential for the 
language.

212. An Seabhar.—On the other side, you hear that 
schools in the most intensely English '•peaking dis
tricts, where arithmetic and algebra are taught in 
Irish, are the best schools in Ireland ?—I did not 
know that.

213. — Dr. Walsh.—Supposing that for the last twenty 
years there had been no schools at all in the district 
and that b o y s  and girls came into your factory without 
having gone to s c h o o l  at all, do y o u  think they would 
have been any worse workers than th ose  who only spend 
two or three or four years at school till they may be 
able to write—does it really do any good?— I don’t 
know that it would a f fe ct  th e ir  efficiency in the fa c t o r y .  
What I have in triy mind is the opinion o f  the  p e o p le  
h e r e ,  and that so l o n g  as we produce people for 
exportation they must know English. It is a different 
proposition if you can keep the people at home. If a 
girl learned nothing but Irish at school, it would be 
a disadvantage to be going out in the world. I  knew 
one girl who went and who could only speak Irish, 
and she had a great difficulty for a long time in getting 
anything to do.

214. Of course it is not 1 lie idea in any school not 
to teach English?—There is the special case- of children 
who can only* spend a few years at school and who can 
only learn a little Irish and a little English.

215. In a system of national education you would 
not expect the programme to be made to suit the 
special needs of a small district ?—No.

210. An Scabhur,.—Don’t you think it would be 
better for the children, and ultimately for the parents, 
that they should bear the hardship of keeping their 
children at school until they are 14 years ot age than 
that they should bear the hatdsiiip of keeping them 
then' for only half the year?—I should bear a little, 
hardship, but you may make the burden too heavy. 
I know families here under present conditions that 
might not have enough to eat if the fathers and mothers 
would not send the children down the Lagan. I have 
been there, and I would do it again. Before I would 
see the younger ones in want I  would allow a child 
of ten or twelve to go to service. It would be terrible 
if I was compelled to keep that child at school until 
he was 14 years of age.

217 Dr. Walsh.—Take ,i city like Dublin, where 
there are a great many people in that position. They arc 
compelled to send their children to school, and they 
manage it somehow. A great many little ones could 
make a living by selling papers in the streets, but the 
school authorities prevent them from doing it until 
they are 14 years of age. Some of us think the. people 
here are rather soft and complain of hardship before 
the shoe pinches them a terrible lot?—I  admit lliafc 
sometimes they exaggerate. Last year there was a 
great deal of exaggeration. This year there is a great 
deal of want. I knew last year there was a good deal 
of exaggeration, and I know what happened. I know 
this year there is 'want, and anybody in the_ position I 
am in would know it. Of course, it is a special problem 
for special industries.

218. And special measures must be taken?—I was 
only talking about this district. I was not talking 
about all Ireland.

219. Can you tell us anything that you think the 
Government can do to improve the condition of the 
people here ?—I don’t know. The trouble here is that
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the holdings are not economic. The only thing I see 
is to get local industries established or migrate the 
people out of the district.

220. Mr. Moriarty■—As regards migration, do you 
think there are twenty, or thirty, or. forty of them who 
would he willing to surrender their interest in their 
holdings and be prepared to go into another district ?—
I  could not say, but if you sav “  we'll have twenty- 
farms for people from your district ”  there will be no 
difficulty in getting twenty people to go. If you make 
that ulfer, I have no hesitation in saying you will get 
twenty people to go.

221. An Scabhac.—Would you get 500 to go?— Y’es. 
if the first twenty went.

222. Chairman..—If the first twenty went, do you 
think you would get many others?—You would be 
flooded with them.

225. Mu. Moriarty.—The only solution is migration 
or increasing industry?—That is my opinion.

224. In regard to your own experience and the effect 
mass production might have on the sinking of a lot of 
money in machines and the difficulty of turning out 
an article ei|ual in price and quality, do you think you 
could compete with power production of the great 
centres of industry even it the tariff already against 
them is imposed?— All businesses have certain dis
advantages. My own opinion is we could.

225. Y'ou would be prepared to try it?—Yes.
221). As regards the question of capital, have you 

had any experience of the recent legislation to make 
capital available for new indu strie s under the Trade 
Loans Guarantee Act ?— I  know of it.

227. Your Sncietv have not availed themselves of it? 
— No.

22s. So far as ton know, that would be an advantage?
■—1 think that Act is limited to providing machinery.

2211. That is true?— Machinerv would not be suffi
cient. Working capital would be wanted as well.

2:1(1. The new bank—the Investment Trust—that is 
being established will give facilities to provide capital. 
As regards fishing, \ou suggest, that a boat could be 
employed profitably in scouting for fish around the 
coast ?—Yes.

221. Y’ou should have a boat working at Lough 
Swilly, another at Arranmore and another at Killy- 
hegs ?— I would not be sure of the selection of the 
different districts. I suggest Killybegs or Tory.

222. Any way, you would put two boats on this 
work ?—If we had one to start with.

235. Suppose you had one. Fish might be reported 
anywhere off the coast, and if the boat went out there 
the shoal might have gone?— 1 had only in my mind 
this western seaboard. That is why Í suggest one 
lx iat.

224. Supposing the boat came in and reported there 
was fish, and then the shoal did not materialise, what 
would happen ?— 11 it happened one time there 
certainly would be criticism, but it four times out of 
eight site succeeded that would be satisfactory. It is 
a gamble anyway.

22.”i. At present these fishermen are not prepared to 
gamble unless there is a prospect of success?—They 
could do it if they had modem boats. It is difficult 
with sailing and oar boats. They wait for the fish to 
come along.

22th Chairman.—How many miles should the patrol 
take ?—Four or five miles.

227. Is there any reason why those engaged in the 
fishing should not arrange such a patrol among them
selves and pass the information on to one another; it 
only means cruising with sails up and down the neigh
bourhood ?—They would need to be organised for the 
purpose.

228. Do yon think there arc fishermen who could 
take turn about among themselves to do it?—It is 
possible, but I don’t know.

229. Can you understand why they do not do it?— 
No, I cannot understand why they do not do it; but 
if one man goes out to-day, there may be no one out 
to-morrow.

240. But if another man goes out to-morrow?—Y’ou 
need organisation for that, and even then you are only 
covering a small space oi the fishing ground.

241. Even if you are only covering a small space of 
ground, yon are covering the ground in which these 
fieople are most, nucleated?—Yes. but if you take the 
area about Arranmore, il is a vast area for a row boat 
or a sailing boat. You would want a modern boat 
that could do eight or nine miles an hour, if you want 
4o get the fish.

24*2. Mr. Moriarty■■—A speedy motor boat would be 
as likely to miss them?—I don’t know. What I have 
in my mind is that if there were rumours of fish appear
ing at Trawienagh or Gwacbarra bay, and if there was 
a boat for the purpose of reporting if the fish were there, 
and some place to get into connection with the fisher
men, that boat would be able to get at it when sailing 
boats would not.

243. Are you aware that the English fishing autho
rities tried signalling by aeroplane, and that it was 
a hopeless failure ? You say the fishing was badly 
neglected. On whom do you throw the responsibility— 
on the capitalists or the Government?—I think the 
Government. The Government, about twenty years 
ago, did try to develop the fishing here, but they got 
old lugger boats which the Scotchmen were discarding; 
I think the Congested Districts Board built some. 
These luggers were no use. They missed the tide to a 
certain extent. The fish don’t come in regularly here. 
At that time there was a good deal of fish. The Scotch
men came in with their modern boats, and they follow 
the fish wherever they go.

244. Twenty years ago, you say the Congested Dis
tricts Board got these luggers. What else could they 
have done to improve the fishing but get luggers?—I 
think they should have done what the Scotchmen were 
doing. The Scotchmen were giving up the luggers and 
going in for motor boats.

245. Twenty years ago?—Yes.
240. Would you be surprised to learn that the motor 

boats have been only in use fifteen years?—Well, vessels 
of some kind that were propelled by mechanical means..

247. C h a i r m a n .—Anyway , you didn’t escape the 
lugger stage?—No.

248. Mr. Moriarty.—If you want modern boats, 
motor boats are not the most modern ?—YVe had a 
Scotch f leet in here last year; they had nice little 
motor boats. They were in here at the beginning of the 
fishing season. While the Irishmen were standing 
i d le ,  the Scotchmen were able to come in and get the 
fish. That is my experience.

249. There was no steam drifter there ?—No.
250. Was there at any time?—There was a steam 

drifter there, but » steam drifter would not get the 
fish. Motor boats with ring nets get the fish.

251. Is it a lack of modern facilities you complain 
of?— Yes. The Scotchmen have the modern boats.

252. But the steam drifter is the- most modern boat? 
—The steam drifter would not do at all. The Scotch 
boats work in the same way as the yawls.

253. Do you know that a steam drifter is being 
supplied by the Government?— I don’t know anything 
about the steam drifter.

254. As regards the clearing house for industries; 
the central depot would be selling for account of the 
proposed organisation ?—My idea is that goods of a 
certain standard should be taken into the clearing 
house, and they would become the property of the 
parties responsible for clearing them—standardised 
articles. Selling for individual account would cause 
trouble.

255. How would it become their property—by pur
chase on a valuation of the work on the article sent 
in?—A committee would deal with the clearing house, 
representing the manufacturers, and it would fix a 
standard price for a standard article. They would fix 
the wholesale selling price according to the price that 
would be paid to the manufacturers, and fix the retail 
price accordingly.

256. Co-operative selling?— Yes.
257. You would require that they should have capital 

in order that they could allow you the price of the 
goods before they sold them themselves ?—That would 
be an after question.

258. Fiachra Eilgeach.—You want a change of 
designs for local industries?—Jfes.

259. And you cannot get these designs locally?— 
Yes, sometimes; but I think we are not far advanced 
enough in education to get the designs we want.

260. Has it ever occurred to you to try Dublin, 
where there is a school of art?—How can we get 
them.

261. By writing a letter?—I did not know of the
existence of that school.

262. There is a head master in the school of art who, 
I suppose, gets £1,000 a year, and they design post 
office stamps and other things. They should be able 
to give you suitable designs.

263. Chairman.— YYhi have had technical classes in 
the towns under the Board of Education?—Y'es.
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294. Fiachra Eilgeach.—With regard to afforestation, 
do you remember to have seen trees growing round 
about the coast?—No. I only see the roots of them. 
They were there before my time.

265. .la Eeabhac.—Have they not cut down trees in 
the bad season?—No, they hadn’t got them to cut.

266. Fiachra Eihjcach.—Do you think there is any 
danger whatever of a child growing up here without 
a knowledge of English?— No.

267. That is our experience too. You say here very 
rightly "  if Irish were made a bread and butter 
language you would catch hold of that large element 
who are at present apathetic or hostile.”  Isn't the 
Government doing this by making Irish compulsory in 
its examinations ?—Where does the bread and butter 
come in ?

268. .-in Xeabhac— You don’t get any of the local 
people into any of these things for which examinations 
are held?—We don't see any of the bread and butter 
yet.

269. Father Cunningham.—In connection with the 
fishing industry, has there been more done in recent 
years than ten, twelve or fifteen years ago?—In recent 
years I don't think there has been anything done that 
I know of at all.

270. There is no initiative ?—Nothing that I  know 
of in recent years.

271. But there was previous to that?—Y’es, there 
was.

272. The Government is more inactive in recent 
years?—Yes. I see Englishmen and Scotchmen coming 
in here with modern boats and taking the fish at our 
doors while our men have nothing in the wax' of 
equipment of that kind.

273. Chairman.—Do the Scotchmen have one captain 
to a boat?—One captain, and one captain, I think, 
for two boats.

274. Father Cunningham.— More, was done at first by 
the Congested Districts Board to develop the fishing?— 
I am not very familiar with the older period, but of 
late I have been in terested  in the fishing.

275. Chairman.—It was represented to us that some 
difficulty arises where in running a factory certain 
people work in the factory and other people work in 
the home; that if you desired to have more people 
working in the homes rather than in the factory certain 
Board of Trade regulations bearing on wages, worked 
against that. Do you think home workers are reason
ably well paid, and have you found any difficulty in 
having people working in the homes rather than in the 
factory, because of anything in the Board of Trade 
regulations?— No. We don’t find any difficulty. The 
home workers are not) making, very often, half a living 
wage.

276. You favour factory workers ?—I would prefer 
work in the homes if it could be done on a competitive 
basis. I think the factory lias the advantage of being 
more economical if the people could go to their own 
homes at night.

# :j: t.

The following statement submitted by An Canónach
Maguidhir, D.D., X. P  An Carmig, Tirrhonitoiil,
had been circulated to the Commissioners :—

1. “  The said Jurors alsoe say that in the said
barony is the Parish of Glancolumbkill, conteyneing 
five quarters, being all Termon land; and that 
William Oge Mac Eneilis is eorbe and herenach of 
thone moietie thereof, and Neile Mac Eneilis is 
corbe of thother moitie . . And they alsoe saie
that, in the said Parishe, one halfe of the fishinge of 
Teelin belongs to Neale Mac Eneilis and thother 
moietie to the Mac Swines.”

2. This extract is taken from the Appendix to the 
Ulster Inquisitions, and contains the gist of the ver
dict delivered at Lifford on the 12th September, 1609, 
by a very pliable jury of Tirconnaill gentlemen, in
cluding the said Coarb and Herenach, Neil MacNelis.

3. Seeing that the question of the division and allot
ment of termon lands was reserved, Glencolumkille 
was not distributed, in whole or in part, either to 
Servitors or Undertakers. Hence the only fraction 
of the parish that was colonised by English or Scotch 
settlers was a few comparatively fertile townlands 
immediately adjoining the Rectory demesne, 
Killathnaid, Braide, and Malinmore. Here the Eng
lish clergyman, who was the first of his creed or 
race imported into St. Columba’s sanctuary, made a

complete and drastic clearance, and planted in the 
homesteads of the evicted Papists 18 Scotch adven
turers, McKees, Blanes, Walkers, &c.

4. Consequently, the English-speaking proportion 
of the population never exceeded one-tenth, as is evi
denced by the Census of 1911, and by the indepen
dent and exhaustive investigation so laboriously 
carried out by Mr. P. McShane, National Teacher. 
I will endeavour to avoid any overlapping as between 
his report and the present outline sketch of con
ditions and suggestions.

5. The village of Carriek has been somewhat angli
cised by commerce, constabulary, and false ideals; 
Malinmore and Braide have been stubbornly conser
vative of their ancestral language and customs; and, 
outside these limits, not 100 individuals, resident in 
this parish, are incapable of speaking Irish fluently. 
Kilcar stands on the same level with Glencolumb- 
kille, but in the latter parish Irish is strikingly more 
current and seemingly more popular than in Kilcar.

6. No village in Ireland has been anglicised to so 
small an extent as Carriek in Tirconnaill.

A d m in istration .
7. The District Justice understands Irish with ease 

and speaks the language with distinctness and com
parative fluency.

8. The Pension Officer, otherwise unobjectionable, 
neither understands nor speaks Irish. His clients 
are perpetually complaining that he misinterprets 
their “  broken ”  English with damaging results. 
Frequently the statistics he gathers from such people 
are ludicrous in the extreme.

9. The two P.C.s in this parish are fluent native 
speakers.

10. Our two National School Inspectors could not be 
better equipped or more helpful.

11. Out of the nine Civic Guards in our two 
barracks one individual speaks Irish. In other re
spects they are most edifying and unexceptionable, 
but, obviously, they could discharge their duties 
more efficiently and cultivate more intimate acquaint
ance with the people’s habits and tendencies, besides 
acquiring useful information, if they possessed a 
knowledge of the Irish tongue. To do them justice, 
I must add that the Carriek Guards took lessons in 
Irish during the winter 1923-4.

12. The remedy is self-evident—to substitute a 
Pension Officer and Civic Guards who know Irish; 
but the former is making strenuous efforts, and is 
sure to improve gradually.

Education.
13. Six of our National Schools are bilingual; in the 

remaining three, Irish is taught intensively with a 
view to the adoption of the bilingual system within 
three years. Notwithstanding these efforts, consist
ently maintained, the effect is very materially im
paired by home associations in Carriek, Malinmore 
and Malinbeg school areas.

14. A local college offering facilities for lucrative 
employment in positions for which Irish would be an 
essential qualification, would instantly and effectually 
purify the atmosphere.

15. The glaring defect of the system is the hopeless 
outlook. Emigration is the sole channel open to 
drain off the overflow of the population, and brains 
and physical energy are swept from us in the 
process of depletion.

16. Technical education is a matter of history here, 
and the story of its spasmodic existence in the past is 
not calculated to enthuse the narrator. Cooperage, 
carpentry and net-making were taught by fits and 
starts, but no discrimination was shown in selecting 
apprentices, and no boy received a perfect training 
in any craft. The education was haphazard, un- 
methodic, and invariably cut short as soon as the 
learner became interested in his work. Girls were 
taught lace-work and sprigging, and these avocations 
were prosperous and decadent by turns. However, 
the education of the girls was more thoroughgoing 
and permanent than that of the boys, and many of 
the young people so trained have imparted to their 
sisters and children a taste for, and skill in em
broidery that secure for them fairly well remunerated 
work, from time to time, even at the present day.

17. What we need is remunerative work that will 
last and that will engage all hands able to earn a 
day’s pay. Here this paramount desideratum can be 
supplied by generous fostering, on the Government’s
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part, of homespuns and sea-flsliing. I append a 
•schedule of suggested remedies. The technical 
schools, that suit inland industrial centres, would be 
absolutely out of place in these remote regions.

18. “  Self-reliance and initiative ”  would form a 
very ludicrous text for a sermon to be addressed to a 
starving community. The well-intentioned reformer 
might as well demand of these strugging sufferers 
that they should sell “  all they possess and give the 
proceeds to the poor.”

19. Thrift and ambition must necessarily follow the 
amelioration of their economic condition, in the case 
of an intellectual and spiritual people like ours. If 
the two main props of subsistence—homespuns and 
sea-fishing—we'e once firmly established on a basis 
of permanent prosperity, the subsidiary industries 
would be continued by expert hands only; the chief 
agricultural pursuit, sheep grazing, would be pushed 
to its economic lim it; and the general standard of 
living and of outlook would be raised to an elevation 
of dignity and independence.

Emigration.
20. Any attempt to erect an impassable harrier 

against the flow of emigration front these parts into 
the United Mates must, from natural causes, prove 
futile and inadvisable. Three-fourths of our families 
have sent across the Atlantic the most promising of 
their youth, and the brightest sunshine that lights up 
their dreary homesteads, from time to time, is trans
mitted from their distant exile to their expectant 
relatives in American currency. Counter-attractions 
and moderate, but constant, remuneration at home 
can alone reduce the astounding outflow to reason
able dimensions.

21. From May 1st. 1924, till May 1st. 1925, 146 young 
people from this parish, mostly all supplied with 
tickets from their connections in the States, cheer
fully boarded the emigrant ship, frightened away by 
the cheerless prospects at home. While the emigration 
fever raged at its highest temperature, I appealed 
hysterically to Mr. Bradley, of the Education Depart
ment, to establish here an Irish Training College, 
pointing out that from 64 to 08 of the boys and girls 
seeking their passports would he qualified by one 
year's acquisition of intensive training, to teach Irish 
in any college in the world. All these possessed 
bright intellects and courteous manners, and had 
passed with ichit in the seventh or eighth standard.

22. About 95 young boys and girls, of similar mental 
calibre, with an equal proportion of eligible candi
dates tor training, left Kilcar parish in the same 
period.

23. Young people “  leaving their home areas "  
possess a wider outlook and a keener perception of 
life’s amenities in proportion to the tenseness and 
assiduity of their bilingual studies. Sir Patrick 
Keenan bore involuntary testimony to this psycho
logical fact half a century ago, after an inquisitorial 
visit to Malta, and it is proved to a demonstration in 
college and university circles.

Economic Condition
24. The first paragraph may be briefly and emphati

cally disposed of by a crude statement of the patent 
truth that we have no permanent industry, and not 
even a shadow of by-gone facilities for technical in
struction.

25. (1) Farming, in the ordinary acceptation of the 
work, is almost unknown, and impossible on a scien
tific scale in this parish; (2) sheep grazing is pre
carious and decadent, but can be revived; (3) home
spuns are a drug in the market, but must become 
again the leading permanent industry if the com
munity is fated to survive; and (4) our sea fisheries 
are so glaringly neglected that the whole nation 
cries anathema on the Ministry responsible. Last 
Friday our boatmen captured a record amount of 
herrings—record in these days of dearth—one boat 
bringing in sixty crans, and whey they landed they 
discovered, to their bewilderment, that there was 
neither market nor salt for their exquisite fish ! The 
old Congested Districts Board never allowed the store 
of salt at Teelin Pier to sink below four or five tons. 
What a change was there, ye gods! and yet it is 
only a mild specimen of the denudation visible at 
every coastal station. It is possible that the Minister 
may awake from his dreamy lethargy like a lion

refreshed, but, up to the present, lie has contented 
himself with flinging abuse and unfounded charges 
of collusive bribery, &c., at our Tirconnaill fisher
men. Why does he make no serious attempt to in
vestigate the charges? False subterfuges can benefit 
neither State nor Minister. We all cheerfully acknow
ledge that he has behind him an ample staff of ex
perts, and an occasional ray of hope still beams over 
the lifeless waters.

26. The “  possibilities of permanent industry ”  are 
exhaustless, and if homespuns and sea-fisliing 
flourished, the great bulk of the present population 
could subsist in comparative comfort. It would, how
ever, be idle to deny that there are about ten thrift
less households in this parish, that neither make any 
adequate provision for future comfort, nor show any 
indication of a desire to migrate to new homes that 
might involve increased labour. They belong mostly 
to the fishermen folk, and, in their own element, 
were formerly, and might again become fairly re
spectable and self-supporting. The past two years are 
not typical, and conclusions drawn from such recent 
experience are likely to prove fallacious. In any 
case, emigration is far more popular here than migra
tion, but about a score of small holders would gladly 
migrate to any economic farms, wherever situated.

27. The subsidiary industries, formerly flourishing 
but recently affording only spasmodic employment in 
this parish, are—Knitting (of vests, pull-overs, 
gloves, blouses, &e.), embroidery, on a very limited 
scale; lace-work, within a still more restricted com
pass, and other sorts of needlework. If larger em
ployers, like Macnally of Monaghan, were multiplied 
by financial encouragement, and trade with the 
States and Canada fostered, the results would ob
viously justify moderate expenditure. There are 
vastly more trained hands than can be employed.

28. Factory life is not desirable for our girls, but 
shirtmaking and kindred work supplied by a Free 
State factory would be a most commendable domestic 
occupation.

(reneral.
29. The contemplated training college might lie 

located either in a wholly Irish-speaking district, 
like Teelin, or in a partly Irish-speaking village, like 
Carrick, rapidly coming into line, without possible 
detriment to its efficiency, as the anglicised area is 
infinitesimally small. In compensation for the in
jury inflicted on the native tongue by the Glen- 
columbkille Hotel here in our midst, it would be a 
just judgment to convert its well-preserved skeleton 
into a nursery of futuie Irish teachers. The expense 
of restoration would be a mere bagatelle, compared 
with the extensive and eminently suitable accomo
dation in class-rooms, &c., which it would afford.

30. Teelin Coastguard Station would receive second 
preference from any unbiassed voter, but the journey 
to and fro- would involve some additional cost to the 
students. The “  Finishing Plant ”  for tweeds, men
tioned in Schedule “  A ”  ought to ,be entrusted to 
thoroughly Irish hands in intimate touch and sym
pathy with the native population. The Glen river 
affords tempting facilities for the erection of such 
fabric anywhere along its banks.

31. The three partly Irish-speaking areas in this 
parish are so insignificant that, in the healing pro
cess contemplated, there is absolutely no room for 
differentiation.

(Signed) E. MAGUIRE, D.D.,
C'anick, Tir-hortnaill.

2011, Ma;i. 1925.
* * * * *

SCHEDULE A. ^HOMESPUNS).
1. In the eighties of the last century, a Mrs. 

Harte, from London, was entrusted with £3,000 to 
erect a factory in Middletown, Gweedore, for “  finish
ing ”  tweed webs manufactured by the peasantry of 
that district. So pronounced was the success of this 
venture that the resultant prices were so enhanced 
that the country about was enabled very soon to im
prove their houses and dietary, and began for the 
first time to manifest signs of thrift and assured com
fort. After a time Scotch thread was imported, and 
deterioration destroyed the market. However, new 
management restored both quality and sale. Now,
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what we want is a “  finishing plant ”  constructed on 
the same lines.
• 2. On page 68 of his “  History of the Congested 
Districts B oard/’ Mr. Micks has recorded the story 
of the origin and growth of the Homespun industry 
at Ardara:—

“ The improvement scheme provided for (1) the 
establishment of a store for rolls of tweed or flannel,
(2) the inspection, at the monthly ‘ fair ' of all rolls 
submitted for examination, and the stamping or 
branding of all rolls of thoroughly good manufac
ture, and (3) the payment of a .bonus on all stamped 
rolls, a penny a yard to the owner and a half
penny to the weaver. Sufficient precautions were de
vised to guard against improper claims, and as a 
result the quality and the price improved greatly.
T. W. Rolleston represented the Irish Industries 
Association, and the joint action between the Board 
and the Association continued as long as it was de
sirable to offer inducements for good spinning, 
dyeing, patterns, and weaving. These looms were 
supplied to local weavers on the loan system, &c.”

The points I wish to emphasise are the stamping, 
finishing, and marketing. Most of the looms are still 
in good working order.

SCHEDULE B. (SEA FISHING).
1. Instalments on Loans for boats and gear have 

nowhere in Ireland been paid with the same punctua
lity and completeness observed by the Teelin fisher
men. If an instalment in a case or two remains un
paid, the deficit is more than balanced by the amount 
above cost price charged for the fishing gear. Hence 
no risk to the Treasury would be involved in fur
nishing reliable crews with motor boats on the secu
rity of the boats themselves. An official of the Min
istry could check the receipts for hauls, and retain 
for the Ministry such reasonable proportion each 
time, as would eventually pay interest and capital. 
The gear ought to become the fishermen’s absolute 
property on their payment of cost price.

2. A market is not always available for fresh fish, 
but, when it is, the Government ought to insist on 
quick transit and through rates.

3. The old Irish Parliament, 1782-18U0, supplied salt 
.free at all important ports and erected Government 
stores.

4. “  The Parliamentary bounty is 20s. a ton, but 
there must be four men for the first 20 tons and one 
for every 8 tons over. A duty of 4s. a barrel is paid 
on imported herring from outside the British Islands. 
The Scotch have a bounty per barrel on exportation.”  
Arthur Young’s “  Tour in Ireland, 1776,”  pp. 181-182. 
There is here a question of cured herrings; in herring 
fishing 47 boats were then engaged in Teelin.

5. There is absolutely no effective check on foreign 
vessels fishing on coastal waters. Quite recently I 
have seen three French trawlers actively engaged in 
fishing within a few yards of the shore between 
Rathlin O ’Bim and Glen Head At th? former island 
they took a number of lobster baskets which they had 
evidently deposited there. No wonder the herrings 
are driven away.

The points I wish to emphasise are : (1) Loans for 
boats; (2) Notification of market and through rate;
(3) Curing facilities; (4) Bounty; (5) Protection from 
foreign trawlers.

i. *  *  *  Hí

VERY REV. E. C4NON MAGUIRE, P.P., D.D.. 
ej-ami ned.

1. In) Chairman.— You may wish to add something to 
your statement, or perhaps there are some points you 
would like to enlarge on ?—There are just a few gene
ral statements that I would like to explain, and a few 
that I would like to amplify. In regard to the pen
sions officers, it is all-important that men in that 
position should understand what the old Irish-speak
ing applicants would disclose on matters referring to 
age, means, etc., and for a very long time young men 
were sent into this purely Irish-speaking district who 
were either altogether ignorant of Irish, as most of 
them were, or had a very superficial acquaintance 
with the language. The consequence was that there 
were very grave misunderstandings. People were 
asked how many acres of land they had and they said 
so many perches, and perches went into the record 
of means. Within my own experience there came five 1 
of these pensions officers within seven months, and

not one of them knew Irish. In regard to the pre
sent pensions officer, he is not merely able to 'dis
charge his duties—he has a very moderate knowledge 
of Irish—but he has actually procured a nurse to 
teach his children Irish. He is a veTy great im
provement on his predecessors.

(6) In regard to the Civic Guards, there arc 
five of them in one barrack and four in
another. We should be perfectly satisfied if 
three of the five could speak and understand Irish 
with' ease, and of the four three or two. It is a sad 
thing to see that officials—apart from the education 
officials—should be altogether unacquainted with the 
language, because ours is almost totally an Irish- 
speaking district. The census discloses one out of 
thirteen, and closer investigation discloses one out of 
fifteen speaking English—from the parish of Kilear, 
which is represented here by the Chairman of the 
County Council, and the parish of Glencolumbkille, 
which I have the privilege of representing. These are 
two purely Irisli-spcaking parishes.

(r) I would, with the consent of the Chairman 
of the Commissioners, wish first ol all to
deal with the item that appear* on their itinerary 
last—trading with Sligo. That project is of great 
importance, especially to these two parishes. 
We opened negotiations with the Department of In
dustry and Commerce, and that Department had 
kindly consented to sanction a loan of something 
close on £5,000, but capital in our district is very 
limited, and the amount frightened intending inves
tors. It would be too much to be accountable for in 
the present unprosperous condition of trade. The 
representative of the Fishery Department has kindly 
offered to submit to that Department that a boat—a 
steamboat—be chartered by us. He estimates the 
value of the boat at £600. It is a boat of ten years 
of age, and suppose we estimate it at £500, which, is 
a very small reduction, and then we charter it for 
one year first on approbation, 5 per cent, on £500- 
would be something like 10s. a week, which is very 
reasonable and moderate. Of course the man in 
charge of the boat would demand, and be entitled to, 
about £4 a week. This offer is certainly one that we 
should embrace with avidity and cheerfulness, when 
we are absolutely certain that the boat after ten 
years is altogether seaworthy and as effective as a new 
boat. The offer is to us acceptable with certain re
servations. Then we want to know what is the trade, 
and whether we can make the proposition a practical 
economic one. At present the rates from Derry to 
Killybegs are 15s. 7d., 22s. 4d. and 34s. 9d. per ton, 
according to the class of goods. That is as far as 
Killybegs. Killybegs to Car rick is 2) is It is really 
25s. a ton, for these so-called ton motor lorries 
work out at 15 cwt, I always pay a pound for 15 cwt.. 
and 5s. for the residue. That, of course, is very 
high. There are certain other things to be taken 
into consideration. For instance, certain goods like 
meal and flour are sold in Killybegs by Spiller & Co. 
at practically the same cost as Sligo merchants are 
prepared to offer to sell meal and flour to us. Sugar 
should come down from l|d. to }d. in the pound and 
many other things, hut ior meal and flour the dis
parity would not be so striking. The saving would 
come in in virtue of transit from Sligo by sea to 
Teelin. The cost by motor from Killybegs, together 
with the amounts paid for transferring the goods, 
would be the principal thing. Instead of 25s. a ton, 
it would always be 3s. more to the Teelin district; 
something like 28s. The charge to Glencolumbkille 

is 35s., while from Sligo to Teelin by sea the charge 
was 7s. This leaves a very considerable margin 
of saving. We can economise, say, 15s., at all events 
on each ton Then it would not be difficult to 
keep imports within the “  Southern hemisphere,”  and 
it would have the additional advantage that the 
money would not be going into the pockets of Derry 
and Belfast Orangemen. Of course as a substantial 
consideration, quite a number of people would be em
ployed, these being our own people. In regard to 
this project we should be prepared when we examine 
the boat, or get it examined by experts, to take it 
out at once on trial. The committee are exceedingly 
grateful to the representative of the Fishery Depart
ment, and they would be prepared for immediate 
action.

Id) The next request that we put forward, a very 
long standing demand on the part of the Gaelic coni-
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irnmity, is that an Irish college he established there. 
One of the most conspicuous features here is the out
flow of the population. Last year 168 boys and girls, 
all under 28 years of age, and most of them under 24, 
emigrated to America, and brought with them the 
heritage of the Irish language which for all purposes 
might as well have gone into the grave—all lost. Of 
these, 64 girls were competent to teach Irish, not 
merely in a primary or intermediate school, but in any 
university in the world, and all the others could with 
efficiency and ease give instruction in the infant and 

junior classes in the national schools, and all that 
without any expense for training. People speaking 
English are very rare birds in that district. As an in
ducement to the Commission to recommend to the 
Government the establishment of a school or Irish 
college in thei district, we have the shell of an excel
lent college in the coastguard station. Many of the 
Commissioners have seen it, It is perfectly preserved 
and most suitable. Intact it had housed quite a 
large number of nuns and primary teachers during 
the Irish sessions in the summer. It would accom
modate sixty pupils with great ease, and it has two 
large halls. The old Glencolumbkille Hotel site in the 
village is almost equally well adapted for the purpose, 
and the Irish College Committee authorises me on 
their behalf to offer the additional inducement of all 
the small savings they have, which in their entirety 
amount to close on £400—giving it all over to assist 
in rehabilitating this edifice. It would accommodate 
the people of Kilcar, part of Killybegs, Glencolumb
kille in its entirety, and a very large part of Ardara, 
And as for pupils, the college would be crowded from 
the very beginning and permanently. As to the capa
bilities of the pupils, they have proved their capacity 
for learning and they have also manifested their in
tellectual attainments in various spheres of life. There 
are twenty-two ecclesiastics from this district at present 
functioning in the world. There are twelve living, func
tioning, active, mid supposed to be very intelligent 
priests, in this diocese at the present moment- We have 
discovered that there are ten who have gone into that 
other great profession—ten physicians—most of whom 
have attained very great fame in their profession. 
These are only a few of the facts that we are well 
acquainted with. As for the other professions, there 
are any number in them. So that in point of educa
tion or in point of talent that comer of Gaeldom is 
not to be despised nor in fairness or justice can it be 
overlooked. These are the main points. There has 
always been an Irish college there, and there is more 
Irish tradition and there are more traditional poems 
and songs and more genuine Irish folk lore than in 
any other corner of these dominions or in any other 
part of Ireland. The statistics will bear investigation. 
Both those bouse skeletons have been already 
inspected by the Government, and the officials 
found them absolutely safe and sound. The scenic 
Attractions of the place have formed the subject of 
very sympathetic description bv sketch writers. 
These matters are thoroughly well known and it 
is quite unnecessary to labour the (piestion. Our 
claim for an Irish college has been submitted and all 
the material investigated, and it merely requires the 
impetus of the Commission’ s approval to have it 
carried into effect.

(e) With retard to home-spuns, we have been driven 
to the necessity of studying that subject during the past 
two years. With the collapse of the home-spun in
dustry the whole life-blood of remunerative employ
ment was suddenly drawn away from that Celtic 
locality. Out of ten houses in Glencolumbkille we dis
covered that there was only one that had not got a 
loom. That would mean that there were looms in 90 
per cent, of the houses, but in 40 per cent, of the 
houses the looms are standing idle awaiting employ
ment.

2. Is that in Glencolumbkille alone5—In the parish. 
What we want most urgently in regard to the market
ing of home-spuns is a finishing plant, and it would 
cost very little. It is technically known as a tenter- 
ing machine. Some people have been approached on 
this question—Bates of Dublin—with a view to the 
erection of a plant of this kind in the centre of this 
district. It is the only universal industry in the place 
that gives employment to all hands, the only industry 
that extends into every household. This tentering 
machine would, first of all, facilitate the carding of 
the wool in the homes, taking away all the ex

traneous, useless matter from the wool and leaving 
it more easily carded at home. It would not affect 
the home-spun industry in any way except to facili
tate the carding. All the rest would be done in the 
homes, save the dressing and dyeing. The dyeing 
would have to be done with vegetable matter, lichens 
and so forth, and could be done in this little factory, 
and it should be done according to design and accord
ing to the fashion of the time. As for designing, there 
is so much native talent that it is absolutely unneces
sary to go outside the district. The people are tho
roughly well made up on designs. I have brought a 
few of the designs. The one drawback in the culture 
of the material and its manufacture was a want of 
consistency, that is to say one part of the web would 
be drawn to a transparent thinness, with holes in it, 
and another part would be thick. Now, anyone can 
see by these patterns (produced), the Harris patterns, 
that the cloth is very thick. In order to get a market 
for it. it is necessary that it should not be transparent 
and filigree work; it should be closely pressed and 
thick. In my report I mention the remarks of Mr. 
Micks regarding the most profound success attained 
by the Congested Districts Board. First they gave for 
any well-made web manufactured in the homes— 
cottage manufactured web—a little bonus of a penny 
a yard. I suggest at present values 2d. per yard for 
first class, ljd. per yard for second class, and Id. per 
yard for third class, all goods produced to be subject 
to Government inspection, otherwise the market will 
be closed against them. With the Government stamp 
a market could be procured, I am told, in Canada 
and elsewhere. Presently it is expected that the 
Russian market will be open. However, these things 
are only conjecture. We must have proper material, 
proper colouring and designing, and the elimination 
altogether of shoddy. It is the manufacture of shoddy 
that destroyed the market. The people not merely 
put in bad stuff but employed more careless methods, 
stretching out the web far beyond its proper extent. 
Under the Harris system that is absolutely impos. 

.sible. It would not pay. In fact it is of material in
terest that the thing should be done well. There is 
no family that would not benefit by the manufacture 
and lucrative sale of home-spuns.

We have nothing but sheep and some small rattle, 
very poor specimens of cattle. The fact is our soil 
is so poor that good cattle would not live there. Even 
the hay is wretched. In regard to fishing, one section 
of the Commission held a meeting at Teelin, and were 
confronted there with a deputation of most responsible 
and intelligent men, all of them fishermen all their 
lives. Now they are asking a supply of a superior 
class ot boats—motor boats, while their spokesmen 
wanted them large motor boats, on hearing that these 
motor boats were very expensive, the whole body of 
the deputation agreed that about four of them would 
do. If they got four large and ten small motor boats 
they would be perfectly satisfied. It is a purely fishing 
district, but there has been no herring fishing during 
the past five or six years. They have had nothing at 
all. If they were allowed four large boats and eight 
or ten small boats costing about £300 or so, they would 
he quite satisfied. They have already been put to the 
test- and they have paid back all instalments. As 
regards the payment of instalments and the care of 
these boats, most people who are independent would 
advise the Government never to lose control over the 
boats even when the instalments are paid off. There 
might be some office in Teelin and some Government 
official might be paid to come round to look after the 
boats and see that they were properly cared for. Every
one knows that what is everybody’s business is ljobody’s 
business, and if there are six or seven men and one of 
them takes the whole burden of the labour on himself 
he will get no thanks, but probably will be criticised. 
There are two little points I should like to mention. 
First in regard to the hiring out of children of eight 
or nine to fourteen years of age. There is really not 
the slightest earthly excuse against sending children 
to school up to fourteen years. The reasons are ignor
ance and indolence. It is nothing but a bad tradition, 
and the sooner it is eliminated the better. In my 
native parish, instead of sending the children to hire, 
these little ones after school watch their mothers doing 
embroidery and sprigging. From the earliest years 
they do a little share themselves. They gradually im
prove and become expert and earn three times as much 
as some of those other children. I don’t see why those 
who go to hiring for four or five pounds the half
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year could not be better employed, even if only look
ing after the fowl, at home. This sort of penal servi
tude should not be tolerated at all. IVhen a man or 
woman talks about the teaching of Irish and tells us 
that the teaching should be voluntary, what do they 
mean by voluntary? Compulsory means that some
body’s will is imposed on the will of the child, the will 
of as ambitious mother or the will of a heedless father. 
What is the use of talking about making it voluntary, 
if it means the sheepish opinion of a few ignoramuses 
In some little angle of a valley. The first thing that 
a child should learn when it goes to school is how to 
make use of the language that it inherited from its 
parents. Of course they can learn reading, writing, 
and arithmetic, but it is no use for anybody to deny 
the value of Irish. I have the testimony of a person 
who was consistently a pronounced enemy o|_ Irish. He 
was a head inspector, Mr. Chambers, an Antrim man. 
Hike many others he became a convert to Irish. He 
visited the schools and was obliged to parry round with 
him an assistant, an organiser of Irish, to describe the 
work for him. As he stood listening, lie became con
vinced, as he put it himself, that instead of one idea 
the Irish-speaking child had two ideas. In other words 
the educational value was 200 instead of 100. There 
was a 100 per cent, dividend. These children were 
taught everything in Irish, and when Mr. Chambers 
came in he found they knew English better than the 
children in schools where no Irish was taught at all. 
That was his experience and that is the experience 
of all the inspectors. Hiring should be completely 
-tabooed—penalised first by compulsory education, and 
secondly by making the school and £he teaching attrac
tive in the shape of advantages and promise 
in the way of livelihood. If officials are re
quired to know Irish, that will do something to 
show that it is of utility and produces what is called 
bread and butter. This will help to prevent 
emigration. But what would prevent emigration im
mediately would be the employment of the intelligent 
boys and girls, particularly the girls, who have reached 
the 7tb or 8th standard in teaching the infant classes 
in the schools in the English-speaking districts through
out the country- They are thoroughly well-equipped 
for it, of course under the supervision of the princi
pal master or mistress. Irish would then get a grip on 
the affections of the country and it would reach a most 
triumphant acme of su ccess. Those are the few re
marks I had to make.

3. As regards the boat, as well as I could understand 
a local committee would charter the boat?— Yes.

4. And has a formal proposal been put up on behalf 
of the committee to the Minister for Fisheries to charter 
this particular boat?—Well, before the representative 
of the Ministry.

5. Can you say that the proposal is down in writing 
and available in writing for the consideration of the 
Minister for Fisheries?—It has not been signed yet. 
We require to get it signed by the committee and sent 
on to the fishery department. That- has not been done 
yet; in fact it is only within the last week or so that 
Mr. Moriarty made the suggestion that instead of 
guaranteeing this five thousand pounds or so, which 
we could not afford to take on our own responsibility, 
that boat which is already available might be chartered 
by us for a year as an experiment.

6. Do you propose now to put in a formal proposal? 
— Yes.

7. When are you going to do that?—Immediately.
8. For my own part I think the scheme is feasible, 

but the Commission can only. help to recommend a 
scheme that" is already fully formulated to the Depart
ment ?—Thanks.

9. With regard to the college, do I understand that 
what is proposed here is that a college should be put 
up, that it should be residential, and take in certain 
pupils from the primary schools?—Yes, that is our 
idea.

10. You would, I  think, prepare them for the teach
ing profession?— Yes. We should like to see a techni
cal school established, but I think this college should 
prepare them for the teaching profession and send them 
out to places which are not so favoured as ours in 
wealth of Irish.

11. You say you would have room in the college 
for sixty?— Yea, sixty.

12. How many years’ course would you contemplate? 
—I. think from three to five years, according to the 
intellectual equipment of the candidates.

13. For the purpose of getting at some figure, sup- 
■pose we say that fourteen or fifteen teachers for the

primary education system would he trained each year? 
We roughly calculated from fifteen to twenty.

14. And we require something like 350?—Something 
like that.

15. I think that would lie giving Glencolumbkille 
more than its share?—We would have to be given our 
proportion. It might not be necessary to have a four 
years’ course. Much would depend upon qualifications.

16. The Government may come up against the 
necessity of providing some typo of school to improve 
the general standard of education of persons who will 
become farmers, farmers’ wives, householders, and 
householders’ wives, and also to prepare students so 
that they can get into the (livil Service, the banks, 
and the railways, and get appointments available under 
the Local Government 'system generally?—Our pro
posal is for a more literary kind of education. Of 
course technical schools would provide all these things, 
Irish as a primary subject.

17. That would mean sotting up in this area a college 
for teachers, another technical school, another for those 
who want a higher standard of literary education?— 
1 think the technical school would form part of the 
general organisation, and in that way it would he 
different from the project we propose. There should 
he technical schools everywhere.

18. Your idea with regard to the college is that it 
should prepare local people to become teachers?—Yes, 
that is my idea.

19. I  understand you were in communication with 
the education department in the matter?—Oh, several 
times. They held out encouragement and hopes, but 
made no definite promise.

20. We do know that the Education Department are 
considering, and have more or less agreed to set up 
certain preparatory schools—I don’t know how many, 
it might be four or five schools—to which prospective 
teachers would go from all parts of the country, and 
which would not be restricted to pupils from any 
particular area. Your committee would not object to 
that?—Quite the contrary, we would welcome them 
with open arms, no matter where they came from.

21. If the college were set. up and only five or ten 
per cent, of the vacancies were given to persons from 
Glencolumbkille area, would there be strong feeling?— 
We should regard that percentage as a very unjust 
disproportion.

22. Suppose it was proved by figures that it was 
right ?—If the figures were there it would be less 
unaccountable. We have students from all parts of 
Ireland coming to the Irish college, and there is no 
reason why those who choose should not come to the 
prospective college.

23. We are anxious to get your idea of the scope of 
this college?—This college would supply the place of 
the schools in training pupil teachers and monitors. 
Monitors are to be done away with after this year. 
This year the Department recognises applications for 
monitorships; then monitorships are to be done away 
with. This college would be to bridge over the chasm 
and train seventh and eighth standard pupils going for 
the teaching profession.

24. And you have no statement to make at the 
moment as to how persons going for other walks of life 
might be assisted ?—Of course it would require too many 
teachers for the college. It would not be an economic 
proposition to combine a technical school or, say «. 
coachers’ school, with this educational college of ours. 
We could not have grinders or coachers to prepare people 
for the banks and railways and other professions. Our 
staff would consist of members of the teaching profes
sion, national school teachers and intermediate school 
teachers, and I  don’t see how we could hope to combine 
coachers’ work with the training of teachers. I don’t 
see how it could be made an economic and practical 
proposition.

25. In the matter off homespuns, how is the industry 
at present managed—who collects the homespuns for sale 
and finds a market, and who orders or imports the raw 
material?—I shall endeavour to answer these questions 
in an Irish way—it is not managed at all. The industry 
is dead, and if it is not buried, it is being rapidly 
carried to the grave. Nobody manages it. Formerly the 
web was brought to the market and was sold to the 
buyer at whatever he chose to give. There was no 
control, Government or otherwise. Then when the 
market fell away, there was an accumulation of webs, 
and people went to Enniskillen and other places, 
carrying them from door to door trying to get them sold. 
It is not only mismanagement: there is no management 
of any kind.
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26. Who approached Kate-- in Dublin recently in 
regard to the finishing plant?— Yes, on our behalf Dan 
Tighe did. We wanted to know whether it would be 
more economical to establish the old tuck mills. There 
were two in the place formerly. These tuck mills 
dressed and finished the article, and they cost very little 
to work—just the wages of one or two men. Two men 
worked it there, or a man and a woman. Except the 
pressure it was nearly all hand work. We wanted to 
know whether Bates would not erect a plant there. You 
see more homespuns were produced in Ardara ‘and 
Glencolumbkille than in all the rest of Donegal by long 
chalks. He said he would consider the matter, but that 
the cost, would be something like a thousand pounds, and 
he would be a long time taking in a thousand pounds. 
We only want the Government to erect a small plant 
at a very reasonable cost.

27. That type of hand industry is the chief industry 
in Glencolumbkille—in nine out of every ten houses?—
Yes.

28. Some of them making homespuns still?—Yes.
20. It seems a chance at present?—Yes. All chance.

Tlie amount of money now realised is intensely dis
couraging.

30. How do you get the raw material?—Off the. 
sheep. They spin and card the wool themselves. 
They do it all in the home.

3Í. With regard to the courts. Our official informa
tion is that Irish is not used in the courts, and that 
there is a tendency on the part of the people to use 
English, do you agree with that?—Oh, no. A great 
many of our people are unable to express themselves 
intelligibly in any other language but Irish, and as for 
giving an explanation of details of things minutely in 
English, that is altogether out of the question. I have 
to add that our people are not in court every day in 
the week. They avoid the court. It is a very rare 
tiling to find them in the court at all. Me have very 
little to do with the courts. Mr. O'Hanrahan is 
District Justice. He lias sufficient Irish to understand 
the explanations of any Irish-speaking witnesses. His 
clerk of court has a very fair acquaintance with the 
Irish language. There is no trouble there whatever. 
This is tlie only court. It is only held once in two 
months, and very often there is no case to be heard. 
Mr. Walsh's court is conducted in Irish. Where Irish 
clients come in, Mr. Walsh conducts the business in 
Irish. He is only delighted that Irish is spoken.

32. The court machinery placed at the disposal of 
the district justice is sufficient to enable him to transact 
the court business in Irish ?— Amply sufficient.

33. In spite of the fact that the civic guards don't 
know Irish, and that, perhaps the solicitors don’t know 
Irish ?— If a case turned up where Irish was necessary, 
one of the civic guards who would understand Irish 
would be put forward. That has happened several 
times. It is not true to say that no civic guard knows 
Irish; we have a man from Sligo county who speaks 
Irish quite as well as the Glen people themselves. There 
is always somebody available. I  don’t think there is 
any difficulty as regards Irish in the machinery of the 
courts here in Donegal.

34. You say under the head. Education, tlie effect of 
the schools is very materially impaired by home associa
tions in Garrick, Malinmore and Malinbeg school areas? 
—Yes. In every little centre where commercial 
travellers come and where a good deal or the whole of 
the work is performed in English, the children contract 
the habit of speaking English. Then of course in Malin
more, file place was most thoroughly planted. They 
«ere all Scotchmen who were brought in. The 
Catholics were hunted from the soil and driven away 
as rebels. That is why Irish became defunct there 
almost completely .

35. Mr. H'lnln In reply to the chairman about the 
courts, you mentioned that in a case in which Irish 
was used and which was conducted by a guard who 
was an English speaker, they called in a guard who 
could speak Irish?—Quite so.

30. How many solicitors would probably be able to 
conduct their business in Irish ?—I could not say. 
IVrhaps half-a-dozen.

3,7. You could give no information?—I really don't 
know. I would be puzzled to get half-a-dozen. I know 
some who know no Irish.

38. Would you not think that it is time to begin to 
have their lingo translated ?—-I agree with you this 
time.

•TJ .1» Seabh'ic■—Put them in the position of having

to look on as ignoramuses ?—Oh, I merely meant to 
say that justice was not imperilled, that there was 
always somebody in court to act as interpreter.

40- Mr. Hanly.—You referred to the utilising of girls 
to teaeh the language?—Yes, to the children in the 
schools.

41. Do you think that if a technical school were pro
vided that gave girls training for that purpose there 
would be a big number of girls who would take 
advantage of it?—There is no doubt about it. Irish
speaking girls brought into the national schools could, 
teach forty times more Irish and would produce vastly 
better results.

42. Do you think that school Irish, apart from home 
influence, is sufficient to save the language ?—I think 
it would not he school Irish at all; it would be home 
Irish. Girls coming from the hearth where Irish 
flourished, real living Irish, and going into the schools 
like that would bring the genuine article there.

43. I agree, but what they would be doing is talking 
Irish in school and English outside ?—I would have no 
English spoken. They would accompany the children 
on their recreation and would use Irish with them. 
That is «hat they would be for.

44. Do you think a big number of girls from Donegal 
would be got for that purpose if they had facilities ?—I 
would undertake to supply from 50 to 80 to-morrow 
without any trouble at ail—most accomplished, well- 
brought-up. talented girls, thoroughly equipped and 
ready for the work if the opportunity is given to them.

45. Do you think a system of loans to farmers-—short 
term loans or long term loans—to improve their land, 
houses and stock  would be of advantage to the farming 
community in Donegal?—When we made an offer of 
this kind as a temporary effort, the people refused to 
take the loan, saying it would be a millstone round 
their necks. It fell through for the present. They were 
getting tu'o-thirds of the money without any interest 
for three years, but refused. The stock  that was UDSold 
had perished in the mountains, yet they refused to 
take the loan to replace the stock.

4ti. Don't a considerable number go to the banks for 
loans?— Not this year. They would not get anything 
in the banks: they were overdrawn and their credit 
exhausted. We have no farmers. We have- not in the 
whole parish one acre of land on which you could use 
a plough.

47. You have had land?— We have rocks, heather, 
and moor. I think a genuine farmer would not regard 
it as land at all.

48. But you agree that the most should be made out 
of what you have ?—We try to do that.

4'd. Do you think there are sufficient instructors in 
the county for the requirements of the county?—I have 
my doubts about the value of the work that they are 
able to do, because the people don't co-operate with 
them. I think they are good men.

50. Would you like that there should be more 
instructors in the county than there are?—Judging by 
the results as we see them, I think the county is over
stocked with them.

51. You agree that the poultry industry could be 
improved ?—Certainly.

52. Do you think that two poultry instructresses are 
sufficient?—No. I don't think they are.

53. How many instructors for farmers are there?—I 
suppose there are twelve altogether employed by the 
Department or the county council or both.

54. It has been suggested that local boys and girls 
should he trained in agriculture and kindred subjects 
and in poultry-keeping and housewifery and kindred 
subjects : do you think that such hoy s and girls from the 
C.aeltacht would be more suitable for training—and to 
be trained to do the whole of their work in Irish—than 
those who are trained at present, 80 per cent, of whom 
are imported from other parts of the country ?—Of 
course I am thoroughly convinced of the truth of that 
statement. Given the training necessary for the work, 
I  have no doubt they are more suitable to give instruc
tion here than any foreigner's.

55. I don't mean foreigners?—I think the country 
people are the people who have the traditions and know 
what is wanted.

56. Do you think a college or central training station 
should be established, or a present existing one re
modelled in order to train such people to give them the 
whole of their training through the medium of Irish?— 
I think it is a most practical proposition. I  think it 
could be easily achieved and that the results would bo 
immense and most satisfactory.
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57. Do you think it would be a reasonable condition, 
supposing industries were being helped either techni
cally or otherwise, that the conversation throughout the 
industry should be in Irish ?—It would be almost neces
sary to have such a condition.

58. You agree that towns and centres of industry are 
centres at anglieisation?—Oh, they encourage the speak
ing of English. There is no doubt about that.

59. Such a condition would be reasonable ?—I think 
the complete elimination of English would be difficult. 
Boys and girls from English-speaking places find it 
very hard at first to avoid speaking English, but after 
a year or two the}7 might be required to speak no 
English at all.

00. .In Seabhac-—I don't know that there is anything 
left to be asked, the Canon has dealt so fully with 
everything. There are one or two points that I  should 
like to get a little information on myself. What area 
in this Glencolumbkille district is still intensely Irish- 
speaking?—If you get the map, a straight line drawn 
from Loughross Bay to the border of Killybegs at 
Largymore, bounded on the west by the sea.

til. To what extent does the custom of speaking 
Irish prevail among the people marketing in Killybegs? 
—It is almost gone.

62. I suppose the same has happened through 
Ardara ?— Yes. Once y o u  cross ti le  gorge from Gleu- 
glieish, from that on to Ardara is English-speaking.

68. Would this proposed boat be run to Kill}begs?— 
There would be no use running to Killybegs: there the 
railway would have to be utilised. No goods would 
then come from the 20 counties at all. Everything that 
conies into Killybegs except by sea, comes from Derry 
or Belfast.

64. Would not Killybegs be desirous of getting goods 
from Sligo?—Yes, and perhaps when our boat is dis
engaged, they would be anxious to supplement their 
present provision by using the boat, and we should 
be allowed to supplement our income a little in that 
way.

65. Would you think the boat should run every 
day ?—At least once a week. The statistics that were 
procured from the station at Killybegs established the 
fact that the average amount of goods taken into the 
district was forty-six to forty-eight ton-- in the week. 
One round of the boat in the week would do that.

66. The boat would be run then with its headquarters 
in vour parish?— Yes, in the Teelin estuari.

67. Is Teelin still universally Irish-speaking ?— No 
port in the world is so universally and unilingually 
Irish.

OH. What do the children of three or four speak?—  
They speak Irish.

bit. Has the habit begun there yet of mothers 
using English to the children in the cradle ?—I believe 
so, fortunately in a very limited wav—about six 
families or so.

70. Has that port any village?—Really there is in 
village near it. There is a collection of houses with 
self-contained little bits of land. These are in the 
neighbourhood of the school of Teelin proper.

71. We would start the boat from that place, working 
with Sligo.

72. Which is absolutely calculated to tend to tighten 
the grip of English-speaking ?—I should say it would 
have the opposite tendency, if we. employ men from 
Garrick and Teelin.

73. You would be in a position to dictate who should 
be employed on the ship and what should be the 
common language ?— Certainly, and insist on Irish being 
used.

74. The beginning of the use of English in that dis
trict in the case of little children, have you examined 
into it to find out whether it has begun because of a 
deliberate determination on the part of the mothers 
or by some peculiar mental evolution?—It is psycho
logically conceit—conceit on the part of the people 
that it is not the right thing to talk Irish. It is con
fined to a very few people.

75. Is it deliberate?—I don’t think it is a studied 
policy at a ll; it is like a fashion.

76. Were these people never told that they ought to 
speak Irish to their children?—I think with a few 
exhortations they would come to see their mistake, if 
they were told they were making so many fools of 
themselves.

77. Do you think that would do ?—I should think so. 
They are very respectable people and very intelligent. 
I  have never heard them do so, but others have told

me that there were a few families that were in the 
habit of talking English to their children.

78. Had it any connection with America or the out
side world?—No; with the Dublin officials. It is in 
that way they get it.

79. Are there any people established there who might 
set the fashion?—There are none now. There were the 
old coastguards, but they were not troublesome at all. 
It was the people’s own fault.

80. Arc there any persons there who cannot speak 
Irish ?—No. All the residents in the place can speak 
Irish.

81. There are people who come there to reside for a 
few years?—There are.

32. Do you find all the people adapt themselves to 
those who don't know Irish?—I think so, if spoken to 
in English.

88. And do those who come in make any effort to 
adapt themselves to Irish?—Yes, except a few ex
policemen and others.

84. Y'ou speak of good, raw material being available 
for intellectual pursuits?—Yes.

85. loir teaching?— Yes. When a mouitorsliip is 
vacant there would be about twent} candidates.

86. Suitable candidates ?—You might eliminate a few 
of the twenty, but fifteen of them would be quite suit
able.

87. Given suitable educational facilities, would the 
people from that place be able to hold their own in 
public competitive examination with the rest of Ire
land?—Up to the present in open competitive examina
tion, they have always been able to hold their own. 
Furthermore, as medical men or as priests the}' have 
always been able to hold their own, and have been in 
college winners of the very highest prizes. In the 
university it is the same thing. We have the most 
intellectual bilingual community perhaps in the world— 
at all events in this country.

88. These people who have been able to get away 
and get into the professions are children of people who 
have been able to afford education to them?—No. A 
great many get scholarships. Of course much depends 
upon families. In recent years—since 1911—since 
the scholarships were established in the university—a 
large number of these scholarships have been gained by 
students from Kilcar and Glencolumbkille.

8ft. If a post-primary school for day pupils was pro
vided in this district where children could come in four 
or five miles, a large number of pupils would attend 
it ?—It would be crowded.

90. Have you, in the proposed Teelin college, been 
thinking of that class of school child?—We have been 
thinking of the class of school that was proposed by the 
education department to bridge over the distance 
between the primary schools and the training colleges.

91. That school would be residential ?— Yes. These 
pupils might be allowed to go home at week-ends in 
order to make the course less expensive.

92. The idea conveyed is that pupils should be 
drawn for one purpose—for preparation as teachers ?— 
I think it will be found that we must limit it to that 
work, because we should be altogether unable to furnish 
teachers if we had to look to training for the banks, the 
railways, and the civil service.

955. Suppose the Education Ministry decided that it 
would set up five or six preparatory colleges to take 
children of twelve, thirteen and fourteen years of age 
in preparation for training and they choose children 
from Irish-speaking districts outside your area, would 
you have any objection to that?—Of course it would be 
obligator} to take those sent by tlie Government.

94. But from your parish there would be more than 
the average proportion of such pupils ?—We would 
expect that.

95. Perhaps it would get a number of people a way 
of possible livelihood if you had set up in the middle 
of the district a post-primary or higher primary school ? 
—That is what we would like, but we don’t want to 
ask for everything.

96. You would not be asking for two much?—We 
should be quite content with one or the other.

97. Deputy Hogan.—Practical farming is non-exis- 
tant?—It is, it hardly exists.

98. It cannoi exist without subsidiary industries?— 
No.

99. You agree that a certain number of people 
could he induced to migrate to better land? 
—f am not at all enthusiastic on the sub
ject. I broached the matter to the 558 families 
in our parish, and I could not get at first any
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experienced persons who would care to go. Then if 
■they would go, they might come back again. They are 
very reluctant to leave their homes and give up their 
little farms.

100. It is more or less sentimental?—Yes, and they 
are not suitable by their traditions, and their lack of 
farming experience for the new class of work.

101. Of course the idea would be that three to five 
hundred families would migrate?—A colony would be 
nil right, if you had a colony of people who would know 
how to utilise to the full extent the rich farms of 
Meath and Roscommon.

102. Possibly they would have at first to get some 
training?—Oh, yes, but going there with new equip
ment, new machines, and no implements with which 
they were familiar, they would be quite at sea and 
would probably return home again.

103. Don’t a number of these people go to Scotland? 
—No. They go to America. New York is the nearest 
place to us-

104. .1« Fear Afór.—In the instruction of the children 
in the Christian doctrine, which is Irish or English 
used in the schools?—I am sorry to say English pre
vails. Some of the teachers have told me that—just as 
I  find it easier in giving my evidence here to use Eng
lish—they find it easier to explain the points in the 
Christian doctrine in English as they were taught 
themselves. But Irish is taught in the schools and 
the words of the Catechism are taught in Irish—the 
questions and answers—but the explanations are given 
in English.

105. Don't you think that, if we continue teaching 
the Christian doctrine and other subjects through Eng
lish, it will eventually wipe out Irish?—Yes, but the 
Christian doctrine is often taught children to whom a 
perfect explanation could not be given in Irish. The 
teachers are native speakers, but they would find it 
easier very often to give an explanation in English; 
if not all of them, some few of them, who are extremely 
.zealous and anxious to do their work conscientiously, 
find they could give an explanation more lucidly and 
more succinctly in English than in Irish. Of course, if 
thev were asked to do it in Irish, they would do it,

l'OtS. Has the bishop made any ruling on the question? 
— No, he has not. It was well known that his pre
decessor would wish the children to learn the Catechism 
in Irish, bub the present bishop has made no ruling 
on the. question at all. Dr. O’Donnell was most 
anxious about the Catechism. The present bishop has 
made no ruling, but of course-, lie favours Irish and 
would like to see the Catechism taught and the inspec
tors examine in both languages.

107. As regards instruction in the churches, a good 
deal of it is in English?—In our parish most o f it 
is given in Irish. In Kilcar it is altogether in Irish. 
In (ilencolumbkilb-. like the teachers. I find it easier 
to preach a sermon in English than in Irish, but 
all the prayers are in Irish. 1 never say any prayers 
in English at all.

10.4. I think you haven't much sympathy with those 
who shout from the housetops that too much time is 
given to I r i s h ? —I think for a few years too much time 
could not possibly be given to it. I think the mme 
intensive the effort, the sooner the time will arrive 
when Irish will be supreme, and the schools can dis
pense with 'all the) exceptional measures which are 
necessary now.

109. You would agree that it, is mainly because Irish 
was not begun sooner in the «.c-hjols that we have this 
trouble now?—That is the effect of not having brought 
it into touch with education earlier, and that is the 
reason why I propose that in the infant classes no 
school should be left to English-speaking teachers, but 
should have Irish speakers. The old system of teaching 
Irish is of no value, being merely spasmodic,

The Commission adjourned, dtt 3 p-m. for lunch
* ’* * * *

The following statement furnished by Per. U. 
MacDu-t/er, P .P.: hud been circulated to the Com
missioners : — 1

1. The permanent industry of these Irisli-speaking 
districts is farming, but from the poor quality of the 
soil and the dense population living on it, a self-sup
porting economic condition is practically impossible. 
Great improvements have been effected by the Con
gested Districts Board and Department of Agricul
ture, and still further improvement might be made by 
teaching the people to keep fewer cattle and more

sheep, and to provide better winter feeding for the 
cattle. At present they are halt-starved every Spring. 
Statistics, etc., can be got from the Department of 
Agriculture.

2. Farming by itself would not keep the people 
above the starvation border, even in normal years, 
were it not supplemented by cottage industries. 
The principal ones of these are Donegal homespun, 
knitting, crochet lace, and embroidery. The Home
spun industry is at present almost ruined, largely 
through the fault of the people themselves. It can 
be revived, though, with a little encouragement, by 
impressing on the people that excellence rather than 
quantity of output should be aimed at, and by 
Government inspection and stamp. The other cottage 
industries are necessarily subject to the fluctuations 
of fashion and market, and in order to be made of 
permanent value they should always be run on a 
Sound commercial basis.

3. Along with cottage industries may be classed 
migratory labour. Between 2,000 and 3,000 men, 
boys, and girls, leave the northern seaboard every 
Spring for agricultural work in the counties of Done
gal, Derry, and Tyrone, and also for Scotland. The 
wages they earn are an essential asset for the support 
of their families.

4. Another important industry for these districts is 
fishing. However, there is little need to say much 
about it. as information and statistics can he much 
more fully got from the Ministry of Fisheries. For 
its further development, better protection against 
illegal trawling is required, the use of motor boats 
extended, and technical instruction for the young 
fishermen in the care of motors and nets.

Suggestions for Improvement—lle-afforcstation.

5. There are large areas throughout the county, 
especially in the mountainous districts—the Irish
speaking districts—suitable for re-afforestation, but 
if such work be undertaken the land should be ac
quired by the Government and thoroughly fenced 
in, so that neither sheep nor cattle could destroy 
the plantations. This, of course, looks more to the 
future than the present, but is none the less im
portant for that.

Power Ireeclopmcnt.
(i The water power of Donegal is tremendous and 

easily capable of further improvement. Apart from 
the Erne (estimated at 73.000 h. p. from Belleek to 
the isea), power could be developed from practically 
every river in the county, as they are nearly all 
fed by lakes and have a good fall, and in the densely- 
populated districts, factories (woollen, rope-making, 
mineral) could be established, and the output could 
be put on the home market at a reasonable price.

Minerals.

7. There are undoubtedly many districts in Done
gal where mining (in its widest sense) could be 
carried on. Many and beautiful species of granite 
are to be found in the Irish-speaking districts, Ga
lena (silver and lead ores) is to be found in Inish- 
r.wen (near Cardonagh); in Keeldrum (Gortahorn); 
near Fintown (associated with Manganese); in Kil 
raine (between Glenties and Ardara); and at 
Knockybrin (near Eetterkenny). Many of these 
were mined seventy or eighty years ago, hut the 
difficulty of transport in those days, and the dis
covery of huge deposits in America, made their 
development unprofitable. ('tipper is found at Malin- 
beg and several other plages; Steatite (Soapstone), 
at Crohey Head; and Gypsum at Wo'odhill (Ardara). 
Marble is to be found in Errigal, and Siliceous Sand 
!(for glass and bottlemaking) in Muckish.

8. The list of minerals could easily be extended; 
their mining and working would largely depend on 
the development of electric power from our rivers 
and lakes. It would be extremely desirable if a 
thorough mineralogical survey of the county could 
be made, as valuable mineral lodes are commonly 
found on the border lines between eruptive and 
stratified rocks such as we have largely in Donegal.

(Sgd.), HUGH MACDWYER, P.P. 
22)id May, 1925. Goriahorl;, Co. Donegal.
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1. Chairman.—We have had vour statement, are 

there any additional remarks you would like to 
make?—There is very little more that I could say, 
except, perhaps, to enlarge on a few points The 
things I, mentioned were altogether industrial and 
economic. I think the whole question is one that 
Calls for an economic solution. Unless that is found 
you cannot have much progress in any way. 1 re
gard the average farm as incapable of any improve
ment in many places. For these a migration scheme 
is the only remedy. I think a number of these 
people who have been migratory labourers would 
be most suitable for such a scheme, because they 
.are accustomed to machinery and to the working 
of farms where horses are employed. Then I men
tioned about the mines. There should be a mine- 
ralogical survey of the county to see whether it could 
be shown that there are minerals in paying quan
tities. If the Government made that survey and laid 
power from the Shannon scheme or developed our 
own water power here, we have plenty of labour, and, 
I think, it would be a paying proposition. AVith 
Government encouragement you would probably get 
capital to work them. With regard to afforestation, 
I  should like to see something done. In the Done
gal hillsides there are large areas that could be 
utilised without any loss. They are no good for 
farming, and practically no good for grazing. I 
should like to see fewer cattle and more sheep kept. 
We have tremendous water power that could he 
utilised everywhere through County Donegal. It 
could be made an adjunct of the Shannon scheme or 
an independent scheme of development. As long as 
you have the economic condition of the people such 
that their only hope for a lining is to go abroad, 
.therei is no use in trying to keep or restore the lan
guage.

2. On the question of farming you suggest that the 
people keep too many cattle, and that they should 
keep more sheep ?—Yes.

‘d. To what size holdings do you refer ?—Ordinary 
small holdings of mountain land. A great many of 
them have mountain grazing that could be utilised 
for the keeping of sheep. There is, it seems, a kind 
of pride in keeping a number of cattle, and they 
feed the cattle so badly in the winter and spring, 
that they are absolutely useless. It takes the whole 
spring, months and into the summer before they âre 
in condition. The Department should discourage 
them from keeping such cattle. If they kept fewer 
cattle it would be better and more profitable for 
themselves.

4. Could you suggest the number of acres of arable 
and the number of acres of mountain land, the num
ber ‘of cattle they keep at present, and the number 
of sheep they keep at present?— Take a farm ofj sav, 
about 20 or 30 acres, you would have about a third of 
it arable. I know people like that who keep four or 
five and six head of cattle between cows, heifers, anil 
calves. I think that is too many, and that such 
people should be discouraged from keeping . more 
than two or three, three at the outside. Where they 
have a big commonage, in certain lands in the 
mountains for grazing, if each family kept a number 
of sheep it would he much better than putting cattle 
bn it.

5. You think a change like that would improve 
their incomes?—Yes. In the south side oi the county 
they keep ever so much more sheep than they do in 
the north side of the county. It may be that the 
grazing is better, but I don't know that it is. It is 
pretty much the same in the mountains.

6. Where they keep sheep in the north, where do 
they dispose of the wool ?—They sell it in the market 
usually. They do very little in the flannel industry 
in the north of the county. They sell it direct at the 
market price. The wool of- the black-faced sheep is 
rather too coarse for use alone. The black-faced 
sheep were rare at one time. The white-faced sheep 
were then more common, but they are delicate, and 
(are not able to live in the mountains as well as the 
black-faced ones. The black-faced sheep are much 
hardier and their flesh is more tasty. In some dis
tricts it is very sweet. It is rather leaner than the 
ordinary run of mutton we get in the lowlands, and 
is very tasty.

8. In the district you speak of is there any ten
dency to sub-divide holdings ?—There was, but in the 
estates bought by the Congested Districts Board sub. 
division is prohibited.

9. It has been suggested to us that in some of these 
holdings that have been bought out already, grants 
for the improvement of houses were refused for some 
reason, and that there are houses on some of these 
holdings that are in a very had condition. \Ye have 
seen some of them. Assistance would be accepted 
if it were available?—There is a scheme at present, 
and a great number of people are availing themselves 
of this scheme in Cloghaneely parish. A good num
ber of them sent in applications, something between 
'50 and GO, possibly more, under the recent scheme. 
1 think it was this year it came into force. I think 
the Congested Districts Board were able to devote 
a tenth of the whole amount available to improve
ments in land, roads, and houses. That was a consi
derable advantage to the people. 8tnce their work 
has been taken over by the Land Commission I 
don’t think it has been so successful or so sympathetic 
as under the old Congested Districts Board.

11. Do you feel that the housing facilities and 
assistance provided in the recent Housing Act are 
sufficient to deal with any housing problem there is? 
—It is hard to say. Possibly it is as good as can be 
devised at present. It is certainly a great help. I 
think they can get grants as high as £70.

12. With regard to the home-spun industry, that 
industry has failed largely through the fault of the 
people themselves. What were the particular 
faults?—About 25 years ago home-spun in Donegal 
was extremely valuable. It could always fetch from 
half-a-crown to three shillings a yard on the average. 
The middlemen tempted by these prices introduced 
shoddy yarn from the Yorkshire mills, and got the 
weavers to weave this for them, and they put it on 
the market as Donegal handwoven. I was in Ardara 
at the time, and the parish priest there warned 
the people against it. I, myself, did something 
against it too. I tried to get the Irish Industries 
Association to take up a prosecution against these 
buyers, but they were unable to prosecute on 
account of the fact that the material was put. on 
the market as Donegal hand-woven, which it was, 
but not Donegal home-spun. On the ground of that 
distinction there was no use in taking proceedings. 
We tried to get the people to keep strictly to their 
own wool and to their own work, which would always 
have a certain market, and would always command 
a certain price, because it would be rare. People 
like to have something that is rare, and could al
ways pay for it. Wo can never compete with the big 
mills, where they have power and experience such 
as we can never possess.

13. They should make what is not common?—Yes.
14. Have you anything to say about the organisa

tion and management of the industry ?—That was 
left to the ordinary law of supply and demand. The 
Congested Districts Board had in Ardara an arrange
ment for examining and stamping the home-spun 
It was always a great advantage to have a certain 
guarantee that the home-spun was up to standard 
Some of the people made the cloth very thin, almost 
like netting, and pulled it out to get a greater num
ber of yards into the piece. That naturally destroyed 
the industry. With a Government stamp the agent 
of the Government would refuse to stamp anything 
with flaws like that, and there would be no sale 
for it. That is as far as we have gone with regard 
to organisation. Three years ago we were promised 
a thousand or fifteen hundred pounds by the De
partment, hut the trouble arose in the county and 
the thing fell through. Nothing has been done about 
it since as far as I know.

15. If at that time you had got the thousand or 
fifteen hundred pounds, how would it have been 
used?

16. A company of weavers and workers would be 
formed like a co-operative society, and they intended 
to start the thing, gradually paying off the loan. 
They would require a certain amount of capital to 
start and put it on the market and advertise it. It 
was rather difficult to get money, because the people 
Svho had the money would not go into1 it.
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17. Some of the witnesses before us this morning 
in connection with cottage industries and home in
dustries considered that what you want is a number 
of industries that would be situated near each other 
and not scattered too much over a number of coun
ties, and that there should be some kind of co-opera
tion among them with regard to standardisation and 
marketing. Do you agree?—I agree with that. You 
would require a certain centre that would be con
ducted on a commercial basis. Motor transport 
could be used for a laTge district in the north of 
the county, two or three parishes could he or
ganised in that way, and the co-operative committee 
.Could send out the orders to the districts where they 
knew they could be filled.

18. Do you feel that in the re-establishment of the 
home-spun industry again, the raw material used 
should be raw material grown in the local area?— 
Well, I would prefer to use wool grown in the area, 
but, if a better quality were required, I would be 
in favour of getting in the better wool. It has been 
claimed, I think, bv experts, that the wool grown 
on the sheep of these mountains has damp resisting 
power which is not found in Australian wool; that 
the wool grown in this damp climate resists damp. 
I  don't knew whether that would apply to wools 
from other parts of Ireland. Perhaps it would be 
the same as this mountain wool.

19. Would that apply to the white-faced sheep as 
well as to the black ?—Oh, yes. The black-faced 
sheep were introduced from Scotland. They were 
known as Scotchies.

20. Was there a native sheep here before the black, 
faced sheep were introduced?—There was, a white- 
faced sheep.

21. They were delicate?—Oh, yes. They were not 
at all so hardy as the black-faced. They required 
better housing in the winter and even in the summer 
time, but their wool was better.

22. In the matter of fishing you referred to techni
cal instruction?—Yes.

23. We have been struck by the evidence given in 
Dublin in connection with the fishing industry, that 
there Avas practically no technical instruction pro
vided for our fishing population. Have you thought 
by what machinery technical education could be 
brought to our fishing population?—Under the tech
nical scheme there was an industrial school estab
lished at Killybegs, which it was intended would be 
largely a fishing school, but it was found impossible 
to carry it out in its entirety. I still think such a 
school would be the proper place for such instruction.

2-1. It has been suggested to us that something likr- 
a nautical school is wanted here?—I don’t know what 
you mean by a nautical school.

25. For teaching navigation?—That is a very 
special thing. You would require a better education 
for that than our boys usually get.

26. It has been suggested that if our men are to 
follow the fish round the coasts and round the Eng
lish coast they would want the knowledge?—I ain 
strongly in favour of using our own fishing areas, 
and. if our men were fishing Tound the coast for a 
4ime they would have a great deal of nautical know
ledge. I have seen a lot of Scotchmen coming into 
Killybegs. They were ordinary seamen, but they 
had a great deal of nautical knowledge and could 
go anywhere they pleased.

27. If technical instruction were to be given at 
certain centres—take the coast from C'loughaneelly to 
the Swilly—are there any places there that you 
would say should be centres for technical instruc
tion ?—Downings or C'arrigart would be the place. 
I  don’t know; about travelling instructors. About 
twenty-five years ago the Congested Districts Board 
got temporary instructors from Scotland. They did 
their work excellently, but I would like to see our boys 
getting a bit better education than these men were 
able to give. Technical instruction is very useful 
in training the intelligent. I have seen boys in the 
industrial school unable to learn anything in the 
Ordinary way. but at manual instruction they learned 
iar more, it is wonderful how it develops their in
telligence. I think technical education is very 
necessary everywhere.

29. As to the position of the fishing industry, is 
there anything else you would like to say?—I would 
like to see motor boats provided. This was a type of

toiotor boat of 25 to 30 feet keel, with an 8 or 10 h.p. 
motor. They are not very expensive; I think they 
could be got for £200 or £250, motor and all ready 
for sea.

29. Futher Cunningham.—Less than £200?—Yes.
30. At least some years ago?—Y'es, but with ex- 

penses now and the price of timber and things like 
that it would be much more.

81. Chairman.—With regard to afforestation, has 
anything been done by the Donegal County Council? 
—Yes, the planting of timber belts in a straggling 
sort of way where the people take them.

32. Did it depend on the initiative of the local 
people ?—It did.

33. Did they get grants?—They got the trees from 
the Department of Agriculture. There were some 
experiments in one or two1 places by the Musgraves. 
They planted a lot of trees, but they did not fence 
in the mountain and they did not look after them 
afterwards. Consequently it was a failure. Barnes- 
inore plantation failed for the same reasons; it was 
all destroyed.

34. If there is revival of industries here, you 
are convinced that power will be required ?—Yes.

35. Perhaps you have some suggestion to make 
with regard to the transmission line of the Shannon 
scheme. I think on one side the suggested line 
is to end at Killybegs, and Letterkenny on the other, 
but neither of these lines would touch this side of the 
county.

36. Do you feel that there is going to be »  substan
tial demand for power for industries in the western 
and northern portions of Donegal?—I don’t think 
so, as long as the industry is as it is at present. 
If industries could be opened up on a large scale, 
working with machinery, then you would require a 
great amount of power.

37. In your opinion is there on the side of initia
tive and on the side of capital vigour enough in the 
county to get into the work in such a way as to 
demand the production of power?—I don’t think so.

38 You think that if this is to be done there 
must be fostering assistance from outside to get it?— 
Yes. For instance, the carpet factories. It was the 
Congested Districts Board that invited Mr. Morton to 
set them up. That was before the war. I consider 
that any other industry that would be started should 
be on the same lines as that.

.39. AYould you feel that if power were being sup
plied to, the country generally, and this area was left 
unattended to for some time, and industries began 
to grow out of the power available in other parts 
of the country, the possibility of establishing indus
tries in this area on an enduring basis would be 
seriously prejudiced?—I don’t know that it would. 
It all depends upon the type of industry we could 
take up and the market we would intend to supply 
to make it a success. My belief is that the home 
market is what we should look to principally.- 
I don’t think it is possible to make industries 
spring up like mushrooms. Anything that might 
be recommended by this Commission would take 
a few years before it grew. If the power were 
available, and if it were shown that industries could 
succeed, encouragement from the Government would 
induce capitalists to establish such industries in the 
county. Where you have cheap labour and cheap 
power—these are the two essentials for any industry.

40. On the mineral side, you said that with the 
exception of granite quarrying very little can be 
done for mineral development in the absence of a 
general survey ?—Y'es, I think a mineral survey is 
a necessary preliminary, and it would be worth while 
to make it. Wherever there are eruptive rocks beside 
stratified rocks, like granite with quartz, you have 
important minerals always in such places. Quartz 
could be used for building stones. Limestone also is 
found in places. Granite could be used for a number 
of purposes, if tlie industry were organised on a 
paying basis.

41. Have you any experience of a mineral survey 
that would enable you to estimate how much money 
might be put into such a survey ?—No, I could not 
give you any idea. I expect it would be pretty ex- 
pensive though, because you would have to make 
borings along the lode and get assays made. I 
think it would amount to a considerable sum.

42. Father Cunningham.—In going Tound through 
the county we have been struck by the fact that a
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great many of the houses or cottages would require 
improvement. Do you think the parish improve
ments scheme would effect any good if it were re
vived?—I think it would in brightening the homes 
of the people. I was secretary of a committee under 
the old scheme, arid-T found the results were very 
{good. The value of the work done was generally 
eleven or twelve times the amount expended.

43. In price?—Yes, and another thing, it fostered 
the spirit of emulation. When one man in any town- 
land improves his house the others follow his 
example.

44. Home brightening?—Yes.
44a. Have you devoted much time or thought to 

the question of migratory child labour ?—Not parti
cularly. I have not seen very much of it until I cnmo 
down to Cloghaneely.

45. Has it struck you that this system might have 
very bad results—not alone educationally, but also 
that it might tend to destroy parental control and 
lead our people to become undisciplined?—Yes, it 
•does lead to that. Children that go to work in the 
Lagan at the age of ten or twelve years, when they 
come home in the winter they are sent to school, 
but if they get a little liberty they don't go. When 
parents complain of the want of discipline in the 
children, and you answer “  was it not just the same 
in your own young days?”  They say, “  Oh, yes, just 
the same.” Children may want to' get away from 
home and go down the Lagan, and the parents make 
no objection to their going. They have been to the 
Lagan themselves of to Scotland.

46. Migratory labour going to Scotland or England 
for harvesting seems a necessity?—It is a necessity

‘ in the present condition of things.
47. I should not like to think that the hiring out of 

small children is a necessity ?—There is a lot of it that 
is not a necessity, I think. People seem to look upon 
children as an economic asset, and as soon as they 
are able to utilise them they do it. I don't think 
they now send them out as much as they did.

48. Mr. Manly.—Regarding afforestation, are there 
any nurseries in this county in which young trees 
are grown ?—I don’t think there are. There is one 
near Strabane.

49. Do they depend for supplies on private nur
series?—I do not know.

50. Father Cunningham.—The counfy committee 
have had a nursery in Ballybofey for some years. 
They found that trees brought from outside the 
county did not thrive and they started this nursery 
to grow trees that would suit the county.

51. Mr. Manly.—Would it be desirable that there 
should be extensive nurseries in the county in order 
to supply trees all over the county, apart from such 
a question no shelter belts for farmers ?—YTou would 
not require such extensive nurseries for that. My 
idea of afforestation would be that the trees should 
be ’planted in large tracts of mountain land, and 
properly fenced and protected.

52. Yes, I appreciate that, but they could be done 
simultaneously ?—Yes.

53. Has there always been such a dearth of pigs 
in this county as there seems to be at present?—No. 
Formerly there were far more. Even twenty years 
ago there were three or four times as many as there 
are now.

54. That would not be many, because we have come 
across hardly any. Don’t you think it would be de
sirable that an effort should be made to re-establish 
pig breeding in the county ?—It would be a good 
thing, but when they have to buy Indian meal for 
them pigs are not very profitable.

55. An Fear il/bit—What is the position of Irish in 
the administration of the county, and in the public 
examinations for appointments by the county coun
cil?—I don’t think it has any status at all. Some
times I have seen Irish essential in examination 
announcements, but I don’t know how far it is carried 
out. I am not very much in1 touch with the adminis
tration of the county.

56. Have you met any officials in the Irish-speak
ing districts who were ignorant of the language?— 
Oh, yes, in fact few of them know anything about 
it.

57. Even pensions officers ?—Even pensions officers. 
I never knew one who knew Irish, but they can do 
their work very well. The people are Irish-speak

ing among themselves, but they all understand Eng
lish.

58. You were here when the Canon was giving evi
dence about the pension officer, who, in examining 
an Irish-speaking claimant, got acres down instead 
of perches, because he did not know Irish, with the 
result that the man was deprived of the pension for 
al time ?—No, but I could quite understand a case of 
that kind.

59. Do you think Irish should be an essential sub
ject for such officials in order to enable them to 
discharge their duties?—If you arc looking to the 
.practical effect on the language it should be essen
tial, and if you are only looking to efficient adminis
tration I think it need not be.

60. Have you any connection with the schools ?—I 
am manager of five schools.

61. What is the position of the language in them?— 
In four of them Irish has caused no trouble at all. 
In one in Falcarragh, some of the children from the 
surroundings are Irish speakers, and others are not, 
but .they- get on very quickly.

62. Have you had any complaints from your 
parishioners that too much Irish was taught?—Yes, 
and I had an inquiry in a school a short time ago. 
The Inspector was there, also when a man launched 
an attack against it. I have met several other cases 
myself. The trouble arose out of the children being 
deprived of four or five weeks’ school at the best 
time of the year for them.

63. Mr. Moriarty.—About the marine school you 
outlined to the Chairman, would that be a techni
cal school where subjects would be taught to the 
boys t<> fit them for positions as masters of vessels— 
navigation, a little marine zoology and such things? 
—Yes.

64 So that in practice such a school would be 
available for employment by the State for the develop
ment of the fishing industry?—Yes, a technical 
school in which there would be a department for 
each of these subjects.

65. Chaiiman.—1 think that is all, Father 
Mac Dwyer, thank you very much.

.M. Mc FAD DEN r . r a m i n c d -

1. Chairman.— You wish to make a statement Mr. 
.McFaddeu?—Yes, I have a few proposals here to put 
before the Commission. The first is the extension of 
the pier at Magheraroarty. The extension at the low 
warter-mark should be raised so high that the highest 
tide could not pass over it. This place serves the 
inhabitants of Tory Island and Innisbofin Eland who 
depend chiefly for their living on fishing. There are 
about sixty families on Tory, thirty in Innisbofin, and 
there are on the mainland around Magheraroarty thirty 
other families, all depending almost entirely on their 
fishing. Now, if there were greater accommodation for 
the crews fishing and better accommodation for the 
landing of the fish at the pier the curers would pay at 
least per cran more for the fish. Say 4,000 cran 
were landed for a couple of months, it would mean an 
additional sum of .£1,000 for the fishermen. That is 
about the pier. There should also be a curing station 
and a windlass to help the fishermen to haul up their 
boats when the tide is out. I don’t think the windlass 
would be very expensive. Then there are what we 
call the silver mines. There were two mines at work 
there and people who saw them at work sixty or 
seventy years ago say they were paying well then. 
There was a good deal of silver in them forty to sixty 
feet below the surface. I have with me here samples 
of minerals found. Perhaps some one might gut them 
tested and analysed. (Samples produced and handed 
to the Commissioners.)

2. Fiachra F.ilgeach.—Were all these from the same 
spot?— Yes, they were all from the same spot.

3. Chairman.—Have you anything further to say 
with regard to these?— Y’es, if a company was formed 
witli £1 shares and these shares were taken up in 
ones or tens or hundreds until they reached a thous
and, then you would have a thousand pounds and 
they would expect the Government to give two pounds 
for every one pound that was subscribed- YVith a 
capital of five or ten thousand pounds they could 
open up the mines again and see what could be made 
out of them. That is all I have to say about that. 
Now I come to the third proposition 1 have here. 
This sand found in1 the Muckish mountains could be 
used for the manufacture of excellent glass, and it
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is stated that there are large quantities of it there. 
The Government might perhaps inspect, it.

-I. Fiach.ra Eilgeach.—Have you sent them any of 
it?— No, I have not sent them any of it,

5. Chairman■—We saw it passing through there.
0. Witness.—The fourth point is that in the dis

trict where I live they have no mill for grinding oats 
or Indian corn- They have to travel fifteen or sixteen 
miles to get their corn ground. A corn mill should be 
erected in a central place, say Bedlam, that would 
suffice for the whole of the parish to make oatmeal 
and Indian meal.

7. Chairman.— Ate these the points you wanted to 
bring before us?— Yes, there is a fifth that I think 
would be very necessary. In the winter time in that 
area there are bogs where the people get flooded. It 
would be necessary to get drains to dry these bogs 
and carry away the water. That work would give 
employment and would dry the land.

8. Chairman.—Magheraroartv, is that where the 
Tory fishermen bring in their fish r—Yes.

0. Is all the fish caught by the Tory men landed 
at Magheraroartv?— No. They bring some to Downing» 
and Kincaslagh.

10. Why?—Because they get higher prices at Down
ing* and Ivincaslagh, because these people have accom
modation at their curing station, and they ran give 
higher price* because of the facilities they have for 
curing and shipping the fish. They have better iaci- 
lities than Magheraroartv.

11 . Has a n y  fish  e v e r  b e e n  c u r e d  at M a g h e r a r o a r tv ?  
— Yes, in  19 10  th e re  w e re  o v e r  4 .0 0 9  era n  o f  h err in g  
c u r e d  in  S e p te m b e r  a n d  O c to b e r .

12. Has any been cured since?—Yes, there was 
some cured a lew years ago, but no heavy fishing since 
until this year in the months of May and dune when 
there wore between two and three thousand eran cured.

13. How far is Magheraroarty from the railway 
station ?— It is between five and six miles—five-and-a- 
half miles;

14. Tlie population that would bp served by this 
curing station and fishing peat is entirely Irish-speak
ing?— Yes. entirely Irish.

15. With regard to these samples of minerals and 
sands, do you simply want to draw our attention to 
tin? fact that they exist, or has any proposition been 
put u)i from the local people as to the formation of a 
company?—No, they want public attention to be 
drawn to them to see if any use could be made of them.

10. Do you know who owns the property on which 
these silver mines are?—It has been bought by the 
Band Commission, 1 think.

17. Father C u n n i n g h a m .—If these schemes that 
yon have outlined were put into operation, would they 
give employment to a great number nt people in the 
various localities around?—They would give employ
ment to all the available working men around the 
district-

I k. These men are all Irish speakers?—They are 
completely.

19. At the present time where have they to go to 
look for work?—They have to migrate. They go to 
Scotland and try and make a living for themselves 
and their families- Some go for six months and some 
for three months and some for eight' or nine months.

20. It is by the money they earn in Scotland that 
they live chiefly, and if these schemes wore in work
ing order all the men could find work at homo?—Yes, 
they could then live at home.

21. They have at present to go elsewhere, among 
strangers?— Yes

22. And they are an Irish-speaking population?— 
75 per cent, of them know nothing but Irish.

20. Fiuchra Eilgeach.—What is your business?—I 
am, in general business, a merchant. I sell drapery, 
grocery and alcohol-

24. I hope there is no poteen there?—No. I have 
been there 29 years and there has not been a half-pint 
of poteen made in the parish during that time- f 
don’t lmoxv what it was before that, but there has 
been none made within thirty years In it.

* e- ■ *
SEAGHAN MAC MEANMAN, examined.

1. In the diririot of Fin town there are about 800 
adults who speak Irish, and there are about 40 or 50 
who speak English. These arc chiefly the children 
of shopkeepers, school teachers and policemen. All 
the others are bilingual Irish speakers. The only 
industries in the district are poultry-keeping and

knitting. Poultry-keeping, to my mind, eould be made 
a very profitable industry. I think there should be 
poultry instructresses in the county giving instruction 
in Irish and teaching the women and girls how to 
keep poultry tor profit. During the past seven or 
eight years 250 people from that district emigrated to 
America, and a large number went to Scotland. They 
were all Irish speakers. If Irish preparatory schools 
are to be established in the county there should be 
one in that particular district. It is the one part of 
the county where you still hear the songs of Donn- 
cliadh Mór, ó Dalaigk, who was abbot of Mainistir 
Mainister na Bualla, in the 12th or 10th century, 
na Bualla, in the 12th or 10th century. These songs 
have been handed down from generation to generation. 
My aunt has several of them. I have discussed Irish 
songs with many young men and tread Irish with 
them. It is very important to get the people in the 
Irish-speaking districts to read and write Irish. I 
want also to speak about the county as a whole. If 
you draw a line on the map (produced) from Glenvar 
to Glenswilly, and from Glenswilly to C'ark mountain, 
and from Cork mountain to Lough Esk and thence to 
Muekross via Binbane south, south-west, west 
and north-west, you have in Donegal a Gaeltacht 
which is larger than that in any other county in Ire
land. Although there are little cases of English here 
and there, this i* the largest Gaeltacht in Ireland. 
There is no doubt about, that. In the Irish-speaking 
districts the courts and other public business should 
be entirely in Irish. I am not referring to the schools 
now. Here and there, even in my own district, there 
are some parents who speak to the children in Eng
lish. It would be a great advantage if all the prayers 
were read every Sunday in the Irish language. It 
would be. a very good example and would silence those 
who say that Irish is not respectable enough. With 
regard to the courts there are only two solicitors in 
the county who have a knowledge- of Irish, the State 
solicitor and another man. I was present myself when. 
Irish-speaking clients called upon solicitors, and the 
solicitors bullied them into using English. I was 
present in Glenties when a man lost his case because 
he was trying to speak English. I have noticed a 
great many times that Irish speakers dislike the 
modern Roman typo used in Government publications. 
They refuse to lead notices that are printed in the 
modern Roman type. I thought it right to bring 
before the Commission the opinion that we should 
stick to the old Roman type and the old spelling.

2 Chairman.—Are there many adults still in the 
Fintown area who would take advantage of educa
tional facilities to read and write Irish?—Y’ es, a few 
years ago some teachers started night classes and the 
people came in crowds.

3. How long did these classes last?—A few months 
in the winter time.

4. Do you think that if something like that were 
done for the adult population now, they would avail 
themselves of it?—I think it is absolutely necessary, 
if you want to get them to- use Irish and to speak 
it to their children. When they weTe at school them
selves they did not learn to read and write Irish.

5. You think the adults would take advantage of 
these classes? I believe the majority of them would.

G. If classes of that kind were started in Fintown 
district, what type of instruction should be given in 
them ?—Reading and writing, history and elemen
tary arithmetic would be quite sufficient. I think it 
was said here to-day that you cannot teach these 
subjects through the medium of Irish. You can, as 
far as my experience goes. I have been teaching 
history and geography through Irish, and it is very 
simple.

7. Do you think adult classes like that for general 
literary purposes could also be used to spread 
among the people a greater knowledge of technical 
instruction, such as that given by the Department 
about poultry keeping and other things ?—First, it 
would be necessary to teach them to read and write 
the language.

8. With regard to the matter of type it has been 
said that old speakers were in some districts able 
to read Irish when it was printed in the modern 
Roman characters, and that they eould make no 
hand of it at all wln ii printed in the other charac
ters that we mostly use ourselves?—That is not my 
experience.

9. Do you know the opinion of the teachers of 
Irish in the national schools on the question of the
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two types?—Yes. I have discussed the subject with 
many of them, and I have never yet met a national 
teacher who is in favour of the modern Roman 
characters.

10. The general reason why the new characters 
are being used is economy in printing. From the 
printers' point of view they need not have double 
sets of type. Another point of view is office working 
where typewriters are used. Most letters are now 
typed, and if you are going to write letters in 
Irish as well as in English the office must make use 
of the modern machines for doing their correspond
ence. You must have either one type for all and one 
machine or two types and two machines. You will 
see that on the printing question and on the type
writing question very strong forces are driving the 
new characters into use?—I know; but the people 
who can read Irish will only read it in the old char
acters. In the 'Post Office they never read the cir
culars in the new characters. I am sure those 
notices that appear in the newspapers are never 
read. I never read them at all.

11. Up to the present the Government, for their 
own information, have taken the evidence of printers 
and perhaps some people who are engaged in the 
running of offices. Are there any other classes of 
people whose opinion ought to be taken as to which 
type should be used for Irish ?—I am not aware of 
any. But a point that is overlooked is that it would 
be more economical to print Irish in the old 
characters, because a page of printing in the old 
characters would run to a page and a half in the 
modern because of the h ’s.

12. If you put this question to the country, who 
would say whether you would use one type or the 
other for Irish printing?—That is a very large ques
tion, to say who should be the authority to decide.

13. The printers at present at all events largely 
decide the question, but the matter is open for dis
mission. Discussion is necessary, and you should 
have to look around and see what other bodies would 
have to say on it?—The readers are very important. 
The printers who insist on this type are harming the 
language. I have fourteen years' experience as an 
Irish teacher, and that is my opinion

14. .-In Seabhae.—I suppose, roughly speaking, the 
education given in the schools in Irish as a literary 
subject is being done through the old characters, 
and the Irish issued from the Government Head
quarters in Dublin is in another character?—No 
answer

15. Father Cunningham.—In these continuation 
schools that you advocate would you have citizen
ship as one of your subjects ?—I don't know.

16. Courses in citizenship?—Oh, yes, I would. I 
think that is a very useful subject to be taught in 
continuation schools.

17. Mr. Manly.—How many of the Irish teachers 
you referred to were there in the county ?—There was 
really only one.

18. Are there not a number of Irish teachers under 
the Technical Instruction Department ?—No. The 
rate for Irish has never been raised here, and I sup
pose never will be.

19. I was going to ask you would it not be desir
able that such teachers should have some kind of 
technical training ?—I should think so. They should 
take up some subject in addition to Irish.

20. Are there many parents in this county who 
deliberately speak Irish to their children ?—Deliber
ately speak Irish ?

Yes?—There are numbers who cannot speak any 
other language.

21. Oh, they don’t speak it deliberately?—I sup
pose a number of them don’t speak it deliberately.

22. You say teachers’ children don’t use Irish as a 
rule ?—They have a knowledge of the language, but 
they don’t speak it fluently. It doesn't appear to be 
the home language of many of them.

23. Don’t you think it is extraordinary that a per
son should teach Irish to other people’s children and 
neglect to teach it to his own?—I have seen it.

24. Don’t you think it is an extraordinary thing?— 
Yes.

25. Have you come across any families where the 
parents got the teachers not to teach Irish?—Yes, I 
have.

26. They would be few?—Not many. I know only 
five or six people.

27. You think poultry keeping should be intensely 
developed ?—I do.

28. Where would you get the instructresses for 
teaching poultry keeping in the Gaeltacht? Would 
you take those girls at present in school and train 
them?—I would. They would be the very best.

29. /In. Seabhae.—In your parish, according to the 
census, there are 40 per cent, bilingual speakers?— 
They have both languages.

30. Is it their custom to speak Irish?—They speak 
Irish to each other and English to others.

31. Are there other people who reside in the place 
and who don’t know Irish?—Yes.

32. Do you think some of the Gaels who could 
speak Irish to the other people speak English to 
them ?—I do.

33. Why ?—Because it is the language that pleases 
them. I am not thinking of the consequences.

34. Are there some people to whom the public think 
dt right to speak Irish?- Yes.

35. People like yourself?—Yes.
36. Are there others?—I think there are.
37. Are there any of these people who can read 

Irish ?—There are not many who can read the lan
guage.

38. Where did the lew get the teaching'’ --They 
learned the letters in school and reading at home.

39. Is there any effect of bilingual education on the 
language of the people ?—I think there is.

40. People under twenty years ?—I think there is.
41. Do they continue to use the knowledge they get 

at school ?—Some of them do, some of them don’t.
42. They have nothing to read ?—They have not 

much. They think books too dear. They read little 
things in the newspapers.

43. Did any person go from that parish teaching 
Irish?—Oh, yes; people went from that district— 
four o'r five—teaching Irish here and there.

44. The boys who went teaching Irish—where did 
they get the knowledge?—They learned the letters in 
the national school and continued their studies at 
home.

45 That does not make scholars of them?—That, is
how I did it myself.

46. If an Ard Sgoil or meadhon-sgoil were estab
lished in that parish, do you think the young people 
from thirteen to seventeen or eighteen could be got 
to go to it?—I think so.

47. Are they clever?—They arc clever enough in 
ways.

48. Would they be clever in learning?—Many of 
them are very clever.

49. Do some of them become priests?—Yes, many.
50. And teachers?—Yes.
51. In what place should such a school be estab

lished—in your parish ?—No. That would not be 
convenient.

52. What is the most suitable place?—I think 
Glenleheen in the same district.

53. Father Cunningham.—Half-way between
Doochary and Fintown?—lTes.

54. .In Seabhae.—Would you not have that school 
in the middle of the Gaeltacht out in the country?— 
1 don’t known

55. Would it be better to have it there, and 
compel English speakers to go to it?—Fintown would 
be the most convenient of all.

56. Is not Fintown anglicised?—No.
57. What do the children speak to each other ?— 

They speak English. There was a military barrack 
there once.

58. Do you know many of the Gárda Sióchána who 
know Irish ?—I heard that not one of them knows 
Irish in the Glens, but there is one man in Doochary 
who has a little.

59. That is in the real Gaeltacht?—It is.
60. Is there any foreignism in Doochary?—They 

speak English there.
61. Are they making jumpers there recently?—Yes.
62. What is your information about their speaking 

of Irish ?—I don’t know much about them. I know a 
great many people, and if anybody asked them any
thing in Irish they would speak English.

63. Did you hear of any officers or instructors or 
any person in a public official position who made 
any change from English to Irish to fit in with the 
language of the people of the place?—No.

64. All the people adjust themselves to this 
stranger from outside?—It was necessary for the
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Irishman to adjust himself to the English speaker. 
They wanted get something from him

65. The doctors use English?—Yes.
66. The pensions’ officer?—English.
66a. The man who was there before him ?—English 

always, from the start.
67. You give a list of the places where English is 

used in the churches?—Yes.
68. Fintown amongst them?—Yes.
69. How long is it so ?—It was Gaelic until about 

two years ago.
70. The priest there before that, had he great re

gard for I rish ?—Y es.
71. Since then ?—Since then English.
72. Does the priest know Irish?—Y'es, he was born 

in the Gaeltacht.
73- But perhaps he does not know Irish?—Yes, he 

always speaks it to me.
74. Is he doing harm to the language?—I think he

is. The people see that he does not respect the 
language.

75. If the priest used nothing but Irish, would the 
people understand him?—They would.

76. It. would not confuse them?—No.
77. .1 Fear Mur.—You said there was no rate 

struck in this county tor the teaching of Irish?—Yes.
78. That is true ?—It is true.
79. You said it would never be done ?—That is my 

opinion.
80. Why ?—Because the county council are against

it.
81. Do you thihk some of the money should come 

frem the Technical Education Department in 
Dublin?—I think the two things would help; but 
some rate ought to be raised in the county.

82. But when the matter was before the county 
council in Donegal they did not strike the rate for 
the language ?—They did not.

83. Don’t you think it would be right that some
thing should be got for people who are satisfied to 
attend schools to learn Irish ?—I think so. The 
schools should be established.

84. Irish is being taught in most of the schools in 
Donegal now ?—Yes.

85. Do you think sufficient attention is paid to the 
speaking of Irish?—It is not sufficient at all. The 
children don't go to school long enough, and many 
ot the teachers arc from the Galltacht. When the 
boys leave school they have not sufficient knowledge 
of the language to continue their studies.

86 Is the work of the Courts done in English or 
Irish v—In English always.

87. English in the Church ?—Yes.
88. Is the catechism in Irish or English?—In Eng

lish.
89. They are all in English?—Y'es, now.
00. In Fintown ?—Y'es. and in the Glens.
91. Do the priests understand they are doing harm 

to the Faith ?—I don’t know what they understand.
02. Fiachro Eilgearli.—We heard a good deal of 

Irish in Loughgheis ?—There is plenty Irish there.
93. You say that the course in some of the schools 

is not suitable?—It should lie more extensive, more 
Gaelic, and at the same time it would be better.

94. Are there hotels in the place?—Oh, no. There 
are lodging-houses.

95. Are then* lodgings theres—Yes.
96. (Uiuimiaii,.—Is there any library in Fintown 

where the people could get books ?—There is a 
library.

97. If the people had a chance of getting Irish 
books could they read them ?—I think so. The 
library is so far from them that they don’t pay any 
regard to it.

98. If they did get Irish books from the library 
they would read them?—I think so.

99. It would be an advantage to them?—Yes.
100. An Seabhur.—I think it is possible to get book 

boxes in places in the county ?—Yes.
101. That is not in Fintown?—No.
102. Why ?—I don’t know.
103. Dr. Walsh.—There are Gaelic boxes.
104. An Fear M6r.—Is it possible to get Irish 

books ?
105. Father Cunningham.—Yes.
106. Chairman.—The county council strike a rate 

for technical education?—Not in this county.
Technical education?—No.

107. Is there a rate for agricultural education?—  
There is.

108. But there is not for technical education?—Yes.
108a. Fintown people pay their share of the rate ?—

They do. They have to pay it.
109. Were classes ever established in Fintown under 

the county council?— No.
110. But Fintown people get no benefit out of the 

money they give to the county council ?—They never 
get any technical education.

111. Although they pay the rate?—They do.
* * * * *

The following statement submitted by the Donegal 
South-West Branch I. ,Y «T. Organisation had been 
circulated to the Commissioners :—

1. This branch consists of 36 teachers, and our 
schools are situated in the parishes of Glencolm- 
kille and Kilcar—sixteen schools in all. The teachers 
are all fully qualified; Irish certificated—the 
big majority being native Irish speakers.

Extent of Irish-speahing Area.
2. In the Glenoolmkille Parish roughly over 90 per 

cent, speak the Irish language fluently and under
stand it, and in the Kilcar Parish over 80 per cent. 
understand and speak it.

The partly Irish-speahing Distriets are : —
District. Cause of English.

Glenoolmkille—(a) Carrick—Police Barracks, English.
Tourist Traffic.

(b) Malinmore—Coast Guards, Pro
testant element.

(c) Malinbeg—Lightkeepers.
Kilcar—fa) Roxborough—Rectory and Protestant

element.
(b) Kilcar Village—Police Barracks.
(c) Bavin and Largey—Influence of Killy-

begs Village and Protestant planters.

Admin istrat ion.
3. Guards and Pension Officer make very little use 

of Irish (if they have any knowledge of it).
Clerk of Petty Sessions has no Irish.
Post Office Officials—Majority make use of it where 

necessary.
PCs. are native speakers.
4. School Inspectors—The two Inspectors are Irish 

enthusiasts. They speak the language well, the 
senior Inspector being a well-known writer of Irish 
books and a collector of ancient manuscripts and old 
sayings. English appointments have a detrimental 
effect on the aspirations of Irish speakers, and 
vacancies as they occur should be given to those 
with a knowledge of Irish.

Education.
5. (a) In the districts where the bilingual pro

gramme is in force for the past 16 or 17 years very 
satisfactory progress has been made. The children 
who attend regularly leave school from the sixth 
standard capable of reading, writing and speaking 
fairly difficult Irish.

(b) In the unilingual schools good progress is being 
made latterly by the same class of children. Irregu
lar attendance is the main defect. Compulsory at
tendance is absolutely necessary.

Some incentive is necessary for the grown-up pupils 
in the form of (a) scholarships, (b) the establishment 
of a technical school, where trades and agriculture 
would be learned, and (c) a training college for 
teachers.

Intelligence.
6. (a) Inside of 30 years over 16 priests of the 

Raphoe Diocese received their early training in these 
two parishes, of which they are natives.

(b) Six doctors have also qualified, and these have 
also received their early training in these parishes, 
of which they are natives.

(c) All the teachers, with one or two exceptions; 
are natives of this area in addition to 34 (thirty- 
four) of others who are teaching throughout the 
county and elsewhere.
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Economic Conditions.
7. The industries that flourished until a few years 

ago were :— Flannel industry, Embroidery, Hosiery, 
Lace-making, and Fishing. With the exception of 
Knitting, the others are almost wiped out. The 
Flannel industry could, we believe, be easily re
vived. A finishing plant should be established.

8. The provision of Motor Boats would revive the 
Fishing industry and afford protection from foreign 
trawlers.

9. The industries, if revived, should be sufficient to 
maintain the present population. The district is rich 
in Iron-ore, and the best quality of iron was manu
factured here 60 or 70 years ago.

10. The growth of Flax should be encouraged.
11. Peat factories should be established as there 

is an unlimited supply of peat in this area.
12. The transference of present population hardly 

feasible. No differentiation possible.
Signed on behalf of the Branch .

JOHN BOYLE, Teelin.
JOHN CUNNINGHAM, Carrick.
ANDREW CARR, Kilcar.
BERNARD BRYCE, Kilcar.

23rd May, 1925.

JOHN BOYLE, examined.
1. Chairman.—We have got a paper from you?— 

Yes.
2. Do you wish to speak in Irish?—I don't know that 

I would understand the questions. I don't mind, but 
you might not understand me too well, and I might 
not understand you. I have nothing to add to what we 
have sent in, except to suggest that free books should 
be given in the bilingual schools. The people find it 
very hard to buy the two sets of books, the Irish books 
are so dear. That would be the only thing I would like 
to add to what we have sent in.

3. I want you to develop for us the point with regard 
to scholarships and the establishment of technical 
schools and training colleges. All these are necessarily 
matters of detail, and 1 would like to know to what 
extent you have gone into the question as it affects 
the pupils of your own school at Teelin?—Well, what 
we have been considering so far was the higher school 
or training college. We considered that more than the 
technical schools.

4. Have you considered the details of the particular 
high school that would cater for the students leaving 
school in that area?— Yes,

5. Where it would be placed, what teachers would 
be necessary, what type of instruction should be given, 
and how Jong the course should last?—To cater for 
about sixty students you would have two or three 
teachers, two at least or three perhaps if they were 
training the higher scholars to become teachers. I 
consider they should enter at fourteen and remain 
four years. Bv that time they would be well fit to 
enter the. training colleges to be finished as teachers.

6. Could you sketch out for us at all the programme 
that would be gone through in that school?— All the 
subjects necessary for the teachers' courses.

7. AY ho is to say what these subjects should be? 
—The Minister for Education. The Ministry decides 
the subjects.

8. Is our position that, in speaking of the necessity 
for putting up a higher type of school here, wo, as a 
Commission, ought to go back to the Minister for 
Education and say we cannot get any details from the 
Donegal teachers?—But the programme is laid down 
already for students who go into the training colleges.

9. Would you have in this new type of school the 
same programme as you now have for the training 
colleges ?— Yes, but all subjects to be taught through 
medium of Irish. There would be very little to do 
in the training colleges but to train them as teachers.

10. The instruction that they get in the training 
colleges should be of a higher type?— Yas.

H. That is that the training colleges should be real 
training colleges?— Yes.

12. These, higher schools that you contemplate 
would only be preparatory schools for teachers?—For 
teachers to spread the language throughout Ireland.

13. Do you consider it necessary to give higher 
than primary education to any other class in your 
area?—Well, I  suppose that will come too.

14. How are you going to finance the school; wil'

the students have to pay their way themselves?—A 
certain number of them would not be able to pay.

15. Have you considered how much it would cost 
persons who would have to pay and how much it 
would cost the State for persons who would not have 
to pay?—If the students could go home at night it 
would not be very expensive to the State. It would 
only have to pay the teachers.

16. If the school were established in a central place 
they would not have far to go. They would lie able 
to come from places up to four or five miles away.

17. I wonder would you undertake to go more into 
detail than you did in your statement. If you are 
going to set up( this high school you will have a certain 
number of children that you hope will come from 
other school areas. That involves distance and brings 
you up against the question as to whether the school 
should be residential or non-residential. The residen
tial school for a period of four years involves a very 
considerable amount of detail and we are in the posi
tion that if we cannot in our recommendations show 
in detail that it is a practical thing our recommen
dations are going to be pigeon-holed?— Yes

18. That is the position that we are up against, and 
we would be grateful to you if you would go into 
the matter and show how the higher type of school 
might bo worked to serve the various types of pupils 
in the Irish-speaking districts, whether in prepara
tion for teaching or in preparation for other employ
ment that is available?—We shall do that and 
send in a written report.

19. An Seabhac.—Where do you teach?—In Teelin.
20. WTha£ number of children came to your school 

for the first time this tear?—About 15.
21. How many of the 15 could talk Irish only on 

the first day they came to your school?—About 10 
of them could speak English better, but they under
stood Irish.

22. Were there any who didn’t know Irish?--Yes, 
about 5.

23. Were there any who didn't know’ English?—2
24. You have a very mixed lot?— Acs, very mixed.
25. It can be definitely said that the mothers round 

about your school have begun using English to their 
children?—They have not begun it at all; they have 
been using it for the last 30 years.

2b. How is that?—No matter how much they use 
it they remain Irish-speaking still. It is due to the 
fishermen. No matter what language is spoken else
where they keep Irish alive, for they cannot catch fish 
in English.

27. I was informed it was not so at Kineashla?— Is 
that so. I don't think there was any English spoken 
in the boats.

28. The mothers have been using English?—The 
mothers were inclined like that.

29. Is Irish strong enough to absorb English-speak
ing families so that English-speaking families who 
have come in have been made Irish speakers ?— No, 
quite the reverse.

30. At school in the playground w’hat is spoken?— 
Very often English.

31. When nobody is interfering with them?—Yes-
32. Do you think it w’ould take a great effort to 

change that?—I think it would I have tried to 
change it several times.

33. AVhat do you think is responsible, is it not the 
mothers?—It is the mothers.

31. The habit implanted at the age of two or three 
is too strong?—Yes. It is too strong.

35. Do any number of your pupils go for teaching? 
—Yes, n good number. Since I came there about 
twenty-one have gone.

36. Have you had any in recent years as moni- 
tresses?— I have had three. They got two-thirds 
marks this year. Two of them took bilingual certifi
cates, yet they are not to be called for training to 
Carysfort.

37. In your experience do girls and boys in- a district 
like Teelin suffer from certain disabilities in regard to 
competitive examinations to any great extent from the 
more fact of their living so far away and being out of 
touch with the modern lifo of the Gaeltacht?—I don’t 
think so. I think they can hold their own fairly well.

38. AYould you be inclined to think that the papers 
set for examinations are set without considering the 
type of boy or girl that would be entering for exami
nation from tlie Gaeltacht?—I believe that is so.

39. The mentality of the person who writes the 
papers is not that of the Gaeltacht?—That is so. I 
don’t like some of the papers latterly.
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40. After a study of the papers would you think 
that the papers set in Irish required as high a stan
dard in Irish as the papers set in English required in 
English?—No, not at all.

41. Therefore by taking Irish the candidate would 
not have the same chance of showing what he knew? 
—He would not.

42. The extra compensation given for Irish answers 
does not cover that?—It does not.

43. Was no attention paid to an oral knowledge of 
-the language?—Oh, there was.

44. Is it quite possible that a child might get 90 per 
cent, from an inspector examining in a Dublin school 
and that the same child if it were examined in Teelin 
school might only get 40 or 50 per cent.?—Oh, that is 
so.

45. So that a person in the Galltacht is rewarded 
with a fairly high percentage?—It depends on the 
examiner a great deal. One might give 90 per cent, 
and another 60.

46. You feel that the present arrangement in regard 
to determining their knowledge of Irish is not on » 
proper basis?—The examination is difficult enough.

47. Not difficult enough in Irish?— Yes.
48. The same standard should be put up all over 

Ireland in oral knowledge?—I think the oral) knowledge 
is difficult enough. Seventy per cent, is necessary 
to pass in oral Irish.

49. You agree that the standard for oral Irish is 
most elastic?— Yes.

50. There is no exact measure at all for it?—No.
51. .la Fear Mót.—In connection with the college 

which you suggest should be established, had you in 
your mind the scheme of the Ministry of Education 
for the establishment of four or six colleges?— Yes.

02. The programme of the college would be to pre
pare students in the district to become teachers?— Yes.

53. Have you had any communications with the 
Ministry of Education on the subject?—I believe Dr. 
Maguire had.

Aá. Do you know if any arrangement has been made 
in any district in Donegal for the establishment of a 
school of that kind?— Yes.

55. You have the walls of a building in Teelin?— 
Yes.

56. This building would only be suitable if the school 
wore a residential one?— Yes, if Teelin coastguard 
station was used as a school for a large area.

57. Do you think it would be possible to get students 
to attend .< course for four years?—I don't know. I 
expect it would.

58. Do you think parents would be satisfied to send 
children off for a long course such as that?—It would 
be a long time, four years.

59. Do you think it would be an ideal thing at all 
to have it a day school?—I .suppose it would not for 
those who had £b come long distances. It would ha 
a great thing for the people near it.

<;0. The monitresses you spoke of got 67 per cent. ?— 
Yes.

61. What class did they get into?—Second class.
62. Native speakers?—Yes.
00. None of them have been called for training?— 

No.
64. You consider you have a grievance there?—I 

was certain they would be called until I got the 
notice.

65. D" you know any students who passed in the 
same grade and were called ?—No.

66. An Seabhnr. -  Were they far down -—141st 
place.

67. Fiae.hra Eilgeaeh.—Have you made any repre
sentations in the matter?—I wrote to the Officer.

68. Any reply ?—I got a reply that there was some 
chance they might be called to Limerick.

69. .In. Seabhac.—Is there any difficulty in regard 
to singing?—No; they are all good musicians.

70. Fiin li.ra Eilgeaeh.—In what subject were they 
least strong?—I don’t know, unless it was English. 
I  think they were good at mathematics. I con
sidered them splendid at mathematics.

71. An Seabhac.—Three girls who would make, in 
your opinion, good teachers, native Irish speakers ?— 
Yes.

72. Holding the whole tradition of the language in 
them naturally?—They got the bilingual certificate 
this year at the college.

73. I suppose we have in training people who 
scraped through on 33£ per cent. ?—I expect they 
have not as much Irish as these have.

74. An Fear Mór.—What effect has the college had

on the speaking of Irish?—The people speak more 
Irish.

75. -In, Seabhac.—You have had a good type of 
teacher sent to the district?—Yes. They came for 
the bilingual and ard teastas courses.

ANDREW CARR, examined.
1. Chairman.—I want to know if you have any

thing to add to your statement ?—I have very, little 
to add to what Mr. Boyle has said. I heard people 
talking about iron ore down there. Seventy years ago 
the mine was worked, and there was a large foundry 
there. It lapsed through some foreign influence.

2. Chairman.—We have had recommendations with 
regard to general mineral matters. It seems to be 
agreed that nothing definite can be done until there 
is either a general or a particular survey in Donegal ? 
—Would that include a peat factory ?

3. What would the peat factory be like ?—Like the 
peat factories in other parts of the country, giving 
employment to local labour.

4. We have had witnesses, more or less scientifi
cally qualified, and their advice to us was that the 
best thing that could be done with peat was to burn 
it?—I was thinking of something like what they 
have near Portadown. In the old times they used 
to grow flax and make some money out of it. With 
regard to the proposed college, I think it should be 
more a residential than a day school, because they 
could hardly get a sufficient number to attend daily 
at the new school from the school area. If scholar
ships were given over the whole county, and stu
dents brought as a result of examinations, I think it 
would be better than to depend on day pupils for the 
school.

5. .4» Seabhnr.—Who would you suggest is to pro
vide all these scholarships5—The county council or 
the Government, or both combined.

6. Have you primary to secondary school scholar
ships already ?—A very limited number.

7. It costs a penny in the £?—YTes, but the number 
is very small.

8. -In. Fear Mór.—Have you any scholarships from 
the secondary schools to the university?—YTes. I 
think so.

!). An Siabhac.—As far as the county council 
scholarships to the university are concerned, have 
the Irish-speaking boys and girls got a decent num
ber of them in view of the fact that up to the 
present there has been no secondary education in 
Irish ?—I think they have got only a few. I don’t 
think they have got their fair share of them.

9 a . All the biggest people get them; the poorer 
people cannot send their children to secondary 
schools ?—The poorer people would have little chance 
of getting them. The only thing that has been 
anyway at all within reach of the poorer people were 
the school monitress-ships that led to teaching.

10. Had they any other chance of getting any
where ?—No.

11. Haven’t some people gone into the Gárda 
Sióchána?—Not many, just a few.

12. Could more have gone?—Yes, more could have 
gone.

13. Whose fault was it that more did not go?—I 
could not say.

14. Did they try and fail?—Some tried and failed, 
and some li-tt after joining.

15. Any reason why V—There was a bit of trouble 
at the time.

16. It was when they went on strike down at the 
Curragh?—Yes.

17. Have no people joined the Gárda recently?— 
None within the past twelve months.

18. Would there be any difficulty about their edu
cation generally in the case of people from your dis
trict going for the Gárda?—YTes.

19. They would have forgotten what they had 
learned ?—They don’t attend school beyond the 4th 
standard.

20. Chairman.—Are there many people in the dis
trict who would be anxious to get into the Gárda, 
and who, from the point of general character, would 
be suitable if they got teaching at a continuation 
school?—I think there are several who would join 
the Guards rather than emigrate if they had suffi
cient education. They are afraid to present thein- 
selves at present.
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21. What age are they?—Fourteen to twenty.
22. How long would it take them to get this educa

tion ?—A couple of winter sessions in the evening 
school». Two sessions would be sufficient, even one 
in many cases.

23. You would get them into shape in six months? 
—It would not take longer.

24. .4« Seabhae.—What kind of education do they 
have at the age of fourteen if they go íot two or 
three years on hire down the Lagan ?—Something 
about the third standard.

25. If they attend?—Then they don’t work. Some 
of them only attend 50 or 60 days a year.

26. In the intervals between, they forget what they 
learn in the 50 or 60 days ?—They are only a drag on 
the school, those who come in that way.

27. Do you find any effect from their stay down 
the Lagan, either beneficial or otherwise ?—In our 
particular area we have no people who go down to the 
Lagan. It is not so general as in other parts of the 
county.

28. Is there any slackening in their desire for edu
cation?—They lose all taste for education when they 
begin hiring out.

29. Hiring out and work is their chief aim?—Yes.
30. The average standard of education is 3rd or 

4th?—That is the average for those who do hiring 
out.

31. It would be very hard to bring it up to the 7th 
standard ?—It would.

32. On the average, are boys worse off than girls?— 
In our area we find the girls are about the worst off 
because they are kept at home more constantly doing 
embroidery and knitting. Many girls have got little 
or no education over this in parts of Kilcar.

33. Do any of these people ever go to other parts 
of Ireland on hire or to permanent service?—Very 
few.

34. Do they neveT try?—No. They only get ready 
for going across the Atlantic.

35. Do they object to going as servants?—Well, 
really, I don’t think they consider the matter one 
way or another.

36. Have they got to look at it in this light, that 
-for six months’ hiring out they make as much money 
as they would in a whole year if they went as 
domestic servants?—I don't think so. It is just ne
cessity that makes them go hiring out at all.

37. Are you a native of the district?—Yes.
38. What tradition is there as to when this hiring 

out began ?—It is going on for a long time. I have 
heard old people saying it was practised in the time 
of their grandfathers.

39. Even sending out children?—Yes; 9, 10 and 11 
years of age.

40. As to the effect of that system on the education 
of the older generation, do you find many old people 
unable to read or write?—Yes, and it taught them to 
speak English.

41. Generally among these people there must be a 
low standard of education ?—Yes.

42. Is there any reading done at all?—No.
43. Do they not even read the weekly newspapers? 

—Well, yes; they get the weekly papers, but ’tis the 
children and the younger people who read them.

44. Anything else?—We have a Carnegie Library, 
and there are a certain number of them who read 
books.

45. What class of books do they usually provide 
themselves with out of the library?—Fiction.

46. Of a lighter kind ?—Yes, all kinds of fiction.
47. They have not got any particular line; do they 

not care for history?—No, not generally. It is only 
the few who would like special books. The library 
does not cater for that sort of thing.

47a. Has there been any effort by the library 
authorities to stimulate the taste for reading ?—No, 
not particularly.

48. Deputy Hogan.—Is there any standard of means 
for those competing for the scholarships, or can any
body in the county go in for them ?—There is no 
particular standard of means. I think it is open to 
all.

49. To a man of 40s. valuation and a man of £100? 
— Oh, no. The higher valuation is barred.

50. What valuation would prevent them?—I think 
it is £10, but I am not sure.

51. There is a general want of appreciation amongst 
the people of your district as to the value of educa
tion generally?—There is.

I we saw from school when we were passing through? 
—Yes.

53. They keep the children away from school on 
the slightest pretext ?—Yes.

54. Have you any suggestion as to how an appre
ciation of the value of education could be stimulated 
amongst the people, or what is the most effective 
means of bringing home to the parents the injury 
they are doing their children by depriving them of 
the chance, of levelling themselves up which educa
tion gives ?—It is very hard to know what would be 
the best way to get the parents to see the necessity 
for education. The parents don’t seem to realise that 
there is much to be gained.

55. So that if you had scholarships ail lib., and if 
the parents are not imbued with the importance of 
education in the equipment of the child, the full 
effect of the scholarships will fail to reach these 
people ?—Yes.

56. You must begin to educate the parents to the 
value of education ?—It is hard to know where to 
begin.

57. There is no effective line of action?—No, except 
compulsory education.

# * * « * #
JOHN CUNNINGHAM, examined.

1. With regard to the general survey most of tho 
places are marked already, and it would be better to 
begin with these and not wait for a general survey. 
Quite close to where I came from, in the next 
parish, there is a iode which surveyors said on 
two different occasions was the richest lode in 
Ireland. I think it would be a great pit v to 
wait until we have that general survey to begin work. 
The only thing I have to say with regard to child 
labour is that 1 think it is scandalous. It is detri
mental to parental control. I have known myself 
when a father or mother said anything to a child that 
it disliked the answer was “  I will go to the Lagan.”  
If a child on an average spends four years at school tor- 
two months in the yi-.-ir, what are you going to get 
in the end? If you ask for an incentive to greater 
love for education in the children of the Dish-speak
ing districts, I say give them an equal chance with 
the child in any other part of Ireland. We arc asking 
for no favours for them. We are only asking for an 
equal chance, and I think we would be able to com
pete with any others.

2. An Scahliae.—Of what would that chance con
sist?—Fair play; not to turn down the Irish-speaking 
child simply because it is Irish.

3. How does it get to be turned down'.1—In competi
tive examination. We hear of three monitresses getting 
67 per rent. That is a fairly high percentage, and two 
of them are holders of the bilingual certificate. Are they 
not turned down? We have here two who on comple
tion of their training course would be fully qualified to 
take up school duties. How many of those already 
called will be a drain on the funds of the nation in 
preparing them at summer courses in Irish for -even/! 
\ears? I think the same holds in other walks of life. 
Take the Civic Guards. That position should be open 
to Irish-speaking children, but they get no marks for 
a knowledge of spoken Irish.

4. Have you had any complaints in that respect 
yourself?— Oh, no.

5. You have not seen any of the papers set?—I 
have.

6. Did you compare the standard in Irish in the 
Irish paper and the standard in English in the Eng
lish paper?—I would not say I compared them except 
in a general way-

7. Would you suggest that in the Gárda Síochóua a 
certain definite number of places should be set aside 
for the Irish-speaking districts?—I would, provided 
the people had a proper general education.

8. Yes, and then have competition between them?— 
I would let them take their chance.

9. Are they irt a position to compete at all in general 
education with the children of the rest of the country? 
—Yes. Of course there are some districts where the 
children do go out on hire. It is quite different in the 
district from which we came. There is no hiring out at 
all practical!v where we come from.

10. .4// Fnir Mfiv.—You spoke of a child of six being 
hired out . What do children of that age do ?—Look 
after cows and prevent them from going astray.

11. What class of people hire them?—Farmers.
12. Have you known any Garda candidates from 

the Gaeltacht who were turned down?—One.
13- Only one?—Only one. I cannot say why he was 

turned down.
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14. l’ itiehra Eilgcach.—It might be a matter of 
stature?— No, the height was all right.

1.1 An Fear Mnr.—Do you think compulsory educa
tion should be enforced?—I do, but not on the lines 
on which it was carried out in the past.

16. What lines would you suggest?—The child 
should have to make 175 days attendance, and the Gárda 
iSiochana should be the instrument of administration.

17. What would be the average attendance of a 
good bov at school?—About 200 days in the past, but 
with the summer courses you could not expect, to get 
20<i days. If you got 150 or 100 you would consider 
it fairly good.

18. Are you teaching in an Irish-speaking district? 
— Yes.

19. What is the attitude of the parents?—They are 
all right there. They have no objection.

20. An Scabhac.— How do you find matters with re
gard to the provision of books?—I find it very hard 
to get suitable hooks.

21. Suitable books in Irish?—That is not very easy. 
If you fiud a book that you think fairly well suits von, 
the inspector may say it is not suitable.

22. [>n ymu think it is necessary to have books of 
information in Irish?—I think it would be a very good 
thing.

2.9. Are books of that kind available in English?— 
Oh, ye-.

24. In Fear Mór.— Do you get much annoyance 
from the inspectors?— Xn. They are all qualified in 
Irish.

25- Do you think they' are looking for too high a 
standard in English?—I would not say so, no. In the
past they looked for as high a standard in English 
in the bilingual as in the unilingual schools. T don't 
think they do so now.

26. lb) you teach one half of the day in Irish and 
the other half in English?—I do not.

27. Do you teach English as a subject?—I try to 
nialo- more use of Irish than of English.

2tv What, about tBe playground?—The language, 
strange to say , is about half-and-half. 1 try to make 
it altogether in rush. I bought a football but allowed 
no boy to play with it if he did not give a pledge that 
lie would speak no English. It worked all right for 
a while. I think the English speaker has more influence 
over the Irish speaker than the Irish speaker has over 
the English speaker. You would get very few at school 
who speak more Irish at playtime.

2D. Eventually you will get playtime also? —I think 
so.

till Would yon consider it unfair that the inspector 
should report on what was the language of the 
playground, and in determining the excellence of the 
school, take that point into consideration?—I would 
consider it most unfair. The inspector will not carry 
out. an examination of the places where he will find 
the reason for the speaking or the non-speaking of Irish. 
He won't go hunting for the reasons. I think it would 
not he fair.

31. Unless we succeed in bringing the language hack 
to the playground we will not succeed in making Irish 
the language, of the country. Do you think that every 
means we can use should be employed in that work?— 
Every legitimate means and fair means.

£ * * * #
JAMES F. ODONXEI.L (Burtonport), examined.

1. (.'harnnan.— You conn from Altachorain.
2. And you represent the fishermen?— Yes. I  want 

to place before you—to relieve unemployment and stop 
the flow of emigration—a programme of work for 
our people. First and foremost fishing is our great 
industry. In my experience for the last thirty years 
I  think the best means of developing the fishing is 
by way of forming a company of local people of stand
ing in the area. My object in saying this is that as a 
rule when the fishermen got grants individually from the 
Congested Districts Board, the money was not expended 
as well as it would be if it came from a company. 
They don’t use the money with the same care as if 
it was from a local company whose, members would 
he. able to look after the interests of the fishermen and 
keep them under supervision. I know' cases where 
men got loans from the Congested Districts Board 
for net-, and after the nets wi re in the hands of the 
fishermen for three months they would say that some 
of the nets were destroyed and there would be a fresh 
claim on the Congested Districts Board for new ones. 
By the means I suggest, such things as these would be 
prevented altogether. It was a bogus claim, because

the net was never lost at all, but the Congested Dis
tricts Board gave another loan for the purchase of 
another net or two. Tn forming that company, I  w'ould 
suggest that a lban be given, repayable over a long 
period of years. I  think that would be the best and 
surest means of developing the fishing industry, par
ticularly- in West Donegal. I  heard a lot about our 
fishermen, and I  challenge every maritime county in 
flic Irish Free State to show that they have better 
fishermen than we have in West Donegal. The West 
Donegal men have to earn a living contending with 
the weather-beating coast of the Atlantic, and I 
am sure that, without exception, our fishermen are 
amongst the best boatmen on the Irish coast. I am 
talking of open boats, and I fail to see why those who 
arc trained in open boats should not be equally com
petent in drifters or motor boats. This company which 
I suggest should have a kippering station and a curing 
station. Forty-five per cent, of our people never see 
fresh fish, for tl?e simple reason that the facilities we 
have cannot deliver fish at the consumer’s door. This 
company, in order to pay a decent living wage to the 
fishermen and to make a decent percentage of profit, 
should have at least six to ten motor lorries for the 
distribution of fish throughout County Donegal. In 
that way the great bulk of the fish would be sold and 
consumed at home.

What happens when there is big fishing at 
Burtonport ?—It a catch of 3,000 cran is landed there 
is a glut in the market and the fishermen are left at 
the mercy of one or two men. Five-sixths of the fish 
is condemned when freshed in England, and we only 
get one-sixth of the value, whereas on the other hand 
these lorries could distribute the fish and bring it to. 
every man's door. I don't see why Burtonport could 
not be made a fishing port with such a company as I 
suggest established. In 1005 another gentleman and 
myself sold in six weeks .128,600 worth of fish out of 
the open yawls. All that fish was cured, there was 
practically no freshing. They were all cured and sent 
to America, Russia and Germany. There was another 
industry in this area—the kelp industry. The drying of 
seaweed and burning into kelp was a great industry- 
up to 1915 or 1916 when it practically ceased. At one 
time it was as high as 19, but it dwindled down to 14. 
Anvthing less than 18 at the present cost of living 
would not pay in the kelp industry. There was also 
the Canigeeu moss industry. I remember seeing 
upwards ot loo tons collected. I am sure there is not 
5 tons collected at the present tune. That would also 
give employment- if the collection and marketing of it 
could lie organised. We have granite here, and also a 
soap-tone quarry or mine. These two industries, I 
think, could he opened up il the Government would 
only give a subsidy or assistance of some kind. Then 
there is the reclamation of land. I heard witnesses 
speak about sending young men out of the county to 
get employment. If the young men were started on the 
reclamation of fifty or a hundred thousand acres of 
moorland, you would have at least ten thousand acres 
reclaimed since the dole first started in the Rosses, and 
there would be no need for the young men to go out 
ot Tirconnail at all. I am speaking from experience 
as far as the reclamation of this bogland is concerned.
A local man named Mr. James Sweeney reclaimed an 
area between here and Lettermacaran, about four miles 
from where we stand. If you were there you could 
sec it growing oats as tall as I am. That place, has 
been converted into good arable land. I  think it is a 
great pity that reconstruction was not included in the 
housing scheme, as this area is debarred. The value of 
the land round Gweedore and Gweebarra for rating 
purposes is 6 ’ d . per acre. That shows how poor it is 
Where can the people get money for reconstruction of 
their houses •> Any persons who do not live within a 
village or town of 500 population are debarred from 
getting a grant under the reconstruction scheme. 
There are many people living in cottages who would 
be glad to get £50 or ,£60 to improve their houses, but 
they are debarred. I think the poor man should he 
seen to first. We had two factories here and they are 
practically closed down. I remember fifty years ago 
when 1 went to chapel first through West Donegal all 
the people wore home products. This has. disappeared. 
We cry out about unemployment, and we send away 
our own raw materials and give big prices to the 
foreigner for wearing apparel imported. It is time 
that something should be done to bring back home 
products. We send away all our wool. Any one 
who keeps sheep here at present keeps black-faced 
sheep. He must be satisfied with whatever the
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buyer offers for it. The local butcher buys this wool, 
■what he pays for it is practically nothing. The owner 
,of the sheep won’t have more than 4d. or 5d. out 
of it. The same thing applies to hides. If a man is 
so unfortunate as to lose a milch cow, the shopkeeper 
will take the hide for whatever price he likes to pay 
and sell it to the local butcher. The poor man loses 
his cow, and the price of the hide is lost also. I 
think if a tannery were established it would give work 
and would secure a proper price for hides and produce 
home-made boots for our people. Then there are 
bakeries. If we had up-to-date bakeries we could 
supply all our own needs. Here we have from the Six- 
County area 200 hampers daily coming into West 
Donegal. Six-County men are employed baking this 
bread. We pay big prices for it, and there is long 
transit and one thing or another. I  don't know that 
I  have any other points to offer, gentlemen.

3. Chairman.—Thanks, Mr. O’Donnell. W c will 
have an opportunity of considering your statement. 
We have to hear another witness. It is now late. 

* * * * * *
The following statement submitted by Dr. Carr had 

been circulated to the Commissioners :■—

Extent of I risk-speaking Areas.
1. The electoral divisions of Annagry, Maghera- 

clogher, Meenacladdy and Gortahork, forming a con
tinuous block and comprising all Gweedore parish 
and portion of the neighbouring parishes of Clogha- 
neely and L ’Rosses, are purely Irish-speaking.

Administration.
'2. (a) Courts—The - District Justice can transact 

his business in Irish. Officials generally have little 
or no knowledge of Irish.

(b) Local Boards transact their business generally 
in English.

Education.
3. Schools of the area have been bilingual for years. 

Irish predominates in all these schools as far as I 
know. Free books for the poorer children would be 
an aid to education in the district.

Economic Conditions.
4. The holdings are uneconomic without exception, 

and the greater portion of the population depend on 
migratory labour in Scotland and on the earnings of 
the younger members of the family who are hired 
with the farmers of the Lagan district during 
summer and autumn months.

A small portion managed to make a fairly com
fortable living on fishing until a few years ago. The 
fishing since then has been a failure. The needs of 
the fishermen could be best given by one of them
selves.

Hand-knitting
5. Hand-knitting has been a source of income in

parts of the parish, but this industry is dependent on 
changes of fashion. A small factory for machine
knitting gives employment to a number of girls. 
The Home-spun industry gave a living to a few— 
years ago—but is practically non-existent at
present.

6. Other industries that have died are Kelp-making 
and curing Cunigeen Moss. Some years ago there 
was a woollen factory, which has been closed down.

7. The present industries in the district are not 
sufficient to support one-tenth of the population. 
From the point of view of preserving Irish, it would 
be inadvisable to transfer any portion of the popu
lation elsewhere. There arc no facilities for tech
nical instruction, and this is a great loss to the 
district. The young are trained for nothing but 
manual labour. The people are capable of being 
trained for any industry.

Suggested Temporary Employment.
8. There are vast areas of bogs which show signs 

of having been once covered with trees. These bogs 
are useless for cultivation, but would be suitable for 
re-afforestation. This would give temporary relief to 
unemployment, and would add to the beauty and 
value of the districts. Roads are generally in a very 
bad condition, and the building of a trunk Toad 
along the coast would open up the district for tourist 
traffic along with giving much-needed employment.

General.
9. Then1 are several other districts along the sea

board of this county where conditions arc practically 
similar to the above.

(.’ CARR, M.B.,
Bunbrij, Letterkcnny.

tith May, 192").

DR. 0 CARR, examined.
1. Chairman-.—Is there anything in your statement 

that you would like to elaborate?—No, I don’t think 
so.

2. How long have you b en  in Bunbeg?—Four or 
five years.

3. You have a dispensary there?—Yes.
4. What area do you cover ?—Gweedore.
5. You have experience of the electoral division of 

Gweedore?—I have knowledge of this division.
ti. This area has a population of about 10,000. Is 

the bulk of that 10,000 Irish-speaking?—Yes.
7. Can you give us an idea of anything that is 

wrong in the matter of health or housing in that 
area?—The housing generally is good. There are 
some places where it could be improved.

8. The housing generally is good?—Yes, generally.
9. Is there anything special that you would re

commend with regard to the improvement of the 
housing?—1 suppose if grants were given they could 
build new houses.

10. From the point of view of the health of the 
people is there anything that requires attention?—I 
think a sanatorium would be necessary lor tubercu
losis cases in tin.' county. They have to go for treat
ment £o Dublin, and sometimes they have to wait for 
a month or two 'before they can get away.

11. Do you deal with many cases of it?—Quite a 
large number of cases. It is on the increase, too.

12. What percentage of the population?—There are 
three or four fresh cases every month.

13. Is there anything in connection with the food 
of the people that requires attention ?—They go in 
very much for tea drinking, especially in the past 
few years. They don’t go in for porridge or anything 
like that.

14. Somebody has been advising that the best food 
for the growing population is milk, potatoes and 
bacon. If that is so, do the people there get the best 
food?—I am afraid they get plenty of that.

15. ,4a Seabhac.-—Do they get plenty of bacon?— 
They do.

16. Father Cunningham.—This child-labour ques
tion, you know something about it?—I do.

17. In your opinion is it conducive to the spread 
of tuberculosis ?—I think it has been.

18. The children in the early years don’t get proper 
attention?—When they are at home the parents are 
most concerned in them. I think it is very had for 
them to be away.

19. Your attitude is that they should get proper 
attention?—I think it is very bad for them.

20. From the health point of view?—Yes.
21. As well as from the educational point of view?—

Yes.
22. Mr. Hanly.—Is there any provision for looking 

after the children’s teeth?—No.
23. An Seabhac-—Are. you medical officer tor 11 sn- 

nafasta ?—No.
24. Where ?—Gweedore.
25. Do you know Croly?—I do.
26. Is there any difference in the intensity of Irish

speaking in Croly and Rannafasta ?—Not very much. 
Rannafasta would be more Irish.

27. Do the people round about Gweedore, including 
young girls about 16 or 18 or 20, talk Irish to each 
other for choice ?—Yes, they do.

28. Do any of the upper class of persons there 
speak English ?—In Gweedore ?

29. Yes?—95 per cent, of them talk Irish, young 
and old.

30. As medical officer of the district you go into 
their houses and you know what happens there. Is 
there any tendency on the part of the mothers to 
use English ?—I never found any tendency to use 
English.

31. Are there many other doctors who know 
Irish ?—There are a fair share.

32. How long are you working there ?—Five years.
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33. And tlu' doctor who was there before you ?—He 
liad no Irish.

34. How long was he there ?—Over 20 years.
35. He didn’t know Irish-'—No.
36. What about other public officials, do they know 

Irish ?—There are not many officials there.
37. Aren't there Guards P—There is one there.
38. What about the pensions’ officer ?—He has no 

Irish.
39. Is there a Tuberculosis medical officer in the 

county ?—Yes.
40. Did you elect the Medical Officer of health?— 

No.
41. The Tuberculosis medical officer, has he any 

Irish ?—No.
42. When you came there first were the people 

speaking English to you?—They were.
43. Do they speak English to you now ?—No, they 

only speak Irish.
44. Have they a practice of speaking English to 

strangers ?—Yes.
45. They speak it deliberately?—Yes.
46. .1 ii Fear Múr.—What is the cause of the tuber

culosis ?—Poor food, hard work and the air of the sea.
47..Is it in any of the old people?—No, young 

people.

48. Are the houses responsible ?—Some of the- 
houses.

49. And not having sufficient food?—Not having 
the right food.

50. Are you able to tell us of any way of im
proving matters ?—Nothing to put before the Com
mission. Nurses going round might help.

51. -la Smbhac.—Would that do good ?—I think it 
would.

52. You would not like to send English-speaking 
nurses round ?—No.

53. Would you say it would be right to have in
struction for it ?—Yes.

54. Could not instruction be given in the houses ?— 
They have instruction, in the schools.

55. Outside the schools, young women going round 
showing the people how to keep the houses neat?— 
That would do, too.

56. I suppose prevention is better than cure?—It 
is.

57. Is anything of that kind being done?—No.
58. Nobody looking alter them but you?—Oh, I 

don’t say that.
59. Is there any connection between fish and tuber

culosis?—I don't, think so.
The Commission rose at 9 o ’clock.
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MAURICE CARR, examined.
1. Chairman.—You come from Rossguil peninsula?— 

—Yes, Rossguil.
2. You have been associated to some extent with 

the fishing there ?—Yes.
3. You put some points before the group which 

visited Downings, and we asked you to come here 
and give the Commission generally your views. Per
haps you would develop some of the points you put 
before us ?—Well, the first thing I want to say is that 
95 per cent, of the people of Rossguil peninsula are 
Irish speakers. As a matter of fact, they have 
nothing else, many of them, but Irish. In recent 
years when young fellows were attending school they 
were compelled by force of circumstances to leave 
when they had reached the 3rd or 4th standard. In 
my opinion, a night school for three or four months 
in the winter time would enable these people to 
counterbalance the loss that they sustained in being 
compelled to leave school so soon. A question very 
often asked is, “  Seeing that they can talk Irish so 
well, how is it that they cannot read or write Irish ? ” 
The night school that I suggest would enable them 
to do that also. If they got three or four months at 
a night school many of them would be able to teach 
themselves more. If the school 1 suggest wen' 
seriously entertained, two hours should be devoted to 
the teaching of Irish and one hour to the teaching of 
other subjects. By an improvement of their standard 
of education the people who are fishermen would be 
better fishermen and those who are farmers would 
be better farmers.

4. At present is it the position that yon have there 
an adult population which has not got any education 
of any kind since leaving school at the 3rd or 4th 
standard?—Yes; of the adult population a large per
centage is illiterate. At the recent Local Govern
ment election 75 per cent, of the electorate voted 
illiterate.

5. That is 75 per cent, of those who voted?—75 per 
cent, of the people who voted illiterate. Of 
course it was a Local Government election, and the 
young people had no votes. In such cases you 
would require to be »  householder to have a vote. 
The fishing industry seems to be undergoing a period 
of depression. My suggestion would be the scrapping 
of the loan system and the adoption of the share 
system. Of course, that would not be altogether 
necessary. The Department could go on working 
both systems. The Congested Districts Board was 
working the share system and the loan system at 
Downings as far back as 1907 and 1908.

6. Why do you consider that the loan system is not 
suitable at present?—Well, when a fisherman sends 
in an application to the Department of Fisheries 
for a loan he is informed that he «will have to submit 
the names of two solvent sureties prepared to give 
a bank reference. He is also called upon to let the 
Department know the amount they are prepared to 
lodge on deposit for the price of the boat. In my 
opinion, both things are impracticable at present. 
The fisherman has no money to lodge on deposit. 
There might not be more than nine or ten people

who have a bank account, and they might be already 
involved themselves. It is impossible to get sureties 
to produce a bank reference. It is impossible to get 
sureties among the farmers because farmers who 
were called upon to act as sureties on different occa
sions are already involved. Once you are involved, 
if the loan is not paid up you are not qualified to- 
be a surety again.

7. Are there many people who became involved ms 
sureties in respect of loans which have not been 
paid up?—Yes, unfortunately, there are a good 
many. There must be SO per cent, of those wlw 
would be available as sureties already involved

8. And is it your opinion that where assistance at 
present is required for boats and gear in Rossguil the... 
must get those facilities on their own character?— 
Yes. They must get sureties at present. They are 
called upon to get them. They might get a loan by 
farmers going security, but it is hard to get them to 
do so because they are already involved.

9. The fishermen of Downings would have to go 
outside their own area to get sureties?—Yes, and 
there is nobody perhaps outside their area who would 
be willing to do it. If you asked them they would 
turn round and say they went security for a farm of 
land twenty years ago and got into trouble, and they 
would not act as sureties any more.

10. Does any great proportion of the fishermen of 
Downings at present want assistance to carry on their 
■work?—Yes, practically the whole population.

11. Why?—Because there is only a limited few that 
have boats, and even those that have want plenty 
of gear. The boats are not properly equipped. A 
man might have twenty nets when he should have 
forty. He has to get a loan to purchase the other 
twenty nets.

12. How is it that they have got into this state?— 
In my opinion, it was just the decline of the fishing 
industry.

13. What percentage of the fishing population in 
Downings are in a position to take advantage of the 
coming autumn fishing without assistance?—I don’t 
think it would be 20 per cent.—about 15 per cent.

14. What do you think it is necessary should be 
done to help them ?— I think it would be necessary 
to adopt the share system. To begin with, the 
autumn season is coining in now so rapidly that the 
fishermen would hardly have time to get a loan. To 
adopt the share system is the best thing. The boats and 
gear could be hired for the autumn season, and then 
between the autumn and winter the men could make 
arrangements to take the boats on the loan or share 
system.

15. What do you think the men of Downings are 
likely to do suppose they don’t get any immediate 
help; are they likely to stir themselves, and make 
an effort to do something themselves ?—They have no 
way of making much effort themselves. I saw two or 
three crews going out in small yawls fishing in the 
bay. This kind of thing should be discouraged 
altogether.

16. What should be discouraged ?—Men going out 
fishing with small yawls.

(613.1 Wt «41 io * l O K me 3.9.
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17. Generally, in the matter of the industry, what 
assistance in the line of instruction, training and 
help of that sort, would be necessary ?—I don’t think 
they want any instruction or training at present. I 
think they are very good fishermen and very daring 
fishermen. I have very often seen them going out in 
stormy weather when Scotchmen with big boats and 
superior equipment would go to Ards for shelter.

18. In the normal circumstances of the trade and 
industry you would have some ideas as to the lines 
on which technical education for the fishermen 
should be provided ?—1 think it would be a very good 
thing if there was a school set up at Downings and 
some technical instruction given to the fishermen. I 
think it would meet with the approval of everybody.

19. There is nothing further you wish to say about 
the fishing ?—I am of opinion that unless some im
mediate assistance is forthcoming the men will be 
forced to leave the place. Many good fishermen have 
left for America. These men are prepared to come 
back again if the industry is revived. Also men forced 
to migrate to England and Scotland because they 
found it hard to make a living here would be only 
too glad to come back if they only got a chance. The 
herring fishing not only affects the fishermen but the 
entire community. They are all partly dependent on 
it. To give you an idea of how they are dependent 
on it 1 would like to quote an extract from the report 
of the Congested Districts Board if it would not be 
trespassing on your time. In 1908 summer fishing 
•288 local men were employed. According to this re
port many more were employed carting, curing and 
unloading steamers, the earnings being about £2,000. 
This £2,000 was for a very short period of about six 
or seven weeks. Fishermen’s payments amounted to 
£22,628. Of course, that amount would include pay
ments to Scotch fishermen and all engaged in fishing 
at Downings. The number of barrels cured was 10,237 
for the. summer fishing. In the autumn fishing the sum 
distributed was 4TO,5<N). The earnings of the fishermen 
amounted to £10.500, so that the earnings of the 
men at Downings for the summer season and the 
autumn season that year amounted to well over 
£30,000, and I would not say that that was a record, 
for I think the fishing was not as good in 1908 as it 
was in years previous to that. You see the entire 
Rossguil peninsula community is dependent on the 
fishing, and some steps should be taken to revive the 
fishing industry here. There is a lot of talk about 
starting new industries. This would not be starting 
a new industry. The industry is still in existence, 
although it is depressed at the present time. I think 
some immediate steps should be taken, and my own 
opinion is it would not take a lot of money. If the 
Department of Fisheries gave a few thousand pounds 
it would go a long way. You would have good boats 
properly equipped. It is a very discouraging thing 
to see men going out with boats poorly equipped, 
and if they don’t have a good season it discourages 
other people; it conveys the impression that the 
fishing industry is still on the decline. I have seen 
many boats lying at Fanny Bay which should be hired 
out to the fishermen for the season. We have one 
reason to complain at any rate, and whoever is re
sponsible for this injustice we are called upon to pay 
the loans ? We claim that the boats should be re
valued again before anything is done. The 
Minister for Fisheries, in the course of his tour of 
inspection last year, informed the fishermen that the 
scheme to have the boats revalued was under con
sideration. Evidently that was as far as they got, for 
nothing has been done in the matter. At the recent 
Cumann na nGaedheal Convention it was stated that 
this question was mixed up with the policy of insurance. 
If that is so, something should be done, because delay 
has serious effects. The fishermen are so dis
couraged that they don’t feel like applying for a 
loan of money at all. They feel that it is hopeless. 
I understand that at the present time there are 
about twelve motor boats lying in Fanny’s Bay.

20. Are those boats that were taken np from men 
who could not pay their loans?—They would not all 
be. Some of them are and others not, I suppose. 
I don’t know. They may be the property of the 
fishermen themselves.

21. 288 local men were employed at the fishing in 
1908?—Yes.

22. How many local men will engage in the

autumn fishing if no assistance is given and if they 
have to engage in the fishing with their present 
equipment?—I  think not more than forty men, and 
I shall also mention that these men would be going 
out poorly equipped. If there was any assistance 
given to the men, in my opinion up to 200 would 
go out.

23. Would all that 200 require to be provided with 
boats or simply with nets ?—A number of them would 
require to be supplied with boats aiid nets, and a lot 
more would only require to be supplied with nets— 
some 5 or 6 nets, some 10 nets, and some 20.

24. Is there anything further to be said on the 
fishing?—Yes. There are a number of sailing boats 
there, and I would suggest that immediate steps be 
taken to have these sailing boats fitted with motor 
engines. I think some< of the fishermen should be sup
plied with small motor boats. Large power boats should 
be given to men prepared to go to Howth and 
Arklow and to the Scotch fishing. There are some 
of our men who are not prepared to leave Downings. 
They go in for herring, salmon, lobster, line fishing 
and trawling, and these are the men who should be 
supplied with the «mall motor boats. They don't go in 
very much for trawling in Downings.' I would not en
courage trawling. I would be against that.

25 Why ?—It destroys the bed for the herring 
spawn. It has injurious effects afterwards. The 
fishermen seem to be against it.

26. In whose hands are the sailing boats you speak 
of ?—Some of the sailing boats might be in the hands 
of the Department and some of them in the fisher
men’s. At any rate it would go a long w ay to make 
the fishing a success if the Department took over 
all the boats and gave them out on the hiring 
system.

27. I think you had something to say on agricul
ture and the general position of the people there?— 
Yes. 95 per cent, of the farms in Rossguil peninsula 
are uneconomic, and the only way I know by which 
an improvement could be effected is by classes under 
the supervision of the Department of Agriculture. 
Up to the present the county council, or the Depart
ment, or whoever is responsible, has not taken the 
necessary interest in these poor farmers. They are 
complaining about that. The agricultural in
structors seem only to look after the economic farms.
I suppose there is something in that, because 
you eani see that the term farmer is defined 
as a man who derives his living mainly from farm
ing. Of course that means agriculture. The small 
farmers of this place who have to depend partly on 
farming and partly on fishing may be excepted. I 
don’t know whether there is anything in that or not. 
I think there should lie technical instructors also 
who would give instruction in poultry keeping.

28. Are we to understand that the agricultural 
instructors and the assistant agricultural overseer 
working under the Department, that these have.not 
been in your peninsula at all?—Well, our peninsula 
may be in the agricultural instructor’s area, but my 
point is that he does not pay the necessary attention 
to the people there.

29. Were the instructors working under the county 
council or the officials of the Department, such as 
the assistant agricultural overseer, ever there?—I 
have never seen one of them in my life. I don’t 
think I have seen any man from the Department of 
Agriculture at work at all.

30. Have you not seen Mr. Silke?—Yes. He is one 
of the men I blame for not paying proper attention.

31. In what way?—I think he should go round 
from house to house to see what way the work was 
being done and what is wanted. He may want to. 
get them to adopt a new variety of seed. There has 
been little of this done in Rossguil up to the present. 
He writes to the parish priest saying that he is going 
to have a meeting at Carrigart, and if anyone in
terested in that parish goes to this meeting he will 
be given a measure of Kerr’s Pink. It is hardly 
worth while to employ a horse and cart to go a dis
tance of twelve miles for one measure of potatoes. 
What I  suggest is that experiments with these new 
varieties be carried out in a few places among 
neighbouring farmers, and also that they be given 
instruction on the benefits to 'be derived from arti
ficial manures.

32. Would a few experiments reduce the distance
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between Rossguil and Carrigart ?—It is not that, but 
the neighbouring farmers would see the benefits of 
these new varieties. That would be better than any 
teaching, even if it were done by a superman, 
because the people would get into touch and talk thc- 
matter over.

33. Is your point that the people would be more 
satisfied to go the twelve miles after such experi
ments?—Yes. It would be more acceptable than 50 
per cent, of the teaching of anything that was going 
on in the line of agriculture.

34. When instruction of that character is given 
ought it be in English or Irish ?—All instruction is 
given in English. Notice is given that the instructor 
will arrive in Creeslough and will take the names of 
people who are prepared to attend. Anybody who 
was interested could attend. There was no benefit in 
the thing after all.

35. Do you feel that it is the conditions generally 
of the Russguil peninsula or the natural temperament 
of the people that is the barrier between instruction 
of this kind and getting their work done for them in 
a sympathetic way ?—I don’t know whether it is that 
or not. My opinion is that this man Silke has a 
very big area, and cannot afford the time to give 
these people instruction. I am of opinion that these 
people think it is not worth while to do anything 
because the holdings arc uneconomic.

36. You think that the fact that the holdings are 
uneconomic is a greater reason why instruction 
should be given ?—In fact, I think the uneconomic 
farms should receive more attention from the De
partment of Agriculture, and every means be ex
plored to see if they could be made economic.

37. Are these all the points you have to raise with re
gard to agriculture?—No. I think we also have reason 
to complain of some of the provisions of the Act passed 
recently—the Land Improvement Act. The people 
in and around Rossguil would not be able to take ad
vantage of the Housing Act. They would not have 
the money to build the houses themselves, and they 
could not get a grant. The estimated cost was £357, 
and they were excluded from getting any benefit 
from this Act. Then there was the Lands Improve
ment Act for buildings, draining, roads, clearing 
away locks, etc. The farmers of my area were informed 
that unless their valuation was over £5 they would 
not come under this Act. By this Bill the Gaeltucht all 
over the county was excluded. The average valua
tion of Rossguil peninsula would be £2 5s. A good 
many would not be 30s., and some might exceed £5. 
I think tin' average would be about £2 5s. Some 
provision should be made to meet the requirements 
of these people. The old Parish Committee Scheme 
of the Congested Districts Board expended a lot of 
money on this kind of holdings. All our people 
down there, as I have told you before, are in poor 
circumstances. Some of them attend school fairly 
well and reach the 7th or 8th standard. Souk- of 
them try to educate themselves afterwards, but they 
maintain that they arc not fairly treated in the 
county council scholarships, because it is always 
mentioned that the standard is that of secondary 
school education. They understand, whether they 
are right or not, that they are excluded from com
peting for the scholarships. They think it is hardly 
fair to exclude poor people who cannot afford to send 
their children to a secondary school. That is what 
they say about it.

38. Whatever is at the bottom of it the people of 
your area say that having only primary education, 
they feel that they are deprived of any chance of 
competing at these examinations ?—Yes, and they 
claim that they would have a sporting chance if they 
were allowed to compete. As a matter of fact, I have 
known a. person who left Rossguil peninsula with only 
5th standard education and went into the Glasgow’ 
police and took second place, in the examination for 
inspectors in spite of the fact that he was the only man 
with a primary school education.

39. How old was he?— About nineteen. When he left 
home l.c joined the Glasgow police, educated himself, 
and took second place in the examination for inspector 
for the division in spite of the fact that all the other 
competitors were men with secondary school edu
cation.

40. When did he leave for Glasgow ?—About twenty 
years ago. That is only one. There may be more.

They complain that they are not fairly treated here. 
They should be allowed to compete whether they are 
secondary school pupils or not. About the kelp in
dustry. At one time something like 50 were em
ployed in this industry. It declined about 1910. In 
1914 it revived, and good prices were obtained for 
kelp. Then the prices came down again, and it 
declined again. The people would like to know if 
there was any market for kelp. There is no com
petition for buying kelp. One firm buys it all, and 
it is a matter for themselves what price they pay. 
The men who make the kelp have to employ carts 
to take it a distance of fifteen or sixteen miles. It 
costs about 24s. per ton to cart it, and they main
tain that if there was some store in Downings where 
the kelp could be deposited and then exported from 
Downings it would save at least a pound a ton. I 
think the Department of Fisheries has suitable store 
accommodation at Downings, and I am sure if they 
were approached they would give the people the use 
of it. If there were some other market, some com
petition, it would revive the kelp industry.

41. Are these all the points then?—No. There is-
also the lace class at Downings. At present the girls 
come to the lace school to do their work because 
there is more room for the machines there than there 
is in their own homes. There are about 36 employed 
altogether, 6 whole time and 30 part time workers, 
and the average earnings of those who devote their 
whole time to it would be about 24s. per week. Those 
are ones that would be supplied with knitting 
machines. Those who would not be supplied with 
machines, working in their homes as part time 
workers, would earn on an average about 14s. per 
week. The National Health Insurance authorities 
are giving them a lot of trouble recently. They 
maintain that they should not be called upon to pay 
any insurance, either Unemployment Insurance or  
National Health Insurance. I don’t know that they 
would benefit by it anyhow. We maintain that 
there should be a distinction in favour of those who 
work in the school because it is more convenient 
than to work the machines in their homes. They 
also complain that although there are six machines 
there only two of them are in working order. The 
other four are doing nothing. I would like to have 
something done about this insurance business, some 
legal decision to the effect that the insurance would 
have to be paid. We think it should he possible to get 
a way out of this insurance. It would be a help to- 
the industry. It is too bad to have to pay National 
Health and Unemployment Insurance without a 
prospect of deriving any benefit. There is also the 
cooperage at Downings closed down for a number of 
years. All the coopers from around the district 
served their apprenticeship in that cooperage. They 
are away now in other places, some in Dublin, some 
elsewhere. Apprentices from Rossguil go to Dublin 
at the present time, whereas if this cooperage was 
working they could serve their apprenticeship there. 
Some of these fellows would come back if it was 
possible to get it run on co-operative or other 
lines, but it would be much preferable if the 
Department of Fisheries would do it. In 
the event of the Department of Fisheries not 
doing it. if any loan was  forthcoming I think 
they would run the cooperage themselves. There 
is also the granite quarry down at Melmore which 
is closed down. Sets were made at this quarry and 
exported to London previous to 1914. I don’t know 
why it was closed down; I think it was just on 
account of the war. The stones were said to be very 
good. If anything could be done in that line, it 
would be a very good thing. There was a represen
tation made recently to the county council to get a 
slip at C'orragh, a great place for salmon and 
lobster fishing still. This deputation was referred to 
the Department of Fisheries. I don’t know what 
happened after that. I think it would be a very 
good thing if this slip could be erected here in the 
immediate future because it would greatly develop 
the salmon and lobster fishing. The slip suggested 
would not cost a big lot. It would also be of assist
ance to the kelp manufacturers. I think that is all. 

* * * * *
REV. DR. DUGGAN, examined.

1. Chairman.—You are curate of Arran?—Yes.
2. How long have you been there?—About four years.
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3. Is that the only Irish-speaking district of Donegal 
of which you have had experience?— I was bom in the 
Gaeltacht myself—of course I  have been a good deal 
away from it. I  was abroad a good deal. This is prac
tically the only Gaelic-speaking district in which I  have 
ministered since going on the mission.

4. I  understand that you have no formal statement 
prepared, but the group that worked in your island and 
the Commission generally would be glad to hear you on 
the subjects they discussed with you?— Yes.

5. Perhaps you could touch on any of these points
now; perhaps the Seabhac would have some points 
that he would like you to set right------

6. An Seabhac.— What is the population of the island? 
—The population is somewhere about 2,200 at the pre
sent time. It is a floating population. The standing 
population of that 2,200 would be from 1,700 to 1,800.

7. The remainder have gone to Scotland?— Yes.
8. For the harvest?— Yes, migratory labourers.
9. At what part of the year are they at home?— 

During the winter, especially from Christmas to April 
they are at home.

10. You say the full population is about twenty-two 
hundred?—Yes, about that.

11. To what extent are they land holders?—All 
practically are land holders. There is no person who 
has not got a portion of land—uneconomic holdings.

12. What is the average size jf the holdings?— About 
two or three acres.

13. What does that support in the way of cattle?— 
As you know, the land is hilly, and the people live very 
closely together; most of it is cultivated. Hence there 
is \ery little room for grazing—one cow per house. 
What cattle they have they take as store- animals to the 
fair; otherwise they don't go in for cattle.

14. They don't deal in cattle except to have a springer 
or one or two cows?— Generally speaking that is so, and 
during the winter time there is a great scarcity of milk 
there.

15. What else do they get out of the land?—Those 
potatoes they raise for their household purposes and for 
feeding hens and cattle and a little com. The}7 go in 
for sheep rearing extensively in the mountains at the 
hack of the island.

16. Have you any idea of the value of the sheep 
raising to the people of the island?—Per family?

17. To the whole island or to the household, have you 
any idea?—I would be inclined to say that they make 
from seven to eight pounds per vear each from sheep.

18. They work, it seems, the different resources of 
the soil?—Yes.

It). How do they supplement that for the mainten
ance of their families?—Hitherto, of course, the land is 
secondary to the fishing. The fishing was the great 
industry, chiefly herring and salmon. Within the last 
few years the fishing has been a failure.

20. I don’t think there is any need to go into that, 
because the same conditions still exist?—Yes.

21. They supplement the earning from the land by 
migratory labour?—Yes, and carpet making.

22. Could you say the whole Island is Irish- 
speaking or Fior-Ghaieltacht ?— Yes.

23. I understand it is becoming English-speaking?— 
I don’t think it is becoming English-speakng. 1 don’t 
think it is any more English-speaking than it was 
thirty or forty years ago There is one little section 
English-speaking, the section of the police barrack and 
the landlord garrison character. There is a little district 
in the island where a police barrack was. That was 
English-speaking forty years ago. The people who 
know a little English like to parade it on all possible 
occasions to show they are a little superior to the rest. 
Then in the homes these people themselves would speak 
Irish.

24. What do you hear among the little children at 
play?—Irish.

25. Universally?— Universally. It is quite true that 
the children arc Irish-speaking until they go to school?

2 6 . Has the habit of speaking English to the babies 
begun there yet?—No, it has not.

2 7 . W e  can take it that practically the whole island 
is almost unblemished Fior-Ghaeltacht?—Three-quarters 
o f it is anyhow. I  think one would be right in saying 
that the island is Fior-Ghaeltacht.

28. With regard to migration to Scotland, have you 
observed that the habit they have in Scotland of speak
ing English is brought back and continued to any ex
tent at all on the island?—Well, in Arranmore the

system on which they migrate is slightly different from 
the system in other places, because they go in families 
from Arranmore. The man of the house, the wife and 
the eldest children go, and another child or two is left 
at home to look after things and mind'the younger chil
dren. They go in families and live a good deal together 
in Scotland, and they speak Irish exclusively amongst 
themselves.

29. The family is more or less self-contained when 
they go?— Yes.

30. Is it very general that the mother migrates with 
the family?—It is.

31. What about the little children?—Well, they are 
generally left in charge of two or three of the elder 
ones.

32. How long has this system of migration been going 
on in the county? Some old people tell me that they 
went to Scotland about sixty or seventy years ago.

33. Do they migrate to the Lagan?—I think “  going 
down tlie Lagan ”  commenced about that time.

34. How many schools are there on the island?—Two 
in Arranmore.

35. What size schools?—The boys’ school, No. 1, has 
an average of 140 and Ko. II. about 100, but the attend
ance is irregular.

36. They get into these schools purely Irish-speaking 
children?— Yes.

37. Where English lias got to be taught?—Where 
English has got to be taught as a foreign language.

38. AYhat is the average number of years the children 
spend in the national schools?—About four or five.

39. What is the explanation?—Migration. They are 
taken from school at ten. From ten to fourteen they 
spend the «inter at school. After fourteen they don’t 
go to school at all.

40. Alter fourteen what becomes of them?—They go 
to Scotland for migratory labour for tlie summer.

41. And they live on that for a period?—That’s it.
42. At what age do they begin to go fishing?— About

fifteen or sixteen.
43. Do any of the girls on the island go to the fishing 

occupations' curing fish ?—Not until this year. Three 
went this year from Arranmore.

44. It would appear from what you tell us that 
scarcely any of the people of Arranmore ever go to any- 
thing better than ordinary labour?—That is so.

45. They are not allowed to remain at school long 
enough to do anything else?— With rare exceptions.

46. Have any of them succeeded in getting into the 
public service?—Only one.

47. Or becoming teachers?—None. There were some 
monitors, but they failed in the scholarship examina
tion. There is only one man in the public service at 
the present time, and he was a man with a secondary 
education.

48. C h a i r m a n .—Where did he get the secondary edu
cation?— At St. Eunan’s College, Letterkenny.

49. Have any of the people of the island returned 
from Scotland this year through want of work there?— 
No, not this year.

50. Is there any preparation for the herring fishing? 
—No.

51. Is there no livelihood to be got from the fishing? 
—T don’t think so.

52. Why?—Chiefly because of the failure of the last 
few years; also because the gear is gone and they are 
not in a position to buy new gear.

53. The stnti■ of their gear is such, so worn out, and 
the boats so worn out, and there being no possibility 
of replacing them, they have thrown up the idea of 
going to fish?—I would be inclined to think so. The 
fishing has changed. The in-shore herring fishing is 
gone. If herring fishing is to be done, it must be deep 
sea fishing.

54. What is it that prevents the people of the island 
from going in for that form of fishing?—Mostly want 
of capital.

55. Do you think as far as the island is concerned 
they are out of it unless somebody supplies the capital? 
—I would be inclined to think so. The main fishing 
on the Donegal coast is herring fishing, and the herring 
must be fished in deeper seas. The boats and gear must 
be supplied by some outside source.

56. So that they may go further afield?—Yes.
57. Are the boats they have got seaworthy?—They 

are ordinary fishing yawls.
58. To your knowledge are they so worn out that they
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are not safe?—1 don’t think any fisherman would care 
■to go to sea in them.

59. Is any fishing carried out at present?—Only a 
little fishing with nets and bait and eel.

60. Who carries that on?—The people who are here, 
the older men and the younger boys kept at home to 
work the place and the crops while the others are away. 
There is a little line fishing and lobster fishing.

61. Have you any idea of the number of people away 
from the island at present ?—I would be inclined to say 
•there are about 500.

62. Nearly a fourth of the population? About that.
63. Have you heard at all what the income to the 

island from them is like this year?—No, I  cannot say 
what it is this year in comparison with other years.

04. What was the value of the migratory labour to 
the island per week at any time?—During the war years 
it was probably worth £780 a week to the island.

05. For how long?—The first of June until about the 
first or second week in November.

66. Have you any idea of the amount for years in 
normal times?—It would run to about A300. That was 
the total amount paid out. It generally came through 
.the post office in the form of telegrams.

07. That would probably cover all the money?--Yes.
68. Their habit is to send home the money every 

week-end ?— Y'es.
69. Have you any figures for any slack year?—Yes. 

The year before last was a slack year. It was down to 
.about £60 or £70 per week. It 1921 I think it fell to 
£70 or £80 per week.

70. You have no report as to what has occurred this 
year?— No. They say it is slack in Scotland. There 
is work, but bad pay.

71. Have you any way of computing what would be 
•earned in any year on fishing?—No, I could not.

72. It would be almost impossible to get these figures, 
I  think?—It would be practically impossible.

73. With regard to the people and their attitude 
towards the language, is there any consciousness at all 
in their attitude towards any language?—There is this 
much, perhaps, that they would like their children to 
be taught English at school, because there is no pros
pect before them but emigration to America or Scot
land.

74. They have that conscious attitude with regard to 
America or Scotland?— Yes.

75. They have no like consciousness with regard to 
their rights in their own country and the rights which 
a knowledge of Irish should give them?—I suppose they 
were never in a position to discuss it. I would be in
clined to say they have never given it a thought one 
way or the other. They have merely spoken Irish be
cause it came easier to them.

76. Is there a sub-consciousness that Scotland and 
America are the two countries they are dealing with?— 
That is it.

77. Chairman..—Scotland and America are better to 
them than Ireland ?—Than Ireland to-day—that I would 
be inclined to say is their attitude.

78. An Seabhac.—Is there anywhere on the island 
any public officials other than teachers?— The light- 
keeper and the post office.

79. Is there a lighthouse?— Yes.
80. Do the people there associate with the people of 

the island?—Well, to a small extent, only to a small 
extent, chiefly with the post office and shops. They 
live about four miles from the nearest house. They are 
practically isolated.

81. Have you ever met an Irish-speaking light- 
keeper?—Never.

82. The officials who come into the island to deal 
with the people—the Garda, old age pension people, 
Agricultural Department people, and fisheries people— 
what language do they use on the island?-—English.

83. Universally?— Universally. They generally re
quire the services of an interpreter.

84. Has that happened there recently with Garda?— 
That has been so.

85. Going around asking for particulars for the Irish
speaking census?—Yes.

86. Does it not look rather strange, a Garda not know
ing Irish going into the island to find out who did ?— 
Yes.

87. It was a simple thing for a man to do; he had 
only to go into a house to see for himself?—Yes.

88. Chairnvan,—Do they do the agricultural and other 
statistics?— Yes.

89. An Seabhac.—The people in the island to a great 
extent can speak a little English from their migration 
to Scotland and so forth?—A great number of them 
know a certain amount of poor English.

90. English is dropped at the railway station on their 
return and not taken up again until they go back?— 
Yes, that is it. I would say the only time they use 
English at all in Scotland is when they are dealing with 
their gaffers and employers and for tlieir letters home.

91. In their letters home they write English?—They 
■write English.

92. Why?—Because until the last year or two Irish 
was not sufficiently taught at school to enable them to 
write letters in Irish.

93. The reason they don’t write Irish is that they
have never been taught?—Y’ es. Three years ago I
started a little scheme to try and get them to write 
Irish by offering to give two prizes of £ll> each to the 
two families winch received the greatest number of 
letters in Irish from their people in Scotland. It was 
not a success. In the first place we found it difficult 
to raise the money. We didn’t- raise anything like £20. 
Then we- discovered that they were not able to write 
Irish and we had to let the matter lapse.

94. It is due to the short time they spend at school?— 
And to the fact that until recently Irish was never 
seriously taught in the schools.

95. Granted that the people could read and write 
Irish fluently, do you think Irish would be the language 
they would write?—1 do. Given the same facilities in 
Irish or half the facilities given in English they would 
adopt Irish in their correspondence.

96. For the reason that it would be more intimate 
and more secret?—Exactly, and more natural.

97. Some of these people who go to Scotland who are 
over thirty years of age, are they illiterate as far as a 
knowledge of writing any language is concerned?--Y’es, 
a great number of them.

98. How do they write home?—They have .recourse 
to a friend to write for them.

99. Letters sent, home have to be read—who reads 
them?—People of character—the school teacher or 
priest or such person. He would deal with all corre
spondence.

100. This thing has been going on for forty or fifty 
years?— Yes.

101. The only hope is insistence on the children being 
kept at school?—Yes, so that they are given some 
chance of learning. It was due to the fact that the 
English they learned was very little use to them.

102. Has the feeling got among them that unless they 
get a good deal of education, education is not much use 
at all to them?—It is hard to say.

103. Have they got the feeling that they can sit down 
and do nothing more for their country because they 
understand Irish ?—No.

104. Do they realise that they have something which 
the rest of the country has not got?—No.

105. Is that because the political leaders of ihe last 
two or three hundred years have never laid stress on 
what is real nationality in an Irishman’s make-up r— 
It might have something to do with it. It is ,t question 
I  would not like to answer without having time to think 
it over.

100. Drpnftj Hmjan.—Do the people consider them
selves superior for knowing the language?—The Gaelic 
people think themselves superior to those who have lost 
the language. They sneer at people who threw up Irish 
for English.

107. .4n Seabhac.—Is that habit of thought common 
in places like Clochan l.iath?— Yes1.

108. Is their attitude towards them that they are 
among outlanders?— Y’es, it is general among the Gaelic 
people towards the little oasis of English speakers. 
They regard themselves as superior and uncommon—a 
sort of feeling that they themselves have preserved some 
higher attitude to life than those who have lost the lan
guage.

109. Feeling at the same time that tbe people who 
had lost it had the jobs and think themselves superior? 
—No. I  think if I  put it in this way : a more artistic 
feeling, something like the attitude of a painter who 
would like to paint a masterpiece. It is a sort of spiri
tual attitude; the other is material.

110. Chairman.—That point is very important, 
whether there is a vital spark in any of our Trish-spenk-
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ing communities that would enable them to develop 
themselves from the inside?—I think there is.

111. That is a very important fact, if the people could 
be got to recognise it?—I. think it is there. There is 
no doubt that the Irish-speaking population have a 
record as a purely Irish-speaking nation as something 
superior.

112. .-I» Scabhac.—Is there a feeling that these angli
cised people who were once Gaelic have abandoned th, 
language and become anglicised for the purpose of ma
terial welfare and that they have got on better than 
those who have a bet rev right?—I don't think that is 
exactly the attitude. It is expressed more against the 
common or garden citizen of Dungloe than against 
people who are big merchants or hold big jobs.

113. Dr. Tlofsli.— Is it strong enough to be turned to 
account in a missionary direction? Do they feel their 
superiority to he enough to impose it on others by their 
knowledge of it?—It could be done if you could produce 
a very strong character from the Gaeltacht—a man of 
great enthusiasm and very strong' character.

114. But not from themselves?—No.
11. '. They are simply satisfied with the attitude?— 

The attitude is there.
116. ,-ln Sruhliac-—If there arose in Dublin or in 

some other quarter a movement to hitch on that atti
tude of mind and encourage the people to hold on to 
that attitude of mind and uphold the Gael and his 
ideals, would there be an answer in the Tvi-li-speaking 
districts?—Well. I  don't know. The people of the 
Gaeltacht at present and throughout the countv genor 
rally seem in the last two years to havi lost hope in
Dublin.

117. For what reason?—One teason is tlu-y don’t 
find the Government authorities as friendly to them as 
they might be. If I would have any suggestion to make 
I should say it would be to have a permanent Commis
sion of seven or eight individuals who would look after 
the Gaeltacht themselves and be in touch with the Gael
tacht. A decentralised commission working outside 
Dublin would give an impetus to that attitude more 
than anything' from Dublin could possibly do.

11* Chairman.—I am anxious to fix that spirit if 
we can. Is it a spirit that is passive, or is there a spirit j 
there which is not active at the moment but which 
could easily be made active?—It is a spirit that is 
passive at the moment, but given a reasonable chance of 
expressing itself would be inclined to become very 
active.

119. And the best thing is to allow it become active 
itself?— Yes.

129. Foster it rather than lead it?—Foster that spirit 
within the Gaeltacht itself.

121. Gw Si rihhar-—Do you think that the people with 
that attitude would speak Irish still and he satisfied 
that tin- Galltacht remain the Galltacht and the rest of 
Ireland remain Galltacht all the time?—No, I don’t say 
that, but mere fanning the flames is not the best way 
to make the spirit active.

122. Don’t you think there should be corresponding 
and coincident effort in the Galltacht?—Of course there 
must be.

123. .-la Fear ill» ;.—The inhabitants of Arranmore 
are certainly a great asset  to the nation if they keep the 
island in that way with that spirit alive among them. 
Tin- education system they have at present is not suffi
cient?—No.

124. Would you think you would have a sufficient 
number of students in the island to attend a technical 
school if they had one?- What particular kind of 
school ?

12. ". An advanced school, more advanced than a 
national school, which would take pupils and give them 
a good grounding in literary Trish as well as spoken lush, 
while also starting to equip them to carry on work in 
other parts of Ireland?— As technical instructors.

120. Have you anything in your mind as to what 
should he done to equip these men so that the nation 
and tlie island would get the best advantage of the 
Irish tradition there?—I would be in favour of estab
lishing a. technical school, or perhaps technical classes, 
if T could see the purpose these classes are going to 
serve. Are these men going to he purely7 instructors? 
IF we start technical schools in the Gaeltacht we must 
be sure that there is work for these men to do when 
they are trained. I f  you could guarantee a man that 
after his course of instruction in the technical school 
he would get a position either as instructor or in work
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going on, I certainly would favour the establishment 
of technical schools.

127. You think the population of Arranmore would 
be sufficient to justify the establishment of a technical 
school in the island?—Of course that again would de
pend on the size of the technical school and the variety 
of subjects taught. I think it would be better to have 
a technical school there and bring visitors to it than 
to send -Arranmore students away to other schools.

12*. Your education scheme at the present time is 
not calculated to fit these men fur anything but un
skilled labour?—That is so.

129. That should not he so?—That should not be so.
130. Have you any scheme in mind that would im

prove the position ■'—Yes. Start with compulsory 
attendance at school up to fourteen. Some subjects I 
would have purely voluntary. I  understand the 
National Education Board are providing preparatory 
schools to get material for the teaching profession. A 
good deal of that talent will be drawn from the Gael-

; taclit. Hence the opening for the teaching profession 
I is already supplied. I would have a vocation school, 

some sort of secondary school or technical'school, in 
which technical subjects would be taught—more tech
nical than literary. There is no reason why you would 
not prepare men here for the service. It would give a 
gn at impetus to Gaelic and fan the spirit I have been 
talking about. On the whole question of technical edu
cation you are up against the difficulty of making sure 
that you are not anglicising the people while you are 
instructing them technically’ . The methods must be 
Gaelic and the material must be Gaelic. The insttuc- 

! tors under the old scheme helped to anglicise the people 
They could not speak Irish, and the people had to learn- 
English.

131. In order to be able to develop the talent that ig; 
in the island it would be necessary to develop educa
tion?—Yes. it is necessary to have a vocation school of' 
some sort.

132. What about the health of the inhabitants of the- 
island. Wo had a doctor from Gweedore who told us 
that tuberculosis was very prevalent in his district. Is. 
that so in the island?— I. would not say it is very preva
lent, but it is there. I don't think it is any Worse in 
that respect than any other place. It is due to some 
extent to climatic conditions. The Congested Districts 
Board got the people to build better houses. Since 
then the health bill of the island has been good.

133. Are you the only priest on the island?—I am 
the only one.

134. 'Ftachni I'.ih/riich.—Have you a doctor?—Yes.
135. .In /•>,))• .1/fir.—We have discussed the possi

bility of establishing colonies in the Midlands and the 
size of colonies necessary to make them self-contained. 
Do you consider it would he necessary to have a popu
lation at least the size of Arranmore in order to make 
the scheme a success and preserve the language1 amongst 
the colonists?— I think it would. Yon would require 
at least 400 families to make it in any way self-con
tained. You would have to see that the public serviced 
were Irish. A colony to be carried out at all should be 
cairied out on a very extensive scale, that is provided" 
you can get the people to go.

136. Dr. Wnhh.— You would recommend that com
pulsory education up to fourteen should be applied in 
your island?—Yes.

137. How do you think they will be able to meet the 
change?— I think they can.

13*. Is there anything which must be done there that 
can be done as far as you can see that would help thpm 
in altering their mode of living?—It is first this, Dr. 
Walsh, the fact that you keep the children at sehool 
until they are fourteen. Tinder the present system 
these children are put to work.

130. With the altered scheme Of things can the 
people of the island get a livelihood?—Personally, apart 
from the question of education altogether, I believe 
there is no useful purpose served by sending children 
to Scotland under fourteen. YTery often they could 
easily afford to keep them at school. I don’t think 
economically anv hardship would be inflicted on the 
people by making (hern send the children to school.

140. YVhat about the children who would have to 
mind the younger children while ,the. parents were in 
Scotland?— You can only lay down a general rule. Ex
ceptions can be made for cases of that kind. In the 
working of the Act a scheme could be devised to cover 
such eases, while I still maintain on general principled1
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that no unnecessary hardship would be inflicted by 
keeping the children at school until fourteen.

141. Is the average standard of living in the island 
low or high?—The same as on the mainland. Slightly 
better than in the greater portion of Gweedore. They 
look after the houses more carefully and keep them 
cleaner and neater.

142. Have any of the inhabitants been in receipt 
of poor relief ?—I know of only one case.

143. That was during your time?—Yes, during my 
time there.

144. Have they got grants in times of distress from 
the county council or the Government?—Well, a 
little, but very little. In the bad years we had the 
White Cross money—about £900. That meant very 
little at all for a population of 2,000. Then, again, all 
told, I would be inclined to say sums of about £300 or 
£400 have been expended in the way of coal grants 
to the island.

145. That represents the amount expended there 
during the four years you have laboured there ?— 
Yes.

146. As to the standard of living, as far as you can 
see things will remain like that?—It is an impossible 
position economically. Something must he done. 
Things cannot go on indefinitely as they are. Scot
land -as an industrial country has become a failure. 
Naturally their thoughts turn to America, and unless 
some system of livelihood or some method of im
proving the present uneconomic holdings is found 
the vast majority of the people under thirty or forty 
will leave. Emigration started four years ago. and 
393 people have left Arranmore for America since.

147. So that there is a danger that we will lose 
that Irish-speaking population in the near future if 
something is not done?—Yes.

148. Has anything occurred to you that might, be 
done that would enable them still to live on the 
land?—The question is too hxg to answer. I would 
be inclined to say that, perhaps, a lot of small things 
could be done to help conditions. All these small 
things put together would become a big help. Of 
course, the mainstay would have been fishing, but as 
I said a while ago, it is only deep-sea fishing that 
can be made a success.

149. You think the Arranmore people ought to be 
taken on to this new method of fishing ?—If you had 
the capital.

150. Would the Arranmore people take kindly to 
that kind of fishing provided the method could be 
devised ?—Oh, provided the capital could be found, 
they would.

151. Are they good fishermen ?—They arc. I have 
no hesitation in saying that if the material could be 
found, they would take to it.

152. In the cultivation of the land, could anything 
be done?—In one thing, poultry, I think a good deal 
could be done.

153. Is the present state of the poultry bad ?—Yes, 
the system of feeding poultry is not good. Outside 
of that there is the homespun industry, but in that 
you are up against mass production in the towns.

154. If there was an organisation of the homespun 
industry in the Gaeltac-ht you have the material in 
Arranmore for it?—Yes.

155. Could nothing he done to the little patches of 
land ?—I think the Department of Agriculture ought 
to make a special study of that. They should get a 
man appointed to make a special study of the 
problem of the small uneconomic holding and see 
how far these small uneconomic holdings could be 
cultivated with success. If there was a special sec
tion of the Department of Agriculture looking into 
that matter I think that would be a great help. 
They could look into a number of small things and 
carry out experiments in various scientific ways of 
intensive cultivation—get two or three crops to grow 
where hitherto one only grew in the year.

156. Have the agricultural overseers been of any 
assistance to the people here?—They have been in 
a small way—a very small way.

157. No overseer has got to live on the island for a 
month ?—Nobody has done that. I do maintain that 
these overseers—agricultural people—have been as 
sympathetic and helpful as they could be. My im
pression is they are working on a wrong system. 
They learned their business and got their experience 
on big farms and not on the small uneconomic hold
ings.

158. Coming round to the last point, you say that 
education has not helped in any way to link up the 
people of the island with the mainland of Ireland ?— 
Yes.

159. And that education is their natural right to 
get them positions in Ireland if their labour will get 
them positions in Scotland and America?—Yes.

160. If you could advise on the school it would be 
very useful ?—Perhaps one of the results of this 
Gaeltacht Commission would be the appointment of 
a permanent Commission of people who would study 
these conditions end formulate a scheme.

161. No outside member of a Commission would 
have the same intimate knowledge of your island 
as you have. Therefore, any scheme that he might 
propose might not be suitable or might not carry 
conviction?—Let them come and live in the Gael
tacht.

162. Do you want them to live in Arranmore?—No, 
but they cannot be in this county without coming 
intimately into touch with the conditions of the 
people. They would get to know them as intimately 
as I would. It would be for an expert body of that 
kind to devise a scheme. I don’t think local peoplt' 
would have width of vision to formulate a scheme of 
that kind, to know where they are going, and what 
trend education should take.

163. Chairman.—Is there any school in Ireland
I to-day, or any such school, in which there is a clear 
I vision on the part of the management as to where 

they arc trending ?—That is my point. In that 
variety of technical school the management, in an 
unconscious way without vision may go on training 
students without any definite idea of how they are 

j to get employment. If you establish a technical 
school in Arranmore and teach shipping where is 
he going to place his class?

164. Ur. H’ai.s/i.—Where arc they going to get their 
Gárdaí Síoehána, post office officials, lawyers, civil 
servants, secretary typists and shorthand typists ?— 
There is an impression that typists are very ill paid 
and that the Government rarely pays anyone suffi
ciently.

165. It is very much better paid than any kind of 
home industry. The teaching profession and other 
professions would be open to them. What we want 
is to give your people an equal chance, or a better- 
chance. to fit themselves for these things?—Yes.

166. We want a school—an educational means that 
will lead to that?—If you put that the foremost pur
pose of your school it would be possible to discuss it 
with sympathy. I for one would favour that. It 
would be a commercial school more than a technical 
school. There is the difficulty that after all our edu
cation there may he a dearth of jobs.

167. Mr. Mnriarty.—How has the birth-rate varied 
in the island during the past twenty or thirty 
years?—I would say the birth-rate is decreasing. Of 
course the war years were exceptional because 
bodies of people were abroad. Since the war there 
has been a steady decrease.

168. The failure of migration has turned the minds 
of thei people to America?—Yes.

169. How far has the America element contributed 
to the income of the people at home ?—Very consider
ably.

170. Would you say 62,000 a year?—Perhaps more. 
Formerly the people who were in America sent 
money; home to pay the passage of other people at 
home to go. It is only in the last few years that the 
American element has had any effect on the home 
incomes.

171. How far do you think, looking at it in a broad 
way, does this income from America tend to stimu
late the people to improve their economic condition 
from the resources they have at their hand?—I don't 
think the coming of the money from America is any 
incentive. It is only recently—within the last few 
years—that we are dealing with the problem. It is 
not long enough established to enable us to form a 
judgment.

172. Is there any attempt at reclamation of the 
sheep grazing land there?—It is conacreage.

173. It cannot be shared; the conditions under 
which which the tenants hold prevent it from being 
broken up?—Yes.

174. And the farms, as they exist, are cultivated to 
the fullest extent?—Yes,
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175. F i u c h r u  Eilyeach.—Has Arranmore at any time 
had a larger population than 2,300 ?—I have not been 
able to find that out.

176. As regards teachers, are you always able to 
supply yourselves?—The teachers are from the main
land. We have none from the native population of 
tbe island.

177. An Seabhae.—It is due to the fact that they 
are not kept at school ?—I think I mentioned to you 
that two or three failed to get the King’s scholarship. 
Their failure prevented others from staying at school,

178. The standard of education is high enough for 
the Civic Guards?—It is.

179. Have you any members from the island ?—One 
only,

180. Fiochm Eilgeaeh.—To what part of .Scotland 
do the Arranmore people go?—To the farming dis
tricts of Ayrshire and to Perth and the Lothians.

181. If Scotland should fail them absolutely in time, 
do you think it likely that your people will migrate 
to parts of Ireland where they would get work on the 
farms?—Something, of course, will eventually have 
to be done in that way. America is the only alterna
tive. The chances are that the United States will 
suppress immigration. Until Scotland has failed and 
until the United States lias suppressed immigration, 
I don’t think anything voiv extensive can be done in 
that line of organisation.

182. It goes without saying that in the Church the 
sermons, prayers and announcements are in Irish 
only -—That is so.

1st. That has always b en  the case ?—More or less. 
184 You never had a merely English-speaking 

priest on the island?—Oh, yes.
# * * *

DEPUTY EOGHAIN 0 DOCHARTAIGH, examined.
1. Chairman-—Perhaps first you would read this 

memorandum you have handed in?—I might mention 
that this document is the result of an investigation 
made by a Committee of the Dáil drawn from North 
and West of Ireland Deputies. We have gone into this 
question very extensively, and have come to the con
clusions which we have put before the Minister for 
Fisheries.

2. Was it a committee appointed by the Dáil or a 
committee of I)ail members?—A committee of mem
bers; a private committee representative of all parties 
The memorandum says (reading l :—

“  O u t l in e  o f  a x  F .xPERtnRN Tu, S c h e m e  f o r  D e e p - 
se a  F is h in g  s u b m it t e d  t o  t h e  M in is t e b  fob  
F is h e b ie s  by  a  C o m m it t e e  o f  D a ii . D e p u t ie s .

"  We have discussed tbe subject of developing 
deep-sea fishing, and have come to the following con
clusions :—
“  (a) That an experiment in deep-sea trawling off the 

west coast of Ireland would be the best means 
of setting up the fishing industry on a sound 
basis. The inshore seasonal fishing, which is 
at present in a state ot chaos, would be im
proved by this system, and the fishermen who 
are now only employed partly on fishing would 
be converted into whole-time trained fishermen.

“  (b) Six or eight modern steam trawlers, with a 
skipper and an engineer for each, should be 
chartered for a period of six months; a crew 
of fishermen selected from different fishing 
centres by the fishermen themselves should be 
employed to man these boats and sent to the 
fishing ground to learn the system of trawling 
and, where feasible, of long tine fishing. The 
boats for this experiment should sail from 
ports such as Burtonport, Killybegs in Tircon- 
nell, Westport in Mayo, and Galway, where 
railway facilities exist at the port for transit 
of fish.

“  (c) The remuneration of tbe fishermen, who should 
be employed on the share system, would in
clude all the proceeds of the sale of the fish 
after deducting the head charges. Arrange
ments should be made with all local towns 
served by tbe railway for such quantities of fish 
as they would require at the wholesale price 
obtainable for tbe fish plus the cost of carriage, 
the remainder of the catch to be disposed of 
in the best market available, and for this pur
pose a first class manager should be employed.

11 To give effect to the scheme the Minister for 
Fisheries should be asked to make the necessary 
arrangements for chartering boats and efficiently 
carrying out the arrangements outlined above. 
Teachtai who represent fishing areas -should place 
their services and local knowledge at the disposal of 
the Minister, so that the scheme might be carried 
out under the most favourable circumstances to ensure 
its success.

" Aundrui 0 Laimhin, T. White, Padráig 
Ó Hogain, John Hannigan, Eoghain 
Ó Dochartaigh, Tadhg O Murchadha, 
Joseph McBride, Seorse Mac Niocaill, 
D. Mac Con Ulad.

■'May, 1925.”
These are the outlines of the scheme of the committee. 
If your commission should care to ask me any questions 
on the subject I am at your disposal. This experiment 
applies to the whole fishing oi Ireland. Manifestly the 
west coast is most important for deep-sea trawling. The 
boats fishing in the deep-seas would be the first to 
strike the herring shoals. They could either go on 
trawling for the herring or they could take off the trawl 
and put on a drift net, but trawling for herrings is now 
quite common. It is done in the South of Ireland and 
it is done in England and Scotland- Whether it is a 
better system than taking off tbe trawl is »  matter for 
the fishermen themselves. If these boats were fishing 
in these waters it would be impossible for the herring 
shoals to pass. I  heard it suggested that aeroplanes 
should be employed as has been tried somewhere in 
Scotland, or that cutters should be employed to report 
the presence of herring shoals. That is all waste of 
energy and time. The proper method would be, in our 
opinion, speaking as a Dáil Committee, to have the 
proper sort of boats fishing in these waters, in the deep 
sea, ten or twelve miles out, so that they would be the 
first to locate the herring shoals. J\v operating on the 
shoals they would break the shoals and help the inshore 
fishing by driving tbe fish inside. At present if the 
weather is rough fishing is almost impossible; with this 
system they can fish whether the sea is rough or other
wise. The system of fishing inside at present is chaos: 
it is hopeless. Then we want railway facilities. In 
Donegal at present, except Bunerana, there are only 
two fishing ports where we have rail heads. The fish 

| has to be carried long distances to the railway station.
. 'When we have fish in this district there is a middleman 

on the spot if a large quantity comes in, but if a small 
quantity comes in it has to be sent by rail; the cartage 
is added to the expense, making it impossible for the 
small man to take any part. Under the system the 
committee suggests every man fishing in a crew of a 
boat would be sure of getting the full value of his fish. 
There would be no middleman to come between him 
and the market. If the recommendations of our com
mittee are adopted, the fishing will form a most valu
able asset to the Free State. Of course if this experi
ment is tried, and eight or a dozen boats chartered for 
a minimum period, tbe Minister for Fisheries would 
make all arrangements. It. would be under his 
:egis that the scheme would be carried out. The 
great advantage of this scheme is that it will 
not cost the State much money. For the Shannon 
Scheme and the Barrow Drainage and the Beet 
Industry large sums of money are required from the 
Government. For the purposes of this scheme a sum 
of £10,000 at the outside would be required; possibly 
£5,000 would meet this experiment for six months. If 
the experiment prove successful, as we are pretty san
guine it will from the evidence at our disposal, the 
fishing, instead of being as it is now, would be ,on a 
commercial basis and the wealth of the Irish seas would 
come into this country and benefit the State and the 
people. If you care to ask me any questions, either on 
the method of carrying it out, which would depend on 
the Ministry of Fisheries, or upon the possibilities of 
the scheme, I  shall be glad to answer them.

3. Chairman.—Do I  understand that the proposal is 
that the Government, through the Ministry of Fisheries, 
would have six or eight modern steam trawlers char
tered, with skippers and crews?—-Yes, with skippers 
and engineers, but we would supply the crews from the- 
different shipping centres-

4. And that these skippers and crews would cantjr on 
an experiment lasting over six months?— Yes.
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«">. l)o you think as au experiment you could possibly 
say whether it was a success or not inside six months? 
—Out opinion is that we could. We could train tuv 
sets of men with a large boat of that type.

0. Are you going to carry on a satisfactory experi
ment in. deep-sea fishing in six months and at the same 
time have two crews on board?—Two crews would be 
trained in that period.

7. In your opinion it is a sufficiently long time?— 
Quite.

8. Hus the State six or eight modern trawlers?— No: 
they have trawlers but they are not suitable.

9. What would the cost be?—The cost would be 
from four to five hundred pounds a boat for six 
months.

10. With equipment for each ?—Equipment is a 
matter witli which the Ministry will have to deal, 
but probably Mr. Moriavty could give us more defi
nite information about that. Possibly a couple of 
hundred pounds would be sufficient for equipment.

11. We are told that a motor boat would cost up 
to £750?—Possibly, but wo are talking of steam 
trawlers to prove whether this deep sea fishing can 
be carried on commercially.

12. It is required for trawling and drifting?—If 
desirable. I f the trawl struck a shoal of fish it would 
be equally effective with the drift net.

Suppose that your experiment is successful, and 
that these six or eight boats make good fishing inside 
six months, what conies next ?—When we have proved 
that it is a commercial success it manifestly would be 
the duty of the State to encourage private individuals 
or companies to take up this system of fishing. It 
would be a very simple matter. In the opinion of 
the committee there would be no difficulty whatsoever 
in getting private capital sufficient to stud the whole 
Irish seas with boats for the purpose if they were 
informed officially that it \̂ gs a commercial success.

14. WTould you require a Government to be any
thing but a directing authority?—The State would set up 
some sort of administrative organisation that would 
enable this thing to be done in the proper way. It 
is quite possible that we might pay as we did land 
purchase or housing guarantee loans. I don’t think 
there would be any difficulty whatever from the capi
tal point of view.

15. In the scheme which the Dáil committee sub
mitted, what are we to understand by the head charges 
which are to be deducted before the fishermen get 
the proceeds of the sales ?—The head charges would 
be the Salaries paid to the skipper and engineer, trans
port charges, and portion of the charges for manage
ment. The State should appoint the best man it 
could get to make all arrangements for the transport 
and sale of the fish in the best market. Of course, 
one condition would be, that the home market should 
be first supplied. There is an idea in Dublin that 
you will have to tel] people how to eat fish. We 
believe the market is enormous that we can reach. 
In Dungloe, for the past two years, you generally 
could get nothing on Fridays but Norwegian dry 
fish. Once about six mnths ago I was in Bally- 
bofey, on the way to Dublin. I got some very beauti
ful plaice and sole for dinner. I asked the people of 
the hotel where they got the nice fish, and they told 
me from Aberdeen. The fishermen come all the way 
from Aberdeen. 600 miles, fish here and go back with 
the eatc-h. The same happens with regard to 
Grimsby. Hull, and Fleetwood. If this scheme wore 
in operation all these fishermen would be Irish. These 
men came in at night trawling the banks where there 
are fluke and plaice, and injured the spawn. Every 
district in Donegal suffers in that respect. We re
member where large quantities of such fish were 
obtained, the trawlers destroyed it. Of course if 
these boats were fishing there they must fish outside 
a limit drawn by the Department for the protection 
of the in-shore fishing. It would solve another thing 
which the Minister for Fisheries is up against. He 
has no means of protecting the in-shore fishing. The 
foreign boats come in here) and he is unable to check 
them. If our boats were fishing in these waters and 
these strange boats came in, I  would like to know 
what would be the result for the intruders.
- 16. I can conceive one of these boats landing a 
catch of fish at Galway?—The boats would have to 
land at one port if they are working under the Govern
ment experiment.

17. Take Galway. I would like to see what is the 
process for handling the disposition of the fish there. 
Is the Government, under the scheme, to eliminate 
the employment of private middle interests ancl 
foreigners altogether ?—The system would be like that 
in Fleetwood or Grimsby. The manager takes the 
whole of the fish from the fishermen and he does th< ■ 
rest. He will make arrangements to send the fish to 
the market in the most expeditious way. That is one 
of the reasons for having the rail head for the experi
ment. If the experiment were a success you would 
have to employ a fast cutter for the delivery of the 
fish. There would be no need whatsoever for that 
under the transport system if the boats were to land 
the fish at the same port. For the experiment it 
would be necessary to have a rail head to avoid the 
expense of employing a cutter.

18. Who is this manager?—The manager will he 
appointed by the fishery department—selected by 
them. I  think they have a widely-experienced, 
capable man.

19. I think wo have only got as far as having the 
fish handed over to the manager who is to organise 
markets. How would he organise markets in, say, 
Athlone or Mullingar ?—No trouble whatsoever. They 
have a young capable manager who will set up agents, 
or arrange with the tradesmen in the town to take the 
fish and sell them, and the thing is done. In Dungloe. 
fish taken from Burtonport are given to the trades
men here who keep them in the shop and they are 
rapidly disposed of.

20. An Senhlmc.—What is the meaning of this ex
periment?—To develop our fishing, which is the 
second most important source of wealth in the Free 
State.

21. But the principal object is to prove that it can 
be done ?—That is one reason. The second reason is 
to train the fishermen to take the place of the men 
who come from Aberdeen and Fleetwood.

22. Where would these boats be chartered from?— 
That would rest with the Minister for Fisheries. There 
are half-a-dozen ports with trawlers lying up in them. 
There is an experiment being made by private per
sons at Queenstown who bought some of these boats. 
They are doing very well.

23. These boats would presumably be chartered front 
England or Scotland or France?—The English traw
lers are tl.e best in the world. The Frenchmen 
are lobster and shell fish getters. We have some of 
these boats in the west of Ireland.

24. Would not a great deal depend upon the class- 
of man you get as skipper ?—The entire success would 
depend on the skipper, but we have men at our dis
posal, fine men, the type of skipper we want.

25. These men are English skippers?—Yes.
26. Could nothing better be done than provide our 

boats with English skippers ?—You are using English 
boats,

27. Even suppose we were, is there not in Dublin 
a steam-trawling fleet?—The Ringsend men and the 
Howth men have the best market in the world in 
Dublin, and they are not able to supply that market 
with fish.

28. Have we not a steam-trawling fleet in Dublin ?— 
They had a fairly large competent fleet before the 
war, but some strikes have taken place there, ancl 
they are not at all as efficient as they were before the 
war.

29. Do you think that after six months we would 
be able to send out crews of our own—skippers and 
all ?—Undoubtedly.

30. Do you think they would have sufficient nauti
cal knowledge to take charge of a boat, and take her 
along the whole of our fishing banks ?—Yes. It would 
develop them further if the Minister for Fisheries set 
up the nautical college in Dublin again.

31. You think these trawlers could fish here for any 
kind of fish?—Yes, they can take any kind of fish.

32. Would these boats be easily converted into 
drifters?—Yes.

33. Is that the custom with the English trawlers ?— 
No. Drifters are a distinct class.

34. Would it be necessary to have ten or twelve?— 
That will be for the Minister for Fisheries.

35. Everything depends on organisation and all 
such things as the finding of markets, transport to the 
markets and the provision of boats, nets, and gear? 
All these things sound very difficult. In practice they
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are not so. I lived in Grimsby for nine or ten years, 
and I came into contact with this business. There 
were 1,100 boats registered at that time, but they 
had no steam trawlers. That was in 1886. By 1890 
there was a private firm which had steam trawlers. 
They were the first that started, and they absolutely 
made a fortune. They were such a success that the 
fishermen turned to steam trawlers and gave up their 
sailing boats. They have too many of these boats now, 
and the market is overstocked.

36. With this experiment in fishing for six months 
do you think private individuals will be able to carry 
out the work themselves, simply because they have 
been trained ?—Yes, that is our opinion.

.'IT. What will this experiment prove1 if steam trawl
ing is a commercial proposition already?—Steam 
trawling is known to be a commercial success, but 
the organisation is imperfect. This will prove that 
the organisation is perfect for the disposal of the fish. 
In our opinion there would be no difficulty in financ
ing the whole thing by private capital at the outset, 
but we think we would be entitled to ask the Govern
ment to begin the organisation to devlop it, it is of 
.such vast importance to the country. It is one of the 
niountry’s three greatest sources of wealth. First 
comes farming, next comes deep-sea fishing, and next 
inland fishing.

38. It is necessary that ice should be available to 
take to sea in these boats?—Y~es.

39. Ah ' there any difficulties in that?—None what
ever.

40. Where would you get the ice?—It could be got 
from Norway.

41. Isn’t the transport of ice a rather expensive 
item?—It has been found cheaper to use Norwegian 
ice than to set up an installation and make it.

42. Coal has to be brought in?—Coal can be got in 
the same way. By the time you will have got the 
industry you may take it we will have coal.

43. I)i puli/ Hoijtjii.—Each member of the committee 
has reported to the committee?—Each was asked to 
report to the committee. This was the result of that 
proceeding.

44. This committee investigated the failure of indivi
dual action?—Yes.

45. And they endeavoured to see would collective 
action meet it ? -Yes.

46. It was indicated several times that it was as 
much a problem for those engaged in it as for the 
Department, the success or failure of the fishing in
dustry in the country?—That is so. That is my,own 
view too.

47. That was indicated officially on several occa
sions ?—Yes

48. This scheme was put up in order to show that 
we were endeavouring to solve the problem, and in 
order to give the Department something to go on ?— 
Yes.

49. If this scheme did not meet with their approval 
it would give them an opportunity of outlining what 
they are prepared to do?—-Or put forward an alterna
tive scheme. In the preparation of this scheme we 
were in close touch with the Ministry of Fisheries— 
we got several audiences from the Minister, and had 
conferences with several Ministers, including the 
Minister for Finance. The fishing was discussed in a 
general way. We put it in that particular way. We 
discussed it with people all over Ireland, and referred 
to those most in touch with it, and we came to these 
conclusions which we offer as our solution of the 
problem.

50. An Fear Már.—If this scheme is launched its 
success or failure will depend very much on the fisher
men ?—Undoubtedly.

51. Do you think six months a sufficiently long time 
to test its good or bad qualities ?—The committee 
came to the conclusion! that six months would be 
sufficient, undoubtedly twelve months would be better. 
We only bound ourselves to a minimum of six months.

52. Don’t you think it is rather dangerous to limit 
yourselves to six months?—No. That is not our ex
perience of trawling. If in six months you are not 
-able to prove that the fish are there and can be caught 
and marketed, your scheme is no use. But un
doubtedly twelve months would be better than six.

53. Chairman.—Do you suggest that if this scheme 
is not a success, the fishing industry on these lines

shall be deemed lo nave been a failure ?—If the organi
sation is carried out properly and nothing left undone 
to make the scheme a success, and if it fails then, 
undoubtedly steam trawling would not suit.

54. .-Ira Fear Moi .—Do you anticipate any difficulty 
in securing crews ?—None. I may mention that the 
Deputies who live along this coast have offered their 
services as an advisory committee to the Ministry. 
We don't think it is fair that the Department should 
have to rely upon its inspectors to reach tlv-.w people. 
We propose to take that responsibility upon ourselves. 
At the request of the Minister we would take charge 
of the finding of crews.

55. Has it been decided that the skipper- would be 
English ?—No, we don't care if he is a Pole, so long as 
he is able to trawl, but if we get the boats from Eng
land the owners would have a preference. The 
Grimsby men are probably the best trawlers in the 
world. I think there will be no objection on that 
point.

56. I would be glad personally that the experiment 
would be a success?—I hope your committee will take 
that view.

57. J/r. Moriartt/.— You say the committee have in
vestigated the possibilities of this scheme and taken 
everybody in touch with the fishing industry into con
sultation. Did you go to the Dublin Steam Trawling 
Company and examine their balance sheet for the 
past few years tor guidance as to the probable re
sults of this experiment.-- 1 may answer in this way. 
We had a trawling experiment in Killybegs which 
was a failure. We investigated the cause of that 
failure, and we know that if this system were in exis
tence for that trawling it would not have been a 
failure. We know a good deal about the Dublin-Rings- 
end Fishing Company, and we did not ask to be shown 
their balance sheet. We know they have very capable 
men, but, although they have the best market in the 
world at their own door? they are not able to supply 
it.

58. Y’ ou won't answer the hard facts of the balance 
sheet. Are you aware that Dublin has ten steam 
trawlers?—Yes. I have heard that.

59. How many of these are working to supply the 
best market now ?—I cannot tell.

60. If there are only five out of ten, what is the 
reason for keeping the other five idle and depreciating 
in value while they have the best market at their 
door ?—That doesn’t concern us at all. The Ringsend 
people were hampered by labour troubles in Dublin. 
For many months they did no trawling at all. We 
cannot work on a balance sheet for the year of a 
'•trike, I don't care for consideration of our scheme 
whether the Ringsend scheme was a total failure or not.

61. You made no inquiries?—We got sufficient in
formation from your Department to damp the en
thusiasm of anybody.

62. Don’t you think there was something done to 
damp your enthusiasm at Killybegs ?—No. If that 
had been done on something like the present lines 
we propose, it would not have been a, failure.

63. The fishing would depend upon the person 
managing it?—Yes.

64. Have you any knowledge of a similar under
taking in this very county?—Yes.

65. Are you aware of the result of that?—I heard 
here that they are selling the fish in Fleetwood. But 
they are not fishing on the lines of our proposition.

66. Here is a man putting his own money into the 
business and he does not fish into Burtonport—why? 
—He gets more money, probably, the other way. We 
are developing this experiment to get the fish into 
Irish ports. When I was growing up here there was 
a little harbour built here at Dungloe to provide 
accommodation for the boats. I  have seen every Sun
day as many as twelve boats full of cod and ling, and 
every single fish was sold.

67. I point out the case of a man who cannot find a 
local market and goes with his fish to Fleetwood?— 
Frankly, I  am sceptical. I am not at all satisfied that 
he could not sell his fish at Burtonport if he had facili
ties.

68. What would be the difference in the cost of coal 
in Fleetwood and Burtonport?—It would probably 
amount to six or seven shillings a ton.

69. The organisation then that you contemplate would 
necessitate the chartering of a coal vessel?—Why-not, 
if you have twelve boats to supply.
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70. Are you aware in the steam trawling business of 
any case of Norwegian ice being taken as the source of 
supply?— Not at present in Ireland, but in Grimsby 
Norwegian ice was the sole source of supply, and they 
had 1,100 boats out.

71. You agree that a great deal depends upon the
management?—Yes, undoubtedly—organisation en
tirely, purely organisation.

72. You are aware, of course, that the manager of a 
steam trawling company is supervised by a managing 
director?— Yes.

73. Can you visualise a Government Department em
ploying a manager for ten boats who would handle the 
fish, find markets, means of transport and things like 
that?—Undoubtedly I can. A Department that could 
not do that would not deserve to exist.

74. Have you had any experience of this fishing busi
ness?—No, not actually as manager.

75. As regards the establishing of markets in Ireland, 
are you aware of attempts recently made to establish 
such markets?—Yes, I heard the Department made an 
attempt to popularise fish eating. You will find, I am 
certain, that if we can have a cargo of fresh fish every 
week we oan dispose of it rapidly.

76. Is there any attempt being made to supply that 
demand?—No; the fishermen are not able to do it.

77. Why?—They have no equipment, no facilities, no 
arrangements.

78. The long lines?—The long lines are doing their 
best.

79. There are a thousand steam trawlers laid up in 
England. Is this a good time to start a trawliug experi
ment when a thousand of these vessels are idle?—I 
think it is the best time. You will get the boats cheap. 
The steam trawling business in Ungland is over-capital
ised.

80. Would not that rather point to the experience 
here where ten steam trawlers were landing fish and 
there is at present only half the fishing fleet engaged? 
Does not that show there is not sufficient demand?— 
That is not the only thing. Most of the fishing fleets 
in England are owned by companies. It is the reverse 
•of what it was twenty-five or thirty years ago. Com
panies have little sentiment. Their idea is to make 
dividends and they have laid up the boats. A steam 
trawler is a costly but highly efficient boat. They were 
■experimenting with motor boats because the cost of 
working is probably about half that of a trawler. They 
are actually giving Germany a contract for building- 
new motor boats for the purpose.

81. You say a thousand steam trawlers are laid up 
while they are experimenting with motor boats ?—Y es. 
It is a matter of competition, and we should be able 
to compete with any of them. You can set up a co
operative organisation.

82. When the overhead charges are covered, how will 
the crew be paid?—The fishermen who would be em
ployed on the steamer would get all the proceeds of the 
sale of the fish after deducting head charges, including 
the salary of the skipper and engineer, the insurance of 
the boat and costs of management.

83. And the costs of chartering the vessel?—-And 
possibly the co.st of charter. We are so confident of the 
success of this experiment that we believe it would be 
able to pay for the charter and that it would not cost 
the Government a shilling.

84. The scheme did not contemplate going beyond a 
■certain expenditure, and if the fishing was successful it 
would defray all charges?— Yes.

85. In spite of the fact that you are so confident of 
success, you think it is the duty of the Government to 
take up the working of this fishing scheme?—We say 
that the Government should give a lead in the starting 

-of this fishing industry.
86. The fishermen would get the entire receipts after 

the expenses are paid ?—Yes.
87. There is no provision for depreciation and wear 

-and tear?— No.
88. Have you any idea of the distance from shore you 

would have to go for the best trawling?—Oh, yes. We 
have that every day before our eyes. We can see from 
the headlands the foreign trawlers fishing five miles out 
from Arranmore.

89. You would not have to go four or five hundred 
miles?—No. The best fishing would be at our back

«door.
90. Is it not a fact that the Dublin trawling fleet does

not always work into Dublin? Don’t they land their 
catch in Fleetwood?—I think they do. It is hard to 
understand, so many things enter into the question. 
Probably some of these things enter into the fishing both 
at Howth and Ringsend

91. An Seabhac.—-Would ordinary fishermen be able 
to provide crews on steam trawlers?—Undoubtedly.

92. A great deal depends on the local Irish market?— 
I agree it depends on that. As a matter of fact, we are 
anxious to supply the people at home with wholesome 
food from the sea and give them a fair chance of 
getting it.

93. The supply being available the market will come? 
—Undoubtedly.

94. Would it not require very great organisation to 
got the people all over the country to recognise the value 
of fish?—No, I cannot see the great difficulty that is 
raised on that point at all, because the same conditions 
would exist in Unglaml that exist here.

95. Won’t you require central markets for the better 
class?—We will have a central market for the l>*-tt«-r 
class of fish.

* * *

PROIN SI AS O GR1ANA, rmraínn/.

(/•hiyl/fi/i n'ltderiiiij <ij the evidence nieen in Irish).

1. Ch'iirnutn.—You have something to put before 
us.?— 1 came here to explain to the Commission the, 
way in which the poor farmers, or " crofters,”  as we 
call them, are struggling for a bare- livelihood in this 
part of the country. You have yourselves seen the 
nature of the land in County Donegal. From Uwee- 
bara River to Horn Head it is impossible to use a 
plough with a pair of horses on the great majority of 
the holdings. In the first place, the patches of land 
are too small and rocky, and, in the second place, certain 
patches of the land are too «oft to bear the weight of a 
horse. As a result a man must either use a spade 
or leave the land untilled. 1' don’t know whether you 
are aware or not that it is customary tor the- tenant to 
sub-divide bis holdings amongst the members of his 
family and, in that- way, divide the- rent. The land
lord was only too glad to get his rent in any form and 
never bothered his tenants—ibis accounts for the 
extremely small size of the holdings. You will see 
a-a you go along the county hundreds of cottages dotted 
over the different townlandx. Kerry house is the 
home of a family. If you look at the holding attached 
to the house, you will realise the impossibility of main
taining a family on it- The truth is that the families 
in these cases were supported from Scotland or England 
or America. The householder went to Scotland or 
England and remained there for ten months of the 
year. The other two months, he spent at home plant
ing potatoes and cultivating a. little patch of corn to 
feed his cow in the winter. Scotland has now failed. 
Even if work could be got in Scotland, the wages have 
been brought so low that when a man pays his tare 
over and back and keeps himself while- there, there is 
practically nothing left to support his family. There 
is no employment here at home and therefore von see 
there is no source of income for these people. Yet the 
rent and the rates must he paid and the family must 
be clothed and fed, and all these items mean dry cash. 
Where is it to come from? Hundreds of young men 
from this district would go to America to-day if they 
had money. But they have not their passage-money. 
Is there any wav out of the difficulty?—That is probably 
what you will ask. Well, I am told that the Govern
ment hold large tracts of land in other parts of the 
country formerly used for grazing cattle. If the Govern
ment would migrate two-thirds of us from here to that 
land, they would be doing a good service to us and to the 
Irish language. We are all Irish speakers- here, and we 
would bring the language with us.

2. We don’t know what land there is to give to any
body, but if the land «ere available would the people 
of this place- go? You say there arp people who would 
go?—There are plenty who would go. Of course there 
are some who would prefer to remain at home.

3. An Fear Mór.—If land were to be got in Meath 
or the Midlands would the people be satisfied to go?— 
Certainly they would, and the land vacated by them 
could be divided among those who remained.
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4. Fiaehra Eilgcach.—How many households would 

go?—About 75 per cent, of the people would go.
5. What would the clergy say?—The priests do as 

much as they can for us and, in return, we do as 
much as we can for them. As I have explained, Scot
land has failed, and we cannot give the priests as much 
assistance as we would like or as we used to give. The 
priests understand our circumstances and are reasonable 
men. They would be only' glad, I think, if some of 
their people got better holdings.

What about the parishes?—If two-thirds of the 
parishioners were migrated, the remaining one-third 
could give the clergy more support than the whole of 
them are able to do now on their congested holdings.

7. .In Fear Mór■— Would they be able to do the work 
on the new land?—With the experience they get here, 
they would, of course, be handicapped in the use of , 
up-to-date implements. It is the spade they use here 
for the most part. Hut in their work in Scotland and 
England they get- a good all-round experience of modern 
farming. They are working on large hums there with 
up-to-date machinery. And therefore they would not 
have any difficulty at all in working the'new land if 
they got it.

8. Chau man.—We have to put the case that if there 
is land to be got some of it should be got for people 
from the. Gaeltaeht?—Yes, but the case must be put 
stronger than that- Something must be done at once 
for the. position is steadily growing worse. Even if the 
Irish language were not in question at all, it would be 
the duty ol the Government to help the people out of 
their present, difficulties. There is one point I would 
like to raise as reguids fishing. There was a lot of 
discussion on this mattei here to-day. It is important 
of course that the fishing industry should receive every 
attention, but I woud like to point out that not more 
than about five per cent, of the population of this area 
have any connection with the fishing industry. That 
is a very small percentage, and they all live along the 
sea-shore. ! hope the needs of the remaining 95 per 
cent, will not be overlooked.

Another thing I would like to point out is this :—The 
Oireachtas passed a Land Purchase Act recently under 
the impression that we could discharge our obligations 
under that Act. but if some assistance is not forthcoming 
immediately from the Government in the way of re
lieving the congestion and finding employment for the 
people, I fear there will be few tenants left in this part 
of the country when the fifteen-year term is up.

* * * ■* *
DANIEL TIGHE, examined.

1. < 7 ,o m man.—We have got your statement, Mr. 
Tighe. Tin/ Commission has not had an opportunity 
of considering it, we have been so busy taking other 
evidence, but it will get full consideration in due 
course. Ls there anything you have now to tender in 
oral evidence P—Well, I don’t think there is. I 
thought, perhaps, you would require some answers.

2. The statement only reached us when we came 
here, and we have been very busy sinceP—I think it 
is fairly full. It refers to the very important matter 
of the restoration of the South Donegal tweed indus
tries. That is what the statement is devoted to. I 
have experience of that industry. I have been a 
pioneei of that industry. First in 1885 I went to 
.Mrs. Hart, of London. I wnB sent by .Mrs. Hart to 
South Donegal to help this industry. I found the 
people making big webs, 50 or 60 yards, mostly of 
flannel, handspun flannel. Mrs. Hart took over some 
of the samples to London, and found that if they 
were dyed like Harris tweeds they could be made a 
marketable commodity. I was sent to Harris to 
learn the Harris dyes, and taught them at Gwcedore. 
I was then taken away from that and sent to South 
Donegal. I spent ten years between 1885 and 1895 
visiting there, and in 1H95 I w ont to Dublin, Air. Alicks 
asked me to do what I could to help Lady Aberdeen, 
and I was sent by the Congested Districts Board to the 
Dish Industries Association to put this industry on its 
feet, it Laving then failed like the present time. The 
people only made common grays, and they were sold at 
lOd. to Is. ljd . a yard. I  went and tauglit dyeing first. 
The next thing we did was to make educational webs. 
We had to teach dyeing and the making of better webs, 
and get the people to make tweeds like the Harris 
tweeds. AYe made a couple of hundred educational 
webs. When they were done the people went on

working, and kept the industry in their own hands 
for fifteen years. They improved upon the Harris 
patterns. Then about fifteen or sixteen years 
ago there was a good demand for »  plain gray with 
slight dots of colour, known now as Donegal 
tweed. Then they started to make white warps. 
They sent away the wool to get it spun in a great 
many instances without spinning their warp. There 
was a good demand at about 3s. 6d. a yard. In 1920 
it had increased to 4s. 6d. for stuff which they were, 
glad to make previously for lOd. a yard. They Mere- 
rushing all classes of goods. Every person that could 
made webs. They were getting up to £20 for a large 
web of one hundred yards. There was »  boom., It 
was like a gold boom. The people- made far more webs- 
than they should have done. Then the great crash, 
came in March, 1920. It was not alone of these- 
goods; it was a crash of all classes of woollens in 
every part of the world. The industry died because 
of the bad market. There were about ten or twelve 
firms or buyers who were in the habit of visiting the 
homespun fairs every month. These men were all 
caught. Each had bought stocks at 4s. 6d. to 5s. 6d. 
a yard. They were in the habit of holding huge 
stocks then Those of them who were not ruined by 
the crash were so frightened that they would not buy 
a, yard. The industry depended more on making: 
stocks than on selling. You could do no business 
in that way. You must first produce the webs and 
then sell them. You cannot reproduce homespuns, 
because the whole thing is in the one web. When 
the prices were good, about two thousand families 
were engaged in the three parishes of Glencolm- 
kille, Ardara and Kilcar in this industry. The 
looms are there—they got them from Scotland—and 
everywhere thousands of spinning wheels ready to start 
any day.

3. Chairman.—II we need machines, how many 
looms are in working order ?—I am sure six or seven 
hundred looms or more.

4. You say two thousand families were engaged in 
the industry ?—About that. It is only more or less 
a guess. In nearly every family there were tweed 
makers.

5. Can we take it from you that there are approxi
mately Gin looms in working condition?—I am nearly 
certain there aTe.

6. How many of these 600 looms are being worked? 
—-'Practically none.

7. But some aie?—It would be very small indeed.
8. How many —A dozen or two dozen.
9. What about spinning wheels?—The same.
10. How many are in working condition?—They 

are all in working condition.
11. How many are there not in use?—I should 

think, between large and small, there would be 1,500 
of all sorts—500 small and 1,000 large.

12. Are they doing any spinning at present?— 
Very little.

13. When they used to spin, where used they get the 
wool?—They used to get it from Glenties, along with 
the wool of tl.eir own. flocks.

14. What kind of wool is the wool of the black-faced 
sheep?—The wool of the black-faced sheep around' 
the coast gets much finer than the wool ol the 
original breed. The black-faced sheep of the islands 
such as Aranmore and Tory will soon develop a soft 
fleecy wool very suitable for homespuns and far 
finer than Harriss tweeds.

15. Finch m Eihjeach.—Do you remember trade
being as bad as it is at present?—I do.

16. Worse?—No, because there was more buying of 
cloth as flannel than at present. It is bought now as 
tweed at ls. Id. or ls. 2d.

17. Was it you who measured and certified the 
lengths for the Congested Districts Board at Ardara? 
—Oh. no. There was an inspector there. I was 
manager.

18. Do you think it would be right to say that 
faults would be found in the body of the piece?— 
Since the Board’s inspection stopped some years 
ago the Board had no opportunity of seeing the 
piece. Before that the man ran the web along and 
the inspector stood over him, and nothing could pass 
him.

19. It was sure to be all right?—Of course it was.
20. Did they turn out machine-spun webs in Ardara 

at all?—I heard people sent away wool to the local 
agents of the woollen factories and got it spun into-
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yarn. That was the way it began. At the same time 
any person could tell the difference between machine- 
-spun and hand-spun. There is more uniformity about 
the machine-made goods.

21. Deputy Hogan.—The principal difference
between the present slump and any slump before 
was that there was a market for flannel?—Yes.

22. How did that occur ?•■—The buyers were those 
who went down in the last slump. There is no white 
flannel made now. It is purchased in small quanti
ties still in Glenties, but there is no real market for 
it. The poor people don’t get the price of the wool.

23. So that the market is gone ?—It was never very 
great good to the people. It would not pay them to 
sell it at Is. 2d. or even as low as lid.

24. Chairman.—Would that amount include the 
.spinning of the wool ?—Everything. I  think the 
proper way to revive the industry would be to start 
At the beginning again, and find a market. I have 
received letters from Spain, Poland and America 
Asking for samples. The proper way would be to 
make sample ranges in sections of 6 warps and 12 
wefts. That would give 72 different patterns. If a 
few of these ranges were made and spun they could 
be sent over to London to the Consulate to Mr. 
MacNeill. Then some person should bring them to 
the proper buyers and ask them whether they were 
prepared to take them and would there be sale for 
them. I think if the people got 3s. 6d. a yard they 
would make a tweed equal to Harris at 6s. a yard. 
There is a margin, allowing them 3s. 6d. to 6s. This 
•could be done by getting six sample ranges done as 
quickly as possible.

25. Deputy Hogan.—Were there any inquiries lately 
from any people as to whether Donegal tweeds could 
be supplied to them?—Oh, yes I got inquiries, but 
I am not in a position to risk a loss of £500 on the 
job. There is no doubt the market for woollen goods 
of every description is dull. There is no lively de
mand for them in London. At a time when there 
was not a very lively demand, I remember myself 
being in London and calling on a buyer who took 
the whole bunch from me. I am sure that man 
would never have written to Donegal for them.

26. Mr. Moriarty.—I gather from you that what is 
wanted in the industry is an organisation which will

link up the weavers with the market ?—That is 
exactly what is wanted.

27. Is it your suggestion that the State should dis
charge that function or could you suggest any steps 
that could be taken by private individuals to dis
charge it ?—I am afraid to depend on private indi
viduals is hopeless. Once an industry gets a bad 
name nobody is going to take it up. If the State did 
as it did in 1895, if they made a small grant of two 
or three thousand pounds it would be the best way. 
You would want a couple of thousand for educa
tional webs. These webs cost between £H to £10 
each. If you made a hundred of them, and the 
State woidd take the thing in hand and organise a 
large co-operative society I think it would be a great 
benefit. The co-operative society could be composed of 
the weavers, clergymen, merchants, the samv as the 
other co-operative societies. These men, who are all 
interested in the industry, could be got to take 
shares. If they wanted a little extra help in the 
way of capital it would be wise for the State to give 
it in the case of this particular industry. The State 
did it twice before. The English Government gave 
Mrs. Hart £1,000 in 1KN7-18H8. It was well spent and 
it did an immense amount of good. Mrs. Hart estab
lished a warehouse—Donegal House—in Wigmore 
St., London, W ., and everybody sent over their goods 
there. Most people called in there. If there was a 
house like that situated in London, not alone for 
Donegal but for Connemara and Kerry industries, a 
Gaelic Workers’ House, it would be useful. There is a 
house in London kept by Lady Stewart McKenzie— 
The Crofters’ Agency—a place which does ordinary 
business.

28 7'ou suggest that the State should stop the 
deterioration of the trade?—The best way to stop 
that would be not to allow a single web into the depot 
at Ardara except hand-q>un and get the co-opemtion 
of this co-operative, society and Mr. M. Gallagher, 
secretary of the North Donegal Weavers’ Association.

29. Would they join up with South Donegal ?—They 
would, of course.

30 Fia?hrn Eilgeach.—Would you advocate a trade 
mark ?—Yes, and it should be stamped on every 
three yards with the words “  Genuine Donegal 
Hand-spun Tweed.”  The webs should be examined 
at the depot. The depot was closed by the Con
gested Districts Board, but it should be re-opened.

The Commission adjourned at 5.30 p.m.
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D ’éisteaclh—
KEY. S. J, WALSH, P.P. (St. Enda’s. Aran Islands, Co. Galway).

The following statement submitted by Bcr. S. J. 
Walsh, P.T., had bent rirculafcd to the Commissioners :

1. The inhabitants ot these islands are all, either 
bilingual or Irish speakers only. Inisheer is mostly 
bilingual. Inishmaan almost completely Irish-speaking. 
Inishmore 2>art bilingual, part Irish-speaking, but there 
are very few who do not understand English fairly well. 
Most oi them understand it quite well. The school 
work is done in almost every case through the medium 
of Irish.

2. We have no officials except the Guards, who all 
speak Irish. In the Courts cases are conducted in 
English or Irish as the necessities of the case demand.

3 . Very large numbers of both sexes leave here for 
America, England, Scotland, and service or giving 
tuition in Irish in Ireland. Such persons are most 
anxious to know English and are urged to it by their 
older brother or sisters or friends in America or by their 
parents who, in many cases, have been to America 
themselves.

4. Many of the older inhabitants will tell you they 
have never seen worse economic conditions than those 
prevailing at present. This is entirely due to the 
continued almost complete failure of fishing. No other 
industry can take its place here. The younger people, 
after waiting in vain for five or six years for revival 
are, therefore, leaving for America in as large numbers 
and as last as they can get there. Those at home are 
depending largely on the American cheques to provide 
the necessaries of liie. To the credit ot the children 
be it said, the expected cheques arrive in considerable 
numbers as long as the children remain single.

5 . The shopkeepers, to do them justice, have stood 
loyally by the people, hoping every day the revival of 
fishing would enable them to get back their own. But 
they must of necessity soon .top credit.

6. The prices prevailing at present—(is. or 7s. per 
126 for mackerel—and the small catches, which in the 
case of motor boats would not average more than 700 
or 800, would not pay for the expense of netting them.

7. The fish are so far to sea that fishing with canoes 
is impracticable. There are many reasons put forward 
for this scarcity ; the unrestricted use of English steam 
trawler- within the lines during the disturbed period 
is the most generally alleged cause. It was certainly 
post hoc, and most probably propter line.

Turf.
8. The provision of fuel is another serious difficulty 

here. Boat-loads of turf cost £4 5s. and £4 10s. at 
present. It has all to come from the mainland. I 
have seen it go A’7 10s. a boat-load, which contains 
only four small cartloads, which means that when the 
expense of cartage is added it costs well over £1 per 
load in the former case, and over £2 per load in the 
latter. When fish was plentiful it was bartered for 
turf. It is' now procured by bartering potatoes, if 
they have them. If not, they must do without turf and 
pick up bushes and briars among the rocks.

Industry.
0. The only other industry here was knitting on a 

very small scale by one of the shopkeepers. There 
were never more than five girls engaged. Even that 
has now ceased as the margin of profit was so small 
after paying the girls, and the girls’ pay so meagre 
that it was not calculated to attract except the very 
young and those physically unfit or financially unable 
to emigrate.

10. The young men, after having tasted the luxury 
of high prices during the war, will no longer be content 
to undertake the great hardships attendant on fishing 
at a small wage, at present not sufficient to supply the
(5 6 0 .) W t.6 4 1 . 12. 3. 125. 1 1 /2 5 . F a l c o n e r . G .9 .

mere necessaries of life, and prefer to emigrate as the 
surest and quicke-t way ot bringing substantial help 
to their parents and the younger members of the 
family. Death and emigration have reduced the 
number of families in this island alone (33;') | by over 
twenty in four years.

11. I regret to say that after consultation with a good 
number of people, I cannot suggest a remedy (unless 
perhaps supplying the islanders with boats for deep- 
sea fishing, which would entail a very considerable 
expenditure), and must fall in with the universal feel
ing which finds expression here, that if the fishing (the 
natural industry of these islands) goes down, then the 
people go down with it, and the land would not he 
able to support the existing numbers.

12. My views are, I fear, open to the danger of being 
considered pessimistic, but I regret to he forced to 
the conclusion that they are in entire conformity with 
facts. When I state that there are a considerable 
number here who have no land whatever, and that 
tlie number of beasts sold yearly does not constitute an 
average of nearly one per family, the statement will 
have pas-ed from the region of mere assertion to that 
of proved tacts.

16. When you have Mr. Hicks, the former head of 
the Fishing Department, and Mr. Moriarty, the pre
sent Secretary of that Department, stating that 
mackerel fishing is a thing of the past, and you have 
also the fact that mackerel fishing was the main 
industry of the Aran Islands, it would seem as if local 
feeling and expert opinion are at one on the subject. 
Thougli present conditions leave little grounds for hope, 
personally I am sufficient of an optimist to hope that 
conditions, at least as the present scarcity of fish is 
concerned, cannot always last-, and if the fishermen 
could only get plenty of fish, even at Ms. or !->s. per 126. 
they could at least stave off the wolf from the doors.

(S ig n e d ) ,  N. J .  W A L S H , P .P . ,

St. Enda's. .Iran Isles.
l**th May,  l ‘.i2.>.

# * s * *
REV. S. J. WALSH. P.P., examined.

1. (a) Chairman—Perhaps. Father Walsh, you will 
cover the points mentioned in your written statement? 
—It is absolutely essential for the people of Aran to 
get Government as-i-tanee to enable them to pursue 
the fishing industry. There seems to be an objection on 
the part of the Government to the giving of assistance, 
on the grounds that a number of the fishermen who 
owe a considerable amount of money' in this way had 
a loan of motor boats on which there was a consider
able instalment to be paid each year. As long as the 
fishing teas satisfactory the instalments and the interest 
were paid off, but it is a fact that the fishing lias been 
an absolute failure for the past five years, so much so 
that the most efficient fishermen in Aran Islands, or 
as far as I can learn anywhere else, with the best 
intentions, could not earn money to pay off these 
instalments, and therefore did not.

(h) Since I came to the island the fish caught was 
not equal to what would support the fishermen and 
their families, and that is how their indebtedness to 
the State mounted up. The catches have not been as 
much in one year as was formerly taken in one month, 
and sometimes one week, in olden times, and the 
prices now are not one-fifth or one-sixth of the old 
figures. They have been selling mackerel from as low 
as 4s. to the present price of 7s. per 126. At one time 
they got £2 per 100. The 6-. or 7s. would not leave 
them sufficient to make a living at anything less than 
the average catch of 2,000 each night they would be 
out fishing. The average catch during the past Spring
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reached only 800 or 900, and the whole takings for the 
season was 400 barrels, which was, of course, a con
siderable improvement on last year, when they had 
only thirty barrels.

(c) It is quite true that they could have caught con
siderably more this Spring if they were properly 
equipped, but they had not anything like enough nets. 
Three or four of the motor boats have been taken up, 
and any applications that I  have seen made for some 
time past for additional gear have been turned down on 
the grounds that these people own considerable amounts 
already to the State and that the Authorities do not 
see their way to increase the debt to the State. That 
is a reply that has a certain foundation in justice, but 
if that is to be the attitude of the Ministry of Fisheries 
under the present condition of fishing, it is practically 
signing the death-warrant of the fishing industry. 
Some individuals who do not owe the Department one 
penny on considerable transactions dating some rears 
back had recently applied for loans, and one of these 
who had applied for £100 to buy a boat was asked to 
name securities. He did so, and on the strength of the 
reply received he made arrangements to purchase a 
boat. Later he was informed that as he was a co
bailee with two others for a sum of £200, and that 
they could not supply him with nets until he had paid 
up that amount, lie admitted to me that he was 
bailee for that amount, but that the L200 in question 
was incurred in fitting a new engine into this man’s 
motor bqat, work which he says was done without 
consulting the guarantors. The representative of the 
Fisheries Board here will be able to certify if that was 
correct or not. I must say that I did not think they 
were justified in the refusal, and if that attitude is 
insisted upon I give it as my deliberate opinion that 
you will have a considerable percentage of the people 
of Aran living at the expense of the State, somewhere 
or other, before long.

(d) I know very well that the Government is pretty 
pushed for money at present, and I also realise that the 
prospects before the fishing industry are not very 
bright, and that the (ioverument, naturally, does not 
care to be expending public monies on projects that 
don't seem at present at any rate to be self-supporting. 
I fully realise the force of that objection, but I say that 
there is a very large number of people depending either 
entirely or to a very large extent on the fishing 
industry and there is only one alternative—one or two 
alternatives— namely, to take the risks in spending 
that money to enable them to live at home, or emigrate.

(e) In the place that I happen to represent, right 
in the midst of the (iaeltacht. it is the question for 
the Government to consider whether the preservation 
of the Gaeltacht. is of sufficient importance to the 
nation to justify them in taking the monetary risks that 
are absolutely essential if the people are to be kept 
at home. Fur the last twelve months at least between 
MO and 100 people have left my parish for America, 
a good number have left and joined the Guards, and a 
great number have left for service outside. I p to the 
present it was mostly the girls who went to America, 
tlie fishermen staying at home, but latterly more boys 
have been going than girls.

(f) Within the last week I have given twelve letters 
of character to the American Consul and twelve or 
fourteen for the three weeks before it. A good many 
of these emigrants were boys, and if the exodus of 
boys continues at the same rate for the next two or 
three years there is an end to the fishing industry in 
Aran for some time to come, because they will not 
be enough young men left to serve as crews for the 
boats, and I have not the slightest hesitation in saying 
that there arc a number of people in Aran who have 
not a sufficient supply of food to keep them going at 
present and who will be on the verge of starvation 
before next Christmas if the fishing during this 
Autumn is not considerably more successful than has 
been the case for the last five or six years, and fishing 
at its best will not be sufficiently successful to stave 
off such a calamity unless the present Government 
abandon their policy of giving loans only on security 
for the purchase of the necessary gear. The security 
that can be got in Aran is not worth a penny unless 
the fishing itself be a success, but if it be a success the 
fishing will be the security. If a man in Aran has 
thirty or forty acres of barren rock and goes security 
for £30 or CIO, I am much afraid that if the Govern
ment were confronted with the problem of securing 
the amount of the loan by turning him and his family 
•on the road, they would think twice before they do it.

(g) There is no use for an Agricultural Instructor 
in Aran. The agricultural outlook of the people is 
quite simple, because they can grow nothing but 
potatoes. They grow rye occasionally, but not all the 
land will grow rye.

(h) If the Government do not adopt what I and what 
the people honestly consider is the only way to come 
to the assistance of the fishermen in places like Aran, 
then the fishermen and those who represent them will 
very soon, naturally, begin to ask what the Fisheries 
Department of the Government is for. I am quite 
prepared to admit that the making of fishing a success
ful business is a very difficult problem. There are a 
great many considerations which make for success or 
failure, one consideration being difficulties of transit 
and the expense. I think that the present Government 
are in a better position than anybody connected with 
the Fisheries previously to get over that difficulty.

(i) I have known instances where the whole catch 
of fish had to be sold at very low rates owing to the 
fact that it could not be got to the market in time, 
as there was no train leaving Galway later than 3.30, 
so that instead of having any catch to their credit as 
a result of the sale, the fishermen were 29s. out of 
pocket on the deal, and that was the case of the largest 
fresh fish consignment that has left Aran in the past 
five years. As a result of that transaction the fisher
men have practically abandoned the fresh fish trade 
altogether.

(j) Nobody seems to know the cause of the failure 
of the fish round our shores; the islanders and myself 
have the impression that it was due to the mischief 
caused by English trawlers who are allowed to fish 
with impunity within the limit, thereby disturbing the 
spawn and killing very large numbers of immature 
fish. We have had ocular demonstration of one aspect 
of this, namely, seeing fish of not more than IV in. 
in length in their boats when these trawlers come in to 
barter with our people, as they do for flour, potatoes,

j bread, etc., for which they give grean, gurnet and other 
| fish in exchange. Nothing will stop this fishing by 
j trawlers within the limits except to make it a non- 
i paving business. The extreme penalty should be made 

a ITOil fine. The penalty should be so drastic that 
tlie violations of the law should come to an end, and 
that it would pay better to be honest.

(k) I remember one instance in which the skipper 
ot a trawler was fined C450 for four violations of the 
law, and lie proved his respect for the law by~ letting 
down bis trawls when going out the Sound that night' 
and, as far as I can hear, it is questionable if that fine 
was ever collected. If only to bring assurance to the 
minds of the people that their interests were a real 
concern to the Government. I think that immediate 
steps should be taken by the Government to punish 
these trawler skippers more drastically, and to see that 
whatever penalty was decreed by law would be enforced 
to the letter. That is how it occurs to me, and 
it is essentially necessary for the Government, even 
at some risk, if not even at a certain loss, to put 
the jieople in tlie position to catch the fish if the supply 
be there. The present position, extending over a 
jieriod of five years, is most abnormal, and there is 
a hope, from the considerable improvement in the 
Spring mackerel fishing that there is immediate pros
pect of the cessation of this dearth of fish from the 
coasts of these island-. In case their hopes are realised 
and their expectations that the Minister for Fisheries 
should supply  them with the necessary gear lie realised 
there is every hope of a very' early conclusion of the 
regrettable failure in the fishing industry in these 
islands.

2. Father Cunninjham.—What is the area of the 
Aran Island-'.’—Tlie big island, 2̂  sq. miles, and the 
smaller one half that.

3. What is the average area of tlie holdings of arable 
land ?—It is very difficult to answer; the proportion 
of rock to arable land is 20 to 1.

4. What is the population'.’—In the south island, 
425; middle island, 395; big island, about 1,520 at 
the time of my last calculation, but about 1,480 at the 
present moment.

5. How man,y of these are Irish speakers'?—-All.
6. Is Irish spoken in the home ?—Yes, except in 

Kilronan village, where they sometimes speak English. 
The children have to be taught English through Irish.

7. They are proud of the fact that they speak Irish, 
I  suppose?—There are a great number of parents who 
have been to America, and more than a dozen of them 
have complained to me bitterly' that English was not
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taught in the school; they don’t want their children 
to be in the same difficulties in America as they were 
themselves. One boy has recently been turned back 
from Cóbh because he didn’t know English, and he 
was quite an intelligent boy otherwise. But if the 
people could make a living at home there would not 
be a word about English—the English language would 
not bother them.

8. Do all the adult male population have to depend 
on fishing?—Ves, very few of them could live on the 
land alone.

9. How many fishermen have you on the island?— 
About eighty or ninety canoes, three forming a crew, 
and there are a few others who have canoes but possess 
a fair amount of land on which they could almost live, 
but they fish only when it is profitable. We have only 
four motor boats now; we had eight or nine at one 
time. I believe that some fishermen who left us and 
went to America would return home if fishing could be 
made a success, as many did return, but went away 
again.

10. What is the best class of boat for the farmer- 
fisherman?—The least expensive class would be canoes, 
because there is no c o s t  except the initial outlay, but 
they are not suitable for Spring fishing. Herring or 
mackerel fishing is the only thing that will pay. 
Motor boats are suitable for both Spring and Autumn 
fishing.

11. Do they fish for salmon?— Nothing will pay them 
except fish for curing. When they catch flat fish it 
might not be a steamer day, and a special trip to 
Galway would cost them 14 or £5. They alway s have 
a 1,000 or 1.500 barrels of salt at hand.

12. When these men got gear, boats, etc., on the 
share system, did they take proper care of them?— 
Yes, as long as the fishing was successful, but latterly 
I am afraid that the number of them lying idle have 
suffered. With regard to motor boats: these I fear 
were not kept properly, and the Fisheries Department 
lost considerably because of neglect on the part of the 
fishermen. The fishermen got every possible assistance 
up to five years ago until the fishing began to be quite 
a failure and instalments could not be paid up. They 
paid instalments all right as long as the fishing was 
successful.

13. Was there a time when fisheries have not been 
as great a success as now ?— I have been only five years 
in the parish. I  don’t think the fishermen had any 
complaint to make ot the C .D .B .; when the people 
were not able to pay, the Board was sympathetic. 
There was one mistake the people made, namely, that 
when they made much money on fishing they did not 
make an effort to buy out the boats themselves from 
the amount of money they were earning—the people 
who had motor boats.

14. Have you any cottage industries?—None, except 
knitting, which cannot make much headway. The girls 
want to go away to America, wages at home not being 
sufficiently high to induce them to stay here, and, 
unfortunately, there are far more Aran people in 
America than at home. Nobody has any business to 
stay at home except those who are going to marry in 
the place.

15. Is there any kelp burning?—There is no buying. 
A lot of kelp went to loss a few years ago because of 
there being no market. One of the terrible drawbacks 
is the want of fuel. Turf has to be brought over from 
the mainland at high rates. The present price is £4 
to £5 a load. Kelp is reaching £6 Ids. a ton this year. 
Money could have been made on kelp this season had 
they had any early intimation of the present demand.

16. Is Carrigeen moss collected?—Yes. Recently I 
saw eight tons of Carrigeen moss being sent out.

17. Wliat do you think would be the practical solution 
of the difficulty?—For us there is only one solution, 
namely, to make the fishing industry a success. The 
people are too poor to provide gear, and if a system be 
not forthcoming there will be a disaster. That is the 
only solution, and it must be adopted unless the ques
tion is to be shelved altogether.

18. Chairman.— As to immediate assistance; suppose 
that the three motor teats taken up from the Aran 
men be put into immediate commission by the Fisheries 
Department under a skipper of their own selection and 
a crew of their own selection—in other words, to put 
the boats on charter?—I think that is a very correct 
proposal.

19. Would you be able to get three such skippers in

Aran?— Yes. There are four or five such skippers in
the place.

20. Are there sufficient crews who would work in a 
disciplined way under the skippers ?—Yes.

21. What do you say to our proposing this as an 
immediate expedient, and to have the catches dealt 
with by the Fisheries Department, half the net amount 
for the catch to go to the fishermen?—I think it is a 
very proper proposal to have in charge of the boats a 
person who is immediately responsible to the Fisheries 
Department. Besides, it would be a guarantee after
wards that if the fishing was not such a success as that 
it would pay for Joans such as we have been discussing, 
that the fault was not due to any slackness on the 
part of the people, but that it was a tiling that could 
not be done.

22. How about people wanting loans for nets ?—The 
number of nets required in a canoe would not be very 
large, and almost a personal guarantee would be suffi
cient. There is a great shortage of nets on the island 
at present.

23. Mr. Slnriartii-—Is there any chance of reviving 
the fresh fish industry ?— No.

24. If we had an improved transit that would give 
you a service to the mainland daily , what would be the 
effect on the fresh fish industry ?—That would be a 
great improvement.

25. If a motor boat service were substituted for the 
present bi-weekly steamer and to carry goods from 
Kilronan to Gashla, to be lorried into Galway?—-I 
would not agree with that at all, because it would 
interfere with the transport of cattle.

26. Do you know the “  St Nicholas of Galway ” — 
would she carry four beasts at a time ?—YYe would not 
agree with any arrangement that would do away with 
the steamer, and it would not pay.

27. Have you seen the balance sheets of the Galway 
Bay SS. Company who are losing money, although the 
Government is giving a subsidy of LI, 100 annually, 
the prospect being that the Government will have to 
run the service at a much bigger loss or have to dis
continue it altogether?—The motor boat would not be 
able to bring over sufficient stuff for the island.

28. What cargo has the steamer at present?— 
It would carry five times as much as a motor boat.

29. The “  St. Nicholas ”  takes fifty tons. Five times 
that would be 250 tons?—There "ill be weeks in 
winter when a motor boat could not make Aran. The 
people would not listen to the scheme of Gasbla. I am 
very definite on that point.

.’)(). How far was the failure of the fishing due to the 
absence of shoals, and how far due to bad weather?— 
It was due to both. The year before last it was due 
partly to bad weather, but mostly ter the fact that the 
fishing w as not there. The fishermen combine for the 
purpose of prospecting, and one boat which was out on 
this work spent i f  00 in oil before they got one fish.

31. If the fish are not' at Aran and are somewhere 
else, will the boats be taken to where the fish are?— 
Yes. Gne of our boats is in Hou tli at the present time. 
They will go anywhere.

32. The canoe people are all right—they are fairly 
well able to stand on their own feet?—Even some of 
these cannot get loans, but if they want nets they 
must get them as well as the others.

33. As regards trawlers. \Ye had a statement 
published in the press to the effect that some of the 
Aran Islaudi-rs were acting as pilots lor the foreigner? 
—There was no foundation for that statement, except, 
that one man who had left the place was reported to 
be a member of the crew.

34. Wliat is the ordinary jiroportion of the earnings 
of an Aran motor crew?—In sailing boats they get 
half and half, but I am not sure of the proportion in 
the case of motor boats. I am sorry that I did not 
make myself informed on that point, but I will 
ascertain.

35. As a general principle you are prepared to admit 
that the interests of the fishermen of the Aran Islands 
are being looked after as effectively as possible within 
the past four or five years?— Yes. I am not finding 
any fault with the Government, because you cannot loan 
money to men who cannot pay.

36. Do you consider it desirable that the Government 
should make provision in some special manner where 
economic conditions are such that the non-success of 
the fishing industry means starvation or emigration ?—
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Yes. These measures must be taken if you wish to 
keep the people there.

<17. .-In Fear Mór— How old was the boy who was 
sent back from Cóbh ?—Twenty-two or twenty-three 
years.

28. Did he attend school in his early years, and was 
he able to read or write Irish?—Not very well.

39. lie  attended school under the old regime9—Yes. 
but as far as education is concerned, the old system and 
the new have the same results practically.

40. Have you many boys of that age who actually 
don't know English?-—They cannot talk it well, 
although they know some English.

41. Deputy Duet et.—Would he be suitable for the 
Gárda Ríochána?—No, but our boys have been very 
successful in that service. There has been only one 
rejection, the case of a boy who had reached a stature 
of 6 ft. 2 ins. at 17 or 18 years of age.

42. Do any of your people go to England or Scot
land?— Some three or four this year, but they soon 
returned.

44. Father Cunningham.—Do any of the Aran girls 
go as nursery governesses?—Yes, a number do go, but 
they do not stay long, their wish being to reach 
America. I receive many applications for such help.

44. Mr. Moriarty.—Taking a survey of the history of

the islands for the past ten years, would you say that 
the exodus for the last year or two is due to the 
restoration of the pre-War standard basis ?—The in
crease in emigration in the large island is due to the 
fact that the fishing has been a failure, and that the 
people wish to get away because they cannot live at 
home. In September, 1920, I  took the Census, and 
I took it again last year, and the numbers in the north 
and south islands in the two periods (395 and 425) did 
not vary a pip. The Government would have had to 
be supporting the Aran Islands for the past three 
years were it not for America.

45. Deputy Baxter.—Is anything done with regard to 
Poultry?—Nothing, as there is no grain on the island, 
and consequently the eggs are quite inferior. There is- 
only one industry for Aran—fishing. If the fishing be 
successful, the women are busy as well as the men. 
The girls are scarcely out of school when they pack off 
to America. Three out of every four married women 
in the islands are returned Americans.

46. Fiaehra F.ilgcurh— Do those who return bring, 
money with them?—Yes, f200 or t'200.

47. Mr. Mnriurty.—Are all these people Irish
speakers?—Yes. anywhere back from the village of 
Kilronan Irish is the language. The south island is the 
most English-speaking of the three, due to the influence- 
of a succession of English-speaking teachers there.
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1- Chairman.—<Mr. Kelly, you are an overseer working  ̂

under the Department of Agriculture ?—-Yes.
2. You are overseeY for the counties of Clare, Í 

Galway, Roscommon and Leitrim?—That is correct. >
:S. Do you cover any other areas?— No, I don't at the 

present time. I
4. How long have you been in these counties?—I am I 

serving in my present capacity for the past thirteen j 
years.

ii. You have been in these counties for the past 
thirteen years?—Yes, constantly for the past thirteen 
veais. Prior to that I was agricultural overseer in i 
Leitrim and North Sligo for three rears, and I com
menced my career under the Department almost twenty 
years ago as assistant overseer in the Swinford district 
of Co. Mayo- I am just completing my twentieth year 
in the sendee of the Department.

ti. We have asked you to give us some evidence bear
ing on the economic life of the Gaeltaeht here, and the 
experience you have bad in this area?—Yes, sir.

7. Have you a written statement ?—In compliance 
with your request, sir, I have made out the whole story 
in a memorandum. In that memorandum I have 
endeavoured to point out what has been done in the 
whole congested area, and with what results. With your 
permission, I will read the memorandum.

8. Very good?—This is the memorandum (reading) :—
In view of the fact that the major portion of the

Gaeltachta is situated in the congested districts of An 
Saorstát, and as your Commission have, amongst other 
things, been authorised to inquire and make recom
mendations to the Executive Council as to any steps , 
that should be taken to improve the economic condition | 
of the inhabitants of the Irish-speaking and partly 
Irish-speaking districts, an account of the special 
schemes of agricultural instruction which have been 
worked by the Department in the congested districts 
may interest you. At the request of An Coimisiiin I 
have embodied the facts in this memorandum, and with 
great respect, I beg your permission to tell the story, 
as follows:— (a) In 1891 the Congested Districts Board 
was established for the purpose of dealing with the 
purchase, improvement and re-settlement of estates 
within the original scheduled congested area. One of 
the first duties of the Board was to put into operation 
special schemes of agricultural instruction and develop
ment.

(b) “  Instructors were appointed who endeavoured to 
develop the agricultural industry of the then congested 
districts through the medium of demonstration plots, 
the distribution of seeds of standard quality and 
approved varieties, example holdings, the location of 
suitable sires in each of the live stock departments, the 
distribution of suitable and necessary farm implements, 
intensive farm visiting, and in every other way that was 
calculated to effect improvement. So important was 
this work regarded by the Board that the annual expen
diture amounted to i l l , 000. The area within which 
the Board operated at the time was only about 40 per 
cent, of the present congested districts.

(c) “  After the passing of the Irish Land Act of 1903, 
the work of agricultural instruction was transferred to 
the Department of Agriculture, but although the annual 
expenditure of the Board was i l l  ,000, the amount of 
the annual vote to the Department was only i2,000. 
The work at that time accordingly suffered, but not to 
a very serious extent, as the Department endeavoured 
to keep most of the schemes going. With the con
currence of the Agricultural Board funds were taken 
from the Department’s endowment to supplement the 
annual grant of £2,000, and to such an extent that in
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1908 the actual annual expenditure for special agricul
tural schemes in the congested districts exceeded 
£ 10,000.

(</) “ In 1908 the Dudley Commission inquired into 
the general economic condition of the counties along 
the western seaboard. Special attention was given to 
the working of the agricultural schemes by the Depart
ment in the congested area. The late Assistant 
Secretary of the Department— Mr. J. R. Campbell—in 
his evidence before the commission stated that a sum 
of not less than £31,000 would lie required for the work 
of agricultural development in the proposed new con
gested area, i . e . ,  Connaught, counties Donegal and 
Kerry, four of the rural districts of West Cork, and six 
of the eight rural districts of (.’cmnty Clare. The com
mission recommended an annual grant of £23,000 for 
this work, and Parliament eventually fixed the amount 
at £19,000 (see Irish Land Act, 1909, section 47). You 
will notice that although an annual sum of £11,000 was 
expended on this work prior to 1903, the Department 
have been obliged to carry on in the new area, which is 
nearly two-and-a-half times as great as the original 
congested districts, with the small vote of £19,000. 
When due regard is given to the increased area and 
the present purchasing power of money as compared 
with 1903, an annual sum of almost £55,000 represents 
the equivalent of £11,000 in 1903. In other words, the 
Department are trying to carry on with £1 where at 
least £3 are required.

(r) " In connection with the administration of the 
annual sum of £19,000, the present congested area is 
divided into four districts, in each of which is stationed 
an agricultural overseer, as follows:—

(1) Donegal, with headquarters at Stranorlar.
(2) Mayo, Sligo and North-West Roscommon, with

headquarters at Balia, Co. Mayo.
(3| Clare, Galway, Roscommon (except the North- 

Western portion) and Leitrim, with head
quarters at Galway.

(4) Kerry and West Cork, with headquarters at 
Tralee.

Each of these areas is divided as evenly as possible, 
consistent with agricultural and economic conditions, 
into sub-districts, in each of which there is employed 
an assistant agricultural overseer operating from a 
central headquarters. The agricultural overseers super
vise the work of their assistants, collect all information 
for the central office, act as sub-accounting officers for 
their respective districts, and keep in close and constant 
touch with the inspectorate and office staff in respect 
of all matters relating to the various schemes, including 
the revision and development of the work in its various 
branches. The number of assistant overseers at 
present employed in the congested area is forty-seven.

(/') 11 In order to afford your commission an idea of 
the multiplicity of duties which these officers have to 
perform, I desire to inform you that schemes are 
in actual operation throughout the entire area, as 
follows:—

( n )  D emonstration P lots :—
T im .aííe— Potatoes, wheat, barley, oats, turnips, 

mangels, field cabbages, catch crops, charlock 
spraying, potato spraying, artificial manures.—  
To demonstrate the value, of variety and 
quality of seeds, proper methods of cultivation, 
importance of growing a good variety of crops, 
treatment of crops to prevent disease—i.e., 
smut, bunt, finger and toe, potato blight, etc., 
methods of harvesting, mixtures of manures, 
etc*
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-Me a d o w s  in d  P a s t u r e s—Grass seed mixtures, 
artificial manures, liquid manure, basic slag, 
mineral phosphates.—To demonstrate the value 
of good quality seeds and proper manures for 
the production of hay, and now to improve old 
pastures.

i b )  Experimental, Pl o t s :—
Potato extension plots, barley extension plots, 

(potatoes), dried seaweed (potatoes), potato 
maaurial experiments, monthly cooking tests 
(potatoes), phosphatic manurial experiments 
(pasture), ground limestone experiments.— 
'To determine the economic value of different 
varieties of potatoes and value of dried sea
weed, ground mineral phosphates and ground 
limestone.

( c )  Lo c a l  P r o d u c t io n  o f  S t a n d a r d  S e e d s  :—
Potato extension plots, ba-ley extension plots, 

Oats extension plots, purity certificates (pota
toes).—To make each district at least self, 
contained in respect of production of standard 
seeds.

o f )  H o r t ic u l t u r a l  P l o t s , e t c . :—
Early potatoes, potato sprouting, vegetable de

monstration plots— cabbages for all seasons, 
parsnips, carrots and onions.

D e m o n s t r a t io n  P l o t s — F l o w e r s  :—
Fruit trees and bushes, ornamental shrubs.

(r) T ree P i-antinc. :—
Shelter belts, hedge plants.

{ / )  L iv e  S t o c k :—
Pn mium bulls, special term bulls, Kerry cows, 

premium boars, special term s o a v s , special term 
rams, Connemara ponies, poultry stations.—■ 
Location of animals at suitable centres and 
with proper men. Periodical inspection of all 
animals. Advice re. general care of animals. 
Prevention of disease, etc 

(,/•) F arm  I m p l e m e n t s  :—
Hand-spraying machines—loans, general farm 

implements—loans, veterinary syringes, re
duced prices.

( h ) I r o n  F e n c e s  :—
Cash, loans.

( / )  B u il d in g s  :—
Construction of out-oifices, flooring and out- 

offices, liquid manure tanks—Grants payable 
to migrants out of C. D. B. funds—Painting of 
buildings—Department’s seheme.

( j ) S a l e  o f  A g r ic u l t u r a l  R e q u is it e s  :—
Seeds, manures, feeding stuffs, potato-spraying 

materials.—Supervision of sale in all local 
towns and villages by assistant overseers.

(h)  G eneral :—
Special seed supply schemes, agricultural shows, 

collection of statistics, weekly agricultural 
reports, veterinary advice—backward districts.

(7) In addition to the various schemes enumerated 
above the activities of the committees of agriculture in 
the nine congested counties are identical to what obtains 
in the rest of the country. Special care has been always 
taken to prevent overlapping of the work of the county 
instructors and agricultural overseers. Both staffs 
mutually co-operate to help each other, and the relations 
between them have been always friendly.

(/?.) Looking back over a period of twenty years and 
comparing the general condition of things then and now 
every reasonable person will agree that there has been 
substantial progress made by the vast majority of the 
farmers of the nine congested counties. I have no 
hesitation in stating that results have been more than 
commensurate with expenditure. Improvement has 
been most marked where there was The greatest < on<.fil
tration of work- 1 give it as my considered opinion 
(.hat the province of Connaught has made far more 
steady and solid progress during the past twenty years 
than any of the other three Irish provinces. The 
standard of living has gone up considerably in the West 
of Ireland during the past two decades, and the same 
remark may be made of the literary and economic edu
cation of the peasantry. Even in Connemara, bad and 
all as things are, conditions have been worsened. On 
the contrary there have been many marked improve
ments effected within the past fifteen or twenty years. 
All over the West of Ireland the quality of the cattle, 
sheep, pigs and poultry has substantially improved, 
the yields and quality of tillage crops have gone up 
considerably, and the carrying capacity of the majority 
of the holdings has appreciably increased. There can 
be no doubt that these results are to a great extent due 
to the intensive system of agricultural instruction and

development which has .been uperating in the congested 
districts for many years. Jiy way of illustration I
may mention in passing that the assistant overseers 
have always given very special attention to the potato 
crop. Up to ten years ago Connaught was always at 
the bottom of the list in point ot yields. The facts are 
now reversed. For nearly ten vears the average yield* 
of saleable potatoes for Connaugíit have been the highest 
for any of the four Irish provinces.

(i) In view of the statements which I have made in 
the preceding paragraph one might reasonably conclude 
that things are now right in. the congested districts 
and all is well with the farmers. It is far from any 
intention to endeavour to so impress you. On the 
contrary I desire to state that acute depression at present 
exists amongst he farmers of this part of the country. 
The live-stock population is well below normal, many 
farmers are badly in debt, i.e., land purchase annuities, 
county rates, bank bills and shop debts, and local 
rates and State taxes are high. Liabilities are, there
fore, much greater than assets; but there is a silver 
lining to the admittedly dark cloud, as the prospects 
of the harvest are very good, the live-stock bill of health 
is satisfactory, and the farmers and their families have, 
through economic necessity, become unusually thrifty. 
In order to relieve the depression that at present exists 
in the agricultural life of the people I have no doubt 
that the Government will in due course come forward 
with remedial measures. I have no doubt that the 
soundest way to deal with this grave problem is to 
properly educate the farmer. Education, more education 
and stiil more education, cannot fail to have the desired 
effect. The Government will, therefore., be wise in its 
generation if it will make provision for the employ
ment of a much larger staff of assistant overseers in 
the congested area especially in the poorer districts 
such as Connemara. In addition to the various schemes 
at present in operation in this part of the country I am 
strongly of the opinion that there should be a number

i of example holdings established throughout the country. 
These farms need not necessarily be state-owned. They 
could be worked by the farmers and their families under 
the direction of an officer of the Department in con
sideration of reasonable subsidies. All such farms 
should be self-contained to the greatest possible extent, 
and they should be typical of the average holdings in 
the neighbourhood. I prepared a memorandum on this 
subject early last Spring. With the consent of the 
Commission I will read the paper and hand it in as 
part of my evidence, as many of the points dealt with 
may be of economic interest to you.

(j) “  A full account of the schemes which are being 
worked by the assistant overseers will be found in my 
memorandum of evidence before the Professor Drew 
Commission on Agriculture, a copy of which I furnished 
to General Muleahy on the 20th ult. It is not, there
fore, necessary for me to repeat the evidence in this 
memorandum lieyond making a few remarks so as to 
bring the information up-to-date. I11 respect of farm 
implements I desire to inform the Commission that in 
my own district during the prvsent season as many as 
1,705 loans for the purchase of hand-spraying machines 
were grinded to farmers the annual rateable valuation 
of whose holding,? does not exceed £10. The loans were 
granted on the joint security of the borrower and one 
solvent surety in each case. The borrower deposited 
one-fifth the approved price of the machine; the re- 
maining four-fifths to be repayable in two equal annual 
instalments with 5 per cent, interest on 1st November, 
3926 and 1st November, 1927. In 1924 the number of 
such loans granted was 586, which was considered :i 
very good season's work.

(k) “  The scheme of loans for the purchase of 
general farm implements and machinerv was revived 
early this year. Since 1st January last as many as 
285 loans for the purchase of farm implements other 
than hand-sprayers have been approved. The value oi 
the implements amounted to £6,140 14s. In this case 
borrowers deposit one-fourth the approved price of the 
innlement.s: the remaining three-fourths to be repay
able in three equal annual instalments, with interest at 
the rate of 5 per cent., payable on 1st November, 1926, 
1st November, 1927, and 1st November, 1928. The loans 
were granted on the joint security of the borrower and 
two solvent sureties.”  At what interest?—Á per cent, 
interest.

(/) ‘ ‘ I regard these schemes of enormous value. 
There is no branch of the Department's work that has 
flow' so much good in the West- as the Implement Loan 
Schemes. The manner in which borrowers have dis
charged their liabilities under this scheme speaks well
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for their industry and integrity. Of course one stands 
on safe ground when he lends money to a fanner for 
a genuinely productive purpose. Under the two 
schemes the total number of loans approved in rny 
district since last January is 1,990, and the value of 
the machines amounted to £10,296 Os. tid.

(m) "  In the congested districts the Department have 
a scheme in operation through which the owners of 
premium and special term bulls are supplied with high- 
class veterinary .syringes at specially reduced prices. The 
object of the scheme is to enable owners of such 
animals to be properly equipped, so that they may be in a 
position to treat bulls and cows so as to ensure against 
the spread of contagious abortion and other diseases. 
As many as 48 of these syringes were sold in my district 
this year- Not a single owner of a premium or special 
term bull in my district but is now in possession of a 
syringe.

(«) ‘ Tillage has decreased in the West of Ireland 
of late years. Until a greatly increased area is put 
under the plough the economic position of the farmer 
cannot be appreciably improved. The increased area 
should in the main be devoted to cereals and roots. 
There are large areas of the West where wheat and 
bailey can be successfully grown, i.e., East Galway, 
East Clare, and Roscommon. If farmers in these 
counties could be got to grow these cereals in reason
able quantity, the benefits to them and to the State 
would be enormous. I have prepared a separate memo
randum on this subject which I propose to hand in as 
evidence.

(0) “ In connect ion with the economic improvement 
of Connemara the Commission will be able to recommend 
remedial measures to the- Government. I have given 
this matter years of serious consideration. Perhaps it 
will not he out of place for me to give my ideas briefly 
in so far as this matter is concerned. In order to do 
work of lasting benefit the Government will be well 
advised to render assistance as follows :—

(1) . The judicious migration of a number of Conne
mara families to the ranch counties.

< 2 >. The proper re-arrangement by the Land Com
mission of the Connemara holdings, including 
the construction of the necessary fences and 
roads, and the drainage of land and bogs.

(3). The working of a suitable and comprehensive 
scheme for the encouragement of the improve
ment and erection of dwelling-houses and out- 
ofliees.

14). The more intensive working of the Department’s 
various schemes of agricultural instruction and 
development, with particular reference to pigs 
and poultry.

(5). The working of a suitable scheme for the en
couragement of the drainage and reclamation 
of the waste portions of the holdings.

Gil The re-afforestation of the waste lands outside 
the holdings proper, and the planting of 
shelter belts by farmers around their own 
homesteads.

(7). The development of the fishing industry, and 
other industries such as kelp. Carrigeen mo.s, 
etc., along the coast.

(K|. The development of the mineral resources of 
Connemara.

(pi "  Ot course afforestation, fishing and minerals are 
outside my province. T merely make points under these 
headings in passing as thev naturally come to one’s 
mind every time the question of the development of 
Connemara is concerned

9. Well, gentlemen, 1 have prepared two memo
randa. in connection with the cultivation of potatoes, 
wheat and barley in the congested area, and, with 
your permission, I will also hand in these as evi
dence. May I read the memoranda?

Certainly?—This one in connection with potato 
culture is very important. Most of it consists of 
extracts from my crop report for last year. (Read
ing) :—“ For the purpose of the Department’s special 
schemes of agricultural instruction in congested districts 
ihe counties of Clare. Galway. Roscommon and Leitrim 
comprise my district. In this area there are at 
present employed twenty assistant agricultural over
seers, Each of these men is a whole-time officer, who 
works a clearly-defined district from a central head
quarters.

In) “  Tn view of the fact that the potato crop plays 
such an important part in the economic life of the 
West, the furtherance of work in connection with 
potato culture has been always regarded by the De

partment as the most important duty of the agricul
tural overseers and their assistants. The efforts of 
this staff have, for a considerable number of years, 
been directed towards arousing the people’s interest 
in the necessity for action in all branches of the 
industry that is calculated to lead to permanent 
economic improvement—i.e., selection and manage
ment of seed, sprouting, cultivation, planting, man
uring, spraying, liarvesting, marketing, &e.

( I») “ Although, in common with all other parts of 
the country and all tillage crops, the area under 
potatoes has declined within the past two decades, I 
am in a position to make two very important pro
gressive statements which will appeal to An Coim- 
isiún, viz. :—

“ (1) In no part of Ireland is potato spraying as 
well done as it is in Connaught at present.

' (2) In bad seasons as well as good the average 
yields for Connaught have for nearly ten 
years been the highest for any ot the four 
Irish provinces. Before our time the reverse 
was nearly always the rule.

(< ) “  A most exhaustive survey of the potato crop 
is made by the assistant overseers in the congested 
districts every year at the time of digging. Truly 
representative average crops at not less than thirty 
centres evenly scattered over his entire district are 
selected by each officer, and the yields are accurately 
determined .by means of measuring and weighing. 
The potatoes are weighed in three grades—viz., sale
able, small and diseased. The different varieties are 
weighed in sueh numbers as to be truly representa
tive of the area devoted to each. For instance, if the 
total main crop in a district consisted of one-third 
Irish Queen, one-half Champion, and one-sixth 
Kerr’s Pink, the assistant overseer, when dealing 
with his thirty average results, would weigh crops as 
follows .—

10 Irish Queen 
15 Champion.
5 Kerr’s Pink.

(d) “  In my district 650 results as above are taken 
each year. When the assistant overseers’ returns 
come tn hand I summarise them in such a manner 
as to afford the Department the greatest possible 
amount of information.

(/' l “  During the past seven years Kerr's Pink and 
Arran Victory have given the best results of any of 
the main-crop varieties grown in Connaught. This 
statement applies to every season, every district, and 
all classes of soils. The positive results of these tests 
have been remarkably consistent. Kerr’s Pink is the 
better and the more popular of the two varieties in 
question. All the other main-crop varieties now in 
cultivation in the West of Ireland are uneconomic 
when yields, cooking quality and disease-resisting 
capacity are compaied with Kerr’s Pink and Arran 
Victory. Champion and Irish Queen, two low-yield
ing varieties, represented over 7.'! per cent, of the 
total main-crop in my district in 1924.

(/) “  As many as sixteen main-crop varieties were 
tested on 650 farms in my district in 1924. Saleable 
potatoes were valued at £7 per ton, and small and 
diseased tubers at Is. 6d. per ewt. ,I'he average, 
values per statute acre of the different varieties were 
as follows : —

Variety. Value of average ciup
per statute acre.

A. Keir’s Pink - £60 IT 6
B. Arran Victory - 57 11 3
C Average of 14 other varieties 39 9 6

The actual gain in favour of Ken s Pink is £21 iL. 
per statute acre The area under potatoes in mv dis
trict in 1924 was Oá.tinn acres, sub-divided as follows :

A. Kerr’s Pink
B. Arran Victory
C. Total of 14 other-varieties

4,760 statute acres. 
63,240

If, therefore, Kerr s Pink were planted in 1924. 
instead of the varieties at the increased returns 
to the farmers of my district, expressed in terms of 
monev. would have been £1,353,236 : a sum that 
would more than suffice to pay the year’s land pur
chase annuities and the local rates of the four 
counties under review

((/) “  Variety is of far more importance than 
weather. With a suitable variety a good potato crop-
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can be grown in the West of Ireland in any year, 
when reasonable attention is given to cultivation, 
manuring and spraying. Until varieties such as 
Kerr’s (Pink replace the unprofitable ones now in 
general cultivation in Connemara the outcry for seed 
supply and general relief of distress schemes will 
always he the natural sequel to a had season in that 
part of the country.

(h) " Steps should be taken to greatly accelerate 
the cultivation of the more profitable varieties of 
potatoes in the western area. A lot of useful work 
was done in this way last spring through the seed 
■supply schemes, but strictly speaking this work w7as 
not educational, as the schemes were put into 
operation for the relief of distress. The extension 
plots scheme should be developed to the utmost, and 
as many as possible of the farmers who grow 
potatoes m quantity for sale should bo encouraged to 
cater for the seed section of the trade by glowing 
■standard varieties and having their crops inspected 
for certificates (purity and freedom from disease) in 
July each year. In 1924 the Free State purchased 
from Northern Ireland upwards of 22,000 tons of 
potatoes, which were valued at £204,000. Such a 
state of things ought to be effectively remedied witli- 
out undue delay. If the outdoor staff were given 
more freedom of action the seed could .be transferred 
from farmer to farmer and from district to district 
every spring without imposing any charge on the 
State above the existing costs of our service. In East 
Galway and East Clare there are vast possibilities 
for work of this nature.”

10. Now, in connection with the cultivation of 
barley and wheat, 1 will read the last of my memo
randa (reading) :—“  Ireland imports annually from 
<500,000 to 900,000 tons of maize at a cost of not less 
than £7,000,000 to £10,000,000.

(a) “  As a result of a big seri&s of experiments 
which have been conducted by the Department it 
was determined that the relative feeding values of 
maize and barley of moderate quality are in the ratio 
of S to 9 icspectively—that is to say that 9 stones ot 
maize give the same return as 8 stones of barley.

(b) ” There arc vast tracts of land in many parts 
of the West of Ireland that are capable of growing 
excellent mops of good feeding barley. I saw7 for 
years that here there was a field of vast economic 
possibilities. If we could induce farmers to grow 
barley for the feeding of pigs and poultry the annual 
maize .bill of these people could be i educed to vanish
ing point, and the adveise national trade balance 
appreciably reduced.

(<:) ” The Ballyvaughan-Ballinderreen-Ardrahan
district of County Galway is famous for the produc
tion of high-class barley. My plan was to have the 
required quantities of seed for the whole area pro
duced in that part of the country. To buy the seed 
from Dublin firms in small lots would be most 
uneconomic, for the reason that the stiff ware
house prices plus the cost of carriage amounted to a 
sum that was prohibitive as far as the small western 
farineT was concerned. In 1923 barley extension 
plots for the production of seed for the non-barley 
growing districts were established in the Kinvara 
area on six farms, and to the extent of 24 statute 
acres. Positive results were obtained at every centre. 
The total yield was slightly over 26 tons of grain. In 
the spring of 1924 we purchased the bulk of the seed 
and distributed it amongst farmers in non-,barley 
growing districts, where we were satisfied the grow
ing of barley for feeding purposes could be made an 
unqualified success. Again, in the spring of 1924, we 
put down 32 acres of barley at Kinvara, and bought 
up and distributed the seed last spring as above. As 
a result of the two seasons’ work there are at the 
present moment not less than 600 statute acres of 
barley growing on small holdings in East Clare, East 
Galway and County Roscommon. The yield of grain 
will be not less than 600 tons. All this will be fed to 
pigs and poultry, thereby saving to the farmers con
cerned the cost of 675 tons of Indian meal, which, at 
£12 10s. per ton, amounts to £9,437 10s.

(d) The importation of Indian meal will be re
duced by so many tons, and, of course, so many 
thousands of pounds will not have to ,be exported. 
The total cost of production of an acre of barley, 
when rents, rates, labour and seed are calculated, 
will not exceed £6 10s. per statute acre. A reason

able yield of grain will be one ton. Now, just at 
present Indian meal is selling at £12 10s. per ton, 
and one ton of barley being as good as 22J cwt-s. of 
Indian meal, it is obvious that the feeding value of 
the produce of the acre of barley as compared with 
Indian meal is £13 15s. plus the value of 25 cwts. of 
straw.

(e) A development of work on the above lines is 
most desirable. It is only through methods of this 
kind that the agricultural industry of this country 
can be put on secure foundations.

(/) “ I see no reason why in many párts of the 
West of Ireland similar methods to what we are 
applying in the case of bailey could not succeed 
with wheat. If the flour and Indian meal bills of the 
small farmers could be appreciably reduced, their 
position would be rendered perfectly safe.”

11. There are different sides to your work, and the 
final touch appears to be that intensive fanning is 
a necessity?—Quite so. That is the point, sir.

12. You say that the improvement in the district 
generally has been most marked where the greatest 
concentration of work has been?—Yes, that is the 
fact.

13. Wc have been visiting practically all the . Irish- 
speaking districts over the area that you look after, 
and if we are to judge the benefit that has been con
ferred on those districts, personally I would be in
clined to think that there was very much less in
tensive visiting of farms and very much less 
intensive facing of agricultural conditions in the 
poorer areas than in the less poor areas; that in so 
far as intensive work and intensive handling of 
supervision go is it not the case that the poorer the 
districts are and the more Irish-speaking the popu-

■ lation the less concentrated they have been; that the 
| area that is served most under the present scheme is 
: the more eastern district where perhaps a better 
! volume of result is likely to be got from an equal 
I amount of effort; is that the position at present?—
| The position was and is really this, s ir : at the 

beginning it was only in the very poorer parts of the 
country that the assistant overseers were at all ap
pointed. I remember twenty years ago when the 
first appointments were made, there were five men 
sent into County Galway, four to Connemara and 

| one to Glennamaddy. Connemara and Glennamaddy 
i really comprised the original congested district 

of County Galway. Some years after the passing 
of the 1903 Land Act quite a number of the ranches, 
notably in Mayo, Roscommon, and Galway, were 
sub-divided, new houses were built on them, and 
migrants from the very congested areas were sent to 
these places. The Irish Government at the time were 
very much concerned for the development of the 
migrant places, and for that - reason there was in 
those years more concentration of work in the 
migrant parts than there was in the old and more 
congested parts of the country. The Government at 
the time felt that unless very particular attention 
was given to the migrants they would fail to gain a 
footing in the new holdings, and that the system of 
migration would break down for economic reasons 
unless the new tenants were very carefully nursed 
for a number of years. In Connemara at the present 
time we need the services of five assistant 
overseers. Three years ago an assistant over
seer was transferred to another part of the 
country, and since then, although we have repre
sented that it would be highly desirable to have the 
staff strengthened, we have not yet succeeded in 
getting sanction for the fifth man, and even five is 
not sufficient for the work

14. Is it in Leenane that the position has been like 
that for the past three years ?—Yes, sir. There was 
an assistant overseer stationed near Leenane, at 
Letterfrack. For the past three years the assistant 
overseer stationed at Clifden has endeavoured to do 
the best he can for that and his own district.

15. Your assistant overseer stationed in Clifden is 
covering Oughterard, right through Leenane and 
Clifden, and right round to Roundstone ?—The 
assistant overseer at Clifden works through Leenane 
down to Kilmilkin. The man who is stationed at 
Oughterard cuts across from Maam Cross to the 
other side of the Corrib, and operates from Kilmilkin 
right across the country to Cong. He is operating 
in that district at present.
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16. If we take the special area which runs from 
L a i way city and Lettermore, Gorumna and Letter- 
/mullen, am I right in saying that more attention is 
paid to the country between Spiddal and Galway 
than the great congested western area?—While a 
man works weekly as far as Letteinnillen, and 
.spends one night at Letternuillen, it is natural 
because he is living at Spiddal there will .be more 
-concentrated work there than west of Costello. It is 
physically impossible to go day after day and get 
across that area and do effective work everywhere. 
That district is too big. It is physically impossible 
tor any man. no matter how hard-working he is or 
how healthy he may be, to effectively cover that • 
area, much as we would like to have it done

17. Are you satisfied that more work could he done 
for the people in the Lettermore and Gorumna area 
if there was more help ?—Oh, I am perfectly satis
fied that there could be a lot more work done for 
them if the Connemara staff were increased. I may 
say this about the staff there, that it is a wonder to 
me and a wonder to the inspectors from headquarters 
how these meu manage to get through so much. They 
are about four of the hardest worked officers we have.

18. I am not reflecting in any way on the work. 
We saw very many signs of the work. I was only 
speaking of the places of which I have most experi
ence ?—I recognise that. I would like it to be known 
what type of men we have there. I have known these 
men to work constantly for seven days a week as 
many as fifteen hours a day. That has frequently 
occurred' to my own personal knowledge.

19. I can assure you that all the members of the 
Commission have been struck by the work done by 
the assistant overseers. I was dealing with Con
nemara. Do you feel that the progress made in the 
Connemara area has been such as has been made in 
■ether areas where perhaps conditions are more 
favourable?—I know Connemara since I was a boy.
I ran look back tw en ty  years, and tire general posi
tion is better there to-day than it w as tw en ty  years 
ago. The standard of living is better, and this is very 
noticeable when you compare the housing conditions 
to-day with what I saw twenty-five years ago.

20. With reference to the barley scheme, you say 
ire purchased the seed of these farmers at K in v a r a  ?— 
Yes.

21. Who is ire, and how does it handle the money— 
how is it worked?—The overseers. We purchased all 
-the barley that was produced there for our own 
barley schemes in other parts of the country. At my 
request the Department included in the demonstra
tion plots scheme a big series of barley demonstra
tion plots for my district. We got the seed from 
Kinvara, and saved the Department a sum of £350 
as compared with what would have been paid if the 
seed! were bought in Dublin.

23. Was the money that bought that seed money 
■from a particular fund of the Department ?—It was. 

22a. What fund?—The £19,000 subsidy.
23. Docs that £19,000 pay for the staff under the 

agricultural overseers’ scheme, give all the loans, 
and do any purchases that have to be done—how is 
that £19,000 managed?—It is expended in this way. 
It bears, first of all, the salaries and expenses of the 
staff, both outdoor and headquarters. The live stock 
scheme of the county committees of agriculture in 
the seven counties is supplemented out of a special 
fund which the Department set aside from this 
£19,000. I understand another portion of that money 
is spent in maintaining domestic economy schools in 
rural districts in Swinford, Claremorris, Westport, 
Portumna, and Clifden, and I believe portion of it 
goes to the Athenry Agricultural school. Then there 
are the veterinary dispensary schemes. I believe 
the subsidy for the veterinary officers also comes 
from this £19,000. So much is being done on this 
£19,000 that I often marvel how it is done.

24. Do the repayable loans go back into this 
fund ?—The loans schemes are not financed out of 
the £19,000. The loans schemes are financed out of 
the general funds of the Department. In connection 
with the demonstration plot schemes I purchased the 
barley on .behalf of the Department at cost. We dis
tributed this barley to farmers in parts of the country 
where barley was never grown before, and which we 
are satisfied will grow barley successfully. The De
partment paid over the money to the growers, and

we collected from the plot-holders two-thirds of the 
cost price of the bailey.

25. Deputy Baxter.—Then do you sell all the stocks 
of barley for the growers?—The growers reserve for 
their own purposes such quantity as they require.

26. And you collect the rest?—Yes.
27. In two years time you had twenty-four acres?— 

In 1923 it was twenty-four, and in 1924 32 acres. As 
a result of that scheme we have now no less than 
600 acres in parts of the country where barley was 
not hitherto grown. When speaking in terms of 
figures I am extremely moderate. If a careful survey 
were made, I ’m sure the acreage would be more.

28. Chairman.—You speak of 600 statute acres?— 
Yes.

29. Deputy Barter.—I wanted to know whether it 
was from the example or from the seed supplied in 
1924 that the 600 acres were planted?—In 1923 it was 
entirely from seed which we supplied. There was 
no barley sown that year except what we put in. In 
1924 we continued our scheme by sending new sup
plies, but a lot of people followed the example. 
People whom we got to put in an aero of .barley in 
1923 continued to grow on a bigger scale in 1924, and 
some of the more enterprising farmers followed suit. 
The system is spreading.

30. Now, Mr. Kelly, you made a very bold state
ment—what seems to me to be a very bold state
ment, and one which people outride may be inclined 
to cballengi— that the yield of the potato crop is 
higher in Connacht than in the other three pro
vinces for the past ten years ?—Yes.

31. On what do you base that statement; what has 
been done to prove it ?—I took my information from 
the statistics published by our own Department, by 
the Northern Government, by the Board of Agricul
ture in England and by the Ministry of Agriculture 
in Scotland. I am prepared to substantiate mv 
statement by these facts. I will go further now. In 
1922 the average yield of potatoes in the district I 
am operating in at present was the highest in the 
British Isles.

32. Mr. Mariarty.—lush or statute acre?—Per 
statute acre, the highest in comparison with any 
other part of the British Isles.— That is the economic 
fact.

33. Deputy Baxter.—You collected the statistics in 
your own area?—Yes.

34. How are they collected in other parts of the 
country ?—I don’t know how they are collected out
side the congested districts, because we don’t operate 
outside that area. I will say this about the collec
tion of statistics, especially about potatoes, that then' 
is a standard system of collection in the congested 
area at the present time. It is probably the most 
perfect system in Western Europe. I am making a 
very sweeping statement, perhaps, but I make it after 
spending much time and care in studying the system 
of other places.

35. 1 am trying to find out if there would be any 
difference in the collection of statistics in the other 
parts; do the collectors base their statistics on the 
reports that they get of your plots on which they 
have grown crops themselves ?—Of course, sta
tistical work is really the work of another Minis- 
tiv now. We send in our statistics to the Depart
ment who transfer them to the statistical division of

* the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. The system 
of the collection of statistics within the congested 
districts is not like what it is outside. Statistics are 
collected in a good1 many ways. Various people are 
working on the compiling of statistics. You have a 
number of people in a department classifying and 
arranging statistics, according to the information 
they receive front instructors and others; but the 
general statistics as published for the whole country 
are not necessarily our statistics. We are only one 
section taking part in the collection.

36. You are satisfied that the statement you make 
is correct that this condition has been brought, 
about entirely by the work in the congested districts 
of the overseers ?—Oh, I would not say entirely, but 
I am satisfied that the results have been in the main 
due to the development work of one kind or another 
that has been going on in the country for the past 
twenty years.

37. Still, while you say that the yield of potato 
crop .as grown in the congested area last year up to
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tht' present the two main varieties are Champions 
and Irish Queens—that is, 73 per cent, of the people 
of the area have grown Champions and Irish Queens, 
and you suggest that these two varieties are un
economic when compared with other varieties?—I do, 
and I base my statement on seven years’ actual ex
perience of ail varieties and of all districts in the 
West.

38. You agree that that is a disability that ought 
to be overcome at once?—Well, as soon as it would 
be reasonably possible to overcome it.

31». How do you suggest we are to get away from 
uneconomic varieties to the ones that have proved 
themselves economic2—Plenty of propaganda to let 
the people know the value of the economic varieties. 
In addition, we think the Department should see that 
these two varieties—Kei r’s Pink and Arran Victory— 
are crown in sufficient quantities to cater for the 
seed requirements of the whole Western area. We ought 
to see that there are a number of farmers here and 
there who should be encouraged to grow these two 
particular varieties in Connaught for -.n il purposes.

40. How long have you been working on these two 
varieties?—About seven years.

41. In that time apparently you have keen able to 
get only 27 per cent, to grow tliese varieties2—Not 
even as much as that. It would be 8 or 9. We are 
dealing with main crop varieties, and we must move 
carefully. We cannot say ‘ Yes. aye, or no ”  until 
we have got positive results for a reasonable number 
of years.

42 For how many years have you positive re
sults?—We have had definitely positive r esu lts  for 
seven years here.

43. Then, going at the present rate of progress, it 
would take a considerable number ut years before 
you get all your people to use these new varieties?— 
At the rate of progress of the past few years it would 
take a long time, but the rate of progress can be 
increased.

44. W h o  is go ing to see that that is d o n e ? — The  
D e p a i tm e n t  should  do it.

45 What should the Department do ?—As I have 
said already, national propaganda in the first in
stance, then advice and seed supply schemes. There 
should be a seed supply scheme for the country, not 
necessarily a subsidised scheme.

46. Something like a barley-growing scheme ?—Not 
even that, (live the staff of overseers down the 
country authority to buy Kerr’s Pink and Arran 
Victory potatoes. They w'ould buy seed which they 
knew to be of good quality and free from disease, 
because they would buy from the farmers in their 
own areas where the crop* were grown under their own 
supervision. Thev would then distribute these 
potatoes amongst the fanner- who have not yet grow n 
Kerr s Pin]; and Arran Victory. That would not cost 
a single penny to the State.

47 You are satisfied that that would give the de
sirable results?—I am satisfied that it would be the 
most satisfactory way to do it. There is no need for 
subsidies this year because the crop will he a plenti
ful one.

4s. Y'ou don’t make veiv much reference to milk 
supplies. Some of our Commissioners weie going 
around and were given to understand that in some 
districts even in this city and some villages and 
towns of Connemara the people were paying 8d. a 
quart for milk?—I have la-en living in Galway for a 
number of years, and even in the depth of winter I 
have absolutely no difficulty in getting a regular 
supply of milk, morning and evening. That is my 
personal experience in connection with the milk 
supply. I get it for 5d. a quart all the year round.

49. How m uch2— Fivepenee delivered at the house 
morning and evening all the year round.

50. I'hainniui.—A continuous contract?—Yes.
51. Deputy Baxter.—Are you satisfied that the posi

tion with regard to the milk supply is satisfactory. 
Has not there been a greatly reduced yield, and are 
there not parts where the people get very little milk 
at all?—1 do not know. Taking things generally, I think 
the milk supply is normal. Clare is a home dairying 
county. There has been, as far as I know, no decline in 
County Clare except perhaps this year. Milk is scarce 
this year because Clare being a cold, wet county with 
the rain for the last couple of years the cattle were in 
such poor condition last spring that it would take 
some time to get them hack to their full yield.

Speaking generally, I think the milk supply is as 
good as it was any time since I became connected 
with the place. In Leitrim, I think, the supply has 
gone down. There has been a good deal of crossing 
of breeds in Leitrim where the A. F. was brought in 
and good milk breeds reduced. In Sligo the same thing 
has been done, Galway and Roscommon were 
never dairying counties. They tvere always more 
concerned with production of store cattle than 
with the milking strains. I do not think there is any 
deterioration, speaking generally, outside Conne
mara. I do not think that in the eastern portion of 
this county there has been any decrease of milk 
yield for this reason, that more than half the cattle 
population of County Galway are bought in the 
South of Ireland. The calf dealers bring up big pur
chases of calves from the south and sell them to the 
small and middle size farmers here. In Connemara, 
of course, they never had a proper milk supply for 
more than five or six months of the year.

52. From your statement one gathers that, with the 
exception of Galway, the milk supply in Roscommon, 
Sligo and other areas has not decreased?—I would 
not say it has not decreased. I am satisfied it has 
decreased a good deal in Leitrim and Sligo.

53. It has not decreased in East Galway, because 
the fanners are re-stocking with supplies from the 
south ?—Yes.

54. Only for that the tendency would be a decrease 
in the milk supply ?—I believe it would.

55. If they go on in that direction in the other 
counties for another few years, what will be the re
sult on the milk yield . imagine going on for five or 
six or eight or ten years in that direction ?—I do not 
know'. I think generally the thing will light itself. 
We cannot concentrate beyond a certain point. Take 
the cattle population of the whole State, At the 
present time in the Free State you have a million 
and a quarter cows. These cows produce annually 
about 900,009 live calves. Let us assume they would 
lie half bulls and half heifers. A small proportion of 
these bull calves will be required for stud purposes.

i All the rest will become beef—that would be 450,000 
j of the. total, and of the other 450,1.100—the heifer calves 
I — \ou require for the replenishment of your dairy herds 
: 2(10,(kk). I f 200.000 of these are. served by the bull, the 
I other 250,000 will have to be converted into beef. Of 

the 900.000 cattle born in a year, 700,000 are converted 
into beef, and 200,000 are available for milk.

56. Is there a tendency to turn from the stock of 
the type that will bring up the milking strains to 
other kinds?—In a county like Sligo, which was 
a dairying county, which is much more a dairying 
county than Leitrim, they had a very fine breed of

i eows. It is famous for its store cattle. For some 
reason the Sligo farmer got it into his head that he 
would make more money if, instead of going in for 
the production of butter, he went in for the produc
tion of high-class stores. He got in Aberdeen Angus 
bulls and crosst d these with his dairy cows and 
produced very fine stores. The stores are now 
famous all over the country—the Sligo cross-breed 
Aberdeen Angus. If he continues crossing for a 
number of years the cattle will be getting smaller 
and finer, and eventually he will have to go back to 
the original position again.

57. Suppose he cannot get back to it ?—I do not 
think there is any clanger of that. I don’t think 
there is any danger of the dairying industry in the 
State dying out. The thing is worked on sound, 
economic lines, and they are endeavouring in every 
possible way to develop the industiy. If you take 
the dairying industry in the West only, in portions 
of North Roscommon, Leitrim and Sligo, it may seem 
to be dying out because they are concentrating on 
the production of a good class of store cattle. ’

58. You don’t think this a precarious position for 
the place to be in ?—It is a very difficult problem.

59. Chairman.—Will the recent Act have a bearing 
on it ?—I don’t know it will have a bearing on it so 
far as breeds are concerned. The recent Act will 
have a very important bearing in so far as the 
quality of the stock is concerned, hut I don’t know 
that under the recent Act the Government have any 
power in so far as breeds go. I know that they 
have subsidised Aberdeen Angus bulls in counties 
like Sligo.

60. Deputy Baxter.—May we take it that the policy
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of the Department as far as dairying in the country 
goes is that that state of things is not being unduly 
pressed, that there is not undue concentration in the 
production of cattle for the latter?—The Department 
are at present satisfied that whilst there may be 
certain little discrepancies here and there, looking 
at the whole thing their opinion is that the system in 
operation is perfectly sound and perfectly safe. I 
have reason to know so much.

61. You speak of growing wheat and what could be 
done to extend the growing of wheat in the area. 
What has been done in the way of experiments, and 
what are the possibilities of successful growing of 
wheat?—Just like barley, to be careful in recom
mending the cultivation of wheat in certain parts 
of the country. I  think, for obvious reasons, 
County Leitrim will never grow wheat, but take a 
country like this, from here to Strokestown, 95 per 
cent, of the arable land in a journey of fifty miles 
between here and Strokestown could grow winter 
wheat excellently.

61a. Is it being grown to any extent at present ?—  
Only in a small way, but wherever it is grown there 
are very fine crops. Within three miles of where you 
are I could show you several acres of wheat probably 
as good as you will find anywhere.

62. Yield good?—Very good.
63. Do they use the flour?—White flour is what is 

destroying the people. The majority of the people 
want white bread, and they will have nothing else, 
but here in Galway they make excellent whole
meal—excellent whole-meal. In the eastern portion 
of County Galway not less than 80 per cent, of the 
farms could be so managed, in so far as the cultiva
tion of com  goes, that instead of people buying their 
bag of flour and bag of Indian corn, and going to 
the grocer for both, they could use their own barley 
and wheat.

64. Chairman.—With the result that there would be 
increased employment and a better financial return 
for the farmer ?—Oh, decidedly so, sir.

65. Deputy Baxter.—As far as growing wheat on a 
large scale and milling it, what is our ability to deal 
with that?—I don’t know. We are concerned more 
with the small holdings. What I would like to see 
is not mass production, but small farms self-con- 
tcined. That question would apply more to counties 
like Carlow and Kildare than it would down here.
I suppose 90 per cent, of the farmers of this part of 
the country would have valuations averaging £10.

66. You spoke of re-afforestation. From your ex
perience and observation what do you think could be 
done toi ascertain the possibilities, of afforestation in 
Connemara ?—Well, a lot has been talked about it for 
years. Ever since I was a boy I have heard them 
talking about it. I never heard anything was done 
except by the Congested Districts Board. Twenty 
years ago the Board spent eight to ten thou
sand pounds on a scheme which was a failure, 
the Dudley Commission referred to that par
ticular thing in their report on Connemara 
experiments. From all I could gather, the 
work was badly done there. I have reason 
to believe that planting in Connemara could be made 
a success. If the land were properly prepared and 
suitable varieties of plants were got, I see no reason 
why, within a few years, the waste lands of Conne
mara could not .be successfully planted.

67. You think experiments would have to be carried 
out before you would start this work?—It would not 
be safe to start on a huge scheme of afforestation 
until you had proved experimentally that there was 
a reasonable chance of success.

68. You suggest in your memorandum that people 
of the congested areas should be taken and put on 
new land ?—Yes.

69. What do you think of the arguments of those 
who say that the Connemara man won’t work the 
good land ?—Well, I have seen, during the past 
fifteen or twenty years, small holders from the 
County Mayo, especially the Kilkelly quarter, taken 
from their uneconomic holdings and migrated to the 
ranch lands of Roscommon, notably between Strokes- 
trwn and Castlerea. They have done well there. 
They are the back-bone of that part of the country 
fid present, and they have been there about sixteen 
years. I  know about four hundred of them. There 
were a good many taken from Galway, Roscommon 
and Mayo.

7U. Chairman.—In comparing Kilkelly and Conne
mara people would you feel that the distracting in
fluence of the sea would make a difference ?—It is 
said that it would. I don’t know that people who 
have been taken from the sea-coast of West Mayo are 
any different from others.

71. Deputy Barter.—You think there is just as good 
a chance for the Connemara man as the North Mayo 
man provided the same attention is paid ,by the 
Land Commission ?—Given a reasonable chance, 1 
am satisfied that the possibilities of success are as 
great with the Connemara man as- with the Mayo 
man.

72. An Seabhac.—In dealing with a great stretch of 
this county you are dealing with a people who are 
Irish-speaking ?—Y es.

73. To what extent do you use Irish in your admin
istration—in teaching the people and advising them, 
and in administration generally?—Well, we will take 
the Irish speakimi districts—the purely Irish-speak
ing districts. The assistant overseer in SpiddaJ is a 
native Irish speaker, who comes from the County 
Mayo. In his farm-visiting work between Barna and 
Lettermullen he invariably does his work with the 
farmers in Irish. The overseer at Clifden is also an 
Irish speaker. Whilst the overseers at Oughterard 
and Kilkerrin are not Irish speakers to the same 
extent as the other two, they are able to do their 
work reasonably well in Irish. They have been 
studying the language for years. In the partly Irish
speaking districts outside Connemara the overseer is 
a fluent Irish speaker.

74. Chairman.—Is that Mr. Scully?—Mr. Scully. 
He had a knowledge of the language before he came. 
He studied it for seven or eight years at Tourma- 
keady when he was stationed there.

75. An Seabhac.—What I would like to know in re
gard to the actual use of Irish is, is the actual use 
of Irish as a medium the result of any instruction, 
or is it left altogether to the individual or particular 
official ?—Well, it is.

76 He is not instructed in regard to it in any way? 
—No.

77 He seemingly gets his work done, and it does 
not matter what language lie uses or whether he uses 
any language at all?—That is the position, sir.

78 Dealing with the people in the Irish-speaking 
districts, is Irish ever used at all between them, even 
if the people are Irish speakers?—I am taking a case 
in point, and I say hen- and now that he always 
does.

79. That is, he insists on talking it himself?—Yes. 
SO. How is it done in Carna and Kilkerrin?—Well, 

for a number of years the men there have been 
realising the importance of the language, and they 
have .been students of the language for the sake of 
learning it just as much as anybody else.

81. But there is still a complete want of any in
struction in regard to the matter from headquarters 
in Dublin ?—There is not very much done through 
the medium of the language from Dublin.

82. Any correspondence or anything that is done 
with the people of this intensely Irish-speaking part 
of Connemara; is that ever in Irish by any chance?— 
Well, now, I have not seen any memoranda in Irish.

83. Forms or anything like that?—Nothing beyond 
the headings.

84. WTe can take it from you that there has been no 
definite instruction from headquarters in Dublin 
suggesting that they might use Irish exclusively in 
dealing with Irish-speakers ?—No, I have never seen 
a single instruction of that kind.

85. Of your whole staff in the four or five counties, 
how many are Irish speakers?—Well, in Leitrim we 
have a. staff of three. Two are fluent Irish speakers, 
one from Donegal, the other from Mayo.

86. They don’t require very much Irish in Leitrim ? 
—No, but they are fluent Irish speakers. In Clare 
there is one fluent Irish speaker.

87. Chairman.—One of them has a fluent speaking 
knowledge?—Yes, the man at Iiilldysart. He is a 
native of Headford, here.

88. An Seabhac.—Of the staff in this county how 
many are Irish speakers ?—Of the staff of twenty 
there are six fluent speakers, and there are three 
others, probably four, who. with very little training, 
would be in a position to discharge all their duties 
in the language.
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89. If such a thing happened as an instruction to 
your staff down here in the Irish-speaking part of 
Connemara that they must use Irish, would that 
necessitate a change in the staff ?—It might in two 
cases as far as my knowledge goes.

90. In what part of the county would that apply 
to ?—I don’t think there would be any necessity to 
make a change in the staff at Spiddal or Clifden.

91. You would consider it outside your province 
to instruct them to do anything like that?—I don't 
follow you.

92. You would not think it within your authority 
to instruct them that they should use lush in such 
areas as Spiddal and Rosmuck ?—1 would have no 
authority to issue an instruction of that kind with
out the sanction of headquarters.

93. Beside your people there are also others en
caged in agricultural instruction under the County 
Agricultural Committee V—Yes.

94. Thesi officials engaged in agricultural iimt-iuc- 
tion and horticultural instruction arc not under your 
supei vision or control at all ?—No.

95. They work in co-operation with your people to 
a certain extent ?—Yes, they do.

96. Are you aware whether they aie Irish speakers 
or not?—Well, 1 know that two of them, at least, 
are. 1 don’t know about the other two. I have per
sonal knowledge of the tact that two are.

97. Are these men ?—I am speaking of the men. I 
don’t know what the qualifications of the uomen are 
in respect of the language.

‘ is ,\re these two men you speak of always in the 
Irish-speaking part of the county -—No, they are 
stationed outside. In fact, the four instructors have 
their headquarters outside Connemara. They 
operate mainly in other portions of the county.

99. Do you think that is deliberate or by chance, 
or is it due to a desire on the pait of the instructors 
to work in that pint of the county lather than in 
wretched places like Rosmuck, (Jorumna and Lotter- 
limre?— I don't want to be taken as saying that 
these people don’t go them They do, but their 
activity is considerably greater in East Galway. The 
agricultural instruetois are engaged teaching classes 
in agriculture. You could not possibly organise 
agricultural classes in Connemara.

100. Is there an agricultural possibility at all in 
( ’onnemara that is worth developing ?■—Well, some- 
tiling must lie done, but the possibilities are not very 
great Anyone who look» at the barren rocks in 
Gorunma will take a long time to see some of the 
possibilities.

101. Is it not thought necessary that some form of 
instruction should be given to the people down 
there that would enable them to live—possibly that is 
more necessaiy there than anything else?—Yes

102. There would he no use in teaching them how 
to glow wheat down there'.’—No, potatoes.

1(1.'!. Are there poultry instructresses?—Yes, there is 
a poultry instruct less who operates mainly in Conne
mara, and she is an Irish speaker.

104. From what class are the officials recruited 
Irom that, are under your supervision?—They are 
recruited from the land. I am the son of a County 
Galway farmer.

105. What about the others ?—They are all recruited 
from the land.

106. But not necessarily from County Galway?— 
Oh. no. They are mainly natives of the congested 
districts of one county or another.

107. What qualifications are necessary for them to 
get on the staff ?—They go through a certain course 
of study not as advanced as that for the agricultural 
instructors, who have to do four years in the College 
of Science or the University. When a vacancy 
occurs in the staff the Department call up for exami
nation quite a number of young men who, in their 
opinion, would be suitable for the position of 
assistant agricultural overseer.

108. In the first instance, are there scholarships or 
anything of that kind in the local colleges?—Oh, 
there arc.

109. How many persons are chosen for these scholar
s h ip s W e l l ,  we will take what is happening in this 
county. The Galway County Committee of Agricul
ture give five scholarships in agriculture tenable at 
the School of Agriculture at Mount Bellew, in this 
county, run by the Franciscan Brothers, or the

school at Athenry, run direct by the Department.
These scholarships are confined to the sons of 
farmers of a certain valuation, and an examination 
is held and the scholarships awarded on the result of 
it.

110. These are held for how many years?—This 
system of scholarships has been going on as long as 
I am in this part of the country.

111. How long does a scholarship last?—Twelve 
months.

112. Will they get ail opportunity from that of being 
appointed on your staff without further instruction ? 
—Oh, they invariably pass on from one school to the 
other. Take Athenry. A boy might get a scholar
ship there—by the way, he would not be allowed to 
go until he would be eighteen—and he would pass to 
Mount Bellew, where he would have a very stiff 
course.

113. Who keeps him at Mount Bellew?—He would 
pay his way there.

114. Are there any scholarships?—There are part 
scholarships.

115. Aie there any scholarships provided by the 
Department themselves for agricultural studies?— 
There are.

116. And do some of the outdoor staff of the De
partment get recruited in that manner?—Oh, of 
course they do, mainly in that manner. The present 
officers on the outdoor staff and the county in
structors in agriculture are nearly all appointed in that 
wav. The Department give scholarships in agricul
ture at the College of Science, and it is only a man 
holding the B.Sc. degree of the University or the 
Assoeiatesliiji of the College of Science who will be 
eligible for a position us agricultural instructor.

117. Are members of your staff eligible?—No.
118. What is the icason-—The duties of our staff 

are different from those of the instructors. The in
structors deal with the work of a more advanced 
and of a technical nature, and our work is mainly 
practical and almost entirely on the farm and in the 
fields.

119. Is instruction on the farm and in the fields, 
given by some of your people, more effective than 
instruction given to people gathered in a school on 
a winter’s night?—1 would rather that question were 
put to somebody else, because it is not part of my 
duty to deal with these gatherings. I may have my 
own opinions, but I would sooner that an opinion 
would be expressed by someone else. Officially it 
was never part of my duty to deal with this class of 
lectures

120. But the general impression left on your mind 
by academic lectures on agriculture or work in the 
field?—Well. 1 have no hesitation in saying that 
practical work is at least as important, and that as 
much good is done in the field as in the hall. And that 
is my opinion too.

121. Is it possible for the Department, as things 
are arranged at present, to take certain suitable 
candidates who might be Irish speakers and give 
them scholarships with a view to training them for 
your staff?—Not a bit of trouble as far as I can see.

122. No change in the regulations is necessary?—I 
don't see why there should be.

123. Do the people who go to the school of rural 
domestic economy at Clifden pay fees for it?—The 
Department pay the greater part of the expense, 
because the lees paid b y  the girls are so small that 
the school could not bear the expense of keeping the 
girls there. The Department bear the rest of the ex
pense.

124. Does the Department to any extent nominate 
students ?—They select them.

125. And send them in ?—Yes. because if you had 
more applicants for training at a place like Clifden 
than you had places for, naturally somebody has to 
make a selection

126. .In Fear Moi.—In going through the poorer 
districts of Connemara, in connection with the milk 
supply, we were struck by the scarcity of goats. Is 
there any reason for that scarcity ?- I am afraid that 
with the sort of fences you have there would be very 
little use in having them. I think you will find that 
that is the main reason why they have not goats.

127. In most of the mountainous districts of the 
South of Ireland the goat is very important in sup
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plying milk. It does not seen) to be the same in 
Connemara ?—Would the conditions be similar ?

128. Well, perhaps they would not?—I could take 
you to mountains in Galway where they have plenty 
of goats, but the conditions are different there from 
what they are in Connemara.

129. Don’t you think it would be advisable that the 
question of the milk supply in these districts should 
be inquired into ?—Anyway, there ought to be no 
water in it. As a matter of fact it ought to be in
quired into.

130. You have definite proof, I suppose, of the 
value of barley as a feeding stuff?—Oh, well, so 
definite as to he decisive.

131. As a food for pigs?—Exactly. For live stock 
generally, but especially pigs.

132. The reason why I put the question is that 1 
•discussed that matter with some farmers in Comity
Limerick some years ago, and they told me it would 
pay them to grow bailey and sell it and buy Indian 
meal rather than feed their live stock, especially 
pigs, with the barley?—I would not call that type of 
farmer a political economist of the first water. You 
mentioned Limerick. I will mention another town— 
Waterford. I have talked to men who buy pigs for 
the Limerick and Waterford bacon curers, and they 
have told me that the barley-fed pig is the pig they 
would like to have as against the Indian meal fed 
one. .

133. Have there ever been any leaflets distributed 
giving the public facts such as you have mentioned 
in connection with potato growing?—No, and I 
think there ought to be. I will go so far as to say 
that. I have often asked that such things should he 
done.

134. What was the reason given why they were 
not d o n e —There was a system that they followed. 
We do a little ourselves in that way. Take barley. 
When we want to let the public know what is being 
done in the country we put up our own labels on 
the successful demonstration plots. The labels we 
would get from headquarters would have the name
of the barley.................................................  We have
changed that ourselves, ancl used a label with the 
words :—“  Farmers ! Buy your own Indian meal by 
growing your own barley, and save your country 
£9,000,000 ft year.”  I succeeded in getting labels 
printed by the Department. I would like to see 
leaflets driving home these points. A man will read 
a dozen of that sort of leaflet who would not sit 
down and read a five or six-page leaflet may be once 
in a year.

135. In connection with the bee industry, is there 
■very much done in Connacht?—I ’m sorry to say that 
there L very little. The bees have been deci
mated by disease. I suppose, comparing the number 
of healthy stocks here with what there was seven or 
eight years ago, you have not five pci cent, of the 
stocks.

136. Was the disease due to negligence?—No. The 
disease has been all over the country, and all ovei 
Britain as w'ell. The fart is it has played havoc with 
the best stocks in Western Europe.

137. Has there been no effort to revive the in
dustry,J—A good deal of research work is being done 
—experiments with queen bees of one kind or 
another, with what results I don't happen to know 
at the moment. I happen to know that research 
work is being done.

138. Mr. —Dealing with what might be
done for the improvement of the poorer areas of the 
Connemara Gaeltacht, you suggest the encouragement 
of drainage and the reclamation of waste land round 
about the homes?— Yes.

139. Do you contemplate that there is any possi
bility of extending reclamation and drainage of 
waste lands to bring them under cultivation in 
bigger areas than the small areas around the hold
ings ?—I believe there are possibilities in that direc
tion,' but, whilst there are, we should not lose sight 
of what it is possible for the small holder himself to 
do. I do believe there are possibilities outside the 
holdings proper in the vast stretches of moorland 
you see in Connemara. I take it that some autho
rity should come along and carry out experiments 
on a pretty comprehensive scale for the purpose of 
determining whether it is a reasonably economic 
proposition to bring these lands into a state of 
reclamation. I think that ought to be done.

140. Should that be done before you would suggest 
moving people from the seaboard to the midlands?—
I would suggest migration, but not that you should 
take, say, 50 per cent, of the people from Carraroe 
and Lettermore. I think some might be migrated, 
but the people that I think should be migrated are 
those who own big stretches of mountain land and 
who would be prepared to go to the midlands if they 
got fairly good farms there. This would make room 
for improvement of the holdings of those who remain.. 
The Government would then be in a better posi
tion to judge whether it would lie a safe economic 
proposition to move people from Connemara in trig 
numbers.

141. From your observation and knowledge of agri
cultural possibilities in the country, you think it 
would be necessary to have some experiments carried 
out before you launched a scheme of reclamation 
on a large scale ?—I don’t think the Government 
would be justified in launching out on a very big 
scheme like that until it was experimentally proved 
that the proposition was a sound economic one.

142. WV were struck in some districts by the lack
of tillage; they seem to be going in a good deal for 
grazing?—There are very few holdings between here 
and Headford that I don’t know intimately, and the 
percentage of tillage on these holdings, big and 
small, especially small, is as high as you will find 
in any part of the country that 1 know. There are
a few ranches here and then' that may have the-
effect of impressing you in (hat way—between Mill- 
town and Tuam especially. Talking about reclama
tion of that particular kind, there is no place that 
I know «here you have a finer example of reclama
tion of waste land than that round Atheurv and
BalUglunin.

143. As regards the staff administering the
county scheme and your staff administering the con
gested districts scheme, is there any over-lapping of 
functions or waste in having two sets of officials 
travelling over the same ground?—Although they 
are travelling over the same ground they are en
gaged in work of a different kind. The agricultural 
instructor will travel over the same ground as the 
assistant, overseer, but the assistant overseer goes, 
round arranging as to tillage on the different farms, 
looking after stock and one thing or another. The 
agricultural instructor may at times be in the same 
place as the assistant overseer, but he will be de
livering a series of lectures in the place on the care 
ot live stock and other things. You will never find 
that the agricultural instructor will conduct experi
ments or carry out plots on the same farm or in the 
same locality as the assistant overseers. In most 
counties the assistant overseers are not able to 
operate over the entire area, and where they are not 
it is always the rule and the fact that the agricul
tural instructor pays very special attention to these 
parts of the country. In fact, in that way very 
great care has b e e n  taken to prevent over-lapping.

144. • Dr. Wnhh.—Would it not be better if all those 
who are engaged in this class of work wen* under 
the same authority ?—It was never an ideal system 
of administration, but how can you co-ordinate it in 
one service? One part is financed by the Treasury, 
and in the other case you have a joint fund.

145. 1 don't mean theoretical differences, but would 
it give a far better and more concerted scheme if 
the whole thing were done by one body?—Well, if 
the Government, would finance the whole system of 
administration it would be better to have one autho
rity in charge of all the work.

146. fit ah mini.—At present you have agricultural 
overseers in the Scarriff-Killaloe area, and on the 
other side of the Shannon you have the Nenagh, 
Thurles, Roscrea area. Do you know if anything 
brings them into Nenagh or Roscrea or Thurles ?— 
No, beyond travelling through the country in an un
official nay, when on holidays.

147. Would you be prepared to make a case for 
having assistant overseers in Nenagh, Roscrea, or 
Thurles ?—Well, I don’t know the country on the 
Tipperary side. Consequently I could not.

148. Do you know the country on the Longford 
side ?—I do.

149. You could make a case for having an assistant 
agricultural overseer in Castlerea or having one in 
the Longford town area ?—Well, I think I could. 
The man in the Castlerea area was sent there speci-
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ally to deal with a colony of eight or nine hundred 
migrants, and he lives in their midst there, and 
that was his work. When you do at Longford 
what has been done at Castlerea, it will be necessary 
to send somebody to Longford.

150. Would you compare the Scarriff and Longford 
areas ?—I would. Take Longford. You have a 
county that in its northern side is very unlike its 
southern side. The southern side is really West
meath and the northern side is really Leitrim. That 
fringe of Longford would require the same attention 
as any portion of Leitrim or any portion of the West.

151. But it does not get it?—It does not. In some 
way the portion down to Ballyeonnell should receive 
at least as much attention as any portion of the con
gested districts.

152. Do you feel, then, that there are areas hi the 
east of the congested districts that from the point of 
view of their having or not having agricultural over
seers have much less difference between them than 
there is between the Clifden-Carraroe area and some 
other areas where they have had agricultural over
seers for years''—Of course, in the eastern portion of 
County Galway agricultural overseers are appointed 
because of the migrants that are there. I have handed 
in a memorandum on the question of barley 
growing, and I mention 192.'! and 1924. We 
had an assistant overseer who dealt with the 
growing of barley in Kinvara district, and he was 1 
transferred for work in County Donegal, and there 
has been nobody to carry on tbo work. Our work in 
various parts of the county had to be brought to a 
standstill because we hadn’t a man there to carry 
it on. That is the danger. If you take a man from 
any of these places the work will suffer.

153. Don't you favour the policy of making each 
farm self-contained ?—As far as it is possible to do it.

154. From what you know of the Government 
machinery in the country and its functions, what 
special machinery would be required for an exami
nation of the conditions in the western area for the 
purpose of indicating the type of holding that would 
be self-contained ?—Well, you have within the Min
istry of Agriculture itself, in the Land Commission 
and the Department of agriculture all you want in that 
wav.

155. What type of outside economic experts do you 
think they would want?—I believe they would be 
competent to make a thorough economic survey 
themselves.

156. You are satisfied that inside the Department 
of Agriculture itself this work could be undertaken ? 
—Inside the Department and the Land Commission. 
Both bodies, I say, ought to be perfectly competent 
to make a thorough economic survey.

157. Have you noticed very much in the West the 
stripping of the rocks entirely of soil?—Oh, yes.

158. Why has that been going on?—The fuel sup
plies were getting less and the bogs are now farther 
away from the holdings.

159. Are the, fuel supplies really getting less, or is 
it more that the bogs are becoming less accessible?— 
•Of course, they are less accessible.

160. Has attention been drawn by any of your 
officials to the fact that this thing is going on ?—Oh, 
time and again we have told about it.

161 Why has no action been taken to s top  it ?—I 
don’t know what body has power to stop it

16-. Is there no body in the country that has power 
to prevent people from stripping away every bit of 
growth from off the rocks?—The Land Commission 
ought to have the power in the case of purchased 
holdings.

163. Do you feel that if powers don't exist to stop 
them they ought to be got ?—It would he a good 
thing. Whatever little soil you have in these parts 
of the country now, it is getting less and less. You 
will have none in the course of a. couple of genera
tions unless it is stopped.

Thank you very much, Mr. Kelly.
# * •* * *

SEAN Ó CEALLACHAIN. e.rti mined.
1. Chairman. -You are , secretary of the Chamber 

■of Commerce?-—Yes.
2. You are also principal and secretary of the City 

of Galway Technical Institute?—Y’ es.
3. How long have you been associated with the 

Chamber of Commerce and Technical Institute ?— 
W ith the Chamber of Commerce since it was estab
lished about two years ago.

4. And with the Technical Institute ?—Since last 
Christmas—about eight months—as Principal and 
Secretary.

5. You had been associated with Galway before 
that?—Oh, yes. I have been in Galway about ten 
years.

6. In what capacity ?—As professor in St. Mary's 
College. I have been associated with the Technical 
Institute for nearly the same time as part-time 
teacher. I was four years in County Mayo—about 
fifteen years altogether in the West of Ireland,

7. You desire to elaborate the statement you sent 
in to us ?—Yes. There are two potential industries 
which are matters for Government enterprise here in 
the West of Ireland, and in connection with these 
two industries the Gaeltacht requires special treat
ment as compared with the rest of the country. 
These two industries are afforestation and fisheries. 
I say both are potential, because at present they can 
scarcely he said to exist as industries—that is or
ganised industries. I say they are essentially 
matter.s for Government rather than private en
terprise. In other countries they have been aided by 
Government until they were made successful. The 
fishermen of Norway, Scotland and England received 
Governmental aid and subventions until their industry 
was well established. Expert evidence has already 
probably been given as to what is required to be 
done, and how it is to be done. If Galway were 
fixed as the headquarters of the West of Ireland 
fisheries, with facilities for “  freshing,”  and a fish
curing station established, much-heeded employment 
would be given locally, and other industries would 
arise subsidiary to the fishing industry, which is, or 
ought to be, one of the two “  key ”  industries of the 
Western Gaeltacht. The ice factory, already estab
lished in Galway, and barely struggling along, would 
receive a much-needed stimulus. Other subsidiary 
industries would be cooperages, box-making, saw- 
milling, boat and ship-building, net-making, marine 
motor engineering; and there are possibilities of 
cunning being a very important industry. Fish offal 
and fish not used for food could be turned into fish- 
guano, a highly-important manure, and fish-meal, so 
much used in England and other countries particularly 
for feeding poultry, &e. There would be less of the 
” dumping ’ ’ of the fish back into the sea one hears so 
much a tout here in Galway.

(a) Technical education would be a very important 
adjunct. There would, of course, be necessity for 
special training, in order to make the workers more 
efficient in the processes of their crafts, and enable 
them to compete with other countries, which are 
already so far ahead of us in this matter of technical 
training. Not merely would technical education ip 
the ordinary sense be a necessity, but. highly 
specialised and advanced commercial training. A 
good deal of this could be done by the expansion of 
the local technical institute, under the supervision 
of, and with the aid of, the technical instruction 
branch of the Department of Education. Perhaps a 
school of fishery and navigation could he established 
in Galway, where seamanship, navigation, oceano
graphy, &c., could be taught. Picked students from 
the Gaeltacht, who have done, say, a two or three 
year course at the technical institute, could be sent 
for special training to the school of navigation estab
lished in Dublin, as a preliminary step to teaching 
afterwards in the Galway establishment. For highly 
specialised instruction it might at first be necessary 
to .bring the instructors from abroad. The main, 
thing is to get going. The working out of plans, 
details, organisation, &<•., is a matter for after-con
sideration.

(b) The other “  key industry ”  is afforestation—for 
afforestation in itself is a highly technical and 
specialist industry. Other witnesses have probably 
said how the thing is to be started, the drainage, 
&c., required, the parts of Connemara to be first 
planted, the kinds oi trees to be grown, &c With re
gard to the scientific aspect of the matter, forestry 
constitutes a separate and distinct branch of educa
tion. As such, it had its origin in Germany when 
the Government became alarmed at the increasing 
scarcity of wood. In the “  Academies of Forestry,” 
established by the German Government there are 
taught generally botany, mineralogy, zoology, chem
istry, surveying, mensuration, mechanics, draining 
and embanking, together with the care and chase of 
game, and the laws and regulations of forest admin
istration. The Germans are nothing if not thorough.
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.Germany is iar in advance of all other countries in 
lire completeness and efficiency of its forest super
vision. As far as possible, all property rights in 
forests are acquired by Government, or it is secured 
that the forests shall be managed by Government 
officers. The superintendence is conducted on scien
tific principles, the forests being surveyed, mapped, 
valued, divided into blocks, &c. Working plans 
are then prepared for theiT management, after 
the most accurate and complete information has been 
obtained concerning everything in any way con
nected with or bearing on the forest in question, 
with regard to the timber itself, the soil, the climate, 
the temperature, the prevailing winds, the grazing 
practicabilities, legal rights, or any other of the 
necessary details. When once drawn up, they pro
vide for every contingency in the successful working 
of the forest with an attention to detail it would 
seem impossible to exceed. After having acquired 
rights over the forest lands, the Government do all 
in their power to make them generally useful. When 
the growth of the trees places them beyond the reach 
of injury, cattle are freely admitted, and in all cases 
where it is practicable the woods are thrown open 
for recreation. The foresters, even in the lower 
ranks, are highly educated in their special line. 
They are not only at home in the more immediately 
practical branches, but they understand much 
about diseases and insect plagues, and the remedies 
for them, and are masters of mechanical wood
craft. .

( i) The French, Swiss and Austrians, no less than 
the Germans, are alive to the value of forestry, and 
in all cases Governmental control is exercised, as in 
these countries many important industries depend 
upon the forests. The French have a famous “  Forest 
School ”  at Nancy. If the matter of the afforesta
tion of the country is taken up seriously by the Irish 
Government, particularly of Tiroonaill, Connemara, 
and other parts of the Gaeltacht, a “  forest school,” 
or a number of “  forest schools,”  will have to be 
.established. For the present, more than one centre 
of instruction would be desirable. However, in the 
first instance, it might be well to establish one 
school only, in order to secure the most complete 
equipment, the best teachers, and a sufficiency of 
students. Or, as a temporary measure, use might be 
made of local technical schools for teaching certain 
branches of instruction applicable to the science of 
forestry. Such branches as botany, mineralogy, 
zoology, chemistry, mensuration, mechanics, can 
already be taught without any drastic changes in the 
curriculum. Our Gaelic University here in Galway 
(when we get it) can play a most important part in 
training the youth of the Gaeltacht, in their mother 
tongue, in the subjects necessary. Even England, 
just now, is not unmindful of the importance of 
forestry. Her Forestry Commissioners are at work 
on elaborate plans for re-afforestation. A few days 
ago they began the plantation of about 3,000 (three 
thousand) acres in Cumberland, as the beginning of 
a very large scheme of re-afforestation. It is time 
for us to “  stop talking, and get on with the work.”

(d) With regard to education, provision should, in 
my opinion, be made for scholarships from primary 
to technical schools, particularly for the Gaeltacht, 
which at present derives scarcely any benefit from 
•scholarship schemes. All the scholarships should 
not he to secondary schools, as at present. So far. 
very few boys or girls from the Gaeltacht proper 
have succeeded in getting scholarships. Where they 
have succeeded, they have been of doubtful benefit. 
The present system of primary education leads 
nowheie for at least 95 per cent, of the population. 
Perhaps, with the exception of those who go to 
America or some other place abroad, most of the 
products of the primary schools who remain at home 
in the Gaeltacht forget in a few years the little they 
learned at school, and become practically illiterate, 
with the result that even where attempts were made 
at giving them technical instruction in the even
ing, they could not avail of this instruction 
through their illiteracy. This could, perhaps, be 
remedied by a system of compulsory continuation 
■schools. I have known caáes o f this in the towns 
as well as in the rural districts. With regard to the 
county council scheme of scholarships from the 
•secondary schools to the university, it is doubtful if

any of the poorer boys or girls in the Gaeltacht have 
ever benefited by the scheme, owing to the lack 
of any secondary school in the Gaeltacht, and the 
inability of the parents to send their children away 
to a, secondary school or college. Speaking of the 
country generally, perhaps what is really needed is 
less secondary education of the type given (by which 
s o  many youths become tlrchissf  and unfit for useful 
work)—they, at any rate a large number of them, 
swell the already overcrowded ranks of badly-paid 
clerks, shop assistants, &c. We need more education 
towards trades and industrial callings (and commer
cial callings'); in a word, “ vocational training.'’ 
For the Gaeltacht especially, education should have 
a. bias towards all trades and crafts connected with 
forestry, fishing, &c., the teaching of navigation, 
marine engineering, seamanship, forest craft, oceano
graphy, &c.

(e) With regard to administration and local govern
ment, all government officials (post office, customs and 
excise, Gárdaí Siothohánu, engineers,etc.), teachers, 
nurses, doctors, clergymen, should be Irish-speaking. It 
is mainly through tin; use of English by the educated 
mid governing classes that- the Gaeltacht is gradu
ally becoming anglicised. In almost every district in 
the Gaeltacht, with few exceptions, the house of the 

j clergyman, doctor, teacher, official, &c., is an Eng
lish speaking “  oasis " (and for some distance
round it). It is only by these classes speak
ing and writing Irish that the language can
become “  respectable,”  and the process of de-
anglicisntion of the whole country begin, with 
Gahvay as starting point. A native of the
City of Galway, now a man of standing in his
profession, told me some years ago, when I twitted 
him on his absolute ignorance of Irish, though teared 
in Galway, and hearing Irish all round him during 
boyhood and youth, that when he was growing 
up only the “  lower classes ”  spoke Irish, and to 
speak Irish or show any hankering after it was a 
sign of vulgarity and bad breeding. This gentleman 
is now laboriously trying to learn Irish. A doctor with 
a large practice, much of it in the Gaeltacht, told 
me that though he could speak Irish fluently, he 
never used it among the Irish-speaking population. 
When asked why, he said that if he spoke Irish the 
people would never again have any respect for him, 
that they would look upon him as being as bad as 
themselves. He said that the Trish speakers had 
great, respect for those who spoke English, but none 
for those who spoke Irish. This rather reminds one 
of the early days of the Gaelic' League, when to be 
a Gaelic Leaguer was something abnormal, rather 
indecent in fact; when “  respectable ” people looked 
askance at the “ Law Braw " or “  Kod haw raw,”  
and to join the Gaelic' League meant social ostra
cism. I heard recently of a clergyman who, though 
a fluent speaker of Irish, and ministering in the 
Gaeltacht, carefully concealed the fact that he knew 
any Irish, and always preached in English. He 
gave as his reason that the fact ot being a native 
Irish speaker was synonymous with being sprung 
li'orn poverty-stricken, ignorant parents, and he did 
not want that to ,be known.

8. An Aenbhtir.—What about the souls of his par
ishioners '<—Nil a fhios again. Even now, heroic anti 
drastic measures are needed to change this state of 
affairs. Firstly, starting with Galway City, every 
institution should be Irishised, especially those over 
which the Government has control, direct or indi
rect, and all clamour should be unheeded. For in
stance, begin with University College, the various 
schools, the technical institute, the urban council 
offices, the county council offices, the post office, 
custom house, &c. Give all officials in Galway and 
the Gaeltacht a time limit within which to acquire 
Irish, (rife no gorennnt ntal or nffiriol post hi future 
to anyone who cannot write and speak Irish. The 
work of the law courts in Galway and the Gaeltacht 
should be done in Irish, and all officials of the law 
courts should be writers and speakers of Irish. It 
was mainly by the speaking of English, by Govern
ment officials in the past that the country became 
English-speaking. Then Irish was not “  respect
able.”  and an “  Irish speaker ’ ’ became synonymous 
with “  a hewer of wood and a drawer of water.”  The 
harm can be largely undone ,by the educated classes 
speaking Irish, particularly in the Gaeltacht.
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9. I'hainniin.—Have you any further suggestions
to make -—1 would also suggest that the Government 
Departments in Dublin ought to go a little farther 
than they are going if they are in earnest about 
Irish. I don't think 1 have ever received a letter in 
Irish from am Government Department except
from the office of National Education. I have 
written to them over and over again in Irish, and 1 
have got answers in English.

10. Do you mean to say that you have wntten in 
Irish and íeceived answers in English ‘r—Yes, I have.

H. To how many Departments could you say?—I 
could not say. 1 have written to tlie Department of 
Education, to the Ministry for Finance, to the Ministry 
for Industry and Commerce.

12. And do 1 understand that you had only one 
answer in Irish—that from the Education Department?
— Only one in Irish in answer to my letters in Irish, 
and that was from the National Education Branch.

19. Do you ” el answers in English from the Techni
cal Education Branch?— They always write in English.
I would not make a positiv. statement, but I  think 
tl.ev have not got officials up there who are able to do 
the work in Irish I am inclined to think they have 
not. Í know that a- little over two years ago, shortly 
after the Treaty was signed there was a great rush 
for Irish, and in all' the Government offices at the 
time you could see fellows going about with Irish 
books sticking out of their pockets. You could see 
them studying them alt lunch time and in the afternoon. 
That- is all dropped now. They don't seem to be 
doing anything to make, themselves efficient in Irish at 
pre-ent. To repeat the concluding words of a Com
mission held in Dublin in 1919l.2i> :—“  No good or 
practical work has ever yet come Irom any Commission 
held in Ireland " and many Commissions have been 
held. Tá súil le Dia again go dtiocfaidh as an 
gCoimisiún seo rud éicint a bheas tabhaehtach agus a 
cuirfeas an tir ar bhealach a leasa.

14. Is there any otln r suggestion?—I have a letter 
about water pow er in Galway, but I think I will give 
that to the secretary. It is merely a general statement 
about what has been done in other countries with 
water power and what could be done here. This 
is a matter about which 1 have no technical knowledge.
It is merely a general statement.

10. In the matter of education at present, the City 
of Galway technical institute is not in any way con
nected with the county?— Not directly, but a good many 
come from the county, all from the eastern, side, and 
with one or two exceptions, none from the Gaeltacht.

16. And in the technical institute anv instruction 
that is given is given in the English language? • -Prac
tically all. I give some of it myself in Irish.

17. What subjects?— Mathematics and book-keeping, 
is. Are there many instructors in the Galway insti

tute?—The total staff is about 14.
19. Are there any of these who don't know English? I 

—Who don’t know English?
20. Yes!—Oh. no. The position of the Galway insti

tute- and the position generally has been that it has 
been impossible in the past to have any person to give 
a course of instruction who knew no English.

21. Do you think they are not available?—-No, they 
are not. If we got suitable students from the primary 
schools I would do what. I could to give them two 
or three years’ training. If we had Irish-speaking 
instructors for the Gaeltacht they could give their 
technical instruction through Irish. I think that at 
present, technical instruction— real technical instruc
tion—in the Gaeltacht is non-existent-

21 v In any language?—In any language, Irish or 
English.

22. Of the fourteen instruefors in the Galway insti
tute, how many are Irish speakers?—Well, at present 
there are not fourteen. 1 have advertised for four. 
There are ten just at present. A couple left last 
month, of the present staff there are some five who 
know Irish, including those who teach the language.
I am looking for a domestic economy instructress and 
a fpw other teachers w ho can teach through the medium 
of Irish.

22. There are five nl the ten who know Irish?— Yes. 
24- How manv of these are teachers of subjects 

other than Irish?—Ot the present staff.
25. Yes?—None, except myself.

26. So that apart from those who teach the language 
as a subject, none of the teachers except yourself ha» 
Irish?—Well, they have Irish, but they could not give 
instruction through the medium of Irish. That is the 
difficulty, to get people who would be able to do their 
work through the medium of Irish. I think if Galway 
University College were made a Gaelie University and 
the teaching were done through the medium of Irish 
there, we might, be able in time to get people with 
degrees to take classes in the technical institute and 
do their teaching through the medium of Irish.

27. Those purely technical and commercial classes 
run in connection with the Galway institute, what 
industries and business do they eater for?—They are 
supposed to cater for local industries, woollen mills., 
saw mills, and the manure factory, mineral waters, toy
making—all the local industries. We do our best to 
cater for all the local industries in so far as we can do 
so with our equipment aaid the limited means at 
our disposal. There is room for extension, but in 
order to have that extension we must get help from the 
Department of Education. We have been trying to 
establish a branch of a fishing school in connection 
with the technical institute, a school for teaching navi
gation and seamanship. The Department could get a 
couple of young men and get them trained in your own 
school of navigafion in Dublin, and send then: back 
here to teach the fishermen of the f ’laddagh something 
about seamanship and navigation.

2S. You are viewing the matter from the point of 
view of making it a real technical institute as distinct 
from the type of language school?— Yes, that is what 
w e have been doing, trying to make it a proper techni
cal school. I would also like to Irishise it as much as 
possible. I would like to do my best to see that some 
boys and girls from the Gaeltacht get a, chance. A 
good deal could be done to make the girls of the Gael
tacht efficient in household matters, domestic economy 
and so forth. I am quite certain there is a demand for 
girls trained as domestic servants, cooks, and so on, 
who are Irish speakers.

29. Granted that you had trained material for giving 
instruction in, Irish—fully qualified in Irish to give 
instruction—is there anv reason why technical instruc
tion in Galway should not bo .entirely in Irish?—No 
reason whatsoever.

HO. Are y o u  fully satisfied about that from the point 
of view oi the position in Galway and the immediate 
neighbourhood?--Things have very much improved in 
Galway. I think there is more Irish spoken in Galway 
to-day than there was fifteen years ago. At least for 
some year- past 1 have heard much more Irish than 
I used to hear. The reason is that a good many shop
keepers, business people and others who know Irish 
are not ashamed to speak it as they used to be. There 
was a time when they concealed the fact that they knew 
Iris],. Of course there is a fairly constnoit stream of 
people coming in from the Gaeltacht to supply the 
Galway labour market—workers of various kinds: I 
certainlv hear a good deal more Irish spoken now than 
I did some years a ô-

31. Do you tliiuk the technical institute in Galway 
is going to have an important, effect, on the rural popu
lation round Galway?—If that scheme of suggested 
scholarships from the primary shools in the Gaeltacht 
to the school were adopted it would have an important 
effect.

32. If you had the necessary instructors in the techni
cal industries qualified to give institution in their 
subjects in Irish, would you he prepared as principal 
and secretary ot flip Galway institute to recommend 
to the Galway authorities that their institute should be 
run entirely in Irish, and would you be prepared to 
make a success of it?—I am quite- prepared to do that.

33. Do you think there is any use in discussing the 
Irishising of education in Galway to the extent of 
Irishising your University here unless you adopt a 
similar policy in regard to technical instruction and 
seoondarv education?—I am very strongly in favour of 
Irishising them all, particularly the University, because 
if we had a Gaelic University here it would have an 
important effect upon every educational institution round 
about.

■34. Y7ou say that from the point of view of Irish 
things are improving in Galway, that more Irish is 
spoken now?—That is my personal experience.

35. Have you seen any evidence that the professional 
and business classes are- beginning to make more use
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of Irish?—I have. Some of them talk to me now in 
Irish who did not three or four years ago.

3b. Can you give an idea of the percentage of .the 
Galway city population that is Irish-speaking?—The 
percentage of the total population?

37. Yes, I should say twenty per cent.
38. Do you think it would not be higher than 

that.?—It might be higher. If you took in the districts 
outside tire town proper., it would be much higher, 
of course. I  am speaking of the city itself. The 
percentage in the urban district in 1911 was 43.5. A 
great many of the working classes speak Irish. Then 
of course with regard to the Claddagh, Irish seems to 
be dying out altogether there. It is only the grown-up 
people who speak Irish in the Claddagh and even a 
great many of these speak English.

39. Dr. Walsh.—About these scholarships, do you 
think that the Gaeltacht people have been benefited 
by the County Council Scholarships in Galway?— 1 
don’t believe they have.

40. You also said you did not think that any class 
or section of Gaeltacht children up to the present 
got any advantage out of secondary education ?—For 
this reason : most of these children are extremely 
poor, and even if they get a scholarship to the 
secondary school they cannot do anything with it. 
When they leave the secondary school what are they 
going to do ? A great many of them never get to the 
university.

41. They get £40 to take them to the secondary 
school?—They have very little left after the fees, and 
the parents feel that everything has to be better for 
them going into school or college than at home.

42. Of course, you know that under the county 
council we had an examination specially for the 
Gaeltacht ?—Yes.

43. An examination in Irish?—Yes.
44. They have not >een able to do that?—Mo. The 

Gaeltacht requires special treatment. They have 
lost very largely all sense of initiative, and they want 
a different class of education. For years and years 
there has been a tradition in the Gaeltacht that the 
best physically and mentally clear out of it. They 
are not going to stop there. Of course, we have 
some wonderful exceptions, but without question 
those who remain behind are not the highest types 
mentally or physically. If boys or girls have ability 
they will feel that ability, and when they are not 
satisfied with their surroundings they will get out.

45. Do you suggest that the county council should 
set aside a certain number of scholarships for the 
Gaeltacht?—I do, because of the knowledge I have 
gained in correcting examination papers for years. 
A certain number of the scholarships should be set 
apart for the Gaeltacht alone for competition among 
boys and girls from the Gaeltacht alone.

4b. And that these scholarships should lead rather 
to vocational study than to the secondary schools?— 
I think so for the present. It would give them a 
better chance of making a living afterwards.

47. Chairman—Do you think that if a certain 
number of places were set aside for the Gaeltacht, 
the material you would get from the Gaeltacht would 
be inferior in capacity and intellectual power to 
what you would get from other parts of the county ? 
I don’t want you to think that (hey would he in
ferior in intellectual power or capacity, but they 
would he and are inferior in training.

48. Their intelligence would be quite as great?— 
Very probably. It would take some years to bring 
them up to the same level as boys and girls in other 
parts of the country.

49. In training?—In training.
50. In natural ability would there be any differ

ence at present?—In places there would. Of course, 
there are exceptions. I have met some very clever 
boys and girls from the Gaeltacht. One thing that 
has always militated against them is the irregular 
attendance at school. Tile lack of compulsory edu
cation and child labour have contributed to that. 
They leave school at ten or eleven years of age, and 
in a year or two forget all they learned at school. 
So far as I  can learn from speaking to national 
teachers from the Gaeltacht, the attendance is very 
irregular. With regard to the scheme of scholar
ships I remember putting the question to national

teachers from the Gaeltacht, and they said it was of 
no value. There was a case of a boy of about sixteen 
years of age, an Irish speaker who could speak very 
little English. The teacher wanted to get him into 
a shop here in the town, and he found that the wages 
—a mere nominal wage of half-a-crown a week— 
would not enable the boy to clothe himself and feed 
himself. His parents in the Gaeltacht were too poor 
to do anything for him. The result was that that 
Irish-speaking boy a few months ago went to 
America. He was lost to the country because there 
was no means of keeping him here' in the town. 
The teacher told me he was an exceedingly bright, 
brilliant boy, but he could not get further than the 
national school, because his parents could do nothing 
for him.

51. Dr. Walsh.—Suppose that the county council 
had sixteen scholarships to award, and set aside five 
for the Gaeltacht, would you be able to teach them 
through Irish in the technical institute ?—I would 
take care that they would he taught in Irish if I got 
them.

52. How can you teach them through Irish until 
you have the teachers ?—We will take steps to get 
the teachers.

53. You have two vacancies at present'^—Yes, for a 
manual instructor and a domestic economy in
structress.

54. Don't you think, taking all the circumstances 
into consideration, in the case of these two appoint
ments, it ought to be absolutely insisted upon that 
the selected candidates should be able to conduct 
their work in Irish ?—That is what I am going to see 
to.

55. What are your chances of success?—1 have to 
deal with the Department in Dublin. The applications 
will go to them, and they will select three or four 
names to be submitted to tbe Committee.

56. The selection rests with the Department of 
Education ?— Y es.

57. It depends upon the Department of Education 
to say whether future teachers in the Galway Tech
nical Institute will be able to teach in Irish?—It 
does, practically altogether, because in giving sanc
tion for teachers they are particularly careful about 
whole-time teachers. Under the new rule which they 
made about a year ago all applications have to be 
sent on to them to be dealt with. If they get a 
hundred they send down four and leave them to the 
Committee.

58. The whole matter of making the Galway 
Technical School Gaelic is in the hands of the De
partment of Education?—Yes.

59. They could Irishise the place in the course of 
some years if they insisted on that qualification?— 
They should insist upon the appointment of the best 
qualified person, not alone in the ordinary literary 
qualifications, but who will do his work through ihe 
medium of Irish.

GO. There are two vacancies on the staff of the 
University College, Galway, at present?—There are.

61. Do you think that the same condition ought to 
be insisted upon in the filling of these appoint
ments?—I certainly do. I remember discussing five 
years ago with a professor the question of technical 
terms for his subjects, and he said that it was not 
such a difficult thing at all to do the work in Irish. 
It meant a lot of extra labour for the professor, but 
if he were enthusiastic and energetic and vigorou- 
enough he could do it.

62. You consider that if Galway College is to 
become a Gaelic University, appointments in the 
tuture should be upon that condition, that the pro
fessors would be able to teach through the medium 
of Irish ?—I certainly do.

63. That follows from the position that Galway
College is to become a Gaelic University?—I am 
strongly in favour of making Galway College a 
Gaelic University. ,

64. If the college authorities included that con
dition it would be the very best- proof of their sin
cerity in asking for a Gaelic University?—It would. 
If you don’t make a Gaelic University here in 
Galway, I don’t know how you are going to Gaelicise 
the country at all. It is the only place you have. 
To my mind, it is not such a difficult thing to 
Irishise Galway city.
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65. You think a lead from the top is much more 
important than any amount of push from the 
bottom?—Oh, certainly, force of example. It is the 
force of example that first anglicised and is still 
anglicising the Gaeltacht.

66. < 'hah man.—Speaking about setting aside a 
certain number of county council scholarships for 
the Gaeltacht, the figure five was mentioned out of 
sixteen. That would not appear to lie a fair propor
tion at all to the proportion of your county that is 
lrish-'-peaking at present. It would be much nearer 
nine out of sixteen?—To have them set aside at all 
for the Gaeltacht proper and the Brenc-GhaeltaelU

would lie good. The main th in g is  to- make 
the admission. I would also strongly urge 
that secondary schools or higher primary schools of 
some kind should be established in some part of the 
Gaeltacht, because the mere smattering of primary edu
cation they get in 95 per cent, of the cases is useless 
to them.

67. Have you considered at all whether if a. 
secondary School like that was to he set up it woulict 
not be better to set it up in the city of Galway?—Oĥ  
no, in the Gaeltacht. .

The Commission niljniiinetl at 1.15 />./»(.
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L . G. M oriartv; An Dochtúir Toinás Breathnacli, M .A .

D ’éisteadh—
\V X. BIN’ XS, B .E . (Galway Harbour Engineer).
E GOY (M anager o f the Galwav Fertiliser Factory).
MARTIN MacDOXOGH (Mercbunt, Galuax).
J GOX NOLLY" (Fisherman. Gladdagh).
M A K T IX  M a c !  )OXOGrH ( / , -e.nnnwml).
DE. DILLON (University College, Galway).
REV ('. WHITE, P.P. (Roundstone).
PATRICK COXKOY (Claddaghduff, Glifdcii).
AN TATHAIR MIGHEÁL MAG AX MIIILIDH, S.O. (Millt.mn).
AI1GHEA.L 0  D R O IG H X E A iX , O . S .  (Hama).
S I -1 A Y 1 F «  0  DOM HXALLÁ1N, O . S .  ( A m m  Is le s ) .

MR. W. X. BIXX>. B.E., examined.
I. Chairman.—Mr. Bums, you are Borough Surveyor 

and Harbour Engineer ■ Yes.
2 Are you putting in a written statement to us V—

I earn if you wish.
•tl. Have you a written statement prepared tor us?—

I have not, sir, hut I can give you a written state
ment.

4. And the matters you propose to deal with m e?— 
Well, the harbour question as regards the impiove- 
ment of the fisheries.

5. Any other matters?—Dr. Walsh asked me to 
give evidence about drainage.

6. About Corrib drainage s The Government have 
an engineer making a survey here at present for the 
drainage, and although tile survey is not complete 
they are actually at work. They are at the survey.

7. Do you know that there has been flooding?— 
Oh, yes. I am engineer to the Drainage Board.

8. Anything yon know with regard to the flooding
will Im- at the disposal of the Government and the j 
engineer carrying out the survey?— Yes. All these ;
reports have been before them.

ft. If that is so, we don't want to go into the mattei ? 
—You may take it that the Drainage Board an- dear 
that if suggested works were carried out the flooding 
would lie prevented. It is impossible, having regard 
to the initial m is t a k e  to prevent flooding under 
existing conditions. Professor Bisluvorth, who was 
associated with the Drainage Board, has taken a 
good deal of interest in the question, and I assisted 
him in the preparation of reports. The last report 
we made put the cost at t27.0iHI to bring the work 
into efficient order.

10. Then yon deal with the harbour w o r k s ? —The f 
first portion of the evidence [ had to give appears 
in the report of my evidence before the Dudley Com
mission. If the Commissioners desire. I will go over 
it

II. The Cnminissioneis, as a matter of fact, have 
seen that evidence ?—The original dock in Galway 
was constructed in 188.7. It was then one of the finest 
docks in the kingdom, but the conditions of affairs as 
regards shipping in Galway is the same to-day as it 
was in 18,'1.8. We have no facilities for the accommo
dation of the larger vessels. The next thing of interest 
in Galway Harbour is the attempt to establish a 
transatlantic mail service in the early sixties. It is 
referred to in the report to the Government of the 
time' when an inquiry was held into the reasons why 
the Galway scheme closed down.

12. The Royal Atlantic Steam Navigation Com
pany’s Report •i--Yes, What really happened was 
this : The company got a number of vessels built to 
carry on a transatlantic service between St. John's, 
Newfoundland, and Galway, with a contract with the 
British Government for the mails. Their first boat 
started in June, 1860. I will only refer to the matter 
because I don't suppose you will deal with it. The 
history of it is given in the report, you will find it

at pages 20s and 2!l!l. The worst disasters overtook all 
these vessels. The first boat was lost. Another vessel 

' struck ice and was damaged. Another, 1 think, took 
1 fire, and it is locally known that one steamer, the 
' “  Marguerite.’ ' struck the only stone inside the port. 

So that all the steameis that were purchased for the 
running of the transatlantic mail more or less met with 
disasters The company tried to charter vessels, but 
the Admiralty of the time would not accept them, 
because they were not up to Specification. So the 
transatlantic mail set vice was lost to Galway in that 
way. I don't think I need deal with that any further, 
but I thought I would like to mention it Then 
there were a series of schemes put forward for break
waters ill Galway. There are three or four of them 
set out here in this pamphlet by Sir John Griffith. 
During the war I was asked to find some landing 
accommodation here for corn. In last;, there was a 
scheme with convict labour. As a student 1 worked 
on the lSKi; scheme with Mr. Townsend. There 
were four schemes, all of interest. There was 
a line of break-water in shallow' water at 
Bhu-krook. Then we have Sir John Griffith’s 
big scheme. When Professor Kishworth and I 
were preparing evidence for tin1 Dudley Goni- 
iiiission, we recommended the scheme, which I 
am going to lay betore you. \Ve have concentrated 
on the improvement of the inner harbour rather than 
on the larger scheme. This larger scheme W'ould 
cost one to two millions Them is one point l 
want to refer to nr this scheme of Sir John Griffith 
It provides for an inner harbour. Referring to the 
fishing, lie says :-■■■■“  A deep sea fishery harbour should 
Ire included in this western port, winch, given pioper 
equipinent and up-to-date transit facilities, would 
place our West coast, deep sea fisheries in as favour
able a position to the English markets as Aberdeen 
and Grimsby provide for the North Sea fishing fleets." 
Outside these, there are tile finest fishery grounds, 
outside the three mile limit, and foreign trawlers can 
fish outside the limit. I am sorry to say a good 
many of them fish inside the limit also. I don't 
know whether that has come before yon. I refer
again to this work, page 22, in which Sir John Grifluh 
again speaks of the necessity for a fishing harbour. 
He says :—" We have little doubt that once this city 
is provided with a deep water harbour in its neigh
bourhood, it would become the most important^dis- 
trihuting trade centre in the west The deep sea 
fishing industry should also he developed to a far 
greater extent than at present by the provision of 
cold storage, ice factories, and curing stations.’ ’ That 
is the only other reference T have drawing special 
attention to the fisheries in this report. I don't 
suppose this scheme can come before you.

l.'l. By whom were you asked during the war to 
provide a scheme for corn landing ?—By the Harbour 
Commissioners.

14. In Galwav?—I think there was a request by the 
British Government or something of the kind At any
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rate, the Harbour Commissioners directed me to 
prepare plans and I did, and sent them to the Govern
ment, but nothing was done. We prepare a great 
many schemes without result, I am sorry to say. in 
Galway. Now, I come to the inner harbour question, 
This is really the vital question at present before 
them. In 1913 the Harbour Commissioners felt the 
necessity for better deep water accommodation for 
the trade of the port. 1 was asked to prepare a re
port and estimates based on it to bring bigger vessels 
into Galway. I prepared a report, and the suggestions 
I made in that report were submitted to Sir John 
Griffith to report as consulting engineer. He reported 
on that scheme, and, 1 think, if you don't consider 
it too long. I would like to read his report

15. Very well, Mr. Binns?—Because the case I am 
going to put before you depends wholly on this report 
It is : —
REPORT OF SIR JOHN PURSER GRIFFITH, 
M .Inbt.C.E.. ON 'PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT OF 

GALWAY HARBOUR
R a t h m in e s  C a s t l e , D u b l i n ,

17th January, 1925.
(1) Sir.—In accordance with the wishes of the 

Galway Harbour Commissioners, as conveyed to me 
in your letter of the 23rd August, 1913, and the 2nd 
September, l visited Galway Harbour on the 30th 
September. I was met by the Commissioners’ engi
neer, Mr. Wm. X. Binns, B.E., who accompanied me 
on my inspection of the harbour and docks at low 
water and high water on that date. The tides were 
exceptionally favourable for my inspection, and I 
had very satisfactory opportunities of making myself 
acquainted with the circumstances and requirements 
of your port. I had also the advantage of discussing 
the situation both with your harbour master and 
engineer.

(2) Mr. Binns has handed me copies of various 
reports relating to the port of Galway made during 
the past sixty years by Mr. Alexander M. Rendal, 
Mr. IC C. Roberts, Mr. B. B. Stoney, and Mr. James 
Price. I have also had the benefit of seeing Mr. 
Binns’s icpoit. dated the 10th December, 1912.

(3) Mr. Stoiiev. in his report dated the 5th January, 
18,SO, enteied fully into the needs of the harbour of 
Galway at that date, and expressed his own 
opinion in the following sentence:—“  I believe that 
the most essential thing for the progress of the port 
of Galway is to provide deep-water berthage, if at all 
practicable within the resources of the Board.’ '

(4) The dock and works designed by Mr. Stoney 
and Mr. Price aimed at providing such deep-water 
berthage, where vessels could lie afloat and enter 
the dock without having to discharge part of their 
cargoes into lighters in the bay.

(5) With this object the Commissioners adopted the 
design of Mr. Price, and about thirty years ago 
began the construction of a deep-water dock to the 
eastward of the entrance to the old Commercial Dock. 
The lower portion of this dock was excavated out of 
the solid rock—the upper portions of the quay walls 
and the dock entiance are masonry. The bottom of 
the dock is about 12 feet below Admiralty low water 
of spring tides, with a rise of tide of 11 feet at 
neaps, and nearly 15 at spring tides. There is, there
fore, a depth in the dock of 23 feet and 27 feet re
spectively at neap and spring high waters. It would, 
therefore, be safe to allow vessels drawing 22 feet to 
enter the dock even at neap tides.

(6) Between £40,000 and £50,000 was spent on the 
work, but the gates never worked satisfactorily, and 
the depth of water in the approach channel being 
only three feet at low water of spring tides, barred 
the entrance, and prevented any useful results being 
achieved by this large expenditure. I presume that 
financial difficulties are the only reason for nothing 
having been attempted to remedy this state of affairs 
and produce some return for the outlay referred to.

(7) At present the proposed deep-water dock is only 
a tidal basin, filled with mud and open to the ebb 
and flow of the tide, where only small vessels berth 
which are prepared to lie aground.

(8) I have given careful consideration to this state 
of affairs, and have come to the conclusion that all 
efforts should be concentrated in utilising the works 
already constructed and in obtaining some return 
for the large capita! expenditure incurred more than

a quarter of a century ago on what, so far us deep
water accommodation is concerned, is practically of 
no value, and is almost derelict.

(9) No use can be made of the dock for the purpose 
for which it was constructed, no matter how perfect 
its equipment might be, unless the approach channel 
from the bay to the dock entrance is deepened so as 
to allow vessels of deep draught up to the dock. It 
is to this aspect of the problem that I would speci
ally draw the Board’s attention. It seems to me that 
until the question of improving the approach from 
the sea is settled it is scarcely worth while consider
ing other details, even such as the condition of the 
dock gates.

(10) The first question to settle is what depth 
should be aimed at for the approach channel from 
the sea, and what should be its width. We arc at 
once met with the fact that this channel cannot be 
formed simply by dredging, for a barrier of rock of 
the hardest quality is met with for some 400 feet out
side the dock entrance.

(11) The cost of dealing with this, by sub-marine 
drilling and blasting, would be almost prohibitive, 
but fortunately modern engineering science has 
placed at our disposal sub-aqueous rock-cutting plant 
which brings the work within the range of practical 
polities. The Lobritz patent rock-breaker is a 
thoroughly accredited and practical appliance. It 
has been used extensively in the Suez Canal, the 
Mii.mJie.ster Ship Canal, the Hudson Canal, U.S.A.; 
and the Panama Canal. A small plant was used 
some years ago at Limerick. The Aberdeen Harbour 
Commissioners have at present working in their 
harbour one of the latest examples of this rock- 
breaker. It is working successfully in very hard 
rock similar to that in Galway Harbour, and this 
machine embodies the latest improvements. 1 would 
recommend the Harbour Commissioners to undertake 
the removal of the rockbarrier outside their dock en
trance by such means. The channel should be 
deepened at least to the level of the deep-water dock, 
or about twelve to thirteen feet below Admiralty low 
water. This will involve the breaking up of the rock 
over a considerable area for a depth of about nine 
feet. I estimated that about 54,IKK) cubic yards of 
rock would have to be removed, and I have shown 
in hatched red lines on the accompanying plan the 
area of ruck which I think should be removed. The 
area of rock which I propose to remove may appear 
somewhat excessive, but provision has been made to 
allow long vessels coming to Galway to swung out
side the dock entrance. As the dimensions of the 
deep-water dock would not permit of such sw inging 
br ing done inside the dock, I consider this to be of 
great importance. I have made extended inquiries 
as to the possibility of the Board purchasing a 
second-hand breaker or hiring one, but I have been 
unable to find any such plant available. The more 
modern breakers are at work, and it would be useless 
to attempt the removal of the rock at Galway except 
with a very heavy cutter. The cutter in use at 
Aberdeen is 22 tons in weight.

(12) The cost of the Aberdeen ruck-breaking plant, 
including barge, machinery, heavy mooring chains, 
a spare ram, the expenses of fitting out and setting 
to work, also the cost of inspection during construc
tion, and all preliminary expenses, amounted to 
£8,500. I am informed that the cost of breaking the 
rock, including the wages of crew, coal, stores, new 
points, hoisting ropes, and salaries of assistant engi
neers, setting out the work, is 2s. 8d. per cubic yard. 
At Aberdeen the work is subject to delay from many 
causes, such as the number of large vessels entering 
and leaving the harbour, and although the site in 
which the breaker works is entirely within the break
waters, yet in easterly winds there is a considerable 
swell, and it is also exposed to heavy floods from the 
river Dee. In winter it has been found necessary to 
lay up the rock-cutter, as there is no chance of con
tinuous working. I believe Galway to be much more 
favourably situated for such work, and I feel confi
dent that the cost of rock-breaking there would he 
lower than at Aberdeen.

Dredging of the Outer Ohannel.
(13) The dredging of the channel outside Nimo’s 

Pier and Renrnore Point presents no engineering 
difficulties, and could be done either by contract or 
with a hired dredger. A channel of at least 300 feet
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■wide witli 12 to I" feet of depth at low wader of spring 
tides should he aimed at. The direction of the 
deepened channel outside Renmore Point and Nimo’s 
Pier has. been fixed so as to take the' fullest advan
tage of the scour produced by the flow of water from 
Lough Corrib and Bough Athalia. The channel to 
the dock having been secured, the work of the next 
importance is the provision of gates for the dock and 
a wave screen to shelter the gates in rough weather.
I am not in a position to sav whether any use could 
be made of the old gates, us I have not had the 
opportunity of examining them. The probability is 
that totally new gates will have to be provided, and 
new arrangements made for opening and closing 
them. This will involve closing the entrance by a 
dam and pumping out the dock.

]h  t th/iiii/ thr lh,rk.
(14) A large accumulation of mud ha» formed in 

the dock, and the cheapest way of dealing with this 
is to dredge out the dock before closing it for re
pairs. When the dock is dosed and pumped out i1 
will be possible to excavate any deposit which the 
dredger has failed to reach.

I

Vnr.
(15) For the safety of vessels entering and leaving 

the dock it is essential to construct a pier on the 
north-cast side of the dock entrance. This would 
allow vessels to lie safely outside the entrance until 
docking time, and get rid of the risks caused bv the 
currents in and out of Bough Athalia and the river 
Corrib. In addition to this the pier would. 1 believe, 
be <>t immense advantage to the fishing fleets, and 
allow them to come in and land their lish at any 
time of tide. It would also allow the Arran Isles 
steamer to arrive and sail indepoiidently of the tide. 
It would he very dosiiable to make the berthage on 
both sides of the pier available for coasting or fish
ing vessels, and with this in view I have included 
the necessary rock-cutting on the north-eastern side 
of the pier.

t'annri tioii betirern I>teir-mitrr Ihtcl, ami aid 
CantirK I rial Dari:.

(1(1) Frequent r e f e r e n c e s  are made in the reports to 
a connecting channel between the deep-water dock 
and the commercial dock, so that vessels when partly 
discharged may he moved into the old dock. Such 
an entrance would have undoubtedly many advan
tages if the Board see their way to provide the 
funds In my opinion it t a k e s  second rank to the 
works which I have previously described. I have 
shown, however, mi the plan the form of inner en-
..........  passage which I would recommend if it is to
be made.

Jaijnai nilnni Ihr Matrix of fjaaifli Athalia.
(17) Mr. Minns, in his report of the 10th December, 

1912, has suggested the desirability of impounding 
the waters of Bough Athalia, with the object of dis
charging them rapidly at or near low water, and of 
produoing a foroo scour to assist in the maintenance 
of the deepened channel. 1 have not sufficient, data 
to express my views as to the desirability of 'carry
ing out this ingenious proposal. Before forming a 
definite opinion it would be necessary to have very 
extended tidal observations as to the present ebb and 
flow of the water of Bough Athalia. It would be quite 
worth while for the Board to carry out such an in
vestigation, so that tlu’ valuo of the (imposed im
pounding might be fully determined. 1 do not, how
ever, think that for some time to come any great 
need will be found for additional scour beyond what 
is already provided hv the wafers of Bough Athalia 
and the River Corrib.

K s i  / a m i  i

(18) I estimate that the cost of rock excavation, 
dredging the, channel, building the pier, providing new 
dock gates and dredging the present accumulation of 
mud out of the dock will amount, to £01,110, and that 
the time necessary to complete the works will be 
between four and five years.

rraminerf. August 31, 1925.

The following are the items of the estimate : —
Rock excavation £9.500
Pier - 15,327
Dredging channel 17,500
liHK'Witl o{ dock «ratos and dreda-

ing dock 5,500
-------- £-17.827

Contingencies, ten per cent. 4,7s:f
Bobritz rock-breaker 8,500

Total £61,110

(19) If the Board decide to construct the passage 
from the deep-wafer dock to the old Commercial 
Dock 1 estimate the additional cost will be £12,000. 
and that it would require one year to construct. As 
already stated, I have bad the benefit of studying 
Mr. Minus's report of the lOtli December, 1912. and 
lie lias placed tjie plans of bis proposals in my bands 
It will be seen from my report that 1 have adopted 
generally bis recommendations. I am also greatly 
indebted to him for his assistance in the considera
tion of the various details of the somewhat compli
cated problems which have been submitted to me, 
while his knowledge of the physical and tidal con
ditions of (ialway Bay and Harbour have been in
valuable.

Yours faithfully.
John P urser Criffith, M.lnstC .lv

I Here is a point in that report that I want in call 
j attention t.u : ‘ For tin- safety of vessels entering and 

leaving the dock it is es-ential to construct a pier on 
the north-east ,»ide of the dock entrance.” This l 
also call attention to : “ In addition to this the pur 
would, l believe, lie of immense advantage to the 

| fishing fleets, and allow them to come in and land 
| tlieir fish al any time of tide. It would also allow the 

Arran Isles steamer to arrive and sail independently 
of the tide.” 1 waul l.o draw special attention to 
that. Small steamers can go into the dock about 
two-and-a-half hours daily. At low water they have 
to lighten. The Arran services aic governed by the 
tides In fuel, almost all types of boats arc governed 
by it. Even the small herring boats very often delay 
in the roadstead with their fish, not being able to 
come in the passage. Next comes the question of 
estimates.

The estimate prepared by Sir John Griffith, with 
whom 1 was associated, was based mi pre-war prices 
1 suppose this £61,000 would probably develop to 
£150,000 now. 1 suppose the whole scheme is beyond 
our reach at present, and what we ask the Commis
sion to-day to do is to recommend the construction of 
this pier. The pier would be a necessary unit in the 
carrying out of the larger scheme, and it would help 
to develop the fishing. The deepening of the channel 
would lie essential, and the cutting away of such 
rock as is shown here by Sir John Griffith to a width 
of 50 feet or 60 feel. All these are necessary if the 
money is available. With regard to rock excavation, 
some rock excavation at the back of that pier should 
be carried out so that fishing crews can get within 
the sheltered side of the pici I would suggest to the 
Commission that provision should be made for this 
rock excavation, and about a third nr a fourth of the 
channel should be deepened for boats drawing 9 or 10 
feet of water to come in at low' tide. This would be 
most, useful, and it would be a step in the direction 
of the larger scheme when we have the money to carry 
it out. Take the costs at about two-and-a-half times 
what they were in 1913. The pier was estimated to 
cost £15,327. Two-and-a-half times that is CD.317 IDs. 
lioek-eiitting across the whole ot the pier then was 
provided in Sir John Griffith's estimate for 440 feet 
wide, including the pier, which. I think, as a matter 
of convenience, it would he almost as handy to re
build. I think the balance of convenience would be 
to take it out and re-build it. At any rate, the esti
mate would lie. taking 1711 feet as against 440 feet. 
£3,670 10s. instead of £9,500, and two-and-a-half times 
that would be £9,176 5s Tluq would be the approxi
mate increase. The channel estimate was £17,000 in 
1913. That would now lie £43,750. That would he a 
total of £91.243 15s. as an approximate figure. You 
could bring that down further by only deepening the 
pier on one side, which I am rather against, because 
it won’t leave us in the same position to carry out 

I the complete scheme that this would. My reeommen-
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dation to you, gentlemen, is that a certain amount of 
rock should be cut now, leaving the remainder for 
excavation afterwards. The pier will cost £38,317 10s. 
Taking the rock-cutting 60 by 25 instead of Sir John 
Griffith's estimate, that gives £4,588, and two-thirds 
of the channel estimate, that gives £29,166, making a 
total of, £72,071 10s. Of course, two-and-a-lialf times 
is an estimated figure. Certainly it would be more 
than twice the price that it would have been before 
the war.

16. What is the length of the pier?—350 feet. It 
would take a vessel the full length of the dock,

17. Is that all you have to put with regard to the 
pier at this stage?—I think that is all. I think that 
would be the best way until we can hope for a larger 
grant.

18. Can you give us a general idea as to what 
exactly it would do for Galway for the fishing, and 
what it would do for Galway’ s trade; for instance, 
can you, let us say, give us some idea of what fishing 
traffic there is in Galway at present, and what fishing 
traffic is going away from the harbour at present for 
want of proper facilities?—Well, I know personally 
that fishing is hampered very much by not having 
deep water, but the fishermen that are hampered are 
the Galway men. We don’t get many foreign 
trawlers. They don't discharge fish here. Our own 
boats come into the roads and often have to dis
charge their fish by lighters if they draw’ 12 to 14 feet. 
Even small craft of the Nobby eiass have to lie out 
in the roads. Other witnesses are more familiar with 
the fishing than I am, but I know that these fishing 
boats can only get in for about two hours at a time.

19. How many trawlers are fishing from Galway?— 
I think about fourteen.

20. Are these steam trawlers?—No, sailing trawlers.
21. Do you know how many boats altogether are 

working from Galway?—I don’t know how many 
there are. Twenty-five I ’m told, sir.

22 Fishing from Galway-—Yes, but 1 understand 
you will get special evidence on that. I don’t know 
it intimately.

23. An* you in a position to give any evidence on 
trade at a ll-—Of course, trade under present con
ditions is only one-sided in its development. Unless 
there is a possibility of getting a grant for the com
pletion of this dock, which runs into a matter of 
£200,1101), there can be no full development. I would 
make provision for the widening of the gates which 
are only 52 feet, and then probably the lengthening 
of the dock. The completion of this scheme would 
probably run into £200,1)00 or £250,000.

24. Perhaps all we would ask you to do in addition 
is to just summarise the present and proposed depth 
of flic dock entrance in the channel?—The dock was 
built in 188:1 It is 12 feet below Admiralty low water 
mark.

25. The entrance to tin- dock is only three feet?— 
Outside the entrance, where the bar is.

26. How many feet is the entrance below Admiralty 
low water?—It varies from three to nine feet.

27 You want that reduced?- We want to bring it 
down to 12 or 13.

28. For what distance?—350 leet, sir. This is rock 
excavation. We want to dredge the channel. That 
is soft material, and could be dredged easily and 
brought down to a line of 12 or 13 feet below Ad
miralty mark.

29. Wlnit is the length of that ?—About 1,200 yards. 
I think that is ail, Mr. Binns. We are very much 
obliged to you.

-)■ * * *
MR. F. ( ’OY, r.rnminrti

1. Chairman.—Mr. Coy, you are manager of the 
fertilizer factory in Galway?—Yes.

2. What matters do you propose to deal with ?—Re
afforestation and timber.

3. Are you giving ns a written statement ?- Yes.
4. How long have you been associated with Gal. 

way?—Nineteen years.
5. What part?--All over Galway, buying timber 

chiefly and looking for timber.
6. Perhaps you would read your statement?—Yes. 

(Reading). Afforestation of Connemara. By plant
ing timber in certain parts of Connemara it will 
provide employment, improve the climate, add to the 
appearance of the scenery, give shelter, and if properly 
cared for will ultimately be of great commercial value; 
it would be a source of supply of material which is 
constantly in demand, and should thus prove a good 
paying proposition. (a) Employment would consist

of draining, fencing, planting, and looking after the 
plantations; roughly taking the case of 100 áferes, we 
consider the cost of plants, fencing, draining and 
planting with larch, fir, spruce would be £10 to £12 
per acre (1,800-2,01X1 plants to the acre). For the first 
live or six years constant employment could be found 
for une man to attend 30 acres, keeping young plants 
clean, replacing failures, etc., after that time one man 
could look after 100 acres. In the ordinary course 
thinning would have to be done in sixteen to eighteen 
years, cutting out unsuitable trees and dead wood; 
thirty to thirty-five years the plantation would pro
bably require to be thinned by about 800/900 trees 
per acre to give room; this thinning would be saleable 

■ for fencing material and pit props—in ten years more 
| a further thinning would be required to reduce the 

plantation to about 500 trees per acre—leaving the 
balance as ,» crop for maturity—and the value of these 
thinnings would be considerable, (b) The appearance 
of the district would be greatly enhanced, and would 
add to the wonderful scenery and beauty of Conne
mara ; it would also improve the very damp climate, 
in this part of the country as it is a well-known fact 
that wherever large quantities of timber are planted, 
climatic conditions and the health of the people living 
in such places are greatly improved. (<•) To give the 
project every chance of being a  commercial success— 
land would have to be secured near rail, port or water
way—and in a very well sheltered situation, as the 
cost of haulage would affect the value of timber very 
much. In our opinion suitable land would be available 
adjacent to the railway line between Moycullen and 
Clifden, and the western shores of Lough Corrib; also 
at Maam, Leenane and Lotterfraek; wo have ex
perience of very good timber being cut at Moycullen, 
Ross, Oughterard, Recess and Maam. (</) The under
signed have cut considerable quantities of larch, fir, 
spruce, ash and oak, at Moycullen, Ross, Oughterard, 
Maam, Recess, Letterfrack and Leenane,1 quality, 
and we are of the opinion that a considerable 
area of suitable land could be acquired on the Camp
bell Estate, Moycullen; The Martin Estate, Ross; At 
Maam, Oughterard, Recess, Letterfrack and Leenane, 
especially near Oughterard on the Hodgson Estate of 
Currarevagh and tin- Burke Estate of Cloosh. where a 
very large area of land excellently suitable for affores
tation would be available, w ) It must lie apparent to 
ibe most casual observer that tile stocks of standing 
timber in Ireland are rapidly being depleted, and the 
coming scarcity will heavily handicap the country in 
the near future. Values are bound to increase and we 
would strongly urge that steps be taken at once to 
remedy this by undertaking afforestation on an ex
tensive scale; this would give much needed employ
ment and make provision for the future, t/) There 
is no c ountry in Europe more suited for the growing 
of timber, and it is common knowledge that no country 
has a lower percentage of growing timber than Ireland.

(Signed), ALEX. McINNES.
F. H. COY.

7. Have you, personally, any experience of plant
ing?—I have planted some parts round Tourmakeady 
in recent years.

8. To what extent or acreage would that go?—About 
20 acres a year.

9. How many acres have you planted in that way?— 
About 50 acres has been planted in the last three 
years,

10. Ts that planting you have done personally, your
self?— Myself and another, Mr. A. Melniu^.

11. Have you nurseries of your ow n?- Yes, our irees 
there.

12. Where?—Tourmakeady.
13. You have your nurseries on the site?—Yes.
14. Is it your experience of afforestation running 

into say 50 acres, that it only costs from £10 to £12 
an acre?—Yes, that is rigid. In fact it would cost less 
than that possibly, if you planted large areas, of 
course the Department of Agriculture Forestry Branch 
have their own plantation in County Wicklow. The 
Government could do the planting a bit cheaper than 
we could by putting down their own plants in large 
quantities.

15. What was the cost of the nursery work and plant
ing work combined ?—£10 an acre.

16. In your experience you have done the work at
£10 an acre?—Yes.
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17. In the cutting of timber and the thinning out of 
timber, have you thinned out some of your own tim
ber ?—Yes.

18. What did you use the thinning out for ?—Pit 
props for the eoai mines, some for fences, and some 
is even large enough for cart work—common carts.

19. Do you say that the thinning out up to 35 years 
will pay for the total cost of planting ?—No, it would 
pay for the thinning. It would pay for the cost of 
thinning alone for about 30 years.

20. Then you would have the matured timber?—Yes.
21. What has that timber been used for ?—A lot of it 

is used for building work. Trees cut in Glenda- 
lough, R ecess, some years ago, were used for cart 
Work, furniture work and railway sleepers, also for 
boat building at Killybegs.

22. Can you give us some information as to the 
amount of employment that is given per acre on that 
work?—There would be a large amount of employment 
on draining, fencing, and getting the land for planting 
on a forest scale. If you had a large scheme it would 
employ two or three hundred men in Connemara 
planting about 1,000 acres. Once the timber was 
planted it would take some men to look alter it.

23. Have you heard any complaints about the diffi
culty of getting trees to grow in Connemara?—Yes, 
because of where they were planted. The situation 
ought to be more sheltered.

24. Can you summarise the kind of mistakes that 
have been made ?—Want of proper care was one, 
officials going off as soon as the planting was done. 
In Connemara they planted trees and left them to 
their own devices. The underwood gets up and chokes 
the timber unless the trees are minded and thinned 
out. In Ballinahineli there is a very nice plantation 
growing up.

25. Deputy Baxien—In the last three years you 
have planted 50 acres?—Hr. -Melmies and myself.

26. Did the planting include the preparation of the 
SO acres?—Yes.

27. Can you tell us what amount of employment 
actually was given on that 50 acres until the last 
tree on it was put down ?—There was employment for 
about five or six men clearing away the underwood.

29. How many men would have been engaged for 
each of the three years ?—They would not have been 
engaged all the time. It was a sort of spare time job 
—about six men for about six months each tinip.

30. Six men for six months over three years?—Yes
31. Three men ?—For twelve months all the time.
32. If three men were able to do that much, where 

you planted 50 acres, there doesn’t seem to be much 
employment in it ?—But there was timber grown on 
this land before and it was well sheltered. These 
men were engaged planting trees. In Connemara 
they would be at work clearing away the place for 
planting.;

33. Arc you really satisfied there is as much em
ployment in afforestation as you suggest?—Yes, cer
tainly. It would employ two or three hundred men 
jn  Connemara.

34. Over what area?—To prepare a thousand acres, 
if you want to get the place fit for planting.

35. They, would be employed all through that 
period?—Oh, Yes.

36. Are you satisfied that 200 men arc able to pre
pare a thousand acres—draining and fencing ?—That 
would all depend on whether the stuff was ready for 
them.

37. The work would cease then ?—No. They would 
have to plant it then.

38. Would the State have to engage 200 men ?—If 
you want to do it at all, you must do it extensively 
to make it a commercial success.

39. It is suggested that re-afforestation would im
prove the climate and improve the health of the 
people ?—Yes.

40. Can you put before the Commission unquestion
able, convincing proof of that statement?—Well. I 
don’t know, but wherever there is pine such as the 
forests of Austria and Switzerland there are great 
health resorts, and any place in which there is large 
timber planting the rainfall is not nearly so great as 
where there is no timber. The trees absorb the 
moisture. Brown’s book on forestry will give you 
every information regarding all that.

41. Do you suggest it would raise the temperature? 
—It, would take away a lot of the moisture in the air, 
and you would not have so much mist about.

42. You are satisfied about that?—I am, certainly. 1

43. As to the failure of planting that has already 
been carried out, have you had no experience of 
failure?—There is no doubt their has been a per
centage of failures—that is, there arc plants which 
would have to be replaced; but this place I am talk
ing about is very v. ell sheltered.

44. Are you aware of any considerable failures?— 
Yes, there have been considerable tailures in Conne
mara before.

45. Wlint was the reason?—The undeigmulh 
choked the jdants, and also then' was not shelter 
enough.

46. Was the primary cause the situation of the 
plantation ?—Well, 1 think it was.

47. Are you satisfied that re afforestation should he 
earned out without any preliuhnaiy experiment 
being made as to the quality of timber that you 
should grow or plant?—Well, you can see our limber 
is doing very well—larch, fir, spruce.

4H. But the district is particularly well sheltered?— 
There is good shelter there.

4ft. If planting is to he a success, in the planting of 
timber of that t.\pe, you have got to plant it in a 
sheltered area ?—Yes. There is no use in planting 
timber on the seaboard at all. The western gale is 
too strong.

50. You suggest that nothing can lx* done, towards 
the re-afforestation of the western seaboard?—Only in 
sheltered situations.

51. Only in sheltered situations?—Yes, but there 
are thousands of acres in Connemara that could be 
economically planted.

52. How long Mould the timber be down before 
there would be any return from the capital in
vested?—That Mould larg'h depend on the rate oft 
growth of the timber. In thirty or thirty-five sears 
you Mould get a return.

53. Can you give the approximate cost of the 
planting of your 50 acres—the amount of capital in
vested and the return which you would expect from 
it?—The 50 acres would cost about £500 roughly, and 
in fifty years’ time that 50 acres should be worth 
from £30 to £50 an acre.

54. In fifty years’ time would it be possible to 
realise any of the capital or any considerable por
tion of the capital invested?—It would be possible to 
realise it in fifty years.

55. It would be?—Yes.
56. Within ten or fifteen years?—What you get 

would pay for the thinning.
57. Within thirty or thirty-five y j ars?—It should 

be possible to get a certain amount, of the capital 
invested.

58. Chairman.—Them is just one point more. You 
say the cost of planting is about CIO an acre. I 
wonder could you give us more detailed informa
tion?—Your own Forestry Board say that it does not
cost, £10 an acre to plant.

59. Do they?—Yes, and they are in a better position 
to give evidence upon it than I am of the cost of 
clearing, draining, fencing and planting a thousand 
acres.

60. Do you know if there is suitable land north of 
the railway line from .Maam < ' loss  to Oughterard ? - 
At the present time there is suitable land at Moy- 
cullen.

til. What kind of land is that ?—It is land on which 
timber was grown before.

62. Y’ ou are speaking generally of land on which 
timber Mas not grown before?—Y’ es.

63. Is there a material difference in the cost 
between the two'•'—There is, because land which has 
grown timber before is, as a rule, fairly well drained.
It would be easier to plant, and it would not be 
hard to fence.

64. Well, do you think I would be right in assum
ing that if you attempted to plant land such as that 
lying north of the railway line from Oughterard to 
Maam Cross it would cost more than £10 or £12 an 
acre?—No, I don’t think so.

65. You don’t think so?—No, because there was a 
good deal of that land where timber has grown. Four 
thousand tons of timber have been taken at Recess 
and Glendalough, and that land has not been planted 
over yet.

66. Are you in a position to give evidence as to the 
cottage industries that would be likely to develop 
around the forests?—No, I am not in a position to 
give evidence on that.
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MARTIN Mac DONOGli, e x a m i n e d .

1- ( ' h a i r m n n .— You are Chairman of the I rbiui 
Council?— Yes.

2. Ami President, <>1 the Galway Chamber of Com. 
merer ?— No, not this year.

•">. You are a merchant in Galway'.'— Yes.
4. You will give Us some evidence as to what is 

desirable from the point of view of harbour facilities 
here V— Yes.

5. We Were anxious lo get some information as to 
what are the. actual disadvantages to the shipping trade 
generally or in any other way at the present moment 
from the want, of the facilities'.’—The trouble is we 
cannot brine in Rig ships. Lightering costs so much 
money that, it is cheaper to bring ships or transhipments 
from another port, with cargoes than to take the risk of 
being held up here. We have .4 boat coming in now, and 
before she comes to us slie had to discharge half lior 
carg,, at Limerick, because they have deep water* there. 
We could have taken tin- whole cargo if we had siifii- 
Cieot depth ot water here.

•i. The half cargo discharged at Lina iiek is discharged 
for a Limerick merchantV- -Yes. You -ce the trouble 
is the ships arc getting bigger and bigger every day. 
When the old docks were built the ship's boats were 
small. 1* td 2 .00U ship. This is a 700 standard boat. 
The new dock cost about £53,000. The design was 
wrong Even the gates, I think, are four feet nar
rower than the gates of the old floating dock.

7. From the puiut of view ot the shipping trade, 
could you give us an idea of the type ot vessels that 
could make use of the port or dock facilities at any 

slower state of the tide and secondly at full tide'.’—No 
vessels can make use of them at low tide. It is half 
tide before any small boats or vessels can. come in, and 
full tide before steamers can come in. Steam trawlers 
are not anxious to come in until over half-tide, and 
some of them won't come in at full tide—vessels 
drawing 15 to 16 teet. or over that limit.

s. Do \ou get at any vessels that draw 35 feet?—We 
do.

**. What is tile average?--Cross-channel boats, 
colliers, about 14 ft. 6 in. to 13 ft., and ocean boats
Jr, to 18.

Id. What type of boat, would lie most economical for 
the Galway trade?—The larger the boat the cheaper the 
freight, that- is the rule, everything else being equal.

1J. What, would he the average dr.-i.ft of that type?— 
From 14 to ]s  feet. The tendency latterly is not to'give 
them such deep keels, in order not to draw so much 
water. The, tendency has been not, to have so much 
d ra ft.

12. Could we get evidence showing what the, average 
Galwav citizen loses and vvliat the, average Galway trade 
loses from the want, of facilities?— It takes some look
ing into. It would mean three to five or six shillings 
a ton. If, depends on the season of tile year. We bring 
pho-pliate rock from \fnea. Sometimes we pay 12s. fid, 
h  ton freight for a 1.600 or J .700 ton boat, whereas if 
nr were able to handle a 4.000 ton hunt we would get 
it at, 2s. Oil. or 0s. less.

lo. Cai von make any general comparison between 
the Hade of Galway port now and what you expect h 
would he if you had a deeper harbour? - That would he 
obvious, more or less. We have none of the big over
seas’ trade, scarcely. You cannot bring in Indian corn 
cargoes or wheat cargoes now. You get transhipments, 
that, is all- 'there is no reason why cargoes should not 
c o m e  in here direct as they do into Sligo if we had deep 
water. Tii the past the- merchants in Galway were
Harbour Commissioner'-. and each merchant took care 
of his own particular end, with tile result that they did 
not charge sufficient dues. Now, I suppose, for the 
first time, we have money in bank. If wr get money 
for improvement works we would pay it hack. We 
would pay it out of the dues. Tt would he g o o d  liusi- 
nes« to put up the dues and get supplies in direct.

14. Would better humour htcilities cheapen materials 
to the city of Galway?—Certainly.

15. Ami to certain areas around Galway?-Certainly.
16. And would enlarge the distributing* area that Gal

wav a.t present, serves'?—There is no doubt about it.
17. Are there any other ways in which it would affect, 

the position here?—What made Galway in the old 
times was water power, and what mined it was water 
power, because each man had his own little waterpower, 
and when sleam came along, 30, 40 or 50 horse powers 
weii not economical, with the result, that they were 
Wiped out..

BEFORE CO IM ISIU N  NA GAELTACHTA.

DONOGII, examined.

18. Mr. Muriarty.—If the Harbour Board is able to 
undertake a loan from the Government, or part loam 
and part grant, your proposal is that the Harbour Board 
should find annually a certain sum iu repayment?—I  
don't know how many thousand a year we would have 
available, hut we would have some thousands. There 
is no reason why wo should not increase our dues if it 
makes our harbour more useful.

19. You, as Chairman of the Harbour Board, would 
advocate that some of the three to five shillings a ton 
freight, sawed by the new facilities, should be put on 
tbe harbour dues to meet tlie loan?—1 certainly would..

20. Were you listening to Mr. Coy when he was 
giving evidence about rc-afforestation?—I was. Any
where you drain the land properly, and have a reason
able amount of shelter in Connemara, trees will grow 
there. The reason of the failures that have occurred 
there is that they were in too great a hurry to do things. 
As soon as they drain the land they began to plant on 
it, whereas after being drained the land should be left 
for a year or two beime planting if it is in the least', 
acid, and it would also want to be limed, where there 
is shelter trees will grow anywhere in Connemara, 
and there, is no reason why there should not be arti
ficial shelter.

21. Dr. Walsh.—Fishing is one of the filings we are 
verv miieh interested in; do you own any fishing boats 
yourself?—I have, two or three

22. Are they working at present?—Well, I think 
they arc. What, exactly they do 1 don't know. There 
are two trawlers and a motor boat.

23. You supply the men?—No, we don’t. We supply 
tbe boat and gear, and they get a share then. There is 
some arrangement of that kind, but what exactly it is 
I don’t know. I don't worry very much about these 
boats.

24. You supply the boats and get a share?— Yes.
25. You have them working constantly?—For years, 

anyhow.
26. The thing has evidently paid you or you would' 

not have kept them? —Tt has'paid. There is no doubt 
about that.

27. Have you found any difficulty in dealing with the 
men?—We don't, somehow.

2m. They are good men?—They are straight men, 
decent Odious, and keen on tlieir work.

29. 1 low do you market the fish?— We don’t market 
it at all. They dispose <,f it for the town only. It is 
a very wrong and very unfair thing. The men bring it 
in and pitch it on the quays, leaving it for a carter 
to send it on to Dublin. While you cam get Dublin 
fish in Galway you cannot get Galway fish very often 
in Galway—sole, plaice, etc.

30. They take it fresh?—Yes.
31. Do they find any difficulty in getting suitable 

trains'"—In the pre-war time they used to have a 
more suitable train of 13 p.m. then. The last train 
now leaves at 7.50 instead.

32. Do the trawlers who catch the fish outside come 
into Galway pier "—No, they cannot come to the pier. 
They anchor in the roads and bring in the fish in small 
boats.

33. So that there, is not in Galway a pier to which 
thes,, imats can come?—There is not. Some bouts 
would not come in even at half tide; They anchor out 
in the roads and send in their fish

34. Have you had any eases of fish going bad in the 
Dublin market? -I think there was one or two.

35. Very seldom?—There would not be one in ten 
year- fit course the men take care not to send it 
away if there is any chance of labour trouble or any
thing like that. If they have the fish and no chance; 
of a market they bring it over to the ice factory.

36. Tn your opinion there is no reason' why what you 
have been doing with your boats could not be done 
hy any man who would take the trouble to do it?— 
T think a great deal depends on the men you get. We 
may be lucky in the men we have. They have been s 
long time employed on the fishing.

37. Does Mrs. MucDonagh own any boats now?— 
No. Site gave up the boats. Being a woman she 
could not deal with it direct, as a man would. At one 
time she was doing wonderfully well. I think she had 
four or five boats. \Ye never had more than three.

38. Chairman.— What is the position of the skipper 
with regard to these fishing boats : is he a direct em
ployee of yours?—I suppose he is in a way.

3,9. Does he get a share of the catch?—Y'es.
40. He is not paid direct hv you?—No. The boat ii 

worked on shares. They get their share and we get
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-ours. How they divide it I  don't know. I never 
inquired much about it. They seem content enough.

41. How do the hookers dispose of their fish?;— 
They sell it in the town. There is not the de- 
inand lor fish that there used to be. Perhaps if a steady 
(supply was available then.1 would be a demand, but 
there has not been such a supply. 1 hear people com
plaining that they cannot get fish in Galway constantly.

42. liow many hookers have you fishing out of Gal
way?—I could not tell you. Tln-re are quite a number, 
but I could not say how many.

* * * ■* . *

M R ,  J O H N  C O N N O L L Y ,  examined.

1. Chairman.— You are connected with the fishing 
industry ?— Yes.

2. On what points do you propose to give evidence? 
—On behalf of the Claddagh fishermen.

3. Have you put in a written statement?— No, 1 
Lave not.

4. Have you been lone associated with the Claddagh? 
—All my life. My father got several fishing boats 
built, and I have continued to have them repaired 
under personal supervision. I remember the 
time when there was a fleet of over 200 fishing 
boats sailing out of the Claddagh. In fact, the Clad
dagh fleet was considered the pride of Galway at that 
time. They kept up Irish customs. They were a 
Gaelic-speaking people, and their conversation was 
all in Irish. When they went out fishing they spoke 
nothing but Irish at their work. Unfortunately when 
the fishermen brought in their takes the fish-buyei 
gave them whatever price they liked giving them 
under the market value of tlieir fish. Otteu the fish 
was dumped into the sea, and now the fleet has dimi
nished to about thirty boats. There are only about 
thirty boats constantly fishing in Galway. I think 
the Claddagh fishermen are the poorest of their class 
in Ireland. They haven’t even a house fit to live 
in. Their condition is deplorable. Some person 
should take an interest in this industry before it is 
wiped out of existence altogether. The suggestion 
I would make is that a curing station be established 
in Galway where wet, dry and smoked, and curing 
could be carried out. I don’t mean to sac that this 
curing station in Galway would be established in 
direct opposition to the local buyers or tho-o inter
ested in the trade, but we should have a standard 
price fixed that would ensure the fishermen at least 
the fair market value of their catches. The local 
buyers or any person would have to pay the standard 
price or the fish would he brought to the curing 
station. It would give new heart to the fishermen if 
such a thing could be done, and if a standard price 
were fixed at the market value of the fish. It would 
encourage the sons of the fishermen who are now 
going away from fishing as an occupation, it would 
encourage them to come into the business, because 
they would have something fdr their labour. Two 
or three years ago herrings brought by the boats into 
Galway had to be dumped. It is customary among 
the local buyers to form a combine, and if, for in
stance 20 or 30 boats landed small catches from 
three to five thousand herrings, the local buyers will 
only offer a price much less than the market 
value of the fish. If this curing station were 
established here, I cannot see why we would 
not be able to supply the home trade for cured her
rings. If is commonly known that thousands of 
Scotch-cured herrings come into Ireland every year, 
particularly in the West. If such a station were 
established, I don’t see why we should not be able 
to cater for that trade ourselves and not be dependent 
•on the Scotch curers It should not be necessary to 
depend on Aberdeen or Hull or Grimsby to supply us 
with smoked herrings and kippered herrings In the 
winter fishing the same thing happens. The local 
buyers give whatever price they like and the fisher
men have to give the fish at that price, they have no 
alternative. Tt/ey started a fishermen’s union here 
a few years ago to form a body to market the fish 
themselves in Dublin, but, unfortunately, it fell 
through for lfiek of solidarity. I remember when big 
boat loads of fish were brought into Galway, and the 
country peop/e took them at a couple of pence. As 
regards protection, we are infested with poachers

here. Reports have been made to the Department, 
and they done their best, with the one boat at their 
service, but one boat is not sufficient to keep tho 
foreigner from robbing us of our fish. I woulu sug
gest that a patrol boat he stationed at Aran to protect 
the fishing, and that the patrol boat be armed, because 
tiiese steam trawlers are not a very pleasant class of 
people to deal with. I would also suggest that the lines 
be increased. The minimum tine should be. T2f>t), with 
double fine, aud the steam trawler should be detained 
until the fine was paid, because the information given 
to me about these trawlers captured here in the last 
three or four or five years is that they have not paid 
the fines. 1 have no proof, but that is the informa
tion that Inis reached me from men working on the 
local trawlers. 1 don't think there is any mote to 
say, but to answer any questions.

5. ('hairman.—Are you a fisherman yowself ?--I 
have fished, sir.

6. You are connected with a fishing fleet?—I have 
a few boats of my own.

7. On each you have a crew?—Four men to each 
boat. Ah one time we had 24 or 2f> ot this class of 
boat.

8. Mr. M o r u i r t y . -  Your proposal is that the G o v e r n 
ment should undertake a, curing station here?- Yes, 
sir.

9. There are places when- you can cure fish in Gal
way at present?—There are.

10. Is it intended that the Government should 
undertake the actual business of curing fi.-h in com
petition with others?—Not in competition, but that 
the Government should fix during the herring 
season here a standard price at the market value of 
the fish. If that standard price was fixed the local 
buyers would purchase, otherwise the Fishery Bo.ini 
would cure the fish.

11. The State Department’s Officer would fix a 
standard price that would not involve any loss ? Yes. 
Even if the Department suffered a little loss, ] should 
think they should try to see whether they could not 
do it in order to help the fishermen.

12. The standard price is in order to protect the 
fishermen from the buyers?—They are demanding to 
get the market value of their fish.

13. They tried the experiment by marketing them
selves by their union. Was tile inducement to 
take on selling so small that they preferred to be at 
the tender mercy of the buyers?—They broke away 
one by one. There was no unity amongst them. 
Fishermen are a hard class of people to deal, witli.

14. Don't you think they might, break away from 
the Slate curing enterprise also, and when the State 
had made all the arrangements they might give the 
fish to somebody else?—If the State fixes the price 
of the -fish, they will certainly give it to the State. 
That would be their safeguard. They would he en
couraged to continue the fishing and their sons 
would be encouraged to go into it. If they come in 
with a catch of herring, the market value may be 
,r> or 6 or 7s. a hundred, and they are offered 2s. 
or 2s. fid. The following dm if a like catch comes in 
they may be offered Is (id. or 2s. There is sio 
jncouragement to the fishermen to go out and get the 
fish and bring it in unless you have a curing station.

15. What effect will the curing station machinery 
have in smashing the ring? —By making them pay 
the standard price fixed at the fair market value.

16. Would it not be possible to get an enterprising 
new man to step in and give Vs. or 5s. and do the 
work instead of getting a State body to do it?—They 
never did that in the past. I remember seeing 15,000 
or 20,000 herring dumped 4 or 5 years ago. Within 
the last Ihree or four years there has been dumping 
of fish taken with my own boats. When the boats 
came in with five or six thousand herring some of 
them were left unsold and had to be taken out and 
dumped.

17. You understand that dumping is incidental to 
practically all herring fishing where a big glut of 
fish comes in ?—The glut coming into Galway would 
not necessitate dumping, because our fleet is made 
up of small boats and they only get small average 
catches, from ten to twenty thousand. 20,000 would 
be the maximum. In the old times there would he
40,000, 50,000 and 100,000.

18. You seem to understand that there is not suffi
cient enterprise in Galway to take advantage of a 
supply of fish worth 7s. in the public market which
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is going for Is. Gd. ?—There is no competition at 
present.

19. And that, the fishermen themselves are not 
agreeable to cu-operate for the purpose of marketing 
the fish at 7s., and that therefore, the only remedy 
is the State?—The only remedy I see is the State-

2U. An NYtibhac.- Yen said u «Idle ago that the 
CladdagU fishermen were a community of their own?
■—Yes.

21. Altogether Irish-speaking?—Yes.
22. To what extent has that changed ■'—It has 

changed when the young men, the rising generation, 
are not following the profession.

23. Du they speak Irish less than they used to 30 
years ago 't—They do, but even at the present moment 
you will lind that in the boats the conversation is 
in Irish. At sea I know the salutations are in Irish.

24. Your evidence of the increasing use of English 
does not agiee with the views of people who! say that 
a knowledge of English is a guarantee of progress ana 
success in life; their knowledge of English has not 
inereased their wealth down in the Claddagh -—No

25. It is rather the opposite ?—Well, apparently, i* 
has gone that way.

26 Wo'uhl you say that language has any eonneo- 
tion at all with the success of industry -—Well. I 
may have my own opinion about that.

27. In speaking of the fish buyers, do you think 
there is a deliberate ring among the m to depress 
prices?—I would not say there is a deliberate ring, 
but that, is the attitude taken up.

2s. Hut do they work together do you think?—Some 
of them.

29. Do they ever outbid each other by any chance?
.—1 have nevt r seen them to any extent outbidding 
each other.

30. Do any of them ever buy the fish at a good 
price?—The price is fixed by the persons who take 
the first lot when they see what the catch is like. 
Certain people take the fish and whatever they fix 
rules the price.

31. That covers the whole lot?—It covers the whole 
lot. bin there are some exceptions.

32. You have not got the habit of vanning fisli ?— 
No.

33. Has Cialwav been the landing port always for 
tin- boats that fish out of Galway? <>h. yes.

34 For all tlleir catches?—Yes
35. Tbei don't work into any other ports or har- | 

hours'.’ (inly at this time of the year. One or two ; 
men run into Kinvara arid Spiddal.

.36. Hut they don't leave til.■ port here and go into | 
Killybegs, Dingle, o r  lien-haven?- -No. They fish ill | 
Galway bay i

37. What kind of fishing do these boats engage in'- j 
— Long line and net fishing. I think we are the only | 
fishermen in Inland to-day who stand by long line | 
and that class of fishing.

3-s. Your method ot long line fishing is rather 
peculiar -—With spillers.

39. It seems to he tile only plaee now where this 
applies'^—That is my ojiinion.

40. Is it worth it Oh, yes, we arc entirely depen
dent upon it, mice the herring season is over. After 
Christinas the long line fishing continues until the 
end of May.

41. Thai is alter (lie helling fi-hing?— Yes. Alter 
the herring season they start fishing for whiting with 
the line, and after Christinas again.

-12. During that time they are engaged ill line fish
ing? 5 es.

43. Is there .sufficient income from that to keep the 
boat and crew going and allow them a decent living?—
If they w re able to get any kind of a fair price for 
their fish they would he iiliie to make a little la tter 
living than they make at present.

44. Can you give us an idea of the average for three 
months?— All I could give would he the average earn
ings of these boats, because we. keep an account of the 
earnings. \\ e supplv the boat and the fishermen supple 
their own tackle. That is in the winter fishing. We- 
get e.|ual shales, a share for the boat and a share for 
the fishermen. Of course in the- harvest time, the 
herring fishing time, some owners supply the nets and 
get another share—a share for the boat and a share for 
the gear.

4A. Have von found any difficulty in n gard to keep
ing l lie gear iii repair?—That depends upon the men 
a good deal. <>l course, I do all my own repairing

myself. I have had several enthusiastic members of 
the crew who are very anxious and willing to keep the 
gear together.

40. Do some of them own boats themselves?--Yes, 
there arc a few boat- owners in the Claddagh.

47. If a person owns a boat and nothing else, is there 
a possibility of his being able to provide for his family 
from the earnings of the boat?— Oil, yes, they do. 1 
know- two or three families who do.

IN. Is it possible to make a living out of the class 
of fishing you have in Galway at present,?— Yes," I 
know one who spent something like ±'40 and repairs- 
the boat himself. His two sons operate the boat.

49. What would a boat and gear like that amount to 
in cash or capital cost?—There are several boats for 
sale. The price would be ±30 to ±‘45 or £50 for the 
boat alone. Of course you could not build one of them 

i  for that price now.
'pH. How many- herring nets do you work on them?— 

Five nets.
51. What would these drift nets amount to?—At the 

present time they are about 65s. each in Galway.
52. They would require Spring mackerel nets also? — 

.No, they don't fish for Spriug mackerel.
52a. Spillers or long lines work out generally at 

30s. each. They generally have eight of them in a. 
boat. They fish four and keep four for bait purposes 
while the other tour are fishing.

53. Do they over engage in lobster fishing?—There 
are some men in the Claddagh who engage in lobster 
fishing—five or six small boats.

54. The lobster pots would cost about 3s. or -Is.?— 
Y'es.

55. How many families have been able to provide 
all these things?—1 jvmembor a time when there were 
toit\ boats owned by local fishermen themelves.

56. They are down, too?—There may be a dozen of 
them.

57. Tlnw have been gradually decreasing?—Gradually 
decreasing. The price they get for the fish does not 
pay. The sons are going away.

5s. Docs that apply to .........lass of fish only?—It
applies all tile way round.

59. Do they seif the line fish locally?—Yes. They 
sell cod and haddock locally.

62. Everything depends oil the local buyer?—Yes, 
everything depends upon the local buyer.

63. Is there any trawler worked from the Claddagh? 
—There is not, but there are Claddagh men on the 
trawlers.

64. Are there any owned at the Claddagh?—There 
is one fisherman who owns a trawler there. He pur
chased it recently himself and his sons are engaged in 
working it.

65. Are these all sailing boats?—Yes, all sailing, 
t raw lers.

66. Would not the organising of markets be very 
difficult?—T don't know what improvement to suggest 
with regard to prices if markets were organised through
out the country and these markets were supplied by 
tin- local buyers.

67. If the local buyers were cut out?—-Oil, that would 
he all right.

fW. .-la /'Yur Mi'ii.—f)n what basis did the association 
regulate the prices to the individual fisherimu?—Tliev 
fixed what they considered a fair price, and if they 
got any demand for it in the shops in Galway they 
sold it If not they took the chance of sending it to 
the Dublin market themselves.

69. Did that continue long?—It only lasted about 
twelve months.

7d. Who were the members of the association ■ were 
thev all fishermen?—Yes.

71. And tlie officers?--Yes.
72. All tile people in tills associate n w re actually 

connected with the fishing industry?—There were one 
or two residents in the Claddagh who took part in it. 
Cm young fellow acted as secretary for (hem.

73 Can you offer any opinion as to what broke up- 
th- association?—T could not answer that question. 
The influence of the local buyers caused some indivi
duals and crews to break away.

74. Did not the advantages of remaining in more than 
coimterbalanee that influence?—I cannot understand 
whv they did not work this union. There is a sum of 
monev ir: the hank still to the credit of the association. 
The influence of some of the local buyers caused some 
of the crews to break away.

75. Dr. M’nti.h.— They- ottered them an immediate 
advantage?—-Yes. an immediate advantage, then when 
the association was gone they could tall back into 
the same old system.
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MR. MARTIN Mao DONOGH, re-examined.
1. Chairman.—We are anxious to hear anything 

you have to say in general about the development of 
Galway ?—The position is that there is practically 
no use made of Galway water as compared with the 
amount of power that could be made available. We 
have six powers here, or what was originally six 
powers. We have a good deal more power in the 
summer than in the winter. The head never rises in 
proportion to the increase in our backwater, with 
the result that we have had less power in the winter 
than in the summer. That happens with a good many 
places in the town. The course of the river .at 
present is all rvrong to get greatest fall power. 
The fall you get from any turbine in the town is 
from 9 feet to 9 feet 6 inches. There is no reason 
why you could not get 18 to 20 feet fall. The great 
bulk of the water that at present runs away under 
the bridge could be made available, and plenty of 
water would be left for the fishing, etc, You could 
get many a thousand horse-power. Then, of course, 
there is another place near here, Spiddal, where you 
could get two or three thousand horse-power. There 
is a fair volume and a very high fall—180 to 200 feet. 
Of course, I don’t see any possibility of tLh 
being done at present, but if you are collecting in
formation it is no harm to have it on record.

2. Chairman.—Generally speaking, how many 
people in the city are using it?—There are 
the electric company, the woollen factory, ourselves, 
the fertiliser factory and the ice factory; Leydon has 
two or three powers, and there are others. There 
were at one time 32 separate powers.

3. Are all the power's being worked by turbine at 
present ?—No.

4. About how many of them would be ?—We have 
four, the elcetric company have now one turbine and 
Messrs. Palmer use two turbines and a water -wheel. 
Toy factory one, the woollen factory two, and there 
is a wheel at the ice factory. There are powers at 
the jute factory and the old distillery that are not 
being used.

5. How are the rest run: bv water wheels?—The 
water wheels are being disused and replaced by tur
bines where the lay out is suitable. The water wheels 
were from 20 to 35 h.p. In a dry summer they did 
very little. We combined two powers, and we can 
get 200 horse-power under favourable conditions.

6. Do you think it would be an advantage if the 
river were diverted ?—Yes.

7. I suppose there would be a lot of complicated 
questions and interests involved?—I don’t think so. 
I think it would be quite easy to carry it out and 
give them all the same amount of power. Water 
with 18 to 20 feet fall or 5 or 6 to 9 feet f> inches is a 
very different proposition, especially if you have any 
amount behind you.

S I didn't quite get the idea of your having more 
power in summer than in winter''-—Quite simple. 
Our head of water is practically constant, and regu
lated by a flow off. Whenever water comes the river 
rises, overflows, but our heads cannot rise. The 
backwater rises, but our head is practically constant.

9. Has there been any investigation of the water
power ?—There has been now a*id again.

10. You think it well worth reviving?—It' would 
be well worth reviving with the idea of development. 
The power is there; the- only thing that you vrant is 
development, and I don’t think it would be costly for 
the power you could get.

11. Are there any other points in connection with 
the development of Galway that you would like to 
mention?—I don’t think there is anything else that 
strikes me at the moment.

12. 7h . Walsh.—Do you mean to bring out the lake 
(Corrib) by Lough Atalia?—Yes.

13. Have you considered at all what would happen 
with regard to flooding of certain localities?—There 
would be no danger of flooding. Nobody contem
plates stopping up the river, but using the surplus 
water that runs away. As far as flooding is con
cerned you would be in a very much better position 
then than you are now.

* * * * * *
DR. DILLON, examined.

1. Chairman.—We have heard you already in. 
Dublin?—Yes.

2. Are there any other matters that you want to
bring before us?—I have been asked by the Secre
tary of the Chamber of Commerce to make a siate- 
— ? . - - - ?al in

dustries in Galway and Connemara. Such a state
ment could be made without reference to the Irish 
language, but as your object is not merely the 
utilisation of the resources of the district but also 
the preservation and development, for the benefit of 
the whole community, of the particular character
istic of the inhabitants, namely, their native lan
guage, all your investigations will be coloured by this 
fact, and suggestions for industrial development 
might appear feasible which otherwise might be con
sidered uneconomic. What I have prepared for you 
is a statement of the views which I have formed 
from my observations during five years in Galway as 
a professor, as a chemist, and as a citizen of this 
Irish-speaking town anxious for the development of 
the Irish language.

3. Chairman.—You say there may be matters that 
are really uneconomic?—There may be matters that 
are not obviously economic at the moment. 1 don’t 
see how you can separate the language and the 
economic aspects, and I have tried to make the 
economic side the key-stone of anything I have to 
say on the matter. I don’t mean to say that I would 
suggest the starting of industries here that would 
not in time pay their way, and I don’t advocate the 
spending of public money indiscriminately and pro
miscuously as sometimes, according to some people, 
has been done in the past here. What I suggest is 
that whatever views the Government may have with 
regard to the necessity for self-help and the non
interference of the State in industry, there can be 
only one view with regard to the Gaeltacht, and that 
is that if this population with their language is to be 
preserved, the State must be prepared to deal with 
it specially—to give direct subsidies or to provide 
capital or to carry out experiments, or to do whatever 
the needs of the moment dictate. Although the 
general standard of education in the country is not 
particularly high among the English-speaking people, 
that of the Irish-speaking population, after the hun
dreds of years of proscription of the language, is 
much worse. The Irish-speaking population, if left 
to themselves, certainly cannot stand up to the Eng
lish-speaking population of the rest of the country. 
If in any plans of the Government for the develop
ment of the country the Gaeltacht is left to take its 
chance with the rest of the country, without receiv
ing special treatment, then the Irish-speaking com
munities will disappear.

In proposing this nursing of industries in 
the Gaeltacht, I am not suggesting anything 
new in principle or which has not been tried 
before with success. In the five years from 1770 to 
1775 the Irish Parliament spent over tl-iuo.uoo in pro
moting the linen industry. Of course, the money 
spent by the State came back a thousand times over 
from the city of Belfast. That money would be now 
equivalent to about two millions. If the Dáil is pre
pared to spend money like that in the promotion of 
certain key industries in the Gaeltacht, I am certain 
that a similar return will be obtained, and that the 
Irish language will be saved. Of course, apart from 
the language question altogether, a strong case for 
special treatment can be made for this area. Instead 
of being a drag on the country it can be turned into 
a prosperous community.

Before pointing out the industries which I 
believe to be possible of development in this 
area, I would like to state that such indus
trial development will not keep the Irish lan
guage alive unless the plan which we prepared for 
the Gaelicisation of University College is carried out. 
If the Gaelic University is not established in Galway 
what would happen here if you developed this place 
is that the Irish language would be used by a cer
tain percentage of the unskilled workers, but would 
not be used by those in charge of the operations. 
That is exactly what goes on here at present. You 
have probably found that at least half the popula
tion of this town knows Irish. Yet the professional 
classes and business classes rarely, if ever, speak 
Irish among themselves. What is the reason of that? 
I am not speaking, of course, of the ignorant people 
who consider a knowledge of Irish, instead of being 
a sign of additional mental equipment, to be a sign 
of inferiority. I am not referring to these. But 
the business and professional classes who know Irish 
and are not at all hostile to it, and even those of them 
who are enthusiastic for the spread of the language 
rarely speak it among themselves, and I believe that 
very few of them speak it to their children. You are
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inquiring as to the use of Irish amongst officials of 
the Government and local bodies. I venture to say 
that even amongst those of them who are good Irish 
speakers the use of Irish is at a minimum. There 
is no use in blaming the professional or business 
classes or the officials for this state of affairs. The 
reason is that these classes received all their edu
cation, and especially the university part of it, 
through English. The university is the most power
ful instrument for the spread of the language which 
prevails in it. As long as you have people of the busi
ness, professional and official classes educated in Eng
lish you will never have the Irish language used ex
cept by a small portion of the working class popula
tion, and a good many of these when they advance from 
their own class will leave the Irish language behind 
them. I am perfectly certain of that.

The reason why I mention that matter here is that 
if we have a Gaelic university in Galway, it will help 
in connection with the industrial development of this 
area. Very often people who talk about industrial pro
blems don't consider the importance of the educa
tion of the people. If you get two men, one of whom 
is educated, and give them a certain amount of raw 
material, the one who is educated will be able to
make use of it when the other will not be able to
get anything out of it, If you establish this Gaelic 
university it would train technical experts and the 
teachers who would be required for technical
classes. These teachers and technical experts 
would introduce a Gaelic atmosphere into 
the technical schools and classes. At pre
sent money for technical education is being 
spent on teaching Irish. That is entirely wrong, and 
very properly it gives rise to complaints. That 
money should be spent in giving technical educa
tion through the medium of Irish, and if you want 
these teachers you can only get them by establishing 
a Gaelic university.

With regard to the industries that could
be established here I think you can divide 
them into two classes—one, those which would 
give immediate employment to a large number of 
unskilled workers, and, secondly, those requiring 
skilled labour, and a good deal of individual atten
tion and personality for their development. The 
first kind would be such things as afforestation and 
turf. I have nothing to say on the question of 
afforestation. When I appeared before you in Dublin 
you, Mr. Chairman, asked me to say something 
about turf, and I promised to make a statement about 
it when you came here to Galway. There has been 
a great deal of information got lately about turf 
in this country. It is summarised in the
Report on Peat of the Dáil Commission on 
the Resources and Industries of Ireland. In 
that Report, in (he Report of the British Com
mission on Power, and in other places, sugges
tions have been made for the erection of large 
electric generating stations worked by turf. In view 
of the Shannon scheme these suggestions are now 
out of date, and not likely to come to anything, but 
it should be remembered that all the fuel is not used 
for generating power. A lot is used for heating pur
poses. In my opinion, the most important outlet for 
turf, and the outlet which should" be developed, is 
the utilisation of turf as a domestic fuel. There are 
six million tons of turf and three million tons of coal 
used annually as a domestic fuel in Ireland according 
to' Sir John Griffith.

4. Chairman.—Available?—No. That is what is
being used. The amount available is a great deal 
more. I think there are 248,000,000 tons of turf in 
the Connemara bogs alone. Two tons of turf equal 
one ton of coal in calorific value. Thus 6,000,000 tons 
is equal to 3,000,000 tons of coal. A low estimate of the 
average price of British coal would be £2 a ton. 
We pay £2 14s. a ton for it here. The use of 6,000,000 
tons of turf per annum means that imports are lower 
by £6.000,000 per annum, and if we could replace
1,000,00U of imported coal by turf, we would reduce 
imports by £2,000,000. The opposite is probably 
taking place, as turf is cut away from the towns. 
There is probably less turf used in Galway now than 
there was formerly. The reasons for this are : first, 
the turf is cut away from the towns, and is dearer 
than it was; secondly, the coal industry is highly or
ganised and developed, and the turf industry is com
pletely unorganised. It is carried on exactly as it 
was 100 years ago. The turf is brought into the 
towns in small carts and sold in bulk, so that people

can only guess what they are buying. Coal is adver
tised constantly; turf gets nothing but abuse, 
although it is a fuel which has many advantages 
over coal. The question is whether it can compete 
with coal as a fuel. At Ticknevin, Co. Kildare, three 
men working twelve hours a day produce 18 tons of 
air-dry turf per week. Taking an eight-hours day 
and wages of 7s. per day, regarded as good in 
the country here, the cost of labour for one 
ton would be 10s. 6d. If advantage were taken of 
motor transport, if the bog was properly laid out, 
and if a system of packing were developed, it 
should not be impossible for a merchant-to sell turf 
at £1 per ton in Galway. This would be equivalent 
to the best coal at £2 a ton, and coal at present is 
£2 14s. a ton. If the production of turf as a fuel on 
properly organised lines were taken up here it would 
give greater employment and at the same time re
duce the cost, of living in Galway. At the present 
time I think turf is being sold here at something 
like 18s. or 20s. a ton. It probably does not pay the 
people who are cutting it and bringing it in under 
present conditions of production to sell it at that 
price. I don’t think it would be worth while to do 
it at all.

With regard to industries of the second class I have 
mentioned, these would be industries of slow develop
ment at first; but once a real start was made they 
would employ a large number of people. Such in
dustries would be of two kinds ■ mechanical indus
tries such as the making of woollens and so on, and 
chemical industries. It is of the latter kind of in
dustry that I have some knowledge and of which I 
wish to speak.

I don’t believe that the people of this country have 
any real understanding ot the way in which chemi
cal industries are built up. In England until the 
war the same conditions prevailed; but since then 
things seemed to have changed in that country, and 
there appears to be a more general appreciation of 
the nature of chemical industry. Here, our know
ledge of these matters is I think far behind that of 
any country in Europe, though, as our mineral 
wealth is poorer, our knowledge would really require 
to be greater. Consequently I doubt if there will be 
in the Dáil or Government men who will undertake 
this work of establishing chemical industries in the 
country until the people are better educated on the 
matter. Who is going to educate them? In Eng
land it was done largely by the British association 
for the advancement of science, and I suppose that 
in Ireland it will have to be done bv some similar 
body. Meantime I wish to suggest to you a chemi
cal industry which I think might be established here.

This district was, I believe, at one time one of the 
great chemical manufacturing centres of the world. 
Here in Galway there was a considerable amount of 
soap manufactured, because alkali, one of the raw 
materials for the manufacture of soap, was made 
locally. In Ireland at present there is no alkali 
manufactured, and alkali is one of the most common 
products of, and one of the most common materials 
used in chemical industry. It is a key industry, I 
think is much more important to the country than 
the army. In fact the army might find itself very 
badly off without alkali. It is essential if the country 
is to hold its own in trade or in war. Yet there has 
been so far no attempt made by the Government nor 
by anyone else to establish alkali manufacture in this 
country.

Now there are considerable possibilities foT the 
manufacture of alkali in Galway, using the water 
power which exists here. In my evidence on sea
weed, I pointed out how the introduction ot the 
Le Blanc process for the manufacture of alkali 
brought about the ruin of the kelp industry, which 
was at that time worked for the sake of the alkali 
which the kelp contained. The Le Blanc process has 
now itself been almost completely displaced by an 
electrolytic process for obtaining alkali, which con
sist in passing an electric current through brine. 
With the large water power we have in Gahvay 
I  do not think there would be any insuperable diffi
culty in establishing the manufacture of alkali by the 
electrolytic process here. I consider that in this we 
have a possible source of wealth, if the matter were 
investigated, and I suggest that if you are deter
mined to preserve the Irish language and to develop 
this area you should start an industry of this kind. 
As to the method of starting such industries, I sug
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gest that men who had a knowledge of Irish and an 
adequate scientific training should be selected and 
sent away to study a particular industry. This has 
already been done in this country. The Depart
ment of Agriculture has sent men away to study the 
woollen industry and other things. I suggest that 
the same thing should be done with regard to chemi
cal industries, and I would suggest further that when 
these men come back trained they should be pro
vided with at least a part of the capital necessary to 
start them in business. If you do that you will be 
able to develop Galway and to help the language. 
That sort of thing was done on a large scale in the 
eighteenth century to establish the linen industry.

I have already given you my views on the possi
bility of developing a seaweed industry in Conne
mara.

5. l)r. Walsh.—Suppose turf were as cheap as coal, 
and could be got in the same way, what about the 
convenience in the household?—Well, I think that is 
largely a matter of development.

6. You say turf has certain advantages over coal ?— 
Yes. When you have used turf you find it has cer
tain advantages over coal. I prefer turf myself. I 
know people in Dublin who buy turf at. a penny a 
sod.

7. For aesthetic reasons?—Yes, all the world is run 
on aesthetic reasons. Turf has several advantages as 
a fuel. You can keep a fire going all night. It is 
cleaner than coal, much cleaner to handle. The only 
thing against turf is the bulk.

8. Is turf as good for cooking as coal 't—Well, the 
difficulty is that all our grates and ranges are manu
factured for English coal—made in England for 
English coal.

9. Have you ever seen a range designed to suit 
turf ?—I have seen one designed which would quite 
suit turf. One curious thing about it was that you 
were considered a low down individual if you used 
turf. It went with the Irish language.

10. Vipnti) B arter—What are the difficulties that 
would have to he overcome to popularise turf ?— 
First of all, I would advertise its advantages. Then 
the old habit of selling turf by the load is bad, 
because the people don’t understand what they are 
buying. Nobody is able to compare the relative 
values o f turf and coal. You should know the cost per 
ton and the calorific value. Turf at 9s. a load in Galway 
could compete with coal; at 6s. a load it is cheaper 
than coal as a fuel. The main difficulty is transport. 
If it were put up in crates and brought into town in 
motor lorries and sold by the crate, that would get 
over the difficulty of transport. The real trouble is 
the bulk. It has a low specific gravity, and the bulk 
makes transport difficult, but it seems to me that the 
difficulty could be overcome hv a company handling 
fairly large quantities.

11. Don’t you think it would require very consider
able organisation and alteration of methods on the 
part of householders to change from coal to turf?— 
People are constantly altering their methods in many 
ways. They alter them in response, to advertise
ments. They believe something new is better than 
something of last year, and they alter their methods 
accordingly. I tried it in my own ease. I live in 
the country. The grates were made specially for 
turf. Then they were gradually reduced to be grates 
that are rather more suitable for coal, but still turf 
can be used in them. The grates are getting rather 
smaller generally in the new houses now. I don’t 
say there should be a sudden change. You never get 
a sudden change. There is a considerable amount of 
turf used in Galway at present. I think the amount 
of turf used will diminish instead of increasing, 
unless it is properly organised. Anyone who has 
ever seen a coal mine knows the immense amount of 
labour used in getting coal as compared with turf. 
The amount of organisation required for getting coal 
as compared with turf is manifestly tremendous. 
You require to dig underground and spend millions 
on machinery, and even when you get it to the sur
face the whole work begins of screening and grad
ing. You have nothing like that in the getting of 
turf. You have only to dry it, advertise it, and 
organise the transport of it. Some years ago an 
advertising campaign for anthracite was started by 
the Welsh coal owners. The result was that the 
Welsh anthracite mines could not supply the result
ing demand. I am sure you would have the same

kind of thing if turf were advertised. Advertisement 
would create the demand.

12. You are basing your cost on the case of turf in 
Kildare. Is it not true that there are great tracts 
of bog there, and that these bogs here are generally 
far away from the people who would work them—a 
very considerable distance away?—In some cases, 
yes.

13. In the kind of bog you have here would the 
Kildare figures hold?—The only figures we have are 
from Kildare. We know what three men can do in 
County Kildare.

14. A ton and a-half an hour ?—All I say is, I ’m 
sure three Galway men can do as much or twice as 
much.

15. .In Fear Mór.—What sort of turf is that?—Air- 
dried turf. There is plenty of turf here. One of the 
difficulties is that the bogs are a good bit away from 
the convenient places, but they are not half as in
convenient as coal in England, where you have to 
dig under the ground for it. Generally, along the 
coast of Connemara, where the fuel supply comes 
from, the bogs are getting cut away from the con
venient places, and the question of transport will 
have to be met in that case, the same as in every 
other case.

16. .1« Heabhae.—What would he the effect on the 
ordinary people in Galway if Galway College were 
made a Gaelic university?—The,effect on the ordi
nary people ?

17. On the speech of the ordinary people?—The 
same as the use of English has when it is used in the 
university.

18. Is the position that, as English is used in the 
univeisity it is strengthening English among the 
ordinary people?—I am certain of that. I think the 
old Queen’s College and the army were the two 
greatest forces against Irish in Galway long ago.

19. Is the result of these two forces to be seen 
amongst the people of every class -—I think so.

20. You said that people who have learning and a 
little property speak nothing but English here in 
Galway, and that nobody speaks Irish hut the 
poorer people— That is the way it is as I understand 
it. The doctors, lawyers, business people, they don't 
speak Irish—only an exceptional one. They don’t 
think it is necessary for them. I think the reason is 
because they got their education in English. Every 
new idea comes to them through English.

21. How long would the Gaelic university be estab
lished before some of its results would be seen in 
the case of the- business people of Galway ?—It is very 
hard to say. I  think the effect of the National Uni
versity is to be seen already with regard to Irish.

22. That it has had some effect?—Yes.
23. Good or ill -—Good, I think.
24. How many lawyers, doctors, managers of busi

nesses in the county go through University College, 
Galway 'J—A good many of them—most of the 
doctors. A good many of the business people. don’t 
go to any university, but that does not matter; the 
sign of the university will be on them although they 
don’t go to the university at all themselves.

25. Is that thp result of the kind of feeling in 
Ireland about education, that education is not neces
sary except for doctors, lawyers, priests, and such 
people ?—Exactly.

26. And that it is not necessary to have education 
for business, farming or fishing ?—Yes, the people 
have no desire for education.

27. .Tn Fear M<ir.—It is your opinion, doctor, that 
the result of the, Gaelic university will be that the 
people living round Galway will be interested in 
Irish even if they don’t attend the university?—That 
is my opinion.

28. The education they would get in the other 
schools would be according to the education in the 
university ?—I am certain that if a proper Irish edu
cation was to 'be got in the university in every 
branch of learning that would be the saving of Irish.

29. Is it your opinion that every subject should be 
taught through Irish in the university?—Yes, I 
think it is time to establish a national university 
using the national language. I think it is only right 
that we should have every subject of learning taught 
in Irish as far as it can possibly be done. In 
Galway now we seldom have a candidate for a chair 
in the university who knows the subject and Irish 
at the same time. It is not possible' to get pro
fessors now who can teach through Irish in the
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university. It would do harm to the language if 
a professor who gave lectures through the medium 
of Irish were not as good as the professor who gave 
the corresponding lectures through the medium of 
English. They have the same difficulty in Belgium 
with regard to Flemish and French.

30. Do you think it is time to begin?—I think so, 
and in accordance with the plan sent in by the college 
in Galway.

31. The people of Connemara would have a different 
story if for the past fifty years they had had proper 
education through the language they understood?—I 
think so. It is my opinion that people who talk Irish 
should be taught in Irish.

32. Is it not the failure to do that that has kept 
them back so much?—I think so.

33. They were getting education in a language they 
did not understand ?—Undoubtedly, but there were 
other causes also. It is only right to say that the 
Connemara people don't do too badly. They are to 
be met with throughout the world, doing good work 
and in good positions. I think they are as plentiful 
as the people of Cork.

34. Dr. Walsh..—Everywhere except in Ireland.
35. -1h Fear Mur.—Have you a chair of law in. the 

university ?—Yes.
35a . The instruction is in English?—Yes.
36. I understand there are few lawyers in Galway 

who can do their work through the medium of 
Irish ?—There is only one as far as I know. The 
lawyers and the priests are influences against Irish 
here.

37. Is any instruction given in the churches in 
Galway city through Irish?—No, not from the time 
Father Griffin died. An Irish sermon is not heard in 
Galway except on St. 'Patrick’s Day.

38. Do you know of any parish in County Galway 
that is fior-Gaeltacht and in which instruction is 
given by the priests through English -—I don’t think 
I know of any. I haven’t much knowledge of Con
nemara.

39. You mentioned that people complain that 
money that should be spent on technical instruction 
is being spent on Irish ?—Yes.

40. Is there any special rate in this county for 
technical instruction in Irish—the Id. in the £ rate? 
—Yes.

41. Is it not about that money that people are 
complaining, and not about any other money ?—I 
don’t know. I don’t hear anybody complain
ing here in Galway. I think it is people 
in Mayo who are complaining. It is my opinion that 
there is no need to teach Irish as a subject of in
struction in technical schools, as it is to be got now 
in every school in the country; but something should 
be done to teach technical school subjects through 
the medium of Irish.

42. Do you know that Irish is taught as a subject 
in some of the technical schools in London, and paid 
for out of the education funds?—In London.

43. Yes. I didn’t know that, but it doesn’t matter. 
They do queer things in London.

44. Do you think it is not right to teach any lan
guage in a technical school?—I don’t think it is 
right to teach any language in a. technical school, 
but perhaps it may be found necessary. I will not 
say that it is not possible that it would be necessary, 
or that it is not right to teach Irish if it is neces
sary, but I think it would be better to establish tech
nical schools, and teach the subjects through Irish.

45. Especially in a county like this?—At any rate, 
take the students who are Irish speakers and teach 
them in these classes.

46. An Sea.hhar.—It is your opinion that Id. in the 
£ Irish rate in counties like this should.be spent on 
teaching certain subjects through the medium of 
Irish ?—Yes.

47. In Connemara all the instruction should be 
through the medium of Irish?—That is my opinion.

* * * * * *

REV C. WHITE, P.P., examined.
1. Chairman.— On what points do you wish to give 

evidence, Father White?—I will begin with the educa
tion of the Irish people in the Gaelic districts. The 
first thing to be done for these people is to educate 
them. You have got to educate the fishermen 
who are fishermen; you have got to educate 
the small farmers who are small farmers, and

you have got to educate the ordinary worker 
who is an. ordinary worker. It does not matter 
what his avocation is. What we want to-day is to 
get every man to do his duty. For the last three or 
four years there has been a tremendous amount of 
apathy; the people seem to fe.el that they need not 
work at all. I want the ordinary man to see that if we 
want to save the country we must work. Pay every man 
his wage, but he must work and he must understand 
his business. Therefore, education. I  have been asked 
b-' the Chamber of Commerce here to speak about the 
fishing, which I will do later. About education, not 
only would I teach them to be farmers, but I would 
teach them to be fishermen. Somehow in this country 
there are a great many people who don’t want to do 
any work. We hear a lot about migrating people from 
Connemara to Westmeath, Roscommon and those 
places. If you do that it will cost a thousand pounds 
to transfer a family, and when you have got them 
there it will be an absolute failure, because the Conne
mara man loves his native home and his native air 
and will not do well in any other. I would suggest 
improvement in agriculture in their own holdings and 
give them grants to drain the land and encourage enter
prise. £  s. d. counts in Connemara. Then there is 
the possibility of Connemara as a tourist centre. There 
is nothing like Connemara probablv in the world. They 
may have fine scenery in Killamev and Switzerland, 
but there is nothing to equal Connemara, To my mind 
Connemara is the most beautiful place in the world. 
The sunshine and shade of Connemara have been the 
wonder of painters and writers and poets. The hills 
should be planted and the roads should be improved. 
That would give work to the people. There is one thing 
that, perhaps, I should have said in the beginning. We 
want no doles. As far as I can, we shall not have 
anything for nothing. Doles are the curse of
this country and of every country II you 
are going to pay a man fifteen shillings, you 
should get reproductive work for him and make 
him do something for the fifteen shillings. 
I come now to the portion that interests me very 
much, that is the fishing. The fishing industry in 
Ireland must be on a large scale. There are millions 
of acres of sea outside there and millions of fish in that 
sea, and we see every day foreign fishing vessels taking 
the last of our fish. The sea has vast resources in 
wealth for the country. You talk about industries, 
lead mines and copper mines. They are not in it with 
the sea. The question, therefore, which I have been 
asked to give evidence on is what are we going to do for 
the ordinary fisherman?—The fisherman has a hard, 
difficult and perilous life. Fishing is the greatest in
dustry we have. The ordinary farmer will mind him
self, but the fisherman has a hard life. What are we 
going to do for him? My suggestion to you is that you 
make the possibilities for (he poor fisherman much 
brighter than they are at present. If we write to the 
Ministry of Fisheries and ask for motor boats they 
reply that if you provide £400 and give security for 
the rest we will let you have the boat. Here is the 
poor fisherman. Who is going to go security for him? 
In districts in Connemara there are big shopkeepers, 
but they are not going to go security. The Govern
ment should come to the aid of the fishermen and take 
ordinary security and insist on those people paying 
their instalments from time to time, paying by share 
or any system of paying you like. A man in each 
district could sell the fidi and keep a certain amount 
to. pay the instalments. Something must be 
done, and I suggest that that would be the 
best way. It is the easiest way. I would 
take away some of the young boys and send them to 
a fishing school where they would learn. They must be 
away from home, because if they are not away they 
will not learn. I would say send them to Scotland and 
pay for them there, because the Scotchmen are good 
fishermen. I  would take instructors and put them in 
charge of the boats to go out and fish. When we 
Lave got the fish the next thing is transport. My 
idea of transport is to have a small steamer to take the 
fish from the boats and load it at Cleggan or Round- 
stone or other places. You could sell a certain amount 
of the fish fresh and cure the rest at a fish curing 
station. I should like them to have a little capital in 
it, because when men put money into a/ thing they 
take a deeper interest in it, but the Government ought 
to help. The market for cured mackerel is growing. 
The Russian and German markets are opening up again 
and the New York market is open also. The Govern
ment and the railways should help in the transport of 
the fish. I did go on one occasion to Mr. Keogh and 
ask him to give facilities for the transport of fish and
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lie promised every assistance. He was very nice and 
very keen on helping the industry. W e can do it on a 
very much larger scale. IE the Norwegians can come 
here, as we know they can, and catch the fish and 
cure them and send them to New York and make 
money there must be something wrong here in Ireland 
when we cannot do it. Either we are not business 
men or else there is something wrong. I  must confess 
I don’t think we are to be blamed, but if they can 
do it we ought to be as good as they are. It will help 
the Irish language. It will keep the boys at home. 
There seems to bo. a rush from the Gaelic portion to 
get to America—anything to get out of the country. 
As far as the language is concerned I cannot speak it. 
I tried to learn it and I  understand it, but I cannot 
speak it. By developing the fishing you will keep the 
Gaelic language by keeping the boys at home and 
making them self-respecting and self-reliant. Make 
them realise that it is the national language of the 
country, that this country is ours, and that it is the 
most beautiful country in the world. The fishing must 
be developed side by side with the land of this country, 
because you have a great mine of wealth outside there 
waiting to be developed.

2. Chdirman.—Of what particular district have you 
special experience?—The whole of Connemara and the 
Aran Islands.

3. In the. matter of education, what- do you think is 
needed at the present time?—At the present time the 
Government are rushing the language. In the past 
you had English-speaking teachers who did not know 
the Irish language teaching children who did not know 
English. The result was that you had the children 
trying to learn through a language that they did not 
understand. Some twenty-four or twenty-five years 
ago I was cycling in Connemara and I went into a 
school where there were two French ladies teaching. 
These two French ladies could not speak Irish, and 
the children could not speak a word of English. I 
think it was the most absurd tiring in the world.

4. When you speak about rushing the Irish language 
too much, do you suggest that in the schools in Conne
mara Irish is being rushed too much?—No, but the 
teachers are being taken away for a month to learn 
Irish and we have complaints from time to time that 
the schools are closed practically hall the time. I think 
it is an objectionable thing to take the children away 
from school for two months every summer.

5. In the matter of agriculture, when we come to 
examine the position of the Irish-speaking population 
and their permanent place in the industry, we have to 
see what will be necessary for their continuance as an 
Irish-speaking population to secure such development 
that they will hold their language, and we have to 
examine the extent to which the agricultural industry 
is a, basis of permanent employment for them? Would 
it be economic?

6. You have ,\ certain number of acres of land in 
Ireland, and you have a population of which the Irish- 
speaking portion is a certain percentage?— Yes.

7. There is land to be distributed, and in the distri
bution of that land you would probably desire to see 
that tile Irish-speaking population were not wronged?— 
Quite so.

3. You would not deprive Irish-speaking migrants of 
that land?—No. certainly not. I rather stressed the 
point that they don't-understand the land in Westmeath 
and that the capital required would he rather big- But 
if you spent money in the attempt you could make good 
land in Connemara by drainage and lime. It could be 
made perfect land, just as good as In Roscommon or 
Westmeath, and meanwhile you are giving them em
ployment and keeping the Gaelic people at home.

9. You don’t suggest that they should relinquish 
their claim to any. land that is going?—Decidedly not.

10. You would suggest that care should be taken 
in regard to the areas into which they should be sent ?— 
Yes, quite so.

11. Watchful care should, be given to the fact that 
the Irish-speakers should be provided with educational 
facilities? Schools with Irish teachers, of course that 
is a necessity.

12. You would not suggest that in putting migrants 
on the, land it would take more money for Irish-speak
ing migrants than for English-speaking migrants?— 
Well, no. Of course if you were taking them from 
Connemara it would cost the same thing whether they 
were Irish or English speakers.

13. Did I understand .you to say that the fishing in 
that area is hampered because of lack of boats?— Yes.

14. Approximately how many boats would be required 
and what tvpe?—I rather thing the nobby type. Then

the question of a motor boat is one that I don’t give 
an opinion on for the reason that a motor power boat 
costs such a tremendous amount of money. At the 
same time we must have motor power.

10. What is the present day lack of boats at Round- 
stone?—The present day lack of boats is that we have 
no boats at all except two or three sailing boats.

16. How many ought there be?—Some years ago 
there were sixteen. Then they sold them.

17. Is there a demand to-day for sixteen nobbies?— 
I don't say there is. There might be a demand for 
three or four motor boats.

18. Would you suggest «bat power?—I should sav 
ten or twelve motor power engines would be quite suffi
cient.

19. Boats oi that class?—Yes.
2th How many nobbies?—If we had four for the 

present at Round-tone it would do.
21- You would say that these boats should be avail

able without money security?—I would give the boats 
and get the ordinary security. There might be a neigh
bour who would go security for them.

22. With regard to the curing station I am not clear 
as to what you intend the management of that should 
be?—The members. I think there ought to be one 
central curing station. Take Galway, Aran, Round
stoue. -My idea, is one central curing station say at 
Galway, and get a steamer to take the fish off the boats 
at sea and run into Galway with it. Then you sell 
it flesh as much as possible and what is left over you 
cure, so that nothing goes to waste. You make a certain 
price and the men know what they are doing. Some
times when they go out they get 1,1s. one day. 5s. 
another day , and another day they don't get anything 
at all, and they have to throw the fish overboard.

2d. The question is what you means?—That is where 
the Government comes in. The station ought to he in 
charge of a business man and the Government ought 
to par that man. They should run the place until we 
get on our feet and then tell us plainly “  we have got 
it established, yon now enter, it is yours."

24. I am not sure that it is clearly defined yet?— 
I cannot sec where if is not clearly defined, because 
it is a national establishment.

25. We will imagine that you is clearly defined: 
what will it do?—It will cur© the fish, look for markets, 
and be an intelligence department for the industry.

26. Mr. Muriarty.—If the* Government did undertake 
the launching of this fish curing station as a going 
concern for a time obviously the State could not con
tinue fish curing ad infinitum'!—1 understand that.

27. Therefore some organisation should he  ready to 
step into the shoes of the S tate  when the S ta te  would 
hand over the burden?—As far as 1 can make out for 
this Western district it would take a capital of any
thing from ten to  twenty thousand pounds. We could 
get ten or twenty thousand pounds in Galway to run 
it if it were making money and the Government were 
paying our manager.

28. f)r. Walsh.—The company would have to work 
on a subsidy for a time?— Quite so, until you get us 
established.

29. You propose a collecting steamer working from 
Kinvara. Boundstone, t’leggan or Galway?— \es.

29a What size steamer would you suggest?—I must 
draw the line there. I cannot say.

30. She would have to run every day and take in 
the fish from the boats?—Quito so. She would have 
her chance.

31. Sometimes she might not be able to make the 
journev?— Yes, but it means more profit in the end.

.42. *620,000 would not capitalise all that?—The 
,620,(00 would lie quite apart altogether, as I want the 
Government at the beginning to provide the steamer.

33. And make a present of it to the company?—No, 
it would still be the Government steamer.

34. I think the steamer would become the property 
of the company who would take over from the Govern
ment?—No, not a very large steamer.

35. The Government might lose a lot of money over 
it?—The Government might lose ai lot of money and it 
might not, but it is the Government's duty.

36. How many boats would there be plying round the 
coast?—1 think in Cleggan if you had about ten or 
twelve boats.

37. Of the same motor boat type?—les.
38. Ten in Cleggan, how many in Roundstoue?—Four 

more and about three in Cams.
39. How many in Aran?—T really don’t know what 

number of boats is there now.
40. The produce of twentv boats would be required 

to keep a steamer going?—That would depend on the
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catch. Some days there might be a  heavy catch and 
some days practically nothing.

41. Would this be herring, mackerel and white fish
ing?—Herring, mackerel and long line fishing.

42. When the mackerel and herring disappear, then 
the boats would turn to trawling?— Yes.

The Commission adjourned for lunch at 1.50 and 
resumed at S o’clock.

* * * *
The following statement submitted by Patrick Conroy, 

had been circulated to the Commissioners :—

GENERAL.
1. General view of the situation as at present— 

charity doles—decay of population—in this parish of 
Omey from 1331 to 1911, a decrease of 39.6 per cent., 
in all Ireland for same period 15.1 per cent. Effect 
of decay of population on the Irish language.

2 Solution lies in two main directions. Topography. 
The terrible isolation of the coastal population. Results 
of this—how solved in pre-historic times—Effects of 
American money.

3. Suggestions— (1) Cheap and rapid transit—En
couragement of emigration inland and its effects; (2) 
Development of natural resources—Deep sea and inshore 
fishing, farming, education—general and technical; 
domestic economy school.

4. Special claims of Connemara on Government.

The Economic Problem of Connemara.
1. From year to year with persistent regularity the 

cry of economic distress rings out from Connemara. 
Harrowing descriptions of poverty-stricken peasants are 
given in the newspapers, accompanied by weird photo
graphs of miserable and apparently degraded human 
beings, and funds from private and public charity conn- 
forth in response. The matter soon disappears from 
public attention only to come forward again with greater 
or less intensity. Allowing for a certain degree of 
exaggeration in the newspapers and photographs no one 
<ain deny that the general population of Connemara 
(the only large Irish-speaking area in Ireland) consti
tute the poorest to be found in the. tvhule country.

2. Successive Galway County Councils have expressed 
their despair of ever coping with this Connemara pro
blem, and declare it. to be a matter for the national 
government. In this view they are entirely right: 
for no mere local body with its limited powers aDd 
means can deal adequately with this large, long-stand
ing and complicated question.

:i. Connemara is sometimes, but erroneously, .called 
an agricultural slum. It is more correct to compare it to 
a beleagured city surrounded by antagonistic natural 
forces with which it is perpetually contending, while its 
protective government lia s , in the past at least looked 
callously on or pilfered its commissariat by over
taxation. However, the Connemara people are silently 
solving their own problem, but in the costly tragic 
manner by which we see unassisted nature overcome 
her difficulties. The vigorous and enterprising are 
escaping from the. place, leaving the weak and helpless 
behind. To illustrate " hat I  mean—In the parish from 
which I write this, Omey, in the remote west, there 
was in 1331 a population of 5,3Si;. In 1911 (the last 
census taken) it had declined to 3,559, a decrease of 
39.6 per cent For all Ireland during the same period 
the decline in population which was deplorable enough 
was yet. only 15.] per cent. In face of a fact like 
this, with a people disappearing from existence at 
such a rate, what hopes can be for the preservation 
of the native language. More than half the people born 
in this region must leave it for ever and go to a land 
where Trish is not spoken, and where their success 
depends on the use of English; and it would be the 
veriest mockery to say to those people— “ Don’t speak 
English or emigrate : speak Irish, stay at home and 
starve, cry out yearly for doles, and send your children 
picking winkles instead of being at school, and earn the 
contemptuous pity of the world.”  This tl.e people of 
Omey, at any rate, are refusing to: do, and though they 
die by scores in the great cities of America, owing to 
the violent change of environments, the proud, virile 
spirit of their race forbids the other alternative

4. Last September, at Athenry railway station, 1 
met a sturdy middle-age countryman from this dis
trict with his two sons aged about eighteen and twenty, 
on their way to Canada. He spoke Trish, but the sons did 
not. I  remarked to him that it was rather adventurous 
to face Canada with his two fine boys at that time of 
year, with probably very little capital beyond their

passage money. He made light of such fear remarking— 
"  The boys are hardy and well used to work and hard
ship, and wherever men can make out so can we. There 
is nothing to hope for at home, no fishing, no work, 
and no prospect for the boys.”  This is the quality 
of men Connemara and Ireland are losing, for 
though the father, when his vigour becomes impaired, 
may return to the old home, the boys in all probability 
never will.

5 If the economic question is not solved, attempts 
to preserve the native language in Connemara will be 
futile, and the invasion of English a mere matter of 
time and opportunity. The highest human ideals must 
go down before economic necessity. On the oilier hand, 
if a large percentage of the native-born can find a living 
at home in Ireland, the language can be saved. The 
language lives in Wales because the Welsh «an live 
there; Scotch Gaelic is dying because vast numbers 
of Highlanders must emigrate.

6. The economic question, therefore, as far as Conne
mara is concerned dominates the main object for which 
the Gaeltaeht Commission has been appointed, and the 
writer proposes to show that the solution of the problem 
lies in two main directions :—

(a) Bringing the people of Connemara into closer
connexion with the rest of Ireland;

(b) In developing the natural resources of the
district.
Some suggestions will be made towards achieving 

those objects and, incidentally, I trust a drying claim 
for special aid from Government for Connemara will 
be established.

Main Cause of Distress.
7. In any consideration of the Connemara probem, 

the first, thing that must be regarded is its very peculiar 
topography, and the terrible isolation of its inhabitants 
from the rest of the country and from the world at 
large. Any ameliorative measures that ignores this 
basic cause of Connemara poverty can only be partial 
and temporary in their effects; all efforts which tend 
to counteract this physical isolation of the inhabited 
areas of Connemara will be proceeding in the direction 
of a permanent solution of the economic problem. If 
we look at a map we can see at a glance that Conne
mara- is alma t completely insulated from the rest of 
Ireland by the two great lakes—Corrib and Mask. It is 
roughly of a. quadrilateral shape, one side, bordering 
the lakes, one Galway 1 !a\, the other sides much the 
longer and more indented facing the ocean. Now the 
entire centre of this area., embracing probably more 
than three-fourths of all Connemara, is a barren desert 
of mountain and moor. The only cultivable land, 
except a few isolated spots in the interior, is found 
along the ragged ocean fringe with its peninsulas and 
islands; and here is found almost the whole population 
of Connemara. This fringe is over two hundred miles 
long from Kpiddal to Killery Bay, and in some places 
not quite a quarter of a mile wide; and so straggling 
and separated is the population that except Clifden 
(which is really a tourist resort) no market town has 
sprung up anywhere. Thus the population of Conne
mara is straightened, in between impassible barriers of 
moor, mountain, and lake on one side, and the illimit
able. ocean on the other. The direct effects of this 
unique topographical character of the Connemara area 
are :—

3. There is no natural peaceful diffusion of population 
into surrounding anas, and a congestion of population 
must result. A congested village in the central plain 
will diffuse its extra population throughout the sur
rounding districts almost insensibly. The people of 
such a place are in constant communication with their 
surrounding neighbours. They meet at markets and 
fairs and ihe youth of both sexes meet frequently at 
functions of pleasure, so that opportunities will 
frequently arise for a young man or woman to 
marrv and settle down on a larger farm a few miles, 
away. Many of the young boys and girls spread out 
to work- with farmers or go into the neighbouring towns 
to business, and the clever ones get into government 
service, become teachers, etc. All those influences 
towards a healthy diffusion of population are absent 
in Connemara; so that unless remedies are forthcoming 
it will always remain a “  congested district.”

9. It is probable that even in pre-historic times the 
pressure of population was felt along this littoral: for. 
up to a certain point, the food supply from the sea, game 
from the mountains, together with cattle-rearing, sup
ported a comparatively large population. A time must 
have eome, however, when this pent-up people burst
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jfcteir way out by the only available passage which lies 
between the two lakes; and if the story of the battle 
Of south Moytura is an echo of such an exodus, the 
economic problem of Connemara was then solved for a 
period. Civilized government forbids that such a 
solution be repeated; but it is in justice bound to 
supply some other remedy for the problem that presses 
now as then. So fair it has never seriously tried, but 
the people themselves especially in North Connemara 
have, for the past fifty years, continued to solve it in 
their own way. The most enterprising of the young 
men and women simply shouldered their bundles, 
tramped to Westport, Baltina, or Sligo, and for a few 
shillings secured a passage to Scotland. There they 
earned their passage to America, and in course of time 
direct communication was formed between that country 
and almost every household in Connemara till at the 
present time there is a constant stream of emigration 
thence.

10. From those young emigrants indeed a large 
amount of money flows in yearly to Connemara, and 
the large revenue which government derives from tax
able commodities in that district is chiefly supplied 
by the American money- But this source of income is 
not without its drawbacks— (a) Honey received in th’s 
way is soon spent on shop goods, and tastes are acquired 
for things the people would be at least as well off 
without. For instance there has been a radical change 
in the dietary and dress of North Connemara in the 
past fifty years which takes away a great deal of the 
cash recqjved. (b) This influx of money makes the 
young people look to America as an El Dorado. They 
see nothing of the failures or the tragedies behind it all.

11. Owing to this congestion holdings have been so 
sub-divided in the past that in some cases tenants 
possess only a fourth or even a sixth of the original 
holding. Many families have disappeared by emigra
tion, but their plots were bought up by comparatively 
wealthy farmers, sc that the poorer neighbours got no 
relief from this.

12. This isolation of the Connemara population pre
vents any development of inland local trade, with all 
its beneficial effects on industry and enterprise, while 
its remoteness from other lands by sea shut out all 
possibilities of traffic by this means. Even along the 
coastal firinge owing to its broken character there i- 
little communication. I have seen a boat-load of 
mackerel sold for Is. Id. a hundred in Cleggan, when 
they were selling for twopence or tlneepenoe each in 
Tuam, and onions at 2s. 6d. a stone when out the 
country they were 6s. On the other hand oats and 
potatoes are often scarce in Connemara when there 
is an abundance, on the plains.

13. This isolation amid poor surroundings tends to 
lower the standard of living so that young people will 
settle down to life under conditions that experience 
of other more prosperous places would show them to be 
rather imprudent.

Suggestions.
14. Every practical means therefore by which the 

isolation of this Connemara coastal area can be 
counteracted should be adopted. The railway to Clif. 
den is not at present very effective in this direction 
because its route is through the central wilderness and 
touches the populated areas only at one point. Except 
as far as Oughterard it can hardlv be said to be 
economically useful at present, but by branch motor 
services from the railway line, north and south, e.g., 
to Carna, Rosmuck, Rcnryle, Aughries. all Connemara 
could be made to share in the benefits of the railway 
service. Those motors could also carry the mails, and 
with a reasonable subsidy from Government should be 
able to pay their way. All fish and farm products to 
or from Connemara to be carried at half the usual 
cost, public funds defraying the other half. For this 
scheme improved roads especially wider roads are a 
requisite.

15. The road connecting the islands of T ( ttermullen, 
Gormuna, Lettermore, to be continued as directly as 
possible to the Ferry at Knock where ai bridge should 
be built. The construction of this bridge would he 
a most important factor in the development of Conne
mara. It would link all Iarconnaught directly with 
the Irish' plain, and with suitable roads and motor 
service the head of Kilkerrin Bay would he brought 
within easy reach of Headford, Miltown, Tuam. Ballin- 
robe, Dunmore and surrounding country; and fish 
taken in the morning could be delivered at most of 
those places before dinner time. The construction of 
this bridge has often .been mooted for the past fifty 
rears, and the advantage it would confer, not alone

to Conemara, but to the country east of the lakes, may 
be found in various reports of Government Commissions 
and inquiries of that period. Its utility no qpe has 
denied; the chief deterrent was the cost. In this age 
of ferro-concrete the cost woud probably be less than 
at any time previous; and at any rate it is to be hoped 
that our own native Government will not be parsi
monious when the question at issue is the salvation 
of the last remnant of the old Gaelic civilization.

16. Each year let the Government supply a number 
of agricultural labourers with free return season tickets 
from any station between Galway and Clifdcn to any 
part of Ireland excluding the cities. This would (1) 
Confer a benefit to farmers up the country; (2) Direct 
emigration inland, and preserve hardy able workers 
to the country; (ii) Make Connemarians acquainted 
with agricultural methods of which they are generally 
ignorant, so that they would be better prepared for 
a scheme of migration on a large scale to localities 
inland, a step which may be considered as necessary 
at the outset to relieve the pressure of congestion in 
certain areas.

(a) Many of those labourers would settle down
inland and help towards the < iaelicisation of the
country.

(b) Familiarity with conditions elsewhere would
tend to their enlightenment and advantage.
17 If ever a law for compulsory tillage be enforced 

it will insure employment inland for large numbers 
from Connemara.

IN. The tide of emigration to America is being 
checked and will probably be checked still more by
U. S. laws, and many young men from the West are 
looking inland to their own country for an opening. 
Here is an advertisement from a late issue of a local 
paper :—" Labourer wants work on farm : good worker : 
moderate, wages : references. Address — Patrick 
Feeney, Rusadelisk, Cleggan P. 0., Clifden.”  Seldom 
we see labourers applying individually for work in this 
way. Under ordinary circumstances a man will go a 
tew miles to interview possible employers and return 
home in the evening, if unsuccessful, to try again in 
another direction next day, till he finds work to suit 
him. With Feeney the case is very different. Rossa- 
delisk from which he advertises is a spur of land to 
the north of Aughries point and the nearest farming 
country is separated from him by fifty miles of desert, 
moor, mountain and lake. To Feeney and Ii is neigh
bours cooped up between the mountains and the sea, 
the Revolution which won for us the Irish Free State 
has brought so far little prospect of a beneficial change, 
and appears to them incomplete. Their conditions of 
life are as hard as ever, their fishing industry, their 
main support is as neglected as ever, and taxes weigh 
more heavily than they ever did under the old regime. 
But it will be, it is earnestly hoped, the pleasing duty 
of our own native. Government to prove to those poor 
people, the hardy remnant of the unmixed Gael, that 
a change and a beneficent one has taken place, and that 
with a little patience, Connemara will share in its advan
tages equally' with the rest of Ireland

Development of Xnturul Resources.
19. Though Connemara possesses a poor soil, yet 

it has many resources of its own, largely undeveloped, 
which might enable it to support a comparatively large 
population in moderate comfort.

20. Fishing.—If the fishing industry were adequately 
exploited, it would alone remove probably half the 
poverty that, exists in Connemara. There are two main 
branches of sea fishing—Deep sea fishing and inshore 
fishing. Tin- former cannot be developed to any extent 
without Government aid, no more than the farmers 
of the country could have, bought out their holding 
without that aid. It requires considerable capital to 
furnish the large class of boats and equipment necessary 
and a large market must be made available. So much 
has been published in blue books and reports of Com
missions on this subject that it is needles* here to 
enter further upon it except to say that any Irish 
Government which would be so indifferent, to its 
people’s interests, as to allow this vast source of national 
wealth to go waste for want of a little encouragement 
and support, could never expect the continued confi
dence or approval of the people. The great fishing 
bank off the Connemara coast was, according to Hardi- 
man, fished by Dutch boats in the 16th century and 
later. It was also known to the Portuguese and even 
at the present day foreigners take away from our coast 
wealth we ourselves have not sufficient enterprise to 
reap. Government lias done and is doing great things 
for agricultural tenants, and it is but just to expect
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that the interests of the poor fishermen along the 
coast, who are equally Irishmen and taxpayers, should 
also receive a proportionate share of attention, but thus 
far they have not.

21. Inshare Fishing requires for its success little 
public aid beyond protection from trawlers and poachers 
and such rapid and cheap transit to the inland parts 
of the country as I have outlined above. Even with 
the present boats and gear not a fraction of the amount 
of excellent fish, such as pollock, gunner, bream, plaice, 
etc., which could be got along the Connemara coast, 
is actually taken simply for want of a market. With 
improved transit inland by which the fish could be 
delivered fresh, a supply of cheap native wholesome 
food would be made available, and a secure steady, if 
limited, income provided for hundreds of fishermen.

22. Farming.—Tillage in Connemara is performed 
almost wholly by spade labour, horse labour being im
possible on account of the uneven stnncy surface, so 
that a mau may work industriously during the whole 
Spring and yet can only show a small amount of tillage. 
Even the drawing of manure and turf has generally to 
be done in panniers by donkeys. Facilities for obtain
ing crowbars, hammers, picks, etc., for clearing fields 
of rocks and smoothing cart ways would be useful in 
this connexion. Sheep are reared only among the 
mountains inland, the coast holdings being too small 
and otherwise unsuitable for this very profitable stock. 
With a fairly-sized holding, however, small oittlc and 
p o n i e s  can be profitably reared, as owing to the mild 
climate a supply of sweet grass grows along the rocky 
patches quite early in Spring. Sea treed furnishes cheap 
and valuable manure. Its manufacture into kelp is 
not now so profitable as it was. Sometimes if carelessly 
burnt stones get. in and injure the machinery of the 
factory, where it is used, and this I am told militates 
against its purchase, so that- some sort of superin
tendence would appear to be neccssan. Early potatoes 
can be produced under very favourable circumstances, 
as May frosts are unknown and with cheap transport 
a profitable item of industry could be furnished. With 
farmyard manure and seaweed excellent crops of onions 
are sometimes grown in boggy land, but the local de
mand is very limited, and they are sold too cheaply 
to be profitable, fíntin crops arc necessarily limited, 
and consist chiefly of oats and rye. The straw fur
nishes thatch which is required yearly and the oats 
feed the horses when working, leaving very little for 
the hens which are generally given Indian meal instead 
—a very inferior substitute, hardly any is ground into 
meal. Though' Connemara can never rely wholly on 
the land, yet for some crops it may have peculiar ad
vantages which should be carefully explored. There is 
no doubt but that a large amount of fruit could be 
grown in selected situations such as those where the 
blackberry i incus luxuriantly. Tobacco growing might 
be encouraged as a special concession in the Conne
mara area.

23. Education.—Towards the solution of the .econo
mic problem in any country, the utility of a proper 
education system is obvious and cannot be over-rated, 
but the system which prevailed in Connemara under 
the old regime was not alone useless, but pernicious. 
The new era1 in education, therefore, which our own 
Government inaugurates brings the most hopeful pro
spects for this district irhirh contains the largest purely 
Irish-speaking population in the country. The estab
lishment of preparatory schools in this chief portion 
of the Gaeltacht is an excellent- idea, which it is under
stood the Education Department is about to effect; 
and in this connexion a system of small progressive 
prizes for best pupils in fifth standard or higher would 
encourage children to continue at the elementary 
school at an age when they are disposed to leave off. 
Later on this stimulus would be unnecessary. In 
connection with general education Technical Education 
must go hand in hand. Switzerland has become a 
prosperous country chiefly through technical training 
and so can Connemara.

24. The hand industries already there could be im
proved and brought up-to-date; and the utilization of 
the mountain streams and lakes to work turbines and 
electric motors taught and put into practice; the possi
bilities of marble working explored; and generally 
the bright boys and girls of Connemara must be taught 
to do what less intelligent youths in Germany, Switzer
land, Sweden and elsewhere do under natural condi
tions not a whit more favourable. This will take time 
and thought, but there ife one braneh o f technical 
education which can be put into operation immediately 
to the great advantage of the young girls of the Gael- 
taeht indeed, hut to the far greater advantage of the 
Irish language.

20. Let proper resident training schools of domestic 
economy be established (say at Gama and Spiddal where 
Irish is freely spoken, and convents already established) 
where young Irish-speaking girls would be trained accord
ing to the most modem methods to fill the positions of 
nursery governess, housemaids, housekeepers, etc., by 
the ablest Irish-speaking instructresses available, the 
language used in such schools being of course entirely 
Irish. Those girls when trained would be eagerly 
sought for all over Ireland, especially by young families, 
where there is a desire to make the children fluent 
Irish speakers; which means at the present time an 
almost unlimited demand and good wages for such 
trained persons.

26. Afforestation, Drainage and Land Reclamation 
are other obvious remunerative works which Govern
ment could carry on.

Connemara Claims on Government.
27. All those suggested remedies, it may be argued, 

means putting an unreasonable demand on public funds, 
but this is not so :—

(a) They are practical and finally remunerative to 
the country.

(b) Connemara has been neglected in the past. 
All the Land Acts and beneficent legislation which 
have improved the farmers’ conditions throughout 
the country has been of little or no benefit to Conne
mara. Security of tenure and abolition of middle
men were great blessings to Connemara as elsewhere, 
but the reduction of rents on small uneconomic hold
ings of low valuation was not of much consequence 
in individual cases. There were no large grazing 
tracts to be divided up.

(c) Large sums of money are now from time to 
time spent in merely eleemosynary aid which would 
be saved if the economic problem were solved.

(d) Connemara is overtaxed in proportion to its 
wealth. Large quantities of tobacco, drink and other 
taxable commodities are used, which the people could 
never purchase from the resources of the district, 
but are enabled to do so by the money sent from 
America by their sons and daughters. Thus the very 
people forced from the country by economic distress, 
continue to pay its taxes.

(e) Government is spending large sums on the 
promotion of the native language, and the best way 
to do this is to save, from extinction the people who 
speak it.
2ft. Connemara should have a local government of 

its own consisting of ai couple of representatives from 
each parish with each parish priest an ex-officio mem
ber. Its peculiar necessities will be brought into relief 
then. Its junction with the part of Galway east of the 
lakes is disadvantageous to both, for the two areas 
have little in common.

29. Recess is the natural centre of Connemara, as 
the gap in the mountains at. that point gives access to 
all parts north and south. A Government depot could 
be established there for sale of timber (of which Conne
mara is destitute), corn, implements, lime, and other 
things necessary but difficult to obtain in Connemara.

(Signed), P. CONROY.
Claddaghduff, Clifden,

29fh June. 1925. Connemara.
* re *  *  *  *

MR. P. CONROY, examined.
1. Chairman.—You have sent us in a long statement

Mr. Conroy?— Y e s .
2. What particular district in the West have you 

special knowledge of?—The parish of Omey
3. In what capacity have you had experience there? 

—I was born there.
4. You are a farmer?—No, I am a school master. 

My people are from there. I  also lived in South 
Connemara for a while and I know Connemara very 
well. I have lived inland for some time.

5. Is there anything that you would like to add to 
your statement?—It consists of ideas that I thought 
out myself. Connemara is the poorest part of Ire
land. I attribute that to the fact that it is the 
most isolated part. There is no room for expansion.

The Connemara people solve the problem in their 
own way by going away to America. That has done 
great injury to the Irish language. They say Eng
lish is necessary if they go to America, and, 
therefore, they speak English at home. The 
solution would be to bring the young people
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from Connemara into inland parts where it
would be possible for them to get work, and 
to migrate little colonies to other parts of Ireland. 
In that way they would preserve the language too. 
Of course, the natural resources should be developed 
also. I think sufficient advantage has not been taken 
of that unilingual district along the south coast. 
Native Irish-speaking boys and girls there could 
spread the language through the country, if educated. 
In Drumcondra I understand there was only one boy 
in training from all the country between Roundstone 
and Spiddal. I would suggest that these boys should 
be trained and become future teachers. Irish is their 
native language for all purposes. I hear the Govern
ment is about to establish- preparatory schools, but 
along with that as the tradition of education is 
hardly existent in that part of the country. You 
would want to encourage them to go to school. I 
would suggest that boys in the fourth and fifth 
standards be given small prizes to keep them 
at school so that they would be feeders for 
the preparatory schools, and give you the best 
material from the purely Irish-speaking districts 
for the future teachers of Irish. Another sugges
tion I  would make is that one of the best possible 
means of bringing Irish back again is to get Irish-speak
ing nurses for children. If means were found for 
training Irish-speaking girls as housemaids or house
keepers, I think there would be a great demand for 
them in Dublin and elsewhere. They would do the 
ordinary work in the homes, and at the same time 
the little children would be quite familiar with Irish 
from hearing them speak it, and Irish would .be the 
language they would use, and, of course, they could 
not help being bilingual. In a good many parts of 
Connemara the people can speak both languages, and 
are getting into the habit of speaking English alone. 
It is rather a habit with them now. If they could be 
induced to speak Irish to theii children it would be 
a great help. Fishing is the main industry—deep sea 
fishing—and the principal obstacle to the success of 
the industry is want of capital and the distance 
from markets. For small quantities the cost of the 
carriage might be nearly as much as the value of the 
fish. I was speaking at Cleggan last summer to an 
enterprising man who hired a motor boat from the 
Government. One motor boat at Cleggan would not 
mean much. If the Government could lend the poor 
people three or four motor boats at a moderate price, 
they would be more successful. They could go in for 
herring and mackerel fishing. I believe Dr. O’ Beirne 
suggested to you, very wisely, that if Irish-speaking 
families were transferred from the congested area to 
Meath, with Irish-speaking priests and teachers, it 
would be necessary to look after them specially for 
a few years, but that they would soon get into the 
new system of farming there. The Government 
might, at present, give free tickets to a number of 
young men to go up the country to the inland 
parts to work, and get accustomed to the farm
ing system there before they were migrated. 
I  would also suggest a domestic economy school 
for girls. There is such a school at (.1 if den, but it is 
English-speaking. I mean an Irish speaking school 
at Carna or Rosmuck. It would be a great con
venience if a bridge could be built across the Corrib, 
bringing Connemara into touch with East Galway, 
with Headford as an important market town. A good 
market town is a great stimulus to industry. It was 
mooted forty or fifty years ago. The plan, I 
think, was drawn up, but it came to nothing. 
With regard to re-afforestation I  think Connemara 
specially suitable for a Government scheme. Conne
mara has special claims on Government, for if we 
consider all the ameliorative measures passed for the 
past few years, they have had but little effect in 
Connemara. Connemara is not a farming country. 
The people spend a large amount on tobacco, sugar, 
etc., on which the Government get revenue, but they 
could never pay that from the produce of the land; 
They simply pay from the money they get from 
America. The number of small shops round there is 
remarkable. The habits of living have been changed 
considerably for the past fifty or sixty years, 
and in proportion to its wealth, I  think Con
nemara is more highly taxed than any other 
nart of the country. There is no advantage to 
Connemara in being in the same Local Government 
area as county Galway. If Connemara had a Local 
Government of its own, then this very big problem 
could be brought more into relief. Of course a small 
and comparatively poor county iike Galway is not able 
to bear the responsibility of looking after the special

needs of Connemara. It does not belong to Galway 
any more than to any other part of Ireland. Recess 
is the natural centre of Connemara, and it could be 
made a distributing centre for all Connemara, with a 
system of motor lorries. The train does not affect the 
Connemara problem very much. In this parish of 
Omey, from 1881 to 1911, the population has 
decreased as I have mentioned from 5,886 to 
3,559, a decrease of 39.6 per cent. In cer
tain parts of Connemara the natural vitality of the 
people is declining, because the strong and vigorous 
are leaving. Fever has broken out there in places 
where it has been unknown for fifty or sixty years. 
There are fewer able-bodied persons in tlie place of 
those who have disappeared. Vacant holdings are too 
often taken up by comparatively rich people. I think, 
if the people were migrated from the very congested 
districts and the remainder provided with economic 
holdings with a provision against sub-division, and 
given an opportunity of closer contact with the rest of 
Ireland, it would help to solve the economic problem 
as well as to spread the Irish language.

6. ('hairman.—When you say the tradition of edu- ) 
cation has practically died out in that area, I would i 
like to know what exactly you think is the cause of ! 
that?—I think the. tradition had died, perhaps, with t 
'47. In my opinion English has .been spoken in this 
peninsula since the 17th century. I think there was 
English spoken here since Cromwell’s time. After 
the French revolution, and the famine of ’47, all hopes 
of success of the independent movement vanished, and 
the spirit of the people was broken. I suppose they 
never hoped that such a time as 1916 would come. 
Up to my grandfather’s time they spoke Irish very 
largely.

6 a . When you say the tradition of education, you 
mean the people don’t look for education?—I mean 
going to school. Of course, there was always a tradi
tion of literature and old stories and folk lore.

7. When you say the tradition of education has been 
broken and has died out there, I understood you to 
mean that the population don’t take any interest in 
the teaching in the school ?—They stay away at a 
very early age. They simply read and write sufficient 
to carry them to America.

8. Is there nothing wrong with the schools that has 
given rise to that?—There has been. Up till recently 
the language of the people was ignored in the schools 
and the avenue to all positions was through English. 
Hence in the Irish-speaking districts no bright boys 
or girls were seen, as in other parts, making their way, 
by means of the National schools alone, into the Civil 
Service or becoming teachers. The stimulus of ambi
tion in this direction has therefore lain dormant among 
the youth and will require to be aroused. I 
would advocate for purely Irish-speaking places, 
purely unilingual education. I don’t believe 
bilingualism should be our aim. In pur district 
they want to be able to read and write Eng
lish to go to America. To be feeders for the 
proposed secondary schools you would want the boys 
to continue up to the sixth or seventh standard in the 
national schools. In. most schools in our part of the 
country they don’t go beyond the fourth or fifth 
standard. To get feeders from the Irish-speaking 
districts you will have to give special encouragement 
to them to go to the preparatory schools. Otherwise 
you may not get enough candidates from the Gaeltacht.

9. Mr. MoritirUj.—You mention in connection with 
the fishing industry that where you have inshore fish
ing done by small boats, the main consideration is 
to get a market?—Yes. I think if the Government 
gave cheap fares on the railway it would help. Of 
course the bridge across the Corrib would be a great 
advantage to all Connemara.

10. You think it would largely solve the problem 
if the railways gave reduced rates?—I think, if lorries 
were to go round the country picking up the fish, 
and the railways carried it at reduced rates it would 
help.

11. You think there would be a sufficient volume of 
traffic to bring in a profit?—I think there would be a 
very large amount of traffic.

12. There is a good demand for that class of fish?— 
Yes, out in the country we can only get herring and 
mackerel.

13. You mention a bridge or ferry at Knock?— Yes.
14. That is at the western side of Headford ?—It 

would connect Iareonnaught and the Irish plain. It 
has been mooted several times.

15. Your idea is to get a ferry across the Corrib 
and link up these two countries?—Yes. That would 
give that Western area a market.
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lti. Can you give us a reference to where that scheme 
is dealt with?—I think it is in the report of the Con
gested Districts Commission. The officials had plans 
prepared and soundings taken.

17. Where would you plant the people you would 
take from Connemara?—I would send them to Meath 
and Westmeath, and plant them in colonies. The 
Irish-speakers should be in charge of a priest of their 
own .so that the colonies would be Irish-speaking 
villages.

IS. Do you think the fishermen of Clegg an would be 
able to make a living out of large motor boats fishing 
from Cleggan and fishing only from Cleggan?—The 
experiment could be tried by experienced fishermen. 
If markets were opened up, then the large- motor boats 
would get a chance. It. is a pity the experiment would 
not be tried on a large scale. One boat is no test.

19. There are other places where there are twenty 
and forty boats working. Do you think the Cleggan 
men would be willing to join these. other fishermen and 
fish away from Cleggan?— I can't sat. Of course, 
the fishing around Cleggan is very good.

20. .In Siiibhac-— Is Irish spoken in the stretch 
between Olifden and Cleggan as an ordinary medium 
of intercourse between any class of the people there?— 
Well. it. is not, except among the very old people.

21. What age?--About sixty or seventy.
22. l>o any people under that use it?— Hardly.
23. Down to what age would they know Irish?— 

People about fifty might lie bilingual. Their children 
know hardly any Irish except what they are taught 
in school.

24. Do any children coming to school for the first 
time in your district, know' Iridi?—No

2.7. To what extent does the work in tile schools— 
the Irish the children leam at school—touch the Irish 
of the grown people at all?—Well, they don't mind it. 
They j u s t  let the children learn it.

2ti. Is it of any assistance to the children, that 
knowledge of Irish among a certain proportion of the 
population?—No, in the district of which I speak 
because they all go to America. The amount of Irish 
they learn would not be much.

27. Does not the work in the schools touch to any 
extent the language spoken in the homes?—That is 
where Irish is in the home.

2s. Does it touch that '■'—The parents might hear 
them reading a lesson.

29. Is there any particular direction given for the 
utilisation of the Trish in the home by the school teacher 
or anybody at all to bring i n t o  the work those people 
at home who know' Irish and make the best use of the 
tolk-lo'e. music, idiom, and all the other things they 
have?—Well, I don't know how the teacher could do 
that. Tt is more advanced than the programme for 
these children who come to school English-speakers. 
They are taught Irish, and by the time they leave school 
they have read two or three little booklets.

30. Is that all?—That is about all:
31. Would they not he able to write down some folk

lore matter from the old people?—I don't think in the 
district in which I am there is any folk matter left.

.”>2. Do you mean that there' are no old songs left?— 
Hardly any.

33. Have they become intellectually impoverished to
that extent?— No. They have simply gone. The
people are anglicised like the rest of Ireland.

34. In what area ?—Round Clifden.
3.7. Does it not go as far as Cleggan?— Yes.
do. And farther?—Yes.
37. It goes down to Cloehnaron (Roundstone) to a 

certain extent?—'Yes.
3-9. As far as Maam Cross?—Oh. it would not. The 

am» I speak of is a small area.
39. The instruction they get in the schools up to 

the age of thirteen or fourteen under the intensified 
teaching that is supposed b* be extant for the last 
three years has not produced children wdio can write 
down easy Irish poetry?—No.

40. Notwithstanding what we hear that there is too 
much Irish ?—That is no wonder at all. It is a very 
difficult thing to change a language.

41. What I am concerned with is the extent to which 
Irish is taught and the effectiveness of the teaching?— 
Of course it would be too much to expect that it would 
be effective all at once, but later on I am sure it will 
have good effects.

42. A7ou will know yourself, of course, that until the 
general population has got such a command of Irish' that 
they can use it easily as a literary medium, Irish will 
remain in the same position as it has been in for 200

years, as a simple spoken medium among the un. 
educated?—Yes-

43. Is the actual programme now in operation in the 
schools calculated to produce educated speakers of 
Irish?—I think so in course of time.

44. You don’t consider that in English-speaking dis
tricts Irish is taught sufficiently?—Oh, I  think it is an 
impossible task to make a child adept in two lan
guages under ordinary conditions.

45. Outside of the question of the fairness or unfair
ness of the present programme, is it sufficient -fo en
sure that the children shall be educated in Irish?— 
Well, I don’t know.

49. Educated in the sense that the children are 
supposed to be educated in the Midlands in English, 
able to write a letter and read the newspaper?—Of 
course that is in the purely Irish-speaking districts.

47. Well, no. In the semi-Irish-speaking district» 
or in any district at all. I  suppose you have the same 
programme as they are supposed to have in the Mid
lands?—Certainly. For a time they cannot be expected 
to write Irish fluently. I don’t believe they can.

4K. .4)1. F e a r  Mt>r.— Evidently you don’t believe in 
bilingual education?—It all depends on what our policy 
is. If you want to restore the Irish language, Irish 
will have to be the medium of instruction in the Irish
speaking districts. In the English-speaking districts 
you will have a bilingual stage. That will take perhaps 
at least 50 years.

49. In the Irish-speaking districts you would con
sider it advisable that Irish should he the language 
of instruction; would you consider it advisable that 
English should he taught as a subject?—I would educate 
junior classes thoroughly through Irish alone. The 
ordinary child has enough to do to get up one lan
guage. In the sixth or seventh standard I would intro
duce another. You must supply popular works in science 
and other subjects in Irish. The Government should 
get a number of scholars to translate popular books on 
science and other subjects into Irish and make them 
interesting. The Irish-speaking children have no such 
readers. Young men leaving the University or Mav- 
nooth, could translate books from Spanish, French or 
German, if the Government subsidised their publica
tion, and if they were sold at a cheap price it would 
do a great deal to keep the language.

it *  *  *  *  *

Bhi an Ráiteas seo leanas ó Mhicheál Mac an 
Mhilidh (Sagarf) Baile an Mhuilinn, Tuaim, i 
lámhaibh na pComisineiri.

Gnedheoltncht Ghnnramara.
1. Ritheann Gaedhealtacht Chonnamara thart le 

cladaigh 6 Gaillimh go Carna. Seo iad na h-áiteacha 
atá ann Na Forbacha, an dá Spidéal, An Ceath- 
ramhadh Ruadh, Leitir Mór, Oileán Ghorumna agus 
Leitir Maoláin, Rosmuc, C’ill Ciaiáin agus Carna. 
Tá breae-Ghaedhealtacht i, gConnamara freisin 
Harna, Muigh ("’huillinn, Cill Ainnin, Laonán, Cloch 
na Ron.

2. Gaedhilge ar fad a labhairtear ins an nGaedheal- 
taelit fig óg agus sean. Ins an mBreac-Ghaedheal- 
taeht, tá Gaedhilge ag na sean daoine ar fad, agus 
ag daoinibh meadhon-aosta, acht ni labhruigheann 

’ siad leis an anis óg i.

Iasgaireacht.
3. Ní bhíonn móran iasgaireacht ar siubhal ins an 

nGaedhealtacht, cé go bhfuil an fhairrge mhór thart 
uirri. Is iomdha fátli atá leis sin : easbaidh céi- 
bheanna. easbaidh bád iasgaigh, easbaidh foghluim 
ar an gcéird, easbaidh margadh ar an iasg. Feil- 
méirí furmhór muinntir Chonnamara. Fior-chor 
duine atá ag fághail slighe bheatha. as iasgsdr- 
eacht. Ni leigheas ar bhochtannas na Gaedbeal- 
tachta iasgaireacht a chur ar a bhonnaibh ann, muns 
caithtear suas is anuas le cúig mhilliún punt air, ag 
ceannacht cabhlach bád iasgaigh, ag tógáil céibh- 
eanna, ag mfinadli na ndaoine ins an geeird. Nil 
acht leigheas sealadach ins an obair atá ar bun faoi 
láthair ag caitheamh mile punt annso is annsiud ar 
iasgaireacht.

4. Is feilméirí iad muinntir Chonnamara, agus is as 
an bhfirinne soin a caithfear leigheas na Gaedheal- 
tachta a theacht. Tabhair talamh do feílméiribh, 
agus mairfidh siad. Ní féidir talamh a chur ar na 
carraigeachaibh, atá aca fá láthair. Tabhair amach 
as Connamara na daoine a bhfuil roinnt de mhaoin 
an tsaoghal aca, agus cuir in a geomhnuidhe iad in
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a gcolinteachtaibh ar an talamh ghlas shaidhbhir, 
agus tabhair a gcuid talmhan den dream a fágfar. 
Sin é mo leigheas ar an sgéal. Scapfaidh na cóilín- 
teaehtai seo an Ghaedhilge. Aeht, n( mór a bheith 
cúramach gan aon Ehéarla a leigint isteaeh in a 
measg. Beidh fonn ortha an Bhéarla d’fhoghluim, 
acht caithfear a mhíniughadh dóbhtha gur mar 
gheall ar a gcuid Gaedhilge atá siad ag fághail an 
t-athrughadh agus an talamh mhaith.

5. Ní mór sagairt agus oifigi a chur chuca a labh- 
rócbadh an Ghaedhilge leo. Agus rud amháin eile, ni 
mór peataireacht a thabhairt dóbhtha nó go mbeidh 
tuigsint aca ar chéird na talmhan saidhhhre. Sé sin 
le rádh, nach dtuigfidh siad an chaoi is fearr leis an 
talamh so a oibriughadh i dtosach, nach mbeidh 
airgead aca le leasughadh agus beithidhidh a chean- 
nacht, agus go gcaithfidh an Riaghaltas conghnamh 
a thabhairt doththa mar gheall ar an nGaedhilge 
nach .bhfuigheadh Béarlóirí. Curfidh sé so meas ar 
an nGaedhilge agus déanfaidh sé seód luachmhar dí.

Na Sgailranna Ldsa.

6. Tá déantús ar bun ins an nGaedhealtacht faoi 
láthair faoi Choimisiún na Talmhan, agus tá cailini 
na Gaedhealtachta ag saothrughadh airgid as. Acht 
ní féidír aon eolas cruinn d ’fhághail air. Ag breath- 
nughadh ar an sgéal ón taoibh amuigh, feictear dom 
gur féidir déantús a bhfad nios fearr nó mar tá sé 
faoi láthair a dhéanamh de. An chéad locht atá 
agam air go bhfuil na sgoileanna seo i gcomórtas le 
chéile faoi láthair, agus go bhiuil siad ag cur isteaeh 
ar mhargadh a chéile. Léigheas ar an sgéal seo go 
mbeadh “  distributing centre ” faoi’n gCoímisiún i 
mBT áith d iath , áit a gcuirfidhe toramh na scoil- 
eanna so. Gheóbhadh an “  centre ”  seo margadh 
do’n obair ar fad.

7. Nil fhios agam an bhfuil na sgoileanna seo ag 
déanamh brabach. Is éasgaidh don Ohoimisiún seo 
an t-eolas d ’fhághail. Acht ar chuma ar bith, tá 
tuarasdal na gcailini ro-bheag ar fad. Dá gcaithti, 
mile punt eile ar gach ceann de na sgoileannaibh 
seo, d’fhéadfaidhe tuille machines a chur isteaeh 
ionnta, agus gheobhadh níos mó cailini obair ionnta.

8 Bhi na sgoileanna seo go h-an dona faoi cheist 
na Gaedhilge i gcomhaidhe. Ni raibh aon Ghaed
hilge ag na múinteóiribh agus, ni raibh aeht fior- 
bheagán Béarla ag na cailini agus bhi an Béarla i 
n-uachtar. Tá an scéal chomh dona céadna fós. Tá 
na sgoileannaibh seo ar .bun le Bliadhantaibh fada. 
’Tuige nach bhfuil an Ghaedhilge foghlumtha ag na 
móinteóiribh, nó tuige nach ndeantar múinteóiri de 
chailini as an nGaedhealtacht a bhfuil Gaedhilge aca? 
Ní féidir Horn dul isteaeh ins an sgéal seo—an bhfuil 
na sgoileanna seo ag déanamh brabach, agus má tá, 
ba mhaith liom a rádh gur cóir an brabach a thabh
airt do na cailini a shaothruigheann é.

Tjón ná Utile ins na sgoileannaibh.
9. Daoine bochta furmhór muinntir na Gaedheal

tachta. Ni bhionn an beatha maith láidir aca nó ag 
a gclann a bhionn ag na daoine faoi’n tir. Ni bhionn 
feoil go minie aca. Corr-theach a mbionn bainne 
ann i rith an Gheimhridh. Ar na páisdidhibh ag 
dul ar sgoil is measa a luigheann an sgéal seo. Thuig 
Ruaidhri Mac Easmonn an sgéal go maith nuair 
bhailigh sé airgid le lón, nó beile, a thabhairt do na 
paistidhibli ins na sgoileannaibh. Lean Ide Nic 
Néill an deagh-shompla, agus annsin thug an Riagh
altas an Ion i mbliadhna. Is maith an sgéim é seo 
agus is mór an tairbhe a thagann as. Teigheann na 
páisdí ar sgoil nios mionea. Foghluimeann siad 
níos feárr. Fághann siad beatha mhaith Fholláin nach 
bhfuigheadh siad sa mbaile. Mholfainn go lean- 
faidhe do’n sgéim seo i ngach sgoil ins an nGaedheal
tacht nach labhairtear ann ach Gaedhilge ó’n gcéad 
lá de Dheireadh Foghmhair go lá deiridh de mhi 
Bhealtaine.

Carraigiii.
10. There are great possibilities here for the de

velopment of an industry in the Gaedhealtacht. 
The dictionary defines Carraigin thus :—Irish Moss— 
marine alga, used for making a highly digestive soup 
and a kind of blanc mange, as well as size. I have 
used it for years as a dessert, and I have found it 
beautiful. I have seen it used and much sought after 
as a medicine in cases of colds and lung trouble. 
There would certainly be a market for it in the 
country were it advertised and known. At present

it is being sold in Connemara at 7d. per stone. Were 
it made up in boxes it could be sold at 3d. per four 
ounces. I remember seeing boxes for it 4 inches by 
3 inches by 3 inches in Connemara, and a document 
with each box praising its merits and explaining 
methods for cooking it. This industry could be 
started on a small scale in Lettermullen Lace School to
morrow with an initial capital of about £100. A ,big 
industry could be developed next year. The Car
raigin boils down into a jelly. This could he sold in 
jars as jelly for dessert, etc. The only difficulty would 
be to find a preservative. But this should not be a 
big difficulty to any of our science laboratories. One 
thing is certain, with booming and advertising there 
would very soon be a very profitable market forth
coming.

.(Sighnithe) MICHEÁL MAC AN MHILIDH, 8.0., 
Jiaile an MhuilVmn, Tuaim

3adh Meitheamh. 1925.
* * * * * *

AN TATHAIR MICHEÁL MAC AN MHILIDH,
examined.

(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. Chairman.—Of what districts have you had ex

perience?—Rossmuek, Gorumna and Lettermullen.
‘2. You are in Miltown at present?—Yes.
3. How long are you there ?—Two years.
4. Is there anything you have to add to the state

ment you have sent in ?—No, except about officials 
and Irish in the Gaeltacht. There arc some of them 
who only speak English.

5. What damage is done by such officials?—They 
are giving a bad example to the people. That is one 
of the reasons why Irish is losing, the important 
people speaking English, and the ordinary people 
imitating them. When such officials come into Con
nemara and speak English it gives a bad example. It 
is my opinion that the children in the Gaeltacht are 
cleverer than the children in other parts of the 
country if they got a chance of education, but they 
do not go to school regularly. They attend only four 
or five years at school. 1 know children who 
attended school who are very clever not only in Irish 
but in English. I know of one girl who went to 
Iviltimagh Convent. She got a scholarship 
there on the condition of speaking Irish to the children. 
She spent a year or two there, and then went to 
America, and went into a college to be a nurse. She 
got 93 per cent, in the examination, and she was com
peting with girls born in America who had got a college 
education and she got first place. I am not saying 
that they are all as clever as that girl, but I do say 
that they are cleverer tlian the average children else
where.

6. Wliat is the greatest want in education in the 
Gaeltacht at present and in the breac-Gaeltacht ?— 
In the Gaeltacht when it is not obligatory on the 
children to go to school, they arc left at home. 1 
think if there was a law to compel them to attend 
school, education would be all right in the Gaeltacht.

7. As we understand it, higher education—interme
diate education—cannot be got in the Gaeltacht at 
all. Do you think that anything like that is wanted 
in the Gaeltacht ?—1 would say that something of 
the kind is wanted, but the children should be kept 
at a primary school until they are thirteen or fourteen 
years of age. They leave now before that.

8. Have you any idea as to what should be done 
to get that education?—I think it would be possible 
to establish colleges' where boys and girls would 
attend from distances—say, of six and seven miles— 
centres like Gorumna, Carraroe, Rosmuck and 
Spiddal. A kind of college that would give them 
education to get positions under the Government. 
In my opinion some of the positions under the 
Government, such as the Land Commission and other 
Departments, should be kept specially for the chil
dren from such a college, if it were possible.

9. Would these be day schools?—Yes.
10. Why do you think that some of the posts in 

the Civil Service should be kept for people from the 
Gaeltacht?—Well, for example, you have the case of 
the public officials who speak English. You want 
officials who will give a good example by speaking 
Irish in the Gaeltacht. The people who have Irish
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could be 'jot from the college and put doing this 
work.

11. At present there is an examination for almost 
every post in the Civil Service. Is. it your opinion 
that people from the Gaeltacht should not be asked 
to undergo the same examination as people from the 
Galltaeht because they have not been trained in the 
same tvay?—Yes. The people in the Gaeltacht are 
too poor to get the kind of secondary education on 
which these examinations are based, and I suppose 
it is from the secondary schools that people go in lor 
these examinations. The children ot national schools 
would be too poor to get that education.

12. .l/i Fan Mur.—Do you think it is right to 
compel the children to go to school ?—I think so.

13. You think that would not he any hardship on 
some of the people?—No. it would not. I don’t see 
any way in which it would be a hardship. The chil
dren are not earning anything.

14. You are satisfied that our boys and girls in the 
Gaeltacht are as clever, and more clever, as are to be 
got anywhere?—Yes.

15. Are you satisfied that an injustice has been 
done to them for years in education, and is it right 
that intermediate education should be got by them 
as it is by every other class in Ireland?—I do think 
it is right that education of this kind ought to ,be 
available. It isn't now.

hi. You think it right that it ought to be available? 
—I think so—tn give them every chance to advance 
themselves.

17 Do you not think injustice is done to the chil
dren when they are not given that chance ?—I think 
it is an injustice.

1«. Supposing the Government were thinking of 
establishing schools for higher education than the 
present national schools give, would they be day 
schools ?—Yes.

Hi. Do you think you would get sufficient pupils in 
a district, say. five miles from the school on every 
side to keep the school going?—A'es, you would get 
pupils in Carraroe, Lettornmllen and other places.

•20 Ate- these veTy poor people?—Yes. they are very 
poor.

21. Would the fathers and mothers in these- areas 
allow the children to go on for three or four years 
attending such a school?—Yes, if they saw positions 
cominc to them; but they would not be satisfied to 
give that education if they were only going to 
America. They would if they saw positions were to 
be got at home. At present the fathers and mothers 
raise the children to go to America.

22. Are the children going to the national schools 
tor five or six years a b l e  to write simple letters in 
Irish when they go to America-—They are able to 
do that even in the Galltaeht.

23. Is it in Iiish or in English they write home?— 
In English.

24. Why -—Perhaps if tile letter were w ritten in 
Irish the people who got it might not be able to read 
it

25 Do any of the people who go to America ever 
write home in Irish?—Oh, they don't.

26. Wliat is responsible for that?— In America? I 
do not know.

2li.i They learn to write Irish in the schools ?— 
Yes, but Irish is only the official language for a 
couple of years. The rules and everything in the 
schools formerly were in English. Perhaps it is 
because English was the official language at the time, 
that people used it.

27. Do you not think that if the work was being 
done properly in the schools, Irish would come most 
readily to the child and grown-up person when they 
had to write ?—Even so. I don’t think they would 
use it. I do not know why.

2?. I think it is the school programme in the past? 
—Yes. But in the Gaeltacht the school programme 
is light enough now. The parents don’t see that 
they have got a treasure in Irish because they see 
poverty associated with Irish, and officials and others 
like that speaking English. In Aran south island 
the children coming to school don’t know' a word of 
Irish. The mothers would not speak Irish because 
it was no use. It is not so bad in the bn-ac-Ghael- 
taeht, the language is going ahead there.

29. An Seahhar.—Do you think from the way in 
which Irish is taught at present in the schools and 
the way in which it was taught from 1912 in the 
bilingual schools, that it was on top in the schools?— 
It is now.

30. Is it on top in everything in the sense that the 
child sees it used by the teacher, the inspector, and 
the managers, and that Irish is a reality in the 
schools outside the lessons?—In some of the schools 
if the teacher is in earnest you will get a teacher 
who will do that.

31. If the school is conducted in that way would it 
not be in the power of the children reaching thirteen 
or fourteen years of age to write Irish easily in the 
Gaeltacht?—Yes, I  think they would he able to do- 
that.

32. Do you think that if they were writing home 
and writing to one another they would he able to 
write in Irish ?—They would.

33. Do they do that?—No. I don’t know what they 
do.

34. Did you ever seek the cause ?—I did not.
35. Where people have relatives—people from the 

Gaeltacht—in America who know Irish, and those 
relatives write home, in what language do they 
write?—English.

36. They are sometimes, perhaps, unable to write 
English ?—Yes.

37. And they have to get somebody to write Eng
lish ?—Yes.

38. Why?—I don't know.
40. If the people from this forward who go to 

America are able to read and write Irish, do you 
think that they will write in Irish to each other?—I 
do not think so. I think the old habit will con
tinue.

41. They are beginning in some places to do that. 
Do you find that they have a desire for education in. 
Ireland ?—What I find is that they do not go to school 
to get education—only an exceptional person.

42. Chairman.—The reason is that they are prepar
ing to go to America?—Exactly.

43. And that they think they don’t require much 
le a r n in g Y e s .

44. Many of the children stop goihg to school 
early ,J—Yes.

45. And why they stop is because they are going to 
America?—Yes.

46. The reason why they have to go to America in 
the end is because they have not got education, and 
if they had education perhaps they would be able to 
get positions at home, and it would not be necessary 
to a" t*o America?—A'es. exactly.

47. How would matters stand in regard to educa
tion in the Gaeltacht if the people who were to go to 
America had to get a leaving certificate from the 
national school before they would get admission in 
America?—I think the fathers and mothers would 
keep the children at school until they got the cer
tificate.

48. And if they had that education they might not 
have to go to America at all?—That is if there were 
any positions to be got at home. They would stay at 
home if the positions were to be got.

49. Do you think it would be any hardship- on any
body to make such a law or such an arrangement 
between the people of America and Ireland?—That 
would be no injury to anybody, except those who 
have left school recently.

50. 7b . TTnfs/i.—It the higher national school were 
established at Balldangan would the children of the 
people going there be able to get clothes, books and 
food ? Do you think the fathers and mothers of the 
West would be able to get clothes and food for three 
or four years ?—Unless the law was enforced, the 
children would not be able to go. If the college weie 
established within five years, and the compulsory 
attendance law were enforced from the present date, 
in a year or two the fathers and mothers would be 
able to provide clothes and boots and books for the 
children who go to school. -Perhaps the poor people 
would not have the clothes and would not -be able to 
do it.

51. Even with the law enforced?—There are such 
people.

52. What is it possible to do with them ?—There 
must be something else for them. There must be 
some form of poor law relief.

53. The children going to these high schools would 
require to be better clothed than the children going 
to the ordinary school ?—No. They would be as poor 
or as rich as each other. If they were going into 
Galway it would be different, but in a school in Con
nemara there is no difference.

54. These schools would be- more expensive for the-
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fathers and mothers than the present schools. Now 
the children are working and helping their fathers 
and mothers, and if they were compelled to go to 
school do you think that the people would be able 
to provide clothing, food and books for them?— 
They would if positions were to be got. If they saw 
that the children after four or five years at school 
would be able to get positions they would be satis
fied to do it.

55. If they could ?—They are not so poor that they 
could not allow their children to remain longer at 
school, even until they are eighteen or twenty years 
of age. At present there would be four or five in the 
house with little work to do, and, nevertheless, they 
are kept at home.

56. An Fear Miii.—I would like to know is there 
any story-telling or tradition of that kind left in 
Rosmuck, Gorumna and Lettermullen ?—There are a 
great many songs amongst the old people.

57. Have they got Fenian stories?—I could not say 
that they have long Fenian stories, but I heard many 
songs.

58. They have songs?—Yes.
59. And they have music?—Yes.
60. Chairman.—You think with regard to the 

farmers of Connemara that there are too many of 
them for the work to be done. Would you say any
thing in addition ?—There is plenty of land in Con
nemara that is not broken up at all. Between Cosla 
and Ma.am Cross there is a good deal of land not 
Broken up at all.

61. It should be drained?—Y'es, and it will be pos
sible to get land west of Recess.

62. Would it be necessary to drain that also ?—It 
would. I would prefer to send them to the rich land, 
but I would fear that they might lose their Irish and 
learn English from the English speakers. They keep 
Irish near the sea. I think there is plenty of land 
in the Gaeltacht of Connemara that could be broken 
up.

63. Dr. Walsh.—Is there any of it broken?—Y'es, 
you can see it on the side of the road.

64. Y'ou know Lettermullen and Gorumna?—Y’es.
65. Do you think there are too many people there 

to get a proper living?—Y'es. They cannot do it; 
the land is little better than bare rocks almost.

66. An Seahhac.—Y'ou were speaking about the bad 
example given to the people?—Y’ es.

67. By public officials, business people and monied 
people?—Yes, exactly.

6 7 a . Priests and ministers?— -There are no ministers 
there.

68. People like university professors?—They are 
good enough.

69. This bad example is very general in Conne
mara?—Y’ ou would get a. person here and there with 
Irish, but it is not usual.

70. As regards officials under Government. Y’ ou are 
satisfied that the matter requires to be set right?— 
Take the Land Commission. There are people in the 
Gaeltacht who never speak a word of Irish, and who 
don’t know Irish to speak it.

71. Is there any person under the Land Commission 
who speaks Irish, as far as you know?—T do not. 
think so-.

72. That, example is bad for the people?—It is.
73. How does the matter stand as regards pensions 

officers as far as you know ?—There is a man named 
Power. I do not know if he know's Irish—I think 
he does.

74. Where does lie live?—At Oughterard.
75. What, about Rosmuck?—He goes into that dis

trict.
76. Did you find out whether he speaks Irish or 

English?—I think lie speaks Irish.
77. What about the Gárdaí Síochána ?—I don’t 

know much about them except that I get letters from 
persons in Connemara about matters of the kind. 1 
may say I saw two Garda cycling near Lettermore, 
and they were speaking Irish to each other. That 
was a good example.

78. Is there a Garda station there ?•—Yes.
79. Are there other officials under the Govern

ment?—There are the lace schools.
80. How are they as regards Irish ?—Very bad. I 

have never heard a girl speak Irish at one of them 
except one at Rosmuck—one girl from Lettermore.

81. Do you think girls could be got who would have 
a knowledge of Irish and of laeo work?—I should 
think so.

82. So far as these lace schools go the position is 
bad ?—Y’ es.

83. How many of the schools are there?—There are 
several—Carraroe, Carna, Spiddal, and others.

84. What about the priests; have they Irish?—In 
Tuam, every priest in the Gaeltacht, except one or 
two, lias Irish.

85. Do you know the priest in Lettermullen now?— 
Yes.

86. Has he Irish?—Y’ es.
R7. He is only there a fortnight?—Y’ es. He learned 

Irish going to school in the school at home. He was 
four years in college, and perhaps he did not touch 
Irish in Maynooth. He must break himself into it 
again.

88 When priests come from Maynooth they are 
sent to the Gaeltacht without any experience of work
ing on the mission and without any experience of 
Irish. Do you think these are two defects?—Y’es, 
where such things occur. When we were in Tuam 
we had a very good professor who gave us a good 
education in Irish. Then yon go to Maynooth, and 
you don’t touch Irish again until you come out.

89. Why ?—Because you go on learning other things.
90. 1 thought there was a rule that priests for the 

Tuam diocese would have to know Irish?—Y’es, but 
they have Irish going from Tuam.

91. Is there a rule like the rub- in the Kerry 
diocese that they would not be taken back unless 
they are able to preach in Irish?—I don't know how 
the matter is now.

92. i'hairnutn.—How many years have they to 
spend irr Maynooth ?—Seven years.

93. They go into Maynooth College to prepare for 
the mission and they don’t touch Irish while they 
are in the college?—Y’ es, but it is so long since I 
was there that I don’t know' what is done now. Irish 
was taught until the B.A. degree. Then there was 
no Irish except in the branches of the Cuallaeht.

94. If you established a class would you get »  
teacher?—Three or four would go together walking 
about speaking Irish during recreation.

95 How is it that the authorities of the college 
ignore Irish while young men are prepared for the 
Chinese Mission ?—I cannot say.

96. How is it at present'—1 can only say how it 
was when I was there.

97. How lone ago?—Seven years.
98. .1» Srahhai:.—When Irish is taught officially in 

Maynooth, is it Gaelic scholarship or Church Irish 
that is taught?—The course for the B.A. examina
tion.

99. Ts that the ordinary B.A. course of the univer
sity v—Y’ es.

100. They have no special preparation for the 
students to fit them to preach in Irish—no Church 
Irish?—There used not to be. 1 am seven years out 
of the college. 1 don’t know how it is now. When I 
was there there w'as nothing of that kind.

101. We were talking about the people who gave 
bad example in the West. Shopkeepers buying eggs 
or selling tea. in what language is the work done?— 
The work is done in Irish.

1(12, Are there any of the ricle-r people, the more 
" respectable ”  people, who use Irish ? -It is not pos
sible, because these people don’t know Irish.

103. What, is used in their own households?—Eng
lish, Í suppose.

104. Do you know of any case where people prac
tice English in their own household because they are 
richer or more respectable than their neighbours?— 
Y’ es. I know one case where the wife has Irish, and 
they use English.

105. Why English r—Because English is considered 
respectable. Y’ ou would not he a gentleman if you 
did not speak English.

106. Did you find out of your own knowledge cases 
of officials who were in the Gaeltacht for five or ten 
years and did not know Irish at the end of it?—That 
has happened.

107. It- is possible for that to happen?—It is pos
sible.

108. Because he would use English in his busi
ness ?—He would be dealing with the shopkeepers 
and such people. He would not have much to do 
with the ordinary people.

109. Suppose he were a sergeant of the Garda 
Síochána, would he not have more to do with the 
ordinary people?—Yes.

110. Would not the practice of speaking English
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be carried on if there was only one person who did 
not know Irish—one in a. hundred ?—If there were 
100 per cent, more Irish speakers, English would be 
used if only one person spoke English.

111. When the children's names are made out, are 
they put down in Irish —Yes, under the rules. That 
is done even in the breac-Gaeltacht.

112. When a child comes from a house in Rosmuck, 
where they cannot speak anything but lush, what 
name is put down in the register ?—Irish at present.

113. How long ?—About lour years, when the new 
rule was made, and it was thought that everybody 
was in earnest about Irish.

114. You are speaking about the schools ?—Yes.
115. I meant the parish register?—Oh, English.
116. What authority is there for English ?—1 sup

pose because English is the official language of the 
present day.

117. Who gives the names to the local registrar?— 
The fathers or mothers.

118. And they are entered in the register of the 
parish?—Yes

119. In Trish or Latin or English?- Aeeording to 
the priest

120. What is usually done ?—1 should say English.
121. English names are given to many people who 

don’t hear that name again for a  lifetime?—Y7es.
122. The names are in Irish in the school register 

and in English in the parish register?—They are.
• * -  i t

MICHEÁL O DROIGHNEAIN. O.S., examined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)

1. Chairman.—Have you sent m a statement ? - -No. 
but 1 can send in one if you like.

2. What part of Connemara do you know best?— 
From Galway to Carraroe, perhaps.

3. How long have you been connected wuh it ?—1 
have been living there almost since I was bom. I 
know it well.

4. You are a teacher ?—Yes.
5. What arc the things you want to put before us?— 

There is nothing special I was going to put before 
you, but as regards this district it was always Irish, 
and peihap* it is more Irish now than ever before. 
Near Galway city on every side Irish is spoken. I 
would say this city is very Gaelic also. Although 
the public officials and others are a foreign influence, 
the city is as Gaelic now as it was twenty years 
ago—more Gaelic—because at that time there was no 
Irish taught in the schools, and the people were not 
able to write letters in Irish or read Irish. I think 
that is the real reason why letters written to the 
people at home are in English. People who write 
letters to their fathers and mothers write them in 
English because they were not taught to write Irish 
at school. 1 think good work is being done now in 
the district by the national teachers. Perhaps there 
is an odd place where tie teacher may not be able 
to teach every subject through the medium of Irish. 
I presume there are some teachers to be got in other 
places in Inland as well as the Gaeltacht who are 
not aide to teach every subject through the medium 
of Irish. It should be insisted upon that there is no 
public official who can give full service to the nation 
unless he is able to do his work in the language of 
the nation. The teachers in the primary schools- are 
doing their work for the language. That is clear 
from the character of the programme. I don’t know 
that the same thing can be said for intermediate 
education. It would be necessary to have the same rule 
for them for learning Irish every year as the primary 
teacher’s have. I don’t know much about industries 
or anything of that kind. In the district in which 
I  live—six miles from here—there is not much land 
available, but the people are industrious; they grow 
vegetables, etc-.., and sell them in Galway, and in that 
way make a comfortable living.

6. Chairman.—How many children are on the rolls 
• in your school ?—About 120.

7. How many come to school every day?—Almost
80.

8. Last year some children left school ?—Yes.
9. How many?—Perhaps 10.
10. The year before?—About the same number.
11. What had happened to that 20 persons?—They 

stay at home after leaving school until they are old 
enough to go to America.

12. How many years do they spend at home?—Five 
or six.

13. Do you think that that 21), after they stay at 
home four or five years, will go ?—They won’t all go, 
but most of them will. Where there are five sons, 
say four of the five go and one stays at home.

14. What will happen to that 20 who want to go to 
America?'—Some of them will get positions at home 
in Ireland. Girls will get positions, There is a great 
demand for girls like that. Many people write ask
ing for girls knowing Irish, and many of them go to 
the midlands because of their knowledge of Irish.

15. Of the girls who go like that, do any of them 
go to America?—They do after three or four years.

16. Almost all of them ?—Yes.
17. What wages would such girls have?—From £11 

! to £20 a year.
17a . Next year an d  the year after, there will be 

several pupils leaving the schools '—Yes, yearly.
18. What is possible to get them work in this 

country?—I know the people have a great desire to 
give them education if they had the means, but they 
haven't the money. I think the preparatory colleges 
that are about to be established will ,be used if they 
are not too far from home—the colleges for the boys 
at any rate. The people have the- desire to give edu
cation to their children, tint they have not the way 
to do it.

19. You mean the prcpaiatory colleges for teachers? 
—Yes.

19a . There w il l  be 300 o r  350 teachers wanted in the 
«hole country for the year ?—Yes. Some of these 
positions should be given to students like these.

20. Do the teachers pay any attention to the ques
tion of seeking possible means of getting work for 
their pupils?—They do. Some of them try shops and 
places of that kind if they see such work available, 
and that the pupils would be suitable for it,

21. We are told that schools higher than national 
schools should be established in the Gaeltacht. Do 
you think such schools are wanted ?—I think they 
are. If there were schools in which they would not 
have to pay, I think the people would send their 
children to them. At present those who' can afford 
it send their children to Galway to get secondary 
education.

22. Do the people of these districts get any educa
tion except national school education—do they get 
technical education?—Yes Joinery for hoys, The
girls get cooking and dressmaking. They make good 
use of them always—in the winter at any rate.

23. Is that teaching given in Irish or English?— 
English altogether.

24. Do the children know English?—Yes, they 
understand it, but the teachers do not know Irish.

25. Is there any other kind of teaching?—I do not 
think there is. any other kind.

26. .4« Urnbhiir.—Agriculture ?—They do not get 
any instruction in agriculture.

27. I 'linirmnn..—Joinery—that is given for the hoys ? 
Yes, for the boys, and they make furniture for their 
own homes. They had a person teaching for three or 
four years, but there is no person teaching here at 
present.

28. You think Irish is stronger than it was twenty 
years ago?—It is as strong, and in some respects 
stronger.

29. You think the national schools are responsible 
for that '-1—Yes.

30. That would, leave the reviving of the Irish 
language altogether on the national teachers—is there 
anything else apart from the teachers that would 
advance the work?—Oh, yes. The Gaelicising of the 
officials. When people come into Galway to the 
county council, banks and anywhere else, there is 
only English, and unless there are people who 
speak English they must bring a person who can 
speak English to act as an interpreter. There is a 
great injury done in that way.

31. Is there any connection between the children 
who know Irish and the old people who speak Irish— 
do they use Irish when speaking to one another?— 
Yes. The girls speak English among themselves and 
the boys speak Irish. The boys take an interest in 
speaking Irish and the girls do not. It was so always. 
It was so before I  came to the school. I  watched 
them, and it is very hard to break them off the habit 
of speaking English.

32. At play do they speak Irish or English?—The
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boys speak Irish, the girls English.— Mostly English, 
t ome Irish at other times.

33. What is the meaning of the boys speaking Irish 
and the girls speaking English y—The mothers speak 
English to the girls and to the younger boys. 
The elder boys of ten to twelve years and over speak 
Irish because these children know Irish better, but 
the mother endeavours to teach English to them.

34. Do you think it is possible to remedy this 
matter of the mothers using English ?—Revive the 
spirit of the Gaelic League and have branches in the 
schools and inculcate that spirit in them. In that 
way it is possible. It would take time to break that 
habit.

35. l)r. I Iahh .—Do you know Moyeullen well?— 
Not as well as I know the other areas.

36. Do you think Gaelic is nearly dead there?—I 
know it is almost dead.

37. What do you think is tin* reason ?—There was 
only English taught there. The school was not a 
bilingual school. There was no education except 
through English. The teachers were not able to do 
the work in Irish. 1 don’t know if there is much of 
an improvement in the matter yet.

3h. Is the catechism taught in English or Irish?— 
The catechism is taught in Irish always, hut L don’t 
think it is taught in Irish in Barron (.??).

39. Is Irish used in the chapel?—We have an Irish 
sermon for the past half-year since the Irish-speak
ing priest came to the parish, but before that, no.

40. Never before?—Well, perhaps, one sermon since 
Father Griffin died.

41. .1» Srubhur.—In the place where you were is 
there* any old folk-lore, stories, or songs?—Yes. 
stories and songs.

42. Do some of the elder pupils look up these 
things and write them down?—Those of them who 
stay at school. The clever ones stay on at school.

43. Do any of them go in for teaching?—Not for n 
good while.

44. Do the schools in Connemara get their teachers 
from the distance or from the area itself?—More 
from the outside.

45. Why ?—Very few of them except Spiddal people 
go for teaching.

46. Do they not like to go for teaching or is it they 
do not, stay long enough at school to be suitable?— 
They do not stay long enough at school.

47. is there good material for teaching there?—Yes, 
there is good material for teaching.

48. Will they come in under the new scheme?—1 
think so. Some of them at any rate.

49. If the Minister came to-morrow and asked for 
students to be sent into a preparatory college, would 
he get them ?—Not now . He would get them after 
two years. I think a two years’ course leaving at 16, 
would be long enough.

50. You understand it is proposed to have a four- 
years’ course?—Yes. I understand that, but I think 
that is before they go into the training colleges for 
two years more then, and the lathers and mothers 
would havi■ to provide for them for these extra two 
years.

51. Are the people too poor to keep them in the 
college for four years and pay for clothing?—They 
are not so poor as that. I think the time is too long 
until any advantage would be got out of it.

52. Between fourteen and twenty?—Yes.
53. You think that too long ?—Yes, if they were not 

fo leave the national school until sixteen it would be 
better.

54. Would there not be a great loss if they lelt them 
at the national school?—Perhaps so, but they do not 
think so themselves.

55. If there was one of these in Galway itself, they 
would he coming home three or four times a year?— 
Yes, I know.

56. Do any of the people go into the Gárda?—A 
good many of them go into the Gárda.

56a. A good many?—Yes; three recently from my 
district.

57. Did yoti hear anything of a candidate who was 
sent home because he did not have sufficient learn
ing ?—I know one person who was sent home about 
half a year ago.

58. Do you know if his education was satisfactory ? 
—I don’t know him very well. He did not go beyond 
the third class, but he knew Irish well. I do not 
know whether he could read and write it.

59. How long would it be necessary for him to

study ?—He would want to spend two years more at 
school.

CO. But now?—Oh, about six months. I would say 
that would he sufficient if he did his best.

61. Is English gaining in Spiddal?—No. You will 
get people speaking Irish there now who spoke Eng
lish before.

62. And what is responsible for that?—The college, 
perhaps. The college means a good deal to the 
place.

63. Did you hear anything about the Gárda there 
using Irish?—There are five Gárda there, and three 
of them know Irish.

64. Do they use it?—I do not think they use it. 
They speak Irish to me, but they speak English to 
other people.

66. They speak it by chance?—Yes.
67. And English by chance?—Yes, perhaps. Some 

ot them begin with Irish, and they then turn to Eng
lish.

68. How about the Gárda west of that?—I don’t 
know about them. There is a barrack five mile» 
west, hut 1 don't know much about it.

69. What about other public officials ? Has tha 
pension officer in Spiddal Irish? The pension officer 
in Spiddal has not a word of Irish.

70 Is he long there ?—Yes.
71. Is he a young man?—He is middle-aged. He is 

Irish enough, but he does not know the language.
72. Are there any other officials—any person teach

ing cookery and other things, doing it in Irish?—No.
73. The official dealing with agriculture?—He knows 

Irish well.
74. Have the ordinary people, such as small 

farmers, any real understanding that there is any 
responsibility on them to speak Irish ?—They are 
often told it is an advantage, but they do not take 
any notice of it Tt is not possible to get it into their 
hi 'ads

75. Is it put to them that if it is necessary to know 
English for America it is necessary to know Irish 
for Ireland?—No. it is seldom put to them like that.

76. Do you think that the two languages will re
main equally strong in that area?—No. The one 
that is practised most will become the stronger.

77. Would there be any chance that the people who 
know Irish would speak it among themselves and 
use English for the life outside?—That is what they 
do.

78. Would it be long like that before English got 
the upper hand?—I do not think it would.

79. —English would then become stronger?—Yes. 
The Irish speakers are saying that they must speak 
English to the children.

80. Would it In* possible to have them instructed 
to be satisfied to have their own ordinary life in Irish 
with Englisti for a commercial language, and that it 
would remain like that?—You should be able to show 
them they can get money out of Irish.

81. Make Irish a commercial language?—Yes; that 
money can lie made out of it.

82., Could anything be done in the way of publie 
entertainments. papers and other things, from out
side as an aid to Irish ?—They seldom have any en
tertainments except dancing, which they get up for 
themselves.

83 Their minds are open a bout, Irish at anv rat».?— 
Yes.

84 .In h'rtir i lm .—You sav there are 120 children in 
the school?—Yes.

85. Eighty come every day ?—Yes
86. That is not so bad?—No. There are other dis

tricts much worse.
87. You think it would lie possible to improve 

that ?—I think so.
88. You think some of them stay at home, and it 

is not necessary?—That is true.
89. Do you think it would lie a good thing if a meal 

was to be got in the middle of the day ?—I have no 
experience of that. T do not think it is wanted. I 
would prefer, and the children and the people would 
prefer, not to have it.

90. Why would the people prefer not fo have it?— 
The people get a good living at home. They make 
good use of the land, they live fairly well and give a 
fairly good life to their children. There was an offer 
of food at the school, hut the Irish-speaking people 
said they would prefer that nothing would be got in 
the middle of tin* day.

91. About the school girls speaking English. Do you
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think that if there was a rule of the Education Office 
that the inspectors would look into the matter of the 
language of the children, would it help to compel 
them to speak Irish ?—I think it would. If the chil
dren thought it would be bad for them to speak Eng' 
lish, I think it would cause an improvement.

92. There are no schools for the grown-up people 
except the technical schools?—That is so at present.

93. Are there any branches of the ( indie League 
now ?—No. We had a lending library, and we used 
give out hooks.

94. What about the books in the schools—they say 
.they are too dear ?—I think they are too dear. 
Although the people are fairly well off, it is hard to 
get money for books from them. If they got them at 
half-price the mothers and fathers would be thankful.

95. The mothers and fathers don't interfere with 
you at all?—No. About four or five years ago 12 chil
dren were taken away because of Irish, but there was 
more politics in it than Irish.

* ■ • * • * * *  *
The following statement submitted by Seamus T. 

Ó' Domhnalláin, O.S., had been circulated to the Com
missioners :—

1. 1 am in receipt of your circular re statistics of 
lrish-spcakcrs, and 1 shall be Lappy/to give the Garda 
Siotbehána any information I can on the subject. 
Meanwhile having worked in the Gaeltneht for many 
years, and in different parts of it (as principal of a 
bilingual school), I beg to send you a summary of my 
own views, with some suggestions.

.2. Ireland was once Irish-speaking. There is no 
village in Ireland (outside the Gaeltacht) the people 
of which were not at some time “  bilingual." Ireland 
to-day is English-speaking. English was learned be
cause without it there, was no chance of getting on in 
life. Irish was dropped because in this respect it was 
of little or no value. To such an extent was this true 
that for the past hundred years or so the bilingual 
generation was immediately followed by an English- 
speaking one. If Irish is to be revived the process 
must be reversed.

3. Before this can be begun the people must be con
vinced (a) That in the struggle for existence it is 
Irish that counts; and (b) That in this country, English 
in itself, is of no value to anyone who has any ambition 
to get beyond his own potato patch. Are they convinced 
of that? When we read on one page of a journal re
ports of speeches setting forth the value of our native 
language, and see on the next a fund for the relief of 
distress in the most Irish-speaking districts in the 
country, it is useless to expect much in the way of a. 
revival of the language. It is necessary to solve the 
problem of the Gaeltacht if wc wish to show that 
Irish is of any value. If the problem of the Gaeltacht 
is not solved in this generation there will be no Gacl- 
tacht in the next generation to solve a problem for.

4. Having given the subject »  good deal of attention 
for years, I have come to two definite conclusions, 
and it is upon them that all my suggestions shall bo 
based :—

(а) The people who arc to solve the problem are 
the Irish employers. In their hands the future 
of the language rests. (I use the term in its 
widest sense to include all employers from, the 
Government to the country shopkeeper.)

(б) The point at which the problem is to be attacked 
is when the native Irisli-speaker has come to the 
age of 13 or 14 years. If nothing is done for 
him then, in assisting him. to qualify himself for 
a suitable position, and in providing a post for 
him when he is qualified, in most cases he is 
fit for nothing afterwards but to live in poverty 
at home or join his relations beyond the sea;. 
Ireland, fighting the battle for the revival of 
the language with her back to the wall, cannot 
afford to lose a single native-speaker.

5. Has the Irish-speaking boy, or girl, without means 
leaving the primary school any chance of securing an 
opening in this country at present? Practically none. 
I am prepared to put facts before you which shall 
prove this. Further I can point to regulations which 
bolt, bar and lock the door on the native-speaking 
youth who seeks t,o earn a livelihood in the capital of 
his native country.

6. Even for domestic service the demand, so far as 
1 know, is very limited. There are people who say 
a lot about the language but who would not even 
employ an Irish-speaking maid. But here I  hasten to 
do justice to one employer at least. I refer to the 
respected Chairman of the Gaeltacht Commission who, 
I  understand, has in his emloyment a native Irish-

speakor, and one who was—I am proud to add—a past 
pupil <->i m\ own. At present people who wish to 
employ an irish-speaker are obliged to have recourse 
to various devices to get into touch with him. To 
remedy this I would suggest the following

7 .  A register should be compiled containing the 
names, addresses, ages, etc., of every native Irish 
speaker who desires employment in this country. A 
small committee in each parish could be appointed to 
prepare this register and to ensure that only the names 
of those who are genuine native-speakers should appear 
on it. Separate lists should be compiled for men and 
women, which should then be forwarded to a central 
office (probably in Dublin), where they would be further 
arranged and classified. These would then be printed 
by the Government, and be on sale at a nominal sum at 
1’ost Oifices, etc. Copies of parish lists, etc., might 
be sent free to clergymen, teachers, and others in the 
Gaeltacht. These lists should be kept up-to-date. The 
number of those who secured employment in this 
country should be published every year. This would 
be the best indication I know, as to the value which the 
Irish people set on their native language.

Sative-xpeakcrs in Government Offices.
A A return should be immediately obtained from 

all Post Offices and all other Government offices and 
Departments in Saorstát Eireann showing (a) Number 
employed in the office in any capacity; (b) Number 
of native-speakers; (c) Number of appointments made 
during the year; (d) Number of Irisb-speakers from the 
Gaeltacht appointed during the year. Such a reform 
should be furnished annually by all Government offices. 
In this return there should be two sections : one relating 
to the regular office staff; the s e c o n d  to all others 
employed in, or connected with the office in any capa
city. We are out to search these offices with candles 
from garret to cellar. Who is the caretaker? A native- 
speaker? Who trims the path? "Who answers the 
bel(? Who scrubs the hall? Who posts the letters? 
liv whom are they delivered? Are these all native- 
speakers? How many of them are? What about the 
official language of the country? What about the Gael
tacht problem? Every new appointment to all these 
posts should be strictly confined to those whose names 
are on the native-speakers’ register.

A second Registry.
9. Forms should he prepared l>v the Goveinniont and 

sent by them to all the big employers—banks, railways, 
etc. (other employers should be asked to apply for them) 
requesting them to state— (a) Number of native Irish- 
speakers in their employment; (b) I f  they have- made, 
sucli arrangements as will enable an Irish-speaking 
youth (from the Gaeltacht), without means, to enter 
their scrvn-.e. They might also be requested to state 
if they would supply a return annually showing the 
number of native-speakers employed during the year. 
The names and addresses should be arranged and pub
lished-

yatirc-sprnkers of 13 or 14 years.
10. These may be divided into two classes : those 

wlm have the ability necessary to become teachers; 
those not having the desire or the ability to become 
teachers.

11. The great work before the educational authorities 
of this generation is to staff the schools with native 
Trish-speakers.

12. I would respectfully direct the attention of your 
committee to the following proposal for getting teachers 
from the Gaeltacht
12a. The schools in the Gaeltacht should be divided 

into three groups—a northern, a western, and a southern. 
(It may perhaps be necessary to make two divisions of 
the western, group.) Over each group an inspector 
would be placed and would remain there. The best 
men in the service of the Department would he selected 
for the purpose, regard being had to their knowledge 
of the dialect, local conditions, etc. These officials 
should hold high rank, and have considerable power 
in their own districts. In their hands would rest the 
selection of recruits to the teaching profession. How 
is this to be done? I venture to make the following 
suggestion :—

13. The Gaeltacht inspectors not having a very large 
number of schools in their area and remaining perma
nently in the district, would have an intimate knowledge 
of the teachers and schools, and even a considerable 
knowledge of the senior pupils. All native Trish-speaking 
pupils of about thirteen years of age whom the inspector 
(after consultation with the manager and teacher) would 
recommend as likely to make successful teachers 
should be awarded a three years’ scholarship. During
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these years these scholars would live at- home and 
attend their own schools where they would be prepared 
in a special programme. The number of scholarships 
held by pupils of any school should be lelt entirely 
to the judgment of the inspector. School averages, etc., 
should have nothing to do with it (the ages, etc., 
during the transition period could be so arranged so as 
not to exclude anyone at present within the monitorial 
age limits.) These scholars would do uo teaching. As 
to the value of the scholarships I  would suggest as a 
minimum for boys, 7s. per week during the first year, 
to be increased by Is. per week during each of the. last 
two years. For girls the rate might be something less. 
Of course the continuance of the scholarship would be 
dependent on a favourable report ot tliir work being 
received from the inspector every year.

14. There should be at least three preparatory training 
colleges—one in each area. On the completion of their 
three years’ course the Gaeltaeht scholars would pass 
into these colleges where they would remain two years 
and where their final preparation lor the blaster 
scholarship would be made- For them the examination 
would be a qualifying one. They would then pass lo 
the training college.

15. This scheme appeal's to me to combine the best 
features of the monitorial system and the proposed 
college scheme. The money (little as it would be com
pared to what would be required for u, college) would be 
of direct benefit to the scholars’ parents. There are 
grave objections to any scheme which would bring 
youngsters of fourteen years awav limn parental con
trol, from the home surroundings, and from the 
atmosphere of the national school, where their lives 
shall afterwards be spent.

16. Regarding the size of the inspectors’ districts, 
the number of schools in each, etc., even the number 
of districts, it is only the Department of Education 
that can deal with these matters— I. of course, cannot 
give more than a general outline.

C h a n i j c s  of t e a c h e r s  in t h e  ( i a e l t a c h t .

.17. The successful working of a school in the Gael- 
tacht calls for a considerable amount of skill and ex
perience. At present there is a never-ending stream 
of teachers coming to and leaving these schools. The 
teachers are not to blame, but unless the matter is 
attended to, and some encouragement given them to 
remain, any scheme for getting teachers from the Gael- 
tacht will have little chance of success.
Pupils other than those selected to hi come teachers.

18. A National technical school should be established 
and most of the scholarships should be reserved for 
native-speakers who wish to learn a trade. This would 
count as part of the apprenticeship period, and the 
allowance should be continued after leaving the toclmi- 
cal school, so as to enable the Irish-speaker to live 
in tin- city till he is qualified.

(Signed). SEAMUS (A DOM IINALLATN.
27//, June. 1925.

„. » «■ * * * 
SEAMUS rt DOMHNALLAIN, O.S.. examined.

1. I’hairnian.—You gave a statement in English?-- 
Y e s .

2. Would you prefer to give your evidence in Eng
lish ?—Yes.

3. Of what particular district have vou experience?— 
The Island of Aran. T have been in Aran for (he past 
seven years or so- I am a native of Clareirinms. 
Countv Mayo. From, what I have seen I am convinced 
that it is as difficult to revive Irish in some parts of 
Aran as it is in parts of County Mayo.

I Tn what parts of Aran?—In the neighbourhood of 
Kilronan where I work myself. It is certainly the case 
there for the past three or four .years. They seem to 
he particularly anxious to use English as far as T have 
seen. Most of them think very little of Irish. The 
furthest you can get thorn to go is to say tlmt Irish 
is no load. As a matter of fad I have heard them say 
“  nohodv cares about Irish but the one who has plenty 
of English." As to the causes. I think T mentioned a 
few of these- in my statement. The great cause 
seems to be that they cannot make a living out of Irish 
here and it is no use when they go abroad. I am con
vinced that the first thing to be done is to show these 
Irish-speaking people that the language is of some prac
tical value to them. As regards the officials, as far as I 
can see the Irish-speakers don’t, attach very much im
portance as to whether the official has a knowledge of 
Irish or not. It may he desirable, but it is no use

telling him ne knows Irish unless he is convinced that 
it is ow ing to his knowledge of Irish he got the 
position. The official may have French or Latin 
or Greek, and they may have been just as 
useful iu getting him the position as Irish. 
There is one thing certain, he has u knowledge 
of English, and a good knowledge of it, and the iri.sh- 
speaker sees that without this knowledge of English 
lie would not have that position. What I would like to 
see, aud wlmt tile native-speaker would like to see, is 
some person Irom liis neighbourhood occupying these 
positions or some of them, and let the Eughsh-spcaker 
see also that this was due to the fact that lie ,was a 
native Irish-speaker. I have never met an official 
speaking broken English. Let their friends and neigh
bours see these- Irish-speaking people occupying post' 
that they have been accustomed to seeing others occupy
ing. As 1 mentioned in my statement iu irlcrence 
to the trades in towns, provision must he made for 
giving the Irish-speaker w liatcv cr work can lie given to 
him. I don’t know at present, at any rate, that he can 
do this at all. If he goes to the town he cither 
lives inside or stays in lodgings. It is only in the 
small shops that people are kept inside- now , aud it is 
in these places that much importance is nol attached 
to Irish. Of course if he gets into an office or any of 
the large concerns—and as far as I know this is a 
very t)ig assumption—it would he necessary lor the 
parents to hear the expense of board and lodgings for 
the first four years, or in any ease-, until lie is able 
to make out for himself. That is the position for any
one who wants to learn a trade. There are other diffi
culties in tin- towns, with the exception of shop 
assistants he is effectively excluded from all positions. 
I suppose you know' yourselves the position with regard 
to trades in the larger towns. Complaints are 
sometimes made by publishers of Irish hooks that the 
printers have no knowledge of the language. Now' I 
had occasion to make inquiries at .c printing office in 
Dublin, in April, and one of those in charge told me 
lie could admit no apprentice until he had spent two 
years in the technical school. During these two years 
it would be necessary for the boy’s parents to support 
him there. Then perhaps he would get 7s. or •s.x. in a 
year or two. 1 didn't see the prospectus of this par
ticular school, but it seems, lest by any chance some
body w'ould contribute to the Gaelic-speaking hoys’ 
support, they publish in the first, sentence that these 
classes wen- confined to natives of the city ot Dublin, 
of course that meant that there was no chance of any
body looking for a place there. I tliiuk a similar thing 
holds with regard to other trades. Tn the building up 
of the Irish State 1 don't think we tully realise the 
value of the native-speaker. I would like to sec native- 
speakers occupying positions in every c ity and town 
in Ireland. To iny mind anyway, that would go some 
wav towards solving the problem. It would lie of more 
importance than putting up the names of the streets 
in Irish in the corners. There is another way in which 
it seems to nic an injustice is clone to the native 
Irish-speaker — ] refer to the public examinations. Of 
cour-i- in the bilingual schools all the work is done m 
Irish, and English is taught as a subject, but when 
an Irish-speaker or pupil of a bilingual school goes to 
compete at a public examination in Ireland he finds 
that- Jess importance is attached to Irish than the pro
gramme would have led him to believe, lie will find 
that English, which he had learned as " a subject,," is 
of more importance than he was led to believe. I 
suppose you know that in the examination for clerical 
officers for Government Departments Irish was given 
400 marks, just as many marks as for Latin or Greek 
or English. Then for oral Irish which to my mind is 
the thing that really matters, you arc not told what- 
number of marks, if any, are given. Then there is 
the -similiaritv of the English course. Although there 
is a distinction made with regard to the programme 
for bilingual schools, there does not seem to be any 
distinction made in the public examinations. The 
native Irish-speaker has to answer the same paper as 
the native English-speaker, although he has learned 
English as a foreign language, and yet he- lias to pass 
in this paper or run the risk of losing the whole exami
nation. I suggest that oral Irish should be made a 
separate subject for public examinations and have a 
number of marks given to it apart from the written 
paper, and flat the marks should not be less than those 
given to the subject English, or any other foreign 
language. I believe a separate paper in English 
should be set for candidates from the Gaeltaclit. At 
present it is rather hard when vou consider that the 
Irish-speaker is up against people who speak English
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and who hud a belter chance oí an English
«jdueution. This is (.mu ot the tilings which makes 
them anxious to use English. There should he a 
separate paper lor such candidates and the same number 
of marks should he given for the English paper for can
didates from the (laeltacht as lor the paper for 
English-speaking candidates. I know a. case of a 
chap who told me himself that he failed in English 
in last .'ear's Intermediate examination and lost his 
whole, examination on account of that. I believe there 
was some (|Ue~tion about a scholarship in the ease.

.7. You mention that one of the difficulties ol the 
schools in the Gaeltaclit is that the teachers change 
so often'.’— Well, that, is my experience, and it is con
firmed In the fact that you constantly see- advertise
ments in the papers for teachers in Connemara. It is 
mostly young people after leaving the training colleges 
that, are teaching there now They come for two 
or three years, and when they get bettor places they 
leave. That has a bad effect not only on the schools, 
but on tile language cause generally.

li. You spoke of the Civil Service examination and 
the only subjects you took exception to, from the point 
of view ot t.lie tiaeltaeht. are English and Irish. You 
think there is a difference in the standard of English 
that is known by pupils of average intelligence in the 
English-speaking districts and ill thp Gaeltaclit and 
tlial that difference should he recognised?— Yes.

7 And that oral Irish should be given more import
ance ?— Yes.

s. The other subjects of that examination aTe 
geography, history and mathematics?— Yes.

It. \re yon satisfied that given equal intelligence 
hi tween the pupils in the Gaeltaclit and in the English- 
speaking districts and equal opportunities that the same 
standard might be inquired ol them in knowledge of 
history, geography, and mathematics?— Well, I should 
think so.

1(1. You are satisfied that apart from the question 
of language, pupil- m the Gaeltaclit have as good 
facilities for gelling a knowledge of history, geography, 
and mathematics as the pupils in the English-speaking 
districts? --I should say so.

11. lip to the clerical examination standard ol the 
Civil Service?— Yes.

12. Would there be any chalice of people in the 
Gaeltaclit going for higher examinations?—1 don't think
«( I,

l : f .  I s  I n t í T n i P i l i n t f  e d u c a t i o n  r f i j u i i c d V — O h ,  I  t h i n k  | 
s o .

]4. And that is education that is imt to be not in 
the Oafltach at jnvstuit?—Yes.

l ' t .  Ihit it doesn't matter what kind the examination 
IS, lla'M’ boys and girls will not he able to compete?
Not, as I said before, us long as there are as many 
marks Idr English as for Irish.

]li. The Ettglisli-sjieakers have education that they 
get in (he Intermediate schools?— Y e s .

17. Snd they have a better chance in the exami
nations? -Yes.

Is Apart from marks altogether?— Y’es.
111. Tliev have two or three years' education ill 

addition ? - Yes. certainly.
20. Wliat remedy is there for that'.’ - f could not say 

at present because there is no Intermediate school in 
tile Gaeltaclit. Wliat can the poor scholar do?

21. fs it not possible to establish such schools lor 
these peopli— tree schools exactly like the national 
schools—higher national schools?—It is possible, but 
] don't know that, the fathers and mothers would he 
sati-fied to send the children to the schools unless they 
have a chance of getting something out of it.

22. You could not promise that they would get 
positions, hut that they would have the chance0 —Y’ es. 
but there are special schools preparing for examinations 
like that •

2 2 . Grind'?—Y’es. and the rich person has twice the 
chance. Euless you could establish Intermediate 
schools in every place—one school of that kind in a 
eifv like this would not do.

21. Don't you agree with E'ather YEae An Yihilidh 
that one school would do for the district of I.ettormullon, 
Gorunnia. Carrnroe. and f'rosla?-—What kind of school 
do yon mean?

2.7. An Intermediate school? In that district would 
the children stay in school? -1 nloss they have money 
they would not attend the school.

2f>. TTe was thinking of a day-school?—Oh, I under
stand. hut then people in Galway are not the same as 
the people in the Gaeltaclit.

27. You don’t agree with Father -Mac An Yihilidh?—

E el him  have his ow n op in ion . I  d o n 't  know  m uch 
about Interm ediate .schools.

2N. W here are you fro m ?— (Jhtremorris.
29. Where are you at p r e s e n t  ?— III Aran.
29. A teach er?— Yes.
ill. D e p u t y  B a x t e r .— Y ou state that the passing o f  

the y oung teachers from  the G a clta ch t to  oth er districts 
has a bad effect on the teach ing  in the schools and  leaves' 
a bad im pression  beh ind  in  the d is tr ic t? — Y e '.

22. W hat reinedv d o y ou  su gg est?  — 1 should  like 
som e encouragem ent to be given  to  the teachers to 
rem ain in these d istricts, it  is a lon g  slow  p rocess to 
be able to  con d u ct a sch ool su ecesstu lly , and youn g 
teachers in these d istricts  are only try in g  to get places 
e lsew here, beeanse they have m any advantages outside 
that they h a v e n ’t in the G aeltaclit. One time. I  was 
sum m oned to the U n iversity , but 1 cou ld  n ot get a 
qualified  bilingual teacher to  take up m y  school during 
my absence, and I  had to  rem ain on where I  was. I  
cou ld  not take advantage o f the offer o f  th e  U niversity. 
If that had been a sch ool in  another part, o f  the coun try  
I could  have got scores o f  applicants fo r  it. because it 
would not have been necessary to have the bilingual 
certificate . T here are m any reasons why people 
naturally prefer to get aw ay from  the G aeltaclit.

22. W liat exactly d o  yon m ean by en cou ra gem en t?—  
O f course there are many form s o f  encouragem ent, 
hut I  cou ld  n o t  undertake to  suggest th em  right away, 
'fak e  the ea -e  o f  assistant teachers. I f  they  got certain 

I benefits after spending five years in a school in  the 
G aeltaclit, that would he an encouragem ent to  them  
to rem ain on.

24. That encouragem ent w ould not he sufficient?—  
N o.

2.7. Y ou think a m onetary reward is what is  wanted? 
— I think that is the on e  that would appeal m ost to us 
all, lm t I  cann ot take it upon m yself to m ention  what 
the encouragem ents should be. W e s e e  that principal- 
ship- o f  large schools are con fin ed  to  people w ho have 
had a certain -num ber o f  y ea rs ’ experien ce in other 
schools. Perhaps principalsh ips cou ld  lie confined to 
teachers w ho have had a long  period o f  serv ice  in the 
(i.-e ltacht and o f successful wink.

l - . n n n i n e d  in I r i s h .

:it>. .la  S r i i h h t i r .— It is hard to get teachers for these 
bilingual sch oo ls?— Ys far as T know  it is.

27. H ow  many years have you been at K ilronan?—  
Ybout seven years.

2.9. W as it an old man et a. youn g m an who was 
then- before y o u ? —H e was not very old.

119. Tie went to another s ch o o l?— Y’ es.
49. H ow  m any ch ildren  cam e to the school for the 

first tim e this y e a t? — Throe or four.
41. W en- any ot them  w ithout E n g lish ?— There was 

onlv one w ho had English..
42. W here did tliev com e fr o m ? — K illeanv.
4". N obod y  com es from  K ilr o n a n ? — No.
44. Do they speak Irish to the children in the

homes?- Ye-. Irish is spoken most.
4.7. On the east o f the school tow ards K ilronan what 

is m ost sp ok en ?— There are only- tw o hom es there in
I w hich Irish is not spoken.
I 4(i. That is in K illean v. Ih m  lar out does Eng

lish extend from  K ilron a n ?— About .1 m ile .
47. They use E nglish  th ere?- -They speak English in 

K ilronan. T hey d o n ’ t speak it outside.
Is. D o n ’t they speak E nglish  on the other side as 

| far as O gliill ? — It is com in g  in.
I 49. YY’ llo are the p eople w ho speak English’ in

K illeanv■ ? - -Any person w ho know s E nglish . They go 
to  K ilronan often  and they use E nglish there..

.70. YY’ liat d o  the ch ildren  speak at p laytim e in the 
sch oo l?— Trisli.

.71. A nd the older people speak E n g lish ?—-Some of 
i them .
| .72. Isn 't  that, stra n g e? --Y ’ cs. T he older people have
i learned E nglish  at fishing and in Galw ay.
• .72. i f  you were in the street in K ilronan would you

hear the people speaking Ir ish ?  — l-fnglish is what, you 
would hear in K ilronan— not Irish..

.74. YY’ e spent three days th em  recently  and we heard 
noth in g  hut E n g lish ?— Y es.

.7.7. W h y  is K ilronan  so E n g lish ?— P eople from  out
side con ic  in— coastguards and p eople  o f  that kind. 
T liev  were there for a lon g  tim e speaking English to. 
the people.

7(1. W h at is used in the C h u rch ?— E nglish  is mostly 
used.

;7fi.v. If the priest spoke Irish always would he not 
he u n d e rsto o d ?— T don't know. That is their own 
affair.
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57. Has he burn there since you came?—There was 
another priest there, Father Farragher. I  don’t want 
to make any comparisons between them.

58. How many times were sermons given in Irish?—
I have heard sermons in Irish.

59. How many times in the year?— I. could not say— 
now and then. .

60. Is there a Church at Oghill ?—There, is.
61. What do they use there?—Irish. I think, is 

mostly used. There is a new curate there for a couple 
of weeks. I don’t know’ what he speaks.

62. Who is he ?—Father Hopkins.
G.'J. Do you know anything about Inishmaan?— l'es.
64. Is it Irish altogether there?—-Yes, I heard a 

woman in Inishmaan who knows many of the big 
people say she had never seen a person who had a good 
post, who did not speak English.

65. When these big people in Aran—teachers, priests, I 
officials, and so on—are speaking to one another, what 
do they speak?—They speak Irish and English. The 
people don't care what they speak. They have their 
own opinion about English and Irish.

66. If arrangements are being made for these higher 
schools would Aran be a suitable place for one of 
them?—I think so..

07. Would it be possible to get the boys and girls 
of Kjlronan to attend?— I would prefer to leave that 
question for a little while.

68. An t-'eur M ot.—These people who say there is no

post for any man who doesn't know English, do they 
ever think that if they could read and write Irish per
haps they would get positions?— I don’t know any 
person like that, who has got a position.

69. Do you know an.v boys who knows Irish well 
and who can mad and write it as well?— Yes, there 
are such there.

70. Are there many?—There are j  good many- Smiie 
have gone, but there are a good many there still.

7.1. These are good scholars?--Yes.
72. .1» Snubhne.—They have sufficient learning to 

take them into the public service?--! think they have.
73. And every person must have Intermediate educa

tion to gel into the public service?— Well, it is necessary 
to have English to get any position.

74. If there was no nerd for English in the exami
nation, would they have sufficient -‘ducation to take 
them into the public service?—They would.

75. What branch of the public set vice? -Into the 
post office, for instance.

76. The Garda Síoehána? I don’t know much about 
that.

77. Did any of them try to get- into the Garda Síochána 
who didn’t know English?—-I don’t think so. Two or 
three succeeded from Ivilleam.

78. Was any person sent h o m e  because lie did not 
know English? - -F didn't hear there was.

7he Vommixeiiin adjourned at 6.5 p.mi. till 10 a.m. 
to-tnorro tv.
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The. following statement submitted by Very Rex. 
Dean Macken, F.P., V.G., Claremorris, had been 
circulated to the Commissioners : —

Extent of Irish-speaking Areas.
1. T think very reliable information could be ob

tained on this subject from the education office. 1 
have been closely in touch, as manager, for twenty 
years with inspectors of schools and noted the care 
and accuracy with which they arrived at conclusions. 
I am in a position to give precise information re
garding South and West Mayo and North Galway, 
liavitig lived for years in seven or eight different 
places in this area—viz. : Louisburgh, Westport, 
Claremorris, Tuam, Menlough, Kilkerrin, Dunmore, 
and from these parishes I know how Irish stood all 
around.

Administration.
2. Officials of local bodies use very little Irish in 

the area mentioned above. It would be most valu
able if Irish would be more extensively used by 
officials. This would be of great assistance in break
ing down the old prejudice against Irish which is 
still unfortunately very strong.

Education.
Under this head I wish to draw attention to a 

circumstance of which I was witness. This is not 
an Irish-speaking area, but the old people can speak 
the language; and yet at an examination in the 
convent school here, I saw the inspector examining 
girls in the higher standard^, and I  was pimply 
amazed at the quick, expedite knowledge they showed 
of the language. Without a moment’s hesitation they 
flung accurate replies back as fast as he could ask 
questions. I thought that in twenty years they could 
not acquire such facility of thinking in and speaking 
the language; and I came to the conclusion that 
our native Irish must be somehow dormant in their 
blood and in their homes or at least in their sub- 
consciousness. In some places, too, the infants and 
younger children speak the language in the home 
from their recently acquired knowledge to the 
parents as native speakers, whilst the middle grades 
of the family are in darkness as regards the lan
guage. I was glad to learn that in all Irish-speaking 
places like Carraroe (Western seaboard) English is 
taught ahd the children love to learn other subjects 
through English. This is the right course in the 
interests of the children, and further it mitigates a 
feeling of resentment they have in some of these dis
tricts that, they are being exploited for propagating 
Trish.

Economic Conditions.
4. Agriculture is the main, almost the only indus

try in this province. It has been suggested to us by 
a prominent' T.D. that Claremorris would be a suit
able centre for a Beet factory. I  think the work of

—  -  ■- •> n i n e  XT it r i Q .

dealing with congestion ought to be hastened, and 
when this work is done the population could get a 
fairly comfortable maintenance from the land. But 
it is badly in need of drainage, and manure like 
basic slag would be of great value on our rough soil. 
This brings us to the epidemic of work-shyness which 
is sweeping over the land. If this could be remedied ail 
other things would be added to us. The climate is one 
cause of this evil, but I fear the Commission cannot 
change the climate. Food—white flour with the 
vitamins cleared off is another. I asked a very in
telligent man in this parish why the tenants did not 
work more on their .holdings during the winter 
months; “ they are not able to work,” said he;
“ they live mostly on white bread and tea and they 
can just only exist. When they come to work a day 
for me I give them brown bread and it puts new 
life and energy into them.”

5. I think there is a danger of too much quasi
socialism in this land. People got first a great deal 
of land for nothing or very near it. Then we have 
health insurance, road making, etc., for the relief of 
distress, old age pensions, and lastly, unemployment 
insurance with the beautiful dole. Some of these 
measures were necessary and most useful, but as a 
result people are losing their self-reliance and inde
pendence, and they look to the Government in every 
little difficulty. People who have what are called 
“  economic holdings ”  might be educated more to 
make the best of their land, and if they failed to 
profit by the instruction they might be left to sink or 
swim.

6. But let me not give too black a picture. The 
country is rapidly improving. I was speaking lately 
to Americans and Australians who had motored 
through the country and what they said was this : — 
“  They say Ireland is poor. Why it is the richest, 
the most beautiful country we have ever seen.”  I 
think they are right.

7. I ’ll give oral evidence if necessary, but I am 
a busy man and I have not much to add to what I 
have said.

(Signed), THOMAS F. MACKEN, P.P.

2nd July, 1925.
* ♦ * *

VERY REV. DEAN MACKEN examined.
1. An Fear M ot .— You have sent in a statement?- 

Yes.
2. Perhaps you would like to explain some points 

which .you have raised in connection with the questions 
we are discussing ? I wonder would it be more con
venient to take the points in the statement.

It occurred to me to send in this statement when 1 
considered the nature of the work to be done by this 
Commission. The terms of reference of the Commis
sion are very definite and somewhat narrow, and the 
object of the Commission seems to be to improve the
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economic conditions in the Gaeltacht so that the stan
dard of living there would be equal to that which ob
tains in other congested areas of the lcquptr^.’ .No one 
can deny that this is‘ «"noble "and heroic hhdertftkirig— 
that is to say, the establishment of prosperity and con
tent in the Irish-speaking areas. Rut I think we may 
take it, too, that- there is a further and wider object 
in view—the growth of our nation to the highest degree, 
o f greatness which can be achieved. I am reminded 
hero of the words o f the poet

“  Men upon the whole
Are what they can be—a nation, what they would.”  

Well, we in Ireland have free will, at all events as 
individuals. We are to all intents and purposes a free 
people, and it rests with the inhabitants of this land 
to make Ireland a great nation. Furthermore, we can 
do i t : we can make Ireland a great nation. Degenerate 
nations do not perform great actions, and the achieve
ment of Ireland in winning the freedom we have at. 
tained will live in history. And having won the war, 
let us, to use a common phrase, try to win the peace. 
And for success in peace we must first of all have a 
true ideal, for ideals rule the world. And the ideal 
for the people of Ireland is to be good subjects of God, 
to be worthy citizens or subjects of Caesar. Both of 
these objectives are contained in the true idea of citizen
ship, for all authority in the State is from God. How 
are we to attain this lofty ideal? It is not ours to 
impose our rule upon other peoples, and whilst we. must 
strive for material prosperity we do this as a necessary 
means towards the higher end. We, must move along 
the lines of our ancient civilisation, cherishing the 
virtues and valour and the culture of the n.en 
of Erin, their love of justice, their chivalry, 
their magnanimity. These noble qualities shine 
out even in pre-Christian times. Irish was 
the language of these men of old; Irish opens up 
to us the glorious chapters of our history, and whilst 
we love and esteem our Irish language, the national 
spirit of Erin can never die. And therefore it is a 
happy augury to see the Government of the day foster
ing our language and lifting up that section of our race 
who preserved the language of their fathers. It is the 
business of us all to encourage this movement and co
operate with this Commission in the noble work they 
have undertaken.

3. Evidently, Dean Maeken, you are convinced that 
it is the duty of this nation to make every effort to re
vive the language and get back our own civilisation?—I 
certainly say so. I think it is a great pity that that 
ideal would not be revived. I think it would be well to 
have it exactly from even those id authority that that 
is what they are aiming at.

4. Deputy Ticrneu.—If the area of Irish diminished 
it would be much more difficult to revive the language? 
—It could not be done.

5. As far as English is concerned it is so strong that- 
there is no danger that it will disappear?—I don’t think 
so. The real danger is that Irish will disappear.

6. You think that instead of even the smallest dimi
nution of the area of English in the country taking 
place the danger is that the area of Irish may diminish 
and that we should not lightly allow that diminution 
to take place?—I quite agree. The problem is to keep 
our own language alive and use it as onr national lan
guage. I may mention an incident that came under 
my own observation two or three, years ago. I was 
passing through Wales and was in a hotel in Carnar
von. There were a number of people there, including 
five or six men like professional men. At first I 
thought they were Frenchmen or Germans. What was 
rnv surprise to find that they were speaking Welsh, 
and speaking it, I  may say, quite easily and naturally 
and at home. In another part of Wales I asked a 
woman the way to some town to which we were going, 
aind she could not understand me. She sent down for 
a little girl because she did not know English herself. 
There is a country where I  suppose there is a love 
for the language-, and that is the reason why they 
were able to preserve it. I certainly think it would 
be a great pity if we would not try to bring back Irish 
again.

7. The position of English in the country is such 
that anything that the Government could do to en
courage Irish would not have any effpct. on the strength 
of the English language?—If the Government spent a 
great deal more money on Irish it would not have any 
effect on the speaking of English.

8. So that really there is no danger at all that any 
action of the. Government for another generation or 

•two will dpimythlpg-to flanfage; English—I  quite agree.
9. 'WheréaS t&eVé 'iá ' a gireat ’danger that unless a 

great deal of money is spent/ in trying to restore Irish 
the language will die?—I quite agree. There is also 
the danger that the people may get prejudiced against 
the language. There is certainly a, feeling to which 
rather widespread expression is given that Irish is too 
intensively taught in the schools. Some of the people 
are disposed to keep their! children at home arid make 
that an excuse to keep them at home. There is no use 
in sending children to learn Irish in that spirit.

10. Don’t you think the two things are rather the 
same that whatever public prejudice exists in regard 
to Irish in the schools also exists against sending chil
dren to school?—You must not take me as using that 
argument against Irish. It is not my argument. I 
quite agree that it is prejudice.

11. .1« Fear M»r.—Would you think that those people 
who are complaining about the amount of Irish that is 
being taught in the schools are people who have lost 
something by it?— Yes.

12. One would imagine they were interested in Eng. 
lish?—Some teachers are complaining about the amount 
of Irish that is being taught in the schools, but I would 
not like to say that they are people who have lost by 
it.

13. As a general rule?—I quite see that.
14. If the Government, in order to show that they 

were in earnest about the language, gave a certain per. 
centage of appointments in the public service to people 
from the Gaeltacht, don’t you think it would help to

| do! away with that criticism of Irish in the schools?—
I I certainly think so. Not only that, but I would say 

this that the country generally and those who are en
gaged in education would want to be educated them, 
selves on the real true ideal of education. If you tell 
some of these people that» the real object of education 
is the development of the natural faculties of the young 
—physical, intellectual and moral—and that imparting 
knowledge is not the main object, it will be 
a great surprise to many of them. Of course, in 
order to have education at all you must give a certain 
amount of knowledge. Somebody said recently that 
what was needed was the three R ’s—reading, writing 
and arithmetic. The amount of knowledge necessary 
is not great. The real thing in education is to give 
such knowledge as will help to develop the faculties 
of the human being. That has been recognised since 
education began, and if that object is taken into ac
count, then the learning of Irish is real education, 
because the study of Irish is in itself an excellent means 
of training the human faculties, apart altogether from 
the fact that it is our own language and the fact that 
a great many people say we have a natural aptitude to 
express ourselves better in Irish than in any other 
language. When I  go to the trouble of preparing a 
speech in Irish I fee) that I  can throw myself into it 
more than I could if I was speaking English. In Eng
lish you speak from the teeth out. In Irish you speak 
in a different way altogether.

15. Deputy Tierney.—You consider from your know
ledge of the Irish language and your experience of edu
cation that you have in the Irish language, literature 
and history an excellent means of education?—I do 
believe that.

16. An education which would be of the greatest 
possible value to the citizen and to the country gene
rally?—I believe so. Of course, that would not mean 
that English would be excluded from the knowledge 
of the people.

17. Not necessarily, or any other language. Suppose 
you could substitute Irish for English in the Irish- 
speaking districts you would have in Irish and Irish 
literature and history an excellent medium of education 
and at the same time do something for the Irish lan
guage?— Yes.

18. In the Irish-speaking districts that would make 
them good citizens as far as the ordinary cultural side 
of education is concerned?—Certainly. I think thete is 
a great lot to be said for teaching a knowledge of Irish 
tradition and of all that is noble in the Irish character.

19. You would agree that a great deal of the pre
judice that exists against the teaching of Irish, and 
especially the intensive way of teaching in the Gael
tacht, and even outside the Gaeltacht, is based very 
much,on ignorance of the real objects of education and
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ignorance of the resources in the language and national 
tradition?—Oh, ves, I would say so decidedly. I was 
speaking once about this to a very prominent educa
tionalist in Dublin. I mean a real educationalist. 
I said the real idea of education was to make a man 
a good subject of God, a good citizen and a good mem
ber of a family.

20. Did he agree?—His comment was—"  1 wish 
that could be done in every school in Ireland.”

21. Surely they cannot be good members of a family 
if they turn their backs on everything their fathers and 
mothers represented and the language which for gene
rations they had spoken?—Yes, quite so.

22. An Fealr Afar.—Do you think the programme 
being taught in the schools at present is calculated to 
produce citizens of that type?—Yes. The only diffi
culty I  have at all in giving full adhesion to this in
tensive work is that there is a good deal of discontent 
growing among the teachers and among the people. 
I have no verv definite ideas as to how that should be 
met, but I feel that this opposition, which is becoming 
very pronounced, will create dissatisfaction with Irish 
and antipathy to it among the people. That is the 
only qualification I  would care) to make.

23. Would you be inclined to believe that this dis
content is mainly due to the fact that very few of the 
Irish-speaking population have benefited materially 
by their knowledge of Irish?—I  believe that is one of 
the reasons for it. Another great reason is the sur
vival of the ancient prejudice of feeling thait there was 
something uncultured about Irish. I think that sur
vives still to some extent, and it ought to be elimi
nated as far as possible.

24. Deputy Tierney■—That there ought to be some
thing in the way of propaganda as well as instruction 
to combat that feeling?—I don’t know about propa
ganda, but it ought to be done in some way. I think 
it is being done now by the fact that Irish is taken up 
by the Government and used in letters, in the National 
Education Office administration, and to some extent 
in local administration. I believe that these things are 
helping very much to do away with that terrible feeling 
that existed about it, that there was something unre
fined or something not elevated enough about Irish. 
That is why I mentioned the incident of the speaking 
of Welsh in Wales.

25. An Fea'r Mór■—You would like the language 
should bring something to the people?—I think that 
would be splendid if it could be done.

26. From the point of view of education, it has been 
brought to our notice that there has been very little 
provision made in the Irish-speaking districts for 
higher education, and it is suggested that higher ele
mentary and secondary schools should be established 
to give promising children an opportunity of advance
ment. Would you agree that such schools should be 
established ?— Yes.

27. Don’t you think something must be done to pro
vide higher schools in the Irish-speaking districts where 
at present they have nothing higher than the fourth, 
fifth or sixth standard in the National schools?—Yes.

28. Deputy Tierney.—It appears that here, in Mayo 
where the County Council give scholarships the children 
from the Gaeltacht never succeed in competing for 
them at all?—Yes.

29. Even where you have Irish as a subject in these 
examinations the programme seems to be so arranged 
that the child who is a native speaker is penalised to 
some extent?—I do know that it is true that the chil
dren from the Gaeltacht as a rule don’t succeed in 
these examinations. If you expect to preserve the 
Gaeltacht as such, not only must the people be made 
as prosperous as the people of other congested areas, 
but they must be given to understand that they will 
not be penalised because of the fact that Irish is in 
use so much among them.

30. The failure to succeed in these scholarship exa
minations is not due to any inherent want of intelli
gence?—Certainly, I  agree.

31. An Fear Mór.— The officials who carry out the 
local administration are mainly English speakers 
Most of them are.

32. As far as the old age pensioners are concerned, 
most of them are Irish speakers?—They are.

33. Do you know any pension officers who have a 
knowledge of Irish?—I think there is one in Tuam 
who knows Irish.

34. What about the others?—Some of them do, but 
very few.

35. The officials of the County Council?—I think they 
don’t know Irish.

36. Do you believe that the fact of these people 
getting all the good positions whilst an Irish speaker 
never gets one is detrimental to the language?— 
I do, most certainly. I believe as a rule the examina
tion test of the knowledge of Irish of candidates for 
such positions is a perfect farce. If you had the cen
tral and local administration carried out in Irish it 
would help the people from the Gaeltacht to get these 
positions.

37. Deputy Tierney.—If you are to enable boys and 
girls from the Gaeltacht to get these local positions, 
would it not be necessary to set up some institution 
in the Gaeltacht in which they would be trained fop 
them?—If you did that you would be doing the best 
day's work for the Irish language done for a long time. 
Patriotic sentiment and patriotic motives are good. I 
don’t say this is a higher motive, but I think it gets 
at the root of the question.

38: You think it would be fair that in a county like 
Mayo when there are posts under the local adminis
tration to be filled they ought to be filled by native 
Irish speakers?—I think it would be excellent. It 
would be a most excellent means of promoting the 
study of Irish, especially in places where there was 
a feeling of a want of respect for the Irish language.

39. Do you think the system of teaching Irish in 
the schools for the last two or three years has had 
good results?— I do, while I have heard complaints, 
not very many, that the exclusive use of Irish in the 
infants’ schools is impeding their progress through the 
higher standards. As to the general question, it is a 
fact that the teaching of Irish in schools where Irish 
is not the language of the home now is sometimes very 
good ? I had a very remarkable experience in that 
way in Claremorris girls’ school, where the nuns teach. 
They are good teachers. Some of them are Irish 
speakers themselves. I am an Irish speaker and also 
a teacher of Irish some time in Maynooth and some 
time in Tuam College. At all events, I can speak Irish. 
I have been able to speak it since I was able to speak 
English. I  was present at the examination in this 
school. There were six girls in the higher standard, 
and it was delightful to hear the inspector examine 
them. They spoke Irish so fluently and so perfectly 
I did not think it would be possible for any children 
to learn a language and speak it so fluently.

40. Tiny wore in the higher classes?—Yes.
41. Up to fourteen or fifteen years of age?—Yes. 

These schools were very good. I could not understand 
its being done by them in French or any other lan
guage except Irish.

42. At the same time, if they were taught throughout 
like that here you probably would succeed in getting 
a class of children to talk French fairly fluently. You 
can do extraordinary things with children of that age. 
By giving them enough oral work you can give them 
facility in any language you choose? I wonder could 
you. I was discussing that and it struck me that 
there was something in our organs of speech that 
makes Irish easy for us.

43. There is that in addition?—It gives them power 
of expressing themselves.

44. In addition, they have the sounds of Irish in 
their English. The phonetic system of their English 
is purely Irish and most of the children learn to pro
nounce, Irish without any difficulty at all?—I think 
there is a good deal in that, and of course they hear 
Irish spoken also.

45. Do you think there is anything that could be 
done to help to increase the supply of native speaking 
teachers in the way of advanced schools; do you think 
there would be room for a forward move in that direc
tion?—There would.

46. If you could take children from the Gaeltacht 
and train them and turn them out as native speaking 
teachers they could teach Irish to the younger phildren 
in the National schools?—The difficulty is that if you 
got these people and put them into the schools in the 
English-speaking districts their aim might be not to 
teach Irish but to try to learn English themselves.

47. If you had them fairly well educated before you 
sent them out you would probably get them to do it?— 
You would. A great deal would depend on their 
training.
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■' 48. Mr. Ó Cadkla-—On the principles of education 
.you mentioned, Irish could be taught to the children 
easily as a rule?—If you have a good teacher" who is 
able to speak it with a good accent and pronunciation 
there is no difficulty at all.
" 49. Deputy Tierney.—In regard to the charge that 
the present system in a year or two or four years has 
not given practical results, don’t you think that that 
charge would apply still more to he older system of 
education purely from the point of view of practical 
return?—As far as practical results go, I know the 
when the Co-operative Society wanted a manager they 
were not able to get him.

50. If you have a system of education which is un
able to produce a manager for your own co-operative 
society, that is not a very practical system?—I quite 
agree.

51. Mr. 0  Cadhla-—A technical education that has 
been given under the County Committee that has not 
reached the Irish-speaking population in the vehicle 
through which they could understand it; it probably 
has not reached them at all, because they would not 
have sufficient fluency in English to receive it?—Yes.

52. If it is to be of any use) at all it should be con
veyed to them in the medium through which they would 
understand it best, through the medium of their own 
language?—Well, it seems to be clear that they should 
get technical education through the medium which they 
would understand. I think the idea is that the Gael- 
tacht would become a kind of fluid thing and that the 
language would extend to the whole country.

53. People are being turned away from Irish; it is 
said that they don’t speak it to their children. We 
have found that they are not unwilling at all to speak 
Irish. They speak it very fluently, and we did not 
find any objection to it at all?—Yes.

54. Deputy Tierney.—The real fact is that they do 
not get any proper technical instruction at all, either 
in the Irish-speaking or the English-speaking districts? 
—Yes, that isi right. The system is at fault. It. does 
not give return for the money spent on it.

55. And the proper thing to da would be to provide 
through Irish a better system of technical education 
which would reach the people in their homes and help 
them to better their position economically?—Yes.

56. As regards congestion and housing, do you think 
more could have been done under the Act of 1923 in 
the way of dealing with congestion?—I do, most em
phatically, say more could have been done and should 
have been done.

57. Dealing with the people of the congested dis
tricts, the Irish-speaking districts are the poorest?— 
Yes.

58. And they should have been dealt with before 
the more prosperous parts?— Yes, I think they should 
have been. That is a very large question because of the 
people themselves. They have to be educated to get 
them to leave their native homes. Claremorris was 
about the first place where the Congested Districts 
Board began its work-, and some of the people preferred 
to remain and keep their small holdings than go away 
and get economic holdings where they could live and 
thrive. That was true not only of that, place but of 
other areas also. Then gradually when they found that 
this land was valuable and that those who w e r e  placed 
on it w e re  in a better situation, the opposition to mi
gration disappeared.

59. Since the 1923 Act was passed has there been 
much done in the way of migration?—Nothing at all 
from the Gaeltacht.

60. A great deal more has been done in the pros
perous districts?—There has been. The answer the 
officials give is that they are using all their energies 
purchasing estates.

61. Have you anv migration from your parish to 
Scotland or England?—Yes, some.

62. Would not a good object be served by housing 
and land improvement schemes that might keep some 
of these people ait home?—Yes, I  believe so. That 
brings me back again to the question of education. I 
think the people don’t take sufficient interest in the 
improvement of the holdings they have. A great im
provement could be made by draining the land and by 
teaching them the rotation of crops and the proper use 
of manures.

63. On the land alone in these Irish-speaking districts 
a good deal could be done through education to get a 
better living out of it?—Yes, a good deal is being done.

They are teaching them by experiqients and educating 
them in the improvement of the breed of cattle.

64. An Fear Mor.—That is a very poor district?— 
Yes, it is; I wish something could be done for the 
people.

65. Some of them migrate to Scotland?—Yes. If you 
could transfer them to Meath you would have a source 
from which a Gaelic light would radiate all round.

66. If you could do the same with some of the poorer 
districts here you might turn their eyes away from 
England and get them to take work at home?—There 
are some places now where there is a tradition of going 
to England. Some of the English farmers like them as 
workers. I don’t think it is very desirable that they 
should go.

67. Deputy Tierney.—Whether it is desirable or not, 
it is an economic necessity?—It is, but very often they 
go for the change. They bring back ten or twenty 
pounds, but if they stayed at home and improved the 
holdings at home it would be perhaps more productive.

68. An Fear Mir.—Would you say that there are 
areas in this district where the scheme of reclamation 
and planting could be carried out with some help 
from the State ?—I certainly say there should be a 
great deal of planting in these areas. I don’t-know 
that there is so much land to be reclaimed except in 
-time places where you require drainage.

* * * * *

The follou-iiuj statement submitted by Very Rev. 
Canon Munnelly, P.P., V-F-, Ballyeastle, Co. Mayo, 
had been circulated to Commissioner.. :—

Extent of Irish-speakiny Areas.

1. In the diocese of Killala the Irish-speaking areas 
are fast disappearing. About twenty-five years ago 
the barony of Erris might be described as Irish
speaking. In other words the district lying west or 
north-west of a line drawn from Ballycastle on the 
north coast, south-west to Ballycroy, near Mallarany, 
was mainly Irish-speaking. Now with the exception 
of isolated villages or districts along the coast, it can 
scarcely be described as such.

2. The districts of Carrowtigue, Rossport, Pulla- 
thomos, Inver, in fact nearly all the parish of Kil- 
common Erris, part of the parish of Belmullet, 
Binghamstown, or Kilmore Erris, including Inniskea 
Islands and Falmore. The western portion of the 
parish of Bangor or (Kiltane) which includes Doo- 
homa, and Geesala, and Doolough, are still Irish
speaking, but not to the extent of twenty or twenty- 
five years ago.

3. In the remainder of the barony of Erris, the older 
generation, those over 40 years, know Irish, but do 
not speak it generally. They sometimes do amongst 
themselves, but rarely to the children.

4. In the barony of Tirawley matters are much 
worse. The older generation in all parishes know 
Irish, but rarely use it, even amongst themselves. It 
is difficult to determine the exact percentage of Irish 
speakers in such a wide district, but at all events 
their influence for the revival of Irish, notwithstand
ing the propaganda of the Gaelic League for the past 
twenty-five years, may be regarded as nil. In that 
part of the diocese—from Ballina to Skreen inclusive, 
in the Co. Sligo—Irish may be regarded as dead.

Barony of Erris Irish.
Barony of Tirawley Partly Irish.
Barony of Tireragh English.

A dministration.
5. As far as the officials of either central or local 

are concerned, with the exception of the inspectors of 
schools, some teachers, and an occasional Civic Guard, 
they have done nothing for the language. It might, 
in truth, be stated, that in the immediate past, officials 
have done a great deal of harm.

6. The influence which a number of English-speak
ing officials such as pension officers, district and 
county council clerks, relieving officers, rate collectors, 
doctors, C. D. Board, and Land Commission officials, 
etc., unconsciously exerted on a poor ignorant Irish
speaking peasantry was largely responsible for the 
rapid decay of the language.

7. The people frequently contrasted their own
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poverty and misery with the comfortable appearance 
of the officials, and attributed their own misfortunes 
to the Irish language, or rather to their want of an 
English education.

8. The question of influence in the appointment of 
local officials and the total disregard by public bodies 
of their own resolutions re Irish as a qualification 
displayed an insincerity on the part of local adminis
tration which was not lost on the Irish-speaking 
people.

9. The only remedy for the above state of affairs is 
to insist that all officials, central or local, from the 
highest to the lowest, from the pension officer to the 
ganger on the roads, must have a spoken knowledge 
of the language, and more important still that the 
official must, in and out of season, speak Irish or 
risk his position.

Education.
10. The effects of a system of education cannot be 

judged in a few years. A great deal depends on the 
teacher. In some schools where the teacher is a fluent 
Irish speaker, skilful, enthusiastic, and energetic, the 
results achieved under the present system are won
derful, and prove beyond doubt, if proof were 
necessary, that given enthusiastic Irish teachers, 
working under favourable conditions, the Irish lan
guage would be revived even in the Galltaclit.

11. Irregularity of attendance militates largely 
against the teaching of Irish. In Mayo the average 
daily attendance ranges round 50 per cent. Educa
tion of any kind under such conditions is impossible. 
There are many schools where admirable work has 
been done for the language for many years. Why 
t-hen it might be asked is not the language spoken 
or revived in such districts. The causes are that the 
majority of the children leave school on reaching 4th 
or 5th standards.

12. Those only intended for the emigrant ship are 
allowed to go to school for any lengthened period. 
Education is not deemed essential for those who are 
to stay at home on the small farm. A stringent com
pulsory attendance bill, administered by the Civic 
Guards, is the only remedy for above. In some 
schools all subjects, including mathematics, are taught 
through the medium of Irish, and taught successfully; 
but when the children leave school at 13 or 14 years of 
age they gradually sink back into a semi-illiterate 
condition, forgetting the subjects they learned so en
thusiastically, and also the language through which 
they acquired them.

13. The children of those tender years lack initia
tive. Their elders will not speak Irish, and then they 
do not see why they should either. They have no 
reading matter in Irish, while English papers and 
English language permeates their very existence.

14. It is difficult to know what to recommend for this 
deplorable state of affairs. I am of opinion if some 
system of adult education coupled with rural libraries, 
stocked with Irish books and papers, were established, 
it would be most helpful. The teaching of all sub
jects through the medium of Irish (as well as Eng
lish) ought to be encouraged especially in Irish
speaking districts.

15. The most effective way to do this would be to 
award such teachers a special bonus, or have a special 
scale of salaries to that obtained for teachers in bilin
gual schools in the past.

Economic Conditions.
16. Farming is the principal means of living. In 

Erris and parts of Tirawley congestion is rife. Mi
gration to better and more land must be enfoi’ced, 
and industries for those who remain must be estab
lished. In the poorer districts of Erris, and else-

. where, lace schools give a great deal of remunerative 
employment ; but want of proper transit and markets 
for goods caused the closing down of many schools.

17. The fishing industry if organised on scientific 
lines would be a veritable gold mine. I have fre
quently seen many trawlers. On one occasion twenty- 
eight from Killibegs to Broadhavcn Bay, and as night 
approaches they fish into our very shores.

18. Those certainly ought to be kept off, and re
placed by our own boats and men. Hence better 
fishing accommodation is urgently needed; better

boats and nets, and proper piers, so that the fisher
men may go opt to sea and return without danger.

(Signed), M. J. CANON MUNNELLY, P.P., V.F. 
2nd June, 1925.

VERY REV. CANON MUNNELLY, examined.
1. An Fear Mot.—We have seen your very lucid 

statement. Is there anything you would like to add 
to it?—I think there is very little to add to the state
ment I have submitted to you except to express the 
idea that Dean Macken has given expression to, that 
I am bound to congratulate the Government on1 bring
ing this Commission into existence. This is the first 
practical step that has been taken to acquire real first
hand knowledge of the Irish-speaking districts, and I 
am sure that the Commission in the knowledge they 
will acquire in their arduous duties will be enabled to 
rectify any faults in the system of teaching in the past 
as regards the Irish language. On the various headings 
you submitted for expressions of opinion, I have given, 
I think, all I have to say about them. It is said that 
there is too much teaching of Irish in the schools and 
that the teachers are not in favour of so much Irish. 
Well, I have never heard that from the teachers. What 
the teachers have been complaining of, and rightly so, 
is that after spending so much of their time teaching 
Irish in the schools the children from the moment they 
leave school in the evening until they return the next 
morning don’t hear a word of Irish spoken at home, 
even in homes where it could easily be spoken. It L 
very hard for the teacher to work under these condi
tions. Then the irregular attendance is a terrible drag 
on the teacher in any school, Irish or English. It is 
impossible for a teacher to teach children who only 
come to school a couple of days a week. Sometimes the 
children are kept away for twenty-five or thirty days. 
Then the people grumble, and instead of blaming this 
bad attendance they blame Irish. Irish is blamed for 
everything. I would suggest, with all respect, as re
gards Irish in the schools, that there should be a great 
deal more spoken Irish and not so much book Irish. 
I think we would go more quickly ahead if that were 
done. If the children practised the language in their 
games they would get fond of it and always speak it- 
The lesson in the school would not be a burden to 
them. These lessons in the schools—reading and writ
ing-—have not up to the present produced the results 
that I would wish, because I know boys and girls who 
can read Irish and who can write a letter in Irish but 
could not keep up a conversation for three minutes with 
you in Irish. I think it would be much better if they 
acquired a knowledge of the spoken language. They 
could then make their parents speak it to them by 
asking them questions in the house. I certainly think 
the spoken language in the schools should get more at
tention at the outset, and I have sympathy for the 
teachers because they have to contend with irregular 
attendance and with the parents who, having Irish, do 
not speak it. About the examination by the inspector, 
when the inspectors come thev abuse the teachers for 
not teaching Irish to the children, and perhaps these 
children have never come to the school except on the 
day of the examination. Especially with young chil
dren, we should try to give them a little of the spoken 
language and, by degrees, reading and writing. They 
should be encouraged to play their little games in Irish. 
If only they were to play a game of cards in Irish it 
would be something.

2. An Fear Mór.—I gather from your statement that 
the attendance in the schools in Mayo is very unsatis
factory?— Yes. I have learned that it is about 50 per 
cent.

3. About 50 per cent.?—In or about that.
4. You are of opinion that, while the attendance con

tinues unsatisfactory, it will be almost impossible to 
teach the children Irish or English ?—I am sure of it.

5. Do you think matters would be improved if com
pulsory education was introduced?—Decidedly.

6. Do you think it would be a hardship on any of 
the parents or children?—Well, it is a hardship that 
can be looked after.

7. Deputy Tierney■—Do you think it would be a 
popular thing for a Parliamentary representative to 
come down here and advocate it from a public plat
form?—I think the ice is pretty well broken. I think 
they are prepared for it.
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8. An Fear Mór— So that whether it is unpopular or 
not, from the point of view of the schools com
pulsory education is necessary?—I certainly hold it is, 
and very few will disagree with me. Of course, there 
are cases of extreme poverty, but these cases could be 
looked after. There are also times and seasons when 
boys and girls are wanted at home, but there are times 
when they have absolutely nothing to do and children 
are kept at home who live within a hundred yards of 
the school. There is no cure for that but compulsion.

9. Do they complain that their children are learning 
nothing at school?—They do.

10. And that Irish is responsible?—That Irish is re
sponsible and the teachers are responsible, but the 
real cause is that the children are only 45 or 50 days 
in school in the year.

11. In your experience of the schools the spoken side 
of the language has been more or less neglected?—It 
has not been as much in use as I would expect or wish.

12. Do you think the present programme is responsible 
for that?—I think it is. I think the present pro
gramme does not cater sufficiently for the spoken 
language. The children don't know what you are 
saying if you speak to them.

13. Do the inspectors conduct examinations through 
the medium of Irish?— Sometimes they do and some
times they don't. It depends upon the school and 
whether you have an enthusiastic teacher or not.

14. Mr. 6 Cadhla.—The programme provides for 
that?—Oh, yes.

15. It provides for conversational knowledge in the 
schools?—It does, but somehow it is not done.

16. Deputy Tierney.—You think the text-books are 
rather apt to be an evil than anything else?—The text
books are the first obstacle.

17. Have you looked into any of the text-books?— 
Lately I have seen some of them. I  know I am speak
ing to people from the south of Ireland. What has 
done harm is that these text-books have provincialisms. 
These are taught, and when the pupil goes home he 
has different Irish from that of his own people.

is . The M ayo people complain about Southern Irish? 
—In Galway they certainly don’t use books in the 
schools that" are not in Connacht dialect. The use of 
text books such as I have referred to has not been a 
-ervice to the language at all.

19. .In Fear M6r.— You believe that in the lower 
standards the language of the district should be the 
language of the school?—Yes. The teacher' could give 
any explanations that may be necessary.

2il. If the language were taught orally it would ex
plain itself?—It would.

'21. It is a vital thing in reviving the language that 
R should be taught orally in the lower standards?—I 
think it should.

22. About what age do the children attend school— 
from four to six?—From four where they are near the 
school.

23. You would agree that children between the ages 
of four and seven are capable of learning very little 
except the spoken language?—It is really a fact. It 
could not possibly be otherwise.

24. You agree that especially in the semi-Irish- 
speaking districts if the children are properly handled 
in the schools they can become fluent Irish speakers in 
a very short time?—I know children in Ballycastle 
who have become Irish speakers. The father is very 
enthusiastic and they have a good servant-maid from 
Erris, and the little girl is a fluent Irish speaker 
although she is not seven years of age. She is a 
fluent English speaker, too.

25. Would you be of the opinion that if the whole 
term between the ages of tour and six were devoted 
to the teaching of oral Irish in the schools the children 
would lose very much educationally?—I would not say 
the whole time. I would give them English ton.

26. But they have English already?—Yes.
27. Deputy Tierney.—Suppose a district like Bally

castle, teaching children nothing hut Irish between 
the ages of four to six, they would still have English ? 
— They would.

28. An Fear M6r.—They would gain much more 
educationally?—They could not lose much anyhow.

29. We have a little college in County YVaterford 
where we teach everything through the medium of 
Irish. We get students from Dublin, Cork, and all the 
southern counties. In fact, we have had students 
from the west. Most of these students came along 
in September not knowing a single word of Irish, and

they go back speaking Irish at the Christmas holidax s. 
When they go back in the summer they speak Irish 
as fluently as any Irish speaker in this room?—That 
is splendid.

30. dome of these students, although they got no 
special preparation, went in for scholarship examina
tions. They were only twelve or thirteeen years. One 
of them got first place and another third place in 
County Tipperary scholarship examination. Yet you 
hear people say there is too much Irish in the schools 
It is not too much Irish we have in the schools, but 
too little education ?—I thoroughly agree with you. 
The people don’t seem to appreciate education of any 
kind.

31. You seem to place a great deal of importance 
on having local officials, pensions officers, relieving 
officers and county council clerks qualified to use 
Irish in the discharge of their duties ?—Oh, yes. It 
is a very serious thing to ha/e them speaking Eng
lish in their dealings with the people. As long as 
that continues the Irish-speaking people will think 
they are poor because they have only Irish.

32. Do you think it is due to the Gaeltacht that some 
provision should be made to enable candidates to 
qualify for these positions?—Oh, indeed, I do. It is 
the least they, can get now.

33. Do you think the poorer districts in the Gael
tacht have been neglected for the past one hundred 
years?—They have been neglected officially. I think 
they will be neglected no longer.

34. You seem to be confident that if the educational 
side of the language is developed properly in the 
schools we can have a practically Gaelic Ireland in a 
comparatively short period ?—I believe so, and you 
have your own experience in your own college. ,

35. M r .  Ó Cadhla.—We know parents in English- 
speaking districts who speak nothing but Irish to 
their children. The children know no English until 
they are five years of age. Then they learn it from 
other ehildrjn ?—Y'es.

36. Deputy Tierney.—I know a father of a child in 
Dublin, the father is in the University—the child 
heard nothing but Irish, and when he was seven 
years of age all of a sudden his parents were sur
prised to hear him holding a conversation in Eng
lish with another boy. That shows that the biggest 
difficulty is to prevent them from acquiring English. 
Y'ou cannot prevent them from acquiring English?— 
I agree. There is no danger that they will not know 
English in Dublin or anywhere else.

37. You agree that where our education is inefficient 
it would be inefficient if Irish were not essential on 
the programme at all ?—I do.

38. You are in favour of the present system?—Oh, 
they are not inefficient at all, but all have to get the 
help of a national spirit in the people. That is what 
we want. That is what we are lacking.

39. Do you think Irish education in the schools is 
one of the greatest possible reforms?—Nothing else 
will make them Irish but the language. Without that' 
everything will be lost. Of course people who leave 
the country must have a sound knowledge of English. 
When the time comes when they will stay at home 
we can have Irish exclusively, but until that time 
comes we must give English a fair show.

40. It has been pointed out to us that Germans, 
Frenchmen and Poles go to America without a word 
of English and that when they get together among 
themselves they speak nothing but their own language. 
The result is that when a German goes to America he 
is at home the moment he lands. We have nothing like 
that amongst the Irish in America at all. The only 
way you could recognise an Irishman there is that he 
goes to church on Sundays ?—While it is true about 
Germans and Poles that they speak their own language 
in Americai and have, I believe, their own churches and 
priests, it is also true that in various parts of America 
you have Irish people in colonies. There is one portion 
of America where you have practically all Irish. 
Boston, I understand, is crowded with Donegal people. 
I spent a short time there and I found out people who 
knew Irish and could speak it remarkably well. They 
had kept it up a good deal amongst themselves.

41. Is it not a fact that these people never had an 
opportunity of being educated through Irish?—It is.

42. Or perhaps even through English?—Very little 
in that way.

43. Isn’t that a great drawback?— Yes. They say
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that any Irish boy or girl who goes to America with 
a good solid knowledge of English can get any position 
they want.

44. Don’t you think there is something in the world 
besides positions, and the fact of Irish people knowing 
their own language would be an advantage to them?—
I maintain they ought to know both.

45. You have emphasised the fact that the children 
when they leave school have not an opportunity of con
tinuing the practice of the language amongst the 
people at home?—No, they don’t speak Irish to the 
children.

46. You said some system of adult education should 
be introduced to meet the requirements of these people?
—Continuation schools.

47. Have you any particular scheme in your head?—
I have no particular scheme. Of course, we have these 
Irish classes here and there through the county now, 
but I doubt if they are properly conducted. I don’t 
think the people are as anxious as they were to study.

48. Deputy Tierney.—Have they anything to offer 
them?—It is merely Irish.

49. There is no object except the learning of Irish?— 
No, nothing to look forward to.

50. .In Fear M6r■—Do you believe that if boys and 
girls were guaranteed preference for positions in the 
country because they knew Irish it would help?— It 
would.

51. It would have a great effect?—It would.
52. Deputy Tierney.—Do you think it would be 

possible to give a preference to boys and girls from 
the Gaeltacht of Co. Mayo and have no objection from 
other parts of the county?—If the authorities are true 
to their colours, when they advertise a position and say 
Irish is essential, they should see that it is. Tim 
examination should be properly conducted and the job 
should not go to the person who has the greatest pull.

53. Would you prefer a scheme of Central Exami
nations by a body like the Civil Service Commission? 
—I certainly would. I think an examination should 
be held for all these jobs and I would give a preference 
to those who know Irish best.

54. You have local examinations?—From what I have 
heard and from the persons I have seen filling the 
positions, the examination is a farce.

55. About adult education, there are two ways in 
which you can provide schools for adults—night schools 
and day schools. Something could be done in the way 
of providing residential schools of a secondary type, 
which boys and girls over* fourteen years could attend. 
Do you think it would be possible to have such a resi
dential school specially intended for the Gaeltacht?.—I 
think it would be possible.

56. Do you think there would be sufficient pupils for 
it?—1 think so. It would be very popular.

57. There would be considerable financial difficulties, 
of course?—I suppose there would.

58. There are very few people in the Gaeltacht who 
could afford to send their children to such a school?— 
They would have to be assisted.

59. What about the present continuation schools?— 
They were very successful for w few years.

60. Did they lead to anything?—Oh, indeed they did; 
people got positions out of them.

61. Do you think it would be possible to get technical 
education in these Irish-speaking districts done through 
Irish?—I dare say it would take some years.

62. What sort of technical education, would be most 
suitable in these districts?—I could not say exactly.

63. Would you say that technical education as ad
ministered up td the present has been satisfactory?—I 
think it has. It is important, useful instruction.

64. What kind of instruction have they got that would - 
teach them to improve their holdings?—They had agri
cultural instructors going around.

65. Do you think that that has really had a good 
effect?—Oh, yes.

66. Would it not require to be more regular and in
tensive?—They also gave them instruction on the 
various sorts of seed manures and other things.

67. Were these under the County Council?— Yes.
68. You think it would be possible after a time to 

have that done through Irish and that it ought to be
gone?__I think it would be quite easy and it ought to
be done.

69. Mr. Moriarty.—You know, I am sure, that the 
solution of this problem of the Gaeltacht is largely an

economic question—if you have no means of livelihood 
the people will go?—Yes.

70. The question here, of course, is largely a want 
of land, and you say that the congestion is very rife 
still. How far do yiu think the present system of Go
vernment machinery has met the needs of the Gael
tacht or congested areas of the country? Is the machine 
adequate to the needs of the situation or would you 
suggest that any other Government machine be set up 
which would accomplish the object of settling the eco
nomic conditions of the Gaeltacht more rapidly than is 
being done at present?—I certainly would recommend 
that it should be more rapidly settled, because the 
people are getting very dissatisfied. There are districts 
in the barony of Erris that are very congested.

7(K. But this process of economic uplifting by the 
Government machine, do you think it is really 
adequate to the needs?—It is not adequate because it 
has not been moving quick enough.

71. In what way would you suggest that it could be 
improved?—I suppose it would require more officials. 
The first thing is to provide land to which these people 
would be migrated.

72. Deputy lierney.—You are acquainted with the 
work of the old Congested Districts Board?— Yes. The 
old Board did a tremendous lot of work for the poor, 
but there is one thing I would like to see. I would like 
to see land purchase pushed forward.

73. Mr. Moriarty.—You say the fishing industry
should be organised on modern lines?—Yes. With
steam trawlers, large vessels which will occupy the men 
during their whole time without any connection with 
the land or other industries, and that railway facilities 
be provided in connection with the, fishing fleet.

74. Do you think there is much likelihood of that 
coming along for some time yet?—I fear there is nor, 
but if it is to be adequate at all I think it ought to 
be adequate from the beginning.

75. Deputy Tierney.—Do you think it is possible to 
have Government administration and organisation of 
an industry on thad scale involving, perhaps, hundreds 
of thousands of pounds capital?—I  don’t believe the 
Government would be quite able to do it from the 
financial point of view, but when we see boats coming 
over here every day from other places, it must be a 
lucrative job.

76. Do you know if any attempt has ever been made 
to draw the attention of probable investors in the fish 
business to the gold mine that these men are working 
outside our doors? Do the commercial people of Sligo 
advert to the fact that strangers are taking the fish?— 
I don't think they have gone in for that kind of fish
ing. The only connection they have with fishing is

1 with the salmon fishing.
77. That is done on a small scale?— Yes.
78. Do you think it would be possible to develop the 

spirit of the fishing population on this coast so that 
the men going into these boats to fisli would stay away, 
if necessary, six weeks at the time?—The men along 
this coast are either fishing or working their little 
holdings. They are lost between both. They are 
neither one thing nor the other; they are neither 
farmers nor fishermen. The old Congested Districts 
Board did a great deal to establish curing 
stations. I remember in 1903 when I  came to Bally- 
castle an effort was made to teach the people to clean 
the fish, but the drawback was that there were no people 
to get the fish out of the sea. The foreigners had their 
boats at work all through the west. That is going on 
still. Several times the question has been, examined 
but nothing has been done. We were told that a pier 
at Belderrig could be built for £5,090', and another 
pier at £10,900 alongside which you could bring the 
biggest liners afloat.

79. We have heard that all that was wanted was a 
good pier. We have several other places where there 
are piers and no fish is landed at them?—I am quite 
certain if you had a proper pier at Belderrig it would 
be used.

80. Deputy Tierney.—Do you think a considerable 
profit could be made if the pier was built?—I do.

81. Do you think it would be an advantage to draw 
the attention of some commercial magnate to the op
portunity of developing the fishing along this coast?— 
I think it would. It must be a paying proposition 
when all these trawlers come here.

82. The Government might give, assistance, but un
less there is a certain amount provided for the enter-
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prise it is very hard for the Government to get very 
far ahead with it?—1 dare say there would be a good 
start if the Government took it up.

So. Don’t you think it would be worth while for the 
people of the district to take it up themselves?—The 
people you refer to are very poor people.

8-1. Is it not an extraordinary thing that you can 
get no great interest and enthusiasm in the district for 
tins project, which has such possibilities in it?—You 
will get plenty of local support but you won’t get 
airgead sios.

* * * * * *

The followinij statement submitted by Pddraig 
Bairrnd, Ant-tiru-ith Thiar, Bun-na-h-Aibhne,
Beal an Athu, had been circulated to the Com
missioners : —

.Ytf L i m i s t r i r i  C o e l o i h a .
1. Ceanntair Gaelaeha atá uile i nlorrus, Co. Mhui- 

gheó ach amháin Baile Mór, Béal-an-Mhuirtidh agus 
Baile Mór Beanncor Iorrus. Tá an dá bhaile sin 
Breae-Ghaelach. Tig leis na daoine an teangaidh a 
labhairt go maith ar fud na tuaithe.

Eiarnchiin.

2. Nil oifigigh no cléirigh an Riaglialtais, nó na 
mbuird Puibli ag déunamh pioc ar son na Gaedhilge 
ach ag iarraidh an teangaidh a mharbhadh. Agus 
nil aon Ghaedhilg ag aon duine aca ach cléireach na 
cúirte duithche Beal an Mhuirthidh. Tig liom fian- 
aise a thabhairt faoi an rud a rinne na cigiri atá faoi 
Coiinisiún na Talmhain an Eireann, in Iorrus. Bhi 
fear a bhi os cionn lucht oibre (gaffer) agus ata ina 
thogha Ghaedhilgeoir. Tháinic leis a gnaithe a 
dheunamh tn'd Gaedhilge, glaodhadh sé an rolla gach 
maidin in Gaedhilg. Cuireadh as an bpost é gan 
lucht d’fhághail ar a ehuid oibre, agus cuiieadh fear 
ina áit nach bhfuil focal Gaedhilge aige. An leigheas : 
dhá bhliadhain a thabhairt dos na Cigiri agus Cléirí 
sa nGaedhltacht an Gaedhilge d ’fhoghluim, nó iad 
athrughadh go dti an Galltacht agus feasta gan aon 
oifigeach a chur go dti an Gaeltacht ach oifigeach 
atá ina Ghaedhilgeoir.

Oideachns.
.■>. Ni fheicim oideachas an lae indiu a dheunamh 

aon athrughadh mór, ins na ceanntair Gaelaeha taobh 
amuigh des na sgoltacha, mar nach labhrann na 
páisdí a fhurmhór móran Gaedhilge agus nil go 
leór aca ro mhaith a labhairt na teangainn. An leig
heas : níos mó corá agus seanchas a dhéanamh trid 
Gaedhilge, gan an bireadh úsáid a bhaint as na 
leabhra, na miíinteóirí na páisdí a chur faoi sgrúdú 
uair sa ráithe ar a laghad. Cócaireacht agus feiléi- 
reaeht a múnadh níos feárr, mar is é fhorus do 
bhuachailli agus do chailini a caithfidh an áit féin 
do fhagaint.

( 'úrsaí Mail earhtana.
4. An t-iasgaireacht agus déunanih an lása, an bun 

•obair is mó in Iorrus. Tig an t-iasgaireacht a déun- 
amh nios seasamhaidhe ach báid níos fearr d'fhágh- 
hail, gléas nó iasgaireacht an lae indiu, bealach 
d ’fbághail leis an t-iasg a thabhairt go luath go dti 
an margadh—sin both ar iarainn a chur go dti Iorrus. 
an lása margadh nios fearr a sholathair ins na tiri 
■eile. Agus obair maith eile, na tailtí bán a roinn 
idir na daoine agus gabhaltas nios mó a thabhairt do 
gach tionónta. Lucht airgid a mhealladh le h-oibre- 
acha a chur ar bun sa Gaeltacht. Oifig a chur ar bun 
no (bureau) c-hun obair d ’fhághail sa Galltacht do 
gach Gaedhilgeóir ón nGaeltacht atá a sothláir oibre, 
agus a caithfidh a áit fein d’fhághailt. Agus é a 
bheith de chúram ar gach duine a geobhfas obair nó 
post trid an oifig sin a ndicheall a dheúnamh an 
Gaedhilge do sgapadh agus iad geall a glacadh sin 
a dheúnamh.

G-rnerdlta.
5. Ní féidir ach na daoine sa Gaeltacht comhartha 

a caitheamh—an fáinne—is é is feárr.

PADRAIG B AIRE AD, examined.
English rendering of evidence given in Irish.

1. An Fear M6r.—You are a teacher?—Yes.
2. An Irish teacher?—Yes, in an Irish-speaking 

district.
3. Do the children speak Irish there?—The majority 

of the people speak Irish.
4. Have you anything special to add to what you

have said in your statement?—Yes. The old people
speak Irish, but the children don’t speak 
much Irish. I have spoken to fathers and 
mothers and asked them why they do not speak 
Irish to their children. They say “ What is the good 
of our speaking Irish to them.”  When I tell them 
that at least it is no harm to them to know Irish, they 
say the children will have to leave this place and go 
to other countries, and what good is Irish to them 
then ?

5. You think that is doing great harm to Irish ?— 
It is.

6. There is no chance of Irish living unless this is 
changed ?—It will die unless there is a change.

7. As long as it continues it will be bad for Irish?— 
It will.

8. What is the remedy ?—The remedy is to give a 
better livelihood to the people at home. The first 
thing is to give them more land so that the people who 
are now going to other countries can stay at home. 
I know of large families having to live on about three 
acres, sometimes divided into several small patches.

9. Have you thought of any way in which they 
could be given more land?—Y’ es.

10. Is there land to be got?—There are waste lands 
in the place.

11. Do you think it is right to buy land and divide 
it ?—That has been demanded for twenty years since 
the first Land Act was passed.

12. And nothing has been done yet ?—Very little.
13. As the matter stands now it is a long time to 

wait?—As far as I can see here nothing is being 
done.

14. Do you think the Government should deal with 
the matter as the Congested Districts Board did?— 
I do, and it should be done as soon as possible.

15. There is not much use depending on the Land 
Commission, because they are dealing with big es
tates?—I don’t think there is any use in waiting for 
the Land Commission to do it.

16. What language do the pensions officers, clerks, 
and other officials dealing with the people speak?— 
English.

17. And what do the people speak to them?—Broken 
English. I know people who know no English and 
they try to speak English to the officials.

18. Officials from the Saorstát Government?—Yes. 
Some of them are trying to learn Irish now.

19. If the officials spoke Irish would that advance 
the language ?—It would.

20. Do you think it is right for the Government 
to send English-speaking officials into the Irish
speaking districts ?—They may say that they did not 
send them, that they were there already.

21. Do you think such people in the Irish-speak
ing districts should be compelled to learn Irish?— 
They should get two years in which to learn Irish 
and continue using Irish then. I would not like to 
deprive any man of his job, but if he did not know 
Irish after the two years I would send him to an 
English-speaking district.

22. An injustice is being done to Irish and to the 
Irish speakers at present?—Yes, a great injustice.

23. Is there anything else you would recommend 
in addition to the division of land; what about the fish 
ing?—Yes, the fishing should be developed.

24. Are there good fishermen in the district?—There 
are. They fish with line.

25. Do you know Falmore'r-—I do. Do you know 
the people there?—I know most of them.

26. W7ere you ever fishing with them ?—No.
27. There is not a good pier there ?—No.
28. There ought to be a good pier?—Yes.
29. Damage is caused because of the want of a pier? 

—Yes. There are often heavy gales there.
30. You think it is important that something should 

be done for the fishermen and that land should be
' got for the people?—Yes.
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31. You think there should be some kind of a 
Bureau in Dublin to get work for the people ?—I 
think it would do great good.

32. Do you think the people would go to work in 
places in Ireland rather than go to Scotland or Eng
land?—I am sure they would. They would prefer to 
get a living in this country if they could. I often 
meet people who have been' in England and America 
and they would prefer to stay here than to live in 
any other country.

33. Do you think it would be a good answer to 
people who complain about too much Irish in the 
schools, if it could be said that something was to be 
got out of Irish ?—I think it would be a good defence 
of Irish against those who attack it if you could say 
that anything would be got out of it.

34. Pádraig 0 Cadhla.—Are you a district teacher 
of Irish ?—I was teaching Irish for a time. I ex
changed situations when the trouble began. I had 
to go into the army.

35. You know the state of Irish in your district ?— 
Yes.

36. Have you ever found the people there opposed 
to the speaking of Irish ?—They are delighted to speak 
it.

37. They have a love for the language?—Yes, they 
are glad to hear it.

38. Is this respect for the language helped by the 
education given through Irish in the schools?—Yes. 
There is good work being done in the schools in 
reading and writing Irish. It is my opinion that 
more attention should be paid to oral Irish than to 
books. Prizes should also be given to the children. 
The teacher could examine the children and give 
prizes to the best.

39. Deputy Tierney.—At telling a story?—Yes, or 
conversation. A great deal depends on the book used.

40. P. Ú  Cadhla.—Is  the catechism taught in 
Irish ?—It is.

41. An Fear Mór.—In all the schools?—Yes.
42. P. Ó Cadhla.—Are they confirmed in Irish ?—I 

don’t know if that is done.
43. An Fear Mur.—You collect songs and stories 

from the people?—Yes.
44. Have you collected many?—Yes, I have some.
45. Have the people many stories and songs ?—They 

have, and their own file.
46. Deputy Tierney.—An old man?—Yes.
47. Do you think the Government should do some

thing to collect these stories and songs ?—That would 
be a good thing.

48. An Fean Mór,—Is there a danger that if this 
old man dies his stories and songs will die with him ? 
—Unless they are written down.

49. Deputy Tierney.—The teachers ought to do 
that?—Yes.

* * * * * *
The following statement submitted by Aodh De 

Poor, Baile Vi Fhiachdin, Co. Mhuigheó, had been 
circulated to the Commissioners : —

ACAILL BEAG, ACAILL MOR, AN CURRAN.

I. R iarachain—
(1) An sagart paráiste—togha Gaedhilgeóra. Is an- 

namh a chloistear focal Gaedhilge uaidh ó’n Altóir 
amhthach.

(2) Na Seipilineacha—Gaedhilg ag duine aca agus 
is Gaedheal é. Nil Gaedhilg ag an mbeirt eile.

(3) An Dochtúir—Gan Gaedhilg.
(4) An Banaltra—Gan Gaedhilg.
(5) An Giustis—Tá Gaedhilge aige agus oibrigheann 

sé i amannta.
(6) Cléireach na Cúirte—Tá Gaedhilge aige.
(7) Na Gárdaí Síothchána—Tá Gaedhilg ag an 

Eearsint.
(8) Oifigeach Cáin agus Custuim—Nil aon Gaedhilg 

aige. Sasannach iseadh é.
(9) Oifig an Posta—Tá Gaedhilg ag an Post Máistir 

agus ag na fearraibh posta.
(10) Oifigeach ó Roinn na Talmhuiochta — Nil 

focal aige.

(11) Oifigeach na mBocht—Tá Gaedhilge aige. Dá 
mbéadh sé de mhisneach aca seo uilig an teanga do 
labhairt lais na daoinibh déanfad sé maitheas do’n 
teanga. Bheidis na eisiomplar do na comarsannaibh.

2. Oideachas—
(1) An cuid is mó de na h-oidibh sgoile tá an teanga 

go maith aca.
(2) Lorht—Múintear go maith i ach nil mé cinnte go 

dtugtar a shaith aire do labhairt na teangain. Is 
doiligh nós do bhriseadh. Tá an clár ró mhór freisin 
agus teastuigheann leabhair teicniciúla chomh maith.

(3) Is cuma leis na daoinibh ach na páistí do chur 
go h-Alban chomhluath agus is féidir leó mar tá siad 
boclit agus teastuigheann airgead uatha. Fágann na 
páistí an sgoil tiomchoall ar 12 blian d’aois.

(4) Leigheas-(n) Labhairt na Gaedhilge feadh an 
lae sa sgoil. (b) Clar do dhéanú nios simpli sa oaoi 
gur furus do’n oide an teanga d’oibriú ar feadh an lae. 
(c) Tinnreamh do bheith riachtanach suas go 16 
bliana d’aois agus pionós trom do chur ar dhuine 
nach gcuireann a chlann chun na sgoile.

3. Cursai Maireachtanna—
(1) Tá neart iasg tart an gcósta. Bídís in a n-iasga- 

raibh maithe fadó sul má mhill na h-iasgairi gaile an 
cuan orra. Teastuigheann uatha báid, gléasanna, 
calaidheacha agus margadh.

(2) In nDuibheacha agus insa C’haol tá déantúsáin 
cniotála. Is féidir iad sin do mhéadú.

(3) Bíodh figheadóireacht lin agus olna ann fadó. 
Ait maith do caoraibh é. D’fhasfadh lin go breágli 
ann. Ba cheart figheadh-óireaeht lin agus olna 
d ’aithbheochaint.

(4) Cé is móite de cniotáil sa Chaol agus lasai ag 
Gob a Choire nil aon oideachas teicnicúil ann. Bhiodh 
ranng siúinéarachta ann agus d’ fhreastal cuid mhaith 
air. Ach cuireadh deire leis blianta ó shoin.
(5) Ni feidir obair do chur ar bun a thiubhradh sliche 

beatha do na daoinibh go léir mar tá an iomarca diobh 
ann. Ba mhaith an nid cuid aca d’athrú ach iad do 
ehoinneál le cede in dreamanna agus féacháil chuige 
go labhrann siad an teanga le na gclann. Má fluig- 
hann siad buntáiste as labhairt na teangain labhro- 
chaidh siad í. Dá mbéadh duais éigin nó laghdú 
ciosa ag dul do’n lion tighe ba Ghaedhealaighe tá mé 
cinnte go ndéanfadh sé maitheas mór.

(6) Cuideochadh ráin ar éadaighibh gallda leis na 
mion déantúsaí cniotála atá ann cheana.

(7) Eolas ar chomh maith is tá iasg mar bhiadh do 
scaibeadh imeasg na daoine ar an rr.hor thir agus 
slighe scaipithe an eisg ar md an cheanntair ar 
luach réasúnta cuideochadh siad leis an iasgaireacht. 
Nil mórán measa ag rauinntir na tire seo ar iasg.

<K) Imthigbeann muinntir Acla na geeadtaibh go 
Sasanna agus go h-Alban na spailpinibh gach blian. 
Ni maith dóibh, dá n-anmannaibh nó dá gcolannaibh 
é seo. Is feidhmeamhail iad mar oibrini iad. Ba 
choir go mbéadh obair le fághail dóibh ar fud na 
h-Eireann, ach a mbéadli feilméirí na h-Eireann sásta 
págh ceart do thabhairt dóibh.

(9) Bhi Acaill agus an Currán clúduighthe fá cran- 
naibh, Bamhaith an gniomh a athchlúdughadh. 
Bhéarfadh sé obair do chuid mhaith daoine.

4. Generalta.
(1) Ní dhéanfainn aon difrigheacht idir Gaedheal- 

tacht agus Breac Gaedhealtacht már ansan dá áit 
bionn Gaedhilg ag na daoine fásta,

(2) Chun an teanga do shabháil sa Ghaedhealtacht 
agus sa Bhreac Ghaedhealtacht ba choir Gaedhilg do 
bheith ag gach oifigeach den Rialtas (agus ni cuirim 
a leath taoibh an sagart). Ba choir do Gaedhilg agus 
Gaelhilg amháin do labhairt leis na daoinibh. Ni 
coir do dhuine ar bith a rádh leo gan Béarla do 
labhairt mar is mór an peacadh e seo in 
aghaidh na teangain ac-h ba choir do feae- 
haint chuige nach labhruigheann sé féin aon 
Bhéarla leó. Gnás an Bhéarla atá orra ach brisfidh 
siad an gnás sin nuair a feiceann siad na daoine atá 
ós a gcionn ag síor labhairt na Gaedhilge. Anoir a 
thánaig an Bhéarla, anoir iseadh caithfidh an Ghaed- 
hilg do theacht.

i2adh Meitheamh, 1925.
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AODH DE PAOR, examined.
English rendering of eridencc given in Irish.

1. An Fear Mór,—You sent in a statement in Irish ? 
—Yes.

2. Do you wish to be questioned in Irish ?—Yes.
3. Is there anything you wish to add to what you 

have sent in ?—I think I have said practically every
thing I had to say. I would like to emphasise that 
if we want to save the language we must show that 
it is an advantage to the people to have it.’ At present 
jthe Irish speakers say that riches go with English 
and poverty with Irish. Gardaí Síothchána, clerks, 
officials, and such people speak English. A great in
justice is done to children by not sending them to 
school regularly. I think they should be compelled 
to attend school. If there is any excuse for keeping 
them at home, they will be kept at home, and if 
they have to go to America they will have neither 
Irish nor English. Compulsory attendance should be 
enforced, and the only excuse that should be accepted 
is a doctor’s certificate. The people who know Irish 
have a responsibility to their children. They should 
speak it to them, and they should send them to 
school to be properly educated. Irish is dying here 
in Erris. It is not possible to injure English in this 
country. It is firmly established and the parents 
need have no fear that their children will not have all 
the English they want if they have to emigrate. If 
the people would stop speaking English children 
would get puier English from their teachers 
and from the books. Book English is a 
splendid thing and book Irish is a bad thing. 
Oral Irish should be taught in the schools. 
No English should be used in giving instruction in 
the schools. If you teach English, teach English— 
teach it as a subject. Every order given to the 
children and every advice should be in Irish. That 
will make the language a reality in the work of the 
school and will get the children into the habit of using 
it- I find some misapprehensions in this country re
garding the teaching of languages to children. Give 
me young c h ild re n  a n d  whatever la n g u a g e  I speak to 
them inside two years at most they will speak that lan
guage. I had one boy living with me to whom I spoke 
nothing but Irish and within six months that child 
was able to speak Irish. In the schools it would be 
;better to speak nothing but Irish in the lower stan
dards. They will then understand Irish and it will be 
possible to teach everything else through the medium 
of Irish. I had to learn things myself through the 
medium of French and Spanish, an d  plenty of other 
things in Latin when I was studying for the priest
hood. When I understood anything in these lan
guages I was able to discuss it in any language I 
knew. The essential thing is to understand the 
language first. As regards the question of dialects, 
it is better to use the dialect of the place at the 
outset. The other dialects can be dealt with after
wards. If the fathers and mothers want their children 
to have good English they will speak Irish to them 
and leave the teaching of English to the schools. 
Plenty of people go to America without knowing any 
English. Many Poles go to America without Eng
lish. Upton Sinclair in one of his books tells of the 
Pole who knew only one word of English—Job. He 
wanted to get a job—to get a slice of the pudding. 
I don’ t think it would be any great loss to people 
to go to America knowing only Irish, but there is no 
likelihood that anybody will go from Ireland now 
without knowing English. It is not fair education in 
English that Americans want, but people who can 
work.

4. An Fean Mór.—You • were teaching in Achill
Beag?—I was.

5. How many years ?—Ten years.
6. Were the children who came to school then Irish 

speakers when they came?—I am certain they were 
not. There are people now who say they were, but 
If I was dying this moment, I would say they did not 
speak Irish when they came to school. I would swear 
they did not speak a word of Irish.

7. When they were leaving school they did ?—Yes, 
and they have it now. There are people from Achill 
here. They did not help me. Perhaps I was too 
much in earnest'. I  did that work when the inspectors 
and everybody in charge of education were against

Irish. From the time I entered the school I iid not 
speak English to the pupils. I did my best to teach 
the Catechism to the children in Irish, and I got a 
great deal of trouble over it,

8. You have a list of officials and other people who 
don’t know Irish in Achill?—Yes.

9. Do you think they do great harm?—I am cer
tain they do. If they did their work in Irish the 
people would he fully satisfied to speak Irish to 
them. The people are not against Irish. The speak
ing of English is only a fashion introduced from 
outside. If officials and others made it a practice 
to speak Irish the people would speak it.

10. You spent some years in Spain?—Yes.
10a. Did you ever meet in that country doctors 

and officials who could not do their work in the 
language of the country?—Oh, I never did. It is 
a false idea to think that English is spoken throughout 
the world.

11. When you reach the dock at Ostend you know 
that?—Yes. When the French fishermen came in 
here their language was French.

12. As regards a livelihood for the people do you 
think it would be right to take them from the place 
in which they are and send them to better land in 
Meath or some other place?—Yes, to send them in 
colonies.

13. How many families would it be necessary to 
I send ?—About 120 families.

14. If you do that you will have to send them in 
sufficient numbers to ensure that they will continue 
to use Irish. How many families would be 
necessary for that?—You would have in twenty 
families of five persons each, one hundred persons.

15. Would you not want a thousand?—Yes, to be 
certain that Irish would be kept alive.

16. You think it is necessary to have a tax on
foreign manufactures coming in here?—Yes. I
would tax everything not made in Ireland

17. Don’t you understand that that would make 
things dearer ?—I don’t see why it should. It is said 
it makes things dearer, but why should it.

18. The tax on boots?—Yes.
18a. If you want a pair of boots and they are not 

Irish, you will have to pay 2s. 6d. extra?—Yes.
19. People in Achill were complaining to us about 

the tax on boots, one woman said it was a shame? 
They have got bootmakers. They could make boots 
for the district.

20. You think it is right to protect these indus
tries?—Yes. They had knitting there. Hundreds of 
things come from England now that are not as good. 
They ought to be taxed.

21. Is English or Irish spoken in the schools?— 
When I left the school Irish was spoken. The 
teacher who came after me did his best for Irish, but 
English was dominant. You would get little help in 
speaking Irish at that time.

* * * * * *

The fallowing statement submitted by Tomás 
M a c  Phiiidin, Hon. S e c .  BelmuUet Branch
I.N.T.O., BOj/s’ School, BelmuUet, had been cir
culated to the Commissioners :—

I have been directed to forward you, the report of s 
special meeting of above Branch, held in BelmuUet, 
Saturday, 9th May, 1925. The meeting was summoned 
for the purpose of collecting evidence with regard to 
Irish as a spoken language in this Branch area, which 
includes all Erris. ,

Statistics furnished by the teachers of the various 
schools show that only five of the thirty schools in 
the Branch area were situated in what could be truly 
classed as Irish-speaking districts. (Only those districts 
in which the school-going population had a knowledge 
of Irish from home were regarded from the point of 
view of the meeting as Irish-speaking). In the case 
of the remaining twenty-five schools, while the parents 
invariably know Irish, it was shown that they did not 
speak Irish to their children, so that the school-going 
•population was predominantly, and in most cases 
wholly English-speaking. Further, in all districts 
within the Branch area the local administration is 
carried on solely in English.

The following remedies were suggested :—
1 . Free school books and requisites.
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2. That special preparatory schools be established in
the Gaeltacht in which Irish-speaking children 
would receive free such training as would enable 
them to enter training colleges and so become 
teachers.

3. That the question of economic holdings be settled.
4. That fishing be developed—by the erection of piers

where necessary, the supplying of suitable boats 
and nets, the establishment of curing stations, 
and providing facilities for quick transport of fish 
to markets.

5. The development of the kelp industry and also of
lace-making.

(Signed) TOMAS MAC PHAIDlN, O.S.
2nd July, 1925. (Rúnaidhe).

* * * * * *

TOMAS MAC PHAIDlN, examined.
1. An Fear Mót.—Do you wish to be examined in 

Irish or English?—I sent in. a written statement in 
English.

2. Is there anything else you wish to add?—There is 
nothing more. The statement was drawn up by the 
Belmullet Branch of the Irish National Teachers’ 
Organisation.

3. You are sent to represent them?—Yes.
4. You teach here in the town?—Yes.
5. How do you find matters with regard to instruc

tion in Irish?—There is no hardship where the parents 
know Irish, but a lot of the parents in Erris cannot 
speak Irish. The parents say there is too much time 
given to Irish and that there is nothing for it.

6. Too much time given to Irish in the schools here? 
—Yes.

7. When English was introduced into the schools the 
people then were not speaking English to the children? 
—I don’t think so.

8. So that excuse falls to the ground?—Yes, but it 
is a very good excuse.

9. When it was a case of learning English Irish was 
spoken in the homes?—Yes.

10. Even with English as the language of the home, 
do you think it is possible to give a good knowledge 
-of Irish to a child who comes to school regularly for 
eight or ten years?—Of course it is. It is possible to 
make children who attend from four years of age to 
fourteen fluent,Irish speakers.

11. Then our education system is on right lines and 
it would not be correct to say that by educating the 
boys and girls of this town through the medium of 
Irish their English or their education would sufler?—I 
think it would improve them to have two languages. 
You would have to teach the child one language.

12. You are not one of those who believe that the 
present position of Irish in the schools is bad for the 
education of the children?—As far as I understand the 
question, I think it would help education to have plenty 
Irish in the schools.

1-3. Have you any suggestion that might remedy the 
complaint that you make that by using English in the 
homes the parents are not co-operating with the 
teachers?—If it could be brought home to the parents 
that their children stand to gain something by their 
speaking Irish to them you might have a remedy. As 
it is, they are opposed to Irish. They see people with 
English getting all the jobs.

14. It never occurs to them at all that education 
enters into it?—It is just a question of bread arid 
butter. You cannot blame them because everything 
practically is denied to them if they don’t know Eng
lish.

15. You would advocate making Irish ai real live ques
tion in all examinations for public positions?—Oh,
certainly.

16. You would advocate that all public positions 
should be given to people who know Irish?—Oh, yes; 
but in that way there may be some people who would 
have a thorough knowledge of Irish but in other ways 
might not be quite competent.

17. Other things being equal?—Certainly; I would 
give it to the person educated in the Irish language 
first.

18. You suggest free books and requisites for the

children?—Yes, I think that is rather important. Long 
ago the books were much cheaper than now. In the 
higher standards now books are a serious item, and 
some of the parents cannot pay for them- I don’t think 
there’s a teacher who does not lose at least fifty per 
cent, of what he pays for books.

19. Deputy Tierney.—I suppose that would be one 
argument against the teaching of Irish?—They com
plain sometimes that the books cost too much.

20. Do you think an improvement could be made if 
we went back to the old system of the Board of Edu
cation of issuing its own text-books entirely?—I don’t 
think so.

21. You don’t think the present type of text-books 
unsuitable?—Oh, there’s a large variety to select from 
now. That is better than having one set that might 
not be suitable for everybody.

22. An Fear Mór.—You don’t think it would be 
better to charge a small price for the text books than 
to give them free altogether ?—I was thinking of the 
present cost which is entirely too high.

23. Depuy Tierney.—How would it work if you had 
a charge for the English books and gave the Irish 
books free?—That might do.

24. You suggest that preparatory schools be estab
lished in the Gaeltacht. I would like to get your 
idea as to what type of college you suggest, whether 
residential college or a simple day school, what type 
of instruction and through what medium the instruc
tion should be given?—In the schools around this 
district you find very intelligent children in many 
places, children who can speak Irish from the first 
day they are able to speak. They leave school at 
fourteen or fifteen to go to' work with the spade. 
If schools could be established, an entrance exami
nation in Irish held, and all subjects taught through 
Irish, h lot could be done for these children I sug
gest that the school should he free of charge whether 
it be a day school or a residential school.

25. Do you think you would be able to get a suffi
cient number of scholars in any district to make a 
day school a success?—I think you would have to 
combine it and have day pupils and boarders, have 
all subjects taught through Irish, and let them be 
sent for civil service and other examinations.

26. Who do you suggest should finance a school 
of that type ?—I don’t know. The people themselves 
could not afford to pay anything for the education 
of their children, and it would arouse opposition if 
it were put on the rates.

27. Do you think it could be done by some system 
of scholarships ?—There is a system of scholarships 
from the primary to the secondary schools.

28. Do you think that would be extensive enough 
to cater for a school of that type?—I don’t think it 
would.

29. You would not, perhaps, have any other class 
of instruction given except what would lead to the 
teaching profession ?—I am satisfied that you would 
have ail classes of instruction. My idea is to1 get 
teachers who are real Irish enthusiasts and the coun
try would then become Irish.

.30. Don’t you think that outside the teaching pro
fession altogether there is a necessity for higher 
education in the Gaeltacht?—Yes, there is.

31. The children who attend schools in the poorer 
districts in the Gaeltacht have nothing to look up 
to at all—no higher school. They want some induce
ment to continue their studies to get something 
worth having in the way of positions in the State ?— 
Yes, there should be some sort of continuation 
schools where these students could attend in the 
evening and qualify for positions.

32. There has been some complaint that the 
scholarships available very seldom fall ,to the lot 
of students from the Irish-speaking districts. I 
should like if you could explain why that happened? 
—It is a thing I  could not explain. The children 
concentrate on Irish for these examinations. As far 
as I know very little turns on Irish at the examina
tion. There was a rather stiff course in Irish re
quired for it. It was supposed to be very stiff.

33. Do you believe that the system of examination 
for these scholarships does not take into considera
tion the conditions in the Irish-speaking districts? 
—It does not. English in these examinations still 
occupies the premier place.
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34. Have you any suggestion to make to improve ; 
the position of Irish ?—Unless something is done to 
give the people a chance of living there will be no 
Irish in a short time. The Irish speakers are leaving 
and those who will stay see no advantage in speak
ing the language.

35. What do you think of the scheme of migration ? 
—I don’t know if the people would go.

36. Do you think they would?-—There are a great 
many of them who would not.

37. Would the young people go ?—The young people 
would go, but if you bring the young people, unless 
you get the right kind, the danger is that they will 
drop Irish and take up English unless there is some 
inducement to continue Irish. If the people find 
Irish will pay they will speak it. Patriotism is all 
right until it touches their pockets.

* * * * * *
The following statement submitted by Francis 

Moran, X T., Saula Xational School, had been circu
lated to the Commissioners :—

Adreise Influences-.—National Schools, contact 
with British, situation of locality.

(furraun, Derreens, Saula.—Irish-speaking, because 
of the remoteness from public highway traversed by 
foreigners who sneered at Irish.

Achillbeg, Dooega, Bullsmouth.—Partly Irish
speaking, though quite as remote from the public 
highway, but foreign influence operated from British 
coastguard stations situated in each of these districts.

Bunnacurry, Binnacurry, Touragee.—Partly Irish
speaking, skirting public highway.

The Valley.—English. Proximity to Nangle and
his English-speaking entourage, and being the seat 
of Lord Cavan and succeeding landlords.

Crumpaun, Booagh, Dukinella.—English-speaking. 
(1) Coastguards at Keel; (2) migration to Scotland 
much earlier than the people of Upper Achill; (3) 
landlords; (4) tourists wanted only English-speak
ing guides.

To Irishise Knghsh-speahing Villages.
(1) Prove to the inhabitants that it is advantageous 

as well as patriotic to foster the Irish language; 
this can he done in many ways : —

Í2 )  Let all local appointments be by merit, giving 
the Irish speaker fifty per cent, preferment 
over a non-Irish speaker.

(3) Restore full pension of 10s. to all old age Irish
speaking pensioners, and introduce legislation 
granting such pensions to all Irish-speaking 
enthusiasts on reaching the age of 65.

(4) Give special increments to teachers whose 
schools and districts show marked advance 
towards being scheduled as Irish-speaking.

(5) Show the people that Irish is not synonymous 
with poverty; that it is a desirable acquisition 
rather than a handicap by immediately ex
changing all English-speaking officials in their 
midst for officials who can talk Irish and who 
are enthusiastic for its revival.

(6) Supply school books (Irish and English) free 
to the children of parents who genuinely co. 
operate with the teachers in theii efforts to 
Irishise their school district.

(7) Establish an Irish training college in Achill 
and revive Aereachteanna; let all official docu
ments for Connaught be written in Irish corres
ponding to the Connaught dialect.

*  -  *  *  *  *

F. MORAN, N.T., Saula, era mined.
1. An Fear M ór— Have you anything to say in 

addition to what you have suggested here?—With 
regard to the extent of Irish in Achill. we have 
seventeen schools in Achill and in eight of these 
the bilingual programme is being taught success
fully. As a whole you may class the first part as 
Gaeltacht, an Irish-speaking district, but whilst 
saying that there is about half a parish which is 
English-speaking. They have a partiality for 
speaking English, even old Irish people who know 
Irish. In Upper Achill they are all intensely Irish
speaking places. These are causes for the existence 
of purely English-speaking districts side by side with

purely Irish-speaking districts; The national schools 
had-a very adverse influence- at one' time. I remember 
in my own school-going days children' were punished 
for speaking Irish even during playtime As the 
emoluments depended, to a large extent, upon the 
results of the examination, it was- to the teacher’s 
advantage to get the children to speak English, and 
in that way Irish got a set back. There were some 
other places where the children were not so much 
under the teacher’s influence. That is one reason 
why you will find a part of Achill to-day purely Irish- 
speaking and another part preponderatingly English- 
speaking. The second reason that I give is contact 
with strangers- I agree with An Paorach with re
gard to the coastguards. They had a very adverse 
influence on the language. They were practically 
all English, and all spoke English to the people! in 
the immediate surroundings. That had a great in
fluence on the side of the English language Even 
though the people of Achill Beag did talk English, 
they all knew Irish well. I spent a few years in 
Achill Beag before Mr. Power’s time there. The 
people did know Irish, but they had a greater parti
ality for English. They thought it was more 
fashionable. The situation of the locality had much 
to do with it. The people situated along 
the public road were brought into’ contact with 
strangers coming into the island. That gave them 
an opportunity of picking up English that the people 
in districts remote from the public road did not get. 
The western part of Achill which is (a touTist re
sort), and that is one of the chief reasons why Lower 
Achill is more English-speaking than Upper Achill. The 
tourists came English-speaking. They required guides, 
and Irish-speaking guides would be no earthly use to 
them. The people saw that it was to their advantage 
to speak English, and they tried to speak it Another 
rea-son. why Lower Achill is less Gaelic is that its 
people migrated to Scotland and England in bigger 
numbers, and at an earlier date than the people of 
Upper Achill did. Flow are we going to Irishise these 
districts again? I suggest that if you want to Irishise 
the district and to make it a real Irish-speaking district 
at the present day, you must prove to the inhabitants 
that it is an advantage as well as a patriotic duty for 
them to foster the Irish language and speak it. I 
don’t think there is much chance of the people learn
ing Irish or using it from patriotic or sentimental 
reasons alone. One suggestion that I might make is 
that all local appointments be by merit, doing away 
with favouritism, and, other things equal, giving the 
Irish speaker preference to the extent of 50 per cent, 
over the non-Irish speaker. For years past local coun
cils have passed resolutions to the effect that in all 
appointments preference will be given to Irish speakers 
other things being equal. If you want to show the 
people of the Gaeltacht that it is an advantage to 
them to study the Irish language and foster it, you 
must give them some kind of preference, because 
these resolutions of the local councils were not ob
served; they were not honoured. They were 
honoured more in the breach than in the observance. 
The experience was that it was not the Irish lan
guage but the number of votes that a candidate could 
influence that got him the position. Those of us who 
said to the people of the Gaeltacht that if their 
children studied Irish they would get positions 
found that the people saw that it was not the Irish 
of the candidate at all that got him the work, but 
the influence, and they said it was all moonshine, 
we have been fooled. My second suggestion would 
be that the shilling be restored to the old age pen
sioners in all parts of the Gaeltacht. They are all 
Irish speakers, and when these old people die out I am 
afraid the succeeding generations will not be so 
intensely Irish-speaking. These old people feel very 
much that their pension has been cut down by a 
shilling a week. They all agree, whatever you may 
think, that they have been badly treated, and if 
it were possible to do so, I would suggest that you 
restore the full pension of ten shillings to all Irish
speaking pensioners, especially those parents who co
operate with the teachers in Irishising the district. 
These people are very poor, and you want to show 
that Irish is not synonymous with poverty, that 
it is desirable rather than a handicap. Another 
suggestion I would make is that school books
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in English and- Irish should be supplied free 
to the children of the Gaeltacht, and that an Irish 
training college be established in Achill.. These 
colleges are going to be established in the Irish
speaking districts, and I would suggest that one be 
established in Achill which will show the people that 
there is something in the language and that it is not 
exactly the poor people who are now anxious to 
learn Irish. Public documents should be in Irish 
and Irish type used. It should for Connaught be in 
the Connaught di.alect. My reason for saying that is 
that official documents come from the various De
partments in Dublin. It is very nice to see them 
coming in Irish, but when you read them to the 
people they tell you ’tis not Irish' at all. I read 
them for a man of eighty years of age, and he said 
there were words used in them he had never heard 
before. If they decide to- get words that the people 
vould understand it would have a very favourable effect 
upon them. The public officials you have are English 
speakers, and they have been there for some time. 
My suggestion would be that these people be trans
ferred to English-speaking districts and Irish-speak
ing officials sent down here. There is no doubt' that 
officials of that kind, moving amongst the people, in
fluence them either one way or the other for or 
against the revival of the language. How is Irish 
affected by the present education system ? Well, I 
think the present education system has affected it 
favourably. But for bilingual schools, Achill 
and these districts would not have the same amount 
of Irish that they have. Irish would have gone back 
in the purely Irish-speaking districts were it not for 
the bilingual programme which has been in opera
tion in many schools for the past 12 or 13 years. To 
my mind it would not be any disadvantage—rather 
the contrary—in non-Irish-speaking areas to have 
English side by side with the education they get 
through the medium of Irish at present. The people 
will not admit that Irish is of any use to their 
children when they leave school and go away to se
cure a livelihood. They have to emigrate. Under 
present conditions there is no good prospect that 
they won’t have to migrate or emigrate. They look 
on Irish as a great waste of time and that they might 
be more profitably employed in learning English. 
We teach them to read and write letters in Irish. I 
give you my own experience, and I believe it is the 
experience of every teacher in the country after all 
the trouble of teaching the children to write Irish 
letters, when they leave school in the seventh stan
dard you never see a le tter  come b a ck  written in 
Irish by one of them.

2. An Fear Mar.—Would the adult population be 
able to read letters if they were written in Irish ?— 
Do you mean the present parents ?

3. I mean the older people?—The present parents 
of the children there would not be able to read letters 
in Irish, at least only a small proportion of them.

4. Would it not be an unnatural thing for children 
to write in a language that their parents could not 
read ?—Yes, but the same applies to English.

5. Can they not read English ?—A fair percentage 
of them cannot. They get another person to read 
their letters and to write their letters also.

6. You complain about the dialects. It is very 
important to have books in the same dialect as the 
people speak?—Yes, and correspondence should, as 
far as posible, be in a dialect which they can under
stand. They object to the Irish of one district being 
used officially for the whole country.

7. If you take up an English document a great 
many of them will not understand it. Is it because 
he does not understand it that he is an authority on 
it ?—Oh, certainly not.. They are supposed to be 
portion of the Gaeltacht.

8. Deputy Tierney.—Don’t you think if a letter 
written in the Munster dialect were read to an old 
person in Achill he would understand it, My ex
perience is that the people themselves are often 
inclined to exaggerate these differences? They find 
it very hard to understand it. They never had any 
technical knowledge of Irish.

9. An Fean M&r.—We have been through Achill and 
have been speaking to all sorts of people, and we 
never had the slighest difficulty with them ?—I would 
find it very hard to understand your dialect of Irish.

9a. Mr. Ó Cadhla. —We had a pleasant time on the 
island. WTe spoke to people from sixteen to sixty 
years of age. They enjoyed us and we enjoyed them. 
We had no difficulty whatever in carrying on conver
sation. It is one Of the most Irish-speaking districts 
we have met. We have been hearing people speaking 
about differences of dialects, and we thought we 
would not be understood at all, but we found hardly 
any differences between the two dialects when ■ we 
were talking to the people.

10. Deputy Tierney.—The less literary knowledge 
they have the more likely they are to understand. 
Do you ever find English in official documents has 
any difficulty for them?—I don’t think so, because 
they can get a person to read it for them ini case 
they don't know themselves. Generally they give the 
teachers all these official documents to read.

11. An Fear Mot.—There are some of these official 
documents and it would be hard to understand them 
in any language?—I quite agree..

12. Mr. 0 ('adhia. —What effect has migration on 
Irish in Achill?—Migration has a bad effect on Irish 
certainly. It is one of the most adverse influences 
against Irish.

13. How long has this migration been going on?— 
I could not say. Forty years ago it was not half 
so extensive as it is at the present day.

14. An Fear Mór.—You have a court in Achill?— 
We have.

15. Is it conducted in Irish or English ?—I attended 
a court there last Saturday. Practically every wit
ness who attended the court was an Irish speaker, 
but not one of them was asked to give evidence 
in Irish. I think that does not help the language.

16. The court is being run on the same lines as 
it was under the English?—Yes, so far as I can see.

17. Mr. 0 ('adhla.—What interpretation do \ou put 
upon the bilingual programme?—It meant tftat you 
do so much reading in English and so much in Irish. 
You use the language best known by the children 
in teaching other subjects, or a skilful combination 
bf both languages.

18. When you are giving a lesson in arithmetic, 
history, geography, were you supposed to teach them 
in both languages ?—No, I was not. I was supposed, 
under the bilingual programme, to teach it in the 
language best known by the majority of the children.

19. An Fear M6r.—What eventually would be the 
effect of instruction given in that way?—1 think it 
would mean a distinct improvement.

20. Mr. ú Cndhla- Would it have the effect of wean
ing them away from the practice of speaking Irish? 
—I would not say so.

21. You don’t think so ?—Not at all.
22. Has it not had that tendency already ?—Not 

at all in the districts where it was worked. We have 
found that in those schools that have been «working 
the bilingual programme for the past ten or twelve 
years they gave a preference to English?—Well, 
generally speaking, they use English in preference 
to Irish when they leave school, but the bilingual 
programme cannot be blamed. Rather blame migra
tion and its root, cause—Poverty.

23. But the machinery created to use Irish has re
sulted in securing the use of English ?—I don’ t think 
you can blame the programme. No matter what 
programme you introduce, the tendency of the pre
sent day is to speak English when children go away 
and return.

24. The new programme, will check that tendency? 
—not unless you show the people of the Gaeltacht 
that it is their advantage to speak Irish. Not unless 
wholesale migration is obviated.

25. An Fear Mór.—Is the Christian Doctrine taught 
through Irish ?—It is taught in English, but the ex
planation is given in Irish.

26. The English Catechism ?—Yes, the Maynooth 
Catechism.

27. Mr. 6  Cadhla—As a preparation for the religious 
examination, is there any instruction in Irish for 
Confirmation ?—It is open to the teacher to use his 
own judgment.

28. What is his judgment?—His judgment is that 
he does his best to work the programme in the time.

29. An Fear Mór.—Have they the Irish programme 
in many of the schools?—No.
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30. As a result of the freedom the teacher enjoys ?— 
The teacher hasn’t had that freedom for long.

31. It was the English Catechism they used up to 
recently ?—Yes.

32. Have you instruction in the Church in Irish?— 
Yes, the prayers.

33. Sermons?—Yes, our parish priest preaches in 
Irish.

34. Always?—I cannot say. I don’t always happen 
to be at his Mass. His example, if it were followed, 
would be of great advantage to Irish, because he is a 
splendid Irish speaker and makes judicious use of the 
language.

35. Have you any priest there who does not know 
any Irish ?—I can only answer for the two priests on 
my own side. Both are good Irish speakers and 
scholars.

36. Mr. Moriarty.—Is migration an economic 
necessity, or is it a habit?—It is economic.

37. It is primarily economic ?—Certainly.
38. Would you be surprised to learn that from some 

districts of Achill there are girls who, if you gave 
them £2 a week, would still go to Scotland?—That 
may be true in certain cases.

39. So' that in all cases it is, not economic?—That 
is very young girls who have not been to. Scotland 
before and who have been told glowing stories by 
those who have. Young girls who have been four 
or five years to Scotland would stay in Achill if they 
got £1 a week.

40. Deputy Tierney.—Do many of them go to other
parts of Ireland?—Some of them do. A very small 
percentage.

41. If there was agricultural labour to be got in 
Ireland would they go ?—If they saw it was as 
profitable.

42. Do they get high wages there?—The wages are 
low there, but the food is cheaper than in Ireland.

43. Mr. 0 Cadla.—Don’t they work a much longer 
time there than they do at home?—No, I don’t think 
so. They are paid by the hour.

44. Deputy Tierney.—If they are paid by the hour 
they would work from dawn to dark?—They would 
work as long as they were able.

45. Mr. Moriarty.—Do you think there is a good 
opening for land reclamation ?—Mr. Murphy will deal 
with that.

* * vr #

The folloicing statement submitted by P. Ó Mur- 
shadha, Bvnaidhe, “  Craobh Ituabh,”  Dubh Eige, 
Achaill, Co. Mhúigheo, had been circulated to the
Commissioners : —

I have called a special meeting of the branch at 
which the question of tendering evidence was speci
ally considered, and I have been instructed to inform 
you that witnesses from the branch will present a 
case as follows :—
A. (1) Accurate information as to extent of Irish

speaking and partly Irish-speaking dis
tricts.

(2) Reasons for existence of partly ,Irish-speak-
ing districts in the area.

(3) Suggestions for “  Irishising ”  areas in (2).
B. (1) Use of Irish not being favourably influenced

by local officials.
(2) Probable reasons and suggested remedies.

C. (1) How Irish is effected by present education
system.

(2) The conditions óf livelihood differ from any
other part of country, and suggestions
for a system to meet these special con
ditions.

(3) Suggestions for securing that migrants or
emigrants be at no disadvantage in non- 
Irish-speaking areas.

D. (1) Information re permanent industries at
present existing.

(2) Information re subsidiary industries at
present existing.

(3) Suggestions for extension of present per
manent industries.

(4) Suggestions for establishment of industries
likely to become permanent and economic
ally sound.

(5) Suggestions for other subsidiary industries.

(6) Technical and adult education.
(7) General review of economic conditions.

E. General suggestions for safeguarding Irish and 
the Irish^speaking populace.

Evidence of a totally reliable nature will be pre
sented by one or other of the witnesses selected to 
give evidence before you. The witnesses selected 
are :—

1. Francis Moran, N.T., Saula N.S., Achill Sound, 
and

2. Patrick Murphy, N.T., “  Craobh Ruadh,"
Dooega, Achill Sound.

The branch members as a whole realise the im
portance of your Commission, and will spare no 
pains to assist you in every possible way. The wit
nesses selected can attend on 24 hours’ notice.

(Signed) P. 0  MURCHADHA,
(Rúnaidhe).

30th M a y ,  KI2.V
* • * • * # # *

P. MURPHY, N T., Dooega, examined.
1. The great difficulty in Achill in the saving of Irish 

is that the people will not help Irish from any senti
mental motives. The struggle for existence is too 
keen. It is a matter of keeping the wolf from the 
door, and as long as this condition continues they 
won’t bother their brains about Irish. The position 
of the language in Achill arises from the economic 
conditions there. You were through Achill and you 
saw that it was over-populated. As long as the Achill 
people have to migrate, the Irish language is bound 
to suffer. You have to develop the economic resources 
of the island and get work for the people. Unless 
that is done there is no use in thinking that anything 
can be done in the matter of saving the language. I 
heard some talk about higher elementary or secon
dary schools. This would be a good thing. It would 
fill the gap between the national schools and the 
higher schools. You speak about children of the 
Gaeltacht not being able to obtain local scholar
ships. How can they ? These children are taken away 
from school save for a few months in the winter. 
Until you have some industries, or something they 
can do, that gap will remain. There is no use in 
providing secondary or higher elementary schools 
unless you improve the economic conditions. We 
have few permanent industries at present existing in 
Achill. There are two knitting industries, one at 
Keel under the management of the Ministry of 
Fisheries, another at Pollagh under private owner
ship. These are both very successful, and if these 
are successful in Keel and Pollagh they ought to be 
easily successful in other centres. There is an argu
ment that there, were some smaller ones that failed, 
but the conditions then were different. I really don’t 
know what the reason of the failure was, but I know it 
is not right that the people should be deprived of an 
opportunity now because of these failures. Whatever 
is done it will have to be something on a large scale. 
In my suggestions for the establishment of perma
nent industry, the very first thing I recommend is to 
have a geological survey made to ascertain what are 
the mineral resources. There are evidences that 
graphite will be found in commercial quantities and 
stearite or soapstone and quartz. There' is an old 
copper min" in Currane. Two quartz quarries were 
formerly leased and worked by Dr. Ambrose. They 
failed through mismanagement and want of capital. 
He is willing to take these up again if he gets 
a loan or assistance in the matter of capital. 
There should he other resulting industries from 
these that would occupy the greater part of the 
population. Then the great industry is the 
fishing industry if properly tackled, because there 
is no doubt that there is a mine of wealth in it. 
If it pays men to come from France and England, 
and if it pays fishing companies to send their 
boats to work here, surely it should pay our own 
countrymen. There should be a fishing school or 
schools for net manufacture and mending, and for 
teaching the people how to treat and cure fish. I 
think the subsidiary industry of salmon fishing 
could also be improved. Licences should be issued 
for bag nets. I don’ t believe very much in the 
success of any commercial undertaking directly
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under Government management and control.. To 
succeed, it must be a private enterprise, or, better 
still, a co-operative enterprise. Some months ago I, 
in connection with people of the co-operative store, 
thought we would make a little start in salmon fish
ing with a loan from the Ministry of Fisheries, and 
we were informed that vje could not erect bag nets for 
the salmon fishing. Four or five thousand pounds’ 
worth of salmon is taken in Dooega. That money goes 
to Scotland instead of being kept at home to give em
ployment at home, and our labourers have to go to 
Scotland to look for work. W e thought we should be 
as much entitled to set up bag net fishing there as 
any Scotchmen, but we were told there was a limit to 
the number of bag nets allowed. If we got that loan 
the profits from the sale of the salmon could be in
vested by us in providing a 500 or 600 ton boat, 
but the Ministry o f Fisheries let us down. The 
first step in the development of our fisheries should 
be the abolition of the Ministry of Fisheries. As 
regards the herring, mackerel, and coarse fishing 
last year we lost thousands of the finest herring 
for want of a proper way of curing them. We are 
not getting them this year because we have not the 
means of handling them. Then you have Carageen 
moss and winkles. It would be some help if markets 
were found for these. My own opinion is that the 
mineral resources and the fishing ought to be tackled 
on a big scale. Additional subsidiary industries are 
drainage and reclamation. To turn the waste land 
of Achill into arable land, in itself, would not be 
sufficient to provide a living for the whole of the 
population, but a lot could be done in this matter. 
Is it not within the scope of the Agricultural Depart
ment to give subsidies of one or two pounds an acre 
for the reclamation of little lots of five, six, or ten 
acres? As regards the afforestation it would be ne
cessary to have a, western sea-board nursery, because 
if you get any shrubs or trees from Athlon© or 
any inland place they will not flourish in Achill. 
Toy-making could be carried on in the winter time. 
It has been successful in Galway, and I don’t 
see why it should not be successful here. 
There’s another thing I would urge—poultry-rear
ing. Under the present system the people are not 
getting proper instruction. They keep decrepit old 
hens instead of selecting the best kinds for egg pro
duction and table. If there was a good-sized poultry 
farm established there to give practical demonstra
tions in the rearing and marketing of poultry, I think 
it would prove of the greatest assistance. Poultry
keeping should be a very profitable source of revenue. 
I have no technical knowledge of the manufacture 
of kelp, but I think kelp could be made a useful 
subsidiary industry if a demonstrator was sent to 
show the people how to make it properly. The 
tourist traffic has been very sadly neglected. We 
have probably the finest scenery in Europe. The 
tourist traffic will be developed if the Blacksod 
scheme is put through by the American magnate 
who is reported to be interested in it. If people in 
the Gaeltacht get a decent living from you, so that 
they can send their children to school, and give them 
a chance of getting into the Post Office, the Customs 
and Excise, and other public positions, you will have 
a real Irish source from which to Gaelicise the whole 
country.

2. An Fear Mór.—Do you live at Achill yourself?— 
I am teaching there for the past six years or so.

3. It struck us that the Government has done an 
enormous amount for the people of Achill?—Yes, 
that is so, but it was all needed.

4. If all these schemes are to be applied to Achill, 
every other poor part of the country will have as 
great a claim on the Government, and it would be a 
very serious strain on the finances of the country to 
subsidise all these things out of public money?— 
There is nothing that I have mentioned that will 
involve such enormous outlay. I  don’t say Achill is 
the greatest part of the Gaeltacht. I  say that the 
natural resources of Achill are better than those of 
any other part of the Gaeltacht, and that they ought 
to be investigated.

5. Do you believe that if they were investigated 
the investigation would show that they could be 
made a commercial success ?—Yes, that is my candid 
opinion.

6. Deputy Tierney.—You propose as a first step to

abolish the Ministry of Fisheries ?—If you had got 
as much bother from the Ministry of Fisheries as I 
have you would abolish it too. I don’t think the 
Ministry of Fisheries is the only party that is to 
blame, for the simple reason that the Government aye 
starving that Ministry. While money can be got for 
the Shannon Scheme, and for other schemes, a penny 
cannot be got for these local industries.
, 7. Do you think that the work has been less well 
done since the Congested Districts Boards ceased to 
exist?—I don’t see what has been done at all since 
they ceased to exist.

8. Were they doing work up to the end ?—I think 
they were.

9. Do you notice any difference in the machinery 
of the Congested Districts Board and the Ministry 
of Fisheries?—There is no doubt there is a big 
difference. If the Government would help the work 
'that I suggest a lot more would be done by private 
enterprise.

10. Is it not a fact that Government enterprise has 
done far more than private enterprise has done?—I 
don't think so.

11. An Fear Mar.—Do you really believe that 
there is a gold mine in the fishing industry?—If it 
pays men to come from France and England to fish 
here there must be money in it.

12. The fishing season is for a certain number of 
months in the year?—Yes.

13. How many months?—From April to October.
14. Then the fishing trawlers go to another dis

trict ?—Yes.
15. They are working all the time. Would your 

people do that?—If our fishing industry was estab
lished on the same basis, I don’t see that there is 
anything peculiar about our people that would cause 
them not to work on the same conditions as other 
people.

16. Mr. Moriarty.—The idea your little co-operative 
company had was to work the fishing industry on 
co-operative lines from Dooega?—Salmon fishing as 
a starting point.

17. Did you find that the fishermen there were 
willing to go into the co-operative scheme with you? 
— Y e s .

18. And that they would land their catches at the 
co-operative society’s premises, sell at co-operative 
society’s prices, and let the co-operative society have 
charge of the distribution ?—Not necessarily. Definite 
arrangements had not been made when we learned of 
the difficulty in getting rights to fish for salmon with 
bag-nets.

19. There was a law against it?—A law of Queen 
Anne. There are laws against lots of things and they 
were repealed.

20. It is not the policy of the Department to in
crease the facilities for getting salmon because the 
salmon industry is being ruined through too many 
facilities ?—When that failed we got a crew of five 
men. In fact, we were instrumental in keeping them 
from going away. We wen* to get a 75-ton boat, 4 h.p. 
engine, and herring nets. The engine would cost 
about £13(1. We applied for a loan in the usual way, 
and were given to understand that there would be no 
difficulty. Then, after weeks, we were told that the 
boat was reported as being unsuitable for the engine, 
and that a loan would be made for the cost of the 
nets—£50. The men were getting disgusted. They 
could not take the herring nets out in a row boat.

21. You got the loan, though?—We did not. They 
didn’t take it.

22. You are of opinion that you could develop 
deep-sea -fishing with the base at Achill?—Not 
necessarily with the base at Achill.

23. With the .base where?—I have not sufficient 
technical knowledge to say where the base should be. 
There are many places round the west coast of Ire
land that would supply a base for these fishing boats.

24. Would you get the Achill fishermen to go into
such boats?—Certainly. You won’t get them
qualified to take complete charge of a boat, because 
they want instruction for that, but if you appoint a 
captain—a Red Bay fisherman—he will get hundreds 
to go from Achill with him. If you get the industry 
organised you will get every man in Achill.

25. Is there any harbour in Achill where large 
boats can work from ?—Not that I know of, but it is 
not necessary that they should work from Achill.

26. You would send men to Killybegs ?—Yes, or to
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the North Sea if necessary. Distance does not 
matter.

27. You think Achill men would be willing to go ?— 
I am sure they would.

28. Would you be surprised to find that the Steam 
Trawling Company which operates in Dublin could 
not get Aran men to stay on board these boats?—I 
am not surprised, because I understand these Aran 
men can make a good living with their own boats.

29. It is not that, but the work is very hard ?—It 
is  surprising.

30. As regards reclamation, is it your opinion that 
it would be a wise thing for the Government to give 
some inducement to the people to carry out recla
mation there ?—I certainly think it would.

31. What would you suggest in the form of induce
ment to offer a man to reclaim a certain area of 
waste land?—I don’t think there would be very 
much inducement required.

32. Would you think £1 an acre would be suffi
cient?—I think so, but I could not say definitely. I 
don’t think the inducement would require to ,be very 
great—any reasonable rate. I should like to em
phasise the need for the western sea-board nursery 
and planting from that nursery.

33. An Fear Mór.—Have you had any experience of 
tree-planting in Achill ?—I have had experience at 
my own expense with shrubs 1 got from Athlone. I 
got shrubs from Athlone, and they failed.

34. Have you any idea as to whether the nursery 
itself would be a success ?—There is no reason why it 
should not be a success.

The Oommisxitjn adjourned fur lunch at 2.15 p.ni. 

* * * * * *

SEAMUS MAC GIUBUIN, N.T., Carrowiskey, 
examined.

1. As a representative of the teachers of the West- 
port Branch I. N. T. 0. my evidence comes within 
the scope of the first of the terms of reference of this 
Commission, and more particularly with that sub
head which empowers this Commission to report to 
the Executive its findings on the present extent and 
location of Irish-speaking districts. We have heard 
to-day, indefinitely, more or less, that some teachers 
and most parents are against the amount of Irish 
in the present programme. Some teachers are. 
W hy? The new programme deals with schools 
scheduled as situated in Irish-speaking districts, 
in English-speaking districts. The understanding of 
what is meant by an Irish-speaking district is based 
on the records of the old National Board. A higher 
standard of proficiency in Irish is expected from 
children in Irish-speaking districts. Teachers feel 
that some of these districts were, under the old ad
ministration, scheduled in a slipshod fashion. Our 
branch means the teachers of what is geographically 
known as the Murrish peninsula—43 schools. Of 
these, eight are scheduled as Irish-speaking—Bun- 
dorragha, Bouris, Innisturk, Kilmore, Killawalla 
boys and girls. Sraheen, Cregganbane. I have sta
tistics here showing the entire population of these 
school districts and the number of Irish speakers. 
Besides statistics I have intimate knowledge of the 
districts and they are not a bit more Irish than the 
city of Belfast, because there is no Irish spoken in 
them. At least one lady teacher was dismissed las* 
year through not complying with the required quali 
fications in Irish that would be expected for ar 
Irish-speaking district. Our branch would be grate 
ful to this Commission if it could have this matter 
brought before the Ministry for Education, because 
such things cause unrest and discontent among the 
teachers, and the language at the present moment 
has quite enough enemies to contend with without 
adding any more from the Teachers’ Organisation. 
As far as the programme is concerned, it is said that 
Irish is being rushed in the schools. For my own 
part, I don’t believe Irish is being rushed or 
that we have too much Irish on the programme, 
hut I believe that we have too many other 
things. I think we cannot rush Irish too 
much either in the schools or anywhere else, more 
especially in the schools. I believe that English 
in the homes is so strong a factor that if cut off

altogether for nine or ten years quite enough 
would exist after the nine or ten years in spite 
of all we could do. The only thing about the pro
gramme that I would suggest to parents, and to 
anybody associated with the language movement, is 
that we should be prepared to make some sacrifice 
for the language; that we should be prepared to 
sacrifice some other subject for it. Two things 
which came out to-day, and which have the sym
pathy of all teachers, are compulsory attendance and 
higher schools in the Gaeltacht. I think it is gene
rally agreed that without compulsory attendance we 
cannot have progress of any kind. But these sub
jects were so ably dealt with that I do not propose 
to dwell on them.

2. An Fear Miir.—Your point is that your particular 
school district is looked upon as an Irish-speaking 
district, and that it should not be regarded as such ? 
—There are eight bilingual schools among the forty, 
three. I may have one school, and a neighbouring 
teacher, because he is supposed to be in an Irish
speaking district, has to teach more Irish than I have 
although as a matter of fact there may be more 
Irish latent in my district than in his.

3. Deputy Tierney.—How exactly does it affect the 
teacher ? Can you give us an exact idea of the work 
that the teacher in a scheduled Gaelic district has 
to do?—There is no difference except this, that the 
children are expected to have more oral Irish in 
such districts and the inspectors mark more rigidly 
for it than in the other districts. That is my infor
mation.

4. It is more a matter of district than of definite 
regulation ? Is that what it comes to ?—Yes.

5. About this dismissed teacher, was she a fully- 
qualified National Teacher?—No, she was a junior 
assistant mistress. She was appointed on the under
standing that she would qualify in Irish inside some 
definite period. In the meantime the new pro
gramme came in, and, after she had been working 
for two and a half years, she was dismissed.

6. An Fan- Miir.—Was the agreement in writing? 
—She would not have been asked to agree to 
anything only for the fact that she was going to 
teach in this supposed Irish-speaking district which 
was not Irish-speaking at all.

7. Deputy Tierney.—At the same time whatever 
might be said for the argument in favour of a change 
in the schedule of districts, the teacher as such has 
no great reason to complain. Has she not been dis
missed for not carrying out the undertaking which 
she signed?—Yes.

8. She knew what was coming?—Yes, but there is 
a grievance there. All the teachers have grievances, 
because they have to teach history, geography, 
algebra and arithmetic in these districts through 
Irish. It is much more difficult to get a good mark 
when you are teaching through Irish than through 
English.

9. A ii. Fear Miir.—Would you say so?—I should 
imagine so.

10. Deputy Tierney.—It would depend a great deal 
on the knowledge of Irish of the teacher and the 
students?—Yes, of course. A very important factor 
is the amount of Irish in the district.

11. You spoke about sacrificing other things. What 
exactly do you mean by that? What are the other 
things exactly ?—I think it is a very big programme. 
Irish has been added to algebra, geometry and the 
other compulsory subjects in the National Schools.

12. You spoke about English being cut out?— 
I have exac tly the same programme in English now 
as I had before Irish was made compulsory.

13. Not more difficult?—No; that statement hardly 
meets the position.

14. An. Fear Miir.—The same English programme is 
taught as before Irish was introduced?—Yes.

15. Deputy Tierney.—Including geometry and 
algebra?—Yes.

16. And a certain amount of geometry and algebra 
is through Irish ?—Yes.

17. Do you agree that the programme is over
loaded ?—Certainly.

18. If you could remove some of these subjects t> 
allow Irish to be taught orally especially do you 
think you would have a more Irish and better edu
cation generally ?—I think so. I would be in favour 
of limiting the other subjects in favour of Irish.
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19. An Fear Mór .—In what standards do you teach 
geometry and algebra?—From the fourth up.

20. Deputy Tierney.—What age would they be in 
the fourth standard?—About ten years.

21. An Fear M&r.—A new census has been taken of 
the Irish-speaking districts; perhaps that will level 
out matters; but whether the schools are scheduled 
as in an Irish-speaking district or not, and whether 
they really are or are not so I should consider it a 
peculiar thing for this Commission to take up the 
case of this teacher?—I am not asking that. This 
Commission is to make recommendations to the 
Executive Council regarding the present location and 
extent of the Irish-speaking districts. You will find 
that what I am saying is right, that there are places 
scheduled as Irish-speaking districts which are not 
Irish-speaking, as are these eight school districts. It 
is not fair to the teachers, and something should be 
done.

22. Deputy Tierney.—What general conditions 
apply?—I am not asking about a particular teacher.

23. M r .  0 Cadhla.—Have you considered the work
ing of compulsory education and its likely effect in 
causing hardship to any section of the people ?—It 
won’t cause any hardship worth talking about. At 
present children are kept at home on very flimsy 
excuses.

24. Mr. Moriarty.—Could you give us any idea of 
what you would define as an Irish-speaking dis
trict?—That is a very broad question. I think the 
first thing that should constitute an Irish-speaking 
district is the extent to which Irish is spoken in the 
homes. If you go round among the people and into 
their houses you should hear Irish spoken, but I 
think a district in which there is no Irish’ spoken 
has no right to be called Irish-speaking. An average 
of ten per cent, of the families speaking Irish would 
be as low a standard as you could go on.

25. An Fear Mór.—Would you be satisfied with 
that?—It is more than we have.

26. Mr. 0  Cadhla.—If any person goes amongst 
these people can he find that out ?—Of course, there 
is no Irish left except among the old people over 
sixty. There is only one family in the district to 
which I refer with whom Irish is a living language.

27. Deputy Tierney.—Have the children got it in 
that family ?—They have. It is the only family I 
know in which they have.

28. Mr. Moriarty.—In Louisburgh electoral divi
sion in 1911, 29.01 per cent., one in every three, were 
Irish speakers. Is that position improved or disim- 
proved?—These statistics are not correct, and were 
not in 1911. They don’t represent anything at all 
like the facts of the case.

29. Would you say ten per cent, or five per cent, 
in Louisburgh electoral division would be Irish
speaking at present?—I would say one per cent, at 
the present moment, and between two and four in 
1911.

* * * * * *
CANON HEGARTY, P.P., Belmullet, examiaea.

statement.
1. I was nominated by the Bishop of Killala to give 

evidence. I am sorry to say, nevertheless, that I 
come very badly prepared. Still I shall say a few 
words on the variety of subjects that have come 
before you. Taking up your circular letter, with 
regard to the Irish-speaking districts part, I 
should say only the islands of Inisbkea and 
Fouglunore, and probably two other townlands, Kil- 
galligan and Stonefield, could be classed as Irish
speaking in the whole of Erris. I am afraid that 
outside the islands of Inishkea and Kilgalligan, Eng
lish has increased and Irish decreased. In the rest 
of Erris Irish is spoken to a certain extent amongst 
the old people when the old people are occupied 
with one another, ,but generally when they are speak
ing to the youngsters English is the medium, and it 
strikes me that in recent years the Irish speakers— 
the old people—are not so inclined to use Irish in 
addressing the young people, or even amongst them
selves, as they were ten or fifteen years ago. I am 
inclined to think that at present there is certain 
hostility owing to the fact that there is so much time 
occupied with Irish in the national schools. Almost 
every witness that has appeared here conveyed to 
me that there was a certain amount of opposition in

the country against the rushing of Irish in the way 
that it is being rushed and to the extent that it is 
used. I agree with them that the present pro
gramme in the national schools will be detrimental 
to the youngsters when they go out into the world 
to seek a livelihood. The mere fact that the ordi
nary country person, mother or father, is not quite 
capable of giving a reasoned opinion on education 
is not, as was urged here to-day, a sound reason 
against the attitude taken up by these people. The 
true object of education is to enable people to get on 
well in life. They want their children to get on 
well in life, and there is no opening for children who 
are only Irish-speaking, educated through the 
medium of Irish and Irish their home language. It 
would be a pity and a very great loss to the nation 
if Irish collapsed. Although I am said to have other 
views, I am not at all against Irish. I am against 
the present and past attitude and past methods of 
teaching and advocacy used for the Irish language. 
I think there have been great mistakes made in 
propagating Irish. Had they begun with a more 
popular method they would have succeeded much 
better. In fact, they have not succeeded at all. On 
the contrary, if Irish is pressed as it is being pressed 
at present it will turn the country against it, and 
that certainly is not the road to success. Popu
larise and develop civic sense, as Dean Macken said, 
and I think Canon Munelly, and good citizenship 
amongst our people and Irish will follow as a con
sequence. Unless it follows along these lines any 
amount of money spent on it won’t establish it. 
The civic sense, that is the necessary motive power, 
does not exist in this country, and least of all does 
it exist in the congested districts. As far as I know, 
it does not exist in any way generally throughout 
the country. The recent elections and every other 
election will prove that I am right. But there are 
many other proofs too. The next heading is adminis
tration. The administration here is mainly, almost 
entirely, through English. Possibly some of the 

j officials are capable of using Irish. There are some 
of them that are not. In the public administration 
of the courts of law, for instance, very rarely has an 
officer to fall back on Irish—very rarely. With re
gard to the pensions officer, he is the individual that 
would most require a knowledge of Irish, and he is 
the one individual in the district who has none. 
However, he seems to get on very well, and I have 
not heard of any pensioners having lost any pen
sions because of the fact that he has no knowledge 
of Irish. With regard to education, I have an idea, 
rightly or wrongly, that the education programme— 
the education which I am practically concerned with 
—has been on wrong lines all down the ages. I think 
the primary school programme was overloaded even 
before Irish was introduced, and algebra and 
geometry w,ere transferred from “  extra subjects ”  to 
ordinary subjects. I know teachers’ representatives 
have been much milder here before you than 
they were before their managers when speaking to 
them about the school subjects. They certainly 
have spoken again and again in my own hearing 
about the overloading of the programme, and especi
ally the rushing of Irish. The question is raised 
here of fostering better social conditions generally in 
order that the young people who have to leave their 
home areas be not placed at a disadvantage in com- 
petition with people from the non-Irish-speaking 
parts of the country. They were very badly circum
stanced before Irish was placed in its present posi
tion in the schools—very badly circumstanced .by the 
education they received—to go out and compete with 
the people of the outer world. They are certainly 
handicapped doubly now, or at least as they will be 
going out from the schools as presently conducted. 
My idea is that every subject taught should be well 
taught so as to develop the mind of the child rather 
than to have a smattering of a great variety of sub
jects that are really forced on the child against its 
will, and that the child drops as soon after it leaves 
school as its badly-developed memory will permit. 
But the suggestion was made here to-day by several 
witnesses that it would he a great benefit of the 
bright boys and girls in the Irish-speaking localities 
—the congested districts are really conterminous 
with the Irish-speaking districts—if there were 
higher or secondary schools where their education
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could be developed, their Irish education to be de
veloped pari passu with their English education to 
fit them to compete for positions, especially as 
teachers or officials. It would give a great impetus 
to the teaching of Irish in the Gaeltacht. I cannot 
imagine any other movement or system that you can 
devise that will help Irish so successfully as the 
establishment in centres in the Irish-speaking dis
tricts of secondary schools or higher primary 
schools, and there cultivating Irish apd keeping 
English on practical up-to date lines along with 
the Irish. English, no doubt, will to a certain 
extent be dragged along because it is an essen
tial to knowledge in secondary schools which 
could easily be forgotten if it is not specially 
catered for in the programme. Now, here in Erris, 
we have a pretty large district which still is Irish
speaking, and we have a pretty large establishment 
empty at the present time which, as far as I can see, 
unless something turns up, is going to be unin
habited in future. The workhouse has just been 
vacated by the military. There is no prospect of its 
being used as a workhouse again, and there is no 
prospect of the military returning to it. It would be 
a very suitable site for a school where Irish
speaking pupils would be prepared for the 
teaching and other professions. Several wit
nesses said unless you make it worth their while 
the people won’t learn Irish. Well, that is a reason 
that cuts two ways, but no doubt it is a motive for 
a great many people that if you make it worth one’s 
while they will learn Irish. Then they may say, 
“  If you pay us we will learn Irish,”  but that would 
be an impossible condition. Until you develop civic 
sense, or sense of true patriotism and true citizen
ship and pride of country in the hearts of the people 
you will not get the right driving force for the 
propagation of Irish. I gather from the public Press 
that it is in the minds of the Irish Government to 
give teachers four years’ training instead of the 
present system. With this system of two years’ 
training in the higher schools, and two years in the 
central colleges, with most of the teachers from the 
Gaelic districts, I think you would have accom
plished a great deal for the Irish language, and I 
don’t think it would be expensive. I happened 
to be appointed recently to the committee in this 
county which has to do with extension classes or 
evening classes in Irish under the Technical In
struction Committee, and there was over £2,500 
allocated to Irish. I may say that first on the sug
gestion of Monsignor D ’Alton, and with the support 
of a great many laymen and some backing up from 
myself, the total amount was considerably cut down. 
It was reduced to £1,400. The main argument why 
it was reduced was this—and it was the opinion of 
every member of the committee—that we were not 
getting anything like an adequate return for the 
money expended on these Irish classes. The super
vision was bad—very bad. The principal motive for 
attendance at these afternoon Irish classes was not 
the learning of Irish in a great many instances, but 
the giving over of the evening to dancing. 'People 
that attend classes with that main object in view 
of the amusement derived from, dancing and its 
kindred associations won’t give very much attention 
to Irish. They won’t learn it, and they have not 
learned it. There has been a very considerable 
amount of money spent in the last ten years on 
Irish, and I cannot see any gain or any satisfactory 
result from it. There was practically no result from 
it. People go to dances, and unfortunately they are 
too much given to dancing. If they could dance 
themselves into prosperity, I think the day would 
soon arrive when they would not want any Commis
sion like this. But dancing is not the way to pros
perity. I would ask you specially to take it as my 
decided conviction that a secondary school or a 
higher primary school ought to be established 
here. The pupils could be got by annual exami
nations in the national schools; there are thirty 
national schools in the area, and at least there 
ought to be an average of one pupil from each of 
these schools. In all probability there would be four 
or five, perhaps many more. To put it at as low as 
even an average of one, I think it would be a great 
step forward. It might be possible to get some of 
these pupils as day pupils, but the majority of them 
would have to he boarded. The pupils in some cases

would contribute something towards their expenses; 
in a great many cases they could contribute very 
little. They would all strain a point to avoid having 
it said that their children were being educated at 
the public expense.

2. The next heading is economic conditions. Well, 
I suppose it is not necessary for any of your wit
nesses to state that the economic conditions are bad. 
They have been always ibad. Of course, the main 
industry, if you can call it an industry, is agricul
ture. Fishing as a subsidiary industry is practi
cally dead. The kelp industry was dead until a 
French company was induced to come along here 
and take an interest in it. There were some years 
when there was no kelp bought from the people. 
The French company has treated the people much 
better, and consequently the Scotch company has to 
follow suit, but I am sorry to say that I leam from 
one of these gentlemen, an agent for the kelp com
pany, that in one district where they expected a 
large quantity of kelp they were told by the people 
that there was weed sufficient for a thousand pounds’ 
worth, but for one reason or another they did not 
turn it into kelp. These people were not certainly 
occupying their time in any other remunerative 
business. It is evident that the morale of the people 
has fallen very low, and remember that raises a 
question that has not been very much insisted on, 
and I am sure you will give it your serious atten
tion. It is a question that requires your attention. 
Until the people are more self-reliant and indus
trious, and rely upon self-help, and not be crying 
out appealing to the Government to do everything 
for them, there is no hope for the congested districts. 
It is over thirty years since I  came to this congested 
district, and one of the first things I had to do was 
to distribute distress relief. It  was a very disagree
able operation then, and it is even still. First and 
foremost you never get credit for the distribution of 
the help, and, secondly, you do your best, and you 
cannot please them. The more they get in the 
shape of doles the more degraded they become and 
the less industrious. The place should be put upon 
a basis to enable them to make their living, and kept 
upon that basis.

3. The fishing industry. Shortly after my coming 
to Erris I was compelled to take an interest in the 
fishing along the coast, and I was instrumental in 
getting the loan of a great quantity of gear, both 
nets and boats, and fishery instructors. This was 
followed by fish-curing stations and piers. For 
some years the industry was fairly prosperous. 
There was a struggle for a considerable time between 
the fishery instructor and the fishermen as to which 
knew the (business best. Ultimately the fishing in
dustry was improved, and considerable quantities of 
cod, ling and mackerel were year after year ex
ported. In later years, when the industry was fairly 
well established and when the Congested Districts 
Board thought that the people were long enough in 
leading strings and ought to be competent to carry 
on along these lines, they insisted on getting a cer
tain amount of payment for the services of the 
fishery instructors that were still remaining. They 
were not nearly so numerous as in the beginning. 
Ultimately, the people looked upon it as a grievance 
that they had to pay anything for these fish-curing 
instructors, and they were withdrawn. The fisher
men cured the fish themselves, and cured them so 
badly that they were a drug on the market and un
saleable, and Irish mackerel would not be admitted 
to the United States for years. I don’t know what 
they did to the fish. It was done by people who 
knew perfectly well how to cure fish, because it was 
they who were doing the curing under the instruc
tors. When the instructors left, they must have gone 
back to the old way again. I  mention this because 
I have to make another suggestion, and it is this 
that it will be necessary to keep the congests in lead
ing strings or under paternal administration for 
some time longer. There is no doubt that the Con
gested Districts Board was gradually going in that 
way, but you see after a few years what was the con
sequence. There is an argument certainly which 
proves the necessity to still continue supervision. 
To replace the old Congested Districts Board by a 
body that will be equally sympathetic, though po,- 
sibly not merely so liberal as the old Board. Tha' 
perhaps in the end may be a much better
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way than giving doles in poor relief to these 
people. The Congested Districts Board also 
established what is known as the lace industry. 
It was in my parish that the first lace school 
was established. I started myself before the 
Congested Districts Board took it up at all. 
With the knitting industry the Congested Districts 
Board officer helped me. We taught the women of 
tlie parish at any rate how to knit, a thing they 
didn’t know how to do, but the knitting industry 
failed. The hand-knitting industry has failed in 
Erris because the people are not willing to give 
their labour for the renumeration that hand-knitting 
will return. The Donegal women are much more 
industrious. They have the tradition of industry in 
the northern area; it is not here. Quite the opposite. 
Before I started the knitting industry I travelled 
Donegal, and I found they were knitting men’s 
socks and men’s gloves for l|d. a pair at the time. 
It takes a good knitter to knit a pair of men’s socks 
in the day with anything like thread that would be 
popular in the market, fine thread. We started by 
paying the workers 6d. for the same work. We got 
a certain amount done, but it did not sell, and we 
had to give it up. Then the lace started, and for a 
considerable time there was an uphill fight. The 
opening day 300 girls turned out. Myself and the 
lace teacher selected 20 of what we thought the best 
material out of the 300, and those 20 would have left 
the industry long before they had acquired a prac
tical knowledge of the work were it not that the 
Congested Districts Board came in and actually paid 
them for coming. They were paid, and then, when 
they could produce a little work, they got a bonus 
on the money that was earned. After some years 
the industry became prosperous. Tire national 
teachers and managers of schools had infinite 
trouble in keeping the school children from 
the lace school. Children in the first book could 
make very fine lace floivers. I remember seeing a 
little girl, certainly not more than six years, making 
lace flowers for a dress that would cost the whole
saler about £25 and the purchaser ultimately about 
£75. Great interest was developed then, and the 
lace industry became really very successful. It is 
an industry entirely dependent on fashion, and when 
fashion changes the industry suffers a set-back. At 
present it is suffering a set-back both from fashion 
and from poverty. Then there is a tariff against it. 
When the lace industry was going down the hill a 
tariff was put up against lace which renders our 
Irish lace unsaleable in the English market. An 
industry that used to bring in fifty thousand won’ t 
bring in one thousand this year to the classes in 
Erris. That is a terribly sad picture of the economic 
position of the district. In consequence of the pros
perous years in the lace industry the people have 
got more expensive tastes and more expensive habits 
of living than they would have had if there never 
had been such an industry, and it will be very 
hard on them unless some way is devised, something 
which will provide a set-off in the way of employ
ment for the girls or some other section of the com
munity. It is very difficult to find a home industry 
that would take the place of lace-making—extremely 
difficult. In the olden times the Congested Districts 
Board had a special man looking after these classes. 
He was always trying to have something ready, so 
that when fashions changed they would have some 
other form of lace that would take its place. That 
method was very successful, and helped to keep the 
industry going. As far as I know, there is no person 
now who is giving his time and attention to devising 
some system of employment to replace the lace hand 
industry. The question will arise about the conges
tion of the district. A good many have passed away 
to America—some to England and Scotland—in the 
last two years. They are going every day, but still 
there is a good number at home. I think the dis
trict is more congested now than it was when the 
Congested Districts Board took it up. The pros
perity of the lace enabled some of the young people 
to marry, and these people as a rule share their 
habitation with their parents, so that in small hold
ings where in the past there was only one family 
in a great many of these holdings there are two 
to-day. In the districts where this is most prevalent 
all the land is purchased and vested in the people,

and sub-letting is entirely against the law. Sub
letting would even be against the law before a pur
chase arose at all so long as there was a judicial 
rent on the holding. And before dealing with con
gestion I think this question ought to be dealt with. 
With regard to migration, people who know nothing 
about it seem to think it is very easy to bring about. 
But, if they take up the proposition and try to carry 
it out, they will find it an extremely difficult one. 
The people in the congested district of Erris have 
not the capital or the knowledge to. deal with sub
stantial holdings, especially of clay land. They are 
extremely reluctant to go into a strange country. 
Even when they were invited from my present 
parish, and offered holdings in Killala district, they 
went there several times to view the holdings, but 
not one of them has gone there to live. The state
ment made by these men was that they could do 
better in Erris on their present holdings than they 
could on holdings that were more than twice the 
rent outside, sometimes three times the rent. From 
my knowledge of both districts, from Tirawley 
barony, which was my native place, and Erris, I can 
see here in Erris a man with a five or six pound 
holding, if he is as industrious, would get as much 
as a man would out of a fifteen pound one in 
Tirawley. Sometimes they are much better off, not
withstanding the fact that they don’t work as hard 
in Erris as they do in Tirawley on the clay land. 
They may be more thrifty here than they are outside, 
although after 30 years spent among them, I cannot 
see how it is that a great many of them make ends 
meet, on such little efforts as they seem to put forth. 
Every expert who has ever come has condemned 
both the system of agriculture and the stock and 
horses, and so on. But, unfortunately, the experts 
were not always right. The experts destroyed the 
breed of horses in this district. The Erris pony 
may not have been a beauty, .but there was good 
material in it, much better material than in the 
animal that has been introduced as a substitute. 
With regard to agriculture, for a great many years 
I have been trying to. induce the authorities to send 
down their officials here and to start an example 
holding or more than one of them. Sir Henry Doran, 
of the Congested Districts Board, took up the same 
question, but he only took it up after it had passed 
out of his own hands. As long as he was himself at 
the head of the agricultural instructors they came 
along to examine and advise, hut when the Depart
ment of Agriculture became tlie authority, then Sir 
Henry Doran became an advocate for example hold
ings. Neither he nor I have up to the present suc
ceeded. I believe it could have been made 
a success. Here in Erris the potatoes suffered 
badly from blight. It is only in recent years
that the Erris small farmer has used, to any 
considerable extent, artificial manures, and now 
he is using a manure for his potato crop which is 
the one manure that is most highly calcu
lated to develop blight in the potato crop and pro
duce a soft and bad potato. That nitrogenous 
manure is the manure perhaps that would give a 
beautiful stalk, a manure best calculated to make a 
good show overground, but it undoubtedly renders 
the stalk much more liable to blight and potato 
disease. But, notwithstanding the fact that we have 
technical knowledge in the district, that technical 
knowledge has not been able to divert the farmers 
from using a manure that is detrimental to the 
potato crop and renders the crop much more liable 
to blight. Again, there is very little knowledge of 
the growing of root crops in Erris. Root crops 
would b e  very useful for the feeding of pigs or even 
the feeding of cattle. There is one form of root—the 
mangold—that would be very suitable. It is a root 
that does well with sea manure, and there is a good 
deal of sea manure along the coast, yet it is a crop 
that is not to be found in the district except in a 
few places. At one time I tried to induce the people to 
make an experiment with this crop. I got two stone 
of mangold seeds made up in half-pounds, and dis
tributed them, but I think only one half-pound was 
sown. The family that sowed that one half-pound 
have been sowing mangolds since. It was only sown in 
that one place, and it is a crop very suitable for 
small holdings situated along the seaboard, where 
they can get most of the manure from the sea for
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nothing. The technical experts have not succeeded 
in introducing that crop either. I may be wrong, 
but I think I have seen that crop largely grown for 
pig-feeding and for the production of milk. In this 
district, where the grass is of inferior quality, the 
growing of catch-crops for feeding purposes in the 
spring would be very useful. This district of Erris 
is as .backward, more backward, with regard to these 
catch-crops than the rest of Ireland. The whole of 
Ireland is very backward in the use of these catch- 
crops for spring feeding. I think a great deal could 
be done with regard to the potato crop, with regard 
to the root crop, and with regard to the catch-crops, 
and if some such body as the Congested Districts 
Board was appointed 1 don't see why that change 
could not be brought about. There is great room for 
the egg industry in Erris where they are all small 
holders, plenty of run for the fowl and plenty of time 
on the hands of the women to look after them. 
Another thing is the pig industry. Until agriculture 
is more highly developed than it is, none of these 
industries will be a success. A question that has 
been put was about the backwardness of land trans
fer here in Erris. Like all questions, there are 
several reasons for it, but I think they can be boiled 
down to two. The first is that the landlord in Erris 
was small and poor, and mortgaged up to the hilt, 
and consequently could not sell unless he got a price 
which the Congested Districts Board was not inclined 
to give. The other reason is that the people them
selves were their own great enemies. When the 
Board bought the property it was then the Board 
got the trouble. They could not get the people to 
carry out their instructions. The people fought 
them tooth and nail. Day after day whilst they 
were paid for doing their own work on the holdings 
they could not be got to follow the instructions. I 
Know a man who prevented the Board from building 
a house for him, though he himself, his horse and 
cart, and his son were out at the current wage of the 
locality on the work. I know another man who 
prevented the fencing of his holding because his 
neighbour's sons were getting wages from the Board, 
and he had no one to work. The same thing 
occurred on that property I referred to—on that 
property on which probably three times the purchase- 
money was spent on improvements, and all down 
from the first day to the last there was nothing but 
trouble on it. The Board would have a strike on 
to-day or to-morrow on some footy little question. 
If you are going to get the Irish Government to re
appoint the Congested Districts Boaid you will want 
to get for the job descendants of Job. If you think 
there is anything I could throw any light on or 
help you in any way I am quite prepared to answer 
any questions.

* * * * - *
!. An Fair Mór.—According to your evidence, the 

Irish-speaking districts in this locality are dwindling 
very fast ?—They are.

2. And the language seems to he disappearing ?— 
Yes, except in the national schools, and in spite of 
what is being done in the national schools I believe 
it will disappear.

Do you believe it is the duty of the Irish nation 
to use every effort to bring back the Irish language 
to the people of Ireland?—Well, that is a very big 
question. I would say it is the duty of the Irish 
nation to use all reasonable effort not to let it die.

4. You seem to be dissatisfied with the efforts at 
present being made both in the schools and outside 
o f them ?—Yes.

5. We would like to know, Canon, if you hsve been 
thinking out any other method that might be more 
effective in restoring the language?—Well, I think 
just the suggestion that I have made is what would 
be necessary—that the driving force should be in 
the people's civic sense and conscious patriotism. 
Until you have that you won’t succeed.

6. Don't you think that one of the most important 
levers in developing that sense of self-respect is 
Irish?—It ought to be, but looking at the results I 
cannot see that it is. The Gaelic League has existed 
for a consideiable time using its best efforts. What 
are the results? If I am right, the results are not 
at all encouraging.

7. Well, Canon, we have some people who attribute 
our present position to the efforts of the Gaelic 
League; people who hold that the little bit of free

dom that we have won was made possible by the 
spirit of patriotism and self-sacrifice created by the 
Gaelic League. Would you be one of those who hold 
that view?—Well, as far as my little experience goes, 
and it is very limited, because I can hardly class 
myself as being a Gaelic Leaguer or an Irish 
speaker. I have not seen what I would call genuine 
patriotism in the Gaelic Leaguers that have come my 
way. It has been my experience with regard ty 
Gaelic League officials that they were as great Shy- 
locks as any officials that ever came this way.

8. You seem to complain of the forcing of the lan
guage in the schools?—I complain that it is detri
mental to the prospect in view.

9. What exactly do you mean by forcing the lan
guage?—Forcing the language in such a way that, 
as several witnesses to-day said, the people are say
ing, that there was too much time and too much 
attention given to Irish in the schools to the detri
ment of English and other subjects.

10. If you think that it is the duty of the people 
of Ireland to use every reasonable effort to restore 
the language, don’t you think it is up to them to see 
that it is taught efficiently, and that a sufficient 
amount of time is devoted to it?—Yes, what is suffi
cient, but how are we to interpret that? I would 
interpret it in one way, you in another. The people 
iri authority interpret it in such a way that when 
parents of the country and the people generally and, 
as far as I know, the teachers when in conference 
with their managers, complain that it has been un
duly pressed.

11. They don’t complain of any other subjects 
being unduly pressed except this?—Oh, now, they do.

12. What are the other subjects?—Well, you heard 
the teachers here. The fact of the matter is that wo 
happened to be discussing the ouestion of education 
in the schools here. The teachers are bound to go 
through the programme within school hours If 
you go down the subjects you will find that you are 
bound by the programme, because every subject has 
its importance, the object in view not often the result, 
being to lay up a fund of knowledge, because the 
fund of knowledge they can bring out from the 
national schools is very meagre. The teacher very 
often simply caters for the examiner giving as much 
information as possible to the pupils on the various 
subjects. You will educate your people better by 
giving £hem help to acquire knowledge and educate 
themselves than by any system of cramming infor
mation into them. The programme is overloaded at 
present

13. Don’t you think it is hard for the teacher to 
do his work if he does not get his pupils regularly? 
— W e ll ,  now I  have an answer to that question. We 
have heard of the bad attendance, but I  sajt 
that what has been said does not represent the 
exact state of the case. Here in Erris the 
attendance at school is relatively much better than 
a person would expect in a district where it is 
extraordinarily difficult for them to attend. The 
statement that was made here to-day with regard to 
the attendance at school applies to the worst schools 
in the district, and certainly is not descriptive of the 
best schools. This is from a letter on the question of 
attendance that I  published last year. The average 
attendance, according to the last report, for the 
twenty-six counties, was something over seventy per 
cent. There are some schools in Erris which are 
higher than that.

14. Higher than the average for all Ireland ?—Yes.
15. According to some of the evidence the average 

is as low as fifty ?—There are some schools where the 
attendance is fifty or perhaps, in a few instances, 
less than fifty per cent. I happen to have something 
to do with the schools as examiner in Christian 
Doctrine, and amongst other things I have to take 
note of is the attendance. In the year 1923, the 
average attendance for all the Erris area was 64.8. 
Some of them were over seventy; One, seventy- 
seven per cent., one over eighty per cent, one 79.4, 
one seventy-five, one sixty-four, and one fifty-eight
I think there was one school 50.6, another 50.5. , 
According to the statistics for 1924 the average was 
higher.

16. Would you not think it would be more business
like and more patriotic to concentrate on seeing that 
the children would attend school than in cutt
ing out Irish from the programme ot reducing
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the . time given to the teaching of the lan
guage in the schools?—I think I  have shown' 
tli-at ‘ in my district the attendance is good. 
In one school you have eighty-one per cent., in others 
seventy to eighty per cent. The worst attendance 
was forty-five per cent. The worst attendance is 
usually where you have the worst teachers A good 
capable teacher devoted to his profession is the best 
attendance officer. Compulsory education is the 
Government policy. Better than any compulsory 
laws are an attractive school and a sympathetic 
teacher. Compulsion has been always boomed by 
the very worst teachers. I have again and again got 
children into schools on Monday morning and got a 
large attendance, and before Friday most of them 
had disappeared owing to the carelessness and bad 
methods of the teacher. Until that class of teacher 
is dealt with you had better not apply the policy of 
compulsion or you will have trouble and grievances 
in the minds of some people. Again and again 
parents have told me it was a waste of time sending 
their children to school. In a school which is a 
credit to the teacher and «  credit to the locality 
you will always find the attendance good.

17. Where a teacher is efficient in Irish, might I 
be right in assuming that the degree of Irish and 
the progress made would have the desired effect on 
the attendance?—Well, I am not sure about that. 
Teachers always try to throw the blame of their own 
inefficiency for the bad attendance on the parents, 
and so on. There is something which has a great 
deal to do with bad attendance, and that is the in
efficiency of the teacher himself.

18. At any rate the position of Irish in the district 
is in a very precarious state?—I would say so. If I 
am to believe statements that have been made to me 
by parents, certain sections of the people of this dis
trict are looking foT a way to express their opinion 
on the compulsory use of Irish, and I heard the sug
gestion of withdrawing the children from the schools.

19. Don’t you think, Canon, taking into considera
tion that the nation is rightly making every effort t.o 
make the children of the Irish-speaking districts the 
favoured children of the nation, that it is a rather 
peculiar attitude for these people?—You have not 
brought that home to the Irish-speaking people at 
all yet. They have got the idea into their heads and 
probably there is something to be said for their 
opinion, that what you are doing, as far as tne 
parents can see and as far as I can see, is, you are 
pressing Irish and you are making no provision for 
the employment of these people

20. That is one of the objects of this Commission?— 
Oh, yes, but I ain sure the parents will certainly say 
you should take care before you pressed Irish to make 
sure that their children would not suffer by it.

21. Deputy l ierney .—If you allow that the children 
•ought to be taught Irish, and to teach other subjects 
through it ?—Well, you might make it pari passu with 
English. I f you get the teachers to teach Irish as it 
ought to be taught, and get your inspectors to see 
that it is proper education and not a system of 
cramming, you will have results that will be satis
factory. As regards the people of this district, I think 
I can say even for those who are grousing that they 
don’t want to see Irish disappear. School atten
dance in this country is compared with school 
attendance in Germany, France and England, where 
circumstances are totally different. In Germany a 
child does not walk more than a mile-and-a-half to 
school except one out of every twenty-six. Here, in 
Exris, three out of every four walk more than a mile- 
and-a-half. Some of them walk more than three 
miles, and some of them cannot go to school unless 
they walk four ot five miles. How are you going to 
get these children to school?

22. It is a practical difficulty ? They are talking 
about compulsion. Will they make provision for it? 
In Germany the people live in little towns. The 
farmsteads are not scattered over the land. In 
France the school area is even less than it is in Ger
many. It is square miles; in Germany it is three 
square miles, and in Erris it is twelve square miles. 
How are you to compare statistics of school attend
ance in this country with statistics from France and 
Germany—statistics that the teachers have quoted so

often. There are really no; statistics at all to be com
pared. The German sqhools keep no school rolls. 
The German system of education is a half-time 
system. The minute after the child puts his' foot into 
the board school he has made an attendance. If 
there was the same system of working in Irish 
schools, there never would be a child absent.

23. What change would you suggest in the preisent 
programme to make Irish popular with parents and 
children?—I think I have mentioned the principal 
thing that is wanted. When you get a genuine sense 
of love of country, real patriotism, they will love the 
institutions and the language as any person who 
loves his country will. If there was anything like a 
civic sense in our people the language would not be 
on its last legs as it is to-day.

24. Suppose we should succeed in establishing some 
outlet for the boys and girls of Erris that would allow 
us to give them a good deal of Irish in tbe schools ? 
—Well now, that is begging the question. I said 
they might tolerate the present state of the language, 
but I  don’ t think they would go much farther.

85. The present state of the language appears to be 
very far advanced?—As fax as I  know English is 
supposed to be pari passu in the higher classes at 
any rate, with Irish.

26. You talk about the programme being over
loaded before geometry and algebra were put on?— 
Before they were transferred from the “ extra ”  to 
the "  ordinary ”  subjects.

27. At the time algebra and geometry were put on, 
did they take the place of other things ?—I don’t 
know. The last speaker said there was no deduction 
from the previous programme, and Irish was an 
addition to it. They complained that they were 
added.

28. An Fear Mór.—If you saw there was any satis
factory result from these classes would it alter 
y o u T  opinion of them?—If there was any satisfac
tory result from these classes the terrible animus 
against Irish would not exist at present. There 
would be some sign that people who attend these 
classes show some knowledge of Irish. They don’t 
seem to have made any advance. Whatever Irish 
the majority of them have, they acquired it in the 
national schools or by private study.

28a. Were the classes examined at the end of the 
course ?—I cannot say they were.

29. How then do you arrive at that conclusion ?—Just 
like the man in the street who does not see any re
sults from these classes. I have known people go to 
these classes, and after the first week they began 
disappearing. Those who were left also fell away, 
that is a result which shows there was not much 
success in Irish in these classes.

30. I think that is a rather peculiar way to'come 
to a conclusion about the success or failure of a thing 
like that, because if we were to take what evidence 
we have come across and what we have observed 
since we came into County Mayo, we would have 
gone away with the impression that the people were 
very interested, and that there was nothing of this 
terrible animus at all towards the Irish language 
anywhere, or with very few exceptions?—Don’t take 
it that I have any animus against it. I am repeat
ing to you what has certainly been said to me.

31. Mr. Ó Cadhla.—The people think that the 
amount of Irish taught in the schools has produced 
no results?—They think that it has produced the 
result that the children are not learning English pari 
passy with Irish.

32. Deputy Tierney.—The meaning of that would be 
that English is to some extent declining in Erris ?— 
As a consequence of the present programme English 
has declined.

33. I would be rather glad if that were the case?—I 
don’t know whether the ordinary ratepayer would 
second your motion or not.

34. If the present programme could succeed in 
making Irish advance at the cost of making English 
decline the ratepayer may object, but would his 
objection be a reasonable objection?—First and fore
most the Government cannot legally act except for 
the good of the public. You cannot act in the in
terest of a very small body. Unless you are acting 
for the general body and for the public good the
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Government is acting illegally in the interest of a 
class.

35. There is no question that any Government 
could possibly object to do anything in the way of 
restoring the Irish language. Even if there are cer
tain people opposed to Irish, they are opposed to it 
in a peculiar sort of way—certain people whom we 
never meet. They don’t seem to come before us at 
all ?—Some of them to. my own knowledge have come 
before you. The extraordinary thing is that they 
tell you one story and they tell me another one.

36. An Fear Mot.—Which are you going to believe? 
—I’m going to exercise my own judgment at any 
rate.

37. Do you think the teaching of Irish history 
through English in the schools would improve 
matters?—Irish history would create a sort of 
consciousness of their nationality in the minds of 
the people, and by that means urge them to greater 
interest in the language.

33. Do you think that would be the result?—The 
teaching of Irish history as it has been taught 
up to the present time with the present Irish 
history text-books would not help you very 
much. If I might make a suggestion on the lines of 
one I made to one of those Irish teachers; the sug
gestion was, you are interested in Irish and you 
want ways of getting the people interested in Irish. 
Why not tell them something about their own sur
roundings and the topography of their district? He 
was an Irish teacher and had been an Irish teacher 
for a considerable time, and he was not able to tell 
the meaning of the townland in which he lived. 
Where there was a familiar Irish name for a town- 
land adjoining he knew nothing about any of them.

39. That is a very difficult subject ?—It is difficult 
for any person who never tried to master it, and it 
would be very difficult for a man to go out and work 
out for himself the meaning of every place-name.

40. Father Power. Professor of Archaeology in Cork, 
one of the most learned men on the subject of place- 
names, was unable to give any idea of the meaning 
of many Irish place-names. I heard Dr. Henebry say 
it was one of the most difficult subjects. But it is 
undoubtedly a fascinating study.

41. It would be an excellent thing?—Another 
thing that would interest the people is the folk-lore 
and ancient history of the district. Get the people 
interested along these lines and along other lines 
that will stimulate them. Get them interested in 
your subject, and your subject will come in due 
time. If you simply go at it just like a mason who 
attacks his wall without having his plan, you will 
never get to the end.

42. Would you suggest that the committee which 
employs these teachers should indicate the lines upon 
which they would like them to work?—I am only on 
it for a short time. I believe T am the most sincere 
friend of Irish on the whole commitiee.

43. Mr. Ó Codin.—As far as I can understand, 
topography is one of the points of the syllabus that 
technical teachers have not to deal with?—The 
gentleman I was talking to was one of the men em
ployed by one or other of the Technical Committees 
in the county. You can see for yourself that he 
could not impart that knowledge,

* * * * * *

PÁDRÁIG Ó GABHLAIN. Aughamore, examined.
English rendering nf evidence given in Irish.

1. An Fear 31 or.—What would you like to say?— 
To give evidence about the district teachers in 
County Mayo and any information I have about the 
state of Irish in the county. (Beading.)

(1) Tá cuid de Chonndae Mhuigheó na Fhior-Ghael- 
tacht, agus an chuid eile na Bhreac-Ghaeltacht. Nil 
áit ar bitlr sa gConndae nach dtig leis na sean daoine 
Gaedhilg- a labhairt.

(2) T;i. obair mhaith dá déanamh ins na sgoileanna 
anois. Beidh na páistí i ndan Gaedhilg a labhairt 
nuair a fhágfas siad an sgoil acht iad a chur dá lab
hairt sa mbaile agus a choinngheál dá labhairt. Sin

1 an cheist, agus muna mbídh na páistí ag labhairt 
Gaedhilge sa mbaile, imtbeochaidh si ar ceal agus 
ar dearmad uatha aris agus beidh saothar ha múin- 
teóirí gán tairbhe.

(3) Sa gconndae seo anois tá roinnt Gaedhilge ag na 
páistí agus tá togha Gaedhilge ag na sean-daoine. 
Cé’n fáth nach labhartar Gaedrilge sa mbaile? Tá, go 
bhfuil dream eile idir an dá dhream seo nach bhfuil 
focal Gaedhilge acu chor ar bith, siad san na buac- 
hailli agus na cailínf fásta, agus nó go leighsighthear 
an sgéal seo ní labhróchar an Ghaedhilg sa mbaile, 
acht labhrochar an Béarla atá ar eolas acu go léir.

(4) Nil aon deis ag na daoine fásta an Gaedhilg a 
fhoghluim acht ins na h-áiteacha go bhfuil ranganna 
Gaedhilge ionnta. Tá rannganna Gaedhilge ar 
siubhal sa gConndae seo fá choiste na gceárd le 
cúpla blian anuas, agus rinneadh an-obair 
ionnta. Tháinig daoine óga isteach go maith agus 
d’oibrigheadar go duthrachtach. Tá cuid mhaith 
acu a thuill sgoláireacht agus a chuaidh chuig na 
Coláistí Gaedhilge agus a bhain teisteas amach, cé 
nach raibh na ranganna ar siubhal sa geeanntar acht 
cúpla blian. An spiorad a bhi acu freisin de bhárr 
na 'ranganna, agus an dúil a bhi acu Gaedhilg do 
labhairt, rinne si sin maitheas mór sa mbaile. Tá 
géarghadh leis na ranganna seo más mian linn an 
Ghaedhilg a shábháil.

(5) Acht an sgéim atá againn annseo i gConndae 
Mhuigheó ta lochta air. Sa gcéad dul sios nil na 
ranganna sathach-lionmhar. Nil acht naonbhar 
múinteóirí Gaedhilge ag obair sa gConndae fé láthair 
agus ar an adhbhar sin nil na rannganna acht annseo 
is ansúid i bhfad ó chéile. Sa dara h-áit, cuid de na 
daoine atá ar an gCoiste ni thuigeann siad an obair 
agus nil aon mheas acu ar an nGaedhilg, agus cuir- 
eann siad seo i n-iúl don phobal go h-árd-ghlórach é. 
Is mó atá na daoine seo ag milleadh fá’n teangain 
ná ag cabhrughadh leithe.

(6) Bud eile ni tugtar cothrom na Féinne do na 
múinteóirí Gaedhilge. Nil post seasmhach acu. 
Cuirtear ag obair i dtúsgheimhridh iad agus sgaoil- 
tear chun bealaigh iad san Earrach biodh an t-inn- 
reamh go maith nó go dona. Ni bhionn an chuid 
is mó acu ag obair ach sé mi sa mbliadhain. An 
trath a mbionn siad ag obair féin nil tuarastal maith 
ag dul dóibh. Ní thig leobhtha maireachtáil ar 
bhealach a thuillfeadh meas dóibh féin, agus muna 
mbidh meas ortha-sán is beag suim a chuirfeas na 
daoine coitchiannta na gcuid eainnte, no ins an adh
bhar a bhéas dá múineadh acu. “  Muna mbionn meas 
ar Pháidín ni bhionn meas ar a chaoirigh,”  Mar 
gheall ar na rannganna a bheith i bhfad ó chéile is 
iomdlia uair a chaitheas an múinteóir fiche mile a 
chur dhe ar rothar oidhche fhluich stoirmeamhail. 
Cé chaoi a bhféadfadh sé dúthracht a chaitheamh le 
na chuid oibre?

Mholfaimis : —
(a) Go gcuirfidh Aire an Oideachais na ranganna

seo fá na gcuram féin, agus fé na gcúram 
féin amháin.

(b) Go mbeidh ranng i ngach ceanntar sgoile uair
sa tseachtmhain ar a laghad i riocht is go

- mbeidh seans ag na daoine fásta Gaedhilg a 
fhoghluim, agus deis ag na páistí atá ag dul 
ar sgoil anois feabhas a chur ar a gcuid 
Gaedhilge. nuair a fhágfas siad an sgoil, agus 
go gcoinneochar an spiorad Gaedhealach beó 
brioghmhar ionnta.

(c) Na múinteóirí a dhéanamh seasmhach, tuaras
tal réasúnta a thabhairt dóibh ionnus go 
mbeidh siad i ndan obair fhoghanta a dhea- 
namh ar son na teangan.

2. .-In- Fear 31 ór.—How many classes have you now? 
—We have classes in three districts.

3. One night a week or two ?—Twice.
4. How many pupils attend?—Last year they 

didn’t allow more than forty. We would have had 
more.

5. Had the other teachers as many?—Yes, and 
more, some of them.

6. How long did the classes last?—Two hours each 
evening.
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7. Text books or conversation ?—Conversation first, 
and then text books.

8. Songs?—Yes, songs, stories and everything like 
that.

9. Are there many people in this district of Mayo 
who have songs and stories?—Yes, many.

10. Have you taken down any of them?—Many of 
them. Many of them have been published already.

11. Mr. Ó Cadhla.—Are the students adults ?—Over 
fourteen years.

12. Are they people from fourteen years to thirty ?
—Yes.

13. Boys and girls?—Yes.
14. What kind of scholarships did they get?— 

Scholarships in a Gaelic college for a month. Some 
of them got certificates.

15. An Fear Mór.—Where?—Most of them at 
Spiddal.

16. Mr. Ó Cadhla.—Is there any full-time teacher? 
—There are two, but these are not full-time exactly. 
They have a yearly salary, they are paid monthly at 
the rate of their salary per year, but are allowed to 
work only eleven months, thus losing a month’s pay. 
They have to be re-appointed every year. I am one 
of them. I had teachers’ classes.

17. Have you any rolls to keep the attendances ?— 
Yes, Department roils.

18. Is it possible to keep these rolls satisfactory ?— 
They have to be kept for inspection by the inspector 
from the Department.

19. Have they plenty of amusement?—The com
mittee made a rule that no dancing would be allowed 
two years ago. There was no dancing as far as I 
know.

20. An Fear M&r.—There was no dancing at all?— 
They were not permitted to have any.

21. It is your information that there was no danc
ing in any of the other places?—I don’t think there 
was as far as I know. I am sure they would not 
break any rule.

22. Mr. 0 Cadhla.—Is there any district teacher 
working in the Fior Gaeltacht ?—1There will be one 
working there this year, and there was a man there 
last year.

23. Does he go amongst the people and talk Irish ? 
—He does.

24. An Fear Mór,—There is nothing then against 
these classes on the score of dancing that would turn 
people against the language ?—No.

The Commission adjourned of 6.30 p.w.
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The following statement submitted by Very Rev- 
Denis Canon ,0’Dea, P-P-, had been circulated to the 
Commissioners :—

1. Knowing very little of the Gaeltacht, of the 
character and capacity of the people for industrial 
effort. I am not competent to advise as to the best 
means of bringing about their economic betterment. 
My contribution to the enquiry would be only the 
educational side.

2. In the County Clare there is no exclusively Irish- 
speaking district, not even a townland; nor has there 
been in my memory. The entire district, along the 
seaboard, from Loop Head to Ballyvaughan and ex
tending for some six or seven miles inland might be 
a straining by the term be set down as “  Breac-Ghael- 
tacht.”  But, even here, the language is rapidly on the 
decline, and year by year as the old people are dying 
out many precious links are being severed.

3. At the present moment the language is well under
stood and spoken when the occasion demands it by the 
older people. The language as spoken by them is gram
matically correct and has a fine literary flavour. It 
is still a precious asset—and even now it the language 
were well taught in the schools of these districts by 
highly qualified and energetic teachers—imbued with 
an enthusiasm for the language, and, if concurrently 
with this, some system could be devised to induce the 
parents to co-operate in this teaching by speaking the 
language to their children, I am convinced it would 
mean a big literary salvage, and would ensure a re
vival, embodying the best characteristics bv the lan
guage as spoken and written in County Clare for the 
last hundred years.

4. I have said I  am not competent to offer any 
practical suggestions as to the starting of industries 
in the Gaeltacht. But, it is my considered view that 
any effort of this kind, should be made conditional on 
the speaking and preservation of the native language. 
I do not believe that an improvement in the economic 
and social condition of these people will of itself make 
them a bit prouder of their language, or stimulate 
them to speak it more freely. The trend, I  think, 
would be all the other way. Explain it as one may, 
the fact is that the vast bulk of native speakers in the 
Breac-Ghaeltaeht as well as in the Gaeltacht are ready 
and eager to discard the language, except and when 
it is likely to bring them some material advantage. 
One may hope that this is a passing phase and that 
with the favour now being accorded the language, and 
the awakening of a national spirit which should come 
with self-government, this shyness or shame of the. 
native speaker in the use of the language is bound 
to disappear. In the meantime, however, and until 
such a change has decidedly set in, I should certainly 
have every effort for the economic improvement of the 
Gaeltacht made conditional as far as possible, on the 
use and cultivation of the language.

5. My specific for the social uplifting of the Gael
tacht and the saving of the language would be to 
concentrate on the schools. I fancy the most enthu
siastic revivalist amongst us has now sobered down 
to the belief that the most we can hope to achieve 
is to mate Ireland bilingual. It is hopeless, I think, 
to try and dam round any exclusively Irish-speaking 
district so as to effectually beat, back the onoominc tide 
of English. I think, circumstances, geographical and 
commercial, make that impossible. The corrosion of
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the Gaeltacht is bound to go on, every inch of it is 
bound in course of time to become bilingual. Our 
effort should be then to save the Irish language through 
bilingualism. With the advance of English in the Gael
tacht and the corresponding advance of Irish in the Gael
tacht, I should reorganise the schools in the Gaeltacht 
on a bilingual basis raising them to a standard of all
round proficiency equal to any in the country. To 
achieve that I should have these schools staffed with 
teachers highly qualified and efficient, who would be 
native speakers, and so liberally paid as to make the 
position one to be sought after. In the curriculum 
of course. Irish should have the pride of place. It 
should be the language in daily use and the medium 
through which instruction in other subjects would be 
given— (the ideal to be attained in all the primary 
schools of the country).

6. As the complement of this, secondary schools con
ducted by Ghristian Brothers and nuns should be- 
established in suitable centres and liberally endowed 
with scholarships of which pupils of promise in the 
primary schools might avail themselves. Boys and 
girls from these schools would compete for public 
positions; many of them would be candidates for the 
training colleges, and would subsequently become ideal 
teachers of the language in the primary schools through 
the country.

7. Some such scheme as this, carrying with it pros
pect of worldly advancement, would be a powerful in
centive to the Gaeltacht to speak and cherish their 
language. It would lift them up socially, and would 
counter and kill once and for all the idea that the lan
guage is a badge of inferiority and does not contribute 
to success in life.

ft. There are of course other aids which should be 
brought into action. The use of the language by the 
priests in the churches, at the grave side, in his every
day intercourse with the people, would be the most 
telling of these.

9, The bishops could do much by their outspoken 
sympathy with the movements, and by appointing to 
districts where Irish is spoken, or only understood, 
young priests who arc Irish speakers, and known to 
be enthusiastic in the cause. This is not done.

10. The study and speaking of the language would 
be encouraged immensely if the Irish language, both 
spoken and written, were made an essential in all 
examinations for public positions—the essential mini
mum to be that the applicant should be able to speak 
and write the language freely. All over the country, 
both in the Gaeltacht and outside it, in the schools 
and in the homes, the study of the language would be- 
much stimulated by some such arrangement.

(Signed), D. O’DEA.
26adh Bealtaine, 1925.

* * * * *

V. REV. CANON O’DEA, examined.
1. Canon O ’Dea giving evidence said :—Knowing 

very little of the Gaeltacht. of the character and 
capacity of the people for industrial effort, I am not 
competent to advise as to the best means of bringing 
about their economic betterment. My contribution to 
the inquiry would be only the educational side. In 
the County Clare there is no exclusively Irish-speaking-
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district , not even a townland; I suppose a great many 
won’t agree with nre in that—nor has there been in 
my memory. The entire district along the seaboard 
from Loop Head» to Rallyvaughan and extending tor 
some six or seven miles inland might be a straining 
of the term be sot down as Lieac-Ghaeltacht. But, even 
hero, the language is rapidly on the decline, and year 
by vear as the old people are dying out many precious 
links are beings severed. At the present moment the 
language is well understood and spoken «lien the 
occasion demands it by the older people. The lan
guage as spoken In them is grammatically correct and 
has a tine literary flavour. It is still a precious asset, 
and even now if the language were well taught in 
the schools of these districts by highly qualified and 
energetic teachers imbued with an enthusiasm, for the 
language, and if concurrently with this, some system 
could be devised to induce the parents to co-operate 
in this teaching by teaching the language to then- 
children, I am convinced it would mean a big literary 
salvage, and would ensure a revival, embodying the 
best characteristics by the language as spoken and 
written in County Clare for the last hundred years.
I have said I am not competent to offer any practical 
suggestions as to the starting of industries in the Gael- 
tacht. But, it is my considered view that any effort 
of this kind should be made conditional on the speaking 
and preservation of the native language. I do not 
believe that an improvement in the economic and social 
condition of these people will of itself make them a bit 
prouder of their language, or stimulate them to speak 
it more freely. The trend, I think, would be all the 
other way. Explain it as one may, the fact is 
that the vast bulk of native speakers in the Breac- 
Ghaeltacht as well as in the Gaeltaeht are ready 
and eager to discard the language, except and 
when it is likely to bring them some material 
advantage. One may hope that this is a passing phase, 
and that with the favour now being accorded the 
language, and the awakening of a national spirit which 
should come with self-government that this shyness or 
shame of the native speaker in the use of the language 
is bound to disappear. In the meantime, however, and 
until such a change has decidedly set in, I should 
certainly have very effort for the economic improve
ment of the Gaeltaeht made conditional as far as 
possible on the use and cultivation of the language. 
My specific for the social uplifting of the Gaeltaeht 
and the saving of the language vfould be to concentrate 
on the schools. I fancy the most enthusiastic 
revivalist amongst, us has now sobered down to the 
belief that the most we can hope to achieve is to make 
Ireland bilingual. It is hopeless, I think, to try and 
dam round any exclusively Irish-speaking district so 
as to effectually beat back the oncoming tide of Eng
lish. I  think circumstances, geographical and com
mercial, make that impossible. The corrosion of the 
Gaeltaeht is bound to go on. Every inch of it is 
bound in course of time to become bilingual. Our 
effort should be then to save the Irish language through 
bilingualism. With the advance of English in the 
Gaeltaeht. and the corresponding advance of Irish in the 
Gaeltaeht, I should reorganise tho schools in the Gaei- 
tacht on a bilingual basis raising them to a standard 
of all-round efficiency equal to any in the country. 
To achieve that I should have these schools staffed 
with teachers highly qualified and efficient, who would 
be native speakers, and so liberally paid as to make 
the position one to be sought after. In the curricu
lum of course Irish should have the pride of place. 
It should be the language in daily use and the medium 
through which instruction in other subjects would be 
given—the ideal to be attained in all the primary 
schools in the country. As the complement of this 
secondary schools and nuns should be established in 
suitable centres and liberally endowed with scholar
ships, of which pupils of promise in the primary 
schools might avail themselves. Boys and girls from 
these schools would compete for public positions i 
many of them would be candidates for the trainin'? 
colleges, and would subsequently become ideal teachers 
of the language in the primary schools through the 
country. Some such scheme as this carrying with it 
the prospect of worldly advancement, would be a 
powerful incentive to the Gaeltaeht to speak and cherish 
their language. It would lift them up socially, and 
would counter and kill once and for all the idea that 
the language is a badge of inferiority and dosen’t con

tribute to success in life. There are of course other 
aids nhich should be brought into action. The use of 
the -language by the priests in the churches, at the 
graveside, in his everyday intercourse with the people, 
would be the most telling of these. The bishops could 
do much by their outspoken sympathy with the move
ments and by appointing to districts where Irish is 
spoken, or only understood, young priests who are 
Irish speakers and known to be enthusiastic in the 
cause. This is not done. The study and speaking 
of the language would be encouraged immensely if the 
Irish language, both spoken and written, were made 
an essential in all examinations for public positions— 
the essential minimum to be that the applicant should 
be able to speak and write the language freely. AD 
over the country, both in the Gaeltaeht and outside it, 
in the schools and in the homes, the studv of the 
language would be much stimulated by some such 
arrangement. I have very little to add. I would be 
very glad to advise on the means of having the people 
of some districts purely Irish-speaking, if I thought 
that were possible.

Somehow I do not think it is possible at present, I 
would be very glad it would be possible, but I do not 
think it is. As to the first point : I have not much to 
say on the economic side of the question—the economic 
betterment of the people.

Somehow 1‘have not much faith in that as a means of 
preserving and fostering the Irish language. It is true 
circumstances have forced these people to associate 
poverty with their language and to look on themselves as 
the remnant of a beaten race. The fact that they are 
so minded must make them less enthusiastic for the 
language. But with the growth of a national spirit, 
and if the language is given pride of place by those in 
power, and if it is given preferential treatment in 
examinations for public appointments, then, with a 
quick-witted people as the people of the Gaeltaeht are, 
this sense of reproach and inferiority will quickly dis
appear and there would be no need for local schemes 
for their material improvement.

2, An F e a r  M i 'i r .—In going around the country we were 
struck by the comparative comforts enjoyed by even 
the poorest districts, in comparison with ether districts 
that we have visited in Connemara and Donegal, and 
though I would be inclined to agree with everything 
you have-said as regards the economic question with 
reference to Co. Clare, I am afraid it would hardly be 
applicable to the really congested districts of Conne
mara and Donegal. I suppose, Canon, you are not 
acquainted with the conditions in these districts ?—

Well, I have spent a holiday round at Mallaranny, 
Erris and Clifden. Of course, round Mallaranny the 
people are very poor. They have not very much, but 
the. Congested Districts Board have evidently done - a 
lot for them.

Oh, quite a lot—quite a lot.
And improved their position very much. Of course 

the old people had to depend on labourers that go ,out. 
In Co. Clare «-e are not reduced to that. Even the 
poorest of us. You are quite right1 in that, I think.

In connection with the economic conditions, perhaps 
Mr. Moriarty would have something to say.

‘A. Mr. Moriarty.—As the chairman has said, Canon, 
we think the economic conditions in Clare are I 
suppose about the best of any districts which may be 
regarded as the Gaeltaeht, and we do not feel that 
there is a possible opening for much improvement 
beyond' what is going on at present. But you will be 
prepared, I presume, to agree that any condition such 
as migratory labour, which is very prevalent in Mayo 
and to a certain extent in parts of Donegal, that that is 
bad from the language point of view?—It is, evidently.

4. We have ascertained, from the language point of 
view and also from the spiritual point of view, that 
migration to Scotland and England is not beneficial 
to these simple peasant folk, but as none of these things 
appertain here we will not touch on it, but merely 
advert to it as one of the factors that make the 
economic question a very serious one for the Commis
sion. In dealing with the fostering and development 
of the language, I take it your views are development 
of industries where the poverty is greatest, such as 
in Quilty. The fishing industry is about the only one 
that could be developed there to- any great extent?— 
Yes.

5. Have you any idea as to how far the fishing indus
try could be developed by Government action?—I can-
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not speak on that point. Father Breen was to be here. 
He is the man specially identified with that. That is 
a department I cannot speak on.

What struck the Commission going round was that 
this, coast is so exposed, so lacking in natural harbours, 
that it is difficult to develop fishing in its higher 
branches, through large boats, power boats and so 
forth. Such development is difficult and necessarily 
very restricted. The Government really cannot do very- 
much to extend the fishing industry there in view of 
the lack of harbours. I do not think, Mr. Chairman, 
there is anything further we can touch on the economic 
side.

*>. Mr.  0 Cadhla.— Well, the Canon has given us a 
full statement with regard to the condition of the 
language in Clare and the causes at present operating 
towards the decay of Irish. But with regard to the 
Government policy' and operations in the Irish-speaking 
districts, do you think, Canon, they have faced this 
question as it should have been faced from the begin
ning ?—

7. From the economic point of view'?
8. Not from the economic point of view ; from the 

Irish language point of view. Take the Irish-speaking 
people of these districts, they are still getting all 
their instruction, and all Government education is 
being carried on, through the medium of English 
to a very great extent—almost entirely. We have 
the law courts, the district courts, and all these 
carried on in English. Well, you could not imagine 
that that was destined to get the people repose con
fidence in Irish. All these Government operations 
should be brought to them directly through the 
medium of Irish: courts should have all their business 
conducted in Irish, and then of course it will let people 
see that Irish was accepted and respected. The 
Government has failed in that respect?

I quite agree, and they failed particularly in this: 
not giving to Irish preferential treatment as they ought 
to have done.

Exactly.
In every examination, and they might have done it, 

I suppose Irish should get preferential marking. All 
positions in the county- should go by competitive 
examination, and in such examinations Irish should 
always get preferential marking. While competitors 
w'ould be well up in other subjects, I would ensure 
that Irish would get preferential treatment in all 
examinations.

9. They have failed in that too. It has not been 
brought home to the people that Irish is the accepted 
language of the Government?—No.

10. Except in the schools in the matter of primary 
education ?—They have done very well in the schools I 
must say.

11. In regard to the bilingual standpoint you believe 
that even in the Irish-speaking districts they must 
become bilingual?—Yes. I believe at the rate we are 
progressing at present that we cannot get over that 
eventuality; hence to meet it I suggest that bilingu
alism in all schools should be established, and while 
Irish would be taught and get pride of place, at the 
same time English also should be taught.

12. But suppose we take an intensive Irish-speaking 
school and population?—I cannot see at present, if you 
start out to make Irish exclusively the language of the 
school how that will hold. I do not think it will hold;
I do not think it will be successful. My policy all
round for the present would be to have a vigorous 
bilingual programme and then to hope that eventually 
such a national spirit would arise as would make the 
country what we would like to see it.

13. By bilingual programme I take it you mean tlipy 
get the knowledge of their subjects through the 
language they know so well, and then as an additional 
language that they get English?—Oh, yes. English 
where it is necessary. But if you get children pro
ficient in the senior classes in Irish as they can be 
made proficient, I would make that language the 
medium through which other subjects should he taught.

14. We have travelled through West Clare and 
other parts of the county and we found in one 
place, Kilbaha, children of 9 years of age who had a 
splendid home-spoken knowledge of Irish. I-was under 
the impression that you could not find children of that 
age in Clare that had home Irish. We found them in 
Corbally, Kilbaha, Olenina ,ind Bnllyvaughan?— 
These would be exceptions. The grown people speak 
Irish well and fluently.

Yes, fluently.—And if they received an.v encourage
ment they would speak it generally to the children. 
If the old people could be got interested in the teaching 
of Irish in the school, and they saw it was going to be 
a paying matter for them and their children it would 
be a great aid to the teacher. These would, in a very 
short time, become good Irish scholars and would speak 
the language well.

Of course every effort should be made not to wean the 
people away from the speaking of Irish. The whole 
Government operation should be destined to that ?— 
Certainly. And I believe in priests and others who 
can do so using the language on every occasion. Use 
it in the prayers. I think it would be well the priests 
should say the prayers in Irish. The people like to 
hear the language, even those, who do not understand 
it.

The literary tradition in Clare is very strong. There 
is no doubt the literary language lias been preserved. 
There is a good deal of literary tradition among the 
people?—In West Clare we had a fair literary tradition. 
Beginning at Loop Head we had Eugene O'Curry, 
Seán I?e Hoare, and here in the neighbourhood Miceál 
G Coiniin, and in this very district the two 
Mao Curtains. All these traditions survived, and their 
manuscripts are very widely scattered all through West 
Clare. When I was a young lad they were copied, 

! read, and memorised even by the illiterate people. 
Their poems became topics of common-place conversa
tion among the people of West Clare, and to that 
you can ascribe the survival of such a literary 
language as Irish is in West Clare. Even among the 
illiterate people they use literary language. Not only 
that, but with absolute grammatical correctness. That 
is the amazing thing. Go and meet an illiterate person 
and he will tell you a story , and you will find not a 
mistake in mood, person, or verb from beginning to 
end. As a matter of fact, if you want to find out the 
real grammatical turn a phrase should get, if possible 
go to one of these illiterate persons and ask them. 
They will tell you.

Everything they speak is capable of being written 
down in books and can stand before the world as being 
perfectly correct. It is a pity there is not more of 
that collected and used as a means of education in the 
Irish-speaking districts in the schools.

15. An. Fear M6i.—Do you wish, Canon, to further 
elaborate on the latter portion of your statement ?—On 
the schools. Really niv programme would be that in 
all these districts if possible you would have highly 
qualified, efficient teachers appointed, and if possible 
native speakers. I think that is the only means at 
present of incorporating that Irish, which is so 
literary and living at the present time. But in any 
schools, no matter whether they be the Gaeltacht or the 
Galldacht, I believe the greatest consideration at the 
present time is the provision of good teachers. I 
believe if you have highly efficient teachers who 
will teach Irish well and put their heart into the. work 
I believe they can do great work in the schools even in 
English-speaking districts. I do not agree at all with 
those who say that the teaching of Irish by a capable 
man in the school is a handicap to the efficient teaching 
of other subjects. I found, and I watched the schools 
pretty closely, that the better the school is in Irish the 
better the teacher is in Irish; the better the children 
are taught and the better all round they are in every 
other subject. I have one in my own parish. I have 
a mixed school in a district where « word of Irish was 
not heard for the past fifty years. The two female 
teachers there teach Irish magnificently. Go into the 
third and senior classes, they read a chapter of Seadhna, 
they close their books and in the old style I ask them 
the sense of the lesson without speaking a word of 
English, and they answer me in Irish correct in mood 
and tense and without a single mistake. You should 
fancy the teacher must have overlooked other subjects. 
Well the vear before last for proficiency' all round in all 
subjects that school got the Carlisle-BIake premium. 
You find in every school where Irish is well taught that 
it is a great intellectual quickener, and if the teacher 
is an earnest man, so far from interfering with efficiency 
in other subjects, it will help the pupils, provided you 
do not overload your programme. Of course if the 
teacher has too many subjects he cannot come at them.

17. Do you find, Canon, that the children in 
such a school as you have just mentioned have a 
great liking for the language?—Oh, a great liking when
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taught from the very infancy—a great enthusiasm. I 
could never get over the fact that even though the 
child is brought up purely English-speaking, when 
they are learning Irish there is some aptitude in their 
nature for it and they learn it very quickly if it is 
taught well. That is the whole thing—good teaching.

18. Would you approve of more concentration on the 
oral teaching of the elementary standards in the school 
which is the key of the situation?—Yes, in fact it is 
nearly all oral, as it should be. Of course as they 
advance they can be beginning a bit of grammar, which 
they learn very quickly.

19. About what age do the children commence going 
to school in the district you refer to?—About 5 or 6.

20. From your experience as a manager of schools, 
and being intimately acquainted with education in 
Ireland, do you think the children would lose very- 
much from the educational point of view if all the 
time and energies of the teacher were devoted to the 
teaching of the Irish language orally to children from 
5 to 7 years of age ?—And orally you mean ?

21. Orally. I mean that the teacher’s whole tune 
would be given over to the teaching of the language 
orally to these children and that their object would be 
to make them fluent speakers so that they would be 
able to receive all instruction through the medium of 
Irish in the other standards.

22. Mr.  0 Cadhla.— Of course the teaching would 
have an educational value—oral arithmetic and oral 
other things. And not teach them English.

23. An Fear Mói '.—Not necessarily. I should not 
exclude English, but that the whole trend of the 
school would be to make these pupils Irish speakers ? 
—I think that is mostly done.

24. And do you think from the educational point of 
view that these children lose anything?—I think they 
lose nothing; I think it is the other way round. It 
is a remarkable thing that in these senior classes 
where the pupils know Irish well and have a thorough 
understanding of it they are splendid at English 
analysis and all that. They get a grip of any language.

24a. Mr. 0 Cadhla..— They got a construction of the 
language that they otherwise would not have got.

24u. .in Fear M ó r . —I would like that we emphasise 
the point about giving them the language between the 
age of 4 and 7, or 5 and 7. Because so many people 
have been anxious to acquire a knowledge of the 
language when they get advanced in years that they 
are certainly astonished when they see how easily the 
children acquire it. The children can do more in these 
two years than they can do in twenty years afterwards, 
if the subject is taught properly?—Certainly.

27. Then you emphasise the necessity of capable, 
competent teachers. Would you approve of the estab
lishment of colleges, as outlined more or less by our 
Education Department, for the training of Irish native- 
speaking teachers ?*—I suggested that, and was very- 
pleased when I saw the Education Department doing 
it. I believe that if you have children in the Gaeltacht, 
clever children passing from the primary to the 
secondary schools, and if colleges are established in 
these districts they can use Irish as the medium for all 
subjects. You have boys and girls in the secondary 
schools at present having a knowledge of the language, 
even as secondary children, that very few teachers 
have. Take the Convent of Mercy, Ennis. Take for 
instance St. Flannans. At these institutions the pupils 
have a magnificent knowledge of Irish, and hence girls 
who pass from the Ennis Mercy Convent for training 
make magnificent teachers. I  believe if secondary- 
schools such as these were set up in these districts, and 
at the end of the secondary course and leaving certificate 
that they pass into training, changed from what it is, 
I  think you will have first-class teachers from every 
point of view and in every subject.

26. From the experience you have of our present 
system of training you think it absolutely necessary 
there should be big changes?—I do not see that the 
boys and girls in their training add much to the know
ledge they have before entering. I fancy there will be 
a change, of course, in trend. It is bound to come.

27. You have heard of some people decrying our pre
sent methods—depreciating the efforts made to revive 
the language—inasmuch as too much attention has been 
given to the subject and in some cases we have been 
told that we are ramming the language down the 
throats of people against their will ?—I heard all that

and have partially answered it in regard to the schools. 
I do not believe the language at all interferes with the 
work in the schools where it is done well and under 
the care of a capable teacher. It does not handicap the 
child or the teacher one bit in other subjects. I have 
found that. As to the ramming down the throats, well, 
if a national spirit were abroad you would not hear that.

28. Has it struck you, Canon, in reading the state
ments of some of those who have been advocating the 
policy- of less Irish in the schools that these are the 
very people who have not contributed very much to the 
revival of the language for the past twenty years?—• 
They have contributed nothing at all to the language. 
These people know nothing at all about the Irish 
language, and know nothing about he history of the 
language, its traditions, or what it stands for. I 
would not attach very much importance to that opposi
tion which arises from some little prejudice of their 
own, and which they are encouraged to air just now, 
when there is a momentary depressiin of the national 
spirit. I think if we had not this civil discord in the 
country, and the spirit existed to-day that existed 
at the time of the Truce—zeal for the language—I 
think you would have a different story to tell to-day.

29. And I take it you believe that spirit will return? 
—For that I am hoping, and if that spirit returns, as 
I hope it will, I  am nearly sure you will not hear any 
more opposition.

30. Mr. Moriarty.—'There is one other thing; about 
the education and selection of first-class teachers for the 
Gaeltacht. In some districts we found as much was not 
being done as could be done owing to the disinclination 
of good teachers to go into these backward places. Have 
you any suggestions to put before the Commission as to 
what special inducement would be given to induce high- 
class teachers into the Gaeltacht, so that the benefit 
of his services could be availed of. What I mean is 
some specific inducement to offer the teacher, such as 
increased pay or higher status?—I have aheady sug
gested that in my evidence. That they should make 
the positions of teachers in the Gaeltacht such as 
would be really sought after. I suggested that already.

31. Mr. 0 CadhJa.—In regard to the children them
selves, Canon, would you suggest there should be some 
assistance in the matter of providing books, etc. ?— 
Certainly. Be generous with them.

32. And provide meals in these districts where 
children are very poor?—Certainly. Let. them see that 
the language will get preferential treatment and let 
the parents see it.

33. .1 ii Fear Mór.— You are very strong on the lan
guage being made a compulsory subject for all public 
appointments?— Yes. I think at the time of the 
Truce we had every official in the country eager to learn 
a bit of Irish. Then when the split came and civil 
war there was not a word about Irish. Many of the 
people who now speak in opposition to Irish were then 
trying to learn the language.

34. Mr. Moriarty.—It was pointed out to the Com
mission that it is an anglicising tendency in Irish
speaking districts to have the customs officers, excise 
officers, rate collectors, Garda Síothchána and the 
fishery officers, etc., not competent to conduct, their 
business through the medium of the Irish language 
which the majority of the people used in such districts? 
—l’es.

35. Do you think that is a serious drawback to the 
development of the language and often tends to angli
cise a district. ?—I daresay it does tend to anglicise, 
but I fancy the Government would have a difficulty in 
finding competent people to fill all these posts.

36. Apart from that question of difficulty you would 
be prepared to recommend that the Government should 
fill these posts wherever possible with Irish speakers, 
and accordingly as the opportunity arises replacing 
English speakers with Irish speakers ?—Certainly.

37. As regards secondary schools, is your suggestion 
the setting up of a good secondary school in the Gael
tacht or would you suggest that the Irish-speaking 
children of poor parents should get scholarships in the 
schools?— Yes, certainly. Promising children.

38. To pass from primary schools into the secondary 
schools?— Yes. That is what I suggest, and that even
tually these would become teachers and public officials.

39. Enter the civil service and so forth ?—Yes.
40. In other words the Gaeltacht child should have, 

every avenue of advancement open to him and that his 
knowledge of Irish should not be a hindrance but a 
direct lead to get to all these positions ?—Yes, but at
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the same time, ot course, the child would have a know
ledge of other subjects.

Oh, yes. Efficiency in other subjects must not be 
ignored.

41. .1 a Fern- Miii.—And you are very strong, Canon, 
that Christian doctrine in the Irish-speaking districts 
should be carried on in the Irish language—the 
language best known to the people and the children ?— 
Yes, certainly.

Thank you very much, Canon, you have given very 
valuable evidence.

*  *  *  *

THOMAS McGRATH, exn mined.
1. Mr. Thomas McGrath said:— ' Mr. Chairman, 

Very Rev. Canon O’Dea. and gentlemen, I am afraid I 
won’t be able to help you so very much, because it was 
only last night or yesterday evening I decided to come 
here and give evidence. I have made out a few 
shoit notes which 1 will read, and will then he 
prepared to answer any rpiestions put to me
afterwards. With regard to the economic con
ditions of the people, I will take the village of 
Corbally, but of course I represent tlie people all along 
the western sea-board. In the village of Corbally there 
are about thirty householders who are chiefly dependent 
for a livelihood on fishing and kelp industries, supple
mented by collecting winkles and carrigeen. They are 
to a great extent helped by their children in America. 
They have no lands at their disposal and have to travel 
to Kilkee, a distance of three miles, in the bleak winter 
to procure milk for their children. Divisions of suitable 
lands which are available in the neighbourhood would 
dispense with such a necessity. This also applies to 
districts along the sea-board. Irish was the home- 
language of the people thirty years ago, English being 
only known in the school. For ten years later Irish 
and a broken English were in use. This change may 
be attributed to the then teachers not having acquired 
a knowledge of Irish. A much better spirit prevails 
at the present time, and the people take a greater 
interest in the use and cultivation of Irish. The fact 
of having Irish made compulsory in all spheres of life 
is to my mind a great inducement, and an absolute 
necessity, and would arouse a great spirit of earnestness 
in the (iaeitacht. I have heard arguments put forward 
that Irish is a very difficult language. With this state
ment I cannot agree. I learned no Irish in my youth 
and acquired an oral and written knowledge without 
any difficulty in six months after I had attained the 
age of thirty y ears. There is a great deal of folklore in 
the district, including stories, proverbs, prayers and 
songs which are yet unpublished. Local Feiseanna 
help materially in tlie collection of these. My own son, 
a boy of 15 years, got first prize for one such collection 
at the local Feis this year. It is my pleasing duty to 
say that the school teacher at Corbally has 
done much for the preservation of the lan
guage. having worked on bilingual lines under 
adverse circumstances and difficulties for a number of 
years. With the help of the principal teacher several 
plays were produced by local talent, and we expect the 
people of this village to take a practical interest in thp 
Gaelic revival. In regard to fishing; some years ago 
there were upwards of fifteen fishing boats with crews i 
of three in each engaged in the fishing industry. At 
the present time there are only three or four. This 
may be explained by the fact that juices have been 
reduced considerably of late years, markets became 
uncertain, and the fishermen, owing to adverse circum
stances, were unable to continue that occupation. To 
remedy this I believe the Government ought to take 
the matter in hands and establish a scheme towards 
the better grading and marketing, also to supply boats 
and gear on easy terms. What I say of this locality 
also applies to all districts from Guilty to L ooji Head 
and in the south by the Shannon to Kildysart. With 
reference to the kelp industry: sea-weed can be had in 
large quantities along the coast, and it would be quite 
possible for a family to save about fifteen tons of kelp 
if there was any certainty of price or market. Prices 
varied from 30s! to £7 in recent years, and I believe if 
a suitable market was available and a higher price 
paid, it would be an encouragement. During the 
great war I supplied an English chemical manu
facturing company with the raw material for
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which I paid £10 per ton. If sea-weed in a crude 
state is value to a manufacturing company for that 
amount, the commodity when manufactured into kelp 
ought to be value for a good deal more. In conclu
sion I w ish to recommend night school or continuation 
classes. They would materially benefit the Gaeltacht. 
School libraries would also be of advantage, and free 
books for schools in poorer areas would be of great 
benefit. If this were at all possible the introduction of 
books containing Irish poetry and history into the 
Gaeltacht would be much appreciated. Arising out of 
that evidence I would he prepared to do anything I 
could to help the Commission.

2. An Fair Mur.— You state, Mr. McGrath, that
you had filtocn boats working filtcen or twenty years 
ago, and now they are reduced to three?— Yes That
is a faet.

3. And you suggest, one way the Government could 
help to revive the fishing industry of your district is 
by letting them have loans at a reasonable rate of 
interest ?— Yes.

4. Do you think there would be any difficulty in 
getting security ?— No, I do not think so. I have 
secured them in the past and 1 had no difficulty about 
it.

•>. And you think the prospects of the fishing indus
try in that neighbourhood would justify development 
ot the industry on those lines?— [ am speaking for 
West Clare generally , and am quite- satisfied it ought 
to get a trial.

li. The industry is fairly important inasmuch as 
thirty householders are partially dependent on it? -- 
Yes, 1 would say partially dependent.

7. Would these fishermen have got land?— No, there 
is no land except one acre to each householder.

9. Each household.a has only one acre and no other 
way of making an income except the sea?—Nothing 
whatever except the broad Atlantic.

10. What sort ot fish as »  rule do they get?—They 
get. mackerel in tire autumn, and cod fish and ling in 
the spring of the year.

11. How do they dispose of the mackerel?—In the 
jiast local buyers used to cure them on the spot., but 
tin' intervention of the great war turned all that, up
side down. Afterwards the Anglo-Irish, war jmt an end 
altogether to it, with the result that any local man 
did not cure since. I was an agent for a firm myself 
tor a number of years, but at the present time there 
is nobody curing them. They have to sell the fish 
to the country people. 1 suggest that the Government 
take the matter up and establish a curing station so 
as to have the fish graded properly, and a proper mar
ket obtained. It would he a great industry in the 
future.

12. Ihit do you think that your immediate neighbour
hood would justify the expenditure of a good deal
of capital in the preservation of the industry taking 
into consideration that it exists only to a very small 
extent?—I would not suggest that a station he estab
lished at Corbally, but one at Kilkee. which is three 
or four miles from it, and the fish could he taken in 
there and cured.

1’iinon O'Jtru.—That used to he the way in the old 
times past—a station at Kilkee.

M i t u r s n .—A n d  they were cured at Farrihy  L ay  also, 
Canon.

13. .-In Feni Móe.—Well, about the two or three boats 
you have working at jirescnt. Were they anyway 
successful?—They were, but, of course, if there are 
large hauls of fish there is no market for them.

14. You have made an interesting statement that you 
acquired a knowledge, of Irish after attaining your 3()th 
year?—J was :J2 to be correct.

15. And you arc uol a teacher or a man who----- ?—I
am  only  a small farmer.

16. And you are not a man who is benefiting 
materially by your knowledge of the language?— 
Nothing whatsoever.

17. So that it is fairlv clear that people engaged in 
the teaching profession who would have a real interest 
in the learning of the language should not have much 
difficulty in acquiring it? It ought not be an insur
mountable difficulty to them considering what you 
have done?—I believe they could get a good sound 
knowledge of Irish in six months. To hack to my 
knowledge of Irish. In my second year I won 1st
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prize for an impromptu essay in Irish, the subject 
being set by the present Canon O'Dea.

18. Canon O'Dea.—That is a fact.
So I see no difficulty whatever in learning Irish 

if there is u will behind the man.
19. .4» Feur Mur.—I think that is a very important 

thing.
20. Mr. O Cudhla.—You have found Irish-speaking 

people not opposed to Irish?—No, on the contrary, it 
is the home language of the real Irishman.

21. And they delight to get one to speak it to them ? 
—They do, yes.

22. .In Fear Afor.—In connection with the opposition 
would you be inclined to agree with me when I say 
that most of the opposition we hear of, that in most 
cases, the will is father to the thought, and that 
those people who succeed in finding hostility amongst 
the Irish-speaking people to the language are really 
getting what they look for, or looking for what they 
get?—I  believe these people never loved the country 
they are living in.

2b. You have referred to stories, prayers, and songs 
that existed in your locality and have never yet been 
published. Would you agree that it is the duty of the 
educational department to see that these things are 
preserved something after the same fashion as O’Dono
van and O'Curry preserved the music and the place- 
names for us?—I would, and I consider that would 
ha a step in the right direction.

24. You think it is up to the educational department 
to see these are not lost?—I think they ought to take 
the matter in hands immediately.

25. I presume here is a danger that many of them 
will go into the grave if they are not taken up?—That 
is pis-t what I was going to mention.

26. You seem to think that night classes and con
tinuation classes would be a strong element in interest
ing the people in the language?—I think so.

27. What class of night schools have you in mind?— 
Adults who leave school before they receive a sioocl 
sound education; it would help to renew their 
memories and give them a good grasp of the Irish 
language if taught properly.

28. If there, are many men like yourself in the locality 
I  certainly say it would be well worth while estab
lishing classes for them?—I have helped in the past 
to impart a knowledge of Irish, and will continue to 
do so if opportunity avails.

2'' You believe that schools of that type established 
in your neighbourhood would be a success?—Y'es, 
certainly they would.

;jn. M r .  0  C u d h l a —Don’t you think that these grown 
up boys and girls in these districts have been denied 
technical education up to the present, because it was 
not carried to them in the language they knew best ?— 
It is not known in my locality at all. Technical educa
tion is unknown there either in English or Irish.

:il. Therefore the Irish-speaking people, because of 
their knowledge of Irish have been denied technical 
ed u cation ?—Y ns.

.'!2. A n  F e a r  ,1/nV—You pay rates?—Yes.
33. But you do not get the benefit of the technical 

rate5—No; never did.
34. Nor does any of the Irish-speaking districts 

benefit by secondary education as a rule ?—Very little 
to my knowledge.

.35. Mr. M o r i a r t y .—There is land available in the 
neighbourhood there, and presumably the Land Com
mission are making arrangements to distribute it?— 
Not that T am aware of.

.36. YVill the fishermen get their share of land ?—I 
think they are entitled to it. I hope they will.

37. Are representations being made to the band 
<Commission as to the desirability of providing for them 
in that way through any iocal source?—Not to my 
knowledge.

38- The fishing population has dwindled from 15 
boats, that is 45 men roughly down to 9 or 10?—Yes, 
and what I say of that locality applies equally to all 
the fishing stations in the western sea-board. In other 
instances they have dwindled down to a few also.

39. What has become of the 35 men who left the 
fishing industry as a bad speculation?—The greater 
part of them were young men who emigrated.

40. But there were 15 boats run by some man who 
was apparently a senior man. Did he lay up his boat 
and turn to the land ?—There was a reduction 
each year in the number of fishing boats until they

were finally reduced to 3 or 4. After two or three 
years a boat would be no use.

41. But he had only half-an-acre of land and how did 
he manage to live then?—I just set out that in the first 
part of my evidence, mainly kelp industry, supple
mented by collecting winkles and carrigeen, and 
selling the latter in the town.

42. Do you think by these remedies you have sug
gested, a better system of curing and grading of fish 
and advice on the part of the Government would 
revive the industry, and that men would now go out 
to fish?—I believe it would be a great incentive' 
to the people to make a living on the fishing.

43. You have done mackerel curing yourself?—Yes.
Arc you aware that the Government have introduced

a Government brand for mackerel for the American 
market?—No, but I am glad to hear that.

44. If you apply to the Department of Fisheries 
they will give you particulars of that. The terms on 
which loans are given now, do you suggest a lower rate 
of interest than five per cent?— Yes, and a longer term 
of years for payment.

45. How long would you suggest for a canoe ? What 
is the life of it in the West Coast of Clare. Would it 
last five years?— Yes, five years with repairs.

40. So that the loan should not at least exceed five 
years anyway?— No.

47. And the net?—Three years.
48- Wlmt has been the ruling price paid in your 

district last year for kelp ?—There was no ruling 
price. The company used a testing machine and 
paid according to their opinion of the quality. I am 
aware that for kelp burned in the same pit that top 
price was often paid for one sample and the other 
rejected. So there was something radically wrong 
about this testing business.

49. Y'ou can understand, I suppose, that the quality 
of the kelp will vary according to the top and the 
bottom. The bottom will get mixed with sand and 
that is what they are always on the look out for—• 
adulteration. Are you aware any attempt was made 
by the Government to introduce an improved method 
of burning kelp along this shore?— No, I did not hear.

50. You did not hear of any patent kiln being 
established at Quilty?—No.

51. Well the Congested Districts Board did erect 
an improved kiln which would tend for improved re
sults by regulating the draught, so that you could get. 
the proper burning?—Yes, I believe I heard something 
about that.

52. How much is earned by the people along your 
particular district by kelp ?—I could not tell you 
really; it would depend on the price, but a family of 
three or four would make 15 tons of kelp in a season 
if the weather was dry.

53. And taking that at an average of £4 a ton, they 
would get £60 for their labour. That helps them 
to live with the other small fisKing?—That would 
help materially. I believe they would be inclined to 
make it provided thev were guaranteed a fair price.

54. Having regard to the possibility of these people 
getting a bit of land, would it not be better for them 
go into the land rather than undertake the hardships 
and uncertainties of kelp?—I believe the land would 
he of great use to them because they are trying to 
rear their families without any milk. They have hi 
go long distances for milk to support their families.

#  4c ifc *: $j< i

M. J. KEANE, t .rum ined.
1. An Fear M6r.—I understand Mr. Keane that you 

have a special statement from Fr. Breen, P.P., Kilkee? 
■—Yes, I have not much to say really. Everything I 
have to say has been said. I really believe that Canon 
O’Dea and myself must have compared notes before 
we gave our evidence, because I thought he was saying 
practically what I  have to say. So far as the educa
tional standpoint is concerned we are in complete 
harmony.

2. Is the statement 6f evidence you are now going 
to give from Father Breen?—It is his ideas couched 
in niv own language, as a result of discussions we had 
in regard to the fishing industry and other aspects 
of questions connected with it. We discussed the 
present scheme in the county with regard to the teach-
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ing of Irish, and, I think, lie is not at all pleased 
with the results of the scheme. He thinks that it could 
be improved considerably. Father Breen cannot 
attend to-day, but he thinks that a good deal of the 
work done in the school goes for nothing. When 
children leave school they scarcely ever read anything 
and it is astonishing how many boys and girls from 
sixth standard become practically illiterate. The 
period of life between 15 and 18 years is neglected. 
There is no provision made for tile proper development 
of character and no reading material provided for boys 
and girls during that age. A small school library con
sisting of sound reading matter would be a great advan
tage towards the continuation of studies. This would 
help under proper guidance to check the circulation of 
newspapers and magazines which are demoralizing the 
youth of the country. A small local committee in each 
parish or school area could easily supervise the selec
tion and distribution of such books, and would, besides, 
serve to arouse interest in the study of the Irish lan
guage. Books of historical, dramatical, or the narra
tive type would be a blessing. Itev. M, Breen was 
strongly of opinion that the scheme of teaching in the 
county initiated by the technical committee could be 
improved with advantage towards the language revival. 
He felt diffident as regards the attendance at adult 
classes, but was of opinion that very useful work could 
be done provided they were properly organised and 
attended. We are glad to learn that a small com
mittee was appointed for the purpose of re-arranging 
the work for teachers and preparing a better seheme. 
I believe in regard to fishing that the Government 
should initiate a sound fishing scheme and introduce a 
Bill at the very earliest opportunity which would revive 
that most important industry. If such legislation were 
introduced and proper facilities established, such indus
try would serve to establish the language and stem the 
tide of emigration. Such legislation would receive the 
support of the Irish people and would become law 
without any great opposition. Father Breen also 
believes that with a judicious selection of reading 
material in the schools, in which the whole aspect- of 
the Gaeltacht is thoroughly national dealing with the 
different interests concerned and the possibilities for 
improvement, in each direction, that habits of thrift, 
sobriety, industry, honesty, perseverance and self- 
respect could he inculcated The marketing of com
modities including fresh eggs, butter, etc., should re
ceive thorough attention. In case of fish the Govern
ment should make such provision for branding and 
marketing as would ensure the best price. The 
difference in quotations would more than finance such 
a procedure Buying and testing of kelp are respon
sible for the decay of this most important industry. 
I would suggest immediate inquiry into the possibilities 
in this direction and find out precisely the cost of 
production, the possibilities, the bye-products, 
values. etc. Such work as requires scientific 
knowledge should he the function of our univer
sities and research departments. In regard to 
propaganda it must be strongly borne in mind that 
there is an ill-concealed hostility to the development and 
cultivation of Irish and the work of revival requires 
serious organisation, united effort, and unflinching 
determination on the part of all Gaels however widely 
they differ in other matters. There are two forms of 
hostility, viz., that which is open, defiant, and honest, 
where those opposed say that thov do not believe in 
it and soforth; and the other which is base, hypocriti
cal, and unworthy where those concerned say they 
would like to see it revived, but at the same time ob
struct every decent effort made towards its re\ ival. The 
mere pretence of saving a miserable penny in the 
pound will not serve to cloak such hostile action. The 
most painful aspect in connection with all this hos
tility is the attempt made by those totally ignorant of 
the intellectual value of a language to belittle, its value 
as a thoroughly national and valuable educational factor. 
It is about time that we should ask ourselves how we 
stand educationally as regards our neighbours and 
competitors. When we investigate wo find children 
able to speak and use two and three languages where 
proper provision is made for teaching them, and where 
conditions as to regularity, interest in education, and a 
struggle for educational supremacy are the chief 
governing factors. It may be interesting to know that 
Dr. Abbott wrote his Via Latina for children under 
ten years of age. I  do not think I have anything else

to say. With regard to my experience in teaching I 
find that pupils with a knowledge of both languages 
are iar superior and far more intellectual than the 
pupils that speak only one. I  have experience of 
children coming into the district who became proficient 
in Irisli after a year in the. fifth and sixth standards. 
I do not think there is any necessity to teach 
through the medium of two languages. When 
they get, proficient, in the language the children get a 
firmer grasp of any subject taught through that one 
language.

.‘1. Mr. 0 Cadhla.— Well you have not lost the power 
of assimilation iu Corbally. You can assimilate the 
English-speaking child that comes into it?—Yes, I have 
an example of one boy. He is only about eight months 
coming to the school, and I do not know whether you 
could very well distinguish between him and a native 
Irish-speaker. He is able to do geometry, arithmetic, 
and algebra in Irish, and uses all the moods, tenses, 
inflections, and cases without any difficulty whatsoever. 
There is one thing I was going to refer to. I heard 
people saying it is a w'aste of time. I think that arises 
from ail ignorant source. Now, if you take up the 
Via Latina, for instance, written by l)r. Abbott. That 
book was written for children under ten years of age. 
and that was not a waste of time. I have seen children 
taught French and English in the schools and they 
become professional speakers of both languages.

In Ireland'r—No, but in England, where they 
were about the age of ten years. If ttiat is
possible in England how eould it be waste of 
time for us here in Ireland to teach Die 
language we know and speak, and that is used 
ill the homes far more fluently and intelligently than 
the English laneuace Now, with regard to folklore 
and the rest of it, Canon O’Dea referred very wisely 
to the amount prevalent in West Clare where it has 
been committed to memory. I have a íecollection of 
my ow n father and his neighbours, and they had all 
these poems off by heart. Even one, Martin Hickey, 
in Kilkee. had Keating’s History of Ireland off by 
rote together w ith all the poems. Some of them were 
practically illiterate, lmt I doubt if you could accu
rately describe them as being illiterate. They took a 
most intelligent vuwv of everything, and could dis
cuss matters of very great importance between them
selves in Irish. I find now that the average person 
leaving school is far more illiterate than they were 
even though they can read and write a little. That 
w'ould be my opinion.

5. I think since you have been examined so 
thoroughly already in Dublin—I remember your ex
amination was a very stiff orn—that it would be 
hardly fair to continue it now. but in connection 
with the industries perhaps Mr. Moriarty might have 
something to say.

6. 3h. Moriurti/.—It is suggested in your evidence, 
Mr. Keane, to adopt legislation to restore the fishing 
industry here. Has Father Breen committed to his 
memorandum any points or directions ? He con
siders legislation would effect the restoration of in
dustry. Would he propose to put on a protective 
tariff, or how could legislation build up the in
dustry?—My idea and his was that it would he the 
function of the Government to provide a great fish
ing scheme. How is fishing protected in every 
country? It would be quite possible for the Govern
ment to initiate a great fishing scheme. I do not 
mean that Clare could avail of it altogether, because 
on account of its coast it is not naturally adapted to 
go into fishing very minutely. But a thorough fish
ing seheme would provide for the teaching and train
ing of boys of eighteen or nineteen years who wanted 
to go into the deep sea fishing industry, &c. It would 
he better train and keep them at home than have 
them going to America.

7. That is that the Government should provide 
training ships for these boys?—Well, take them into 
fleets and trawlers.

8. But the Government do not fish, and it is not 
contemplated that the Government should be a fish
ing department. The function of even the Fishery 
Department is not to do the fishing, but to control it 
by regulating and governing it. For instance, the 
Department of Fisheries make bye-laws every day for 
the better regulation and control of fishing, but they 
do not actually do the fishing. Y'ou suggest they do 
something in the nature of technical instruction and
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bring boys together and give them that instruction. 
Do you think they would get boys from your district 
to go for training, or are your remarks general, not 
dealing with Clare particularly :'—Yes, quite general. 
I am not referring to Clare particularly, because the 
kelp industry is the general one in Clare, and the 
one that could be most easily developed. The only 
places for fishing in Clare are at Carrigaholt and the 
mouth of the Shannon, where large boats could be 
used.

!i. A re  y o u  aw a re  o f  the  m e th o d s  they  e m p lo y  in the 
b u r n in g  ot k e lp  in th is  d i s t r i c t ? — Y es .

10. T h e  in c in e r a t io n  p rocess  they  c a r r y  on ,  it is 
b e l i e v e d ,  is not q u i te  the on e  th at  the  ke lp  bu y ers  
requ ire ,  w h ic h  is too  c o m p le te  an d  too thoroug h .  
T h e  C o n g e s te d  D is tr ic ts  B oard  es tab l ish ed  m o d e m  
k e lp  k i ln s  for the p r o p e r  h u n t in g  ot ke lp ,  so  th a t  it 
m ig h t  c o n t a in  the  h ig h er  p e rc e n ta g e  o f  v a lu a b le  
c h e m ic a ls  r eq u ired  fo r  m o d e r n  use. A n d  th ey  estab 
l i shed a Kelp kiln at g u i l t y .  Are you aware o f  th a t 0 
— Y e s ,  I  am  aw are  of it, b ecau se  I  was r e sp on s ib le  
for the ag i ta t ion  m yse l f  to a ce rta in  ex ten t ,  and the 
reason  w as  that  h"nit l ie B roth ers  w o u ld  not take  the 
k e lp  f r o m  th em . T h e r e  was n o  in d u c e m e n t .  C an on  
G ly n n  w as  a r epresen ta t iv e  on  the C ong ested  D is 
t r ic ts  B oard  at the t im e ,  an d  we fo u n d  out that  
F a i r l i e  B r o th ers  w ere  p a y in g  CS a ton  for Swedish 
kelp . 1 cou ld  not  see w h y  there  sh o u ld  be  s u ch  a 
d i f f e r e n c e  be tw een  I r ish  and Sw ed ish  ke lp , becau se  
w e  w ere  o n ly  g e t t in g  IXis. a ton .  T h en  th ey  said  the 
S w e d ish  k e lp  w as  b u rn ed  b e t te r — that the b u r n in g  
p ro c e ss  was su p er io r .  B u t  w h en  it was ad o p te d  here  
Fail  lie B r o th e r s  th en  sa id  the o ld  p rocess  was  ju st  
as guild. T hat  is w h at  1 ascerta ined

11. W o u ld  y o u  he in  fa v o u r  o f  setting  u p  factor ies  
w h ic h  w o u ld  treat  the k e lp  an d  m a k e  f in ished  p r o 
d u c ts  o f  it ?— Q u ite  so, an d  I  th in k  it w ou ld  save a 
great deal .  M r  M c G r a t h  p a id  €10 fo r  the raw 
m a te r ia l— p e r  ton —so it  ou g h t  to he p o ss ib le  to save

12. .In Friii J /ib .—Was that during the war?— 
Yes. Kelp realised €12 a ton at that time, so surely 
there must h e  profit , in it. W i t  I i regard to the brand
ing of fish. Kverv man buuight fish  and cured it 
in the ordinary way, with the result that it was 
inferior in quality. I am glad to hear about the 
Government brand. Father B r e e n  suggested that 
b e f o r e ,  and that there should b e  some provision made 
by the Government in regard to the marketing of 
fish.

I.'!. Hi'. .1 Im iu i tii.—I am sorry to sav of our Irish 
curers. imbued with the sense of the importance of 
branding, that they have not yet applied to have a 
single barrel branded, although it is there at con
siderable expense to the Government, so that is the 
encouragement we got?—Is it possible to market the 
tish without branding it?

14. Y e s .
I thought it would he necessary to brand it before 

sending it away. I am afraid yon will have very 
little branding at that rate.

15. It is not a compulsory brand

#  -if m

THOMAS GARDINER, r mini uni.
1. Mr. Thomas Gardiner, N. T., said :—I represent 

Liseannor district at large. As far as the education 
side is concerned it lias been gone into minutely, 
and as regards the fishing Mr. McGrath and Mi. 
Keane have dealt with it fully. There may be a 
little point regarding trawlers, which have caused 
much trouble in LGe.mnor. Of course, they have 
been spoken of frequently, and nothing has been 
done. If this Commission does something towards 
the protection of fisheries it will he the first. These 
trawlers always caused a lot of trouble to the fisher
men by taking away the seed of the fish, as has been 
proved conclusively on various occasions. As regards 
the fishermen, they are very poor and must seek 
to take advantage of loans, but when they apply 
for some gear on loan they might get some twelve 
months later. The machinery in the Ministry of 
'Fisheries is hard to be worked. The hous
ing, as you saw in Liseannor. is awfully bad. 
If something could be done towards repairing the 
houses it would be well. In Doolin there is a big 
ranch touching the fishing village. If the fishermen

got small portiotas of this they would be very grateful 
and their position would be thus . considerably 
improved. As regards Liseannor district, there was 
at one time a very fine industry in the quarries. The 
quarries contain some very fine flagging. It was 
worked by an English firm, and I have been informed 
that bad management was responsible for its collapse. 
Cement, of course, is widely used, but I think the 
stone will hold its own, because it is perfect for 
roofing and flagging purposes. This year the Belfast 
Corporation ordered something like one thousand 
tons of flag stones. Presently the industry is worked 
only on a small scale by individuals who have little 
capital and who have no authority to mine. One 
man applied to the Land Commission for a permit 
to work the quarry, and the Land Commission told 
him they had no power to grant a right to quarry.

; Twelve months ago the Civic Guards served notice 
on a small Co-operative Society of twenty or thirty 
individuals then attempting to quarry demanding 
immediate cessation of work under threat of arrest. 
The individuals continued, however, and no drastic 

! action was taken yet. It was a case of life or death 
with them anyhow. If some Government support 
could lie advanced towards these quarries it would 
mean giving employment to the Irish-speaking popu
lation, or, if some person of experience and capital 

! could he induced to interest himself in them, lie 
would get a good deal of local 'assistance. The 
harbour at Liseannor is badly in tile need of clean
ing. There are five or six feet of sand and seaweed- 
fine manure—there. I believe that this would be 
removed locally if a passage were made into it. Such 
a passage would cost less than .€20, and for this small 
sum the dock would eventually he cleared and the 
neighbouring farmers would have cheap manure. I 
will now be glad to answer any questions.

2. Clui inun a —Have the fishermen any land '-'—Not 
in Liseannor or Doolin, but the fishermen in Doolin 
till conacre.

Du they till the whole acre?—Some of them do, 
hut the majority have not that much.

-I. H a v e  you any e:w' in Liseannor where they have 
land and actually let- it in grazing'■'—No, none of 
the fishermen have any land and therefore cannot 
let it. There is one fisherman that rents a bit of 
land and tills it.

5. So you believe the fishing industry as presently 
conducted is not economic, and a man cannot rear a 
family on what he is able to secure from the sea?— 
It is hard for them, because this year, even when the 
loan system came along, no man to my knowledge 
reaped any gain from it. Some of them applied for 
a loan for gear over three months ago, and it has not 
come yet.

•I, And you have provided securities?—Yes some of 
them, because it is hard to get people to take the 
risk, hut if somebody does not come to their assist
ance they cannot exist.

7. Do you think the loans are a hit on the severe 
side ' —I would like that the loans be for a longer 
period and at a reduced rate of interest. It would 
pay the Government to keep the Irish alive, and keep 
as many people at home as possible by allowing these 
men money even without any interest, where the in
dustry is in its infancy, provided the capital would 
he repaid.

>■*. Or allow them loans at a nominal interest?— 
Yes; because these fishermen cannot pay interest. If 
they have a hit of profit one year, well, they have to 
rear their families, and generally these people do not 
get anything on tick, as they say, because it is cash 
down in most cases.

9. What becomes of their families?—As soon as 
they are strong enough they go to America. In con
gested districts they have to do their own work, and 
there are no wages to be earned. When they leave 
homo at all they leave it for good. They never go ter 
Limerick or Dublin.

10. Well, you seem to be sustaining the population 
at home. The congestion seems to be as great r.s 
ever?—Still the population is going down, and 
lias gone down. I am sure that Liseannor fishing 
village will be gone in this generation.

11. Has the Congested Districts Board done any
thing towards improving the matter ?—No, not in my 
memory. The county council. I think, built six or
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seven cottages, but that was all. There is another 
thing 1 should mention—the harbour in Liscannor. 
There are about five or six feet of sand there, all fine 
manure, if a passage could be made into it. 
The Board of Works came along and made a 
good job of it, but in the wrong direction. 
They filled it with sand. If the place could 
be cleared, boats would come in there and 
give good employment round the place. In fact, 
if there was only a passage made into it, which 
would only cost about £20, it would allow the people 
to get in there and take away the sand for manure.

12. In connection with the quarries and the pur
chase of one thousand tons of flags by Belfast Cor
poration, who actually made that contract with the 
Belfast people?—Two local individuals.

13. And is the quarry their property?—It would be 
on their land.

14. And I suppose it is a paying proposition; the 
terms on which the flag is made ?—Oh, yes. They get 
a fair, good, decent price for the flags, and anyway it 
pays them to work it.

15. Would there be any chance of getting fairly 
wealthy people interested in the development of that ? 
—Yes, certainly, if there was proper supervision and 
scientific management.

16. Your point is evidently that it is up to the 
•Government to inquire into the whole thing?—Yes.

17. To send an expert there to inquire into the whole 
thing?—Yes, and I think it is up to the Gaeltacht 
■Commission also, as this is an Irish-speaking district, 
to send down a judge to value the possibilities of 
the thing.

18. You are convinced that if an order of that type 
can be got from Belfast that the quarries are a com
mercial proposition P—Y’es, and I would like to see 
decent machinery there when the flag could be turned 
out in hundreds and thousands of tons. At present 
only, a hand crane is in use.

19. P<idrain 0  Cadhla—How does the present school- 
going population compare with 21 years ago? You have 
the records in the school?—I could not tell you, but 
I  am sure it is about the same thing. In my school 
there is a trained assistant appointed ten years, and 
only a junior assistant before her time, so as far as I 
ani concerned I think that for the past twenty years 
there is little or no change.

20. What about the regularity of attendance of the 
children ? What woidd be the attendance in com
parison with the number on rolls ?—I believe about 
seventy-five per cent. They are living very near the 
school, but there are some children very poor there. 
Only for funds raised by football matches, etc., and 
£150 given to us by the Emergency Rebel Committee 
last year the children would be very badly off.

21. Does the Compulsory Education Act act severely
on any of them ?—No. The Compulsory Education
Act is most desirable. It is the people that 
do not want their children at home that are careless 
about sending them to school, and it is the people who 
want the children at home that send them regularly. 
It would be a very good thing to have compulsory 
attendance.

Mr. Moriarty.— I do not think there is anything 
I want to ask you. You have touched on all the ques
tions I  wanted to ask.

* « * * *

P. J. O’l.OGHLEN. examined.
1. Mr. P. J. O’Loghlen, Co.C., said: “  I  come from 

a district where Irish is spoken largely along the coast 
line from the countyl boundary at Curranroe to Doolin, 
the part Mr. Gardiner touched upon. Along that entire 
area the heads of houses are all fluent Irish speakers. 
Taking the parish I belong to, with its adjoining parish, 
Murrough, I  have taken the trouble to prepare a return 
showing that out of 260 heads of houses 240 are Irish 
speakers. Dealing with the second heading, that of 
administration in the Gaeltacht that has been lately 
introduced : It has done nothing to promote the use of 
the language or its introduction to any of the depart
ments that it was not in use in the past. In order to 
afford some correction in that direction, I am strongly 
of opinion that where appointments are made by the 
State that a minimum standard of knowledge of Irish 
should be set down, and where the person appointed 
was not possessed of anything above the minimum

knowledge that an obligation be imposed upon the 
person appointed to continue attending Irish classes in 
his area until he was possessed of a proficient know
ledge of the language. In local administration many of 
the officials—all of them have a speaking knowledge of 
the language, and some of them have a reading and 
writing knowledge of it. In all offices and emoluments 
in the gift of public bodies and the State, in my 
opinion, a greater number of marks should be allocated 
for Irish. In that way some answer might be made to 
the statements that ' there is no bread and butter in 
the learning of the language.’ Of course, needless to 
say, the declared intention of the Government in having 
the posts filled by men in possession of a knowledge 
of the language would give the required fillip to the 
study of the language. There is a great many people 
in the country under the impression that there is no 
real earnestness behind this talk of studying Irish, 
and promoting and fostering the language. As to the 
third heading, economic conditions. Along the area I 
have alluded to the two main industries are agriculture 
and fishing. The fishing is carried on at a village, 
Glenina, and the industry for the past couple of years 
has been decidedly falling off, mainly because of the 
small catches of fish landed. The fishermen there 
assign the cause for the falling off in the catch of fish 
to ravages made on the in-coast fishing by foreign steam 
trawlers. In that direction certainly protection is 
needed. I understand that the Fishery Department 
have only one boat available for tracking down those 
marauders. Of course if that is so it looks to be 
impossible for one boat to afford protection along the 
whole coast line of Ireland. Perhaps some improve
ments could be made along the lines of having our 
fishery laws more stringent than what they are against 
these marauders. When at least the ruling Govern
ment have no hesitation in imposing penal clauses that 
affect the people of our own country, I fail to see why 
penal clauses should not be inserted in the Fishing 
Law's, and when any of these marauders are found 
fishing within {he prescribed limits, why not confiscate 
all their boats and gear and make them the property 
of the State? Do away with the idea of fining them 
£20 or £30. What is £20 to men that will probably 
land £'>00 or £1,000 worth of fish from your coast, in 
a week? Confiscation of their property is the only safe
guard you can have when y ou have not a fleet to afford 
you protection against their invasion. I think very 
strongly on the point, and that it is a matter which 
should be pressed very' strongly on the Fishery Depart
ment. In so far as providing gear is concerned: The 
winter fishing there is carried out from a harbour that, 
is very difficult to enter with any class of craft except 
the canoe that they use. Of course it is real slavery 
as carried on under the present conditions, but with the 
harbour such as it is no other craft can be utilised 
there. In summer with the lobster fishing the question 
is different of course, and the men could be assisted 
materially by providing them with motor boats to 
engage in the lobster fishing. < ’onsiderable quantities 
of lobsters are landed at that harbour and sold to an 
Englishman who has a pond quite close to the place, 
and has carried on the business for the last forty years 
there. I  believe a reasonable price is got for the fish— 
somewhere about 10s. a dozen, big and small. There, 
are about twelve men engaged at the lobster fishing 
business—six canoes, and two men in each canoe. 
With the canoe, of course, they cannot engage in it so 
thoroughly as they could if provided with motor boats. 
Two men in a canoe have only something between 
twenty and thirty pots, and if you had three men in 
a suitable boat I hey could at least have treble that 
quantity of pots, and the work, of course, would be 
removed from the plane of slavery that it is at present, 
and would encourage the people to continue with the 
industry. Unless something can be done to make the 
work lighter than it is at present tile industry must 
unquestionably die out, and it will die out with the 
men engaged at present at it because the children of 
these men engaged in fishing at present—winter fishing 
in particular—have no intention to continue in the 
industry carried on by their fathers. Those engaged in 
the other industry, that of agriculture, are mainly small 
farmers that live on the coast line from the county 
boundary at Curranroe to Doolin. These men engaged 
in agriculture are small farmers, and the main crop 
they derive some, money from is barley growing. 
For some years past the sale of that article has 
been somewhat uncertain for them. Along the two
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parishes I referred to before there would be some 
where about three thousand barrels erf barley sold each 
.year. For the past couple ot years it s< Id at anything 
from 10s. to 20s. a barrel, and in many cases these 
very small farmers experienced considerable difficulty 
in disposing of the corn at all. In face of the fact that 
considerable quantities of this grain are imported from 
foreign countries, it is difficult to understand why a 
tariff would not be imposed, and imposing a tariff in 
this case should mean no increase in the brewed or dis
tilled article. Because when brewers and distillers were 
paying 50s. a barrel for corn they charged no more for 
the brewed or distilled article than they are charging 
to-day. when they are buying the grain from anything 
between 10s. and 20s. a barrel. It is unfair that these 
small men engaged in that industry in the Gaeltacht, 
these men in the north of Clare who fill their land and 
follow their plough singing ' The Meeting of Oision and 
Padraig,’ should not be assisted in obtaining a living, 
and that the money which goes out to Rhodesia and 
California should be kept in our own country. On the 
subsequent heading of evidence I do not know that I 
have anything to say. It ha- been considered by many 
that the area is eminently suitable for an Irish college. 
We have in the area a building that could be utilised 
for the purpose, which is the former Ballvvaughan 
Workhouse, unless any use could he found for it for 
other Local Government purposes. I do not know, but 
seeing that it is situate in the heart of what is ‘ Breac- 
< iliaeltaclit, I suppose you would call it, <>n good ground, 
amongst an Irish-speaking population, it would be 
eminently suitable for that purpose. In that connec
tion also I am of opinion that the Ministry of Education 
should establish scholarships purely for Irish, written 
and oral------ ”

2. Mr. V Cadhla.—Primary or secondary'.’—Primary- 
—for file primary schools. For a beginning, say, assign 
five to each county. Competition for the scholarships 
would be entirely- confined to Irish, both written and 
oral, and that that scholarship would be tenable, say, 
for a period of three years in one of the constituent 
colleges. In that w ay you would also show of course 
that you were evidently behind the development and 
fostering of the language. You would afford these 
people from the Bieae-Ghaeltacht an opportunity of 
receiving a university education. In the main it could 
not amount to very much money. If you give five 
scholarships for each county it would amount to about 
£‘00 or £70 a scholarship and would only represent £800 
or £400, or less than i'n.000 for the whole of Ireland. 
It is a very small sum, and it would give a great 
impetus to the study ot the language.

3. .In Fear Mnr.— Evidently, Mr. O’Loghlen, your 
district is very Irish-speaking inasmuch as according 
to the figures you have just given us are much better 
than we would expect from any part of Clare. They 
are very favourable' from the language point of view, 
but is the language much spoken m the everyday 
life of the people of that district?—It is, sir, bv those 
from 25 years of age upwards.

4. And to what do you attribute the great falling 
off iu the speaking of the language The fart that 
everybody who was any body coming in contact with the 
Irish speakers were English speakers wearing collars 
and tics, is that it?—That would be one reason, and 
until quite recently there was nothing’ being done in 
tbe schools.

5. You had not miv body of men crying out in dis
tricts of the type you mention that education should be 
according to the language of the district or founded on 
it? -Well no, you had not. Of course, there would be 
very little use in days gone bv to put forward a lan
guage scheme to the powers that were.

6 In connection with the school work of the dis
trict are you satisfied that it will eventually make 
Irish speakers of the rising youth of the district?— 
Seeing the favourable environment they are placed in 
it is bound to.

7. Canon O'Dea.—If they got encouragement from 
the Government outside?—Of course that is the great 
thing necpssary.

8. An Fear M6r.— You believe it is necessary for the 
Government to make the language question a- real live 
question?—The very fate of the language depends on 
that. You must have earnestness shown and displayed 
by the controlling power. Unless we get that there 
is bound to be a spirit of indifference.

9. I suppose all the officials, both local and central,

who had to transact business in your district in the 
past did it through the medium of English?— Yes.

10. The Irish language only existed?—Quite so.
11. You believe it is time to put a stop to that sort 

of thing?—Oh, yes. It is long gone past the time, sir, 
when we should stop it.

12. You suggest that Irish should get a very promi
nent place, all positions of local officials under a local 
as well as a central administrative scheme?—Certainly.

Id. In connection with examinations to determine 
whether a candidate would be capable of filling a given 
position, would you suggest that these examinations 
should be held in Dublin, or some proper 
scheme of examination should be adopted, and 
that the business would not bo dependent on 
a. few men being appointed at »  meeting of 
the County Council, say, to examine some candidate 
for a position? What I mean is, do you suggest that 
the candidate should come forward and have his cre
dentials before any election would take place, some
thing after the same manner as doctors are appointed? 
A man cannot apply for the position unless he has 
certain qualifications. Would you agree that it would 
be beneficial from the language point of view if such a 
regulation governed all local positions?—There would 
be no necessity in having candidates taken to Dublin.

14. In mentioning Dublin I mean that a central 
body should conduct the examination and say that 
certain men are qualified to apply for the position. 
Fnles- they have the necessary qualifications, one of 
which is Irish, they would not be permitted to apply for 
the. position?— I would have no such thing as a qualify
ing examination. I would have the appointment 
entirely made by competitive examination. I would 
not have any person elected to any office in the gift 
of any council by election. I would have a fixed exami
nation, certain tests laid down along the several 
educational standards, and have these fixed and deter
mined for each post to be filled by the council, and 
have your examination set by some central body or 
by the college in the county. The examination could 
be carried out in the council chamber or county college, 
and the post should be awarded to the candidate 
obtaining the greatest number of marks, taking care 
of course to allot in that set examination a greater 
number of marks to Trish than to any other subject.

C a n o n  O ’ D e a . —Hear, hear.
15. In connection with the fishing industry in your 

district, you believe it is a very important item in the 
life of the people in as much a.s it is the- only source 
from which you can get fresh fish, and even though it 
is small from the point of view of giving employment, 
it is a very necessary asset for the people of the dis
trict?--Yes, because you have several families who are 
mainly dependent on it for an existence. The men 
engaged on it have nothing else to live upon but the 
fishing. They sow just sufficient potatoes to provide 
their own household.

16. You also consider that in order to preserve the 
industry in the district the provision of a few motor 
boats is absolutely necessary?—.Yes, if they could be 
obtain'd at reasonable rates if would be a great benefit, 
or if some concession could be made by the Department 
of Fisheries because of the circumstances the men are 
placed in, it would furthermore show the desire on the 
part of the Ministry of Fisheries to assist these people 
engaged in the industry in the Gaeltacht- and Breac- 
Ghaeltacht. The ordinary stereotyped conditions that 
applied in the past to the granting of loans, I think 
some alteration of these would be necessary having 
regard to the circumstances the men arc placed in at 
present.

17. You believe it is impossible for the men to 
obtain a loan under present conditions?—I think the 
conditions are too severe.

18. And what do you suggest to modify them? Is 
the interest too high or the. time too short for paying 
hack the principal?—I think, because of the excep
tionally strained conditions that the men engaged in 
the fishing industry arc in at the present moment, 
portion of the grant you make them should be a free 
grant. You give free grants to people engaged in the 
agricultural industry, housing, etc., and you make the 
fishermen pay their share of that, yet you give the 
fishermen no free grants at all.

19. You believe it will be almost impossible for the 
little industry to exist except it gets some help of that
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k in d —I do, at the present time to bring it out of 
the desperate condition it is in. Perhaps in a year or 
two you would be able to revert back to the conditions 
that existed in the past in regard to loans. But pro
bably for a period of three years to carry you over 
the very bad period the men have had for the past two 
years or more some real assistance is necessary, not 
merely granting loans. For the past year I have known 
men engaged in the winter fishing industry, that is 
long line fishing for cod-fish and haddock. There are 
three men in each canoe, and each of these men has 
.to have a man digging log worn is for which the man 
is paid 18s. a week. Now, I knew several of these 
men engaged in the industry from October to the 1st 
January, and they could only just barely earn as much 
ns would pay the man who was digging the logworms, 
that was 18s. a week.

20. Have any of these fishermen land?—Small par
cels, just enough to glow sufficient potatoes to keep 
the house going.

21. Not sufficient to keep a cow?—Well, perhaps 
there would be a few cases where they have a cow.

22. In connection with the scholarship scheme you 
suggest the examination should be conducted alto
gether through the medium of Irish, but l  presume 
you imply a certain standard of other knowledge must 
be secured in order to qualify the candidates for these 
scholarships through the medium of Irish. Is that 
exclusively what you had in mind?— No, sir.

23. Is it then for the talking, reading, and writing 
of Irish alone?

Mr. 0 Cadhla.—That it should be a language scholar
ship?—Yes, a language scholarship pure and simple,
that you embrace the language in all its ramifications.

24. ” ,.In Fear Mór.—That is grammar and literature? 
. — Yes.

25. And would you not go into mathematics, even 
elementary?— If you do you take it out of the 
area and you are going back to the people more favour
ably placed with education in that line, and you are 
allowing them to compete with the people in the Breac- 
Ghaeltacht.

Canon O’Dea.—To what class of child would it 
apply?—In the primary schools.

26. Canon O’Dea.—And where would the examination 
he hold?—That is a matter of detail which would be 
governed by where you had the applicants from. You 
may have the entire number of applicants for the 
scholarship from one area.

27. An Fear M o t .—But where would the scholar
ship be held?— In one of the constituent colleges.

28. Canon O’Dea.—But before a child be admitted 
to a- constituent college he must of necessity qualify in 
other subjects. He must matriculate, must he not? 
That is, if you mean by constituent colleges either of 
-the three university colleges?—Take any of the colleges 
where a scholarship from the County Council is tenable 
for instance.

29. Canon O'Dea.— Say Galway now?— Yes.
30. Canon O’Dea-— But you cannot automatically 

pass in any candidate who wins your scholarship. He 
wfll not be accepted on mere Irish alone. He must 
also pass the entrance matriculation examination?—I 
am aware of that, but this is a suggestion that you 
should set up conditions within the college to deal 
with it.

31. The reason I ask you is because I made a sug
gestion on the vary same lines in my paper?—1 had 
no knowledge of that, Canon. I was not present when 
you were giving evidence.

32. Canon O’Dea.—My suggestion was that the best 
boy in the schools would be selected and get preferen
tial treatment because he knows Irish, and have 
scholarships on which they would pass to secondary 
schools. They could not pass to the constituent 
colleges immediately, they should go through the 
secondary schools.

33. I presume that is really what Mr. O’Loghlen 
wants because the scholarships would be from 
the primary schools, and they would get another 
course of instruction before qualifying to get on to the 
University?—Quite so. Unless you devise a scheme 
that a department be set up within the constituent 
college to deal with that class of pupil.

34. That would be very unusual.
Canon O’Dea.—They will not do that.
35. Mr. 0  Cadhla.—The Government should form a 

•scheme establishing secondary schools in the Irish

speaking districts for the reception of children, and then 
tne way should be opened to them for the University 
too?—Yes, of course, if the money was obtained for 
these boys and girls within the Breae-Ghaeltacht the 
devising of the system as to how they were to avail 
of the scholarship is a mere matter of detail. I am 
not concerned with secondary schools or university.

36. .4/1. Fear Mur.—In connection with scholarship 
schemes 1 might mention an interesting thing we 
had in Waterford. The County Council granted five 
or six scholarships from secondary to university and 
kept one scholarship for the boy who passed tho matri
culation examination but got the highest marks in 
Irish.

Canon O’Dea.— Very good.
As a result of that scholarship we have a few 

of the most promising writers of Irish in Ireland 
to-day, and they would never have been heard of were 
it not that this regulation was made whereby they 
could enter the University on a scholarship of the 
County Council through the fact of their getting a high 
mark in Irish.

Canon O'Dea.—That would be Mr. O’Loghlen’s 
exact idea.

37. Mr. 0 Cadhla.—Otherwise you cannot get the 
intensive cultivation of Irish necessary to have it 
worked into all the ramifications of a State?— If ftiat 
system was once established you would bring into the 
home a wave of desire to talk the language and use it 
as the medium of conversation within the home, 
because each home would be endeavouring to equip 
their own boy and girl with the best possible know
ledge of the language.

38. ,ln Fear Mór.—In connection with the establish
ment of a college in your locality, has it occurred to 
you from the point nt view of the language as a con
necting link between west and south that it would be 
very desirable to have a college established there ?— 
Yes. you can see a vast difference m the dialect, and 
the matter of pronunciation the moment you go over 
the boundary.

39. Do you believe that it would be ihe means of 
arousing interest, and that the people of the district 
would co-operate with the authorities of the college in 
making Irish the language of the district, because 
I think it very important that these institutions 
should be established in the most favourable districts 
from the language point of view. Do you think that 
would result?—There is no doubt whatever, sir, but it 
would, if you had such a college established there and 
had Irish as the one medium of conversation in the 
discharge of the everyday business of the people there.

40. Canon 0 ’Dca.— I remember Dr. Douglas Hyde 
once saying to me regarding the Irish of West. Clare 
that it had a very special excellence for this reason : 
The spoken language was very literary and it had
incorporated in it a great deai of the nice turns and 

the beauties of the Connaught Irish.
41. Mr. O Cadhla.—There are 260 beads of families 

in that district and 240 of them are competent Irish 
speakers. Do you think the Government has brought 
home to them that Irish is the accepted language and 
that all the institutions of the Government can he 
approached through the medium of Irish? Has the 
Government brought home that to the people, and that, 
they would feel themselves free in the use of Irish 
towards the Government institutions?— No, it has not, 
sir.

42.. The law courts, what about them. What 
should be done with them?—I expect consider
able difficulty was encountered in the finding 
of men possessed of a knowledge of the language, but 
I  am dealing with future appointments and I would 
go the length of saying that those men who may be 
appointed should be required to attend our Irish 
classes, and equip themselves with a proper know
ledge of the language. They are no better than many 
of us that go there. We have plenty of work of our 
own to do, yet we endeavour to find time to attend 
the Irish classes when established in our district, and 
no better means could be devised of bringing home to 
the ordinary people the determination of the Govern
ment to instal the language as rapidly as possible. 
Of course the law court is the great medium of im
pressing people with any matter of that kind, and 
when you use the big man in the law court and bring 
him to our Irish classes to study the language, the 
people begin to rouse themselves up and think that
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after all there is a spirit of determination behind the 
Government and a desire to instal the language.

4.9. The District Justice has a knowledge of Irish 
and probably could conduct the court in Irish. Then 
the clerk, is lie competent?— 1 have seen summonses 
signed in English by him. That is all I know. I do 
not know has he any knowledge of Irish or not. His 
signature to the summonses always appears in English.

-1-1. So the people cannot at all agree that Irish is 
acceptable, and that is responsible for keeping them 
studying English so  that gradually they get more and 
more into the speaking of English when the institu
tions are working on these lines?—That is so, sir.

45. Well, Irish itself as a language, do you believe 
it is rich enough in every way to be used as a lan
guage for all the institutions of a Government and 
general business of the country and for education?—I 
am quite sure it is.

46. If put through its facings?—If we could be 
brought down to use it generally our country would 
be richer therein.

47. Irish should be brought into contact with all 
the professions, legal, engineering, etc., and into the 
L'n i versi tv ?— Yes.

4s. It should he brought face to face with the pro
fessions.

49. Mr. Mm i'ii ti/. -in  regard to the technical com
mittees of the County Council, you are familiar with 
a good deal of their operations, how fax is it intended 
to improve the learning and the progress of Irish 
through the Irish classes conducted by such com
mittee? Do you think such schemes should be left 
to the County Council, or as an alternative suggest 
that they would be better done through the central 
government- the Hoard of Education for instance?— 
Well, I take it they should both proceed practically 
along the same lines.

é(). They would l>e overlapping in that case and 
cause a lot of confusion?—With a closer application 
on the part of the teachers appointed; with a greater 
display of energy by these men, I think the present 
system could be made to meet the requirements of 
the people.

ól. We have heard that some difficulty in the system 
ot inspection of these classes is observable. Have you 
any views on that point ?—I attended an Irish class 
during the whole of last session and no inspector came 
there at all.

52. And you think inspection is desirable?— Abso
lutely essential.

54. And would that not be an objection to the County 
Councils retaining such an important public duty as 
inspector of the classes?—But you must remember, 
sir, that inspection by the Ministry of Education is 
part of the scheme as it stands and an inspector should 
have come, there but did not come.

55. You think the central government is at fault. 
Would you think it would be likely if a change was 
made, that the County Council should be entirely re
sponsible, or else the central government entirely re
sponsible for these classes that you would get better 
results? What I mean is, sometimes you will find 
where, the. actual administration of a service is in flic 
hands of a local authority and the supervision of that

service is in the hands of a central government, that 
it is often not as well done as if the supervision is 
controlled by the. one body?—The question of finance- 
governs my answer to that question. How are you 
going to finance the altered system of teaching and 
inspection? At present the cost is raised directly off 
the rates for the teaching of Irish in each county, and 
the question of altering the system and placing the 
enforcement of the system on the central government 
must mean you are going to raise a national rate.

56. And would be included in the general education 
vote. Why should it not be? I ; there any reason 
why Irish should be treated differently from any other 
subject of education? You throw- it at the mercy of 
each individual County Council rather than putting 
it to the Dáil?—If you have it installed as part of 
the education scheme of the country the controlling 
influence should be the Ministry of Education.

57. As regards economic conditions, generally speak
ing, do you think that the amount of effort, time, 
labour, risk of life, and soforth, that the fishermen 
working in your particular district have to exert, having 
regard to the natural lack of facilities, or lack of 
natural facilities, that the carrying on of their business 
is that effort greater than—or I should say is—the 
reward derived from that effort less than would be 
derived from putting forth the same amount of 
labour, time, struggle, and danger into any other 
calling?—Oh, any other calling would compensate the 
men better without anything approaching the same 
risk.

5m. Therefore, looking at the thing from an economic 
point of view it is not economic to force these men to 
co to the sea to work in small boats at the risk of their 

j lives, and to land catches, which in some eases, might 
i not pay them for bait, that it is only a hardship on 

these men, and not a wise policy for the State to 
continue to subsidise these men in continuing such an 
uneconomic calling. Would you agree to that posi
tion?—I would not.

59. Y<m think- there is a livelihood to be derived
from the sea by the Gleninagh fishermen?—Yes.

60. Even though in some cases bad seas and weather 
produce the result that the fishermen are not able 
to pay even 18s. a week to the man getting the bait 
for them?—That is quite so.

61. You suggest grants to the fishermen at the 
moment in order to enable them to tide over the effects 
Of the couple of bad seasons past. That would be in 
the nature of relief grants I take it. Were there any 
relief works carried out in your district?—None what
ever. They did not even condescend to send us one 
owt. of coal which they distributed all over the country.

62. And there was no application made for relief 
for these poor fishermen in your district at the time?— 
There was, sir, for coal, but they did not get it.

63. Well. I take it that you, Mr. O’Loghlen, as a 
wi=e. administrator of an important Loc^I Government 
area approve of the general principle thal grants to 
any body of men are justifiable only on grounds of 
exceptional stress?

(No answer was returned.)
Tin- C om m iss ion  adjourned at 1.15 p.m.
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Foghmhar, 1920.
Bhí i láthair :— An Seabhac (i gceannas), An t-Athair Seághan Mac Cuinneagáin, Joseph Hanly, 

Pádraig ó  Cadhla, L . C. Mori arty.
D ’éistcadh—

M Á IR E  N1 M H A IN 1N  O .S. (Baile an Fheirtéirigh).
M. O C O N C H O B H A IR , O .S . (Lispole).
D O M H N A L L  0  S U IL E A B H Á IN , O .S . (Cathair Domhnall).
SE A N  0  L O IN G S IG H , O .S . (Brandon, Dingle).
T H O M A S M cK E N N A  (Merchant, Dingle).
P Á D R A IG  0  CORCRA (Dingle).
D R . M A U R IC E  Q U IN L A N  (Tuberculosis Officer, Co. Kerry).

Ráiteas Ó Mhtiire Xi Mhainiii.

SCOIL UINNSINT NA OM H TH A , B A IL E  AN F H IR T E A R A IG H  (CAILINI)
Dunurlin E.D. 1912-1922.

Do stad 
o’n scoil

Tá pósda 
in Eirinn

In Eirinn 
gan pósadh

Imighthe 
thar sáile Marbh Tinnreamh

Uimhir ar 
an Rolla

1912 16 1 4 10 1 117 166
1913 10 2 2 6 120 168
1914 24 2 5 16 1 104 165
1915 16 1 7 7 1 107 147
1916 12 2 2 8 100 140
1917 19 ---- 8 8 3 94 140
1918 13 — 5 8 91 141
1919 17 — 4 12 1 91 138
192) 14 — 3 11 102 141
1921 13 — 10 3 106 140
1922 20 — 17 2 1 108 137

— 174 8 *67 91 8 1923— 129
1924— 127

1. An méid atá imighthe thar sáile le tuairim is dhá bhliain ó Pharr’n-Fhirtearaigh is Mártain (idir buachailli agus
cailini)—94.

2. Bíon-tighthe sa dá pharóisde 183 (21 gan talamh).
1. An méid a bhaia amach slighe bheatha in Eirinn i righ na haimsire sin.

(a) Múi íteóirí Naisiúnta................................ 5
(h) Miiinteóiri Gaedhilge............................... 3 (ach táid seo ag imteacht thar sáile)
(c) Cléirigh (luath-sgriobh) ............................2 (i mBaile Atha Cliath)
(d) Cléirigh i Lúndun ................................... 4
(e) I mBaile Atha Cliath agus iad oilte i ngnó Oifig an Phuist ach gan ionad le fághail aca..........2
(/) Mná Riaghalta....................................................... 5 (in Eirinn)
(./) J.A.M......................................................... 1.

SCOIL NA At BUACHAILLI, BAILE AN FHIRTEA RAIGH. 
Dunurlin E.D. 1912-1922.

Y ear
Do stad 
ó’n scoil

Tá pósda 
in Eirinn

In Eirinn 
gan pó.sadh

Imighthe 
thar sáile Marbh Tinnreamh

Ar an
Rolla

1912 22 __ 6 15 1 113.4 151
1913 14 — 4 10 — 113.3 149
1914 21 — 10 10 1 103. 151
1915 25 — 10 15 — 99.3 133
1916 12 — 4 8 — 9n.7 123
1917 11 — 7 4 — 89.9 119
1918 21 — 16 0 — 95. 129
1919 10 --- ' 10 — — S2.9 125
192) 8 — 8 — — 91.6 122
1921 11 — 11 -  3 — 94.8 119
1922 7 — 7 — so 119

— 162 — *93 67 2

Gárdaí Siothcbana......... 4. Mbinteóní Náisiúnta......... Múinteóirí Gaedhilge......................... 4.

SCOIL NAOIMH BRIGHDE (CAILINI).
(Scoil na Muirighe). 1912-1922. Kilmalkedar E.D

Y ear
Do stad 
ó scoil

Tá pósda 
in Eirinn

In Eirinn 
gan póíadli

Imfchighthe 
thar sáile Marbh Tinnreamh

1912 16 2 2 12 __ Ni! an cúntas
1913 12 2 4 4 2 so le fághail
1914 16 — 3 13 — ó 1912 go 1916.
1915 18 1 3 13 i
1916 10 2 3 4 i
1917 2 1 — 1 — 73.5
1918 13 — 8 5 — 73.9
1919 7 ___ 2 4 i 72 8
1920 17 — 1 14 2 79.3
1921 11 — 9 2 — 89.7
1922 12 — 8 4 — 81.0

— 134 8 *43 76 7 —

1. An méid a bhain amach slighe bheatha in Eirinn le—
múinteóireacht ............................ 0
cléireachas ....................................0
luath-scriobh................................ 0
ciodhscriobh................................0

2. An méid cailini atá imighthe thar Báile le dhá bhliain ó na gceanntar so 46
3. An méid lion tiirhtho o« . .  163



o MINDTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE COIMISlÚN NA GAELTACHTA.

O ctober 1, 1025. MA1RE NÍ MHAIN1N, ex a m in e d .

SCOIL NA MUIRIGHE (SCOIL NA NGARSÚN SMEIRBHIC (BUACHAILLÍ).
1912-1922.

Y e a r
D o  stad  
ón  soeil

T á  p ósda  
in E irinn

In  E irinn  
gan  p ósadh

Im igh th e 
th ar sáile M arbh T innream h

1912 14 _____ 5 9 — 91
1913 17 — 5 12 --------  • 90
1914 20 — 9 11 — $6
1915 11 _____ 3 5 3 103
1916 16 — (5 7 3 96
1917 12 — 6 4 2 98
1918 14 — 8 5 '  1 98
1919 16 — 10 6 — 90
1920 15 — 13 2 — 99
1921 13 11 2 — 97
1922 7 — 4 ■>- 1 89

155 — *80 65 10
.

1. An méid a bhain amach alighe bheatha in Eirinn i rith na haimsire sin le :—
muinteóireaeht............................ 2
cleireaohas ................................0
luath-scriobh ................................0
clodh-scriobk................................0
Gárdaí Síothc hana ..................... 3

2. An mhéid atá imthighthe thar sáile le dhá bhliain....................................... 65

SCOIL NAOIMH ITA (SCOIL MEASOTHA E SEO). 
(Cuireadh an scoil seo ar bun i mbliain 1915)

Year Do stad 
ón scoil

Tá pósda 
in Eirinn

In Eirinn 
gan pósadh

Imighthe 
thar sáile Marbh Tinnreamh

1915 2 ____ i 1 (Maolin E.D.)
1916 14 — i 12 — —
1917 5 — 3 2 — —
1918 6 — 3 3 — —

1919 13 — 3 10 — —
1920 13 — 8 5 — ---
1921 12 — 6 6 — —
1922 11 — 9 2 — —

1 76 i *34 41

Múinteóirí Náisiúnta .................2
Múinteóirí Gaedhilge .................1

(Kilquane E.D.) (ar lean.)

SCOIL NAOIMH BHREANAIN (SCOIL MEASGTHA I SEO).

Year Do stad 
ón scoil

Tá pósda 
in Eirinn

In Eirinn 
gan pósadh

Imighthe 
thar sáile Marb Tinnreamh

1912 16 5 2 8 i 147.9
1913 2u 3 5 10 2 150.3
1914 34 5 8 21 — 137.6
1915 29 3 6 17 3 150.9
1916 18 ___ li 10 2 150.1
1917 13 2 7 4 — 140.1
1918 11 ___ 6 4 i 155.6
1919 39 1 23 14 i 140.9
1920 25 ___ 21 3 i 148.6
1921 23 ___ 16 6 i 151.2
1922 29 — 24 5 — 127.3

257 19 * 124 102 12

1. An méid a bhain amach alighe bheatha in Eirinn le :—
múinteóireacht ............................ 4
cléireachas ................................... —
luath-scriobh................................—
elodh-scriobh................................—
Gárdaí Síothchána.........................3

2. An méid atá imighthe thar sáile le dhá bhliain ................................... 47
3. An méid líon-tighthe sa pharróisde........................................................... 88
4. An méid gan talamh ................................................................................. 26

Beidh a bh£urmhór-so ag imtheacht thar sáile.



M INUTES OP EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE C O IM IS lí  X  NA GAELTACHTA 3

MÁIRE NI MHAININ, examined. O c t o b e r  1, 1925.

Dunquin E.D. SCOIL BHAILE AN BHIOCAIRE (DUNCHAOIN) SCOIL MEASGTHA.
1912-1922.

■Year D ’ fh ág  
an scoil

T á  p ósda  
in  E irinn

In  E irinn 
gan  pósadh

Im ighthe 
th ar sáile M arb T innream h

1912 12 ___ ___ 12 __ 75.9
1913 8 2 — 6 ___ 72.9
1914 10 2 — 8 ___ 63.3
1915 11 i — 10 __ 72.
1916 9 2 — 7 — 72.8
1917 10 — — 10 — 68.0
1918 6 2 — 4 — 65.9
1919 12 — — 12 — 59.1
1920 11 — 11 — — 60.1
1921 10 .----- 10 — — 65.5
1922 12 ■-- 12 — — 73.8

— 111 9 * 33 69 — —

1. An méid atá imithighthe le dha bhliain ..................................................... 60
2. An méid a bhain amach alighe bheatha in Eirinn le:—

múinteóireaeht ............................ 3
cléireachas................................... 0
Gárdai Síothchána ..................... 3

3. An méid líon-tighthe sa pharróisde ............................................................ 56
4. An méid gan talamh ....................................................................................5
5. An méid líon tighthe san Oileán ..............................................................29

(ar lean.)

(A n  t -A th a ir  D e B rún  a thug  dam )
Sa bhliain 1914 do baiateadh i bparróisdí an Athar De Brún, P.P., Bade ’n Fhirtéaraigh, ó bhaile na h-abha go dtl na

. 1924 
, 1914 do baisteadh 129 *> do pósadh

54
25

, 1915 5» 114 15
, 1916 »» 118 16
, 1917 >» 114 11
, 1918 95 19
, 1919 102'| . . . 21
, 1920 1()2 17
, 1921 95 10
, 1922 88 9
, 1923 11 79 11
, 1924 *» 54 J 10

SCOIL E1KC NAOMHTHA.

Year d’Fág
scoil

Atá pósta 
in Eirinn

In Eirinn 
gan pósad

Imighthe 
thar sáde Marbh Tinnrean'h

1912 20 2 5 12 i 136.7 1. An mhéid d’fág an par- 
róisde le dó nó tri do1913 19 1 8 10 0 142.3

1914 8 0 1 6 1 134.4 bhliantaibh 80
1915 7 0 3 4 0 145.0 2. An mhéid a fuair slighe
1916 10 1 2 7 0 135.6 bheatha in Eirinn i rith
1917 17 0 10 7 0 127.4 na hairosire seo......4
1918 32 1 15 15 1 147.3 ") Triúr múinteoir
1919 22 0 17 5 0 12S.6 S* agus
1920 27 0 16 10 1 139.4 J Gárda Sióthchána
1921 15 0 13 O 0 130.1
1922 11 0 10 1 0 130.1

188 5 * 100 79 4 — —

SCOIL AN OILEAIN.
Y e a r d ’ F ág P ósd a In  E irinn Im igh th e T innream h

S coil in  E iiin n gan  p ósadh thar Sáile

1912 2 ___ 47 1. A n  m héid  a tá  im ighthe
1913 3 — 46 th ar sáile le  d ó  n ó  thri
1914 3 — 47 d o  b h lia n ta ib h ............. 17
1915 4 •----- 46 «  .1 ft £
1916 4 — 52 2. An m héid  a  fuair slige
1917 3 — 48 ns Qh bheatha in  E irinn i rith
1918 5 — tot$ to 47 §> S na h  aim sire se o .............2
1919
1920

8 — 46
47 * *'O

1921 5 — 46
1922 6 — 46

43 — *22 — - — —

AN t-IOMLAN ANOIS. 
1912-1922.

d’Fág na scoileanna 
ax fad

Pósda 
in Eirinn

In Eirinn 
gan pósadh

Imighthe 
thar sáile Marbh

1300 50 596 611 43

* Beidh a bhfurmhór-so ag imtheacht thar sáile.



4 M INU TES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE CO IM ISIÚ N  NA GAELTACHTA

Octobee 1, 1925. m AIRE N l MHA1NIN, e x a m i n e d  i n  I r i s h .

MAIRE N1 MHAININ, examined in Irish.
( E n g l i s h  n  n d e . i M n g  o f  e v i d e n c e  g i v e n  i n  I r i s h . )
1. -In ,se a b h a e .—Have you any statement to give 

us?—I have furnished the Commission with statis
tics which speak for themselves, and I don’t think it 
necessary to say anything further.

2. Is there anything you would wish to say in 
addition before we ask yo'u any questions?—I think 
those figures sufficiently convincing, and make sad 
reading for Irish Irelanders.

3. You give us in this statement an account of 
what happened to evciy scholar who left school horn 
1912 to 1922?—Y'es, in nine schools.

4. Nine schools in the parish of Ferriter ?—In the 
parishes of Ferriter, Murhin, Dunehaoin, Kilmalkeda.- 
Kilquane.

5. A complete account?—Yes, for the nine schools.
ti. It is not necessary to question you on all the

figures in this statement here, but there is one school 
that I notice particularly, Scoil Bhaile an Bhiocaire, 
Dunehaoin ?—Y’ es.

7. Y’ ou say in 1912 twelve children left that school 
and every one of the twelve went to America?— 
Thev did.

b. In 1913 eight students left ?—Y’ es.
Í). Two of them stayed at home and six went !:• 

America ?—Y’ es.
10. In 1914 ten left; two of them stayed at home 

and eight went to America?—Y'es.
11. In 1915 eleven left, one stayed at home and 

ten went to America?—Y’ es.
12. In 1916 nine left : two stayed at home and 

seven vent to America?—Y’ es.
13. In 1917 ten left and they all went to America: 

—They did.
14. In 1919 twelve left and they all went to

America?—Y’ es. \Ye are faced with the passing of
the Gaelgeoir.

15. What about your own school; what happens to 
the pupils there?—They are going to America in 
numbers.

16. How manv pupils left school in the ten years 
1912 to 1922?—174.

17. What has become of them?—Eight are married 
and sixty-seven unmarried at home, ninety-one have 
gone to America and eight are dead. Out of the 
sixty-seven still at home, I calculate that about thirty 
will lie going to Aineiica.

18. They are going in the same way in other parts 
of the district''—Certainly. Y’ ou have the figures 
there It is the same thing in every school in the 
district.

19. Do both boys and girls go ?—I think more girls 
than boys go. The boys get work for a little while 
fishing, but they go when the fish is not to be 
got. The girls seem to be going in greater numbers.

20. Do1 the girls go to America at an earlier age 
than the boys?—They do. They are going from 
school recently.

21. From school?—Yes
22. What age usually?—They are beginning to go 

now at 16 years. Three or four went this year from 
school.

23. Is that to work in America'■'-- Some have friends 
there who send them to school in America.

24. At what age do the boys usually go?—From 
19 to 30

25 They go when the fishing has failed?—Yes, 
they are all going now.

26. The figures show that, the position is very bad? 
—I did not realise it was so bad until I began to 
make up those statistics. They are correct. The 
figures were supplied by the teachers. One of the 
Duncaoin teachers said “  there is no boy oi girl left 
in Duncaoin.”  The other schools are much the same. 
Out of 1,300 pupils, 611 are already gone to America 
from 1912 to 1922.

27. Those who went away after leaving the 
schools, how were they as regards Irish?'—They 
were all Irish speakers. Every child in these schools 
is a native Irish speaker.

28. They went away to America with Irish?—Y’ es, 
but they leariled English at school. They knew both 
Irish and English well. For eight or ten year3 
they were well instructed in both languages, and they 
knew English as well if not better than in the Eng
lish-speaking districts.

29. W o u ld  i t  b e  p o s s ib l e  t o  s a y  t h a t  e v e r y  o n e  o f  
t h e s e  c h i ld r e n  k n e w  I r i s h  w e l l ? — Y e s .  T h e  p a r e n t s  
w e r e  a l l  I r i s h -s p e a k in g .

30. A n d  n o t  o n ly  t h a t — t h e y  w e r e  g o o d  I r i s h  
s c h o la r s  a n d  t h e y  k n e w  E n g l i s h  w e l l  a l s o ? — Y e s .  
T h e y  h a v e  a  d e s ir e  f o r  l e a r n in g  a n d  m a n y  o f  t h e m  
s t a y  a t  s c h o o l  t i l l  t h e y  re a ch  th e  s e v e n t h  o r  e ig h th  
s t a n d a r d s .  S o m e  o f  t h e m  u n t i l  t h e y  a r e  s e v e n t e e n  
y e a r s  o f  a g e .

31. O f  t h o s e  w h o  s t a y  in  I r e la n d ,  h o w  m a n y  g e t  
a  l i v e l ih o o d  b y  o t h e r  m e a n s  t h a n  f a r m in g  a n d  fish 
i n g ? — N o t  m a n y . I n  t h e  y e a r s  g iv e n  in  t h e  s ta t is t ic s  
th e r e  h a v e  b e e n  a b o u t  t h i r t y  n a t io n a l  t e a c h e r s  a n d  
I r i s h  t e a c h e r s . S o m e  o f  t h e  g i r l s  s ta y  in  p la c e s  f o r  a 
y e a r  o r  tw o  a n d  t h e n  g o  to  A m e r ic a .  O n e  o r  tw o  h a v e  
g o t  p o s i t io n s  as  c le r k s .

.32. H o w  m a n y  f r o m  th e  p a r i s h  g o t  p o s i t io n s  as 
G á r d a í  S io t h c h á n a  a n d  t e a c h e r s ? — F r o m  a ll  p a r t s  o f  
t h e  d is t r i c t  I  g o t  a c c o u n t s  f r o m  th e  t e a c h e r s ,  a n d  in  
th e  n in e  s c h o o l  d is t r i c t s  t h e r e  a re  t w e n t y - tw o  n a t io n a l  
a n d  e ig h t  I r i s h  t e a c h e r s  a n d  f o u r t e e n  G á r d a í  S fo th - 
c h á n a . T h e  t e a c h e r s  a re  e m ig r a t i o n  a g e n ts . W e  a re  
t e a c h in g  fo r  A m e r ic a .

33. I s  t h a t  d is t r i c t  a  p u r e ly  I r i s h -s p e a k in g  
d is t r i c t  ?— Y’ e s , an  e x c lu s iv e ly  I r i s h - s p e a k in g  d is t r ic t .

■34. I s  i t  d im in is h in g  in  a n y  w a y  ?— A b o u t  ten  
y e a r s  a g o  I  n o t i c e d  th a t  th e  y o u n g e r  p e o p le  w e re  
i n c l in e d  to  tu r n  t o  E n g l i s h ,  b u t  fo r  th e  p a s t  fe w  y e a r s  
th e  p e o p le  a re  s p e a k in g  m o re  I r i s h .

.35. W it h in  t h e  p a s t  tw o  y e a r s ? — Y e s .  I n f a n t s  
c o m in g  in t o  th e  s c h o o l  n o w  k n o w  n o  E n g l i s h .

36. W h a t ,  dol y o u  t h in k ,  i s  t h e  c a u s e ? — I  s u p p o s e  
th e  p a r e n t s  t h in k  th a t  a n  I r i s h  G o v e r n m e n t  w i l l  f o s t e r  
o u r  n a t iv e  t o n g u e .

37. D o  y o u  h o p e  f o r  a  c h a n g e  th e r e '- '— Y’ es. O u r  
I r i s h  s p e a k e r s  h a v e  b e g u n  t o  h o p e  t h a t  t h e i r  I r is h  
m a y  b e  o f  s o m e  a d v a n t a g e  t o  t h e m  n o w ,  t h a t  p o s s ib ly  
s o m e t h in g  m a y  b e  d o n e  f o r  t h e ir  c h i ld r e n .  I t  is  fo r  
t h e  s a k e  o f  t h e  c h i ld r e n  t h a t  t h e y  w a n t e d  E n g lis h . 
T h e y  t h o u g h t  it  w o u ld  a d v a n c e  t h e m . I f  w e  g e t  a 
p r e p a r a t o r y  c o l l e g e  in  o u r  d is t r i c t  t h e  p e o p le  w i l l  s e e  
t h a t  s o m e t h in g  is  b e in g  d o n e  a n d  t h a t  t h e  a u t h o r it ie s  
a r e  in  e a r n e s t . I f  t h e  p a r e n t s  t h o u g h t  t h e r e  w o u ld  
b e  a  l i v e l ih o o d  a t  h o m e  f o r  t h e i r  c h i ld r e n  t h e y  w o u ld  
u s e  I r i s h  a s  f r e e ly  a s  t h e y  d i d  t h i r t y  o r  f o r t y  y e a r s  
a g o . T h e  g ir ls  w h o  w e r e  a t  s c h o o l  t h e n  a n d  w h o  
se t t le d  d o w n  in  I r e la n d  t h o u g h t  E n g l i s h  w o u ld  a d 
v a n c e  t h e ir  c h i ld r e n  a n d  t h a t  I r i s h  w o u ld  o n ly  b e  a 
d r a w b a c k  to  t h e m . T e n  y e a r s  a g o  in f a n t s  c a m e  to  
s c h o o l  w ith  b r o k e n  E n g l is h .  N o w  t h e y  c o m e  s p e a k in g  
n o t h in g  b u t  I r i s h ,  a n d  t h e y  le a r n  E n g l i s h  a t  s c h o o l.

38. D o  y o u  t h in k  t h e y  w o u ld  h a v e  a  g re a te r  
in te re s t  in  I r is h  i f  t h e y  sa w  th a t it w a s  an ad va n 
tage  t o  th e ir  c h ild re n  a n d  th a t  th e ir  c h i ld re n  w ou ld  
g et s o m e th in g  o u t  o f  it  ?— I d o ; i f  t h e y  th o u g h t  the 
G o v e r n m e n t  w a s  in  e a r n e s t  a n d  t h a t  I r i s h  w o u ld  
b e  a n  a d v a n t a g e  in  g e t t in g  p o s i t io n s .  I  k n o w  th at 
a  p e o p le  so  v e r v  in t e l l ig e n t  a n d  c le v e r  a s  o u r s ,  w o u ld  
g la d ly  a v a i l  o f  t h e ir  a d v a n t a g e s  a n d  g r a s p  th e  o p p o r 
t u n it ie s  th a t  w o u ld  o f fe r  fo r  t h e ir  c h i ld r e n .

3 9 . I n  B a lly fe r r ite r  w e  h e a rd  ch ild re n  o f  t w o  o r  three 
y e a rs  sp e a k in g  I r is h  ? — T h e  c h ild re n  n o w  sp ea k  Irish  
b e c a u s e  t h e y  h e a r  it a t  h o m e . T h e  p e o p le  h o p e  th e y  
w ill d e r iv e  a d v a n ta g e  fr o m  th e ir  k n o w le d g e  o f  Ir ish .

40. D o  w e  u n d e r s t a n d  fr o m  y o u  t h a t  B a l ly fe r r i t e r  
is  as G a e lic  as th e  d is tr ic t  a ro u n d  i t ? — I t  is  n o t  so 
I r is h  as th e  w h o le  p a r is h , b u t  te n  y e a r s  a g o  y o u  w ou ld  
n o t  h a v e  h ea rd  a  w o rd  o f  I r is h  in  it .  N o w  th e  little  
o n e s  ca n  sp e a k  it w e ll .

4 1 . D o  y o u  th in k  th at sh o w s  t h a t  th e  p e o p le  are 
in te r e s te d  in  I r is h  ?— U n d o u b te d ly .

42. W h a t  is th e  ch a n g e  d u e  t o ? — I  d a re s a y  they  
a r e  c o n v in c e d  t h a t  t h e r e  a re  p la c e s  t o  b e  g o t  f o r  th e ir  
c h i ld re n . I f  a c o l le g e  is  e s ta b lis h e d  in  o u r  m id st  it 
w i l l  d o  a g re a t  d e a l fo r  th e  la n g u a g e .

4 3 . A s  fa r  as m a tte r s  r e la te  to  G o v e r n m e n t  w ork, 
t o  w h a t e x te n t  c o u ld  th e  w o rk  o f  p u b l ic  s e rv a n ts , apart 
f r o m  t e a c h e r s ,  b e  d o n e  e n t i r e ly  i n  I r i s h  ?— T h e  G á rd a í 
at p re s e n t  in  B a lly fe r r ite r  a ll k n o w  I r is h . O n e  o f  them  
is a v e r y  g o o d  G a e lic  sp e a k e r . T h e  P e n s io n  O fficer is 
an  I r is h -s p e a k e r . H e  h a s  th e  F a in n e .

44. D o  t h e  G a r d a i  s p e a k  I r i s h  to  t h e  p e o p le  gene- 
r a l ly  ?— I  w o u ld  n o t  b la m e  t h e  G á r d a í  S ío th c h á n a  for  
n o t  d o in g  s o . I t  is  th e  fa u lt  o f  th e  p e o p le  th em selves 
w h o  k n o w  I r is h  b u t  h a v e  a c q u ire d  a  h a b it  o f  speaking 
b ro k e n  E n g lis h  bo s tra n g e rs .

45. D o  t h e  G á r d a í  S ío t h c h á n a  d o  a n y t h in g  t o  b reak  
1 th a t  h a b i t ? — I  h a v e  n o t  n o t ic e d  th a t  t h e y  w ere  try ing
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to break it. They do not gain anything by then- 
knowledge of Irish.

46. Have they the name of being willing to speak 
Irish ?—Yes.

47. How many are there?—Four, and one is a native 
speaker from Connaught.

48. Has he any difficulty when speaking Connaught 
Irish with them?—No, they like his Irish.

49. What about the differences in dialects?—I don't 
understand this talk about the difference in dialects. 
Dialect makes no difficulty here. The people like to 
hear the Gaelic of Connaught.

50. You say the Pensions Officer is an Irish-speaker ? 
—Yes, he has the Fainne.

51. How long is he there?—Not very long.
02. The instructors from the Department and from 

the county committees do they do their work in Irish 
at all ?—I don't know whether they know any Irish, 
but they don’t carry on their work in Irish. There are 
many people who know Irish and don’t use it, and 
many more who don’t know it well and yet give ex
cellent example by using the little they know.

53. English is the language of the instructors?—Yes, 
it is nine years since we had a cookery teacher there.

54. In English she did her work?— l ’cs.
55. You have an agricultural instructor?—Y’es, in 

Dingle.
56. Does he not do his work in Irish?—I never heard 

he did.
57. How long is he working there?—A long time; 

ten years, I think.
58. Did you hear that letters or correspondence in 

Irish had come from the Ministry for Lands?—I never 
did.

59. You don't know of any work from any Ministry 
being done in Irish?—No. except from the Education 
Ministry. I don’t know of any letters ever having been 
received in Irish from any other Department.

60. Are the demand notes for rates from the County 
Council in Irish?—I have not seen or heard of any in 
Irish.

61. Notices about diseases of animals?-—No.
62. Does any help for Irish come from these people 

at all?— Not that I  know of.
63. No special help from the Government, the County 

Council, or business people?—No, I don’t think so,
I don’t know of any person getting a letter in Irish 
asking for rent or any other money due.

64. Merchants’ bills and letters, do you know if they 
are in Irish?— No.

65. Is there anything that would show the Irish
speaking people that the language is respected outside 
their own districts?—There is nothing that would show 
that Irish was esteemed or known outside our district.

66. How do the people get their livelihood?—Farm
ing and fishing, but the farms are very small.

67. What size?—Ten acres would be considered a. 
g o o d  farm there.

68. What is the average size ?—Three or four acres.
69. Is there any part of the parish where the people 

have no land?— There are many families that have no 
land.

70. They live by fishing?—I don’t know how they 
manage to live in recent years as the fishing has failed. 
Their children in America help them.

71. How is  the fishing?—There is not much made 
by fishing now. Twenty years ago they did very well.

72. You have return of the marriages and baptisms 
in the parish of Ballyferriter for the years 1914-1924?— 
Y'es.

73. In 1914 twenty-five couples were married?—Yes.
74. The number has decreased since?— Yes.
75. In 1922, it was nine; in 1923, eleven: and in 

1924, ten?—Yes.
76. In 1914 there were 129 baptisms?— Yes.
77. The baptisms have been decreasing also?—Yes.
78. In 1924 there were only fifty-four?—Yes, in my 

own parish there was only one marriage last year and 
two the year before.

J9. Some of the Commissioners would like to have an 
account of the education in that place ?—Certainly.

80. How long are you teaching there?—Twenty 
years.

81. What class of a school is it?—It is a three- 
teacher school with 150 on the rolls in summer.

82. What kind of education have you had in tne past 
twelve years?—The bilingual programme.

83. Is it your opinion that the bilingual programme 
did any harm to English, to education, or to the 
children?— No, quite the opposite.

84 . Y o u  h a v e  h e a rd  o f  p e o p le  c o m p la in in g  a b o u t  t o o  
m uch" I r is h  in  th e  s c h o o ls  ?— Y e s , b u t  s u ch  c o m p la in ts  
w i l l  d o  n o  h a r m ;  t h e y  w il l  so o n  d ie  o u t  i f  o u r  G o v e r n 
m e n t  is  in  e a rn e s t .

8 5 . I s  it  y o u r  e x p e r ie n ce  a fte r  b e in g  w o r k in g  fo r  a 
lo n g  t im e  th a t  e d u c a t io n  is  b e t te r  n o w  th a n  it  w a s  
b e fo r e  th e  b il in g u a l p r o g r a m m e ? — I t  is  b e t te r , a n d  I  
th in k  i t  w o u ld  b e  b e t te r  st ill  i f  th e y  h a d  re co g n is e d  
th e  v a lu e  o f  I r is h  lo n g  ag o .

86 . Y o u  h a v e  n o t  seen  th e  ta lk  ip. th e  p a p e rs  r e ce n t ly  
a b o u t  i t ? — Y e s , I  h a v e  se e n  a g o o d  m a n y  le tte rs  
a p p e a r .

87. A s  fa r  as i t  re la tes  to  y o u r  o w n  s c h o o l? — I  d o n ’t  
a t ta ch  a n y  im p o r ta n ce  t o  th e se  le t te r s , m o s t  o f  w h ic h  
are a n o n y m o u s .

88 . D o  th e y  u n d e rsta n d  th e  m a tte r  at a l l? — I  d o n ’t  
th in k  th e y  d o  y e t .

8 9 . I s  th e  b il in g u a l p ro g ra m m e  w o rk e d  on  th e  s a m e  
w a y  fo r  th e  la s t  c o u p le  o f  y e a rs  as i t  w as fo r m e r ly ? —  
N o t  e x a c t ly .  F o r m e r ly  I r is h  to o k  o n ly  a se co n d a ry  
p la c e , as a m e d iu m  to  te a ch  E n g lis h .

90. I n  w h a t  w a y  i s  th e  w o r k  b e in g  d o n e  n o w ? —  
Ir is h  has c o m e  in to  its  r ig h t fu l p la c e — a t le a s t  in  th e  
s c h o o ls  o f  th e  G a o lta c h t .

9 1 . I s  th e  o ff ic ia l p ro g ra m m e  in  fo r c e  ?— Y'es.
92 . There is  n o  E n g lis h  in  th e  in fa n t s ’ c la s s e s ? —  

N o
9 3 . T h e y  b e g in  E n g lis h  in  th e  firs t  c la s s ? — Y e s .
9 4 . H o w  lo n g  h a s th a t  b e e n  g o in g  o n  ?— F o r  a  few  

y e a rs .
9 5 . D o  y o u  th in k  it  is  a n y  h a rm  t o  th e  c h i ld r e n ? —  

I t  is  b e t te r  fo r  th e  ch ild re n . I f  w e  are  in  e a rn e s t  
a b o u t  I r is h  w e  m u s t  b e g in  w ith  th e  c h ild re n . I f  a 
n a t iv e  s p e a k e r  w ere  a p p o in te d  fo r  th e  in fa n ts  in  s ch o o ls  
in  th e  G a llta c h t  it. w o u ld  m a k e  I r is h  sp re a d  ra p id ly . 
S m a rt  b o y s  an d  g ir ls  o f  fo u r te e n  o r  f i f te e n  y e a rs  w o u ld  
a n sw e r  a d m ira b ly  fo r  th is  p u rp o s e  a n d  th e y  w o u ld  n e e d  
n o  s p e c ia l  t ra in in g .

! 6 . F r o m  w h a t  y o u  k n o w  o f  th e  w o rk  in  th a t  w a y , 
is  i t  w o r s e  f o r  E n g l is h  th a n  t h e  o t h e r  w a y  ?— N o t  a t  a ll .

'■7. But the o p p o s i t e ? — Y es.
98 . D o  y o u  th in k  t l ie ir  E n g lis h  is  a s  g ood  as  o r  

b e t te r  th a n  th e  E n g lis h  sp o k e n  b y  th e  ch ild re n  in  
C o u n ty  M e a t h ? — I  h a v e  p ro o f  that it  is b e t te r . M a n y  
p e o p le  h a v e  to ld  m e  so . W e  h a d  a d o c to r  fr o m  
L im e r ic k  d o in g  t e m p o ra ry  d u ty  in  th is  d is tr ic t  s o m e  
y e a rs  a g o  and  h e  to ld  m e  th a t  th e  E n g lis h  s p o k e n  
h e re  w as b e t te r  th a n  that sp o k e n  in  L im e r ic k . D r . 
S ta rk e y  d e c la re d  p u b lic ly  th a t  th ese  s ch o o ls  w ere  th e  
b e s t  in  I r e la n d , an d  he h a d  firs t-h a n d  k n o w le d g e , as 
h e  m a d e  a to u r  ro u n d  th e  G a e lta ch t  se v e ra l t im e s . 
N o b o d y  w ill  d e n y  that th e  E n g lis h  la n g u a g e  w a s  sa fe  
in  h is  k e e p in g , a n d  that h e  ju d g e d  th e  s ch o o ls  fr o m  a, 
p u r e ly  E n g lis h  s ta n d p o in t .

99. FrUlraig 0 < 'adhla.—Do th e  c h i ld r e n  c o m e  t o  t h e  
s c h o o l  w ith  I r i s h ? — Y e s , th e re  are m a n y  p a re n ts  in  th e  
d is tr ic t  w h o  d o n ’t k n o w  a n y  E n g lish .

100. I s  it n o t  ai ba d  th in g  fo r  th e  p e o p le  n o t  t o  h a v e  
r e s p e c t  fo r  I r i s h ? — I  th in k  it  is  a  b a d  th in g  to  d is 
c o u ra g e  I r is h  sp e a k e rs . T h e y  are  n o t  a lto g e th e r  to  
b lam e, f o r  tu rn in g  t o  E n g lis h , w h e n  t h e y  a re  mad>- to  
fe e l  in fe r io r  b e ca u se  t h e y  k n o w  o n ly  I r is h . I  h a v e  
o f t e n  se e n  th e m  in  p la c e s  w h e re  th e y  w e re  m a d e  to  
fe e l  a sh a m ed  b e ca u se  th e y  c o u ld  n o t  sp eak  E n g lis h .

101 . .In  Seabhnc.— T h e re  is a n o th e r  t h in g  I  w a n t  t o  
g e t  d o w n , a c o m p a r is o n  b e tw e e n  th e  c h ild ren  w h o  c o m e  
w ith o u t  E n g lis h  a n d  t h e  ch ild re n  w h o  c o m e  w ith  E n g 
lis h  t o  th e  s c h o o l ? — T h e  c h ild re n  w h o  c o m e  t o  th e  
s c h o o l  k n o w in g  o n ly  I r is h  le a rn  E n g lis h  q u ic k e r  a n d  
b e t te r  th a n  th e  c h ild re n  w h o  sp e a k  o n ly  b ro k e n  E n g 
lis h . F i f t e e n  or  e ig h te e n  y e a rs  a go  an  in s p e c to r  ca m e  
to  th e  s c h o o l  w h o  d id  n o t  k n o w  I r is h , a n d  w as o n e  o f  
th o se  w h o  thought th a t  th e  te a ch e rs  sh o u ld  te a ch  E n g 
l i s h  a s  s o o n  as t l ie  c h i ld  c a m e  to  s c h o o l  a n d  t e a c h  n o  
I r is h  at a ll .  A t  th e  t im e  th e re  w e re  so m e  c h ild re n  
w h o se  p a re n ts  w o u ld  o n ly  sp ea k  b ro k e n  E n g lis h  t o  th e m  
w ith  th e  r e s u lt  th a t  th e  p o o r  c h ild re n  h a d  n e ith e r  I r is h  
n o r  E n g lis h . I  b ro u g h t  th o se  c h ild re n  b e fo re  h im , a n d  
a ls o  s o m e  c h ild r e n  w h o  d id  n o t  k n o w  E n g lis h  b e fo re  
c o m in g  t o  s c h o o l ,  a n d  a sk e d  h im  t o  e x a m in e  t h e m . H e  
w as s u rp r ise d  a t  th e  r e s u lt  a n d  ch a n g e d  h is  o p in io n . 
T h a t  is  w h y  I say  if th e  people u n d e r s to o d  th e  m a t t e r  
there would be no objections r a is e d  to Irish a n d  they 
are  le a rn in g  t o  u n d e rs ta n d  n o w .

102. Y o u  th in k  th e n  it  w o u ld  b e  b e t te r  fo r  th e  c h ild  
n o t  t o  k n o w  E n g lis h  b e fo re  c o m in g  t o  s c h o o l ? — Y e s , 
fo r  th e  c h i ld re n  in  th e  G a o lta c h t , b e ca u se  it is  im 
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p o s s ib le  t o  c o r r e c t  th e  fa u lt s  in  th e  E n g lis h  th e y  h e a r  
a t  h o m e .

1 0 3 . H a v e  y o u  g o o d  p r o o f  o f  t f . i t ? — Y e s , th e  I r is h -  
s p e a k in g  ch ild re n  w h o  le a rn  E n g lis h  s p e a k  E n g lis h  
b e t te r  th a n  t h e  o th e r s .

1 0 1 . b e c a u s e  t h e y  h a v e  n o  e x p e r ie n c e  o f  b a d  E n g lis h  
a t  h o m e ? — Y'es.

1 0 0 . A t  w h a t  a g e  d o  th e  ch ild re n  c o m e  t o  s c h o o l? —  
F o u r  t o  s ix  y e a r s .

1 0 6 . A t  w h at a g e  d o  th e y  le a v e ? — S o m a  o f  t h e m  at 
fo u r t e e n ,  b u t  a g re a t  m a n y  r e m a in  t i l l  t h e y  a re  s ix te e n  
o r  s e v e n t e e n .

107. Do the b o y s  s ta y  lo n g e r  th a n  th e  g ir ls  ? — A b o u t  
th e  s a m e  t im e  a lth o u g h  th e  b ig  b o y s  a re  g e n e r a l ly  s e n t  
t o  f is h in g  a n d  fa r m in g  o p e ra t io n s .

108. Vadruig 0 Cmihla.— I n  1912 t h e r e  w e r e  166 o n  
t h e  r o lls  in  y o u r  s c h o o l  an d  117 in  a t te n d a n c e ? — Y e s . 
A v e r a g e  a t te n d a n c e .

1 0 9 . I n  19 22  t h e r e  w e r e  137 o n  t h e  r o lls  a n d  10 8  in  
a tt o n d a n o e  ?— Y  es -

1 1 0 . T h a t  s h o w s  th e r e  i s  n o  fa llin g  o f f  in  th e  a v era g e  
a t t e n d a n c e ? — N o t  v e r y  m u c h . T h e  s c h o o l  m a in ta in s  
th r e e  t e a c h e r s  a l l  th e  t im e .

1 1 1 . H o w  lo n g  is  t h e  n e w  p ro g r a m m e  in  th e  s c h o o l?  
— T w o  t e a r s .

112 . A n d  in s te a d  o f  a n y  o p p o s it io n  t h e  p e o p le  are 
g e t t in g  th e ir  c h i ld r e n  t o  g o  to  s c h o o l ? — Y e s . I s  it  n o t  
s u r p r i s in g  t h a t  t h e  a v e r a g e  a t t e n d a n c e  is  s o  h ig h  w h e n  
th e  t o ta l  n u m b e r  o f  c h i ld r e n  c o m in g  t o  s c h o o l  h a s  fa lle n  
s o  m u c h  ? T h e r e  a re  m a n y  p u p ils  w h o  s ta y  at s c h o o l  
u n t i l  th e y  are  16 o r  17 a n d  th is  k e e p s  th e  a v e ra g e  h ig h .

11 3 . H a v e  th e y  m u c h  l i t ig a t io n  t h e r e ? — N o t  m u c h . 
T h e y  h a v e  n o  d e s ire  t o  g o  in t o  c o u r t .  T h e y  p re fe r  to  
s e t t le  th e ir  d i f fe r e n c e s  in  th e ir  o w n  w a y .

1 1 4 . D o  y o u  th in k  it  w o u ld  e n c o u ra g e  th e m  t o  g o  
in t o  c o u r t  it  I r is h  w e re  u s e d  in  c o u r t ? — W h e n  t h e y  
d id  sp e a k  I r i s h  in  c o u r t  t h e y  w e re  t o ld  t o  sp eak  
E n g l is h ,  a n d  th is  k e p t  th e m  o u t o f  c o u r t .

11 5 . D o  y o u  th in k  a  ch a n g e  t o  th e  use  o f  I r is h  in  
c o u r t  w o u ld  b e  w e lc o m e  ? — U n d o u b te d ly . H o w  c o u ld  
n a t iv e  sp e a k e rs  e x p e c t  ju s t ic e  in  a  c o u r t  w h ere  th e ir  
la n g u a g e  is n o t  u n d e r s t o o d ?  A p a rt fr o m  th is , it w o u ld  
ra ise  th e  s ta tu s  o f  I r is h  to  h e a r  it r e s o u n d in g  in  th e  
c o u r t  a n d  c o u n c i l ,  in  th e  c o l le g e  a n d  b a m p ie t -h a ll .

116. I  s u p p o s e  t h e r e  a r e  s o n g s  a n d  s t o r ie s  a m o n g s t  
th e  p e o p le  here ? — S o n g s  a n d  m a n y  s to r ie s , b u t  th e re  
i s  n o t  m u c h  d a n c in g .

1 1 7 . D o  t h e y  h a v e  e n te r ta in m e n ts  in  th e  e v e n in g ? i  
— T h e y  are  v e r y  fo n d  o f  s to r ie s .

118. Father i'miniiiuhiim.— H a v e  y o u  s c h o o l - b o o k s  
s u i t a b le  f o r  t h e  l i f e  o f  t h e  d is t r i c t  ?— T h e r e  a re  m a n y  
b o o k s  t o  c h o o s e  fr o m .

1 1 9 . E n g l i s h ? — Y 'es. E n g lis h . T h e re  are  n o t  v e ry  
m a n y  I r is h  r e a d e rs  y e t .

120. .-1» ,Sruhhnr.— A iv  th e y  ' ,  ry  su ita b le  fo r  th e  li fe  
o f  a  c o u n t r y  d i s t r i c t ? — N a t u r a lly  t h e r e  is  a  d i f f e r e n c e  
b e t w e e n  t o w n  l i f e  a n d  f a r m in g  o r  f is h in g . E n g lis h  
b o o k s  h a v e  b e e n  b ro u g h t  o u t  d e a l in g  a lto g e th e r  w ith  
ru ra l l i f e ,  b u t  th e  c h i ld r e n  d o  n o t  ta k e  to  th e m  as th e y  
are  t o o  lik e  t e x t -b o o k s . I t  w o u ld  b e  a g o o d  th in g  to  
h a v e  s o m e  le s s o n s  in  fa rm in g  an d  th in g s  th e  c h ild re n  
k n o w  s o m e th in g  a b o u t  t o  g iv e  t h e m  re s p e c t  fo r  th e se  
th in g s . T h e r e  is v e ry  l it t le  th o u g h t  o f  fa rm in g  or 
b u t t e r -m a k in g , m ilk in g  c o w s , o r  w o rk  o f th a t  k in d . T h e  
c h i ld r e n  e re ,v in e  u p  d is lik e  th e se  th in g s . T h e y  d o n 't  
u n d e r s ta n d  that th e re  is  a n y  g o o d  in  th e  la n d . I t  th e y  
h a d  a  b e t te r  k n o w le d g e  o f  h o w  to  d o  th e  w ork  c le a n ly  
a n d  n e a t ly  t h e y  w o u ld  n o t  lo o k  d o w n  o n  fa r m in g , as 
t h e y  d o .

1 2 1 . I s  th e  e f f e c t  o f  n a t io n a l  e d u c a t io n  t o  tu rn  th e  
m in d s  o f  th e  p e o p le  a w a y  f r o m  th e  la n d ? — Y’ e s , I  th in k  
th e re  o u g h t  t o  b e  b o o k s  d e a lin g  w ith  th e  la n d ,  t o  e n 
n o b le  fa r m in g  in  th e  e y e s  o f  th e  r is in g  g e n e r a t io n .

122. Father f 'nn n ii i i jh am A r e  th e  p r i c e s  o f  b o o k s  
t o o  h i g h ? — T h e y  a r e .  T h e y  a r e  v e r y  d e a r .

1 2 2 a Y Y hat r e m e d y  d o  y o u  s u g g e s t ? — T h e r e  s h o u ld  
b e  a  g r a n t  t o  p ro v id e  s c h o o l  b o o k s , as m a n y  h a v e  t o  g e t  
t h e m  g ra t is .

12 3 . D o  it  v o u r s e lv e s ? — Y e s ,  o r  y o u  c o u ld  n o t  d o  th e  
w o r k .

1 2 4 . T h a it. i s  n o t  r ig h t ? — N o , b u t  t-hait h a s  b e e n  o u r  
e x p e r ie n c e .

125. D o  y o u  t h i n k  i t  w o u ld  b e  a  g o o d  t h i n g  t o  p r o 
v id e  th e  c h i ld re n  w ith  ch e a p  o r  fr e e  b o o k s ? — I  th in k  
s o .  T h e y  are  n o t  in  a p o s it io n  t o  b u y  b o o k s , a t  le a s t  
m a n y  o f  t h e m . T h e y  h a v e  t o  b u y  t o o  m a n y  b o o k s , 
E n g l is h  a n d  I r is h .

1 2 6 . T h e  c h ild re n  c o m in g  t o  y o u r  s c h o o l ,  a re  th e y  
v e r y  p o o r ? — M a n y  o f  t h e m  a r e  v e r y  p o o r .

127. Would you like to give them a meal each day ?—  
Yes. To all children. We had experience of it last 
winter and found it improved the children in every 
way.

128- What about compulsory education?—We have 
compulsory education now. It is very effective in some
cases.

129. Where do the children go when they leave 
school?—They go to America, most of them.

130. Is there no work to be done at home?—No, 
nothing to be done at home.

131. Have you no cottage industries ?—No, 
although the people are very handy at knitting and 
sewing.

132. Is there no such industry?—No, nothing of 
the kind.

133. Would it not be well to have such an indus
try?—I often thought that, because they are very 
good at handwork.

134. It might possibly keep the children at home? 
—Anything that would tend to keep them in Ireland 
would be worth trying.

135. Don’t you think the Government should help? 
— I think it would be a good thing. Something should 
be done to keep these native speakers in Ireland.

136. M r .  B a n l y .—I understand, Miss Manning, 
there is no provision for higher education in your 
part of the country ?—No.

137. It is ten or twelve years since yon had an 
instructress down there ?—In 1926 we had a cookery 
and laundry class under the C.D.B.

138. Do you think that a sporadic class that might 
be held once or twice in each district is much good? 
— No. I don’t think it would produce any good results.

139. Do you think if there was provision made by 
which those girls you spoke of would be trained 
through the medium of Irish to give instruction in 
housewifery, butter-making, poultry-keeping entirely 
through the medium of Irish, do you think that 
would be the class of thing your part of the country 
wants>—I think it would be very good. It would 
give employment to the girls and benefit the people 
very much. It would teach them how to do things 
in a better and cleaner way and give the girls more 
taste for farm work.

140. Do you think it could be developed further so 
that some of these girls from the Irish-speaking dis
tricts would go to other parts of the country?—I do. 
There would be no use in spending money if we were 
not to keep them in Ireland.

141. Even apart from primary schools, don’t you 
think girls could be trained to go to other parts of 
the country to take places in families as governesses ? 
— I flunk so. But Irish must find its way into high 
places before Irish-speaking governesses will be appre
ciated. St. Patrick very cleverly started his mission 
at Tara.

142. To bring up Irish-speaking families ?—Yes. 
That would be excellent.

143 Suppose you had schools that would train girls 
to housekeeping and that kind of work in other parts 
of the country, do you think that girls from your 
part of the country would go to such schools where 
they would get training in Domestic Science?—Y'es, 
if there was any assurance of their getting employment 
in Ireland afterwards and a decent wage. They are 
attracted to America by the good wages they get there.

144. Do you think if such a school were established 
it would be necessary to organise employment for 
these girls?—Certainly; the preparatory schools will 
only take a few and you will have to get something 
for the others. Every child that remains at school 
cannot be trained for teaching or the learned pro
fessions. There would he a leakage still unless 
employment was provided for them in other ways.

145. Da you think it should be the business of the
State to organise the getting of such employment by 
the establishment of a bureau?—Yes. It is the busi
ness of the State. *

146. In the interest of Irish ?—It is the business 
of the State, if we are in earnest. It is ridiculous to 
have a Commission going around taking evidence if we 
do not mean to take drastic measures to save the lan
guage, and if those steps are not taken immediately it 
will be too late, as the Gaelgeoiri are passing from us.

147. I  agree that that kind of development is 
infinitely more important than translating speeches
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into Irish. There is no use in making speeches in 
Irish or translating speeches into Irish.

148. We must concentrate upon the spoken lan
guage?—Yes. We must first get the children
educated in the Gaeltacht and prepared to fill various 
positions.

149. .In Seabhac.—We can take it from your 
evidence that if those in charge of the Government 
are in earnest, and if1 the rest of the country are in 
earnest, the district you come from would be fore
most in maintaining the language'?— It would.

150. Are you positive?—I am positive. I know it 
well from the parents. I have never had any parents 
coming to me to, complain about Irish. In the past 
a flew would come to me and say "Y o u  know our 
children are going to America, and Irish won't do; 
they must have English,” and I would say ; "  They 
will have English for America.” If I could say "  I 
know they will get places in Ireland,”  the people 
woiild rival one another in speaking Irish.

151. It would build up their pride in their nationa
lity ?—It would.

* *  *  *  *  *

M I C H E Á L  0  C O N C H U B H A I R ,  examined.

{English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. .4 «  Seabhac.— Y o u  d id  n o t  s e n d  in  a n y  s ta te 

m e n t  ?— N o .
2. I s  t h e r e  a n y t h in g  y o u  w is h  t o  s u b m i t ? — I  h a v e  

w r i t t e n  o u t  a  s t a t e m e n t  w h i c h  I  w i l l  r e a d  f o r  y o u . 
( R e a d i n g . )

Rditeas.
2 . (a )  N í ’ l  i  l ím is t é a r  n a  s g o i le  s e o  a g a in n e  a c h t  

B r e a c -G h a o l t a c h t .  I s  f é id i r  a  r á d h  g o  b h f u i l  an  
G h a e d h i lg  a g  c o im e a d  a  g r e a m a  g o  n e a m h -s p le a d h a c h  
a n n , a g u s  g u r  l á id r e  t ; l  s i  in d iu  a n n  ’ n á  b h i  s i  a o n  
lá  l e  f i c h e  b l i a i n  a n u a s . N í  h -a m h á in  s a n  a c h  is  
f á n a c h  d u i n e  fé  b h u n  40 b ln .  d ’ a o is  sa  d á  p h a r r ó is d e  
s e o , C e a n n  A r d  a g u s  .a n  M h in á i r d ,  n á  fu i l  i n -a n n  
a n  G h a e d h i lg  d o  l é ig h e a m h  is  d o  s g r fo b h a d h .

.4 C'húis san :
( b) N a  s g o i le a n n a  s a  c h e a n n t a r  a  b h e i t h  d h a -  

t h e a n g t h a e h  le  h o c h t  m b l ia d h n a  d e u g  a n u a s .
N í  f é i d i r  a  r á d h , d m h , g o  g c u ir t e a r  o i r e a d  s u im e  

s a  t e a n g a in  i s  m a r  is  cu ib h e t  is  m a r  is  c ó ir .
C a d  u im e  s in  :
( c )  A n  I m ir c e  :— “  I s  g la s  i a d  n a  c n o i c  i  b h fa d  

u a i n n . ”  A im e r i c á  a g u s  a n  s a id h b h r e a s  a tá  l e  
f á g h a i l  a n n  a g  b a in t  c o d a l t a  n a  h o id h c h e  d h in n .

(d ) B r é a g -e h ú n n t a is í  a g  t e a c h t  a n a ll .  B e u r la  
r ia c h t a n a c h  d o ’n  t é  b h e i d h  a g  c u im h n e a m h  a r  d h u l  
t h a r  s á i le .

An fíor é gur cuireadh daoine abhaile ó’n gCoibh 
toisg nár fhéadadar Beurla do labhairt agus do 
lagheamh. ? Féuchtar chuige.

3. .1 «  S e a b h a c . — W a s  i t  .b e c a u s e  t h e y  c o u ld  n o t  r e a d  
o r  w r i t e ? — N o ;  b e c a u s e  t h e y  d i d  n o t  k n o w  E n g l is h .  
( R e a d i n g . )

(a) A n  s g é a l  c h o m h  h o le  s a n  d e  b h á r r  n a  h l m i r c e  
g u r  d e a c a i r  d ’ f e a r  ó g  n a  d t r í  m b ó  b e a n  a  d h io n g -  
m h á la  d 'f h á g h a i l .  C e a c h t  d ó i b h  s e o  g o  b h f u i l  fo n n  
b ó t h a i r  o r t h a  : f i r  ó g a  l á i d r e  a g  f i l le a d h  'o  a m  g o  
h -a m  a g u s  a g  l u i g h e  l e i s  a n  i a s g a ir e a c h t ,  a g u s  c a i l i n i  
a  d h e in  s p a r a in in  t h a l l  g u r  g e a r a id  D i a  l e o  c u r  fú t h a  
a b h u s  a r  fh e a r  n a  d t r í  m b ó .

(b) A n  D á i l  f é in  a g u s  a n  t S e a n a id ,  d o  r é i r  n a  
b p á i p e u r  n u a id h e a c h t a  ( “ B r a i t h 'n t i  a n  E i t h i g h ” ). 
M d ’ s fi 'o r  ia d  n a  p á i p é i r  n u a id h e a c h t a  n i  la b h a r t a r  
f o c a l  G a e d h i lg e  i  n D á i l  n á  i  S e a n a id  i d i r  d h á  c h e a n n  
n a  b l ia d h n a .

( c )  Oifigigh an Riaghaltais.
( C u i r f e a d  s io s  a n n s d  a r  t h i g  n u a d h  M h i c h i l  U i  

G h r ib h t h f n  : m is e  d o  s g r i o b h a id h  d o  a s  G a e d h i l g ;  
f r e a g r a  i  m B é a r la . )

Oifigigh eile :—An Post1, O. an Phinsiuin.
Dochtúirí ■
Oifigigh na gCómhairleacha .

S i o p a d ó i r í ,
L u c h t  T a is t i l .

(S in n  a g  b r is e a d h  d r  g e o s  a  d ’ i a r r a id h  g o  
d t i o e f a d h  l in n  g a i g i n i  a n  B h e a r la  d o  m h e a l la d h  c h u g -

ainn.) Daoine eile nach inian liom do luadhadh ós 
árd. Ná páipéir a tliagann isteach san bhfior- 
Ghaeltacht féin ni bhfonn focal Gaedhilge ionnta. 
Is ceart a rddh gur measa na mná nd na fir. Ni 
Beurla Shasana a labhraid, ddr ndóigh, ach Beurl’- 
Eagar na gCdg.

id) Meath ar Aueamh na nDaoine,
Le 30 bln. anuas, ta 63 tighthe comhnuighthe, agus 

a líonta tighe imthighthe i n-aon leath-pharróisde 
dmhain. Is cuimhin liom féin na tighthe sin do 
bheith sua* agus daoine 'n-a gcomhnuidhe ionnta.

(e) Sgldbhuidhthr agus Feirmeoiri Beaya.
Na daoine bhi ionnta. D ’imthigh an chlann thar 

lear. Is minic a cliuir an chlann fios ar an athair 
agus ar an mhdthair agus gur imthigheadar san 
chómh maith. Is minic ndr fhan aoinne i bhfochair 
na sean lanamban, acht doi chuiridis airgead anall 
chucha chun iad a choimedd suas an fhaid 
mhairidis. •

(/) Toradh na hlmirce ar an Innreamh ins na 
sgoileanaibh ; —

Sgoil na Mindirde.
1905 1915 1916 1919 1920
45 40 54 58 38

Sgoil na Cluanach Cumhra.
1902 1910 1914 1925

6 6  58 78 32
Cad é an chúis go bhfuil sgoil ag coimedd a 

agus sgoil eile ag dul i ndiaidh a chúil? 
mhór do roinneadh i bparóisde na Mindirde. Do 
phós roinnt mhaith sa pharróisde seo le dosaon blian 
annuas.

1925
48

greama
Feirm

(g) Xa Sgoileanna.— A n  C ld r  O ib r e .
D a o in e  go  le o r  ag geardn  ar n ea m h -o irea m h n a ig h e  

a n  C h ld ir  O ib r e  in s  n a  sg o ilea n a . G a ed h ilg  a r  fad  
i  g co m h a ir  n a  n a o id h n e a n  an lo ch t  is  m ó g h eibh tea r 
air. N ’ í  m ó id e  gur cea rt G a ed h ilg  a m h d in  d 'é i l e a m h  
ins an m B ie a c -G h a e h a c h t . C éu d -tean ga  n a  le a n b h —  
tosa ch  a th a b h a ir t  d i  i n g a ch  s g o il a g u s  a n n s a n  
n u a ir  a b h e a d h  a n  t e a n g a  a n -a it h n id ,  ag  fa s  c h u n  
n a lea n b h  b re is  d e ’n  ob a ir  a  d h é a n a m h  in s  a n  d T e a n - 
g a in  n u a id h . S ta ir  n a  h E ir e a n n  agu s T ir  E olu s n a  
h E irea n n  d o m h ú in e a d h  t r é  G h a e d h i lg — s in  c e a r t  go 
leor .

N a  d a o in e  is  m ó  b h io n n  a g  l o c h t i i  an  C h ld ir ,  n a  
d a o in e  g q  b h f u i l  a  s ú i le  a r  a n  n D o m h a n  T h ia r  aeu .

( F e u c h  c a d  d u b h a i r t  A ir e  a n  O id e a c h a is  i g O o n n - 
d a e  a n  C h ld ir  a n  Id  fé  d h e ir e .)

( h) Cinnnus na sgoileanna d’fheahhsv, san mdel  
tacht agus son mBreai -(Jhaoltarht.

B r e is  m h ú in t e ó i r í  d o  c h u r  io n n ta .
(N i  f é id i r  d ’ a o n  m h ú in t e o ir  g o  m b e id h  t r i  f i c h id  

le a n b h  a g  b h r a i t h  a ir  o b a i r  fh o g h a n t a  d o  d h é a n a m h .)  
M é  fé in  a g u s  m ó ir - s h e is e a r  d e u g  is  d a c h a d  a g  b r a it h  
o r m  (5 7 ).

G a c h  c ó i r  a g u s  o ir e a m h a in t  r ia c h t a n a c h  c h u n  
m ú in t e a c h a is  d o  s h o ld t h a r  i  g c ó ir  n a  s c o i le a n a . (N i  
c e a r t  b h e i t h  a g  b r a it h  a r  b h a in is t e o i r  'n a  a r  m h ú in -  

t e o i r  i  d t a o l ih  lé a r -s c d la í ,  s r l . )  N a  T ig h t h e  S g o i lé  
d o  b h e i t h —

(1 ) F a i r s in g  a  n d o i t h in  d o ’ n  ín é id  le a n b h  a  b h io n n  
a g  t e a c h t  ch u n , n a  s g o i le a n a .

(2 ) L e a b h a r t h a  d o  b h e i t h  l e  fa g h a i l  i n -a is c e  a g  
l e a n b h a i  n d  fu i l  'n -a  g c u m a s  ia d  d o  e h e a n n a c h . 
( E a g c ó i r  t h r o m  'á  d h é a n a m h  a r  m h ú in t e o ir ib h .  
A d h b h a r  'a  c h u r  a r  s p a r d n  A ir e  u m  A ir g id . )

(3 ) T e in n t e  l e  h a g h a id h  a n  G h e im h r id h .  C io n n u s  
m a r  d e in t e a r  fé  ld t h a ir

(4 ) Biadh— d ’ a m b f h é id i r  é — d o  l e a n b h a ib h  a  
b h e a d h  g o  m ó r  'n - a  g h a b h t a r .  (A n  m h a it h  a  d h e in  
a n  l ó n  a  r o in n e a d h  i  d t o s a c h  n a  b l i a n a  s o .)  L ia g h  
s ú l ,  l ia g h  f ia c a l  a g u s  D o c h t ú i r .  I r o in n t  a i r g id  n a  
d t e in e ,  c io n n u s  n d  fu a ir e a m a ir -n e  a n  lo m c h e a r t .

(5 ) S g o i le a n a  i  g c ó i r  n a  n d a o in e  b h io n n  r é id h  le is  
n a  m b u n -s c o i le a n a .  F e u c h a in t  c h u n  n a  n d a o in e  
b h io n n  fa i l l ig h t h e a c h  i  d t a o b h  n a  l e a n b h a i  d o  c h u r  
a r  s g o i l .

(6 )  C ld r  fé  l e i t h  in s  a n  a i t  'n - a  m b io n n  g a c h  a d h 
b h a r  s g o i l e  d ’ d  m ú in e a d h  s a  d d  t h e a n g a in .

(i) Eicoinimioc.
F e ir m e o i ir e a c h t  s l ig h e  b h e a t h a  fu r m h ó i r  n a  

n d a o in e  s a  c h e a n n t a r  so . N iT  a c h t  m ó ir -s h e is e a r  
s g ld b h u id h e  s a  d á  p h a r r ó is d e — C e a n n  A r d  a g u s  an 
M h in  A ir d — a ta  a g  b r a i t h  a r  a  b p d d h  la e . F d g h a l -
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taisti Miona talmhan is 
bhun.

mó—féur trí mbó nú íé n-a

Ceann Ard beirt féar 2  bhó
Ceann Aird , , .. 3 mbó
An Tobar duine 1 1  bó

beirt ,. 2 1  bó
Imileach beirt ,. 2 1  bó
Garraidhe na dTor ceathrar ,, 3 mbó
Gabhlán beirt ., 3 mbó

»  . . . dnine „ 2 1  bhó
Lios Deargáin triúr ,, 3 mbó
Na Dúnta duine ,. 1 1  bhó

M  • ■ ■
An Fhotharach ...

duine , 2 1  bhó
duine . 2 ) bhó

Ard Mór duine ,. 2  bhó
Rinn Bhuidhe duine 24 bhó

beirt . 3 mbó

agus mar sin do n-a h-uile acu.
Feirmeóirí beaga creachta t’réis na dtrí mblian

—annuiridh agus athrú ’nuiridh agus tosach na 
bliana so.
(?) Meath na bpnitai agus choch-fhóghmhar, 1923-24.

Agus n-a dteannta san ni bhfuarthas aon fhód 
móna. I mbliana—na hainmhidhthe d’á gcailleamh- 
aint. Ba seasga de dheasgaibh olcuis na haimsire.

Solúidí (Cailleamhaint an Stoic).
Fear na geúig mbó a chaill 5 colna agus 21 caoirigh. 
Fear na 4 mbó a chaill 2 bhó agus colann.
Fear na 3 mbó a chaill 4 colna agus 13 caoirigh.
M. 0  Bodhlaeir—thóg tigh na mbóteine: 3 ba

colann agus asal.
Baintreabhac (mnai a chaill 5 colna agus 6  gamhna

S. Firitear chaill 20 caora.
Fear (T. 0 C ) a chaill bó, colann, 2  gamhain agus 

nine.
T. 0  Murchadha a chaill 2 bhó.
S. Eiehthigheirn a chaill 2 bhó.
Duinin a chaill 03 caoirigh.
Bean Ui Chathasaigh a chaill 3 ba agus 7 gamhna 

agus cuid mhór ei-le.
Dochair mhóra do chuid do sna daoine.

(/, ) N’ i fhoireann reacht nua na Talmhan (1923) 
ortlia. Fuaireadar locáiste—5 /- fe’n bpúnt d’á barr. 
Ath-Mháighistir a bheith ortha fé ndeara ’e sin 
Níor dhíoladar (cuid aeu pé sgéal é) aon 
chios 1’21 ná 1’22 le suil go ngeilifeadh an Tigheama 
Talmhan agus go ndiolfadh si an talamh. An 
bhanóg, Bade na Saor, Baile’n Bhogaigh, Ath ma 
Leach. Páirc a Teampuill, An Imileach.

Meadnon Foghmnair ’23. Dioladar cios bliadhna 
leis an Irish Land Commission. Half year’s rent 
in Ap., '24: 1  year’s rent in Sept., ’24; 1 year’s rent 
in Jan., ’25. No. Rec. Order back. Last receipt 
from Alton dated 20th May. 1920, for £ year’s rent 
ending 29th Sept., 1919. Nior ceannuigheadh an 
talamh fé’n Reacht Nuaidh agus' d’eilimh an 
Máighistir cios tri mbln.

Tarraigeadh deicritne ortha le cios 2 1  years. A loath 
fe’n 15adh lá den mhi seo, a leath fé’n ladh Eanair, 
’26. agus cios 1  bliadhna tuitithe anois aris ortha. 
Creachfar glan iad. Na daoine ná diolann loch. 
Méadnightear an t-ualach ar dhaoine eile.

(?) Ragaidh an Ghaedhealg chun cinn, agus cuir- 
fear ó bhaoghal i, an túisee is tuigfear go bhfuil 
aiigead innte. Caithfear an Gaedhealtacht—breac 
agus bán—do choimeád ’n-a Gaedhealtacht.

Soláthruightear obair oireamhnach agus tugtar 
slighe bheatha do sna daoine seo go bhfuil a súile ar 
an nDomhan Thiar, agus tuitfid na hadharca móra do 
sna buaibh thar lear. Daoine fhághann an Ghaoltacht 
agus a théidheann thar lear, siol iad-san a shileann 
agus ná faghtar a dtoradh go bráth.

(m) Má’s mian Eire do Ghaodhhi is iad na sgoil- 
eana a dheanfaidh an gníomh. Cuirtear múinteoir 
óg, buachaill nó cailin go bhfuil an Ghaedhilg ó 
dhuthchas aeu, ag múineadh i ngach sgoil sa 
dúthaigh. Beilh meas ar mhuinntir na Gaeltachta 
d’a bharr san, agus beidh meas d’a réir ag muinntir 
na Gaoltachta ortha féin. Coimeádfaidh so cuid 
mhaith daoine sa bhaile, agus beidh deagh-shompla 
’á thabhairt do dhaoine óga.

(a) Cad uime ná cuirtear Gaedhilgeoir i mbun gach 
oifige d’a a bhfuil fé’n Riaghaltas. Aoinne go bhfuil 
post uaidh bíonn Gaedhilg aige, dár ndóigh, má’s 
call í— go dti go mbíonn sé i seilbh na neide. A lán

acu so, ní cloistear a thuille i detaobh a gcuid 
Gaedhilge. (Daoine iad so go raibh, is go bhfuil, 
tacai maithe laistiar diobh.)

(o) An rud go bhfuil ag eirighe go hiongantach 
leis i dTír Chonaill, ba dhóigh liom go n-eireochadh 
chomh maith leis i n-aiteanaibh eile ar fuid na Gaol
tachta. Cuireadh monarcha i gcóir déantúis léin- 
teacha ar bun ann. Tá ag eirighe go scoigh leis an 
obair. D’oirfeadh a leithéid do Dhaingean Ui 
Chúise. Aon nidh a choimeádfadh ár gcailíní 6 ’n 
sodar thar fairrge. Má fhanann na cailini fanfaidh 
na buachailli.

(p) Roinntear na feirmeacha móra atá díomhaoin 
—nú breac-dhíomhaoin ar fuid na hEireann. Cuir
tear coilíneach geadhligeoirí annso is annsúd— 
Gaedhilgeoirí go bhfuil meas acu ar a deteangain 
agus a choimeadfaidh greim dluth uirthe.

(<•/) Monarcha beithisc.—Ar bh’fhéidir slighe 
d'fhághail innte do leath-cheud éigin cainnteoir 
dúthchais.

Aith.choiUtiú na dúthaighe.
( r )  Móinte agus portaighthe.
Na portaighthe go raibh bóithre déanta chucha táid 

a bhfurmhór bainte aniach. Portaighthe breághtha 
ar chulaibh na genoe—ná deunfaidhe bóithre 
chucha ? An amhlaidh a bheidh an saoghal Fódhla 
ag ceannach guail ó Slieán Buidhe ar ball?—agus ni 
ró-fhada go dti sin.

Fionna-mhóin chun asrach is chun pacála.
(s) (tmneamh na hlnnse.
Daoine ealadhnda a dhein taigheadh agus sgrúdú 

ar ghainimh Thrágha Innse, b ’e a mbreith ná raibh 
a sárúghadh le fághail chun gloine dheunamh di. 
Mholadar monarcha do cliur ar bun le hais na 
trágha ann.

Mianadóiri ’á rádh go bhfuil slinn bhreágh fé’n 
dtalamh agus i-n-aice le Baile ’n Ghráin agus Cré 
Bhuidhe ii gcóir Brie i Lios' Deargáin.

Monarcha na dTéud i mBaile ’n Ghóilín a chur fé 
sheol airis.

4. .4n Hrabhac.—What percentage of the children 
come to your school knowing Irish only ?—Very few 
now; only an odd one.

5. Ten per cent.?—Oh, yes; more perhaps. About 
half of them understand Irish.

6 . They have some Irish—half of them?—Yes, 
there are none who do not hear some Irish at home.

7. H as it been improving or getting worse for the 
last- ten years?—It is not improving at all.

8 . Is there less regard for Irish than there was 
ten years ago?—I would not say that altogether, 
but I think English is more spoken now than it was 
ten years ago.

10. Do they not speak Irish to the old people when 
necessary ?—They do when it is necessary. If it 
was not necessary they would not bother with it. 
The people have no respect for the Irish of the 
books and the Irish they learn at school.

11. That has been said in many places. Can you 
explain it ?—I cannot.

12. What sort is the Irish of the books?—Some of 
the books are the best Irish in the world and some 
the worst.

13. You don’t mean differences of dialect?—No.
14. Do they get the Irish of Connacht and Ulster

in the books; wculd that have anything to say to 
it?—No. We were told that the difficulties in the
matter of books was understood and that it would 
be gone into and there would be no cause for 
complaint.

15. You have no suitable books on Tireolas and 
other subjects ?—No The teachers must do it, and 
it is heavy work. They must translate it.

16. Are such boioks necessary?—Oh, of course.
| 17. What would you advise?—You must get the
j people with a knowledge of the subject and a know

ledge of Irish to do the work.
18. Under whose direction ?—I do not know.
19. Do yolu think the Department of Education 

ought to do it?—I think so. I  don’t think there is 
any other body that could do it. The Ministry 
should set the example and let other people bring 
out the books.

20. Do you think children at the age of 14 have a 
good education?—Yes.

21. In Irish and English?—Yes.
22. America is the object in view with them?— 

•Yes. I think it is worse than it used to be.
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23. Do any oi them go into the public service?— 
Very few. A few are in the Gárda Síothchána.

24. Are there any of them technical education 
instructors ?—No.

25. Or in the Local Government services ?—No.
26. They are either on the land or go to America ?—  

Yes.
27. If they got a suitable education, do you think 

they would get positions in the public service?—I 
know well they would.

28. W hat further education is necessary to enable 
them to do that ?— An ard-scoil or preparatory school 
would bring them a certain distance.

29. That is not far enough to prepare them for 
the Civil Service examination ?—No.

30. Do you think they ought to be given an oppor
tunity to prepare for these examinations?— They 
ought.

31. Fr. Cunningham.—The district where you 
come from has no intermediate education ?—No, but 
many of them go into Tralee for it.

32. Twenty miles?—Yes, and they learn a lot of 
things besides what they learn from the books. I 
have travelled with them. It would be better for 
their conduct and their Irish, both, if they had not 
to travel these long distances.

33. You think that is bad íot the children there? 
— Yes.

34. When they leave school they make little use 
of Irish?—Very little. They always have their eyes 
on America.

35. Do you think the people who know Irish and
speak English now do it from habit?—Yes. They
do it unconsciously. They have such a habit now 
that it is not possible toi break it.

36. Is there anything the Government could do to 
alter that habit?—There is one thing—if the people 
could be shown that their children would get some
thing to do at home in Ireland.

37. Fiachra Eilgrach.—Do! they not think that the 
rest of Ireland is in earnest?—They do not.

38. If they felt that the Government were in 
earnest, would they make more use of the language? 
—They would if they thought that the Government 
were in eamést and felt that there was something 
to be got from the learning and speaking of it.

39. Is there any disrespect among the people for 
Irish?—No, not the slightest. They simply see that 
there is nothing to be got here in Ireland without 
English and that English is also necessary if they 
are to go awav.

40. P  0 Cadhla.—Was Irish stronger in that 
district some years ago than it is now ?—I would 
not say that, except that perhaps that in their homes 
and amongst themselves the people were more 
inclined to speak Irish. Some of them like to get 
good books to read. They often ask me for books.

41. Are there many of that kind in the parish ?— 
Yes.

42. With a desire for literature and culture?—Yes, 
a great many.

43. .4» (ieabhac— Is there anything in the form of 
literature and reading matter available for them ?— 
No, very little. They are very poor and they don’t 
buy even a newspaper, in English or Irish.

44. Is anything done except what is done in the 
schools?—Outside the schools nothing is done.

45. Is there any connection between the schools 
and the Irish-speaking tradition of the country 
around?—Yes; I ask the children in the fourth and 
fifth classes to collect proverbs and little stories and 
other things connected with the traditional learning 
in the home.

46. You link up education with the old culture of 
the people?—Yes. That is a great fault in the pro. 
gramme at present, that it does not bring education 
into touch with the old life and history of the places.

47. Is it your opinion that there should be such a 
connection ?—It would cause a great improvement 
if there was.

48. Fr. Cunningham..—I noticed that the houses as 
we went along were far from the farms?—Yes.

49. Would it not suit if the houses were separated 
from each other and nearer to the farms ?—Yes, but 
there was an old system under which the houses 
were built in that way.

50. An Heabhac.—The people should build new 
houses ?—Yes.

51. W h y  d o n 't  t h e y  b u i l d  t h e m  o n  t h e  fa r m s ? —  
P e r h a p s  t h e y  w a n t  t o  b e  n e a r  th e  w a te r . P e r h a p s  
w a te r  w o u ld  n o t  h e  g o t  o u t  in  t h e  fa rm s .

52. T h e r e  w a s  s o m e  c o n d i t i o n  a f fe c t in g  t h e  q u e s 
t io n  ?— Y e s .

53. T h e r e  is  s o m e  g o o d  r e a s o n  f o r  k e e p in g  t h e  
p e o p le  t h e r e ? — Y e s .

54. Father Cunningham.— I t  i s  a  g r e a t  lo s s  n o t  t o  
h a v e  t h e m  s c a t t e r e d  o v e r  t h e  l a n d ? — T h e r e  is  a  
p e r s o n  t h e r e — t h e  C h a ir m a n  k n o w s  h im — w h o  la id  
d oiw n c e r t a in  c o n d i t io n s .  T h e s e  p e o p le  c a n n o t  c o m e  
u n d e r  t h e  L a n d  P u r c h a s e  A c ts .

55. I  t h o u g h t  a l l  t h e  la n d  w a s  u n d e r  th e  b a n d  
C o m m is s io n ? — N o . T h e  q u e s t io n  w a s  t r ie d  a  c o u p le  
o f  y e a r s  a g o . F o r  t w o  y e a r s ,  1921 a n d  1922, t h e  
p e o p l e  d id  n o t  p a y  a n y  r e n t  T h e y  t h o u g h t  t h e y  
c o u ld  c o m p e l  t h e  la n d lo r d  to  p a r t  w it h  t h e  la n d .  
T h e n  in  t h e  y e a r  1923 t h e y  g o t  a  n o t i c e  fr o m  th e  
L a n d  C o m m is s io n  t o  pay . a  y e a r 's  r e n t . T h e y  p a id  
t h a t  y e a r ’ s  r e n t , t h e n  a  h a l f - y e a r 's  r e n t  a n d  a n o th e r  
h a l f - y e a r ’ s ,  b u t  t h e y  g o t  n o  r e c e ip t s .

56. An Seabhac.— W h o  g o t  i t ? — S o m e  o f  t h e m  g o t  n o  
r e c e ip t s .  T h e y  p a i d  i t  in to  t h e  b a n k  a n d  t h e  b a n k  
s e n t  i t  t o  t h e  C o m m is s io n . T h e n  t h e y  g o t  n o t i c e  
t h a t  t h e y  w o u ld  h a v e  t o  p a y  t h e  T en t t o  t h e  la n d lo r d .

57. W h e r e  is  h e ? — I  d o n ’ t  k n o w .
58. H a v e  t h e y  e v e r  s e e n  h i m ? — N o , I  d o n ’t  t h in k  

s o . T h e y  w e r e  s e r v e d  w it h  a  d e m a n d  fo r  t in e a  
y e a r s ’ r e n t . T h e y  w e r e  t o ld  t h e y  c o u ld  b r in g  th e  
r e n t  i n t o  D i n g l e  C o u r t ,  a n d  p e o p le  w h o  w e n t  w e r e  
d e c r e e d  f o r  2\ y e a r s ’  r e n t .

59. S e n d  u s  a n  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  w h o le  m a tt e r  i f  y o u  
c a n  ?— I  w i l l .

60 . Father Cunningham.— D id  t h e y  n o t  g e t  a  
r e c e ip t  f r o m  t h e  b a n k ? — T h e y  d id ,  b u t  t h e y  d id  n o t  
g e t  a  r e c e ip t  f r o m  t h e  L a n d  C o m m is s io n .

* * * * * *
Phi an . Battens seo leanas ó Domhnall 0 Si'tileahhtnn 

ós comhair an Choimisitin :—
’ Bait ‘'as.

Parti i.it e Chille Crochthn shiar (Cathrarh 
Domhnnill).

1. S in e a n n  a n  p h a r ó is t e  s e o  ó  D r o ic h e a d  a n  C h u r -  
r á in  g o  G le a n n  L o c h a  i  b P a r ó ís t e  n a  S n e im e , 
t im c h e a l l  d e i c h  m i le  c r u in n -d ir e a c h  a r  fh a id ,  a g u s  
t im c h e a l l  c ú ig  m h l le  l e  c h é i l e  a r  le i th e a d . T á  d á  
b h r ig h  s in , t im c h e a l l  50 m i le  c e a r n a c h  t u lm h a n  in t i ,  
46 b a i le ,  400 t ig h  c ó m h n u ig h t h e  a g u s  t im c h e a l l  2,600 
p e a r s a . T á  a n  t a la m h  g o  g a r b h  g e a r b a c h  a 
fh u r m h ó r  fé  c h n o ic i b h  s le ib h t ib h  a g u s  fé  u is c e  a g u s  
c h lo c h a ib h .

T á  m ó r á n  d e n  t a la m h  n e a m h -t h o r t h a m h a i l  a n o is ,  
f é  a i t e a n n  a g u s  f r a o c h  a  b h i  b r is t e  60 b l ia n  ó  s h o in  

ta u a ir  d o  b h i  d a o in e  a n n  a  b h e ir e a d h  n a  c l ia b h á in  
a r  a  n d r o m a n n a  le o  í  n - a g a id h  c n o c  á r d a  a ch t  n i  
b h f á g h f a r  e in n e  g o  d e o  a r is  a  i o m p a r ó ig  u a la ig h e  
m a r  a  d h e in t i .

2. T á  a n  G h a o d h lu in n  a g  g a c h  d u in e  s a n  p a r ó is t e  
ó s  c i o n n  s e a c h t  m b l ia n a  d ’ a o is  a g u s  a g  c u id  m h a i t h  
p á i s t í  fe  b h u n  a  s e a c h t  m b l ia n  c i a  g o  d e im h in  g o  
b h f u i l  a n  g a lá n t a c h t  a g  c u r  a r  m ó r á n  a it h r e a c h a  
a g u s  m á í t h r e a c h a  a g u s  g u r  fe a r r a  le o  g o  m ó r  B é a r la  
d o  la b h a ir t  le is  n a  le a n b h a í .  T á  n a  h - á i t r ib h  g a n n  
le  c h é i l e  t im c h e a ll  a  c e a t h a ir  n a  c ú ig  d e  b h u a ib h  
a g u s  m ó r á n  m ó r  d í o b h  fé  b h u n  c h e i t h r e  m b ó . T á id  
t i g h t h e  m a ith e  g la n a  a c u  ta r é is  a n  C .D .B . I s é  m o  
b h a r a m h a i l  fé in  m a r  a  g c u ir t a r  r u d  é ig in  a r  b u n  a  
t h a b h a r fa d h  t u i l le a m h  d ó ib h  g u r  g e á r r  g o  m b e i f e a r  
G a l ld a  g o  l e o r  m a r  d e ir id  g u r  B é a r la  a  r a g h a id h  
ch u rn  so lch a ir  d ó i b h  n u a ir  a  im t h e ó c h a id  g o  t ío r t h a  
e i le .

3 . Oihrearhn.— T á  a n  io m a d  d e  t h a la m h  n e a m h -  
t h o r t h a m h a i l  a n o is  in  a  b h fá s a d h  c r a n n a  g o  m a ith  
a g u s  d á  n d e a n fa i  ia d  s o  d o  c h u r  fé  c h r a n n a ib h  
b h e a d h  t u i l l e a m h  m ó r  a r  fe a d h  a  lá n  b l ia n  a c u . 
D h io l t h a d h  a n  o b a ir  s e o  a is t í  f é in  'n a  d h ia id h  s o .

4. T á  m ó r á n  d e  th a la m h  fh lu ic h  s a n  d ú t h a ig h  a 
d ’ fh é a d fa í  d o  t h io r m ú — s e o  o b a ir  e ile  a  d h io l t h a d h  
a is t í  f é in  ta r  é is  t a m a i l l .

5. Jlodel Farms.— D o  c h u r  ar. b u n  a n n  i o n ?  m b e a d h  
e o la s  le  f á g a i l t  a r a n  m ó d h  fe i r m e ó ir e a c h t a  is  fe á r r  

s r l. io n a  b h fá g h fa id h e  in g i l t ,  c e a c h t a ,  b r á c a í  s r l . a r  
i a s a c h t ,  a r  d h i o l  o ir e a m h n a e h . M a r  a  m b e a d h  
G á ir d ín  C is t e a n  i o n a  m b e a d h  a g  fá s  m ó r a n  s a g h a s  
t o r t h a  a g u s  l u ib h n e a c h  a tá  g o  m a i t h  c h u m  b id h  
d a o in e  a g u s  a ir  n á  fu i l  a o n  e ó la s  a n o is  a g  f o r m h ó r  
n a  n d a o in e .
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6 . B a n c  d o  c h u r  a r  b u n  i o n a  b h f u ig h e a d h  d a o in e  
a i r g e a d  c h u n  b a n b h ,  b a  b a in n e ,  s r l. d o  c h e a n n a c h ,  
a c h t  g a n  é t h a b h a i r t  a m a c h  d e n  g h n ó  f i l e .

7. Buidheannta ion a múinfidhe cocaireacht s r l. 
dos na daoinibh. Easba mór san tir.

8 . Oideachas :
( « )  L e a b h a i r  s r l .  s a o r  d o s  n a  l e a n b h a i ,
( 6 )  B é i l e  b i d h  i g c a i t h e a m h  a n  g e im h r id h  a g u s  

a n  e a r r a ig h ,
(<■) G a n  h e a r t  d o  t h a b h a i r t  d ’ é in n e  n a  b e a d h  a n  

G a o d h lu in n  a r  a  fh e a b h a s  a ig e  a g u s  
o id e a c h a s  a  t h a b h a ir t  d ó ib h  g o  m b e a d h  a r  
a  g c u m a s  g o  m ú in f id ís  c o c a i r e a c h t  s r l. i 
n - á i t e a n n a  G a l ld a .

B h í  m u i l i n n  c á r d á la ,  r a m h a r ú c h á in  a g u s  fa d e  
M u i l l in  m e i lt e  g r á i n n e  c e a n n  i  n - a i c e  a n  C h u r r á in  
c e a n n  n ó  d o  a r  a n  g C u m a r a ig h ,  c e a n n  a r  a n  A o in e ,  
a g u s  c e a n n  i n - a i c e  C a is le á n  a n  C h ó ib h .

9. ,4a t-Iascaeh.— B a  m lia i t h  a n  r u d  io n a d  le a s -  
a id h t h e  é i s c  a  c h u r  a r  b u n  s a n  á i t .  fá  lá t h a ir  tá  
l o r r i e s  a g  t a r r a c  a n  é is c  g o  C a t h a ir - I b h r á t l ia ig h .

(S is r n ith e ) ,
'’ D O M H N A L L  0  S I T L E A B H Á I N .

* * *  *  *  * 

D O M H N A L L  0  S U I L L E A B H A I N ,  examined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. A n  Seabhar.— W e  h a v e  y o u r  s ta te m e n t  h e r e ? —  

I  w r o te  it< in  t h e  t r a in .
2. Y o u  m e n t io n  t h is  p a r is h  o f  C a h ir d a n ie l  a n d  

g iv e  it s  b o u n d a r ie s  a n d  o t h e r  p a r t i c u la r s .  W h a t  w e  
w a n t  to  k n o w  m o s t  is  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  o f  the la n g u a g e  
a n d  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  o f  the p e o p le .  W e  w i l l  a sk  y o u  
s o m e  q u e s t io n s  a b o u t  th a t  ?— Y e s .

3. I s u p p o s e  it  is  t h e  s a m e  s o r t  o f  d i s t r i c t  as th a t  
d e s c r ib e d  b y  M ic h e á l  Ó C o n c h u b h a ir  ?— Y e s .

4. T h e  s a m e  k in d  o f  d is t r i c t  as  r e g a r d s  t h e  I r i s h  
la n g u a g e  ?— A l l  th e  o ld e r  p e o p le  h a v e  I r i s h .

5. H o w  l o n g  a r e  y o u  t e a c h in g  in  th e  p a r is h  ?— 47 
y e a r s . I  b e g a n  o n  t h e  10 th  o f  J u ly ,  1878.

6 . I s  t h e r e  a  g r e a t  c h a n g e  in  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  o f  I r i s h  
s i n c e  t h e n ? — Y e s ,  t h e  o ld  I r i s h  s p e a k e r s  d y in g  a n d  
t h e  y o u n g e r  p e o p le  s p e a k in g  E n g l is h .

7. W h a t  a re  t h e  t h in g s  t h a t  h a v e  t o ld  a g a in s t  y o u r  
w o r k ' in  t h a t  d i s t r i c t  in  t h e  p a s t  f o r t y  y e a r s ? — F ir s t  
o f  a l l ,  th e  p a s s in g  a w a y  o f  t h e  o ld  I r i s h  s p e a k e r s  
w h o  k n e w  n o  E n g l i s h .  T h e y  w o u ld  b e  m a k in g  I r i s h  
s p e a k e r s .  W h i l e  t h e y  l i v e d  t h e  c h i ld r e n  h a d  I r is h .
I  w o u ld  p r e f e r  t h a t  th e  c h i l d r e n  w o u ld  c o m e  to  s c h o o l  
w i t h o u t  k n o w in g  a  w o r d  o f  E n g l i s h .  I  n e v e r  n a d  ’ 
a n y  t r o u b le  in  t e a c h in g  I r i s h  o r  E n g l i s h  t o  c h i ld r e n  
w h o  c a m e  to  s c h o o l  k n o w in g  n o t h in g  b u t  I r i s h .  I f  
t h e y  o n ly  k n o w  E n g l i s h  it  is , as a  r u le ,  v e r y  b a d  
E n g l i s h ,  a n d  it  is  h a r d  t o  t e a c h  t h e m  e i t h e r  I r i s h  
o r  E n g l i s h .

8. A n  o b s t a c le  t o  t h e  t e a c h in g  o f  E n g l i s h  ?— I t  is. 
I t  is  k i l l i n g  h a l f  t h e  t e a c h e r s  t r y in g  to  e r a d ic a t e  
t h e  b a d  E n g l i s h  a n d  n o w  t r y i n g  to  e r a d ic a t e  th e  
d r o c h - G h a e d lu lg .  T h e  o ld  p e o p le  h a d  e d u c a t io n ,  
a l t h o u g h  t h e y  m ig h t  n o t  b e  a b le  t o  r e a d  o r  h a v e  a 
k n o w le d g e  o f  b o o k s .  I  t o o k  d o w n  a  lo t  o f  p o e t r y ,  
s o n g s  a n d  s t o r ie s  f r o m  o ld  I r i s h  s p e a k e r s . I  t o o k  
d o w n  o n e  p ie c e  w o r d  fo r  w o r d  f r o m  a n  o ld  w o m a n  
a n d  it  t o o k  fir s t  p r i z e  a t  t h e  O ir e a c h t a s  in  lOuo I t  
c o n t a in e d  10,000 w o r d s ,  I  t h in k ,  o r  m o re .

9. T o  w h a t  e x t e n t  is  I r i s h  u s e d  in  th e  G o v e r n m e n t  
s e r v ic e s  b y  p e n s io n s  o f f ic e r s ,  G á r d a í  S lo t h c h á n a , L a n d  
C o m m is s io n  o f f ic ia ls ,  in s t r u c t o r s  a n d  o t h e r s  ?— T h e  
D i s t r i c t  J u s t i c e  k n o w s  I r i s h  w e l l ,  I  a m  t o ld . S o m e  
o f  t h e  G ó r d a í  S ío t h c h á n a  h a v e  I r i s h .  O n e  o f  t h e m  
k n o w s  I r i s h  w e l l .  H e  is  f r o m  S p id d a l .

10. H o w  m a n y  o f  t h e m  a r e  t h e r e ? — F iv e  E v e r y  
o n e  o f  t h e m  h a s  s o m e  I r i s h .  T h e  C le r k  to  t h e  D i s 
t r i c t  J u s t i c e ,  I  a m  t o ld ,  s ig n s  h i s  n a m e  in  I r is h .

11. W h e r e  d o e s  h e  l i v e ? — I n  K e n m a r e .  T h e re , is  
o n e  d i f f i c u l t y  in  t h e  s c h o o l s : t h e  b o o k s  a r e  v e r y  
d e a r  a n d  t o o  m a n y  o f  t h e m  h a v e  t o  b e  g o t .  T h e  
p e o p le  a r e  v e r y  p o o r  a n d ,  f o r  t h a t  r e a s o n ,  s o m e  o f  
t h e  c h i l d r e n  h a v e  n o  b o o k s .  T h e r e  w i l l  b e  n o  p r o 
g r e s s  in  t h e  p o o r e r  d is t r i c t s  u n t i l  t h e  c h i ld r e n  g et 
b o o k s  f r e e .

12. W o u l d  i t  b e  h a r d  t o  p u t  c o m p u ls o r y  s c h o o l  
a t t e n d a n c e  in  f o r c e ? — I  d o n ’ t s e e  t h a t  i t  w o u ld .  
T h e r e  is  n o  n e e d  t o  k e e p  c h i ld r e n  a t  h o m e  u n t i l  
t h e y  a r e  14 y e a r s  o f  a g e . O f  c o u r s e ,  t h e r e  is  t h e  
q u e s t io n  o f  c lo t h e s  f o r  v e r y  p o o r  c h i ld r e n .  A  s c h o o l  
m e a l  s h o u ld  b e  g iv e n  in  t h e  w in t e r  a n d  s p r in g —  
f r o m  t h e  1st o f  D e c e m b e r  t o  t h e  1st o f  J u ly .

13. That is the time to give the meal in the school ? 
—Yes.

14. Would it be given generally or only to some? 
—It would be better to give it generally. Lady 
Wyndham Quin of Derrynane Cottage used to give 
a supply of cocoa at a nominal charge of a penny a 
week for a cup of cocoa every day. The child who 
had the penny took the cup and the child who hadn’t 
did not. I gave £2 so that every child got a cup. 
The charge of one penny per week was to keep up 
the supply.

15. If there was a meal of that kind to be got 
free, do you think it should be given to every child 
in the school?—I think it should be given to every 
child who would take it.

16. Father Cunningham.—Is it the Government or 
the County Council that should provide the meal? 
—The rates are very high, and it is not possible to 
increase them and add to the burden on the poor 
people. I think the Government sholuld do it.

If it came from the County Council it would come 
out of their pockets, and everybody would under
stand that they were paying for it, while if the 
Government did it the people might think it was 
charity ?—The people would not mind. I don’t see 
any difference between the two cases.

17. You see the objection to a charity meal?—I 
understand. On the question of the attitude of the 
people towards Irish, they will speak Irish as well 
as English if they get a livelihood at home. They 
want English because they have to emigrate. There 
is land that could be reclaimed and work given to the 
people, land on which nothing is growing now but 
furze and heather. There are thousands of acres 
that could be planted. In the old times there were 
spinning and carding mills and corn grinding mills 
in this district. They are all gone, and the people 
are buying nearly all their food except potatoes. 
They should be encouraged to grow barley instead 
of buying Indian meal. In the old times also flax 
was grown in the district. I remember when there 
used to be a spinning-wheel in every household. The 
people used to make their own sheeting and pillows. 
Model farms would be of great assistance in getting 
the people to make the most of their, holdings. 
These would be better than the agricultural classes 
introduced twenty-five years ago.

18 .4 )1  Seabhar.—What are the powers against Irish 
and on1 the side of Irish in connection with Govern
ment work; you told us about the Gárdaí, what about 
the pensions officer?—I don’t know who is there now, 
but the person who was there before did not use 
Irish.

19. Do you think it would he possible in Cahir
daniel district to do all official work in Irish without 
injury to the people?—It would, because the people
understand Irish.

20. Suppose there was a demand for rent from the 
Land Commission, would it be as effective in Irish 
as in English ?—It would. In the old times second 
notices were sent out reminding the tenants that 
the rents were due.

2 1 . They send out processes now?— Yes.
22. In Irish?—No.
23. The pension papers and other forms ?—In the 

post office they have the two kinds. From the 
Education Office the reports are in Irish altogether.

24. As far as their relations with the public go, is 
there anything coming from any Department to 
show that the Government is in earnest about Irish? 
—No. I have asked myself that question . are they 
in earnest and, if they are, why don’t they send 
people who know Irish to the Gaeltacht. The only 
exception is the Education Department.

25. The teacher gets no help from outside in his 
work for Irish in the school?—No.

26. Except what is done in the schools for Irish, 
there is nothing else?—That is all.

27. Do any of these people go into the public 
service?—Some have gone into the Army and some 
into the Gárdaí Síothchána.

28. How long is it since you had a cookery class ?— 
Not for a long time.

29. Was that work done in Irish?—No. That is a. 
thing which ought to be attended to. The people 
ought to be taught cooking and domestic work. 
The C.D.B. did that.
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30. You don’t get any benefit from the rate for 
technical education ?—No.

31. Agricultural instruction ?—The agricultural in- . 
structor speaks Irish to everybody.

32. Does he spend a good deal of time in the place ? 
—He comes around from time to time.

33. Do you think it would be possible to work the 
land more profitably ?—I know it is possible, if model 
farms were there to show the people how to get the 
best results from the land. It is spade work mostly 
there.

34. Could they work ploughs there?—Yes, a great 
many could. Some might not.

35. Is there room for improvement?—There is 
room for improvement in everything, I suppose.

* * * * * *

SEAGHAN 0  LOINGHSIGH, era mined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. .1«. Seabhac.—Have you prepared a written 

statement ?— No.
2. What is the position of Irish in your district? 

—Very little spoken now.
3. Are there any people in the Lis district who 

speak Irish to one another?—People over 30 years.
4. Along Clochan ?—Yes, there is Irish there.
5. How many schools ?-—Two schools.
6 . You are from one of these schools?—Yes.
7. Is it a bilingual school?—No.
8 . Do you think it ought to be?—It ought to have 

been twenty years ago but not now.
9. Are you from that place yourself?—Yes.
10. You know everybody there ?— I do, and there 

was Irish there along the side of Mount Brandon.
11. What would be the condition of Irish in the 

place if anything was done in the schools for twenty 
years to prevent it dying out ?— It would now be 
vigorous.

12. Sufficient was not done?—No.
13. The young people who have left school for the 

past ten years, did they lose the amount of Irish 
they were taught?— Partly, because they don’t speak 
i t ; it is not sufficient.

14. There is Irish still in the place?—Yes.
15. A  lot of the old traditional culture—songs and 

stories?—Yes, songs and stories.
16. In the work done in the schools in the past 

couple of years or three, is there any use made of 
Ihis traditional learning?—No.

17. Is no attention paid to it at all?—No.
18. That traditional culture that is still alive 

amongst the people, it is not introduced into the 
schools to Irishise the minds of the children?—No.

19. Is it worth while using it ?—I should think so.
20. Is it possible ?—It would be possible if the 

children were able to write Irish.
21. Is the new programme in force in the schools ?

■—Yes, for two years.
22. Will the results of that programme be better 

for Irish than the results of the old programme?— 
It will.

23. Would it be better still if advantage were taken 
of the old literary tradition?—In my opinion it 
would.

24. Would it not be possible to do something to 
arouse an interest in these things in the minds of 
the school children ?—It would if the inspectors and 
teachers and managers co-operated by conferences.

25. The people at home understand Irish?—Yes.
26. Would that kind of education do any harm to 

education in general?—No.
27. Of the teachers in yoUr school, how many are 

native speakers ?—One.
28. Where do the young people go when they leave 

school ?—To America.
29. Most of them> would be as Irish as the people 

who go from Lispole to America?—There was a time 
when they were, but they are not now.

30. Boys and girls of Í4 years or 15 years know 
Irish ?— They don’t speak any Irish.

31. Why don’t they?—I don’t know. They under
stand it well but cannot speak it for want of practice.

32. They don’t get sufficient practice at school ?— 
They don’t practice it at home.

33. Do you think the work of the school could 
make Irish speakers of them with the present pro
gramme in operation ?—It would not be possible

unless they got help at home, especially from the 
mothers.

34. What would appeal to the people at home to 
help ?—Get positions for the children in Ireland.

35. Would that help?—I think so. It would give 
them greater respect for Irish.

36. Is there a kind of dissatisfaction because there 
was not sufficient respect for Irish elsewhere during 
the past three years ?—They don’t think the Govern
ment) is in earnest at all.

37. What makes them think that the Government 
is not in earnest?—They see that little use is made 
of Irish at all. Government officials don’t speak 
Irish. The priests don’t preach in Irish and the 
majority of the people speak English.

38. What about the teachers ?—Some of them also 
speak English.

39. Is there any public official to whom the people 
think they ought to speak Irish?—No.

40. You have one teacher who speaks Irish?—Yes
41. What about the Gardai ?—They don’t speak in 

Irish because they would not get any answer.
42. The doctors?—The doctor has Irish and speaks 

a good deal of it.
43. The public servants with the exception of one 

or two speak English?—Yes.
44. Would it be possible to do the work there In 

Irish only at present?—It would be hard.
45. Could the doctor do it?—He would have to 

know English.
46. Are there many over 30 who speak Irish ?—Yes.
47. Are there any who speak Irish and no English 

in their homes?—Very few.
48. Did any children coming to schobl this year 

for the first time know Irish?—One family.
49. What would stop the decay of the language?— 

A livelihood for the people at home. Technical 
classes for the people at night would help. It would 
be necessary to have compulsory attendance to 
prevent children from going to service under 14 years 
of age. There are many of them going around now, 
children of farmers and fishermen. If they had a 
night class or Irish circle it would do a' lot of good 
td the language.

50. Would there be sufficient students for such a 
school ?—There would.

51. The fishing is bad?—Yes.
52. W h y '—Because they have not proper equip

ment. They have no boats.
53. Is the mackerel fishing failing?—I think it is 

almost gone.
54. The fish don’t come in?—No.
55. If the people had boats they would go out?— 

Yes. They were looking for boats and could not get 
them. There used to be boats there 15 years ago.

56. What happened to them ?—They were broken 
up by the storms.

57. In Brendan Harbour?—Yes.
58. Have you ever heard the fishermen mention 

anything that the Government ought to do ?—They 
would expect the Government to give them nets and 
boats, especially as they would pay for them.

59. Do any of them owe debts to the Government? 
—Yes.

60. How long?—Some about ten years. Some of the 
boats got broken.

61. Were they looking for a loan this year ?—They 
were

62. They Would not get it ?— No, except with sub
stantial security.

63. Would there be any chance getting these loans 
paid off?—They are too poor.

64. What ought to be done ?—I think they ought 
to get some help. Send them a coupla of boats.

65. We were told in other places that sailing boats 
were no use ?—Yes, motor boats.

6 6 . How many boats would do?— Two boats as a 
trial.

67. Immediately ?—Yes.
6 8 . Would they be satisfied to go to Bantry and 

other ports ?—I know one who goes to Galway and 
other places.

69. If the boats were given by the Fishery Depart
ment, what good would come to the Irish language?
■—Well, there would be work to be got curing the fish 
and they would help to keep native speakers at home.

70. Is there any possibility of promoting industries 
in the home there?—I don’t know.
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71. Is there any weaving and spinning there ?— 
There is no weaving now.

72. Any flannel making?—Yes, but very little.
73. Is there anything you would suggest in the way 

of education—scholarships or anything like that?— 
Night classes are the most useful, I think.

74. Continuation classes?—Yes.
75. What should be taught?—Irish at first.
76. To help the people in the place to get posi

tions ?—To train them to get positions afterwards.
77. Would it not be better to have commercial 

instruction?—I don’t know. I would prefer trades. 
If they were taught trades they could make many 
things.

78. Father Cunningham.—Such as furniture ?— 
Yes, carpenters and joiners.

79. Chairman.—Is work to be got at that?—Yes, if 
they had a trade.

80. How many people in the Lis are fishermen ?— 
All fishermen, having a bit of land.

81. Father. Cunningham.—What language do they 
speak when fishing?—Lis people Irish and Faha 
people Irish.

82. Chairman-—Anything else?—Yes. When the 
children come to school I think it is necessary to 
have a native speaker to teach them before they 
reach the fourth standard.

83. The infants?—Yes, until they reach the fourth 
standard.

84. You are of the same opinion as Father Cor
coran ?—There is no other way.

85. Under the new programme in a few years they 
would have a good deal of Irish?—Yes, but the 
native-speaking teacher is necessary.

» * * * * *
THOMAS McKBXNA, Dingle, examined.

1. .In Seabhac.— Mr. McKenna., it was suggested by 
a member of the Commission, in connection with the 
fishing industry, that you could give us, as well as it 
could be got anywhere, a complete view as to that 
industry’s possibilities and its resources, and also its 
history and, to a certain extent, the possible future 
of it?—I would like to know if you want my evidence 
in the nature of a speech.

2. If you like, you can make a statement generally 
as regards the whole matter, and we will afterwards 
put questions?— I will make a statement on it.

3. First of all tell us the position you are in that 
enables you to give us first-elas. information about that 
industry?— Wen, my lather was in the trade, and I 
was born in it. I have, as a matter of fact, been at it 
since I was of any use, and I can claim to have some 
experience in connection with the fishing industry.

4. Your family have been connected with it for many 
years?—I Lave been in the trade for about thirty-five 
years.

5. Have your family and yourself been in that trade 
on a big scale?— Yes., as exporters and ourers.

6. D o  y o u  e x p o r t  d ir e c t  to  th e  m a r k e t ? — Y es.
7. And do you also cure?— Yes, and buy from other 

curei".
8 . Your trade is principally with the United States? 

— That is so. The people of the United States did buy 
their own cured mackerel up to 1886. Then with 
the expansion of population and the demand 
for fresh fish it became necessary for them to 
go foreign for supplies, and the only curers 
to respond to that call were from Ireland and 
Norway. I believe curing started about 1886 
or 1887, on an experimental scale in Ireland. 
It seemed, however, to have reached pretty general 
proportions about 1890, as far as I can gather from the 
records that my father left me. Ireland was a rather 
favourable country in which to start the cured mackerel 
business, as for about ten or fifteen years’ previous 
it was supplying the English market with fresh 
mackerel which was a prosperous trade at the if time. 
Since 189o the catches by the steam trawlers seem to 
have diminished the demand from Great Britain, 
and we had to look to the United States to 
take our major portion of mackerel catch in the form of 
cured mackerel. The mackerel trade and business in 
general has experienced rather many vicissitudes on 
both extemities, there being good years and bad years. 
From 1890 to 1905 the catch was on the whole pretty 
good, and the market prices were on a. fairly satisfactory 
basis- Since 1905, however, the catch had been most 
erratic, heavy catches some years and light catches

other years, while the prices also had their extremes,, 
high and low; remunerative and unremunerative. 
The position of the cured mackerel trade in general 
was very satisfactory up to the year 1920, particularly 

.during the war. We had very good years before the 
war, but during the war they were very successful, and 
then 1920 was as bad a year as ever we had. There 
was then a general slump of merchandise all over 
the world, and that was a very bad year in the 
trade. Now, the year 1921 being the year previous 
to the re-imposition of the American duty of two 
dollars per barrel, was an exceptionally good year 
in price and also as regards quantity. Since 1921, 
however, the seasons have been consistently bad from 
the catch point of view and with the exception of 
last year from the point of view of price. 
This year the spring mackerel season in Ireland started 
with good prospects, having a “ bare ” market in 
America. There were very high prices, something like 
75s. per barrel f.o.b. Liverpool, got for our early 
spring catch. Those prices used to varv, and they 
would fall as far as about 50s. per bairrel f.o.b., but 
still that was even a very good price for Irish spring- 
cured mackerel, which is, of course, of a rather inferior 
quality. In the month of August of the present year 
the Americans seem to have had a large catch of 
mackerel, and they cured a considerable quantity of 
the fish. A large catch of mackerel in the United 
States only affects us by the quantity that is cured 
there, and this year an exceptionally large quantity 
appeared to have been, cured, and that brought the 
Irish price down to about 55s. per barrel f.o.b. Liver
pool practically the same price asj that for our inferior 
spring caught mackerel. This price is good, provided 
that it holds and does not fall much lower. Of course 
to my mind the principal or only way in which this 
can be made a remunerative trade, is to reduce the 
cost of curing materials, such as barrels and salt. 
There would want to be a reduced cost of labour too, 
but anything done to reduce the price of the salt and 
tlie barrels Would be a move that would make the catch 
more remunerative to the fishermen. The. reduction 
of those costs would be a great advantage to the local 
curers, though they might not be aible to ask the 
Government or public bodies to do anything* on a 
large scale to reduce such costs, but surely loans might 
be granted to local coopers, provided they secured good 
sureties and had good previous records to enable them 
to purchase barrel-making material. The remainder 
of the work rests in the hands of the fishermen, and 
I would urge that the Government should give every 
reasonable assistance to the fishermen who Lave proved, 
themselves to be energetic alnd honest ini order to 
enable them to provide gear and to carry out improve
ments in their boats for the continuation of mackerel 
fishing. I don’t advocate anything like the indis
criminate slinging round of credit to everybody who 
asks for it, but T think I would be safe in saying that 
a large proportion of the boat-owning class of fishermen 
are well-disposed men who are anxious to work hard 
and pay their instalments when they can. When 
years are bad the instalments should not be unduly 
pressed for if the Government were satisfied by the 
representative of the Fishery Board that the fishermen 
in a particular district were not in a position to fulfil 
their obligations, then the instalments could be deferred. 
We have passed through three years of rather poor 
fishing in the mackerel line. We have had previous 
experience of lean years also, and those three lean 
years through which we have passed have succeeded 
good years, but if we look for a repetition of history in 
tlie mackerel business we can hope that good years will 
yet follow. At any rate the market is in the United 
States, if the fish are caught and if put up in a reason
ably good marketable condition, there is no reason why 
fair prices could not be realised.

9. You give that as a general statement on the indus
try?— Yes, sir.

10. Some members of the Commission would like to 
put some questions to you ?—I will answer any questions 
about the industry.

11. Mr. Mm in  i t I/—You have dealt primarily in your 
statement with the mackerel industry?— Yes. In addi
tion there is the trawling industry in Dingle?—Wéll, 
alongside the mackerel industry the trawling industry 
is very small, comparatively speaking. We have 
fairly good trawling in Dingle. That is between our 
seasons. But it would not in any way rank with 
mackerel.
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12. As regards the number of people employed, axe 
there many engaged in it in your district?—A number 
of people employed at the trawling business are also 
employed at the mackerel industry, about one hundred 
men. They use the trawling between the mackerel 
seasons.

13. You have dealt with the cured mackerel industry 
and given an interesting account of its rise and fall, 
when the years were good and the years were bad, 
and I would like to ask you if you are satisfied, as a 
merchant dealing in a large way, that the trade as a 
whole in this country stands in a satisfactory condition 
with regard to the American market, or do you think 
any device could be set up to improve the position of 
the Iridi curer with regard to the American market?—  
I don’t know. There have been recommendations made 
with regard to the improvement of curing, but these 
have been forestalled in some cases and adopted in 
other cases. I  don’t know of any recommendation 
that I could make that is not already in force.

14. As regards the marketing of the fish?— Yes.
15. Do you remember 1923?— Yes*. It was reported 

to the Department of Fisheries from various sources 
that in that year a very large mackerel curer in New 
Y’ork sent over agents to the South of Ireland, and that 
those agents were instructed to tell the curers here they 
should be very careful what they did, as the markets 
were against them, and if they cured that they should 
cure at a low price— do you know if that is so?—I 
don’t remember hearing that at that time, and such 
reports did not reach Dingle. I  think that if such 
recommendations did reach Dingle that they would be 
put in the waste paper basket.

16. Do you think it a satisfactory state of things in 
the Irish market that these gentlemen should come over 
and deter the Irish curers from curing mackerel, and 
that the Irish mackerel should be held up, and still 
that later on those same people should come howling 
to know where they could get good cured mackerel?—  
I am not aware that they did deter the curing of 
mackerel in any way, but I know the prospects prior 
to 1923 were not favourable. The curers here are pre
pared to cure all mackerel at a reasonable price, no 
matter what statement is made by any house in New 
York or anywhere else. The statements made by one 
house in America are taken with a grain of salt over 
here.

17. The information is that in this case they succeeded 
in deterring them, and the catch was not made?— I 
don’t know that that interfered with the Dingle district 
in the quantity cured.

18. Even if it did not happen but that it was possible 
to happen, do you think that is a healthy position for 
the trade to be in?— One particular house? That they 
are likely to be deterred by an intimation from one 
particular house that may be the master of the market? 
—Well, I anr not aware that there is any particular 
house in America master of the market. There seems 
to be two sections in America.

19. Yes, but take it that there are two sections in 
the American mackerel trade, and that one section says 
“ Put your money down and we will buy your f.o.b. 

from Liverpool,” and the other section says “ We won’t 
buy your mackerel, but send it over and we will try 
and sell it well for you?”— I don’t think the advice 
you suggest would have any effect coming from, either 
of those houses.

20. It would not intimidate them ?—On the contrary 
I think it would encourage them. Prior to 1923 the 

prospects were very dark and we were facing a market 
that did not want our fish as they had a very large 
American catch, and our prices would not be satis
factory. Those prices started about 50s. f.o.b. Liver
pool. The American catch was absorbed in the American 
market, and they looked for the Irish mackerel, and the 
market disclosed that there was a shortage

21- You think everything is satisfactory from the Irish 
point of view in America?— My experience is that a 
man who has good fish can seli at a reasonable price.

22. Why do you say reasonable price, why not the 
best price. Why does Norwegian fish get 3s. per barrel 
more?'—The fish caught in Norwegian waters may be 
of better quality. There is only one quality of the 
Norwegian fish and there are four Irish—spring, 
summer, which is little better, autumn which is the 
best kind, and winter, which is going back again. 
Those four qualities are marketed as Irish mackerel.

23. You don’t suggest that the American will buy 
spring-caught fish represented to be prime autumn

mackerel ?—No. He will buy in grades. In the case 
of spring-cured fish, if I put it on the market I have 
to state what I am selling.

24. Do you think it is due to better marketing condi
tions?— No. The dealer in America will sell that to 
small jobbers and the shopkeeper might sell a barrel 
of Irish mackerel as Norwegian-cured mackerel, but I 
think the Irish fish ought to hold its own in price with 
the Norwegian if it gets a chance. Everything is being 
done by the Irish curers to put the mackerel on the 
market in the bed condition, and nothing is done to 
interfere with them- There are good barrels and good 
cooperage, and the fish is graded and everything possible 
is done in that way to put it on the market in the 
best condition. There are, however, many people In 
America «ho don’t want the graded fish.

25. If the fall-cured fish is put up as well 
as the Norwegian fish, with good barrels and 
merchandised properly, and that the quality is 
as good, I suppose it is because of faulty 
marketing here we get a lower price?—No, that 
is not my view. I say if the Norwegian comes and 
cures our fish and sells it as his fish, I think it is 
a matter of prejudice. I don’t see why we could 

not get as much as ever the Norwegian gets for his fish,.
26. You think there is nothing but prejudice behind 

it?— Y’es.
26a . Is it your experience that the Yankee is guided 

by prejudice?— No, not the buyer, but the consumer.
27. 1'on think he is prejudiced against Ireland?—  

The traders’ customers may like the Norwegian.
28. You are not satisfied that there is any grave 

disability under which the Irish fish suffers through 
bad marketing in New York, Boston, and Philadelphia? 
— I am not satisfied there is. I can sell all my mackerel 
direct to American buyers f.o.b. Liverpool. Other 
people find the same to be the case with their mackerel. 
There may be some who sell their mackerel through 
commission men in America.

29. Did you ever hear of cases of men getting 
roasted by the American traders ?—I would like if you 
would explain that term.

30. Well, getting the stuff on commission- and then 
turning it down to a certain sum, and afterwards send
ing back a debit note for cold storage ?—I have had 
no experience of that kind. I learned experience 
from my father.

31. Have you ever heard of a case?— I have not seen 
or known of such eases, but I have heard of such a thing 
in my father’s time. However, in my own case, I 
always get a guaranteed advance, and once I have that 
I am assured of my price.

32. And no matter whalt the fish realises, the 
guaranteed advance is the lowest price you will take ? 
—Yes.

3 3 . You think selling on consignment is the best 
way?— I only sell on consignment when I fail f.o.b. 
Liverpool.

34. Are you aware that the Norwegians send them 
to the American market on commission V—I think the 
Norwegians send their fish to a central distribution 
society.

35. What is that society composed of?— The Nor
wegian exporters themselves, and they sell all the sur
plus stuff for their members.

36. Does not that point to the fact that the Nor
wegians are not satisfied with the trading conditions 
in America when they formed a society of their own ?—  
I understand that the society only markets the surplus 
which the Norwegian exporters cannot sell direct 
themselves. I think every curer in Ireland who 
could sell his fish direct f.o.b. Liverpool should do 
so, and take his price, but if there was any surplus 
that it should be centralised. Of course, the diffi
culty there would be to get an agent in America to 
handle the stuff satisfactorily.

37- Presumably the Norwegians have solved it?—By 
consigning to their own men.

37a. Would not that be- possible for us also ?—I 
would not like to pass remarks as to what I think 
of my fellow-countryman in that respect, but there 
are some Americans I would take my chance with.

38. Leaving the question of marketing and the task 
of distribution, are you satisfied that the conditions 
under which our fish is cured at home aire satisfactory? 
— I am. I don't see how they could be improved. If 
you wash the fish thoroughly, and salt, grade and 
barrel them in a proper manner, and put them 
through Liverpool, I  don’t see what more we can do.
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39. Of course, mackerel is a very perishable fish?— 
Yes, and the less handling it gets the better.

-10. Why does the Norwegian get the best price, is 
it because he cures (he fish over the boat side?— I 
understand they cure portion of the fish over the boat 
side. They are line caught fish. I  believe their price 
is 8 s .  or 4s. better than fish caught by drifters. I  am 
aware that they get a dollar or two more than we do 
for our fish, and probably it is due to the name they 
have got for fish that have been cured over the side.

41. You agree that mackerel require immediate treat
ment?— As quickly as possible after the catch. In 
my opinion most of the fish sent from here receives 
immediate treatment.

42. Are you satisfied that such immediate treatment 
is given in Dingle?— I am not. Dingle exports about 
40 per cent, of the Irish mackerel. I suppose it is one
of the largest mackerel curing stations in the world. 
There is one disability. It has to be carted about eight 
miles, and that is one of our difficulties. As a matter 
of fact it is our greatest difficulty.

43. Is not that a> good distance to have it carried'?—  
It means a good deal of handling, but still the Dingle 
mackerel can hold its own with any mackerel that I 
know. I have letters from people who have had the 
Dingle mackerel, and they were quite satisfied with it.

44. Have you any practical suggestion to make to 
overcome the difficulty of handling?—One suggestion 
has been put forward. It would, however, require more 
than the curers to put it into force, it would require a 
bye-law. If the mackerel were put up in boxes 
not exceeding 128 fish, and carted into Dingle in these 
boxes, I I believe the fish could be cured quite as good 
as where it was landed. That would eliminate any of 
the deteriorations that the handling causes.

45. That would be the cheapest solution ?—That 
would be the only solution. There would be only 
one other solution, to erect a shed in every little 
creek where the mackerel is landed.

46. Would you not then have the difficulty of finding 
labour to deal with it?— I think if the fish w ere brought 
in in boxes in that way that it would meet the whole 
situation.

47. You could reduce the cost of the salt and the 
barrel?—I think that it would help the curers.

47\. What is the cost of salt?— In some cases it 
reaches 60s. and 75s. per ton, but it can be imported 
into Dingle from Spain at 30s. or 35s. per ton. The 
difficulty about the salt is that it does not stand 
storing too long.

4 8 . How much saving would that make, would it 
mean a saving of two shillings?— 30s. to 60s. and 2 cwt. 
of salt to a barrel—about Is. 6 d. saving on the barrel.

4 9 . Are you aware that the Norwegian merchants are 
importing barrels into this country?— I understand they 
have sent them for 8 s. We are paying about 9s. 6 d., 
and I have paid higher.

50. What do you think is the effect on trade of the 
activity of Norwegian merchants in Ireland?—It proves 
that our fall-cured mackerel is as good as theirs, and it 
only requires to be properly handled to get the market.

51. Are you in favour of a brand by the Government? 
— No, I am not.

52. For what reason?— The American who buys the 
goods for his dollars should be the man to make his 
own brand. If the Government has an inspector to 
do that, the American will then say “ We want to see 
the goods for ourselves.” If they were not branded 
thev would say why did not the Government brand 
them? I would say let the curers individually take 
their stand on the quality of the fish. I  don’t think 
a brand would be any improvement at all. I think 
it would be a drawback.

53. What is the effect of the bad curer on the good 
curer?— The bad curer won’t stand long.

54. Is it not desirous to prevent the bad curer ex
porting to the detriment of the good curer?— Yes.

55. The advantage of the brand would be that it 
would prevent the bad curer from exporting?— The ad
vantages of the brand on the bad curer I ’m afraid 
would be outweighed by other conditions. The Ameri
can would not rely on the brand at all. If the fish 
was not branded they would take that as an excuse, but 
if it was branded they would say “ I must see the 
fish.”

56. You are aware that a brand is used on merchan
dise, besides fish?— Yes.

56a. Are the people who go in for that sort of thing 
cranks or practical business men?— I don’t know.

57. What about the brand on eggs? Is that folly or 
a wise thing?— That is only in its experimental stage 
at present. I think we had better leave that to the 
future to say whether it is wise or foolish.

58. Do you think that the man who buys branded 
eggs is a fool?—I say that eggs are tested by their age. 
That would be different from a brand on mackerel.

59. Supposing you were buying mackerel and you were 
aware that there had been a Government inspection from 
the first treatment of it, would you be prepared to 
give a better price for such an article?— I would not.

CO. You think it would be a waste of time?—  The 
reputation of the curer would be good enough for me 
as regards the putting on of the brand after the in
spection. I say that the right man or the wrong man 
might be put into such a job, and that would make all 
the difference. The trade we are catering for is the 
American trade. My idea is that most of the curers 
are all right.

61. But the man might be right and the curer 
wrong?— I don’t say that.

62. We have seen curers in this country whose curing 
was disgraceful?— I say that such curers won’t last 
long.

63. How long have they lasted?— No1 answer.
64. Having regard to the cost of living and the 

expense in connection with boats and nets, what would 
be the lowest price— perhaps this is hardly a fair ques
tion— at which a fisherman would be able to sell his 
fish and continue in the business?— Well, of course, it 
would depend on the methods that he employs. The 
man who operates in the canoe has small expense. 
People of this kind, if they had a good catch, could work 
at 3s. or 4s. at a profit. The man with the nobbies or 
motor boats would require seven or eight shillings. A 
man working before the mast would be paid at four or 
five shillings per hhd., but that would not clear the 
expense of the boat.

65. In dealing with the loans you referred to the 
question of security?— Y’es.

6 6 . I presume you were referring to the original loans 
rather than current ones?— For both.

67. Have the canoe men any difficulty in getting 
security for their loans?— I don’t suppose they have, 
because the loans they require are small and they are 
men of mark themselves, they are generally small land 
owners.

6 8 . Do you think anything should be done for 
the trawler in Dingle Bay?— As regards the steam 
trawlers, there should be more supervision over them. 
Some trawlers come in there. They have not been 
properly watched. In the past of course the Govern
ment was in difficulties, but in the future the matter 
should be attended to.

69. Is there any tendency on the part of those 
men to give up the sailing trawling and to go in 
for steam trawling?—No, because it is too costly for 
them. The notion is to put motors into the nobbies 
and to use them in that way. That has been found 
to be successful in England. As regards the loans 
for the men with the large boats there is a difficulty 
about that as regards sureties for four or five hun
dred pounds. It is a pity that fishermen with a 
good record in the past and known to be energetic 
men cannot get a loan on their own surety. The 
Government could seize their boats or their nets 
without coming down on the unfortunate sureties. 
There is many a man with a good record who would 
be glad to get a boat who might not get security. 
I think such a man should get a loan on his own 
responsibility. That would be a man who would be 
approved of by the representative of the Fishery 
Board. Some of the men down our way had to get 
a loan for gear on their own security, and evidently 
the Department has a record of such cases, and I  
think it will be found that it worked out successfully.

70. If the loan is given without security the De
partment have only the boat to seize, but if it is 
stripped of all its apparatus or equipment, even to 
the rings, you see the position ?—You have the 
criminal law to deal with such a case.

71. But that is a thing which is very hard to prove 
in a prosecution ?—It could be proved what they did 
with the gear. After all, the fisherman is a source 
of potential wealth to the nation and I think a man 
with a good record should be trusted. Every man 
cannot afford to put up all that money in order io- 
carry on.
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72. But don’t you consider the position of the tax
payers, farmers and others, who have to meet such 
expenditure and who consider that they are already 
overburdened in that respect?—It is bad business if 
they cannot afford a bad debt, and I think that the 
Government should help in such a matter.

73. Father Cunningham. Would you be in favour 
of a longer term for those loans ?—I would suggest 
that the terms be ordinary long term loans. They 
might be extended in the case of bad seasons. You 
could not expect a fisherman to pay the instalment 
if he had a bad season and that the Board was 
satisfied he did not earn the money. The Inspector 
of that particular area would be able to say whether 
Or not that man had earned the money and was in 
a position to pay such instalments on the loan.

74. Would it not be advisable that the fisherman 
should leave portion of his earnings aside in order 
to meet any bad season that might arise ?—That is 
what they actually do.

75. Then how do the bad debts come to be in 
existence ?—They have to spend money on repairs in 
the upkeep of their boats and also for oil for the 
engines and the purchase of new nets, and these men 
and their families have also to be supported, even 
when they are earning nothing in the bad seasons.

76. Would you be in favour of a system of instal
ments, like the share system, to be paid and collected 
weekly or monthly?—To be collected weekly—that 
would be the ideal way. I suppose it would give the 
local Inspector more work to do, but I think that 
would be a step in the right direction.

77. Are you satisfied that your fishermen use the 
proper class of boat ?—They use motor boats and 
sailing boats and currachs. It is in the autumn that 
the currachs are mostly run. The motor boats and 
sailing boats have deep sea fishing sometimes late 
in the autumn.

78. Can the motor boats fish then?—They cannot 
fish so close to the coast as the currachs, but they 
can go a distance and are used at the times that 
the canoes are idle. Between the mackerel seasons 
the nobbies get trawling and make a fairly good 
thing out of it.

79. Would it not be a good thing if they fished 
the mackerel from these larger boats and had one 
central station to receive them and deal with them ? 
—No, I don’t think that would be an improvement.

80. Would you not then be in a position to get 
in the fish unspoilt?—No. I don’t think that would 
work. Where the fish are most plentiful is near 
the creeks close to the rocks, but there is many a 
boat that would not go in there at all. It is rather 
an exposed coast all around there. You would not 
get boats to go there in the winter time except they 
were guaranteed.

81. An tieabhac.—In connection with Dingle and 
west of Dingle practically everybody concerned in 
the fishing industry is an Irish speaker?— Yes, west 
of Dingle, everybody.

82. And to a great extent even in Dingle ?—There 
are about a thousand men engaged in the fishing-

83. And the fishing industry is one that concerns 
the Irish-speaking population in those districts?-- 
It is in the hands of the Irish-speaking population 
absolutely.

84. And anything done for the improvement and 
development of such an industry would be of assist
ance and advantage of the Irish-speaking population 
of those districts?— It would.

85. West of Dingle, along the creeks, could any
thing be done to improve them ?—Well, the road to 
Dooneen Pier is in a bad way and something could 
be done to improve it. It has collapsed and the 
fishermen have to bring the mackerel on their backs. 
We have made recommendations for the repair of 
the road down to that pie,r.

8 6 . At other places along the shore are there such 
things as lights ?—No, there are no lights there.

87. Would lights be of any use along there ?—I 
don’t think so, because the canoes operate close to 
the landing places. They all go into the creeks.

8 8 . Even at Dooneen they told us that they have 
to get lights themselves on part of the shore, that 
is on dirty nights?— I suppose on top of the cliff.

The light at Cuas has disappeared ?— I seldom saw
it lighting.

89. In general, may we take it that there is only 
about half the number of canoes in the west engaged 
in fishing that there was five years ago?—Well, I 
would not make any statement. I would say that the 
canoes are there but they might not go out. If the 
fish were available they would go out.

90. Is gear available ?—In some cases there has 
been difficulty.

91. Is there a shortage at present ?—I don’t think 
so. The amount they require is small.

92. Is there anything that the Fishery Department 
of the Government might do in regard to the pro
vision of gear for these people ?—I think the small 
people west of Dingle who fish in the canoes could 
be assisted.

93. Do any of these people owe anything at the 
present time?—I think they all do owe something.

Ill As regards the amounts due by them, do you 
think the valuation of it was made at the proper 
figure?—It was a debt contracted during the war 
to the British Government, and I take it that the 
Irish Government has not taken over that debt at 
its face value. If they did, it made a bad bargain. 
If the Irish Government did do that, they should 
get the value reduced to the real value of the 
property.

95. Is it possible in respect of nets got at that time 
that the amount remaining over would be more than 
the present price of the nets?—I think so. The price 
has varied and I think that some reduction should 
have come to them.

96. Do you think a new valuation should be made 
of these nets ?—I think so. The Irish Government 
could get a reduction from the British Government 
and they could make a corresponding reduction.

97. With regard to the Dingle herring fishing 
industry, has it gone very much to the dogs as com
pared with what it was four years ago?—It has.

98. Have you seen the industry at such a low ebb 
before?—I never saw it at such a low ebb as in 
1923 and 1921. There were only one thousand barrels 
then and I have often seen twenty thousand con
signed.

99. As a permanent, regular industry giving em
ployment, do you think it has anything in it ?— 
Well, considering that it has been recognised as a 
successful industry since 1890 up to three years ago, 
I see no reason for assuming that those three lean 
years meant the end of the trade. It was one of 
the vicissitudes of the trade.

9 9 a . Assuming that the lean years continued ?— A 
continuation of the lean years might mean the wiping 
out of the industry.

100. Do you think the industry suffers from want 
of capital?—No. I think it suffers from the want of 
fish or results. I would not recommend anything 
like a large increase in the amount of capital. There 
is a sufficient amount of capital invested in boats 
and plant and gear for success.

101. Do you think a different class of fishing— 
say on the basis of the Scotch fishermen—would be 
more profitable ?—That would be a question for the 
fishermen and boat owners.

Ur2 What is your own opinion •'—From my point 
of view there are two sides to that question. If a 
fisherman went to Howth for herrings he would go 
there at much expense, and if he did not meet with 
success he would still have to maintain his crew, but if 
he remained at home he could be trawling and 
waiting for the mackerel season to come along and 
his expenses would not be so high.

103. Is there any possibility of stabilising the 
trawling ?—If the nobbies mackerel fishing boats 
that have not motors were able to get motors into 
them on some kind of paying system it would be an 
improvement.

104. Do you mean for trawling?—For trawling and 
also for mackerel fishing.

105. For trawling, do you think that a mechanic
ally propelled boat should be allowed to fish ?—I 
think so, a  ̂ long as it is owned by a local man. If 
all those men had motors in their boats they would 
all be on the same line.

106. How many boats could be fished out of Dingle 
with engines?—The number of trawlers bef're the 
motor boats came along at all was about twenty-four 
or twenty-five. I see no reason why twenty nobbies 
should not now be used.
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107. How many engine boats are there now?— 
About six or seven.

108. And the nobbies are discouraged because of 
the comparison with the other boats?—In mackerel 
fishing they are.

109. What would be the aggregate cost to engine a 
boat?— I am going by memory, and I understand it 
would be from £300 to £400.

* * * * * # 
PADRAIG O CORCRA, examined.

(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1 . Chairman.—How many years have you been 

working in Dingle ?— 18J years. On Irish language 
work ?—Yes.

2. I got a statement from you and, in my opinion 
and in the opinion of every member of the Com
mission who has read it, it is a very full and com
plete statement on the subjects before the Commis
sion, but perhaps you would like to add something 
to it?—I sent in a map.

3. We have got the map. You have made three 
divisions—three kinds of Gaeltac-ht—Fior Ghaeltncht, 
Breac Ghaeltacht and Lag Ghaeltacht?—Yes.

4. The Fior Ghaeltacht is west of Dingle?—Yes, 
the district around Dingle is Breac Ghaeltacht and 
to the east is Lag Ghaeltacht. (Reading.)

BEl AY RAIDHTEAS SEO LEAN AS.
ó Lucht Stiúrtha Oholoiste an Daingin ag cur sios 

ar aimed!i ealtacht Chorea Dhuibhne. i n-1arr- 
thar Ciarraighe, i lámhaibh na gfíoimisineiri :—

1. Tá sé admhuighthe go' bhfuil Corea Dhuibhne 
ar an geeanntar is Gaedhealaighe sa Mhúmhain, ach 
ní fhágann san go bhfuil sé chómh Gaedhealach agus 
mar bhiodh sé, ná fós, ehómh Gaedhealach agus 
ba cheart do bheith.

2. Dúthaigh mór go maith iseadh Corea Dhuibhne, 
timcheall dachad mile ar faid, ó Tráighlí go Ceann 
Sléibhe. agus timcheall dhá mile déag ar leithead, 
sa n-ait is leithne dbe. ó Ceann na Min Airde cruinn 
direach treasna go Srón Broin.

3. Md deintar an barúntacht do roinnt i n-a tri 
rannaibh, fé mar atá luaidhte i n-ár ndiaidh, is féidir 
cur sios cruinn go maith a dhéanamh ar staid na 
Gaedhilge fé láthair i ngach roinnt aca san fé leith. 
Má féachtar ar léir-scáil Corea Dhuibhne agus line 
do tharrac ó Rinn na Báirce, cuir i gcás, tamall siar 
ó Cheann Trágha, suas go barra Mám na Gaoithe, 
amis soir fan na genoe go mullach Cnuic na Conaire, 
agus as san ó thuaidh go dti an Cloehán. agus an 
Fhairrge bheith mar theorainn mór-dtimcheall siar 
asus ó dheas go Rinn na Báirce aris, sin Roinn a 
h-aon an roinnt is Gaedhealaighe de’n bharúntacht 
ar fad.

4. Má tharraingtear line eile ó Mhullaeh Chnuic 
na Conaire, soir fan na genoe go Cruach Scéirde. 
agus as san ó dheas lastoir de’n Bháin Dig go Cais- 
leán na Min Airde ar bhruach na fairrge, agus an 
fhairrge roar theórainn theas go Rinn na Báirce, 
suas go Mam na Caoithe. agus soir go Mullach 
Chnuic na Conaire arts, sin é an tarna roinnt is 
Gaedhealaighe de Chorea Dhuibhne.

5. Tarraingtar line treasna ar an dtaobh shoír <5 
Chaislean na Mainge go droichead Uí Mhodhráin, 
agus biodh an line ón gClochán go Mullach Cnuic 
na Conaire, agus as san soir ó dheas go Caisleán na 
Min Airde mar theorainn thiar, agus an fhairrge 
ó’n gClochán go droichead Uí Mhodhráin mar 
theorainn thuaidh, agus beidh an treas roinn de 
Chorea Dhuibhne le feiscint. Sin é an roinn is laige 
agus is lúgha Gaedhilge sa hharúntacht ar fad.

6 . Is féidir a rádh go bhfuil roinn a h-aon go Fior 
Ghaedhealaeh fós, ach is baoghlach nach ag near- 
túghadh ar an nGaedhilg ann a bheid muna 
bhféachtar chuice ann i n-am. Baineann an t-Oilean 
tSiar—nó an Blascaod Mór mar a tugtar air le roinn 
a h-aon, agus cé gur le Sagart paróiste Daingin Ui 
Chúisp Paróiste Fionn Trágha, tá an leath theas 
de’n pharoiste sin curtha isteach i roinn a h-aon, 
chun Fior-Ghaedh ealtacht Chorea Dhuibhne do 
thaispaint go h-iomlán.

7. Mar dheímhniú go bhfuil an leath theas de 
pharoiste Fionn Trágha Gaedhealach go maith fós, 
na leanbhai a thagann ar scoil ón áit sin, caithtar 
feidhm do bhaint as an nGaedhilg do mhúineadh 
do’n chuid is mó aca. Is fra tagairt do’n scéal annso, 
go dtagann cuid de’s na tuismightheóirí ná fuil aon

Bhéarla aca féin—go dtagann siad go dti na h-oidi 
scoile agus go gcuirid mar uajach ortha Béarla do 
mhúineadh dá leanbhaibh.

8 . Tá fáth leis sin. Gach ceathrar leanbh dá 
dtagann ar an saoghal ann—agus go dearbhtha i 
gCorca Dhuibhne ar fad—bítear ag súil go raghadh 
triúr aca san go h-Aimeiriceá, agus dá bhrigh sin, 
is é rud a bhionn ós na túismightheóirí ná go 
mbéadh a leanbhai oilte go maith ar an mBéarla 
chun slighe bheatha bhaint amach i Sasanna Nuadh.

9. On nóimeat a thagann na leanbhai ar an saoghal 
ní bhíonn i geeann na-dtuismightheóirí ach conus a 
b’fhearr a dhéanfai iad d’ullmhughadh i gcóir 
Aimeiriceá, agus dár ndóigh ní cóir milleán a bheith 
ortha, mar cad tá le fághail aca i nEirinn; ach 
amháin duine fdnach aca—agus dar leis na daoine 
bochta nach féidir le n-a gclann dul chun cinn i 
n-Aimeiriceá muna mbeidh in a gcumas Béarla 
labhairt go maith. Yí fuath atá aca do’n Ghaedhilg, 
ach cade an mhaith í lasmuic d’Eirinn, ná gO' 
deimhin i nEirinn féin, lasmuic den’ Ghaedhealtacht.

Sin mar atd an scéal i gCorca Dhuibhne ar fad, 
agus conus an scéal san do leigheas ann cheist mór 
go leir.

10. San roinnt is Gaedhealaighe de Chorea 
Dhuibhne tá dhd cheann déag de scoileannaibh, agus 
an Clár dhd theangthach i bbfeidhm i ndeich geinn 
aca san le ho'cht mbliadhna déag nó mar sin, mar 
atá Gill Mhic an Domhnaigh, Dún Cuinn, Baile an 
Fhirtéaraig—dá scoil—Leathtaoibh, Baile na nGall—  
dá scoil—Cill Chuain, Cuas Bhreanndéin, agus an 
Blascaod mór. Tá da scoil eile san roinn seo a h-aon, 
mar atd scoil Bhaile Ui Dhuinn cois fairrge thuaidh, 
agus scoil an C'hlocháin. Do b’fhéidir clár an dá 
theangan do chur i bhfeidhm ins an dá scoil seo leis, 
ach nil san déanta.

1 1 . Na scoileanna go bhfuil an Clár dá-theangthach 
i bhfeidhm ionnta, nil dobht ná go bhfuil obair 
mhaith déanta aca ar son na Gaedhilge, agus is 
dearbhtha, muna rnbéadh na scoile anna annsan go 
mbéadh an Ghaedhilg imthighthe go mór i ndisc i 
n-iarthar Chorea Dhuibhne um an dtaca so.

12. Daoine ana-bhochta seadh cuid mhór des na 
daoine atá in-iarrthar Chorea Dhuibhne—agus go 
deimhin sa chuid is mó de’n bharúntacht ach mór 
mór ó Chuaisín Bhaile Móir Cois fairrge mór- 
dtimcheall go dti Cuas Breanndain ar an dtaobh 
thuaidh—cuid aca ag brath ar iasgairecht amhain, 
asms a huilleadh aca ag iaraidh muirear mhór a 
thógaint agus a chothu ar féar trí mbó, agus fé n-a. 
bhun.

13. Bfonn muirear mór ar gach lánamháin pósta 
ann de ghnáth, agus toisc gan aon tslighe bheatha 
bheith le fághail aca i nEirinn ach duine fánach 

ni bhionn dul as ach iad d’ullinhú i gcóir an 
Oiledin Dir. Ni mór nach mar san atd an scéal i 
gCorca Dhuibhne go léir. Is fada leo an la go 
mbionn na daoine óga ullamh ar dhul go h-Aimeiriced 
chun rud éigin a thuille chun cabhruighthe leis an 
méid a bhionn sa bhaile aca, agus iad a bhreith 
leo anonn thar fairrge chomh luath i nEirinn agur 
is féidir é.

14. Tá tacairt déanta againn do’n roinn is Gaedh
ealaighe de Chorea Dhuibhne .1. Iarrthar an 
Cheanntair. Déanfad tagairt anois do’n tarna roinn 
is Gaedhealaighe dhe .i. ó Rinn na Bdirce go 
Caisledn na Min Airde. Td an Daingean istig i ldr 
an Raima'san, agus da bhrigh sin, nil an tarna 
roinn seo i n-aon ghiorracht de bheith chomh Gaedh
ealach leis an Iarrthar, ach mar sin féin td cuid 
mhaith Gaedhilge ann fós. Is féidir le 70 per cent, 
nó mar sin de mhuinntir an Daingin an Ghaedhilg 
do labliairt. ach ní Béarla é, ach amhain laeth- 
eannta aonaigh agus margaid. Is beag duine sa 
Daingean fé bhun dachad bliadhain d’aois go bhfuil 
an Gaedhilg on gcliabhan aige agus cloinn Ghaedh- 
ealgeóirí ó’n dtuaith a cuir fiitha sa Daingean Toinnt 
bliadhan ó shoin, nil tha,r fiche duine aca nó maT 
sin go bhfuil an teanga ó’n gcliabhan aca agus pé 
beagán a foghluimigheann leanbhai an Daingin ar 
scoil—i gClochar na Toirbhirte nó i scoil na 
mBrathar—caillid aris i, toisc gan i labhairt sa 
bhaile, nuair fhanaid ó scoil.

15. Td seacht geinn de scoileannaibh i roinn a dó 
den cheanntar, mar atd Ceann Trdgha—dd scoil—An 
Gleann, tri mile amach ó’n Daingean, Lios Póil, agus 
an Mhin Ard, agus dd scoil sa Daingean, féin istig 
Scoil na Toirbhirte agus Scoil na mBrathar. Td dar an
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•da theangan i bhfeidhm ins na cúig scoileanna ata 
ar an dtuaith ach nil i scoileannaioh an Daingin 
féin istig. Na leanbhai a thagann go dti an dá scon 
seo ní mór an Ghaedhilg a bhionn aca nuair a 
thagaid ar scoil ar dtúis, mar ná labhartar leó i sa 
bhaile, agus fé mar atá ráidlite againn cheana, pé 
méid Gaedhilge a fhoghluimighid ar scoil caillid aris 
í t’réis na scoile d’fhágáil dóibh, i dtreó gur obair 
gan tairbhe aimsir a cliaitheamh ag múineadh na 
Gaedhilge dá leithéidí siúd. Tá Gaedhilg mhaith 
soir ón Daingean fós, chomh fada le Caisleán na 
Min Airde, agus cé go bhfuil si ag na leanbhai scoile 
ann, agus ag na daoine óga ní dheinid i labhairt le 
n-a chéile. Ni labhartar leo sa bhaile í, cé go labh- 
raid na sean daoine le n-a chéile i, ach ní béas 
leo i labhairt leis an ndream óg, agus ni le fuath 
den teangain é, ach béas.

16. Roinn a tri den bharúntacht .i. choinli fada 
soir leis an gCam, tá an Ghaedhilg nach mór 
imthighthe ann ach pé beag niór atá ag roinnt 
bheag des na sean-daoinibh ann. Tá a naoi nó a 
deich de scoileannaibh san roinn seo a tri, ach nil 
an Ghaedhilg ’d múineadh ionnta ach mar adhbhar 
scoile. Nil an Clár dá-theangthach i n-aon scoil aca. 
Ni dheanfad a thuilleadh tagairt do’n roinnt seo, 
agus fillfead thar n-ais go dti Baile an D.iingin féin.

17. Is mian linn tagairt speisialta a dhéanamh do n 
Daingean. Tá neamh-shuim ag lucht an bhaile san 
sa Gaedhilg, ach ni h-iongnadh san, mar tá cómh- 
achtaí móra ag obair i gcoinnibh na Gaedhilge ann. 
Ach dá olcas an scéal ann, is baoghlach gur measa 
ná san a bhéadh, muna mbéadh Coléiste an Daingin. 
Do cuireadh an Coláiste ar bun ocht mbliadhna 
déag ó shoin agus ó shoin i leith, tá breis agus tri 
mile macléighinn tréis gabháil trid an gColáiste. 
Chuir sin i dtuiscint do muintir an Daingin go raibh 
tairbhe éigin sa Ghaedhilg nó ni bhéadh an oiread 
san daoine ag teacht 'on Daingean ag lorg Gaedhilge 
gach bliadhain. Rud eile dhe, thugadar fé ndeara 
go raibh airgead sa scéal, agus de bhrigh sin, ba 
mhóide a spéis sa Ghaedhilg.

18. Thuig lucht na tuaithe leis tréis tamaill an rud 
a tuigeadh do mhuinntir an Daingin agus do 
mhéaduigh san a suim agus a spéis san teangain ar 
iuaid an cheanntair. Thug lucht stiúrtha an 
Cholaiste caoi do chlainn daoine bochta ar fuaid an 
cheanntair teacht go dti an Choláiste gach bliadhain 
gan oiread is pinginn a lorg ortha, agus iad féin 
d’ollmhú i gcóir múineadh na Gaedhilge. Is mó 
duine aca san anois ar fuaid na hEireann agus heart 
mhaith aige, de bhárr an chaoi a fuair sé i gColáiste 
an Daingin, daoine óga go mbéadh ortha glanadh 
leo go h-Aimeiriceá. Sin dhá tairbhe móra déanta 
ag Coláiste an Daingin—spéis a cliur sa Ghaedhilg 
sa cheanntar féin, agus slighe bheatha do scoláthar 
i nEirinn do Ghaedhilgeóirí óga ó Chorea Dhuibhne. 
Tá timcheall le deichneabhar sa bhliadhain ó Chorea 
Dhuibhne agus beartanna fachta aca ar an gcuma 
san le h-ocht mbliadhna déag.

19. Ach cé go bhfuil tairbhe mór déanta ag an 
■gColdiste san Daingean agus i geeanntar Chorea 
Dhuibhne ar fad, tá an tairbhe sin eurtlia ar neamh- 
nidh nach mór ag cómhachtaí eile atá ag obair i 
gcoinnibh na Gaedhilge ann, agus is oth linn a rádh 
go bhfuil Riaghaltas an tSaor-SUíit féin cionntach 
go maith san scéal san.

(1) . An chéad bheart a tugadhr uatha san 
Daingean, heart do cléireach cúirte, Béarlóir a 
chuireadar ann. Ni raibh focal Gaedhilge aige.

(2) An t arna rud a deinead ann ná Cúigear 
Síóth-Choímisinéirí do Cheapadh ann, agus nd 
feádfadh thar duine aca a ghnó do deónamh ag 
Gaedhilg. Tá beirt eile aca, agus roinnt beag 
Gaedhilge aca, ach ní mór é. (3) Bíonn Cúirt 
sa Daingean uair sa mhí. Ni deantar gnó na 
Cuirte sen as Gaedhilg, toisc gan aon Ghaedhilg 
so bheith ag na h-Atúrnaéthe a bhionn ann. ach 

• duine amháin. Is amhlaidli a bhionn an cuid 
eile aca a stealladh mhagad fés na daoine bochta 
ó’n dtuaith ná bionn aca ach an Gaedhilg. Tá 
Gaedhilg mhaith ag an Iúistis Ceanntair a 
bhionn ann agus deineain sé i labhairt nuair a 
bhionn gádt lei, acht nil déanamh a ghnótha de 
Ghaedhilg ag Cléireach na Cúirte, agus is mo 
an bhaint a bhionn. aige sin leis na Daoinibh ná 
éinne eile sa Chúirt. (4) Na Gárdaí Síothchána. 
Tá a lán aca so sa Cheanntar agus gan aon 
Gaedhilg aca. (5) Tá fear i mbun Curadóir- 1

eachta agus feirmeóireachtá ann agus gan 
focal ach Béarla aige agus é siúd ag. siouhal ar 
Gaedhealgeoiri gach Id sa tseachmhain. Nuair 
a thug lucth na Gaedhealtachta fé ndeara gur 
tugadh an oiread san rudai do Bearloiribh sa 
Ghaedhealtacht. Buaileadh isteach i n-a n-aigne 
nd raibh an riagaltas dairiribh i dtao'b na Gaedh
ilge, agus is é a bport anois na fuil faic le fdghail 
sa dúthaig seo ach amháin ag beárloir, fiú 
amhain sa Ghaedhealtacht, agus dd bhrigh sin 
cad' na thaobh go mbeidís dá mbodhradh féin 
feasta le Gaedhilg.

Td drd-dhióghbhdil dednta don Ghaedhilg 
i gCorca Dhuibhne ar an gcuma san le tri bliadh 
naibh-dioghbhail nd leighisfar go foil is baoglach.

(6 ) Td cúigear dochtúirí sa Cheanntar gan 
focal Gaedhilge aca ach éinne amhain. Td sé 
suid i n-a chómhnuighe sa Daingean, agus 
labhrann sé an Ghaedhilg nuair is gad san.

(7) Is féidir le seisear Sagart i gCorca 
Dhuibhne an Gaedhilg do labhairt—4 sa Dain
gean, duine i mBaile an Firthpirig, agus duine i 
gCaislean Ghriaghaire.

(8 ) Td liagh beithidheach ag freasdal ar an 
gCeanntar—nil focal Gaedhilge aige.

(9) Td dha banne sa Daingean, agus nil 
Ghaedhealgeóir in aon banne aca.

(10) Oifig an Puist: Td lucht an phuist ciubh- 
seac maith sa cuid is mó den Ceanntar. Td 
Gaedhilg aca go leir sa bhFíór-Gaedhealtacht.

2 0 . Chifar ar so go bhfuil an scéal dona go leór i 
gCorca Dhuibhne, agus eé go bhfuil a Ian thairbhe 
déanta sa Cheanntar ag na scoileanna da-teangth- 
acha, agus ag Coldiste an Daingin, agus ag Conn- 
rddh na Gaedhilge faid a bhí múinteoir Gaedhilge 
ag obair ann fé’n gConnrad féin go dti 1918, go 
bhfuil an tairbhe sin curtha ar neamh-nidh aris 
nach mór ag na Cómhachtaí eile ata ag obair ann ar 
thaobh an Bhéarla. Chifar ar a bhfuil rdidhte rómh- 
ainn cad iad na Comhachtai iad san. Is é an 
Riaghaltas—féin fé ldthair—ach amhain an roinn 
Oideachais—is mó atd ag déanamli dióghbhdla don 
Gaedhilg i gCorca Dhuibhne.

21. Anois, chun an Ghaedhilg do chimeadh 
bed i gCorca Dhuibhne, níor mhór Gaedhilgeóir 
maith do bneith i ngach post puibliglie dd bhfuil 
ann, agus é i n-a chumas a ghnó do deanam go 
maith tri Ghaedhilg. Dd mbeaclh san amhlaidh agus 
go bhfaghadh múinteir na Gaedhealtachta taithidhe 
ar a gcuid gnótha puiblighe do dheanamh tri 
Ghaedhilg, niorbh fada go dtiuefadh meas aca ar an 
dteangain, agus go gcuirfidis uatha cuid mhór den 
Bhearla. Gach saghas gnotha Puiblighe bheith a 
shíor-dhéanamh tri Bhéarla sa Ghaeltacht atd ag 
milleadh an scéil, agus mhillfldh, agus a mharbhóeh- 
aidh an Ghaedhilg ann muna ndeintar atharúghadh 
ar an scéal, agus gach heart puiblighe sa Ghaedh
ealtacht do líonadh le Gaedhilgeóiri dilse, cliste, 
tir-ghradhacha.

22. I n-a theannta san níor mhór feabhas do chur 
ar slighe bheatha na ndaoine féin sa Ghaedheal
tacht, chun a chur i n-a gcumas maireachtaint ann 
fé chompord. Is deacair a, radh cad is féidir a 
dhéanamh ar an gcuma san i gCorca Dhuibhne. Nil 
aon bhun-oibreacha ann d’aon mhaitheas, dd mbeadh 
dob’ fhéidir feabhas a chur ortha, ach nil a leithéidí 
ann. Nil ann ach iascach agus feirmeóireacht, agus 
td an t-Tascaireacht go dona ann le bliadhantaibh.

2.3. Dar linn go bhfuil rud amhain dob’ fhéidir 
a dhéanamh chun buachailli agus cailini na Gaedh
ealtachta do choimead i nEirinn, agus is é rud é 
sin na scoileanna do chur ar bun chun iad a 
mhúineadh agus d’ollmhú chun postanna do lionadh 
ar fuaid na tire, agus tosach a thabhairt dóibh ar 
Bhéarlóirí, nó an dirighthe sin postanna do thabhairt 
do Ghaedhilgeóirí ón nGaedhealtacht dd mbeidis 
oireamhnach chuige. D’fhéadfaí iad a mhúineadb 
chun freasdail i dtighthe ósda, i siopaighthibh. agus 
céad rud eile, agus Gaedhilgeoiri do scaipeadh ai 
fuaid na tire ar an gcurmu seo.

24. Rud eile do b’fheidir a dhéanamh—feirm 
shompla do leagadh amach i ngach paróiste, chun a 
mhúineadh d’fhearaibh óga conus feirmeóireacht 
ealadhanta dodhéanamh, agus fir óga agus mnd 
óga a bhéadh ar aigne a saoghal chaitheamh le 
h-aon ghnó a bhaineann le saoghal feinueóra, nó ie 
gnó feirme, do mhúineadh chun na h-oibre. I n-a 
theannta san d’fhéadfaí stuidéar a dhéanamh ar an
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saghas feirmeóireachta a bhéadh oireamhnach do’n 
cheanntar féin, agus nuair a gheobhthaoi amach an 
slighe dob' oireamhnaighe, é chur i bhfeidhm sa 
cheanntar.

25. Na fir óga agus na mná Sga a múinfí chun na 
h-oibre sin, ba dhóigh linn go bhféadfaí feirmeacha 
do sholáthar dóibh sa Ghalldacht, ach ni duine aonair 
annso agus annsúd é, ach dá mbéadh áit le fághail 
go mbéadh 300 acra ann euir i gcás. agus feirmeacha 
de 30 aera an ceann a dhéanamli de’n méid sin 
d’fhéadfaí 1 0  linn tighe do chur ar bun sa n-áit sin 
—ceanntar beag Gaedhealach—agus san do dhéa- 
namh ó am go h-am i n-aon áit go mb’fhéidir a 
leithéid a dhéanamh, níorbh fhada go mbéadh ceann- 
tair beaga Gaedhilge ar fuaid na tíre, d’fhéadfaí an 
Ghaedhilg do leathanughadh ar an gcuma san, agus 
na fiehidí d’fheavaibh agus de mhnáibh óga do 
choimeád i nEirinn.

26. Rud eile, d’fhéadfaí dhéanamh sa Ghaedh- 
ealtacht féin b’fhéidir, agus isé sin ná aon áit go 
mbéadh trí cinn d’fheirmeaehaibh beaga, dhá fheirm, 
ná aon fheirm amháin a dhéanamh díobh san d’réir 
a méid agus feirm do sholátliar don duine nó beirt 
eile dá dtoilighidís leis.

27. D ’fhéadfaí a lán oibre a thabhairt le
déanamh sa Ghaedhealtacht ar an dtalamh féin. Tá 
a lán talmhan sa Ghaelthacht go bhféadfaí talamh 
mhaith do dhéanamh as, agus ar an gcuma san 
breis talaimh do scholathar ann do dhaoine go 
bhfuil roinnt talamhan cheana aca. Tá cuíd mhór 
talmhan i gCorca Dhuibhne d’fhéadfaí a bhriseadh, 
agus a thriomadh, a thuille de go b'fhéadfaí erainn 
do chur ann, do dhéanfadh fotháin agus cosaint do 
dhuine agus do bheithidheach agus maise ar an 
gceanntar. Is mó rud le dhéanamh ann do thabh- 
arfadh caoi oibre agus caoi airgid de thuilleamh do 
n-a lán daoine an n  ar feadh cuid mhaith 
aimsire agus ar an gcuma san roinnt des 
na daoinibh a choimeád sa bhaile ó
Aimeiriceá. Is fiú é a irg ea d  do chaitheamh leis an 
nGaedhealtaeht más fiú é an Ghaedhilg do choiméad 
beo. Má’s i an Ghaedhilg bun-chloch na náisiún. 
tachto i nEirinn, is fiú i miliún púnt sa mbliadhain 
a chaitheamh airthi sa Gheadhealtacht, agus ar 
mhuintir na Gaedhealtachta. Má’s fiú é anam an 
náisiúin do shábháil, agus nach féidir san a 
dhéanamh ach le congnamh na Gaedealtachta, 
bhéadh an t-airgead san caithte go tairbheach.

28. Miliún púnt sa bhliadhain ar feadh deich 
mbliadban abair, ar fhíor-náisiúntacht na h-Eireann. 
Is fill nlos mó ná an méid sin i.

Sinne, Lueht Stiúrtha Choláiste an Daingin.
28adh Meadhon Foghmhar, 1925.

5. What are the serious influences against the 
language—officials of every kind?—Yes, the officials, 
The first position to be given by the Government, 
as I have said here in the statement, was the clerk
ship of the court. It was given to a person who 
did not know a word of Irish. That caused a lot 
of people to think that the Government were not 
serious about Irish. There were one or two in 
for the position who could do the work well in Irish, 
but they did not get it.

6 . What did the people understand from that?— 
What could they understand when they saw these 
things happen. We had been saying to them for 
twenty years that if they would speak Irish they 
would have an advantage under an Irish Govern
ment. When the Government came there was a 
different thing altogether from what we told them. 
One or two came to me to demand satisfaction.

7. Is that clerk there still?—No.
8 . Is there anybody in his place?—Yes. He has 

a kind of Irish, but he is not able to do the work 
in Irish.

9. Do you understand that he is permanent ?—I 
think he is clerk of the county as well.

10. Is it understood that he will be there per
manently?—I could not say.

11. What are the other officials there in touch with 
the life of the people' who are not Irish speakers?—  
The court officials, attorneys, everybody. The poor 
people are in a bad way there. Things are no 
better than they used to be.

12. Is the State Attorney for the county as bad 
as the others ?—He is certainly.

The District Justice cannot use Irish because the- 
State Attorney does not know it?—Yes. I was often 
in the court and the business is always in English, 
except when an Irish speaker fails to understand 
English.

13. Is English necessary for the officials as far a? 
their work relates to the public?— very little, except, 
for the people of Dingle itself, and not for some of 
them even.

14. It is necessary for the young people who don't 
know Irish, the old people know Irish?—Yes.

15. Would it be possible to do the work in Dingle 
altogether in Irish ?—It would be possible except 
for the minority who don’t know Irish.

16. Would it be possible if there was an English 
interpreter ?—It would.

17. You don’t think there would be any difficulty 
for any great number of the people ?—I don’t 
think so.

18. Would it be difficult for twenty per cent. ?—It 
would perhaps.

19. And they would only be in Dingle?— Yes.
In the country there would be oue hundred per 

cent. Irish?—Yes and seventy-five per cent, in 
Dingle.

20. Does the Gárda officer do his work in Irish?— 
No.

21. Or the sergeant?—No. The sergeant is the 
officer.

22. If the court was otherwise Irish the Gárda 
would require it to speak English?—Yes, except 
one or two.

23. The connection of the court with the people 
outside the actual proceedings in court, is that in 
English ?—Yes, as far as I know. A couple of Gárda 
may use Irish.

24. But you don’t know if there is any one of them 
to whom the people would naturally speak Irish?— 
No.

25. Are there any other public officials—instructors- 
of the Department?—The man working under the 
Department of Lands has no Irish.

26. How long is he in Dingle?—Twelve years.
27. Does he know Irish yet?—No.
28. Are there any people who would not under

stand instruction in Irish ?—There might be some to- 
the east.

29. Would the people to the west understand 
instruction in Irish ?—They would.

30. What about the Pensions’ Officer?—There is a 
good Irish speaker there now, but that is only for 
about three months.

31. Is there any other influence against Irish?— 
The banks.

32. How many banks?—Two.
33. How many clerks ?— Four in each.
34. How many Gaels?—Not one.
35. Don’t the people from the west of the district 

go into the banks to pay the Land Commission 
annuities ?—Yes.

36. They must know English to do their business? 
—Yes.

37. If they don’t know English they must bring 
someone with them to act as an interpreter?—Yes.

•‘18. They are looked upon as ignorant country 
fellows?—Yes; I saw a manager of a bank strike a 
man between the two eyes and draw blood.

39. Mr. 0 Cndhki.—Because he did not know 
English?—Yes. He put his hand on the manager’s 
arm to try and explain what he was saying and 
the manager hit him between the eyes and caused 
him to- bleed.

40. Chairman.—How about the officers of bocal 
Government ?—There are five doctors and there is 
only one who knows Irish. There is one in Dingle 
who knows Irish well and speaks it.

41. Is there any doctor who knows Irish in the 
Fior-Gaeltacht ?—No.

42. How long is the present doctor there?—Seven 
or eight years.

43. Does he know Irish yet ?—No.
44. Are there any other forces dealing specially 

with the people which are un-Irish—what about the 
train ?—The station master at Dingle knows no Irish 
but there are two or three workers who know Irish 
well.

45. What about the Church? Is Irish used in 
preaching?—In the Fior-Gaeltacht there are only
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two priests. The parish priest has no Irish, but the 
other priest knows Irish well.

46. How long is the parish priest there?—A year 
and a half.

47. The one who was there before him ?—A Gael, 
Father Griffin.

48. Was much English used in the church there? 
—I don’t know.

49. Did you hear that Irish-speaking priests refused 
to go there ?—That happened, I think.

50. Is Irish ever used in church in Dingle?—No, 
except the small prayers.

51. No sermon?—No.
52. Is there any priest who could preach in Irish? 

—Yes, one.
53. Does he ?—He used to.
54. But does not now"?—No, I don't know that he 

does.
55. Is east of Dingle the same as regards officials ?—  

Yes.
56. And the Church ?—It is worse in the east.
5 7 . As far as powers from the outside are concerned 

'they are against the language ?—What else.
58. Have you heard of any part of the administra

tion touching the life of the people that did its work 
.in Irish?—I haye never heard of it.

59. Do you think they could?—They could on the 
west side. There was a man in Dingle three years 
ago who, began to do his work in Irish, and he got 
instructions to change to English.

60. Is that certain ?—It is.
61. Have you any idea of what he said in reply? 

—I’m not sure. He was changed.
62. You are sure a public servant was prevented 

from doing his business in Irish with the Ministry ? 
—I am certain of it.

63. That he was prevented ?—Yes. He was given 
to understand that he had better give it up.

.64. In that district, do the people who were en
couraged to use Irish for the past twenty years 
understand that they have been deceived ?—That is 
what is in their minds now.

65. Is there much dissatisfaction?—There is.
6 6 . What did they understand would happen in a 

certain event ?— That people who would help the 
language and keep it alive would gain something. 
The very opposite has happened.

67. Do they think that the Government and the 
people in the rest of Ireland are not in earnest about 
Irish ?—That is the conclusion they have come to.

6 8 . If they were serious, what position do they 
think would be given to the language ?—In the fore
front.

69. Do they like Irish and everything connected 
with it ?—They do.

70. Would they like it to advance?—Yes.
71. Would they do their best to help it ?—They 

would, I believe.
72. Do y o u  think there is suitable education in 

the Fior-Ghaeltacht to enable these people to get 
work in Ireland?—It is not possible for the National 
schools to give sufficient education.

73. Is there any way in which children there can 
be prepared for the Civil Service examinations at 
present ?—There is not.

74. There is not sufficient education for them with
out going to a college in Dublin rr Killarney ?—No, 
and most of them cannot afford to go to such colleges.

75. If they had a college at/ their own door, would 
they attend it ?—Yes, certainly.

76. Are they a people inclined for learning?—They 
are. That is my opinion

77. Is that education to be had in Dingle?—It is 
not.

78. Would it be possible in Dingle ?—It could be 
done in the Christian Brothers’ schools.

79. Mr. 0 Cadhla.—Is the bilingual programme in 
operation in the schools for 20 years ?—In some 
schools' 18 years, in others 14.

80. I suppose there is no house now in which there 
are not some people who are able to read and write 
Irish ?— There are very few houses in which the 
people cannot read Irish.

81. They keep the children at school until 17 ?— 
Yes.

82. They are anxious for higher education?—Yes.

83. And it is not to be got by them?—No. There 
is no technical education or anything of that kind.

84. Do you think Dingle is Anglicising the people 
there ?—There is no doubt about it, especially for the 
past three years. People who were quiet then have 
since come out displaying their power.

85. Do you think education is Gaelicising the 
children in Dingle ?—A little bit.

8 6 . Could you carry on a satisfactory conversation 
in Irish with the children ?—I could get a little out 
of them.

87. .-In Seabhar.—You would get something you 
would not have got when you came to Dingle ?— Yes, 
when I came to Dingle 18 years ago it was very bad. 
I must say it is not so bad now.

8 8 . In Dingle itself there has been a great change 
since you came ?—Yes When I came theTe was only 
one person in the convent who could teach Irish. 
There are 10 or 12 now with certificates, some with 
the Ard Teastas. Good work is being done there in 
the teaching of Irish.

89. Do y< u think there will be results?— Yes, if they 
are helped from outside.

90. What is most necessary to get full advantage 
out of the work that is being done in the schools ?— 
If it were possible to have continuation classes, I 
think they would do good.

91. Have you any idei as to what subjects should 
be taught in these classes ?—Instruction to prepare 
them for work-—trades.

92. Would it be possible to Gaelicise the social life 
of the people, to have Gaelic plays and other enter
tainments?—It would not be a bad thing.

93. Have they the material there ?—I should think 
so. There used to be, at any rate.

94 Is there anything in the shape of a theatre in 
Dingle ?—There would lie.

95. Do you think it would be possible to Gaeln ise 
Dingle yet if an effort were made?—I think so. I 
think that if the people of Dingle thought that the 
Government was in earnest they would turn round 
again and be as Irish as ever.

96. Are the people of Dingle more friendly to Irish 
now than they were?—I think so.

97. When you came there was a kind of shame 
about using Irish ?—That is gone altogether.

98. Nobody is ashamed of it now?—No.
99. Do you think it would be possible to awaken 

them to a realisation that Dingle could be made the 
capital of the Gaeltacht in education in ten yeai?, h' 
getting the young people to come here to study?— 
Something like that would1 do great good.

100. It would be necessary to be very great J--Y e s ; 
any big, practical thing.

101. How are the officials in Dingle post office?—  
There is a good Irish speaker there now.

* * * * *
DR. MAURICE QUINLAN. Tralee, examined.

1. .In Senbhar.—I understand you wish to give 
evidence on a particular phase?—Yes.

2 . Will you give it in the form of a statement ?— 
As you please.

3. V s  will hear a statement from you.—Well, I 
was in the west of Kerry yesterday—that is, in the 
heart of the Gaeltacht, as you know—and saw a 
poster from the Kerry County Council, of which I 
am one of the senior officials, and it was written 
exclusively in English. I also saw in the Post Office 
at Dingle, the capital of the) district, another poster 
also in English. I think it is utterly impossible to 
maintain or revive the native language if the heads 
of our Departments are to go on exercising their 
functions through the medium of the English 
language in districts where the English language is 
not native to us. What I say about the County 
Council is not a personal reference. If I happened 
to be the local authority dealing with that particular 
poster I would have to write it in English, because 
I don’t know Irish, but you cannot encourage either 
the learning or speaking of Irish if you exercise 
your functions through the medium of English.

4. What position do you occupy under the Kerry 
County Council ?—I am the county Tuberculosis 
officer. The case of that poster might apply to 
every other official in the county.

5. It applies all round ?—It applies all round in 
Kerry anyhow
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6 . And it need not necessarily apply. You might 
give a suggestion that would change it ?— Well, 1 
think you will have to maKe a definite law on the 
subject. In 10-0 you, Mr. Chairman, were more 
intimately connected with Kerry than you are now, 
and in that year there was an order or suggestion 
made in Dublin by the General Council of bounty 
Councils that all officials should get at least such a 
knowledge of the Irish language as would enable 
them to discharge their duties through the medium 
of that language, if and when necessary. Some ot 
us at that time started to learn the language and 
to acquire a sufficient knowledge of it. but the 
County Hall was burned down while we were at 
it in that building, and after that our efforts to learn 
it got no further encouragement.

7. You are now on a point of serious importance, 
the extent to which public officials could reasonably 
be asked to fit themselves into the new order of 
things and not act the dog in the manger part, and 
we would like your opinion on that point.

I know a fair share of the language, but not 
enough to speak it, and I think it is altogether a 
matter for headquarters. There should be regulation 
directing the use of the national language. If 1 
might make a suggestion, it is that the present Pre
sident of the Executive Council of the Irish Free 
State, when he was Minister for Local Government 
used always sign his name Liam Mac Cusgair, but 
now he signs it William Cosgrave. That may be a 
small matter, but it makes a big thing when you 
consider it in relation to the development of the 
language. Lest it should be said that I am referring 
to one particular party, I may mention that 1 
noticed in the Republican weekly newspaper a few 
weeks ago a report of a speech by “ Sceilg ” was 
given and it merely mentioned that he spoke in Irish 
first but all the speech was given in English. If the 
rule were to apply to anyone, surely it should apply 
to him.

8 . All parties are equally guilty V—Yes.
9. In the execution of your duties you have to go 

to Irish-speaking parts of the county?—Yes
10. And to English-speaking parts8—Yes.
11. We have been told of a case, and I expect you 

know it, where a doctor has lived in an Irish
speaking district for seven or eight years and does 
not know a word of Irish ?—That is so.

12. Would you consider such an official an anglicis
ing agent in such a district ?—I certainly think he 
would be, and so am I myself to a certain extent 
when my duties bring me into contact with patients 
who cannot speak English.

13. When you go into the Irish-speaking parts, are 
you sometimes not in a position to deal with those 
Irish-speaking patients 8—Quite true.

14. What do you do in such a case?—Well, as a 
rule the local dispensary doctor would know 
sufficient of the language to get me through. I 
would generally go to him or I would go to the local 
schoolmaster to get me through; otherwise I would 
do the best I can myself and help myself out in that 
way.

15. Do you think that public officials who have 
dealings with the people in such districts should 
know their own language ?—The thing is obvious.

16. To what extent should local authorities or 
central authorities require that their permanent 
non-transferaMe officers should have a knowledge of 
Irish?—I think they shorid get something like the 
same facilities as the teachers got to acquire a know
ledge of the language.

■17. An extension of holiday time ?—Yes and also 
facilities for learning the knowledge of the language 
that such officials would require would not be a big 
lot. They could concentrate on language and 
expressions they would Tequire, but I think such 
an order must come from headquarters.

18. Do you think that should apply to the local 
doctors ?—ot course it should.

19. Would it be reasonable to expect the local 
doctor to do so ?—It would be quite easy for him 
to do it.

20. Do you think he would be reasonably capable 
of doing it ?—I could not go into that, but I think 
it can be done.

21. We have not had a witness like you so far, 
coming voluntarily to give such evidence to the 
Commission, and we would like to know if it is 
your opinion that the medical profession would 
assent to the course you have suggested ?—I am 
Secretary of the Irish Medical Council on Tuber
culosis and I know what all the members think 
about, it. None of us is in a hurry to take on extra 
work in addition to. what we have got already, but 
I think as a general rule there would be no par
ticular objection on their part if we got the facilities, 
extra holidays and special tuition.

2 2 . Do you think if particular attention was being 
paid to the officials and that things were expected 
of them by the people, and that facilities were given 
to them for learning the language, that no further 
compulsion would be necessary except in odd cases? 
—I think compulsion is desirable as a general rule. 
If you leave it optional you will not get good results 
out of it. It should be done by, order.

23. If the Kerry County Board of Health issued a 
regulation that the officials must within three years 
have acquired knowledge of the language, do you 
think they would learn it?—I  would have no objec
tion, if I got the facilities, to learn it, hut I cannot 
say what the others would do.

24. Is your opinion that of Dr. Quinlan as a private 
individual or as Dr. Quinlan as an official?—As a 
county official.

25. You think it would not be too much to ask?—Not 
if I got reasonable facilities and time.

26. What would you consider a reasonable time ?— 
That depends on the man. I would say if they got 
holidays for six weeks every year.

26a. Something like the teachers ?— Extra holidays 
for three years and lectures for six weeks, the officials 
to use the language exclusively for those six weeks, 
and then enlarge that knowledge in between and do 
it again next summer. I think in three years you 
ought to be able to do it. At any rate, a, dispensary 
doctor should be able by that time to register names 
in Irish. I may add that I always register my 
children in Irish, and I don’t know of any doctor 
who is able to do that. The local dispensary doctor 
is unable to do it, and I always do it for him in 
the case of my own children.

27. Do you think there is a sufficient sense of 
patriotism amongst the medical practitioners of the 
county to come up to that?—I would not enlarge too 
much on patriotism of any particular man, but the 
doctor is in the position that he does not see the 
sense of getting any further work to do as he believes 
that lie has enough to do.

28. Would he take an interest in it if he had an 
instruction from headquarters or his local authority? 
—Even if it was only suggested that it would be 
desirable and would not be detrimental to him in 
his profession that he should be required to have 
such n knowledge of the language as to fill in names 
in the medical register in Irish and such things, I 
think he would do it.

29. They deal with the local register and they go 
on putting down names that the people never use 
at all ?—Yes.

.30. You will find a. man called John Crohan whose 
real name is Seaghan O Criomhthain?— Yes.

31. Even a mechanical knowledge of Irish would 
be sufficient to enable a registrar to write the proper 
names8—It would be something to go on with.

The Commission adjourned at 5 p.m.
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T. O’H ERLIHY, N T., Inchigeela, ej-amined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish-)
1. An Seabhac.—Have you anything in the form 

of a statement?—Yes, I have a little written—a sum. 
mary. I will hand it in now.

2. Perhaps you would read it ?—I will read it if 
you like. I have had no experience of proceedings 
of this kind.

3. You are a teacher ?—YTes.
4. Where ?—In Inchigeela.
5 . What sort of a district is it ?—Breac-Ghaeltacht. 

The people there have had no practice in speaking 
Irish for years. Those over 50 have Irish and 
younger people know a little Irish, but the habit of 
speaking Irish generally was given up there 50 years 
ago.

6 . How long are you tnere ?—Twenty years.
7. You would have a knowledge of the questions 

we are dealing with ?—I have. I can say that the 
language has been saved by the new programme. 
The children are learning Irish in the schools now, 
but they were not up to three years ago when Irish 
was an “ extra ” subject. Instruction in Irish is 
given to them from the first day they come to school, 
and there is no doubt as to what the results o£ that 
work will be in a few years, I have never heard 
any complaints from any father or mother that there 
was too much time given to the teaching of Irish. 
There is only one thing needed to make the work a 
success, and that is sympathetic and intelligent in
spection. I don’t think it is right to compel any 
teacher who does not know Irish well to teach sub. 
jects through the medium of Irish. The teacher is 
the best judge of how far he can go in this respect. 
The greatest problem of the Breac-Gaeltacht is how
to induce parents who know the language to speak 
it to their children. That is all I have to say about 
the new programme, unless you wish to ask me any 
questions.

8 . Before you leave that matter of the fathers and 
mothers speaking English to their children, have you 
anything to suggest or advise to get them to speak 
Irish?—No, because I have tried so many times and 
in so many ways to get them to do it without success 
that I cannot suggest any plan to compel or induce 
them to speak Irish.

Continue.—I think the summer courses in Irish 
should be discontinued and the money devoted to 
prizes and scholarships. The examinations at the 
end of these summer courses in the past were not 
conducted on proper lines. Too much importance 
was attached to book work. Proficiency in speaking 
Irish is the point to be aimed at. I have seen 
people reading poetry who did not understand Irish 
well. I have also seen people studying metrico and 
such things who could not carry on a conversation 
in Irish. If a teacher has a good knowledge of oral 
Irish he can teach any subject through the medium 
of Irish. Oral Irish should be the essential matter 
in granting certificates of proficiency in the teaching 
of Irish. Without this nothing else can count. The 
best way to help teachers who don’t know Irish well 
is to get trained native-speaking teachers to act as 
organisers and visit all schools, spending sufficient

! time in them to show the teachers how to give lessons 
in all subjects through Irish. History and the 
geography of Ireland are very suitable for teaching 
through the medium of Irish by anyone who knows 
the language. All the officials of Government De
partments and of the Local Authorities in the Gael- 
tacht and Breac-Gaeltacht should be Irish speakers, 
and should speak Irish on all occasions, even to 
English speakers, and show that it is their language. 
Officials who are sent to out-of-the-way places should 
be compensated in some way for their services in 
these districts. Letters from Government Depart
ments to people in these districts, and all‘public and 
local authority advertisements, should be wholly in 
Irish. The Department of Agriculture and the Post 
Office Department are greatly to blame for their use 
of English. A man came to me a couple of months 
ago with a letter in Irish which he had received. 
That letter was not from a Government Department. 
It was from a business man. If Irish were used in 
that way often it would show the people that there 
was an advantage in knowing the language.

9. An Senhhtic.—Do you advise that that should be 
done in a place like Inchigeela?—I would.

1 0 . Would" it bei any hardship on any great number 
of persons in Inchigeela?—It would be no great 
hardship.

11. It would cause difficulty?—Yes, that is what I 
want. I want to show them that it will be necessary 
for them to know Irish henceforward.

12. You would advise the same thing as regards 
officials ?—Yes. Pension officials and others should 
rpeak Irish and continue speaking it even to those 
who/ don’t know Irish.

13. I suppose there are few' people of the pension 
age who don’t know Irish ?—That is so, but there 
are young people and children who don’t know 
Irish. There are people growing up who will 
not be able to do anything satisfactorily in 
the future if they don’t know Irish. This 
district is also very suitable for tree 
planting. A large area of land now subject to flood
ing in this locality could be reclaimed by a properly 
planned system of drainage. The cost of such a 
system would be too heavy for the people of the 
locality, and they should get some help from the 
Government- The river could be widened and the 
land drained on both sides. A couple of hundred 
acres could be reclaimed in a year in that way. I 
am not saying anything about the bilingual schools. 
There is another witness who will do that. I am 
giving evidence for the Macroom branch of the 
Teachers’ Organisation and for myself as one of the 
public.

14. Going back to the beginning, do you think the 
new programme is helping Irish in your district ?— 
I am certain of it.

1.5. If it were not in operation would Irish be in 
a bad way in the schools?—I am certain it would.

16. Has the result of the programme been to in
crease the speaking of Irish among the young people ? 
—Not very much yet. The time has not been 
sufficient. They are only learning Irish for three 
years under this programme. We must waii ‘or five 
or ten years before we see the results.
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17. In what way would a child have Irish in seven 

years?—It would be able to keep up a conversation 
in Irish.

18. Would it speak Irish well ?—Perhaps not as well 
as its grandfather, but there is so much instruction 
that it should be able to read and speak Irish as 
well as English—perhaps better.

19. Is this instruction an advantage to the intellect 
of the child?—I believe it is.

2 0 . Bo you think that the English of children so 
educated will be better?—I don't see why it should 
not.

21. You don’t agree, then, with the talk in the 
newspapers that there is too much Irish in the 
schools ?—I don't agree with it at all. People who 
talk like that don’t know anything about it; they 
don’t know much about education.

2 2 . That is your opinion?—Yes.
23. Founded on knowledge?—Well, I have been 29 

years a teacher and I ought to know something 
about it.

24. You said something about teachers who would 
not be able to teach subjects through the medium of 
Irish -—I do not think it is right to compel them 
against their own will.

24a . If a particular teacher is compelled to teach 
subjects through the medium of Irish, is it the 
teacher or the child will suffer?—The child will 
suffer.

25. Do you think so?—I do. There are many 
difficulties in the way of the teacher and very little 
facilities.

26. In the first two years when the children come 
to school the teaching is in Irish only ?—That is what 
the programme says.

27. What subject, outside Irish, can most easily be 
taught through Irish ?—The geography of Ireland 
and then the history of Ireland.

28. What about arithmetic?—I never tried it and 
I can give no opinion, but if any children learn 
Irish for four or five years, it is no trouble to teach 
them arithmetic when they reach the higher stan
dards.

29. Some of the teachers have told us that it would 
be easier to teach arithmetic than history through 
Irish?—I have no special knowledge of that. There 
is the difficulty of terms. It is a pity that that is 
not settled.

30. You think the summer courses foT teachers 
should be ended ?—Yes.

31. Do you think any good has come from them ?— 
Yes, I think so.

32. Do you think they should be ended now?— 
That’s it exactly.

33. Are there any teachers who want further in
struction?—Oh, there are.

34. And how would you give it to them?—I would 
give them a half-year at a time and allow them to 

Tiave substitutes in their places and give them a 
•course of instruction, to make them fully qualified 
in the speaking of Irish and the teaching of subjects 
through Irish.

35. You would lay the foundation for a proper in
struction in Irish?—That is what I would advise, 
paying special attention to the speaking of the 
language.

36. You mentioned the examinations at the end of 
the summer courses?— Yes.

37. They lean too much to reading and book work ? 
Yes.

38. You would prefer that they should lean more 
to the speech?—Yes.

39. You don’t think they have leant sufficiently to 
the speech in the past ?—I don’t.

40. Do you think that people got certificates as a 
result of a literary knowledge of Irish which they 
should not have got because they did not speak Irish 
as well as they ought to, to be able to do their- work 
in the schools?— That is exactly it. I would not pay 
too much attention to literature and other things like 
that.

41. With regardi to the public officials in a district 
like Inchigeela, what percentage of the people have 
Irish there?—I think I have it as exactly as it is 
possible to get it. In Inchigeela, of those from 7 to 
14, 5 per cent, would have Irish.

42. Would not they be at school?—I am not men
tioning the effects of the new programme at all. I 
am giving you the figures as I have them—14 to 
26, 10 per cent.; 26 to 50, 30 per cent.; above 50, 60 
to 70 per cent, would have Irish.

43. What will the new programme in the schools 
do for the children under 14 years of age?—If the 
children are helped by the people at home who know 
Irish they will all have Irish in the future and they 
will increase the speaking of Irish.

44. If an official went down to that district and 
decided not to use any English, would the people 
of the place be able to do their work with him ?— 
It would lie hard for them at first. That is what T 
want. I want to show them the difficulty.

45. Do you think they would accept that ?—They 
would not accept it. They would complain, I sup
pose, but that is what I want. I want to open their 
eyes to the value of Irish,

46. To drive them a little bit?—Yes, to show them 
that this is our language and that it is going to be 
an advantage to them to have it.

47. Do you mean that an official in such a place 
should refuse to do his work in English?—I do not 
think I would go so far as that. The work must be 
done, but he could show ,by using the language, that 
Irish is the language he prefers and which it was 
right to use.

48. The officials in doing their work should use 
Irish in the place as much as possible?—Yes.

49. And as little English as possible?—Yes.
50. The Pensions Officer ought to be able to do all 

his work in Irish?—Yes, it would do great good if 
the pensions officers coming into households of Irish 
speakers used Irish.

51. Is tli ere any family in your school district 
where they speak nothing but Irish?—Yes, a couple.

52. And these people speak it deliberately, inten
tionally?—I think so. They understand what the 
language means.

53. Do you think that other people if they under
stood would also speak Irish to their children ?—I 
think so.

54. And what, do you think, would bring about 
that change of mind ?—If they saw the children of 
their neighbours succeeding in the world because 
they knew Irish, if they got positions, that would 
increase the respect for the language.

55. You referred to letters from Government offices? 
—Yes. I think it would be a great advantage if 
they were in Irish.

56. I suppose letters come from the Land Commis
sion demanding payment of rent?—Yes.

57 Are any of these letters written in Irish?—I 
don’t think so.

58. If letters were written in Irish, would it he 
possible to get them read in the parish?—Certainly. 
The children up to 15 years can read. There are 
plenty of people there who can read letters in Irish 
and explain what is in them.

59. That is what I should expect also. What per
centage of the people in any parish should know 
Irish to have the public services of the place con
ducted in Irish ?—If 8(1 per cent, of the people were 
Irish speakers I think the work of the place should 
be done through Irish.

60. What would you do in a place with 20 per 
cent.?—It would be possible to do a good deal of the 
work in Irish there also.

61. Do any of the people of these places go into 
the public service ?—They do.

62. How?—Through the Intermediate schools.
63. That is not cheap ?—No, it is costly.
64. Where do they get it ?—In Cork.
65. They have to pay ?—Yes.
6 6 . If there was such a school in the place with 

the condition that nobody would be accepted into 
it unless he knew Irish and if they got free education 
there, would that make a change in the minds of 
the people about the speaking of Irish ?—It would.

67. What does it cost to send children to the Inter
mediate schools ?—Those sent to resident colleges 
cost about £50 a year and there are otner expenses— 
travelling expenses and so on.

6 8 . P. Ó Cadhla—What do you think of the lower
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standards in the schools—is there too much book 
work and too much figures?—Yes, too much reading 
and figures in the early stages.

69. It would be possible to teach songs and other 
things in Irish?—I would agree with that—stories 
and things they hear from the mouths of the people. 
These are the things that do most good.

70. Do you think the reading books for the 
children in the higher standards are suitable either 
in Irish or English—do they suit the life of the 
children?—I think so. Perhaps it would be possible 
to improve them, but I am satisfied with the books 
for the higher standards. Everybody has his choice 
now and there are plenty of books to choose from.
1 suppose there is no book without some fault.

71. Is the reading the same for children in the 
city and in the country?—No, it is not the same.

72. You said you would compel public officials to 
do their work through Irish altogether where 80 per 
cent, of the people knew Irish?—Yes.

73. If there were less than that Irish-speaking— 
half-and-half say—what would you do ?—I would 
have officials who knew Irish and I would expect 
them to use Irish as often as possible and more often 
than would be necessary.

* * v *- £
DONNCHADH 0 BUACHALLA, N.T., examined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. An Aeahhac.—Where are you a, teacher?—I was 

in Coolea until recently. I am in Ballyvourney now.
2 . How long are you teaching there ?— 2 1  years 

altogether—19J in Coolea and l j  in Ballyvourney.
'3. Twenty-one years in the district?—Yes.
4. You understand the Irish question and you 

understand the education question ?—Perhaps I 
understand the Irish question. I don't know about 
the education question.

5. Have you any statement that you would like 
to put before the Commission ?—I will try to give 
you a statement from myself. We had a meeting of 
the teachers working west of Macroom and three of 
us were asked to give evidence on behalf of nine 
bilingual schools. We recommend that the teachers 
should be given permission not to teach any English 
for three years. We are unanimous about that. 
If we1 got the permission, well-informed, experienced 
Inspectors should be put in charge of the district 
for the three years. We said to one another : “ If 
it is compulsion for the children in the Galltacht to 
learn Irish—putting our native language in the place 
of the language of .John Bull—is it not a greater 
compulsion on the children of the Gaeltacht to try 
to put the language of John Bull in place of 
their own language.” We discussed the summer 
courses and were unanimously of opinion that they 
should be ended and that the money spent on them 
should be devoted to the establishment of prepara
tory training colleges in the Gaeltacht and in special 
scholarships for the children in the Gaeltacht. It 
would still be necessary for a number of the teachers 
to improve their knowledge of Irish, and our idea 
is that they should be encouraged to spend their 
holidays in the! Gaeltacht and practice the speaking 
of Irish with the people, and collect proverbs, songs 
and other matter from the Irish speakers. The ex
amination, if any, at the end of the month or six weeks 
should be based on the speaking of Irish and on the 
matter collected during the course. Then the 
teachers would go home, and if they did their work 
well in the school the Government should show their 
respect for the language by giving the teachers some 
special reward, such as increased payment for good 
work in the school. Then we come to the question 
of what is the Fior-Ghaeltacht and what is the Breac- 
Gaeltacht. It is the opinion of the teachers in these 
nine schools—5 in Ballyvourney, 1 in Renaniree,
2 in Ballingeary and 1 in Gougane-Barra—that the 
district served by these nine schools is Fior-Ghael
tacht. There is no doubt that every person over 30 
lias Irish and most of the children coming to school 
have Irish. There may be some under 30 years who 
don’t know much Irish and who cannot speak it, 
but everybody has some Irish. Tadhg Ó hlarfhlaithe 
has spoken about the Breac-Gaeltacht. We would 
say that a Gaeltacht is a place in which 80 per cent, 
of the families in general speak Irish, and the Breac-

Gaeltacht a place in which 70 per cent., or even 60 
per cent., of the fathers and mothers speak Irish. 
In the Gaeltacht all the public officials, priests, 
doctors, teachers, Gárdaí, Post Office workers, pen
sion officers, tax collectors and court officers should 
be zealous Irish speakers, and they should receive 50 
per cent, extra salary for having to work in such 
remote places. To improve and strengthen the Fior- 
Ghaeltacht, it would be well to have some person 
who would teach the young people how to produce 
plays in Irish. They would then go about the 
district teaching other Irish speakers. Some means 
should also be found for introducing young Irish 
speakers and business people to each other, so that 
employment would be got for the Irish speakers at 
home. Where there are children who* are Irish 
speakers, the grandfather or grandmother should get 
an increased old age pension. The pension should 
be £ 1  a week for one person and thirty shillings a 
week where there were two in the same house. The 
increased pension should be given in recognition of 
the fact that the old people are teaching Irish to 
the children. There should also be an Aodhaire or 
watcher in the Gaeltacht who would keep an eye on 
those who were injuring the language and let the 
world know. Work could also be found in tree
planting. A knitting industry should also be estab
lished in the Gaeltacht.

6 . .-la Senbhae.—Hose-making and other things?— 
Yes. I think it should be opened up in the Gael
tacht. Knitting should be established in our dis
trict. It was there five or six years, but the machines 
and girls were brought into Mac-room. Girls from 
the Gaeltacht should also be given scholarships and 
be trained in cookery, poultry-keeping, butter-mak
ing' for two or three years in a college in a suitable 
place where the instruction would be in Irish. When 
they are trained they can be brought back to give 
instruction in Irish to the people in the Gaeltacht. 
It would also be well to have Feiseanna, Aeridv 
eachtanna, Cuirmeacha Ceoil and Gaelic dancing, 
and good prizes should be given to young and old.
I am glad to be able to say that Irish is strong 
and vigorous and in the way of being saved in Coolea. 
Perhaps you would like to know how Irish was 
helped in Coolea?

7 I would like to know ?—In the first place, 
eighteen or nineteen years ago the teaching of the. 
Catechism in Irish was begun. Up to that they 
preferred to have it in English. At any rate, that 
was the custom. The Irish Catechism established a 
connection in the use of the language between the 
young people and the fathers and mothers. Although 
they were against the change to Irish at first, when 
the change came and the children began to ask them 
questions they were delighted. It brought back to 
their memory many things that they had forgotten. 
They remembered them again and they taught them 
to the children. In my opinion, the teaching of 
the Catechism did great good for the language. We 
had Feiseanna, and prizes were given for the 
Catechism, and crowds of children came from Ballin. 
geary and Gougane to compete. Then the bilingual 
programme came. That helped a good deal. We 
used to go to Feiseanna and once or twice to the 
Oireachtas. The children always had something as 
a result, and, this gave them courage. They always 
got prizes. We won two or three prizes at the 
Oireachtas, 1924, and I wrote two or three times to the 
secretary about them but got no answer. It was a 
pity not to give the prizes to the children when 
they won them. Perhaps the children thought the- 
teacher could do anything, but one thing he could 
not do was to get the prizes from the Oireachtas 
Committee. People came from Dublin and other 
places to Ballyvourney to study Irish, and that kept 
the spirit in the people. Friends often gave book 
prizes to the children who knew Irish best. They 
got prizes from the parish priest, the Rev. J. Twomey, 
P.P., and Father Richard Fleming, Dublin, gave two 
dozen copies of Canon O’Leary’s prayer-book, “ Mo 
Shlighe Chun De,” and also money prizes on 
more than one occasion to the children. There 
was a college in Coolea for the past couple 
of years and the professors and students say 
that there is not another place like Coolea for
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Irish. I should like to say something about educa
tion as far as the schools of the Gaeltacht are con
cerned. The people take a great interest in educa
tion. It was said that there was no welcome for 
Irish. I have not found that. I know that in these 
schools I speak of the marks are as high in every 
one of them, and perhaps higher, than the marks 
in the schools in the Galltacht. Perhaps it may be 
said that is because Irish was favoured in the mark
ing that we are so high in the Gaeltacht. There is 
another way of testing that Within a radius of four 
miles in the past ten or twelve years there are 
twenty-seven teachers from these schools working in 
different parts of Ireland and eight of these are 
working in the district itself now. I think that 
proves that there is no great disadvantage in being 
educated in these schools in the Gaeltacht. 1 think 
it would take Hannrai O'Friel all his time to get better 
education anywhere. A man from Bállyvourney 
district went to Cork about three weeks ago and 
he did business in a certain shop there. When the 
account was made up he was surprised when he got 
a shilling in the pound discount. He questioned the 
shopkeeper, and he said : Did you not read the 
notice in the window. The customer went out and 
he read this notice : “ There is five per cent, discount 
to be got; here by anyone who does his business in 
Irish.” If other business people did the same as 
that it would be a great advantage to Irish. If Irish 
is spoken a means of livelihood would be gained for 
Irish-speaking chilidren. There should be special 
scholarships for the children of the Gaeltacht. It 
is not right to have the children of the Gaeltacht 
and the Galltacht competing, because they have 
done a different kind of work and have a' different 
standard of education.

8  That district that you mention in which the nine 
schools are situated, would it be possible to call it 
the Fior-Ghaeltacht ?—If it is not possible to call 
that a Fior-Ghaeltacht it would be hard to get a 
Fior-Ghaeltacht.

ft. All of it P— Yes.
10. I s  t h e r e  a n y  p a r t  o f  it  in  w h ic h  th e  w o r k  o f  

G o v e r n m e n t 1 c o u ld  n o t  b e  d o n e  in  I r i s h ? — X u .
11. There could be no reasonable complaint by 

people if it were done in Irish?— By one or two in 
five hundred, perhaps.

12 Do you think would the people of the Fior- 
Ghaeltacht be dissatisfied if they thought they were 
cut off from the rest of the country by having nothing 
but Irish in their own public service?—If the people 
of the Fior-Ghaeltacht don't think that there is some
thing to be got from Irish hv their children they 
don’t care, voting or old. Thev will do nothing for 
Irish.

13, It is necessary that they should understand 
that something is to be got from it?—Yes.

1 1  It is necessary to show that the people in 
Dublin are in earnest ?- Yes, for two or three years 
great harm has been done to Irish by the fact that 
the people think that the Government are not in 
earnest.

15. Do you think it would help if there was a 
school there higher than the ordinary National 
school ?—Yes.

hi. At their door ?—Yes.
17. Do you think they would use it?—Yes it would 

be filled three times over.
IS. Have they a great desire for learning?—I have 

already told you about the teachers. From Bally. 
vourney alone twelve doctors were finished within 
f i v e  years. There are doctors, teachers, priests, 
brothers, nuns from Ballyvournev.

19. Have they got sufficient education to compete 
for public examinations ?—Certainly. They have got 
appointments in public examinations.

20. If they got general education they would be 
equal to any people from any parish in Ireland.

21. In such a district would there be any difficulty 
if Gardai Siothchana, doctors, pensions officers, 
clerks of the court, officials of the County Council 
did their work through the medium of Irish '-'—No.

22. And nobody would have cause of complaint?— 
No person within the limits of that district.

23. You mentioned plays : wouldn’t {here be diffi
culties in some places like Coolea ?—It would be

n e c e s s a r y  t o  p r o v id e  a  h a l l .  I  t h in k  t h e  r e a s o n  w h y  
t h e r e  is  n o t  a  h a ll  t h e r e  is  t h a t  t h e r e  is  n o t  a g r e e 
m e n t  a b o u t  t h e  s it e . T h e  m o n e y  is  t h e r e  a n d  t h e  
la n d  is  t h e r e  to  he  g o t .

24. W h a t  w o u ld  a  s u i t a b le  h a l l  c o s t ? — A b o u t  a  
c o u p le  o f  h u n d r e d  p o u n d s .

25 . Y o u  m e n t io n  th a t  o ld  p e o p le  w h o  t e a c h  I r is h  
to  th e  c h ild re n  sh o u ld  b e  g iv e n  a n  in c r e a s e d  p e n s io n ?  
— Y e s .

26. Y o u  w o u ld  c o n s id e r  t h a t  a  s o r t  o f  f e e  f o r  t h e ir  
t e a c h in g ? — Y e s , th e  g ra n d fa th e rs  a n d  g r a n d m o th e rs  
a re  th e  b e s t  te a ch e rs  o f  I r is h .

27. D o  y o u  t h in k  th a t  w o u ld  h e lp  c o n s id e r a b ly  th e  
sp e a k in g  o f  I r ish  in  th e  h o m e s ? — I  d o . T h e  o ld  p e o p le  
fe lt  th e  less  o f  th e  sh ill in g  v e ry  m u c h .

23 . D o n ’t y o u  th in k  it  w o u ld  b e  b e t te r  t o  g iv e  it  
as a so r t  o i  sa la ry  and  n o t  ca ll i t  a  p e n s io n  at a l l? —  
Y es.

29. A s  a n  h o n o u r  fr o m  t h e  n a t io n  f o r  t h e ir  d e v o t io n  
t o  th e  la n g u a g e ? — Y e - ,  i f  th a t w ere  d o n e  it  w o u ld  h a ve  
a g rea t  e ffe ct  o n  th e  s p e a k in g  o f  I r is h .

30. Du y o u  th in k  a n y th in g  e lse  c o u ld  b e  d o n e  to  
e s t a b l is h  a 'b e t t e r  c o n n e c t io n  b e t w e e n  th e  c h i ld r e n  a n d  
th e  o ld e r  p e o p le  in  r e g a r d  to  th e  s p e a k in g  o f  I r i s h ? —  
Y’ es , i f  fa th e i-  a n d  m o th e rs  a ls o  g o t  £5 o r  T 1 0  fo r  
h a v in g  I r is h  sp o k e n  in  th e  h o m e s , i t  w o u ld  g rea tly  
in c r e a s e  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  I r i s h  s p o k e n .

31. S h o u ld  th e  ch ild re n  b e  e x a m in e d  w h e n  th ey  
c o m e  to  s c h o o l lo r  th e  firs t  t im e , t o  see  w h e th e r  Ir ish  
w a - sp o k e n  in  th e  h o m e ? — I  th in k  it  w o u ld  b e  w ell to  
d o  th a t .

32 . W h a t  w o u ld  be  th e  fu n c t io n 1 o f  th is  a od h a ire  y o u  
s u g g e s t ? — T o  see  th a t  p u b lic  o f f ic ia ls  d o  th e ir  d u ty  
t o  th e  la n g u a g e .  I f ,  fo r  in s t a n c e ,  G á r d a í  w e r e  s p e a k 
in g  E n g lis h  t o  th e  p e o p le , o r  t o  e a ch  o th e r  in  the  
b a rra ck , h e  w o u ld  r e p o r t  it . I  w o u ld  p re fe r  a person  
w h o  k n e w  a l it t le  I r is h  a n d  h a d  th e  p r o p e r  sp ir it  and 
m a d e  use  o f  a ll th e  Ir ish  h e  k n e w , t o  a p e rso n 1 w h o  
k n e w  a lo t  o f  I r is h  a n d  sp o k e  E n g lis h .

; '3. W o u ld  y o u  g iv e  p o w e r  to  th e  a o d h a ire  to  in te r 
fe re  w ith  p u b lic  o ffic ia ls  i f  th e y  w e re  n o t  e n th u s ia stic  
a b o u t th e  la n g u a g e : w o u ld  y o u  g iv e  h im  p o w e r  to  
c o m p e l  th e m  to  speak I r i s h ? — I t  m u st  b e  d o n e  in  som e  
w a y , bu t I  w o u ld  n o t  g iv e  h im  p o w e r  o f  th a t  k in d  at 
p re s e n t .

3 4 . A ll lie w o u ld  b e  a b le  to  d o  is  t o  m a k e  a c o m 
p la in t  a n d  let th e  M in is te r  e n fo r c e  h is  d e c is io n  on  
th e  o f f i c ia l ? — I s u p p o se  th a t  is  a ll. H e  w o u ld  be  able 
to ch a rg e  a n  official w ith  n e g le c t  o f  th e  la n g u a g e .

35. A n d  i f  th e  o ff ic ia l w as fo u n d  g u i l t y ? — H e  sh ou ld  
be- se n t  o u t  o f  th e  G a e lta c h t .

36. W o u ld  it  b e  r ig h t  to  h a v e  t h e  s a m e  r u le  fo r  
o f f ic ia ls  o f  l o c a l  b o d ie s — d o c t o r s ,  r a t e  c o l l e c t o r s ,  a n d  
o t h e r s '-  A ll t h e  sa m e .

3 7 . T h e r e  sh o u ld  b e  a  d ir e c t io n  t o  a ll o ff ic ia ls  to  do  
t h e ir  w o r k  in  I r i s h  a n d  i t  s h o u ld  b e  e n f o r c e d  -— Y’ es.

38. l ’ailntiii 0 Cmlhhi.— I f  is  y o u r  o p i n i o n  th a t  no  
E n g lish  sh o u ld  b e  ta u g h t  in  th e  s c h o o ls  f o r  three  
y e a  r$ ? —  Y e s .

39 . T h e  Cati c h is m  is  a. g n  at h e lp  in  th e  te a ch in g  
o f  I r ish  ? — T h e  g re a te s t  h e lp  th at w e  h a v e  g o t  i s  th rou gh  
t h e  t e a c h in g  o f  t h e  C a t e c h is m  i n  I r i s h .

4(1. A re  th e  c h ild re n  e x a m in e d  fo r  C o n f irm a t io n ? —  
Yes.

41. In  I r is h  a lt o g e th e r ? — Y es. T h e  p r ie s t  k now s 
I r is h  w e ll.

12 D o  th e  ch ild re n  h a v  • t o  k n o w  E n g lis h  a ls o ? —  
N o . w h a t e v e r  r e l ig io u s  k n o w le d g e  t h e  c h i ld r e n  h a v e  
t h e y  g ot it t h r o u g h  I r i s h .

43. T h e  e x p la n a t io n  o f  th e  b ilin g u a l p ro g r a m m e  given  
b y  y o u  is that, a ll th e  t e a c h in g  sh o u ld  b e  d o n e  through  
I r is h , an d  E n g lish  ta u g h t  as a s u b je c t ? — Y e s . I n  the  
G a e lta ch t  th e  w o rk  sh o u ld  b e  d o n e  th r o u g h  I r is h , and 
E n g lis h  sh ou ld  o n ly  g e t  th e  sm a lle s t  c o m e r  in the 
s c h o o l  t h e r e , w h a t e v e r  is  d o n e  in  t h e  G a l l t a c h t .  T h e  
c h i ld re n  sh o u ld  b e  g iv e n  s u ffic ie n t  E n g lis h  t o  ensure 
th a t  th e re  w ou ld  he  n o  c a u s e  o f  c o m p la in t  i f  th e y  have 
to  g o  t o  A m e r ic a .

44. D o  y o u  t h in k  a n  e x a m in a t i o n  fo r  t h e  G á rd a  
S ío t h c h á n a  s h o u ld  b e  c o n d u c t e d  in  I r i s h ? — U n 
d o u b t e d ly . I f  th e  G o v e r n m e n t  is  s in ce r e  it  sh ou ld  
see  th at c a n d id a te s  are  ab le  t o  d o  th e  w o rk  in Ir ish .

4 5 . I f  th e re  w a s  a n y  t ra n s fe r  o f  p e o p le  fr o m  the 
G a e lta c h t  to  b e t te r  la n d s  e lse w h e re , d o  y o u  th in k  the 
p e o p le  o f  th a t  d is t r ic t  sh o u ld  g e t  th e ir  sh are  o f  any 
la n d  th a t  is  t o  b e  g o t ? — I  d o .

46'. A n Seabhac.— D o  y o u  th in k  t h e y  w o u ld  go? '— I
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know they would. It is usual for them to go to Cork 
and buy land there.

47. Do you think they succeed?— When they get 
into a place, in twenty years they are the richest 
people there.

48. What about their children and their children’s 
children ?—They speak English.

49. How would it be if a good many from the dis
trict were transferred in a body to another district?—  
It is useless unless something like that is done.

50. That is as far as the language is concerned?—  
Yes.

> • * * * *

PEADAR 0  hANNRACHAIN, examined-
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. An Seabhac-— Have you any statement to hand 

in or would you prefer to read it ?—I would prefer to 
read it. I have been asked to come here on behalf 
of the Gaelic district teachers. I think it is un
necessary for me to say who these teachers are. Mem
bers of the present Government know how much was 
done by tne Gaelic teachers.

(Reading.)

-Yrt Mu-inteóirí Gaedhilge.
(a) Dream fé leith iad. Ní le h-éinne iad. Ni le 

haon roinn de Rialtas iad ach amháin go nglactar 
leo go sealadach o bhliain go bliain le déidheanaí. 
D’fhásadar sa chuma so :—

(b) Le linn Connradh na Gaedhilge bheith a fás 
agus ag borradh tháinig fonn ar dhaoinibh Gaedh- 
ilge d’fhoghluim, agus thosnuig daoine óga anso 
agus ansúd á niúine— cuid acu gan aon tuarasdal 
agus cuid eile agus beagán tuarasdal acu. Bhi cuid 
acu gan breis eolais ar mhúinteóireacht i dtosach 
ach de bhárr taithighe tháinig feabha^ ortha agus 
ansan nuair a euireadh na Coláisdí Gaedhilge ar 
bun thóighdís siúd ann ar a gcostas féin agus diaidh 
ar ndiaidh d’eirigh leo. Grádh don Ghaedhilge féin 
do spreagf a bhfurmhór mór chun gabháil leis an sli 
bheatha anacrach san, mar ba shuaraeh an tuar
asdal a gheibhdis—£ 6 0  nó £7(J nó foth dhuine £80 
agus foth dhuine fánach £ 1 0 0  sa bhliain. Bhiodh 
na bóithre fada fliucha le cur dfobh acu ag freasdal 
ar na rannganaibh agus bhiodh ortha cúpla hall sa 
cheanntar do eheapa i gcóir lóisdín toisg a fhaid ó 
chéile a bhiodh na ranngana san. Isd oidhche bhidfs 
amuigh de ghnáth agus ba mhinic bhiodh an mean 
oidhche ann sul a n-eirigheadh le cuid acu a nead 
a bhaint amach. Bhiodh ortha bheith amuigh gach 
oidhche, agus ar a gcostas féin bhiodh laethe saoire 
acu. Is mb rud do bhi na gcoinnibh. Go minic ni 
bhiodh deimhhf acu go bhfuighdis aon tuarasdal ach 
a’ famiint go mbeadh Féis sa cheanntar agus ansan 
a fanúint féachaint conus d’eireóch leis an bhFéis. 
Bhi an Galldachas go láidir an uair sin agus bhiodh 
lucht an Airgid ag magadh fé’n múinteóir bocht 
toisg gan sa tsaoghal aige ach seana-róthar agus 
roinnt beag leabhar agus obair gan éifeacht ar 
siubhal aige dar leis siúd. Ach leanadar ortha dá 
oleas a bhi an saoghal acu.

(c) Tar éis roinnt blianta thárla gur eirigh leo 
tré cómhacht Connradh na Gaedhilge cead d’ fhdghail 
dul ag múine tráth éigin .sa 16 ins na scoileannaibh 
náisiúnta in áiteanaibh ná raibh na hoidí scoile féin 
ábalta ar an nGaedhilg do mhúine. Ach níor thóg 
an Bord Náisiúnta, mar tugtai air, ortha féin mar 
chúram iad, agus níor thóg Connradh na Gaedhilge 
mar chúram iad, i dtreo as ná fuaradar seilbh riamh 
sa chuma a bhféadfaidís a rddh go raibh deimhin 
acu ná eaithfi ar leath-taoibh ar ball iad nuair a 
bhéadh an cuid is fearr dá saoghal caithte acu agus 
gan aon dul acu ar shli bheatha eile do bhaint amach. 
Do bhris ar a bhfoidne ag cuid bheag acu agus 
thréigeadar an gnó agus do mheathluig a sláinte ar 
chuid eile agus thuiteadar, ach lean cuid acu den 
ghnó gan staona agus bhiodh daoine eile ag teacht 
igteaeh agus ag leanúint den obair, agus tá dream 
maitli, láidir, meanmnach diobh ann fé láthair idir 
óg agus aosda agus an obair ehéadna ar siubhal acu 
agus an cuspóir ceadna rómpa agus tá ’na n-aigne 
leanúint den obair sin; ach ceapan siad gur mithid 
glaca leo mar stát-sheirbhísigh an post atá acu do 
chlárú agus féachaint na ndiaidh agus iad do chur 
mar chúram ar Roinn an Oideachais nó ar Roinn

éigin eile nó má’s gádh é Roinn fé leith do bheith 
ann dóibh féin.

(d) Creidean siad agus creidim-ge gur obair thábh- 
achtach Náisiúnta an obair atá idir lámhaibh acu 
obair ná fuil a leithéid a dhéanamh ag aon dhream 
eile in Eirinn, obair go bhfuil gádh mór leis, obair 
nár mhór a dhéanamh má’s mian linn ár gcultúr 
fléin do bheith againn. Ba mhian lioni leis cur i 
n-iviil gur dhein cuid mhaith acu a gcuid féin chun 
baint de chomhacht na nGall in Eirinn, agus chun 
Gaedhil do ghriosa chun gnimh agus gur dream iad 
a shábhail siabhreas náisiúnta de chionn a ndeárna- 
dar ag buanú Gaedhilge agus ag scaipe eolais i 
dtaobh na h-Eireann agus gurb ole an sampla 
d’fhearaibh óga eile é agus gurb ole an gnó don 
Náisiún é dá ndeintí faillighe ionta anois agus dá 
blifágtaí iad gan taca gan bunús seasamhach sa tír.

(e) B’fhéidir go mbeadh daoine ann a déarfadh ná 
fuil aon gádh le nár leithéidí aois toisg go múintear 
an Gaedhilge ins na scoileanaibh agus ins na 
Coláisdibh. Mo fhreagra-sa ortha san ná déanfadh 
sé an gnó léigh agus serf agus labhairt na teangun 
do mlniine gan an meon Gaedgealaoh d’aitlihheo- 
chaint agus tréithe Gaedheal do bhuanú, seana 
cultúr na nGaedheal do chur chun cinn, ceól rinnee, 
drámaíocht, béal oideas scéalta amhráin, agus seana 
nósana Gaedheal do chur fé réim arís.

(/) I mbun na hoibre sin is mó a bhíonn na múin- 
téoirí seo againne anois. Ni chaithean siad puinn 
aimsire ag iomaidh le ceisteana Gramadai na le na 
nithe seo múintear ins na scoileanaibh. Tá teagasg 
fé leith ar siubhal acu féin (agus hfonn siad á 
n-ullmhú féin chuige go dúthiachtach) teagasg a 
dhúiseóchaidh aigne na nGaedheal má leantar de— 
an saghas teagasga ba bhun le na scoileana úd i 
nDenmharg go bhfuil an chainnt go léir ar siubhal 
mar gheall ortha le tamall anuas.

d a . oighrearht d'flnig Coedhil Gaedhcidarha na 
ndiaidh dtiinn.

(p) Tá na niúinteóirí Gaedhilge á gcur féin i 
n-oireamhaint chun an teagasga san do thabhairt sa 
chuma is fearr a thioefaidh tairbhe as don tir. Bionn 
cúrsaí Samhraidh ar siubhal acu. Táthar tar éis an 
tríoú eúrsa acu san do ehríoehnú ins an gConndae 
seo le déidheanaí. Tugtar teagasg le linn na gCúrsaí 
san dos na múinteóiribh seo ar (a) módh rovinte, 
ceól Gaolach agus amhráin Gaedhealacha, Fior- 
Ghaedhealach-fuinnte sa tseana nós. drámuiocht, 
litriocht na Gaedhilge, doimhin stuidéar deintear ar 
tréithe na litrfochta san agus eóimh-niheas idir i 
féin agus litriocht i dteangchaibh eih'. Béal oideas 
scéuluíocht racaireacht, giotai a nochtan géar-chúis 
Gaedheal, rinncl Gaedhealacha portaireaeht agus 
ranna agus mion amhráin.

(h) Múintear fairis sin Tomhaiseana, sean-fhocail. 
áitainmneacha, stair a bhaineann le h-amhráin a 
múintear stair a bhainean leis an geeanntnr. le seana 
chaisleáin le ráthana srl. Labhairt na Gaedhilge 
már bhun-chloich do gach rud a Ieanan f. Bias ceart, 
nós ceart nádurtha labhartha a mhúine. Congnamh a 
thabhairt dóibh conus rudaf a mheas agus a 
mhéadadh na n-aigne mar a dhéanfadh Gaedheal. 
Eolas a thabhairt dóibh ar an saoghal a bhi in Eirinn 
nuair bhi Eire go Fior-Ghaedhealach.

(i) Cur leis an rud atd á dhéanamh ins na Cítrsuí 
Foij hmbair.

Chuige sin uile a dhéanumh sa eheart níor mhór :
(1) Oileainhaint ceart ar gach brainnse de bhéal 

oideas agus de chultúr Gaedealach do thabhairt 
dos na múinteóirihh chun go mbeidfs mar 
Réaltana eolais imeasg na mac léighinn chun 
go bhfeadfaidis oideachas do thabhairt do 
ranganaibh gan aon leabhar ’na lámhaibh. An 
-focal beo as a mbéalaibh amach fé mar dein
tear i nDanmharg.

Tá iaracht mhaith chuige sin á dhéanamh sa 
Chondae seo le trí blianna fé stíúrú Coisde an Chear- 
doidis, ach budh eheart cur leis agus leanúint' de. 
Ach bionn an mhí ró gheárr don obair. Theasdoeh- 
adh dhá mhf ar a luighead chun tairbhe a bhaint as.

(?) Socrú a dhéanamh chun go bhfuigheadh na 
múinteóirí leabhar daora a bhainean le teangain 
agus le stair na nGaedheal ar iasacht ar feadh 
tamaill. Leaghair Eoghain Uf Chomhrai srl. Rud 
mór bunúsach atá idir lámhaibh againn. Budh 
eheart cuimhneamh ar sin í gcomhnuidhe, tréithe
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foghanta an duine do dhuiseacht. A thir agus 
saibhreas an tire do nochta dó. Na múinteóirí is 
fearr agus is oilte do chur ag obair sa Ghaoltacht 
gan; mhoill agus ughdarás seasamhach do bbeith acu 
ann.

(k) bcoláireachtaí do dhaoinibh óga sa Ghaedheal- 
tacht agus dhá dtrian des agus na marcana bheith 
i gcóir béal oidis : amhrain bheith meabruigthe, 
scéalta, giotai ranna seana fhocail, tomhaiseana, 
dánta stair a bhainean leis an méid a bhionn meabh- 
raighthe acu.

As an adhbhar san gheobhthar múinteóirí chun 
beat oidis a mhúine i gceann roinnt blianta.

Chabhrú le páipéirí ar nós An Lúchrainn an Stoc 
an Seuab an tl'ltach.

(i) Nil ach roinnt beag den Ghaedhealtacht ann 
anois, mianach saidhbhir náisiúnta an méid atá ann 
de ni ceart bheith ag magadh mar gheall air a 
thuille ná ag cur StAt S e ir lih is  ann gan Ghaedhilge 
nó ar bheagán Gaedhilge. Ni bhionn sa triad nó 
sa test a chuirtear ar chuid acu ach magadh. Tá 
an Rialtas ag marbhn na Gaedhilge fós sa chuma 
'na bhfuil cuid dá ngnó á dhéanamh sa Ghaoltacht 
K'ilid dáiríribh nó ni thuigid an scéal.

(m) m[du—(’oimisinéar talmhan nó cigire
talmhan gan Gaedhilge á chur go baile an Fhir- 
téaraic i mbliana agus gan focal Gaedhilge aige ’ 
Fear teangan a sholáthar aige ann ! An rud céadna 
dheineadh na Sasanaig. Nil uraim ceart don 
Ghaedhluinn ag lucht stiúrtha a lán gnóthaí fé’n 
Rialtas. Jia cheart go mbeadh náire ortha ach ni 
bhionn. Is cuma leo. Ag niarbhú a máthar a bhid 
i gan fhios dóibh féin. Stadtar de nó stadtar den 
chainnt seo i dtaobh gur teanga oifigiúil an tSaorstáit 
an Ghaedhluinn.

I rep "it what I said in Dublin about the Gov.....-
ment and the language. They are carrying out the 
provision of the Constitution in the schools, but in 
other branches they are not. In the Irish-speaking 
di-tricts the administration of the Government is the 
same as it was when we were governed from Dublin 
Castle. If there was an aodhaire as Donnchadh 
0  Buachalla suggests, what guarantee have you that 
if he sent in a complaint it would it heeded. The 
Gaelic district teachers are at present working from 
year to year with no guarantee that their services will 
be continued. I hope the reports of the deputation 
to Denmark will show the members of our County 
Council the importance attached to national languages 
and national traditions in other countries. The Danes 
don’t speak about technical training in agriculture as 
the first thing. The first thing with them is to make 
good men and good women of the people, and teach 
them l espeet for their own country. When the time 
comes for raising money for this Irish work, I hope 
the members of the Councils will remember what is 
being done in the country in Europe which is the 
most advanced in agricultural organisation, and is our 
most serious competitor to-day. We are told we must 
always remember that England is the greatest market 
for our goods. The Danes remember that also, but 
they don't think they should make themselves English
men t" place their goods on the English market. Thee 
sue thinking of how they can best do their work, and 
thev don’t think of English at all. While Gaels are 
in charge of the Government of the country they 
should take advantage of every power they possess 
to make- the country Gaelic.

g In Saibhac.— How many district teachers are 
there?— In County Cork in 1 ! 24-2;"> there were twenty 
full-time teachers and seven part-time working through
out the year. In the course of the year they organised 
seventeen concerts, with plays: seventeen Feiseanna 
or Aeridheaehtanna, and eight lectures. The classes 
were attended by 3,350 pupils. There were also classes 
for teachers, attended by 740 students. At the exami
nation 548 students were examined; 130 got the Ard- 
teastas, and1 1*4 the Meadhon-teastas. This year 
there is the same number of teachers working from the 
beginning of September, twenty full-time and seven 
part-time teachers. I  should like to see drama taught. 
This is a new thing and a great deal can be made of 
it. It is a long time since we had seventeen plays in 
Irish in this country. We are askng the teachers to 
teach one or two plays. In Coolea this year there 
was a competition in plays. I recommend instruc

tion in that way. I don’t see any way in which we 
can rouse the proper spirit again except by instruction 
like that- From the point of view of nationality and 
nothing else, it is well worth looking after. It appealed 
to the grown people and brought them into the work.

3. It is your opinion that these Gaelic teachers 
should be kept for the sake of nationality, kept to give 
instruction and spread and strengthen the native lan
guage and traditions?—Yes, true nationality.

4. Is it your opinion that it is worth so much to 
the nation that the Gaelic teachers should be kept 
working as they are, improving education and spread
ing the national language ?—Not only keep them 
there, but improve their work in teaching the people 
to respect the traditional customs of the country. We 
ere not a people who were thown up on this island 
a few years ago, but an ancient race, and those who 
know that and who respect themselves will do their 
work best whether it is agriculture or anything else.

5. Do you think those Gaelic teachers would do any
thing in the way of agricultural instruction or farm 
work in the country?— I was sure that these technical 
classes were necessary until I read in the newspaper 
the other day that our friends the Danes, in their 
classes, don’t do any technical work of this kind. I 
was delighted with that. At the same time, in the 
present state of Ireland, I think it would be better 
to have instruction on agriculture..

0 . Do vou think those teachers could give instruc
tion on farming in Irish?— Yes, I endeavoured to do 
it myself last year. It is useless to tell a mani how 
to grow an acre of potatoes who knows as much as 
I do myself. The Gaelic teachers would require some 
technical knowledge as well as their knowledge of 
Irrih.

7. Do you think the Government ought to provide 
that type of instruction for the Gaelic teachers?— I 
think it would be well worth while to try.

8 . How long would it reasonably take them?— A 
couple of courses, I suppose, of six weeks or two months 
each.

9. You would not recommend a year or two?— It 
would be better to have a winter course. T am think
ing of two things. These people are working. I 
would recommend a winter or summer course for them 
of three months. I don’t know that it would be 
necessary to have a year's course.

1 0 . Do you think instruction of that kind is useful 
to the people?— It is very necessary.

11. Would they respond to the instruction?— In this 
way they would. Anything that is brought home to 
them for their improvement they accept it. If the 
Gaelic people got information they would accept it. 
They are as alert as any people. I am certain if a 
person came amongst them to give that kind of instruc
tion. they would be very satisfied' with it.

1 2  Do you think the Gaelic teachers ought to be 
kept and trained to give the people instruction in 
national culture and traditions?— I advised that before;
I believe in it strongly. 1 believe it was a great mis
take that it was not done long ago.

13. How would vou carry it out in education?— Is 
it not being done already.

14 . I n  th e  n ig h t  s c h o o ls ? — Y e s .
15. Don’t vou think that the person who would be 

teaching farming and agriculture should be cleverer 
and know more than the people of the place?—He 
should, but a person might be very clever in some 
things and find other things very hard.

16. Do you think he would have complete knowledge 
in a short course like that you mentioned?—I don’t 
think so.

17. Knowledge of cattle, sheep, and poultry?— No, it 
would be necessary to have full instruction in these 
things.

18. Do you know of any way by which this could 
be given without interfering with their present work? 
— I don’t know. Some of them would be free in the 
autumn, and they could come back to their work for 
the winter. Courses like that for two or three years 
would help.

19. Do you think the Gaeltachl should be taken 
first?— Yes.

2 0 . And not bother about the rest of the country 
for the present?— I think so. Unless we look to the 
Gaeltacht at once it will be gone while we’re talking 
about it.

21. A special effort should be made to save it?— Of 
course.
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22. Because it is the Gaeltacht?— Because it is our 
richest possession..

23. In your opinion is it true to say that in the 
Bantry district only 550 out of 12,000 Know Irish ':'— 

1  don’t think it is true.
24. And that only 120 out of 300 know Irish?— 

Youngfield is the most Irish-speaking place in the 
Glen. I was in the school and there was not a child 
there who did not know Irish.

25. Do you think there are only two Irish speakers 
under fifty years of age in the Bantry boys’ school 
district?— How many.

2 0 . Two under fifty?— It would be hard to believe 
it.

27. And only twelve over fifty out of a total of 
3,400?— When I hear that other things come to my 
mind- There was a meeting at Glengariff and I heard 
that the teachers discussed this question of the number 
of Irish speakers, and said they would show the num
bers were not as high as Fionan MacColum said.

28- Do you think there are more people there who 
know Irish?—It is a strange thing if there are not. 
That part of the peninsula towards Adrigole was very 
Gaelic until recently. Twenty years ago they had 
some of the best Irish speakers there. It is surprising 
to me if they are all gone. If I wanted to look for 
Irish I would get it in that peninsula.

29. Derrincorrin— ten children among the school 
children and twenty-eight persons under fifty know 
Irish?— No person ever left that school without Irish. 
Where aire these?— It cannot be that they have all 
emigrated. They were the best scholars in the county 
for some time. Séan 0  Seaghadha never allowed a 
Boy to leave his school without Irish.

SO. You know Youngfield?— I do, I ought to. I 
was told the children knew no Irish there, and when 
I asked the children themselves they spoke Irish. It 
is in the most Irish-speaking district.

31. What about Whiddy Island— five out of one hun
dred and sixty?—Yes, it is a foreign place.

32. Are there over five Irish speakers?— I don't 
know. I haven’t been there for a long time.

S3. Sheeps-head, where is that?— It is west of 
Durrus.

34. There is no Irish speaker there?—I admit.
35. Cuan Beag, Dun na Sead are very Gallda?— I 

don’t think it is true that there are no Irish speakers, 
but it is very foreign.

3b. Were you in Kaelkill recently?— I went there two 
or three times recently.

87. Out of 1,017, 40 know Irish?—Is it- not soon they 
killed it.

38. Do you think we can accept these figures?— I 
would advise you not to accept them without some 
further examination.

39. These have come from the Bantry I. N. T 0  ? 
— It is no wonder from what I have heard already. 
I am not saying these figures are all false, but I have 
doubts about some of them, unless a great change has 
taken place. I should like to know how the census 
was made.

40. It was furnished by the members of the Bantry 
branch of the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation? 
— There are [many places where the children don’t 
know Irish, but there is Irish in their homes.

* * * * *

DOMHNALL 0 CEOCHAIN, examined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. An Seabhac.— Have you a, written statement to 

submit?— I have some notes here.
2. What are the headings?— About the Gaeltacht.
3. Do you come from the district teachers?— Yes.
4. Do you think that matter has been discussed 

sufficiently already?— Yes, I think it is not necessary 
to say much more, but what appears to me to be the 
weak point in the whole thing is the absence of a 
Gaelic Department who would understand the Gael
tacht and the work of the Irish teachers. I would 
say a couple of words about education in the Gael
tacht

5. About the Gaeltacht specially?— Yes, about 
Coolea and the district in which I am working my
self. I could fill a book with literature taken down 
from the people of the place-poetry, stories, and 
other things.

6 . Pádraig 0  Cadhla-—Is any of it their own com
position?— A good deal of it for the past couple of

year's is by the young people of the place. There was 
a person at the college in Coolea, and when he was 
leaving, he wrote the following verse: —

Ag fágaint slán ag l'úil Autllm
Ar sgaramhaint libh a gliasra ar bhruac a’ tSulláin 

Sé bfearra liom ná aitheasg i bhfuirm dáin,
Do chanadh dhibh ag aithis mar duisigheadh mo 

ghrádh,
Tri mens oraibh an sealad so do bhios i nbhúr 

ndáil.
Logra liathbhán, 39/8/25.

The following was written in reply to above : —
A fharaire ón gCairbre den tsean tsíol cáidh,

De chlanna cine fiona mac nar b’iseal eáil 
Adhbhar aithis dúinn an aitheasg beag do riomhais i 

ndán,
Ar casadh. chun do bhaile dhuit réis mi nar nddil.

Sgoil na h-Eigsc,
Cúil Aodha, 1/9/25.

That is one example. I will read another sample from 
sgoil na hEigse. A person had a loan of a book 
"Áodhgán 0  Rathaile ” from the Gaol na nGaedheal, 
and when he returned it he sent this verse with it : — 
Ar casadh do leabhar gabhaim leat buidheachas 

Mo bheannacht do réir ar an leirg sin leo 
Gan ieathanach easnaimh stracadh air ná smeurtacht 

Go leagfar fá shéala é i u-imeal do dhóid 
Bain de an ceangal a’s breathnuig go gear air 

Má castar rian méire ort niáchail ná smól 
Is tapaidh freagrochad den anachan déanadh 

San aisteor fed dhein nó im seilbh den chóip.
12/9/25.

The following answer was written when the book was 
received .—■

A Chaoin Fhir sa chara na gcarad nár thréig mé 
Is measardha méinn is taithneamhach cló 

Is brioghmhar ’sis blasda ’sis deaehtaighthe i 
n-éifeacht

Do chanann do bhéarsa gam easbadh air dá chóir 
Fear lionta do starthaibh air gaisee na féinne 

Is a mbeartaibh le leigheamtacht nár barradh ort fós 
Fior fhileadh greanta i dtosaeh do shaoghail 

Do glacadh go déanacli faoi bhrataibh r,a-eoghal.
Gaol na nGaedheal, 14/9,25.

The district is very rich in poetry.
7. An Seabhac-—Do they practice that kind of com

position there ?—They do. Aodhgan and Con Ruadh 
and their works are household words.

8 . Do they like that kind of literature?—-They do,.
9. Is there much of the older traditional literature 

amongst them?— There is. There are three large books 
in the school with things of that kind.

10. Are there many people from whom you could get 
these things ?—There are. A man of 70 recited 
Taoithi na Mná Maoire for me.

1 1 . People from whom the things have not been got 
already?— Some of the old literature hafs been taken 
down already, but there is a good deal more to be 
collected yet.

1 2 . Do they recite it?—Yes, at the sgoraidheachbi 
Laoitlie Oisine and Tailc, and Meargaig are quit,- 
familiar to them.

18. How main schools are in your district?— Five 
schools.

14. Is that a Gaeltacht?— It is.
15. What percentage of the children know Irish 

coming to school for the first time?—About 3U per 
cent. Are there schools in which it is so ?—There 
are two schools in which it is so.

16. What schools are these ?—Bardinish and Coolea.
17. What about the other schools?—Some come 

knowing Irish.
18. In everv one of the five?— Yes.
19. Is Irish strong amongst the young people in each 

of these five school areas?— It is stronger in some than 
in others.

20. What place is most Gaelic, where Irish is spoken 
by young and old generally?—In Bardinish and 
Coolea, and in Sliabhriach.

21. Are there many people in the five school districts 
who have no Irish at all?—There are not mariy.

22. Are there many people from 21 years of age to 
30 who don’t know Irish?— There are very few.
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23. Are they people from other places ?—borne of 
them

24. People who come from another part of the 
country !— Yes.

25. Do you think it would be possible to arouse in the 
people such a desire for Irish things— drama, music, 
literature and so on, that they would be satisfied and 
would not demand these things in English?— They 
would be well satisfied. I know they would, because I 
tried it myself last year. I tried drama. If there was 
a good teacher of music I think they would be delighted.

26. Do you think these things are strong enough to 
live without help from outside?— I don’t think so. I 
think they would want help for the present.

27. To improve things and help Irish literature and 
everything relating to the life of the Uueltuvht?—Yes.

‘28. Would there be good results from an effort of 
that kind wisely directed?— There would.

29. Would the people respond to it?— They would.
30. In Coolea I saw that there was no place suit

able for the production of plays—isn't that so -—Y es, 
there are plays ready now, but there is no place to 
produce them in.

0 1 . Do you want such a place?— It is badly wanted.
32. For the sake of Gaelieism?—Y’ es," because 

there would be nothing there except in Irish.
33. How much would it cost?—Between £200 and 

£300.
34. Ai cording to the sort of hall it would be?— Yes.
35. I- there any prospect- that you could get that 

money- in the place?— There would be, some of it.
3G. Would there be people there who would take 

charge of the hall and work it in the right way to 
keep Irish alive and Irish culture?— Yes, they are there 
all right.

37. Do you think they would keep a firm grip of it 
and not allow other things than Gaelic ?—I think so.

3,8. Amongst the people of the place?— Yes, amongst 
the people of the place.

3 9 . What sort of people come to your classes!— 
Every kind from 9 years up to 70.

40. ' How many of these people can read Irish!— 
Nearly all the people.

41. Is that general -—All aboutOoolea, and the most 
of the old people can read Irish.

42,. They have no reading matter?— No. A weekly 
paper comes out there. I think that paper is doing 
some harm. There ought to be an Irish paper.

43. Would the people accept what they read in the 
paper?— Everything in the paper is true!

44. Is that their opinion still, in spite of what has 
happened in recent years?— Yes.

45. They are a wonderfully credulous people. Is it 
necessary to get reading matter for them in Irish?—  
It is.

46. What would please them best?— Stories, sgealta 
fianaidheaehta-, songs and poetry.

47. Do they get instruction in agriculture, poultry
keeping, and such things through Irish!—I don’t 
think so. I tried to do something in that way myself 
last year and they liked it. Education is the great 
need, because education is the foundation of the 
whole thing. I think continuation classes should be 
established for the people of the place, for the people 
who would stay at home.

48. Who would give the instruction?— The agricul
tural instructors.

49. Agricultural instruction through Irish?— Through 
Irish only.

50. Do you think the Gaelic teachers could give that 
instruction?- They would require to be trained in the 
subjects— A four months’ course for two or three 
years would do-

5-1. From what you know of the teachers do you think 
they could go to the courses without loss to themselves? 
—They could not, only very few of them could— 
farmers’ sons.

52. The district teachers, I mean?— Yes, these are 
what I mean too.

53. What would keep the pot boiling?— They would 
have to get some salary.

54. If there was instruction for four months, would 
it be necessary for them to provide a substitute while 
they were away from their own classes?— I don’t think 
it would be necessary. If feiseanna were estab
lished and the grea/ter part of the work were done 
in advance they could attend the course, because there 
would be no classes in the summer.

55. Would it not be a great loss if the man looking 
after the Fms went away?— They could, do it in such a 
way thait there would be no loss.

56. W ould the teachers be willing to accept such in
struction?-—I think some of them would.

57. They would be trained for teaching agriculture 
as well as Irish culture?— Yes, there is great need for 
the two things. Continuation schools in the day time 
should be established for the young people of the Gael- 
tacht.

58. Higher schools than the National schools?—Yes.
5 9 . We have been discussing that already. If such 

schools were being established, how many would be 
necessary for your district?—I think one would be 
sufficient.

60. How far would you ask the children to come?— 
Three or four miles-

61. Don’t your children go that distance to school?—
Y es.

62- Do you think the people would send their 
children to such a school if it helped them in securing 
positions?— They often ask me if I knew of any posi
tions for the boys and girls. I think it would increase 
their respect for the language.

63. They would suggest such a school?— Yes.
64. Do any of them send their children to Cork or 

Dublin or Macroom Intermediate schools?— They do.
65. That is costly?— It is.
6 6 . Do you think there would be more such students 

if they had a school at their own- door?— Three times 
as many.

67. People who would be too poor to -send their 
children away to school would send them there?— Yes.

6 8 . And as clever children as any other, I suppose?—  
Yes.

69. You think there would be sufficient students for 
such a school in Coolea?— Yes.

70. To teach agriculture and poultry-keeping for 
those who stay in Ireland?— Yes.

71. Is it your opinion that the people who stay at 
home want as much education as those who go away?-— 
I think so- They want a special education which would 
give them a respect for the place.

72- Is any of that kind of education given now?—  
I don’t know, except through Gaelic League sources.

73. Is it the opinion of the people of the place that 
no education is necessary for those who stay at home? 
— Yes, that is the opinion.

74. And they act accordingly?— Yes. I mentioned 
the newspapers. I think a Gaelic palper should be sent 
into the Gaeltaeht. It would help to educate the people 
as to the value of education.

75. How could it assist?— There are people in the 
Gaeltaeht who would read it. If wisely edited it 
would develop what is best in man.

76. Have you any court inside your district?—No.
77. Where is the court for the district?— In Macroom.
78. Is it better for the Irish language to have it 

in Macroom?— No.
79. If it were held in the district itself, would it 

be possible to have it in Irish?— Yes.
-SO. The people of the place would use Irish?— Yes.
81. They would be more satisfied with Irish?— Yes.
82. Do you think it would be possible for the Gardaf 

Síothehána, the attorneys and the district justice to 
do the work in Irish ?—It would be possible for the 
Gardaf and the justice. I don't know about the 
attorneys.

S3. If a person wanted an attorney in Coolea, would 
it be possible to get one with Irish ?—I don’t think 
it would be possible to get one in Macroom.

84. Would an attorney be necessary?— Yes, in certain 
cases.

85. What is your remedy?—Wait until we have them, 
I suppose.

8 6 . Is there any attorney in this district who could 
conduct a case in Irish?— I don’t think there is.

87. Do you think a court should be held in> Bally- 
vourney?— I think it should be held in some place 
inside the Gaeltaeht.

8 8 . Are people often before the court?— No. It would 
only be necessary to have a court there once in three 
months, perhaps.

89. Do you agree that there should be a fear faire in 
the Gaeltaeht?— Yes, because the people of the Gael- 
tacht don’t understand the position yet.

90. Do you think there should be some protection
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against ioreignism?—There ought to be, and that person 
should have authority to correct anything that was 
wrong.

91. Many people have recommended the same thing. 
Have you considered how it would be possible to do 
it?— Make a law that public work must he done in 
Irish in the Gaeltacht, and they cannot go against it, 
also put a premium on officials, say increase 50 per 
cent, on salaries.

92. You think it is necessary to have lucht faire to 
see that that is done?— It is very necessary.

93. What are the things are iorcimg English on the 
people there now?— The young priest—the curate—  
speaks English. He has started at Irish.

94. Is it possible to say that the Church is spread
ing English there?— It is.

95. Any other section?—Yes, the public service.
96. What kinds of service ?— The doctors, rate col

lectors, etc.
97. Under the County Board of Health?—Yes, and 

County Council.
93. Is there any doctor who has the reputation of 

preferring to do his work in Irish ?—I don’t know. 
I only know one doctor.

99. Does he know Irish?— This is a lady doctor, and 
she knows only a little Irish.

100. How is the Post Office?— The Post Office is 
Gaelic.

101- The Land Commission? — 1  don’t know anything 
about the Land Commission.

102. Do yon know what the demands for rent are 
in?— In English, undoubtedly.

103. Do you think if a letter were sent in Irish to 
Ballyvourney, would it reach its destination?—It 
would.

104. It would not go astray?— It would not. I think 
there should be an examination before the opening 
of the Irish colleges in the Gaeltacht, and nobody 
should be sent there against his will.

105- Why?— Because they would not speak Irish if 
they came unwillingly.

106. And they would be spreading English?— Yes,
107. If the fear faire was there what would happen? 

— They would be taken away to the Galltacht.
108. Perhaps that is what tboy would want?— Yes, 

but it should be possible to get people who would speak 
Irish willingly in the Gaeltacht. The Gaeltacht must 
be preserved for the nation. Otherwise it will die 
and become a Galltacht.

* * * * *

Bhi an Báiteas seo leanas 6 Phddraig 0 hAodha 
í lámhaibh na gCoimisinéirí.

Gaedhealtacht, is Breac-Ghaedhealtacht is eadh 
Béara. Ba mhaith a’ rud b’fhéidir dá gcuirinn 
cúntas gairid ar stáid na teangan sa Ros agus mo 
thuairim ar conus feabhas a chur ar an aithbheódh- 
chaint ag triall ort. Ni doigh liom go bhfuil nios 
mó ná aon sgoil amháin i mBéara gan múinteóir go 
bhfuil Gaodhluinn mhaith aige. Bhí ranganna fé 
Choiste na Céardaidheachta sa cheanntar gach bliain, 
aeh amháin 1920—1921. Ba mhaith a rud anois,
luighe isteach nios déine ,i. m'úinteóir a chur isteach 
ins na próisdí is Gaodhalaighe sa cheanntair (múin- 
teóirí taisdil). Gidh go mbíon beagán den Ghaodli- 
luinn ag na páisdí ag fágaint na sgoileanna, caith- 
fidh siad caoi a bheith acu, ar leanamhaint dí, nú 
imeóig an t-eolas beag a bhfon acu. Chuige sin ni 
mór de’n obair a bheith ar siubhal in garh aon 
cheantar sgoile in gach próisde. “ Ni neart go cur 
le chéile.”  Bheadh iomaidheacht is cabhair ag na 
craobhacha ag tabhairt dá chéile, d’fhéadfaidís cuir- 
meacha ceóil, drámaí agus mar sin de, do chur ar 
bun a cheanóch leabhair is páipéir chun iad a 
sgaipeadh i measg na ndaoine. Siad Eadroghabhal 
agus an Gleann Garbh, agus próiste na h-Aodhraf 
na próisdí is Gaodhlaighe i mBéara.

D’fhéadfí feabhas a chur ar an gcúireadóireacht 
agus ar an iasgaireacht—go h-airighthe ins na 
h-Aodhraf—iasgairí furmhór na bhfear sa phróisde 
sin. Má theastuighean aon eolas eile uaibh, cuir- 
fead chugat é fonnmhar.

(Sighnithe), P. 0  hAODHA. 
Vladh Meitheamh, 1925.

PADRAIG Ó hAODHA, examined.
(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1 . An Seabhac.—Where do you teach?’’—In Beara.
2 . A district teacher?—Yes.
3. How long have you been teaching there?—Ten 

years.
4. You ought to know the place?—Yes.
5. Have you studied the question of Irish in the 

district ?—I don’t think there is any Fior-Ghaeltaeht 
there now. There is no child coming to school with
out some kind of English.

6 . Have they some kind of Irish?—Very few. It 
is a Breac-Gaeitiicht. The old people know Irish.

7. What is the most Irish-speaking part of it?— 
Eyries and part of Adrigole.

8 . Do you go as far as Adrigole ?—I know the place.
9. You don’t go to Glengariff?—No.
1 0 . Is there any special question that you wish to

bring before us ?—There is the question of the fisher
men. They cure about 10,000 barrels of mackerel 
every year. •

1 1 . How did they send them over ?—Another wit
ness named to talk about that, but he was unable 
to come on account of the fishing.

12. How many schools are there in your district — 
Five schools.

13. Is the bilingual programme in operation in any 
one of them ?—No, although all the teachers know 
Irish.

14. Do the children get any command of Irish from 
what they learn in school?—Yes, but their eyes are 
always on America. The boys and girls after leav
ing school would know a good deal of Irish.

15. Do you think so?—I am certain of it.
16. What number of the people, could you say, 

have Irish naturally ?—All the old people.
17. What age?—Only an odd person under forty 

would have it
18. Irish only?—Yes.
19. Is it possible to do anything for Irish in that 

place ?—I think the Technical Education Committee 
of Cork County haft done a good deal for the past 
couple of years.

20. Have you classes?—Yes, four classes. We 
began this week again.

21. Are the schools given for the classes Yes.
2 2 . Do you think it is possible to give instruction 

to the grown people in fishing and agriculture ?— 
Agriculture is the most important thing.

23. Do you think they could get instruction through 
Irish only?—Yes.

24. Would they know enough Irish to profit by it? 
—Yes, in every district I have mentioned.

25. Is there any fishing there lately?—They are 
very busy now.

26. How much mackerel for the month ?—Fifty 
thousand fish were landed last week in one strand.

27. Who buys the fish ?—Henry Harrington and 
Philip O’Sullivan. A man came from Norway last 
year.

28 Is he there this year?—Yes.
29. What was the result of his coming as far as the 

earnings of the fishermen are concerned ?—The fisher
men got more money.

30. Because of his coming?—Yes, and the scarcity 
of fish.

31. How is it this year?—The fish is not so dear but 
ii is more plentiful.

32. Have they any guarantee that they will get 
certain prices?—Yes. It is 8 s. this year.

33. Would that pay?—It would.
34. Are these fishermen sons of farmers?—Farmers 

and farmers' sons. Every one of them has a bit. of 
land. I know nobody who depends on fishing alone.

35. Is the land the better for this dependence on 
the fishing?—They don’t work the land properly at 
all.

36. Would it be possible to get more out of the 
land?—It would.

37. By instruction?—Yes. It is very hard for them 
in the winter. They were promised protection, but 
they did not get it. I don’t think there is any re
duction, in the number of people there since I came 
there.

38. Is the fishing as good as that?—It is.
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39. If there was not fishing work they would have 

to go ?—Oh, yes, they would all have to go.
40. Is there anything that could be done to pro

mote the fishing?—Yes. Many things were promised 
last year—roads and little things that would help.

41. Where is the fish taken ashore ?—At many 
places.

42. Is it not brought in at any one place?—No, 
they cure it at many places.

43. Where does the other ship come ashore?—It 
does not come into the quay.

44. The barrels have to be taken out in small 
boats ? Yes. Last year they had to take the barrels 
to Castletownbere. It was very costly.

45. What improvement could the Government 
make in the place now?—They could make boat slips.

46. Are many of these wanted?—Yes, in many 
places.

47. Do you think that would be of any advantage 
to Irish ?—Anything that would help the people 
would help Irish.

48. Have the people Irish ?—They are anxious for
it.

49. But have they got it?—Oh, some of them have.
50. It would be for English speakers ?—It would 

be for English speakers and Irish speakers, both.
51. Irish could be brought back again?—Yes.
52. Is there anybody there with Irish only now ?— 

Y’ es, a few. I know two families where there were 
old women who did not know any English and the 
children have Irish.

53. Would Castletownbere be the main place for 
English?—No. It is the same in other places. I 
remember an old Irish speaker saying 25 years ago : 
/.< dall an fean frnr gan  Bearla .

54. Is it possible to do anything to help Irish in 
the place ?—One thing is to do the work in the schools 
properly.

55. Don't you understand that the Education 
Minister desires that the schools should be as Gaelic 
as possible?—I understand that and I hope he will 
succeed.

56. Is there any short cut?—There are many causes 
against the language. There is no Irish-speaking 
prie=t there now.

57. Hown long'—Since Father Cathaoir O Braonáin 
left. The Gardai Siothchana have no Irish.

58. The schoolmasters?—Irish.
59. More Irish than the people?—Much more Irish 

than many of them.
60. The pensions officer?—There is a young man 

there now who speaks Irish to everybody.
61. Has he to speak English to satisfy them?—No.
62. Do any of them go to teaching from that place?

—Yes. Some of them who are suitable went to
America.

63. The place is not Irish enough to be called a 
Fior-Uhaeltaeht at all?—It is only Breac-Ghaeltacht. 
I would not call any place Fior-Ghaeltacht unless the 
children came to school speaking Irish.

64. Would you hear people speaking Irish there ?— 
Oh, yes.

65. What age?—Some twenty years.
6 6 . Speaking Irish among themselves?—Yes.
67. Without thinking of it?—I could not say.
6 8 . If they were fighting, what would they use?— 

I never heard any Irish used.
69. Any foreign dances ?—Yes.
70. What do the girls between eighteen and thirty 

speak ?—English.
71. What do the mothers speak to the children?— 

English.
72. Have they any regard for Irish?—I have heard 

it said that some of them are against Irish but I 
have not heard them speak against Irish myself. 
None of them have told me they were against Irish.

73. Do any old songs purvive?—Yes, there was an 
old piper who had a lot of Irish songs. There is a 
mine there and great arrangements were made to 
work it. £ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  was spent on it.

74. Who spent it—the Government ?—No, Irish 
people.
' 75. If the mines were working again how many 
would they employ ?—A couple of hundred people 
‘>om the place were working there before.

76. Would they be Irish or English speakers?—  
Therei would be a lot of Irish speakers there.

77. Would it not be like the creameries, which 
always seemed to use English ?—It does not seem to 
be possible to keep English out of any place like, 
that.

78. Are there any special reasons for that?—No, 
except that for every means of livelihood at home 
English was held in respect.

79. If they understood that they would have a 
livelihood at home, do you fhink that that would 
appeal to them to return to Irish?—Y’es, if they 
understood that something could be got for the 
young people they would come back to Irish very 
quickly because it is all around them.

80. Is it too far gone for that?—No.
81. All west of Castletownbere, would that be 

Breac-Gaeltacht V—Y’ es, some places are worsé than 
others.

82. How far west are the Gallda places?—Four 
miles.

83. You must go to Allihies to get any kind of
Gaeltacht again?—Y’ es.

84. If there were a public official in Castletown
bere without any English, would the public work be 
done satisfactorily ?—They would have to get a person 
who would act as interpreter.

85. Would the well-to-do people have to get a 
person who would speak Irish for them ?—Yes.

8 6 . IS there a court there?— Y’ es.
87. Is there any talk about cases in Irish?—No.
8 8 . Has the court clerk Irish?—No.
89. How long is he there ?—The clerk is a woman 

—since the new courts began.
90. Y'ou say the Gardai have no Irish?—I don’t 

think there is one who knows Irish.
* * ’• * *

MR. HENRY P. GOOD, B.A., examined.
I have been sent here on behalf of the teachers 

of 25 schools in the area.
1 . .1 » Sfnhhac.—What particular branch do you re

present?— Macroom Association.
2. Are those represented in the Gaeltacht?—Not in 

the Gaeltacht exactly.
3. Have you any general statement to make?—I 

have a, statement written here.
4. Will you read that. (Reading.) (a) “  It is the 

experience of teachers of our Association that, as 
regards administration by officials of local bodies and 
others, that Irish is not used by them. In this cate
gory may be included officials of County Councils, 
Board of Works, Local Government Board, profes
sional men .such as solicitors, doctors, etc. (b) It is 
not straining the truth to say most people, in fact 
the vast majority of the people in these areas, are 
very apathetic about Irish. They don’t, see any ad
vantage—no monetary value in it. They find in 
their concerns of life, business at fairs and markets, 
transactions with shopkeepers, they require English 
to convey their thoughts. Hence they view with 
condemnation to oust English or give it a minor 
place in the schools, by devoting more time to Irish 
than was given, say, ten years ago. (c) As long as 
a large number of Irish boys and girls continue to 
emigrate the outlook for a large section of the popu
lation must be largely westward. Their parents don’t 
want Irish. No advantage to them in America. (d) 
At the present time people have a hard struggle to 
make ends meet. Prices of .commodities which go 
to keep the human body going are still high. Rates 
are high. Hence they express to us teachers very 
little enthusiasm for the revival of Irish. Some go 
as far as to say that money expended for such a 
purpose is an absolute waste, (e) Schools in these 
areas should not be standardised with schools in 
areas where Irish is still alive and vigorous. It is 
a big strain on teachers (and children) in these 
areas to develop two languages parallel. Due regard 
must be taken for the encouragement and assistance 
the school gets from what must be conceded a very 
potent influence—viz., the school at the parental 
knee. Teachers are willing to do their best, but 
they argue they should not be asked, while the pre
sent position is what it is, to teach subjects like 
mathematics, mathematical geography and history
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through the medium of Irish. (/) Irish parents must 
be let see that Irish has for them and their children 
an economical value. No use in appealing to any 
more exalted motive at present. Let every position 
by every public body require a sound knowledge of 
Irish as a necessary; qualification for attainment. 
Irish must be more advertised; get more publicity. 
The towns must go a little to meet the country. 
Shopkeepers can aid by requiring a knowledge of 
the language from those whom they take into their 
employment. The Press could report a little more 
than it does in Irish—e.g., Gaelic sports and foot
ball competitions. (g) In conclusion, the teachers of 
the schools whom I have the honour to represent ask 
me to state that it would be unfair to assign the 
onus of reviving the Gaelic tongue to themselves 
alone. If it. will be a success, as they hope it will, 
they will not ask to be lauded On the other hand, 
they would resent the imputation that failure to 
popularise it should be ascribed to themselves." 
That is all I  have to say. I can give the names of 
those schools. The people that send their children 
there are largely English-speaking.

5. To what extent are any of them Irish-speaking 
in that area—I mean the parents ?—The vast majo
rity of them are English-speaking.

6 . How long has that been so?—Oh, it is so prac
tically for years back. I speak of the parents of 
children going to school presently, young men be
tween the ages of 26 or 30 and 50.

7. In the area covered by the schools of which the 
teachers belong to the Macroom Branch I.N.T.O., 
how far out from this town does it extend ?—A dozen 
or ten miles from the town, including the town, of 
course.

8 . Does it go far in the Ballyvournev direction ?— 
It does not.

9. Have they a different branch over there?—They 
have not. They belong to the Macroom I.N.T.O., but 
I am speaking only for the districts where the peopie 
speak English.

10. You don’t speak for the whole I.N.T.O. branch? 
—No.

1 1 . You are only taking in part of the area ?—Yes.
1 2 . Mr. Manly.—That would include the schools of 

the Kilmurry district ?— \Ye have only one school 
from that district included.

13. And Irish is so far gone as you state there?— 
That is the information the teachers of Kilmurry 
supplied to us.

14. We have a number of people from that district 
who are now in the Irish 'movement. They have 
their native knowledge of Irish, and the parents 
would be probably between 27 and 40. Some of 
them are colleagues of my own who have a competent 
native knowledge of Irish coming from that district.

15. -In Seabhar.—What was the particular idea of 
your Association in making representation in refer
ence to that particular section of the branch district. 
WThy did they take out a few places and not mind 
about the rest ?—They left Mr. Herlihy and Mr. 
Buckley speak for the districts that arc more Irish 
than the districts I am dealing with. They really 
wanted to show what is the actual state of affairs at 
present in that school area.

16. What we can gather from you is that no child 
in that area has any knowledge of Irish coming to 
the school?— That is my personal experience, and 
the information supplied to me by other teachers.

17. And besides that the impression that will be 
left in one’s mind is that the parents don’t know 
any Irish?—Yes.

18. So the place may be said to be completely 
anglicised ?—Yes, apparently.

19. Does that include the town?—Yes. The popu
lation of the town is about 3,000 and the number 
who are Irish speakers is about 150: who are Irish 
speakers who have a knowledge of Irish.

2 0 . Where did you get those figures?—From the 
teacher in Macroom. He wrote out the names hav
ing made a personal investigation. They would be 
about 5 per cent.

21. I had the impression that Macroom was much, 
more Irish-speaking than that?—I refer you to Mr. 
Desmond.

22. What particular thing would you like to speak

GOOD, examined. O c t o b e r  6, 1925

about in connection with the language in an are., 
like that ? Do you think it should be included in 
the Gaeltacht at all5—You could not expect it from 
the schools.

Would it be excluded even from the Breac-Ghael- 
tacht ?—Y es.

23. So that it would be on the same level, so far 
as the administration of education is concerned, as, 
let us say, Wicklow ? Would that ba the purport of 
it ?—Yes.

24. Is there no difference from any point of view 
between Wicklow or Kildare and Macroom district ?— 
What I say is that in the areas I represent the peopie 
—except those beyond 50, who are fast dying away- 
do not use Irish. The parents of the present school- 
going, children do not use Irish. I don’t know much 
about Wicklow. I suppose it is' a purely non-Irish- 
speaking district.

25. Y«-s. The implication is that the same kind of 
administration of education, or the same method of 
operation, without examining closely into your state
ment, might be employed for Wicklow and Macroom ? 
■—Yes; that would be the only comment I would like 
to make,

In? regard to the language, is There any difference 
in the two places?—I cannot speak for Wicklow.

Or any anglicised places in the Midlands ?—Of 
course, there is a difference.

20. There is the tradition of Irish here5—Yes, and 
the names of places.

27. Don’t you think it would be easier to teach 
Irish to a Macroom district child than to a child 
without that mental equipment?—Undoubtedly.

28. About this other matter you refer to—the bad 
impression people are getting by seeing the world’s 
affairs carried on around them in a language that 
is not Irish, that is, the public administration, 
Press, shops, business and all that—would’your view 
be that because that is so there should be an absolute 
surrender to it ?— 1 would not say that at all. I 
would not advocate it.

29. You say that is more or less the view of the 
parents of the district?—That is my experience and 
that of the teachers whose views I express.

30. Would you think the people are the best judges 
in a matter of education like this and would you 
leave education to the judgment of parents in 
other things besides Irish ?—I know the average 
parent could not draw up a school programme, but 
in matters affecting the outlook in life they consider 
the interest of the child.

31. You say there is no use in appealing to exalted 
motives ?—I don’t think so.

32. Do you think the people are 6 0  wanting in 
patriotism that they have no sort of “ Gradli ” for 
things Irish?—They may have had, hut the way 
things turned out has sickened them.

33. Don’t you think that is a passing phase?—I 
don’t know. I hope so.

34. You refer to a few matters that are more for 
the Programme Cmiference than for the Gaoltaeht 
Commission ?—Yes, perhaps. Whether or not the 
district should be called any sort of a Gaoltaeht, 
that is the question before us. If it is not one which 
should, be in the Gaoltaeht, we are finished with it. 
If there is enough in it to be considered Breae-Gaoi- 
tacht, because of the tradition of Irish that is in i1 
and because some of the people know Irish, then we 
are concerned with it?—Don’t you think there is a 
difference between Ballyvourney and Ballincollig ? 
Would you have the same system applying to Ballin
collig school as to C'oolea school?

35. That is what we are here to find out. In Coolea 
all the people know Irish and the children know it ? 
— Y es.

.36. Here the people don’t, but then1 is a tradition 
of it left sufficient to allow a possible Unking up 
with the past?—Y’ es.

37. In other districts they have nothing at all left, 
they must build from the foundation ?—Yes.

The question ie where you will draw the line ?— 
You cannot draw a hard' and fast line.

38- What would be the attitude of the teachers of 
the area covered by those 26 or 27 schools as to 
whether this should be considered any sort of Gaol- 
tacht or not ?—They would not agree with moving 
out Irish from the schools.
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39. That will not be done in the most anglicised 
area. Don’t be afraid of that. Is it not a historical 
fact that, with regard to the speaking of English, 
Macroom was at one time in the same position that 
it is in now in regard to the speaking of Irish?—Yes.

40. The methods which succeeded in turning it 
from one side to another, might they not be suc
cessful again in turning it in the opposite direction? 
—Yes, hut what methods were followed. It is a 
question of whether they were compelled to learn 
English for the sake of the language or whether they 
took the outlooks of life into consideration.

41. Does your organisation feel now that the towns 
are so absolutely dead that no effort should be made 
at all. even through the educational machine, to 
revive them?— I would not think so.

42. What is the attitude of the teachers of those 25 
schools towards the language-—They are very much 
in favour of it.

43. You put a very nice point there when you said 
they should not be held responsible for any failure 
to revive the language ?—I agree, because if you take 
the average child his school-going days are from 
seven to twelve, and there being no compulsory edu
cation, he attends school on an average 150 days a 
year. That is about three years oi their natural life. 
The majority of them don’t stay longer. Therefore, 
it would be entirely unfair to lay the blame of failure 
to revive the language at the doors of the school 
teachers.

44. What do you think would help ?—I would like 
more enthusiasm from outside to help the teachers

45. Is any section of thei public administration 
helping to maintain Irish in the district?—As far as 
my experience goes there is not.

46. There may be, but it is not apparent ?—It is 
not apparent.

47. Does the same thing hold with regard to com
mercial life?—Yes, largely.

48. Is that absolutely and entirely anglicised ?— 
Yes, irr the two town$ I am dealing with.

49. What other influences are there ?—The Press.
The Press, the commercial life, Church and other

things, are they simply reflections of each other?— 
Y es.'

50. So that the part that require? to remain Irish 
has got to be defended definitely against them ?—Yes.

And a leaven put into the anglicised places which 
may in time produce something like what we want 
again ?—Yes.

In regard to the public services, have the people 
got the idea- that Irish is no use to their children?— 
People whom I know take that view.

51. Is it not a fact that anybody entering the public 
service now must know Irish pretty well?—I know; 
but even taking England, Government positions don't 
appeal to many people in the country because very 
few are employed in Government positions, taking 
the population as a whole.

52. What do they require to convince them that 
the people are in earnest? You must, I suppose, 
have Government positions, County Council and all 
positions, practically as a gift for people who know 
Irish?—Yes, but there are few of these even nume
rically in comparison with the population. Then, 
you must have more enthusiasm in the towns to make 
them see that Irish is a necessity. That is the point. 
How are you to make them see.

53. Do you think the question of making Irish 
compulsory, as far aS the State is concerned, as far 
as local bodies are concerned, as far as scholarships 
are concerned—all things which the State has direct 
control over—do you think that would be a sufficient 
impetus for the language to get the people back to 
it again ?—No, sir, it would not.

54. What else should be done?— You must appeal 
further to the people.

55. Take Macroom. You have fairly prosperous 
people there. WThere do they send their sons for 
secondary education ?—There are few children, com
paratively, sent for secondary education.

56. Do they send them back to the shops again or 
do they go into professions and become doctors, 
priests, teachers? Is not that hitting at the founda
tion out of which Gaelicism or anglicisation will

come? Yes, certainly, but my point is it does not. 
tap enough people.

57. Are the children ever instructed in the schools 
as to the importance of Irish for public appoint
ments ?—It is often told them that Irish is a neces
sity for all public positions, especially Government 
positions.

58. Do you think the local council is as interested 
in Irish as the Government ?—I don’t believe it is.

59. What will make, it?—Men must be elected who 
have an interest in it

60. Should there be control over them ?—There 
should be competitive examination and Irish should 
be a compulsory subject for all Civil Service exami
nations.

61. Is there a feeling that a sufficient section of the 
population have not made up their mind that Ireland 
is to be an Irish-speaking country?—Yes, I am of 
that opinion.

What will change their minds? Is it not educa
tion ?—Certainly.

62. Is there sufficient of that kind of teaching done 
outside the question of teaching Irish in the schools 
of what you might call patriotism, or jingoism as 
they would call it in other countries? Are patriotic 
feelings encouraged in the schools sufficiently well 
and sufficiently intelligently during the ordinary 
school course?—Yes, I believe they are. I do it 
myself when giving history lessons.

In the abstract or the concrete?—In the concrete.
63. The real patriotic feeling—interest in the 

country as a; whole?—Yes.
64. Can’t you work that through all your lessons? 

—It is linked up with all of them.
65. Do you think there is sufficient stress laid on 

that in primary education ?—Perhaps not.
66. Are people satisfied to be known as Cumann na 

nGaedheal members or Sinn Féinithe?—They don’t 
care a hang either way.

67. Does nationalism or nationality ever concern 
them, whether they are Irish or anglicised ?—Not at 
present. The feeling at' present is very indifferent.

68. Don’t you think education is the only thing to 
put that right?—Yes, certainly.

69. In the 26 schools you represent a very definite 
direction should be given to education to that end? 
—Yes

70. .1 It. Hanly.—What percentage of the teachers 
of the, schools you represent would be fluent Irish 
speakers ?—55 per cent, roughly.

71. Would all the children of these be fluent Irish 
speakers ?—I could not answer that question; it de
pends on whether it is used in their homes.

72. You say Government officials should do their 
part ?—Yes.

This is the most fundamental part—speaking Irish 
to the small children in the home?—Certainly.

73. Well, if the parent teachers don’t speak it at 
home—that is those of them who are fluent Irish 
speakers—would you say they are doing their part? 
—I would not.

74. In your opinion do they all speak it at home? 
—I could not say that.

75. You mentioned economic advantages that might 
be attached to the language. Have you anything in 
your mind as to what these economic advantages 
would be?—No, except that it would be worth the 
parents’ while to have their children educated in the 
school in Irish.

76. You have no definite suggestions as to how 
that could be done ?—No.

* # # * • *
REV FATHER O’KEEFFE, C.C., Clondrohid, 

examined.
1. I had no intention of offering evidence at this- 

Inquiry, but I could not allow the statements made by 
the previous witness go uncontradicted. I come from 
Clondrohid, and when I tell you that Father Peter 
O’Leary, one of the greatest Irishmen of the past, be
longed to that place, you will feel convinced it is not 
to be compared with Wicklow. Not later than three 
months ago, I asked the children in the school how 
many of them had Irish-speaking parents, and I can 
assure you that ninety per cent, of them put up their 
hands, denoting that their fathers and mothers spoke 
Irish. As a priest, I can say that the
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, bulk of those^ over forty-five years of age say 
I their prayersIn Irish when they come to Confession.

This shows they learned the Catechism in Irish.
'• There are three native Irish-speaking teachers in our 

school and they are doing their work very well, and 
all the subjects are taught through the medium ot 
Irish. The teachers complain about the double work, 
but I must say, personally—that the children are as 
intelligent as can be found anywhere.

2. .In Scabhac-— Haive you any acquaintance with the 
other districts?— I would say Carriganima is more Irish. 
I have heard Confessions there too. I have also met 
people who don’t know scarcely a word of English in 
both sections of the parish.

3. How long ago?— Only a month ago. I got a sick 
caill, and the old man and woman had Irish all the 
time. I attended people there with hardly a word of 
English. It is the same thing in Kilnaniartyra.

4. Don’t you think the census made in the last few 
months will give us a fairly good idea of the .extent 
to which Irish is spoken?— I never heard a word about 
any census.

5. In regard to the town here can you say anything? 
— I am only here two years. I have- come back from 
Scotland where they have interest in Scotch Gaelic. 
I have an interest in Irish, too, from every point 
of view. I was very pleased, and am very pleased 
with the progress they are making in the schools.

6. With regard to the schools we have had pretty 
good reports. That question is not being raised. The 
extent as far as we are concerned is whether, and 
to what extent the district around this town is Irish
speaking, or how it may be classified in regard to 
Gaelicism. You assure us there are a lot of people 
who know Irish.

The teachers tell me that practically all of the 
parents know Irish. I have asked the children myself, 
and 1 don’t think I am exceeding the number when I 
£ay that ninety per cent, of them say their parents 
are Irish-speaking.

* * * * *

MR. HENRY P. GOOD, B.A., re-examined.
7. I ask permission to say a few words in reply to 

the last witness.
8 . An Seabhac.—If it is going to be anything in the 

nature of an argument I would rather not hear you?—  
Not at all. I merely wish to state that I was not speak
ing for the district referred to by the previous witness, 
and it i^not- included in the areas which I represented. 
I do not want to minimise the extent to which Irish 
is used in Clondrohid and Carriganima.

9. Fr. O’Keeffe.—That satisfies me. Then you can 
leave me out of the whole thing.

10. An Seabhac.—I am very much obliged.
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Bhí a láthair:— An Seabhac ( ’sa Chathaoir), Joseph Hanly, Risteárd 0  Foghludha (Fiachra 
Eilgeach), Séamus ó  hEoehadha (An Fear Mór), Pádraig Ó Cadhla.

D ’éisteadh—
REV JAMES WALSH, C.C. (Lismore).
LIAM ó MÍODHACHAIN (Co-operative Stores, Ballinagall).
TOMAS BREATHNACH, O.S. (Coill ae Thomáis l liinn).
REV. J. KELLEHER (St. John's College, Waterford).
DOMHNALL <3 FEARACHAIR (Merchant, Dún Garbhán).
SEÁN ó  CONAIRE, O.S. (Coill Iseal).

The following statement submitted by Her. James 
Walsh, C.C'., Lismore, Co. Waterford, had been circu
lated to the Commissioners :—

1. The partly Irish district which I am about to 
deal with extends from Mount Melleray Monastery 
in the east to the Waterford-Cork boundary in the 
west, and from the Blackwater in the south 
to the Knockmeldoun Mountains in the north. 
It belongs partly to the parish of Cappoquin, partly 
to the parish of Lismore and partly to Ballyduff 
(Upper).

2. In the Lismore portion there are 148 dwelling 
houses containing 810 individuals. In 120 of these 
houses one or more persons can speak Irish. Yet 
the total number of persons who can be classed as 
Irish speakers does not exceed 320—i.e., about 40 
per cent. The Cappoquin portion contains a high 
percentage—viz., about 42 per cent.—and the Bally
duff district a percentage still higher.

To my mind any ceanntar which has 40 per cent, 
of its population able to speak Irish is entitled to be 
classed as Breac-Gaeltacht.

3. Whilst returning the above percentages of Irish 
speakers in this district, I do not mean to isay that 
Irish is their every-day language. Unfortunately, 
Irish is used but very little amongst the greater 
portion. The very old in the district of Ballysaggart 
(parish of Lismore) converse in Irish when they meet 
every Sunday after Mass or on the occasion of a 
“  Station." The same is true of those living in the 
neighbourhood of the Monastery of Mount Melleray 
(parish of Cappoquin).
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Lismore : One lady clerk has a 
fair knowledge of Irish. None 
of the postmen know Irish. 
Cappoquin : No' Irish.
Ballyduff: No Irish.
Lismore : One out of 5. 
Cappoquin : One speaks it well. 
Lism ore: Dr. Healy wears the 
Fáinne.
Cappoquin : No Irish.
Ballyduff: Dr. Kiely speaks 
Irish.
Lismore: One can speak Irish. 
Cappoquin :
Ballyduff : No Irish.
No Irish.
Lism ore: The majority speak 
Irish but do not use it at their 
meetings.
Lismore representative has a 
good knowledge of Irish spoken 
and written and has been an 
enthusiastic worker for the lan
guage in the past.
Cappoquin and Ballyduff • No. 
Lism ore: One out of three 
knows Irish. Says prayers in 
Irish in Lismore and Ballysag
gart Churches, and occasionally 
preaches an Irish sermon. 
Cappoquin ; One of the two 
speaks Irish.
Ballyduff: Neither of the two 
priests knows Irish.

(744). Wt. 641. 12. 3. 3. 125. 1 /26. Falconer. G 9.

OlDEACHAS.
Schools.

5. The following schools are situated within the 
ceanntar . Mount Melleray Monastery Schools, 
boarding and a day school, also a school for girls 
situated outside the Monastery gate. Glengarra and 
Ballysaggart schools (in Lismore parish); Ballyheafy 
and Macollop schools (Ballyduff parish). Besides 
these there are in Cappoquin a convent girls’ school, 
and a boys’ school under a master. In Lismore, 
Christian Brothers and Presentation Convent schools, 
and in Ballyduff a boys’ school and a girls’ school.

6. Although Irish is taught systematically in all of 
these schools, not one, I believe, turn out Irish 
speakers with the exception, perhaps, of the school 
at Ballysaggart. There not only the eye, but the 
ear and tongue, are being well trained, so that the 
children not only read with fluency but can under
stand what is said in Irish, and in the higher stan
dard can make a fair attempt at conversation. 
Arithmetic is now being taught through Irish in the 
lower standards, and I am assured by the teachers 
that it is learned with greater ease than when taught 
through English. All prayers in school are said in 
Irish.

7. In Mount Melleray Monastery Irish has always 
had an honoured place, not only in the Monastery j 
itself and in the class rooms, but also in the public 
chapel its sounds are frequently heard. To the ) 
influence and example of the present Lord Abbot ! 
is principally due this satisfactory condition.

Technical Instruction.
8. Irish classes under the Technical Committee of 

the county were opened last September in Cappoquin, 
Glengarra, Ballysaggart, Ballyduff and Lismore. The 
classes at Lismore, Glengarra and Ballysaggart have 
fallen through for want of attendance. The classes 
at Cappoquin and Ballyduff are kept up chiefly by 
grown-up school children. As far as I can see, the 
grown-ups treat these classes with a great deal of 
indifference. I believe that if Irish were made 
essential for all public appointments in the country, 
and insisted on seriously by those making the ap
pointments, it would go a long way towards arousing- 
interest in the language amongst boys and girls after 
leaving school.

Technical Committee
9. Co. Waterford have always shown zeal for the pro

motion of the language. At present they are offer
ing five free scholarships for girls at a Technical 
School. Three of these are to be given to Irish 
speakers.

Cuksai M aireachtana.
Industry.

10. The only industry along this tract between the- 
Blackwater and the mountain is farming, and that 
on a small scale. The holdings are small, consisting- 
mostly of from 20 to 40 acres. Outside the valley 
the land is very poor and unproductive. It is merely 
reclaimed mountain land. Only in very favourable- 
weather are the crops produced anything worth 
speaking about. Last year, because of the wet sea
son, the potato crop was a failure along the mountain 
side. The turf, too—their only fuel—failed to dry. 
As a result they have had the blackest winter within
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the memory of the present generation. They keep 
from 2 to 6 cows, and half the little stock in some 
homesteads have died. So that many of these poor 
pedple are in very low water at the present time. 
The families, as a rule, are large and grow up 
healthy, but for the most part they are merely raised 
for exportation. Emigration is their only prospect, 
and it is hard to blame them in the circumstances.

.1 Suggestion.
11. The ancestors of these mountaineers were 

evicted from the rich lands along the valley and had 
to settle ddwn in the barren hills. If ever these 
broad acres, now in the hands of about half-a-dozen 
big ranchers, should come to be divided up, the 
descendants of those evicted (about 100 years ago) 
ought to get first preference and should be re-planted 
on the lands held by their grandsires.

Ceanntar Gaedhearach.
Paruiste íinf Mhmr agus (4>ainsigh.

12. The parish of Ardmore runs along the southern 
seaboard and is bounded on the east side by Ring 
and the old parish and on the west by ( lashmore 
and Kinsaleheg. United with Ardmore under the one 
ecclesiastical ruler is the parish of Grange, which 
runs north from Ardmore.

According to statistics supplied to me, these united 
parishes are entitled to be classed as Ceanntar Gaedh- 
ealaeh. Ardmore has a population of 756, of whom 
566 are Irish speakers—i.e., 74.8 per cent. Grange 
has a population of 462, with 363 Irish speakers—i.e.. 
74,2 per cent.

13. I consider any district with over 70 per cent, 
of its population Irish-speaking a CeanntaT Gaedh- 
ealach.

Riarachon.
Post Office ... Irish: Yes.
Civic Guards ... Only one out of 4 speaks Irish. 
Doctor ... Has no1 Irish.
Insurance Inspector No Irish.
Rate Collector ... Yes.
County and District

Councillor ... Yes.
Clergy ... No Irish.

To show the importance of having Irish-speaking 
Gárdaí in the Ghaedhealtacht, let me mention an 
incident that occurred recently near Ardmore :—A 
Guard was sent out to summon jurors to an inquest 
to be held on a Welsh sailor who was drowned off 
his ship near Yonghal. He went into a hoo.se in 
Moonatrea. The fear-a’-tighe spoke Irish only and 
•the Guard spoke English only. The result was he 
was unable to do his business in that house.

O ID E A C H A S.

('ohiiste Naosin Deagldn.
13a . In Árd Mhór, established  in year 1920.

In year 1920—one course ... 45
,, ,, 1021—two courses . . 120
,, ,, 1922—two courses ... 210
,, ,, 1923—two courses . 340
,, ,, 1934—two courses . . 340

955
The college has been most- successful as an educa

tional establishment from the beginning, as may he 
seen from inspectors’ reports, etc., and its establish
ment has had a wonderful effect for good in the dis
trict in as far as it has helped to make Irish the living 
language; amongst the people.

14. In Ardmore there are two National schools: 
one for girls under the Sisters of Mercy, the other 
for boys under a school master. In both the lan
guage is well taught.

15. In Grange there are two schools also. Very 
few schools in Ireland has done more for the lan
guage than the boys' school at Grange under Declan 
Cullen. For years it has been conducted on bilin
gual lines, and every boy leaving that school is an 
Irish speaker. What wonder, then, that the percent
age of Irish speakers in the district is so high. His 
wife, who has charge of the girls’' school, is also an 
enthusiast in the cause. Last year all children for 
Confirmation were prepared in the Irish Catechism 
only, but imagine Deaglan’s astonishment and

disgust when, after the confirmation, a deputa
tion from the parents waited on the parish priest 
to protest against the denial of English pra.yers to 
their children and to ask that it should not occur 
again.

Technical Instruction.
16. The best attended classes of Irish held in the

county are at Ardmore, conducted in St. Declan’s 
College twice weekly.

Cursaí Maireachtana.
Industry.

17. Fishing and farming are the two industries of 
Ardmore. A number of families, perhaps 20, depend 
on fishing for a living, but I am told the fishing 
industry at present is at a very low ebb. The reasons 
are : their boats, being small, their fishing must be done 
only near the shore, and even when they do get a good 
catch there is no market near at hand. They seem 
to have no arrangements whereby the fish can be 
sent to the London market, or even to the Cork 
market, without delay. The result is that, for in
stance, when they take a big haul of mackerel a large 
portion has to be thrown 'into the sea again.

Remedies.
18. (1) Larger boats should be provided so that 

they may be able to fish in deeper waters. (2) Faci
lities for beaching these boats should be given—e.g., 
the extension of the present pier. (3) The establish
ment of a curing station in the village.

General Remarks.
19. There is another Ceanntar Gaedhealach in the 

County Waterford which I have not mentioned—viz., 
Paroiste na Rinne agus Seán Phobal. Considering 
that two such authorities as Pádraig O Cadhla and 
An Fear Mor are on the Commission, I did not think 
it necessary to do so. They can deal with that dis
trict with greater accuracy than I can.

20. I believe our hope of keeping alive the language 
—even in the Gaedhealtacht agus Breac-Ghaedheal- 
tacht—lies chiefly in the schools. With a well- 
qualified and earnest body of teachers in the schools, 
especially if they adopt the proper methods and 
“  catch ”  the children young, there is no reason why 
in a few short years every school in the country 
should not be turning out Irish-speaking scholars. 
There is one great fault I notice in schools and which 
should be guarded against—viz., the use of too much 
English during the Irish lesson. The two languages 
should be kept apart as much as possible. In fact, 
there should not be a. word of English spoken when 
teaching Irish. The mixing up of the two languages 
is more of a hindrance than a help to the acquisition 
of the language and is a great source of confusion in 
the baby’s class.

Nul a thuille le radh agam.
(Sgd.), SEAMUS BREATHNACH (Sagart). 

TAosmhdr Moihuthi, I ’o. l ’orthiirge.
* * * * *

REV. JAMES WALSH, C.C., examined.
1. .4n Seabhac-— We have a statement from you 

dealing with the state of Irish in West Waterford?— 
Yes.

2. Have you anything else you would like to add 
before we ask you any questions?—In Irish or English?

3. Whichever you like. I think it had better be in 
English. There are some little things in the statement 
that need correction. The District Council, for in
stance, is not there now.

4. Chiefly little things?—Oh, yes.
5. Is there anything you would like to say before 

we begin to question you?—Anything in general?
6. Yes?—In the district of Ballysaggart, although 

a great number of the people—about forty per cent, or 
so— understand Irish, the speaking of it has declined. 
Lately even the old people scarcely speak it among 
themselves. This part of the country is more angli
cised, perhaps more Americanised than others. A 
great many people from this district went to America 
in the old days. Some of them come hack and spend 
a few months in the old homes, and where there are 
Americans in the house very little Irish is spoken. 
Between anglicisation and Americanisation the lan
guage is spoken less and less. The young mothers there
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don’t know very much Irish, and don’t encourage it in 
the house. Although the old people may know it, the 
young people getting married know nothing about the 
language, and having no love for it, don’t want to en
courage it among their children. The mother is the 
teacher of language in the home. The child gets its 
first language lesson from its mother. It is with its 
mother almost from morning till night up to the time 
it goes to school, and even then it is the mother it 
talks to most. On the young Irish mothers depends a 
great deal whether the language will be revived in the 
homes or not. If we could recruit the young Irish 
mothers on our side and gain their sympathy for the 
language a great deal would be done. Good work is 
being done in the schools. The teachers are carrying 
out the programme, but they are not getting very much 
help in the homes. If we could get the active sym
pathy of the Irish mothers of the country for the Ian- 
guage, a great deal would be done towards forwarding 
the cause. The same story holds good over the 
country—the same state of affairs; it does not apply 
to any one particular part, it is the case everywhere.

7. In your statement you mention that in the Lis- 
more portion of the district there are 148 dwelling- 
houses, and that about 40 per cent, of the people in the 
area know Irish?—Yes.

8. To what degree is Irish the spoken medium of the 
place, what percentage does it bear to the whole? 
Gaelic speakers?

9. Yes?—They are about forty per cent.
10. Gaelic speaking?—It is very hard to ascertain 

that. That percentage has Irish, but they do not 
use it habitually. They speak it to me amongst'others, 
but they don’t speak it always among themselves.

11. Would this 40 per cent, be made up of grown 
people?—Yes.

12. Practically altogether grown people?—Forty 
years and upwards.

13. Are there any people between the ages of twenty 
and forty who don't know Irish to speak of ?—There 
are.

14. The reason I ask is as to the possibility of carry
ing out the administration in the district through Irish 
alone?—Well, there are some who don’t speak Irish.

15. You would describe a district like that as Breiu - 
Ghaeltacht ?—Yes.

16. Do you think that the knowledge of Irish on 
the part of that percentage of the grown people is 
educationally of great value, that is from the Irish 
language point of view, it is a different situation alto
gether as compared say with County Kildare?— Of 
course it would be very much easier to revive it in a 
place, like thalt than in Kildare.

17. As regards the work of the schools, would it not 
in your opinion be very much easier to teach Irish 
to children living in an area like that than to children 
living ill' the Galjtacht?—It would certainly. They 
must in spite of themselves hear Irish words in the 
home. They would have the sounds of the language.

18. The public administration in the area is rather 
mixed. In the Post Office one lady clerk in Lismore 
knows Irish; nobody else seems to have any at all in 
Lismore, Cappoquin or Ballyduff?— Yes, I don’t think 
the postmen know Irish, íhit one clerk in the post 
office does.

19. The Gárdai Síothchána in Lismore—one out of 
five knows Irish?—Yes.

20. In Cappoquin, one GArda speaks Irish, and in 
Ballyduff the same?—I think he has been shifted.

21. Is there an improvement or disimprovement? 
—1 don’t know. I think the Irish speakers were sent 
to Ardmore.

22. The doctors are slightly better—two out of three 
seem to speak Irish?—Yes.

23. Insurance agents—what sort of officials are these 
-—are they Unemployment Insurance people?—No, 
agents of the Munster and Leinster Insurance Society, 
a private company.

24. The relieving officers in the district don’t seem 
to know Irish. Is that still the case?—Yes.

25. Are not the relieving officers those who come 
most in touch with t h e  old p e o p l e  in connection with 
the Poor Law?—Yes, they have of necessity a good 
deal to do with them.

26. With regard to the clergy, you mention here 
that one of the three in Lismore knows Irish, says 
the prayers in Irish in Lismore and Ballysaggart 
and occasionally preaches an Irish sermon. Do you

think the Church has a very great influence one way 
or the other?—I am sure it has. Whenever the 
Church is on the Irish speakers’ side it encourages 
them.

27. It would make a very great difference?—Yes.
28. I agree with you. Now about education, do 

you think, Father, that with the present movement 
in the schools in this district, that is taking them 
generally, and what is being done in them, do you 
think it is sufficient to make Irish speakers of the 
children who leave school at 14 years of age ?—It is 
not long enough in operation there yet to see the 
results.

29. But from your own experience of the work in 
the schools, what is your opinion ?—If it is persevered 
in I don’t see why they should not turn out Irish 
speakers provided the thing is followed up.

30. Are you certain that it is being followed up in 
the schools of the district to the extent that was 
intended originally ?—I have heard a few teachers 
say that they have to teach English in infants’ school, 
because the inspectors when they come in find fault 
if the children do not know English in first standard. 
They are taught Irish in the infant sehool and I have 
■heard teachers say that they are teaching as much 
English as ever.

31. You are aware that in the infants’ classes the 
programme does not provide for the teaching of Eng
lish at all?—Yes.

32. And some of them understand that they must 
teach English ?—Yes.

33. Do you think that has anything behind it?— 
In two cases I heard teachers say that on account 
of the attitude of the inspectors in requiring that the 
children should be able to speak and read English 
as soon as they leave the infant school, they must 
teach English during the period in the infant school.

34. D o y ou  m ea n  to imply that whereas the pro
gramme p ro v id e s  for no teaching of English in the 
infant standards it presirpposes a knowledge of the 
language on the part of the children when they come 
into the first standard ?—Yes.

35. Is that so1 in actual fact?—I have heard from 
at least two teachers that the inspectors do not make 
sufficient allowance for the fact that English is not 
taught in the infants’ classes.

36. Is that a reasonable requirement on the part 
of the official—the inspector?—I don’t know what the 
official requirement is.

37. Would such a person interfere with the pro
gramme?—The teachers say that the inspectors don’t 
make sufficient allowance. I suppose it is a personal 
matter.

38. When they come to the higher standards they 
would have been about1 two years at infant work?— 
Yes.

39. Do you think that the official programme, 
which stipulates that Irish shall be the medium of 
instruction in these two years, should produce at 
the end of the two years something better than what 
we are actually getting in the schools at present in 
the way of facility in speaking Irish ?—A great deal 
defends on outside influences. The teachers may be 
working very well in the schools and the parents may 
not be helping them in one district and they may be 
in another. In one district the parents may be help
ing the language and in another discouraging it. It 
is very hard to lay .down one standard.

40. Is it possible that the parents are being blamed 
for more than they are actually guilty of ?—I cannot 
say exactly.

41. Should not that programme have produced 
something better than, let us say, what we have 
found for the last two or three days; you go into a 
school and you find a child who has been two or four 
years learning and can only answer his name?—You 
would expect something better than that.

42. Automatically it should be better than that?— 
Yes.

43. We found in the very Irish-speaking village of 
West Waterford a boy of about ten years of age who, 
when we asked him half-a-dozen questions, gave us his 
name as the answer every time. Should not the pro
gramme, if it had at all been carried out in the spirit 
that was originally intended, have produced some
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thing better than that?—Certainly. I agree that it 
should.

44. What would you attribute failure of that kind 
to?—I could not say.

45. Do you think English is being used even in 
the infants’ schools?—Yes.

46. Is that altogether wrong?—It is.
47. It misses the point of the programme, which 

provides that the teaching of Irish should be completed 
at eight?—Yes.

48. Instead of that it only begins about eight?— 
Yes, and it confuses the children to be mixing up 
English and Irish.

49. Is the habit of using English in that way 
general ?—Yes.

52. There is one point that you make with regard 
to the teaching of arithmetic. It is rather interest
ing that the children seem to grip it with greater 
ease through Irish?—Yes.

53. Have you noticed what we have been told in a 
dozen places in different parts of the country that 
arithmetic is quickly grasped when taught through 
Irish?—I have. It is very simple to teach arith
metic through Irish. Once they have got the terms 
there is no difficulty.

54. The thing is practically »  self-contained 
science, but if you take history or geography you 
have to get hold of a big vocabulary ?—Yes, it is too 
wide.

55. At Ardmore there is a court held periodically? 
—There is.

56. Have you heard that any Irish is used in that
court at all ?—No. Of course, I don’t know any
thing about the court.

57. It is only grown people who go into this court, 
and all the grown people should be able to transact 
their business in Irish ?—Yes.

58. Have you heard tnat Irish has been used in 
that court at any time?—No, I never heard.

59. From your acquaintance with that district, 
would it be possible to have the administration 
carried out in Irish in Ardmore?—I could not say. 
My knowledge is not sufficiently intimate to say that.

60. The Irish-speaking population would be about 
74 per cent. ?—Yes.

61. They would include almost all the grown people? 
—The-e figures were supplied to me.

62. You have not been living there?—No, but I 
go there in the summer. I am interested in the 
Irish college.

63. Do you know what language is spoken by the 
fishermen and the people of the village ?—I think 
the fishermen speak Irish in the village.

64. In the village?—Yes.
65. Some of them don’t. You have a report here 

in regard to Ardmore schools. You say there are 
two schools and in both the language is well taught. 
Is that your own experience or did somebody supply 
the report ?—I got the information.

66. Because I am very sorry to say our own inves
tigation does not lead us to think it is so at all. It 
is rather the opposite"'—In the girls’ school the 
language is well taught.

67. We have been there and, though the children 
were not very good, the teaching there showed some 
results. The bigger girls could make an attempt at 
conversation.

68. Wei now come to the industrial side of it. We 
are aware that at Ardmore there is a certain num
ber of families who are dependent altogether on 
fishing ?—Yes.

69. What class of fishing do they usually live by ? 
—Mackerel fishing, I suppose.

70. Is there any provision at all made in Ardmore 
or in Ring for that matter, for dealing with mackerel 
in any large numbers ?—No.

71. Curing ?—There is no curing station there.
72. There is a curing station at Ring?—No.
73. Is there a curing station at Youghal?—No.
74. It follows that if a big shoal of mackerel shows 

in the bay around Ardmore there is no use going 
to catch it?—There is no facility for dealing with a 
big haul.

75. The mackerel industry is not at all developed 
in that way?—No.

76. Have you any reason to know why?—I suppose 
the fishermen are so poor they cannot do anything.

77. Is there any particular economic reason for the 
fact that nobody ever set up a curing station at 
this place ?—There was a, curing station set up at 
Ring—Helvick Head.

78. If a curing station was set up at Ring, what 
distance would it  be from Ardmore?—Eight miles.

79. As far as the mackerel industry is concerned, 
Ardmore is an undeveloped place?—Yes

80. It would be necessary to induce someone inte
rested in the fish trade to come there and set up a 
curing station ?—Yes.

81. Is the harbour at Ardmore at all suitable for 
big boats ?—I don’t think so. There is not the depth 
of water.

82. If a steamer came, is the shelter sufficient for 
anything like heavy boats?—No.

83. Can they fish heavier boats out from the mouth 
of the Blackwater ?—They can.

84. An Fear M6r.—Do you believe that the move
ment for the restoration of the Irish language, 
especially the activities in that direction for the past 
three or four years, have produced good results in. 
the Decies or are we exactly in the same position 
as we were in five or ten years ago ?—There are 
more young people learning Irish now than there 
were, but the spirit is not as good as it was then, 
because since the Gaelic League lost its activity the 
need for studying the language is not put before the 
public sufficiently. This has ceased for eight or ten 
years, and the generation that has sprung up since 
has no idea of the reasons why the language should 
be revived. Generally, before 1916, every young boy 
and girl in the country was endeavouring to learn 
the language. They were studying it at their best. 
Of course, the country cannot be as Gaelic as it was 
before as long as the people of the young gene
ration are not instructed in the idea of nationality 
and the reasons why the Irish language should be 
revived. At the same time, this new programme in 
the schools is helping. If it were not for that the 
language was dead. It is the only thing that is 
keeping it alive now.

85. Do you think there has been much progress in 
the schools?—I  think so.

86. Taking them as a whole?-—Yes.
87. Do you know of any schools that have turned 

out speakers of the language?—Yes, a few. Some 
schools have. Ballysaggart has turned out pupils 
who can carry on conversation in Irish. I  saw girls 
in the Presentation Convent, Lismore, yesterday 
carrying on conversation in Irish. At the same 
time, they don’t use it among themselves outside. 
When they go outside the schools I don’ t think they 
use Irish as an ordinary medium of conversation.

88. Dot you believe that the change of Government 
has affected the position of the language very much, 
except in so far as the schools are concerned?—Of 
course, it is responsible for the new programme.

But as far as the adult population is concerned, 
officials, both central and local, have they made any 
effort at all to help the movement for the revival of 
the language ?—Everything was all right until the 
split came. Then the language was nobody's child. 
In the winter of 1921-22 theTe was a gTeat rush to 
study Irish. In Lismore I started with fifty in my 
class in the middle of September, and up to thirty 
of these attended up to the following May. The 
year after scarcely anyone came to the classes.

89. Do you believei, it would help the work of Irish 
in the schools considerably if you had a real live 
movement to make Irish a real living subject in the 
examinations for public positions?—I do, certainly. 
At least, advocates of Irish should insist on this 
qualification for those seeking public positions.

90. Do you believe any effort has been made in 
that direction here in County Waterford?—I don’t 
think they insist upon a knowledge of the language.

91. Do you think, at least for officials in semi-Irish- 
speaking districts, they should insist upon their hav
ing a knowledge of Irish ?—They should.
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92. Seventy per cent, of the people of Ardmore are 
Irish speakers?—Yes.

93. Don't you think it is an extraordinary position
that an Irish Government should have officials in 
that district who do not know a word of the language 
of the people?—The officials were there before 
the Government, in most cases. They were
there before this Government was set up. In new 
appointments the Government should require a know- 
ledge of Irish.

94. Was it the same District Justice was in Ard
more before the Irish Government was set up •'—I 
don’t know who was there before.

95. Was it the same clerk of Court 5—It was.
96. Are we to understand from your statement 

that the religious instruction, even in the village of 
Ardmore, is through the medium of English ?—Yes, 
none of the priests has a knowledge of Irish.

97. Is the religious instruction, the teaching of the 
Catechism, for instance, through the medium of Irish 
in the schools?—I don’t know whether they teach 
the Catechism in Irish in Ardmore schools or not.

98. How exactly would compulsory attendance 
affect the schools here in the Decies ?—It would in
crease the attendance very much and increase the 
efficiency of the schools, too.

99. Do you believe there is a big percentage of 
children loafing at home?—In my own district there 
are not very many absentees at all.

ICO. Would it be any hardship in any particular 
district in the Decies if compulsory attendance were 
enforced?—If it were imposed reasonably there would 
be no hardship.

101. .1« Seabhar.—Yon arp aware that the average 
attendance is below sixty?—That is in the country 
generally.

102. Throughout that area, would that figure be 
wrong?—We have higher averages.

103. Firtchrn Eilgeach.—In connection with the 
technical classes, have you much experience, Father, 
of these classes in the district?—I just run in occa
sionally to see what is going on.

104. Do you believe good work is being done here 
in these classes?—For the last few years they were 
not well attended. The attendance would not be up 
to the mark.

105. Do you think the teachers make an effort to 
get the, children who have immediately left school 
to attend'these classes?—I think a scheme to get the 
children to attend would be very useful.

105a.—An Seabhac.—Do you think it would be better 
to have these classes directly under the Minister for 
Education instead of under local committees5—I 
would think so; to have them vested at any rate in 
the Minister for Education. The present position is 
rather precarious. The County Council may cease 
to levy the rate at any time. If the classes were 
under the Minister for Education you would have 
some security at any rate.

106. Are there many boats working in Ardmore in 
the fishing industry ?—Five or six.

107. Manned by four men each?—Yes
108. Do you think that the fishing industry in  A r d 

more would justify the setting up of a curing station 
there?—Tt would.

109. You would want to have curing stations at 
more places than at Ardmore ?—If there was one to 
take in the whole coast, from Helvick to Ardmore, 
it might do.

110. .1)! Seabhac.—If there was a curing station at 
Helvick Head it would be more central ?—I don’t 
know if the station at Dunmore would do. There 
are very few fishermen from here to Ardmore.

111. Fiachra Eiigeach.—Apart from your own 
parish, can you say in how many churches in the 
diocese of Waterford and Lismore an Irish sermon 
is preached even once a year?—No, I  have no know
ledge.

112. Would you say that there is not even one?— 
There may be more for all I know.

113. Are you aware that in some schools the 
Christian Doctrine used be taught in Irish up to 
recent times, even two years ago. and that that has 
been changed ?—I heard of one case where the parents

made an objection and petitioned the parish priest, 
asking him not to have their children instructed in 
the Irish Catechism.

114. Are you sure it was not the priest who went 
to the parents ?—It was reported as a deputation. I 
don’t know if one would make a deputation. I ’ll 
say no more.

115. We have heard a great deal about the dump
ing of undesirable literature in the English tongue? 
—Yes.

116. Don’t you think that could be counteracted a 
good deal by the encouragement of Irish on the part 
of the clergy?—I do. I believe the revival of Irish 
would be the greatest protection against foreign lite
rature. The people want to be screened from such 
things and the Irish language is the best possible 
screen.

117. Have you ever heard the words of the late 
Bishop of Galway on the argument that children 
should be taught English because they have to 
emigrate; that that argument in the mouth of an 
Irish priest was a shameless one?—Doctor O’Dea 
said that.

118. That is his comment on it. Is that argument 
applied in this county or in this diocese?—Is that 
maintained that the children have to be exported ?— 
I have heard it from parents themselves and also 
read it from letters in the Pies-.

119. Hr. Ifanly.—Referring to the Irish classes for 
adults. Father, vou say a number of them in your 
district have fallen through from want of attend
ance. Do you think if instruction were given 
through the medium of Irish in these classes on 
horticulture, rural science and things like that, it 
would tend to improve the attendance?—I don’t 
think it would.

120 Suppose that the Irish teacher was qualified 
to teach agriculture and was able to give information 
about their wants in life, do you think it would 
( ncourage the people to come ?—I think these very 
people that you would expect to come to these classes 
—young men, farmers’ sons—are the ones who do 
not come at present.

121. l?i Seabhar.—If the teaching was in Irish they 
could not understand it ?—Yes.

122. Suppose that applied to places like Ring and 
Ardmore, where practically all the people know 
Irish 5—! don’t think they would come for the sake 
of Irish. It would not matter whether it was in 
English or Irish. Glasses for agriculture started in 
Lismore this y e a r  fell through.

123. What is the cause? Is there no interest in 
any sort of education?—Of course there are cookery 
classes and are well attended.

124. Mr. Hanly.—Do you think, Father, that there 
is necessity for organising in some way the children 
who leave school and are fairly fluent Irish speakers? 
Yes. Is it your opinion that unless they are organised 
in some way the knowledge they have attained will 
be lost?—Yes, there’s a great danger of that.

125. There is great necessity for organising them 
after they leave school?—Yes, that is the time to get 
hold of them, when they are leaving school.

126. There are not sufficient arrangements to meet 
that position yet?—No, only the Irish classes under 
the Technical Committee.

127. You are satisfied that that is not sufficient; 
that there should be something more definite?—Yes. 
If they were taken up and sent to a training college 
or something like that it would make, for perfecting 
their knowledge.

128. Do you think it is also necessary that there 
should be some economic advantage attached to 
the language, either educational or otherwise?—Ii 
would be a great advantage if there were.

129. Is it your opinion that unless there is an 
economic advantage attached to the language the 
language will almost certainly die ?—Of course, you 
can create an interest and it will be studied from- 
patriotic motives.

130. .1)/ Seabhar.—Is not the patriotic motive the 
great underlying intention?—It is right that it 
should be.
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131. Will that not at all have convinced any num
ber in the village of Ardmore ?—Since the Gaelic 
League ceased to be active it is not brought home 
to the people.

132. Patriotic propaganda was very common be
fore ?—It was. It is not so widespread now as it was.

133. Have you found in the political propaganda 
of any of the parties that the inclusion of the Irish 
language is made an indispensable thing in any
body’s good name as an Irishman at present ? I am 
speaking of the last two years ?—I cannot speak on 
that. I have not come across any cases personally.

134. Mr. Manly.—In regard to the fishing do you 
think it would solve the problem of the small fishing 
centres if there was a central curing station some
where along this coast, with telegraphic and tele
phonic communication with the little places, so that 
they would be able to bring their catch to be cured 
at that centre?—Where would the central station be?

135. At the biggest centre along the coast. They 
could come easily by motor for that purpose?—Yes, 
that might solve it to a great extent.

136. Would it probably be much more effective 
than attempting to start a curing station where; the 
supply of fish would be very irregular ?—Yes.

137. Pinlraiij 0 Cadhla.—Is there a great deal of 
literary tradition still existing around Ballysaggart, 
Lismore, Mount Mcllcray and the district you men
tion—stories, songs, old tradition and all that5—You 
get it from the old people here and there. These 
things are to be found still, but there are very few 
left now.

138. Do you believe what is left of this ancient 
culture of this district should be used in connection 
with the teaching of Irish ?—Preserving these old 
stories and songs is very desirable.

139. Y’ es, and getting the children to memorise 
them?—Yes. I have heard of one Irish teacher who 
gets the children, to take down old songs and stories 
in the homes.

140. Are you aware if the inspectors take any 
cognisance of that aspect of the language and if they 
encourage it in the schools 5—Not that I know of.

141. Do you believe that for children up to eight 
years of age there should be no grammatical work 
such as the teaching of reading and forming an 
acquaintance with the written signs, but that the 
work should be on oral lines calculated to give them 
facility in expressing themselves in Irish?—I think 
there should be some written work also, and there 
is no reason why they should not practice reading 
as well.

142. But if there is too much of that expected?— 
There may be too much, but a child likes to get a 
pen in its hand.

143. Too much books distracts them?—Reading 
should be as early as possible. That is what we 
want.

* * # * #

LIAM 0 MIODHACHAIN, examined.
(English rendering of eridcnce giren in Irish.)
1. An Srahhac.—Hava you any written statement ? 

—I have it here.
2. Is it all here ?—As far as I can give it. (Read

in g)Tá an Ghaedhilg i gcontabhairt san sean-dhúthaigh 
seo, An Fhaolánaigh, dá fhaid a sheasuigh si teilg 
leis an mBéarla.

San Rinn, féin, dá fheabhas a leanadar Gaedhil 
na h-áite sin ar lorg a sean agus a sinnsir tá baoth- 
bheusa agus Béarla briste an tSasanaigh ag dul i 
bhfeidhim anois ortha.

An siol do chur Seán Buidhe 'n ár mease fé cheall- 
tair Scoileanna Náisiúnta? Slán mo chomhartha ! 
tá sé ag eascairt anois le tamall.

(a) Ni h-iongnadh liom san, mar, an dream ar 
choir agus ar cheart dóibh cosc a chur1 leis an siol- 
chur san, in machaire méith na Gaedhilge, is iad is 
mó chabhraigh leis an saothar i ngach áit dá 
rabhadar, agus tá fós ar a gcroidhe dhithcheall chun 
toradh an tsaothair sin a chur chun tairbhe na Sacso- 
nach agus chun aimhleasa na nGaedheal. Sin iad Cléir 
na hEagail-se seo againne agus Poicini na n-aignidh 
nGallda, a thóg mar chúram ortha féin na daoine a 
stiúrughadh ar bhealach a leasa.

fy (b) Machtnuigh ar an eagcóir do righneadh ar na 
jmilte Gaedheal gcioidhe, le céud bliadhain anuas, a 
iraibh sé de mi ddh ortha ná raibh focal Beurla 'gha 
fmuintir sa mbaile, le linn a n-óige. Cuireadh go dti 
iScoil iad chun léigheann d’fhághail agus cad a 
fuaireadar? Tn áit iad do mhúineadh as an dteangaidh 
ba dhual agus ba dhúthcas dóibh, do righneadh iar- 
racht ar iad do mhuineadh as teangaidh nár thui- 
geadar agus nár thaobhuigheadar leis teanga táireach 
an tSasanaigh. Bhi a shliocht ortha. D’fhágadar, 

I a urrahór acu, an scoil i geionn roinnt bliadhanta 
ehómh dall ar scoláireacht, nach beag, ’s do bhfdh- 

I eadar an chéad Id chuireadar cos thar tairsigh innte.
■ D’ fhágadar fé ghráin i agus is liom-sa nach iongnadhspi.

(c) Ar an adhbhar san, cé thógfadh ar aithreacha 
agus ar mháithreacha Béurla a labhairt le’n a 
bpáistí anois, má bféidir, agus a gctil a thabhairt 
do’n nGaedhilg. Chonnaic a bhfúrmhór aca cad a 
bliain dóibh féin de dheasca na Gaedhilge. Gach 
post i mbun aon deallradh bhiodh ag imtheacht ba 
leis an mBéurlóir blasta a thuiteadh sé, agus is beag 
nach amhlaidh tá an scéul indiú féin againn. 
Táthar ag toghadh Béurlóirí, fé láthair, os cionn 
Gaedhilgeóirí tá cómhoireamhnach le h-aghaidh 
postanna Puiblidhe agus lán-chead an Riaghaltais 
leis an obair sin.

Ní h-aon iongnadh daoine bheíth ag gearán agus 
ag elamhsán mar gheall ar mhúineadh na Gaedhilge 
mar, an fhaid ’s tá obair de’n tsórt san ar siúbhal 
nil ann acht magadh. Go dti go bhfeicfidh nó go 
gcuirfear ’n a luighe ar aithreacha agus ar mháith- 
reacha go raghaidh an Ghaedhilg chun sochair dá 
gclainn glacfaidh siad! go fuar, faillightheach i.

id) Is deacair do’n Ghaedhilg dul chun cinn agus 
a liacht de namhaidibh tá ar a ti. An namhaid is 
treise, an Bás. An darna namhaid, an tlmirche, 
agus an triomhadh namhaid, faillighe agus neanih- 
shuimeamhlacht na ndaoine. Deir an sean-fhocal 
ná fuil luibh na leigheas i n-aghaidh an bháis agus 
ar an adhbhar san caithfear an chéad namhaid a 
leigint tharainn.

An darna namhaid, an tlmirche thar lear, caithfear 
é sin a throid, aeh cionnus a dheanfai cose a 
chur leis Caithfear slighe beatha a sholáthar dóibh 
sa mbaile. An aefuinn dúinn, nó an bhfuil sé ar 
ár geumas san do dhéanamh, agus má tá cionnus a 
chuirfear chuige ? Sin i an fhadhb. An féidir 
dúinne, cur i gcás san Rinn annso, an neart céadna 
chur ionainn féin agus do bhí ionainn céad bliadhain 
ó shoin ?

(e) Le linn na h-uaire sin bhi os cionn trí céad 
bád. beag agus mór, ag baint le cuan Dhungarbhán. 
Bhi mile dhá chéad agus cheithre fichid fear, gan 
trácht ar a gcuid sin ban agus páistí ag maireachtain 
as iascaireacht an uair sin. San mbliadhain 1830 do 
gabhadh o^ cionn mile tona éisc san gcuan so. Ba 
mhinic a rug seisear fear i mbád ar mhile colmúir 
in aon oidhche amháin. Céad slán leis an aimsir 
sin. Cionnus tá an scéal indiú aca? Tá, go bhfuilid 
i ndereadh na stiuige, nach beag. Nil acht tim- 
cheall fiche bád iascaireacht ag baint leis an gcuan 
indiu agus dá mbeadh lucht na mbád san agus a 
muinti1' ag braith ar thoradh na fairrge ba ró- 
gahirid doibh bás le gorta.

if) An triomhadh namhaid, an neamh-shuim- 
eamhlacht. Gan amhras is mó Gaodhal maith a 
bhfuil an Ghaedhilg go pras aige bionn. de shior ag 
stealladh Béarla. Ni le gráin ná le rni-mheas ar an 
nGaedhilg ná labhrann sé dé gnáth í, acht gur 
deacair do eirighe as an mbéas a fuar sé ag eirighe 
suas do. Sin cuid de thoradh na scoileanna 
náisiúnta agus do theagasc na gclaon-úghdar, agus 
galar is eadh é bheidh an-deacair a leigheas.

Tá dream ann leis a fuair slighe mhaith beathaigh 
fé’n Riaghaltas de bhárr a gcuid Gaedhilge acht ar 
a shon san ’s uile is é an Béarla is annsa leo. Tá 
cuid de lucht an Fháinne féin ortha so acht, bain- 
eann sé le deallradh go bhfuilid bog beann ar riagh- 
alacha agus ar reachtai an ehumainn sin. Tá sé i 
n-am iad san a bhaint dá geos.

Tá aieme eile ’n ár mease agus ni gann a lion nach 
lugha leo “  Fear na gCrúb ”  féin ’ná an Ghaedhilg 
agus a ghabhann lei, acht fágaimís fé Dhia an dream 
san chun iad a chur ar a leas.

(g) Cionnus do dheunfar an tárrtháil anois? Nil
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acht an t-aon tslighe amháin chuige, teaeht, i 
gcabhair d’urchaT ar na Gaedhilgeóirí óg agus aosta. 
Nil aon mhearbhal ná fuil Aireacht an Oideachais 
ag déanamh sár-iarracht ar an nGaedhilg do bhuan- 
ughadh ins na scoileannaibh agus molaim a saothar, 
acht tá toghadh na nGaedheal ag cur na bhfairrgi 
dhíobh gach lá de dheascaidh ná fuil aon obair san 
mbaile dhóibh. Faightear slighe-bheatha do Ghaedh- 
alaibh óga na hEireann i n-am agus i dtráth. Cuir- 
tear cóir mhaith ar an méid díobh tá íágtha agus 
teaspáintear dóibh go bhfuil mór-mheas anois ortha. 
Má’s gach le h-uair é ’ s dóibh is dual é. Ná tugtar 
aon phost Puiblidhe, má ’s féidir é acht do’n duine 
is oireamhnaighe bhfuil Gaedhilge aige.

F eirm eúireacht.
(h) Tógtar tighthe eompórdamhla dóibh seo ’tá’n 

a bpráidinn agus an té tá gann fé thalamh cuirtear 
le’n a chuid. Roinntear na feirmeacha móra fair- 
singe tá imthighthe ’na bhfásaigh agus ’nár iom- 
puigheadh fód díobh leis na cianta. Tógtar tighthe 
deasa oireamhnacha thall ’s abhus chun daoine a 
ehur ’n a gcomhnuidhe ionnta. Beidh san i bhfad 
níos tairbhighe do’n tír ná mar táid anois, fé bha ’ s 
fé chaoire.

Roinntear leis sciortaí na sléibhte ar na comhar- 
sanaibh tá ar a dteórainn agus tugtar diolaigheacht 
éigin dóibh as gach acra de’n sliabh a shaothroch- 
aidh siad. Cuirtear cruinn thall ’s abhus ins na 
h-áiteannaibh tá ró-achrannach chun saothrughadh. 
Raghaidh na nidhthe sin chun tairbhe agus leasa 
na tire i bhfocair obair go leór a thabhairt do sna 
daoinibh.

lascaireacht.
(i) An dream is Gaedhealaighe ar an dtaobh so 

dúithche, nó béidir i nEirinn, agus an dream is mó 
tá i bpráidhinn cabhrach is iad iaseairi bochta na 
Rinne iad. Ag dul i ndonacht tá an scéal aca ó 
bhliadhain go bliadhain agus mar a ndéunfar féach- 
aint cúcha i n-am is gairid eile bheidh a gcuid bád, 
dá luighead ’tá ann diobh anois, ag breacadh an 
chuain seo 'na aon chuan eile. Nil deilbh ’na deallradh 
ar an dóimín seanbhád. seólta tá fágtha anois aca. agus 
gan a n-annlann lionta ag aon bhád aca san féin. Tá 
cuan Dhúngarbhán, rud do b ’anamh leis, an-gann fé 
iasc le scathamh anois, agus an babhta f/nach a bheir- 
tear ar aon teagar éisc imthigheann sé gan tairbhe 
mar ná fuil aon mhargai maithe ar a gcomhgar.

Ba mhór an tógaint ar mhuintir na háite dá 
mbeadh Tigh Saillte Eisc aca. Beirtear ar an-chuid 
scadán annso anois agus aris agus dá mbéadh cóir 
ann chun iad do leasughadh agus do chóirughadh 
do’n mharga ba mhór an buntáiste dhóibh é seachas 
bheith ’gá tabhairt uatha gan dada, nach beag, mar 
a chaithtear go minic. Chun aon deallradh chur ar 
an obair annso níor mhór dóibh báid innil-ghluaiste 
agus lionta as an nua.

B’ fheáirrde dhóibh leis roinnt teagasc d’ fhághail 
ar gach nidh a bhaineann le báid agus le h-iaseair- 
eacht. Sé tuairim a lán gurab iad na Trághlaérí 
móra iasachta tá ag déanamh na tiubaiste ar an 
iascaireacht. Is minic bhíonn suas le dhá cheann 
déag diobh so i bhfoigseacht mile nó dhó de’n 
latamh. Iad san amuigh i lár scol mhór éise agus ná 
leomhfadh muintir na h-áite dul ’n a ngoire ’na ’n 
a ngaor. Ba cheart deire a chur leis an ngnó san 
agus dá luaithe dhéanfar san sé bail na nlascairi 
bochta é.

Scoileanna.
(j') Tá obair chuibheasach go leór ghá dheánamli 

in urmhór scoileann na nDéise le deidheannaighe, 
acht tá cuid aca go dona maidir le Gaedhilg. Is 
fada fós go bhféadfar a rádh go bhfuil siad Gaedh- 
ealach ná go bhfuil spioraid Ghaedhealach ins na 
scoláirí. Tá an Béarla i bhfad níos tréise ins an 
ceann ia Gaedhealaighe dhiobh agus Scoil na Rinne 
féin a chur chuige. Dá mbeadh múínteóirí dáiríribh 
dilis ceart ins na h-áiteannaibh Gaedhealacha 
bheadh an Ghaedhilg i n-uachtar fé cheann bliadhain 
ó indiu.

Ba cheart do sna múinteóirí d'eagh-shompla a 
thabhairt do sna leanbhai. Gaedhilg a theannadh 
leo agus a mholadh dhóibh i labhairt le n-a chéile 
ar gach ócáid, a chur i dtuigsint dóibh gur 
Gaedhil iad agus gur cheart dóibh a dteanga 
féin a labhairt. Gniomhthartha gaile ’s gaisce a 1

sean ’s a sinnsir do aithris dóibh anois agus aris 
ionnus go mba mhóide a suim agus a saint ins na 
nidhthe baineann le stáir agus seanchus na tire. Tá 
go leór múinteóirí an-neamh-shuimeamail sa tslighe 
sin. Tá scoileanna ar m’aitheantas i gceanntairi 
tá leath-Ghaedhealach ná fuighbheach cuid de sna 
leanbhai tá crabanta go maith a n-ainmneacha a 
innsint duit as Gaedhilg. Mo chreach léir . . ná 
fuil Scoileanna mar Scoil na leanbhai i gColáiste na 
Rinne i ngach Conntae i nEirinn.

Nuair atáthar i n-iuil ar Ghaedhilgeóirí maithe a 
dhéanamh de pháistí annsan i n-aon leath-bhliadhain 
amháin, páistí ’nár airigh focal Gaedhilge roimhe 
sin, ba chóir ’nár b’aon ghaisce do mhúinteóirí na 
nDéise Gaedhilgeóirí a dhéanamh de’n a scoláiri féin 
in cúpla bliadhain dá gcuirfidís chuige mar ba choir.

(I)  Ba cheart leis Scoil Oidhche fé dhó san tseacht 
mhain, ar feadh an gheimhridh, bheith i ngach aon 
leath-pharoiste, do dhaoine fásta. Ait a múinfidhe 
Gaedhilg, Stáir, Uimhrigheacht srl. agus na scoil
eanna san bheith fé chúram an Riaghaltais agus gan 
a bheith ag braith ar an bpingin as an bpunt do Ran- 
gannaibh mar tá anois.

Tá obair na Gaedhilge ins na rangaibh oidhche 
seo bhionn ar siubhal anois ró leadránach. Níor 
bheag uair a’ chluig do theagasc na Gaedhilge agus 
an uair eile ag gabháil de Stair, Tír-eólas, Uimhrigh
eacht srl. Ta tuirseacht san obair mar atá, ni 
amháin dos na maeaibh-léighinn acht do sna miiin- 
teóirí ehómh maith.

.-la Eaglais.
0 )  Is mitliid anois iarracht iaidir a dhéanamh ar 

an Eaglais a Ghaodlughadh. Coir i n-aghaidh Dé 
iseadh bheith ag cur sagart gan Gaedhilg go dti 
paróistí Gaedhealacha. Nil thar trí seipéil ins na 
Déisibh bhionn seanmóintí Gaedhilge ar siúbhal 
ionnta ó ceann ceann na bliadhpa. An paróiste is 
Gaedhealaighe ann, paróiste na Rinne ni bhionn 
seanmóin ná Soiscéal Gaedhilge ann fiú amháin Lá 
Fhéil Pádraig féin.

Is náir le h-aithris go bhfuilid sagairt na hEireann, 
acht amháin fó-fhirean fánach aca, chomh gear- 
chaillte Gallda ’s atáid. Acht dár ndoigh ní scéal 
nua é sin. Is fadó thugadar sagairt agus Easboig 
na hEireann a gcúl do sna Gaedhilgeóirí bochta.

Mo léun . nach mó sean-Ghaedhilgeóir bocht (go 
ndeinidh Dia trócaire ortha) bhí go buartha brónach 
ar leabaidh a bháis chionn gan sagart ná bráthair 
bheith ar a ehómhgar chun a ghádha * fhreastal 
chun a shástacht. Deirim nach aon iongnadh go 
bhfuilid mórán de mhuintir na hEireann neamh- 
shuimeamhail ’n a gcreideamh indiu.

As na tuaplaisi seo go léir ni h-aon iongnadh an 
Ghaedhilg bheith lag, acht a bhuidhe le Dia go 
bhfuil si slán folláin fós d’aimhdheóin Sheáin Buidhe 
agus a lucht leanamhna agus mar a’ dtiocfaidh innte 
bheith í& ri'im aris amhajl do bhí sí i n-allóid bíodh 
a mhilleán ar Ghaodhlaibh.—Mise,

LIAM O MÍODHACHAIN.
9/10/25 .1 n Finn.

(English, rendering of Evidence given in Irish).

3. An Seabhac.—You say there are only twenty 
fishing boats in Dungarvan to-day as compared with 
three hundred a century ago?—Yes.

4. You said later that a curing station was wanted. 
Why is it that there is no such station at Ring or 
Ardmore?—There was nobody to build it.

5. Capitalist?—Yes, a capitalist would be wanted.
6. Was there any excuse that there was no quay 

there?—No. There is a very fine quay there.
7. There is now, but how long ?—About ten years.
8. Is any curing done now?—No.
9. Do you think it is worth trying?—I would say 

so—herring curing.
10. Which is the greater—herring or mackerel fish

ing?—The herring fishing.
11. Don’t mackerel come?—Yes, but not many.
12. I f  you had a curing station, do you think you 

would work the herring fishing more ?—Oh, yes.
13. Have you any opinion as to who should estab

lish the curing station ?—The Government, I suppose.
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14. And buy the fish?—They should have some 
control, at any rate.

15. Do you think the Government should establish 
it or help some other person to establish it?—They 
could do either of these things, but the Government 
should have control over the fishing in some way so 
that they would get sufficient work for the curing 
station.

16. The curing station would depend on the fish 
got in the district?—It would not be necessary.

17. Is there no curing station at Ballymacoda?— 
There is one at Bally william.

18. I suppose they would not be satisfied if the 
curing station was at Bing?—I think it would not 
matter if they got the money for the fish.

19. How many miles is Ballymacoda from Ring ?— 
About fifteen or twenty miles.

20. What would it cost to erect a curing station ?— 
hive or six hundred pounds.

21. An iron building?—No, it would be necessary 
to have a good solid house

22. What would be necessary to enable the fisher
men to get the fish and keep the curing station 
going?—They would want capital.

23. Ten thousand pounds?—Oh, that would not be 
necessary.

24. You could get a loan from the bank?—Probably.
25. The herring used to go to Russia and they go 

to Germany now?—Yes, most of the herring got here 
used to go to Russia.

26 What would it be necessary for the Government 
to do—to build a house ?—Yes, and take time to estab
lish the station properly.

27. And in whom would it be vested ?—In the Go
vernment.

28. The Government would have to buy the fish and 
pay the fishermen ?—Yes.

29. Could there be any arrangement by which 'he 
Government would build the house and rent it for 
the purpose for a half-year until the money would 
come in from the fish ?—I think it was so in Dun- 
more.

30. 1‘iidrahi (i VndhUi.—Does the station belong to 
the Government or the person at the place?— I cannot 
say.

31. .1» Seahhac.—Is it vour opinion that the Go
vernment should buy and sell the fish there and be 
answerable for the cost ?—1 think it is they should 
lose, if there was a loss.

32. If the Government were prepared to do this 
thing, would you get a company here that would take 
it uu s—Oli, yes.

33. The Government would not lose anything in 
the end except, perhaps, the cost of the house?—That | 
is a matter that would have to be examined. We got 
things from the Government before which caused us
a loss. We will not take it from them in this case. 
We got a boat and we are losing on it every year.

34. In the case of articles you got from the Govern
ment, "  ere the prices based on too high an estimate ?— 
Yes, and the interest on the money in the bank too 
high.

35. Do you think it would be suitable to have a 
curing station in Helvick?—I would say so.

36. Would that do for Ardmore?—It. would.
37. Would Ardmore lie too far away?—Many don’t 

go in there. They would be fishing outside.
38. If they were fishing outside, how far from Hel

vick would they be ?—Ten or twelve miles, and that 
would not be too far.

39. An. Fear Mor.—How many miles is Helvick 
Head from Ardmore Head?—Six miles or so.

40. An Seabhac.—Is that all?—Yes. it would be the 
same going to Ardmore as to Helvick.

41. Have you any experience of the kind of boats 
-they have in Ardmore?—No, but they are very small
boats.

42. Could large boats be got into Ardmore during the 
-winter?—No, the place is very wild. If they had a 
curing station in Helvick they would get something for 
their fish. When they get a big catch of herring they 
come into Dungarvan and often they don't get Is. per 
hundred for them.

43. If they had a curing station they would not 
need to come to Dungarvan at all?—No.

44. Is Helvick pier big enough for a steam-trawler 
if it came in ?—Oh, yes.

45. Three hundred tons or so?—Much more.
46. Do you think it would be possible to increase 

the fishing if there were any means of catching the 
fish ?—If they had better arrangements they would 
catch more.

47. How old are some of the boats ?—As old as the 
old Youghal Road.

48. Old boats?—Yes.
49. There should be some ariangement? Some of 

them should get new boats.
50. Is there any way in which the Government 

could improve things except by supplying big boats? 
—I don’t think so. They were looking into that 
matter before.

51. Would it do if the old boats were improved?— 
No. It would be a good thing if they were burnt 
some night.

52. If they were burnt, what would happen to the 
fishermen?—They would be almost as well off.

53. Are they people who have to depend entirely on 
fishing?—Oh, no.

54. Have they land?— Yes, little bits of land—scat
tered little patches.

55. Were they ever scheduled by the C.D.B. ?—No.
56. Or the Land Commission ?—No.
57. Is there any way of increasing their holding? 

Is there any land to be spared?—It is very hard to 
get.

58. Could any of the farmers be got to go to the 
Midlands?—I don’t know. In the peninsula of Ring 
I don’t think there is any land to be got.

59. Do you think it is right for fishermen to be 
farmers?—When one thing fails they must fall back 
on another.

60. Is it not that kind of fishing they will always 
have ?—That would suit some of them—one day on 
the land, one day on the sea.

61. Fiarhra Rihjeaeh.—You said there were three 
parishes in the county in which there are Irish sermons 
occasionally. What are these three parishes?—Kill, 
Melleray and Lismore.

02 I asked was there any Gaelic sermon at Ring 
and I was told that there was not a sermon in Irish 
in Bing parish even on St. Patrick’s Day. Is that 
true?—It is true for the past couple of years.

63. How long is the college in Ring?—About 16 
years, but there was an old college there before that.

64. We all know! the good work that is being done 
there. Have you any grant from the Government or 
from any Department of the Government for the col
lege?—Not for the children’s school.

65. .4» Fear Mór.—Y’ ou mentioned the houses. 
Are you not satisfied with the houses in Ring?—Some 
of them are miserable.

66. You were in Connemara ?—I was.
67. Did you see any worse houses there than at 

Baile na nGall?—No. There are houses in Baile na 
nGall that are not fit to live in.

68. Do you think the people must leave the place 
unless houses are provided in Baile na nGall ?—It is 
not houses alone that must be provided. There is no 
work They are going, and they would all be gone if 
they could go.

69. Are the little bits of land in Ring exactly like 
places in the other congested districts ?—Exactly like 
that. Perhaps four separate bits held by one person 
and only two acres altogether. If the C.D.B. divided 
the land equally and gave the two acres in one place 
to each it would be an improvement.

70. Do you think the people would agree to that?— 
Yes, if it could be done; but there would be trouble.

71. An Seabhac.—There was trouble in every other 
place also ?—It would do good in the end.

72. An Fear Mor.—lTou suggested that the moun
tain lands should be divided amongst the people. Are 
they not divided already?—No. There are com
mons also.

73. Is there rent on them?—No.
74. Are rates paid for them?—The mountain belongs 

to the Stewarts.
75. Perhaps they’re paying rates?—Perhaps they 

are.
76. If the mountains were divided among the people 

they would work them ?—They would. They are 
working them.
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77. You think it would greatly increase their means 
of livelihood if the mountain were divided?—Yes.

78. Pádraiy  0 CadhVa.—You know English used to 
be put down the throats of the children long ago ?— 
Yes.

79. There was not much agitation in the news
papers about it. When the new Government came in 
—the Government we have at present—did they con
tinue in the same way that was laid down before 
them ? Did they follow the old way—all public ser
vants using English, in the law courts, post office, 
pension officers, everything else—all using English 
still?—I don't think it is altogether the same.

80. Don’t you think that when such a Government 
set out to do the work in Irish-speaking places they 
would begin with Irish altogethen in such places?— 
Certainly. But perhaps suitable officials were not to 
be got.

81. Do you think it is any injustice to the people 
to have every official of the Government coming with 
no knowledge whatever of Irish?—I don’t know.

82. If you go into a court and hear the Gardai 
Síothchána speaking nothing but English, do you 
think that encourages the people to speak Irish ?—I 
think it is a matter of indifference to them which 
they speak—Irish or English.

83. But if the Government were to use Irish it 
would encourage them?—Yes. If the Government 
were in earnest about Irish that would increase the 
respect for Irish amongst the people of the country 
and the towns also.

84. The people have no disrespect for Irish?—Ho, 
I don’t think they have any disrespect for Irish, but 
they have the old habit of speaking English.

85. Could you recommend anything to bTeak that 
habit of speaking English ?—If the schools were as 
they ought to he and the children were taught Irish 
so that they would speak it going home, then the 
people at home would speak it also.

86. An Srabha-c.—How far do the people of Ring 
speak Irish?—One-half speaks Irish and the other 
half speaks English.

87. P, 0 Cadhla.—Would it be possible to do the 
public work there in Irish?— Yes, undoubtedly.

88. .In Seabhac.—How far from the college do they 
use Irish ?—According to the people.

89. The Ballynagoul people under twenty years?— 
English often. People of that age are the worst

90. Twenty?—Twenty to twenty-five.
91. Are they worse than the young people?—They 

are.
92. Would it make any difference to any great num

ber of the people of the district if the work of the 
Government were done in Irish—letters, Gárda Sioth- 
chána work, court work, pensions, Land Commission, 
instruction and so on ?—No.

93. Nobody would have any cause of complaint ?— 
No.

94. They would be able to understand?—Oh, yes, 
well.

95. Could that be done in Dungarvan ?—It would 
be very difficult.

96. How far from Ring would the people under
stand work done in Irish ?—Up to the Youghal Bridge.

97. Am Fear Mór.—Have the farmers of this dis
trict Irish as far as Clashmore ?—Yes.

98. An Seabhac.—The older people have Irish ?— 
Yes, every man of 40 years and upwards at any rate.

99. Are there people with Irish under 40 years?— 
There are many who have no Irish.

100. From your knowledge of the schools, do you 
think they are Irish enough—that Irish is taught in 
such a way as to make Irish speakers of the chil
dren?—I don’t think so.

101. Is there much difference between the schools 
now from here to Ring and Ardmore and the same 
schools 18 years ago ?—They are much better now.

102. Do you think the National schools could do 
more for Irish and for the educational development 
of the child ?—It would be necessary to compel thp 
children to be more careful about attending school.

103. We were in Ring school yesterday, where the 
attendance was only 50 per cent. Do you think it 
would be right to compel people to send their chil
dren to school?—I should think so. If tha children 
are not! going to school regularly it is impossible to 
teach them.

104. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Do many from Ring go 
into the Gárda ?—No.

105. Are there any suitable people there ?—Two or 
■three tried but they failed.

106. Why ?—They hadn’t sufficient English.
107. Sufficient English ?—One of them. The other 

was not big enough or something of that kind.
108. An Seabhac.—Do you think it is because they 

did not know English they were sent home?—Per
haps they hadn’ t education in English.

109. Had they in Irish?—Fair.
110. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Is it not surprising that 

they did not know Irish in Ring after being in the 
National school?—That is how it is.

111. .4» Seabhac.—There are schools—-certain
schools—that give a proper education to the chil
dren?—It appears it has failed there at any rate.

112. If these schools have failed, would it not have 
been better to have tried Irish sooner?—Yes, far 
better.

11.3. P. C) Cadhla.—What subjects are required for 
the Gárda Síothchána examination . reading and 
writing ?—And arithmetic.

114. Do you think if a person had reading, writing 
and arithmetic in Irish it would be sufficient to pass 
him?—I don’t know. It ought to. They are teach
ing them Irish in the Depot now. If they took them 
up from the Gaeltaeht they ought teach them English, 
if necessary.

115. l?i Seabhac—If the Government did something 
for the people of Ring because they had Irish, what 
■would the people of Ring do for Irish?—I don’t know 
what they could do.

116. The people who are speaking English to the 
children in Baile na nGall for instance?—1 don’t 
think it would do much good. The habit is there.

117. Is there no way of breaking it?—It is hard to 
do so except through the medium of the schools.

* * * * •*
TOMAS BREATHNACH, N.T., examined.

(English rendering of evident e giren in Irish.)
1. .4n Seabhac.—You are a teacher?—Yes.
2. Where do you teach ?—
3. A National school?—Yes.
4. On what do you desire to give evidence ' —About 

the school question.
5. And Irish?—Yes.
6. Have you anything in the form of a statement ? 

—A couple of words for myself. I don’t think there 
is any need to make a long statement.

The teachers are waiting to see what will happen, 
to see are the people in earnest about this question. 
The work of reviving the Irish language will be a 
failure, or at best only partially successful, unless there 
is immediate union between the two great National 
parties. We are doing our best for Irish, but 
next year when the farmers go into the Dáil 
we do not know what will happen in regard 
to Irish. We do not know what we shall 
be asked to do. That is the position of the
schools in this district. Another thing, Irish is 
being taught in the schools, and taught well, but 
when the children go home they never hear a word 
of Irish in the church, the post office, ,or anywhere 
else outside the schools. A child who will attend 
school will know Irish well, but he will find no news
paper in Irish and nobody to speak Irish to him out
side the school. It should he necessary for boys 
when they leave the National schools to go to the 
night schools until they are eighteen years. But it 
is not right that these schools should depend on the 
penny rate. We should not have to ask for 
God’s sake to give us the penny for Irish as 
we had this year. I am teaching Irish in a 
night school. I do not know if there will be any 
night school next year. They stopped the rate before 
and they may do so again. Somebody said some
thing about teaching infants. Is it not hard that a 
teacher, not knowing Irish, should have to teach it 
to the children? That teacher has been teaching 
English throughout his life and now he must begin 
and teach everything through Irish and nothing but 
Irish. He could not do it. It would be right to pen
sion such teachers and let them go. Nobody over 
thirty years can learn Irish well enough to do that 
work. They are too hard altogether on the teachers. 
Why should the administration he in English—Gar
dai Síothehána, priests, inspectors, commissioners, 
doctors and all others using English—and the 
teachers be forbidden to use English ? I think any 
old teacher, knowing only English, should be given
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full pension and nobody appointed to a school except 
a person who speaks Irish, as nobody else can teach 
Irish. The summer courses in Irish for teachers did 
more harm than anything else to the Irish language. 
I would compel no teacher to go to these classes, but 
to anybody who attended the courses I would give 
an extra month’s holidays. And if he succeeded in 
getting the certificate, I would give him increased 
pay of twenty pounds or so. There would be an 
examination at the end of the course with the same 
standard for everybody, and not a standard varying 
with the inspector who conducted the examination. 
There is no good in blaming the teachers and leaving 
others alone. The parents are saying “  Don’t teach 
Irish to the children.”  They would prefer you would 
not teach Irish to them. It would be a good thing 
for the Gaeltacht to have public officials in these 
places knowing Irish. It would do more good for 
Irish than anything else perhaps. If every man in 
the bank and the post office and the Gardai in Ring 
and such placed knew Irish it would do great good. 
It would also help the language if those who were 
going for positions under the County Council or the 
Government were given more marks for Irish than 
for any other subject. It is not necessary to have 
Irish' for any positions now. It would be better for 
you not to have it. If young boys were got in places 
like Ring and trained as teachers, that would do 
great good. It would also be a good thing if colleges 
or preparatory schools were established to train boys 
and girls for positions in the Civil Service. Liam 
0 Miodhacháin said the people were going from 
Ring. They are going from every country district in 
Ireland. There is no amusement for the people. If 
halls were erected and amusement provided for the 
people perhaps they would' not be in such a hurry going 
to America. Some of them are in a hurry to come 
back again. I don’t think there is anything else I have 
to say.

7. Pádraig 0 Cadhla.—You referred to the children 
going to school, four to eight years or five to e ig h t- 
do you think if the work was well done for the 
two or three years they would have plenty of Irish 
then?—Yes, if the teachers knew Irish. You would 
have to begin to teach English to them then, and 
the work of the school is tested by reading, writing, 
arithmetic and other knowledge in English.

8. Do you believe they could continue their educa
tion in Irish?—Yes, and, if necessary, teach them 
English reading and writing.

9. Don’t you think that would do in the Breac- 
Gaeltacht ?—If the Government and the people of 
Ireland are in earnest about Irish there is no other 
way of doing it.

10. Do you think they would have plenty of Eng
lish?—There will be no dearth of English. Too much 
English they have, but they don’t think so. They 
don’t think there is any need for Irish. They think 
it is a fad. They are tired of it for the past couple 
of years.

11. I suppose that kind of teaching would not suc
ceed as well as the children’ s school in the Ring 
College?—’Tis not the same at all. In the Ring 
College they are always inside and they hear Irish 
always, night and day. Our children, when they go 
home, hear nothing but English everywhere, night 
as well as day.

12. What would the work in the schools for chil
dren of five to eight be?—Conversation and a little 
reading and writing would not do much harm if the 
speaking were taught at the same time.

13. What are the things against the teachers at 
present ?—They don’t know how the matter stands or 
how it will bei in the future.

14. The inspector?—The same. He is looking for
ward also.

15. An Seabhac.—You said the teachers don’t know 
how the matter is or will be. Do you think the 
teachers have some doubt about the Government ?— 
They have a feeling that tha present Government will 
not last. People who have any knowledge of politics 
say that. They say that there is no division that will 
return the members of the present Government. A 
British general got the highest place in the Sen etc 
election.

16. Is that the view of the teachers, that their work 
is to be based on what will happen in two or three

years’ time instead of on the orders of the present 
year ?—The way the matter appears to the teachers 
is that they will be in the middle of this Irish work 
when some new Minister will come and change it all.

17. Do the teachers hold that view ?—It is in my 
own mind and I think it is in the minds of other 
teachers and of everybody.

18. Whatever Government would be in power there 
would be the chance that a Gaelic Government would 
come in again. Would the teachers regulate their 
work in expectation of another change back to Irish ? 
—It is not likely that a Government in favour of Irish 
will come in if the present Government is defeated. 
As I have already said, if the people were certain 
and if the teachers were certain that Irish would 
continue, in the schools there would be a greater de
sire to teach it and to learn it. But they feel now 
that there will be no teaching of Irish in future.

19. Why do they think so ?—It is certain no Irish
speaking candidate for the Seanad was elected.

20. Senator Cummins?—He is >a Labour Senator 
and a teacher.

21. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Senator Toal ?—I did not 
know he had Irish.

22. .-In. Seabhac.—Do you think any of the teachers 
would be influenced directly or actively by the 
thought that the Government would go out next 
time ?—It is in their minds.

23. An Fear Mór.—Do you think that in view of a 
change in Government the teachers are giving more 
assistance to the speaking of English than of Irish? 
—No, but the language that suits would be taught.

24. But Irish suits now and is it not wanted ?—I 
am saying they are doing their best.

25. If the Government were beaten and a non- 
Gaelic Government were in power, would they be 
thinking of the Government that would come next? 
—I am only giving you my opinion, and this is highly 
improbable.

26. An Seabhac.—Is there any fear for English ?— 
No. English is better known than ever.

27. This talk about the loss of English is nonsense. 
Those who write that way don’t know anything about 
it. As far as I can know, English is stronger now 
than ever.

28. In the Gaeltacht you say there are some old 
teachers who could not do the work efficiently ?—Yes.

29. What age5—Anyone over forty years, unless he 
has had Irish already. It is not possible for any 
such person to learn Irish well enough to teach it to 
the children.

30. What would you advise?—Full pension.
31. \fter only 20 years’ service?—It must be done. 

There is no other way. When they were appointed 
there was no talk about Irish.

32. Do you think there is any reason to believe 
that a teacher who was not able to teach other things 
well threw all the blame on Irish?—I don’t know.

33. Would it be natural ?—Of course, he would like 
to have an excuse.

34. Have you any other recommendation about the 
old teachers in the Gaeltacht but to pension them?— 
It is hard to do anything else. They might be sent 
to another school, but it would be hard to do that.

35. The other places they would be sent to would 
be as badly off then ?■—It does not matter in places 
like Dublin.

36. Pádraig 0 Cadhla.—How would it suit if such 
people were sent to a place for twelve months 
where they would hear nothing but Irish ?—It would 
do a great deal of good.

37. An Fean Mór.—Do some of the inspectors still 
speak to the children in English only ?—Yes.

38. Don’t the inspectors speak Irish?—How can 
they when they do not know it?

39. Are not many of them Irish speakers ?—Some of' 
them, but what about the others?

40. Do you think it would do great good to the 
schools if the Government showed it was in earnest 
about Irish ?—That is the whole thing altogether.

41. It is not being done at present?—No, it is not. 
For positions in this county for a year there was no 
talk about Irish.

42. As long as things remain so it will not be possible 
to do the work properly in the schools?—Quite so. 
nobody is in earnest.
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43. Do you think if a person was going for a posi
tion now, without English, he would have any chance 
o f getting it?—He would not get it without English

44. Don’t you think the same rule should be applied 
to Irish in the Gaeltacht?—I don’t think any person 
should get a public position in places like this unless 
he knows Irish.

45. Written work only should not be sufficient?—No, 
but real Irish speaking.

46. An Fear\ Mór.—Do you think there should be 
higher National schools in the Gaeltacht?—Yes, schools 
for the poor children to prepare them for the Civil 
Service examinations and positions as doctors and 
priests. If there was an Ard Scoil in every Irish
speaking district it would be a good thing to bring the 
children of the district round in motor vehicles to it.

47. Do you think that candidates for the teaching 
profession should in future be taken from the Gael
tacht ?—It is not possible to get it done in any other 
way. Make teachers of the children of the Irish
speaking districts. If we were sure that the Irish 
people wanted Irish it would be easy to do the work.

48. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Do you think the children 
would come to this Ard Scoil ?—Oh, yes.

49. Sufficient to maintain it ?—Easily.
50. One for every two parishes'?—It would not be 

necessary to have so many as that. If there were 
three in this district, it would do.

51. How many masters would be necessary ?—One 
person for every subject.

52. Evening classes and the high school would not 
be necessary?—No, there is no use in sending people 
over twenty years to a night school. If you could 
compel children from fourteen to eighteen to go that 
would be better.

53. Pádratii Ó Vadhla.—Would you make it com
pulsory ?—Yes.

54. How1 could you do that?—I see no difficulty in 
doing it.

55. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Don’t you know that Irish 
is an examination subject for the public service like 
French or German?—I believe it is.

56. Is there any good reading of Irish or English 
in the schools ? Is there any boy or girl in the 
schools who will be able to read anything aloud ex
cept those that become priests?—I don’t say so, any
how. I would like a lot of reading both in English 
and! Irish.

57. About pensions for teachers, what would you 
say about a woman who does not know a word of 
Irish and who has no desire to learn it ?—I don’t 
think there is any such person.

58. She is there ?—I hadn’ t thought there was such 
a person.

59. What would you do with her ?—Get her married.
60. She is married already?—I don’t know what to 

do in that case.
61. Do you think the inspectors who are being ap

pointed are efficient and suitable for such positions ? 
Why should not men like you apply for these posi
tions ?—I don t know.

* * * * *

The following statement was handed in by Rev. Father 
Kelleher :—

I fear I can be of very little assistance to the Com
mission. But as I have been asked to give my views, 
I  deem it my duty to do so, in spite of my great, re
luctance and misgivings.

To my mind the question of preserving the Irish 
language in the Gaeltacht must be taken in conjunc
tion with the wider question of restoring Irish as a 
vernacular language in Saorstát Eireann- Except on the 
supposition that it is seriously intended to make Irish 
a vernacular throughout the Saorstát, it would not be 
possible, nor even if it should be possible would it be. 
desirable to retain and entrench Irish ini the Gaeltacht. 
It would be a waste of money and energy, besides being 
a grave injustice against the people of the Gaeltacht, 
to attempt to isolate a few remote districts of the 
country, and to erect artificial barriers which would 
tend to exclude these people permanently from full 
social and cultural intercourse with the rest of the 
country. But if, on the other hand, it is really in

tended to make Irish a vernacular throughout the Saor- 
stát, then immediately the question of the Gaeltacht 
assumes an outstanding importance, and calls for 
special consideration.

In order, therefore, that the purpose of this Com- 
mission may be intelligible to everybody, it is essential 
as a preliminary that it be made clear beyond the pos
sibility of mistake that provision is also to be made for 
reconstituting Irish as a vernacular throughout the 
Saorstát. It may appear strange that there should be. 
any necessity to labour such a point this hour of the 
day- The Constitution has made Irish the official lan
guage of the Saorstdt, and surely one would imagine 
the people who have accepted that Constitution and are 
careful to insist on all the rights and protection it 
affords them would not aim at making it a mockery 
on one of its most fundamental provisions. And yet 
the sad fact is only too obvious. No sooner did the 
country begin to emerge from the double agony of the 
conflict with England and the conflict between our
selves, than it began to be evident that forces were 
at work calculated to stultify the very Constitution 
itself, and thus to undermine the present foundation 
of our whole social life. Every difficulty and every 
inconvenience incidental to the gradual restoration of 
the Irish language is broadcasted and exaggerated. 
Everyone who feels a grievance real or imaginary cries 
out, and the cry is taken up and repeated. The effect 
is unmistakable; an atmosphere of hostility to Irish is 
being created to the effect more or less consciously in
tended that the provision of the Constitution making 
Irish our official language shall be effectively thwarted.

It is imperative that the air be cleared in this respect, 
and that the atmosphere which has been gathering for 
some time be dissipated, if this Commission is to hope 
for any practical results from its labours. We have no 
reason to suspect that the present Government, or 
indeed any other Government likely to hold office in 
this country for many years, is prepared to do anything 
to stultify the Constitution at the suggestion of any 
anti-Irish interests or prejudices. Hut Governments 
as we know cannot fail to respond to a strong vocal 
agitation, especially if it can be made to app ear that 
the agitation has the sympathy of the body of the 
people- This is just what is being done at present, 
and it is time that the supporters of the language took 
up the challenge that is being thrown out to them. 
Is Irish going to be side-tracked in the Saorstát? For 
that is what it comes to. The position of the language 
supporters would appear impregnable on the ground 
that Irish cannot be side-tracked unless the whole 
Constitution is side-tracked. For the Constitution 
must be accepted as a whole or not at all. 
We cannot take one portion of it and reject 
another. Many accepted the Constitution who would 
never have done so were it not for the prospects held 
out of building up a real Irish nation through this very 
provision made for the Irish language. Is faith to be 
kept with these people now, or are they to be told 
that that provision was merely a delusion and a snare? 
If that is to be the case it is only too likely that we 
are going to have everything in the melting pot once 
more. No one could have imagined that everyone wap 
going tf) have all his own way under the Constitution 
The Constitution itself was in the nature of a compro
mise of give and taike between all parties and interests. 
The only prospect of its continuing to work is through' 
loyal acceptance of all its provisions.

All that will have to be made unmistakably clear 
now, if the present campaign against the introduction 
of Irish does not cease There is no need to pretend 
that the Constitution does not entail a'certain amount 
of inconvenience for us all. But such inconvenience 
is only the price we have to pay for the prerogative of 
enjoying our own national autonomy. The re-intro
duction of Irish as a vernacular will doubtless mean 
a certain amout of inconvenience for most of us, and 
will possibly be distasteful for some of us. But w«« 
must put up with some inconvenience, and we cannod 
expect to have everything precisely according to our 
several prepossessions and prejudices. Beyond that 
there is no compelling reason why Irish should be 
pushed in a manner that is unduly inconvenient for 
anybody; nor is there any indication that it is being 
so pushed at present. For myself I depricate every 
suggestion that Irish is to be pushed down the throats 
of the people no matter from what quarter that sugges- 
ii >n comes. No doubt it is started for the purpose
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of creating a prejudice against Irish, from the know
ledge that the Irish people will resent, and very rightly 
too, an attempt to push anything down their throats 
except what tney themselves are perfectly prepared to 
swallow. In tins as in every other controversy it is 
better for us to try to understand one another’s position 
with a view if possible of coming to a working agree
ment, rather than to give way to impatience and hurl 
defiance at one another's heads. If it can be shown that 
the method at present being adopted for the restoration 
of Irish is unreasonable, by all means such representa
tion should be attended to. Or if less drastic measures 
are proposed for which the claim is made that they can 
be made really effective, these too should receive the 
most sympathetic consideration. But where there is 
question of mere sham proposals insidiously devised for 
the purpose of defeating the present strong position of 
the claims for Irish, the advocates of the present mea
sures, instead of being apologetic and attempting to 
justify every step that is being taken, should themselves 
assume the offensive against the grumblers, and press 
them to declare openly whether they accept the Con
stitution and are prepared to abide loyally by its pro
visions.

Furthermore it appears to me that the time has come 
when we are called on to give answers to the specific 
arguments by which prejudices are being raised against 
all efforts towards the re-introduction of the Irish lan
guage. It is being repre-cuted, for instance, that the 
use of Irish in the schools constitutes an intolerable 
burden on the teachers, and seriously impairs the effi
ciency of the schools. It may be that some teachers 
suffer hardships incidental to the change of pregramme. 
But with a rea-onable exercise of patience and restraint 
on both sides, these hardships will be gradually elimi
nated according as the teachers are perfected in their 
preparation for the teaching of Irish. There will always 
as a matter of course be a few teachers with a griev
ance, as there were before ever Irish was thought of, 
being made compulsory in the schools, as there are 
discontented members in every body, especially when 
there are influential persons outside their own ranks 
only too ready to exploit and exaggerate their griev
ances. It should in fairness be pointed out that the 
vast body of the teachers have responded with laudable 
zeal to the extra demands which the change of circum
stances in this country has entailed on them. As 
regards efficiency every drastic change of programme 
must appear to interfere with efficiency in the be
ginning, but there is no reason in the world why in a 
short time teaching might not he a« efficient through 
Iri=L as through English. If one were to judge from 
all that is being said about efficiency at present, it 
would appear as if our schools were models of efficiency 
before Irish was introduced into them, whertas the 
outstanding fact is that education in Ireland never 
reached so low an ebb as since it came to be imparted 
through the much lauded medium of English.

Finally, in this connection we should not content 
ourselves with answering the objections of the oppo
nents of Irish. The positive case for the language 
should be fully and convincingly made out. It 
should be shown that as long as' we are confined to 
English as our sole vernacular, we can have no hope 
of ever building up a healthy, virile Irish nation. 
England will remain our intellectual and cultural 
centre, and we shall be simply the backwash of Eng
lish civilisation. Our tastes, ideals and outlook on 
life will inevitably be fashioned in England. With
out some spiritual bond and visible symbol of na
tional solidarity, such as a common Irish language 
would afford, it is difficult to conceive, with our 
proximity and inevitable close intercourse with Eng
land, how we can develop a consciousness of real 
independent nationality. We can never rise to a true 
realisation of common ideals and mutual interests. 
Employers will continue to read of labour conflicts 
in their Doily .1 fails or Daily Chronicles and be sur
prised why workers do not see the necessity of taking 
account of the well-being of the country as a whole. 
Most of us shall continue to bemoan certain scandals 
connected with dress, literature and amusements. 
But we shall.be helpless in the face of them, for we 
shall have no accepted standard of our own where
with to iu(J?e them, for our standards with our 
tastes will come to us from England, and every 
superior alien in our midst can afford to sneer at

what he may be pleased to call our prudery in the 
matter of decency and cleanliness.

We need not pretend that the mere re-introduction 
of Irish would of itself settle all these difficulties. 
But it would put it in our power to deal with them 
ourselves. It would give us a sense of power and 
responsibility which would certainly make us more 
active and practically interested in them and give 
us just ground for hope that our exertions may not 
be altogether in vain.

I owe an apology to the members of the Commis
sion for presuming to trouble them to such an extent 
with considerations which may appear to have only 
an indirect connection with the subject of their in
vestigation. I have done so from the conviction that 
the greatest obstacle to the preservation of Irish in 
the Gaeltacht is the impression which is being in
sidiously circulated at present that there is no serious 
intention, nor indeed any appreciable possibility, of 
restoring Irish as a vernacular through the re
mainder of the country. The circumstances of the 
time also appear to call for plain speaking on these 
points. At one period in the past in connection with 
Irish there was much speaking and little work. 
Perhaps it is only by a natural reaction that at pre
sent we have much work and little speaking. That 
will not do either. If the work is to be done pro
perly, a certain amount of speaking is required, if 
only that the ground be suitably prepared. Irish 
cannot be forced on the people against their will; 
the case for Irish must be put before them in such 
a manner that will be willing and eager to accept it.

There are two extreme views about the Gaeltacht, 
both equally wide of the troth and unfortunate in 
their consequences. They agree in taking an unduly 
simple view of the problem. For both the language 
is inseparably bound up with the prevailing social 
and economic conditions. Certain enthusiasts for 
Irish see nothing but what is admirable in the Gael
tacht. and would make it the model according to 
which the entire country should be reconstructed. 
Certain enthusiasts for English, on the other hand, 
see nothing but what is deplorable in the Gaeltacht, 
and would exterminate Irish as the root cause of all 
the evil. The truth, of course, is that there is only 
a very slight and accidental connection between 
Irish and the social and economic conditions of the 
Gaeltacht. Whatever was the language spoken in 
the districts now known as the Gaeltacht, their geo
graphical position would cause these districts to be 
socially and economically backward. There is 
scarcely room for doubt that fortunate fate which 
left the Gaeltacht in possession of the Irish language 
and so much of the Irish tradition went far to com
pensate the people for the lamentable effects of their 
isolation. Anyone who gives the question unpreju
diced consideration will readily admit that, taken 
all round, the condition of the people of the Gael
tacht is vastly superior to what it would; be if they 
had not retained the Irish language with its living 
traditions; although in more recent times, when 
English had come to be generally adopted on all 
sides of them, the Irish language did tend to in
tensify the effects of their geographical isolation.

It appears to me, therefore, that in {heir present 
investigations the Commission will be well advised 
to keep the language and economic aspects of the 
Gaeltacht from running into and confusing one an
other.

Provided the language question is properly dealt 
with throughout the country generally, I do not 
consider that there need be much anxiety about the 
language in the Gaeltacht, nor do I think that any 
course should be recommended that would tend to 
emphasise any distinction between the Gaeltacht and 
the rest of the country, or even to preserve such a 
distinction as exists at present. If Irish is given 
proper consideration throughout the country, then 
the freer and the fuller the communication between 
the Gaeltacht and the Galltacht the better for both. 
The suggestion might be permitted, however, that in 
the attempt to bring back Irish to the country gene
rally specially effective measures should be adopted, 
as far as is reasonably possible in the areas border
ing on the Gaeltacht.
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I am not sufficiently acquainted with the Gaeltacht 
to presume to make any specific suggestions about 
its economic problems. As a preliminary step, how
ever, it would appear most desirable to have a survey 
made out, as full and as accurate as possible, of the 
economic resources of each area, as to what these 
resources are, how they could be developed and per
haps extended, and what population they could be 
calculated to maintain in decent comfort. After 
that the question would arise of providing for the 
surplus population. That, I imagine, could best be 
done, at least as far as the resources at the Govern
ment’s disposal will permit, by establishing compact 
colonies from the Gaeltacht in those other parts of 
the country which are totally or in great part unin
habited.

* * * * *

REV. J. KELLEHER examined.
1. You wish to give evidence in English to the

Commission, Father Kelleher?—Yes. I have not
practice in speaking Irish sufficiently to give evidence 
in Irish.

2. We have not been able to read your statement 
and we are, therefore, not acquainted with it, 
though we will afterwards read it and give it every 
consideration; but perhaps now you would like to 
deal with the general points in it?—You can read 
my statement at your convenience. At present I 
would just like to say that what has struck me as 
the great difficulty in the retaining of the Irish lan
guage is the idea that is now being propagated that 
the people and the Government are not in earnest in 
restoring Irish throughout the country. If we are 
not in earnest in restoring Irish throughout the 
country, I  think it would be a mistake to try to restore 
it in the Gaeltacht and to keep the people there isolated 
from the rest of the country. When we consider the 
Gaeltacht we ought also to consider the question of 
making Irish the vernacular throughout the country. 
There is no reason why we could not have it brought 
home to the people that we are in earnest and that 
the Government is' also in earnest about the restor
ing of the language. For myself, I take my strongest 
stand on the question on the Constitution that we 
are under at the present time. According to our 
Constitution, Irish is the official language of the 
country. If that Constitution is to stand it must 
stand on that point as well as on every other point.. 
It should not be open to anyone to object to 
a reasonable effort being made to restore the lan
guage, except those people whose one object seems 
to be to put us back to where we were before, so 
that we would have to fight all over again for the 
Irish language. I should wish that that point would 
be put strongly before our people. Speaking gene
rally on the question of the retaining or restoration 
of the language, I regard the agitation that is going 
on against it, to get the people up against it and not 
to have it restored, as a conspiracy that is put for
ward in order to damp the people’s ardour for the 
language. People in this country are very much led 
tuvay by what they hear, and that is the object of 
this conspiracy that is going on against the lan
guage. While the people are in favour of Irish, 
when they hear it said again and again that there 
is no chance for the Irish language being re
stored they become indifferent about Irish, and they 
therefore resent being asked to learn Irish when 
other people inspire them insidiously that the lan
guage is not wanted by the country. We must return 
to propaganda work again. The attempt at present 
being made to get Irish taught in the schools is very 
reasonable, and those people who object to it should 
be asked what it is they want instead of the language. 
In this country people very often object to things 
that are ordered for the good of the country and 
themselves, but when they do object they are never 
asked what they want instead. We should put to 
those people : What do they want and what would 
they do? Would they stop Irish altogether and 
would they give up their Constitution? I say, as 
long as that Constitution stands Irish must be com
pulsory in the schools because under the Constitu
tion Irish is the official language of the country. No 
Government could continue to maintain or sustain 
schools in which the official language of the country

does not get first place. I think we should make the 
most of our strong position with legard -to the Irish 
language in that respect. It is laid down in the 
Constitution that it is the official language of the 
country, and that fact must be generally recognised. 
Propaganda is, therefore, very necessary, and I think 
we ought to have plain speaking about it. Formerly, 
perhaps, we had too much talking about it and little 
work, but lately I think we have too much work 
about it and altogether too little talk. We must pre
pare the ground for our work for the restoring of 
the language and have plenty of propaganda. I have 
expressed my views on that fairly fully in my 
written statement.

3. An Seabhac.—We will take your views on that
point as they are recorded in your written statement 
and we would also like to hear your general views on 
the whole question ?—I would be strong on a point 
to which I attach the greatest importance—that is, 
that Irish is the spiritual power in the country that 
will ultimately unite us as a nation. In the past 
we have had too many things to keep us asunder, 
and nothing will keep us so much together as some 
common bond, and I see nothing so strong as the 
language for that. At present in this country we 
are! inclined to look upon one another as strangers, 
especially with regard to the tilings that have kept 
us apart in the past. I believe that is inevitable as 
long as we have English, because we are under Eng
lish ideas and are dependent on those English ideas 
for the strengthening of our minds, and in that way 
« e  forget we are Irish. It comes to this,1 that the 
English shoneens want to make us, like themselves, 
as English as they possibly can. They want us to 
look down on our neighbours and to give all our 
support and sympathy to English culture and 
civilisation. We must show that we have something 
economic outside their commerce, and if we do so I 
think we will be able to get over our economic and 
industrial difficulties. I cannot see the employers 
and employees seeing that they have anything in 
common so long as they keep on looking to England 
for their ideals. We must have some common 
ground on which to work at home. I don't know 
anything that would' give us such a sense of nation
hood and unity as the Irish language would. I would 
be very strong on that point. There is also the 
priests’ outlook. We are all anxious at present about 
certain abuses coming into the country with regard 
to amusements and dress. We are to a great 
extent powerless at home, because we have no 
common opinion. Wc cannot form a standard
of our own in that connection, so long as we 
have the danger that our tastes will always 
be flooded from England. We must be united at 
home and have a common opinion against that flood 
that comes from England. In the matters of 
proper dress, amusement, cleanliness and decency 
\ve will have all that English stuff pitchforked into 
our country until we go seriously into the whole 
question and form a common opinion on it. I think 
Irish is valuable in that direction. The language in 
the Gaeltacht is our hope of bringing home to the 
people that Irish is to be the vernacular in the 
country.

4. Outside the Gaeltacht ?—It would not be fair to 
try to revive Irish in the Gaeltacht unless it is 
brought home to the people of the Gaeltacht that 
Irish will be the language of the country, and, that 
being accepted, the tendency should be to break 
down any barriers between the, Gaeltacht and the 
rest of the country. Instead of making special re
gulations about the Gaeltacht I would have as little 
distinction as possible.

Mr. Ó Cadhla.—Except that vnu would provide 
more advantages ?—I would suggest that whatever 
provision was made for the schools in the country 
should be enforced in the Gaoltacht. If the idea of 
restoring the language through the country is 
accepted, there is no danger about the language in 
the Gaeltacht. Let every provision be given for 
going on with Irish in the Gaeltacht. I notice from 
your terms of reference that your special reference is 
economic, and I  regard that as a far more difficult 
question. I think, however, as regards the language 
and the economic and social conditions we must dis
tinguish between the two. There is only an acci
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dental connection between Irish and social conditions, 
but we ought to take Irish by itself, and also the 
question of social conditions by itself, and treat them 
as two different questions. It struck him that one 
of the first things that would be necessary, if it is 
possible and if your resources admit of it, would be 
that yourselves or some other Commission should 
make a survey of the economic resources in each 
area in the Gaeltacht; that is, the resources as they 
are and that can be developed; with the view of 
finding out the population that could be maintained 
in the Gaeltacht, and that after that provision be 
made for the establishing from such population of 
Gaelic colonies. Then you would have the surplus 
population to deal with, and I think that could be 
attended to by establishing compact colonies from the 
Gaeltacht in other parts of the country with sufficient 
resources to support each such population.

5. An Seabhac.—The burden of your statement is 
that it would be a bad thing to give the impression 
that the Gaeltacht was something apart—insularised? 
Yes.

6. And to give the people the impression that nothing 
was to be done outside that area?—Or to allow that 
impression to be made by others.

7. Your suggestion is that the people of the Gael
tacht should be made to feel that they have something 
that the Test of the country considered to be a rich 
heritage?—Yes.

8. And that the rest of the country would try to 
possess it?—Yes.

9. That we want that and that it should he brought 
home to the rest- of the country?—Yes, that we are in 
earnest about it-

10. What action on the part of the Government do 
you think would convince the people?—What I think 
is neglected at the present, time is propaganda. That 
word has got a bad  a'li'v of late, but I think it is 
badly wanted at the present, time, especially in view of 
the insidious propaganda that is going on the other 
side. We are told by people that this effort to restore 
the language will be all over in a short time, and to 
take our ease and everything will be all right again. 
That is what is being told the people by the enemies 
of the language. T don’t think that should be-allowed.

11. Whose business would it be to make that propa
ganda?—I think it would be the business of all of us. 
The most prominent and influential men interested in 
the language should come together and see what could 
be done.

12. It is your suggestion that as Irish has been made 
the national language of the country, it ought to be 
a national duty, and therefore the duty of the Govern
ment of the nation to educate the people in that lan
guage?—Yes, at the same time I think the Government 
must have public opinion behind them. They cannot 
go faster than public opinion; they must feel that 
they have the country behind them- I think it would 
be for the Gaelic Leaguers and others interested in the 
language revival to do such work, and to get such 
public opinion for the language. We have allowed the 
Gaelic spirit to be damped down. Perhaps we went 
too fast at one time and had too much talk, but we 
want that talk now; I think there is a. real necessity 
for propaganda .

13. Tin you think that the question of the Irish 
language is one that should be a part, of one’s loyalty to 
the nation?—1 do.

14. And that a man who does a thing that will do 
harm to that language is as guilty of a crime against 
the nation as say a man who throws a stone at an in
sulator on a telephone pole and is sent to prison for 
it?— T would not say as technically guilty as that.

15. That does not seem to represent what I said at 
this stage.

16. Mr. Hanly.—Did you state that you do not want 
the Gaeltacht isolated in any way?—Weil, as little as 
possible.

17- And that any isolation should be an advantage 
to the Gaeltacht?— Yes.

18. Where there was a little patch in the country 
that would be willing to have the education and take 
part in the advancement of such a colony you would 
he in favour of bringing it into lino?—Certainly.

19. You would not deprive any part of the country 
of any of the educational advancement you suggest?— 
No, certainly not.

20. When you referred to propaganda, do. you mean 
education propaganda?—Yes, and also publication in 
connection with the Gaelic movement generally, so that 
the people would gain a knowledge of it.

21. Do you include in that the Department of Agri
culture in their issuing of leaflets, and do you think 
something corresponding to that should be done, the 
issuing of information, educative and instructive, in 
connection with the speaking of Irish?— Yes, and I 
would do it as widely as possible.

22. Pádraig 0 Cadhla.—With regard to the transfer 
of people of the Gaeltacht to other parts of the country, 
have you developed that point in your statement?—I 
don’t know that I have, as I  don’t know what the re
sources of the Ministry of Agriculture would be. That 
would not be known until after the breaking up of 
the untenanted lands.

22.v.—.In Fear Mór.—In connection with the econo
mic position in the Gaeltacht, you think it is right 
to keep it apart from the others?—Certainly.

2-4. Do you know that in the Gaeltacht the economic 
position is very bad at present?—Yes, and it is attri
buted by many to the Irish spoken there.

24. Do you think it a mistake that the two should 
be included in the terms of reference?—Oh, no. They 
are two distinct questions that ought to be attended 
to. I don’t think you can remedy one without remedy
ing the other, but they are two distinct questions.

25. And you would keep them apart?—I would con
sider them as distinct matters.

26- You heard of the intention of the Ministry of 
Education to arrange for higher schools than those 
at present in the Gaeltacht, so that higher education 
would be given for young men to qualify them for 
positions in the Civil Service and other departments?—
I would be glad if that were done.

27. An Srabhae.—The Fear Mór refers to the proposed 
preparatory teachers’ colleges?—I have heard of them.

28. .4n Fear Mór.— You think that in the Gaeltacht 
bright boys and girls should have secondary schools 
provided for them?—If possible, I think it should be so.

29. Ftachra Eilgeach.—As regards the question of 
propaganda, you read the speech of the Minister for 
Education, in Ennis, some time ago—is that what 
you would like in the way of propaganda ?—Yes. 
and as much reasoned argument as can be given, and 
also lectures. I believe the language will do well if 
we have such propaganda, especially with regard to 
our nationality. Help can be given in that way, and 
I think able men should do it. It would be worth 
while enlisting their services to do it.

30. Do you think occasional gestures from members 
of the Government would have the desired effect?—It 
would be excellent, and would help.

31. .4» Aenhhnr.—We are very grateful to you for 
giving us such a fine statement, and for what you have 
said to-day on the subject. It will all be got in the 
Report of the Commission.

sfc '* # *■
DOMHNALL O FEARACHAIR, examined.

(English rendering of evidence given in Irish.)
1. An Seabhac.—You have had a long connection 

with the Gaelic movement in this district. We should 
like to hear your opinion?—Well, you cannot bring 
back Irish without money and faith. Faith and money 
should go hand in hand. Then, perhaps, fathers and 
mothers would assist in the teaching of Irish to their 
children. The position in the past was this. The
Irish-speaking peoDle were very poor, and nothing was 
to be got from Irish. The priests, the doctors, the 
teachers and others like that spoke English. The 
people had to send their children to school where they 
got English- Twenty-five years ago Doctor Henebrv 
said that unless the. Church helped the language was 
dying in the Decies. They had priests and teachers 
who did not know Irish at that time. We need not 
expect much from the old priests or the old teachers, 
except those who knew Irish already. I  don’t believe 
the Government will allow the language tc die- Irish 
ought to be. essential for all public positions. A few 
years ago when it was thought that a knowledge of 
Irish would be insisted upon, clerks in. the Post Office 
and other public servants bought Irish books and began 
to learn the language. Thpn when they found that 
Irish was not. wanted thev sold the books again. They 
sold them to myself. Certificates are given in some
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colleges to students who are not good Irish speakers. 
No student should get a certificate if he could not speak 
Irish. If you want the people at home from going to 
America you must advance the Irish language, and you 
must give them some entertainment and social life.

2. We would like to get some information from you 
about business people and Irish. Was your knowledge 
of Irish any disadvantage to you in business?—No, it 
was no disadvantage to me at all. On the contrary, I 
was able to do busines in either Irish or English' with 
people who came in to me.

3. Do you think it is any disadvantage to business 
people, doctors, solicitors, and others, if their children 
were brought up with a knowledge of Irish, and respect 
for Irish education and respect for Ireland?—It would 
not be any disadvantage to them or their children. 
It is no disadvantage to them now.

4. The business people in twenty years would be as 
cultured as if they were brought up with foreign educa
tion?—It is as easy to leam Irish as it was to learn 
English.

5. About their business?—They would be the better 
able to do their business.

6. Would they be as good business men?—Much 
better, if Irish is the first language they learn.

7. As far as shopkeepers are concerned, Irish is no 
disadvantage to them ?—No.

8., What would you say to people who say it is ?—I 
would say they were against Irish and against Ireland. 
I was often told that my speaking of Irish brought me 
business.

9. Your business did not fall asunder because of 
Irish, anyway?—No.

10. Mr' 0 i ’adhla.—How old were you before you 
knew English?—I had no English before fourteen.

11. Was that any disadvantage to you when you 
were sent in here to Dungarvan ?—No. I was fond of 
reading Irish. I was often told that was because I 
didn’t know English.

12. The children were chastised in those days if they 
did not know English?— Yes, I  think the Government 
should make a rule that all persons employed by the 
Government and County Councils should know the Irish 
language.

13. You know that a lot of Gaelic songs and stories 
and poems are still to be found among the old speakers 
in Dungarvan that have never been collected?—Yes.

14. Do you think that they ought to be collected by 
the Government?—Yes There is another thing, there 
is a tax on hats and other things that are not made in 
Ireland, while there is no tax on tweeds, and as a> result 
many Irish mills are closed. I would suggest that the 
Irish manufacturers give a prize to the clerks who sell 
the most Irish-manufactured clothing.

*  *  #  # -5

SEAN 0 CONAIRE, examined.
(English rendeiintj of eridenre in Irish.)

1. An Seabhar.—You were a teacher?— Yes. What 
school?—Coill Iseal.

2. Mr. Ó Cadhla—Are you speaking for yourself or 
for the teachers?—My own opinion. I represent my
self here.

3. An Seabhac.—You have been working for some 
time in Waterford?—Yes, twenty-five or twenty-six 
years.

4. Is there any change in the work in the schools 
under the rules now in operation?—Oh, there is an 
improvement.

5. Are the results accordingly?—I don't think you 
can see the results yet- Only three came to me know
ing Irish.

6. What parish ?—Aogbele.
7. The Irish' language is living there amongst the old 

people?—Yes, people over fifty years. Sixty per cent, 
of them know Irish. Half of those from thirty to fifty 
understand Irish. All the rest have very little Irish.

8. Do those who have Irish' speak it among them
selves?—Very seldom. They speak Irish to me because 
I speak only Irish to them.

9. They have found out what you prefer?— Yes, 
exactly. They don't speak Irish among themselves. I 
gave them the habit of speaking Irish to them. A year 
or a year-and-a-half ago, I was going to Mass one 
Sunday morning. There were some men on the road.

• One of them said to another thab he would compel me

to speak English. They made a bet on it. When I 
approached he said : “  Good morning.”  I answered, 
and he won. the bet.

10. Are there many like you in the parish who insist 
on speaking Irish?—I don’t know.

11. Are there any other teachers like you?—Thera 
are.

12. Have the people the same opinion of them?—1 
could npt say. They speak Irish to them sometimes 
at any rate.

13. Would public officials be able to do their work 
in that parish in Irish?—Oh, yes, because the old 
people know the language.

14. The pensions officer?—I don’t  think there is any 
person getting the pension who is not an Irish speaker.

15. In the teaching of Irish in the schools, what is 
the value of the Irish in the homes to the children?— 
It is worth a great deal, but those who know it don't 
speak it in the homes habitually- The children hear 
it sometimes. I have three boys from the same family 
in iny school. The eldest has good Irish, the second 
boy’s Irish is not good, and the third hasn’t a word of 
Irish at all.

16. From the same family?—Yes.
17. In your own district?—Yes.
18. Have vf»u thought of anyway of connecting the 

work of the school with the language of the people who 
know Irish at home so as to get them to help?—I have 
often thought of it, but it is hard to find any means 
of interesting the Irish speakers in the work. It is an 
economic question. They ask •“  what good is it? "

19. What would enable them to get an advantage out 
of it?—Positions when they go out into the world. If 
there was anything to be got because of a knowledge 
of Irish they would see that it was an advantage to 
have it. The feeling at present is that the Government 
don’t, care about Irish- The discussion in the news
papers is also putting difficulties in the way of the 
teaching of Irish in the schools.

20. Don’t the people understand that they them
selves can make Irish of advantage to their children ? 
—They don’t- They are not able t<> make up their 
own minds.

21. The people are not being led in that direction?— 
No.

22. Have you anything in your own mind that could 
be done to change those people who have Irish and 
don’t speak it, and get them to speak Irish to the 
children?—I don’t know what could be done.

23. If increased pensions were given t-o the old 
people, do you think that would help?—It might do 
some good, but it would be unnatural. It is hard to 
do it.

24. There is no use in talking to the people unless 
they have the proper spirit?—Yes.

25. Is there any patriotism in the people?—I don’t 
know. There is not the same spirit now that there 
was some time ago. That is my impression.

26. Would you put some of the blame on the politi
cians for putting Irish aside and not using it when 
addressing the people?— There is not as much being 
done for Irish now as before.

27. The politicians are as busy as ever?— Yes.
28. It is not nationality they preach, but politics?— 

They don't bother about nationality.
29,. If the teaching of Irish continued in the schools 

for two or three years with a good teacher and'the 
people helped, would the children know Irish?—They 
would undoubtedly, but remember that the children 
are under the teacher for only twenty hours a week. 
The rest of the time they are with their fathers and 
mothers- There is no other way but working through 
English in the school.

30. D o  you think that way would be effective?— 
There is no other effective way.

31. Is it sufficient for the child to have Irish up to 
eight years of age?—It is not sufficient in my opinion, 
but it would put them a far way on the road.

32. They would be six years more in school?—Yes.
33- What would the result be in fourteen years?—■

I don’t know. I think they would be able to speak it 
by that time, but the way tine work is being done in the 
schools makes it difficult to say. There is so much 
English now that I don’t think the people will over be 
made as Gaelic as they were.

34. With the way English is in the schools now, and 
with inspectors, managers and teachers as they are,
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do you think the language of this district will be 
Gaieiicised within forty years?—It will be hard enough.

35. In your district can it be done?—It will never 
be done as matters are now.

36. An Fear Mór.— You have heard people say there 
is too much Irish in the schools?— l'es.

37. Do you think we are paying too much attention 
to those people?—I don’t know what attention you are 
paying to them.

38. I am speaking of the teachers who came before 
us?— There are many teachers who are working 
earnestly teaching Irish, but the inspector comes and 
points out that in the programme there is so much 
English to be taught and it must be taught- It is the 
same thing about Irish. We must keep our heads up.

39. Has there not been a programme in the schools 
for the past couple of years that does not require the 
teaching of any English to infants?— Yes.

40. You have the permission of the inspector to 
teach English?—Yes.

41. Is English taught?—Too much.
42- Too much English?—Yes. They cannot read or 

write English when they come to the higher standards, 
and we must begin then and teach them the letters. 
We have two years’ work to do in one year.

43. They are looking for so much English in the 
second standard?— Yes.

44. Do fathers and mothers find fault with the 
schools for teaching Irish?—There are some who do. 
Only two came to me. We were at work about a 
vear-and-a-half, and I only taught Irish. The children 
were very good.

45. You taught every thing in Irish?—Yes, and they 
were wonderfully good.

46. You heard about a deputation that went to a 
certain parish priest in the Deicies ?—Yes.

47. We have examined that and we find that only 
one person went?—We must teach the prayers in Irisi. 
and in English also. That should not be necessary.

48. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Who decided that?—It is on
the programme. The diocesan inspector examines in 
both.

49. .la Seabhac-—Would you understand from the 
inspectors that they are afraid English will decline?— 
There is too much examination in English.

50. Would you understand from them that they have 
not in mind Gaelicisation as an object?—I only saw 
two or three of them, I may say.

51. Fiachra Eilgeach.—Is Irish more general now 
than it was?—I think so.

52. Are the boys as clever nowadays as they were in 
your boyhood?—Yes- There was less to be done then. 
There are too many things now.

53. What do you think of the system under which 
children, after two years’ learning of Irish could not 
say Dia ’s Mun e dhuit ?—It is not the fruit of the 
system.

54. About changes in the schools, they have to come 
from the people at the top, and perhaps more Irish 
would be wanted by the next Government?—Perhaps, 
but I have a strong doubt.

55. You think they will want less?— Yes.
56. Why?—I don’t know.
57. You think the farmers won’t want it?—You see 

how things are moving now. The inspectors don’t 
understand the difficulty of teaching language. It is 
not the same thing teaching the language in Ring Col
lege as teaching it in schools where the children are 
sent home every evening.

58. An Fear Mót.—But you will find children taught 
Irish in places where no Irish is spoken at all?—There 
are some people more earnest than- others

59. Fiachra Eilgeach.—What would be your remedy 
in the matter of Irish ?—Ban English for some years.

60. .In Seabhac.—Would Irish education be any the 
worse?—It would be much better.

The Commission adjourned at 2.30 p.m.
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